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Announcements and News
Includes information about conferences, community events and product news.
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Release Notes
View changes made in the current release.

Portable Software Instance

Verify supports installation using the portable software instance (PSWI), released on March 3 2022. The PSWI is available
for download from the Broadcom support pages.

CTS 6.1 (ETP16) Support

PTFs LU03077 and LU03078 were released on October 11 2021 and add support for CTS version 6.1 (ETP16).

CTS 5.6 Support

PTFs SO13530 and SO13531 were released on June 19 2020 and add support for CTS version 5.6.

Portfolio Simplification for Verify Automation Regression Testing for VTAM

Verify Automation Regression Testing for VTAM includes the following interfaces, features, and capabilities in the base
product license cost:

Extended Environment Automated regression testing tools for both VTAM and IBM®

CICS® applications.

Extended Environment Upgrade Automated regression testing tools for VTAM applications.

Verify Automated Regression Testing for VTAM Automated regression testing tools for VTAM applications.

REXX Environment

The REXX support feature is available when the optional Verify REXX component (CE89900) is installed.

Host Command Environment The Verify for VTAM Host Command Environment allows REXX execs to use the REXX
ADDRESS instruction to ADDRESS VERIFY and to issue Verify for VTAM host commands.

Test Stream to REXX Conversion The Utilities menu in the existing Verify TSO interface will include new options for
converting a Verify test stream to a REXX script, and for managing password security for REXX scripts.

REXX Password Security REXX Password Security ensures passwords in the script are not shown in plain text.
Passwords can be encrypted by a token or code.

CSM

CSM is an application that simplifies and unifies the management of Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems.

CSM provides services that make it easier for you to perform the following actions:

• Acquire, install, deploy, and configure products
• Automatically obtain and apply maintenance

These services enable you to easily manage your software based on industry-accepted best practices. A web-based
interface makes the look-and-feel of the environment friendly and familiar. This interface helps you install and maintain
your products faster and with less chance of error.

You can acquire CSM from Broadcom Support
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NOTE
For more information, see your product installation instructions and the CSM online help.

Product Names and Abbreviations
View product names and abbreviations used in this documentation.

Verify documentation includes the references to the following Broadcom mainframe products:

• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• Allocate™ DASD Space and Placement (Allocate)
• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• Common Components and Services
• Disk™ Backup and Restore (Disk)
• Netview
• Top Secret® for z/OS (Top Secret)
• VMAN
• TPX™ Session Management (TPX)
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Installing
Includes the system programmer steps to acquire, install, deploy, and configure your product, including all prerequisites.

Install Products Using z/OSMF
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, and configuring mainframe
products on your systems. z/OSMF lets you perform these tasks for Broadcom mainframe products and mainframe
products from other vendors. z/OSMF lets you manage software on your z/OS systems through a browser at any time,
from any location. By streamlining some traditional tasks and automating others, z/OSMF can simplify some areas of
system management and also reduce the level of expertise that is required for managing system activities. Experienced
users can view, define, and update policies that affect system behavior, monitor system performance, and manage z/OS
software.

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily provision
new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment.

Use the following topics to guide you through the installation process using z/OSMF:

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Provides information about z/OSMF general configuration and security requirements.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Provides the steps to acquire the product software from Broadcom Support and register the portable software
instance in z/OSMF.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Provides the steps to install (deploy) the portable software instance to an LPAR using z/OSMF Deployments. This
step creates the SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps to prepare the software
instance for SMP/E operations. This step also:

• Customizes the data set names that are defined to SMP/E.
• Mounts required USS files if necessary.
• Performs workflow execution to customize the deployed runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS

system.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Provides the steps to import the Broadcom product information file so that z/OSMF has access to the latest
product release information. For a list of products using z/OSMF, see Mainframe Products using z/OSMF in the
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

TIP
See our installation best practices article for a list of comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

When these tasks are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance. You can also configure software
instances using z/OSMF workflows.

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Prepare for installation using z/OSMF by addressing the requirements in this topic.

Before you install your Broadcom mainframe products using IBM z/OSMF, address the installation and security
requirements in the following table:
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NOTE
Your systems programmers and security administrators can complete these tasks in parallel.

Task Description Role

Apply required maintenance
for Common Components
and Services (CCS) Version
15.0 (SO12499)

The CCS PTF installs load module stubs for select IBM products into your
installed CCS library hlq.CAW0CALL. If you are prompted during installation
for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed,
specify your installed hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Systems Programmer

Configure z/OSMF The IBM z/OS Management Facility Configuration Guide is your primary
source of information about how to configure z/OSMF. You can open the IBM
documentation in a separate browser tab for reference during installation of your
products using z/OSMF Deployments. To prevent configuration errors and to
enable z/OSMF Software Update for maintenance, apply all z/OSMF related
maintenance before you begin the installation process.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator,
Domain Administrator

Configure z/OSMF security
for ACF2, Top Secret, or
IBM RACF

Configure security in your ESM to authorize users and resources. To prevent
SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, make
sure that you have added the Digicert Intermediate CA certificate to the z/OSMF
keyring. For information, see Import Product Information into z/OSMF.

Security Administrator

Confirm installer privileges Confirm that the installer has read, create, update, and execute privileges
in z/OS. Write access is also required to the UNIX System Services (USS)
directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product
that has USS components, the installer's user ID must have access to
the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For
UNIXPRIV, read access is required to SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN,
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

Security Administrator

Address USS requirements • Create a USS directory to receive the z/OSMF pax file and to perform the
unpack steps.

• Confirm that you have write authority to the USS directories that are used for
the z/OSMF pax installation process.

• Confirm that you have available USS file space.
To download and unpack the pax file, you need free space that is approximately
3.5 times the pax file size in the file system that contains the pax directories. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49
MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory. If you do not have
sufficient free space, error messages like EZA1490I Error writing to data set or
EZA2606W File I/O error 133 can occur.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator

Configure SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval

Lets you receive and download maintenance on a regular cadence or build
custom maintenance packages (order PTFs, APARs, critical, recommended, all,
or just HOLDDATA). This step is our recommended best practice when installing
maintenance and is required to use z/OSMF Software Update. For configuration
details, see the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator

After these requirements have been addressed, you are ready to acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance or
Configure a Software Instance using z/OSMF Workflows.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Learn how to acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance.
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As a systems programmer, you can acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance (PSWI) for your product from Broadcom
Support and then add the portable software instance to z/OSMF. The product SMP/E environments are pre-built at
Broadcom, backed up, and made available for download as a PSWI.

The PSWI includes the SMP/E CSI data sets, all associated SMP/E-managed target and distribution libraries, non-SMP/E-
managed data sets, and metadata that is required to describe the PSWI.

The following diagram illustrates the acquisition process:

1. Review the installation best practices and address all requirements.
2. Complete one of the following tasks to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance:

– Download the PSWI to the z/OSMF host from the Broadcom download server.
Before you use this option, complete the one-time security configuration tasks to use the RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK (RFN) process through GIMGTPKG and SMP/E. See Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery.

– Download the PSWI to your laptop and FTP it to a USS directory on the mainframe or download it to z/OS.
3. Register the portable software instance in z/OSMF.

Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery

Perform the following one-time security configuration steps to instruct the SMP/E RECEIVE command and the
GIMGTPKG service routine to download the PSWI using HTTPS. GIMGTPKG performs the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK TRANSFERONLY command functions. SMP/E supports secure and encrypted download operations
using HTTPS (HTTP over SSL, Secure Sockets Layer). The default z/OS Java truststore manages the certificates.

NOTE
If your site has already configured the server certificate to acquire solutions and process maintenance requests
through https://downloads.broadcom.com, skip this task. Go to order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the External Security Manager (ESM) database:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH yourcertname DSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) -
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  LABEL(yourlabelname) USAGE(CERTAUTH) TRUST

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname)-

DCDSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) TRUST

– For IBM RACF, specify:
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) + 

WITHLABEL(‘yourlabelname’) TRUST

The ESM database now includes the certificate.
4. Grant UPDATE access to the IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) to the user ID submitting the FTP JCL:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD( DIGICERT.LISTRING UID(userid) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS PER(userid) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(UPDATE)

– For IBM RACF, specify:
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

The user that submits the FTP JCL can use a virtual CERTAUTH keyring to authenticate the FTP server. The
certificate does not need to be added to the keyring of the FTP user.

The one-time security configuration is complete. You are now ready to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance

You can order the z/OSMF portable software instance from the Broadcom Support and download the PSWI using GIMZIP
to z/OSMF or download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host as a single pax file. You can download directly to the mainframe
or you can download to your workstation and then transfer the pax file to the mainframe. A file transfer utility, such as FTP,
is required to transfer data to the mainframe.

Use the following procedure to create a service order from the Broadcom Support site for a product-specific PSWI:

1. Go to Broadcom Support and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My Downloads.
2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.

The My Downloads page appears.
3. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.

The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.
4. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.

A list by release, service pack, and language appears.
5. Use the hypertext link to select a release.

The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the product-specific software packages that you can select
to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows more software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

6. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. View the file information for the product that you want by selecting the right arrow key (>) or by selecting Expand

All.
b. Select the checkbox under Download for the PSWI (productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z) and other files that you

want to include in the product download.
c. Select one of the following download methods:
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• If your product is RFN-enabled, a GIMZIP download option is available. Select GIMZIP to acquire the product
package from the Broadcom download server directly to your z/OSMF host system using z/OSMF Software
Management. Go to Step 7.

• Select HTTPS Download or Secure FTP Download to download the files from the Broadcom download server.
Secure FTP Download is the preferred method. Go to Step 8.
To select a download method from the Download Manager, select Download Selected. This option lets you
download multiple files at one time.

For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see Download Methods
and Locations.

7. If you selected GIMZIP, the GIMZIP text changes to Order is Placed. An email is sent to the order creator.
Complete the following steps to generate the required SERVER XML to download the PSWI from the FTP download
server to your mainframe using the GIMGTPKG service routine. GIMGTPKG transports the GIMZIP packages from a
remote FTP server to a local host.
a. Use the link in the email to access the order details (site ID, order number, and product release) on the Download

History page in the Download Manager on Broadcom Support.
b. Select GIMZIP to access the service order details (SERVER XML) in a text file. For example:

<SERVER 

   host=”ftpserver.broadcom.com”

   user=”joesmith”

   pw=”password”

 > 

 <PACKAGE

    file=”/order/product/GIMPAF.XML”

    hash=”01234567890123456078901234567890”

    id=”BROADCOM”

 > 

 </PACKAGE> 

</SERVER>

The SERVER XML contains the required information for the download server to receive the network package.
c. Copy the SERVER XML to your clipboard and change the id tag to name the subdirectory in the SMPNTS

directory. Use this copy to register the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From Download Server option.
Go to Register the Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

8. If you selected Secure FTP in Step 6, the Secure FTP Download Instructions pop-up appears.
a. Copy the host URL (downloads.broadcom.com) and paste it into a browser.
b. Log in using one of the following options:

• Broadcom Support Portal username and password
• Secure Access Token

To use this option, select Generate Access Credentials, specify your email address and password, and select
Generate. Before you close the window, copy and save the generated FTP credential details (username and
password) into a text file.

c. Copy the path for the zip file located in Order Location. This file identifies the order to be downloaded. For
example, /12345678.zip.

d. Use the following sample JCL with an added JOB card to download the z/OSMF pax file using FTP:
 //GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,REGION=0K

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //INPUT    DD *

 downloads.broadcom.com

 supportportalemail or generatedUsername 

 supportportalpassword or generatedPassword

 Binary
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 get orderlocation + ‘yourUSSpaxDirectory’ (rep

 quit

 /*

 //*

e. Execute JCL to unpack the installation file and restore the individual pax files. Sample JCL follows:
//USSBATCH EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDPARM  DD *

//* Be sure that there are no line numbers on the input lines.

sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/;

pax –rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

/*

//*

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

• Add a JOB statement.
• Update the USS directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) with the path name where you want to copy the pax file.
• Update productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z with the name of the pax file that you want to copy to the mainframe.
• Submit the customized JCL.

USSBATCH can take several minutes to execute. A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code
indicates a problem.
You can also use OMVS to unpax the z/OSMF pax file. For example:
$ cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory

$ pax -rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

After successful execution, the individual pax files are restored and ready for use. You are now ready to register
the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From z/OSMF System option.

Go to Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF

After you acquire and download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host system, log in to z/OSMF to register the product
software and define the PSWI to z/OSMF as shown in the following procedure. When you complete these steps, the PSWI
is registered in z/OSMF and ready for installation (deployment).

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select your user ID in the top or bottom right-hand corner to switch between
the Desktop Interface and Classic Interface.

2. Complete one of the following steps to display the Software Management page:
a. In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
b. In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.

3. Select Portable Software Instances to define your PSWI to z/OSMF.
4. Select Add from the Actions menu and select From Download Server (GIMZIP download) or From z/OSMF System

(HTTPS or Secure FTP download) as applicable.
For detailed steps, see Tutorial 2 - Add a PSWI from IBM.
Use the default CLIENT XML or if needed, specify the CLIENT XML attributes that you use in other SMP/E jobs to
download software products or PTFs from the Broadcom download servers. For example:
<CLIENT  downloadmethod="https"

         downloadkeyring="javatruststore"

         javahome="/usr/lpp/java/J8.0"

         >

</CLIENT>
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NOTE
For more information about specifying the CLIENT XML tag, see Content of CLIENT data set in the IBM
documentation.

downloadmethod
Specifies the network protocol for downloading the files from a remote server. HTTPS is the only supported
option. When you specify https, certificates are required to perform the SSL handshake with the HTTPS server to
encrypt the network activity. The location of the certificates is defined using the downloadkeyring attribute.

downloadkeyring
Identifies the location of the certificates that are required to perform SSL operations with the HTTPS server
where the files to be downloaded reside. Specify the name for an external security manager (ESM) keyring or the
keyword javatruststore.
The name of the keyring can specify a real or a virtual keyring.
To indicate that all CA certificates that are defined in the ESM can be used to perform SSL operations, specify
“*AUTH*/*” for the CERTAUTH virtual keyring userid/keyring value.

javahome
Specifies the location of the Java runtime to be used by SMP/E.

The PSWI exists on your z/OS system and is defined to z/OSMF. The product software is ready for installation. Go to
Install Product Software using z/OSMF Deployments.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF Deployments.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing product software in your z/OS environment. After
the portable software instance or software instance is registered in z/OSMF, you can use z/OSMF Deployments to
install the product software and create the product data sets (global, CSI, target libraries, and distribution libraries) for
the new software instance. The deployment jobs create a copy of the source product data sets to create the product
target runtime environment. Creating a copy of the SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and it
also isolates the product runtime environment for maintenance activities. You can also perform z/OSMF workflows to
customize the SMP/E data sets, mount UNIX System Services (USS) files if necessary, and configure the new software
instance on the target system.

To install Broadcom mainframe products using z/OSMF and make the product software available for use on a system
by users and other programs, define a new deployment. This step defines the SMP/E environment name and the prefix
of the CSI data set in z/OSMF. You also specify data set allocation parameters for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries,
and distribution libraries. To define a new deployment, complete the deployment checklist (specify the USS path, DSN,
VOLSERs), and submit the deployment jobs through the z/OSMF user interface. When the deployment is complete, you
have a source and target copy of the software.

NOTE
For more information about these tasks, see Deploying software in the IBM documentation.

Subsequent maintenance activities for the product update the SMP/E environment without affecting your active product
runtime environments. You decide when to redeploy the maintenance-updated SMP/E target data sets to each of the
product runtime environments.

Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify the installation requirements in Prepare for
Installation.

NOTE
The installer requires read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write access is also required to the
USS directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product that has USS components, the
installer's user ID must have access to the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
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BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For UNIXPRIV, read access is required to
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN, SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

1. Display the Deployments table in z/OSMF (Software Management, Deployments).
2. Define a new deployment by selecting New from the Actions menu.

The deployment checklist displays. You can also modify, view, copy, cancel, or remove existing deployments.
3. Complete the deployment checklist items as described in Defining new deployments in the IBM documentation.

As you complete the deployment checklist, be sure to make the following selections:
a. Specify the properties for this deployment (name, description, and optional category).
b. Select the software to deploy.

For this step, select the Portable Software Instance button and select your package.
c. Select the objective for this deployment to indicate where and how you want to install the selected portable

software instance.
For this step, indicate that you want to create a software instance and specify the global zone CSI and the system
where the target software instance will reside.

d. Check for missing SYSMODs and view missing SYSMOD reports.
For this step, deselect the following report options:
• Requisite SYSMODs and Fix Categories reports
• Regressed SYSMODs and HOLDDATA Delta reports

e. Configure this deployment to define the target software instance.
• For DLIBs, specify Yes to copy the distribution zones and libraries that are associated with the source software.

You can customize the names and the storage class or volumes of the new data sets.
• For Model, indicate The source software to use as a model. z/OSMF uses the data sets, volumes, mount

points, catalogs, and SMP/E zones that are associated with the model to specify default values for the target
software instance.

• For SMP/E Zones, the DLIB and TLIB names do not typically need to be changed.
• For Data sets, change the target data set name prefix to the one that you want to use for your deployment.

Specify a volume or storage class to identify where to create the target data sets.
• For Catalogs, no action is required assuming that your target data set prefix is defined in a user catalog.
• For Volumes and Storage Classes, no action is required. A summary is presented of the target data sets to be

created and how much space is required.
• For Mount Points, review the mount points for the UNIX file system data sets that are included in the target

software instance. When specifying a new target mount point, retain the static path extension in the path name
to prevent failures in the configuration workflow. For example, targetpathname/staticpathextension.

NOTE
If your product does not include USS directories, ignore this instruction.

f. Define the job settings to generate JCL to install the software and view the deployment summary. For this step,
update the JOB statement as needed.

NOTE
If the target system for the deployment is in a JES Multi-Access Spool (MAS) and the mount point is only
accessible from the target system, add a System Affinity (SYSAFF) to the job card to ensure execution
on the system where the zFS resides.

g. Submit the deployment jobs in sequential order, wait for each job to complete, and then select Refresh to register
job completion in z/OSMF.
A return code of zero is expected.
When all deployment jobs have executed successfully, you have unzipped and renamed the product data sets, and
updated the CSI data sets. The product data sets have also been successfully copied and the properties for the
target software instance have been specified.

h. Execute workflows if any exist for the software being deployed. Most products have at least one of the following
workflows:
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Post SMP/E Workflow
Updates the CSI with site-specific external data sets, relinks load modules, and optionally mounts USS
directories.

NOTE
If prompted for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed, specify your
installed Common Components and Services for z/OS CCS_hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.

Base installation Workflow
Configures a new software instance for your product software.

Upgrade Workflow
Updates an existing software instance for your product to a new product release.

NOTE
For a list of products with workflows to complete post-install configuration, see Mainframe Products using
z/OSMF for Software Management in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

i. Specify a name and description for the new target software instance.

The deployment process is complete. The new software instance is defined to z/OSMF. You are now ready to Import
Product Information into z/OSMF before you install product maintenance.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Learn how to import a product information file into z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining a current repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. z/OSMF lets you view a consolidated list of the products and
maintenance packages that are included in each software instance or portable software instance.

You can import product information for the  Broadcom mainframe products that you have installed on z/OS into z/
OSMF. After you retrieve the product information, use z/OSMF Software Management to obtain a list of products that
are contained in your software instances. This information helps you to determine which products are nearing or have
reached end of service (EOS) or end of life (EOL) support. This information is useful when planning future installations
and upgrades. You can also use this information to identify software instances that will be affected by changes to a
product.

The product information file for Broadcom mainframe products is stored on the following FTP directory:

https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

You can load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF from:

• The Broadcom FTP directory directly
• Your local workstation
• A z/OS data set or UNIX file

After you load the file, retrieve the product information in z/OSMF from the Products view in the Software Management
task.

If you create software instances or portable software instances in z/OSMF, import the product information file again so that
you have current information to display for your installed products.

Broadcom recommends that you repeat the load procedure on a regular schedule or at least monthly to ensure that
you have current Broadcom product information available in z/OSMF. This process ensures that you have access to all
product packages as they become available.
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Enable Secure Downloads

To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, confirm that you added the Digicert
Intermediate certificate authority (CA) certificate to the z/OSMF keyring.

Use the following procedure to enable secure downloads:

NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have configured z/OSMF security for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF to
authorize users and resources.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following FTP commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the existing z/OSMF IZUSVR keyring.

For ACF2, specify SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.yourcertname DSN('your.zos.dataset.name') -

  LABEL(yourlabeldescription)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.yourDigicertCAcertname) KEYRING(IZUSVR.keyr01)

 RINGNAME(IZUKeyring.IZUDFLT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For Top Secret, specify TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourDigicertCAcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname) - 

DCDSN('your.zos.dataset.name') TRUST

            

TSS ADD(IZUSVR) KEYRING(zosmfringname) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,yourDigicertCAcertname) -

USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For IBM RACF, specify RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('your.zos.dataset.name') WITHLABEL('yourlabelname') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(IZUSVR) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('your_digicertCA_label') +

RING(keyringname) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The certificate is now connected. To verify, review the messages for each command.

You can now load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF.

Load the Product Information File into z/OSMF

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF:

1. Select the following link to download the product information file from the Broadcom FTP directory to your workstation
or to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

NOTE
To load the product information file into z/OSMF directly, go to Step 2.

Complete either of the following steps:
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• Use your Web Browser or an FTP client to download to your local workstation. Upload the file with binary in the
FTP JCL so that the file is not converted to the EBCDIC character set.

• Use FTP to download the file directly to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe. Sample JCL follows that
you can customize and execute:
//FTPSTEP   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM=’(EXIT=08’

//SYSTCPD   DD DSN=your_TCPIP_data_set_name,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//OUTPUT    DD SYSOUT=*

//INPUT     DD *

ftp.broadcom.com 21

anonymous email_address

cd /pub/MSPSaccount/JSON/

dir

asc

locsite LR=80 REC=FB BLOCKSI=0

locsite PRI=20 SEC=10 CY

get BroadcomProdInfo.txt ‘zos_data_set’ (REPLACE

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

1. Add a JOB statement per your site standards to the beginning of the JCL.
2. Specify the TCP/IP stack (your_TCPIP_data_set_name) for an external network.
3. Specify your valid email address (email_address).
4. Specify the z/OS data set name (zos_data_set) where you want to save the product information file. If the

specified data set does not exist, it is created during the download process.
5. Submit for execution.

A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code indicates a problem.

The product information file is now available to load into z/OSMF.
2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and go to the Software Management dashboard.
3. Select Products.

The Products table list displays.
4. Select Retrieve End of Service information from the Actions menu or select the Retrieve End of Service

information button if available. The Select Product Information File page displays.
5. Complete one of the following steps:

– To load the file into z/OSMF directly from the Broadcom FTP directory:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Copy the Broadcom product information file URL, paste it into the URL field, specify a description, and select
OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

– To load the file from your local workstation, select the option to Select a file that resides on your local
workstation, enter your file name, a description, and select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/
OSMF.

– To load the file from a z/OS data set or UNIX file that the z/OSMF host can access:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.
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b. Select Primary z/OSMF system, specify the z/OS data set name in the Data set or UNIX file field, specify a
description, and select OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

Use the Software Management dashboard in z/OSMF to view your product information.

Maintain Products Using z/OSMF Software Update
As a systems programmer, you are responsible for keeping your systems current with product maintenance to ensure
optimal system usage. To do so, use IBM z/OSMF Software Update. Software Update provides an easy to follow wizard
that guides systems programmers of all levels through the maintenance process. z/OSMF Software Update offers a
modern approach to software maintenance and provides the following features:

Corrective Service Installs a software update to fix an issue.
Preventive Service Installs vendor-recommended software updates.

FIXCAT Installs software updates (Fix Categories) that provide a new function to a system.

NOTE
We are not adding new features to CSM. We recommend that you use z/OSMF Software Update to apply
maintenance to z/OS software.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following software requirements before you use Software Update:

• Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM documentation and address the z/OSMF security requirements for ACF2,
Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable.

• Apply all z/OSMF Software Update-related maintenance from IBM.
• Register your SMP/E environments (CSIs) in z/OSMF Software Management. For more information, see Software

Management task in the IBM documentation.
TIP
A migration tool is provided to help you register existing CSM and non-CSM CSIs as new software instances
in z/OSMF. For more information about the migration tool, see Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF.

• Download and receive maintenance, HOLDDATA, and CARS maintenance for your products. As a best practice, we
recommend that you do so on a daily or weekly basis and that you automate this process using SMP/E Receive Order
(see Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval). You can also perform these tasks manually from Broadcom Support
or Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

NOTE
You can only apply maintenance for SYSMODs that are already received in the GLOBAL zone of the CSI.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN statements for CARS maintenance are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS maintenance,
download all YEARLY ASSIGN files, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

Use Software Update

Log in to your instance of z/OSMF and click the Software Update icon on the desktop. If the Software Update icon does
not appear on the desktop, open the App Center in the bottom-left corner.

You can now maintain software instances, using the z/OSMF Software Update functionality. For more information about
how to use Software Update, see Software Update in the IBM documentation.
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Installing (CICS)
Learn about installing CICS, including what information technology knowledge is required and how the installation process
works.

Audience

Readers of this section should have knowledge in the following areas:

• JCL
• Your organization's IT environment

You may need to work with the following personnel:

• Systems programmer for z/OS and VTAM definitions
• Storage administrator, for DASD allocations
• CICS administrator for CICS definitions and security

How the Installation Process Works

Broadcom has standardized product installations across all mainframe products. Installation uses the following process:

• Acquisition -- Transports the software to your z/OS system.
• Installation using SMP/E -- Optionally creates a CSI environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY and ACCEPT steps.

The software is untailored.
• Deployment -- Copies the target libraries to another system or LPAR.
• Configuration -- Creates customized load modules, bringing the software to an executable state.

CSM provides a web-based interface to make the standardized installation process easier. Using CSM, someone with
limited knowledge of JCL and SMP/E can install a product.

Note: If you do not have CSM, you can download it from the Download Center at the Broadcom Support Online website.
Follow the installation instructions in the CSM documentation bookshelf on the CSM product page. The standardized
installation process can also be completed manually.

To install your product, do the following tasks:

1. Confirm that your site meets all installation requirements.
2. Acquire the product using one of the following methods:

– CSM
– Pax-Enhanced Electronic Software Delivery (ESD)
– Order a tape or a DVD.

3. Install the product based on your acquisition method.
4. Install the Common Components and Services using the pax files that contain the Common Components and Services

you need at your site. All sites should install all Common Components and Services contained in the Required
Common Components and Services bundle.

5. Customize the application proc. Customize the sample proc located in CCTVJCL and copy to a system proclib. The
PARMS DD points to a parmlib that contains the members that are essential for Verify for CICS to function. Copy these
members from the CCTVJCL lib to this parmlib:
– SAMPVKGP to create VKGPARMS.
– VDSPROG to create VDSPROG.
– VDSTORGP to create VDSTORGP.
– SAMPCONF to create CONFIG
Other members that reside in this parmlib are:
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– COPYBOOK members that you create and that are used in VDSPROG.
– QUOTA function members (if licensed).

6. Configure the minimum settings. In the VKGPARMS member, add this entry: PLSPRGDS - Specify the name of the
parmlib that you set up in item 5. VDSPROG contains the default entry: EXIT CODE(0) Verify for CICS does not do
anything when it is started. This member will be customized after the product is started in a minimal configuration.
VDSTORGP is customized later. Define storage groups (POOLS) for non-SMS allocations that Verify for CICS will
redirect.

7. Start your product. Issue this command to start Verify for CICS:
S VAM (or the name you specified for the proc)

The action tests if the task locates all members and the task starts cleanly. To stop the task and remove any hooks in
the system, issue the following command:
F VAM,REMOVE

NOTE
Do not stop the task with the command P VAM.

8. Customize your product.
9. Deploy your product. For simple implementation on a single system, you have a unique PDS specified on the PARMS

DD in each application proc on each system. A more complex implementation can utilize a single PDS specified on the
PARMS DD of multiple procs. Each system utilizes its own ASRs by definitions in the CONFIG member in the Parmlib
and the CONFIG statement on each EXEC in the proc.

NOTE
If VAM abends or error messages display at startup indicating that the application or some of its hooks are
already installed, you can easily correct the situation.

Installation Best Practices (CICS)
This section describes how to use CSM for various installation-related purposes.

Use CSM for Installation

Use CSM to acquire, install, deploy, and maintain your product. Although CSM is the preferred method for installing
Broadcom mainframe products, some sites may decide to use the Electronic Software Delivery (ESD) installation method
instead.

Business Value:

CSM provides a web interface, which works with ESD and standardized installation, to provide a common way to manage
Broadcom mainframe products. You can use it to download, install, and deploy your product.

CSM lets you download product and maintenance releases over the Internet directly to your system from the Broadcom
Support website. After you use CSM to download your product or maintenance, you use the same interface to install the
downloaded software packages using SMP/E. After installation, deployments allow system objects to be deployed across
your enterprise's different environments.

For more information about CSM, see the CSM Product section. For more information about installation, see the
Installation section.

Use Electronic Software Delivery

Although CSM is the preferred method for installing your Broadcom mainframe products, some sites may decide to use
the Electronic Software Delivery (ESD) method instead. For sites who have decided to use ESD, download the installation
files from ca.com/support and install directly from your disk.

Business Value:
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Using electronic software delivery (ESD) avoids ordering, shipping, and processing physical tape media to install the
application. It is more timely, more cost-effective, and environmentally friendly. It uses standard z/OS utilities to prepare
the product installation image on your system.

For information about how to download your Broadcom products from the Broadcom Support Online web site for
installation using the enhanced ESD pax process, see the Installation section.

Common Components and Services

Make sure you have installed the most current release of Common Components and Services.

Business Value:

The latest release of Common Components and Services contains the most current infrastructure updates, allowing you to
successfully use the latest features and preventing potential errors that can occur from using out-of-date services.

For more information about Common Components and Services, see the Installation section.

IBM APARs

No IBM APARs are required at this time.

Business Value:

There are no known IBM APARs that impact the operation or performance of the product. You may apply the most recent
IBM APARs appropriate for your environment as needed.

Installation in a Test Environment

Perform your installation and initial evaluations of a new release of the product and its components on a test system.

Business Value:

New releases of Broadcom testing tools can always co-exist with previous releases, letting you test a new release on a
test system while still running the older version on a production system. Evaluating the product in a test environment lets
you detect any possible problems before you roll out the product to a production system.

Additional Considerations:

Always be sure to review any migration considerations in the Installation section before upgrading your Broadcom
product.

Configuration Best Practices (CICS)
While the Verify for CICS options specify a default ddname for the TCADS file, you are not limited to one TCADS file.

Consider Using Multiple TCADS Files

Consider defining separate TCADS files for each application that is being tested.

Business Value:

The use of separate TCADS files for each application helps minimize response time for wildcard searches, allows for
greater flexibility in the use of the APPLICATION and MEMBER name fields, and aids the portability of test stream suites
between multiple Verify for CICS systems.

Additional Considerations:

You can use the DEFDD parameter of the TCAOPTs macro to change the default TCADS file name that appears on the
Verify for CICS product screens.
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NOTE
The ddname can be any eight characters.

For more information on the TCAOPTS macro, see the Options section in the Verify for CICS Installation section.

Allow Simultaneous Access to TCADS Files

Allow multiple CICS, TSO, and batch regions to access a TCADS file simultaneously. To enable multiple access, specify
SHROPTS(3,3) in the TCADS file allocation job, S09DEFDS.

Business Value:

Allowing multiple batch, CICS, and TSO regions to access TCADS files in parallel, increases throughput and minimizes
downtime.

Additional Considerations:

For cross-system sharing, place the major names XTCAMBER and XTCAFILE into a z/OS service that converts these
macros into a cross-system (SCOPE=SYSTEMS) ENQ/DEQ.

For more information on simultaneous access to TCADS files, see the Data Set Sharing section in the Requirements and
Considerations section of the Verify for CICS Installation section.

Reduce TCADS File Extents

Reduce the number of TCADS file extents by periodically reviewing the number of extents for your TCADS files and
reallocating larger files when the number of extents increases significantly. You should also check the disk packs on which
the TCADS files reside to ensure that there is enough free space available for further expansion.

Business Value:

Reducing the number of TCADS file extents and ensuring available free space helps minimize outages and improves
response times.

Additional Considerations:

You can find the number of extents that your TCADS file currently has allocated by using ISPF option 3.4.

Purge Old Test Streams Regularly

While it is a good practice to make copies of test streams before editing or changing them, be aware that every test
stream created in Verify for CICS is kept permanently unless you manually delete it. Therefore, you should purge any
unneeded test streams on a regular basis or as soon as they are no longer needed.

Business Value:

Deleting unneeded test streams helps minimize response times for wildcard searches, and avoids unnecessary confusion.

Choose Meaningful Test Stream Names

TCADS files can get very large and you may have difficulty locating test streams if they do not have meaningful names.
Set up test stream naming conventions for the APPLICATION and MEMBER names to group related test streams
together by application name, release, feature tested, owner, and so on. Provide complete descriptions of each test
stream by using the three description lines to document each test stream and what is being tested.

Business Value:

Choosing meaningful names and providing complete descriptions helps to make test streams self-documenting and
reduces time and confusion when dealing with the test streams later on.

Additional Considerations:
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For additional flexibility in test stream naming conventions, consider using a separate TCADS file for each application.

Establish a Common Signon and Signoff Routine

Establish a common signon and signoff routine that runs before and after each test stream. To do this, use the AUTSIGN
option of the TCAOPTS macro to specify a #SIGNON and #SIGNOFF. You can specify these routines to run either
globally or by application.

Business Value:

Having a common sign on and sign off routine for each test stream or application saves time when you need to make
changes to the logon procedure due to a changed or expired password, for example.

For more information on the AUTSIGN option of the TCAOPTS macro, see the Verify for CICS Installation section.

Preparing for Installation (CICS)
This section describes what you need to know and do before you install the product.

This section describes what you need to know and do before you install the product.

Hardware and Software Requirements

The following table describes the hardware and software requirements needed before you install Verify for CICS.

Hardware/Software Detailed Areas

CPU Any that run CICS

Operating System Any IBM supported releases

CICS Release Any IBM supported releases

TP Software VTAM

Languages All

Fourth Generation All

Application Generators All

Data Bases All

MRO/ISC Yes

Screen I/O All

Packaged Software Any Broadcom product. No known restrictions with others

Terminals and Devices VTAM: Runs on any 3270-type terminal. Logs data from any 3270-
type terminal, device, or protocol, or from an emulated version of
these.

Distribution Libraries

The following table estimates disk space for the distribution libraries required to install Verify for CICS:

Name Blksize Tracks Dir. Blks. Description

AATJEXEC 27920 20 12 Product REXX EXECs

AATJJCL 27920 61 36 Product JCL

AATJMAC 27920 83 24 Product macros
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AATJMOD 32760 67 86 Object modules

AATJPENU 27920 20 12 Product ISPF panels

AATJSAMP 27920 64 36 Product samples

AATJXML 32760 20 12 Product XML

Target Libraries

The following table estimates disk space for the target libraries required to install Verify for CICS in MVS systems. These
libraries must be allocated if they do not already exist for some other Broadcom product in your shop:

Name Blksize Tracks Dir. Blks. Description

CATJEXEC 27920 20 5 Product REXX EXECs

CATJJCL 27920 61 36 Product JCL

CATJMAC 27920 83 24 Product macros

CATJLOAD 32760 172 54 Load modules

CATJPENU 27920 20 12 Product ISPF panels

CATJSAMP 27920 64 36 Product samples

CATJXML 32760 20 12 Product XML

Common Components and Services Requirements

The following Common Components and Services are used with Verify for CICS:

• CAICCI
• CAIRIM
• LMP

NOTE
If other Broadcom products are installed at your site, some of these services may already be installed.

Verify for CICS requires LMP (License Management Program) in order to initialize correctly. LMP also provides a
standardized and automated approach to the tracking of licensed software.

Perform the following steps:

1. Examine the LMP key certificate you received with your installation or maintenance tape. That certificate contains the
following information:

Fields Descriptions

Product Name The trademarked or registered name of the Verify for CICS
licensed for the designated site and CPUs.

Supplement The reference number of your license for the particular Verify
for CICS, in the format nnnnnn nnn. This format differs slightly
inside and outside North America, and in some cases may not be
provided at all.

Expiration Date The date (MONTH dd, yyyy as in OCTOBER 21, 2009) your
license for Verify for CICS expires.
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Technical Contact The name of the technical contact at your site who is responsible
for the installation and maintenance of the designated Verify for
CICS. This is the person to whom Broadcom addresses all LMP
correspondence.

MIS Director The name of the Director of MIS, or the person who performs
that function at the site. If the title, but not the individual's name
is indicated on the certificate, you should supply the actual name
when correcting and verifying the certificate.

CPU Location The address of the building where the CPU is installed. LMP is
provided as an integral part of CAIRIM (Resource Initialization
Manager).

Execution Key An encrypted code required by LMP for Verify for CICS
initialization. During installation, it is referred to as the LMP code.

Product Code A two-character code that corresponds to Verify for CICS.

CPU ID The code that identifies the specific CPU for which installation of
your Verify for CICS is valid.

1. Add the LMP execution key, provided on the key certificate, to the CAIRIM parameters to ensure proper initialization of
the Broadcom software solution. To define a LMP execution key to the CAIRIM parameters, modify member KEYS in
OPTLIB data set. The parameter structure for member KEYS is presented as follows:

PROD(pp) DATE(ddmmmyy) CPU(tttt-mmmm/ssssss) LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

where:

pp
Required. The two-character product code. For any given LMP software solution, this code agrees with the
product code already in use by the CAIRIM initialization parameters for earlier genlevels of Verify for CICS.

Ddmmmyy
The LMP licensing agreement expiration date.
Note: LMP supports the twenty-first century date format. However, only the last two digits of the years in the new
century display. For example, references to January 1, 2000 will be displayed as 01JAN00, with 00 representing
the year 2000

tttt-mmmm
Required. The CPU type and model (for example: 3090-600) on which the LMP software solution is to run.
If the CPU type and/or model require less than four characters, blank spaces are inserted for the unused
characters.

Ssssss
Required. The serial number of the CPU on which the LMP software solution is to run.

Kkkkkkkkkkkkk
Required. The execution key needed to run the LMP software solution. This LMP execution key is provided on the
Key Certificate shipped with each LMP software solution.

Following is an example of a control card for the LMP execution software parameter. In this example, the LMP execution
key value is invalid and provided as an example only.

PROD(TJ) DATE(01JAN98) CPU(3090-600 /370623) LMPCODE(52H2K06130Z7RZD6)

For a full description of the procedure for defining the LMP execution key to the CAIRIM parameters, see the CA90s
Services Installation and Maintenance section.
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Virtual Storage Requirements

The following table lists the approximate virtual storage requirements for each function.

Function Programs Work Areas Per Terminal

Batch Run 294 KB 36 KB 15 KB

Browse 194 KB 28 KB 8 KB

Edit 19 KB 92 KB 4 KB

Inquiry 194 KB 8 KB N/A

Log 214 KB 10 KB 5 KB

Rules 198 KB 16 KB N/A

Run 268 KB 36 KB 15 KB

Utilities 194 KB 8 KB N/A

Tutorial 179 KB 8 KB N/A

To estimate the amount of storage required for each function, use the following formula:

Total storage = (Program + Workareas) + # of terminals (per terminal)

The total size of all Verify for CICS programs is 350 KB (of which 50 KB is for Help) plus Work Areas.

The batch functions can usually be run in 512 KB. For batch print using Display format, allow 512 KB plus 8 KB per
terminal.

Application Disk Requirements

You should compute disk storage requirements after you have logged some data from your applications. You can then
compute future requirements based on average screen sizes and the number of control intervals used. Verify for CICS
stores only the data actually transmitted to and from the terminal plus 72 bytes, which drastically reduces storage
requirements.

For example, if your average output screen size is 500 bytes and your average input screen size is 50 bytes, then ten
3380 cylinders will hold about 17,000 screens. Given adequate allocations, there is no limit to the number of screens or
test streams that can be stored in a single MVS data set.

Use the following formula to estimate disk space:

1. Estimated length of transmitted data per transaction, in bytes:

Data Estimates Data in Bytes

Input estimate 50

Verify for CICS overhead 72

Output estimate 800

Verify for CICS overhead 72

TOTAL 994

Total: Storage data per transaction (round up = 1 KB (a)
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• Estimated number of transactions per test = 50 (b)
• Estimated number of tests per test operator = 20 (c) (two versions of 10 tests)
• Estimated amount of space per programmer = 1.0 MB (a*b*c)
• Estimated amount of space per test operator for 1.0 MB using 8 KB control interval for the data set:

– 3375 allocation: 32 tracks
– 3380 allocation: 26 tracks

CICS Requirements

The Terminal Control Program (TCP) must support VTAM in order to use the Run function. This is specified by the CICS
system initialization parameter VTAM=YES.

Verify for CICS runs and logs any 3270-type terminal (model 2 or above).

NOTE
You can usually run the batch functions in 1024 KB. For batch print using display format, add 8 KB per terminal.

Installation Considerations (CICS)
In an MRO environment, Verify for CICS is resident in the Terminal Owning Region (TOR).

Log Function

Verify for CICS logs screen transmissions in the TOR even though all or part of the transaction is executed in the
Application Owning Region (AOR).

Figure 1: log function diagram in TOR and AOR

Run Function

Verify for CICS runs transactions from the TOR. The Run function is initiated from any "real" (physical) terminal in the
TOR. However, Verify for CICS runs previously logged transactions from virtual terminals in the TOR. The transaction
initiated in the TOR will execute in part or entirely in the AOR. Therefore, for each virtual terminal in the TOR (usually
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named VV01, VV02, and so on), it is necessary to define an appropriate remote TCTTE entry in all the AORs, or define
the virtual terminals with the shippable attribute in the TOR.

Figure 2: Run function with TOR and AOR

NOTE
SETSIZE is not supported.

Migration Considerations

Users migrating from an earlier release of Verify for CICS should note the following:

• If you are migrating to another CICS release level, the CICS signon test streams are likely to generate MISMATCHES
when run under a different version of CICS. These signon test stream MISMATCHES must be corrected before
you run them using the automated signon option (AUTSIGN). The details are given in the section CICS Migration
Considerations.

• You can rerun release 4.4 and lower test streams used in this release under earlier releases of Verify for CICS. The
rules associated with the test stream, however, are not downward compatible and will not apply if the test stream is run
under an earlier release.

• Variables will be converted automatically to rules when a test stream from a previous release is run under the current
release. For more details, see the section "Rules Function" in the User section.

TSO Considerations

You can use the Browse, Edit, Maintain Rules, Utility, and Tutorial functions under TSO. A data set can be allocated and
then Verify for CICS can be invoked either by:

CALL 'CAI.VERIFY.CATJLOAD(XTCAMAIN)'

or as a command processor:

XTCAMAIN
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If you invoke Verify for CICS as a command processor, the CATJLOAD target load library must be in a STEPLIB.

NOTE
The Suspend and Resume commands are not supported.

REXX Considerations

You can convert Verify for CICS test streams to REXX and maintain password security for your REXX EXECs using the
Utility function of the product's TSO interface. Test streams can also be converted to REXX and converted REXX EXECs
can be executed using batch JCL. However, REXX functionality is not available through the product's CICS interface.

Data Set Sharing

Data sets can be shared:

• Within a CICS region
• By multiple regions (CICS, TSO, or batch)
• Across multiple systems

Within a CICS region, CICS serialization services are used.

The MVS ENQ/DEQ macros are used by Verify for CICS to allow sharing of TCADS files between regions/systems. The
major resource names used in the ENQ/DEQ macros are XTCAMBER and XTCAFILE.

You should place the major names XTCAMBER and XTCAFILE into an MVS service that converts these macros into a
cross-system (SCOPE=SYSTEMS) ENQ/DEQ if this service is available on your system.

Performance

Although Verify for CICS uses some operating system services, it never issues an operating system wait. Verify for CICS
uses VSAM control interval processing instead of file control because updates can be performed without first reading the
record.

Access method services may cause a brief pause when a MVS data set file is opened or closed. If you are using Verify for
CICS in your production system, you may want to issue right after startup:

XTCA OPEN TCADS

This command opens the data set or file and returns a message to the terminal. It can be issued from a non-3270 terminal
(CRLP or sequential disk).

Closes can be avoided by specifying CLOSE=SHUTDOWN (the default) in the options module. You can also close a data
set or file which is not in use by typing:

XTCA CLOSE TCADS

Printer Support

Verify for CICS supports 3270-type printers. Printers are handled differently from display devices as follows:

Log
Verify for CICS will begin logging a test stream for a printer, starting with an output screen. For other devices, test
streams must begin with an input screen. When logging a printer, you should also log the terminal which starts the
printer if you want to run the test stream.
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Display Format
The Display format used by the Browse, Print, Edit, and Run functions displays the contents of the print buffer. If
you control the printer using Set Buffer Address orders, the Display format will look like your printed page. If you
control the printer with New Lines, Carriage Return, and other printer control orders, these orders will be displayed
as periods.

Field Format
The Field format used by the Browse, Print, Edit, and Run functions recognizes the new line, Carriage Return,
End of Message, Forms Feed, and Suppress Index orders. If you control the printer using these orders, the Field
format will look like your printed page

Run
The Run function will usually send printed output to real terminals because most print applications cannot be
directed to send output to a virtual terminal. When running test streams containing printed output, make sure that
the original printers are available.

If the real printer is defined to CICS but not acquired (that is, no VTAM session), Verify for CICS will acquire the real
printer's TCTTE and use it as a terminal. This means:

• You can test printers that aren't connected to the system.
• You can release printers from CICS before running the test streams that use them so that the output is not printed.
• You should ensure that printers are connected to CICS before running test streams that use them if you require

them for real printing before the next CICS recycle. Conversion of a printer to a virtual terminal will probably make it
unusable for real printing.

To be available, a printer must:

• Not be in use by another Run function
• Be the same terminal type as the original printer
• Not have a task associated with it
• Have a user area which is at least as large as the original printer's

Original inputs for the printer, if any, will be written to the output test stream.

The following options are not supported for printers:

• Tun mismatch options 8, 12, and 13
• Installation options SETSIGN=YES and SETSIZE=YES

Graphics Support

The Field format used by the Browse, Edit, Run, and Print functions supports structured fields in input and output screens.
Each structured field, along with its length, is listed on a separate line. The order type is listed as STR.

Extended Attribute Support

Verify for CICS supports extended attributes only in Field format. Each extended attribute field is listed with an SFE.
Test streams with extended attributes should be run using a physical comparison, if comparison of extended attributes is
required. A logical comparison will not detect differences in the extended attributes.

Erase Input Key

Verify for CICS uses the input and output screens to keep track of what is -- or was -- on the display. The Erase Input key
does not cause transmission of the fields which were changed. Consequently, Display format may show fields which were
cleared with the Erase Input key.
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Read Buffer Operations

A read buffer (READBUF) operation is a terminal-to-CICS transmission initiated by the application rather than the terminal
operator. In fact, the terminal operator may not realize that the read buffer has taken place. In the Run function, Verify for
CICS's handling of a read buffer depends on the specification of the READBUF operand in the options module.

When READBUF=ORIGINAL is specified:

• Verify for CICS handles read buffers as it handles other terminal inputs; that is, it sends the same input to the
application as the application received from the real terminal when the test stream was logged.

• If an application has changed so that during the run it no longer issues a read buffer that it issued when it was logged,
Verify for CICS drops it from the output test stream.

• If an application has changed so that during the run it issues a read buffer that it did not issue when the test stream
was logged, Verify for CICS uses READBUF=CURRENT.

When READBUF=CURRENT is specified:

• Read buffers will be satisfied using the current contents of the virtual terminal buffer. Unlike other transmissions to the
application, the original test stream contents are not used.

• Read buffers in the input test stream are not written to the output test stream. In most cases, these read buffers will be
replaced in the output test stream by the read buffers issued by the application being run.

Concurrent Releases

You can install this release of Verify for CICS and continue to use an older release in another SMP/E CSI environment. If
you plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When installing into an existing SMP/E environment, this installation deletes previous releases in that environment.
• If you acquired your product from tape or with Pax-Enhanced ESD, select different target and distribution zones for

your new release from where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current
release.

NOTE
CSM installs into a new CSI by default.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.

Installing Your Product Using CSM (CICS)
Use the procedures in this section to manage your product using CSM. Managing includes acquiring, installing,
maintaining, and deploying products, setting system registries, and managing your CSIs. These procedures assume that
you have already installed and configured CSM.

NOTE
If you do not have CSM, you can download it from the Download Center at the Broadcom Support website.
Follow the installation instructions in the CSM documentation bookshelf on the CSM product page.

When you have completed the procedures in this section, go to Configuring Your Product (CICS).

How to Install a Product Using Pax-Enhanced ESD (CICS)
This section describes an overview of the Pax-Enhanced ESD process and how to follow the entire procedure the first
time you complete a Pax-Enhanced ESD installation.

For experienced UNIX users, the Pax-Enhanced ESD Quick Reference section has sufficient information for subsequent
installations.
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WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax-Enhanced ESD process requires write
authority to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the ESD process.

If you prefer not to involve all Broadcom product installers with z/OS UNIX System Services, assign a group familiar with
USS to perform Steps 1 through 4 and provide the list of the unpacked MVS data sets to the product installer. USS is not
required for the actual SMP/E RECEIVE of the product or for any of the remaining installation steps.

To install files using Pax-Enhanced ESD, use the following process:

1. Allocate and mount the file system. This process requires a USS directory to receive the pax file and to perform the
unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to Pax-Enhanced ESD and
create the directory in this file system. Ensure that all users who will be working with pax files have write authority to
the directory.

2. Copy the product pax files into your USS directory. To download files, choose one of the following options:
– Download a zip file from Broadcom Support Online to your PC, unzip the file, and then upload the product pax files

to your USS file system.
– FTP the pax files from Broadcom Support Online directly to your USS directory.

NOTE
Perform Steps 3 through 6 for each pax file that you upload to your USS directory.

3. Create a product directory from the pax file. Set the current working directory to the directory containing the pax file,
and create a directory in your USS directory by entering the following command:

pax -rvf pax-filename

4. Use the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create z/OS installation data sets. The file UNZIPJCL in the directory that the
pax command created in Step 3 contains a sample JCL to GIMUNZIP the installation package. Edit and submit the
UNZIPJCL JCL.

5. Receive the SMP/E package. Use the data sets that GIMUNZIP created in Step 4. Perform a standard SMP/E
RECEIVE using the SMPPTFIN and SMPHOLD (if applicable) DASD data sets. Also, specify the high-level qualifier for
the RELFILEs on the RFPREFIX parameter of the RECEIVE command.

6. Proceed with product installation. Consult product-specific documentation, including AREADME files and installation
notes to complete the product installation.

7. (Optional) Clean up the USS directory. Delete the pax file, the directory that the pax command created, all of the files
in it, and the SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA data sets.

How the Pax-Enhanced ESD Download Works

WARNING
To download pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax-Enhanced ESD process, you must have write
authority to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories used for the ESD process and available USS file space
before you start the procedures in this section.

Use the following process to download files using Pax-Enhanced ESD:

1. Log in to Broadcom Support, and click Download Center.
The Broadcom Support web page appears.

2. Under Download Center, select Products from the first drop-down list, and specify the product, release, and genlevel (if
applicable), and click Go.
The Download window appears.

3. Download an entire Broadcom product software package or individual pax files to your PC or mainframe. If you
download a zip file, you must unzip it before continuing.
For both options, The ESD Product Download Window topic explains how the download interface works.
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NOTE
For traditional installation downloads, see the Traditional ESD User section. Go to Broadcom Support, log in,
and click Download Center. A link to the section appears under the Download Help heading.

4. Perform the steps to install the product based on the product-specific steps.
The product is installed on the mainframe.

ESD Product Download Window

You can download Broadcom product ESD packages multiple ways. Your choices depend on the size of the individual files
and the number of files that you want to download. You can download the complete product with all components, or you
can select individual pax and documentation files for your product or component.

You can use the Download Cart by selecting one or more components that you need, or selecting the check box for Add
All to cart. If you prefer to immediately download a component, click the Download link.

Clicking the link for an individual component takes you to the Download Method page.

Note: For mainframe downloads using this HTTP method, click the Learn More link.

The HTTP method lets you start downloading immediately. The FTP method takes you to the Review Orders page that
displays your order, first in a Pending status changing to Ready when your order has been processed.

Preferred FTP uses the new content delivery network (CDN). Alternate FTP uses the Broadcom New York-based FTP
servers.

The Create a Zip File option first creates the zip, and when ready, offers the options of the Zip Download Request

USS Environment Setup

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support Online.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into MVS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to Pax-Enhanced ESD. The amount of space
that you need for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. You need to complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent
downloads. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax-Enhanced ESD process requires write
authority to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the ESD process.

WARNING
The USS file system that is used for Pax-Enhanced ESD must have sufficient free space to hold the directory
that the pax command created, and its contents. You need approximately 3.5 times the pax file size in free
space to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14 MB pax file,
you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your ESD directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System
You can use the zSeries File System (zFS) or hierarchical file system (HFS) for ESD downloads.

This procedure describes how to perform the following tasks:
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• Allocate a zFS or an HFS.
• Create a mount point in an existing maintenance USS directory of your choice.
• Mount the file system on the newly created mount point.

NOTE
You must have either SUPERUSER authority, or the required SAF profile setting to allow you to issue the
USS mount command for the file system.

• Optionally, permit write access to anyone in the same group as the person who created the directory.

WARNING
USS commands are case-sensitive.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:
– On a zFS, use the following sample:

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(your_zFS_data_set_name) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3,3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate your_zFS_data_set_name -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

– On an HFS, use the following sample:

//ALCHFS EXEC PGM=IEFBR14 

//CAESD  DD   DSN=yourHFS_data_set_name,

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=3390,

//            DSNTYPE=HFS,SPACE=(CYL,(primary,secondary,1))

The file system is allocated.

NOTE
Ensure that the zFS or HFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for
USS file systems. If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings not
allowing for the allocation. On an HFS, try using the ISPF 3.2 Data Set Utility to allocate your HFS data set.

2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create a /CA/CAESD directory in an existing
directory, /u/maint. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:

cd /u/maint/
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mkdir CA

cd CA

mkdir CAESD

NOTE
This document refers to this structure as yourUSSESDdirectory.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:

– On a zFS, use the following sample:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name')

      MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSESDdirectory')

      TYPE(ZFS)  MODE(RDWR)

      PARM(AGGRGROW)

– On an HFS, use the following sample:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_HFS_data_set_name') 

      MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSESDdirectory') 

      TYPE(HFS)  MODE(RDWR)

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can use the chmod command to let other users access the

ESD directory and its files. For example, to allow write access to the ESD directory for other users in your USS group,
from the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following command:

chmod -R 775 /yourUSSESDdirectory/

Write access is granted.

NOTE
For more information about the chmod command, see the IBM z/OS UNIX System Services User section
(SA22-7802).

Apply Maintenance
Learn about maintenance and hold data that have been published after the installation data was created in Broadcom
Support Online.

Perform the following steps:

1. Check Broadcom Support Online and download any PTFs and hold data published since this release was created.
2. Transfer the downloaded files to two separate FB 80 sequential data sets. Use one data set to contain the PTFs and

the other to contain the hold data. The PTFs and hold data become accessible to the yourhlq.SAMPJCL maintenance
members.

3. Optionally edit and execute ATJEDALL if this has not already been done. The yourhlq.SAMPJCL members
ELT6RECP, ELT7APYP, and ELT8ACCP are customized.

4. Customize the ELT6RECP SMPPTFIN and SMPHOLD DD statements to reference the FB 80 data sets for the PTFs
and hold data.

5. Edit and submit ELT6RECP. The PTFs and hold data are received.
6. Edit and submit ELT7APYP. The PTFs are applied.
7. Customize and submit yourhlq.SAMPJCL member ELT8ACCP. The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job at this time. You can accept the PTFs according to your site's policy.
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Note: We recommend that you check for available maintenance; however, you may find that none is available.

HOLDDATA

When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

NOTE
When you have completed the procedures in this section, go to Configuring Your Product.

Clean Up the USS Directory
Learn about freeing file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for
your Broadcom product.

After downloading and processing the pax files for your  Broadcom product, we recommend removing the files from your
USS directory and deleting unnecessary MVS data sets in order to free file system disk space for subsequent downloads.

WARNING
This procedure is optional. Do not use this procedure until you complete the entire installation process.

You can delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all of the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the

UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

Perform the following steps:

1. Navigate to your Pax-Enhanced ESD USS directory. Your view is of the applicable USS directory.
2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:

rm paxfile

paxfile
Specifies the name of the Broadcom pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific_directory

product-specific_directory
Specifies the product-specific directory that the pax command created.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets
Use this procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create MVS data sets from the files in the product-specific
directory.
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Follow these steps:

1. Locate and read the product readme file or installation notes, if applicable, which resides in the product-specific
directory that the pax command created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Use ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL to edit the UNZIPJCL sample job. You can perform this step in one of the following
ways:
– Use ISPF EDIT. Specify the full path name of the UNZIPJCL file.
– Use TSO ISHELL. Navigate to the UNZIPJCL file and use the E line command to edit the file.
The job is edited.

3. Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.
Your view is of the product-specific directory.

4. If ICSF is not active, perform the following steps:
a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.

NOTE
The default Java location is the following:

/usr/lpp/java/Java_version

b. Perform one of the following steps:
• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/

classes/.
• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.

One of the following occurs: ICSF is active, or you are using Java.
5. Change all occurrences of yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for z/OS data sets that the installation process

uses. We suggest that you use a unique HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify uniquely the package. Do not use
the same value for yourHLQ as you use for the SMP/E RELFILEs.
All occurrences of yourHLQ are set to your high-level qualifier for z/OS data sets.

6. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable.
GIMUNZIP creates z/OS data sets with the high-level qualifier that you specified in the UNZIPJCL job. You use these
data sets to perform the product installation. The pax file and product-specific directory are no longer needed.

NOTE
For more information, see the IBM SMP/E for z/OS Reference (SA22-7772).

Copy the Product Pax Files into Your USS Directory
Learn about the Broadcom product installation procedure, including how to copy the product pax file into the previously set
up USS directory.

Use one of the following methods:

• Download the product pax files directly from the Broadcom Support Online FTP server to your z/OS system.
• Download the product pax file from the Broadcom Support Online FTP server to your computer, and upload it to your z/

OS system.
• Download the product file from Broadcom Support Online to your computer. If your download included a zip file, unzip

the file, and upload the unzipped pax files to your z/OS system.
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This section includes a sample batch job to download a product pax file from the Broadcom Support Online FTP server
directly to a USS directory on your z/OS system and sample commands to upload a pax file from your computer to a USS
directory on your z/OS system.

WARNING
The FTP procedures vary due to local firewall and other security settings. Consult your local network
administrators to determine the appropriate FTP procedure to use at your site.

Ensure that sufficient free space is available in the USS file system that you are using for Pax-Enhanced ESD to hold the
product pax file. If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:

EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133

When the download finishes, the pax file size in your USS directory matches the value in the Size column for the
corresponding pax file on the Broadcom Products Download window.

Download Using Batch JCL

Use this process to download a pax file from the Broadcom Support Product Downloads window by running batch JCL on
the mainframe. Use the sample JCL attached to the PDF file as CAtoMainframe.txt to perform the download.

WARNING
To simplify the Pax-Enhanced ESD process, the PDF version of this section includes a sample JCL job that you
can copy directly to the mainframe. To access this job, click the paper clip icon at the left of the PDF reader. A
window displaying attachments opens. Double-click the file to view the sample JCL.

NOTE
We recommend that you follow the preferred method as described on Broadcom Support Online. This procedure
is our preferred download method; however, we do include the procedure to download to the mainframe through
a PC in the next section.

Perform the following steps:

1. Supply a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourTCPIP.PROFILE.dataset with the name of the TCP/IP profile data set for your system. Consult your local

network administrators, if necessary. The job points to your profile.
3. Replace YourEmailAddress with your email address. The job points to your email address.
4. Replace yourUSSESDdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for ESD downloads. The job points to

your USS directory.
5. Locate the product component to download on the Broadcom Support Product Download window. You have identified

the product component to download.
6. Click Download for the applicable file.

NOTE
For multiple downloads, add files to a cart.

The Download Method window opens.
7. Click FTP Request.

NOTE
The Review Download Requests window displays any files that you have requested to download. We send
you an email when the file is ready to download or a link appears in this window when the file is available.

8. Select one of the following methods:
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Preferred FTP
Uses Broadcom worldwide content delivery network (CDN). If you cannot download using this method, review
the security restrictions for servers that company employees can download from that are outside your corporate
network.
Host Name: ftp://ftpdownloads.ca.com

Alternate FTP
Uses the original download servers that are based on Long Island, New York.
Host Name: ftp://scftpd.ca.com for product files and download cart files and ftp://ftp.ca.com for individual solution
files.

Both methods display the host, user name, password, and FTP location, which you then can copy into the sample
JCL.

NOTE
The following links provide details regarding FTP: the FTP Help document link in the Review Download
Requests window and the Learn More link available in the Download Methods window.

9. Submit the job.
WARNING
If your FTP commands are incorrect, it is possible for this job to fail and still return a zero condition code.
Read the messages in the job DDNAME SYSPRINT to verify the FTP succeeded.

After you run the JCL job, the pax file resides in the mainframe USS directory that you supplied.

Example CAtoMainframe.txt, JCL

The following text appears in the attached CAtoMainframe.txt JCL file:

//GETPAX   JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'FTP GET ESD PACKAGE',

//          MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to download a pax file directly from  *

//* CA Support Online to a USS directory on your z/OS system.         *

//*                                                                   *

//* When editing the JCL ensure that you do not have sequence numbers *

//* turned on.                                                        *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. The SYSTCPD and SYSFTPD JCL DD statements in this JCL may be   *

//*    optional at your site. Remove the statements that are not      *

//*    required. For the required statements, update the data set     *

//*    names with the correct site-specific data set names.           *

//* 3. Replace "Host" based on the type of download method.           *

//* 4. Replace "YourEmailAddress" with your email address.            *

//* 5. Replace "yourUSSESDdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for ESD downloads.               *

//* 6. Replace "FTP Location" with the complete path                  *

//*    and name of the pax file obtained from the FTP location        *

//*    of the product download page.                                  *

//*********************************************************************

//GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM='(EXIT',REGION=0M

//SYSTCPD  DD   DSN=yourTCPIP.PROFILE.dataset,DISP=SHR

//SYSFTPD  DD   DSN=yourFTP.DATA.dataset,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//OUTPUT   DD   SYSOUT=*
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//INPUT    DD   *

Host

anonymous YourEmailAddress

lcd yourUSSESDdirectory

binary

get FTP_location

quit

Download Files to Mainframe through a PC

If you download pax or zip files from Broadcom Support Online to your PC, use this procedure to upload the pax file from
your PC to your z/OS USS directory.

Perform the following steps:

1. Follow the procedures in How the Pax-Enhanced ESD Download Works to download the product pax or zip file to your
PC. If you download a zip file, first unzip the file to use the product pax files. The pax or zip file resides on your PC.

2. Open a Windows command prompt. The command prompt appears.
3. Customize and enter the FTP commands with the following changes:

a. Replace mainframe with the z/OS system IP address or DNS name.
b. Replace userid with your z/OS user ID.
c. Replace password with your z/OS password.
d. Replace C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile with the location of the pax file on your PC.
e. Replace yourUSSESDdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for ESD downloads.
f. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file to upload.
The pax file is transferred to the mainframe.

Example FTP Commands

This list is a sample of FTP commands to upload the pax file from your PC to your USS Pax-Enhanced ESD directory:

ftp mainframe

userid

password

bin

lcd C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile

cd /yourUSSESDdirectory/

put paxfile.pax.Z

quit

exit

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
Learn how to use the Unpackage.txt sample job attached to the PDF file to extract the product pax file.
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WARNING
To simplify the Pax-Enhanced ESD process, the PDF version of this section includes a sample JCL job that you
can copy directly to the mainframe. To access this job, click the paper clip icon at the left of the PDF reader. A
window displaying attachments opens. Double-click the file to view the sample JCL.

Perform the following steps:

1. Supply a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSESDdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for ESD downloads. The job points to

your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file. The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job. The job runs and creates the product directory.

NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, uncomment and use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead.
This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM= parameters to a second line.

Sample Job to Execute the Pax Command (Unpackage.txt)

The following text appears in the attached Unpackage.txt JCL file:

//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX ESD PACKAGE ',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSESDdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for ESD downloads.               *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line, make  *

//*       sure the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.        *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSESDdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSESDdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Receiving the SMP/E Package
Learn how to use the sample jobs included with the product to set up an SMP/E environment before proceeding, if
installing the package into a new SMP/E environment.

If you are installing the package into a new SMP/E environment, use the sample jobs included with the product to set up
an SMP/E environment before proceeding.

At this point, complete the SMP/E RECEIVE using files on DASD that the UNZIPJCL job created. Consult the product
sample JCL library that contains a sample job customized to receive the product from DASD. Specifically, you must
specify the following values:
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• DASD data set names for SMPPTFIN and SMPHOLD (if applicable)
• The HLQ that you used in the UNZIPJCL job on the RFPREFIX parameter on the RECEIVE command

How to Install Products Using Native SMP/E JCL

The following steps describe the process to install products using native SMP/E JCL:

1. Allocate product data sets and SMP/E data sets.
2. Create SMP/E CSI.
3. Receive base functions.
4. Apply base functions.
5. Accept base functions.
6. Configure the product according to your site requirements.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for Pax Installation

The members in this procedure prepare the data sets, initialize the zones, and create the DDDEFs for Verify for CICS.
External DDDEF data sets are required. The default is NULLFILE.

For information about the members, see the comments in the JCL.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize the macro ELTSEDIT with your site-specific information and then copy the macro to your syslib location.
Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE macro command. Each time you edit an installation
member, type SEDIT on the TSO command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults with your specifications. The
macro is ready to customize your SAMPJCL members.

NOTE
Set the DASD HLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ for the unzip to DASD ESD JCL. The following
steps include instructions to execute the ELTSEDIT macro each time you open a new SAMPJCL member. To
edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the ELTEDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member ELT1ALL in an edit session and execute the ELTSEDIT macro from the command line.
ELT1ALL is customized.

3. Submit ELT1ALL. This job produces the following results:
– The target and distribution data sets for Verify for CICS are created.
– Unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone are created.

4. Open the SAMPJCL member ELT2CSI in an edit session and execute the ELTSEDIT macro from the command line.
ELT2CSI is customized.

5. Submit ELT2CSI. This job produces the following results:
– The CSI data set is defined.
– The SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets are allocated.
– The global, target, and distribution zones are initialized.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation

Submit and run these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed
successfully.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize and submit the yourhlq.SAMPJCL member ELT3RECD to receive SMP/E base functions. ELT is received
and now resides in the global zone.
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2. Customize and submit the yourhlq.SAMPJCL member ELT4APP to APPLY SMP/E base functions. Your product is
applied and now resides in the target libraries.

3. Customize and submit the yourhlq.SAMPJCL member ELT5ACC to ACCEPT SMP/E base functions. Your product is
accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

Installing Your Product from Tape (CICS)
How to simplify the installation process with the PDF version, which includes a sample JCL job that can be used to copy
directly to the mainframe.

Unload the Sample JCL from Tape

To access this job, click the paper clip icon at the left of the PDF reader. A window displaying attachments opens. Double-
click the UnloadJCL.txt file to view the sample JCL job.

NOTE
The sample JCL to install the product is also provided in the CAI.SAMPJCL library on the distribution tape.

Perform the following steps:

1. Run the following sample JCL:
//COPY      EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY,REGION=4096K

//SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1    DD   DSN=CAI.SAMPJCL,DISP=OLD,UNIT=unitname,VOL=SER=nnnnnn,

//          LABEL=(1,SL)

//SYSUT2    DD   DSN=yourHLQ.SAMPJCL,

//          DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//          UNIT=sysda,SPACE=(TRK,(15,3,6),RLSE)

//SYSUT3    DD   UNIT=sysda,SPACE=(CYL,1)

//SYSIN     DD   DUMMY

unitname
Specifies the tape unit to mount the tape.

nnnnnnn
Specifies the tape volume serial number.

yourHLQ
Specifies the data set prefix for the installation.

sysda
Specifies the DASD where you want to place the installation software.

The SAMPJCL data set is created and its contents are downloaded from the tape.
2. Continue with one of the following options:

– If you already have set up the SMP/E environment, go to Run the Installation Jobs for a Tape Installation.
– If you have not set up the SMP/E environment, go to Prepare the SMP/E Environment for Tape Installation.

How to Install Products Using Native SMP/E JCL 1

The following steps describe the process to install products using native SMP/E JCL:

1. Allocate product data sets and SMP/E data sets.
2. Create SMP/E CSI.
3. Receive base functions.
4. Apply base functions.
5. Accept base functions.
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6. Configure the product according to your site requirements.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for Tape Installation

The members in this procedure prepare the data sets, initialize the zones, and create the DDDEFs for Verify for CICS.
External DDDEF data sets are required. The default is NULLFILE.

For information about the members, see the comments in the JCL.

Perform the following steps:

1. Customize the macro ELTSEDIT with your site-specific information and then copy the macro to your syslib location.
Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE macro command. Each time you edit an installation
member, type SEDIT on the TSO command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults with your specifications.
The macro is ready to customize your SAMPJCL members.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the ELTSEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
ELTEDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member ELT1ALL in an edit session and execute the ELTSEDIT macro from the command line.
ELT1ALL is customized.

3. Submit ELT1ALL.
This job produces the following results:
– The target and distribution data sets for Verify for CICS are created.
– Unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone are created.

4. Open the SAMPJCL member ELT2CSI in an edit session and execute the ELTSEDIT macro from the command line.
ELT2CSI is customized.

5. Submit ELT2CSI.
This job produces the following results:
– The CSI data set is defined.
– The SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets are allocated.
– The global, target, and distribution zones are initialized.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Tape Installation

Submit and run these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed
successfully.

Perform the following steps:

1. Customize and submit the yourhlq.SAMPJCL member ELT3RECT to receive SMP/E base functions.
Verify for CICS is received and now resides in the global zone.

2. Customize and submit the yourhlq.SAMPJCL member ELT4APP to APPLY SMP/E base functions.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

3. Customize and submit the yourhlq.SAMPJCL member ELT5ACC to ACCEPT SMP/E base functions.

Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

Apply Maintenance

Broadcom Support Online may have maintenance and hold data that have been published since the installation data was
created.
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Perform the following steps:

1. Check Broadcom Support Online and download any PTFs and hold data published since this release was created.
2. Transfer the downloaded files to two separate FB 80 sequential data sets. Use one data set to contain the PTFs and

the other to contain the hold data.
The PTFs and hold data become accessible to the yourhlq.SAMPJCL maintenance members.

3. Optionally edit and execute ATJEDALL if this has not already been done.
The yourhlq.SAMPJCL members ELT6RECP, ELT7APYP, and ELT8ACCP are customized.

4. Customize the ELT6RECP SMPPTFIN and SMPHOLD DD statements to reference the FB 80 data sets for the PTFs
and hold data.

5. Edit and submit ELT6RECP.
The PTFs and hold data are received.

6. Edit and submit ELT7APYP.
The PTFs are applied.

7. Customize and submit yourhlq.SAMPJCL member ELT8ACCP.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job at this time. You can accept the PTFs according to your site's policy.

NOTE
We recommend that you check for available maintenance; however, you may find that none is available.

HOLDDATA

When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

NOTE
When you have completed the procedures in this section, go to Configuring Your Product (CICS).

Configuring Your Product (CICS)
This section describes the minimum configuration tasks needed before Verify for CICS can be started, customized, and
used in your environment.

This section describes the minimum configuration tasks needed before Verify for CICS can be started, customized, and
used in your environment.

CICS Data Set Creation

The member ATJDEFDS in the CATJJCL target library creates the Verify for CICS data set or file. Edit the JCL to conform
to your installation standards and the previously completed worksheet.

The data set (referred to as the TCADS file) does not require any CICS resource definitions. Each TCADS file to be used
in CICS requires a separate JCL statement with a unique ddname of your choice. The default ddname used on the panels
is TCADS.

Add CICS Table Entries

Follow these steps:

1. Use RDO to define VTAM terminal, program, and transaction definitions.
2. Add the PLT and SIT entries.
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Use RDO to Define VTAM Definitions

EQCRDOxx members in the CATJJCL target library contain the resource definitions for the following:

• VTAM virtual terminals required by the Run function. A virtual terminal is a TCTTE used exclusively by Verify for CICS
to simulate real terminals and operator interaction. When a test stream is run, CICS does not need to know and is
unaware that the virtual terminal TCTTEs do not have physical counterparts. With Verify for CICS, CICS treats virtual
terminal input as if it came from a real terminal.

• Verify for CICS programs and transactions

Member EQCRDOxx includes definitions for nine terminals. For most installations, nine terminals should be sufficient; if
necessary, add more terminals. You will probably want at least one virtual terminal for every concurrent user of the Run
function. To add VTAM virtual terminals using RDO, see Appendix A. Sample VTAM Virtual Terminal Entries.

Follow these steps:

1. Choose the EQCRDOxx member whose suffix (64, 65, 66, 67, 68) matches the CICS release on which you are
installing Verify for CICS.

2. Install these definitions in your CSD.
3. Make sure you add the correct Verify for CICS group to your CICS startup list. The group name is defined in the

EQCRDOxx member.
4. Make sure the IDs you specify for the virtual terminals are referenced by the VTERM parameter of the Verify for CICS

options module, described in the Customize Macros.

If you are using non-3270 VTAM devices, you must include separate virtual terminal entries for each different device type.

NOTE
STCA is the non-terminal-oriented task which performs the I/O for terminal control exits. It should have relatively
high priority so that it can keep up with the exits.

Add the PLT and SIT Entries

This section describes how to add the PLT and SIT entries.

PLT

You may need to add members EQCPLTPI and EQCPLTSD.

Follow these steps:

1. Add a DFHPLT entry to your current PLTPI entries list only if you are using VTAM virtual terminals. The new PLTPI
entry is in member EQCPLTPI, in your HLQ.CATJJCL target library. Verify for CICS captures a virtual RPL from the
RECEIVE ANY RPLs pool at startup This entry is required if you are going to run test streams with VTAM virtual
terminals; otherwise, omit this entry. Add the CICS DFHDELIM entry to your PLTPI. The PLTPI entry will be added
after the DFHDELIM so that it is part of Stage 2 processing.

2. If you are using a shutdown PLT, add a DFHPLT entry to your current shutdown PLTPI entri list. The new shutdown
DFHPLT entry is in member EQCPLTSD in the HLQ.CATJJCL target library. Although this entry is not required, it will
prevent arning messages the next time the data set is opened. Make sure the PLTSD entry is the first of the Stage 1
entries.

3. Add the CICS DFHDELIM entry to your PLTSD. Add the PLTSD entry before DFHDELIM so that it is part of Stage 1
processing, and place the PLTSD entry before the Omegamon and DB2 entries, if present.

SIT

Verify for CICS uses the terminal control exits. Because CICS allows multiple concurrent exits, no conflict will exist if you
are currently using the exits.
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Update the CICS Startup

Follow these steps:

1. Add the CATJLOAD SMP target library to the DFHRPL concatenation.
2. Add the Verify for CICS data set to your CICS JCL using DISP=SHR and a ddname of TCADS.

Change the Installation Options
Learn how Member ECQOPTS in the target library CAI.CATJJCL contains the JCL to assemble and link the options
module.

Customize the JCL stream to conform to your installation standards. Submit the job to create a new version of the options
module.

Customize Macros

The options are defined in three macros: TCAOPTS, TCAEXCLD, and TCALIST. The TCAEXCLD and TCALIST macros
must follow the TCAOPTS macro.

NOTE
Ensure the IDs you specify for the virtual terminals are referenced by the VTERM parameter of the TCAOPTS
macro.

TCAOPTS Macro Options

Option Function

AUTOINS Use autoinstall TCT facility

AUTSIGN Control automated signon/signoff processing

BROWMOD Allows viewing of expected screens during browse

BROWMR Allows viewing of diffences during browse

BROWMS Allows viewing of mismatch signoff during browse

BROWOS Allows viewing of original screens during browse

BROWRC Set row and column for Browse Display format

BROWRUL Allows viewing of rules applied during a run while browsing

BUFFER Allocation for data capture buffer

CAPS Translate lower case to upper case

CHECKIN Control mismatch verification

CLOSE Set data set close option

COMPANY Identify company on Primary Options Menu and reports

CURRDECP Defines currency decimal symbol

CURRKSEP Defines currency thousands separator

CURRSYMB Defines currency symbol

DARKCOMP Compares dark protected fields during a run

DATE Set date format for menus and reports

DEFAPPL Set application name for test streams

DEFDD Set ddname (filename) for test streams
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DEFVER Set version for test streams

DRKPROT Determine protection of non-display fields

EDITCOR Set maximum core size for Edit session

EDITRC Set row and column for Edit Display format

ESFLDS Select fields for Record Selection menu

ESRCO Set row, column, and offset for Data parameter (ESFLDS option)

EXIT Identify authorization exit

EXTERM Identify lists of terminals that cannot be logged

FWORD Ignored (formerly, a reserved fullword)

LOGBY Specify whether terminal name is netname or ID

LOGEND Set Log function stop option

LOGEXCL Globally exclude transactions from log

MAXMTTS Set maximum number of terminals to be logged at one time

MAXWAIT Set maximum response time for missing output

MDTPROC Set processing for mdt-on fields

NULLS Set null padding for menus

OFFTR Control CICS trace for exits, for CICS 3.1 and below

OUT1ST Control order of terminal control output exits

PERMID For ACF2 users

PF Set PF key assignments

PRINTER Control conversion of real printers to virtual

PROTECT Sets the level of test stream protection

READBUF Control Run response to read buffer commands

RULEAPP Sets the RUN defaults for using application rulesets.

RULESYS Sets the RUN defaults for using system rulesets.

RUNCOMP Set Run comparison type

RUNRC Set row and column for Run Display format

RUNREAD Set Run cancel interval

RUNREC Control mismatch data recording

RUNSIGN Control mismatch signoff

RUNSTAT Set Run status interval

RUNTIME Set Run operator think time

RUNUPDT No longer available

SECID Identify security administrator ID

SETSIGN Update TCTTE resource and security fields for virtual terminals

SETSIZE Update TCTTE screen and page fields for virtual terminals

SETSTAT Update TCTTE status fields for virtual terminals

SETUA Update TCTTE user area for virtual terminals
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SIGNSUB Identify automated signon substitution character

STRNO Set maximum number of test streams open at one time

USERSRC Identify userid for menus

VTERM Identify virtual terminals

XCTL Identify user program for transfer from Verify for CICS

Each TCAOPTS option is described following. Defaults are underlined. An asterisk identifies options which can be
changed by you during a specific function, such as logging or running a test stream.

AUTOINS

AUTOINS=YES|NO

Specifies whether or not you are using the dynamic TCT facility available in CICS 2.1 and subsequent releases.

Yes
Verify for CICS will not validate terminal IDs during log initialization and will start logging autoinstall terminals as
they connect to CICS, if they are selected for logging.

No
Verify for CICS will not use the autoinstall feature.

AUTSIGN

AUTSIGN=(NO|GLOBAL|APPLICATION,NOPROMPT|PROMPT|PROMPTALL,FAIL|WARN)

The first parameter controls automated signon and signoff processing.

No
No automated signon or signoff processing is supported. This is the default.

Global
One signon and one signoff test stream will be used with every test stream.

Application
The signon and signoff test streams will vary with the test stream being run.
The second parameter specifies the prompting option for handling occurrences of the SIGNSUB character in
automated signon/signoff streams (see the SIGNSUB option).

Noprompt
Verify for CICS will not stop when it encounters the SIGNSUB characters on an input screen. Instead, it will
replace the characters with numbers which are unique for each terminal. This is the default.

Prompt
Verify for CICS will stop on every input screen containing a SIGNSUB character and will prompt you for the next
input. The SIGNSUB character will be set to blanks, but all other fields will be initialized to the values which they
contained in the signon or signoff test stream. You can modify any part of the field and then press the appropriate
key (Enter, PF1, PA1, etc.) required by the signon or signoff routine.
For a multiple terminal test stream, the signon and signoff test streams are each run once for every terminal.
However, you will be prompted for input only the first time the signon and signoff test streams are run. For
subsequent terminals, the same input is automatically re-entered.

Promptall
Promptall is identical to Prompt except that for a multiple terminal test stream, you will be prompted for input each
time the signon and signoff test streams are processed for a new terminal. This option is helpful when a security
system requires a different signon for each terminal.
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NOTE
Neither Prompt nor Promptall is valid when the first AUTSIGN parameter is No. Both are ignored for batch and
menuless run.

The third parameter specifies whether a run will be disallowed, or allowed with a warning, when no signon test stream
exists for the application name and no Global signon stream exists.

Fail
The run will be disallowed.

Warn
A warning message will be displayed advising you that no signon test stream exists and offering an option to
continue or end the run. In batch, the run will continue.

See Specify the AUTSIGN Option for more information on AUTSIGN.

BROWMOD

BROWMOD=YES|NO

Controls the viewing of expected screens to which rules were applied.

YES
The Browse function will display expected screens.

NO
The Browse function will not display any expected screens.

BROWMR

BROWMR=YES|NO|ONLY

Controls the viewing of mismatched screens when browsing a test stream.

YES
The Browse function will display screens that mismatched during a run.

NO
The Browse function will not display screens that mismatched during a run.

ONLY
The Browse function will display only those screens that had mismatches, including their mismatch data.

BROWMS

BROWMS=YES|NO

Controls the viewing of mismatch signoff data during a run.

YES
The Browse function will display mismatch signoff data.

NO
The Browse function will not display mismatch signoff data.

BROWOS

BROWOS=YES|NO

Controls the viewing of original screens when browsing a test stream.

YES
The Browse function will display original screens.
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NO
The Browse function will not display original screens.

BROWRC

BROWRC=(0,0)|(x,y)

The starting row and column for Display format in the Browse function.

• (x,y)
• 0,0

The starting row and column are 0. This specification displays the row and column rulers at the top and on the left of
the screen. This is the default.

• 1,1
The starting row and column are 1. This specification eliminates both rulers so the screen appears as it would appear
to a user.

• 0,1
The starting row is 0; the starting column is 1. This specification eliminates the ruler on the left of the screen but retains
the top ruler.

• 1,0
The starting row is 1; the starting column is 0. This specification eliminates the ruler at the top of the screen but retains
the ruler on the left.

NOTE
Use the Up, Down, Left, and Right commands to change the default starting row and column.

BROWRUL

BROWRUL=YES|NO|ONLY

Controls the viewing of rules that were applied during a run.

YES
The Browse function will display all rules that were applied during a run.

NO
The Browse function will not display any rules that were applied.

ONLY
The Browse function will display only those screens that had rules applied

BUFFER

BUFFER=(32,128,64)|(xxx,yyy,zz)

Allocation for the data capture buffer. This buffer holds data captured by the terminal control exits until STCA, the non-
terminal oriented task, can process it. Using the buffer avoids response time degradation.

Xxx
Primary allocation in KB. This allocation comes from the CICS EDSA. The default is 32; the maximum
specification is 512.

Yyy
Secondary allocation in KB for VSE, from the partition GETVIS area. The default is 128; the maximum
specification is 512.

Zz
The number of allowable secondary allocations. The default is 64; the maximum specification is 64.
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NOTE
You can use the Inquiry function to display buffer utilization. If secondary allocations occur regularly, increase the
primary allocation.

CAPS

CAPS=ON|OFF

Controls translation of lower-case characters on menus which support lower-case fields.

On
Verify for CICS will translate lower-case characters to upper-case.

Off
Verify for CICS will not translate lower-case characters to upper-case.

NOTE
Use the Caps command to change the default.

CHECKIN

CHECKIN=YES|NO|FORMATTED

Controls mismatch verification processing.

Yes
Verify for CICS will check the next input screen after each mismatch and display the Mismatch Confirmation menu
to warn you if a mapfail condition is likely.

No
Verify for CICS will not warn of possible mapfail conditions.

Formatted
Verify for CICS will warn of possible mapfail conditions only for formatted input screens.

CLOSE

CLOSE=SHUTDOWN|IDLE

The MVS data set file close option. Verify for CICS can close data sets when they are not in use or leave them open. A
few hundred bytes are used for each open data set not in use.

Shutdown
Data sets will remain open. Verify for CICS will close them during normal CICS termination if you have updated
your shutdown PLT.

Idle
Verify for CICS will close data sets when they are not in use.

NOTE
You can also close data sets by typing:

XTCA CLOSE DDname

COMPANY

COMPANY='xxxxxxxxxxxxx'

'xxxxxxxxxxx'
The name of your company, which will appear on the Primary Options Menu and on reports. Specify from 1 to 56
bytes enclosed in single quotes. The default is a null value.
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CURRDECP

CURRDECP='.'

'.'
The currency decimal symbol that will appear on reports. Specify 1 character enclosed in single quotes. The
default is a period (.).

CURRKSEP

CURRKSEP='.'

','
The currency symbol used to separate thousands that will appear on reports. Specify 1 character enclosed in
single quotes. The default is a comma (,).

CURRSYMB

CURRSYMB='.'

'$'
The currency symbol that will appear on reports. Specify 1 character enclosed in single quotes. The default is a
dollar sign ($).

DARKCOMP

DARKCOMP=NO|YES

Indicates whether darkprotected fields are compared during a RUN.

NOTE
Darkprotected refers to the suppression, in logged test streams, of the visibility of fields with a non-display
attribute (that is, non-display fields will not be visible in test streams). Protected refers to a field in which you
cannot type data.

No
Verify for CICS will not compare dark protected fields during a run. If selected, no mismatches will be indicated if a
non-display protected field does not match the original logged version.

Yes
Verify for CICS will compare dark protected fields during a RUN.

DATE

DATE=mmddyyyy|ddmmyyyy|yyyymmdd

The date format for menus and reports. The default is mmddyyyy.

DEFAPPL

DEFAPPL=xxxxxxxx

The application name for test streams.

*
Specify the application name by overkeying the application on menus.

DEFDD

DEFDD=TCADS|xxxxxxxx

The MVS ddname for test streams. The default is TCADS.
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NOTE
Override the default by overkeying the ddname or filename on menus.

DEFVER

DEFVER=001|xxx

The version for test streams. The default is 001.

NOTE
Override the default by overkeying the version on menus.

DRKPROT

DRKPROT=YES|NO|PSWDS

Determines whether non-display (dark) fields will be visible in a logged test stream.

NOTE
Darkprotected refers to the suppression, in logged test streams, of the visibility of fields with a non-display
attribute (that is, non-display fields will not be visible in test streams). Protected refers to a field in which you
cannot type data.

Yes
Non-display (dark) fields will not be visible in logged test streams. This option must be in effect when the test
stream is created during logging.

No
Non-display (dark) fields will be visible in logged test streams. This may incur security exposure. For more
information, see Security Considerations in the "Introduction" section of the User section.

PSWDS
Entry-unprotected, non-display fields (for example, passwords) will not be visible in logged test streams. However,
entry-protected non-display fields, such as those that are passed from screen to screen for information purposes,
will be visible in logged test streams when viewed in field or hexadecimal format.

DRKPROT=YES and DRKPROT=PSWDS are subject to the following considerations:

• Verify for CICS darkprotects only input screens.
• Non-display fields are treated as blanks during the Run function comparison.
• Protection cannot be guaranteed for input screens preceding the first erase/write or CLEAR key on each terminal being

logged.
• Specifying protection increases the storage requirements for logging by 4 KB per terminal.

EDITCOR

EDITCOR=128|xx

The maximum core size for each Edit session in KB. The default value is 128. When this core size is reached, you can
save the test stream or cancel the Edit function. The minimum value is 1. The maximum is 8191.

EDITRC

EDITRC=(0,0)|(x,y)

The starting row and column for display format in the Edit function. See the BROWRC option for a description of the
parameters.

NOTE
Use the Up, Down, Left, and Right commands to change the default starting row and column.
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ESFLDS

ESFLDS=(TERMINAL,TRAN,TRTIME,OP,AID,VIEW,RECORD,DATA)

The fields which will be displayed on the Record Selection menu in the Browse and Edit functions. The default fields are
listed previously. Valid fields are:

Terminal
Terminal logged

Tran
Transaction logged

Trtime
Operator think and response time

OP
Terminal operation performed

Len
Length of data

AID
Attention identifier key (PF key, CLEAR, and so on)

Record
Record number in test stream

Data
Data from the record (see ESRCO option)

View
Whether there are mismatch or rule actions for a screen

WCC
Write control character

Cursor
Cursor's row and position

Size
Screen size

Date
Date when the record was logged

Time
Time when the record was logged

NOTE
Use the Profile command to change the default fields.

ESRCO

ESRCO=(1,30,0)|(xx,yy,zz)

Starting row, column and offset for the Data parameter in the ESFLDS option.

xx
The starting row. The default is 1. This specification applies only to display format.

yy
The starting column. The default is 30. This specification applies only to display format.
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zz
The starting offset. The default is 0. This specification applies only to dump format.

NOTE
Use the Left and Right commands to change the default.

EXIT

EXIT=XTCAUSER|xxxxxxxxx

The name of the authorization exit, which should be in the PPT. The default is XTCAUSER.

EXTERM

EXTERM=( ) |(xxxxxxxx,yyyyyyyy)|(,yyyyyyyy)|(xxxxxxxx,)

Identifies one or two lists of terminal names that can never be used for logging. The names are specified in the TCALIST
macro. For details,see the TCALIST Macro section in this section.

Xxxxxxxx
Identifies a TCALIST macro list. An attempt to log a terminal in this list will be ignored but will not cause an error.

Yyyyyyyy
Identifies a second TCALIST macro list. An attempt to log a terminal in this list will be considered an error.

FWORD

FWORD=

This parameter is no longer required. The dependency on the CSA/CWA has been eliminated. If specified, FWORD will
be ignored and a warning message produced.

LOGBY

LOGBY=netname|termid

Determines whether the terminal name is its netname or terminal ID. If netname is left as the default, you can specify a
terminal ID by inserting a field mark after the terminal name on the Terminal Log menus.

LOGEND

LOGEND=MAN|xxxxx

Specifies the default for the Log function stop option.

Option Function

MAN Logging terminates when you manually stop logging in one of two
ways
Clear your screen and type XTCA STOP
Use the Inquiry function to display a list of all active logging and
select the logging you wish to terminate. For more details, see the
Inquiry function in the User section.

PF12 Pressing PF12 will stop logging.

PF1-PF24
PA1-PA3
CLEAR

The specified key will stop logging.
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NOTE
Change the default by overkeying the Stop Option on the Single Terminal Log and Other Terminal Log menus.

LOGEXCL

LOGEXCL=(xxxx,xxxx,....,xxxx)

Controls which transactions, if any, are to be globally excluded from logging.

Xxxx
ID of transactions to be globally excluded. You can specify up to 50 transaction IDs. Separate the IDs with
commas and enclose the list in parentheses.

Transaction IDs can contain any of the special characters supported by RDO. Any ampersand (&) or single quote (') must
be doubled.

Generic characters are supported. Code an equal sign (=) in the appropriate position. Up to 3 equal signs are permitted.
For example, to exclude all transactions that begin with a C, specify C===.

NOTE
Transactions can also be excluded during the logging process by defining a LOGGING rule. See the Log
Function in the User section for details.

MAXMTTS

MAXMTTS=ALL|xxxxx

The number of terminals which can be included in a multiple terminal test stream.

All
All terminals in the system can be included.

xxxxx
A number from 1 to 32767 which specifies the maximum number of terminals to be included. If you use Verify for
CICS in production, you may want to limit the number of terminals logged in a single test stream.

MAXWAIT

MAXWAIT=(1,20,60)|(xx,yy,zz)

The maximum response time Verify for CICS should allow before it considers an output screen to be missing during the
Run function. If the screen is still missing at the end of the status interval, Verify for CICS displays the Missing Output
menu, or, if the Comparison Type is None, it will bypass the screen. If a task is active at the terminal, Verify for CICS
multiplies the original response time by the first parameter (xx) and adds the result to the second parameter (yy) to
determine the number of seconds that will elapse before the menu is displayed. However, this result cannot exceed the
number of seconds specified in the third (zz) parameter if no task is active at the terminal.

xx
The value by which Verify for CICS multiplies the original response time. The default is 1.

yy
The number of seconds Verify for CICS adds to the result of the multiplication. The default is 20 seconds.

zz
If the maximum response time, calculated as described previously, exceeds the zz specification and no task is
active, Verify for CICS will wait the number of seconds specified in this parameter. The default is 60 seconds.

The zz parameter is useful in cases where you accidentally log off from CICS during logging, and then take a long time,
10 minutes for example, to return to CICS. Verify for CICS would then log the Welcome to CICS screen. When this test
stream is run, you would wait only 60 seconds (the default) before Verify for CICS would display the Missing Output menu
for the Welcome to CICS screen. You could then delete the screen and continue the run without waiting 10 minutes.
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MDTPROC

MDTPROC=YES|NO

The Run processing option for mdt-on (modified data tag on) protected fields on current output screens. These screens
are generated by an application during the Run function.

Yes
The Run function obtains the values of mdt-on protected fields from the current output screen and inserts the
values on the next input screen.

No
The Run function ignores these fields. The next input screen is sent unchanged to your application.

NULLS

NULLS=YES|NO

The null padding option for menu fields.

Yes
Trailing blanks will be replaced with nulls.

No
Trailing blanks will be retained.

OFFTR

OFFTR=YES|NO

For CICS 3.1 and below, OFFTR controls the CICS trace for the task control and terminal control exits. The CICS user
exit handler traces every call to the exits, which clutters up your trace table and may use more overhead than the exits
themselves.

Yes
Turns off user exit tracing.

No
Retains user exit tracing.

NOTE
CICS 3.2 or above users can use the CETR transaction to turn off the CICS user exit handler tracing. The CETR
transaction is described in the IBM CICS-Supplied Transactions Manual.

OUT1ST

OUT1ST=YES|NO

Controls the order in which CICS invokes the terminal control output exits.

Yes
The output exit will be invoked first. Specify Yes if you have an output exit (an optimizer, for example) which
modifies the data being transmitted and you want the data logged before the modification.

No
Other exits will be invoked before the Verify for CICS exit.

PERMID

PERMID=NO|YES

This option applies only to ACF2 users who are using the installation option SETSIGN=YES.
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The install option SETSIGN=YES instructs Verify for CICS to reset certain CICS-related signon information so that
it matches the information set at logon, thus avoiding mismatches when running test streams. ACF2 will prevent
SETSIGN=YES from operating as intended, however. To obtain the intended results of SETSIGN=YES, users of ACF2
may also specify PERMID=YES. PERMID=YES disables certain Logon Security functions of ACF2. Users operating
in a test environment where security is not a consideration will find this option useful in avoiding mismatches. See the
SETSIGN installation option for more detail concerning signon security information.

Warning! PERMID=YES, by disabling a portion of ACF2 processing, creates a potential security exposure and should not
be used when security is a consideration. Since Verify for CICS cannot determine which, if any, security package is in use,
it is possible to specify PERMID=YES for systems not running ACF2. The degree of exposure this may incur cannot be
predicted. Users not running ACF2 should always set PERMID=NO.

No
Verify for CICS will not interfere with ACF2 processing. Mismatches may occur since ACF2 resets TCTTE signon
information as part of its security functions.

Yes
If SETSIGN=YES, disables the function of ACF2 that resets the TCTTE signon security information (discussed
in the SETSIGN installation option), thus preventing signon information mismatches when running test streams.
PERMID=YES is ignored with SETSIGN=NO.

PFn

PFn=xxxxxxxx,PFn=xxxxxxxx,...,PFn=xxxxxxxx

Determines PF key assignments. The default assignments are listed as follows:

PF Key Description

PF1 Help

PF2 Rotate

PF3 End

PF4 Return

PF5 Prev

PF6 Next

PF7 Up

PF8 Down

PF9 Format

PF10 Left

PF11 Right

PF12 Keys

NOTE
The defaults for PF keys 13-24 are the same as for PF keys 1-12. However, you can change any of the default
assignments. For example, different commands can be assigned to PF1 and PF13.

In addition to the previous commands, the following commands can be assigned to PF keys: Assign, Auto, Change,
Delete, Find, Rchange, Reset, Rfind, and Save.

Although you can override the default assignments, you should avoid changing them unless they conflict with your existing
standards.

PRINTER
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PRINTER=REALVIRT|REALONLY

Controls conversion of real printers to virtual.

Realvirt
Verify for CICS acquires printers as virtual terminals.

Realonly
Verify for CICS will not acquire printers.

PROTECT

PROTECT=()|(R,W,P)|(any combination of (R,W,P)

Sets the level of test stream protection. Valid options are:

R
Read: the test stream cannot be browsed, edited, or run, nor can it be appended to, inserted into, or merged
into another test stream by anyone except its owner or the product administrator. If the test stream is copied or
renamed, the read protection is extended to the new test stream.

W
Write: the test stream cannot be extended, replaced (during the Run function), edited, renamed, deleted,
appended to, inserted into, or merged into another test stream, not can its directory be updated by anyone except
its owner or the product administrator.

P
Print: the test stream cannot be printed.

You can specify a single option or any combination of options; (W), (R,W), (W,P), for example.

NOTE
Override the default by overkeying the Test Stream Protection option on the Log menus.

READBUF

READBUF=CURRENT|ORIGINAL

Controls how the Run function will respond to read buffer commands issued by applications.

Current
The Run function will use the contents of the current virtual terminal buffer. This specification is the default.

Original
The Run function will respond as the real terminal did when the test stream was logged.

RULEAPP

RULEAPP=YES|NO

Indicates whether to use the 'application.#RULESET.001' if it is present on the TCADS file during a RUN.

RULESYS

RULESYS=YES|NO

Indicates whether to use the 'SYSTEM.#RULESET.001' if it is present on the TCADS file during a RUN.

RUNCOMP

RUNCOMP=SCREEN|LOGICAL|PHYSICAL
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The type of comparison Verify for CICS will perform when a test stream is run. If Verify for CICS detects a difference, it will
interrupt the Run function.

Screen
Verify for CICS performs a row-by row comparison for each screen displayed. This type of comparison allows
variation in the transmitted data stream as long as the end result is the same. This comparison supports the Rules
Function, so fields which you would expect to be different are taken into account.

Logical
Verify for CICS performs a row-by-row comparison. This type of comparison allows variation in the transmitted
data stream as long as the end result is the same.

Physical
Verify for CICS performs a byte-for-byte comparison of the data stream transmitted to the terminal. This type
of comparison determines if identical screen images were produced in the same way and is also useful for test
streams containing graphics.

NOTE
Override the default by overkeying the Comparison Type on the Run Options menu.

RUNRC

RUNRC=(0,0)|(x,y)

The starting row and column for display format in the Run function. See the BROWRC option for the valid parameters.

NOTE
Use the Up, Down, Left, and Right commands to change the default starting row and column.

RUNREAD

RUNREAD=001|xxx

xxx
The number of minutes which will elapse between opportunities to cancel a run. The default is 001; the maximum
specification is 999.

NOTE
Override the default by overkeying the Cancel Interval option on the Run Options menu.

RUNREC

RUNREC=YES|NO

The mismatch data recording option.

Yes
Verify for CICS will record mismatch data. This data can then be browsed or printed.

No
Verify for CICS will not record mismatch data during the Run function.

NOTE
Override the default by overkeying the Mismatch Data Recording option on the Run Options menu.

RUNSIGN

RUNSIGN=NO|YES

The mismatch signoff option.
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No
The operator will not be required to explain mismatches.

Yes
The operator will be required to explain mismatches.

NOTE
Override the default by overkeying the Mismatch Signoff option on the Run Options menu.

RUNSTAT

RUNSTAT=005|xxx

xxx
The number of seconds which will elapse between displays of the Run function status menu. The default is 005;
the maximum specification is 999.

NOTE
Override the default by overkeying the Status Interval option on the Run Options menu.

RUNTIME

RUNTIME=NONE|nnn%|nn

The Run function simulated operator think time: the rate at which Verify for CICS sends input screens to the application.

None
Specifies minimum operator think time.

nnn%
Specifies the rate as a percentage of the original think time. For example, 50% specifies half the original think
time; 100% specifies the original think time; 200% specifies twice the original think time. 200% is the maximum
specification.

Nn
Specifies the rate as a number of seconds. Verify for CICS will wait the specified number of seconds before
sending each input screen to the application. Specify the think time in seconds if you want to run test streams at a
constant rate. 20 is the maximum specification.

NOTE
Override the default by overkeying the Simulated Operator Think Time option on the Run Options menu.

SECID

SECID=(xxxxxxxx, xxxxxxxx, …)|(yyy,yyy,yyy, …)

The ID of the security administrator who can modify the protection status and owner ID for test streams owned by other
users. This administrator can also read or edit any test stream and can stop or reconnect other users' sessions.

Xxxxxxxx
The extended-signon userid.

yyy
The opid.

NOTE
If you specify the option USERSRC=TCTTEOI, use the 3-character opid; otherwise, specify the 8-character
extended signon userid.

SETSIGN
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SETSIGN=YES|NO

Controls whether or not the following TCTTE resource and security fields will be updated for virtual terminals:

TCTDSRSL*
Resource security level

TCTESKE*
Security key extension

TCTTEAS*
Resource access level

TCTTEOCL
Operator class

TCTTEOI*
Signon operator ID

TCTTEOP
Operator priority

TCTTESK*
Signon security keys

* These fields will not be updated if they were preset when the virtual terminal was defined.

NOTE
SETSIGN=YES is ignored when running CICS 4.1 or when running CICS 3.2 or 3.3 with external security (that
is, SEC=YES in SIT).

• For CICS 3.1 and below, the following fields are updated in the pseudo signon table: SNNTIND, SNNTSKE, SNNTSK,
SNNTASK, SNNTOP, SNNTOC, SNNTID, and SNNTSSF.

• For CICS 3.2, the fields updated in the pseduo signon table include: SNTEIND, SNTEPRTY, SNTEOPID and
SNTESSF.

SETSIZE

SETSIZE=YES|NO

Controls whether or not the following TCTTE screen and page fields will be updated for virtual terminals:

TCTEAPGC
Alternate page size columns

TCTEAPGL
Alternate page size rows

TCTEASCC
3270 alternate screen size columns

TCTEASCL
3270 alternate screen size rows

TCTEASCZ
3270 alternate screen size

TCTEDSCC
3270 default screen size columns

TCTEDSCL
3270 default screen size rows
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TCTEDCZ
3270 default screen size

TCTE32SF
3270 size flags

TCTTEPGC
Default page size columns

TCTTEPGL
Default page size rows

TCTE32EF
Extended features

TCTE32E2
3270 extended features byte2

SETSTAT

SETSTAT=YES|NO

Controls whether or not the following TCTTE status fields will be updated for virtual terminals:

TCTTEFIB
3270 features

TCTTEPGB
Paging status (TCTTEPGP and TCTTEPG3 only)

TCTTETC
Next transaction ID (cleared)

TCTTETS
Terminal status

TCTTETT
Terminal type

TCTEERAF
Error flags

TCTEERAH
Error highlight attribute

TCTEERAC
Error color

SETUA

SETUA=YES|NO

Controls whether or not the following TCTTE user area field will be updated for virtual terminals during the Run function.
The TCTTE user area field will be updated from the original logged terminal:

TCTTEUA
User area

SIGNSUB

SIGNSUB=@|x

The automated signon substitution character used by Verify for CICS to generate unique user IDs, passwords, and so on,
when the AUTSIGN NOPROMPT parameter is specified. The default is an at sign (@), but you can specify any character
you want.
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This character also indicates that you should be prompted for input when the AUTSIGN PROMPT or PROMPTALL
parameter is specified. SIGNSUB characters typed in the PROMPT or PROMPTALL input are treated like SIGNSUB
characters in the signon or signoff test stream when NOPROMPT is in effect.

STRNO

STRO=100|xx

xx
The maximum number of test streams which may be processed concurrently for each data set. The default is 100.
The minimum specification is 2; the maximum specification is 32767.

NOTE
VSAM requires a small amount of storage to keep track of each string. This does not affect buffer allocation,
which occurs only for test streams Verify for CICS is processing.

USERSRC

USERSRC=PSNTSSF|TCTEOI|(offset,offset,length)

Identifies the source Verify for CICS should use for the userid which appears on some menus.

PSNTSSF
Use the 8-byte signon userid.

TCTTEOI
Use the 1-3 character operator identifier (OPIDENT) code.

(offset,offset,length)
Use the userid in the specified location:

• The first parameter is the offset in the TCTTE of the address of the control block containing the userid.
• The second parameter is the offset of the field within this control block containing the userid.
• The third parameter is the length of the userid.

Note: Specify offsets and length as decimal values.
VTERM

VTERM='VV=='|'xxxx'|'BTAM'

Identifies the virtual terminals.

'VV=='
For VTAM virtual terminals, the generic name of those terminal IDs

'xxxx'
Can be selected as virtual terminals. The default is 'VV==', where the equal signs represent generic characters.
At least one but no more than three of the four characters must be generic. Generic characters can appear in any
position.
Make sure no real VTAM terminals match the generic name because Verify for CICS may use them.

'BTAM'
Specifies BTAM virtual terminals.

XCTL

XCTL=xxxxxxxx

Specifies the user program to which Verify for CICS should transfer control when a user exits from Verify for CICS. The
default is a null value.
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TCAEXCLD Macro

Use the TCAEXCLD macro to globally exclude screens from logging based on the content of the transmitted data. This is
useful when globally excluding transactions by transaction name in the LOGEXCL option is not appropriate.

The TCAEXCLD macro specifications are ignored when the security administrator is logging a #signon or #signoff test
stream.

Multiple TCAEXCLD macros may be specified.

TCAEXCLD  TYPE=IN|OUT,STRING=(C'xxx'|X'xxxx'),OFFSET=nnn,NEXT=nnn,

STOPSTR=(C'xxx'|X'xxx'),STOPTYP=IN|OUT,STOPOFF=nnn

Identifies the criteria that determine whether or not a screen is excluded from logging.

TYPE=IN|OUT
Specify input (IN) or output (OUT) screens.

STRING=(C'xxx'|X'xxxx')
Specify a character and/or hex string for which Verify for CICS should search. Verify for CICS searches
for the exact case of the STRING entry. You can combine character and hex specifications; for example,
X'114040',C'SIGNON'

OFFSET=nnn
Specify the offset of the string in the data stream. If omitted, the entire data stream is searched. Use an offset of 0
for the AID or WCC. Specifying an offset greatly reduces CPU overhead.

NEXT=nnn
Specify the number of screens to exclude afterVerify for CICS detects a string match. The maximum is 250.

STOPSTR=(C'xxx'|X'xxxx')
Specify a character and/or hex exclusion stop string for which Verify for CICS should search. Verify for CICS
searches for the exact case of the STOPSTR entry. Once found, exclusion will stop (that is, logging will resume)
with the next input. You can combine character and hex specifications; for example, X'114040',C'SIGNON'. Do not
specify this parameter if NEXT is specified.

STOPTYP=IN|OUT
If STOPSTR is specified, indicates whether the stop string is an INPUT or OUTPUT screen. Do not specify this
parameter if NEXT is specified.

STOPOFF=nnn
If STOPSTR is specified, indicates the offset of the stop string in the data stream. If omitted, the entire data
stream is searched for the stop stream. Use an offset of 0 for the AID or WCC. Specifying a stop offset greatly
reduces the CPU overhead. Do not specify this parameter if NEXT is specified.
Screen exclusion from the log begins with any screen that matches the STRING criteria and continues until
a subsequent screen either matches the STOPSTR criteria or the number of screens specified in the NEXT
parameter is reached. If neither STOPSTR nor NEXT is specified, only screens that match the STRING criteria
are excluded.

Examples

TCAEXCLD TYPE=IN,STRING=C'ABC'

Excludes any input screen that contains the string 'ABC'.

TCAEXCLD TYPE=OUT,STRING=C'ENTER SIGNON',OFFSET=45,NEXT=2

Excludes any output screen containing the string 'ENTER SIGNON' at offset 45 and the next two input or output screens.
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An alternative to using the NEXT option (which excludes a specific number of screens) is to use the STOPSTR option.
STOPSTR specifies an exclusion stop string, after which logging will resume. An example follows:

TCAEXCLD TYPE=OUT,STRING=C'ENTER SIGNON',OFFSET=45,

STOPSTR=C'READY',STOPTYP=OUT,STOPOFF=45

Excludes any output screen containing the string 'ENTER SIGNON' at offset 45, and all subsequent screens up to and
including an output screen of 'READY' at offset 45. The next logged record will be the first input specified after READY.

You may find it useful to exclude an entire signon transaction. For example, suppose you wanted to exclude this
transaction:

Input      XSSN

Output     ENTER NAME AND PASSWORD

Input      name and password

Output     SIGNON COMPLETE  or  SIGNON FAILED

You would specify:

TCAEXCLD TYPE=IN,STRING=C'XSSN',OFFSET=3

TCAEXCLD TYPE=IN,STRING=C'XSSN',OFFSET=6

TCAEXCLD TYPE=OUT,STRING=C'ENTER NAME AND PASSWORD',OFFSET=nn,NEXT=2

NOTE

• Two TCAEXCLD statements are necessary to exclude the first terminal input because the offset will be 3 from a
cleared screen (allowing for the AID and cursor) and 6 from a formatted screen (allowing for the AID, cursor, and SBA).

• The offset for the first output screen can be determined by browsing the screen in Hex format.
• The NEXT=2 parameter excludes the input screen on which you type your name and password and the resulting

output message.

WARNING
Be careful to test the specifications to make sure that all sequences of input and output screens are excluded.
If the format, sequencing of screens, or processing logic of the excluded application changes, review and retest
the specifications.

TCALIST Macro

The TCALIST macro identifies lists of terminals. Use the TCALIST macro to identify terminals which should never be used
for logging.

EXTERM option

The EXTERM option identifies one or two list names. These list names specify TCALIST macro labels. For example, if you
specify:

EXTERM=(LIST1,LIST2)

you would code the TCALIST macro as follows:

LIST1   TCALIST first terminal list
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LIST2   TCALIST  second terminal list

To continue a list, use another TCALIST macro without a label; for example:

LIST1   TCALIST     first terminal list

TCALIST  continuation of first terminal list

Both lists specified in the EXTERM option identify terminals that Verify for CICS will not log. Attempts to log terminals in
the first list will be ignored but will not cause an error; attempts to log terminals in the second list will cause an error.

A TCALIST terminal list can contain specific terminal names or a mask. Use a mask to generically specify terminal name.
Enclose the mask in parentheses and use commas to separate each literal and special mask character. A mask can
contain the following:

=
A generic character. Any character in the same position in the terminal name is accepted.

x
A literal of one byte. To be accepted, the terminal name must contain the same literal in the same position.

x-y
A range of literals in ascending order (from #,@,$ through the alphabetic and numeric characters to 9). Any
character within this range in the same position in the terminal name is accepted.

(x,y,...,z)
A list of literals. Any character in this list in the same position in the terminal name is accepted. Literals in a list
can be one or more bytes; however, all the literals within a list must be the same length.

NOTE
The number of positions specified in the mask must correspond exactly to the length in the terminal name.

For example:

LIST1   TCALIST      VV01,(T,R,M=),((ABC,DEF),1-6)

According to these specifications, the following terminals are included in the list:

• Terminal VV01
• All terminals beginning with the characters TRM, followed by any one character
• All terminals beginning with the characters ABC or DEF, followed by the number 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6

Customize REXX Environment (Optional)
This section describes the customization of the Verify for CICS Host Command Environment.

The Host Command Environment allows REXX execs to ADDRESS VERIFY and to issue Verify for CICS host
commands.

The Verify for CICS Host Command Environment allows REXX execs to use the REXX ADDRESS instruction to
ADDRESS VERIFY and to issue Verify for CICS host commands.

Installation of the optional Verify for CICS REXX component, is a prerequisite to using the Verify for CICS Host Command
Environment.

The Verify for CICS Host Command Environment exploits only documented REXX programming interfaces. The
customization of the Verify for CICS Host Command Environment requires modification to REXX parameters modules.
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Documentation of the interfaces used by Verify for CICS and REXX resource modifications required by Verify for CICS
may be found in "TSO Extension, REXX Reference" (IBM Publication SC28-1883-x).

Customize Host Command Environment

Use the following procedure to customize the Verify for CICS Host Command Environment:

1. Add Parameters that support the Verify for CICS Host Command Environment to REXX parameters modules.
– Verify for CICS must be added to the host command environment tables contained in REXX parameters modules

IRXPARMS, IRXTSPRM and IRXISPRM, allowing REXX execs to ADDRESS VERIFY.
– The Verify for CICS exec termination exit program or a program that calls the Verify for CICS exec termination

exit program must be named in module names tables contained in REXX parameters modules IRXPARMS and
IRXTSPRM, as the EXECTERM exit program.

Modify REXX Parameters Modules explains how to add required Verify for CICS parameters to REXX parameters
modules.

2. Place the program named in REXX parameters modules as the EXECTERM exit program -- either VTERX or an
exit program manager generated using the VTERP EXIT macro -- in a Z/OS authorized load library. While the Verify
for CICS exec termination exit program, VTERX, is not an authorized module, nor does it perform any functions
that require authorization, REXX initialization under TSO/E requires that an EXECTERM exit program named in
IRXTSPRM reside in a z/OS authorized load library. The EXECTERM exit program will be used only when the
modified REXX parameters modules are used to initialize REXX environments. You may either authorize the load
library that contains Verify for CICS modules or move the EXECTERM program to an authorized library that is
available to REXX applications. Failure to place the EXECTERM exit program named in IRXTSPRM in an authorized
load library will result in an S66D abend when the modified IRXTSPRM is used to initialize REXX while logging
onto TSO. If you use an authorized library that contains VTERX as a STEPLIB in a TSO PROC, then you must also
authorize any other concatenated STEPLIB libraries (because concatenated libraries lose authorization when an
unauthorized library is included in the concatenation).

3. With the exception of the EXECTERM exit program, and while testing installation of the Verify for CICS Host
Command Environment, the load library that contains Verify for CICS modules and customized REXX parameters
modules may be included as a STEPLIB in a TSO logon PROC or as a STEPLIB in a job step that uses IRXJCL to
execute a REXX exec as a batch job. For production installation, it is recommended that all Verify for CICS REXX
support modules and customized REXX parameters modules be moved to a link list library to eliminate the need for
STEPLIB DD statements.

Modify REXX Parameters Modules

REXX parameters modules provide information to REXX.

• A "host command environment" table contained in REXX parameters modules defines the host command processors
that may be addressed by a REXX exec.

• A "module names table" contained in REXX parameters modules contains the names of exit programs that REXX is to
call at key points during the execution of a REXX exec.

Verify for CICS must be added to the host command environment tables and an exit program that performs cleanup of
Verify for CICS resources must be added to the module names tables of REXX parameters modules. The following table
lists the parameters modules that must be updated.

Parameter Module SYS1.SAMPLIB Source Code Descriptive Name

IRXPARMS IRXREXX1 REXX System Default Parameters Module

IRXTSPRM IRXREXX2 TSO REXX Parameters Module

IRXISPRM IRXREXX3 ISPF REXX Parameters Module
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Locate the source code for each of the parameters modules that you are currently using in your production REXX
environments.

• If you are running with modified versions of the REXX parameter modules listed in the table above, then you should
add Verify for CICS parameters to your versions of the parameters modules using procedures that are used at your
installation to apply REXX parameters module modifications. The required Verify for CICS parameters are described
below.

• If you are running with unmodified versions of the REXX parameter modules listed in the table above, then you must
decide how to apply modifications to the REXX parameters modules supplied by IBM in SYS1.SAMPLIB, and add the
required Verify for CICS parameters described below. Of course, SYS1.SAMPLIB should not be modified directly. Two
workable ways to add Verify for CICS parameters to REXX parameters modules are to (1) use SMPE or (2) to copy
parameters modules from SYS1.SAMPLIB, and add required Verify for CICS parameters to the copies of IBM supplied
parameters modules.

The following changes must be made to REXX parameters modules to support the Verify for CICS Host Command
Environment.

1. Add a Verify for CICS exec termination exit program to the module names tables contained in REXX parameters
modules, IRXPARMS, IRXTSPRM and IRXISPRM.
– In each parameters module, find the field labeled MODNAMET_EXECTERM.
– If the field is blank, then an EXECTERM exit program is not being used at your installation, in which case you may

name the Verify for CICS exec termination program, VTERX, in the MODNAMET_EXECTERM field as follows:

MODNAMET_EXECTERM DC   CL8’VTERX’

– If a module is already named as the EXECTERM exit program, you may use the procedure described in Creating
an EXECTERM Exit Manager to generate an ’exit program manager’ that calls your existing EXECTERM exit
program and then VTERX. The generated exit program manager may be named as the single EXECTERM exit
program instead of your current exec termination exit program or VTERX, to effectively install both programs.

2. Add a Verify for CICS host command entry to the host command environment tables contained in REXX parameters
modules, IRXPARMS, IRXTSPRM and IRXISPRM.
– In each parameters module, find the fields labeled SUBCOMTB_TOTAL and SUBCOMTB_USED. The value of the

fields is the number of entries in the host command environment table that follows the table header. Add 1 to the
existing field values to account for the Verify for CICS command entry being added.

– Add a Verify for CICS host command environment table entry to the end of the host command environment tables
contained in each of the parameters modules. Note that entries in the host command table that follows the header
each contain the 8 character name of the host command environment, the 8 character name of the program that
processes host commands, and a 16 character "token" that may be used by the host command processor. While
the entries provided by IBM have field names, the names are extraneous information. The Verify for CICS entry
may be coded as follows:

DC CL8’VERIFY’,CL8’VTERE’,CL16’ ‘

After adding Verify for CICS parameters to source versions of the REXX parameters modules, the modules must be
assembled and link edited. Member VTEASMRP in the Verify for CICS JCL library, CATJJCL, contains JCL that may be
used to assemble and link edit modified REXX parameters modules. While testing the Verify for CICS Host Command
Environment, modified REXX parameters modules may reside in a STEPLIB of a TSO proc or batch job step. The sample
JCL therefore link edits the modified parameters modules into load library of your choosing.

Create an EXECTERM Exit Manager

The Verify for CICS exec termination exit program, VTERX, cleans up Verify for CICS control blocks, Z/OS subtasks,
and other resources created by Verify for CICS host commands. When VTERX cannot be named in REXX parameters
modules as the EXECTERM exit because you have already installed an EXECTERM exit program, then a ’VTERP EXIT’
macro statement that lists your existing EXECTERM exit program and VTERX, may be assembled to generate a program
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that serially calls all listed programs. The generated program may be named as the EXECTERM exit program in REXX
parameter modules to effectively install the listed programs as EXECTERM exit programs.

For example, the following VTERP macro statement may be assembled to generate an exit program named VTERL,
which calls two other exit programs named EXIT1 and VTERX.

VTERL VTERP EXIT,LIST=(EXIT1,VTERX)

      END

Member VTEASMRL, in the distributed Verify for CICS JCL library, CATJJCL, contains JCL that may be tailored and used
to assemble and link edit an exit program manager named VTERL. The program generated by assembling a VTERP
EXIT macro statement contains VCONs that cause the named programs to be link edited with the generated program,
insuring that all EXECTERM exit programs are loaded when REXX loads the named EXECTERM exit program. The link
edit SYSLIB DD statement must be changed to identify the load libraries that contain the programs named in the VTERP
exit list.

Change REXX Support Options

The Verify for CICS REXX support options are defined in member VTEOT in the target library CAI.CATJSAMP. Modify the
options to conform to your installation standards.

NOTE
Make sure the IDs you specified for the virtual terminals are referenced by the VTEOM TERMINALS statements
of the TCAOPTS macro.

Member VTEASMOT in the target library CAI.CATJJCL contains the JCL to assemble and link the options module.
Customize the JCL stream to conform to your installation standards. Submit the job to create a new version of the options
module.

VTEOM Macro Options

Option Function

CODE Defines options for CODE type password security

CONTROL Defines options for various REXX support features

DEFTERM Defines virtual terminal characteristics

EXITS Defines an exit program for REXX sessions which use Verify Host
Commands

EXTMODES Defines VTAM logon mode table entries for extended data
streams

GENERATE Causes options table to be assembled and generated

LOG Defines attributes for log data sets

LOGMODES Defines VTAM logon modes table entries for basic data streams

OPEN Defines OPEN statement options

PROFILE Defines attributes for PROFILE data sets

RECORD Define conversion options and script libraries

REXX Defines options for REXX Host Command Environment

SECURE Defines password capture security

SYSTEM Defines system options

TERMINALS Defines a group of virtual terminals
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TOKEN Defines options for TOKEN type password security

WTO Defines WTO statement options

WTOR Defines WTOR statement options

A description of each VTEOM option follows.

CODE

The VTEOM CODE statement specifies Verify for CICS REXX Code security options to apply when CODE is specified as
a VTEOM SECURE CAPTURE option. CODE statement keyword parameters and values are:

CODEDOC
May be YES or NO and specifies whether the user ID for which a password was encoded will be documented as
a TYPE statement comment when a test stream is converted.

CODEFOR
May be YES or NO and specifies whether a user can encode passwords for use by a different user ID. When
CODEFOR=YES is specified, users can use the Code Security Panel of the TSO interface or the VTEIS ENCODE
callable subroutine to encode data for a different user ID. Subject to any limitations specified via other options of
the VTEOM CODE statement.

DESC
Is the descriptor code, as defined by the assembler language WTO macro statement DESC operand, which
sends a WTO in the event that a user exceeds the VTEOM CODE FORLIM specification and the VTEOM CODE
statement specifies WTO=YES.

DISABLE
Can be YES or NO, and specifies whether a user’s authority is disabled in the event that CODEFOR=YES and
the user encodes a password for a different user ID more times than the FORLIM limit specification. If disabled,
the authority to encode data for a different user ID is revoked for the remainder of the calendar day.

FORLIM
Is the maximum number of times, in a single day that a user may encode a password for use by a different user
ID when CODEFOR=YES. The action taken in the event that a user exceeds the FORLIM limit is governed by the
VTEOM CODE, DISABLE, NOTIFY and/or WTO specifications. When FORLIM=0, encoding for a different user ID
is not limited.

NOTIFY
Can be YES or NO and specifies whether or not a notification is sent to a user in the event that the user encodes
data for a different user ID more times than the VTEOM CODE FORLIM limit specification.

ROUTCDE
ROUTCDE is the route code, as defined by the assembler language WTO macro statement ROUTCDE operand,
which is used to send a WTO in the event that a user exceeds the VTEOM CODE FORLIM specification and the
VTEOM CODE statement specifies WTO=YES.

WTO
Can be YES or NO, and specifies whether or not notifications are sent via WTO in the event that a user exceeds
the VTEOM CODE FORLIM specification.

WTOLIM
Is the maximum number of WTOs that can be issued in the event that a user exceeds the VTEOM CODE
FORLIM specification before discontinuing notification via WTO.

CONTROL

The VTEOM CONTROL statement is used to specify option keywords and values that control various Verify for CICS
REXX support features.
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CASE
(Optional) A control that is used to define non-English alphabetic lower and upper case characters to Verify for
CICS REXX support. When CASE characters are defined, alphabetic case-sensitive features, including the TO/
FROM CAPITAL options of the SET statement and the case-insensitive IF statement CONTAINS condition can
properly process alphabetic data that is not a part of the 26-character English alphabet.
The operand of the CASE keyword is one or more pairs of 1-byte hexadecimal values. The first value in a
pair is the hexadecimal value of a lowercase character and the second value is the hexadecimal value of the
corresponding uppercase character.
For example, the following statement defines lower and upper case German A, O, and U umlaut characters:
VTEOM CONTROL,                        X 

      CASE=(C0,4A,6A,E0,D0,5A)

CHAPEC
A number from 0 to 255 and is the "Change Priority Event Count" at which REXX execs that use Verify host
session commands voluntarily relinquish priority dispatchability relative to other scripts or execs running in the
address space. The default is CHAPEC=5.
The multiple session stress testing capabilities of Verify for CICS REXX support use z/OS tasks to run multiple
scripts and sessions concurrently so that they can compete and proceed independent of other tasks. z/OS places
multiple tasks of the same priority on a chain and always dispatches the first ready task. When CHAPEC=0, tasks
are added to the chain as they are attached and retain their order relative to other tasks. As a result, the first tasks
started during a test tend to be more dispatchable than tasks started at a later time, and tend to complete faster.
When CHAPEC=1-255, each exec executes an z/OS CHAP 0 macro instruction after processing the specified
number of session events. As a result, all tasks participating in a multiple session test tend to be equally
dispatchable and the relative progress of sessions is not related to the order in which the tasks are started.

CS
Verify for CICS REXX support provides limited handling of 3270 Programmed Symbols (dot matrix character
sets). The CS keyword option controls the application handling of character set attributes received in 3270 SFE,
MF and SA orders. If CS=YES is specified, the application ignores character set attributes. If CS=NO is specified,
the application sends a negative response to the online system, sending a character set attribute, indicating that
the attributes are not supported.

DECIMAL
The DECIMAL option specifies the character recognized by the Verify for CICS Host Command environment as
a numeric decimal point. DECIMAL=PERIOD specifies that a decimal point is represented by a period and that
commas can be used to punctuate the integer portion of a decimal number. DECIMAL=COMMA specifies that
a decimal point is represented by a comma and that periods can be used to punctuate the integer portion of a
decimal number. The specified DECIMAL option can be overridden when an exec is executed by specifying one
of the exec parameters, PERIOD or COMMA.

ESTAE
The ESTAE keyword option controls Verify for CICS abend handling for the REXX. ESTAE=YES, specifies that
if an abend occurs while using the application REXX support, the application should intercept the abend and
perform cleanup of any active session. Cleanup logic includes calling the LOGOFF exit routine in the active
application Communications Exit Program, if a session is active when the abend occurs. ESTAE=NO disables
Verify for CICS ESTAE routines.

ETIME
Can be YES or NO and specifies whether or not your z/OS system supports the TIME macro statement
LINKAGE=SYSTEM and DATETYPE options (Extended TIME). The default is ETIME=YES. When ETIME=YES
is specified, the TIME statement uses the z/OS TIME services to return a 20-digit time, beginning with a 4-digit
century and ending with microseconds in the 20th digit. ETIME=NO should be specified only on old z/OS systems
that do not support the extended TIME options.
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LOGON
The LOGON keyword controls what systems are accessible using Verify for CICS REXX execs. When
LOGON=ANY is specified, the execs can be used to logon to any available system. When LOGON=ONLY is
specified, the execs can only be used to access systems named as an ID or as an APPL in a VTEOM SYSTEM
statement contained in the VTEOT Options Table.

OUTDATA
(Optional) A control that may be used to define new special 3270 data stream characters to Verify for CICS REXX
support. By default, outbound 3270 data in the range of X'01' through X'3F' is considered to be invalid data unless
the character is part of a known 3270 command, order, or special character. Verify for CICS REXX support rejects
invalid outbound data by sending a negative response to the invalid data request.
IBM can enhance the 3270 data stream definition to include new special 3270 characters that were previously
undefined. When the 3270 data stream is enhanced or if you are using 3270 hardware or software emulators that
support special 3270 characters not defined by IBM, OUTDATA can be used to define the special characters to
the application REXX support.
The operand of OUTDATA is a list of one or more 1-byte hexadecimal values that are treated as special 3270 data
characters when received by the application REXX support in outbound 3270 data. When special 3270 characters
are defined using OUTDATA, application REXX support recognizes the characters in outbound data as special
3270 data characters. For extended data stream sessions, the defined characters are accepted and stored as is,
in the Verify for CICS virtual terminal buffer and are displayed or returned on a terminal read. For Verify for CICS
basic data stream sessions, the defined characters are stored in the virtual terminal buffer as blanks.
For example, the hexadecimal values X'3D' and X'3E' are not currently defined as 3270 characters and are
rejected by application REXX support when received in outbound data. If the characters are subsequently
defined, you can define the characters to the application REXX support by including the following VTEOM macro
statement to your VTEOT Options Table.
VTEOM CONTROL,     X  

      OUTDATA=(3D,3E)

S522TIM
The time interval, expressed in the form, hhmmssth, that is used by the Verify for CICS S522 abend prevention
feature. The default time is 10 minutes (S522TIM=100000).
When the Verify for CICS S522 abend prevention feature is activated using a ’TIMEOUT S522 OFF’ statement,
Verify for CICS prevents S522 abends by insuring that the address space does not go into a wait state for more
than the specified S522TIM. If the default or specified S522TIM is greater than the wait time that causes S522
abends at your installation, then the Verify for CICS abend prevention feature is unable to prevent S522 abends.

THINK
The minimum think-time interval, expressed in the form, ssth (seconds, tenths and hundredths of a second), that
can occur between transactions in a Verify for CICS REXX session. The default is THINK=0000.
THINK time may be specified to govern the speed of all exec driven application sessions. When THINK time is
specified, any attempt to send input on a session is delayed until the specified interval has elapsed since receipt
of the last outbound message. VTEOM CONTROL THINK time is not recommended because it limits the possible
throughput on an application REXX session. Depending on the time specified, THINK time limits Verify for CICS’s
ability to generate large workloads for use in system stress testing or may make it unfeasible the application to
automate labor intensive business applications that require the entry of a large number of 3270 transactions.

VSOSLIM
The maximum number of times, up to 32767, that Verify for CICS should retry an unsuccessful, but retryable
VTAM session request. When VSOSLIM=0, the application does not retry unsuccessful VTAM requests.
When VSOSLIM is greater than zero and a retryable VTAM request failure occurs, including a temporary VTAM
SOS (short on storage) condition, the application waits for a time interval specified by VTEOM CONTROL
VSOSTIM, then retries the VTAM request. If a request is not successful within the specified number of retries, the
failure results in termination of the Verify for CICS REXX session.
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VSOSTIM
The time interval, expressed in the form, hhmmssth, that Verify for CICS should wait following an unsuccessful,
but retryable VTAM session request, before retrying the VTAM request. VSOSTIM is used only when VTEOM
CONTROL VSOSLIM is greater than zero.

DEFTERM

The VTEOM DEFTERM macro statement defines default virtual terminal characteristics used when characteristics cannot
be obtained from other sources, for example the test stream being converted or the LOGON statement. DEFTERM
statement keyword parameters and values are:

ALTSIZE
The ALTSIZE keyword option specifies the alternate screen size for a session, as "row by column" values.
ALTSIZE=24X80, 32X80, 43X80 and 27X132 are supported.

DEFSIZE
The DEFSIZE keyword option specifies the default screen size for a session, as "row by column" values.
DEFSIZE=24X80, 32X80, 43X80 and 27X132 are supported.

LUDS
The LUDS keyword option specifies the default "Logical Unit Data Stream" for a session. LUDS=BASICDS and
EXTDS are supported. BASICDS specifies that the logical unit (virtual terminal) has a single screen buffer in
which all screen data and attributes are stored. EXTDS specifies that the logical unit has a screen buffer and an
extended attribute buffer (EAB). The EAB is used to store 3270 extended color, highlighting and Graphic Escape
attributes.

EXITS

The VTEOM EXITS macro statement specifies the name of the distributed or user-written exit program that is to be called
at key points in the life of a Verify for CICS REXX session, and specifies session trace options for any session events that
are driven by the specified session exit programs.

The Verify for CICS REXX exit facility allows central control of Verify for CICS REXX sessions and allows you to provide
custom services to users. The exit facility is fully documented in Communications Exit Programs. A single distributed
Communications Exit Program, VTECX, provides basic exit services.

EXITS statement keyword parameters and values are:

RX
The name of the Verify for CICS Exit Program to be used for sessions managed by REXX execs that use
Verify for CICS Host Commands. For example, RX=VTECX, specifies that the distributed Communications Exit
Program, VTECX, is to be used for sessions managed by REXX execs that use Verify for CICS Host Commands.

TRACE
Specifies whether or not session activity created by a Verify for CICS Communications Exit Program may be
traced and specifies the format to be used for any traced screens that result from session activity created by a
Verify for CICS Communications Exit Program. TRACE=NO specifies that session activity created by a Verify
for CICS Communications Exit Program is not to be traced. TRACE=OK specifies that when a trace is active, it
is ok to trace session activity created by a Verify for CICS Communications Exit Program using the trace format
specified by the user when a trace is started. TRACE=IMAGE, TRACE=FORMAT or TRACE=UPPERCASE
specify that it is ok to trace session activity created by a Verify for CICS Communications Exit Program but that
the specified trace format, IMAGE, FORMAT or UPPERCASE is to be used.

NOTE
No session activity is created by the distributed Verify for CICS Communications Exit Program, VTECX.
TRACE controls apply only to session activity that may be created by a user-written Communications
Exit Program.

EXTMODES
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Each VTAM APPL definition statement installed for use as a Verify for CICS virtual terminal is associated with a VTAM
logon mode table that contains entries that describe different terminal models that can be emulated when the VTAM APPL
definition is used to start a session. When a Verify for CICS application starts a session, an idle VTAM APPL is selected
and used to emulate a terminal model that supports 3270 data and screen sizes specified by the application. An entry in
the VTAM logon mode table associated with the VTAM APPL that describes the terminal being emulated, is selected and
used to provide information about the terminal to the online system.

The VTEOM EXTMODES statement is used to specify the VTAM logon mode table entries to emulate particular terminal
models when virtual terminals are used to start Verify for CICS extended data stream sessions. The VTEOM LOGMODES
statement is used to specify mode table entries to start the application basic data stream sessions. EXTMODES
statement keywords and option values:

DEFMODE
The name of the VTAM mode table entry when no terminal model or screen size is specified by a Verify for CICS
application.

MOD2
The name of the VTAM mode table entry when MOD2 or a 24X80 screen size is specified by a Verify for CICS
application.

MOD3
The name of the VTAM mode table entry when MOD3 or a 32X80 screen size is specified by a Verify for CICS
application.

MOD4
The name of the VTAM mode table entry when MOD4 or a 43X80 screen size is specified by a Verify for CICS
application.

MOD5
The name of the VTAM mode table entry when MOD5 or a 27X132 screen size is specified by a Verify for CICS
application.

By default, VTAM APPL definition statements are associated with a default VTAM logon mode table defined by IBM,
ISTINCLM, and distributed by IBM as a member in SYS1.SAMPLIB. When VTAM APPL definitions associated with
ISTINCLM are used to emulate terminals that support the 3270 Read Partition Query (RPQ) structured field, a single
ISTINCLM entry, D4A32XX3, can be used to emulate any terminal model and to instruct the online system to use the RPQ
structured field to get screen sizes and device capabilities from the terminal after the session is started. D4A32XX3 is the
default value of all VTEOM EXTMODES keyword options.

If the VTAM APPL definition statement MODETAB operand is used to associate virtual terminals with any logon mode
table other than ISTINCLM, a VTEOM EXTMODES statement must be coded to specify the mode table entries in the
specified logon mode table that are to be used when the VTAM APPL definitions are used to emulate terminal models that
support the 3270 extended data stream.

Example: VTEOM EXTMODES statement specifies that the MODX entry is used.

A sample logon mode table, member PTEMT in the distributed Verify for Verify for CICS SOURCE library, contains an
entry named MODX that is similar to entry D4A32XX3 in ISTINCLM. If VTAM APPL definition statements are installed
that specify MODETAB=PTEMT, then a VTEOM EXTMODES statement must be coded to specify that the MODX entry in
PTEMT is used to emulate terminal models that support the 3270 extended data stream.

VTEOM    EXTMODES,         X 

         DEFMODE=MODX,     X 

         MOD2=MODX,        X 

         MOD3=MODX,        X 

         MOD4=MODX,        X 

         MOD5=MODX         
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If all online systems do not support a preferred set of mode table entries, multiple VTEOM EXTMODES statements can
be coded to specify different mode table entries for different systems. One unnamed VTEOM EXTMODES statement
can be coded to specify default mode table entries, and one or more other named VTEOM EXTMODES statements may
be coded to specify mode table entries to use to start sessions with systems that do not support the default mode table
entries. Mode table entries specified by a named VTEOM EXTMODES statement are used only when a session is started
with an online system that is defined by a VTEOM SYSTEM statement that uses the MODETAB keyword option to specify
the name of a particular VTEOM EXTMODES statement. Mode table entries specified by the unnamed default VTEOM
EXTMODES statement are used to start sessions with other systems.

See SYSTEM for an example that shows how to use VTEOM SYSTEM, EXTMODES and LOGMODES statements to
associate particular online systems with different mode table entries.

GENERATE

The VTEOM GENERATE statement must be specified and must be the last VTEOM macro statement specified in the
Options Table. The GENERATE statement causes the Options Table to be generated and assembled, using option
choices specified by all previous VTEOM macro statements. The last two Options Table statements should be as follows:

VTEOM GENERATE

END

LOG

Use the VTEOM LOG statement to define the Verify for CICS Log data sets that may be created automatically for each
application user when they first request logging for a Verify for CICS REXX exec. LOG statement keyword parameters and
values are:

BLKSIZE
Is the data set BLKSIZE and must be a multiple of 151. The default is 6191.

DCLASS
(Optional) Specifies the SMS Data Class to be used when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of
UNIT, MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

DIRBLKS
The number of directory blocks to be allocated and may be specified only when DSNTYPE=PDS.

DSN
Specifies that Verify for CICS cannot create Log data sets or defines the naming convention to be used when
Verify for CICS creates a Log data set automatically for a Verify for CICS user using dynamic allocation. DSN=NO
specifies that Verify for CICS cannot create Log data sets. When DSN defines the naming convention for Log
data sets, the DSN operand consists of a list of 2 or more data set name elements, either literal values containing
one or more data set name nodes and including any periods that separate data set name nodes, or the USERID
keyword. The USERID keyword must be specified so that a unique data set can be created for each user.
Optionally, the USERID keyword can include a substring expression in the form, USERID(p,l), to specify that only
the substring of user ID beginning at position 'p', for length 'l', is used.

DSNTYPE
The data set type and may be SEQUENTIAL, PDS or LIBRARY (PDSE).

MCLASS
(Optional) Specifies the SMS Management Class when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of UNIT,
MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

SCLASS
(Optional) Specifies the SMS Storage Class when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of UNIT,
MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.
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SPACE
Is the amount of DASD to be allocated to the data set and is expressed as SPACE=(units,primary,secondary).
Units may be BLK, TRK, or CYL. Primary is the number of blocks, tracks, or cylinders to be initially allocated.
Secondary is the number of additional blocks, tracks, or cylinders to be allocated if the data set must be extended.

SYSOUT
(Optional) Specifies a default JES SYSOUT class. A SYSOUT class may not be specified when the DSN keyword
parameter specifies a Log data set naming convention.

UNIT
(Optional) Specifies the UNIT name used when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of UNIT,
MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

LOGMODES

Each VTAM APPL definition statement installed for use as a Verify for CICS virtual terminal is associated with a VTAM
logon mode table that contains entries that describe different terminal models that may be emulated when the VTAM
APPL definition is used. When a Verify for CICS application starts a session, an idle VTAM APPL is selected and used
to emulate a terminal model that supports 3270 data and screen sizes specified by the application. An entry in the VTAM
logon mode table associated with the VTAM APPL that describes the terminal emulated, is selected and used to provide
information about the terminal to the online system.

The VTEOM LOGMODES statement is used to specify the VTAM logon mode table entries used to emulate particular
terminal models when virtual terminals are used to start Verify for CICS basic data stream sessions. The VTEOM
EXTMODES statement is used to specify mode table entries to be used to start Verify for CICS extended data stream
sessions.

LOGMODES statement keywords and option values:

DEFMODE
The name of the VTAM mode table entry used when no terminal model or screen size is specified by a Verify for
CICS application.

MOD2
The name of the VTAM mode table entry used when MOD2 or a 24X80 screen size is specified by a Verify for
CICS application.

MOD3
The name of the VTAM mode table entry used when MOD3 or a 32X80 screen size is specified by a Verify for
CICS application.

MOD4
The name of the VTAM mode table entry used when MOD4 or a 43X80 screen size is specified by a Verify for
CICS application.

MOD5
The name of the VTAM mode table entry used when MOD5 or a 27X132 screen size is specified by a Verify for
CICS application.

By default, VTAM APPL definition statements are associated with a default VTAM logon mode table defined by IBM,
ISTINCLM, and distributed by IBM as a member in SYS1.SAMPLIB. When VTAM APPL definitions associated with
ISTINCLM are used to emulate terminals that do not support the 3270 Read Partition Query (RPQ) structured field,
ISTINCLM logon mode table entries, D4A32782, D4A32783, D4A32784 and D4A32785, can be used to supply virtual
terminal screen sizes to an online system when a session is started. D4A32782, D4A32783, D4A32784 and D4A32785,
are the default values of the VTEOM LOGMODES MOD2, MOD3, MOD4, and MOD5 keyword options.

If the VTAM APPL definition statement MODETAB operand is used to associate virtual terminals with any logon mode
table other than ISTINCLM, a VTEOM LOGMODES statement must be coded to specify the mode table entries in the
specified logon mode table that are used when the VTAM APPL definitions are used to emulate terminal models that do
not support the 3270 extended data stream.
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Multiple VTEOM LOGMODES statements may be coded to specify different mode table entry names used to start
sessions with different systems. One unnamed VTEOM EXTMODES statement may be coded to specify default mode
table entries, and one or more other named VTEOM LOGMODES statements can be coded to specify sets of logon mode
table entries used only when a session is started with an online system that is defined by a VTEOM SYSTEM statement
that uses the MODETAB keyword option to specify the name of a particular VTEOM EXTMODES statement. Mode table
entries specified by the unnamed default VTEOM EXTMODES statement are used to start sessions with other systems.

Refer to SYSTEM for an example that shows how to use VTEOM SYSTEM, EXTMODES and LOGMODES statements to
associate particular online systems with different mode table entries.

OPEN

The VTEOM OPEN statement controls the number of sequential data set buffers used when a data set is opened using
the OPEN statement, depending on the environment in which the dataset is opened.

OPEN statement keyword parameters and operand values are:

BSBUFNO
A number from 0 through 255, and specifies the number of buffers used when a Verify for CICS REXX exec,
running in batch,  uses the OPEN statement to open a sequential data set. BSBUFNO=0 specifies that QSAM is
to determine the number of buffers used, and is recommended.

ISBUFNO
A number from 0 through 255, and specifies the number of buffers used when a Verify for CICS REXX exec,
running under ISPF, uses the OPEN statement to open a sequential data set. ISBUFNO=0 specifies that QSAM is
to determine the number of buffers use. However, QSAM’s decision cannot account for the possibility of running
many Verify for CICS REXX execs concurrently to conduct a system stress test, each of which may read data
sets to get data needed to enter large numbers of transactions. If many data sets are opened by many execs, and
QSAM decides how many buffers to use, large amounts of virtual storage will likely be acquired and wasted. In
an interactive, multi-task, multi-session stress test environment, where many tasks may be reading many data
sets, using large numbers of buffers for each data set is more likely to degrade performance and cause virtual
storage shortages, than to provide any significant performance gain. Therefore, a small number is recommended
for ISBUFNO.

PROFILE

The VTEOM PROFILE statement is used to define Verify for CICS Profile data sets, which are created automatically for
each application user when needed, and to specify Profile data set management options that allow Profile data sets to be
shared by a TSO user and any user batch jobs that may be running concurrently.

Verify for CICS Profile data sets are required and created only if the VTEOM SECURE statement authorizes TOKEN
password capture security or if the VTEOM CODE statement grants limited authority to users to encode data for a
different user ID.

PROFILE statement keyword parameters and values are:

BLKSIZE
The data set BLKSIZE and must be a multiple of 80. The default is 4080.

DCLASS
(Optional) Specifies the SMS Data Class used when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of UNIT,
MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

DSN
Defines the naming convention to use when the application creates a Profile dataset automatically for a Verify for
CICS user using dynamic allocation. The DSN operand consists of a list of 2 or more data set name elements,
either literal values containing one or more data set name nodes and including any periods that separate data
set name nodes, or the USERID keyword. The USERID keyword must be specified so that a unique data set
can be created for each user. Optionally, the USERID keyword may include a substring expression in the form,
USERID(p,l), to specify that only the substring of user ID beginning at position ’p’, for length ’l’, is used.
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DSNTYPE
The data set type and if specified, must be SEQUENTIAL.

MCLASS
(Optional) Specifies the SMS Management Class to use when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of
UNIT, MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

SCLASS
(Optional) and specifies the SMS Storage Class to use when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of
UNIT, MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

SPACE
The amount of DASD to be allocated to the data set and is expressed in the form,
SPACE=(units,primary,secondary). Units may be BLK, TRK, or CYL. Primary is the number of blocks, tracks, or
cylinders to be initially allocated. Secondary is the number of additional blocks, tracks, or cylinders to be allocated
if the data set must be extended.

UNIT
(Optional) Specifies the UNIT name to use when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of UNIT,
MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

WAITLIM
The maximum number of times, up to 32767, that Verify for CICS should retry an unsuccessful attempt to access
a user’s Verify for CICS Profile data set because the data set is in-use.
Verify for CICS dynamically allocates a user’s Profile data set only when needed and uses the dataset only
for very short periods of time. In the rare event that a Verify for CICS application is unable to access a user’s
Profile data set because it is being used by another Verify for CICS application running concurrently in a different
address space, the unsuccessful application waits for a time interval, specified by the PROFILE statement
WAITTIM parameter, then repeats its attempt to gain access to the Profile data set. If an attempt to access a
user’s Profile data set is not successful within the number of retries specified by the WAITLIM parameter, the
Verify for CICS security function that required access to the Profile data set ends unsuccessfully, and resumption
of the Verify for CICS application depends on the option specified via the ERROR keyword option specified by the
VTEOM SECURE statement.

WAITTIM
The time interval, expressed in the form, hhmmssth, that Verify for CICS should wait before repeating an
unsuccessful attempt to gain access to a user’s Profile data set.

RECORD

The VTEOM RECORD statement is used to define the Verify for CICS script libraries that may be created automatically
for each user when they first convert a test stream to REXX.

RECORD statement keyword parameters and values are:

BLKSIZE
The data set BLKSIZE and must be a multiple of 80. The default is 6160.

DCLASS
(Optional) Specifies the SMS Data Class to use when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of UNIT,
MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

DELAYS
May be YES or NO and specifies that, by default, delay times between transactions are or are not to be captured
when converting a Verify for CICS test stream to REXX. Verify for CICS users may override the specified default
option using an option on the Convert to REXX panel, or by specifying the DELAY option in the batch conversion
JCL.

DIRBLKS
The number of directory blocks to allocate and can specify only when DSNTYPE=PDS.
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DSN
Specifies that Verify for CICS may not create script libraries or defines the naming convention to use when Verify
for CICS creates a script library automatically for a Verify for CICS user using dynamic allocation. DSN=NO
specifies that Verify for CICS may not create script libraries. When DSN defines the naming convention for
script libraries, the DSN operand consists of a list of 2 or more data set name elements, either literal values
containing one or more data set name nodes and including any periods that separate data set name nodes, or
the USERID keyword. The USERID keyword must be specified so that a unique data set can be created for each
user. Optionally, the USERID keyword may include a substring expression in the form, USERID(p,l), to specify
that only the substring of userid beginning at position ’p’, for length ’l’, is to be used.

DSNTYPE
The data set type and can be PDS or LIBRARY (PDSE).

MCLASS
(Optional) Specifies the SMS Management Class to use when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of
UNIT, MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

SCLASS
(Optional) Specifies the SMS Storage Class to use when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of UNIT,
MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

SPACE
The amount of DASD to allocate to the data set and is expressed as SPACE=(units,primary,secondary). Units can
be BLK, TRK, or CYL. Primary is the number of blocks, tracks, or cylinders to initially allocate. Secondary is the
number of additional blocks, tracks, or cylinders to allocate if the data set must be extended.

TYPEDOC
A number from 0 to 43 and specifies the default number of screen lines to record as comments prior to recording
each Verify for CICS TYPE statement or host command. TYPEDOC=0 specifies that no screen line comments are
to be recorded. Verify for CICS users may override the default number of recorded screen line comments using an
option on the Convert to REXX panel, or by specifying the SLINES option  in the batch conversion JCL.

UNIT
(Optional) Specifies the UNIT name to use when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of UNIT,
MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

REXX

The VTEOM REXX statement is used to specify options that control the Verify for CICS

EXECLIB
The fully qualified name that is assigned to the distributed Verify for CICS EXEC library, and is used by the
application Command Monitor for REXX to allocate exec libraries for use by REXX Language Processor
Environments created using the application ATTACH command.

MONEXEC
The name of the exec to be called to process Verify for CICS session events when an exec issues a Verify for
CICS MONITOR command that specifies SESSIONS but does not specify VIAEXEC and the name of an exec to
process session events. A distributed MONITOR SESSIONS exec, VTEMONX, may be found in the distributed
EXEC library.
When MONITOR SESSIONS is active and VTEMONX is called to process a Verify for CICS session event in an
ISPF REXX Language Processor Environment, VTEMONX uses ISPEXEC DISPLAY services and ISPF panels
to display messages and virtual terminal screens at the user’s TSO terminal. When running in a non-ISPF REXX
Language Processor Environment, VTEMONX uses the REXX SAY instruction to write messages and an image
of the virtual terminal screen to the REXX SAY destination.

MSGDEST
A list of address-space and message-dest pairs that specify the destination of REXX error messages when an
error occurs in a REXX Language Processor Environment created by the Verify for CICS ATTACH command.
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Address-space is either the keyword, DEFAULT, or the name of a REXX Language Processor Environment
contained in a REXX parameters module that controls a REXX Language Processor Environment in which
Verify for CICS may be used. When a Verify for CICS ATTACH command is executed in a REXX Language
Processor Environment whose address space name is not defined as an address-space in the MSGDEST list,
error messages are processed using the DEFAULT message-dest. The address-spaces of the REXX Language
Processor Environments defined in the REXX parameter modules distributed by IBM with the TSO/E product in
SYS1.SAMPLIB members IRXREXX1, IRXREXX2 and IRXREXX3, are z/OS, TSO/E, and ISPF. You can specify
a MSGDEST address-space and message-dest pair for any REXX Language Processor Environment in which
Verify for CICS will be used.
Message-dest is one of the keywords SYSTEM, USER, WTO, SAY, ALL or OFF, and specifies the destination
of REXX error messages that occur in a REXX Language Processor Environment created by a Verify for CICS
ATTACH command while running in address-space.

• SYSTEM specifies that message destination(s) in a REXX Language Processor Environment created by a
Verify for CICS ATTACH command executed in address-space will be inherited from address-space and that
any MSGDEST specified by the ATTACH command will be ignored.

• USER specifies that message destination(s) in a REXX Language Processor Environment created by a
Verify for CICS ATTACH command executed in address-space can be specified by the attaching exec using
the ATTACH command MSGDEST option. If an ATTACH command does not specify MSGDEST, message
destination(s) are inherited from address-space.

• WTO specifies that REXX error messages that occur in a REXX Language Processor Environment created by
a Verify for CICS ATTACH command executed in address-space will be sent via WTO and that any MSGDEST
specified by the ATTACH command will be ignored.

• SAY specifies that REXX error messages that occur in a REXX Language Processor Environment created by
a Verify for CICS ATTACH command executed in address-space will be sent to the REXX SAY destination and
that any MSGDEST specified by the ATTACH command are ignored.

• ALL specifies that REXX error messages that occur in a REXX Language Processor Environment created by
a Verify for CICS ATTACH command executed in address-space is sent both via WTO and to the REXX SAY
destination and that any MSGDEST specified by the ATTACH command are ignored.

• OFF specifies that REXX error messages that occur in a REXX Language Processor Environment created by
a Verify for CICS ATTACH command executed in address-space are to be discarded and that any MSGDEST
specified by the ATTACH command are ignored.

SAYDD
The default ddname to use when a REXX SAY data set is allocated for a REXX Language Processor Environment
created by the Verify for CICS ATTACH command. The specified ddname is used only when the application
manages the REXX SAY destination for REXX Language Processor Environments created by the ATTACH
command and when neither the ATTACH command nor the REXX parameters module that controls the REXX
Language Processor Environment in which the ATTACH command is executed specify a SAY ddname. An
ATTACH command may specify a SAY ddname using the ATTACH command SAYDD option.

SAYDEST
A list of address-space and say-dest pairs that specify the destination of REXX SAY messages when a REXX
SAY instruction is executed in a REXX Language Processor Environment created by the Verify for CICS ATTACH
command.
address-space is either the keyword, DEFAULT, or the name of a REXX Language Processor Environment
contained in a REXX parameters module that controls a REXX Language Processor Environment in which Verify
for CICS may be used. The address-spaces of the REXX Language Processor Environments defined in the
REXX parameter modules distributed by IBM with the TSO/E product in SYS1.SAMPLIB members IRXREXX1,
IRXREXX2 and IRXREXX3, are z/OS, TSO/E, and ISPF. You can specify a SAYDEST address-space and say-
dest pair for any REXX Language Processor Environment in which Verify for CICS will be used.
When a Verify for CICS ATTACH command is executed in a REXX Language Processor Environment whose
address space name is not defined as an address-space in the SAYDEST list, REXX SAY messages are written
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to the DEFAULT say-dest. The DEFAULT say-dest must be either a single-character JES SYSOUT class or ’*’ to
specify that the SYSOUT class used is the MSGCLASS of the address space in which Verify for CICS is running.
For address-spaces other than DEFAULT, say-dest may be either a JES SYSOUT class or one of the keywords,
TERMINAL, USER or SYSTEM.

• SYSOUT class is either a single character SYSOUT class or ’*’ to specify that the SYSOUT class to be used
is the MSGCLASS of the z/OS address space in which Verify for CICS is executing, and specifies that REXX
SAY messages issued in a REXX Language Processor Environment created by a Verify for CICS ATTACH
command executed in address-space are to be written to the specified SYSOUT class.

• TERMINAL specifies that REXX SAY messages issued in a REXX Language Processor Environment created
by a Verify for CICS ATTACH command executed in address-space are sent to the TSO terminal. When
TERMINAL is specified for an address-space that is not integrated into TSO and a valid SAYDEST is not
specified by the ATTACH command, REXX SAY messages are written to the DEFAULT say-dest.

• USER specifies that Verify for CICS should manage the REXX SAY destination for a REXX Language
Processor Environment created by a Verify for CICS ATTACH command executed in address-space only when
the ATTACH command specifies either the SAYDD and/or SAYDEST option. If an ATTACH command specifies
SAYDD but not SAYDEST, the DEFAULT say-dest is used.

• SYSTEM specifies that Verify for CICS should not manage the REXX SAY destination when a &pt, ATTACH
command executed in address-space creates a REXX Language Processor Environment, and that Verify for
CICS should ignore any SAYDD or SAYDEST specified by the ATTACH command.

• If USER is specified and an ATTACH command specifies neither SAYDD nor SAYDEST, or if SYSTEM is
specified, Verify for CICS does not manage the REXX SAY destination for a REXX Language Processor
Environment created by a Verify for CICS ATTACH command executed in address-space. If Verify for CICS
does not manage the REXX say destination, errors may occur if the REXX SAY instruction is executed in
a REXX Language Processor Environment created by a Verify for CICS ATTACH command if the REXX
SAY destination of address-space is not a sharable dataset, and if no user-written REXX exits or other
programming dynamically manage the REXX SAY destination for REXX Language Processor Environments
created using IRXINIT.

TEXT
A line of REXX text to be written when a Verify for CICS test stream is converted to REXX. You may code up to
10 VTEOM REXX statements that specify TEXT to write multiple lines of TEXT when a test stream is converted.
The first VTEOM REXX TEXT statement must contain the word, ’REXX’, as required by REXX. If the exec is to
be executable without modification, some line of REXX TEXT must ’ADDRESS VERIFY’. You may include lines
of REXX TEXT that specify Verify for CICS MONITOR command default options or may specify any other REXX
instructions or commands wanted. REXX TEXT is not syntax checked until a converted REXX exec is executed.

SECURE

The VTEOM SECURE statement specifies the types of password capture security allowed at your installation, specifies
whether or not a user is notified when a password is captured, and specifies the action taken if a security function cannot
be performed as a result of a damaged security data set or other irresolvable problem.

Keyword parameters and values are:

CAPTURE
A list of password capture security options allowed at your installation, and may be any combination of the
keywords, TOKEN, CODE and/or PASSWORD. The TOKEN option allows passwords to be captured as Verify for
CICS security tokens. The CODE option allows passwords to be captured as Verify for CICS security codes. The
PASSWORD option allows actual passwords to be captured. Refer to the security section in the Verify for CICS
User section for a complete description of Verify for CICS password capture security options.
The first or only option listed is the default password capture security option. If more than one option is listed,
user’s may select from listed options via the REXX Password Security panel in the TSO interface, or using the
Verify for CICS ENCODE statement. Options not listed are not available to Verify for CICS users.
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ERROR
The action to take if a security function cannot be performed successfully due to a damaged Verify for CICS
security data set or other irresolvable problem, and may be one of the keywords, HALT, WARN or IGNORE. HALT
specifies that if a security function cannot be performed, for example, if a password cannot be stored as a token
because the user’s Verify for CICS profile data set is damaged that no data should be captured and that the Verify
for CICS function that incurred the error is to be terminated. WARN specifies that if a security function cannot be
performed, Verify for CICS issues a warning message to the user describing the failure, but should continue the
Verify for CICS function that incurred the error on a best-effort basis. IGNORE specifies that no warning should
be issued in the event of an error and that the Verify for CICS function should continue on a best-effort basis. If
WARN or IGNORE are specified and a function is continued following an error, actual passwords can be captured
in a REXX exec, or subsequent session errors may occur if Verify for CICS is unable to rekey a password token
correctly because a Verify for CICS profile data set is damaged.

NOTIFY
The action to take when a password, entered through a non-display field is captured as a Verify for CICS code
or as a new Verify for CICS token, and may be either YES or NO. A "new token" is a token that is created while
token security is active because the secured data is not the value of any existing token.
When NOTIFY=YES is specified and a password is captured as either a Verify for CICS security code or as
a new token, then a message is sent to the user’s terminal informing them that the password was captured.
NOTIFY=YES eliminates the possibility that one user could trick another user into entering a password into a
familiar sign on screen and capture their password for subsequent misuse, and that the tricked user would be
unaware of the deceit. When NOTIFY=NO is specified, no notification is sent passwords are captured.

SYSTEM

VTEOM SYSTEM statements can be used to identify VTAM applications that are available at your installation to Verify
for CICS, to assign one or more alias names to identified systems, to specify options that control session initiation and
interaction with an identified systems, or to specify default option values to be used when option values are not specified
by a SYSTEM statement that identifies a VTAM application.

SYSTEM statement keyword options and values are:

APPL
The VTAM APPL name of an online system available at your installation and identifies the VTAM application to
Verify for CICS. Other keyword parameters coded on a SYSTEM statement that identifies a VTAM APPL, provide
information or option values that apply only to the identified APPL. A single SYSTEM statement that does not
specify an APPL can be used to specify default option values to use for a VTAM APPL when option values are not
specified by a SYSTEM statement that identifies the APPL. All other SYSTEM statements must specify an APPL.

ID
An alias name for the VTAM APPL identified by a SYSTEM statement. If alias names for online systems are used
at your installation that are already known to system users, you can use SYSTEM statements that specify both an
ID and an APPL to inform Verify for CICS of known alias names of your VTAM applications, allowing users to start
Verify for CICS sessions using system names that they are already familiar with.
The ID option value is a unique one to eight character name or number you wish to assign as an alias of the
APPL named identified by the SYSTEM statement. An alias ID may be used in a Verify for CICS LOGON
command. Multiple SYSTEM statements that specify the same VTAM APPL, but unique IDs, may be coded to
assign multiple alias names to a VTAM APPL.
For example, users may be accustomed to starting a sessions with an online system by entering V1. Unknown to
the user, the actual VTAM APPL name of the system might be AS1CICS1. The VTEOM SYSTEM statement cam
be used to inform Verify for CICS that C1 is an alias name of AS1CICS1. You may also wish to assign a unique
number as an alias of each available VTAM APPL..
The VTEOM SYSTEM statements required to assign alias names, C1 and 1, to VTAM APPL, AS1CICS1, are as
follows:
VTEOM SYSTEM,ID=C1,APPL=AS1CICS1

VTEOM SYSTEM,ID=1,APPL=AS1CICS1
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MODETAB
(Optional) Specifies the name of VTEOM LOGMODES and/or EXTMODES statement(s) that specify VTAM
mode table entries to use when starting a session with the VTAM APPL identified by the SYSTEM statement. If a
SYSTEM statement does not specify a MODETAB, VTAM mode table entries specified by unnamed LOGMODES
and/or EXTMODES statements are used to start sessions with the APPL identified by the SYSTEM statement.
The SYSTEM statement MODETAB parameter and named VTEOM LOGMODES and/or EXTMODES statements
allow different VTAM mode table entries to be used to start sessions with different systems and is useful if all
of your systems do not support a single set of mode table entries. For example, if all of your VTAM applications
support the Read Partition Query (RPQ) Write Structured Field, except one old VTAM application, and you wish
to use RPQ wherever possible, you may code an unnamed EXTMODES statement that specifies mode table
entries that support RPQ and another named EXTMODES statement that specifies mode table entries that do not
support RPQ.
If the SYSTEM and EXTMODES statements that follow were used, then the EXTMODES statement labeled
NORPQ are used to start only sessions with OLDSYS and the unlabeled default EXTMODES statements would
be used to start sessions with all other VTAM applications.
VTEOM SYSTEM,ID=SYS1,APPL=CICS01

VTEOM SYSTEM,ID=SYS2,APPL=NETV01

VTEOM SYSTEM,ID=SYS3,APPL=OLDSYS,MODETAB=NORPQ

VTEOM EXTMODES,  X

DEFMODE=D4A32XX3, X 

MOD2=D4A32XX3, X 

MOD3=D4A32XX3, X 

MOD4=D4A32XX3, X 

MOD5=D4A32XX3

NORPQ VTEOM EXTMODES,  X 

DEFMODE=D4A32782, X 

MOD2=D4A32782, X 

MOD3=D4A32783, X 

MOD4=D4A32784, X 

MOD5=D4A32785

POOL
A number that matches the POOL number specified by a VTEOM TERMINALS statement, and is specified to
instruct Verify for CICS to assign a terminal from the group of terminals defined by the matching TERMINALS
statement when a session is started with the APPL identified by the SYSTEM statement. POOL number defaults
to 0 for both SYSTEM and TERMINALS statements.
When a virtual terminal is being selected to use to start a session with a VTAM APPL that is identified by a
SYSTEM statement that specifies a POOL number, the virtual terminal is selected from the group of terminals
defined by a VTEOM TERMINALS statement that specifies the same POOL number.
By assigning a common POOL number to a TERMINALS statement and to one or more SYSTEM statements, you
can reserve a group of terminals for use only when sessions are started with VTAM APPLS identified by SYSTEM
statements that specify the common POOL number.
In the example that follows, APPL=SYSTEMX and a group of virtual terminals are assigned to POOL=3. When a
virtual terminal is selected to start a session with SYSTEMX, the terminal is selected from the POOL=3 terminal
group, and POOL=3 terminals will be selected only for sessions with POOL=3 VTAM APPLs.
VTEOM SYSTEM,ID=SX,APPL=SYSTEMX,POOL=3

VTEOM TERMINALS,PREFIX=SXT,LONUM=01,HINUM=10,POOL=3

TERMINALS

The VTEOM TERMINALS statement is used to define a group of virtual terminals to Verify for CICS. Each defined group
of terminals specifies the names of one or more APPLs that have been defined to VTAM for use as Verify for CICS virtual
terminals. Refer to Verify for CICS Installation Procedure for details on VTAM resource definition.
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A group of terminals can be defined using one of two methods. The TERMINALS statement keywords, PREFIX, LONUM
and HINUM, can be used to define a group of sequentially named terminals whose names begin with a common constant
prefix and end with a sequence number that begins at a specified low number and ends at a specified high number.
Alternatively, a TERMINALS statement can define a group of terminals using the LIST keyword option to specify a list of
specific VTAM APPL names to use as Verify for CICS virtual terminals.

The definition of a group of terminals can specify the SYSID of the z/OS system on which the terminals have been defined
to VTAM, and/or can specify a POOL number to reserve the group of terminals for use only when starting sessions with
online systems that are identified by a VTEOM SYSTEM statement that specifies the same POOL number.

TERMINALS statement keyword options and values are:

HINUM
The sequence number of the last terminal in a group of terminals defined by a TERMINALS statement that uses
keyword options, PREFIX, LONUM and HINUM, to specify the names of a sequentially named group of terminals.
The length of the number specified by HINUM must be the same as the length of the number specified by
LONUM, and the length of the sequence number plus the length of the PREFIX cannot exceed eight characters.

LIST
LIST is a list of specific VTAM APPL names that have been defined to VTAM for use as Verify for CICS virtual
terminals. Multiple TERMINALS statements that specify a terminal LIST, and that also specify the same specific
or default SYSID and/or POOL values may be used to add terminals to a LIST. A TERMINALS statement can only
specify one of the keyword options, LIST or PREFIX.

LONUM
The sequence number of first terminal in a group of terminals defined by a TERMINALS statement that uses
keyword options, PREFIX, LONUM and HINUM, to specify the names of a sequentially named group of terminals.
The length of the number specified by HINUM must be the same as the length of the number specified by
LONUM, and the length of the sequence number plus the length of the PREFIX may not exceed eight characters.

POOL
A number from 0 to 32767 that can be specified to reserve the group of terminals defined by a TERMINALS
statement for use only when starting sessions with VTAM applications identified by a VTEOM SYSTEM statement
that also specifies the POOL number. POOL defaults to 0.

PREFIX
The leading constant part of the names of all terminals in a group of terminals defined by a TERMINALS
statement that uses the keyword options, PREFIX, LONUM and HINUM, to specify the names of a sequentially
named group of terminals. The length of the number specified by HINUM must be the same as the length of the
number specified by LONUM, and the length of the sequence number plus the length of the PREFIX may not
exceed eight characters. A TERMINALS statement can only specify one of the keyword options, LIST or PREFIX.

SYSID
The SMF system id of the z/OS system on which a group of terminals defined by a TERMINALS statement
have been defined as APPLs to VTAM. When a Verify for CICS Options Table is to be used on multiple z/OS
systems, multiple VTEOM TERMINALS statements must be coded that specify the SYSID on which each group
of terminals are used. If a TERMINALS statement does not specify SYSID, Verify for CICS assumes that the
terminals are defined to VTAM on the z/OS system on which Verify for CICS is executing when a session is
started.
When selecting a virtual terminal to be use for a Verify for CICS session, a terminal is selected from a group of
terminals defined by a TERMINALS statement only if the TERMINALS statement specifies a SYSID that matches
the z/OS system id on which Verify for CICS is executing or if the TERMINALS statement does not specify a
SYSID. If a group of terminals specifies both POOL and SYSID, a terminal is selected from the group only when
starting a session with an APPL defined by a SYSTEM statement that specifies a matching POOL number and
when Verify for CICS is executing on the z/OS system with a matching SYSID.

• To define a sequentially numbered group of terminals whose names are PT01, PT02, . . ., PT31, code:
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VTEOM TERMINALS,PREFIX=PT,LONUM=00,HINUM=31

• To define a list of specifically named terminals, code:

VTEOM TERMINALS,LIST=(TERMA,TERMB,TERMC)

• To define a group of terminals to use only for sessions with an online system whose VTAM APPL name is
PLUA, code:

VTEOM SYSTEM,ID=A,APPL=PLUA,POOL=1

VTEOM TERMINALS,PREFIX=PA,LONUM=0,HINUM=9,POOL=1

• To define two groups of terminals to use on z/OS systems whose SMF system ids are, SYSA and SYSB, code:

VTEOM TERMINALS,PREFIX=SA,LONUM=001,HINUM=199,SYSID=SYSA

VTEOM TERMINALS,PREFIX=SB,LONUM=001,HINUM=199,SYSID=SYSB

• To define two groups of terminals to use on z/OS systems whose SMF system ids are, SYSA and SYSB, that
are only used for sessions with an online system whose VTAM APPL name is PLUA, code:

VTEOM SYSTEM,ID=A,APPL=PLUA,POOL=2

VTEOM TERMINALS,PREFIX=SA,LONUM=01,HINUM=10,SYSID=SYSA,POOL=2

VTEOM TERMINALS,PREFIX=SB,LONUM=01,HINUM=10,SYSID=SYSB,POOL=2

TOKEN

The VTEOM PROFILE statement is used to define Verify for CICS Token libraries that are created automatically for each
Verify for CICS user when needed, and to define the naming convention for password tokens and token library members.

Verify for CICS Token libraries are required only when the VTEOM SECURE statement authorizes TOKEN password
capture security and are created when a user first converts a Verify for CICS test stream to REXX. TOKEN Statement
keyword parameters and values are:

BLKSIZE
The data set BLKSIZE and must be a multiple of 135, The default is 4050.

DCLASS
(Optional) and specifies the SMS Data Class to use when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of
UNIT, MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

DIRBLKS
The number of directory blocks to allocate and may be specified only when DSNTYPE=PDS.

DSN
Defines the naming convention to use when Verify for CICS creates a Token dataset automatically for a Verify for
CICS user using dynamic allocation. The DSN operand consists of a list of 2 or more data set name elements,
either literal values containing one or more data set name nodes and including any periods that separate data
set name nodes, or the USERID keyword. The USERID keyword must be specified so that a unique data set
can be created for each user. Optionally, the USERID keyword may include a substring expression in the form,
USERID(p,l), to specify that only the substring of userid beginning at position ’p’, for length ’l’, is used.

DSNTYPE
The data set type and may be PDS or LIBRARY (PDSE).

MCLASS
(Optional) Specifies the SMS Management Class to use when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of
UNIT, MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

PREFIX
The leading constant part of a token name. The length of the PREFIX may not exceed seven characters.
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SCLASS
(Optional) Specifies the SMS Storage Class to use when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of UNIT,
MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

SPACE
The amount of DASD to allocate to the data set and is expressed as SPACE=(units,primary,secondary). Units
may be BLK, TRK, or CYL. Primary is the number of blocks, tracks, or cylinders initially allocated. Secondary is
the number of additional blocks, tracks, or cylinders to allocate if the data set must be extended.

UNIT
(Optional) and specifies the UNIT name to use when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of UNIT,
MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

WTO

The VTEOM WTO statement can be used to set defaults for the Verify for CICS WTO statement. Keywords supported by
the VTEOM WTO statement are:

DESC
Specifies default descriptor code(s) for WTOs issued using the WTO statement. The DESC keyword operand
is coded in the same way, and has the same meaning as the DESC keyword of the assembler language WTO
macro statement.

LIMIT
Can be used to limit the number of consecutive WTO statements that can be executed by a REXX exec, without
executing a WTOR statement. The intention of the control is to insure that an exec does not get into a loop that
contains a WTO, and flood the console with messages. (When a WTOR is replied to, Verify for CICS DOMs all
previous WTOs.) LIMIT=0 specifies that WTOs are not limited.

ROUTCDE
Specifies default routing code(s) for WTOs issued using the WTO statement. The ROUTCDE keyword operand is
coded in the same way, and has the same meaning as the ROUTCDE keyword of the assembler language WTO
macro statement.

WTOR

The VTEOM WTOR statement can be used to set defaults for the Verify for CICS WTOR statement. Keywords supported
by the VTEOM WTOR statement are:

DESC
Specifies default descriptor code(s) for WTORs issued using the WTOR statement. The DESC keyword operand
is coded in the same way, and has the same meaning as the DESC keyword of the assembler language WTOR
macro statement.

ROUTCDE
Specifies default routing code(s) for WTORs issued using the WTOR statement. The ROUTCDE keyword
operand is coded in the same way, and has the same meaning as the ROUTCDE keyword of the assembler
language WTOR macro statement.

Customize Exits
Verify for CICS can invoke a user exit at certain points in its processing, allowing installation-specific functions to be
performed.

Exit processing is available for both test streams and REXX execs.
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Test Stream Exits

Use a test stream exit to provide the following functions:

Function Intended Use

Authorization Control access to data

Run setup Modify run setup

Run processing Modify data in input screens

Selection Select records to print

The name of the exit is specified in the EXIT installation option of the TCAOPTS macro. The default is XTCAUSER. The
exit program is included in Verify for CICS when you link it. Verify for CICS comes with a null exit program which provides
no installation-specific processing.

JCL to assemble and link-edit an exit is in member EQCEXIT in target library CAI.CATJJCL.

When to Use Exits

The following sections describe when to use exits or other options to perform the following tasks:

• Exclude transactions from logging
• Control access to test streams
• Control authorization to run transactions
• Modify the TCTTE of a virtual terminal
• Purge temporary storage after a run
• Select terminals for printing
• Alter data before a log or run
• Alter input screens
• Control authorization to use functions

In each case where an exit is appropriate, the sample exit you should use is indicated.

Exclude Transactions from Logging

How you exclude transactions from logging depends on the criteria needed to identify the transactions.

If the only criteria are the transaction ID:

• Specify the IDs in the LOGEXCL installation option to globally exclude transactions. See the LOGEXCL topic for
details.

• Specify the IDs on the Log Terminal menu to exclude transactions from a specific log.
• Create a LOGGING rule containing the transaction IDs to be excluded.

If the criteria require analysis of the data stream, use one of the following:

• The TCAEXCLD macro to globally exclude screens
• The Authorization function Tranid event (see the EXITCSSN sample exit)

If the criteria include terminal name, use one of the following:

• The EXTERM option in the TCAOPTS macro
• The Authorization function Terminal event (see the EXITFULL sample exit)

If the criteria include protecting passwords:

• Consider specifying read and print protection for the test stream on the Log Terminal menu or specifying the
DRKPROT=YES installation option
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Control Access to Test Streams

In most cases, specifying read, write, and print protection for the test stream on the Log Terminal menu is sufficient. If
necessary, use the authorization function open event (see the EXITFULL sample exit).

Control Authorization to Run Transactions

In most cases, it is sufficient to control access to test streams, as described in the preceding section. For maximum
protection:

• Use the LOGEXCL installation option to globally exclude signon transactions from being logged.
• Require run function users to log on to the virtual terminals using an automated signon test stream. Specify the

AUTSIGN option with these parameters: (GLOBAL/APPLICATION,PROMPT). Create the necessary automated signon
test streams. For details on using automated signon/signoff test streams, see the Security section.

Some security systems allow signon information to be copied from the terminal of the run function user to the virtual
terminal. If you wish to do this or otherwise perform your own virtual terminal signon:

• Use the Run Setup function Run Init event (see the EXITRUN sample exit).

Modify the TCTTE of a Virtual Terminal

To modify the TCTTE of a virtual terminal before a run, use the Run Setup function Run Init event. To modify the TCTTE
after a run, use the Run Setup function Run Term event. (See the EXITRUN sample exit for both situations.)

Purge Temporary Storage after a Run

If the temporary storage ID contains a terminal ID:

• Use strings of @TR@ to specify terminal IDs in an automated signoff test stream. For instructions, see the security
section.

If the temporary storage ID does not contain a terminal ID:

• Use the Run Setup function Run Term event (see the EXITRTRM sample exit).

Select Terminals for Printing

If the criteria are the terminal name:

• Use batch function terminals control cards to select the terminals.

If the criteria are not the terminal name:

• Use the Selection function Terminal and Screen events (see the EXITPRNT sample exit).

Alter Data as It's Captured during a Log or Run

Use the Authorization function Tranid event (see the EXITCSSN sample exit).

Follow these steps:

1. Alter the data pointed to by $TRANDA.
2. Adjust the $TRANDAL length.

Note: You can safely increase the data size to 3,000 bytes or the size of the longest previous data stream in the test
stream. The buffer is initially 3,000 bytes and expands as needed.

Alter Input Screens

To alter input screens during the Run function before data is sent to CICS, possibly to include data from prior output
screens:

• Use the cut and paste rule actions.
• Use the Run Processing function Storefor event (see the EXITSTOR sample exit).
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Control Authorization to Use Functions

You may want to control which users are authorized to perform certain functions; for example, log another or multiple
terminals. To do this:

• Use the Authorization Function event (see the EXITFUNC sample exit).

Exit Program Interface

This section describes exit program interfaces.

Sample Exits

The following sample exit programs are provided in the installation library:

EXITCOED
Allows modification or deletion of screens during the Utility Copy function.

EXITCSSN
Provides an authorization section to restrict logging of CSSN/CESN transactions only.

EXITFULL
Has a table-driven authorization section with tables for restricted terminals, transactions, and test stream
application names. Companion tables contain names of the users who can access the restricted items.

EXITFUNC
Prohibits Log, Run, Edit, and Utility functions unless you sign on with an ID whose last character is 9.

EXITNULL
Default exit linked during installation. It provides no installation-specific processing.

EXITPRNT
Lets you select which records are to be printed.

EXITRTRM
Purges temporary storage left by applications during run termination.

EXITRUN
A run setup exit which sends a screen to the test operator. Depending on the reply, it initializes the TCTUA for
each terminal in the test stream.

EXITSTOR
Provides the ability to take data from current output screens and place it in subsequent input screens. A series of
macros let the installer define the screens and data.

NOTE
The cut and paste rule action is an alternative to these sample exit programs.

Linkage

Verify for CICS uses standard MVS linkage to call the exit.

R1
Points to the address of the parameter list

R13
Points to a register save area

R14
Contains the return address

R15
Contains the address of the exit program
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The address of the CSA and TCA are in the environment section of the parameters when the exit is called under CICS.

AMODE=31

Verify for CICS will pass control to the exit in AMODE=31 for CICS 3.2 and above. When writing user exits, you should
always code for AMODE=31 execution.

Parameters

A data area pointer and a CICS execute interface storage pointer are passed to the exit in a parameter list pointed to by
Register 1. The layout of the data area is in member EXITPRMS in the installation library.

The data area is divided into these sections:

• A communication section containing a register save area, the type of event, and a flag which the exit can set to
disallow access to the item.

• An environment section containing the operating system, the monitor (CICS, TSO, or batch), the ID of the user, and so
on.

• A user section which is a work area used by the exit.
• A variable section containing additional information which varies, depending on the type of event. For example, the test

stream name is passed in this area when the exit is called for an open event.

Requirements

The exit is loaded once and called repeatedly. It should be quasi-reentrant under CICS and reentrant under batch. The
exit should be written in Assembler.

Services and I/O Interface

Use caution when using system services because the exit can be called under CICS and under batch (when a test stream
is opened). You must issue the appropriate macros, depending on the environment. If command-level support is required
under CICS, use the NOPROLOG and NOEPILOG CICS translator parameters when compiling your exit program. If CICS
commands are coded in the exit program, the following must be included or an AEY8 abend will occur:

           GBLB   &DFHEIPL

&DFHEIPL   SETB   1

Additionally, you must place the DFHEAI command level stub after your EXIT CSECT when linking.

The sample user exits use Verify for CICS's special I/O interface for GETMAIN, FREEMAIN, and terminal I/O services.
The user exit specifies the function it wants and other information, as needed, and does a BALR R14,R15 to an I/O
routine within Verify for CICS. This routine performs the I/O. Consequently, the user exits do not have environmental
dependencies.

The I/O interface performs the following services:

• GETMAIN
• FREEMAIN
• Write
• Erase/Write
• Erase/Write/Read/Wait

NOTE
Sample exit EXITSTOR illustrates how to use the I/O interface.

The register conventions are as follows:

R0
Contains the address of the data stream -- the area to be FREEMAINed, GETMAINed, read, or written. This
address will always point to the start of the data itself and not to control or accounting information.
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R1
function code:
0

GETMAIN
4

FREEMAIN
*8

Write
*12

Erase/Write
*16

Erase/Write/Read/Wait
The user exit must set the function code in R1 prior to calling the I/O routine. On return from the I/O routine, the
low-order byte of R1 will contain the AID if the function code was 16. The two high-order bytes will contain the
cursor position (offset) in binary.
* Use in the RUN INIT event only.

R2
Contains the length of the data stream -- the area to be FREEMAINed, GETMAINed, read or written

R13
Must contain the address of the register save area ($SAVE)

$IORTN
A field in the parameters passed to the exit, contains the address of the I/O interface routine. To invoke the
routine, code:
L      R15,$IORTN

BALR   R14,R15

Invocation

The exit program is called each time an event for an exit function is encountered.

The following sections describe the Authorization, Run Setup, Run Processing, and Selection functions.

Authorization Function (AUTH)

The Authorization function is called AUTH. It allows you to control access to data. You can use this function to call
external security when:

• A terminal is selected for logging
• A screen has been captured during the Log or Run functions
• An existing test stream is accessed
• A user selects a function

See sample exits EXITCSSN and EXITFULL for an illustration of authorization processing.

Events

The authorization function is passed to the exit programs whenever one of the following events occurs.

Terminal

A terminal is selected for logging or running. The exit can disallow logging of the terminal, in which case you receive error
message TCA3000
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The exit may reject one or more terminals from logging but indicate the log should continue by passing back a return code
of R, in which case Verify for CICS displays informational message TCA3005. The exit may also reject the virtual terminal
selected for the run, in which case Verify for CICS will try to select another one.

During the Run function, the exit may have certain test streams run on certain virtual terminals through a combination
of Open and Terminal events. The Open event sets up the virtual terminal criteria based on the test stream name. The
Terminal event ensures that the virtual terminal selected by Verify for CICS is appropriate for the test stream. If it is not,
the exit passes back a return code of R, which instructs Verify for CICS to select another terminal.

Tranid

A screen has been captured by the terminal control exits. The current transaction ID (if any), the next transaction ID (if
any), and the data are available for inspection by the exit. The exit can disallow logging of the screen, in which case Verify
for CICS issues error message TCA3001 during log termination. (Because this call occurs while the non-terminal oriented
sub-task is in control, the error is held.)

The Tranid event exit can also be used to modify input and output screens prior to their capture by the Log or Run
functions.

Function

You select a function. The exit can prohibit you from performing the function.

Open

An existing test stream is opened for the Edit, Browse, Print, Run, or Utility functions. The exit can disallow access to the
test stream data, in which case message TCA3002 is issued.

Run Setup Function (TCT)

The Run Setup function is called TCT. You can use this function to modify how Verify for CICS initializes the TCTTE
of each virtual terminal. Sample exit EXITRUN obtains test operator input to determine whether or not to update the
TCTTEUA (user area).

Events

Run Init

The exit is called each time the Run function has completed initializing a virtual terminal's TCTTE as directed by the
installation options SETSIGN, SETSIZE, SETSTAT, and SETUA. This occurs before automated signon, if selected, has
run at the terminal.

Run Term

The exit is called each time the Run function has completed by resetting a virtual terminal's TCTTE with its initial security
field values. This occurs during run termination after automated signoff, if selected, has run at the terminal.

At this point you may want to purge temporary storage left by applications. Refer to the EXITRTRM sample exit.

Run Processing Function (DATA)

NOTE
Cut and paste rule actions are recommended over this method.

The Run Processing function is called DATA. You can use this function to take data from current output screens and insert
it into subsequent input screens.

This exit is particularly useful in applications that have system generated numbers which change from log to run. During
the run, this exit would allow the numbers generated in the current output screens to be placed in the proper positions in
the appropriate input screens
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The exit provides you with a set of macros to:

1. Define output screens from which data is to be taken and define those fields on the output screen that are to be use.
2. Define input screens and fields into which to place the saved output data.

The macros must be assembled into the exit. Refer to the EXITSTOR sample exit for more information.

Events

Storefor

WARNING
Cut and paste rule actions replace this function. This exit should be coded only when programming decisions
must be made to affect the desired results.

This event is invoked for every input and output screen.

Sample exit EXITSTOR uses the three run exit events: Run Init, Storefor, and Run Term. The Run Init and Run Term
events are described in the preceding Run Setup Function section.

The Run Init exit asks you if you wish to use the Storefor facility.

• If the answer is NO, the Storefor and Run Term exits are not used.
• If the answer is YES, the Storefor exit performs the processing described following and the Run Term exit frees any

user class storage acquired during Storefor processing.

The Storefor exit searches the output screens for a screen ID that matches one specified in the STOREFOR output
macro. If one is found:

• The appropriate data from the output screen and its length are saved in user class storage, along with the user-
specified name for this entity.

This exit also searches input screens for a screen ID that matches one specified in the STOREFOR input macro. If one is
found:

• The user class storage is searched for a user-specified name that matches the one specified for the input.
• The input data record is scanned for an offset that matches the one specified in the STOREFOR input macro.

– If a matching offset is found, the saved output data is placed into the input data record.
– If a matching offset is not found, you are informed and given the opportunity to cancel or continue the run. If you

cancel the run, Verify for CICS issues message TCA3004.

NOTE
The Storefor exit does not perform data modification under the following circumstances:

• Inputs are read buffers
• The run comparison type is none or physical
• The test stream contains extended attributes or graphics
• The test stream is non-3270

Selection Function (SLCT)

The Selection function is called SLCT. It lets you examine a record selected for printing. You can print or not print the
record, depending on criteria defined in your exit.

Events

Terminal

This exit is called once for every terminal in a test stream. The address of the terminal's TCTTE is passed to the exit.

Screen
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This exit is called once for every record selected for printing. This event is also invoked for deleted records.

See the sample exit EXITPRNT that rejects for printing all records from one terminal.

REXX Exits

The Communications Exit Program called by Verify for CICS is a user-replaceable module that can be used to provide
locally desired and centrally controlled controls and services. It is called at key points during sessions started by
REXX execs that contains Verify for CICS Host Commands. The name of the Communications Exit Program called by
Verify for CICS is specified on the RX parameter of the VTEOM EXITS statement. Verify for CICS provides a default
Communications Exit Program named VTECX.

A Communications Exit Program called by REXX execs that use Verify for CICS Host Commands can:

• Examine, supply or alter the name of the online system with which a REXX exec has requested a session.
• Examine, supply or alter the name of the virtual terminal to be used for a REXX session.
• Examine, supply or alter the default and alternate virtual screen sizes specified by a REXX application.
• Examine, supply or alter the virtual terminal data stream, basic or extended, specified by a REXX application.
• Examine, supply or alter the name of the mode table entry to be used during the creation of a REXX session.
• Examine, supply or alter any free-form logon data specified by a REXX application.
• Execute transactions on the Verify for CICS REXX application's session, after a REXX session is created.
• Execute transactions on the session prior to session termination. when an active session is ended by a REXX

application.
• Examine REXX application session requests and can reject those requests.

The Verify for CICS Communications Exit Program is loaded using a z/OS LOAD macro statement when Communications
Exit Program services are first required. The module is entered via a branch and link instruction to perform Logon, Signon,
Converse, Signoff and Logoff Exit processing as is described in subsequent sections of this section. To install a user
written Communications Exit Program, first copy and modify the distributed Communications Exit Program, as desired,
then assemble and link edit the module(s) into a z/OS LNKLST library. You can give your Communications Exit Program
any name you desire, and instruct Verify for CICS to call your program by modifying the VTEOM EXITS statement
contained in your Verify for CICS REXX Options Table. Sample JCL that can be used to assemble and link edit a Verify
for CICS Communications Exit Program is contained in member VTEASMCX of library yourHLQ.CATJJCL. See The
Communications Exit Macro Interface for information on how to code the macros used in a Communications Exit program.

The Communications Exit Program Interface

The interface between Verify for CICS and the Communications Exit Program observes standard operating system
linkage conventions. At entry to the Communications Exit Program, register 15 contains the entry point address of
the Communications Exit Program. Register 14 contains the address to which the Communications Exit Program
should branch when processing is completed. Register 13 contains the address of a standard 18 word save area. The
Communications Exit Program must save the content of registers at entry to the program and restore registers prior to
returning to Verify for CICS through register 14. The Distributed Communications Exit Program illustrates proper handling
of registers at entry to and return from a Communications Exit Program. The Communications Exit Program is entered at
the CSECT statement. The routine at label "RETN0000" returns to Verify for CICS.

At entry to a Communications Exit Program, register 1 contains the address of a control block called the "Verify Exit Parm"
or PTXP. The PTXP describes the current situation to the Communications Exit Program. A Verify Exit Parm is defined by
the assembly of the following macro statement:

VTECM EXIT-PARM 

where:

EXIT-PARM specifies that a Verify Exit Parm control block definition will be generated. The absence of an assembler label
causes the Exit Parm definition to be generated as a DSECT named PTXP.
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A field in the PTXP, PTXPFUNC, contains a code that specifies what Communications Exit Program processing is to be
performed. Each time the Communications Exit Program is entered it should decode PTXPFUNC and perform appropriate
processing. The possible values of PTXPFUNC are equated to symbolic names which describe the exit situation as
follows:

PTXPLOGN EQU 4
Verify for CICS has been requested to obtain a session with an online system. The Logon Exit describes the
actions which can be taken by the Communications Exit Program during the 'Logon Exit".

PTXPSIGN EQU 8
Verify for CICS has just obtained a session between a virtual terminal and an online system. The Signon Exit
describes the actions which can be taken by the Communications Exit Program during the "Signon Exit".

PTXPCONV EQU 12
Verify for CICS has been requested to send the contents of the Verify for CICS screen buffer to the connected
online system for processing. The Converse Exit describes the actions that can be taken by the Communications
Exit Program during the "Converse Exit".

PTXPLOFF EQU 16
Verify for CICS has just terminated a session between a virtual terminal and an online system. The Logoff Exit
describes the actions that can be taken by the Communications Exit Program during the "Logoff Exit".

PTXPSOFF EQU 20
Verify for CICS has been requested to end an active session between a virtual terminal and an online system.
The Signoff Exit describes the actions that can be taken by the Communications Exit Program during the "Signoff
Exit".

The field PTXPPTBA contains the address of a control block called the "Verify Base Area" or PTBA. A Communications
Exit Program indicates an error to Verify for CICS by setting the PTBA field, PTBARC, to a value of 8. The
Communications Exit Program can optionally place a reason message in the field, PTBAMESG. The field, PTBAMSGL,
contains the length of the PTBAMESG field. Any message supplied by the Communications Exit Program will be returned
to the Verify for CICS user. The Verify for CICS Base Area is defined by the assembly of the following macro:

VTECM BASE-DSECT

BASE-DSECT
Specifies that a Verify Base Area definition is to be generated as a DSECT named PTBA.

Verify for CICS Communications Exit Programs must be reentrant. Housekeeping code in the distributed Communications
Exit Program locates the PTXP control block, and if the user field, PTXPUSER, does not point to a work area, the
housekeeping code getmains one and anchors it in PTXPUSER. Whatever value is placed in the field will be returned to
the Communications Exit Program on subsequent calls.

The distributed Communications Exit Program makes extensive use of the Verify for CICS REXX Options Table.
Housekeeping code loads a copy of the Options Table, if an option table address is not provided through the PTXPPTOT
field. Your Communications Exit Program can access information contained in the Options Table. A DSECT mapping the
Options Table is generated by assembling the following macro statement:

VTEOM DSECT

In The Distributed Communications Exit Program, assembler label DISP0000 shows how to process the Verify for CICS
exit request by decoding the PTXPFUNC field and by branching to a routine that processes the request.

When errors are encountered by VTECX, the address of a message is placed in register 1, before branching to
MESS0100. MESS0100 demonstrates how to return a message to the exit caller via the PTBA control block, being careful
not to overflow the caller's message area.
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If a Communications Exit Program is entered to perform Signon, Converse, or Signoff exit processing, then an active
session exists between Verify for CICS and an online system. When a session is active a field of the PTBA, PTBAPTCC
contains the address of a control block called the "Verify Communication Commarea" or PTCC. This control block
represents a virtual terminal and contains everything there is to know about it, including the Verify for CICS screen buffer
and a pointer to the extended attribute buffer for extended data stream sessions. The Communications Exit Program
can examine the PTCC control block for any desired purpose or, using the PTCC, the Communications Exit Program
can execute transactions on the session. The PTCC control block is defined by the assembly of the following macro
statement:

VTECM DSECT 

DSECT
Specifies that a DSECT of the PTCC control block is to be generated. The DSECT is named PTCC.

Other fields in the control blocks discussed above are described where applicable in subsequent sections of this section
that describe the options available to the Communications Exit Program during the various Communications Exit Program
requests.

The Logon Exit

A Verify for CICS Communications Exit Program is called to perform Logon Exit processing when when a REXX exec
issues a Verify for CICS LOGON host command.

The Communications Exit Program is entered to perform Logon Exit processing prior to any attempt to obtain a session
between Verify for CICS and an online system. In addition to the PTXP fields described in The Communications Exit
Program Interface, the PTXP contains additional fields that can be of interest to the Logon Exit:

PTXPAPPL
This field contains the address of an 8 byte field which contains the name of the online system with which a
session is desired.

PTXPTERM
This field contains the address of an 8 byte field which contains the name of the VTAM APPL to use as a virtual
terminal.

PTXPLMOD
This field contains the address of an 8 byte field which contains the name of a logon mode table entry to use for a
session.

PTXPLDAT
This field contains the address of an 256 byte field that contains free-form logon data specified by a Verify for
CICS application. The first byte contains the length of the data in binary.

PTXPSIZS
This field contains the address of a 4 byte field that contains four 1-byte binary values that are the desired default
screen rows and columns and the desired alternate screen rows and columns.

PTXPLUDS
This field contains the address of a 1 byte field that contains a value that indicates the data stream to be
supported by the session. The equated value, PTCCBDS, specifies the 3270 basic data stream. The equated
value, PTCCEDS, specifies the 3270 extended data stream.

The Logon Exit has total control of the content of the fields pointed to by the PTXPAPPL, PTXPTERM, PTXPLMOD,
PTXPLDAT, PTXPSIZS and PTXPLUDS fields. The fields can be validated, accepted or rejected, filled in when values are
not supplied by the Verify for CICS user, or can be replaced as desired. The Communications Exit Program's handling of
these fields can be motivated by locally defined security requirements, service to the Verify for CICS user, or any other
reason deemed appropriate by the author of the Communications Exit Program.
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The Communications Exit Program can place a return code of 8 in the PTBA field PTBARC, to instruct Verify for CICS to
reject the user's request for a session. At entry to the Logon Exit, PTBARC has a value of zero.

PTBARC=0
The Communications Exit Program caller should obtain a session between the virtual terminal whose VTAM APPL
name is now in the field pointed to by PTXPTERM, and the online system whose name is now in the field pointed
to by PTXPAPPL. If values are contained in the fields pointed to by PTXPLMOD or PTXPLDAT, they should be
used to initiate the session.

PTBARC=8
The Communications Exit Program caller should abort any attempt to obtain a session with the named online
system. The Communications Exit Program can supply a reason message in the field PTBAMESG, observing
the maximum message length contained in the field PTBAMSGL. Subsequent action by the Communications
Exit Program caller is handled according to error handling facilities and options provided by the caller of the
Communications Exit Program. Continuation of a Logon request is not an option provided by any Verify for CICS
program.

The Distributed Communications Exit Program examines the system table generated from VTEOM SYSTEM statements
provided in the Verify for CICS REXX Options Table If the PTXPAPPL, points at an online system name that is identified
as a short system name, the Communications Exit Program translates the name to the specified VTAM APPL name.

The distributed logon exit routine examines the terminal name field pointed to by PTXPTERM.

If the name of a VTAM APPL to use as a virtual terminal is specified by the caller, and the Verify for CICS application is
executing as a batch job, then the Communications Exit Program will issue an unconditional z/OS ENQ to serialize use of
the named VTAM resource. The ENQ uses "PROTERM" as the ENQ major name and the VTAM APPL name as the ENQ
minor name.

If a terminal name is not specified by a Verify for CICS REXX application, then the distributed Communications Exit
Program will attempt to assign one automatically. The assignment of a terminal name is based on the current z/OS system
ID and on VTEOM TERMINALS statements provided in the Verify for CICSREXX Options Table. Verify for CICS obtains
knowledge of the current z/OS system ID by locating SMCASID (see SYS1.MODGEN(IEESMCA)), which is pointed to
by the CVT field, CVTSMCA. If no VTEOM TERMINALS group is found that matches the current z/OS system ID, then
the Communications Exit Program will assign a terminal from a group of terminals that does not specify a system ID. If a
VTEOM SYSTEM statement assigns an online system to a POOL, then the distributed Communications Exit Program will
consider only VTEOM TERMINALS groups that specify the same POOL, when selecting a terminal group from which a
terminal is to be assigned.

After selecting a suitable VTEOM TERMINALS group, the distributed Communications Exit Program "searches" for
an available terminal ID by concatenating a sequence number to a terminal ID prefix, and by issuing a conditional
ENQ, until ENQ returns ownership of the constructed terminal name. If the ENQ is held by another task, the sequence
number is incremented by one and a conditional ENQ on the next name is issued. This process is continued until an
ENQ is obtained or until the high number for the group of terminals is exceeded. If all terminals in a group are busy, the
Communications Exit Program waits 30 seconds before repeating the search for an unused terminal ID. This process is
repeated until an unused APPL is assigned.

The distributed Communications Exit Program also assigns a TSO polling frequency and polling limit based on default
or system specific polling parameters contained on VTEOM SYSTEM statements specified in the Verify for CICS REXX
Options Table.

The distributed Communications Exit Program does not examine or alter the logon data, mode table entry name, screen
sizes, or data stream specified by a Verify for CICS REXX application.

The Signon Exit

A Verify for CICS Communications Exit Program is called to perform Signon Exit processing when the program named via
the VTEOM EXITS RX parameter is called after a session has been started by a REXX exec by issuing a Verify for CICS
LOGON host command.
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The Signon Exit is provided so that an installation can place controls and services at a point just after a Verify for CICS
Session is created. In The Distributed Communications Exit Program, the Signon Exit routines are labeled SIGN0000. The
Signon Exit routines provided in the distributed Communications Exit Program, VTECX, provide no services or controls.

The Signon Exit routine can be modified as desired. For example, the Signon Exit can be used to automate the process of
signing on to online systems for production Verify for CICS REXX applications.

The mechanics of automating online system signon is accomplished by executing the online systems signon transaction
on the session that has been obtained for the Verify for CICS user. A Communications Exit Program executes transactions
on a session by issuing VTECM CONVERSE and/or INVITE macro statements. These are described in Entering Online
System Transactions and Receiving Online System Initiated Transactions. The Communications Exit Program Interface
describes how a Communications Exit Program can locate the PTBA and PTCC control blocks that are required in order
to issue VTECM macro level requests.

The Signon Exit is not required to provide a return code to the Communications Exit Program caller. However, if it is
deemed appropriate, the exit can set the field PTBARC to 8 and optionally provide a reason message. This action will
result in session termination upon return to the Signon Exit caller. Note that return codes resulting from execution of the
"VTECM CONVERSE" statement are also placed in PTBARC as well as reason messages in the case of PTBARC=8.
If the Signon Exit executes a "VTECM CONVERSE" macro statement, it should examine the return code and end
exit processing on PTBARC=8. A return code of 8 from CONVERSE indicates that the session has been lost (for
example., the online system unexpectedly went down). Under no circumstances should a CONVERSE return code of 8 be
overridden to a less severe return code.

The Converse Exit

A Verify for CICS REXX Communications Exit Program is called to perform Converse Exit processing whenever Verify for
CICS screen input is sent to an online system. In particular, the program named via the VTEOM EXITS RX parameter is
called when a REXX exec issues a Verify for CICS TYPE host command.

The Converse Exit is provided to allow installation controlled screening of the transactions executed via a Verify for CICS
REXX session. By setting a return code, the Converse Exit can reject a particular message sent by a Verify for CICS
REXX application and cause the session to be terminated.

Another possible use for the Converse Exit would be to pace the flow of messages sent through Verify for CICS REXX
sessions. For example, if it was determined that the load that batch Verify for CICS REXX applications was placing on
online systems was using too many of the online system's resources, then the Communications Exit Program Converse
Exit could be modified to issue a suitable STIMER macro prior to every inbound transaction.

The Communications Exit Program Interface describes how the Communications Exit Program can locate the PTBA and
PTCC control blocks. The PTCC control block contains the virtual terminal screen buffer and a pointer to the extended
attribute buffer. These can be examined by the Converse Exit. Verify for CICS Control Blocks describes the internal format
of a Verify for CICS virtual terminal screen.

If the Communications Exit Program chooses to reject a user's request to send a transaction to the online system, it
does so by setting PTBARC to 8, and can optionally place a reason message in PTBAMESG (observing the maximum
message length provided in PTBAMSGL). The Verify for CICS will respond to a rejected converse request using
appropriate error handling features and options. Continuation of a rejected converse request is not an option provided by
any Verify for CICS error handling routine.

In The Distributed Communications Exit Program, the VTECX Converse Exit routine is labeled, CONV0000. The routine
takes no action other than to establish addressability to the PTCC control block.

The Signoff Exit

A Verify for CICS Communications Exit Program is called to perform Signoff Exit processing whenever a Verify for CICS
REXX application requests that an active session be terminated. In particular, when a session is active, the program
named via the VTEOM EXITS RX parameter is called when a REXX exec issues a Verify for CICS LOGOFF host
command or when an exec structure ends while a Verify for CICS REXX session is active.
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The Signoff Exit gives a Communications Exit Program access to a Verify for CICS REXX session just prior to normal
session termination. A Signoff Exit routine can examine the virtual terminal screen buffer and other session related
information, and can attempt to enter "signoff" transactions on the session for the purpose of cleanly exiting online
applications that are not capable of automatic application cleanup when a session is terminated. Appropriate transactions
can be the entry of the CLEAR, PF3 or PF4 keys, or entry of a 'signoff' transaction

The Communications Exit Program Interface describes how the Communications Exit Program can locate the PTBA and
PTCC control blocks. The PTCC control block contains the Verify for CICS screen which can be examined by the Signoff
Exit. Verify for CICS Control Blocks describes the internal format of the Verify for CICS virtual terminal screen.

A Signoff Exit routine enters transactions on a session using the CONVERSE macro statement described in Entering
Online System Transactions. When the Signoff Exit routine returns to Verify for CICS, the session is ended prior to calling
the Logoff Exit routine.

In The Distributed Communications Exit Program on, the PTECX Signoff Exit routine is labeled, SOFF0000. The routine
takes no action other than to establish addressability to the PTCC control block.

The Logoff Exit

A Verify for CICS Communications Exit Program is called to perform Logoff Exit processing if the Logon Exit was called
while processing a Verify for CICS LOGON host command. The program named via the VTEOM EXITS RX parameter is
called after normal or abnormal session termination, whether or not a session was ever successfully obtained.

The Logoff Exit is provided as a place to do any desired cleanup of resources that can have been obtained during the
execution of prior exits. The resources to cleanup are likely those anchored in or indicated by any value placed in the field,
PTXPUSER, during the execution of Logon, Signon, Converse or Signoff exits.

A return code from the Logoff Exit has no meaning to any Verify for CICS program.

In The Distributed Communications Exit Program on, the VTECX Logoff Exit routine is labeled, LOFF0000. If an z/OS
System ENQ was issued at Logon Exit time to serialize the use of a VTAM APPL used as a virtual terminal, then the
Logoff Exit routine issues a DEQ to release the APPL for use by other Verify for CICS users or jobs. The routine also
FREEMAINs the main storage that was obtained by the Communications Exit Program housekeeping routine when the
Communications Exit Program was first called to do Logon Exit processing.

Security
This section describes how Verify for CICS captures CICS security fields from the TCTTE for each real terminal when you
log a test stream.

CICS Security

The installation option SETSIGN=YES, the default, instructs Verify for CICS to restore the CICS security fields in the
TCTTE for each virtual terminal when you run a test stream. When a test stream is canceled or ends, these fields are
cleared from the virtual terminal's TCTTE.

CICS Migration Considerations

Signon test streams containing CICS-supplied transactions, such as CSSN and CESN, are likely to generate
MISMATCHES when run under a different version of CICS.

When migrating from one CICS release to another, minor changes to the CICS signon screen format will generate
mismatches.

These signon test stream mismatches must be corrected before running the test streams using the automated signon and
signon (AUTSIGN) option. Otherwise, the run will be terminated by CICS with a security mismatch, instead of giving you a
mismatch menu.
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To correct the #SIGNON mismatches in application.#SIGNON.001 or GLOBAL.#SIGNON, relog the #SIGNON test
streams under the new CICS release.

External Security Systems

External security systems are software products such as Top Secret or ACF2. These products provide global CICS
security by maintaining:

• Information about CICS resources, such as terminals, transactions, programs and files
• Rules for resource access

Most external security systems are user signon to access CICS applications. User signon has implications for Verify for
CICS's Log and Run functions.

If you must supply an external security signon before using an application, use one of the following methods:

• Log the signon and signoff. When the test stream is run, Verify for CICS will run the same transactions to sign on to
and sign off from the virtual terminals.

• Specify that the external security system exclude the virtual terminals from signon/signoff requirements.
• Use automated signon/signoff.

Each method is described in detail in the following sections.

Log Signon and Signoff

If you type the signon and signoff transactions during logging, these transactions will sign on and sign off the virtual
terminals when the test stream is run. Follow the technique on the next page:

Log On

1. Invoke Logging 2. Sign on
3. Test Application
4. Sign off
Stored Test Stream

5. Terminate Logging

Invoke Logging
Your external security system must permit you to use Verify for CICS without signing on or allow you to sign on
again when you start logging.

Sign on
Supply a user ID at each terminal being logged for the applications to be tested.

Test Application
Test applications as you normally would.

Sign off
Sign off normally at each terminal. Your signoff routines should not sign off from CICS.

Terminate Logging
Use any method to terminate the Log function.

Run

1. Invoke Run Sign on
Test Application
Sign off
Stored Test Stream

2. Run Ends
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Invoke Run
Your external security system must permit you to use Verify for CICS without signing on or allow you to be signed
on at two terminals simultaneously (the one at which you invoke the run and the virtual terminal the test stream
runs on).
Your application should run as expected because the virtual terminal signon is the same as the signon when the
test stream was logged. However, the following may occur:
User ID already signed on

Some external security systems will reject the signon if the user ID is signing onto either a real or virtual
terminal, and another test stream is being run with the same user ID.

Virtual terminal in use
Completing your test stream will sign off your user ID from the virtual terminal. However, canceling the
test stream run before it ends may keep the user ID signed on to the virtual terminal.

Run Ends
Completing your test stream run permits your user ID and the Verify for CICS virtual terminal to be used again
because of the logged signoff sequence.

Exclude Virtual Terminals from Signon/Signoff Requirements

If you can exclude virtual terminals from external security requirements, then Verify for CICS can run any application
logged without regard for signon and signoff. Follow this technique:

Log On

1.Sign on 2.Invoke Logging 3.Test Application
Stored Test Stream

4.Terminate Logging

Sign on
Supply a user ID that allows the use of Verify for CICS and the applications to be tested.

Invoke Logging
Do not log signon at any terminal being logged. If necessary, use the installation option LOGEXCL.

Test Application
Test applications as you normally would.

Terminate Logging
Use any method to terminate the Log function.

Run

1.Sign on 2.Invoke Run Test Application
Stored Test Stream

3.Run Ends

Sign on
Supply a user ID that allows the use of Verify for CICS.

Invoke Run
Your external security system must allow the applications to be run without signing on to virtual terminals.

Run Ends
Run termination or cancellation will not affect the operation of your external security system.

Use Automated Signon and Signoff

Verify for CICS's automated signon and signoff lets a user log data without including a signon or signoff because they are
automatically supplied when the test stream is run. Follow this technique:
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Log On

1.Sign on 2.Invoke Logging 3.Test Application
Stored Test Stream

4.Terminate Logging

Sign on
Supply a user ID that allows the use of Verify for CICS and the applications to be tested.

Invoke Logging
Do not sign on at any terminal being logged. If necessary, use the installation option LOGEXCL.

Test Application
Test applications as you normally would.

Terminate Logging
Use any method to terminate the Log function.

Run

1.Sign on 2.Invoke Run Auto Signon Test Application
Stored Test Stream

Auto Signoff 3.Run Ends

Sign on
Supply a user ID that allows the use of Verify for CICS.

Invoke Run
Your signon will be run automatically from the automated signon test stream. Then your application test stream
will be run. If you cancel the run, the automated signoff test stream will be run automatically.

Run Ends
When the run ends, the Automated Signoff test stream will be run automatically.

NOTE
See the next section for a discussion of automated signon and signoff function.

Automated Signon and Signoff

Automated signon and signoff is a Run function option. Using it eliminates the need to log external user signon and signoff
for all test streams or to modify the external security system to allow any application to run on a virtual terminal.

With automated signon and signoff, each time a test stream runs, Verify for CICS begins by running the Automated
Signon test stream. Verify for CICS also runs the Automated Signoff test stream when the run is canceled or terminates
normally.

NOTE

1. Automated signon/signoff is not supported for test streams using both 3270 and non-3270 devices, unless your
security system will accept the same inputs from both device types.

2. If you use this option and later migrate to another CICS release, you must correct your signon test streams for CICS
security mismatches. See the section CICS Migration Considerations, earlier in this section.

To use automated signon/signoff:

• Specify the install option for automated signon and signoff (AUTSIGN).
• Create automated signon and signoff test streams.

Specify the AUTSIGN Option

The AUTSIGN installation option controls automated signon/signoff as follows:
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AUTSIGN=GLOBAL Verify for CICS uses one global signon test stream and one global signoff test stream with every test
stream you run.

AUTSIGN=APPLICATION Verify for CICS uses signon and signoff test streams that vary according to the test stream
application name.

The following chart illustrates how to specify the names of automated signon and signoff test streams.

Automated Test Stream Type Automated Signon/Signoff
Name  -Application

Member Version

GLOBAL Signon GLOBAL #SIGNON 001

GLOBAL Signoff GLOBAL #SIGNOFF 001

APPLICATION Signon Same as application name of
test stream*

#SIGNON 001

APPLICATION Signoff Same as application name of
test stream*

#SIGNOFF 001

*In batch runs, this name can be overwritten with the BATSGN parameter.

NOTE
If you specify AUTSIGN=APPLICATION but there is no application signon or signoff test stream for the test
stream being run, Verify for CICS uses the GLOBAL signon or signoff test stream if one has been defined.

Create Automated Signon and Signoff Test Streams

The procedures for creating automated global and application test streams are identical. Only the names are different.

NOTE
When creating a signon test stream that includes sign-on panels, fill in the sign-on panel as you normally would
do with the userid and password. Then, return the cursor to the first field that you typed. When the signon test
stream is replayed, the cursor will then be in the correct position for the user to sign-on.

Log On

Follow these steps:

1. Initiate the Log function.
2. Specify a name for the signon test stream.
3. Log the signon sequence.
4. Press the CLEAR key after signon if your applications begin with a blank screen.
5. Reinitiate the Log function.
6. Specify a name for the signoff test stream.
7. Press the CLEAR key, if required, and log the signoff sequence.

Select one of the following options for assigning a signon user name, ID, password, and so on:

1. One value for user name, ID, and password.
Usually signon requires a user name and/or ID as well as a password. If your security system allows a single user to
sign on to many terminals, select one name, one ID, and one password to be used with the Run function. Define the
values you select to your security system and then type them in your signon and signoff sequences.

2. Multiple values for user name, ID, and password.
If your security system limits a user to a single terminal, you will need Verify for CICS to generate unique signon values
for each virtual terminal.
To do this, embed a string of from 2-7 at signs (@) in the user name, ID, and password. For example, type a user
ID of U@@@X. During a run, Verify for CICS will generate user ID U001X if the test stream is run on the first virtual
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terminal, U002X if it is run on the second virtual terminal,and so on. If necessary, use the SIGNSUB installation option
to change the at sign (@) to another character.
Verify for CICS always replaces the at signs (@) with a number equal in length, using high-order zeros if necessary.

3. Variable value for user name, ID, and password.
The two options described previously are completely automated but they have a disadvantage: they allow you to
run transactions on a virtual terminal without typing any password to demonstrate that he is authorized to use these
transactions. That is because the necessary password is embedded in the automated signon/signoff test streams.
To avoid this problem, specify the AUTSIGN parameter PROMPT and include at signs (@) (or the specified SIGNSUB
character) as described in option 2. The PROMPT option instructs Verify for CICS not to replace the at signs (@) with
a number. Instead, Verify for CICS will display the screen and prompt you to type the necessary signon parameters.
For multiple terminal test streams, you are prompted only for the first signon. The parameters typed are saved and
automatically reused for the rest of the terminals.

4. Multiple variable values for user name, ID, and password.
The technique described in option 3 will not work for multiple terminal test streams if your security system limits a user
to a single terminal. In this case you can choose one of the two methods described next.
a. Specify the AUTSIGN parameter PROMPTALL instead of PROMPT. PROMPTALL is identical to PROMPT except

that for multiple terminal test streams, you will be prompted for signon information once for each terminal in the test
stream. This allows a separate ID and password to be typed for each terminal.

b. Specify the AUTSIGN parameter PROMPT and define a series of user IDs (such as, USR001X, USR002X, and so
on), all of which have the same password, known only to the user. When Verify for CICS prompts for a signon and
password for the first terminal, type USR@@@X. Verify for CICS will use this input for each terminal in the test
stream, replacing the at signs (@) with a number unique for each terminal.

This method is especially useful for running test streams which have many terminals because it uses a unique ID for
each terminal without requiring a separate signon for each one.

NOTE
The first time signon prompting occurs during a run, the prompt screen will contain the default values specified in
the signon test stream. For subsequent prompts during the same run, the prompt screen will contain the values
typed on the previous prompt screen, provided the application name has not changed. If the application name
changes, Verify for CICS will again use the default values.

Define Variable Rule Actions in Automated Signon/Signoff Test Streams

When you create automated signon and signoff test streams, it's usually necessary to define variable rule actions, such as
date, time, or user ID, for the output screens. Otherwise, Verify for CICS will stop a run if it detects a mismatch.

To define variable rule actions for an automated signon/signoff test stream, run the test stream. Verify for CICS will not use
automated signon or signoff when a signon or signoff test stream is run. When Verify for CICS detects a mismatch and
interrupts the run, you can define variable rule actions.

If you type at signs (@)or the specified SIGNSUB character, Verify for CICS will prompt you for input whenever it
encounters these characters even if the AUTSIGN NOPROMPT option is specified. This means you can define variable
rule actions for the user ID even if your test stream always runs on the same virtual terminal.

Run the automated signon and signoff test streams until there are no mismatches. Make sure you alternate running
signon and signoff test streams. If you run two consecutive signon test streams, your results won't be accurate because
you will already be signed on.

Clear Temporary Storage During Automated Signoff

To automatically clear temporary storage, use strings of @TR@ to specify terminal IDs. When the test stream is run,
Verify for CICS replaces @TR@ with the terminal ID of the virtual terminal.

For example, if a transaction uses temporary storage IDs consisting of the terminal ID plus xxxx, you can clear temporary
storage by including this command in the signoff portion of the test stream just before the signoff transaction:

CECI DELETEQ TS QUEUE(@TR@xxxx)
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Verify for CICS will replace the @TR@ with the appropriate terminal IDs.

Application Security Components

Application security components are often part of a particular CICS business application. Security components provide
application-specific security by maintaining information about how the application can be accessed.

Many application security components require application-specific user signon and signoff, which has implications for the
Log and Run functions.

If you must supply an application signon or signoff, use one of the following methods:

• Log the signon/signoff so when the test stream is run you will sign on to the virtual terminal.
• Exclude the virtual terminal from application security.
• Create automated signon and signoff test streams specific to the application.

See the External Security Systems section earlier in this section for an explanation of these options.

Starting Your Product (CICS)
Learn how to start Verify for CICS and what exactly is needed.

This section describes what you need to do to start Verify for CICS.

Start or Recycle Your CICS Region

Execute the updated CICS startup JCL. If your CICS region is already started, shut it down and restart it using the
updated startup JCL.

Perform Installation Verification Procedures

You are now ready to verify the installation. To ensure that Verify for CICS is properly installed, you must perform the
Verify Installation Verification Procedure. This demo session will teach you to create rules, and log, run and edit test
streams.

For complete instructions see the "Installation Verification Procedure and Demo Session" section under Using.

Archiving Data Sets (CICS)
You can archive and restore data sets using the IDCAMS EXPORT and IMPORT commands.

To copy a data set to tape and delete the copy from disk, use JCL similar to the following.

//            EXEC        PGM=IDCAMS

//TAPE        DD          DSN=CICS.TCA.DATASET.BACKUP,

//                        UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG)

//SYSPRINT    DD          SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN       DD          *

  EXPORT -

  CICS.TCA.DATASET -

  OUTFILE(TAPE) -

  TEMPORARY               for copy only

  PERMANENT               for delete only

To restore a data set from tape, use JCL similar to the following.
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//            EXEC        PGM=IDCAMS

//TAPE        DD          DSN=CICS.TCA.DATASET.BACKUP,

//                        DISP=OLD

//SYSPRINT    DD          SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN       DD          *

  IMPORT -

  INFILE(TAPE) -

  OUTDATASET(CICS.TCA.DATASET)

NOTE
If you use REPRO to copy data sets, do not change the CISIZE because the data set becomes unusable.

Sample VTAM Virtual Terminal Entries
Learn how to use sample entries to be able to define VTAM virtual terminals to CICS using RDO.

This section includes sample entries for defining VTAM virtual terminals to CICS using RDO:

Sample RDO Entry for VTAM Virtual Terminal

Terminal                       :  VV04     May be changed

Group                          :  VERITERM

AUTINSTModel                   ==> No

AUTINSTName                    ==> Required

TERMINAL IDENTIFIERS

Typeterm                       ==> VVTERM   May be changed *

Netname                        ==> VV04     May be changed

Console                        ==> No       Required

REMOTESystem                   ==> 

REMOTEName                     ==>

Modename                       ==>

ASSOCIATED PRINTERS

PRINTER                        ==>

PRINTERCopy                    ==> No

ALTPRINTE                      ==>

ALTPRINTCopy                   ==> No

PIPELINE PROPERTIES

Pool                           ==>

Tasklimit                      ==> No

OPERATOR DEFAULTS

OPERId                         ==>

OPERPriority                   ==> 000

OPERRsl                        ==> 0

OPERSecurity                   ==> 1
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Userid                         ==>

TERMINAL USAGES

TRansaction                    ==>

Termpriority                   ==> 000

Inservice                      ==> Yes

SESSION SECURITY

Securityname                   ==>

Attachsec                      ==> Local

Bindpassword                   ==>

* The TYpeterm parameter may specify the name of any typeterm entry which has valid parameters for VTAM virtual
terminals.

Sample RDO Entry for a VTAM TYPETERM

Typeterm                   : VVTERM

Group                      : VERITERM

RESOURCE TYPE

DEVice                      ==> 3270

TERmmodel                   ==> 2

SESsiontyp                  ==> 

Ldclist                     

Shippable                   ==> No       May be changed

MAPPING PROPERTIES

PAGesize                    ==> 024 , 080

ALTPage                     ==> 024 , 080

ALTSUffix                   ==>

Fmhparm                     ==> No

OBOperid                    ==> No

PAGING PROPERTIES

AUTOPage                    ==> No

DEVICE PROPERTIES

DEFscreen                   ==> 024 , 080

ALTSCreen                   ==> 024 , 080

APLKybd                     ==> No

APLText                     ==> No

AUDiblealarm                ==> No

COLor                       ==> No

Dualcasekybd                ==> No

Extendedds                  ==> No
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Hilight                     ==> No

Katakana                    ==> No

Lightpen                    ==> No

Msrcontrol                  ==> No

OBFormat                    ==> No

PARtitions                  ==> No

PRIntadapter                ==> No

PROgsymbols                 ==> No

Validation                  ==> No

Formfeed                    ==> No

Horizform                   ==> No

Verticalform                ==> No

TEXTKybd                    ==> No

TEXTPrint                   ==> No

Query                       ==> No

Outline                     ==> No

SOsi                        ==> No

Backtrans                   ==> No

Cgcsgid                     ==> 00000 , 00000

SESSION PROPERTIES

AScii                       : No

SENdsize                    : 00000

RECeivesize                 ==> 00256

Bracket                     ==> Yes

LOGMode                     ==> 

DIAGNOSTIC DISPLAY

ERRLastline                 ==> No

ERRIntensify                ==> No

ERRColor                    ==> No

ERRHilight                  ==> No

OPERATIONAL PROPERTIES

AUTOConnect                 ==> No 

AT                          ==> No

Tti                         ==> Yes

Createsess                  ==> No

RELreq                      ==> No             Required

Discreq                     ==> No             Required

Nepclass                    ==> 000

Signoff                     ==> Yes

MESSAGE RECEIVING PROPERTIES

Routedmsgs                  ==> All

LOGOnmsg                    ==> No              Required

APPLICATION FEATURES
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Buildchain                  ==> No

Useraralen                  ==> 255             Should be largest in system

Ioarealen                   ==> 02000 , 02000   May be changed

Uctran                      ==> No 

The Communications Exit Macro Interface (CICS)
This appendix describes the Verify for CICS Macro Interface.

The Macro Interface can be implemented within user-written Communications Exit Programs used by REXX exec that
contain Verify for CICS Host Commands, or can be implemented by an assembler language program to directly invoke the
services of the Verify for CICS Communication System.

Introduction

Verify for CICS communication and terminal emulation capabilities for REXX are provided by the Verify for CICS
Communication System, program VTECS. Verify for CICS defines a Macro Interface to the Verify for CICS
Communication System. The interface is invoked through the VTECM macro. which can be used within a user-written
Verify for CICS Communications Exit Program or can be used to write highly efficient assembler language programs that
directly exploit Verify for CICS's communication and terminal emulation capabilities. For information on Communications
Exit Program, see the section Communications Exit Programs.

The Verify for CICS Macro Interface is very low-level. Programs that implement the Macro Interface are highly dependent
on the format of Verify for CICS control blocks, and may require reassembly or modification when new releases of Verify
for CICS are installed.

This appendix provides detailed documentation of the Verify for CICS Macro Interface.

The VTECM macro provides access to four basic session related functions.

1. A VTECM LOGON macro statement can be executed to instruct the Communication System to obtain a VTAM session
between a Verify for CICS virtual terminal and an online system.

2. A VTECM CONVERSE macro statement can be executed to instruct the Communication System to send the contents
of a Verify for CICS Screen to a connected online system and to receive the online systems response.

3. A VTECM INVITE macro statement can be executed to instruct the Communication System to check for the existence
of a message sent by the online system and if such a message is found, to receive and place the message in the
Verify for CICS Screen.

4. A VTECM ATTN macro statement can be executed to instruct the Communication System to send an Attention key
signal to the connected online system.

5. A VTECM LOGOFF macro statement can be executed to instruct the Communication System to terminate a Verify for
CICS Session with an online system.

The VTECM macro also provides statements that generate control blocks and DSECTs required for use of the Macro
Interface.

The basic format of a VTECM macro statement is as follows:

label VTECM action,specifications, . . . 

Label
Is standard assembler label

Action
Is a positional parameter that specifies what is to be accomplished by the macro statement
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Specifications
Are optional or required keyword parameters that depend on the action specified

The following VTECM macro statement actions are supported:

DSECT
Generates a DSECT that maps the PTCC control block (PTCC DSECT)

BASE
Generates a "Base Area" (PTBA) control block in user storage

BASE-DSECT
Generates a DSECT that maps a "Base Area" control block (PTBA DSECT)

EXIT-PARM
Generates a Communications Exit Program parameter control block or a DSECT that maps the Communications
Exit Program parameter control block (PTXP DSECT)

LOGON-EXIT
Invokes a Communications Exit Program Logon Exit routine to validate, modify, supply or authorize the use of the
VTAM resources to use during an anticipated session

LOGON
Invokes the Verify for CICS Communication System Logon routine to obtain a session between a Verify for CICS
virtual terminal and an online system

SIGNON-EXIT
Invokes a Communications Exit Program Signon Exit routine that provides session start-up services and controls;
possibly a routine that automates the online system signon process

Subsequent sections of this section provide details on the specifications applicable to each VTECM macro statement
action.

Control Blocks
The PTCC Control Block

To a Verify for CICS macro level application, a Verify for CICS virtual terminal is represented by a "Communication Comm
area" or PTCC control block. The control block is created during the execution of a "VTECM LOGON" macro statement.
The LOGON statement is fully described in The LOGON Macro Statement.

An assembler language program that implements the Verify for CICS Macro Interface passes information to and receives
information from an online system via the PTCC control block. The PTCC control block contains the Verify for CICS
virtual terminal screen, current screen size, cursor position and other data areas that support 3270 terminal emulation,
communication using VTAM, and that support the control of features of Verify for CICS virtual terminals. A DSECT that
maps the PTCC control block is generated during the assembly of the following macro statement:

label VTECM DSECT 

Label
Is a standard assembler label and is ignored

DSECT
Is the VTECM macro statement action that specifies that a DSECT that maps the PTCC control block is to be
generated. The DSECT is named PTCC.

The principal PTCC fields that are of interest to a program that implements the Verify for CICS Macro Interface are listed
below.
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PTCCLUDS
Is a one-byte field that is set by the VTECM LOGON statement that starts a session. The field identifies the 3270
data stream level to be supported by the virtual terminal that is used for a session. Equated values document the
data stream level being used.

PTCCBDS
Indicates that the 3270 basic data stream is supported using a single screen buffer, PTCCBUFF, that is used to
store basic field attributes and screen data.

PTCCEDS
Indicates that the 3270 extended data stream is supported using two screen buffers. PTCCBUFF is used to store
3270 basic character-coded field attributes and screen data. Each byte in a second buffer that is pointed to by
PTCCEAB contains extended information about the corresponding byte in PTCCBUFF.

PTCCBUFF
Is the Verify for CICS screen buffer. The buffer contains the field attributes and data that are currently "displayed"
on the virtual terminal screen.

While a session is active, the size of PTCCBUFF may be either the default or alternate screen sizes established when
a session is started. 3270 commands from the online system control the current screen size. PTCC fields PTCCROWS,
PTCCCOLS and PTCCSIZE contain the current rows, columns and size of PTCCBUFF.

When the basic data stream is used, basic field attributes are represented by values X'01' through X'20'.

When the extended data stream is used, field attributes are the character-coded attribute values defined by 3270
architecture. A corresponding byte in the buffer pointed to by PTCCEAB, contains a bit, equated value PTXAFA that may
be used to determine if the corresponding byte in PTCCBUFF is an attribute or a displayed character.

Verify for CICS applications "key" data into the terminal by moving data to the appropriate position in PTCCBUFF. When
data is moved into a screen field, the application must set the modify data tag (MDT) in the field attribute. Care must be
taken to never modify a field attribute in any way, other than to set the MDT of an unprotected field attribute.

PTCCEAB
When a session is started using the extended data stream (PTCCLUDS is PTCCEDS), an extended attribute
buffer (EAB) is created and anchored in PTCCEAB. The buffer is the same size as PTCCBUFF. Each byte in the
EAB corresponds to a byte in PTCCBUFF, and is used to identify PTCCBUFF positions that are field attributes,
is used to store extended field and character attributes, and is used to identify PTCCBUFF positions that are
Graphic Escape characters. The meaning of the bits in positions of the EAB are defined by the PTXA DSECT. The
DSECT is generated automatically when the PTCC DSECT is generated.

NOTE
To correctly emulate the function of keystrokes on an extended data stream terminal, when a Verify
for CICS macro application moves data to character positions of PTCCBUFF, corresponding character
attribute positions in the EAB should be set to binary zeros.

PTCCROWS
While processing each erase write or erase write alternate command received from an online system, Verify for
CICS stores the current number of screen rows contained in PTCCBUFF in field PTCCROWS.

PTCCCOLS
While processing each erase write or erase write alternate command received from an online system, Verify for
CICS stores the current number of screen columns contained in PTCCBUFF in field PTCCCOLS.

PTCCSIZE
While a session is active, PTCCSIZE always contains the size in bytes of PTCCBUFF (the product of
PTCCROWS and PTCCCOLS).

PTCCCURA
While processing a 3270 insert cursor order received from an online system, Verify for CICS stores the current
cursor position in field, PTCCCURA, as a relative buffer address. Relative buffer address expresses a screen
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position as an offset from the beginning of the buffer. For example, screen row 3 and column 1 on an 80-column
screen is equivalent to relative buffer position 160. If a Verify for CICS macro level application is communicating
with an online application that is sensitive to cursor position, it may position the cursor to the desired screen
position by valuing PTCCCURA to the appropriate relative buffer address. The relative buffer address of a screen
position may be calculated as follows: PTCCCURA=((row -1) x PTCCCOLS) + (column - 1)

PTCCRCHC
Following the execution of an INVITE macro statement, PTCCRCHC will contain a count of the number of
messages (chains) that were received from the online system. A count of 0 (zero) indicates that no messages
were waiting to be received.

PTCCSSTF
This 1-byte field contains flags that indicate the status of a session. Equated bit values provide the following
information:

PTCCSACT
Indicates that a session is active.

PTCCSSDT
Indicates that data traffic is active on the session.

PTCCSINB
Indicates that the session is in-bracket.

PTCCSDIN
Indicates that the session direction is inbound.

PTCCSDAC
Indicates that the virtual device is active.

PTCCXEVF
One-byte field which contains flags that indicate exceptional events that occurred while processing the last
VTECM macro request. Equated bit values indicate the following events:

PTCCSNEW
Indicates that new session was started. The new session can be a requested session or a session started by an
online system by issuing the VTAM CLSDST macro with the PASS option or by queuing a session request to the
Verify for CICS virtual terminal.

PTCCBREJ
Indicates that a bid or begin bracket request sent by the online was rejected.

PTCCSNAC
Indicates that session traffic was stopped and restarted by an online system using SNA CLEAR, SHUTD and SDT
commands.

PTCCRREJ
Indicates that invalid data was received from an online system and was rejected by Verify for CICS, by sending a
negative response.

PTCCTOUT
Indicates that the previous VTECM macro request specified the TIMEOUT parameter and that the timeout value
expired while waiting on a session event, or that another MVS task posted the PTECS attention/timeout ecb that
is pointed to by the second word of

PTCCECBL.
Because the previous VTECM macro request is incomplete, the Verify for CICS application should resume the
session by issuing an INVITE, ATTN or LOGOFF macro request.

PTCCBELL
Indicates that a write command was received that requested that the terminal alarm be sounded.
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PTCCINVC
Indicates that the previously executed VTECM request was invalid.

PTCCKB
This one-byte field contains a value that indicates the state of the virtual terminal keyboard. Equated values define
the following keyboard states:

PTCCOFFL
Indicates that the virtual terminal is offline.

PTCCLOCK
Indicates that a session is active, but that the keyboard is disabled.

PTCCINHI
Indicates that the keyboard is inhibited. Only the attention key may be pressed.

PTCCFREE
Indicates that the keyboard is free and that all keys are enabled.

PTCCBUSY
Indicates that all keys are enabled and that keystrokes have been entered since the keyboard was last freed. This
value can be set by the Verify for CICS macro application.

PTCCLUST
Four-byte field which contains a value that documents the current state of a session. Refer to the PTCC DSECT
for a list of equated session state values.

Other PTCC fields are defined for Verify for CICS internal use.

WARNING
Modify PTCC fields only as documented in this appendix.

The Base Area

As previously stated, the PTCC control block is created during execution of a VTECM LOGON macro statement. During
this process, the address of the getmained PTCC control block is stored in a control block called the "Base Area" (PTBA).
Upon completion of the LOGON macro the address of the PTCC may be loaded from the Base Area. The Base Area is
also used by VTECS and VTECX, to provide feedback on requested actions, including a return code and possibly an
error reason message. Every VTECM LOGON, CONVERSE, INVITE and LOGOFF macro statement must refer to a Base
Area. A Base Area control block is generated in user storage during the assembly of the following macro statement.

basename VTECM BASE, PFIX=pfix, MSGL=n X X 

basename
Is the name assigned to the Base Area. The name can be used to refer to the Base Area in VTECM LOGON,
CONVERSE, INVITE or LOGOFF macro statements.

BASE
Is the VTECM macro action that specifies that a Base Area control block is generated.

PFIX=pfix
Specifies a one to four character string, "pfix", that will be used as a prefix to generated Base Area field names.

MSGL=n
specifies the length, "n", of the message area to generate. A number up to 255 can be specified. VTECS and
Verify for CICS REXX Communications Exit Programs return messages in the generated message area that are
no longer than the specified length. Fields in the Base Area that are of significance to a Verify for CICS macro
level application are as follows:
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pfixPTCC
During the execution of a VTECM LOGON macro statement, the address of the getmained PTCC control block
is stored in field pfixPTCC. After execution of the VTECM LOGON, an application can load the address of the
PTCC control block from this field and use the PTCC DSECT to examine or modify the Verify for CICS Screen
and other Verify for CICS control fields. pfixPTCC is cleared when the PTCC control block is FREEMAINed during
the execution of a VTECM LOGOFF macro statement.

pfixRC
A return code is placed in this field by the Verify for CICS REXX Communication System and Communications
Exit Programs to indicate the status of a Verify for CICS Session. Return codes have the following meaning: 0-the
requested action has completed without error; 4-a "VTECM CONVERSE" macro statement has completed without
error, but the session has been left in the SNA "in bracket" state; 8-an error has occurred during execution of a
VTECM macro statement. No VTECM macro statement other than "VTECM LOGOFF" should be executed on the
session associated with the Base Area.

pfixMSGL
Contains the length of the message field pfixMESG. If the BASE macro statement is issued in a DSECT that
maps GETMAINed user storage, then it is the user's responsibility to initialize pfixMSGL to the desired length prior
to executing a "VTECM LOGON" macro statement.

pfixMESG
If the execution of a VTECM macro statement completes with a return code of 8, and pfixMSGL is not zero, a
reason message is placed in pfixMESG.

The Exit Parm

A Verify for CICS macro level application may optionally invoke the services of a distributed or user-written
Communications Exit Program, using the VTECM macro. Verify for CICS components invoke a Communications Exit
Program using the interface documented here.

Communication with the Communications Exit Program is via a control block called the "Exit Parm" (PTXP). An Exit Parm
control block must be identified on every "VTECM LOGON-EXIT", "SIGNON-EXIT", "CONVERSE-EXIT" and "LOGOFF-
EXIT" macro statement. An Exit Parm control block is generated in user storage during the assembly of the following
macro statement:

parmname VTECM EXIT-PARM,   X   

    BASE=basename,      X   

    PFIX=pfix,      X   

    PROG=xpgm,      X   

    APPL=applid,        X   

    TERM=termid,        X   

    LUDS=datastream,    X   

    SIZS=sizes,         X   

    LMOD=logmode,       X   

    LDAT=logndata

parmname
Refers to the name assigned to the Exit Parm control block. The name can be used to refer to the Exit Parm in
VTECM LOGON-EXIT, SIGNON-EXIT, CONVERSE-EXIT, or LOGOFF-EXIT macro statement. If parmname is not
specified, the Exit Parm is generated as a DSECT named PTXP.

EXIT-PARM
Refers to the VTECM macro statement action that specifies that an Exit Parm will be generated.

BASE=basename
Specifies the assembler label, "basename", of the VTECM BASE macro statement that defines the Base Area
used for the session.
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PFIX=pfix
Specifies a one to four character string, "pfix", to use as a prefix to generated Exit Parm control block field names.

PROG=xpgm
Specifies the name of the exit program to be called, possibly the distributed Communications Exit Program,
VTECX.

APPL=applid
Specifies the name of an eight-character field, "applid" that contains the name of the online system with which a
session is desired. "APPL=applid" may optionally be resolved at execution time by coding the specification on the
"VTECM LOGON-EXIT" macro statement.

TERM=termid
Specifies the name of an eight-character field, "termid", that contains the name of the APPL to use as a Verify for
CICS virtual terminal. "TERM=termid" can optionally be resolved at execution time by coding the specification on
the "VTECM LOGON-EXIT" macro statement.

LUDS=datastream
Identifies a one-byte field in user storage, "datastream", that contains the equated value PTCCBDS or PTCCEDS,
indicating the 3270 data stream level, basic or extended, to use for a session. "LUDS=datastream" can optionally
be resolved at execution time by coding the specification on the "VTECM LOGON-EXIT" macro statement.

SIZS=sizes
Identifies a four-byte field, "sizes", which contains four one-byte binary values that are the default screen rows and
columns and alternate screen rows and columns to use for a session. "SIZS=sizes" can optionally be resolved at
execution time by coding the specification on the "VTECM LOGON-EXIT" macro statement.

LMOD=logmode
Specifies the name of an eight-character field, "logmod", that contains the name of a logon mode table entry that
is used for the session; "LMOD=logmode" can optionally be resolved at execution time by coding the specification
on the "VTECM LOGON-EXIT" macro statement.

LDAT=logndata
Specifies the name of a 256-byte field, "logndata", that contains free-form logon data to be sent to an online
system when a session is initiated. The first byte of the field is a one byte length code that specifies the length of
the data that follows. "LMOD=logmode" can optionally be resolved at execution time by coding the specification
on the "VTECM LOGON-EXIT" macro statement.

Acquiring a Terminal Session

An assembler program can start a Verify for CICS session by executing a "VTECM LOGON" macro statement. The
LOGON statement identifies fields that contain Verify for CICS virtual terminal and online system APPL names that are to
be used for the session.

A Verify for CICS macro level application can specify a terminal APPL name to use for a session, or it may invoke the
services of a Verify for CICS Communications Exit Program Logon Exit routine to obtain an assigned APPL name that
is shared with other Verify for CICS applications. While Logon Exit services are automatically invoked by a REXX exec
that uses Verify for CICS Host Commands, a Verify for CICS macro level application must invoke Communications Exit
Program services if they are required.

Invoking the Logon Exit

Verify for CICS components invoke the services of a Communications Exit Program Logon Exit routine prior to any
attempt to obtain a Verify for CICS REXX session with an online system. If the Logon Exit services of a Communications
Exit Program are required by a Verify for CICS macro level application, then they must be requested. The services that
may be provided by a Communications Exit Program Logon exit routine and information on how to modify and extend
these services is fully documented in the Communications Exit Programs section.
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The Logon Exit routine is invoked during the execution of the following macro statement:

label   VTECM LOGON-EXIT,   X   

    PARM=parmname,      X   

    BASE=basename,      X   

    PROG=exitpgm,       X   

    APPL=applid,        X   

    TERM=termid,        X   

    LUDS=datastream,    X   

    SIZS=sizes,         X   

    LMOD=logmode,       X   

    LDAT=logndata 

label
Refers to a standard assembler label that will be used as the name of the generated executable routine.

LOGON-EXIT
Refers to the VTECM macro statement action that specifies that a Communications Exit Program Logon Exit
routine is invoked.

PARM=parmname
Specifies the assembler label, "parmname" that is coded on the "VTECM EXIT-PARM" macro statement that
defines the Communications Exit Program parameter control block to pass to a Communications Exit Program.
PARM=parmname is required.

BASE=basename
Specifies the assembler label, "basename", that is coded on the "VTECM BASE" macro statement. This VTECM
macro statement defines the Base Area to use for the Verify for CICS session. BASE=basename is required, but
can optionally be specified either on the "EXIT-PARM" or "LOGON-EXIT" macro statement.

PROG=exitpgm
Specifies the name of a Verify for CICS Communications Exit Program, possibly the distributed Communications
Exit Program, VTECX.

APPL=applid
Specifies the name of an eight-character field, "applid", that contains the VTAM APPL name of the online system
with which a session is desired. The Logon Exit routine may examine or modify the name contained in the
specified field.

TERM= termid
Specifies the name of an eight-character field, "termid", that contains the VTAM APPL name of the Verify for CICS
to use for the session. The Logon Exit routine may examine, modify or supply the Verify for CICS name contained
in the field specified.

LUDS=datastream
Identifies a one-byte field in user storage, "datastream", that contains the equated value PTCCBDS or PTCCEDS,
indicating the 3270 data stream level, basic or extended, to use for a session.

SIZS=sizes
Identifies a four-byte field, "sizes", that contains four one-byte binary values that are the default screen rows and
columns and alternate screen rows and columns to use for a session.

LMOD=logmode
Specifies the name of an eight-character field, "logmode", in which an application may specify the name of a
logon mode table entry that describes desired terminal characteristics including virtual terminal screen size.
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LDAT=logndata
Specifies the name of 256-byte field, "logndata", in which an application can specify free-form logon data that will
be sent to an online system as a part of the session request. The first byte of the field must contain the length in
binary of the data that follows.

After the execution of the LOGON-EXIT macro statement the return code in the Base Area should be examined to
determine if Logon Exit processing completed successfully. A return code of 8 indicates that a session should not be
initiated. If Logon Exit processing was not successful and a message area was provided via the VTECM BASE macro
statement, then a reason message is returned in the message area.

If the LOGON-EXIT macro statement completes with a return code of 0, then the session can be obtained. The names of
the online system, the terminal id, a logon mode table name and the free-form logon data may have supplied or altered
by the Communications Exit Program according to installation Communications Exit Program requirements. The returned
field values should be used for the session request described below.

The LOGON Macro Statement

An assembler program may initiate a Verify for CICS session with an online system by executing a "VTECM LOGON"
macro statement. The statement specifies the names of the Verify for CICS virtual terminal and the online system that are
to be placed in session and other session options.

The LOGON macro statement is coded as follows:

Label   VTECM LOGON,        X   

    BASE=basename,      X   

    APPL=applid,        X   

    TERM=termid,        X   

    LUDS=datastream,    X   

    SIZS=sizes,         X   

    LMOD=logmode,       X   

    LDAT=logndata,      X   

    LFPR=failparm,      X   

    TDDN=ddname,        X   

    TCTL=tracectl,      X   

    THINK=interval,     X   

    TIMEOUT=timer 

label
Is a standard assembler label that will be used as the name of the generated executable routine.

LOGON
Is the VTECM macro statement action that specifies that a Verify for CICS session is obtained with an online
system.

BASE=basename
Is required and specifies the assembler label, "basename" that was coded on the "VTECM BASE" macro
statement that defines the Base Area to use for the session.

APPL=applid
Specifies the name of an eight-character field, "applid", that contains the VTAM APPL name of the online system
with which a session is desired.

TERM=termid
Specifies the name of an eight-character field, "termid", that contains the VTAM APPL name of the Verify for CICS
virtual terminal to use for the session.
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LUDS=datastream
Identifies a one-byte field in user storage, "datastream", that contains the equated value PTCCBDS or PTCCEDS,
indicating the 3270 data stream level, basic or extended, to use for a session.

SIZS=sizes
Identifies a four-byte field, "sizes", that contains four one-byte binary values that are the default screen rows and
columns and alternate screen rows and columns to use for a session.

LMOD=logmode
Specifies the name of an eight-character field, "logmode", that contains the name of a logon mode table entry that
specifies desired session properties.

LDAT=logndata
Specifies the name of a 256 character field, "logndata", that contains free-form logon data that will be sent to the
online system with the session request. The first byte of the field is one-byte binary and specifies the length of the
data that will be sent.

LFPR=failparm
Specifies the name of a one-byte field, "failparm". If the field contains the value 'Y', and the attempt to establish a
session fails for any reason, then the console operator will be automatically prompted for assistance in obtaining
a session. If the operator can correct the problem (such as correct a VTAM definition or status error), the LOGON
can be retried without action by the program that executed the LOGON macro statement. If a logon fails and an
operator is prompted for corrective action but is unable to correct the problem, then the field, PTCCRPLY, will
contain the operators reply to the WTOR prompt. Only the values "DOWN" or "REJECT" will be accepted. Prompt
message documentation instructs the operator to reply DOWN only when the online system is not executing, and
to reply REJECT for any other uncorrectable error.

TDDN=ddname
Can be used to specify the JCL DD name, "ddname", to which a session screen trace will be written. If not
specified, the trace DD name defaults to PTETRACE. The screen trace will be generated only when the specified
or default DD name is present in the JobStep JCL and only when a trace control field is also specified via the
TCTL parameter.

TCTL=tracectl
Specifies the name of a four-byte field that is used to control the Verify for CICS Screen Trace feature. If not
specified, a trace is not created. If specified, the first byte of the field may be set to 'Y' or 'N' and may be altered
at any time to specify whether subsequent screens are to be traced. The second byte of tracectl may be set to 'I'
or 'F' to control the format of the traced screen images. 'F' (Format), writes screens as is. 'I' (Image), edits traced
screens so that attributes, dark data, and nulls are written as blanks. The third and fourth bytes of the tracectl
field is used by the Verify for CICS Communication System and should not be altered following execution of the
VTECM LOGON macro statement.

THINK=interval
Specifies the name of a field, "interval", that contains a think-time interval. The field must be an eight-byte
character interval of the format "HHMMSSTH". If this parameter is specified and if the interval field contains a
non-zero value, then a delay will prior sending each terminal input to an online system. The value contained in
the specified field can be changed at any time during a session. The new value will be used when subsequent
CONVERSE statements are executed. This feature is provided to allow for the simulation of operator think time
that would occur in a session between a real terminal and an online system.

TIMEOUT=timer
Specifies the name of a fullword field, "timer", that contains the address of a fullword binary time interval
expressed in hundredths of a second. When TIMEOUT is specified, and the "timer" field points to a time interval,
then Verify for CICS will wait no longer than the specified time interval for the completion of any session initiation
event. If a specified time interval elapses prior to the completion of an event, then Verify for CICS will return
to the caller at the program statement that follows the LOGON macro statement, prior to having completed
session initiation. A bit in field PTCCXEVF, PTCCTOUT, indicates that the logon request "timed out". The field,
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PTCCLUST, will contain a "logical unit state" code that identifies the incomplete session event. The calling
program may issue a LOGOFF macro statement to terminate the session being started. When a time out occurs,
the first word in PTCCECBL points to an ecb that will be posted when the session event completes. The calling
program may wait on that ecb, then issue an INVITE macro statement when the ecb is posted, to resume session
initiation.

Execution of the VTECM LOGON macro statement causes the creation of the PTCC control block which is described in
Control Blocks. The address of the PTCC control block is stored in the Base Area specified by the LOGON statement's
BASE parameter. A Verify for CICS macro level application passes data to and receives data from an online system via
the screen buffer and other fields that are contained in the PTCC control block. The control block is created whether or not
the LOGON completes successfully.

After the execution of the LOGON statement, the return code in the Base Area can be examined to determine if the
session was successfully established. A return code of 8 indicates that a session was not successfully obtained. If session
initiation was not successful and a message area was provided via the VTECM BASE macro statement, then a reason
message is returned in the Base Area. If TIMEOUT was specified, the application must test bit PTCCTOUT in byte
PTCCXEVF to determine of session initiation timed out.

If a VTECM LOGON statement does not complete successfully, a VTECM LOGOFF statement should be executed to
perform cleanup of the PTCC control block.

Successful completion of a VTECM LOGON statement that did not time out is required prior to the execution of a VTECM
SIGNON-EXIT, CONVERSE-EXIT, CONVERSE, or ATTN macro statement.

Invoking the Signon Exit

After a session has been successfully obtained, Verify for CICS invokes a Communications Exit Program Signon Exit
routine. An installation may use the Signon Exit routine to automate the signon process for production jobs that logon
to online systems. For example, the Communications Exit Program could invoke the CICS signon transaction, CESN,
automatically.

An assembler program that implements the Verify for CICS Macro Interface may optionally invoke a Communications
Exit Program Signon Exit routine. Use of the Signon Exit routine may relieve the program of the need to invoke the online
system signon transaction, and provide uniform central control of the online transactions that may be executed via a Verify
for CICS session.

A Verify for CICS Communications Exit Program Signon Exit routine is invoked during the execution of the following macro
statement:

label VTECM SIGNON-EXIT, X PARM=parmname 

label
Is a standard assembler label that will be used as the name of the generated executable routine.

SIGNON-EXIT
Is the VTECM macro statement action that specifies that a Communications Exit Program Signon Exit routine will
be invoked.

PARM=parmname
Specifies the assembler label, "parmname", coded on the "VTECM EXIT-PARM" macro statement that defines the
Communications Exit Program parameter control block that is to pass to the exit. PARM=parmname is required.

After the execution of the SIGNON-EXIT macro statement the return code in the Base Area should be examined to
determine if Signon Exit processing completed successfully. A return code of 8 indicates that Signon Exit processing
did not complete successfully. If Signon Exit processing was not successful and a message area was provided via the
VTECM BASE macro statement associated with the session, then a reason message is returned in the message area.
Further processing on a session should be aborted when an error is indicated by the Signon Exit routine.
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Entering Online Systems Transactions

After a session has been obtained via the execution of a "VTECM LOGON" macro statement, an assembler program may
execute transactions on the session by executing "VTECM CONVERSE" macro statements. The VTECM CONVERSE
macro statement may also be issued in a user-written Communications Exit Program Logon Exit routine to execute
transactions on a session obtained for a Verify for CICS user. The program specifies the transaction and data to send to
the connected online system by moving it into the Verify for CICS screen buffer which is contained in the PTCC control
block created during execution of a VTECM LOGON macro statement. The Verify for CICS screen buffer and other PTCC
control block fields are described in The PTCC Control Block.

When moving data to the buffer, the program must honor the format of the terminal screen. Which means the program
should not move data into screen attribute locations or into screen fields that are protected.

Some control information, including the desired cursor location, the 3270 AID key to be sent with the screen data, and a
list of fields whose modified data tags are to be turned on, can be specified using parameters of the CONVERSE macro
statement.

Prior to executing a CONVERSE macro statement, a program can invoke the Communications Exit Program Converse
Exit routine. The Converse Exit routine is used to provide external control of session security.

Invoking the Converse Exit

REXX execs that contain Verify for CICS Host Commands invoke the Communications Exit Program Converse Exit
routine prior to each attempt to send data to a connected online system. The Converse Exit routine can be used by an
installation to authorize the use of transactions invoked through a Verify for CICS session. The Communications Exit
Program Converse Exit routine is described in The Converse Exit.

The Converse Exit routine may be optionally invoked by an assembler program that uses the Verify for CICS macro
interface. The Converse Exit routine simply sets a return code that indicates whether or not an anticipated CONVERSE
statement is authorized.

The Communications Exit Program Converse Exit routine is invoked during the execution of the following macro
statement:

label VTECM CONVERSE-EXIT, X PARM=parmname 

label
Is a standard assembler label that will be used as the name of the generated executable routine.

CONVERSE-EXIT
Is the VTECM macro statement action that specifies that the Communications Exit Program Converse Exit routine
is to be invoked.

PARM=parmname
Specifies the assembler label, "parmname", coded on the "VTECM EXIT-PARM" macro statement that defines
the Communications Exit Program parameter control block to be passed to the Communications Exit Program.
PARM=parmname is required.

After the execution of the CONVERSE-EXIT macro statement the return code in the Base Area should be examined to
determine if the anticipated CONVERSE is authorized. The Communications Exit Program sets a return code of 8 to
indicate that the CONVERSE should not be executed. Enforcement is the responsibility of the program that issues the
CONVERSE-EXIT macro statement.

The CONVERSE Macro Statement

An assembler program that implements the Verify for CICS Macro Interface, sends the content of a Verify for CICS
screen, the cursor location and an AID key value to an online system by executing the "VTECM CONVERSE" macro
statement. The CONVERSE statement generates the required 3270 data stream and sends it to the online system for
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processing. After the data has been sent, a wait will occur until the online system has responded. The CONVERSE
completes when the response has been received and placed into the Verify for CICS screen buffer.

The CONVERSE macro statement can also be executed in a Communications Exit Program Signon Exit routine to invoke
an online system's signon transaction. If that is done, the CONVERSE must be executed on the session obtained by the
caller of the Signon Exit routine and must use the Base Area and PTCC control block which are provided via the Exit
Parm (PTXP) control block passed to the Signon Exit routine.

The CONVERSE macro statement is coded as follows:

label   VTECM CONVERSE,             X   

    BASE=basename,              X   

    CHAIN=YES|NO,               X   

    TIMEOUT=timer,              X   

    AID=ENTER|CLEAR|PF1-PF24|PA1-PA3,   X   

    CUR=(row,col),              X   

    MDT=(PTCCLNaa+nn,...,PTCCLNbb+oo)

label
Is a standard assembler label that will be used as the name of the generated executable routine.

CONVERSE
Is a VTECM macro statement action that specifies that the contents of the Verify for CICS screen buffer and other
control information is to be sent to the connected online system and that the online systems response will be
received and placed in the Verify for CICS buffer.

BASE=basename
Specifies the assembler label, "basename", coded on the "VTECM BASE" macro statement that defines the Base
Area being used for the session. BASE=basename is required.

CHAIN=YES|NO
Can be coded to specify whether or not received SNA chains that contain neither an end bracket or change
direction indicator, are to be returned to the program. NO is the default and specifies that only messages
that specify end bracket or change direction are to complete a CONVERSE request. YES specifies that the
CONVERSE statement is to complete when any message (chain) is received and processed.

TIMEOUT=timer
Specifies the name of a fullword field, "timer", that contains the address of a fullword binary time interval
expressed in hundredths of a second. When TIMEOUT is specified, and the "timer" field points to a time interval,
then Verify for CICS will wait no longer than the specified time interval for the completion of any session event.
If a specified time interval elapses prior to the completion of an event, then Verify for CICS will return to the
caller at the program statement that follows the CONVERSE macro statement, prior to completing normal event
processing. A bit in field PTCCXEVF, PTCCTOUT, indicates that the CONVERSE request "timed out". The
field, PTCCLUST, will contain a "logical unit state" code that identifies the incomplete session event. The calling
program may issue a LOGOFF macro statement to terminate the session being started or may issue an ATTN
macro statement to send an SNA signal request to the online system. When a time out occurs, the first word in
PTCCECBL points to an ecb that will be posted when the session event completes. The calling program may wait
on that ecb, then issue an INVITE macro statement when the ecb is posted, to complete CONVERSE processing.

AID=CLEAR|ENTER|PF1-PF24|PA1-PA3
Specifies which 3270 key is sent to the online system. If the AID parameter is not specified, ENTER is assumed.
The AID key specified controls the content of the 3270 data stream sent to the online system. When CLEAR is
specified, the Verify for CICS buffer is cleared to hexadecimal zeros prior to the send operation. When CLEAR
or PA1-PA3 is specified, the data stream sent to the online system conforms to the 3270 short read command;
only the 3270 AID key value specified is sent. When ENTER or PF1-PF24 is specified, the data stream sent to the
online system matches the data stream generated by the 3270 read modified command; it contains the 3270 AID
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key value specified, the current cursor position, and the buffer address and field data from all 3270 fields in the
Verify for CICS buffer which are controlled by 3270 attributes whose modified data tag is turned on.

CUR=(row,col)
Resets the current cursor location prior to generating the 3270 data stream to be sent to the online system. "row"
and "col" are the row and column numbers to which the cursor is to be positioned.

MDT=(PTCCLNaa+nn,...,PTCCLNbb+oo)
Identifies a list of screen attributes whose modified data tags are to be turned on. The expression, "PTCCLNaa
+nn", symbolically refers to a screen position that contains a 3270 attribute whose modified data tag is to be set.
For example "PTCCLN02+5" refers to screen row 2 and column 6 (+5=screen column6) of an 80 column screen.
The PTCC DSECT, in the VTECM macro, contains several definitions of the screen buffer that can be used to
refer to screen locations. The expansion of MDT operands includes code that handles both basic and extended
terminal screen buffers.

Following the execution of the CONVERSE macro statement the return code in the base area, field PTBARC, may be
examined to determine the state of the session. Three conditions are possible.

• A return code of 0 indicates successful completion of the CONVERSE statement. The online system response
included the SNA end-bracket indicator which places the session in the contention state. While in the contention state,
session protocol specifies that either the terminal or the online system may send the next message on the session.

• A return code of 4 indicates successful completion of the CONVERSE macro statement. However, the online system
did not end the SNA bracket. When bit PTCCSDIN is on in field PTCCSSTF, then the session direction is inbound,
otherwise, the direction is outbound. Converse can complete in the in-bracket, outbound state, only when CHAIN=YES
or TIMEOUT are specified.

• A return code of 8 indicates that the session has been lost due to some abnormal event such as an online system or
VTAM abend or the loss of a network link that connects the Verify for CICS virtual terminal to an online system.

When a CONVERSE macro statement completes successfully, other fields in the PTCC provide additional information
about events that occurred during CONVERSE processing:

• If an INVITE statement times out, bit PTCCTOUT is set in field PTCCXEVF.
• If an SNA UNBIND, followed by a BIND, has been processed, bit PTCCSNEW is set in field PTCCXEVF. The

CONVERSE statement completes after receiving start data traffic (SDT). This sequence of events occurs when an
online system uses CLSDST PASS to reconnect a terminal to another online system.

• If an online system sends and SNA CLEAR command to stop session traffic, bit PTCCSNAC is set in field PTCCXEVF.
The INVITE statement completes after receiving start data traffic (SDT).

• PTCCRCHC contains the number of SNA chains (display messages) that were received while processing the
CONVERSE request. The CONVERSE statement completes when a chain is received that satisfies the CONVERSE
statement CHAIN specification.

If a session has been lost and a message area was specified via the VTECM BASE macro statement, then a reason
message is returned in the message area. Further communication via an abnormally terminated session is impossible.
The program should execute a "VTECM LOGOFF" macro statement to purge the PTCC control block created at LOGON
time. Recovery may be attempted by executing another "VTECM LOGON" macro statement to obtain a new session.

After successful execution of a CONVERSE macro statement the online systems response is contained in the Verify for
CICS screen buffer and may be examined by the program. New transactions can be moved to the buffer and subsequent
CONVERSE macro statements can be executed.

Receiving Online System Initiated Transactions

While sending a message specified by a CONVERSE macro statement, if a message is received that attempts to start an
SNA bracket, Verify for CICS will reject the message sent by the online system. This action emulates the action of a real
terminal when a terminal operator begins keying data prior to the arrival of a message sent by an online system.
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When an online system message is anticipated, that will begin a bracket, the "VTECM INVITE" macro statement can be
used to receive and respond positively to the message. If TIMEOUT was specified on previous LOGON, CONVERSE,
INVITE or ATTN macro statements, and a timeout occurred, the INVITE statement may also be used to resume
processing of the timed out event. The INVITE macro statement resumes processing of any pending event or checks for
any message that may have been sent by an online system. If the session is in the between brackets state, and a BID or
begin bracket message is pending, the message is received, is placed in the screen buffer(s), and a positive response is
sent to the message.

The INVITE macro statement is coded as follows:

label   VTECM INVITE,       X   

    BASE=basename,      X   

    CHAIN=YES|NO,       X   

    TIMEOUT=timer 

label
Is a standard assembler label that will be used as the name of the generated executable routine.

INVITE
Is a VTECM macro statement action that instructs Verify for CICS to resume processing a previously timed
out session event, or to check for, receive, and process any other session message or command that may be
pending.

BASE=basename
Specifies the assembler label, "basename", coded on the "VTECM BASE" macro statement that defines the Base
Area being used for the session. BASE=basename is required.

CHAIN=YES|NO
Can be coded to specify whether or not received SNA chains that contain neither an end bracket or change
direction indicator, are to be returned to the program. NO is the default and specifies that if a message chain
is processed, that only chains that specify end bracket or change direction complete the INVITE request. YES
specifies that the INVITE statement completes when any chain is received and processed, including chains that
leave the session in the outbound direction.

TIMEOUT=timer
Specifies the name of a fullword field, "timer", that contains the address of a fullword binary time interval
expressed in hundredths of a second. When TIMEOUT is specified, and the "timer" field points to a time interval,
then Verify for CICS will wait no longer than the specified time interval for the completion of any session event. If
a specified time interval elapses prior to the completion of an event, then Verify for CICS will return to the caller
at the program statement that follows the INVITE macro statement, prior to completing normal event processing.
A bit in field PTCCXEVF, PTCCTOUT, indicates that the INVITE request "timed out". The field, PTCCLUST, will
contain a "logical unit state" code that identifies the incomplete session event. The calling program may issue a
LOGOFF macro statement to terminate the session being started or may issue an ATTN macro statement to send
an SNA signal request to the online system. When a time out occurs, the first word in PTCCECBL points to an
ecb that will be posted when the session event completes. The calling program may wait on that ecb, then issue
an INVITE macro statement to complete processing of the event.

An INVITE macro statement completes immediately if no session event is available for processing or when an event has
been processed that satisfies INVITE statement CHAIN or TIMEOUT specifications. In addition to the return code set in
base area field PTBARC, the following fields provide other information about processing completed during execution of an
INVITE macro statement:
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• If an INVITE statement times out, bit PTCCTOUT is set in field PTCCXEVF.
• If an online system sends an SNA CLEAR command to stop session traffic, bit PTCCSNAC is set in field PTCCXEVF.

The INVITE statement completes after receiving start data traffic (SDT).
• PTCCRCHC contains the number of SNA chains (display messages) that were received while processing the INVITE

request. The INVITE statement completes when a chain is received that satisfies the INVITE statement CHAIN
specification.

If an online system message is expected on a session, but INVITE processing completes with PTBARC set to 0,
PTCCRCHC set to 0, and none of the PTCCXEVF bits listed above are set, then no message or event was available for
processing when the INVITE statement was executed. The likely problem is timing. The Verify for CICS macro application
may issue an operating system STIMER WAIT macro statement to give the online system time to prepare the anticipated
message, after which re-execution of the INVITE statement may result in the receipt of the anticipated message.

Sending an Attention Key Signal

The VTECM ATTN macro statement may be used to simulate the keyboard Attention key. The Attention key differs from
other keys in that it can be used to send a signal to an online system even while the keyboard is locked after pressing an
ENTER, PF or PA key. Pressing the Attention key generates an SNA SIGNAL command that may flow without regard to
SNA bracket state or direction.

After a session has been successfully started, an ATTN macro statement may be executed at any time, even when the
session direction is or when a time out occurred during the execution of a previous VTECM macro request. The ATTN
statement sends an SNA SIGNAL command to the online system. After sending the signal, processing continues as
though an INVITE macro statement had been executed.

The ATTN macro statement is coded as follows:

label   VTECM ATTN,         X   

    BASE=basename,      X   

    CHAIN=YES|NO,       X   

    TIMEOUT=timer

label
Is a standard assembler label that will be used as the name of the generated executable routine.

ATTN
Is a VTECM macro statement action that instructs Verify for CICS to send an SNA SIGNAL to the connected
online system, and then to resume session processing as though an INVITE macro statement had been executed.

BASE=basename
Specifies the assembler label, "basename", coded on the "VTECM BASE" macro statement that defines the Base
Area being used for the session. BASE=basename is required.

CHAIN=YES|NO
May be coded to specify whether or not received SNA chains that contain neither an end bracket or change
direction indicator, are to be returned to the program. NO is the default and specifies that if a message chain is
processed, that only chains that specify end bracket or change direction are to complete the ATTN request. YES
specifies that the ATTN statement is to complete when any chain is received and processed, including chains that
leave the session in the outbound direction.

TIMEOUT=timer
Specifies the name of a fullword field, "timer", that contains the address of a fullword binary time interval
expressed in hundredths of a second. When TIMEOUT is specified, and the "timer" field points to a time interval,
then Verify for CICS will wait no longer than the specified time interval for the completion of any session event. If
a specified time interval elapses prior to the completion of an event, then Verify for CICS will return to the caller
at the program statement that follows the ATTN macro statement, prior to completing normal event processing.
A bit in field PTCCXEVF, PTCCTOUT, indicates that the macro request "timed out". The field, PTCCLUST, will
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contain a "logical unit state" code that identifies the incomplete session event. The calling program may issue a
LOGOFF macro statement to terminate the session being started or may issue another ATTN macro statement
to send another SNA signal request to the online system. When a time out occurs, the first word in PTCCECBL
points to an ecb that will be posted when the session event completes. The calling program may wait on that ecb,
then issue an INVITE macro statement to complete processing of the event.

After sending the SNA SIGNAL command, an ATTN macro statement completes immediately if no session event is
available for processing. If an event is pending, it is processed as though an INVITE statement were issued, considering
ATTN statement CHAIN or TIMEOUT specifications. In addition to the return code set in the base area field PTBARC, the
following fields provide other information about processing completed during execution of an ATTN macro statement:

• If an ATTN statement times out, bit PTCCTOUT is set in field PTCCXEVF.
• If an SNA UNBIND, followed by a BIND, has been processed, bit PTCCSNEW is set in field PTCCXEVF. The ATTN

statement completes after receiving start data traffic (SDT). This sequence of events occurs when an online system
uses CLSDST PASS to reconnect a terminal to another online system.

• If an online system sends and SNA CLEAR command to stop session traffic, bit PTCCSNAC is set in field PTCCXEVF.
The ATTN statement completes after receiving start data traffic (SDT).

• PTCCRCHC contains the number of SNA chains (display messages) that were received while processing the ATTN
request. An ATTN statement ends when a chain is received that satisfies the ATTN statement CHAIN specification.

Releasing a Terminal Session

When a program that implements the Verify for CICS macro interface has completed processing on a session, the session
should be terminated in an orderly fashion. Some online applications may keep track of signon or other terminal related
information in data sets or control blocks. If the application is not exited according to application design or if an online
system session is not terminated according to online system requirements, the application or online system may behave
abnormally when a Verify for CICS virtual terminal is subsequently used to access the system.

A Verify for CICS macro level application that invokes the services of a Verify for CICS Communications Exit Program
may invoke the services of the Communications Exit Program Signoff Exit routine prior to terminating a session. A Signoff
Exit routine may enter standard application exiting transactions or may enter an online systems "signoff" transaction.
A program that implements the Verify for CICS macro interface terminates a session by executing a VTECM LOGOFF
macro statement.

After a session has been terminated, a program that invokes services of a Verify for CICS Communications Exit Program
should invoke the Communications Exit Program Logoff Exit routine to give the exit an opportunity to cleanup resources
that may have been obtained during the execution of previously invoked exit routines.

Invoking the Signoff Exit

Verify for CICS invokes the Communications Exit Program Signoff Exit routine prior to issuing a VTECM LOGOFF macro
statement to terminate an active session. The exit routine should be called only when a session is active and usable. A
session is active and usable if the bit PTCCSACT in field PTCCSSTF is on. The Signoff Exit routine may provide logic to
exit online applications or to enter online system signoff transactions.

The Communications Exit Program Signoff Exit routine may be invoked by executing a SIGNOFF-EXIT macro statement
as follows:

label   VTECM SIGNOFF-EXIT,     X   

    PARM=parmname

label
Is a standard assembler label that will be used as the name of the generated executable routine.

SIGNOFF-EXIT
Is the VTECM macro statement action that specifies that a Communications Exit Program Signoff Exit routine is to
be invoked.
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PARM=parmname
specifies the assembler label, "parmname", that is coded on the "VTECM EXIT-PARM" macro statement that
defines the Exit Parm control block to be passed to the Communications Exit Program. PARM=parmname is
required.

The LOGOFF Macro Statement

Orderly termination of a session obtained via a "VTECM LOGON" macro statement is accomplished by executing a
"VTECM LOGOFF" macro statement. The LOGOFF statement may also be executed after abnormal session termination
to clean up resources obtained during session initiation.

The LOGOFF macro statement is coded as follows:

label   VTECM LOGOFF,       X   

    BASE=basename 

label
Is a standard assembler label that is used as the name of the generated executable routine.

LOGOFF
Is the VTECM macro statement action that specifies that any active session with a connected online system is to
be terminated and that resources obtained during execution of the LOGON macro statement are to be cleaned
up.

BASE=basename
Specifies the assembler label, "basename", that is coded on the VTECM BASE macro statement that defines the
Base Area being used for the session. BASE=basename is required.

Invoking the Logoff Exit

Verify for CICS invokes the Communications Exit Program Logoff Exit routine if the Communications Exit Program Logon
Exit routine was invoked. The Logoff Exit should be invoked following the execution of a LOGOFF macro statement. The
Logoff Exit routine cleans up any resources that may have been obtained during processing in previously invoked exit
routines.

An assembler program that invokes a Verify for CICS Communications Exit Program should invoke the Communications
Exit Program Logoff Exit routine. If the Logon Exit was invoked, the Logoff Exit should be invoked whether or not a
session was ever successfully obtained. The Logoff Exit should be invoked following the execution of the VTECM
LOGOFF macro statement.

The Logoff Exit routine is invoked during the execution of the following macro statement:

label   VTECM LOGOFF-EXIT,  X   

    PARM=parmname 

label
Is a standard assembler label that will be used as the name of the generated executable routine.

LOGOFF-EXIT
Is the VTECM macro statement action that specifies that a Communications Exit Program Logoff Exit routine is to
be invoked.

PARM=parmname
Specifies the assembler label, "parmname", that is coded on the "VTECM EXIT-PARM" macro statement that
defines the Exit Parm control block to be passed to the Communications Exit Program. PARM=parmname is
required.
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A Sample Macro Application

The following sample program is designed to execute a single CICS transaction entered via the JCL EXEC statement
PARM field, on any named CICS, and using any named Verify for CICS virtual terminal APPL. It is provided only to
illustrate coded VTECM MACRO statements.

VTECM    DSECT          DEFINE PTCC CONTROL BLOCK   

PARMDS   DSECT          DEFINE EXEC STATEMENT PARM  

PARMLEN  DS H 

PARMSLU  DS CL8             SLU APPLID  

PARMPLU  DS CL8             PLU APPLID  

PARMTRN  EQU *          TRANSACTION     

         SPACE

VTEAMALS CSECT 

         STM   14,12,12(13)     HOUSEKEEPING    

         BALR  12,0 

         USING *,12 

         LA    15,ASMSSAVE 

         ST    13,4(15) 

         ST    15,8(13) 

         LR    13,15 

         L     11,0(1)      GET PARM    

         USING PARMDS,11 

         CLI   PARMSLU,C' '     IF VIRTUAL TERMINAL NAME NEEDED     

         BH    ASMSLOGN 

         VTECM LOGON-EXIT,PARM=PTXP,    CALL LOGON EXIT            -    

               APPL=PARMPLU,TERM=PARMSLU,                         - 

               LUDS=ASMSLUDS,SIZS=ASMSSIZS,LMOD=ASMSLMOD 

         CLI   PTBARC,PTBAERR 

         BNL   ASMSABND 

ASMSLOGN VTECM LOGON,BASE=PTBA,                                   - 

               APPL=PARMPLU,TERM=PARMSLU,                         - 

               LUDS=ASMSLUDS,SIZS=ASMSSIZS,LMOD=ASMSLMOD,         - 

               TDDN=PTETRACE,TCTL=ASMSTCTL 

         CLI   PTBARC,PTBAOK        MAKE SURE LOGON WORKED  

         BNE   ASMSABND 

         VTECM CONVERSE,BASE=PTBA,AID=CLEAR CLEAR SCREEN 

         CLI   PTBARC,PTBAOK 

         BNE   ASMSABND 

         L     10,PTBAPTCC     PUT PARM IN VIRTUAL TERMINAL BUFFER

         USING PTCC,10 

         LH    1,PARMLEN 

         SH    1,=H'17' 

         EX    1,*+8 

         B     *+10 

         MVC   PTCCLN01(0),PARMTRN 

         VTECM CONVERSE,BASE=PTBA,AID=ENTER 

         CLI   PTBARC,PTBAERR       MAKE SURE TRAN COMPLETED    

         BNL   ASMSABND 

* 

* PTCCBUFF NOW CONTAINS THE TRANSACTION RESPONSE 

* 

         VTECM CONVERSE,BASE=PTBA,AID=PF3   "END TRANSACTION"   
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         CLI   PTBARC,PTBAERR 

         BNL   ASMSABND 

         VTECM LOGOFF,BASE=PTBA         END SESSION     

         L     13,4(13)         RETURN TO MVS   

         LM    14,12,12(13) 

         SR    15,15 

         BR    14 

ASMSABND VTECM LOGOFF,BASE=PTBA          CLEAN UP AND ABEND ON ERROR    

         ABEND 1,DUMP 

         SPACE 

ASMSSAVE DC    18F'0' 

ASMSLUDS DC    AL1(PTCCBDS)     USE 3270 BASIC DATA STREAM  

ASMSSIZS DC    AL1(24,80,24,80)     DEFAULT SIZE=24X80, ALT=24X80   

ASMSLMOD DC    CL8' '       MODE TABLE ENTRY - DEFAULT  

ASMSTCTL DC    CL4'YI '         TRACE YES/IMAGE     

         SPACE

PTBA     VTECM BASE,PFIX=PTBA,MSGL=80 

PTXP     VTECM EXIT-PARM,BASE=PTBA,PROG=VTECX,PFIX=PTXP 

         LTORG

         END

The following JCL may be used to execute the sample program:

//SAMPLE   EXEC PGM=VTEAMALS, 

//        PARM='CICS1 PT01 CEMT INQ TERMINAL(PT01)' 

//PTETRACE DD SYSOUT=A

How to Install the REXX Environment (CICS)
How to use Verify for CICS as an Administrator to test new or revised CICS application and system changes so they
function correctly in production.

This scenario describes the installation of the Verify for CICS Host Command Environment. The Host Command
Environment allows REXX execs to ADDRESS VERIFY and to issue Verify for CICS host commands.
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Figure 3: installREXXenvironment

Follow these steps:

1. Install Verify for CICS Host Command Environment
2. Modify REXX Parameter Modules
3. Create an EXECTERM Exit Manager

Install Verify for CICS Host Command Environment

The Verify for CICS Host Command Environment allows REXX execs to use the REXX ADDRESS instruction to
ADDRESS VERIFY and to issue Verify for CICS host commands.

The Verify for CICS Host Command Environment exploits only documented REXX programming interfaces. The
installation of the Verify for CICS Host Command Environment requires modification to REXX parameters modules.
Documentation of the interfaces used by Verify for CICS and REXX resource modifications required by Verify for CICS
may be found in "TSO Extension, REXX Reference" (IBM Publication SC28-1883-x).

To install the Verify for CICS Host Command Environment follow these steps:

1. Add Parameters that support the Verify for CICS Host Command Environment to REXX parameters modules.
– Verify for CICS must be added to the host command environment tables contained in REXX parameters modules

IRXPARMS, IRXTSPRM and IRXISPRM, allowing REXX execs to ADDRESS VERIFY.
– The Verify for CICS exec termination exit program or a program that calls the Verify for CICS exec termination

exit program must be named in module names tables contained in REXX parameters modules IRXPARMS and
IRXTSPRM, as the EXECTERM exit program.
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Modifying REXX Parameters Modules explains how to add required Verify for CICS parameters to REXX parameters
modules.

2. Place the program named in REXX parameters modules as the EXECTERM exit program -- either PTERX or an
exit program manager generated using the PTERP EXIT macro -- in a Z/OS authorized load library. While the Verify
for CICS exec termination exit program, PTERX, is not an authorized module, nor does it perform any functions
that require authorization, REXX initialization under TSO/E requires that an EXECTERM exit program named in
IRXTSPRM reside in a z/OS authorized load library. The EXECTERM exit program will be used only when the
modified REXX parameters modules are used to initialize REXX environments. You may either authorize the load
library that contains Verify for CICS modules or move the EXECTERM program to an authorized library that is
available to REXX applications.

NOTE
Failure to place the EXECTERM exit program named in IRXTSPRM in an authorized load library will result
in an S66D abend when the modified IRXTSPRM is used to initialize REXX while logging onto TSO. If you
use an authorized library that contains PTERX as a STEPLIB in a TSO PROC, then you must also authorize
any other concatenated STEPLIB libraries (because concatenated libraries lose authorization when an
unauthorized library is included in the concatenation).

3. With the exception of the EXECTERM exit program, and while testing installation of the Verify for CICS Host
Command Environment, the load library that contains Verify for CICS modules and customized REXX parameters
modules may be included as a STEPLIB in a TSO logon PROC or as a STEPLIB in a job step that uses IRXJCL to
execute a REXX exec as a batch job. For production installation, it is recommended that all Verify for CICS modules
and customized REXX parameters modules be moved to a link list library to eliminate the need for STEPLIB DD
statements.

Modify REXX Parameter Modules

REXX parameters modules provide information to REXX.

• A "host command environment" table contained in REXX parameters modules defines the host command processors
that may be addressed by a REXX exec.

• A "module names table" contained in REXX parameters modules contains the names of exit programs that REXX is to
call at key points during the execution of a REXX exec.

Verify for CICS must be added to the host command environment tables and an exit program that performs cleanup of
Verify for CICS resources must be added to the module names tables of REXX parameters modules. The following table
lists the parameters modules that must be updated.

Parameter Module SYS1.SAMPLIB Source Code Descriptive Name

IRXPARMS IRXREXX1 REXX System Default Parameters Module

IRXTSPRM IRXREXX2 TSO REXX Parameters Module

IRXISPRM IRXREXX3 ISPF REXX Parameters Module

Locate the source code for each of the parameters modules that you are currently using in your production REXX
environments.

• If you are running with modified versions of the REXX parameter modules listed in the table above, then you should
add Verify for CICS parameters to your versions of the parameters modules using procedures that are used at your
installation to apply REXX parameters module modifications. The required Verify for CICS parameters are described
below.

• If you are running with unmodified versions of the REXX parameter modules listed in the table above, then you must
decide how to apply modifications to the REXX parameters modules supplied by IBM in SYS1.PARMLIB, and add the
required Verify for CICS parameters described below. Of course, SYS1.SAMPLIB should not be modified directly. Two
workable ways to add Verify for CICS parameters to REXX parameters modules are to (1) use SMPE or (2) to copy
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parameters modules from SYS1.SAMPLIB, and add required Verify for CICS parameters to the copies of IBM supplied
parameters modules.

The following changes must be made to REXX parameters modules to support the Verify for CICS Host Command
Environment.

1. Add a Verify for CICS exec termination exit program to the module names tables contained in REXX parameters
modules, IRXPARMS and IRXTSPRM.
– In each parameters module, find the field labeled MODNAMET_EXECTERM.
– If the field is blank, then an EXECTERM exit program is not being used at your installation, in which case you may

name the Verify for CICS exec termination program, PTERX, in the MODNAMET_EXECTERM field as follows:

MODNAMET_EXECTERM DC   CL8’TXRXRX01

– If a module is already named as the EXECTERM exit program, you may use the procedure described in Creating
an EXECTERM Exit Manager on and generate an ’exit program manager’ that calls your existing EXECTERM exit
program and then PTERX. The generated exit program manager may be named as the single EXECTERM exit
program instead of your current exec termination exit program or PTERX, to effectively install both programs.

2. Add a Verify for CICS host command entry to the host command environment tables contained in REXX parameters
modules, IRXPARMS, IRXTSPRM and IRXISPRM.
– In each parameters module, find the fields labeled SUBCOMTB_TOTAL and SUBCOMTB_USED. The value of the

fields is the number of entries in the host command environment table that follows the table header. Add 1 to the
existing field values to account for the Verify for CICS command entry being added.

– Add a Verify for CICS host command environment table entry to the end of the host command environment tables
contained in each of the parameters modules. Note that entries in the host command table that follows the header
each contain the 8 character name of the host command environment, the 8 character name of the program that
processes host commands, and a 16 character "token" that may be used by the host command processor. While
the entries provided by IBM have field names, the names are extraneous information. The Verify for CICS entry
may be coded as follows:

DC CL8’VERIFY’,CL8’PTERE’,CL16’ ‘

After adding Verify for CICS parameters to source versions of the REXX parameters modules, the modules must be
assembled and link edited. Member E89ASMRP in the Verify for CICS JCL library, CATJJCL, contains JCL that may be
used to assemble and link edit modified REXX parameters modules. While testing the Verify for CICS Host Command
Environment, modified REXX parameters modules may reside in a STEPLIB of a TSO proc or batch job step. The sample
JCL therefore link edits the modified parameters modules into load library of your choosing.

Create an EXECTERM Exit Manager

The Verify for CICS exec termination exit program, PTERX, cleans up Verify for CICS control blocks, Z/OS subtasks,
and other resources created by Verify for CICS host commands. When PTERX can not be named in REXX parameters
modules as the EXECTERM exit because you have already installed an EXECTERM exit program, then a ’PTERP EXIT’
macro statement that lists your existing EXECTERM exit program and PTERX, may be assembled to generate a program
that serially calls all listed programs. The generated program may be named as the EXECTERM exit program in REXX
parameter modules to effectively install the listed programs as EXECTERM exit programs.

For example, the following PTERP macro statement may be assembled to generate an exit program named PTERL, that
calls two other exit programs named EXIT1 and PTERX.

PTERL PTERP EXIT,LIST=(EXIT1,PTERX)

      END

Member PTEASMRL, in the distributed Verify for CICS JCL library contains JCL that may be tailored and used to
assemble and link edit an exit program manager named PTERL. The program generated by assembling a PTERP EXIT
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macro statement contains VCONs that cause the named programs to be link edited with the generated program, insuring
that all EXECTERM exit programs are loaded when REXX loads the named EXECTERM exit program. The link edit
SYSLIB DD statement must be changed to identify the load libraries that contain the programs named in the PTERP exit
list.

Installing (VTAM)
Learn about installing (VTAM) including required knowledge and details about how the installation process works.

Audience

Readers of this section should have knowledge in the following areas:

• JCL
• Your organization's IT environment

You may need to work with the following personnel:

• Systems programmer for z/OS and VTAM definitions
• Storage administrator, for DASD allocations
• CICS administrator for CICS definitions and security

How the Installation Process Works

Broadcom has standardized product installations across all mainframe products. Installation uses the following process:

• Acquisition -- Transports the software to your z/OS system.
• Installation using SMP/E -- Optionally creates a CSI environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY and ACCEPT steps.

The software is untailored.
• Deployment -- Copies the target libraries to another system or LPAR.
• Configuration -- Creates customized load modules, bringing the software to an executable state.

CSM provides a web-based interface to make the standardized installation process easier. Using CSM, someone with
limited knowledge of JCL and SMP/E can install a product.

NOTE
If you do not have CSM, you can download it from the Download Center at the Broadcom Support website.
Follow the installation instructions in the CSM documentation bookshelf on the CSM product page. The
standardized installation process can also be completed manually.

To install your product, do the following tasks:

1. Confirm that your site meets all installation requirements.
2. Acquire the product using one of the following methods:

– CSM
– Pax-Enhanced Electronic Software Delivery (ESD)
– Order a DVD.

3. Install the product based on your acquisition method.
4. Install the Common Components and Services using the pax files that contain the Common Components and Services

you need at your site. All sites should install all Common Components and Services contained in the Required
Common Components and Services bundle.

5. Apply maintenance, if applicable.
6. Deploy your target libraries.
7. Configure your product.
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Installation Best Practices (VTAM)
This section describes how to use CSM for various product-related purposes.

Use CSM for Installation

Use CSM to acquire, install, deploy, and maintain your product. Although CSM is the preferred method for installing
Broadcom mainframe products, some sites may decide to use the Electronic Software Delivery (ESD) installation method
instead.

Business Value:

CSM provides a web interface, which works with ESD and standardized installation, to provide a common way to manage
Broadcom mainframe products. You can use it to download, install, and deploy your product.

CSM lets you download product and maintenance releases over the Internet directly to your system from the Broadcom
Support website. After you use CSM to download your product or maintenance, you use the same interface to install the
downloaded software packages using SMP/E. After installation, deployments allow system objects to be deployed across
your enterprise's different environments.

For more information about CSM, see the CSM Product section. For more information about installation, see the
Installation section.

Use Electronic Software Delivery

Although CSM is the preferred method for installing your Broadcom mainframe products, some sites may decide to use
the Electronic Software Delivery (ESD) method instead. For sites who have decided to use ESD, download the installation
files from ca.com/support and install directly from your disk.

Business Value:

Using electronic software delivery (ESD) avoids ordering, shipping, and processing physical tape media to install the
application. It is more timely, more cost-effective, and environmentally friendly. It uses standard z/OS utilities to prepare
the product installation image on your system.

For information about how to download your Broadcom products from the Broadcom Support Online web site for
installation using the enhanced ESD pax process, see the Installation section.

Common Components and Services

Make sure you have installed the most current release of Common Components and Services.

Business Value:

The latest release of Common Components and Services contains the most current infrastructure updates, allowing you to
successfully use the latest features and preventing potential errors that can occur from using out-of-date services.

For more information about Common Components and Services, see the Installation section.

IBM APARs

No IBM APARs are required at this time.

Business Value:

There are no known IBM APARs that impact the operation or performance of the product. You may apply the most recent
IBM APARs appropriate for your environment as needed.
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Installation in a Test Environment

Perform your installation and initial evaluations of a new release of the product and its components on a test system.

Business Value:

New releases of Broadcom testing tools can always co-exist with previous releases, letting you test a new release on a
test system while still running the older version on a production system. Evaluating the product in a test environment lets
you detect any possible problems before you roll out the product to a production system.

Additional Considerations:

Always be sure to review any migration considerations in the Installation section before upgrading your Broadcom
product.

Configuration Best Practices (VTAM)
While the Verify ART for VTAM options specify a default ddname for the TCADS file, you are not limited to one TCADS
file.

Consider Using Multiple TCADS Files (VTAM)

Consider defining separate TCADS files for each application that is being tested.

Business Value:

The use of separate TCADS files for each application helps minimize response time for wildcard searches, allows for
greater flexibility in the use of the APPLICATION and MEMBER name fields, and aids the portability of test stream suites
between multiple Verify ART for VTAM systems.

Additional Considerations:

You can use the DEFDD parameter of the TCAOPTs macro to change the default TCADS file name that appears on the
Verify ART for VTAM product screens.

NOTE
The ddname can be any eight characters.

For more information on the TCAOPTS macro, see the Options section in the Verify ART for VTAM Installation section.

Allow Simultaneous Access to TCADS Files (VTAM)

Allow multiple CICS, TSO, and batch regions to access a TCADS file simultaneously. To enable multiple access, specify
SHROPTS(3,3) in the TCADS file allocation job, S09DEFDS.

Business Value:

Allowing multiple batch, CICS, and TSO regions to access TCADS files in parallel, increases throughput and minimizes
downtime.

Additional Considerations:

For cross-system sharing, place the major names XTCAMBER and XTCAFILE into a z/OS service that converts these
macros into a cross-system (SCOPE=SYSTEMS) ENQ/DEQ.

For more information on simultaneous access to TCADS files, see the Data Set Sharing section in the Requirements and
Considerations section of the Verify ART for VTAM Installation section.
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Reduce TCADS File Extents (VTAM)

Reduce the number of TCADS file extents by periodically reviewing the number of extents for your TCADS files and
reallocating larger files when the number of extents increases significantly. You should also check the disk packs on which
the TCADS files reside to ensure that there is enough free space available for further expansion.

Business Value:

Reducing the number of TCADS file extents and ensuring available free space helps minimize outages and improves
response times.

Additional Considerations:

You can find the number of extents that your TCADS file currently has allocated by using ISPF option 3.4.

Purge Old Test Streams Regularly (VTAM)

While it is a good practice to make copies of test streams before editing or changing them, be aware that every test
stream created in Verify ART for VTAM is kept permanently unless you manually delete it. Therefore, you should purge
any unneeded test streams on a regular basis or as soon as they are no longer needed.

Business Value:

Deleting unneeded test streams helps minimize response times for wildcard searches, and avoids unnecessary confusion.

Choose Meaningful Test Stream Names (VTAM)

TCADS files can get very large and you may have difficulty locating test streams if they do not have meaningful names.
Set up test stream naming conventions for the APPLICATION and MEMBER names to group related test streams
together by application name, release, feature tested, owner, and so on. Provide complete descriptions of each test
stream by using the three description lines to document each test stream and what is being tested.

Business Value:

Choosing meaningful names and providing complete descriptions helps to make test streams self-documenting and
reduces time and confusion when dealing with the test streams later on.

Additional Considerations:

For additional flexibility in test stream naming conventions, consider using a separate TCADS file for each application.

Establish a Common Signon and Signoff Routine (VTAM)

Establish a common signon and signoff routine that runs before and after each test stream. To do this, use the AUTSIGN
option of the TCAOPTS macro to specify a #SIGNON and #SIGNOFF. You can specify these routines to run either
globally or by application.

Business Value:

Having a common sign on and sign off routine for each test stream or application saves time when you need to make
changes to the logon procedure due to a changed or expired password, for example.

For more information on the AUTSIGN option of the TCAOPTS macro, see the Verify ART for VTAM Installation section.

++Preparing for Installation (VTAM)
This section describes what you need to know and do before you install the product.

This section describes what you need to know and do before you install the product.
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Hardware and Software Requirements

The following table describes the hardware and software requirements needed before you install Verify for VTAM.

Hardware/Software Detailed Areas

CPU Any that run VTAM

Operating System Any versions supported by IBM

Programming Languages, 4 Gls, Application Generators All

Databases All

MRO/ISC Yes

Session Managers All

Packaged Software No known restrictions

Distribution Libraries

The following table estimates disk space for the distribution libraries required to install Verify for VTAM:

Name Blksize Tracks Dir. Blks. Description

AATJEXEC 27920 20 12 Product REXX EXECs

AATJJCL 27920 61 36 Product JCL

AATJMAC 27920 83 24 Product macros

AATJMOD 32760 67 86 Object modules

AATJPENU 27920 20 12 Product ISPF panels

AATJPROC 27920 20 12 Product JCL procedures

AATJSAMP 27920 64 36 Product samples

AATJXML 32760 20 12 Product XML

Target Libraries

The following table estimates disk space for the target libraries required to install Verify for VTAM in MVS systems. These
libraries must be allocated if they do not already exist for some other Broadcom product in your shop:

Name Blksize Tracks Dir. Blks. Description

CATJEXEC 27920 20 5 Product REXX EXECs

CATJJCL 27920 61 36 Product JCL

CATJMAC 27920 83 24 Product macros

CATJLOAD 32760 172 54 Load modules

CATJPENU 27920 20 12 Product ISPF panels

CATJPROC 27920 20 12 Product JCL procedures

CATJSAMP 27920 64 36 Product samples

CATJXML 32760 20 12 Product XML
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Common Components and Services Requirements

The following Common Components and Services are used with Verify for VTAM:

• CAICCI
• CAIRIM
• LMP

NOTE
If other Broadcom products are installed at your site, some of these services may already be installed.

Verify for VTAM requires LMP (License Management Program) in order to initialize correctly. LMP also provides a
standardized and automated approach to the tracking of licensed software.

Perform the following steps:

1. Examine the LMP key certificate you received with your installation or maintenance tape. That certificate contains the
following information:

Fields Descriptions

Product Name The trademarked or registered name of the Verify for VTAM
licensed for the designated site and CPUs.

Supplement The reference number of your license for the particular Verify
for VTAM, in the format nnnnnn nnn. This format differs slightly
inside and outside North America, and in some cases may not be
provided at all.

Expiration Date The date (MONTH dd, yyyy as in OCTOBER 21, 2009) your
license for Verify for VTAM expires.

Technical Contact The name of the technical contact at your site who is responsible
for the installation and maintenance of the designated Verify
for VTAM. This is the person to whom LMP addresses all LMP
correspondence.

MIS Director The name of the Director of MIS, or the person who performs
that function at the site. If the title, but not the individual's name
is indicated on the certificate, you should supply the actual name
when correcting and verifying the certificate.

CPU Location The address of the building where the CPU is installed. LMP is
provided as an integral part of CAIRIM (Resource Initialization
Manager).

Execution Key An encrypted code required by LMP for Verify for VTAM
initialization. During installation, it is referred to as the LMP code.

Product Code A two-character code that corresponds to Verify for VTAM.

CPU ID The code that identifies the specific CPU for which installation of
your Verify for VTAM is valid.

1. Add the LMP execution key, provided on the key certificate, to the CAIRIM parameters to ensure proper initialization of
the Broadcom software solution. To define a LMP execution key to the CAIRIM parameters, modify member KEYS in
OPTLIB data set. The parameter structure for member KEYS is presented as follows:

PROD(pp) DATE(ddmmmyy) CPU(tttt-mmmm/ssssss) LMPCODE(kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk)

where:
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pp
Required. The two-character product code. For any given LMP software solution, this code agrees with the
product code already in use by the CAIRIM initialization parameters for earlier genlevels of Verify for VTAM.

Ddmmmyy
The LMP licensing agreement expiration date.
Note: LMP supports the twenty-first century date format. However, only the last two digits of the years in the new
century display. For example, references to January 1, 2000 will be displayed as 01JAN00, with 00 representing
the year 2000

tttt-mmmm
Required. The CPU type and model (for example: 3090-600) on which the LMP software solution is to run.
If the CPU type and/or model require less than four characters, blank spaces are inserted for the unused
characters.

Ssssss
Required. The serial number of the CPU on which the LMP software solution is to run.

Kkkkkkkkkkkkk
Required. The execution key needed to run the LMP software solution. This LMP execution key is provided on the
Key Certificate shipped with each LMP software solution.

Following is an example of a control card for the LMP execution software parameter. In this example, the LMP execution
key value is invalid and provided as an example only.

PROD(TJ) DATE(01JAN98) CPU(3090-600 /370623) LMPCODE(52H2K06130Z7RZD6)

For a full description of the procedure for defining the LMP execution key to the CAIRIM parameters, see the CA90s
Services Installation and Maintenance section.

Virtual Storage Requirements

Verify for VTAM executes as RMODE and AMODE=31. This means that all programs and storage will be obtained from
above the 16 MB line.

The following table lists the approximate virtual storage requirements for each function.

Function Programs Work Areas Per Terminal

Batch Run 294 KB 36 KB 15 KB

Browse 194 KB 28 KB 8 KB

Edit 194 KB 92 KB 4 KB

Inquiry 194 KB 8 KB N/A

Log 214 KB 10 KB 5 KB

Rules 198 KB 16 KB N/A

Run 268 KB 36 KB 15 KB

Utilities 194 KB 8 KB N/A

Tutorial 179 KB 8 KB N/A

To estimate the amount of storage required for each function, use the following formula:

Total storage = (Program + Workareas) + # of terminals (per terminal)

The total size of all programs is 350 KB (of which 50 KB is for Help) plus Work Areas.
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The batch functions can usually be run in 512 KB. For batch print using Display format, allow 512 KB plus 8 KB per
terminal.

Application Disk Requirements

Initially, you can use the default installation allocation of (5,5) 3380 cylinders. However, as you increase your use of Verify
for VTAM, you may have to allocate additional disk space. Periodic monitoring and maintenance of the data sets will help
minimize additional disk space allocation.

You should compute disk storage requirements after you have logged some data from your applications. You can then
compute future requirements based on average screen sizes and the number of Control Intervals used. Verify for VTAM
stores only the data actually transmitted to and from the terminal plus 72 bytes, which drastically reduces storage
requirements.

For example, if your average output screen size is 500 bytes and your average input screen size is 50 bytes, then ten
3380 cylinders will hold about 17,000 screens. Given adequate allocations, there is no limit to the number of screens or
test streams that can be stored in a single Verify for VTAM data set.

Use the following formula to estimate disk space:

1. Estimated length of transmitted data per transaction, in bytes:

Data Estimates Data in Bytes

Input estimate 50

Verify for VTAM overhead 72

Output estimate 800

Verify for VTAM overhead 72

TOTAL 994

Total: Storage data per transaction (round up = 1 KB (a)

• Estimated number of transactions per test = 50 (b)
• Estimated number of tests per test operator = 20 (c) (two versions of 10 tests) Estimated amount of space per

programmer = 1.0 MB (a*b*c)
• Estimated amount of space per test operator for 1.0 MB using 8 KB control interval for Verify for VTAM data set: 3380

allocation: 26 tracks

VTAM Requirements

Verify for VTAM supports VTAM Version 2, Release 2 and all subsequent versions and releases.

Verify for VTAM runs on any 3270-type terminal (model 2 or above) and logs data from any VTAM terminal type.

Test streams logged at all device types can be run using VTAM virtual terminals. However, because of the large number of
device types, not all have been tested.

• USS support is limited to 3270 devices. Operator/magnetic card readers are not supported for USS processing.
• Verify for VTAM supports Functions Management (FM) Profiles 2 (Bisynch 3270), 3, 4, and 7.

Installation Considerations (VTAM)
This topic describes what requirements are necessary to be done prior to the installation of Verify for VTAM.

Before you install Verify for VTAM, you must have available the following information about how VTAM is used at your
installation:
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• Your installation's Unformatted System Services tables (USSTAB) for the terminals you will be logging with Verify for
VTAM

• Your installation's Logon Mode tables for the terminals you will be logging with Verify for VTAM
• Your installation's routing application, if applicable

Each of these topics is discussed in the sections that follow.

Unformatted System Services Tables (USSTAB)

VTAM has two levels of Unformatted System Services (USS):

• Operation-level services
• Session-level services

Depending on your configuration, Verify for VTAM uses one or both of these services.

Verify for VTAM always uses the operation-level of USS to handle:

• Verify for VTAM secondary program operator requests
• response messages generated from these requests

Verify for VTAM also uses the session-level services of USS, which handle commands and messages for logical units
(LU's), unless you are using a session routing manager like Netview.

• Command handling is normally used when the end user issues a logon or logoff request.
• Message handling is when VTAM sends a message to the LU.

IBM supplies a default table named ISTINCDT. This table is used if the USSTAB operand is not specified on the VTAM-
defined LU or Terminal statement.

Most installations create one or more user-defined USS tables. If you create USS tables, you must define these tables to
Verify for VTAM for the terminals you will be logging.

If your installation uses a session routing manager like Netview, you do not need to add these USS tables.

Logon Mode Tables

A BIND contains session protocol information for the application-to-terminal session. BIND parameters are normally taken
from entries in a Logon Mode table. A Logon Mode table may contain multiple entries.

In order to log a terminal, Verify ART for VTAM must be able to select the correct Logon Mode table entry used by the
terminal. During logging, Verify ART for VTAM will use this entry to establish an identical virtual session with the target
application subsystem (CICS, IMS, TSO for example).

Multiple Logon Mode Tables

Depending on your network configuration, you may have one or more Logon Mode tables. Verify for VTAM needs to have
available table entries only for the terminals to be logged. However, it is often best for Verify for VTAM to have available all
Logon Mode table entries at your installation so it can support logging of other terminals in the future.

During installation, you will combine all the entries from the Logon Mode tables at your installation into one member and
link it as XTCAMODE.

Session Managers

Session managers such as VMAN or TPX support concurrent terminal sessions. Normally, such products reside as VTAM
applications in one or more MVS host processors. They allow instant session switching between the terminal and many
VTAM application subsystems, such as CICS, TSO, and IMS.
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Session managers often need special Logon Mode table entries. To support a terminal session created by a session
manager, Verify for VTAM must have these entries available.

See Appendix A, Special Considerations for a detailed discussion of how to log applications using Session Managers.

Routing Applications

You will need to know the names of the routing applications at your installation, if you use routing application(s). Routing
applications are controlling LU's, such as Netview, that perform application selection.

If you want Verify for VTAM to use your routing applications:

• Use the ROUTPLU parameter to identify each routing application or session manager.
• Use the ROUTDSC parameter to identify the level of disconnection for the routing application.
• Use the TCALIST macro to identify the real terminals that use the routing application.

TSO Considerations

You can use the Browse, Edit, Maintain Rules, Utility, and Tutorial functions under TSO. A data set can be allocated and
then Verify for VTAM can be invoked either by:

CALL 'CAI.CATJLOAD(XTCAMAIN)'

or as a command processor:

XTCAMAIN

NOTE
The Suspend and Resume commands are not supported.

REXX Considerations

You can convert Verify for VTAM test streams to REXX and maintain password security for your REXX EXECs using the
Utility function of the product's TSO interface. Test streams can also be converted to REXX and converted REXX EXECs
can be executed using batch JCL. However, REXX functionality is not available through the product's VTAM interface.

Data Set Sharing

Verify for VTAM data sets can be shared across multiple systems.

The MVS ENQ/DEQ macros are used by Verify for VTAM to allow sharing of TCADS files between regions/systems. The
major resource names used in the ENQ/DEQ macros are XTCAMBER and XTCAFILE.

You should place the major names XTCAMBER and XTCAFILE into an MVS service that converts these macros into a
cross-system (SCOPE=SYSTEMS) ENQ/DEQ if this service is available on your system.

Printer Support

Verify for VTAM supports 3270-type printers. Printers are handled differently from display devices as follows:

Log
Verify for VTAM will begin logging a test stream for a printer, starting with an output screen. For other devices, test
streams must begin with an input screen. When logging a printer, you should also log the terminal which starts the
printer if you want to run the test stream.

Display Format
The Display format used by the Browse, Print, Edit, and Run functions displays the contents of the print buffer. If
you control the printer using Set Buffer Address orders, the Display format will look like your printed page. If you
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control the printer with New Lines, Carriage Return, and other printer control orders, these orders will be displayed
as periods.

Field Format
The Field format used by the Browse, Print, Edit, and Run functions recognizes the New Line, Carriage Return,
End of Message, Forms Feed, and Suppress Index orders. If you control the printer using these orders, the Field
format will look like your printed page.

Run
The Run function will usually send printed output to real terminals because most print applications cannot be
directed to send output to a virtual terminal. When running test streams containing printed output, make sure that
the original printers are available.

Graphics Support

The Field format used by the Browse, Edit, Run, and Print functions supports structured fields in input and output screens.
Each structured field, along with its length, is listed on a separate line. The order type is listed as STR.

Extended Attribute Support

Verify for VTAM supports extended attributes only in Field format. Each extended attribute field is listed with an SFE.
Test streams with extended attributes should be run using a physical comparison, if comparison of extended attributes is
required. A logical comparison will not detect differences in the extended attributes.

Erase Input Key

Verify for VTAM uses the input and output screens to keep track of what is - or was - on the display. The Erase Input key
does not cause transmission of the fields which were changed. Consequently, Display format may show fields which were
cleared with the Erase Input key.

Read Buffer Operations

A read buffer (READBUF) operation is a terminal-to-application transmission initiated by the application rather than the
terminal operator. In fact, the terminal operator may not realize that the read buffer has taken place. In the Run function,
how Verify for VTAM handles a read buffer depends on the specification of the READBUF operand in the options module.

When READBUF=ORIGINAL is specified:

• Verify for VTAM handles read buffers as it handles other terminal inputs; that is, it sends the same input to the
application as the application received from the real terminal when the test stream was logged.

• If an application has changed so that during the run it no longer issues a read buffer that it issued when it was logged,
Verify for VTAM drops it from the output test stream.

• If an application has changed so that during the run it issues a read buffer that it did not issue when the test stream
was logged, Verify for VTAM uses READBUF=CURRENT.

When READBUF=CURRENT is specified:

• Read buffers will be satisfied using the current contents of the virtual terminal buffer. Unlike other transmissions to the
application, the original test stream contents are not used.

• Read buffers in the input test stream are not written to the output test stream. In most cases, these read buffers will be
replaced in the output test stream by the read buffers issued by the application being run.

Concurrent Releases

You can install this release of Verify for VTAM and continue to use an older release in another SMP/E CSI environment. If
you plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:
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• When installing into an existing SMP/E environment, this installation deletes previous releases in that environment.
• If you acquired your product from tape or with Pax-Enhanced ESD, select different target and distribution zones for

your new release from where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current
release.

NOTE
CSM installs into a new CSI by default.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.

Installing Your Product Using CSM (VTAM)
Use the procedures in this section to manage your product using CSM. Managing includes acquiring, installing,
maintaining, and deploying products, setting system registries, and managing your CSIs. These procedures assume that
you have already installed and configured CSM.

NOTE
 If you do not have CSM, you can download it from the Download Center at the Broadcom Support website.
Follow the installation instructions in the CSM documentation bookshelf on the CSM product page.

When you have completed the procedures in this section, go to Configuring Your Product (CICS) .

CSM Documentation
This section includes the required procedures to install your product using CSM. If you want to learn more about the full
functionality of CSM, see the CSM Documentation.

Getting Started Using CSM
Learn about how to get started using CSM, including how to use scenarios and accessing the web-based interface.

This section includes information about how to get started using CSM.

How to Use CSM Scenarios

In the scenarios that follow, imagine that your organization recently deployed CSM to simplify the installation of Broadcom
products and unify their management. You have also licensed a new Broadcom product. In addition, you have a number
of existing CSIs from previously installed products.

• The first scenario shows how you can use CSM to acquire the product.
• The second scenario shows how you can use CSM to install the product.
• The third scenario shows how you can use CSM to maintain products already installed in your environment.
• The fourth scenario shows how you can use CSM to deploy the product to your target systems.

How to Acquire a Product

The Product Acquisition Service (PAS) facilitates the acquisition of mainframe products and the service for those products,
such as program temporary fixes (PTFs). PAS retrieves information about products to which your site is entitled. Then it
records these entitlements in a software inventory that is maintained on your driving system.

You can use the PAS component of CSM to acquire a Broadcom product.

Perform the following steps:

1. Set up a Broadcom Support Online account. To use CSM to acquire or download a product, you must have a
Broadcom Support Online account. If you do not have an account, you can create one on the Broadcom Support
website.
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2. Determine the CSM URL for your site. To access CSM, you require its URL. You can get the URL from your site's CSM
administrator and log in using your z/OS credentials. When you log in for the first time, you are prompted to create a
CSM account with your credentials for the Broadcom Support website. This account enables you to download product
packages.

3. Log in to CSM and go to the Software Catalog page to locate the product that you want to manage. After you log in
to CSM, you can see the products to which your organization is entitled on the Software Catalog tab. If you cannot
find the product you want to acquire, update the catalog. CSM refreshes the catalog through the Broadcom Support
website using the site IDs associated with your credentials for the Broadcom Support website.

4. Download the product installation packages. After you find your product in the catalog, you can download the product
installation packages. CSM downloads (acquires) the packages (including any maintenance packages) from the
Broadcom FTP site.

After the acquisition process completes, the product is ready for you to install or maintain.

How to Deploy a Product

The Software Deployment Service (SDS) facilitates the mainframe product deployment from the software inventory of the
driving system to the target system. This facilitation includes deploying installed products that are policy-driven with a set
of appropriate transport mechanisms across a known topology.

You can use the SDS component of CSM to deploy a Broadcom product that you have already acquired and installed.

Perform the following steps:

1. Set up the system registry:
a. Determine the systems you have at your enterprise.
b. Set up remote credentials for those systems.
c. Set up the target systems (Non-Sysplex, Sysplex or Monoplex, Shared DASD Cluster, and Staging), and validate

them.
d. Add FTP information, including data destination information, to each system registry entry.

2. Set up methodologies.
3. Create the deployment, which includes completing each step in the New Deployment wizard.

NOTE
After creating the deployment, you can save it and change it later by adding and editing systems, products,
custom data sets, and methodologies, or you can deploy directly from the wizard. If you must deploy other
products to the previously defined systems using the same methodologies, you must create a separate
deployment.

4. Deploy the product, which includes taking a snapshot, transmitting to target, and deploying (unpacking) to your
mainframe environment.

After the deployment process completes, the product is ready for you to configure. You may have to perform other steps
manually outside of CSM before beginning the configuration process.

System Registration

NOTE
You must add and then validate each system in the enterprise that you are deploying to the CSM system
registry. You can only send a deployment to a validated system. This process is called registering your system
and applies to each system in your enterprise. For example, if you have five systems at your enterprise, you
must perform this procedure five times.

NOTE
After a system is registered, you do not need to register it again, but you can update the data in the different
registration fields and re-register your system.
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NOTE
The system registration process contains the following high-level steps:

1. Set up your remote credentials. This is where you provide a user ID and password to the remote target system where
the deployment will copy the installed software to. Remote credentials are validated during the deployment process.
You will need the following information:
– Remote user ID
– Remote system name
– Password
– Authenticated authorization before creating a remote credential.
Your system administrator can help you with setting up your remote credentials.

2. Set up your system registry. The CSM system registry is a CSM database, where CSM records information about your
systems that you want to participate in the deployment process. There is one entry for each system that you register.
Each entry consists of three categories of information: general, FTP locations, and data destinations. Each system
registry entry is one of four different system types. Two reflect real systems, and two are CSM-defined constructs used
to facilitate the deployment process. The two real system types are Non-Sysplex System and Sysplex Systems. The
two CSM-defined system types are Shared DASD Clusters and Staging Systems.

Non-Sysplex Systems
Specifies a stand-alone z/OS system that is not part of a sysplex system.

NOTE
During system validation, if it is found to be part of a sysplex, you will be notified and then given the
opportunity to have that system automatically be added to the sysplex that it is a member of. This may
cause the creation of a new sysplex system. If you do not select the automatic movement to the proper
sysplex, this system will be validated and cannot be deployed.

Sysplex or Monoplex Systems
Specifies a Sysplex (SYStem comPLEX), which is the IBM mainframe system complex that is a single logic
system running on one or more physical systems. Each of the physical systems that make up a Sysplex is often
referred to as a member system.
A Monoplex system is a sysplex system with only one system assigned.
Note: Monoplexes are stored in the Sysplex registry tree but with the name of the Monoplex System and not the
Monoplex Sysplex name. For example, a system XX16 defined as a Monoplex, with a Sysplex name of LOCAL. It
will be depicted in the System Registry as a Sysplex with the name of XX16. This sysplex will contain one system:
XX16.
This system type can help you if you have Monoplexes with the same Sysplex name (for example: LOCAL).
Instead of showing multiple LOCAL Sysplex entries that would need to be expanded to select the correct
Monoplex system, the CSM System Registry shows the actual Monoplex System name at the top-level Sysplex
Name.

Shared DASD Clusters
Specifies a Shared DASD Clusters system, which defines a set of systems that share DASD and it can be
composed of Sysplex systems, Non-Sysplex systems, or both. A Staging system cannot be part of a Shared
DASD Cluster.

Staging Systems
Specifies a Staging system, which is an SDS term that defines a virtual system. A Staging system deploys the
deployment to the computer where the CSM driving system is located. To use a Staging system, the CSM driving
system must be registered in the CSM System Registry.

NOTE
A Staging system can be useful in testing your deployments and learning deployment in general. It can
also be used if your target systems are outside a firewall. For example, deploy to a Staging system and
then manually copy the deployment to tape.
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3. Define the FTP location information for every system. FTP locations are used to retrieve the results of the deployment
on the target system (regardless if the deployment was transmitted through FTP or using Shared DASD). They are
also used if you are moving your deployments through FTP. To define the FTP location, provide the following:

URI
Specifies the host system name.

Port Number
Specifies the port number.
Default: 21.

Directory Path
Specifies the landing directory, which is the location that the data is temporarily placed in during a deployment.

4. Define a data destination for every system. The data destination is how you tell CSM which technique to use to
transport the deployment data to the remote system. The following choices are available:

FTP
When FTP is selected as the transport mechanism, the deployment data is shipped to the target system
through FTP. It is temporarily placed on the target system at the landing directory specified in the FTP Location
information section of the System Registry.

Shared DASD
When you specify shared DASD, CSM uses a virtual transport technique. That is, it does not actually copy the
data from one system to the other. Because the two systems share DASD, there is no need to do this. All of the
deployment data is kept in USS file systems managed by CSM.
Even though the DASD is shared, the remote system may not be able to find the deployment data in the USS
file system. Therefore, CSM temporarily unmounts the file system from the CSM driving system and mounts it in
read-only mode on the remote system.
For CSM to determine where to mount the file system on the remote system, you must specify a mount point
location in the data destination. In addition, you can provide allocation information for the creation of the
deployment file system, so that when the file system is created on the CSM driving system, it will be on the DASD
that is shared.

Data destinations are assigned to Non-Sysplex and Sysplex systems, and Shared DASD Clusters. Data destinations
are named objects, and may be assigned to multiple entities in the system registry and have their own independent
maintenance dialogs. The remote allocation information is used by the deployment process on the remote system,
letting you control where the deployed software is placed. By specifying the GIMUNZIP volser, CSM adds a volume=
parameter to the GIMUNZIP instructions on the remote system. The list of zFS VOLSERs is needed only if both of the
following occur:
– The software you are deploying contains USS parts.
– You select a container copy option during the deployment process.

NOTE
After you have created your systems, you will need to validate them.

5. Register each system by validating that it exists.
NOTE
You should validate your Non-Sysplex Systems first, and then your Sysplex or Shared Cluster Systems.

You start the validation process when you select the Validate button in the Actions drop-down list for a Sysplex
System, Non-Sysplex System, and Shared DASD Cluster on that system's System Registry Page. This starts a
background process using the CCI validation services to validate this system.

NOTE
Staging Systems are not validated. However, you will need to create and validate a system registry entry for
the CSM driving system if you are going to utilize Staging systems.
NOTE
If the validation is in error, review the message log, update your system registry-entered information, and
validate again. You are now ready to deploy your products.
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Deploying Products

After you install software using CSM, you still need to deploy it. You can use the deployment wizard to section you through
the deployment process. In the wizard, you can deploy one product at a time. You can also save a deployment at any step
in the wizard, and then manually edit and deploy later.

NOTE
You must have at least one product, one system, and one methodology defined and selected to deploy.

You must complete the following steps in the Deployment wizard before you deploy:

Deployment Name and Description
Enter the deployment name and description using the wizard. The name must be a meaningful deployment name.

NOTE
Each deployment name must be unique. Deployment names are not case-sensitive. For example
DEPL1 and depl1 are the same deployment name.

We recommend that you enter an accurate and brief description of this deployment.
CSI Selection

Select a CSI. A CSI is created for the installed product as part of the installation process.
Product Selection

Displays the products that are installed in the CSI you selected.
Custom Data Set

Custom data sets let you add other data sets along with the deployment. They contain either a z/OS data set or
USS paths.

• For a z/OS data set, you need to provide a data set name that is the actual existing z/OS data set and a mask
that names the data set on the target system. This mask may be set up using symbolic qualifiers and must be
available to CSM. During the deployment process, the custom data set is accessed and copied to the target
system the same way a target library is accessed and copied.

• For USS paths, you need to provide a local path, a remote path which may be set up using symbolic qualifiers
and type of copy. Type of copy can be either a container copy or a file-by-file copy.

You can add a custom data set.
Methodology

Methodology is the process by which data sets are named on the target system. A methodology provides the how
of a deployment, that is, what you want to call your data sets. It is the named objects with a description that are
assigned to an individual deployment.
To create a methodology, specify the following:
Data set name mask

Lets you choose symbolic variables that get resolved during deployment.
Disposition of the target data sets

If you select Create, ensure that the target data sets do not exist, otherwise, the deployment fails.
If you select Create or Replace and the target data sets do not exist, they will be created. If the target
data sets exist, Create or Replace indicates that data in the existing data set, file, or directory will be
replaced, as follows:
Partitioned data set

Create or Replace indicates that existing members in a partitioned data set will be replaced by
members with the same name from the source file. Any currently existing member that is not in
the source file will remain in the PDS. Any member from the source that does not already exist in
the target PDS will be added to the target PDS.
The amount of free space in the PDS should be sufficient to hold the additional content, because
no automatic compress is performed.
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Directory in a UNIX file system
Create or Replace indicates files in a directory will be replaced by files with same name from the
source. Any currently existing directory in a UNIX file system that is not in the source will remain
in the UNIX file system.

Sequential data set or a file in the UNIX file system
Create or Replace indicates the existing data set or file and its attributes will be replaced with the
data from the source file.

For a VSAM data set (cluster)
Create or Replace indicates that an existing VSAM cluster should be populated with the data from
the source file. The existing VSAM cluster must be of the same type as the source cluster (ESDS,
KSDS, LDS, or RRDS). In addition, the existing VSAM cluster must have characteristics that are
compatible with the source cluster (such as, record size, key size, and key offset). Replace does
not verify the compatibility of these characteristics!
Note: You can replace the contents of an existing cluster using the IDCAMS ALTER command
to alter the cluster to a reusable state. You must do this before the data from the VSAM source is
copied into the cluster using an IDCAMS REPRO command. The REPRO command will use both
the REPLACE and REUSE operands, and after you use it, the cluster is altered back to a non-
reusable state if that was its state to begin with.

NOTE
You can replace the contents of an existing cluster using the IDCAMS ALTER command to
alter the cluster to a reusable state. You must do this before the data from the VSAM source is
copied into the cluster using an IDCAMS REPRO command. The REPRO command will use
both the REPLACE and REUSE operands, and after you use it, the cluster is altered back to a
non-reusable state if that was its state to begin with.

System Selection
Select the system for this deployment.

Preview
Preview identifies the deployment by name and briefly states the products, systems, means of transport, target
libraries including source, target and resolution, as well as SMP/E environment and snapshot information. It
shows the translated symbolic qualifiers.
Use this option to review your deployment before deploying.

Deploy
Deploy combines the snapshot, transmit, and deploy action into one action. Deploy enables you to copy your
CSM-installed software onto systems across your enterprise. For example, you can send one or many products to
one or many systems. Deploy can send the software by copying it to a shared DASD or through FTP.

Summary
After your products have successfully deployed, you can review your deployment summary and then confirm your
deployment. You can also delete a completed deployment.

Confirm
Confirms that the deployment is complete. A deployment is not completed until it is confirmed. After it is
confirmed, the deployment moves to the Confirmed deployment list.

How to Maintain Existing Products

If you have existing CSIs, you can bring those CSIs into CSM so that you can maintain all your installed products in a
unified way from a single web-based interface.

You can use the PAS and SIS to maintain a Broadcom product.
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Perform the following steps:

1. Migrate the CSI to CSM to maintain an existing CSI in CSM. During the migration, CSM stores information about the
CSI in the database.

2. Download the latest maintenance for the installed product releases from the Software Catalog tab. If you cannot find
a release (for example, because the release is old), you can add the release to the catalog manually and then update
the release to download the maintenance.

3. Apply the maintenance.

NOTE
You can also install maintenance to a particular CSI from the SMP/E Environments tab.

NOTE
After the maintenance process completes, the product is ready for you to deploy. You may have to perform other
steps manually outside of CSM before beginning the deployment process.

Access CSM Using the Web-Based Interface

You access CSM using the web-based interface. Obtain the URL of CSM from the CSM administrator.

Perform the following steps:

1. Start your web browser, and enter the access URL. The login page appears.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

1. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and click the Log in button. The initial page appears. If you log in for
the first time, you are prompted to define your account on the Broadcom Support website.

NOTE
For more information about the interface, click the online help link at the top right corner of the page.

2. Click New. You are prompted for the credentials to use on the Broadcom Support website. Important! The account to
which the credentials apply must have the Product Display Options set to BRANDED PRODUCTS. You can view and
update your account preferences by logging in to the Broadcom Support website and clicking My Account. You need
the correct setting to use CSM to download product information and packages.

3. Specify the credentials, click OK, and then click Next. You are prompted to review your user settings.
NOTE
These settings are available on the User Settings page.

4. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then click Finish. A dialog shows the progress of the configuration task.
You can click Show Results to view the details of the actions in a finished task.

WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Acquiring Products
This section includes information about how to use CSM to acquire products.

Update Software Catalog

Initially, the CSM software catalog is empty. To see available products at your site, update the catalog. As new releases
become available, update the catalog again to refresh the information. The available products are updated using the site
ID associated with your credentials on the Broadcom Support website.

If you update the catalog tree and some changes are missing, check your user settings on the Broadcom Support website.
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Perform the following steps:

1. Click the Software Catalog tab.

NOTE
The information on the Software Status tab for HIPERs and new maintenance is based on the current
information in your software catalog. We recommend that you update the catalog on a daily or weekly basis
to keep it current.

2. Click the Update Catalog Tree link in the Actions section on the left.
You are prompted to confirm the update.

3. Click OK.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

Download Product Installation Packages

You can download product packages through the Software Catalog tab. The Update Catalog action retrieves information
about the products for your site.

Perform the following steps:

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of the Broadcom Support website on the
Software Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access the Broadcom Support website.

2. Locate and select the product you want to download by using the Search For field or expanding the Available Products
tree at the left.
The product releases are listed.

NOTE
If the product does not appear on the product tree, click the Update Catalog Tree link in the Actions section
at the left. The available products are updated using the site ID associated with your credentials for the
Broadcom Support website. If you update the catalog tree and some changes are missing, check your user
settings on the Broadcom Support website.

3. Click Update Catalog Release in the Actions column in the right pane for the product release you want to download.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab

NOTE
The product packages are downloaded.

NOTE
You can expand the tree in the right panel by selecting the Products link from the catalog tree. Then, click the
vendor link in the right panel. If you select and download multiple products using this method and one of the
products cannot be downloaded, the remaining products are not downloaded either. Remove the checks from
the products that were processed and repeat the update catalog request.
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Migrate Installation Packages Downloaded External to CSM

If you have acquired product pax files by means other than through CSM, you can add information about these product
installation packages to CSM from the Software Catalog tab.

Migrating these packages to CSM provides a complete view of all your product releases. After a package is migrated, you
can use CSM to install the product.

Perform the following steps:

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and click Insert New Product.

NOTE
A product not acquired from the Broadcom Support website does not appear in Software Catalog until you
perform this step.

An entry is added for the product.
2. Select the product gen level (for example, SP0 or 0110) for which the package applies.

The packages for the gen level are listed.
3. Click the Add External Package button.

You are prompted to enter a path for the package.
4. Specify the USS path to the package you want to migrate, and click OK.

Information about the package is saved in the CSM database.

NOTE
To see the added package, refresh the page.

Add a Product

Sometimes, a product is not currently available from the Broadcom Support website. For example, if you are testing a
beta version of a product, the version is delivered to you by other means. You can add these types of product packages to
CSM using the Insert New Product action.

Perform the following steps:

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and click the Insert New Product link in the Actions section on the left.
You are prompted to supply information about the product.

2. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and click OK.
The product is added to the software catalog.

3. Click the gen level of the product you want to install on the product tree at the left.
The Base Install Packages section appears at the right.

4. Click the Add External Package button.
You are prompted to identify the package.

5. Specify the USS path to the package you want to add, and click OK.

NOTE
To add several packages from the same location, use masking.

Information about the package is saved in the CSM database.

NOTE
To see the added package, refresh the page.

Masking for External Packages

Masking lets you add more than one package (or set of maintenance files) from the same location using a pattern (mask).
You can use masking for components, maintenance in USS, and maintenance in data sets. You can use masking for files
only, not for directories.

Masking: Use the asterisk symbol (*).
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• For PDS and PDSE, you can mask members using asterisks.
• For sequential data sets, use the following characters:
?

Match on a single character.
*

Match on any number of characters within a data set name qualifier or any number of characters within a member
name or file system name.

**
Match on any number of characters including any number of qualifiers within a data set name.

You can use as many asterisks as you need in one mask. After you enter the mask, a list of files corresponding to the
mask pattern appears.

NOTE
By default, all files in the list are selected. Verify what files you want to add.

Example 1

The following example displays all PDF files that are located in the /a/update/packages directory:

/a/update/packages/*.pdf

Example 2

The following example displays all files that are located in the /a/update/packages directory whose names contain p0:

/a/update/packages/*p0*

Example 3

The following example displays all sequential data sets whose name starts with PUBLIC.DATA.PTFS.:

PUBLIC.DATA.PTFS.**

Example 4

The following example displays all members in the PDS/PDSE data set PUBLIC.DATA.PTFLIB whose name starts with
RO:

PUBLIC.DATA.PTFLIB(RO*)

Installing Products
Information about how to use CSM to install be able to downloaded products.

This section includes information about how to use CSM to install products.

Install a Product

You can install a downloaded product through the Software Catalog, Base Install Packages section. The process starts a
wizard that sections you through the installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other
utilities required to install the product.
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NOTE
If your site uses only one file system (for example, only zFS or only HFS), you can configure CSM to use this file
system for all installed products regardless of the file system that the product metadata specifies. The settings
are available on the System Settings, Software Installation page. The file system type that you specify will
override the file system type that the product uses.

Any USS file system created and mounted by CSM during a product installation is added in CSM as a managed product
USS file system. CSM lets you enable and configure verification policy that should be applied to these file systems when
starting CSM. For verification results, review CSM output.

These settings are available on the System Settings, Mount Point Management page.

During installation, you select the CSI where the product is to be installed, and specify its zones. You can either specify
target and distribution zones to be in the existing CSI data sets, or create new data sets for each zone.

NOTE
While working with a particular SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users
cannot perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is
inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Perform the following steps:

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and select the product gen level (for example, SP0 or 0110) you want to install on the
product tree at the left. Information about the product appears in the Base Install Packages section on the right.

NOTE
If a product is acquired external to CSM, you can install the product using the Install External Package link.
The process starts the wizard.

2. Do one of the following:
– If the package was acquired using CSM, locate the product package that you want to install, click the Actions drop-

down list to the right of the package, and select Install. or
– If the package was acquired external to CSM, click the Install External Packages link under the Actions section in

the left pane, enter the location of the package, and click OK.
The Introduction tab of the wizard appears.

NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

3. Review the information about the installation, and click Next.
NOTE
If the license agreement appears for the product that you are installing, scroll down to review it, and accept it.

You are prompted to select the type of installation.
4. Click the type of installation, and then click Next. (Optional) If you select Custom Installation, you are prompted to

select the features to install. Select the features, and click Next. A summary of the features to install appears, with any
prerequisites.

5. Review the summary to check that any prerequisites are satisfied.
– If no prerequisites exist, click Next. You are prompted for the CSI to use for this installation.
– If prerequisites exist, and they are all satisfied, click Next. You are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.

If an installed prerequisite is in more than one CSI or zone, the CSI and Zone drop-down lists let you select the
specific instance. After you make the selections, click Next. You are prompted for the CSI to use for this installation.

– If prerequisites are not satisfied, click Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites, and then install this
product.

NOTE
You can click Custom Installation to select only those features that have the required prerequisites. You
can click Back to return to previous dialogs.
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6. Select an existing CSI, or click the Create a New SMP/E CSI option button, and click Next. If you select Create a New
SMP/E CSI, you are prompted to specify the CSI parameters. If you select an existing CSI, the wizard sections you
through the same steps. Allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new DDDEFs
that might be created during the installation. The existing DDDEFs if any remain intact.

NOTE
Only CSIs for the SMP/E environments in your working set are listed. You can configure your working set
from the SMP/E Environments tab.

After you select a CSI or specify a new CSI, you are prompted for the target zone to use.
7. Select an existing zone, or click the Create a New SMP/E Target Zone option button. Click Next.

NOTE
If you select Create a New SMP/E Target Zone, you perform additional steps similar to the steps for the
Create a New SMP/E CSI option. The target zone parameters are pre-populated with the values that are
entered for the CSI. You can change them.

If you want the target zone to be created in a new data set, select the Create New CSI Data Set check box and fill in
the appropriate fields. After you select or specify a target zone, you are prompted for the distribution zone to use.

8. Select an existing zone, or click the Create a New SMP/E Distribution Zone option button. Click Next.
NOTE
If you selected to use an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected, and
you cannot select other distribution zone. If you selected to create a new target zone, you create a new
distribution zone, and you cannot select existing distribution zone.

After a distribution zone is selected or specified, a summary of the installation task appears.
NOTE
If you select Create a New SMP/E Distribution Zone, you perform additional steps similar to the steps for the
Create a New SMP/E CSI option. The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are
entered for the target zone. You can change them.

If you want the distribution zone to be created in a new data set, select the Create New CSI Data Set check box and fill
in the appropriate fields.
– If you want to use the same data set that you have already specified to be created for the target zone, the data set

will be allocated using the parameters you have defined when specifying the target zone.
9. Review the summary, and click Install. A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes,

you can click Show Results on the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view
the action details. Click Close to close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

Create a CSI

You can create a CSI while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the following:

• Data set allocation parameters, which you can then customize for each data set
• Parameters for DDDEF allocation

You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that will be allocated during product installation. You can allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, you must specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CSM performs the
following validations to help ensure integrity of the installation:
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• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume defined

by VOLSER.
• To test allocation, CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that should be allocated during the

installation.
a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b. CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.
If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

Perform the following steps:

1. Click Create a New SMP/E CSI from the product installation wizard. You are prompted to define a CSI.
2. Specify the following, and click Next:
Name

Defines the name for the environment represented by the CSI.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets.
Cross-System

Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets.
High-Level Qualifier

Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that will be allocated during installation. The low-
level qualifier (LLQ) is implied by the metadata and cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this CSI should use SMS or data set parameters, and complete the applicable fields.
Storage Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the SMS storage class for SMP/E data sets.
Management Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the management class for SMP/E data sets.
Data Class (SMS Parameters only)

Defines the data class for SMP/E data sets.
VOLSER (Data Set Parameters only)

Defines the volume serial number on which to place data sets.
Note: This field is mandatory if you set Catalog to No.

Unit (Data Set Parameters only)
Defines the type of the DASD on which to place data sets.

Catalog (Data Set Parameters only)
Specifies if you want SMP/E data set to be cataloged.
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NOTE
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps
you progress through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information
text area identifies the error.

Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the CSI appear.
3. Specify whether to use SMS or Unit parameters for allocating work DDDEFs for the CSI, and complete the appropriate

fields.
NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software Installation
tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

4. Review the data set names. Click the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the
allocation parameters, and then click Next. You are prompted to specify any additional parameters. A new CSI is
specified.

Download LMP Keys

When you install a Broadcom product on z/OS systems, you must license the product on each system that uses the
product. You do this by entering Common Components and Services for z/OS License Management Program (LMP)
statements. You can download LMP keys through the Software Catalog tab so that the keys are available for you to enter
manually. The Show LMP Keys action retrieves the keys for the products to which your site is entitled.

Perform the following steps:

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and click the Show LMP Keys link in the Actions section on the left. A list of LMP keys
retrieved for the indicated site ID appears.

2. Select the site ID for which you want to list the LMP keys from the Site IDs drop-down list. The list is refreshed for the
selected site ID. If the list is empty or if you want to update the lists, proceed to the next step.

3. Click Update Keys. You are prompted to confirm the update.
4. Click OK. The LMP keys are retrieved. On completion of the retrieval process, the LMP keys are listed for the selected

site.

NOTE
You can use the Refresh Site IDs button to refresh the information on the page.

Maintaining Products
This section includes information about how to use CSM to download and apply product maintenance packages.

How to Apply Maintenance Packages

Use this process to download and apply product maintenance packages.

1. Identify your download method. This section details the steps to use the following download methods:
– Download Product Maintenance Packages
– Download Product Maintenance Packages for Old Product Releases and Service Packs
– Manage Maintenance Downloaded External to CSM
Contact your system administrator, if necessary.

2. Apply the product maintenance package. This section also details the role of USERMODs.
NOTE
This section also describes how to back out maintenance that has been applied but not yet accepted.
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Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Software Catalog tab.

Perform the following steps:

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of the Broadcom Support website on the
Software Acquisition Settings page. CSM uses the credentials to access the Broadcom Support website.

2. Click the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance on the product tree at the left.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section at the right.

3. Click the Update Catalog Release button for the product release for which you want to download maintenance. A
dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, you can click Show Results on the
Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details. Click Close to
close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.

Download Maintenance Packages for Old Product Releases and Service Packs

CSM does not retrieve information about old product releases and service packs. If you need maintenance from those
releases and service packs, you must add them to the software catalog before you can download the maintenance.

Perform the following steps:

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and click the Insert New Product link in the Actions section at the left. You are
prompted to supply information about the product release.

2. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and click OK.
NOTE
Use the same product name that appears on the product tree, and use the release and gen level values as
they appear for Published Solutions on the Broadcom Support website.

The product release is added to the software catalog.
3. From the product tree at the left, click the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance.

Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section at the right.
4. Click Update Catalog Release for the added product release.

NOTE
Maintenance packages are downloaded. A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task
completes, you can click Show Results on the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens
and you can view the action details. Click Close to close the task output browser. While a task is in progress,
you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the Tasks tab.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded External to CSM

Some maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, APARs, and USERMODs, may be acquired externally
to CSM. You can add information about these maintenance packages to CSM from the Software Catalog tab. The process
starts a wizard that guides you through the migration.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

The maintenance package must be located in a z/OS data set or a USS directory. If you use a z/OS data set, it must have
an LRECL of 80. If you place the maintenance in a USS directory, copy it in binary mode.
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The maintenance is placed as either a single package or an aggregated package that is a single file comprised of multiple
maintenance packages. An aggregated package is a file that comprises several single maintenance packages (nested
packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all nested packages that the aggregated package
includes and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is identified by
the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters, starting with AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) followed by a unique 6-digit number whose value increases by
1 with each added aggregated package.

NOTE
If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested
packages are added. The aggregated package itself will not be available in the list of maintenance packages.

Perform the following steps:

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies. The maintenance
packages for the release are listed.

2. Click the Add External Maintenance button. You are prompted to specify the package type and location.
3. Specify the package type and either the data set name or the USS path.

NOTE
To add several packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Click OK. The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database.
NOTE
To see the added package, refresh the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

Perform the following steps:

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you
want to view. The maintenance packages for the release are listed.

2. Click the Fix # link for the aggregated package. The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.
3. Click the Nested Packages tab. A list of nested packages contained in the aggregated package appears.

Manage Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can manage the maintenance in an existing SMP/E product
installation environment.

NOTE
While working with a particular SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users
cannot perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is
inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

The following installation modes are available:

Receive and Apply
Receives the maintenance and applies it to the selected SMP/E environment.

Receive and Apply Check
Receives the maintenance and checks if the maintenance can be applied to the selected SMP/E environment.

Receive, Apply Check, and Apply
Receives the maintenance, checks if the maintenance can be applied to the selected SMP/E environment, and
applies it if it can be applied.
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Receive Only
Receives the maintenance.

The process starts a wizard that guides you through the maintenance steps. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically
invokes the SMP/E and other utilities required to apply the maintenance.

NOTE
You can also manage maintenance to an SMP/E environment using the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Perform the following steps:

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and select the product from the tree at the left. Maintenance information appears at the
right for the releases you have.

2. Click Update Catalog Release for the release on which you want to apply maintenance. The maintenance information
is updated.

3. If the information indicates that maintenance is available, click the Release Name link. The maintenance packages are
listed. Red asterisks identify HIPER maintenance packages.

4. Click the Fix # link for each maintenance package you want to install. The Maintenance Package Details dialog
appears, identifying any prerequisites.

5. Review the information on this dialog, and click Close to return to the Maintenance Packages section.
6. Select the maintenance packages you want to install, and click the Install link.

NOTE
The Installed column indicates whether a package is installed.

The Introduction tab of the wizard appears.
7. Review the information about the maintenance, and click Next. The packages to install are listed.
8. Review and adjust the list selections as required, and click Next. The SMP/E environments that contain the product to

maintain are listed. Only environments in your working set are listed.
9. Select the environments in which you want to install the packages.
10. Click Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance will be installed, click OK to confirm the

selection and return to the wizard, and click Next.
NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can either wait until the
notification message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select
another SMP/E environment.

11. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and click Next.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them and click Next. CSM installs these prerequisites as part of the

process. If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. You must acquire the prerequisite and restart
the process.

– If HOLDDATA entries exist, review and select them, and click Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

NOTE
For more information about SMPWRKx and SYSUTx data sets, see the IBM SMP/E for z/OS Reference.

12. Review the allocation parameters of work DDDEFs, and edit them if necessary to verify, that sufficient space is
allocated for them during the maintenance installation:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance installation only.

To update allocation parameters for all DDDEFs automatically, click Retrieve DDDEF. CSM provides values
for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages that you want to install. All
DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

If you want to cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF, clear its check box.
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If you want to edit the allocation parameters for a particular DDDEF after you automatically updated them
using the Retrieve DDDEF button, click Override. Make the necessary changes and click OK to confirm, and
return to the wizard.

13. (Optional) Review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the selected SMP/E zones, and click Close
to return to the wizard.

NOTE
The allocation parameters can differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the Retrieve
DDDEF button.

14. Click Next.
NOTE
A summary of the task appears.

15. Review the summary, and click Install. A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes,
you can click Show Results on the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view
the action details. Click Close to close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

NOTE
The task applies the maintenance. You can accept the maintenance (except USERMODs) using the SMP/E
Environments, Maintenance tab. As a best practice, CSM prevents you from accepting USERMODs.

View Installation Status of Maintenance Package

You can view installation status details of each maintenance package, including a list of SMP/E environments where the
package is installed. You can also see the SMP/E environment data sets, and the installation status of the package for
each SMP/E environment zone. For example, a maintenance package can be received in the global zone, but applied in a
target zone, and accepted in a distribution zone.

NOTE
The installation status is not available for aggregated maintenance packages, for packages that are
uninstallable, and for packages that do not have available SMP/E environments for installation.

Depending on the package status for each zone, you can see available actions for the package. For example, if the
package is not received in an SMP/E environment zone, the Install action is available.

Perform the following steps:

1. Click the Software Catalog tab, and select the product release that has the maintenance package whose installation
status you want to view. The maintenance packages for the release are listed.

2. Click the status link in the Installed column for the maintenance package. The Maintenance Package Details dialog
opens to the Installation Status tab. A list of SMP/E environments with package status per zone appears.

NOTE
Click the Actions drop-down list to start the installation wizard for packages that are not yet installed in at
least one SMP/E environment zone, or the accept wizard for packages that are not accepted in at least one
SMP/E environment zone. Click Install to More Environments to install the maintenance package in one or
more SMP/E environments available for the package.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Catalog
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.
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You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for managing (applying and accepting)
maintenance.

Sometimes before you install a maintenance package, you install other maintenance packages first (SYSMODs).

If a SYSMOD - prerequisite for the required maintenance package, has not been applied or cannot be processed, you can
install the maintenance package in GROUPEXTEND mode. (For example, the SYSMOD is held for an error, a system,
or a user reason ID; it is applied in error; it is not available.) The SMP/E environment where the product is installed
automatically includes a superseding SYSMOD.

NOTE
When applying maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the SMP/E environment must receive all SYSMODs
that are included in the GROUPEXTEND option.

When you apply maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:

Apply Check
Checks if the maintenance can be applied to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.

Apply
Applies the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.

Apply Check and Apply
Checks if the maintenance can be applied to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
applies it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when applying the maintenance. Apply check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

You can also use the following similar installation modes to accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode:

• Accept Check
• Accept
• Accept Check and Accept

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

We recommend that you apply maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Receive all SYSMODs that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Apply check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not received) SYSMODs or
HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what SYSMODs were found and applied.
3. Run the maintenance in Apply mode, and specify SYSMODs that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA that you want

to bypass, if any exist. The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER
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NOTE
For more information about the BYPASS options, see the IBM SMP/E V3Rx.0 Commands. x is the SMP/E
release and corresponds to the SMP/E version that you use.

You can run the maintenance in Apply mode in the same CSM session after Apply check mode is completed. The values
that you entered for Apply check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Manage Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for managing (applying and accepting)
maintenance.

NOTE
While working with a particular SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users
cannot perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is
inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Perform the following steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from the tree on the left side. A list of products
installed in the SMP/E environment appears.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can either wait until the
notification message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select
another SMP/E environment.

2. Click the Maintenance link. A list of maintenance packages for the products installed in the SMP/E environment
appears.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply in GROUPEXTEND mode, and click the Apply
GROUPEXTEND link. The Introduction tab of the wizard appears.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and click Next. The packages that you want to apply are listed.
/note>

5. Review the packages, and click Next. The Prerequisites tab of the wizard appears.
WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when applying the maintenance. Apply check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. We recommend that
you run the maintenance in Apply check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and click Next. Installation options appear.
7. Specify installation options as follows, and click Next:

a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.

NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error user ID.

c. (Optional) Enter SYSMODs that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter several
SYSMODs, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA tab of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Click Next. A summary of the task appears.
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10. Review the summary, and click Apply GROUPEXTEND. A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the
task completes, you can click Show Results on the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens
and you can view the action details. Click Close to close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

If you run the maintenance installation in Apply check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output.
Review what SYSMODs were found and applied.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Apply check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output.
Review if there are missing (not received) SYSMODs or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

You can accept the maintenance (except USERMODs) in the GROUPEXTEND mode using the SMP/E Environments,
Maintenance tab. As a best practice, CSM prevents you from accepting USERMODs.

NOTE
You cannot accept USERMODs in GROUPEXTEND mode. Providing you have not enabled NOUSERMODS
option, you can install USERMODs that are prerequisites for the maintenance package being installed.

Back Out Maintenance

You can back out an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package) through the SMP/E
Environments tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the backout.

NOTE
While working with a particular SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users
cannot perform any action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is
inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock releases.

Perform the following steps:

1. Click the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to back out maintenance
on the tree on the left side. Products installed in the environment are listed.

2. Select the product component from which you want to back out maintenance. The features in the component are
listed.

NOTE
You can back out maintenance from all the products in the environment. Click the Maintenance tab to list all
the maintenance packages for the environment.

3. Select the function from which you want to back out maintenance. The maintenance packages for the feature are
listed.

NOTE
You can use the Show drop-down list to show only applied packages.

4. Select the packages that you want to back out, and click the Restore link. The maintenance wizard opens to the
Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can either wait until the
notification message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or click Cancel to select
another SMP/E environment.

5. Review the information about the backout, and click Next. The packages to back out are listed.
6. Review and adjust the list selections as required, and click Next.

NOTE
To review and adjust a list of zones from where you want to restore the maintenance, click Select Zones.
Click OK to confirm the selection and return to the wizard.
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The Prerequisite tab of the wizard appears.
7. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and click Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance

backout process. A summary of the task appears.
8. Review the summary, and click Restore. A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task

completes, you can click Show Results on the Progress tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and
you can view the action details. Click Close to close the task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. You can click Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

Setting System Registry
This section describes how to use CSM to set the system registry.

The system registry contains information about the systems that have been defined to CSM and can be selected as a
target for deployments. You can create Non-Sysplex, Sysplex, Shared DASD Cluster, and Staging systems as well as
maintain, validate, view, and delete a registered system, and investigate a failed validation.

View a System Registry

To view a system registry, click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, Shared DASD
Clusters, or Staging Systems from the tree on the left side. Information about the systems that you selected appears on
the right side.

Create a Non-sysplex System

You can create a non-sysplex system registry with the following steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and in the Actions section click Create Non-Sysplex System.
The New Non-Sysplex System dialog appears.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

2. Enter the following information, and click Save:
Name

Enter the non-sysplex system name.
Limits: Eight characters

NOTE
Sysplex and non-sysplex systems can have the same name. Use the Description field to differentiate
between these systems.

Description
Enter the description.
Limits: 255 characters

CCI System ID
(Optional) Enter the CAICCI system ID.
Limits: Eight characters

NOTE
The CAICCI system ID is a unique name for a system that is part of a CAICCI network. If you do not
specify one, CSM obtains it using a validate action.

The non-sysplex system is saved, and its name appears in the non-sysplex system list on the left.
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NOTE
To withdraw this create request, click Cancel.

3. Detail the nonstaging system.

WARNING
z/OS systems running under VM are treated as being in BASIC mode and not LPAR mode. As a result, the
LPAR number is null in the z/OS control block. When the LPAR number is null, the system validation output
shows the following message:

Property Name: z/OS LPAR Name, Value: ** Not Applicable **. 

Create a Sysplex or Monoplex

If you have monoplexes with the same sysplex name, you can create a sysplex or monoplex system registry. Monoplexes
are stored in the sysplex registry tree but with the name of the sysplex system and not the monoplex sysplex name. For
example, you have a system XX16 defined as a monoplex, with a sysplex name of LOCAL. The system registry displays
the system as a sysplex, with the name LOCAL.

This sysplex contains one system: XX16. You can create a Sysplex or Monoplex using these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and in the Actions section click the Create Sysplex.
The New Sysplex dialog appears.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

2. Enter the following and click Save.
Name

Enter the sysplex system name.
Limits: Eight characters

Description
Enter the description.
Limits: 255 characters

Sysplex and non-sysplex system can have the same name. Use the Description field to differentiate these systems.
The sysplex system is saved, and its name appears in the sysplex list on the right.

NOTE
Click Cancel to withdraw this create request.

WARNING
z/OS systems running under VM are treated as being in BASIC mode and not LPAR mode. As a result,
the LPAR number is null in the z/OS control block. In this case, the system validation output includes the
following message:

Property Name: z/OS LPAR Name, Value: ** Not Applicable **. 

3. Right-click the newly added sysplex and select Create Sysplex System to add a system to a sysplex. Repeat this
process for each system belonging to this sysplex.

4. Enter the following data items for each system:
Name

Enter the sysplex system name.
Limits: Eight characters
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NOTE
Sysplex and non-sysplex systems can have the same name. Use the Description field to differentiate
between these systems.

Description
Enter the description.
Limits: 255 characters

CCI System ID
(Optional) Enter the CAICCI system ID.
Limits: Eight characters

NOTE
The CAICCI system ID is a unique name for a system that is part of a CAICCI network. If you do not
specify one, CSM obtains it using a validate action.

The non-sysplex system is saved, and its name appears in the non-sysplex system list on the left.

NOTE
To withdraw this create request, click Cancel.

5. Detail the nonstaging system.

Create a Shared DASD Cluster

You can create a shared DASD cluster using these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and in the Actions section click Create Shared DASD Cluster.
The New Shared DASD Cluster dialog appears.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

2. Enter the following information, and click Save:
Name

Enter the shared DASD cluster name.
Limits: Eight characters

NOTE
Each shared DASD cluster name must be unique and it is not case-sensitive. For example, DASD1 and
dasd1 are the same shared DASD cluster name. A shared DASD cluster can have the same name as a
non-sysplex, sysplex, or staging system.

Description
Enter the description.
Limits: 255 characters

The shared DASD cluster is saved, and its name appears in the Shared DASD Clusters section on the right.

NOTE
Click Cancel to withdraw this create request.

3. Right-click the newly added DASD cluster name and select Add System or Sysplex to this Shared DASD Cluster.
Select the systems or sysplexes that you want to add to the DASD cluster.

Create a Staging System

You can create a staging system using these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and in the Actions section click the Create Staging System link. The New Staging
System dialog appears.
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NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

2. Enter the following information, and click Save:
Name

Enter the staging system name.
Limits: Eight characters

NOTE
Each staging system name must be unique and is not case-sensitive. For example, STAGE1 and stage1
are the same staging system name. A staging system can have the same name as a non-sysplex,
sysplex, or a shared DASD cluster.

Description
Enter the description.
Limits: 255 characters

The staging system is saved, and it appears in the Staging System Registry on the right.

NOTE
Click Cancel to withdraw this create request.

Authorization

CSM supports the following authorization modes for the system registry.

Edit Mode
Lets you update and change system registry information.

NOTE
After the information is changed, you must click Save to save the information or Cancel to cancel the
changed information.

View Mode
Lets you view system registry information.

NOTE
You cannot edit information in this mode.

Change a System Registry

You can change the system registry if you have Monoplexes with the same sysplex name (for example: LOCAL). Instead
of showing multiple LOCAL sysplex entries which would need to be expanded to select the correct Monoplex system, the
CSM System Registry shows the actual Monoplex System name at the top level Sysplex Name.

YOu can change the System Registry using these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, Shared DASD Clusters, or Staging
Systems from the tree on the left side.
Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system to change.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Update the following information as needed. The information that you update is dependent on whether you are
changing a Non-Sysplex System, Sysplex, Shared DASD Cluster, or Staging System.

4. Depending on the type of system, do one of the following:
– For Shared DASD or sysplex system only, select the contact system, which is the system where the Shared DASD

or FTP is located. The FTP location should be set to the contact system URI. The contact system is used for remote
credentials.
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For example, if the contact system is set to CO11, FTP location URI is set to XX61 and the remote credentials are
set up for CO11, the deployment could fail because your remote credentials might not be the same on both systems
(CO11 and XX61) and, because you set the Contact System to CO11 but you are contacting to XX61, a spawn will
be started on CO11 but CSM will look for the output on XX61 because that is where the FTP location was set.

NOTE
Monoplexes are stored in the Sysplex registry tree but with the name of the Monoplex System and not the
Monoplex Sysplex name. For example, a system XX16 defined as a Monoplex, with a sysplex name of
LOCAL. It will be depicted in the System Registry as a Sysplex with the name of XX16. This sysplex will
contain one system: XX16.

The FTP and DATA Destinations at the system level are not used when the Sysplex is a Monoplex. The only FTP
Location and Data Destinations that are referenced are those defined at the Sysplex Level.

– For Staging systems, enter the GIMUNZIP volume and/or zFS candidate volumes.
The zFS candidate volumes let you specify an optional list of VOLSERs used during the allocation of zFS container
data sets for USS parts.

5. Select one of the following actions from the Actions drop-down list in the General bar:
Cancel

Cancel this maintenance.
Save

Save the changes to this maintenance.
Validate

Validate authenticates this entry.

NOTE
The validation process is done in steps; each system in this request is validated with the last step
summarizing, verifying, and confirming the validation. If the validation fails this step shows how the
validation failed. You can investigate the failed validation.

Validation Rules
– For a Non-Sysplex system, that single system is validated and the last step summarizes, verifies, and confirms the

validation.
– For a Sysplex system, each system within the Sysplex is validated as an individual step and the last step

summarizes, verifies, and confirms the validation.
– For Shared DASD Cluster each Non-Sysplex system is validated, each Sysplex system is validated as described in

the Sysplex Rule and the last step summarizes, verifies, and confirms the validation.

NOTE
A Staging system is not validated.

When a system is validated, the status appears in the Status field.
The following are the system validation results:

Validated
Indicates that the system is available, status is updated as valid, and system registry is updated with results from
validation.

Validation in Progress
Indicates that the system status is updated to in progress.

Validation Error
Indicates that the system status is updated to error, and you can investigate the failed validation.

Not Validated
Indicates that this system has not been validated yet.
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Not Accessible
Indicates that the she system has not been validated because it is no longer available or was not found in the CCI
Network.

Validation Conflict
Indicates that the system has been contacted but the information entered then different then the information
retrieved.

– Error Details
When there is a validation conflict, the Error details button appears. Click this button to find the reason for this
conflict. You can investigate the failed validation.

NOTE
The error reason resides in local memory. If the message Please validate the system again appears,
the local memory has been refreshed and the error has been lost. To find the conflict again, validate this
system again.

– Conflict Details
When a validation is in conflict, the Error details button appears. Click this button to find the reason for this conflict.
You can investigate the failed validation.

NOTE
The conflict reason is kept in local memory. If the "Please validate the system again." message appears,
the local memory has been refreshed and the conflict has been lost. To find the conflict again, validate this
system again.

Failed Validations

Use the following procedures in this section to investigate a failed validation, make corrections, and revalidate:

• Investigate a Failed Validation using the Tasks Page
• Investigate a Failed Validation Immediately After a Validation
• Download a Message Log
• Save a Message Log as a Data Set
• View Complete Message Log

NOTE
The CSM screen samples in these topics use a non-sysplex system as an example. The method also works for
a sysplex or a shared DASD cluster.

Investigate a Failed Validation Using Task Output Browser

You can investigate a failed validation, make corrections, and validate it again, using these steps:

1. On the System Registry tab, in the column on the left, find the system with a validation status error and make a note of
it.

2. Click the Tasks tab and then click Task History.
3. At the Show bar, select All task, or My task to list the tasks by Owner.

NOTE
You can refine the task list by entering USER ID, types, and status.

4. Find the failed validation and click the link in the Name column.
The Validate System Task Output Browser appears.

5. Click the Validation Results link to view the results.
6. Click the messages log to review the details for each error.

Note: You can analyze the error results and can determine the steps that are required to troubleshoot them.
7. Correct the issue and validate again.
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Investigate a Failed Validation After Validation

You can investigate a failed validation, make corrections, and validate it again, using these steps:

1. On the System Registry tab, in the column on the left, find the system with a validation status error, and make a note of
it.

2. Click Details to see the error details.
3. If the error message prompts you to revalidate the system, click Validate.
4. Click the Progress tab.
5. Click Show Results to view the results.

The validation results appear.
6. Click the messages logs to review the details for each error.

Note: You can analyze the error results and can determine the steps that are required to troubleshoot them.
7. Correct the issue and validate again.

Download a Message Log

You can save the message log in the following ways:

• To download a zipped file of all the text messages for this validation, click the Deployment Name on the top left tree.
Click the Download Zipped Output button on the General menu bar. Save this file.

• To download as TXT, click the Deployment Name or the Deployment Results on the left tree. Click the Action button on
the Message Log bar and click the Download as TXT. Save this file.

• To download as ZIP, click the Deployment Name or the Deployment Results on the left tree. Click the Action button on
the Message Log bar and click the Download as ZIP. Save this file.

Save a Message Log as a Data Set

You can save a message log as a data set using these steps:

1. Click the Deployment Name or the Deployment Results on the left tree. Click the Action button on the Message Log
bar, and click the Save as Data Set.
The Save Output as Data Set dialog appears.

NOTE
This information is sent to Broadcom Support to analyze the failed deployment.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

1. Enter the following information and click OK:
Data Set Name

Enter a data set name. CSM generates a value.
VOLSER

For non-SMS data, enter the Volser.
Example:
Volser: SYSP01 and SYSP02

Storage Class
For SMS Allocation data, enter the Storage Class.

The message log is saved as a data set.

View Complete Message Log

To view the complete message log for a failed validation, click Show All.

NOTE
To close the message log, click Close.
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Contact System

The contact system defines which system the deployment is unpackaged on. That is, which system CAICCI is spawned to
run the unpackaging.

When deploying to a shared DASD cluster, sysplex, or both, the deployment is sent to only one system in that
configuration, where it is unpackaged. The expectation is that all other systems within that configuration have access to
the unpackaged deployment.

For a shared DASD cluster or sysplex, the URI must be the URI of the Contact System. Also, set up Remote Credentials
for the contact system, because they are used to retrieve the deployment results.

zFS Candidate Volumes

You can use a zFS candidate volume when your environmental setup dictates that zFS container data sets are directed to
the specified volume.

When your environmental setup dictates that zFS container data sets are directed to specified zFS candidate volumes,
use one or more of the candidate volumes. CSM uses the candidate volumes in the IDCAMS statement to create the zFS
container VSAM data set.

The zFS candidate volumes are only required if the following statements are true:

• Your deployment has USS parts.
• You are doing a container copy.
• You selected zFS as the container type.
• The remote system requires it.

NOTE
Remote system requirement is customer defined.

To allocate and maintain your disk, the following products are recommended:

Allocate
Allocate is a powerful and flexible allocation management system that lets the Storage Administrator control the
allocation of all z/OS data sets.

Disk
Disk is a flexible, full-featured hierarchal storage management system.

You can also use the following standard IBM techniques:

• Allocation exits
• ACS routines

If you do not implement any of these options, z/OS needs a candidate list of volumes for placing the zFS archive.

Maintain a System Registry using the List Option

You can maintain a System Registy through the List Option using these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab.
The System Registry window appears.

2. In the System Registry panel on the right, click the System Type link, and then click the system name.
The detailed system entry information appears.
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Delete a System Registry

You can delete a System Registry using these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab and on the right, in the System Registry panel, select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes,
Shared DASD Clusters, or Staging Systems.
The system list appears.

2. Select each system registry that you want to delete, click Delete, and then click OK to confirm.
The system is deleted.

FTP Locations Introduction

The FTP Locations lists the current FTP locations for this system. You can add, edit, set default, or remove FTP locations.

An FTP location must be defined for every system. They are used to retrieve the results of the deployment on the target
system regardless if the deployment was transmitted through FTP or using Shared DASD. They are also used if you
are moving your deployments through FTP. You will need the URI (host system name), port number (default is 21), and
the directory path, which is the landing directory. The landing directory is where the data is temporarily placed during a
deployment.

Deployment FTP Locations

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is a protocol for transfer of files from one computer to another over the network.

Define an FTP location for every system if you deploy to specified systems within a sysplex. They are used to retrieve
the deployment results on the target system regardless of whether the deployment was transmitted through FTP or using
shared DASD. They are also used when you are moving your deployments through FTP. You need the URI (host system
name), port number (default is 21), and the directory path, which is the landing directory. The landing directory is where
the data is temporarily placed during a deployment.

Add FTP Locations

You can add FTP locations using these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.
Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system you want to create FTP locations for.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the FTP Locations tab.
The FTP Locations window appears.

4. Click Add.
The New FTP Location dialog appears.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

5. Enter the following information, and click Save:
URI

Enter the URI.
Limits: Maximum length is 255.

Port
Enter the Port.
Limits: Maximum Port number is 65535 and must be numeric.
Default: 21

Directory Path
Enter the Directory Path.
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Limits: Must start with a root directory, that is /.
The new FTP location appears on the list.

NOTE
Click Cancel to withdraw this create request.

Edit FTP Locations

You can edit FTP locations.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

Edit FTP locations using these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.
Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system you want to change FTP locations for.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the FTP Location tab.
The FTP Locations window appears.

4. Select the FTP location, click the Actions drop-down list, and select Edit.
The Edit FTP Location dialog appears.

5. Update the following and click Save:
URI

Enter the URI.
Limits: Maximum length is 255.

Port
Enter the Port.
Limits: Maximum Port number is 65535 and must be numeric.
Default: 21

Directory Path
Enter the Directory Path.
Limits: Most start with a root directory, that is, /.

Your changes are saved.

NOTE
Click Cancel to close this dialog without saving your changes.

Set FTP Location Default

You can set an FTP location default using these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.
Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system you want to set the FTP location default to.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the FTP Locations tab.
The FTP Locations window appears.

4. Select the FTP location you want to set as the default, and then select Default from the Actions drop-down list.
Default appears in the Default column, and this location becomes the default FTP location.

NOTE
The Default action is not available if only one FTP location is defined.
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Delete FTP Locations

You can delete FTP locations using these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.
Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system you want to delete FTP locations from.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the FTP Locations tab.
The FTP Locations window appears.

4. Click the Select box for each FTP location you want to delete, click Remove, and then click OK to confirm.
The FTP location is deleted from this system.

Data Destinations

The Data Destinations page lists the current data destinations for this system. The following choices are available:

FTP
When FTP is selected as the transport mechanism, the deployment data is shipped to the target system
through FTP. The data is temporarily placed on the target system at the landing directory that the FTP Location
information section of the system registry specifies.

Shared DASD
When you specify shared DASD, CSM uses a virtual transport technique. That is, it does not actually copy the
data from one system to the other. Because the two systems share DASD, there is no need to copy the data. All
of the deployment data is kept in the USS file systems that CSM manages.
Even though the DASD is shared, it is possible that the remote system does not find the deployment data in the
USS file system. Therefore, CSM temporarily unmounts the file system from the CSM driving system and mounts
it in read-only mode on the remote system.
For CSM to determine where to mount the file system on the remote system, specify a mount point location in the
data destination. In addition, you can provide allocation information for the creation of the deployment file system.
The file system is created on the shared DASD, on the CSM driving system.

Data destinations are assigned to non-sysplex and sysplex systems, and shared DASD clusters. Data destinations are
named objects, and can be assigned to multiple entities in the system registry. Data destinations can have their own
independent maintenance dialogs.

The deployment process on the remote system uses the remote allocation information and lets you control, where the
deployed software is placed. By specifying the GIMUNZIP VOLSER, CSM adds a volume= parameter to the GIMUNZIP
instructions on the remote system. The list of zFS VOLSERs is needed only if both of the following situations occur:

• The software that you are deploying contains USS parts.
• You select a container copy option during the deployment process.

NOTE
The FTP and data destinations at the system level are not used when the sysplex is a monoplex. The only FTP
locations and data destinations that are referenced are defined at the sysplex level.

Create Data Destinations

You can create data destinations that define the method that CSM uses to transfer the deployment data to the target
systems using these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and in the Actions section click the Maintain Data destinations link.
The Maintains Data Destinations dialog appears.

2. Click Create.
The New Data Destination dialog appears.
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NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

1. Enter the following information, and click Save:
Name

Enter a meaningful name.
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.

NOTE
Each data destination name must be a unique name and it is not case-sensitive. For example DATAD1
and datad1 are the same data destination name.

Description
Enter the description.
Limits: Maximum 255 characters.

Transmission Method
Select the transmission method.
Default: Shared DASD.

Mount Point
(Shared DASD only) Enter the mount point directory path, which is a directory path that must exist on the
target system. The user that is doing the deployment must have write permission to this directory, and mount
authorization on the target system.

NOTE
A mount user must have UID(0) or at least have READ access to the SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT
resource found in the UNIXPRIV class.

Limits: Maximum 120 characters

NOTE
SMS is not mutually exclusive with non-SMS. They can both be specified (usually one or the other
is specified though). This is where you specify allocation parameters for the deployment on a target
system.

Storage Class
(Shared DASD only) Enter the Storage Class.
Limits: Maximum 8 characters
Example: SYSPRG

VOLSER
(Shared DASD only) Enter the Volser.
Limits: Maximum 6 characters
Example: SYSP01 and SYSP02

GIMUNZIP Volume
Enter the GIMUNZIP volume.
Limits: Maximum 6 characters

zFS Candidate Volumes
Enter zFS Candidate volumes.
Limits: Maximum 6 characters
The zFS candidate volumes allow the specification of an optional list of VOLSERs used during the allocation of
zFS container data sets for USS parts.

The new data destination appears on the Data Destination list.

NOTE
Click Cancel to withdraw this create request.
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Add a Data Destination

You can add current data destinations to an existing system using these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.
Information about the systems related to the type you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system you want to add data destinations.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the Data Destination tab.
The Data Destination window appears.

4. Click Add.
The Pick Data Destination dialog appears.

5. Select the data destinations you want to add and click Select.
The data destinations are added to the system.

Maintain Data Destinations

You can maintain, delete, or create data destinations using these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and in the Actions section, click the Maintain Data destinations link.
The Maintains Data Destinations dialog appears.

NOTE
A grayed select box indicates that the data destinations is assigned and cannot be removed. It can be edited.

2. Select Edit from the Actions drop-down list for the data destination you want to change.
The Edit Data Destinations dialog appears.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

1. Update the following and click Save:
Name

Enter a meaningful Name.
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.

NOTE
Each data destination name must be a unique name and it is not case-sensitive. For example DATAD1
and datad1 are the same data destination name.

Description
Enter the description.
Limits: Maximum 255 characters.

Transmission Method
Select the transmission method.
Default: Shared DASD.

Mount Point
(Shared DASD only) Enter the mount point directory path, which is a directory path that must exist on the target
system. The user that is doing the deployment must have write permission to this directory, as well as mount
authorization on the target system.

NOTE
A mount user must have UID(0) or at least have READ access to the SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT
resource found in the UNIXPRIV class.

Limits: Maximum 120 characters
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NOTE
SMS is not mutually exclusive with non-SMS. They can both be specified (usually one or the other
is specified though). This is where you specify allocation parameters for the deployment on a target
system.

Storage Class
(Shared DASD only) Enter the Storage Class.
Limits: Maximum 8 characters
Example: SYSPRG

VOLSER
(Shared DASD only) Enter the Volser.
Limits: Maximum 6 characters
Example: SYSP01 and SYSP02

GIMUNZIP Volume
Enter the GIMUNZIP volume.
Limits: Maximum 6 characters

zFS Candidate Volumes
Enter zFS Candidate volumes.
Limits: Maximum 6 characters
The zFS candidate volumes let you specify an optional list of VOLSERs used during the allocation of zFS
container data sets for USS parts.

The updated data destination appears on the list of data destinations.

NOTE
Click Cancel to withdraw this change request.

Set a Default Data Destination

You can set a default for a current data destination using these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side.
Information about the systems you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system link to which you want to set the data destination default.
Detailed information about the system appears on the right side.

3. Click the Data Destination tab.
The Data Destination window appears.

4. Select the data destination that you want as the default.
5. In the Action field, select Set as Default.

The word Default appears in the Default column.

Delete Data Destinations

WARNING
A grayed selection field indicates that the data destination is assigned and it cannot be deleted. The field can be
edited.

You can delete current data destinations that have not been assigned using these steps:

1. Click the System Registry tab, and select Non-Sysplex Systems, Sysplexes, or Shared DASD Clusters from the tree
on the left side. Information about the systems that you selected appears on the right side.

2. Select the system where you want to delete a data destination. Detailed information about the system appears on the
right side.

3. Click the Data Destination tab.
The Data Destination window appears.
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4. Click the Select field for each data destination you want to remove, click Remove, and then click OK to confirm.
The data destination is deleted from this system.

Remote Credentials

The Remote credentials page sets up remote credentials accounts by owner, remote user ID, and remote system name.
Use the Apply button to apply and save your changes.

WARNING
Remote Credentials are validated during the deployment process when deploying to a nonstaging system.
The user is responsible for having the correct owner, remote user ID, remote system name, password, and
authenticated authorization before creating a new remote credential.

You can add, edit, or delete remote credentials.

Add Remote Credentials

You can add credentials remotely using these steps:

1. Click the Settings tab, and select Remote Credentials from the tree on the left side.
Detailed information appears on the right side.

2. In the Remote Credentials Accounts panel, click New.
The New Remote Credential dialog appears.

3. Enter the following, and click OK:

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

Remote User ID

Enter a correct remote user ID.

NOTE
Limits: 64 characters

Limits: 2 to 63 characters

NOTE
The password is case-sensitive. Verify that your password follows the correct case-sensitive rules for your
remote system.

Limits: 2 to 63 characters

NOTE
The password is case-sensitive. Verify that your password follows the correct case-sensitive rules for your
remote system.

The remote credential entry appears on the Remote Credentials list.

Click Apply.

Your changes are applied.

Edit Remote Credentials

You can edit remote credentials.

WARNING
Remote Credentials are validated during the deployment process when deploying to a nonstaging system.
The user is responsible for having the correct owner, remote user ID, remote system name, password, and
authenticated authorization before creating a new remote credential.
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You can remotely edit credentials using these steps:

1. Click the Setting tab, and select Remote Credentials from the tree on the left side.
Detailed information appears on the right side.

2. In the Actions drop-down list, click Edit for the remote credential you want to edit.
The Edit Remote Credential window appears.

3. Update the following and click OK:

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

Remote User ID

Enter a correct remote user ID.

Limits: Maximum 64 characters.

Remote System Name
Enter a correct remote system name.
Limits: Maximum 8 characters.
Example: RMinPlex

NOTE
A remote credential default can be set up by creating a remote credential without the system name. This
default would be for the user creating this remote credentials only.

Password
Enter a correct password.
Limits: Minimum 2 characters and Maximum 63 characters.

NOTE
Password is case sensitive, make sure that your password follows the correct case sensitive rules for
your remote system.

Confirm Password
Enter the correct confirm password.
Limits: Minimum 2 characters and Maximum 63 characters.

NOTE
Password is case sensitive, make sure that your password follows the correct case sensitive rules for
your remote system.

The remote credential entry appears on Remote Credentials list.

Click Apply

Your changes are applied.

Delete Remote Credentials

You can delete remote credentials using these steps:

1. Click the Setting tab, and select Remote Credentials from the tree on the left side.
Detailed information appears on the right side.

2. In the Actions drop-down list, click Delete for the remote credential you want to delete.
A Delete Confirmation window appears.

3. Click OK.
The remote credential is deleted.
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Deploying Products (VTAM)
This section includes information about how to use CSM to deploy products.

A deployment is a CSM object that you create to deploy libraries and data sets using a process that copies target libraries
defined to SMP/E and user data sets across both shared DASD and networked environments.

Deployment Status

Deployments exist in different statuses. Actions move deployments from one status to another. You can use the following
available actions for each of the following deployment statuses.

Under Construction
The user is constructing the deployment.
Available Actions: All but Confirm

Snapshot in Progress
Snapshot is in Progress
Available Actions: Reset Status

Snapshot in Error
Snapshot failed
Available Actions: All but Confirm

Snapshot Completed
Snapshot Succeeded
Available Actions: Delete, Preview, Transmit, Deploy

NOTE
At this point, no editing, adding, or removing of products or systems is allowed.

Transmitting
The deployment archives are being transmitted using the FTP procedure.
Available Actions: Reset Status

Transmission Error
Transmission Failed
Available Actions: Delete, Preview, Transmit, Deploy

Transmitted
The deployment archives have been transmitted.
Available Actions: Delete, Preview, Deploy

Deploying
The deployment archives are being deployed.
Available Actions: Reset Status

Deploying Error
Deployment failed
Available Actions: Delete, Preview, Deploy

Deployed
The target libraries were deployed.
Available Actions: Delete, Summary, Confirm

Complete
The deployment is complete.
Available Actions: Delete, Summary
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Creating Deployments

The deployment creation process consists of the following steps:

1. Initiate deployment creation.
2. Define a name and description.
3. Select an SMP/E environment.
4. Select a product.
5. Select a custom data set.
6. Select a methodology.
7. Select a system.
8. Preview and save.

Initiate Deployment Creation

You can create a new deployment by using the New Deployment wizard.

To initiate deployment creation, click the Deployments tab, and then in the Actions section, click the Create Deployment
link.

The New Deployment wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
When creating a deployment, you can save this deployment at any step in this wizard. This "under construction"
deployment is added to the current deployments list. You can maintain this deployment until a successful
snapshot has been created.

Define Name and Description

When you create a deployment, you begin by defining the name and description so that it will be known and accessible
within CSM.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Introduction step, enter a meaningful deployment name.
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.
Note: Each deployment name must be unique and it is not case-sensitive. For example, DEPL1 and depl1 are the
same deployment name.

2. Enter the description of this deployment.
Limits: Maximum 255 characters.

3. Click Next.
The CSI Selection step appears.

NOTE
When creating a deployment, you can save this deployment at any step in this wizard. This "under construction"
deployment is added to the current deployments list. You can maintain this deployment until a successful
snapshot has been created.

Select a CSI

After you define the name and description, you select a CSI for the deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. On the CSI Selection step, in CSIs to Deploy, click the CSI you want to select.
The CSI selections listed are preselected from the SMP/E Environments page.

2. Click Next.
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The Product Selection step appears.

NOTE
When creating a deployment, you can save this deployment at any step in this wizard. This "under construction"
deployment is added to the current deployments list. You can maintain this deployment until a successful
snapshot has been created.

Select a Product

After you select a CSI for the deployment, you select a product for the deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Product Selection step, select a product from the list.

NOTE
If you cannot select the product or product feature from the list, it is for one of the following reasons:

If a feature is mandatory for the selected product, the corresponding check box is also selected and disabled,
and you cannot deselect the feature from the list.

2. If there is a text icon in the Text column, click it to read the instructions supplied by Broadcom Support for product, data
set, and other necessary information.

3. Click the check box I have read the associated text, and click Next. The Next button is disabled until you click the
check box.

NOTE
If there are no products displayed, the appropriate PTF that enables your products' deployment through
metadata has not been installed.

The Custom Data Sets step appears.

NOTE
When creating a deployment, you can save this deployment at any step in this wizard. This "under construction"
deployment is added to the current deployments list. You can maintain this deployment until a successful
snapshot has been created.

Select a Custom Data Set

A custom data set is a data set that contains either a z/OS data set or USS path.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Custom Data Sets step, select a custom data set from the list and click Select.

NOTE
To add a new custom data set, click Add Data Set and enter the custom data set information.

2. Click Next.
The Methodology Selection step appears.

NOTE
When creating a deployment, you can save this deployment at any step in this wizard. This "under construction"
deployment is added to the current deployments list. You can maintain this deployment until a successful
snapshot has been created.

Select a Methodology

After you select a custom data set, you select a methodology, which lets you provide a single data set name mask that is
used to control the target library names on the target system.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Methodology Selection step, select a Methodology from the list.
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2. (Optional) Click Create, and enter the new methodology information.
3. Click Next.

The System Selection step appears.

NOTE
When creating a deployment, you can save this deployment at any step in this wizard. This "under construction"
deployment is added to the current deployments list. You can maintain this deployment until a successful
snapshot has been created.

Select a System

After you select a methodology, you select a system.

Follow these steps:

1. On the System Selection step, select the systems to be deployed.

NOTE
When two systems have the same name, use the description to differentiate between these systems.

Sysplex systems are denoted by sysplex system:system name. For example, PLEX1:CO11, where PLEX1 is the
sysplex system, and CO11 is the system name.

2. Click Next.
The Preview step appears.

NOTE
When creating a deployment, you can save this deployment at any step in this wizard. This "under construction"
deployment is added to the current deployments list. You can maintain this deployment until a successful
snapshot has been created.

Preview and Save the Deployment

After you select a system, you are ready to preview the deployment, and then save or deploy it.

• To save the deployment, click Save.
• To set up the deployment, click Deploy.

Note: Click Cancel to exit the wizard without saving.

The Preview identifies the deployment and describes the products, systems, means of transport, and target libraries
(including source, target, and resolution), as well as the SMP/E environment and snapshot information.

WARNING
Data sets may need to be APF-authorized and added to the Link List and Link Pack Area. These data sets are
identified in this dialog.

NOTE
??? in the Preview indicates that CSM has yet to assign this value.

View a Deployment

To view a deployment, click the Deployments tab, and select the current or completed deployment from the tree on the left
side. The detailed deployment information appears on the right side.

Change Deployments

You can change deployments any time before you snapshot the deployment.

WARNING
Each deployment must have at least one product defined, at least one system defined, and a methodology
defined.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab. The Deployment window appears.
2. On the right, in the Deployments panel click the current deployment link.

The detailed deployment information appears.
3. Click the Deployment Name link for the Deployment you want to change.

This deployment’s window appears.

NOTE
Change the information on this window as needed. Each deployment name must be unique and it is not
case-sensitive. For example DEPL1 and depl1 are the same deployment name. The methodology provides
the means for deployment. It is used to control the target library names on the target system.

There are actions that you can perform based on Deployment State.
4. To change a methodology, select a methodology from the drop-down list and click Edit.

The Edit Methodology window appears. The Deployment ID is the value of the CSMID variable.

NOTE
You can perform the following actions:

5. Click Save on the Deployment Details window.
6. Click Actions drop-down list to do one of the following:
Preview (Summary)

NOTE
This action button changes to Summary after a successful deploy.

Generates a list of the following current information:

• Deployment’s ID
• Name
• Products
• Systems
• Transport information
• Target libraries including: source, target, and resolved data set names.
• SMP/E environment
• Snapshot path and container

Snapshot
Takes a snapshot of the current deployment.
A snapshot of the set of target libraries is taken by CSM, by utilizing the IBM supplied utility GIMZIP to create
a compressed archive of these libraries, along with a list of applied maintenance. The SMP/E environment is
“locked” during this archive creation process to insure the integrity of the archived data.

Transmit
Transmit enables a customer to take their CSM installed software and copy it onto systems across the enterprise
through FTP, in preparation for a subsequent deployment.

Deploy
Combines the snapshot, transmit, and deploy action into one action.

Confirm
Confirms that the deployment is complete. This is the final action by the user.

NOTE
A deployment is not completed until it is confirmed. Once it is confirmed the deployment moves to the
Confirmed deployment list.
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Delete
Deletes deployment and its associated containers, folders, and files. This does not include the deployed target
libraries on the end systems. See delete a deployment for a list of deleted files.

NOTE
A deployment's deletion does not start until it is confirmed.

Reset Status
You can reset a deployment status when the deployment has a status of snapshot in progress, transmitting, or
deploying. See reset status for a list of deleted files.

7. Click Save on the Deployment Details window.
You changes are saved.

Deployment Maintenance

You can maintain a deployment in the following ways:

• Adding
– System
– Product
– Custom data sets

• Delete
– Deployment

• Removing
– System
– Product
– Custom data sets

• Editing
– Maintain deployments
– Edit a custom data set
– Edit a methodology

• Viewing
– System
– Product
– Custom data sets

Failed Deployments

When a deployment fails, you investigate, correct, and deploy again. Use the following procedures in this section:

• Investigate a Failed Deployment Using the Tasks Page
• Download a Message Log
• Save a Message Log as a Data Set
• View Complete Message Log

NOTE
A deployment is processed in steps and in order as listed in the Deployment window. Each step must pass
successfully before the next step is started. If a step fails, the deployment fails at that step, and all steps after
the failed step are not processed.

Investigate a Failed Deployment

When a deployment fails, you investigate, correct, and deploy again.
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Follow these steps:

1. On the Deployments Page, in the left hand column, find the deployment with an error and note its name.
2. Click the Tasks tab and then click Task History.

NOTE
Click Refresh on the right hand side of the Task History bar to refresh the Task History display.

3. At the Show bar, select All tasks, or select My tasks to only see the tasks assigned to you.

NOTE
You can refine the task list further by selecting task and status types from the drop-down lists, and then sort
by Task ID.

4. Find the failed deployment step and click the link in the Name column.
The Task Output Browser appears.

5. Click the link in the Name column to view the results, and click on the messages logs to review the details for each
error.
Note: You can analyze the error results and determine the steps required to troubleshoot them.

6. Correct the issue and deploy again.

Download a Message Log

You can save the message log in the following ways:

• To download a zipped file of all the text messages for this validation, click the Deployment Name on the top left tree.
Click the Download Zipped Output button on the General menu bar. Save this file.

• To download as TXT, click the Deployment Name or the Deployment Results on the left tree. Click the Action button on
the Message Log bar and click the Download as TXT. Save this file.

• To download as ZIP, click the Deployment Name or the Deployment Results on the left tree. Click the Action button on
the Message Log bar and click the Download as ZIP. Save this file.

Save a Message Log as a Data Set

You can save a message log as a data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployment Name or the Deployment Results on the left tree. Click the Action button on the Message Log
bar, and click the Save as Data Set.
The Save Output as Data Set dialog appears.

NOTE
This information is sent to Broadcom Support to analyze the failed deployment.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

1. Enter the following information and click OK:
Data Set Name

Enter a data set name. CSM generates a value.
VOLSER

For non-SMS data, enter the Volser.
Example:
Volser: SYSP01 and SYSP02

Storage Class
For SMS Allocation data, enter the Storage Class.

The message log is saved as a data set.

View Complete Message Log
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To view the complete message log for a failed validation, click Show All.

NOTE
To close the message log, click Close.

Reset Deployment Status

You can reset a deployment status when the deployment has a status of snapshot in progress, transmitting, or deploying.
The message log explains if any containers, folders, and files were deleted during reset.

You can also investigate a failed deployment to see additional details in the message log.

The following statuses may be reset.

Snapshot in progress
Snapshot in progress is reset to snapshot in error.

Transmitting
Transmitting is reset to transmit in error.

Deploying
Deploying is reset to deploy in error.

The following artifacts are reset by status.

Snapshot in Progress
Archive located at Application Root/sdsroot/Dnnnn, where nnnn = Deployment ID automatic number. Application
Root is defined in settings under mount point management,
Temp files located at Application Root/sdsroot/Deployment_nnnn, where nnnn = Deployment ID automatic
number.

Transmit in Progress
Nothing is reset.

Deploy in Progress
Nothing is reset.

Delete a Deployment

You can delete deployments.

Note: You cannot delete deployments that are currently being deployed.

A deployment deletion must be confirmed before a deletion starts.

NOTE
If system information was changed, not all files may be deleted. In this case, you many need to delete these
files manually. For example, if an FTP transmission was changed to a Shared DASD Cluster or if the remote
credentials are incorrect or changed.

The message log explains which containers, folders, and files were deleted during processing and which ones were not
deleted. See how to investigate a failed deployment for details on finding the message log.

NOTE
Target libraries are never deleted.

The following artifacts are deleted by status:

Under Construction
All applicable database records

Snapshot in Error
All applicable database records
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Snapshot Completed
Archive located at Application Root/sdsroot/Dnnnn where nnnn = Deployment ID automatic number. Application
Root is defined in settings under mount point management.
All applicable database records.

Transmit in Error
Same as Snapshot Completed, plus attempts to delete any transmitted snapshots on target systems.

Transmitted
Same as Transmit in Error.

Deploy in Error
Same as Transmitted.

Deployed
Same as Snapshot Completed.

Complete
Same as Snapshot Completed.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab.
The Deployment window appears.

2. On the right, in the Deployments panel, click the Current Deployments or Complete Deployments link.
The detailed deployment information appears.

3. Click the deployment name link, and from the Actions drop-down list, select Delete, and then click OK to confirm.
The deployment is deleted.

Confirm a Deployment

You can use this procedure to confirm that the deployment is complete.

NOTE
A deployment is not completed until it is confirmed. After it is confirmed, the deployment moves to the
Completed deployment list.

WARNING
Data sets may need to be APF-authorized and added to the Link List and Link Pack Area. These data sets are
identified in this dialog.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab.
The Deployment page appears.

2. Click Confirm.
The Confirmation dialog appears.

3. Review the confirmation.
4. Click OK when the deployment is correct.

NOTE
Click Cancel to exit this procedure without confirming.

The Deployment Summary window may contain the following:
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– Deployment’s ID
– Name
– Products
– Systems
– Data Sets actions
– Transport information
– Target libraries including: source, target, and resolved data set names.
– SMP/E environment
– Snapshot path and container

Products

You can view, add, and remove products from a deployment.

View the Product List

You can view a product.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab.
2. Select the current deployment from the tree on the left side.

The detailed deployment information appears on the right side.

Add a Product

You can add a product to a deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab. The Deployments window appears.
2. On the right, in the Deployments panel click the Current Deployment link.

A list of current deployments appears.
3. Click the deployment name link.
4. In the Product List panel click Add Products.

The Add Products wizard appears.
5. Select a CSI and click Next.

The Product Selection appears.
6. Select a product.
7. If there is a text icon in Text column, click the text icon to read the instructions supplied by Broadcom Support for

product, data sets, and other necessary information.
8. Click the "I have read the associated text by selecting the text icon from the list about" box. This box appears only if

there is a text icon.

NOTE
You will not be able to click Next until you click this box.

9. Click Next.
The Custom Data Set Selection appears

10. If needed, select or add a custom data set.
11. Click Add Products.

The Product is added.

Remove a Product

You can remove a product from a deployment.
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NOTE
This product will no longer be associated with the current deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab. The Deployment window appears.
2. On the right, in the Deployments panel click the Current Deployment link.

A list of current deployments appears.
3. Select the deployment that you want to remove the product from.
4. In the Product List panel, select a product to remove.
5. Click the Remove link.
6. Click OK to the Remove Products confirmation window.

The product is removed.

Custom Data Sets

You can view, add, edit, and remove custom data sets from a deployment.

A custom data set is a data set that contains either a z/OS data set or USS path.

• For a z/OS data set, you need to provide a data set name that is the actual existing z/OS data set and a mask that
names the data set on the target system. This mask may be set up using symbolic qualifiers and must be available to
CSM. During the deployment process, the custom data set is accessed and copied to the target system the same way
a target library is accessed and copied.

• For USS parts, you need to provide a local path, a remote path (which may be set up using symbolic qualifiers), and a
type of copy. The type of copy can be either a container copy or a file-by-file copy.

View Custom Data Sets

You can view custom data sets.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab, and select the current deployment from the tree on the left side.
The detailed deployment information appears on the right side.

Product Name Sort Arrows
Click the up arrow to place the product names in alphabetic order or click the down arrow to place them in reverse
alphabetic order.

Add a Custom Data Set

You can add custom data sets to a deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab.
The Deployments window appears.

2. On the right, in the Deployments panel, click the Current Deployment link.
A list of current deployments appears.

3. Click the deployment name link.
4. In the Custom Data Sets List panel, click Add Data Sets.

The Add Custom Data Sets dialog appears.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

1. Select a Product from the drop-down list.
Note: When there are instructions, they are required and supplied by Broadcom Support.
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2. Select the Data Set Type, either data set (step 7) or USS (step 10).
Default: data set

3. For data set, enter the data set name.
Limits: Maximum 44 characters.

NOTE
This is the existing z/OS data set name that you want CSM to include in the deployment when it is deployed
on the target systems.

4. Enter the data set name mask, click the file icon, and select a symbolic name.
Mask

This is the mask that will be used to name the data sets that are being deployed. They can contain symbolic
qualifiers. For example, if you enter CAPRODS.&SYSID, the &SYSID is replaced by its values, and if the SYSID
that is being deployed to is XX16, the DSN mask will be CAPRODS.XX16
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.

NOTE
Each deployed target data set is named using the resolved content of the data set name mask followed
by the low-level qualifier of the source data set. Appending the low-level qualifier from the source data
set helps ensure uniqueness of the final data set name. Verify that the mask that you entered does not
exceed 35 characters when it is translated.The mask consists of one or more qualifiers that are separated
by periods. The maximum number of characters is 64, including the periods. While you are entering the
mask, CSM validates the mask by replacing symbolics with the minimum possible values first, and then with
the maximum values. If the validation with the minimum possible values fails, an error message appears
at the top of the dialog, and you cannot proceed. If the validation with the maximum values fails, a warning
message appears, and you can proceed.

When the mask is translated, it has a maximum length of 44 characters including the periods and the low-
level qualifier from the source data set. The low-level qualifier from the source data set has a maximum
length of nine characters including a period.

Two consecutive periods are required to separate the two masks.
5. Enter the Mask and click OK.
6. For USS data set type, enter the Local Path. The local path is the directory are where files are to be copied from.

Limit: Maximum 255 characters.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

1. Enter the Remote Path and/or click the file icon and select a symbolic name. The remote path is the path where the
files are to be copied to.
Limit: Maximum 255 characters.

2. Select the Type of Copy:
– If you select Container Copy, proceed to step 14.
– If you select File-by-file Copy, proceed to step 15, and ensure that the USS path exists on all of the remote systems

of this deployment, and that there is sufficient space to hold these target libraries.
Default: Container Copy

3. Click OK.
4. For Container Copy, enter the container name and/or click the file icon and select a symbolic name.

Limit: Maximum 64 characters.
Note: It consists of one or more qualifiers separated by periods, and has a maximum input length of 64 characters,
including the periods. When it is translated, it has a maximum length of 44 characters, including the periods.

NOTE
For Container Copy, the following occurs during the deployment process:
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NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

1. Select the Type of Container from the drop-down list.
2. Enter the Mount Point and/or click the file icon and select a symbolic name.

Limit: Maximum 255 characters.

NOTE
The container is created and it is mounted at a position in the USS file system hierarchy. The place in the
hierarchy where it is mounted is known as that containers mount point. Most nodes in the USS file system
can be mount points, for any one container.

3. Enter the percentage of Free Space needed.
The percentage of free space is the amount of space to leave in the file system, after the size has been computed.
This is done by specifying secondary space on the allocation. For example, the computed space was determined
to be 100 tracks. Then 35 would be 35% free space and the space allocations would be in tracks, 100 primary 35
secondary. While 125 would be 125% over and allocation would be in tracks, 100 primary 125 secondary.
Limit: 0 to 1000.

4. Click OK.
The custom data set is added.

Edit a Custom Data Set

You can edit a custom data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab.
The Deployments page appears.

2. On the right, in the Deployments panel, click the Current Deployment link.
A list of current deployments appears.

3. Click the deployment name link.
4. In the Custom Data Sets List panel, click the Actions drop-down list and click Edit.

The Edit Custom Data Sets dialog appears.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

1. Select a Product from the drop-down list.
Note: When there are instructions, they are required and supplied by Broadcom Support.

2. Select the Data Set Type, either data set (step 7) or USS (step 10).
Default: data set

3. For data set, enter the data set name.
Limits: Maximum 44 characters.

NOTE
This is the existing z/OS data set name that you want CSM to include in the deployment when it is deployed
on the target systems.

4. Enter the data set name mask, click the file icon, and select a symbolic name.
Mask

This is the mask that will be used to name the data sets that are being deployed. They can contain symbolic
qualifiers. For example, if you enter CAPRODS.&SYSID, the &SYSID is replaced by its values, and if the SYSID
that is being deployed to is XX16, the dsn mask will be CAPRODS.XX16
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.
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NOTE
Each deployed target data set is named using the resolved content of the data set name mask followed
by the low-level qualifier of the source data set. Appending the low-level qualifier from the source data
set helps ensure uniqueness of the final data set name. Verify that the mask that you entered does not
exceed 35 characters when it is translated.The mask consists of one or more qualifiers that are separated
by periods. The maximum number of characters is 64, including the periods. While you are entering the
mask, CSM validates the mask by replacing symbolics with the minimum possible values first, and then with
the maximum values. If the validation with the minimum possible values fails, an error message appears
at the top of the dialog, and you cannot proceed. If the validation with the maximum values fails, a warning
message appears, and you can proceed.

When the mask is translated, it has a maximum length of 44 characters including the periods and the low-
level qualifier from the source data set. The low-level qualifier from the source data set has a maximum
length of nine characters including a period.

Two consecutive periods are required to separate the two masks.
5. Enter the Mask and click OK.
6. For USS data set type, enter the Local Path. The local path is the directory where files are to be copied from.

Limit: Maximum 255 characters.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

1. Enter the Remote Path and/or click the file icon and select a symbolic name. The remote path is the path were the files
are to be copied to.
Limit: Maximum 255 characters.

2. Select the Type of Copy:
– If you select Container Copy, proceed to step 14.
– If you select File-by-file Copy, proceed to step 15, and ensure that the USS path exists on all of the remote systems

of this deployment, and that there is sufficient space to hold these target libraries.
Default: File-by-file Copy

3. Click OK.
4. For Container Copy, enter the container name and/or click the file icon and select a symbolic name.

Limit: Maximum 64 characters.
It consists of one or more qualifiers separated by periods, and has a maximum input length of 64 characters, including
the periods. When it is translated is has a maximum length of 44 characters including the periods.
For container copy the following occurs during the deployment process:
a. A file system of the requested type is created
b. The size of the file system is computed as follows:

• The size off all of the constituent files and directories in the local path are added up as bytes.
• These bytes are converted to tracks and used as the primary allocation value
• If there is a non-zero percent of free space entered, it is used to calculate the secondary allocation.

c. All of the directories in the mount point will by dynamically created.
d. The file system will be mounted at the requested mount point

NOTE
The mount is not permanent. You will need to update your BPXPARMS to make this mount point
permanent.

e. The content from the local path will copied into the newly created and mounted file system.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.
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5. Select the Type of Container from the drop down list.
6. Enter the Mount Point and/or click the file icon and select a symbolic name.

Limit: Maximum 255 characters.

NOTE
The container is created and it is mounted at a position in the USS file system hierarchy. The place in the
hierarchy where it is mounted is known as that containers mount point. Most nodes in the USS file system
can be mount points, for any one container.

7. Enter the percentage of Free Space needed.
The percentage of free space is the amount of space to leave in the file system, after the size has been computed.
This is done by specifying secondary space on the allocation. For example, the computed space was determined
to be 100 tracks. Then 35 would be 35% free space and the space allocations would be in tracks, 100 primary 35
secondary. While 125 would be 125% over and allocation would be in tracks, 100 primary 125 secondary.
Limit: 0 to 1000.

8. Click OK.
The custom data set is changed.

Remove a Custom Data Set

You can remove a custom data set from a deployment.

NOTE
This data set will no longer be associated with the current deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab.
The Deployment page appears.

2. On the right, in the Deployments panel click the Current Deployment link.
A list of current deployments appears.

Product Name Sort Arrows
Click the up arrow to place the product names in alphabetic order or click the down arrow to place them in reverse
alphabetic order.

3. Select the custom data set that you want to remove from this deployment.
4. Click the Remove link.
5. Click OK to the Remove Custom Data Set confirmation window.

The custom data set is removed.

Methodologies

You can create, maintain, edit, and delete methodologies from a deployment.

A methodology has the following attributes:

• A single data set name mask that is used to control what target libraries are to be called on the target systems and
where these deployment will go.

z/OS data sets
z/OS data sets use a data set name mask. The data set name mask is a valid data set name comprised of
constants and symbolic qualifiers.
The minimum methodology data consists of a data set mask and a target action. The symbolics in the data set
mask are either symbolics defined by CSM or z/OS system symbolics.

• Deployment Style information is used to create only or create and replace a methodology.
Create Only

Use Create Only when you are creating a new methodology that does not have any target libraries already
associated with a deployment.
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Create or Replace
Use Create or Replace to:

• Create new data sets and/or files in a UNIX directory.
• Replace existing sequential data sets or files in a UNIX directory.
• For partitioned data sets, replace existing members, add new member without deletion of members that are

not replaced.

NOTE
Using Create or Replace would not cause the deployment to fail due to data set name conflicts.

Create a Methodology

You can create a methodology.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Create button, in the Methodology Selection in the New Deployment wizard.
The Create a New Methodology dialog appears.

2. Enter the methodology name.
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.

NOTE
Each methodology name must be unique and it is not case-sensitive. For example Meth1 and meth1 are the
same methodology name.

3. Enter the description of this methodology.
Limits: Maximum 255 characters.

4. Enter the data mask name, click the file icon, and select a symbolic name.
Data Set Name Mask

This is the mask that will be used to name the data sets that are deployed. They can contain symbolic qualifiers.
For example, assume you enter, CAPRODS.&SYSID. In this case, the &SYSID. will be replaced by its values. If
the SYSID that is being deployed to is X16, the DSN mask will be: CAPRODS.X16
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.

NOTE
Each deployed target data set is named using the resolved content of the data set name mask followed
by the low-level qualifier of the source data set. Appending the low-level qualifier from the source data
set helps ensure uniqueness of the final data set name. Verify that the mask that you entered does not
exceed 35 characters when it is translated.The mask consists of one or more qualifiers that are separated
by periods. The maximum number of characters is 64, including the periods. While you are entering the
mask, CSM validates the mask by replacing symbolics with the minimum possible values first, and then with
the maximum values. If the validation with the minimum possible values fails, an error message appears
at the top of the dialog, and you cannot proceed. If the validation with the maximum values fails, a warning
message appears, and you can proceed.

When the mask is translated, it has a maximum length of 44 characters including the periods and the low-
level qualifier from the source data set. The low-level qualifier from the source data set has a maximum
length of nine characters including a period.

5. Select a style of Deployment.
Create only

Creates new data sets.
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NOTE
Prior to creating any data sets on the remote system, a check is made, to see if the data sets already
exist. The deployment is not allowed to continue if this occurs.

Create or Replace
Creates new data sets if they do not already exist, or replaces existing data sets.
Partitioned data set

Replaces existing members in a partitioned data set with members that have the same name as the
source file. Any currently existing member that is not in the source file will remain in the PDS. Any
member from the source that does not already exist in the target PDS will be added to the target PDS.
The amount of free space in the PDS will need to be sufficient to hold the additional content, since no
automatic compress will be done.

Directory in a UNIX file system
Replaces files in a directory with files with the same name as the source. Any currently existing directory
in a UNIX file system that is not in the source will remain in the UNIX file system.

Sequential data set or a file in the UNIX file system
Replaces the existing data set or file and its attributes with the data from the source file.

For a VSAM data set (cluster)
Populates an existing VSAM cluster with the data from the source file.
Note: The existing VSAM cluster must be of the same type as the source cluster (ESDS, KSDS, LDS, or
RRDS), and it must have characteristics that are compatible with the source cluster (such as, record size,
key size, and key offset). Replace does not verify the compatibility of these characteristics.

To replace the contents of an existing cluster, the cluster is altered to a reusable state by using an IDCAMS
ALTER command, if necessary, before the data from the VSAM source is copied into the cluster by using
an IDCAMS REPRO command. The REPRO command will use both the REPLACE and REUSE operands.
Following the REPRO operation, the cluster is altered back to a non-reusable state if that was its state to begin
with.

6. Click Save.
The methodology is saved.

NOTE
Click Cancel to close this dialog without saving.

Symbolic Qualifiers

The data set name mask and the directory path contain the following symbolic qualifiers:

Data Set Name Mask
This is a unique name that identifies each data set. It consists of one or more qualifiers separated by periods, and
has a maximum input length of 64 characters, including the periods. When the data set name mask is translated
is has a maximum length of 44 characters including the periods.

Directory Path
This is a USS path name, it consists of one or more directory leaves separated by forward slashes, and has
a maximum input length of 255 characters including slashes. When the Directory Path is translated it has a
maximum length of 255 characters.

Symbolic Substitution
Symbolic substitution, or translation, is a process performed by CSM to resolve the mask values specified in
the data set name mask and directory path, into real names based upon the contents of the symbolic variables
at translation time. A CSM symbol is defined in the list of symbols. Each symbol begins with an ampersand (&)
and ends with a period (.). For example, the symbol &LYYMMDD. would be completely replaced with its value at
translation time, including the ampersand and trailing period. The trailing period is important and is considered
part of the symbolic name.
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Symbolic Variables
You can use symbolic variables in the construction of a data set name with the value of the symbolic
variable to end a data set name segment.
Example: Assume CSMDID is 255.
SYSWORK.D&CSMDID..DATASET

NOTE
The double periods are necessary because the first period is part of the symbolic name, and
therefore does not appear in the translated value.

The final data set name is SYSWORK.D255.DATASET.
Numeric Values

Some CSM symbolic names translate to numeric values. In the case where you want to use one of these
symbolic variables in your data set name, you may have to precede it with a alpha constant. This is
because z/OS data set naming rules do not allow a data set name segment to start with a numeric.
If you wanted to use a date value in your translated data set name, you could use one of the CSM defined
date symbolic qualifiers such as &LYYMMDD. You must be careful how you construct the data set mask
value.
Example: Assume that you want to have a middle level qualifier to have a unique value based upon the
date of April 1, 2010.
Mask = SYSWORK.D&LYYMMDD..DATASET, translates to SYSWORK.D100401.DATASET
An incorrect specification of the mask would be:
SYSWORK.&LYYMMDD..DATASET, translates to SYSWORK.100401.DATASET. Because the middle-
level qualifier starts with a numeric it is an invalid data set name.

Directory Paths
Symbolic substitution works in the same logical way for directory paths. However, directory paths do not
typically have periods in them, so you will typically not see the double dots in directory paths.
Example: Assume the target system is SYSZ.
/u/usr/&CSMSYSNM./deployments translates to /u/usr/SYSZ/deployments.

NOTE
Before a Product Deployment is deployed, the CSMDID shows as ???. After deployment, the Automatic ID is
assigned and this is the CSMDID.

Symbolic Qualifiers

• ID and System Information
CSMDID

This is the CSM deployment ID.
Limits: This is automatically assigned by CSM when the Deploy button is clicked or when a deployment is saved.

CSMMPN
This is the CSM Mount Point Name. The value is entered into the mount point name field when adding a custom
data set with both the USS radio button and the Container copy radio button set. It is of primary value in remote
path.

NOTE
The Mount Point Name field can contain symbols when it is translated first, the value of the CSMMPN.
variable is resolved.

Example: Assume the value of CSMDID is 253 and the user entered the following information.
Mount point name: /u/users/deptest/R&CSMDID./leaf
Remote path: &CSMMPN.
The translated value of &CSMMPN is /u/users/deptest/R253/leaf
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CSMSYSNM
This is the CSM system object name.

SYSCLONE
This is the shorthand name of the system.
Limits: Maximum 2 characters.

SYSNAME
This is the system name entered when a non-sysplex, sysplex, Shared DASD Cluster, or Staging system is
created.

SYSPLEX
This is the system name entered when a sysplex is created.
Note: This symbolic may not be used for a non-sysplex system.

SYSUID
The current user ID.

• Target Libraries
CSMHLQ

CSMHLQ is the high-level qualifier for the target library.
Limits: It is the characters before the first period in a fully qualified data set name. The high-level qualifier can be
from 1 to 8 characters.
Example: For the data set JOHNSON.FINANCE.DIVISION.SCRIPT, the high-level qualifier is JOHNSON.

CSMMLQ
CSMMLQ is the middle-level qualifier for the target library.
Limits: It is the characters after the first period and before the last period in a fully qualified data set name. The
middle-level qualifier size can vary based on the number of qualifiers defined.
Example: For the data set JOHNSON.FINANCE.DIVISION.SCRIPT, the middle-level qualifier is
FINANCE.DIVISION.

CSMLLQ
CSMLLQ is the low-level qualifier for the target library.
Limits: It is the characters after the last period in a fully qualified data set name. The low-level qualifier can be
from 1 to 8 characters.
Example: For the data set JOHNSON.FINANCE.SCRIPT, the low-level qualifier is SCRIPT.

CSMSLQ
This is the secondary low-level qualifier for the target library and it is the "segment" of the data set name just
before the low-level qualifier (CSMLLQ).
Limits: It is the characters after the second to last period and before the last period in a fully qualified data set
name. The secondary low-level qualifier can be from 1 to 8 characters.
Example: For the data set JOHNSON.FINANCE.SECOND.SCRIPT, the low-level qualifier is SECOND.

CSMPREF
This is the target library prefix. The target library prefix is the entire data set name to the left of the CSMLLQ.
Example: For the data set JOHNSON.FINANCE.DIVISION.SCRIPT the prefix is JOHNSON.FINANCE.DIVISION.

CSMDLIBN
The deployed library number is a unique number, for each deployed library, within a deployment.
Example: Assume 3 target libraries in a deployment.
DSN = USER456.LIBR473.CAIPROC 

DSN = USER456.LIBR473.CAILOAD 

DSN = USER456.LIBR473.CAIEXEC

Assume the methodology specified a mask of:
&SYSUID..D&CSMDID..LIB&CSMDLIBN

Assume USERID is USER789, and the deployment ID is 877, then the resolved DSNs would be,
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Deployed library = USER789.D877.LIB1.CAIPROC 

Deployed library = USER789.D877.LIB2.CAILOAD 

Deployed library = USER789.D877.LIB3.CAIEXEC

• Local Date and Time
LYYMMDD

This is the local two-digit year.
YY two-digit year
MM two-digit month (01=January)
DD two-digit day of month (01 through 31)
Example: 100311

LYR2
This is the local two-digit year.
LYR2 two-digit year
Example: 10

LYR4
This is the local four-digit year.
LYR4 four-digit year
Example: 2010

LMON
This is the local month.
LMON two-digit month (01=January)
Example: 03

LDAY
This is the local day of the month.
LDAY two-digit day of month (01 through 31)
Example: 11

LJDAY
This is the local Julian day.
LJDAY three-digit day (001 through 366)
Example: The Julian day for January 11th is 011.

LWDAY
This is the local day of the week.
LWDAY is three characters in length. The days are MON, TUE, WED, THR, FRI, SAT, and SUN.
Example: MON

LHHMMSS
This is the local time in hours, minutes, and seconds.
HH two digits of hour (00 through 23) (am/pm NOT allowed)
MM two digits of minute (00 through 59)
SS two digits of second (00 through 59)
Example: 165148

LHR
This is the local time in hours.
LHR two-digits of hour (00 through 23) (am/pm NOT allowed)
Example: 16

LMIN
This is the local time in minutes.
LMIN two-digits of minute (00 through 59)
Example: 51
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LSEC
This is the local time in seconds.
LSEC two-digits of second (00 through 59)
Example: 48

• UTC Date and Time
Coordinated Universal Time is abbreviated UTC.

YYMMDD
This is the UTC date.
YY two-digit year
MM two-digit month (01=January)
DD two-digit day of month (01 through 31)
Example: 100311

YR2
This is the UTC two digit year.
YR2 two-digit year
Example: 10

YR4
This is the UTC four digit year.
YR4 four-digit year
Example: 2010

MON
This is the UTC month.
MON two-digit month (01=January)
Example: 03

DAY
This is the UTC day of the month.
DAY two-digit day of month (01 through 31)
Example: 11

JDAY
This is the UTC Julian day.
JDAY three-digit day (001 through 366)
Example: The Julian day for January 11th is 011.

WDAY
This is the UTC day of the week.
WDAY is three characters in length. The days are MON, TUE, WED, THR, FRI, SAT, and SUN.
Example: MON

HHMMSS
This is the UTC time in hours, minutes, and seconds.
HH two-digits of hour (00 through 23) (am/pm NOT allowed)
MM two-digits of minute (00 through 59)
SS two-digits of second (00 through 59)
Example: 044811

HR
This is the UTC time in hours.
HR two digits of hour (00 through 23) (am/pm NOT allowed)
Example: 04

MIN
This is the UTC time in minutes.
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MIN two-digits of minute (00 through 59)
Example: 48

SEC
This is the UTC time in seconds.
SEC two-digits of second (00 through 59)
Example: 11

Maintain Methodologies

You can edit, replace, or remove methodologies.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab, and in the Actions section click the Maintain Methodologies link. The Maintain
Methodologies select window appears.

NOTE
A grayed select box indicates that the methodology is assigned and cannot be removed. It can be edited.

2. Select a methodology. Select Edit from Actions list.
The Methodology window appears for editing.

Edit a Methodology

You can edit a methodology by updating or modifying any of the fields on the Edit Methodology window.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab, and in the Actions section click the Maintain Methodologies link.
2. Select the methodology that you want to edit, click the Actions drop-down list, and then click Edit.

The Edit Methodologies dialog appears.

NOTE
The asterisk indicates that the field is mandatory.

NOTE
As with Add a Methodology, all fields are available to be edited and the details for each field are listed.

• Enter the Methodology Name.
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.

NOTE
Each methodology name must be unique and it is not case-sensitive. For example, Meth1 and meth1 are the
same methodology name.

• Enter the Description of this Methodology.
Limits: Maximum 255 characters.

• Enter the data set name mask, click the file icon, and select a symbolic name.
Data Set Name Mask

This is the mask that will be used to name the data sets that are deployed. They can contain symbolic qualifiers.
Example: CAPRODS.&SYSID. - in this case the &SYSID. will be replaced by its values. If the SYSID that is being
deployed to is XX16 the DSN mask will be: CAPRODS.XX16
Limits: Maximum 64 characters.

NOTE
Each deployed target data set is named using the resolved content of the data set name mask followed
by the low-level qualifier of the source data set. Appending the low-level qualifier from the source data
set helps ensure uniqueness of the final data set name. Verify that the mask that you entered does not
exceed 35 characters when it is translated.The mask consists of one or more qualifiers that are separated
by periods. The maximum number of characters is 64, including the periods. While you are entering the
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mask, CSM validates the mask by replacing symbolics with the minimum possible values first, and then with
the maximum values. If the validation with the minimum possible values fails, an error message appears
at the top of the dialog, and you cannot proceed. If the validation with the maximum values fails, a warning
message appears, and you can proceed.

When the mask is translated, it has a maximum length of 44 characters including the periods and the low-
level qualifier from the source data set. The low-level qualifier from the source data set has a maximum
length of nine characters including a period.

• Select a Style of Deployment.
Create only

Creates new data sets.

NOTE
Prior to creating any data sets on the remote system, a check is made, to see if the data sets already
exist. The deployment is not allowed to continue if this occurs.

Create or Replace
If you select Create or Replace and the target data sets do not exist, they will be created. If the target data sets
exist, Create or Replace indicates that data in the existing data set, file or directory will be replaced.
Partitioned data set

Create or Replace indicates that existing members in a partitioned data set will be replaced by members
with the same name from the source file. Any currently existing member that is not in the source file will
remain in the PDS. Any member from the source that does not already exist in the target PDS will be
added to the target PDS.
The amount of free space in the PDS will need to be sufficient to hold the additional content, since no
automatic compress will be done.

Directory in a UNIX file system
Create or Replace indicates files in a directory will be replace by files with same name from the source.
Any currently existing directory in a UNIX file system that is not in the source will remain in the UNIX file
system.

Sequential data set or a file in the UNIX file system
Create or Replace indicates the existing data set or file and its attributes will be replaced with the data
from the source file.

For a VSAM data set (cluster)
Create or Replace indicates that an existing VSAM cluster should be populated with the data from the
source file.
Note: The existing VSAM cluster must be of the same type as the source cluster (ESDS, KSDS, LDS, or
RRDS), and it must have characteristics that are compatible with the source cluster (such as, record size,
key size, and key offset). Replace does not verify the compatibility of these characteristics!

To replace the contents of an existing cluster, the cluster is altered to a reusable state by using an IDCAMS
ALTER command, if necessary, before the data from the VSAM source is copied into the cluster by using
an IDCAMS REPRO command. The REPRO command will use both the REPLACE and REUSE operands.
Following the REPRO operation, the cluster is altered back to a non-reusable state if that was its state to begin
with.

• Click Save.
Your changes are saved.
Note: Click Cancel to close this dialog without saving your changes.

Delete Methodologies

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab, and in the Actions section click the Maintain Methodologies link.
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The Maintain Methodologies select window appears.
2. Select the methodology that you want to delete.

NOTE
A grayed select box indicates that the methodology is assigned and cannot be deleted. It can be edited.

3. Click Delete and then OK to the Delete Methodologies confirmation window.
The methodology is deleted.

Systems

You can view, add, and remove systems from a deployment.

Target System Types

There are two types of target systems.

Test Environment
Test Environment target systems isolate untested deployment changes and outright experimentation from the
production environment or repository. This environment is used a temporary work area where deployments can be
tested, modified, overwritten, or deleted.

Production
Production target systems contain current working product deployments. When activating products in a production
target system care must be taken, CSM recommends using the following procedure.

1. Copy the product to that target system with the data set names set to private. This allows only those assigned
to this area to test these deployed products. The purpose of this first stage is to test or verify that the product
is working.

2. Use intermediate test phases for products as they move through various levels of testing. For example you
may want to let the application development group as a whole use the product in its test mode prior to moving
to production.

3. Move the deployed products to production.

View a System List

You can view a system list.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab, and select the current deployment from the tree on the left side.
The detailed deployment information appears on the right side.

System Name Sort Arrows
Click the up arrow to place the system names in alphabetic order or click the down arrow to place them in reverse
alphabetic order.

Type Sort Arrows
Click the up arrow to place the types in alphabetic order or click the down arrow to place them in reverse
alphabetic order.

Description Sort Arrows
Click the up arrow to place the descriptions in alphabetic order or click the down arrow to place them in reverse
alphabetic order.

Add a System

You can add a system to a deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab.
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The Deployment page appears.
2. On the right, in the Deployments panel click the Current Deployment link.

A list of current deployments appears.
3. Click the deployment name link.
4. In the System List panel, click Add Systems.

The Add Systems window appears.
5. Select a system to add and click OK.

NOTE
When two systems have the same name, use the description to differentiate between the systems.The
Preview window appears, and the system is added.

Sysplex systems are denoted by Sysplex System:System Name. For example, PLEX1:CO11, where PLEX1
is Sysplex name and CO11 is the system name.

Remove a System

You can remove a system from a deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Deployments tab.
The Deployment page appears.

2. On the right, in the Deployments panel, click the Current Deployment link.
A list of current deployments appears.

3. Select the deployment that you want to remove the system from.
System Name Sort Arrows

Click the up arrow to place the system names in alphabetic order or click the down arrow to place them in reverse
alphabetic order.

Type Sort Arrows
Click the up arrow to place the types in alphabetic order or click the down arrow to place them in reverse
alphabetic order.

Description Sort Arrows
Click the up arrow to place the descriptions in alphabetic order or click the down arrow to place them in reverse
alphabetic order.

4. In the System List panel, select a system you want to remove.
5. Click Remove and then OK to the Remove Products confirmation window.

The system is removed.

Deployment Summary

The Action button is available after a successful deployment.

WARNING
Data sets may need to be APF-authorized and added to the Link List and Link Pack Area. These data sets are
identified in this dialog.

The Deployment Summary window may contain the following:

Deployment ID
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• Name
• Products
• Systems
• Data Sets actions
• Transport information
• Target libraries including: source, target, and resolved data set names.
• SMP/E environment
• Snapshot path and container

NOTE
When you have completed the procedures in this section, go to Configuring Your Product (CICS).

Installing Your Product from Pax-Enhanced ESD (VTAM)

How to Install a Product Using Pax-Enhanced ESD

This section describes the Pax-Enhanced ESD process. We recommend that you read this overview and follow the entire
procedure the first time you complete a Pax-Enhanced ESD installation. For experienced UNIX users, the Pax-Enhanced
ESD Quick Reference section has sufficient information for subsequent installations.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax-Enhanced ESD process requires write
authority to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the ESD process.

If you prefer not to involve all Broadcom product installers with z/OS UNIX System Services, assign a group familiar with
USS to perform Steps 1 through 4 and provide the list of the unpacked MVS data sets to the product installer. USS is not
required for the actual SMP/E RECEIVE of the product or for any of the remaining installation steps.

To install files using Pax-Enhanced ESD, use the following process:

1. Allocate and mount the file system. This process requires a USS directory to receive the pax file and to perform the
unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to Pax-Enhanced ESD and
create the directory in this file system. Ensure that all users who will be working with pax files have write authority to
the directory.

2. Copy the product pax files into your USS directory. To download files, choose one of the following options:
– Download a zip file from Broadcom Support Online to your PC, unzip the file, and then upload the product pax files

to your USS file system.
– FTP the pax files from Broadcom Support Online directly to your USS directory.

NOTE
Perform Steps 3 through 6 for each pax file that you upload to your USS directory.

3. Create a product directory from the pax file. Set the current working directory to the directory containing the pax file,
and create a directory in your USS directory by entering the following command: 

pax -rvf pax-filename

4. Use the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create z/OS installation data sets. The file UNZIPJCL in the directory that the
pax command created in Step 3 contains a sample JCL to GIMUNZIP the installation package. Edit and submit the
UNZIPJCL JCL.

5. Receive the SMP/E package. Use the data sets that GIMUNZIP created in Step 4. Perform a standard SMP/E
RECEIVE using the SMPPTFIN and SMPHOLD (if applicable) DASD data sets. Also, specify the high-level qualifier for
the RELFILEs on the RFPREFIX parameter of the RECEIVE command.

6. Proceed with product installation. Consult product-specific documentation, including AREADME files and installation
notes to complete the product installation.
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7. (Optional) Clean up the USS directory. Delete the pax file, the directory that the pax command created, all of the files
in it, and the SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA data sets.

How the Pax-Enhanced ESD Download Works

WARNING
To download pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax-Enhanced ESD process, you must have write
authority to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories used for the ESD process and available USS file space
before you start the procedures in this section.

Use the following process to download files using Pax-Enhanced ESD:

1. Log in to Broadcom Support, and click Download Center.
The Broadcom Support Online web page appears.

2. Under Download Center, select Products from the first drop-down list, and specify the product, release, and genlevel (if
applicable), and click Go.
The Product Download window appears.

3. Download an entire Broadcom product software package or individual pax files to your PC or mainframe. If you
download a zip file, you must unzip it before continuing.
For both options, The ESD Product Download Window topic explains how the download interface works.

NOTE
For traditional installation downloads, see the Traditional ESD User section. Go to Broadcom Support, log in,
and click Download Center. A link to the section appears under the Download Help heading.

4. Perform the steps to install the product based on the product-specific steps.
The product is installed on the mainframe.

ESD Product Download Window

You can download Broadcom product ESD packages multiple ways. Your choices depend on the size of the individual files
and the number of files that you want to download. You can download the complete product with all components, or you
can select individual pax and documentation files for your product or component.

The following illustration shows sample product files. The illustration lists all components of the product. You can use the
Download Cart by selecting one or more components that you need, or selecting the check box for Add All to cart. If you
prefer to immediately download a component, click the Download link.

Clicking the link for an individual component takes you to the Download Method page.

Depending on the size and quantity of ordered product files, the Download Method screen could also have these options:

Note: For mainframe downloads using this HTTP method, click the Learn More link.

The HTTP method lets you start downloading immediately. The FTP method takes you to the Review Orders page that
displays your order, first in a Pending status changing to Ready when your order has been processed.

Preferred FTP uses the new content delivery network (CDN). Alternate FTP uses the Broadcom New York-based FTP
servers.

The Create a Zip File option first creates the zip, and when ready, offers the options that the Zip Download Request
examples show in the next illustration.

USS Environment Setup

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support Online.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into MVS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.
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We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to Pax-Enhanced ESD. The amount of space
that you need for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. You need to complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent
downloads. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the Pax-Enhanced ESD process requires write
authority to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the ESD process.

WARNING
The USS file system that is used for Pax-Enhanced ESD must have sufficient free space to hold the directory
that the pax command created, and its contents. You need approximately 3.5 times the pax file size in free
space to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14 MB pax file,
you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your ESD directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System (VTAM)
You can use the zSeries File System (zFS) or hierarchical file system (HFS) for ESD downloads.

This procedure describes how to perform the following tasks:

• Allocate a zFS or an HFS.
• Create a mount point in an existing maintenance USS directory of your choice.
• Mount the file system on the newly created mount point.

NOTE
You must have either SUPERUSER authority, or the required SAF profile setting to allow you to issue the
USS mount command for the file system.

• Optionally, permit write access to anyone in the same group as the person who created the directory.

WARNING
USS commands are case-sensitive.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:
– On a zFS, use the following sample:

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(your_zFS_data_set_name) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3,3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,
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// PARM=('-aggregate your_zFS_data_set_name -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

– On an HFS, use the following sample:

//ALCHFS EXEC PGM=IEFBR14 

//CAESD  DD   DSN=yourHFS_data_set_name,

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),UNIT=3390,

//            DSNTYPE=HFS,SPACE=(CYL,(primary,secondary,1))

The file system is allocated.

NOTE
Ensure that the zFS or HFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for
USS file systems. If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings not
allowing for the allocation. On an HFS, try using the ISPF 3.2 Data Set Utility to allocate your HFS data set.

2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create a /CA/CAESD directory in an existing
directory, /u/maint. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:

cd /u/maint/

mkdir CA

cd CA

mkdir CAESD

NOTE
This document refers to this structure as yourUSSESDdirectory.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing one of the following samples to your site requirements:

– On a zFS, use the following sample:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name')

      MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSESDdirectory')

      TYPE(ZFS)  MODE(RDWR)

      PARM(AGGRGROW)

– On an HFS, use the following sample:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_HFS_data_set_name') 

      MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSESDdirectory') 

      TYPE(HFS)  MODE(RDWR)

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can use the chmod command to let other users access the

ESD directory and its files. For example, to allow write access to the ESD directory for other users in your USS group,
from the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following command:

chmod -R 775 /yourUSSESDdirectory/

Write access is granted.
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NOTE
For more information about the chmod command, see the IBM z/OS UNIX System Services User section
(SA22-7802).

Copy the Product Pax Files into Your USS Directory (VTAM)
Learn about the the Broadcom product installation procedure, including how to copy the product pax file into the
previously set up USS directory (VTAM).

To begin the Broadcom product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.
Use one of the following methods:

• Download the product pax files directly from the Broadcom Support Online FTP server to your z/OS system.
• Download the product pax file from the Broadcom Support Online FTP server to your computer, and upload it to your z/

OS system.
• Download the product file from Broadcom Support Online to your computer. If your download included a zip file, unzip

the file, and upload the unzipped pax files to your z/OS system.

This section includes a sample batch job to download a product pax file from the Broadcom Support Online FTP server
directly to a USS directory on your z/OS system and sample commands to upload a pax file from your computer to a USS
directory on your z/OS system.

WARNING
The FTP procedures vary due to local firewall and other security settings. Consult your local network
administrators to determine the appropriate FTP procedure to use at your site.

Ensure that sufficient free space is available in the USS file system that you are using for Pax-Enhanced ESD to hold the
product pax file. If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:

EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133

When the download finishes, the pax file size in your USS directory matches the value in the Size column for the
corresponding pax file on the Broadcom Products Download window.

Download Using Batch JCL

Use this process to download a pax file from the Broadcom Support Product Downloads window by running batch JCL on
the mainframe. Use the sample JCL attached to the PDF file as CAtoMainframe.txt to perform the download.

WARNING
To simplify the Pax-Enhanced ESD process, the PDF version of this section includes a sample JCL job that you
can copy directly to the mainframe. To access this job, click the paper clip icon at the left of the PDF reader. A
window displaying attachments opens. Double-click the file to view the sample JCL.

NOTE
We recommend that you follow the preferred method as described on Broadcom Support Online. This procedure
is our preferred download method; however, we do include the procedure to download to the mainframe through
a PC in the next section.

Perform the following steps:

1. Supply a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourTCPIP.PROFILE.dataset with the name of the TCP/IP profile data set for your system. Consult your local

network administrators, if necessary. The job points to your profile.
3. Replace YourEmailAddress with your email address. The job points to your email address.
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4. Replace yourUSSESDdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for ESD downloads. The job points to
your USS directory.

5. Locate the product component to download on the Broadcom Support Product Download window. You have identified
the product component to download.

6. Click Download for the applicable file.
NOTE
For multiple downloads, add files to a cart.

The Download Method window opens.
7. Click FTP Request.

NOTE
The Review Download Requests window displays any files that you have requested to download. We send
you an email when the file is ready to download or a link appears in this window when the file is available.

8. Select one of the following methods:
Preferred FTP

Uses Broadcom worldwide content delivery network (CDN). If you cannot download using this method, review
the security restrictions for servers that company employees can download from that are outside your corporate
network.
Host Name: ftp://ftpdownloads.ca.com

Alternate FTP
Uses the original download servers that are based on Long Island, New York.
Host Name: ftp://scftpd.ca.com for product files and download cart files and ftp://ftp.ca.com for individual solution
files.

Both methods display the host, user name, password, and FTP location, which you then can copy into the sample
JCL.

NOTE
The following links provide details regarding FTP: the FTP Help document link in the Review Download
Requests window and the Learn More link available in the Download Methods window.

9. Submit the job.
WARNING
If your FTP commands are incorrect, it is possible for this job to fail and still return a zero condition code.
Read the messages in the job DDNAME SYSPRINT to verify the FTP succeeded.

After you run the JCL job, the pax file resides in the mainframe USS directory that you supplied.

Example CAtoMainframe.txt, JCL

The following text appears in the attached CAtoMainframe.txt JCL file:

//GETPAX   JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'FTP GET ESD PACKAGE',

//          MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to download a pax file directly from  *

//* Broadcom Support Online to a USS directory on your z/OS system.         *

//*                                                                   *

//* When editing the JCL ensure that you do not have sequence numbers *

//* turned on.                                                        *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. The SYSTCPD and SYSFTPD JCL DD statements in this JCL may be   *

//*    optional at your site. Remove the statements that are not      *

//*    required. For the required statements, update the data set     *

//*    names with the correct site-specific data set names.           *
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//* 3. Replace "Host" based on the type of download method.           *

//* 4. Replace "YourEmailAddress" with your email address.            *

//* 5. Replace "yourUSSESDdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for ESD downloads.               *

//* 6. Replace "FTP Location" with the complete path                  *

//*    and name of the pax file obtained from the FTP location        *

//*    of the product download page.                                  *

//*********************************************************************

//GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM='(EXIT',REGION=0M

//SYSTCPD  DD   DSN=yourTCPIP.PROFILE.dataset,DISP=SHR

//SYSFTPD  DD   DSN=yourFTP.DATA.dataset,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//OUTPUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//INPUT    DD   *Host

anonymous YourEmailAddress

lcd yourUSSESDdirectory

binary

get FTP_location

quit

Download Files to Mainframe through a PC

If you download pax or zip files from Broadcom Support Online to your PC, use this procedure to upload the pax file from
your PC to your z/OS USS directory.

Perform the following steps:

1. Follow the procedures in How the Pax-ESD Download Works to download the product pax or zip file to your PC. If you
download a zip file, first unzip the file to use the product pax files. The pax or zip file resides on your PC.

2. Open a Windows command prompt. The command prompt appears.
3. Customize and enter the FTP commands with the following changes:

a. Replace mainframe with the z/OS system IP address or DNS name.
b. Replace userid with your z/OS user ID.
c. Replace password with your z/OS password.
d. Replace C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile with the location of the pax file on your PC.
e. Replace yourUSSESDdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for ESD downloads.
f. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file to upload.
The pax file is transferred to the mainframe.

Example FTP Commands

This list is a sample of FTP commands to upload the pax file from your PC to your USS Pax-Enhanced ESD directory:

ftp mainframe

userid

password

bin

lcd C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile

cd /yourUSSESDdirectory/

put paxfile.pax.Z

quit

exit
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Create a Product Directory from the Pax File (VTAM)
Use the sample job attached to the PDF file as Unpackage.txt to extract the product pax file into a product installation
directory.

WARNING
To simplify the Pax-Enhanced ESD process, the PDF version of this section includes a sample JCL job that you
can copy directly to the mainframe. To access this job, click the paper clip icon at the left of the PDF reader. A
window displaying attachments opens. Double-click the file to view the sample JCL.

Follow these steps:

1. Supply a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSESDdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for ESD downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job.

The job runs and creates the product directory.

NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, uncomment and use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead.
This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM= parameters to a second line.

Sample Job to Execute the Pax Command (Unpackage.txt)

The following text appears in the attached Unpackage.txt JCL file:

//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX ESD PACKAGE ',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSESDdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for ESD downloads.               *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line, make  *

//*       sure the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.        *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSESDdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSESDdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets (VTAM)
Use this procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create MVS data sets from the files in the product-specific
directory.
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Follow these steps:

1. Locate and read the product readme file or installation notes, if applicable, which resides in the product-specific
directory that the pax command created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Use ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL to edit the UNZIPJCL sample job. You can perform this step in one of the following
ways:
– Use ISPF EDIT. Specify the full path name of the UNZIPJCL file.
– Use TSO ISHELL. Navigate to the UNZIPJCL file and use the E line command to edit the file.
The job is edited.

3. Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.
Your view is of the product-specific directory.

4. If ICSF is not active, perform the following steps:
a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.

NOTE
The default Java location is the following:

/usr/lpp/java/Java_version

b. Perform one of the following steps:
• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/

classes/.
• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.

One of the following occurs: ICSF is active, or you are using Java.
5. Change all occurrences of yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for z/OS data sets that the installation process

uses. We suggest that you use a unique HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify uniquely the package. Do not use
the same value for yourHLQ as you use for the SMP/E RELFILEs.
All occurrences of yourHLQ are set to your high-level qualifier for z/OS data sets.

6. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable.
GIMUNZIP creates z/OS data sets with the high-level qualifier that you specified in the UNZIPJCL job. You use these
data sets to perform the product installation. The pax file and product-specific directory are no longer needed.

NOTE
For more information, see the IBM SMP/E for z/OS Reference (SA22-7772).

Receiving the SMP/E Package (VTAM)
How to use the sample jobs that are included with the product to set up an SMP/E environment before proceeding with an
installation of the package into a new SMP/E environment.

At this point, complete the SMP/E RECEIVE using files on DASD that the UNZIPJCL job created. Consult the product
sample JCL library that contains a sample job customized to receive the product from DASD. Specifically, you must
specify the following values:

• DASD data set names for SMPPTFIN and SMPHOLD (if applicable)
• The HLQ that you used in the UNZIPJCL job on the RFPREFIX parameter on the RECEIVE command
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How to Install Products Using Native SMP/E JCL

The following steps describe the process to install products using native SMP/E JCL:

1. Allocate product data sets and SMP/E data sets.
2. Create SMP/E CSI.
3. Receive base functions.
4. Apply base functions.
5. Accept base functions.
6. Configure the product according to your site requirements.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for Pax Installation

The members in this procedure prepare the data sets, initialize the zones, and create the DDDEFs for Verify for VTAM.
External DDDEF data sets are required. The default is NULLFILE.

For information about the members, see the comments in the JCL.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize the macro EMASEDIT with your site-specific information and then copy the macro to your syslib location.
Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE macro command. Each time you edit an installation
member, type SEDIT on the TSO command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults with your specifications.
The macro is ready to customize your SAMPJCL members. Note: Set the DASD HLQ to the same value specified for
yourHLQ for the unzip to DASD ESD JCL.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the EMASEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
EMAEDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member EMA1ALL in an edit session and execute the EMASEDIT macro from the command line.
EMA1ALL is customized.

3. Submit EMA1ALL. This job produces the following results:
– The target and distribution data sets for Verify for VTAM are created.
– Unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone are created.

4. Open the SAMPJCL member EMA2CSI in an edit session and execute the EMASEDIT macro from the command line.
EMA2CSI is customized.

5. Submit EMA2CSI. This job produces the following results:
– The CSI data set is defined.
– The SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets are allocated.
– The global, target, and distribution zones are initialized.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation

Submit and run these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed
successfully.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize and submit the yourhlq.SAMPJCL member EMA3RECD to receive SMP/E base functions. EMA is received
and now resides in the global zone.

2. Customize and submit the yourhlq.SAMPJCL member EMA4APP to APPLY SMP/E base functions. Your product is
applied and now resides in the target libraries.
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3. Customize and submit the yourhlq.SAMPJCL member EMA5ACC to ACCEPT SMP/E base functions. Your product is
accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

Clean Up the USS Directory (VTAM)
Learn about freeing file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for
your Broadcom product.

WARNING
This procedure is optional. Do not use this procedure until you complete the entire installation process.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom product, we recommend removing the files from your USS directory and deleting unnecessary MVS data sets.
You can delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all of the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the

UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

Perform the following steps:

1. Navigate to your Pax-Enhanced ESD USS directory. Your view is of the applicable USS directory.
2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:

rm paxfile

paxfile
Specifies the name of the Broadcom pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific_directory

product-specific_directory
Specifies the product-specific directory that the pax command created.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

Apply Maintenance (VTAM)
Learn how Broadcom Support Online may have maintenance and hold data that has been published since the installation
data was created.

Perform the following steps:

1. Check Broadcom Support Online and download any PTFs and hold data published since this release was created.
2. Transfer the downloaded files to two separate FB 80 sequential data sets. Use one data set to contain the PTFs and

the other to contain the hold data. The PTFs and hold data become accessible to the yourhlq.SAMPJCL maintenance
members.
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3. Optionally edit and execute ATJEDALL if this has not already been done. The yourhlq.SAMPJCL members
EMA6RECP, EMA7APYP, and EMA8ACCP are customized.

4. Customize the EMA6RECP SMPPTFIN and SMPHOLD DD statements to reference the FB 80 data sets for the PTFs
and hold data.

5. Edit and submit EMA6RECP. The PTFs and hold data are received.
6. Edit and submit EMA7APYP. The PTFs are applied.
7. Customize and submit yourhlq.SAMPJCL member EMA8ACCP. The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job at this time. You can accept the PTFs according to your site's policy.

HOLDDATA

When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

Note: We recommend that you check for available maintenance; however, you may find that none is available.

NOTE
When you have completed the procedures in this section, go to Configuring Your Product (CICS).

Installing Your Product from Tape (VTAM)

Unload the Sample JCL from Tape (VTAM)
Learn how to simplify the process by using the PDF version of this section, which includes a sample JCL job, that you can
copy directly to the mainframe.

To access this job, click the paper clip icon at the left of the PDF reader. A window displaying attachments opens. Double-
click the UnloadJCL.txt file to view the sample JCL job.

NOTE
The sample JCL to install the product is also provided in the CAI.SAMPJCL library on the distribution tape.

Perform the following steps:

1. Run the following sample JCL:

//COPY      EXEC PGM=IEBCOPY,REGION=4096K

//SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUT1    DD   DSN=CAI.SAMPJCL,DISP=OLD,UNIT=unitname,VOL=SER=nnnnnn,

//          LABEL=(1,SL)

//SYSUT2    DD   DSN=yourHLQ.SAMPJCL,

//          DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE),

//          UNIT=sysda,SPACE=(TRK,(15,3,6),RLSE)

//SYSUT3    DD   UNIT=sysda,SPACE=(CYL,1)

//SYSIN     DD   DUMMY

unitname
Specifies the tape unit to mount the tape.

nnnnnnn
Specifies the tape volume serial number.

yourHLQ
Specifies the data set prefix for the installation.
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sysda
Specifies the DASD where you want to place the installation software.

The SAMPJCL data set is created and its contents are downloaded from the tape.
2. Continue with one of the following options:

– If you already have set up the SMP/E environment, go to Run the Installation Jobs for a Tape Installation.
– If you have not set up the SMP/E environment, go to Prepare the SMP/E Environment for Tape Installation.

How to Install Products Using Native SMP/E JCL (VTAM)
Learn how to use native SMP/E JCL (VTAM) to install products.

The following steps describe the process to install products using native SMP/E JCL:

1. Allocate product data sets and SMP/E data sets.
2. Create SMP/E CSI.
3. Receive base functions.
4. Apply base functions.
5. Accept base functions.
6. Configure the product according to your site requirements.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for Tape Installation

The members in this procedure prepare the data sets, initialize the zones, and create the DDDEFs for Verify for VTAM.
External DDDEF data sets are required. The default is NULLFILE.

For information about the members, see the comments in the JCL.

Perform the following steps:

1. Customize the macro EMASEDIT with your site-specific information and then copy the macro to your syslib location.
Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE macro command. Each time you edit an installation
member, type SEDIT on the TSO command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults with your specifications. The
macro is ready to customize your SAMPJCL members.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the EMASEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
EMAEDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member EMA1ALL in an edit session and execute the EMASEDIT macro from the command line.
EMA1ALL is customized.

3. Submit EMA1ALL. This job produces the following results:
– The target and distribution data sets for Verify for VTAM are created.
– Unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone are created.

4. Open the SAMPJCL member EMA2CSI in an edit session and execute the EMASEDIT macro from the command line.
EMA2CSI is customized.

5. Submit EMA2CSI. This job produces the following results:
– The CSI data set is defined.
– The SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets are allocated.
– The global, target, and distribution zones are initialized.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.
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Run the Installation Jobs for a Tape Installation

Submit and run these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed
successfully.

Perform the following steps:

1. Customize and submit the yourhlq.SAMPJCL member EMA3RECT to receive SMP/E base functions. Verify for VTAM
is received and now resides in the global zone.

2. Customize and submit the yourhlq.SAMPJCL member EMA4APP to APPLY SMP/E base functions. Your product is
applied and now resides in the target libraries.

3. Customize and submit the yourhlq.SAMPJCL member EMA5ACC to ACCEPT SMP/E base functions.

Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

Apply Maintenance for Verify VTAM
Learn how Broadcom Support Online may have maintenance and hold data published since the installation data was
created.

Follow these steps:

1. Check Broadcom Support Online and download any PTFs and hold data published since this release was created.
2. Transfer the downloaded files to two separate FB 80 sequential data sets. Use one data set to contain the PTFs and

the other to contain the hold data. The PTFs and hold data become accessible to the yourhlq.SAMPJCL maintenance
members.

3. Optionally edit and execute ATJEDALL if this has not already been done. The yourhlq.SAMPJCL members
EMA6RECP, EMA7APYP, and EMA8ACCP are customized.

4. Customize the EMA6RECP SMPPTFIN and SMPHOLD DD statements to reference the FB 80 data sets for the PTFs
and hold data.

5. Edit and submit EMA6RECP. The PTFs and hold data are received.
6. Edit and submit EMA7APYP. The PTFs are applied.
7. Customize and submit yourhlq.SAMPJCL member EMA8ACCP. The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job at this time. You can accept the PTFs according to your site's policy.

HOLDDATA

When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

Note: We recommend that you check for available maintenance; however, you may find that none is available.

NOTE
When you have completed the procedures in this section, go to Configuring Your Products (CICS)Configuring
Your Product (CICS).

Configuring Your Product (VTAM)
This section describes the minimum configuration tasks needed before Verify for VTAM can be started, customized, and
used in your environment.

This section describes the minimum configuration tasks needed before Verify for VTAM can be started, customized, and
used in your environment.
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Create the Data Set

The yourhlq.CATJJCL member ATJDEFDS creates the Verify for VTAM data set or file.

Edit the JCL to conform to your installation standards and the previously completed worksheet.

Initially, you can use the default installation allocation of (5,5) 3380 cylinders. However, as you increase your use of Verify
for VTAM, you may have to allocate additional disk space. Periodic monitoring and maintenance of the data sets will help
minimize additional disk space allocation.

Virtual Terminal Definitions for Applications

Verify ART for VTAM's virtual terminals (VTERM001 -- VTERM050) are VTAM applications that simulate LU's and connect
to the application subsystem (for example CICS, IMS, TSO).

Some application subsystems do not have internal terminal definitions (TSO, CMS, autoinstall CICS). Others, such as
CICS without autoinstall, require terminal definitions. If terminal definitions are required, define virtual terminals (like
your real terminals) in your applications. Use names which match those in member AQ8LIST; for example, VTERM001,
VTERM002.

Code Macros

You can code several macros to customize Verify for VTAM. The TCALIST macro usually must be coded at installation
time; the TCAEXCLD and TCAXLATE macros are optional. For an explanation of when these macros are needed and
how to code them, see Customize Macros.

Follow these steps:

1. Code a TCALIST macro for each USS table and specify a list of associated real terminals.
2. Code a TCALIST macro to identify the real terminals associated with a particular routing application, if you are using a

routing application. You can identify terminals explicity or generically, as described in Customize Macros.

NOTE
The TCAEXCLD, TCALIST, and TCAXLATE macros must follow the TCAOPTS macro in that order.

Customize Your Product

After Verify for VTAM is installed, you may want to customize it to meet your special needs. You can customize it in these
ways:

• Change the default settings for the options in the TCAOPTS macro.
• Code the TCAEXCLD, TCALIST, and TCAXLATE macros to:

– Globally exclude screens from logging
– Identify lists of terminals
– Cross reference real terminals to virtual terminals

• Specify exits for security and other installation-specific processing. Member AQ8EXIT in yourhlq.CATJJCL contains
the JCL required to assemble and link an exit for Verify for VTAM. The default exit, which performs no processing, is
already linked.

If your installation security package requires the calling program to be APF authorized, the Verify for VTAM load library
must be APF authorized.
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Install an Exit Program (Optional)

Test Stream exits provide the following functions:

Function Intended Use

Authorization Control access to data

Run setup Modify run setup

Run processing Modify data in input screens

Selection Select records to print

Use member AQ8EXIT, which contains the JCL requirements, in yourhlq.CATJJCL to assemble and link an exit for Verify
for VTAM. The name of the exit is specified in the EXIT installation option of the TCAOPTS macro.

The default exit, XTCAUSER, which performs no processing, is already linked. Verify for VTAM comes with a null exit
program that provides no installation-specific processing.

Verify for VTAM also provides a sample program which you can use in CICS to purge temporary storage.

See the User section for directions on how to use the product.

Update VTAM and System Libraries
This section describes how to update VTAM and system libraries with procedures related to the Verify VTAM networking
requirements.

The following procedures identify your VTAM user tables in order to meet the specific networking requirements of Verify
for VTAM. Follow these steps to update the VTAM and system libraries.

Add USS Table to VTAM

Verify for VTAM uses a customized table named XTCAUSS for USS operation-level services.

The yourhlq.CATJJCL member AQ8USSV contains the JCL to link the XTCAUSS table into a load library concatenated to
the VTAMLIB DD statement in the VTAM startup procedure.

If you are running VTAM 4.1 or above and you wish to use the dynamic version of the USS table, change the link edit
control card from "INCLUDE USER (XTCAUSS)" to "INCLUDE USER (XTCAUSSD)."

NOTE
You must use XTCAUSSD if you are running VTAM 4.x with the MSGLEVEL=V4R1 or MSGLEVEL=V4R2
option. The MSGLEVEL=BASE option can run with either the XTCAUSS or XTCAUSSD table.

Add VTAM USS Tables to Verify ART for VTAM

Note: If your installation uses a session routing manager like Netview, you may skip this step.

The yourhlq.CATJJCL member AQ8USSI contains the JCL to link the IBM-supplied USS table (ISTINCDT) and all other
installation-defined USS tables to your load library.

All other USS tables used by terminals that Verify for VTAM will log also should be link-edited in this step. Add additional
link-edit INCLUDE and NAME statements for each of these tables.

Display the user-customized VTAM logo or greeting message when you use the log function
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Follow these steps:

1. Make sure the USSTAB installation option (in member ATJOPTS of yourhla.CATJJCL) references all the USS tables.
The first table in this list is the default. Verify for VTAM assumes any terminal not listed in a TCALIST macro is using
the default table.

2. Code a TCALIST macro for each USS table (in member ATJOPTS of yourhla.CATJJCL) and specify a list of
associated real terminals. You can identify terminals explicitly or generically, as described in Customize Macros.

Note: If you leave the default for the USSTAB option and you do not code the TCALIST macro, a blank USS menu
displays when you initiate logging.

Combine VTAM Logon Mode Tables and Add to VTAM and Verify

You need to combine all the logon mode tables into one member, and assemble and link it.

Follow these steps:

1. Using the JCL in yourhlq.CATJJCL member AQ8MODEA, combine all logon mode table entries from all logon mode
tables in the system into one member and assemble and link it as XTCAMODE.
– If two logon mode table entries have the same name but different definitions, rename one of them. Otherwise, Verify

for VTAM uses the first logon mode table entry it finds.
– If two logon mode table entries have the same definition (with the same or different names), retain just one of them

in the combined table.
2. If you add new logon mode table entries to the system after you perform step 1, repeat step 1.
3. Copy XTCAMODE to a library concatenated to the VTAMLIB DD statement in the VTAM startup procedure.
4. Leave a copy of XTCAMODE in the execution library so that both VTAM and Verify for VTAM have a copy of the

module.

• If you are using a session manager, make sure the logon mode table entries for its virtual terminals are included in
XTCAMODE.

• If the logon mode table entries for a terminal are not available to Verify for VTAM when it tries to log the terminal, you
may receive the following message:

VTERM0xx UNABLE TO ESTABLISH SESSION  --  

SENSE CODE UNAVAILABLE

Add JCL Procedures to MVS

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the Verify for VTAM started task, XTCATASK JCL member in yourhlq.CATJPROC
2. Copy the XTCATASK JCL member to an MVS system PROCLIB and rename it VERIFY.

NOTE
To optimize performance, make the started task non-swappable. Verify for VTAM should also run at a lower
priority than VTAM.

3. Modify Verify for VTAM's batch JCL procedure, XTCABTCH member in yourhlq.CATJPROC.
4. Copy the XTCABTCH member to an MVS system PROCLIB and rename it VERBATCH.

//   EXEC    VERBATCH

For more information, see the section "Batch Functions" in the User section.
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Add VTAM Definitions

Member AQ8LIST in yourhlq.CATJJCL contains the VTAM APPL definitions that Verify for VTAM uses. The default names
are as follows:

Default Names Used for

VERIFY Verify for VTAM applid

VERDEMO Verify for VTAM demo applid

VTERM001 - VTERM050 Virtual terminals

VERAPPL1 - VERAPPL9 Batch applications

If you change the default names, you must also change the default names in the APPLS installation option and in the
TCALIST macro referenced by the VLIST option.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the AQ8LIST member to a PDS concatenated to the VTAMLST ddname in the VTAM startup procedure and
rename it to your installation standards.

2. To automatically activate Verify for VTAM definitions when VTAM is initialized, add the member name to the
ATCCONxx member.

3. To manually activate definitions, type the following command from the console:

V NET,ACT,ID = member.name

Installation Parameters
Member ATJOPTS in the CATJJCL target library contains the JCL required to assemble and link the Verify for VTAM
options module.

Most of the options should not be changed because the defaults are appropriate for most uses. For a description of all the
options, see Customize Macros.

You need to set the following parameters at installation time:

APPLS
APPLS=(VERIFY,VERDEMO,VERAPPL1,VERAPPL2,...,VERAPPL9)

Identifies Verify for VTAM application names. These names must be the same as the names specified in member
AQ8LIST. These applids must be defined to VTAM. If passwords are specified on the VTAM APPL definition statement for
the applids, you must also specify the APLPASS option to identify the passwords.

VERIFY
The application name Verify for VTAM uses. This specification is required.

VERDEMO
The application name used by the Verify for VTAM demo program. This specification is required.

VERAPPL1-VERAPPL9
The names of up to 25 applications used by the batch run function. Because each batch run requires its own
applid, specify as many applids as the batch jobs which you expect to run concurrently. These specifications are
optional.

APLPASS
APLPASS=()/(VERIFY,VERDEMO,VERAPPL1,VERAPPL2,...,VERAPPL9)
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If passwords are specified on the VTAM APPL definition statement for the Verify for VTAM application names specified in
the APPLS option, you must also specify the APLPASS option to identify the passwords. If specified, the passwords must
match the passwords specified on the VTAM APPL definition statement.

The following example identifies applids and their passwords. The applids and passwords are identical.

APPLS=(VERIFY,VERDEMO,VERAPPL1,...,VERAPPL9)

APLPASS=(VERIFY,VERDEMO,VERAPPL1,...,VERAPPL9)

ROUTPLU
ROUTPLU = ()|(ROUTPLU1,ROUTPLU2,...,ROUTPLUx)

Identifies the routing application or session manager applid that a logged terminal uses instead of a USS table. It also
identifies the routing applications for which a different level of disconnection applies. See the ROUTDSC option. Routing
applications are controlling LU's, such as IBM's SAMON, that perform application selection. For each name code a
TCALIST macro identifying the terminals associated with that routing application. See the TCALIST Macro section in
Customizing Macros for details.

ROUTPLU1    A TCALIST macro with the same name must be  

ROUTPLU2    coded to assign terminals to these applications.    

.

.

.

ROUTPLUx

NOTE
Specify this option and the ROUTDSC option if you are using a USS table.

ROUTDSC
ROUTDSC=NO/QUEUE/REQUEST/UNCOND/FORCE

Identifies the level of disconnection for the routing applications specified in the ROUTPLU option. Uncond is the default.

No
Do not interrupt the current session and do not queue a session for the terminal. Logging will not begin until the
user at the terminal to be logged ends the current session and logs on to Verify for VTAM.

Queue
Do not interrupt the current session. Logging begins when the current session ends.

Request
Request that the application currently in session with the terminal terminate the session. The application may
deny this request.

Uncond
Instruct the application currently in session with the terminal that it must terminate the session. Verify for VTAM
waits for the application to formally terminate the session before beginning to log the terminal. This is the default.

Force
Force termination of the session. Generally, this type of deactivation is not recommended; however, it may be
advisable for terminals in sessions that do not terminate when the Request or Uncond parameters are in effect.

SECID
SECID=xxxxxxxx

The ID of the product administrators who can modify the protection status and owner ID for test streams owned by other
users. This administrator can also read or edit any test stream and can stop or reconnect other users' sessions. Specify
up to eight administrators.
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USSTAB
USSTAB=ISTINCDT/(ISTINCDT,USSTAB1,USSTAB2)

Identifies up to 26 USS tables used to process character-coded logons. These names must be the same as the names
specified in member AQ8USSI. Specify alternate tables based on specific or generic names for terminals which do not
use the standard table. If you specify an alternate table, you must identify the terminals in the TCALIST macro. You need
one TCALIST for each USS table. For more information, see the TCALIST Macro.

ISTINCDT
The default or only USS table.

USSTAB1, USSTAB2
Alternate USS tables. A TCALIST macro with the same name must be coded to assign terminals to these tables.
Specify up to 25 alternate tables.

NOTE
Make sure the USSTAB installation option references all the USS tables. The first table in this list is the default.
Verify for VTAM assumes any terminal not listed in a TCALIST macro is using the default table.

VLIST
VLIST=VTERM/xxxxxxx

Identifies the TCALIST macro that specifies the names of all the virtual terminals used by Verify for VTAM. For more
information, see TCALIST Macro.

Customize Macros (Optional)
This section describes how the Member ATJOPTS in yourhlq.CATJJCL contains the JCL to assemble and link the Verify
for VTAM options module.

The options are defined in the TCAOPTS macro.

Broadcom also provides three other macros -- TCAEXCLD, TCALIST, and TCAXLATE -- for additional customization.
These macros must follow the TCAOPTS macro in the indicated order.

TCAEXCLD
An optional macro that globally excludes screens from logging based on the content of the transmitted data.

TCALIST
A macro that identifies lists of terminals. Most installations will need to code this macro in order to use a
user-defined USS table and menu. You must code a TCALIST macro for each USS table and specify a list
of associated real terminals. If you are using a routing application, you also must code a TCALIST macro to
identify the real terminals associated with a particular routing application. You can identify terminals explicitly or
generically.

TCAXLATE
An optional macro that cross references real terminals to virtual terminals. A default macro is provided in member
ECQOPTS that you can customize as needed.

Each of these macros is described later.

TCAEXCLD Macro

You can optionally code the TCAEXCLD macro to globally exclude screens from logging based on the content of the
transmitted data. This is useful when globally excluding applications by application name in the EXCAPPL option is not
adequate.
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The TCAEXCLD macro specifications are ignored when the security administrator is logging a #signon or #signoff test
stream. They are also ignored for other users who are logging #signon or #signoff test streams, but only while the users
are not connected to an application (USS screens).

Multiple TCAEXCLD macros may be specified. There are two formats for this macro.

TCAEXCLD CONNECT=YES[,APPLID=xxxxxxxx]

TYPE=(IN/OUT),STRING=(C'xxx'/X'xxxx'),OFFSET=nnn,CONNECT=YES/NO,NEXT=nnn,APPLID=xxxxxxxx

Identifies the criteria which determine whether or not a screen is excluded from logging.

TYPE=IN/OUT
Specify input (IN) or output (OUT) screens.

STRING=(C'xxx'/X'xxxx')
Specify a character and/or hex string for which Verify for VTAM should search. You can combine character and
hex specifications; for example, X`114040',C`SIGNON'

OFFSET=nnn
Specify the offset of the string in the data stream. If omitted, the entire data stream is searched. Use an offset of 0
for the AID or WCC. Specifying an offset greatly reduces CPU overhead.

CONNECT=YES/NO
Specify Yes to exclude all screens before the first connection (inclusive). The default is NO. This parameter is
mutually exclusive with all parameters except APPLID.

NEXT=nnn
Specify the number of screens to exclude afterVerify for VTAM detects a string match. The maximum is 250. Do
not specify this parameter if Connect=Yes.

STOPSTR=(C'xxx/X'xxx')
Specify a character and/or hex exclusion stop string for which Verify for VTAM should search. Verify for VTAM
searches for the exact case of the STOPSTR entry. Once found, exclusion will stop (that is, logging will resume)
with the next input. You can combine character and hex specifications; e.g., X'114040',C'SIGON'. Do not specify
this parameter if NEXT is specified.

STOPTYP=IN/OUT
If STOPSTR is specified, indicates whether the stop string is an INPUT or OUTPUT screen. Do not specify this
parameter if NEXT is specified.

STOPOFF=nnn
If STOPSTR is specified, indicates the offset of the stop string in the data stream. If omitted, the entire data
stream is searched for the stop stream. Use an offset of 0 for the AID or WCC. Specifying a stop offset greatly
reduces the CPU overhead. Do not specify this parameter if NEXT is specified.

APPLID=xxxxxxxx
Specify the application associated with the string and/or the connection. You can specify the application
generically by using an equal sign (=) to replace any character. If omitted, the macro applies to all applications.

Examples:

TCAEXCLD CONNECT=YES
Excludes all screens prior to the first application connection (inclusive). This is useful in conjunction with an
automated signon test stream.

TCAEXCLD TYPE=OUT,STRING=C'ENTER SIGNON',OFFSET=45,NEXT=2
Excludes any output screen containing the string `ENTER SIGNON' at offset 45 and the next two input or output
screens. An alternative to using the NEXT option (which excludes a specific number of screens) is to use the
STOPSTR option. STOPSTR specifies an exclusion stop string, after which logging will resume. An example
follows:
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TCAEXCLD TYPE=OUT,STRING=C'ENTER
SIGNON',OFFSET=45,STOPSTR=C'READY',STOPTYP=OUT,STOPOFF=45

Excludes any output screen containing the string 'ENTER SIGNON' at offset 45, and all subsequent screens up
to and including an output screen of 'READY' at offset 45. The next logged records will be the first input specified
after READY.
You may find it useful to exclude an entire signon transaction. For example, suppose you wanted to exclude this
transaction:
Input

XSSN
Output

ENTER NAME AND PASSWORD
Input

Name and password
Output

SIGNON COMPLETE or SIGNON FAILED

You would specify:

• TCAEXCLD TYPE=IN,STRING=C'XSSN',OFFSET=3
• TCAEXCLD TYPE=IN,STRING=C'XSSN',OFFSET=6
• TCAEXCLD TYPE=OUT,STRING=C'ENTER NAME AND PASSWORD',OFFSET=nn,NEXT=2

NOTE

• Two TCAEXCLD statements are necessary to exclude the first terminal input because the offset will be 3 from a
cleared screen (allowing for the AID and cursor) and 6 from a formatted screen (allowing for the AID, cursor, and SBA).

• The offset for the first output screen can be determined by browsing the screen in Hex format.
• The NEXT=2 parameter excludes the input screen on which the user types his name and password and the resulting

output message.

Caution:

• Be careful to test the specifications to make sure that all sequences of input and output screens are excluded.
• If the format, sequencing of screens, or processing logic of the excluded application changes, review and retest the

specifications.

TCALIST Macro

The TCALIST macro identifies lists of terminals. Four installation options are associated with this macro: EXTERM,
USSTAB, ROUTPLU, and VLIST. Each option identifies one or more TCALIST terminal lists:

EXTERM
Terminals that should never be used for logging

USSTAB
Real terminals that use an alternate USS table

ROUTPLU
Real terminals that use a routing application rather than a USS table

VLIST
The names of the virtual terminals that Verify for VTAM will use (as specified in AQ8LIST)

If you want to use user-defined USS tables (USSTAB option), routing applications (ROUTPLU option), or change the
virtual terminal default names (VLIST option), you must code this macro.

The EXTERM, USSTAB, ROUTPLU, and VLIST options specify list names that are TCALIST macro labels. For example,
if you specify:
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EXTERM=(LIST1,LIST2)

you would code the TCALIST macro as follows:

LIST1   TCALIST   first terminal list

LIST2   TCALIST   second terminal list

To continue a list, use another TCALIST macro without a label; for example:

LIST1   TCALIST   first terminal list

        TCALIST   continuation of first terminal list

Specify Terminal Names

A TCALIST terminal list can contain specific terminal names or a mask. Use a mask to generically specify terminal names.
Enclose the mask in parentheses and use commas to separate each literal and special mask character. A mask can
contain the following:

=
A generic character. Any character in the same position in the terminal name is accepted.

x
A literal of one byte. To be accepted, the terminal name must contain that literal in the same position.

x-y
A range of literals in ascending order (from #,@,$ through the alphabetic and numeric characters to 9). Any
character within this range in the same position in the terminal name is accepted.

(x,y,...,z)
A list of literals. Any character in this list in the same position in the terminal name is accepted. Literals in a list
can be one or more bytes; however, all the literals within a list must be the same length.

NOTE
The number of positions specified in the mask must correspond exactly to the length in the terminal name.

For example:

LIST1      TCALIST   VV==,TR==

According to these specifications, all terminals beginning with the characters VV or TR followed by any two characters will
be included in the list.

LIST1      TCALIST   VV01,(T,R,M=),((ABC,DEF),1-6)

According to these specifications, the following terminals are included in the list:

• Terminal VV01
• All terminals beginning with the characters TRM, followed by any one character
• All terminals beginning with the characters ABC or DEF, followed by the number 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6.

EXTERM Option Lists

Use the EXTERM option to exclude terminals from logging. This option specifies one or two list names that are TCALIST
macro labels.

Both lists specified in the EXTERM option identify terminals which Verify for VTAM will not log. Attempts to log terminals in
the first list will be ignored but will not cause an error; attempts to log terminals in the second list will cause an error.

USSTAB Option Lists

Use the USSTAB option to identify up to 26 USS tables. The first table is the default; all real terminals not assigned to an
alternate table will use this table. The other table names specify TCALIST macro labels.

For example, if you specify:
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USSTAB=(USSTABD,USSTAB1,USSTAB2)

You would code the TCALIST macro as follows:

USSTAB1   TCALIST   REALTRM1,REALTRM2,...

USSTAB2   TCALIST   REALTRM7,REALTRM8,...

ROUTPLU Option Lists

Use the ROUTPLU option to identify terminals that use a routing application (LOGAPPL=applid on the LU definition)
rather than a USS table. For each routing application applid, code a corresponding TCALIST to identify the associated
real terminals.

For example, if you specify:

ROUTPLU=(ROUTPLU1,ROUTPLU2)

You would code the TCALIST macro as follows:

ROUTPLU1    TCALIST   (N,Y,T,R,M,=,=,=) 

ROUTPLU2    TCALIST   (L,A,T,R,M,=,=,=) 

VLIST Option List

The VLIST option identifies all the virtual terminals that Verify for VTAM will use. If you do not code this list, Verify for
VTAM assumes all VTAM applications are virtual terminals. Use the TCAXLATE macro to cross reference real terminals to
the virtual terminals.

For example, if you specify:

VLIST=VTERMLST

You would code the TCALIST macro as follows:

VTERMLST   TCALIST   VTERM75,VTERM76,...

TCAXLATE Macro

You can optionally code the TCAXLATE macro to cross reference real terminals to virtual terminals. Use this macro to
select a virtual terminal for:

• Each real terminal being logged
• Each original terminal being run

TCAXLATE specifications may be overridden by assigning virtual terminals on the Terminal Log menus. These terminal
assignments will also be used when the test stream is run unless changed via the Edit function.

A default TCAXLATE macro is provided, which you can customize to meet your needs.

The TCAXLATE macro label can be:

Application name
Assigns virtual terminals for test streams with the corresponding application name

GLOBAL
Assigns virtual terminals for all test streams

When Verify for VTAM logs or runs a test stream:

1. First, Verify for VTAM checks to see if a virtual terminal has been assigned on the Terminal Log menu. If so, Verify for
VTAM uses that virtual terminal.

2. If there is no virtual terminal assignment, Verify for VTAM checks to see if there is a TCAXLATE macro whose name
corresponds to the application name of the test stream. If so, Verify for VTAM uses a virtual terminal in that macro list.

3. If there is no corresponding TCAXLATE macro, Verify for VTAM uses a virtual terminal in the GLOBAL TCAXLATE
macro list.
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Code TCAXLATE macros as follows:

GLOBAL TCAXLATE Cross reference terminal list
and Continuation of list

GENERAL TCAXLATE Cross reference terminal list
and Continuation of list

PAYROLL TCAXLATE Cross reference terminal list

CLAIMS TCAXLATE Cross reference terminal list

Specify the cross reference terminal list as follows:

MASK=(=,=,=,=,=,=,=,=),REPL=(=,=,=,=,=,=,=,=)/PAIR=(xxxxxxxx,yyyyyyyy)

MASK=
Selection mask in this form: (pattern,pattern,...)
Each pattern represents one symbol in the mask. The pattern can contain generic characters, literals, a range of
literals, or a list of literals, as described in the preceding TCALIST Macro section.

REPL=
Replacement mask in this form: (pattern,pattern,...)
See the Mask parameter for a discussion of valid characters for a pattern. For the replacement mask, you can
also specify a double quote (") to represent the corresponding character in the real terminal name.

PAIR=(xxxxxxxx,yyyyyyyy)
Specifies a one-to-one correspondence between the real and virtual terminal names, where xxxxxxxx is the real
name and yyyyyyy is the replacement name. If used, PAIR specifications should usually precede MASK/REPL
specifications.

NOTE
PAIR specifications are especially useful for specifying the one-to-one correspondence frequently needed for
application logging.

Examples:

PAYROLL TCAXLATE MASK=(N,Y,=,=,=,=),REPL=(V,T,=,=,=,=)

The TCAXLATE macro named PAYROLL specifies that virtual terminals beginning with VT followed by any 4 characters
be used for real terminals beginning with NY followed by any 4 characters. This specification applies only to test streams
with the application name PAYROLL.

CLAIMS TCAXLATE PAIR=(CPRINT01,VPRINT01)

The TCAXLATE macro named CLAIMS specifies that for test streams with the application name CLAIMS, virtual terminal
VPRINT01 be used for real terminal CPRINT01.

GLOBAL TCAXLATE MASK=(=,=,=,=,=,=,=,=),REPL=(=,=,=,=,=,=,=,=)

CUSTNM TCAXLATE MASK=(=,=,=,=,=,=,=,=),REPL=(C,S,=,=,=,=,=,=)

CLAIMS TCAXLATE MASK=(=,=,=,=,=,=,=,=),REPL=(C,L,=,=,=,=,=,=)

The TCAXLATE macro named GLOBAL specifies that any virtual terminal be used for most test streams. However, for
test streams with application names of CUSTNM and CLAIMS, Verify for VTAM will use virtual terminals whose names
begin with CS and CL, respectively.

GLOBAL TCAXLATE MASK=(T,=,=,=,=,=,=,=),REPL=(V,",",",",",",")

 TCAXLATE MASK=(P,=,=,=,=,=,=,=),REPL=(Q,",",",",",",")
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At this installation all terminal names begin with `T' and all printers begin with `P'. The TCAXLATE macro named GLOBAL
specifies that Verify for VTAM use virtual terminals whose names are the same as the real terminals or printers except for
the first character. For example:

• VERM0001 is used for real terminal TERM0001
• QRINTER1 is used for real printer PRINTER1

TCAOPTS Macro Options

Option Function

APLPASS* Identify passwords for Verify for VTAM applications

APPLS* Identify Verify for VTAM applications

AUTOINS Support dynamic installation of terminals during logging

AUTSIGN Control automated signon/signoff processing

BNDPRIO Prioritize Logon Mode table fields

BNDREQL Identify terminal bind fields for log

BNDREQR Identify terminal bind fields for run

BROWMOD Allows viewing of expected screens during browse

BROWMR Allows viewing of differences during browse

BROWMS Allows viewing of mismatch signoff during browse

BROWOS Allows viewing of original screens during browse

BROWRC Set row and column for Browse Display format

BROWRUL Allows viewing of rules applied during a run while browsing

BUFFER Allocation for data capture buffer

CAPS Translate lower case to upper case

CHECKIN Control mismatch verification

COMPANY Identify company on reports and Primary Options Menu

CURRDECP Defines currency decimal symbol

CURRKSEP Defines currency thousands separator

CURRSYMB Defines currency symbol

DARKCOMP Compares dark protected fields during a run

DATE Set date format for menus and reports

DEFAPPL Set application name for test streams

DEFDD Set ddname (filename) for test streams

DEFVER Set version for test streams

DISC Determine whether session should be interrupted when logging is
specified

DRKPROT Determine protection of non-display fields

EDITCOR Set maximum core size for Edit session

EDITRC Set row and column for Edit Display format

ESFLDS Select fields for Record Selection menu

ESRCO Set row, column, and offset for Data parameter (ESFLDS option)
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EXCAPPL Globally exclude applications from logging

EXIT Identify Verify for VTAM authorization exit

EXTERM Identify lists of terminals which cannot be logged

INAREAL Specify size of input area buffers for receives

MAXMTTS Set maximum number of terminals to be logged at one time

MAXWAIT Set maximum response time for missing output

MDTPROC Set processing for mdt-on fields

MODETAB Identify Logon Mode table load module

NULLS Set null padding for menus

PF Set PF key assignments

PROTECT Set test stream protection level

READBUF Control Run response to read buffer commands

REBIND Determines whether Verify for VTAM will allow bind mismatches.

RELREQ Determine response to release requests for real terminals

RETRY Set retry attempts after error

ROUTDSC* Identify disconnection level for routing applications

ROUTPLU* Identify routing applications which have different disconnection
level

RPLS Set maximum number of rpls

RULEAPP Sets the RUN defaults for using Application rulesets.

RULESYS Sets the Run defaults for using System rulesets.

RUNCOMP Set Run comparison type

RUNORD Determine correct screen sequence during run of multiple terminal
test stream

RUNRC Set row and column for Run Display format

RUNREAD Set Run cancel interval

RUNREC Control mismatch data recording

RUNSIGN Control mismatch signoff

RUNSTAT Set Run status interval

RUNTIME Set Run operator think time

RUNUPDT No longer available

SECID* Identify product administrator ID

SHUTDWN Control access to the SHUTDOWN command

SIGNON Determine whether signon menu is displayed

SIGNSUB Identify automated signon substitution character

STRNO Set maximum number of test streams open at one time

USSTAB* Identify USS tables to process logons

VLIST* Identify TCALIST macro which lists virtual terminals

VLOGEND Set Log function stop option
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* Must be customized before using the product.

Each TCAOPTS macro option is described following. Defaults are underlined. An asterisk (*) identifies options which can
be changed by you during a specific function, such as logging or running a test stream.

APLPASS
APLPASS=()/(VERIFY,VERDEMO,VERAPPL1,VERAPPL2,...,VERAPPL9)

If passwords are specified on the VTAM APPL definition statement for the Verify for VTAM application names specified in
the APPLS option, you must also specify the APLPASS option to identify the passwords. If specified, the passwords must
match the passwords specified on the VTAM APPL definition statement.

The following example identifies applids and their passwords. The applids and passwords are identical.

APPLS=(VERIFY,VERDEMO,VERAPPL1,...,VERAPPL9)

APLPASS=(VERIFY,VERDEMO,VERAPPL1,...,VERAPPL9)

APPLS
APPLS=(VERIFY,VERDEMO,VERAPPL1,VERAPPL2,...,VERAPPL9

Identifies Verify for VTAM application names. These applids must be defined to VTAM. If passwords are specified on the
VTAM APPL definition statement for the applids, you must also specify the APLPASS option to identify the passwords.

VERIFY
The application name Verify for VTAM will use. This specification is required.

VERDEMO
The application name used by the Verify for VTAM demo program. This specification is required.

VERAPPL1 - VERAPPL9
The names of up to 25 applications used by the batch run function. Because each batch run requires its own
applid, specify as many applids as the batch jobs which you expect to run concurrently. These specifications are
optional.

AUTOINS=YES/NO
AUTOINS=YES/NO

Specifies whether or not you need support for the dynamic connection of terminals during logging.

Yes
Verify for VTAM will not validate terminal names during initialization and will start logging terminals as they appear
if they are selected for logging.

No
Verify for VTAM will validate terminal names.

AUTSIGN
AUTSIGN=(NO/GLOBAL/APPLICATION,NOPROMPT/PROMPT/PROMPTALL,FAIL/WARN)

The first parameter controls automated signon and signoff processing.

No
No automated signon or signoff processing is supported. This is the default.

Global
One signon and one signoff test stream will be used for every test stream.

Application
The signon and signoff test streams will vary with the test stream being run.
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The second parameter specifies the prompting option for handling occurrences of the SIGNSUB character found in the
Autsign test stream (see the SIGNSUB option).

Noprompt
Verify for VTAM will not stop when it encounters the SIGNSUB characters on an input screen. Instead, it will
replace the characters with numbers which are unique for each terminal. This is the default.

Prompt
Verify for VTAM will stop on every input screen containing a SIGNSUB character and will prompt you for the next
input. The SIGNSUB character will be set to blanks, but all other fields will be initialized to the values which they
contained in the signon or signoff test stream. You can modify any part of the field and then press the appropriate
key (Type, PF1, PA1, and so on) required by the signon or signoff routine.
For a multiple terminal test stream, the signon and signoff test streams are each run once for every terminal.
However, you will be prompted for input only the first time the signon and signoff test streams are run. For
subsequent terminals, the same input is automatically re-entered.

Promptall
Promptall is identical to Prompt except that for a multiple terminal test stream, you will be prompted for input each
time the signon and signoff test streams are processed for a new terminal. This option is helpful when a security
system requires a different signon for each terminal.

NOTE
Neither Prompt nor Promptall is valid when the first AUTSIGN parameter is No. Both are ignored for batch and
menuless run.

The third parameter specifies whether a run will be disallowed, or allowed with a warning, when no signon test stream
exists for the application name and no Global signon stream exists.

Fail
The run is disallowed.

Warn
A warning message is displayed advising you that no signon test stream exists and offering an option to continue
or end the run. In batch, the message advised you that the run will continue.

See Security Requirements for more information on AUTSIGN.

BNDPRIO
BNDPRIO=(PSC,CRY,PLU,SLU,COM,FMP,TSP,LUT,LOG,TSC)

Prioritizes logmode fields when an exact match does not exist between the logmodes used by Verify for VTAM and those
used by the virtual terminals.

PSC
Presentation services characteristics (for example, screen sizes)

CRY
Cryptography

PLU
Primary logical unit protocols for sending data

SLU
Secondary logical unit protocols for sending data

COM
Common logical unit protocols for sending data

FMP
Function management profile number
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TSP
Transmission services profile number

LUT
Logical unit type

LOG
Logmode name (not part of the bind format)

TSC
Transmission services characteristics (e.g., pacing, request unit sizes). Specify the TSC parameter last because
pacing is transparent to the application and request unit sizes should be larger in the Verify for VTAM logmode
table.

NOTE
If the binds do not match, the session may fail.

BNDREQL
BNDREQL=(PSC,CRY)|(PSC,CRY,PLU,SLU,COM,FMP,TSP,LUT,LOG,TSC)

Identifies the terminal bind fields which must match the application bind fields during logging; if these fields don't match,
Verify for VTAM will write a warning message to the SYSPRINT data set; however, processing will continue. For an
explanation of the fields, see the BNDPRIO option.

NOTE
If the binds do not match, the session may fail.

BNDREQR
BNDREQR=(PSC,CRY)|(PSC,CRY,PLU,SLU,COM,FMP,TSP,LUT,LOG,TSC)

Identifies the terminal bind fields which must match the application bind fields during a run; if these fields don't match,
Verify for VTAM will write a warning message to the SYSPRINT data set; however, processing will continue. For an
explanation of the fields, see the BNDPRIO option.

NOTE
If the binds do not match, the session may fail.

This option is ignored for the current release.

BROWMOD
BROWMOD=YES|NO

Controls the viewing of expected screens to which rules were applied.

YES
The browse function will display expected screens.

NO
The browse function will not display any expected screens.

BROWMR
BROWMR=YES|NO|ONLY

Controls the viewing of mismatched screens when browsing a test stream.

YES
The browse function will display screens that mismatched during a run.

NO
The browse function will not display screens that mismatched during a run.

ONLY
The browse function will display only those screens that had mismatches, including their mismatch data.
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BROWMS
BROWMS=YES|NO

Controls the viewing of mismatch signoff data during a run.

YES
The browse function will display mismatch signoff data.

NO
The browse function will not display mismatch signoff data.

BROWOS
BROWOS=YES|NO

Controls the viewing of original screens when browsing a test stream.

YES
The browse function will display original screens.

NO
The browse function will not display original screens.

BROWRC
BROWRC=(0,0)|(x,y)

The starting row and column for Display format in the Browse function.

• (x,y)
• 0,0 The starting row and column are 0. This specification displays the row and column rulers at the top and on the left

of the screen. This is the default.
• 1,1  The starting row and column are 1. This specification eliminates both rulers so the screen appears as it would

appear to a user.
• 0,1  The starting row is 0; the starting column is 1. This specification eliminates the ruler on the left of the screen but

retains the top ruler.
• 1,0  The starting row is 1; the starting column is 0. This specification eliminates the ruler at the top of the screen but

retains the ruler on the left.

NOTE
Use the Up, Down, Left, and Right commands to change the default starting row and column.

BROWRUL
BROWRUL=YES|NO|ONLY

Controls the viewing of rules that were applied during a run.

YES
The browse function will display all rules that were applied during a run.

NO
The browse function will not display any rules that were applied.

ONLY
The browse function will display only those screens that had rules applied

BUFFER
BUFFER=(32,128,64)|(xxx,yyy,zz)

Allocation for the data capture buffer. This buffer holds data captured by the terminal control exits until STCA, the non-
terminal oriented task, can process it. Using the buffer avoids response time degradation.

xxx
Primary allocation in KB. This allocation comes from the CICS EDSA. The default is 32; the maximum
specification is 512.
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yyy
Secondary allocation(s) in KB for VSE, from the partition GETVIS area. The default is 128; the maximum
specification is 512.

zz
The number of allowable secondary allocations. The default is 64; the maximum specification is 64.

NOTE
You can use the Inquiry function to display buffer utilization. If secondary allocations occur regularly, increase the
primary allocation.

CAPS
CAPS=ON|OFF

Controls translation of lower-case characters on menus which support lower-case fields.

On
Verify for VTAM will translate lower-case characters to upper case.

Off
Verify for VTAM will not translate lower-case characters to upper case.

NOTE
Use the Caps command to change the default.

CHECKIN
CHECKIN=YES|NO|FORMATTED

Controls mismatch verification processing.

Yes
Verify for VTAM will check the next input screen after each mismatch and display the Mismatch Confirmation
menu to warn you if a mapfail condition is likely.

No
Verify for VTAM will not warn of possible mapfail conditions.

Formatted
Verify for VTAM will warn of possible mapfail conditions only for formatted input screens.

COMPANY
COMPANY='xxxxxxxxxxxxx'

'xxxxxxxx'
The name of your company which will appear on reports and on the Primary Options Menu. Specify from 1 to 56
bytes enclosed in single quotes. The default is a null value.

CURRDECP
CURRDECP='.'

'.'
The currency decimal symbol that will appear on reports. Specify 1 character enclosed in single quotes. The
default is a period (.).

CURRKSEP
CURRKSEP='.'

','
The currency symbol used to separate thousands that will appear on reports. Specify 1 character enclosed in
single quotes. The default is a comma (,).

CURRSYMB
CURRSYMB='.'
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'$'
The currency symbol that will appear on reports. Specify 1 character enclosed in single quotes. The default is a
dollar sign ($).

DARKCOMP
DARKCOMP=NO|YES

Indicates whether darkprotected fields are compared during a RUN.

NOTE
Darkprotected refers to the suppression, in logged test streams, of the visibility of fields with a non-display
attribute (that is, non-display fields will not be visible in test streams). Protected refers to a field in which you
cannot enter data.

No
Verify for VTAM will not compare dark protected fields during a RUN. If selected, no mismatches will be indicated
if a non-display protected field does not match the original logged version.

Yes
Verify for VTAM will compare dark protected fields during a RUN.

DATE
DATE=mmddyyyy|ddmmyyyy|yyyymmdd

The date format for menus and reports. The default is mmddyyyy.

DEFAPPL
DEFAPPL=()|xxxxxxxx

The default application name for test streams, which will appear on the submenus. The default is blank.

DEFDD
DEFDD=TCADS|xxxxxxxx 

The MVS ddname for test streams. The default is TCADS.

NOTE
Override the default by overkeying the ddname on menus.

DEFVER
DEFVER=001|xxx

The version for test streams. The default is 001.

NOTE
Override the default by overkeying the Version on menus.

DISC
DISC=NO|QUEUE|REQUEST|UNCOND|FORCE* 

When logging is specified for another or multiple terminals and the terminal to be logged is already in a session, this
option determines the type of deactivation that should occur to terminate this session.

No
Do not interrupt the current session and do not queue a session for the terminal. Logging will not begin until the
user at the terminal to be logged ends the current session and logs on to Verify for VTAM.

Queue
Do not interrupt the current session. Logging will begin when the current session ends. This is the default.

Request
Request that the application currently in session with the terminal terminate the session. The application may
deny this request.
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Uncond
Instruct the application currently in session with the terminal that it must terminate the session. Verify for VTAM
waits for the application to formally terminate the session before beginning to log the terminal.

Force
Force termination of the session. Generally, this type of deactivation is not recommended; however, it may be
advisable for terminals in sessions that do not terminate when the Request or Uncond parameters are in effect.

NOTE
Override the default by overkeying the Interrupt Existing Session option on the Other Terminal Log and Multiple
Terminal Log menus.

The parameters represent five levels of interruption, with No as the lowest level and Force as the highest. Only the
security administrator can specify a level of interruption on the Log menus that is higher than the installation default. For
example, if the installation default is Uncond,  users (other than the security administrator) can specify No, Queue, or
Request, but not Force.

DRKPROT
DRKPROT=YES|NO|PSWDS

Determines whether non-display (dark) fields will be visible in a logged test stream.

NOTE
Darkprotected refers to the suppression, in logged test streams, of the visibility of fields with a non-display
attribute (that is, non-display fields will not be visible in test streams). Protected refers to a field in which you
cannot enter data.

Yes
Non-display (dark) fields will not be visible in logged test streams. This option must be in effect when the test
stream is created during logging.

No
Non-display (dark) fields will be visible in logged test streams. This may incur security exposure. See Security
Considerations in the Introduction section of the User section for more information.

PSWDS
Entry-unprotected, non-display fields (for example, passwords) will not be visible in logged test streams. However,
entry-protected non-display fields, such as those that are passed from screen to screen for information purposes,
will be visible in logged test streams when viewed in field or hexadecimal format.

DRKPROT=YES and DRKPROT=PSWDS are subject to the following considerations:

• Verify for VTAM darkprotects only input screens.
• Non-display fields are treated as blanks during the Run function comparison.
• Protection cannot be guaranteed for input screens preceding the first erase/write or CLEAR key on each terminal being

logged.
• Specifying protection increases the storage requirements for logging by 4 KB per terminal.

EDITCOR
EDITCOR=128/xx

The maximum core size for each Edit session in KB. The default value is 128. When this core size is reached, you can
save the test stream or cancel the Edit function. The minimum value is 1. The maximum is 8191.

EDITRC
EDITRC=(0,0)|(x,y)

The starting row and column for Display format in the Edit function. See the BROWRC option for a description of the
parameters.
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NOTE
Use the Up, Down, Left, and Right commands to change the default starting row and column.

ESFLDS
ESFLDS=(TERMINAL,TRAN,TRTIME,OP,AID,VIEW,RECORD,DATA)

The fields which will be displayed on the Record Selection menu in the Browse and Edit functions. The default fields are
listed above. Valid fields are:

Terminal
Terminal logged

Tran
Application logged

Trtime
Operator think and response time

OP
Terminal operation performed

Len
Length of data

AID
Attention identifier key (PF key, CLEAR,and so on)

Record
Record number in test stream

Data
Data from the record (see the ESRCO option)

View
Whether there are mismatch or variable fields for a screen

WCC
Write control character

Cursor
Cursor's row and position

Size
Screen size

Date
Date when the record was logged

Time
Time when the record was logged

NOTE
Use the Profile command to change the default in Browse or Edit.

ESRCO
ESRCO=(1,30,0)|(xx,yy,zz)

Starting row, column and offset for the Data parameter in the ESFLDS option.

xx
The starting row. The default is 1. This specification applies only to Display format.
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yy
The starting column. The default is 30. This specification applies only to Display format.

zz
The starting offset. The default is 0. This specification applies only to Dump format.

NOTE
Use the Left and Right commands to change the default in Browse or Edit.

EXCAPPL
EXCAPPL=()|(xxxxxxxx,...,xxxxxxxx) 

Controls which VTAM applications are to be globally excluded from logging. You can specify up to 25 unique applids. The
generic character = can be used to specify a group of applications. Use of this option increases storage requirements.

EXIT
EXIT=XTCAUSER|xxxxxxxxx

The name of the Verify for VTAM authorization exit. The default is XTCAUSER.

EXTERM
EXTERM=()|(xxxxxxxx,yyyyyyyy)|(xxxxxxxx,)|(,yyyyyyyy)

Identifies one or two lists of terminal names which can never be used for logging. The names are specified in the
TCALIST macro. See the TCALIST Macro  section in Customizing Macros for details.

xxxxxxxx
Identifies a TCALIST macro list. An attempt to log a terminal in this list will be ignored but will not cause an error.

yyyyyyyy
Identifies a second TCALIST macro list. An attempt to log a terminal in this list will be considered an error.

INAREAL
INAREAL=(200,800)|(xxx,yyy)

Specifies the size of input area buffers for receives.

xxx
Specifies the buffer size for receiving inputs from terminals using Verify for VTAM and terminals being logged. A
small size is usually sufficient.

yyy
Specifies the buffer size for receiving outputs from applications. This specification should be large enough
for most outputs. See the test stream directories to determine the average output size and make sure this
specification is larger.

NOTE
Storage-constrained installations may want to specify a smaller size than the default; for example, 50,100. This
will result in a slight increase in processing time to allow a second buffer to be acquired and reissue the receive.

MAXMTTS
MAXMTTS=ALL/xxxxx

The number of terminals that can be included in a multiple terminal test stream.

All
All terminals in the system can be included.
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xxxxx
A number from 1 to 32767 which specifies the maximum number of terminals to be included. If you use Verify for
VTAM in production, you may want to limit the number of terminals logged in a single test stream.

MAXWAIT
MAXWAIT=(1,20,60)|(xx/yy/zz)

The maximum response time Verify for VTAM should allow before it considers an output screen to be missing during the
Run function. If the screen is still missing at the end of the status interval, Verify for VTAM displays the Missing Output
menu or, if the Comparison Type is None, it will bypass the screen. If a task is active at the terminal, Verify for VTAM
multiplies the original response time by the first parameter (xx) and adds the result to the second parameter (yy). The
result is the number of seconds that will elapse before the menu is displayed. However, this result cannot exceed the
number of seconds specified in the third (zz) parameter if no task is active at the terminal.

xx
The value by which Verify for VTAM multiplies the original response time. The default and minimum value is 1.

yy
The number of seconds Verify for VTAM adds to the result of the multiplication. The default is 20 seconds. The
minimum value is 1 second.

zz
If the maximum response time calculated as described previously exceeds the zz specification and no task is
active at the terminal, Verify for VTAM will wait the number of seconds specified in this parameter. The default is
60 seconds. The minimum value is 5 seconds.

MDTPROC
MDTPROC=YES|NO

The Run processing option for mdt-on (modified data tag on) protected fields on current output screens. These screens
are generated by an application during the Run function.

Yes
The Run function obtains the values of mdt-on protected fields from the current output screen and inserts the
values on the next input screen.

No
The Run function ignores these fields. The next input screen is sent unchanged to your application.

MODETAB
MODETAB=XTCAMODE|xxxxxxxx

Identifies the Logon Mode table load module. This module must be present in STEPLIB and must be specified for all
virtual terminal definitions. This load module should include all Logon Mode table entries from all Logon Mode tables in the
installation. If necessary, Logon Mode table entry names can be changed to avoid duplication.

Verify for VTAM will scan the table for a suitable entry to initiate connections for virtual terminals.

You should increase the RU sizes in the entries to the expected transmission size to prevent chained RUs flowing
between Verify for VTAM and the application. This will reduce the overhead for logging and running test streams. An RU
size of X`F8F8' is recommended.

In order to force a specific bind between Verify for VTAM and an application, do the following:

• If you are using a routing application, logoff from the routing application and use USS processing to specify a Logon
Mode table entry.

• If you are using USS, specify a Logon Mode table entry on the logon command.
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NULLS
NULLS=YES/NO

The null padding option for menu fields.

Yes
Trailing blanks will be replaced with nulls.

No
Trailing blanks will be retained.

PFn
PFn=xxxxxxxx,PFn=xxxxxxxx,...,PFn=xxxxxxxx

Determines PF key assignments. The default assignments are listed next.

PF Key Description

PF1 Help

PF2 Rotate

PF3 End

PF4 Return

PF5 Prev

PF6 Next

PF7 Up

PF8 Down

PF9 Format

PF10 Left

PF11 Right

PF12 Keys

NOTE
The defaults for PF keys 13-24 are the same as for PF keys 1-12. However, you can change any of the default
assignments; e.g., different commands can be assigned to PF1 and PF13.

In addition to the previous commands, the following commands can be assigned to PF keys: Assign, Auto, Change,
Delete, Find, Rchange, Reset, Rfind, and Save.

Although you can override the default assignments, you should avoid changing them unless they conflict with your existing
standards.

PROTECT
PROTECT=()|(R,W,P)|(any combination of R,W,P)

Sets the level of test stream protection. Valid options are:

R
read: the test stream cannot be browsed, edited, run, nor can it be appended to, inserted into, or merged into
another test stream by anyone except its owner or the product administrator. If the test stream is copied or
renamed, the read protection is extended to the new test stream.
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W
write: the test stream cannot be extended, replaced (during the Run function), edited, renamed, deleted,
appended to, inserted into, or merged into another test stream, nor can its directory be updated, by anyone except
its owner or the product administrator

P
print: the test stream cannot be printed

You can specify a single option or any combination of options; e.g., (W), (R,W), (W,P).

NOTE
Override the default by overkeying the Test Stream Protection option on the Log menus.

READBUF
READBUF=CURRENT|ORIGINAL

Controls how the Run function will respond to read buffer commands issued by applications.

Current
The Run function will use the contents of the current virtual terminal buffer. This specification is the default.

Original
The Run function will respond as the real terminal did when the test stream was logged.

REBIND
REBIND=YES|NO

Determines whether Verify for VTAM will allow bind mismatches.

Yes
Specifies that message 3639 (Rebind in progress for terminal xxxxxxxx) be issued and that the session be passed
into a dummy application and back again so that the real bind can be matched to the virtual bind for these fields
specified in the BNDREQL parameter.

No
Specifies that Verify for VTAM allow bind mismatches and just issue message 3636 (Bind Mismatch)

RELREQ
RELREQ=YES|NO

Determines whether Verify for VTAM will honor release requests for real terminals.

Yes
Verify for VTAM will honor release requests for real terminals.

No
Verify for VTAM will not honor release requests for real terminals.

RETRY
RETRY=(3,10,3,10)|(aa,bb,cc,dd)

Determines retry attempts by Verify for VTAM after a transmission error in sending data to a terminal or application.

aa
The number of seconds Verify for VTAM should wait before attempting a retry after an error between Verify for
VTAM and the terminal. The default is 3.

bb
The number of times Verify for VTAM should attempt the retry. The default is 10.
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cc
The number of seconds Verify for VTAM should wait before attempting a retry after an error between Verify for
VTAM and the application. The default is 3.

dd
The number of times Verify for VTAM should attempt the retry. The default is 10.

NOTE
Specify RETRY=(0,0,0,0) to prevent error recovery. Use of error recovery increases storage use because Verify
for VTAM must keep transmitted data in the event of an error.

ROUTDSC
ROUTDSC=NO|QUEUE|REQUEST|UNCOND|FORCE

Identifies the level of disconnection for the routing applications specified in the ROUTPLU option. for an explanation of
these parameters. For an explanation of these parameters, see the DISC option. Uncond is the default.

NOTE
This option need not be specified if you are using a USS table.

ROUTPLU
ROUTPLU = ()|(ROUTPLU1,ROUTPLU2,...,ROUTPLUx)

Identifies the routing application or session manager applid that a logged terminal uses instead of a USS table. It also
identifies the routing applications for which a different level of disconnection applies. See the ROUTDSC option. Routing
applications are controlling LU's, such as IBM's SAMON, that perform application selection. For each name code a
TCALIST macro identifying the terminals associated with that routing application. See the TCALIST Macro section in
Customizing Macros for details.

ROUTPLU1    A TCALIST macro with the same name must be  

ROUTPLU2    coded to assign terminals to these applications.    

.

.

.

ROUTPLUx

NOTE
Specify this option and the ROUTDSC option if you are using a USS table.

RPLS
RPLS=(50,50,50)|(xx,yy,zz)

Specifies the maximum number of RPLs to use. RPLs will not be allocated until needed. This information appears on the
Inquiry menu.

xx
The maximum number of RPLs to use in sending data to applications. The default is 50.

yy
The maximum number of RPLs to use in sending data to terminals. The default is 50.

zz
The maximum number of RPLs to use in receiving data from terminals. The default is 50.

RULEAPP
RULEAPP=YES|NO
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Indicates whether to use the 'application.#RULESET.001' if it is present on the TCADS file during a RUN.

RULESYS
RULESYS=YES|NO

Indicates whether to use the 'SYSTEM.#RULESET.001' if it is present on the TCADS file during a RUN.

RUNCOMP
RUNCOMP=SCREEN|LOGICAL|PHYSICAL

The type of comparison Verify for VTAM will perform when a test stream is run. If Verify for VTAM detects a difference, it
will interrupt the Run function.

Screen
Verify for VTAM performs a row-by row comparison for each screen displayed. This type of comparison allows
variation in the transmitted data stream as long as the end result is the same. This comparison supports the Rules
Function, so fields which you would expect to be different are taken into account.

Logical
Verify for VTAM performs a row-by-row comparison. This type of comparison allows variation in the transmitted
data stream as long as the end result is the same.

Physical
Verify for VTAM performs a byte-for-byte comparison of the data stream transmitted to the terminal. This type
of comparison determines if identical screen images were produced in the same way and is also useful for test
streams containing graphics.

NOTE
Override the default by overkeying the Comparison Type on the Run Options menu.

RUNORD
RUNORD=SPEED|RESP

Determines the extent to which Verify for VTAM will guarantee the correct sequence of screens when a multiple terminal
test stream is run. For single terminal test streams, Verify for VTAM ignores this specification and uses Speed.

Speed
Verify for VTAM does not perform any extra processing to ensure correct input order.

Resp
Whenever possible, Verify for VTAM requests a positive response when input is sent to an application. No
additional input is sent until the response is received. This ensures that when two inputs are being sent from two
virtual terminals, the first one reaches the application before the second is sent. However, if positive responses
are not permitted for a given session, Verify for VTAM uses the Speed parameter.

NOTE
Although Resp helps ensure the correct order of input screens, it may slow the run and increase resource
utilization.

RUNRC
RUNRC=(0,0)|(x,y) 

The starting row and column for Display format in the Run function. For the valid parameters,see the BROWRC option.

NOTE
Use the Up, Down, Left, and Right commands to change the default starting row and column.
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RUNREAD
RUNREAD=001/xxx 

xxx.
The number of minutes which will elapse between opportunities to cancel a run. The default is 001; the maximum
specification is 999.

NOTE
Override the default by overkeying the Cancel Interval option on the Run Options menu.

RUNREC
RUNREC=NO|YES 

The mismatch data recording option.

Yes
Verify for VTAM will record mismatch data. This data can then be browsed, or printed.

No
Verify for VTAM will not record mismatch data during the Run function.

NOTE
Override the default by overkeying the Mismatch Data Recording option on the Run Options menu.

RUNSIGN
RUNSIGN=NO/YES

The mismatch signoff option.

No
The operator will not be required to explain mismatches.

Yes
The operator will be required to explain mismatches.

NOTE
Override the default by overkeying the Mismatch Signoff option on the Run Options menu.

RUNSTAT
RUNSTAT=005/xxx

xxx
The number of seconds which will elapse between Run function status menus. The default is 005; the maximum
specification is 999.

NOTE
Override the default by overkeying the Status Interval option on the Run Options menu.

NOTE
Lowering this number increases the terminal I/O count of the Run Function control monitor.

RUNTIME
RUNTIME=NONE|nnn%|nn

The Run function simulated operator think time: the rate at which Verify for VTAM sends input screens to the application.

None
Specifies minimum operator think time.
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nnn%
Specifies the rate as a percentage of the original think time. For example, 50% specifies half the original think
time; 100% specifies the original think time; 200% specifies twice the original think time. 200% is the maximum
specification.

nn
Specifies the rate as a number of seconds. Verify for VTAM will wait the specified number of seconds before
sending each input screen to the application. Specify the think time in seconds if you want to run test streams at a
constant rate. 20 is the maximum specification.

NOTE
Override the default by overkeying the Simulated Operator Think Time option on the Run Options menu.

SECID
SECID=(xxxxxxxx, xxxxxxxx, …)

The ID of the product administrator who can modify the protection status and owner ID for test streams owned by other
users. This administrator can also read or edit any test stream and can stop or reconnect other users' sessions. Up to
eight security IDs may be specified.

Xxxxxxxx
The signon userid.

SHUTDWN
SHUTDWN=NO|YES

Controls who can shut down the Verify for VTAM control task.

No
Only a security administrator can shut down Verify for VTAM.

Yes
Anyone can shut down Verify for VTAM provided they are the only person using the control task.

SIGNON
SIGNON=YES|NO|AUTO

Determines whether or not the signon menu is displayed.

Yes
Verify for VTAM displays the signon menu and prompts you for name, password, and, optionally, a new password.

No
Verify for VTAM bypasses the signon menu and displays instead the Primary Options Menu.

Auto
Verify for VTAM displays the signon menu. After two seconds, it displays the Primary Options Menu.

NOTE
In order for ID and password checking to become effective when signon = yes, one of the security exits must be
installed. See Customizing Exits for details.

SIGNSUB
SIGNSUB=@|x

The automated signon substitution character used by Verify for VTAM to generate unique user IDs, passwords, and so on,
when the AUTSIGN NOPROMPT parameter is specified. The default is an at sign (@), but you can specify any character
you want.
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This character also indicates that you should be prompted for input when the AUTSIGN PROMPT or PROMPTALL
parameter is specified. SIGNSUB characters entered in PROMPT or PROMPTALL input are treated like SIGNSUB
characters in the signon or signoff test stream when NOPROMPT is in effect.

STRNO
STRNO=100|xx

The maximum number of test streams that may be processed concurrently for each Verify for VTAM data set. The default
is 100. The minimum specification is 2; the maximum specification is 32767.

NOTE
VSAM requires a small amount of storage to keep track of each string. This does not affect buffer allocation,
which occurs only for test streams Verify for VTAM is processing.

USSTAB
USSTAB=deftab|(deftab,alttab1,alttab2… )

Identifies up to 26 USS table(s) to be used to process character-coded logons. Alternate tables can be specified based on
specific or generic names for real terminals that do not use the standard table. If you specify an alternate table, you must
identify the terminals in the TCALIST macro. See the TCALIST Macro section in Customizing Macros.

deftab
The default or only USS table. If no deftab is coded, ISTINCDT will be used.

(deftab,alttab1,alttab2…)
Alternate USS tables. A TCALIST macro with the same name must be coded to assign terminals to these tables.
Up to 25 alternate tables can be specified.

NOTE
ISTINCDT always loads, even when not specified.

VLIST
VLIST=VTERM|xxxxxxx

Identifies the TCALIST macro that specifies the names of all the virtual terminals used by Verify for VTAM. For details, see
the TCALIST Macro.

VLOGEND
VLOGEND=DISC|xxxxx

Specifies the default for the Log function stop option.

DISC
Disconnecting from the application will stop logging.

PF1-PF24, PA1-PA3, CLEAR
The specified key will stop logging.

MAN
Logging terminates when you manually stop logging in one of two ways:

• Clear your screen and type XTCA STOP.
• Use the Inquiry function to display a list of all active logging and select the logging you wish to terminate. See

the Inquiry function for more details.

Only the person who invoked logging or the security administrator can terminate logging via the Inquiry function.
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NOTE
The MAN option can always be used to stop logging even if you select another default STOP option. Override
the default by overkeying the Stop Option on the Single Terminal Log and Other Terminal Log menus.

Customize REXX Environment (Optional) (VTAM)
This section describes the customization of the Verify for VTAM Host Command Environment.

The Host Command Environment allows REXX execs to ADDRESS VERIFY and to issue Verify for VTAM host
commands.

The Verify for VTAM Host Command Environment allows REXX execs to use the REXX ADDRESS instruction to
ADDRESS VERIFY and to issue Verify for VTAM host commands.

Installation of the optional Verify for VTAM REXX component, is a prerequisite to using the Verify for VTAM Host
Command Environment.

The Verify for VTAM Host Command Environment exploits only documented REXX programming interfaces. The
customization of the Verify for VTAM Host Command Environment requires modification to REXX parameters modules.
Documentation of the interfaces used by Verify for VTAM and REXX resource modifications required by Verify for VTAM
may be found in "TSO Extension, REXX Reference" (IBM Publication SC28-1883-x).

Customize Host Command Environment

Use the following procedure to customize the Verify for VTAM Host Command Environment:

1. Add Parameters that support the Verify for VTAM Host Command Environment to REXX parameters modules.
– Verify for VTAM must be added to the host command environment tables contained in REXX parameters modules

IRXPARMS, IRXTSPRM and IRXISPRM, allowing REXX execs to ADDRESS VERIFY.
– The Verify for VTAM exec termination exit program or a program that calls the Verify for VTAM exec termination

exit program must be named in module names tables contained in REXX parameters modules IRXPARMS and
IRXTSPRM, as the EXECTERM exit program.

Modifying REXX Parameters Modules explains how to add required Verify for VTAM parameters to REXX parameters
modules.

2. Place the program named in REXX parameters modules as the EXECTERM exit program -- either VTERX or an
exit program manager generated using the VTERP EXIT macro -- in a Z/OS authorized load library. While the Verify
for VTAM exec termination exit program, VTERX, is not an authorized module, nor does it perform any functions
that require authorization, REXX initialization under TSO/E requires that an EXECTERM exit program named in
IRXTSPRM reside in a z/OS authorized load library. The EXECTERM exit program will be used only when the
modified REXX parameters modules are used to initialize REXX environments. You may either authorize the load
library that contains Verify for VTAM modules or move the EXECTERM program to an authorized library that is
available to REXX applications. Failure to place the EXECTERM exit program named in IRXTSPRM in an authorized
load library will result in an S66D abend when the modified IRXTSPRM is used to initialize REXX while logging
onto TSO. If you use an authorized library that contains VTERX as a STEPLIB in a TSO PROC, then you must also
authorize any other concatenated STEPLIB libraries (because concatenated libraries lose authorization when an
unauthorized library is included in the concatenation).

3. With the exception of the EXECTERM exit program, and while testing installation of the Verify for VTAM Host
Command Environment, the load library that contains Verify for VTAM modules and customized REXX parameters
modules may be included as a STEPLIB in a TSO logon PROC or as a STEPLIB in a job step that uses IRXJCL to
execute a REXX exec as a batch job. For production installation, it is recommended that all Verify for VTAM REXX
support modules and customized REXX parameters modules be moved to a link list library to eliminate the need for
STEPLIB DD statements.
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Modify REXX Parameters Modules

REXX parameters modules provide information to REXX.

• A "host command environment" table contained in REXX parameters modules defines the host command processors
that may be addressed by a REXX exec.

• A "module names table" contained in REXX parameters modules contains the names of exit programs that REXX is to
call at key points during the execution of a REXX exec.

Verify for VTAM must be added to the host command environment tables and an exit program that performs cleanup of
Verify for VTAM resources must be added to the module names tables of REXX parameters modules. The following table
lists the parameters modules that must be updated.

Parameter Module SYS1.SAMPLIB Source Code Descriptive Name

IRXPARMS IRXREXX1 REXX System Default Parameters Module

IRXTSPRM IRXREXX2 TSO REXX Parameters Module

IRXISPRM IRXREXX3 ISPF REXX Parameters Module

Locate the source code for each of the parameters modules that you are currently using in your production REXX
environments.

• If you are running with modified versions of the REXX parameter modules listed in the table above, then you should
add Verify for VTAM parameters to your versions of the parameters modules using procedures that are used at your
installation to apply REXX parameters module modifications. The required Verify for VTAM parameters are described
below.

• If you are running with unmodified versions of the REXX parameter modules listed in the table above, then you must
decide how to apply modifications to the REXX parameters modules supplied by IBM in SYS1.SAMPLIB, and add the
required Verify for VTAM parameters described below. Of course, SYS1.SAMPLIB should not be modified directly.
Two workable ways to add Verify for VTAM parameters to REXX parameters modules are to (1) use SMPE or (2) to
copy parameters modules from SYS1.SAMPLIB, and add required Verify for VTAM parameters to the copies of IBM
supplied parameters modules.

The following changes must be made to REXX parameters modules to support the Verify for VTAM Host Command
Environment.

1. Add a Verify for VTAM exec termination exit program to the module names tables contained in REXX parameters
modules, IRXPARMS, IRXTSPRM and IRXISPRM.
– In each parameters module, find the field labeled MODNAMET_EXECTERM.
– If the field is blank, then an EXECTERM exit program is not being used at your installation, in which case you may

name the Verify for VTAM exec termination program, VTERX, in the MODNAMET_EXECTERM field as follows:

MODNAMET_EXECTERM DC   CL8’VTERX’

– If a module is already named as the EXECTERM exit program, you may use the procedure described in Creating
an EXECTERM Exit Manager to generate an ’exit program manager’ that calls your existing EXECTERM exit
program and then VTERX. The generated exit program manager may be named as the single EXECTERM exit
program instead of your current exec termination exit program or VTERX, to effectively install both programs.

2. Add a Verify for VTAM host command entry to the host command environment tables contained in REXX parameters
modules, IRXPARMS, IRXTSPRM and IRXISPRM.
– In each parameters module, find the fields labeled SUBCOMTB_TOTAL and SUBCOMTB_USED. The value of the

fields is the number of entries in the host command environment table that follows the table header. Add 1 to the
existing field values to account for the Verify for VTAM command entry being added.

– Add a Verify for VTAM host command environment table entry to the end of the host command environment tables
contained in each of the parameters modules. Note that entries in the host command table that follows the header
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each contain the 8 character name of the host command environment, the 8 character name of the program that
processes host commands, and a 16 character "token" that may be used by the host command processor. While
the entries provided by IBM have field names, the names are extraneous information. The Verify for VTAM entry
may be coded as follows:

DC CL8’VERIFY’,CL8’VTERE’,CL16’ ‘

After adding Verify for VTAM parameters to source versions of the REXX parameters modules, the modules must be
assembled and link edited. Member VTEASMRP in the Verify for VTAM JCL library, CATJJCL, contains JCL that may be
used to assemble and link edit modified REXX parameters modules. While testing the Verify for VTAM Host Command
Environment, modified REXX parameters modules may reside in a STEPLIB of a TSO proc or batch job step. The sample
JCL therefore link edits the modified parameters modules into load library of your choosing.

Create an EXECTERM Exit Manager

The Verify for VTAM exec termination exit program, VTERX, cleans up Verify for VTAM control blocks, Z/OS subtasks,
and other resources created by Verify for VTAM host commands. When VTERX cannot be named in REXX parameters
modules as the EXECTERM exit because you have already installed an EXECTERM exit program, then a ’VTERP EXIT’
macro statement that lists your existing EXECTERM exit program and VTERX, may be assembled to generate a program
that serially calls all listed programs. The generated program may be named as the EXECTERM exit program in REXX
parameter modules to effectively install the listed programs as EXECTERM exit programs.

For example, the following VTERP macro statement may be assembled to generate an exit program named VTERL,
which calls two other exit programs named EXIT1 and VTERX.

VTERL VTERP EXIT,LIST=(EXIT1,VTERX)

      END

Member VTEASMRL, in the distributed Verify for VTAM JCL library, CATJJCL, contains JCL that may be tailored and
used to assemble and link edit an exit program manager named VTERL. The program generated by assembling a VTERP
EXIT macro statement contains VCONs that cause the named programs to be link edited with the generated program,
insuring that all EXECTERM exit programs are loaded when REXX loads the named EXECTERM exit program. The link
edit SYSLIB DD statement must be changed to identify the load libraries that contain the programs named in the VTERP
exit list.

Change REXX Support Options

The Verify for VTAM REXX support options are defined in member VTEOT in the target library CAI.CATJSAMP. Modify the
options to conform to your installation standards.

Member VTEASMOT in the target library CAI.CATJJCL contains the JCL to assemble and link the options module.
Customize the JCL stream to conform to your installation standards. Submit the job to create a new version of the options
module

VTEOM Macro Options

Option Function

CODE Defines options for CODE type password security

CONTROL Defines options for various REXX support features

DEFTERM Defines virtual terminal characteristics

EXITS Defines an exit program for REXX sessions which use Verify Host
Commands
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EXTMODES Defines VTAM logon mode table entries for extended data
streams

GENERATE Causes options table to be assembled and generated

LOG Defines attributes for log data sets

LOGMODES Defines VTAM logon modes table entries for basic data streams

OPEN Defines OPEN statement options

PROFILE Defines attributes for PROFILE data sets

RECORD Define conversion options and script libraries

REXX Defines options for REXX Host Command Environment

SECURE Defines password capture security

SYSTEM Defines system options

TERMINALS Defines a group of virtual terminals

TOKEN Defines options for TOKEN type password security

WTO Defines WTO statement options

WTOR Defines WTOR statement options

A description of each VTEOM option follows.

CODE

The VTEOM CODE statement specifies Verify for VTAM REXX Code security options to apply when CODE is specified as
a VTEOM SECURE CAPTURE option. CODE statement keyword parameters and values are:

CODEDOC
May be YES or NO and specifies whether the user ID for which a password was encoded will be documented as
a TYPE statement comment when a test stream is converted.

CODEFOR
May be YES or NO and specifies whether a user can encode passwords for use by a different user ID. When
CODEFOR=YES is specified, users can use the Code Security Panel of the TSO interface or the VTEIS ENCODE
callable subroutine to encode data for a different user ID. Subject to any limitations specified via other options of
the VTEOM CODE statement.

DESC
Is the descriptor code, as defined by the assembler language WTO macro statement DESC operand, which
sends a WTO in the event that a user exceeds the VTEOM CODE FORLIM specification and the VTEOM CODE
statement specifies WTO=YES.

DISABLE
Can be YES or NO, and specifies whether a user’s authority is disabled in the event that CODEFOR=YES and
the user encodes a password for a different user ID more times than the FORLIM limit specification. If disabled,
the authority to encode data for a different user ID is revoked for the remainder of the calendar day.

FORLIM
Is the maximum number of times, in a single day that a user may encode a password for use by a different user
ID when CODEFOR=YES. The action taken in the event that a user exceeds the FORLIM limit is governed by the
VTEOM CODE, DISABLE, NOTIFY and/or WTO specifications. When FORLIM=0, encoding for a different user ID
is not limited.

NOTIFY
Can be YES or NO and specifies whether or not a notification is sent to a user in the event that the user encodes
data for a different user ID more times than the VTEOM CODE FORLIM limit specification.
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ROUTCDE
ROUTCDE is the route code, as defined by the assembler language WTO macro statement ROUTCDE operand,
which is used to send a WTO in the event that a user exceeds the VTEOM CODE FORLIM specification and the
VTEOM CODE statement specifies WTO=YES.

WTO
Can be YES or NO, and specifies whether or not notifications are sent via WTO in the event that a user exceeds
the VTEOM CODE FORLIM specification.

WTOLIM
Is the maximum number of WTOs that can be issued in the event that a user exceeds the VTEOM CODE
FORLIM specification before discontinuing notification via WTO.

CONTROL

The VTEOM CONTROL statement is used to specify option keywords and values that control various Verify for VTAM
REXX support features.

CASE
(Optional) A control that is used to define non-English alphabetic lower and upper case characters to Verify for
VTAM REXX support. When CASE characters are defined, alphabetic case-sensitive features, including the TO/
FROM CAPITAL options of the SET statement and the case-insensitive IF statement CONTAINS condition can
properly process alphabetic data that is not a part of the 26-character English alphabet.
The operand of the CASE keyword is one or more pairs of 1-byte hexadecimal values. The first value in a
pair is the hexadecimal value of a lowercase character and the second value is the hexadecimal value of the
corresponding uppercase character.
For example, the following statement defines lower and upper case German A, O, and U umlaut characters:
VTEOM CONTROL,                        X 

      CASE=(C0,4A,6A,E0,D0,5A)

CHAPEC
A number from 0 to 255 and is the "Change Priority Event Count" at which REXX execs that use Verify host
session commands voluntarily relinquish priority dispatchability relative to other scripts or execs running in the
address space. The default is CHAPEC=5.
The multiple session stress testing capabilities of Verify for VTAM REXX support use z/OS tasks to run multiple
scripts and sessions concurrently so that they can compete and proceed independent of other tasks. z/OS places
multiple tasks of the same priority on a chain and always dispatches the first ready task. When CHAPEC=0, tasks
are added to the chain as they are attached and retain their order relative to other tasks. As a result, the first tasks
started during a test tend to be more dispatchable than tasks started at a later time, and tend to complete faster.
When CHAPEC=1-255, each exec executes an z/OS CHAP 0 macro instruction after processing the specified
number of session events. As a result, all tasks participating in a multiple session test tend to be equally
dispatchable and the relative progress of sessions is not related to the order in which the tasks are started.

CS
Verify for VTAM REXX support provides limited handling of 3270 Programmed Symbols (dot matrix character
sets). The CS keyword option controls the application handling of character set attributes received in 3270 SFE,
MF and SA orders. If CS=YES is specified, the application ignores character set attributes. If CS=NO is specified,
the application sends a negative response to the online system, sending a character set attribute, indicating that
the attributes are not supported.

DECIMAL
The DECIMAL option specifies the character recognized by the Verify for VTAM Host Command environment as
a numeric decimal point. DECIMAL=PERIOD specifies that a decimal point is represented by a period and that
commas can be used to punctuate the integer portion of a decimal number. DECIMAL=COMMA specifies that
a decimal point is represented by a comma and that periods can be used to punctuate the integer portion of a
decimal number. The specified DECIMAL option can be overridden when an exec is executed by specifying one
of the exec parameters, PERIOD or COMMA.
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ESTAE
The ESTAE keyword option controls Verify for VTAM abend handling for the REXX. ESTAE=YES, specifies that
if an abend occurs while using the application REXX support, the application should intercept the abend and
perform cleanup of any active session. Cleanup logic includes calling the LOGOFF exit routine in the active
application Communications Exit Program, if a session is active when the abend occurs. ESTAE=NO disables
Verify for VTAM ESTAE routines.

ETIME
Can be YES or NO and specifies whether or not your z/OS system supports the TIME macro statement
LINKAGE=SYSTEM and DATETYPE options (Extended TIME). The default is ETIME=YES. When ETIME=YES
is specified, the TIME statement uses the z/OS TIME services to return a 20-digit time, beginning with a 4-digit
century and ending with microseconds in the 20th digit. ETIME=NO should be specified only on old z/OS systems
that do not support the extended TIME options.

LOGON
The LOGON keyword controls what systems are accessible using Verify for VTAM REXX execs. When
LOGON=ANY is specified, the execs can be used to logon to any available system. When LOGON=ONLY is
specified, the execs can only be used to access systems named as an ID or as an APPL in a VTEOM SYSTEM
statement contained in the VTEOT Options Table.

OUTDATA
(Optional) A control that may be used to define new special 3270 data stream characters to Verify for VTAM
REXX support. By default, outbound 3270 data in the range of X'01' through X'3F' is considered to be invalid
data unless the character is part of a known 3270 command, order, or special character. Verify for VTAM REXX
support rejects invalid outbound data by sending a negative response to the invalid data request.
IBM can enhance the 3270 data stream definition to include new special 3270 characters that were previously
undefined. When the 3270 data stream is enhanced or if you are using 3270 hardware or software emulators that
support special 3270 characters not defined by IBM, OUTDATA can be used to define the special characters to
the application REXX support.
The operand of OUTDATA is a list of one or more 1-byte hexadecimal values that are treated as special 3270 data
characters when received by the application REXX support in outbound 3270 data. When special 3270 characters
are defined using OUTDATA, application REXX support recognizes the characters in outbound data as special
3270 data characters. For extended data stream sessions, the defined characters are accepted and stored as is,
in the Verify for VTAM virtual terminal buffer and are displayed or returned on a terminal read. For Verify for VTAM
basic data stream sessions, the defined characters are stored in the virtual terminal buffer as blanks.
For example, the hexadecimal values X'3D' and X'3E' are not currently defined as 3270 characters and are
rejected by application REXX support when received in outbound data. If the characters are subsequently
defined, you can define the characters to the application REXX support by including the following VTEOM macro
statement to your VTEOT Options Table.
VTEOM CONTROL,     X  

      OUTDATA=(3D,3E)

S522TIM
The time interval, expressed in the form, hhmmssth, that is used by the Verify for VTAM S522 abend prevention
feature. The default time is 10 minutes (S522TIM=100000).
When the Verify for VTAM S522 abend prevention feature is activated using a ’TIMEOUT S522 OFF’ statement,
Verify for VTAM prevents S522 abends by insuring that the address space does not go into a wait state for more
than the specified S522TIM. If the default or specified S522TIM is greater than the wait time that causes S522
abends at your installation, then the Verify for VTAM abend prevention feature is unable to prevent S522 abends.

THINK
The minimum think-time interval, expressed in the form, ssth (seconds, tenths and hundredths of a second), that
can occur between transactions in a Verify for VTAM REXX session. The default is THINK=0000.
THINK time may be specified to govern the speed of all exec driven application sessions. When THINK time is
specified, any attempt to send input on a session is delayed until the specified interval has elapsed since receipt
of the last outbound message. VTEOM CONTROL THINK time is not recommended because it limits the possible
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throughput on an application REXX session. Depending on the time specified, THINK time limits Verify for VTAM’s
ability to generate large workloads for use in system stress testing or may make it unfeasible the application to
automate labor intensive business applications that require the entry of a large number of 3270 transactions.

VSOSLIM
The maximum number of times, up to 32767, that Verify for VTAM should retry an unsuccessful, but retryable
VTAM session request. When VSOSLIM=0, the application does not retry unsuccessful VTAM requests.
When VSOSLIM is greater than zero and a retryable VTAM request failure occurs, including a temporary VTAM
SOS (short on storage) condition, the application waits for a time interval specified by VTEOM CONTROL
VSOSTIM, then retries the VTAM request. If a request is not successful within the specified number of retries, the
failure results in termination of the Verify for VTAM REXX session.

VSOSTIM
The time interval, expressed in the form, hhmmssth, that Verify for VTAM should wait following an unsuccessful,
but retryable VTAM session request, before retrying the VTAM request. VSOSTIM is used only when VTEOM
CONTROL VSOSLIM is greater than zero.

DEFTERM

The VTEOM DEFTERM macro statement defines default virtual terminal characteristics used when characteristics cannot
be obtained from other sources, for example the test stream being converted or the LOGON statement. DEFTERM
statement keyword parameters and values are:

ALTSIZE
The ALTSIZE keyword option specifies the alternate screen size for a session, as "row by column" values.
ALTSIZE=24X80, 32X80, 43X80 and 27X132 are supported.

DEFSIZE
The DEFSIZE keyword option specifies the default screen size for a session, as "row by column" values.
DEFSIZE=24X80, 32X80, 43X80 and 27X132 are supported.

LUDS
The LUDS keyword option specifies the default "Logical Unit Data Stream" for a session. LUDS=BASICDS and
EXTDS are supported. BASICDS specifies that the logical unit (virtual terminal) has a single screen buffer in
which all screen data and attributes are stored. EXTDS specifies that the logical unit has a screen buffer and an
extended attribute buffer (EAB). The EAB is used to store 3270 extended color, highlighting and Graphic Escape
attributes.

EXITS

The VTEOM EXITS macro statement specifies the name of the distributed or user-written exit program that is to be called
at key points in the life of a Verify for VTAM REXX session, and specifies session trace options for any session events that
are driven by the specified session exit programs.

The Verify for VTAM REXX exit facility allows central control of Verify for VTAM REXX sessions and allows you to provide
custom services to users. The exit facility is fully documented in Communications Exit Programs. A single distributed
Communications Exit Program, VTECX, provides basic exit services.

EXITS statement keyword parameters and values are:

RX
The name of the Verify for VTAM Exit Program to be used for sessions managed by REXX execs that use
Verify for VTAM Host Commands. For example, RX=VTECX, specifies that the distributed Communications Exit
Program, VTECX, is to be used for sessions managed by REXX execs that use Verify for VTAM Host Commands.

TRACE
Specifies whether or not session activity created by a Verify for VTAM Communications Exit Program may be
traced and specifies the format to be used for any traced screens that result from session activity created by a
Verify for VTAM Communications Exit Program. TRACE=NO specifies that session activity created by a Verify
for VTAM Communications Exit Program is not to be traced. TRACE=OK specifies that when a trace is active, it
is ok to trace session activity created by a Verify for VTAM Communications Exit Program using the trace format
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specified by the user when a trace is started. TRACE=IMAGE, TRACE=FORMAT or TRACE=UPPERCASE
specify that it is ok to trace session activity created by a Verify for VTAM Communications Exit Program but that
the specified trace format, IMAGE, FORMAT or UPPERCASE is to be used.

NOTE
No session activity is created by the distributed Verify for VTAM Communications Exit Program, VTECX.
TRACE controls apply only to session activity that may be created by a user-written Communications
Exit Program.

EXTMODES

Each VTAM APPL definition statement installed for use as a Verify for VTAM virtual terminal is associated with a VTAM
logon mode table that contains entries that describe different terminal models that can be emulated when the VTAM APPL
definition is used to start a session. When a Verify for VTAM application starts a session, an idle VTAM APPL is selected
and used to emulate a terminal model that supports 3270 data and screen sizes specified by the application. An entry in
the VTAM logon mode table associated with the VTAM APPL that describes the terminal being emulated, is selected and
used to provide information about the terminal to the online system.

The VTEOM EXTMODES statement is used to specify the VTAM logon mode table entries to emulate particular
terminal models when virtual terminals are used to start Verify for VTAM extended data stream sessions. The VTEOM
LOGMODES statement is used to specify mode table entries to start the application basic data stream sessions.
EXTMODES statement keywords and option values:

DEFMODE
The name of the VTAM mode table entry when no terminal model or screen size is specified by a Verify for VTAM
application.

MOD2
The name of the VTAM mode table entry when MOD2 or a 24X80 screen size is specified by a Verify for VTAM
application.

MOD3
The name of the VTAM mode table entry when MOD3 or a 32X80 screen size is specified by a Verify for VTAM
application.

MOD4
The name of the VTAM mode table entry when MOD4 or a 43X80 screen size is specified by a Verify for VTAM
application.

MOD5
The name of the VTAM mode table entry when MOD5 or a 27X132 screen size is specified by a Verify for VTAM
application.

By default, VTAM APPL definition statements are associated with a default VTAM logon mode table defined by IBM,
ISTINCLM, and distributed by IBM as a member in SYS1.SAMPLIB. When VTAM APPL definitions associated with
ISTINCLM are used to emulate terminals that support the 3270 Read Partition Query (RPQ) structured field, a single
ISTINCLM entry, D4A32XX3, can be used to emulate any terminal model and to instruct the online system to use the RPQ
structured field to get screen sizes and device capabilities from the terminal after the session is started. D4A32XX3 is the
default value of all VTEOM EXTMODES keyword options.

If the VTAM APPL definition statement MODETAB operand is used to associate virtual terminals with any logon mode
table other than ISTINCLM, a VTEOM EXTMODES statement must be coded to specify the mode table entries in the
specified logon mode table that are to be used when the VTAM APPL definitions are used to emulate terminal models that
support the 3270 extended data stream.

Example: VTEOM EXTMODES statement specifies that the MODX entry is used.

A sample logon mode table, member PTEMT in the distributed Verify for Verify for VTAM SOURCE library, contains an
entry named MODX that is similar to entry D4A32XX3 in ISTINCLM. If VTAM APPL definition statements are installed
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that specify MODETAB=PTEMT, then a VTEOM EXTMODES statement must be coded to specify that the MODX entry in
PTEMT is used to emulate terminal models that support the 3270 extended data stream.

VTEOM    EXTMODES,         X 

         DEFMODE=MODX,     X 

         MOD2=MODX,        X 

         MOD3=MODX,        X 

         MOD4=MODX,        X 

         MOD5=MODX         

If all online systems do not support a preferred set of mode table entries, multiple VTEOM EXTMODES statements can
be coded to specify different mode table entries for different systems. One unnamed VTEOM EXTMODES statement
can be coded to specify default mode table entries, and one or more other named VTEOM EXTMODES statements may
be coded to specify mode table entries to use to start sessions with systems that do not support the default mode table
entries. Mode table entries specified by a named VTEOM EXTMODES statement are used only when a session is started
with an online system that is defined by a VTEOM SYSTEM statement that uses the MODETAB keyword option to specify
the name of a particular VTEOM EXTMODES statement. Mode table entries specified by the unnamed default VTEOM
EXTMODES statement are used to start sessions with other systems.

See SYSTEM for an example that shows how to use VTEOM SYSTEM, EXTMODES and LOGMODES statements to
associate particular online systems with different mode table entries.

GENERATE

The VTEOM GENERATE statement must be specified and must be the last VTEOM macro statement specified in the
Options Table. The GENERATE statement causes the Options Table to be generated and assembled, using option
choices specified by all previous VTEOM macro statements. The last two Options Table statements should be as follows:

VTEOM GENERATE

END

LOG

Use the VTEOM LOG statement to define the Verify for VTAM Log data sets that may be created automatically for each
application user when they first request logging for a Verify for VTAM REXX exec. LOG statement keyword parameters
and values are:

BLKSIZE
Is the data set BLKSIZE and must be a multiple of 151. The default is 6191.

DCLASS
(Optional) Specifies the SMS Data Class to be used when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of
UNIT, MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

DIRBLKS
The number of directory blocks to be allocated and may be specified only when DSNTYPE=PDS.

DSN
Specifies that Verify for VTAM cannot create Log data sets or defines the naming convention to be used when
Verify for VTAM creates a Log data set automatically for a Verify for VTAM user using dynamic allocation.
DSN=NO specifies that Verify for VTAM cannot create Log data sets. When DSN defines the naming convention
for Log data sets, the DSN operand consists of a list of 2 or more data set name elements, either literal values
containing one or more data set name nodes and including any periods that separate data set name nodes, or
the USERID keyword. The USERID keyword must be specified so that a unique data set can be created for each
user. Optionally, the USERID keyword can include a substring expression in the form, USERID(p,l), to specify that
only the substring of user ID beginning at position 'p', for length 'l', is used.
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DSNTYPE
The data set type and may be SEQUENTIAL, PDS or LIBRARY (PDSE).

MCLASS
(Optional) Specifies the SMS Management Class when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of UNIT,
MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

SCLASS
(Optional) Specifies the SMS Storage Class when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of UNIT,
MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

SPACE
Is the amount of DASD to be allocated to the data set and is expressed as SPACE=(units,primary,secondary).
Units may be BLK, TRK, or CYL. Primary is the number of blocks, tracks, or cylinders to be initially allocated.
Secondary is the number of additional blocks, tracks, or cylinders to be allocated if the data set must be extended.

SYSOUT
(Optional) Specifies a default JES SYSOUT class. A SYSOUT class may not be specified when the DSN keyword
parameter specifies a Log data set naming convention.

UNIT
(Optional) Specifies the UNIT name used when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of UNIT,
MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

LOGMODES

Each VTAM APPL definition statement installed for use as a Verify for VTAM virtual terminal is associated with a VTAM
logon mode table that contains entries that describe different terminal models that may be emulated when the VTAM
APPL definition is used. When a Verify for VTAM application starts a session, an idle VTAM APPL is selected and used
to emulate a terminal model that supports 3270 data and screen sizes specified by the application. An entry in the VTAM
logon mode table associated with the VTAM APPL that describes the terminal emulated, is selected and used to provide
information about the terminal to the online system.

The VTEOM LOGMODES statement is used to specify the VTAM logon mode table entries used to emulate particular
terminal models when virtual terminals are used to start Verify for VTAM basic data stream sessions. The VTEOM
EXTMODES statement is used to specify mode table entries to be used to start Verify for VTAM extended data stream
sessions.

LOGMODES statement keywords and option values:

DEFMODE
The name of the VTAM mode table entry used when no terminal model or screen size is specified by a Verify for
VTAM application.

MOD2
The name of the VTAM mode table entry used when MOD2 or a 24X80 screen size is specified by a Verify for
VTAM application.

MOD3
The name of the VTAM mode table entry used when MOD3 or a 32X80 screen size is specified by a Verify for
VTAM application.

MOD4
The name of the VTAM mode table entry used when MOD4 or a 43X80 screen size is specified by a Verify for
VTAM application.

MOD5
The name of the VTAM mode table entry used when MOD5 or a 27X132 screen size is specified by a Verify for
VTAM application.

By default, VTAM APPL definition statements are associated with a default VTAM logon mode table defined by IBM,
ISTINCLM, and distributed by IBM as a member in SYS1.SAMPLIB. When VTAM APPL definitions associated with
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ISTINCLM are used to emulate terminals that do not support the 3270 Read Partition Query (RPQ) structured field,
ISTINCLM logon mode table entries, D4A32782, D4A32783, D4A32784 and D4A32785, can be used to supply virtual
terminal screen sizes to an online system when a session is started. D4A32782, D4A32783, D4A32784 and D4A32785,
are the default values of the VTEOM LOGMODES MOD2, MOD3, MOD4, and MOD5 keyword options.

If the VTAM APPL definition statement MODETAB operand is used to associate virtual terminals with any logon mode
table other than ISTINCLM, a VTEOM LOGMODES statement must be coded to specify the mode table entries in the
specified logon mode table that are used when the VTAM APPL definitions are used to emulate terminal models that do
not support the 3270 extended data stream.

Multiple VTEOM LOGMODES statements may be coded to specify different mode table entry names used to start
sessions with different systems. One unnamed VTEOM EXTMODES statement may be coded to specify default mode
table entries, and one or more other named VTEOM LOGMODES statements can be coded to specify sets of logon mode
table entries used only when a session is started with an online system that is defined by a VTEOM SYSTEM statement
that uses the MODETAB keyword option to specify the name of a particular VTEOM EXTMODES statement. Mode table
entries specified by the unnamed default VTEOM EXTMODES statement are used to start sessions with other systems.

Refer to SYSTEM for an example that shows how to use VTEOM SYSTEM, EXTMODES and LOGMODES statements to
associate particular online systems with different mode table entries.

OPEN

The VTEOM OPEN statement controls the number of sequential data set buffers used when a data set is opened using
the OPEN statement, depending on the environment in which the dataset is opened.

OPEN statement keyword parameters and operand values are:

BSBUFNO
A number from 0 through 255, and specifies the number of buffers used when a Verify for VTAM REXX exec,
running in batch,  uses the OPEN statement to open a sequential data set. BSBUFNO=0 specifies that QSAM is
to determine the number of buffers used, and is recommended.

ISBUFNO
A number from 0 through 255, and specifies the number of buffers used when a Verify for VTAM REXX exec,
running under ISPF, uses the OPEN statement to open a sequential data set. ISBUFNO=0 specifies that QSAM is
to determine the number of buffers use. However, QSAM’s decision cannot account for the possibility of running
many Verify for VTAM REXX execs concurrently to conduct a system stress test, each of which may read data
sets to get data needed to enter large numbers of transactions. If many data sets are opened by many execs, and
QSAM decides how many buffers to use, large amounts of virtual storage will likely be acquired and wasted. In
an interactive, multi-task, multi-session stress test environment, where many tasks may be reading many data
sets, using large numbers of buffers for each data set is more likely to degrade performance and cause virtual
storage shortages, than to provide any significant performance gain. Therefore, a small number is recommended
for ISBUFNO.

PROFILE

The VTEOM PROFILE statement is used to define Verify for VTAM Profile data sets, which are created automatically for
each application user when needed, and to specify Profile data set management options that allow Profile data sets to be
shared by a TSO user and any user batch jobs that may be running concurrently.

Verify for VTAM Profile data sets are required and created only if the VTEOM SECURE statement authorizes TOKEN
password capture security or if the VTEOM CODE statement grants limited authority to users to encode data for a
different user ID.

PROFILE statement keyword parameters and values are:

BLKSIZE
The data set BLKSIZE and must be a multiple of 80. The default is 4080.
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DCLASS
(Optional) Specifies the SMS Data Class used when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of UNIT,
MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

DSN
Defines the naming convention to use when the application creates a Profile dataset automatically for a Verify for
VTAM user using dynamic allocation. The DSN operand consists of a list of 2 or more data set name elements,
either literal values containing one or more data set name nodes and including any periods that separate data
set name nodes, or the USERID keyword. The USERID keyword must be specified so that a unique data set
can be created for each user. Optionally, the USERID keyword may include a substring expression in the form,
USERID(p,l), to specify that only the substring of user ID beginning at position ’p’, for length ’l’, is used.

DSNTYPE
The data set type and if specified, must be SEQUENTIAL.

MCLASS
(Optional) Specifies the SMS Management Class to use when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of
UNIT, MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

SCLASS
(Optional) and specifies the SMS Storage Class to use when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of
UNIT, MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

SPACE
The amount of DASD to be allocated to the data set and is expressed in the form,
SPACE=(units,primary,secondary). Units may be BLK, TRK, or CYL. Primary is the number of blocks, tracks, or
cylinders to be initially allocated. Secondary is the number of additional blocks, tracks, or cylinders to be allocated
if the data set must be extended.

UNIT
(Optional) Specifies the UNIT name to use when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of UNIT,
MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

WAITLIM
The maximum number of times, up to 32767, that Verify for VTAM should retry an unsuccessful attempt to access
a user’s Verify for VTAM Profile data set because the data set is in-use.
Verify for VTAM dynamically allocates a user’s Profile data set only when needed and uses the dataset only
for very short periods of time. In the rare event that a Verify for VTAM application is unable to access a user’s
Profile data set because it is being used by another Verify for VTAM application running concurrently in a different
address space, the unsuccessful application waits for a time interval, specified by the PROFILE statement
WAITTIM parameter, then repeats its attempt to gain access to the Profile data set. If an attempt to access a
user’s Profile data set is not successful within the number of retries specified by the WAITLIM parameter, the
Verify for VTAM security function that required access to the Profile data set ends unsuccessfully, and resumption
of the Verify for VTAM application depends on the option specified via the ERROR keyword option specified by
the VTEOM SECURE statement.

WAITTIM
The time interval, expressed in the form, hhmmssth, that Verify for VTAM should wait before repeating an
unsuccessful attempt to gain access to a user’s Profile data set.

RECORD

The VTEOM RECORD statement is used to define the Verify for VTAM script libraries that may be created automatically
for each user when they first convert a test stream to REXX.

RECORD statement keyword parameters and values are:

BLKSIZE
The data set BLKSIZE and must be a multiple of 80. The default is 6160.
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DCLASS
(Optional) Specifies the SMS Data Class to use when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of UNIT,
MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

DELAYS
May be YES or NO and specifies that, by default, delay times between transactions are or are not to be captured
when converting a Verify for VTAM test stream to REXX. Verify for VTAM users may override the specified default
option using an option on the Convert to REXX panel, or by specifying the DELAY option in the batch conversion
JCL.

DIRBLKS
The number of directory blocks to allocate and can specify only when DSNTYPE=PDS.

DSN
Specifies that Verify for VTAM may not create script libraries or defines the naming convention to use when Verify
for VTAM creates a script library automatically for a Verify for VTAM user using dynamic allocation. DSN=NO
specifies that Verify for VTAM may not create script libraries. When DSN defines the naming convention for
script libraries, the DSN operand consists of a list of 2 or more data set name elements, either literal values
containing one or more data set name nodes and including any periods that separate data set name nodes, or
the USERID keyword. The USERID keyword must be specified so that a unique data set can be created for each
user. Optionally, the USERID keyword may include a substring expression in the form, USERID(p,l), to specify
that only the substring of userid beginning at position ’p’, for length ’l’, is to be used.

DSNTYPE
The data set type and can be PDS or LIBRARY (PDSE).

MCLASS
(Optional) Specifies the SMS Management Class to use when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of
UNIT, MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

SCLASS
(Optional) Specifies the SMS Storage Class to use when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of UNIT,
MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

SPACE
The amount of DASD to allocate to the data set and is expressed as SPACE=(units,primary,secondary). Units can
be BLK, TRK, or CYL. Primary is the number of blocks, tracks, or cylinders to initially allocate. Secondary is the
number of additional blocks, tracks, or cylinders to allocate if the data set must be extended.

TYPEDOC
A number from 0 to 43 and specifies the default number of screen lines to record as comments prior to recording
each Verify for VTAM TYPE statement or host command. TYPEDOC=0 specifies that no screen line comments
are to be recorded. Verify for VTAM users may override the default number of recorded screen line comments
using an option on the Convert to REXX panel, or by specifying the SLINES option  in the batch conversion JCL.

UNIT
(Optional) Specifies the UNIT name to use when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of UNIT,
MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

REXX

The VTEOM REXX statement is used to specify options that control the Verify for VTAM

EXECLIB
The fully qualified name that is assigned to the distributed Verify for VTAM EXEC library, and is used by the
application Command Monitor for REXX to allocate exec libraries for use by REXX Language Processor
Environments created using the application ATTACH command.

MONEXEC
The name of the exec to be called to process Verify for VTAM session events when an exec issues a Verify for
VTAM MONITOR command that specifies SESSIONS but does not specify VIAEXEC and the name of an exec to
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process session events. A distributed MONITOR SESSIONS exec, VTEMONX, may be found in the distributed
EXEC library.
When MONITOR SESSIONS is active and VTEMONX is called to process a Verify for VTAM session event in an
ISPF REXX Language Processor Environment, VTEMONX uses ISPEXEC DISPLAY services and ISPF panels
to display messages and virtual terminal screens at the user’s TSO terminal. When running in a non-ISPF REXX
Language Processor Environment, VTEMONX uses the REXX SAY instruction to write messages and an image
of the virtual terminal screen to the REXX SAY destination.

MSGDEST
A list of address-space and message-dest pairs that specify the destination of REXX error messages when an
error occurs in a REXX Language Processor Environment created by the Verify for VTAM ATTACH command.
Address-space is either the keyword, DEFAULT, or the name of a REXX Language Processor Environment
contained in a REXX parameters module that controls a REXX Language Processor Environment in which
Verify for VTAM may be used. When a Verify for VTAM ATTACH command is executed in a REXX Language
Processor Environment whose address space name is not defined as an address-space in the MSGDEST list,
error messages are processed using the DEFAULT message-dest. The address-spaces of the REXX Language
Processor Environments defined in the REXX parameter modules distributed by IBM with the TSO/E product in
SYS1.SAMPLIB members IRXREXX1, IRXREXX2 and IRXREXX3, are z/OS, TSO/E, and ISPF. You can specify
a MSGDEST address-space and message-dest pair for any REXX Language Processor Environment in which
Verify for VTAM will be used.
Message-dest is one of the keywords SYSTEM, USER, WTO, SAY, ALL or OFF, and specifies the destination
of REXX error messages that occur in a REXX Language Processor Environment created by a Verify for VTAM
ATTACH command while running in address-space.

• SYSTEM specifies that message destination(s) in a REXX Language Processor Environment created by a
Verify for VTAM ATTACH command executed in address-space will be inherited from address-space and that
any MSGDEST specified by the ATTACH command will be ignored.

• USER specifies that message destination(s) in a REXX Language Processor Environment created by a
Verify for VTAM ATTACH command executed in address-space can be specified by the attaching exec using
the ATTACH command MSGDEST option. If an ATTACH command does not specify MSGDEST, message
destination(s) are inherited from address-space.

• WTO specifies that REXX error messages that occur in a REXX Language Processor Environment created
by a Verify for VTAM ATTACH command executed in address-space will be sent via WTO and that any
MSGDEST specified by the ATTACH command will be ignored.

• SAY specifies that REXX error messages that occur in a REXX Language Processor Environment created by
a Verify for VTAM ATTACH command executed in address-space will be sent to the REXX SAY destination
and that any MSGDEST specified by the ATTACH command are ignored.

• ALL specifies that REXX error messages that occur in a REXX Language Processor Environment created by
a Verify for VTAM ATTACH command executed in address-space is sent both via WTO and to the REXX SAY
destination and that any MSGDEST specified by the ATTACH command are ignored.

• OFF specifies that REXX error messages that occur in a REXX Language Processor Environment created by
a Verify for VTAM ATTACH command executed in address-space are to be discarded and that any MSGDEST
specified by the ATTACH command are ignored.

SAYDD
The default ddname to use when a REXX SAY data set is allocated for a REXX Language Processor Environment
created by the Verify for VTAM ATTACH command. The specified ddname is used only when the application
manages the REXX SAY destination for REXX Language Processor Environments created by the ATTACH
command and when neither the ATTACH command nor the REXX parameters module that controls the REXX
Language Processor Environment in which the ATTACH command is executed specify a SAY ddname. An
ATTACH command may specify a SAY ddname using the ATTACH command SAYDD option.
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SAYDEST
A list of address-space and say-dest pairs that specify the destination of REXX SAY messages when a REXX
SAY instruction is executed in a REXX Language Processor Environment created by the Verify for VTAM ATTACH
command.
address-space is either the keyword, DEFAULT, or the name of a REXX Language Processor Environment
contained in a REXX parameters module that controls a REXX Language Processor Environment in which Verify
for VTAM may be used. The address-spaces of the REXX Language Processor Environments defined in the
REXX parameter modules distributed by IBM with the TSO/E product in SYS1.SAMPLIB members IRXREXX1,
IRXREXX2 and IRXREXX3, are z/OS, TSO/E, and ISPF. You can specify a SAYDEST address-space and say-
dest pair for any REXX Language Processor Environment in which Verify for VTAM will be used.
When a Verify for VTAM ATTACH command is executed in a REXX Language Processor Environment whose
address space name is not defined as an address-space in the SAYDEST list, REXX SAY messages are written
to the DEFAULT say-dest. The DEFAULT say-dest must be either a single-character JES SYSOUT class or ’*’ to
specify that the SYSOUT class used is the MSGCLASS of the address space in which Verify for VTAM is running.
For address-spaces other than DEFAULT, say-dest may be either a JES SYSOUT class or one of the keywords,
TERMINAL, USER or SYSTEM.

• SYSOUT class is either a single character SYSOUT class or ’*’ to specify that the SYSOUT class to be used
is the MSGCLASS of the z/OS address space in which Verify for VTAM is executing, and specifies that REXX
SAY messages issued in a REXX Language Processor Environment created by a Verify for VTAM ATTACH
command executed in address-space are to be written to the specified SYSOUT class.

• TERMINAL specifies that REXX SAY messages issued in a REXX Language Processor Environment created
by a Verify for VTAM ATTACH command executed in address-space are sent to the TSO terminal. When
TERMINAL is specified for an address-space that is not integrated into TSO and a valid SAYDEST is not
specified by the ATTACH command, REXX SAY messages are written to the DEFAULT say-dest.

• USER specifies that Verify for VTAM should manage the REXX SAY destination for a REXX Language
Processor Environment created by a Verify for VTAM ATTACH command executed in address-space only
when the ATTACH command specifies either the SAYDD and/or SAYDEST option. If an ATTACH command
specifies SAYDD but not SAYDEST, the DEFAULT say-dest is used.

• SYSTEM specifies that Verify for VTAM should not manage the REXX SAY destination when a &pt, ATTACH
command executed in address-space creates a REXX Language Processor Environment, and that Verify for
VTAM should ignore any SAYDD or SAYDEST specified by the ATTACH command.

• If USER is specified and an ATTACH command specifies neither SAYDD nor SAYDEST, or if SYSTEM is
specified, Verify for VTAM does not manage the REXX SAY destination for a REXX Language Processor
Environment created by a Verify for VTAM ATTACH command executed in address-space. If Verify for VTAM
does not manage the REXX say destination, errors may occur if the REXX SAY instruction is executed in
a REXX Language Processor Environment created by a Verify for VTAM ATTACH command if the REXX
SAY destination of address-space is not a sharable dataset, and if no user-written REXX exits or other
programming dynamically manage the REXX SAY destination for REXX Language Processor Environments
created using IRXINIT.

TEXT
A line of REXX text to be written when a Verify for VTAM test stream is converted to REXX. You may code up to
10 VTEOM REXX statements that specify TEXT to write multiple lines of TEXT when a test stream is converted.
The first VTEOM REXX TEXT statement must contain the word, ’REXX’, as required by REXX. If the exec is to
be executable without modification, some line of REXX TEXT must ’ADDRESS VERIFY’. You may include lines
of REXX TEXT that specify Verify for VTAM MONITOR command default options or may specify any other REXX
instructions or commands wanted. REXX TEXT is not syntax checked until a converted REXX exec is executed.

SECURE

The VTEOM SECURE statement specifies the types of password capture security allowed at your installation, specifies
whether or not a user is notified when a password is captured, and specifies the action taken if a security function cannot
be performed as a result of a damaged security data set or other irresolvable problem.
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Keyword parameters and values are:

CAPTURE
A list of password capture security options allowed at your installation, and may be any combination of the
keywords, TOKEN, CODE and/or PASSWORD. The TOKEN option allows passwords to be captured as Verify for
VTAM security tokens. The CODE option allows passwords to be captured as Verify for VTAM security codes. The
PASSWORD option allows actual passwords to be captured. Refer to the security section in the Verify for VTAM
User section for a complete description of Verify for VTAM password capture security options.
The first or only option listed is the default password capture security option. If more than one option is listed,
user’s may select from listed options via the REXX Password Security panel in the TSO interface, or using the
Verify for VTAM ENCODE statement. Options not listed are not available to Verify for VTAM users.

ERROR
The action to take if a security function cannot be performed successfully due to a damaged Verify for VTAM
security data set or other irresolvable problem, and may be one of the keywords, HALT, WARN or IGNORE. HALT
specifies that if a security function cannot be performed, for example, if a password cannot be stored as a token
because the user’s Verify for VTAM profile data set is damaged that no data should be captured and that the
Verify for VTAM function that incurred the error is to be terminated. WARN specifies that if a security function
cannot be performed, Verify for VTAM issues a warning message to the user describing the failure, but should
continue the Verify for VTAM function that incurred the error on a best-effort basis. IGNORE specifies that no
warning should be issued in the event of an error and that the Verify for VTAM function should continue on a best-
effort basis. If WARN or IGNORE are specified and a function is continued following an error, actual passwords
can be captured in a REXX exec, or subsequent session errors may occur if Verify for VTAM is unable to rekey a
password token correctly because a Verify for VTAM profile data set is damaged.

NOTIFY
The action to take when a password, entered through a non-display field is captured as a Verify for VTAM code
or as a new Verify for VTAM token, and may be either YES or NO. A "new token" is a token that is created while
token security is active because the secured data is not the value of any existing token.
When NOTIFY=YES is specified and a password is captured as either a Verify for VTAM security code or as
a new token, then a message is sent to the user’s terminal informing them that the password was captured.
NOTIFY=YES eliminates the possibility that one user could trick another user into entering a password into a
familiar sign on screen and capture their password for subsequent misuse, and that the tricked user would be
unaware of the deceit. When NOTIFY=NO is specified, no notification is sent passwords are captured.

SYSTEM

VTEOM SYSTEM statements can be used to identify VTAM applications that are available at your installation to Verify
for VTAM, to assign one or more alias names to identified systems, to specify options that control session initiation and
interaction with an identified systems, or to specify default option values to be used when option values are not specified
by a SYSTEM statement that identifies a VTAM application.

SYSTEM statement keyword options and values are:

APPL
The VTAM APPL name of an online system available at your installation and identifies the VTAM application to
Verify for VTAM. Other keyword parameters coded on a SYSTEM statement that identifies a VTAM APPL, provide
information or option values that apply only to the identified APPL. A single SYSTEM statement that does not
specify an APPL can be used to specify default option values to use for a VTAM APPL when option values are not
specified by a SYSTEM statement that identifies the APPL. All other SYSTEM statements must specify an APPL.

ID
An alias name for the VTAM APPL identified by a SYSTEM statement. If alias names for online systems are used
at your installation that are already known to system users, you can use SYSTEM statements that specify both
an ID and an APPL to inform Verify for VTAM of known alias names of your VTAM applications, allowing users to
start Verify for VTAM sessions using system names that they are already familiar with.
The ID option value is a unique one to eight character name or number you wish to assign as an alias of the
APPL named identified by the SYSTEM statement. An alias ID may be used in a Verify for VTAM LOGON
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command. Multiple SYSTEM statements that specify the same VTAM APPL, but unique IDs, may be coded to
assign multiple alias names to a VTAM APPL.
For example, users may be accustomed to starting a sessions with an online system by entering V1. Unknown to
the user, the actual VTAM APPL name of the system might be AS1VTAM1. The VTEOM SYSTEM statement cam
be used to inform Verify for VTAM that V1 is an alias name of AS1VTAM1. You may also wish to assign a unique
number as an alias of each available VTAM APPL..
The VTEOM SYSTEM statements required to assign alias names, C1, to VTAM APPL, AS1VTAM1, are as
follows:
VTEOM SYSTEM,ID=V1,APPL=AS1VTAM1

VTEOM SYSTEM,ID=1,APPL=AS1VTAM1

MODETAB
(Optional) Specifies the name of VTEOM LOGMODES and/or EXTMODES statement(s) that specify VTAM
mode table entries to use when starting a session with the VTAM APPL identified by the SYSTEM statement. If a
SYSTEM statement does not specify a MODETAB, VTAM mode table entries specified by unnamed LOGMODES
and/or EXTMODES statements are used to start sessions with the APPL identified by the SYSTEM statement.
The SYSTEM statement MODETAB parameter and named VTEOM LOGMODES and/or EXTMODES statements
allow different VTAM mode table entries to be used to start sessions with different systems and is useful if all
of your systems do not support a single set of mode table entries. For example, if all of your VTAM applications
support the Read Partition Query (RPQ) Write Structured Field, except one old VTAM application, and you wish
to use RPQ wherever possible, you may code an unnamed EXTMODES statement that specifies mode table
entries that support RPQ and another named EXTMODES statement that specifies mode table entries that do not
support RPQ.
If the SYSTEM and EXTMODES statements that follow were used, then the EXTMODES statement labeled
NORPQ are used to start only sessions with OLDSYS and the unlabeled default EXTMODES statements would
be used to start sessions with all other VTAM applications.
VTEOM SYSTEM,ID=SYS1,APPL=VTAM01

VTEOM SYSTEM,ID=SYS2,APPL=NETV01

VTEOM SYSTEM,ID=SYS3,APPL=OLDSYS,MODETAB=NORPQ

VTEOM EXTMODES,  X

DEFMODE=D4A32XX3, X 

MOD2=D4A32XX3, X 

MOD3=D4A32XX3, X 

MOD4=D4A32XX3, X 

MOD5=D4A32XX3

NORPQ VTEOM EXTMODES,  X 

DEFMODE=D4A32782, X 

MOD2=D4A32782, X 

MOD3=D4A32783, X 

MOD4=D4A32784, X 

MOD5=D4A32785

POOL
A number that matches the POOL number specified by a VTEOM TERMINALS statement, and is specified to
instruct Verify for VTAM to assign a terminal from the group of terminals defined by the matching TERMINALS
statement when a session is started with the APPL identified by the SYSTEM statement. POOL number defaults
to 0 for both SYSTEM and TERMINALS statements.
When a virtual terminal is being selected to use to start a session with a VTAM APPL that is identified by a
SYSTEM statement that specifies a POOL number, the virtual terminal is selected from the group of terminals
defined by a VTEOM TERMINALS statement that specifies the same POOL number.
By assigning a common POOL number to a TERMINALS statement and to one or more SYSTEM statements, you
can reserve a group of terminals for use only when sessions are started with VTAM APPLS identified by SYSTEM
statements that specify the common POOL number.
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In the example that follows, APPL=SYSTEMX and a group of virtual terminals are assigned to POOL=3. When a
virtual terminal is selected to start a session with SYSTEMX, the terminal is selected from the POOL=3 terminal
group, and POOL=3 terminals will be selected only for sessions with POOL=3 VTAM APPLs.
VTEOM SYSTEM,ID=SX,APPL=SYSTEMX,POOL=3

VTEOM TERMINALS,PREFIX=SXT,LONUM=01,HINUM=10,POOL=3

TERMINALS

The VTEOM TERMINALS statement is used to define a group of virtual terminals to Verify for VTAM. Each defined group
of terminals specifies the names of one or more APPLs that have been defined to VTAM for use as Verify for VTAM virtual
terminals. Refer to Verify for VTAM Installation Procedure for details on VTAM resource definition.

A group of terminals can be defined using one of two methods. The TERMINALS statement keywords, PREFIX, LONUM
and HINUM, can be used to define a group of sequentially named terminals whose names begin with a common constant
prefix and end with a sequence number that begins at a specified low number and ends at a specified high number.
Alternatively, a TERMINALS statement can define a group of terminals using the LIST keyword option to specify a list of
specific VTAM APPL names to use as Verify for VTAM virtual terminals.

The definition of a group of terminals can specify the SYSID of the z/OS system on which the terminals have been defined
to VTAM, and/or can specify a POOL number to reserve the group of terminals for use only when starting sessions with
online systems that are identified by a VTEOM SYSTEM statement that specifies the same POOL number.

TERMINALS statement keyword options and values are:

HINUM
The sequence number of the last terminal in a group of terminals defined by a TERMINALS statement that uses
keyword options, PREFIX, LONUM and HINUM, to specify the names of a sequentially named group of terminals.
The length of the number specified by HINUM must be the same as the length of the number specified by
LONUM, and the length of the sequence number plus the length of the PREFIX cannot exceed eight characters.

LIST
LIST is a list of specific VTAM APPL names that have been defined to VTAM for use as Verify for VTAM virtual
terminals. Multiple TERMINALS statements that specify a terminal LIST, and that also specify the same specific
or default SYSID and/or POOL values may be used to add terminals to a LIST. A TERMINALS statement can only
specify one of the keyword options, LIST or PREFIX.

LONUM
The sequence number of first terminal in a group of terminals defined by a TERMINALS statement that uses
keyword options, PREFIX, LONUM and HINUM, to specify the names of a sequentially named group of terminals.
The length of the number specified by HINUM must be the same as the length of the number specified by
LONUM, and the length of the sequence number plus the length of the PREFIX may not exceed eight characters.

POOL
A number from 0 to 32767 that can be specified to reserve the group of terminals defined by a TERMINALS
statement for use only when starting sessions with VTAM applications identified by a VTEOM SYSTEM statement
that also specifies the POOL number. POOL defaults to 0.

PREFIX
The leading constant part of the names of all terminals in a group of terminals defined by a TERMINALS
statement that uses the keyword options, PREFIX, LONUM and HINUM, to specify the names of a sequentially
named group of terminals. The length of the number specified by HINUM must be the same as the length of the
number specified by LONUM, and the length of the sequence number plus the length of the PREFIX may not
exceed eight characters. A TERMINALS statement can only specify one of the keyword options, LIST or PREFIX.

SYSID
The SMF system id of the z/OS system on which a group of terminals defined by a TERMINALS statement
have been defined as APPLs to VTAM. When a Verify for VTAM Options Table is to be used on multiple z/OS
systems, multiple VTEOM TERMINALS statements must be coded that specify the SYSID on which each group
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of terminals are used. If a TERMINALS statement does not specify SYSID, Verify for VTAM assumes that the
terminals are defined to VTAM on the z/OS system on which Verify for VTAM is executing when a session is
started.
When selecting a virtual terminal to be use for a Verify for VTAM session, a terminal is selected from a group of
terminals defined by a TERMINALS statement only if the TERMINALS statement specifies a SYSID that matches
the z/OS system id on which Verify for VTAM is executing or if the TERMINALS statement does not specify a
SYSID. If a group of terminals specifies both POOL and SYSID, a terminal is selected from the group only when
starting a session with an APPL defined by a SYSTEM statement that specifies a matching POOL number and
when Verify for VTAM is executing on the z/OS system with a matching SYSID.

• To define a sequentially numbered group of terminals whose names are PT01, PT02, . . ., PT31, code:

VTEOM TERMINALS,PREFIX=PT,LONUM=00,HINUM=31

• To define a list of specifically named terminals, code:

VTEOM TERMINALS,LIST=(TERMA,TERMB,TERMC)

• To define a group of terminals to use only for sessions with an online system whose VTAM APPL name is
PLUA, code:

VTEOM SYSTEM,ID=A,APPL=PLUA,POOL=1

VTEOM TERMINALS,PREFIX=PA,LONUM=0,HINUM=9,POOL=1

• To define two groups of terminals to use on z/OS systems whose SMF system ids are, SYSA and SYSB, code:

VTEOM TERMINALS,PREFIX=SA,LONUM=001,HINUM=199,SYSID=SYSA

VTEOM TERMINALS,PREFIX=SB,LONUM=001,HINUM=199,SYSID=SYSB

• To define two groups of terminals to use on z/OS systems whose SMF system ids are, SYSA and SYSB, that
are only used for sessions with an online system whose VTAM APPL name is PLUA, code:

VTEOM SYSTEM,ID=A,APPL=PLUA,POOL=2

VTEOM TERMINALS,PREFIX=SA,LONUM=01,HINUM=10,SYSID=SYSA,POOL=2

VTEOM TERMINALS,PREFIX=SB,LONUM=01,HINUM=10,SYSID=SYSB,POOL=2

TOKEN

The VTEOM PROFILE statement is used to define Verify for VTAM Token libraries that are created automatically for each
Verify for VTAM user when needed, and to define the naming convention for password tokens and token library members.

Verify for VTAM Token libraries are required only when the VTEOM SECURE statement authorizes TOKEN password
capture security and are created when a user first converts a Verify for VTAM test stream to REXX. TOKEN Statement
keyword parameters and values are:

BLKSIZE
The data set BLKSIZE and must be a multiple of 135, The default is 4050.

DCLASS
(Optional) and specifies the SMS Data Class to use when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of
UNIT, MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

DIRBLKS
The number of directory blocks to allocate and may be specified only when DSNTYPE=PDS.

DSN
Defines the naming convention to use when Verify for VTAM creates a Token dataset automatically for a Verify for
VTAM user using dynamic allocation. The DSN operand consists of a list of 2 or more data set name elements,
either literal values containing one or more data set name nodes and including any periods that separate data
set name nodes, or the USERID keyword. The USERID keyword must be specified so that a unique data set
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can be created for each user. Optionally, the USERID keyword may include a substring expression in the form,
USERID(p,l), to specify that only the substring of userid beginning at position ’p’, for length ’l’, is used.

DSNTYPE
The data set type and may be PDS or LIBRARY (PDSE).

MCLASS
(Optional) Specifies the SMS Management Class to use when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of
UNIT, MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

PREFIX
The leading constant part of a token name. The length of the PREFIX may not exceed seven characters.

SCLASS
(Optional) Specifies the SMS Storage Class to use when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of UNIT,
MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

SPACE
The amount of DASD to allocate to the data set and is expressed as SPACE=(units,primary,secondary). Units
may be BLK, TRK, or CYL. Primary is the number of blocks, tracks, or cylinders initially allocated. Secondary is
the number of additional blocks, tracks, or cylinders to allocate if the data set must be extended.

UNIT
(Optional) and specifies the UNIT name to use when a data set is allocated. Some valid combination of UNIT,
MCLASS, SCLASS and DCLASS must be specified.

WTO

The VTEOM WTO statement can be used to set defaults for the Verify for VTAM WTO statement. Keywords supported by
the VTEOM WTO statement are:

DESC
Specifies default descriptor code(s) for WTOs issued using the WTO statement. The DESC keyword operand
is coded in the same way, and has the same meaning as the DESC keyword of the assembler language WTO
macro statement.

LIMIT
Can be used to limit the number of consecutive WTO statements that can be executed by a REXX exec, without
executing a WTOR statement. The intention of the control is to insure that an exec does not get into a loop that
contains a WTO, and flood the console with messages. (When a WTOR is replied to, Verify for VTAM DOMs all
previous WTOs.) LIMIT=0 specifies that WTOs are not limited.

ROUTCDE
Specifies default routing code(s) for WTOs issued using the WTO statement. The ROUTCDE keyword operand is
coded in the same way, and has the same meaning as the ROUTCDE keyword of the assembler language WTO
macro statement.

WTOR

The VTEOM WTOR statement can be used to set defaults for the Verify for VTAM WTOR statement. Keywords supported
by the VTEOM WTOR statement are:

DESC
Specifies default descriptor code(s) for WTORs issued using the WTOR statement. The DESC keyword operand
is coded in the same way, and has the same meaning as the DESC keyword of the assembler language WTOR
macro statement.

ROUTCDE
Specifies default routing code(s) for WTORs issued using the WTOR statement. The ROUTCDE keyword
operand is coded in the same way, and has the same meaning as the ROUTCDE keyword of the assembler
language WTOR macro statement.
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Customize Exit (Optional)
Learn how Verify for VTAM can invoke a user exit, enabling the execution of installation-specific functions at certain points
in its processing.

Exit processing is available for both test streams and REXX execs.

Install an Exit Program (Optional)

Test Stream exits provide the following functions:

Function Intended Use

Authorization Control access to data

Run setup Modify run setup

Run processing Modify data in input screens

Selection Select records to print

Use member AQ8EXIT, which contains the JCL requirements, in yourhlq.CATJJCL to assemble and link an exit for Verify
for VTAM. The name of the exit is specified in the EXIT installation option of the TCAOPTS macro.

The default exit, XTCAUSER, which performs no processing, is already linked. Verify for VTAM comes with a null exit
program that provides no installation-specific processing.

Verify for VTAM also provides a sample program which you can use in CICS to purge temporary storage.

See the User section for directions on how to use the product.

When to Use Exits

The following sections describe when to use exits or other Verify for VTAM options to perform the following tasks:

• Exclude applications from logging.
• Control access to test streams.
• Control authorization to run transactions.
• Select terminals for printing.
• Alter data before a log or run.
• Alter input screens.
• Control authorization to use Verify for VTAM functions.

In each case where an exit is appropriate, the sample exit you should use is indicated.

Exclude Applications from Logging

How you exclude applications from logging depends on the criteria needed to identify the applications. Use one of the
following ways to exclude applications from logging. The criteria are different in each case.

• If the only criteria are the application names:
– Specify the names in the EXCAPPL installation option to globally exclude applications. See Customizing Macros for

details.
– Specify the names on the Log Terminal menu to exclude applications from a specific log.

• If the criteria require analysis of a data string, use one of the following:
– The TCAEXCLD macro to globally exclude screens (see Customize Macros)
– The Authorization function Tranid event

• If the criteria include terminal name, use one of the following:
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– The EXTERM installation option (see Customize Macros)
– The authorization function terminal event (see the EXITFULL sample exit)

• If the criteria include protecting passwords:
– Consider specifying read and print protection for the test stream on the Log Terminal menu or specifying the

DRKPROT=YES installation option

Control Access to Test Streams

Follow these steps:

1. Specify read, write, and print protection for the test stream on the Log Terminal menu. This is sufficient in most cases.
2. If necessary, use the Authorization function Open event (see the EXITFULL sample exit).

Control Authorization to Run Transactions

In most cases, it is sufficient to control access to test streams, as described in the preceding section. For maximum
protection follow the following procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Use the TCAEXCLD macro to globally exclude signon transactions from being logged (see Customize Macros).
2. Require run function users to log on to the virtual terminals using an automated signon test stream.
3. Specify the AUTSIGN option with these parameters: (GLOBAL/APPLICATION,PROMPT).
4. Create the necessary automated signon test streams.

For details on using automated signon/signoff test streams, see Security Requirements.

Select Terminals for Printing

Use one of the following ways to select terminals for printing:

• Use batch function terminal control cards to select the terminals, if the criteria are the terminal names.
• Use the Selection function Terminal and Screen events (see the EXITPRNT sample exit), if the criteria are not the

terminal names.

Alter Data as It Is Captured during a Log or Run

You may want to alter data as it is captured during a log or run.

Follow these steps:

1. Alter the data pointed to by $TRANDA in the authorization function Tranid event.
2. Adjust the $TRANDAL length.

NOTE
You can safely increase the data size to 3,000 bytes or the size of the longest previous data stream in the test
stream. The buffer is initially 3,000 bytes and expands as needed.

Alter Input Screens

You may want to alter input screens during the Run function before data is sent to the application, and possibly to include
data from prior output screens.

Follow these steps:

1. Use the cut and paste rule actions.
2. Use the Run Processing function Storefor event (see the EXITSTOR sample exit).

Control Authorization to Use Functions
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Use one of the following ways to control which users can sign on to Verify for VTAM:

• The Authorization function Signon event (see the EXITSIGN and EXITRACF sample exits) controls which users can
sign on to Verify for VTAM.

• The Authorization function Function event (see the EXITFUNC sample exit) controls which users are authorized to
perform certain Verify for VTAM functions; for example, log another or multiple terminals.

To run APF authorized, make sure the load library is authorized.

Exit Program Interface
Sample Exits

The following sample exit programs are provided in the installation library:

EXITCOED
Allows modification or deletion of screens during the Utility Copy function.

EXITFULL
Has a table-driven authorization section with tables for restricted terminals, applications, and test stream
application names. Companion tables contain names of the users who can access the restricted items.

EXITFUNC
Prohibits Log, Run, Edit, and Utility functions unless the user signs on with an ID whose last character is 9.

EXITNULL
Default exit linked during installation. It provides no installation-specific processing.

EXITPRNT
Lets the user select which records are to be printed.

EXITRACF
Provides an authorization section to control user signon and signoff in accordance with RACF and Top Secret
requirements, or ACF2 Release 6.0 and higher.

EXITSIGN
Provides an authorization section to restrict user signon, with one password for the product administrator and
another password for all other users.

EXITSTOR
Provides the ability to take data from current output screens and place it in subsequent input screens. A series of
macros let the installer define the screens and data.

Linkage

Verify for VTAM uses standard OS linkage to call the exit.

R1
Points to the address of the parameter list

R13
Points to a register save area

R14
Contains the return address

R15
Contains the address of the exit program

Parameters

A data area is passed to the exit as its only parameter. The layout of the data area is in member EXITPRMS in the
installation library.

The data area is divided into these sections:
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• A communication section containing a register save area, the type of event, and a flag which the exit can set to
disallow access to the item.

• An environment section containing the operating system, the monitor (Verify for VTAM control task, TSO, or batch), the
ID of the user, and so on.

• A user section which is a work area used by the exit.
• A variable section containing additional information which varies, depending on the type of event. For example, the test

stream name is passed in this area when the exit is called for an open event.

Requirements

The exit is loaded once and called repeatedly. It should be reentrant and written in Assembler.

Services and I/O Interface

The sample user exits use Verify for VTAM's special I/O interface for GETMAIN, FREEMAIN, and terminal I/O services.
The user exit specifies the function it wants and other information, as needed, and does a BALR R14,R15 to an I/O
routine within Verify for VTAM. This routine performs the I/O. Consequently, the user exits don't have environmental
dependencies.

The I/O interface performs the following services:

• GETMAIN
• FREEMAIN
• Write
• Erase/Write
• Erase/Write/Read/Wait
• Write/Read/Wait

NOTE
The EXITSTOR sample exit illustrates how to use the I/O interface.

The register conventions are as follows:

R0
Contains the address of the `data stream' -- the area to be FREEMAINed, GETMAINed, read, or written. This
address will always point to the start of the data itself and not to control or accounting information.

R1
Function code:
0

GETMAIN
4

FREEMAIN
8

Write
12

Erase/Write
16

Erase/Write/Read/Wait
20

Write/Read/Wait
The user exit must set the function code in R1 prior to calling the I/O routine. On return from the I/O routine, the
low-order byte of R1 will contain the AID if the function code was 16 or 20. The two high-order bytes will contain
the cursor position (offset) in binary
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R2
Contains the length of the `data stream' -- the area to be FREEMAINed, GETMAINed, read or written

R13
Must contain the address of the register save area ($SAVE)

$IORTN, a field in the parameters passed to the exit, contains the address of the I/O interface routine. To invoke the
routine, code:

L              R15,$IORTN

BALR           R14,R15

Invocation

The exit program is called each time an event for an exit function is encountered. The following sections describe the
Authorization, Run Setup, Run Processing, and Selection functions.

Authorization Function (AUTH)

The Authorization function is called AUTH. It lets you control access to data. You can use this function to call external
security when:

• A terminal is selected for logging
• A screen has been captured during the Log or Run functions
• An existing test stream is accessed
• A user attempts to sign on to or sign off from Verify for VTAM
• A user selects a function

See sample exit EXITFULL for an illustration of authorization processing.

Events

The authorization function is passed to the exit programs whenever one of the following events occurs.

Terminal

A terminal is selected for logging or running. The exit can disallow logging of the terminal, in which case the user receives
error message TCA3000.

The exit may reject one or more terminals from logging but indicate the log should continue by passing back a return
code of `R', in which case Verify for VTAM displays informational message TCA3005. The exit may also reject the virtual
terminal selected for the run, in which case Verify for VTAM will try to select another one.

During the Run function, a user may have certain test streams run on certain virtual terminals through a combination
of Open and Terminal events. The Open event sets up the virtual terminal criteria based on the test stream name. The
Terminal event ensures that the virtual terminal selected by Verify for VTAM is appropriate for the test stream. If it is not,
the exit passes back a return code of `R' which instructs Verify for VTAM to select another terminal. These events provide
an alternative to using the TCAXLATE macro to assign virtual terminals.

Tranid

A screen has been captured. The applid of the currently connected application and the data are available for inspection by
the exit. The exit can disallow logging of the screen, in which case Verify for VTAM issues error message TCA3001 during
log termination. Because this call occurs while logging is in progress, the error is held.

The Tranid event exit can also be used to modify input and output screens prior to their capture by the Log or Run
functions.

Function

A user selects a Verify for VTAM function. The exit can prohibit the user from performing the function.
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Signon

A user attempts to sign on to the signon menu. The menu can disallow signon, in which case message TCA3007 is issued
(see sample exit EXITSIGN).

Sample exit EXITRACF restricts access to Verify for VTAM in accordance with RACF and Top Secret requirements. To
use this exit, Verify for VTAM must reside in an APF-authorized library. If you do not use either exit, Verify for VTAM need
not reside in an APF-authorized library.

Signoff

A user attempts to sign off from Verify for VTAM. Sample exit EXITRACF enforces signoff in accordance with RACF and
Top Secret requirements. To use this exit, Verify for VTAM must reside in an APF-authorized library.

Open

An existing test stream is `opened' for the Edit, Browse, Print, Run, or Utility functions. The exit can disallow access to the
test stream data, in which case message TCA3002 is issued.

Run Setup Function (TCT)

The Run Setup function is called TCT. You can use this function to:

• Prompt the user for installation-specific processing alternatives
• Clean up after a run

Events

The run setup function is passed to the exit programs whenever one of the following events occurs.

Run Init

The exit is called each time the Run function has selected a virtual terminal. This occurs before automated signon, if
selected, has run at the terminal. At this time the exit can prompt the user for processing choices to be used by other
exits. For example, this exit can ask the user if he wishes to use the Storefor facility.

Run Term

The exit is called each time the Run function has completed releasing a virtual terminal. This occurs during run termination
after automated signoff, if selected, has run at the terminal. This exit point is a good place to issue FREEMAINs for areas
GETMAINed by other exits.

Run Processing Function (DATA)

NOTE
Cut and paste rule actions are recommended over this method.

The Run Processing function is called DATA. You can use this function to take data from current output screens and insert
it into subsequent input screens.

This exit is particularly useful in applications that have system generated numbers which change from log to run. During
the run, this exit would let the numbers generated in the current output screens be placed in the proper positions in the
appropriate input screens.

The exit provides users with a set of macros to:

• Define output screens from which data is to be taken and define those fields on the output screen which are to be
used.

• Define input screens into which to place the saved output data.

The macros must be assembled into the exit. For more information, see the EXITSTOR sample exit.

Events
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The run processing function is passed to the exit programs whenever one of the following events occurs.

Storefor

WARNING
Cut and paste rule actions replace this function. This exit should be coded only when programming decisions
must be made to affect the desired results.

This event is invoked for every input and output screen.

Sample exit EXITSTOR uses the three run exit events: Run Init, Storefor, and Run Term. The Run Init and Run Term
events are described in the preceding Run Setup Function section.

The Run Init exit asks the user if he wishes to use the Storefor facility.

• If the answer is NO, the Storefor and Run Term exits are not used.
• If the answer is YES, the Storefor exit performs the processing described following and the Run Term exit frees any

storage acquired during Storefor processing.

The Storefor exit searches the output screens for a screen ID that matches one specified in the STOREFOR output
macro. If one is found:

• The appropriate data from the output screen and its length are saved in GETMAINed storage, along with the user-
specified name for this entity.

This exit also searches input screens for a screen ID that matches one specified in the STOREFOR input macro. If one is
found:

• The GETMAINed storage is searched for a user-specified name that matches the one specified for the input.
• The input data record is scanned for an offset that matches the one specified in the STOREFOR input macro.

– If a matching offset is found, the saved output data is placed into the input data record.
– If a matching offset is not found, the user is informed and given the opportunity to cancel or continue the run. If the

user cancels the run, Verify for VTAM issues message TCA3004.

NOTE
The Storefor exit does not perform data modification under the following circumstances:

• Inputs are read buffers
• The run comparison type is physical
• The test stream contains extended attributes or graphics
• The test stream is non-3270

Selection Function (SLCT)

The Selection function is called SLCT. It lets you examine a record selected for printing. You can print or not print the
record, depending on criteria defined in your exit.

Events

The selection function is passed to the exit programs whenever one of the following events occurs.

Terminal

This exit is called once for every terminal in a test stream. The terminal name is passed to the exit.

Screen

This exit is called once for every record selected for printing. This event is also invoked for deleted records.

See the sample exit EXITPRNT which rejects for printing all records from one terminal.
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Temporary Storage Purge Program

Use SAMPRTRM, a sample program in yourhlq.CATJSAMP, in CICS to purge temporary storage.

Link this program as VTAMPURG.

Invoke this program directly in CICS or from an Autsign signoff test stream. See Security Requirements for instructions on
creating Autsign test streams.

To invoke the program, specify:

VTRM PURGE temp-storage-queue-name

where temp-storage-queue-name identifies the temporary storage queue. If the temporary storage queue name contains a
terminal ID and you use strings of +TR+ to specify terminal IDs, the purge program will replace the +TR+ with the terminal
ID.

See comments in the program for PPT and PCT entries.

REXX Exits

The Communications Exit Program called by Verify for VTAM is a user-replaceable module that can be used to provide
locally desired and centrally controlled controls and services. It is called at key points during sessions started by
REXX execs that contains Verify for VTAM Host Commands. The name of the Communications Exit Program called by
Verify for VTAM is specified on the RX parameter of the VTEOM EXITS statement. Verify for VTAM provides a default
Communications Exit Program named VTECX.

A Communications Exit Program called by REXX execs that use Verify for VTAM Host Commands can:

• Examine, supply or alter the name of the online system with which a REXX exec has requested a session.
• Examine, supply or alter the name of the virtual terminal to be used for a REXX session.
• Examine, supply or alter the default and alternate virtual screen sizes specified by a REXX application.
• Examine, supply or alter the virtual terminal data stream, basic or extended, specified by a REXX application.
• Examine, supply or alter the name of the mode table entry to be used during the creation of a REXX session.
• Examine, supply or alter any free-form logon data specified by a REXX application.
• Execute transactions on the Verify for VTAM REXX application's session, after a REXX session is created.
• Execute transactions on the session prior to session termination. when an active session is ended by a REXX

application.
• Examine REXX application session requests and can reject those requests.

The Verify for VTAM Communications Exit Program is loaded using a z/OS LOAD macro statement when
Communications Exit Program services are first required. The module is entered via a branch and link instruction to
perform Logon, Signon, Converse, Signoff and Logoff Exit processing as is described in subsequent sections of this
section. To install a user written Communications Exit Program, first copy and modify the distributed Communications
Exit Program, as desired, then assemble and link edit the module(s) into a z/OS LNKLST library. You can give your
Communications Exit Program any name you desire, and instruct Verify for VTAM to call your program by modifying
the VTEOM EXITS statement contained in your Verify for VTAM REXX Options Table. Sample JCL that can be used to
assemble and link edit a Verify for VTAM Communications Exit Program is contained in member VTEASMCX of library
yourHLQ.CATJJCL. See Appendix C, The Communications Exit Macro Interface for information on how to code the
macros used in a Communications Exit program.

The Communications Exit Program Interface

The interface between Verify for VTAM and the Communications Exit Program observes standard operating system
linkage conventions. At entry to the Communications Exit Program, register 15 contains the entry point address of
the Communications Exit Program. Register 14 contains the address to which the Communications Exit Program
should branch when processing is completed. Register 13 contains the address of a standard 18 word save area. The
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Communications Exit Program must save the content of registers at entry to the program and restore registers prior to
returning to Verify for VTAM through register 14. The Distributed Communications Exit Program illustrates proper handling
of registers at entry to and return from a Communications Exit Program. The Communications Exit Program is entered at
the CSECT statement. The routine at label "RETN0000" returns to Verify for VTAM.

At entry to a Communications Exit Program, register 1 contains the address of a control block called the "Verify Exit Parm"
or PTXP. The PTXP describes the current situation to the Communications Exit Program. A Verify Exit Parm is defined by
the assembly of the following macro statement:

VTECM EXIT-PARM 

where:

EXIT-PARM specifies that a Verify Exit Parm control block definition will be generated. The absence of an assembler label
causes the Exit Parm definition to be generated as a DSECT named PTXP.

A field in the PTXP, PTXPFUNC, contains a code that specifies what Communications Exit Program processing is to be
performed. Each time the Communications Exit Program is entered it should decode PTXPFUNC and perform appropriate
processing. The possible values of PTXPFUNC are equated to symbolic names which describe the exit situation as
follows:

PTXPLOGN EQU 4
Verify for VTAM has been requested to obtain a session with an online system. The Logon Exit describes the
actions which can be taken by the Communications Exit Program during the 'Logon Exit".

PTXPSIGN EQU 8
Verify for VTAM has just obtained a session between a virtual terminal and an online system. The Signon Exit
describes the actions which can be taken by the Communications Exit Program during the "Signon Exit".

PTXPCONV EQU 12
Verify for VTAM has been requested to send the contents of the Verify for VTAM screen buffer to the connected
online system for processing. The Converse Exit describes the actions that can be taken by the Communications
Exit Program during the "Converse Exit".

PTXPLOFF EQU 16
Verify for VTAM has just terminated a session between a virtual terminal and an online system. The Logoff Exit
describes the actions that can be taken by the Communications Exit Program during the "Logoff Exit".

PTXPSOFF EQU 20
Verify for VTAM has been requested to end an active session between a virtual terminal and an online system.
The Signoff Exit describes the actions that can be taken by the Communications Exit Program during the "Signoff
Exit".

The field PTXPPTBA contains the address of a control block called the "Verify Base Area" or PTBA. A Communications
Exit Program indicates an error to Verify for VTAM by setting the PTBA field, PTBARC, to a value of 8. The
Communications Exit Program can optionally place a reason message in the field, PTBAMESG. The field, PTBAMSGL,
contains the length of the PTBAMESG field. Any message supplied by the Communications Exit Program will be returned
to the Verify for VTAM user. The Verify for VTAM Base Area is defined by the assembly of the following macro:

VTECM BASE-DSECT

BASE-DSECT
Specifies that a Verify Base Area definition is to be generated as a DSECT named PTBA.

Verify for VTAM Communications Exit Programs must be reentrant. Housekeeping code in the distributed
Communications Exit Program locates the PTXP control block, and if the user field, PTXPUSER, does not point to a work
area, the housekeeping code getmains one and anchors it in PTXPUSER. Whatever value is placed in the field will be
returned to the Communications Exit Program on subsequent calls.
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The distributed Communications Exit Program makes extensive use of the Verify for VTAM REXX Options Table.
Housekeeping code loads a copy of the Options Table, if an option table address is not provided through the PTXPPTOT
field. Your Communications Exit Program can access information contained in the Options Table. A DSECT mapping the
Options Table is generated by assembling the following macro statement:

VTEOM DSECT

In The Distributed Communications Exit Program, assembler label DISP0000 shows how to process the Verify for VTAM
exit request by decoding the PTXPFUNC field and by branching to a routine that processes the request.

When errors are encountered by VTECX, the address of a message is placed in register 1, before branching to
MESS0100. MESS0100 demonstrates how to return a message to the exit caller via the PTBA control block, being careful
not to overflow the caller's message area.

If a Communications Exit Program is entered to perform Signon, Converse, or Signoff exit processing, then an active
session exists between Verify for VTAM and an online system. When a session is active a field of the PTBA, PTBAPTCC
contains the address of a control block called the "Verify Communication Commarea" or PTCC. This control block
represents a virtual terminal and contains everything there is to know about it, including the Verify for VTAM screen buffer
and a pointer to the extended attribute buffer for extended data stream sessions. The Communications Exit Program
can examine the PTCC control block for any desired purpose or, using the PTCC, the Communications Exit Program
can execute transactions on the session. The PTCC control block is defined by the assembly of the following macro
statement:

VTECM DSECT 

DSECT
Specifies that a DSECT of the PTCC control block is to be generated. The DSECT is named PTCC.

Other fields in the control blocks discussed above are described where applicable in subsequent sections of this section
that describe the options available to the Communications Exit Program during the various Communications Exit Program
requests.

The Logon Exit

A Verify for VTAM Communications Exit Program is called to perform Logon Exit processing when when a REXX exec
issues a Verify for VTAM LOGON host command.

The Communications Exit Program is entered to perform Logon Exit processing prior to any attempt to obtain a session
between Verify for VTAM and an online system. In addition to the PTXP fields described in The Communications Exit
Program Interface, the PTXP contains additional fields that can be of interest to the Logon Exit:

PTXPAPPL
This field contains the address of an 8 byte field which contains the name of the online system with which a
session is desired.

PTXPTERM
This field contains the address of an 8 byte field which contains the name of the VTAM APPL to use as a virtual
terminal.

PTXPLMOD
This field contains the address of an 8 byte field which contains the name of a logon mode table entry to use for a
session.

PTXPLDAT
This field contains the address of an 256 byte field that contains free-form logon data specified by a Verify for
VTAM application. The first byte contains the length of the data in binary.
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PTXPSIZS
This field contains the address of a 4 byte field that contains four 1-byte binary values that are the desired default
screen rows and columns and the desired alternate screen rows and columns.

PTXPLUDS
This field contains the address of a 1 byte field that contains a value that indicates the data stream to be
supported by the session. The equated value, PTCCBDS, specifies the 3270 basic data stream. The equated
value, PTCCEDS, specifies the 3270 extended data stream.

The Logon Exit has total control of the content of the fields pointed to by the PTXPAPPL, PTXPTERM, PTXPLMOD,
PTXPLDAT, PTXPSIZS and PTXPLUDS fields. The fields can be validated, accepted or rejected, filled in when values are
not supplied by the Verify for VTAM user, or can be replaced as desired. The Communications Exit Program's handling of
these fields can be motivated by locally defined security requirements, service to the Verify for VTAM user, or any other
reason deemed appropriate by the author of the Communications Exit Program.

The Communications Exit Program can place a return code of 8 in the PTBA field PTBARC, to instruct Verify for VTAM to
reject the user's request for a session. At entry to the Logon Exit, PTBARC has a value of zero.

PTBARC=0
The Communications Exit Program caller should obtain a session between the virtual terminal whose VTAM APPL
name is now in the field pointed to by PTXPTERM, and the online system whose name is now in the field pointed
to by PTXPAPPL. If values are contained in the fields pointed to by PTXPLMOD or PTXPLDAT, they should be
used to initiate the session.

PTBARC=8
The Communications Exit Program caller should abort any attempt to obtain a session with the named online
system. The Communications Exit Program can supply a reason message in the field PTBAMESG, observing
the maximum message length contained in the field PTBAMSGL. Subsequent action by the Communications
Exit Program caller is handled according to error handling facilities and options provided by the caller of the
Communications Exit Program. Continuation of a Logon request is not an option provided by any Verify for VTAM
program.

The Distributed Communications Exit Program examines the system table generated from VTEOM SYSTEM statements
provided in the Verify for VTAM REXX Options Table If the PTXPAPPL, points at an online system name that is identified
as a short system name, the Communications Exit Program translates the name to the specified VTAM APPL name.

The distributed logon exit routine examines the terminal name field pointed to by PTXPTERM.

If the name of a VTAM APPL to use as a virtual terminal is specified by the caller, and the Verify for VTAM application is
executing as a batch job, then the Communications Exit Program will issue an unconditional z/OS ENQ to serialize use of
the named VTAM resource. The ENQ uses "PROTERM" as the ENQ major name and the VTAM APPL name as the ENQ
minor name.

If a terminal name is not specified by a Verify for VTAM REXX application, then the distributed Communications Exit
Program will attempt to assign one automatically. The assignment of a terminal name is based on the current z/OS system
ID and on VTEOM TERMINALS statements provided in the Verify for VTAMREXX Options Table. Verify for VTAM obtains
knowledge of the current z/OS system ID by locating SMCASID (see SYS1.MODGEN(IEESMCA)), which is pointed to
by the CVT field, CVTSMCA. If no VTEOM TERMINALS group is found that matches the current z/OS system ID, then
the Communications Exit Program will assign a terminal from a group of terminals that does not specify a system ID. If a
VTEOM SYSTEM statement assigns an online system to a POOL, then the distributed Communications Exit Program will
consider only VTEOM TERMINALS groups that specify the same POOL, when selecting a terminal group from which a
terminal is to be assigned.

After selecting a suitable VTEOM TERMINALS group, the distributed Communications Exit Program "searches" for
an available terminal ID by concatenating a sequence number to a terminal ID prefix, and by issuing a conditional
ENQ, until ENQ returns ownership of the constructed terminal name. If the ENQ is held by another task, the sequence
number is incremented by one and a conditional ENQ on the next name is issued. This process is continued until an
ENQ is obtained or until the high number for the group of terminals is exceeded. If all terminals in a group are busy, the
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Communications Exit Program waits 30 seconds before repeating the search for an unused terminal ID. This process is
repeated until an unused APPL is assigned.

The distributed Communications Exit Program also assigns a TSO polling frequency and polling limit based on default
or system specific polling parameters contained on VTEOM SYSTEM statements specified in the Verify for VTAM REXX
Options Table.

The distributed Communications Exit Program does not examine or alter the logon data, mode table entry name, screen
sizes, or data stream specified by a Verify for VTAM REXX application.

The Signon Exit

A Verify for VTAM Communications Exit Program is called to perform Signon Exit processing when the program named
via the VTEOM EXITS RX parameter is called after a session has been started by a REXX exec by issuing a Verify for
VTAM LOGON host command.

The Signon Exit is provided so that an installation can place controls and services at a point just after a Verify for VTAM
Session is created. In The Distributed Communications Exit Program, the Signon Exit routines are labeled SIGN0000. The
Signon Exit routines provided in the distributed Communications Exit Program, VTECX, provide no services or controls.

The Signon Exit routine can be modified as desired. For example, the Signon Exit can be used to automate the process of
signing on to online systems for production Verify for VTAM REXX applications.

The mechanics of automating online system signon is accomplished by executing the online systems signon transaction
on the session that has been obtained for the Verify for VTAM user. A Communications Exit Program executes
transactions on a session by issuing VTECM CONVERSE and/or INVITE macro statements. These are described in
Entering Online System Transactions and Receiving Online System Initiated Transactions. The Communications Exit
Program Interface describes how a Communications Exit Program can locate the PTBA and PTCC control blocks that are
required in order to issue VTECM macro level requests.

The Signon Exit is not required to provide a return code to the Communications Exit Program caller. However, if it is
deemed appropriate, the exit can set the field PTBARC to 8 and optionally provide a reason message. This action will
result in session termination upon return to the Signon Exit caller. Note that return codes resulting from execution of the
"VTECM CONVERSE" statement are also placed in PTBARC as well as reason messages in the case of PTBARC=8.
If the Signon Exit executes a "VTECM CONVERSE" macro statement, it should examine the return code and end
exit processing on PTBARC=8. A return code of 8 from CONVERSE indicates that the session has been lost (for
example., the online system unexpectedly went down). Under no circumstances should a CONVERSE return code of 8 be
overridden to a less severe return code.

The Converse Exit

A Verify for VTAM REXX Communications Exit Program is called to perform Converse Exit processing whenever Verify for
VTAM screen input is sent to an online system. In particular, the program named via the VTEOM EXITS RX parameter is
called when a REXX exec issues a Verify for VTAM TYPE host command.

The Converse Exit is provided to allow installation controlled screening of the transactions executed via a Verify for VTAM
REXX session. By setting a return code, the Converse Exit can reject a particular message sent by a Verify for VTAM
REXX application and cause the session to be terminated.

Another possible use for the Converse Exit would be to pace the flow of messages sent through Verify for VTAM REXX
sessions. For example, if it was determined that the load that batch Verify for VTAM REXX applications was placing on
online systems was using too many of the online system's resources, then the Communications Exit Program Converse
Exit could be modified to issue a suitable STIMER macro prior to every inbound transaction.

The Communications Exit Program Interface describes how the Communications Exit Program can locate the PTBA and
PTCC control blocks. The PTCC control block contains the virtual terminal screen buffer and a pointer to the extended
attribute buffer. These can be examined by the Converse Exit. Verify for VTAM Control Blocks describes the internal
format of a Verify for VTAM virtual terminal screen.
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If the Communications Exit Program chooses to reject a user's request to send a transaction to the online system, it
does so by setting PTBARC to 8, and can optionally place a reason message in PTBAMESG (observing the maximum
message length provided in PTBAMSGL). The Verify for VTAM will respond to a rejected converse request using
appropriate error handling features and options. Continuation of a rejected converse request is not an option provided by
any Verify for VTAM error handling routine.

In The Distributed Communications Exit Program, the VTECX Converse Exit routine is labeled, CONV0000. The routine
takes no action other than to establish addressability to the PTCC control block.

The Signoff Exit

A Verify for VTAM Communications Exit Program is called to perform Signoff Exit processing whenever a Verify for VTAM
REXX application requests that an active session be terminated. In particular, when a session is active, the program
named via the VTEOM EXITS RX parameter is called when a REXX exec issues a Verify for VTAM LOGOFF host
command or when an exec structure ends while a Verify for VTAM REXX session is active.

The Signoff Exit gives a Communications Exit Program access to a Verify for VTAM REXX session just prior to normal
session termination. A Signoff Exit routine can examine the virtual terminal screen buffer and other session related
information, and can attempt to enter "signoff" transactions on the session for the purpose of cleanly exiting online
applications that are not capable of automatic application cleanup when a session is terminated. Appropriate transactions
can be the entry of the CLEAR, PF3 or PF4 keys, or entry of a 'signoff' transaction

The Communications Exit Program Interface describes how the Communications Exit Program can locate the PTBA and
PTCC control blocks. The PTCC control block contains the Verify for VTAM screen which can be examined by the Signoff
Exit. Verify for VTAM Control Blocks describes the internal format of the Verify for VTAM virtual terminal screen.

A Signoff Exit routine enters transactions on a session using the CONVERSE macro statement described in Entering
Online System Transactions. When the Signoff Exit routine returns to Verify for VTAM, the session is ended prior to calling
the Logoff Exit routine.

In The Distributed Communications Exit Program on, the PTECX Signoff Exit routine is labeled, SOFF0000. The routine
takes no action other than to establish addressability to the PTCC control block.

The Logoff Exit

A Verify for VTAM Communications Exit Program is called to perform Logoff Exit processing if the Logon Exit was called
while processing a Verify for VTAM LOGON host command. The program named via the VTEOM EXITS RX parameter is
called after normal or abnormal session termination, whether or not a session was ever successfully obtained.

The Logoff Exit is provided as a place to do any desired cleanup of resources that can have been obtained during the
execution of prior exits. The resources to cleanup are likely those anchored in or indicated by any value placed in the field,
PTXPUSER, during the execution of Logon, Signon, Converse or Signoff exits.

A return code from the Logoff Exit has no meaning to any Verify for VTAM program.

In The Distributed Communications Exit Program on, the VTECX Logoff Exit routine is labeled, LOFF0000. If an z/OS
System ENQ was issued at Logon Exit time to serialize the use of a VTAM APPL used as a virtual terminal, then the
Logoff Exit routine issues a DEQ to release the APPL for use by other Verify for VTAM users or jobs. The routine also
FREEMAINs the main storage that was obtained by the Communications Exit Program housekeeping routine when the
Communications Exit Program was first called to do Logon Exit processing.

Security Requirements
The following topics suggest some alternative methods for handling security when test streams are logged and executed.

External Security Systems

When you log and run test streams, you must consider user access to applications.
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External security systems are software products such as Top Secret, ACF2 or IBM's RACF. These products provide global
security by maintaining:

• Information about resources, such as terminals, applications, programs, and files
• Rules for resource access

Most external security systems use user signon to access applications. User signon has implications for Log and Run
functions.

If a user must supply an external security signon before using an application, use one of the following methods:

• Log the signon and signoff. When the test stream is run, Verify for VTAM will run the same transactions to signon to
and signoff from the virtual terminals.

• Specify that the external security system exclude the virtual terminals from signon/signoff requirements.
• Use Verify for VTAM's automated signon/signoff.

Each method is described in detail in the sections that follow.

Log Signon and Signoff

If a user types the signon and signoff transactions during logging, these transactions will signon and signoff the virtual
terminals when the test stream is run. Follow this technique:

Logging

1. Invoke Logging 2. Sign on
3. Test Application
4. Sign off

5. Terminate Logging

Stored Test Stream

Invoke Logging
Your external security system must permit you to use Verify for VTAM without signing on or let you signon again
when you start logging.

Sign on
Supply a user ID at each terminal being logged for the applications to be tested.

Test Application
Test applications as you normally would.

Sign off
Sign off normally at each terminal.

Terminate Logging
Use any method to terminate the Log function.

Running

1. Invoke Run 2. Sign on
Test Application
Sign off

3. Run Ends

Stored Test Stream

Invoke Run
Your external security system must permit you to use Verify for VTAM without signing on or let you be signed on
at two terminals simultaneously (the one at which you invoke the run and the virtual terminal the test stream runs
on).
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Sign on/Sign off Test Application
Your application should run as expected because the virtual terminal is signed onto in the same way as when the
test stream was logged. However, the following may occur:
User ID already signed on

: Some external security systems will reject the signon if the user ID is signed on either to a real terminal
or to a virtual terminal when another test stream with the same user ID is being run.

Virtual terminal in use
: Completing your test stream will signoff your user ID from the virtual terminal. However, canceling the
test stream run before it ends may keep the user ID signed on to the virtual terminal.

Run Ends
Completing your test stream run permits your user ID and the virtual terminal to be used again because of the
logged signoff sequence.

Exclude Virtual Terminals from Signon/Signoff Requirements

If you can exclude virtual terminals from external security requirements, then Verify for VTAM can run any application
logged without regard for signon and signoff. Follow this technique:

Logging

1.Invoke Logging 2.Test Application 3.Terminate Logging

Stored Test Stream

Invoke Logging
Do not log sign on at any terminal being logged. If necessary, use the TCAEXCLD macro.

Test Application
Test applications as you normally would.

Terminate Logging
Use any method to terminate the Log function.

Running

1.Invoke Run Test Application 2.Run Ends

Stored Test Stream

Invoke Run
Your external security system must allow the applications to be run without signon to virtual terminals.

Run Ends
Run termination or cancellation will not affect the operation of your external security system.

Use Automated Signon and Signoff

Verify for VTAM's automated signon and signoff lets a user log data without including a signon or signoff because they are
automatically supplied when the test stream is run. Follow this technique:

Logging

1.Invoke Logging 2.Test Application 3.Terminate Logging

Stored Test Stream

Invoke Logging
Do not sign on at any terminal being logged. If necessary, use the TCAEXCLD macro.
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Test Application
Test applications as you normally would.

Terminate Logging
Use any method to terminate the Log function.

Running

1.Invoke Run Auto Signon Test Application 2.Run Ends

Stored Test Stream

Invoke Run
Your signon will be run automatically from the automated signon test stream. Then your application test stream
will be run. If you cancel the run, the automated signoff test stream will be run automatically.

Run Ends
When the run ends, the automated signoff test stream will be run automatically.

NOTE
See the next section for a discussion of the automated signon and signoff function.

Automated Signon and Signoff

Automated Signon and Signoff is a Run function option. Using it eliminates the need to log external user signon and
signoff for all test streams or to modify the external security system to allow any application to run on a virtual terminal.

With Automated Signon and Signoff, each time a test stream is run Verify for VTAM begins by running the automated
signon test stream. Verify for VTAM also runs the automated signoff test stream when the run is canceled or terminates
normally.

NOTE
Automated Signon/Signoff is not supported for test streams using both 3270 and non-3270 devices, unless your
security system will accept the same inputs from both device types.

To use Automated Signon/Signoff:

• Specify the install option for Automated Signon and Signoff (AUTSIGN).
• Create automated signon and signoff test streams.

Specify the AUTSIGN Option

The AUTSIGN installation option controls Automated Signon/Signoff as follows:

AUTSIGN=GLOBAL

Verify for VTAM uses one global signon test stream and one global signoff test stream with every test stream you run.

AUTSIGN=APPLICATION

Verify for VTAM uses signon and signoff test streams that vary according to the test stream application name.

The following chart illustrates how to specify the names of automated signon and signoff test streams.

Test Stream Type Automated Signon/Signoff Name

Application Member Version

GLOBAL Signon GLOBAL #SIGNON 001

GLOBAL Signoff GLOBAL #SIGNOFF 001

APPLICATION Signon Same as application name of
test stream*

#SIGNON 001
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APPLICATION Signoff Same as application name of
test stream*

#SIGNOFF 001

* In batch runs, this name can be overridden with the BATSGN parameter.

NOTE
If you specify AUTSIGN=APPLICATION but there is no application signon or signoff test stream for the test
stream being run, Verify for VTAM uses the GLOBAL signon or signoff test stream if one has been defined.

Create Automated Signon and Signoff Test Streams

The procedures for creating automated global and application test streams are identical. Only the names are different.

NOTE
When creating a signon test stream that includes sign-on panels, fill in the sign-on panel as you normally would
do with the userid and password. Then, return the cursor to the first field that you typed. When the signon test
stream is replayed, the cursor will then be in the correct position for the user to sign-on.

Logging

Initiate the Log function.

1. Specify a name for the signon test stream.
2. Log the application connection and signon sequence.
3. Press the CLEAR key after signon if your applications begin with a blank screen.
4. Terminate the Log function.
5. Reinitiate the Log function.
6. Specify a name for the signoff test stream.
7. Press the CLEAR key, if required, and log both the signon and signoff sequence.
8. Terminate the Log function.

The signoff test stream should contain:

• an application connection and signon and signoff, if necessary

or

• just a CLEAR key

You can use just a CLEAR key if application disconnection is the only thing the signoff test stream needs to do because
Verify for VTAM disconnects the virtual terminal from the application before running the signoff test stream. Similarly,
the signoff test stream must begin with a signon because when it is run the user will already be disconnected from the
application

Select one of the following options for assigning a signon user name, ID, password, and so on.

1. One value for user name, ID, and password
Usually signon requires a user name and/or ID as well as a password. If your security system lets a single user sign on
to many terminals, select one name, one ID, and one password to be used with the Run function. Define the value s
you select to your security system and then type them in your signon and signoff sequences.

2. Multiple values for user name, ID, and password
If your security system limits a user to a single terminal, you will need Verify for VTAM to generate unique signon
values for each virtual terminal.
To do this, embed a string of from 2-7 at signs (@) in the user name, ID, and password. For example, type a user ID
of U@@@X. During a run, Verify for VTAM will generate user ID U001X if the test stream is run on the first virtual
terminal, U002X if it is run on the second virtual terminal, and so on. If necessary, use the SIGNSUB installation option
to change the at sign (@) to another character.
Verify for VTAM always replaces the at signs (@) with a number equal in length, using high-order zeros if necessary.
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3. Variable value for user name, ID, and password
The two options described previously are completely automated but have a disadvantage: they let a user run
transactions on a virtual terminal without typing any password to demonstrate that he is authorized to use these
transactions. That is because the necessary password is embedded in the automated signon/signoff test streams.
To avoid this problem, specify the AUTSIGN parameter PROMPT and include at signs (@) (or the specified SIGNSUB
character) as described in option 2. The PROMPT option instructs Verify for VTAM not to replace the at signs (@)
with a number. Instead, Verify for VTAM will display the screen and prompt the user to type the necessary signon
parameters.
For multiple terminal test streams, users are prompted only for the first signon. The parameters typed are saved and
automatically reused for the rest of the terminals.

4. Multiple variable values for user name, ID, and password
The technique described in option 3 will not work for multiple terminal test streams if your security system limits a user
to a single terminal. In this case use one of the two methods described next.
a. Specify the AUTSIGN parameter PROMPTALL instead of PROMPT. PROMPTALL is identical to PROMPT except

that for multiple terminal test streams, a user will be prompted for signon information once for each terminal in the
test stream. This allows a separate ID and password to be typed for each terminal.

b. Specify the AUTSIGN parameter PROMPT and define a series of user IDs (for example, USR001X, USR002X,
and so on), all of which have the same password, known only to the user. When Verify for VTAM prompts for a
signon and password for the first terminal, type USR@@@X. Verify for VTAM will use this input for each terminal
in the test stream, replacing the at signs (@) with a number unique for each terminal.
This method is especially useful for running test streams which have many terminals because it uses a unique ID
for each terminal without requiring a separate signon for each one.

NOTE
The first time signon prompting occurs during a run, the prompt screen will contain the default values
specified in the signon test stream. For subsequent prompts during the same run, the prompt screen will
contain the values typed on the previous prompt screen, provided the application name has not changed. If
the name changes, Verify for VTAM will again use the default values.

Define Variable Rule Actions in Automated Signon and Signoff Test Streams

When you create automated signon and signoff test streams, it's usually necessary to define variable rule actions, such as
date, time, or user ID, for the output screens. Otherwise, Verify for VTAM will stop a run if it detects a mismatch.

To define variable rule actions for an automated signon/signoff test stream, run the test stream. Verify for VTAM will not
use automated signon or signoff when a signon or signoff test stream is run. When Verify for VTAM detects a mismatch
and interrupts the run, you can define variable rule actions.

If you type at signs (@) or the specified SIGNSUB character, Verify for VTAM will prompt the user for input whenever it
encounters these characters even if the AUTSIGN NOPROMPT option is specified. This means you can define variable
fields for the user ID even if your test stream always runs on the same virtual terminal.

Run the automated signon and signoff test streams until there are no mismatches.

Clear Temporary Storage During Automated Signoff

To automatically clear temporary storage, use the sample program named VTAMPURG described in the Customizing
Exits section. Use strings of +TR+ to specify terminal IDs. When the test stream is run, VTAMPURG replaces +TR+ with
the terminal ID of the virtual terminal.

For example, if a transaction uses temporary storage IDs consisting of the terminal ID plus xxxx, you can clear temporary
storage by including this command in the signoff portion of the test stream just before the signoff transaction:

VTRM PURGE   TR+xxxx

The sample program will replace the +TR+ with the appropriate terminal IDs.
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Application Security Components

Application security components are often part of a particular business application. Security components provide
application-specific security by maintaining information about how the application can be accessed.

Many application security components require application-specific user signon and signoff, which has implications for the
Log and Run functions

If a user must supply an application signon or signoff, use one of the following methods:

• Log the signon/signoff so when the test stream is run the user will sign on to the virtual terminal.
• Exclude the virtual terminal from application security.
• Create automated signon and signoff test streams specific to the application.

For an explanation of these options, see External Security Systems.

Security-Related Options

Several options have implications for security.

DARKCOMP
Indicates whether dark protected fields are compared during a RUN.

DRKPROT
Determines whether non-display (dark) fields are visible in a logged test stream.

EXCAPPL
Globally excludes certain applications from logging.

EXTERM
Globally excludes terminals from logging.

PROTECT
Sets read, write and/or print protection for test streams.

SECID
Identifies the administrators who can modify the protection status and owner ID for test streams owned by other
users.

SHUTDOWN
Determines who can shut down the control task.

Initiating Verify ART for VTAM
Learn how to prepare to verify the installation, including instructions found in the Installation Verification Procedures and
Demo Session (VTAM) section.

Perform Installation Verification Procedures (VTAM)

You are now ready to verify the installation. See Installation Verification Procedures and Demo Session .

Start and Stop Verify ART for VTAM

Once you have completed the installation and performed the Installation Verification Procedures, you can begin using
Verify for VTAM. Here are the MVS operator commands to start and stop Verify for VTAM:

S VERIFY                    to start <productname>

F VERIFY,SHUTDOWN           for an orderly shutdown

P VERIFY                    for a quick shutdown

The following messages are displayed when Verify for VTAM is started:
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TCA3100  -- VERIFY INITIALIZATION IN PROGRESS

TCA3101  -- VERIFY INITIALIZATION COMPLETE

TCA3103  -- VERIFY BATCH FUNCTIONS COMPLETE, 

         HIGHEST RETURN CODE WAS 0

Invoke Verify ART for VTAM from TSO
You can use the Browse, Edit, Utility, and Tutorial functions under TSO. A Verify for VTAM data set can be allocated and
then Verify for VTAM can be invoked either by:

CALL 'CAI.CATJLOAD(XTCAMAIN)'

or as a command processor:

XTCAMAIN

If you invoke Verify for VTAM as a command processor, the Verify for VTAM load modules must be in a STEPLIB.

Initiate Batch Functions using the Control Task
Learn how to initiate batch functions as part of the Verify for VTAM control task startup.

With the exception of Batch Log, all batch functions can also be executed as batch jobs. The Batch Log function can only
be executed via the control task.

See the Batch Functions (VTAM) for instructions on how to execute all batch functions. That section also contains sample
JCL for batch functions not executed via the control task.

Sample JCL for Batch Functions using the Control Task

Sample JCL for batch functions executed as part of the Verify for VTAM control task follows. A JCL procedure containing
JCL similar to that following is in member XTCATASK in yourhlq.CATJPROC. Sample JCL for batch jobs not executed as
part of the control task is in the "Batch Functions" section of the User section and is in member XTCABTCH.

//TCABATCH    EXEC   PGM=TCABATCH,REGION=4096K,PARM=`CONTROL{,LINECNT=nn}'

//STEPLIB     DD     DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.CATJLOAD

//TCADS       DD     DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.VEREEO.TCADS

//SYSPRINT    DD     SYSOUT=A

//TCAPRINT    DD     SYSOUT=A

//TCASNAP     DD     SYSOUT=A

//SYSDUMP     DD     SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN       DD    *

TCABATCH
The EXEC statement specifies program TCABATCH, the load module which performs Verify for VTAM batch
functions. The size of the required region varies, depending on the function; however, 4096 KB is recommended.
Specify PARM='CONTROL' to indicate that the step is the Verify for VTAM control task.
You can specify a parameter to override the default number of lines per page:
PARM='LINECNT=nn'

where nn is a 2-digit number between 40 and 99. The default is 58.
You can also specify both parameters; for example:
PARM='CONTROL,LINECNT=nn'
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STEPLIB
Required unless Verify for VTAM is installed in a linklist library.

TCADS
Defines the default Verify for VTAM data set for functions invoked by online users of the control task.

SYSPRINT
Control statements and any error messages are written to this data set. If there is no TCAPRINT DD statement,
output from the Print and Directory List functions are also written to SYSPRINT
SYSPRINT can be allocated to disk, tape, or other sequential device. No DCB information is required. The data
set attributes are fixed blocked 133-byte records with ASA carriage control. Verify for VTAM selects the largest
blocksize applicable to the device.
Because many control task error messages are written to SYSPRINT, check the listing and have it available
before calling customer support.

TCAPRINT
If specified, output from the Print and Directory List functions is written to this data set. If omitted, this output is
written to SYSPRINT.

TCASNAP
If specified, diagnostic dumps are written to this data set when the step is the control task and during a batch run.

SYSUDUMP
If specified, user dumps are written to this data set.

SYSIN
Defines the control statement input for batch functions. It can be allocated to disk, tape, or other sequential
device. The record length can exceed 80 bytes.

Control Statement Format

Observe the following rules when coding control statements:

• Use columns 1-72.
• Blank statements and statements with an asterisk in column 1 are printed but not processed.
• Each control statement and parameter can be abbreviated. In this section, the minimum abbreviation is underlined.
• All batch functions can be specified in the same execution.
• It is not necessary to continue control statements. However, the Print command can effectively be continued by

specifying two or more consecutive Print commands.
• Add TCADSIN and TCADSOUT DD statements when specifying batch Copy, Delete, Init, Format, Print, or Directory

functions. See the User section for details.

Migration Information
If you are migrating to another CICS release level, the CICS signon test streams are likely to generate mismatches when
run under a different version of CICS. These signon test stream mismatches must be corrected before you run them using
the automated signon option (AUTSIGN).

Special Considerations
Test streams captured with Verify for VTAM under CICS, or Verify for VTAM Extended Environment Option are compatible
as they both use the same VSAM file structure.

Run Test Streams

Test streams captured with Verify for VTAM under CICS are compatible with those captured with the Verify for VTAM
Extended Environment Option (Verify for VTAM) because they both use the same VSAM file structure. However, test
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streams logged with Verify for VTAM contain VTAM-to-CICS logon and logoff sequences that are needed by the Run
function. This information is not contained in the Verify for VTAM test streams captured under CICS.

To run CICS test streams under Verify for VTAM, you must account for the missing VTAM-to-CICS logon and logoff
sequences.

You can do this simply by using the automated signon and signoff functions to execute the VTAM-to-CICS logon and
logoff sequences when you run the test stream. See Security Requirements for more information.

A second method is to copy the required logon and logoff sequences from an appropriate VTAM test stream and add
them to the beginning and end of the CICS test steam. This method is outlined following for a single terminal test stream.
Repeat the steps for each terminal in multiple terminal test streams.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify startup JCL. Make the CICS data set accessible to the VTAM region by modifying the VTAM startup JCL to
include the CICS data set and DD name. Specify DISP=SHR.

2. Locate VTAM-to-CICS logon sequence. Select a VTAM test stream which contains the appropriate VTAM-to-CICS
logon sequence you want to add to the CICS test stream. These records precede the first connection record in each
VTAM test stream.

3. Copy logon sequence records. Use the Copy Utility function to copy these records to a new VTAM test stream.
4. Append to CICS test stream. Use the Append Utility function to append the CICS VTAM test stream to the records in

the new VTAM test stream.
5. Append VTAM-to-CICS logoff sequence. Select any VTAM-to-CICS logoff sequence of records from the original

VTAM test stream and append these records to the new test stream.

NOTE
You can use the Insert Utility function instead of the Copy and Append Utility functions in steps 3, 4, and 5. In
this case, insert the VTAM-to-CICS logon sequence at the beginning of the CICS test stream (or a working copy)
and insert the logoff sequence at the end of the test stream.

Log Terminals and Applications in Other VTAM Domains (Cross-Domain Sessions)

For terminals and applications in other domains that are used in Log and Run options (cross-domain sessions), do one of
the following:

• Define the target terminals and target applications as CDRSCs in the domain in which Verify for VTAM runs. Specifying
UNCOND for the DISC option is recommended. or Have the target terminals log on to the same domain in which Verify
for VTAM runs. or Define Verify for VTAM terminals and applids in the domain(s) of the target terminals and target
applications.

Tuning

To reduce the overhead for logging and running test streams, increase all of the RU sizes in the Logon Mode table entries
to the expected transmission size. This prevents chained RU's flowing between Verify for VTAM and the application. An
RU size of`X`F8F8' is recommended.

For improved performance, make Verify for VTAM non-swappable.

Log with Session Managers

Verify for VTAM can capture test streams for:

• real terminals that log on to a Session Manager
• virtual terminals assigned by a Session Manager
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Log a Real Terminal that has Invoked a Session Manager
Learn how to log onto a real terminal when a Session Manager has been invoked.

When Verify for VTAM logs a real terminal, which then invokes a Session Manager, Verify for VTAM captures all sessions
created by the Session Manager. Verify for VTAM considers the test stream a single terminal test stream, even though
several virtual terminals may have actually been logged.

• The terminal IDs for each of the sessions will be the same as the real terminal ID.
• The applids for the virtual terminal sessions will be the same as the Session Manager's applid.

The following diagram illustrates what happens when a real terminal logged by Verify for VTAM invokes a Session
Manager:

Figure 4: session manager through virtual terminal

Because Verify for VTAM recognizes only the Session Manager's applid, excluding or including applids during logging will
not have the expected effect. For example, if you specify on a Log menu that only applid TESTCICS should be included in
logging, Verify for VTAM will not log anything because the only applid it will see is the Session Manager's applid. Similarly,
if you specify that applid TESTCICS be excluded from logging, Verify for VTAM cannot exclude it because it does not see
that applid.

To avoid this problem you must log the virtual terminals assigned by the Session Manager, as described in the following
section, if you want to include or exclude applids.

Log Virtual Terminals Assigned by a Session Manager

If you log the virtual terminals assigned by a Session Manager, you can log the unique terminal IDs and applids for each
session. You can also include or exclude applids. To do this, the real terminal must first invoke the Session Manager and
then invoke Verify for VTAM. This allows Verify for VTAM to log the virtual terminals assigned by the Session Manager.

The following diagram illustrates what happens when a real terminal invokes a Session Manager before invoking Verify for
VTAM. The Session Manager is logged on to Verify for VTAM for each of the applications that is being logged.
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Figure 5: The Session Manager is logged on to Verify for VTAM for each of the applications that is being logged.

In order for this to work effectively, you must ensure that only the Session Manager's virtual terminals are logged.

NOTE
When you log a Session Manager's virtual terminal, the interrupt options (Queue, Request, Uncond and Force)
all have the identical effect. Any interrupt specification causes a Verify session to be queued up for the virtual
terminal. If the target terminal is in session with a routing application such as IBM's SAMON, a session with
Verify for VTAM will be established and logging will begin when the target terminal requests a session with any
other application. If the terminal is currently in session with a non-routing application (for example, CICS, TSO),
a logoff from that application will produce unpredictable results. That is, Verify for VTAM may or may not receive
control and begin logging.
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To ensure the desired results, we recommend that you:

• Log real terminals, whenever possible
• When logging Session Manager virtual terminals, use the log this terminal function

NOTE
Some Session Managers can be genned to use only one virtual terminal, which then logs on to multiple applids.
In this case, the Session Manager can invoke each applid only once. As a result, you can use Verify for VTAM to
log only one session at a time. Each log will be a separate test stream. Moreover, multiple terminal test streams
are not supported.

Special Considerations Required for Logging by USERID

In order to Log by Userid, a Logging rule must be created, and a rule action listing the userids to be either included or
excluded.

When a log is invoked, the affected terminals will have the signon screen displayed. When the user signs in on the screen,
that is the usserid which will get compared to the userids listed in the rule action. After the signon screen, the user is
passed to a USSTAB screen where he will then sign on to his application.

All the userids which have signed on and are Included on the userid rule action will be logged.

Archiving Data Sets (VTAM)
Verify for VTAM data sets can be archived and restored using the IDCAMS EXPORT and IMPORT commands.

To copy a data set to tape and delete the copy from disk, use JCL similar to the following.

//            EXEC        PGM=IDCAMS

//TAPE        DD          DSN=CAI.VEREEO.TCADS.BACKUP,

//                        UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG)

//SYSPRINT    DD          SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN       DD          *

  EXPORT -  CAI.VEREEO.TCADS -

  OUTFILE(TAPE) -

  TEMPORARY               for copy only

  PERMANENT               for delete only

To restore a data set from tape, use JCL similar to the following.

//            EXEC        PGM=IDCAMS

//TAPE        DD          DSN=CAI.VEREEO TCADS.BACKUP,

//                        DISP=OLD

//SYSPRINT    DD          SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN       DD          *

  IMPORT -

  INFILE(TAPE) -

  OUTDATASET(CAI.VEREEO.TCADS)

NOTE
If you use REPRO to copy Verify for VTAM data sets, do not change the CISIZE because the Verify for VTAM
data set becomes unusable.
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The Communications Exit Macro Interface (VTAM)
This appendix describes the Verify for VTAM Macro Interface.

The Macro Interface can be implemented within user-written Communications Exit Programs used by REXX exec that
contain Verify for VTAM Host Commands, or can be implemented by an assembler language program to directly invoke
the services of the Verify for VTAM Communication System.

Introduction

Verify for VTAM communication and terminal emulation capabilities for REXX are provided by the Verify for VTAM
Communication System, program VTECS. Verify for VTAM defines a Macro Interface to the Verify for VTAM
Communication System. The interface is invoked through the VTECM macro. which can be used within a user-written
Verify for VTAM Communications Exit Program or can be used to write highly efficient assembler language programs that
directly exploit Verify for VTAM's communication and terminal emulation capabilities. For information on Communications
Exit Program, see the section Communications Exit Programs.

The Verify for VTAM Macro Interface is very low-level. Programs that implement the Macro Interface are highly dependent
on the format of Verify for VTAM control blocks, and may require reassembly or modification when new releases of Verify
for VTAM are installed.

This appendix provides detailed documentation of the Verify for VTAM Macro Interface.

The VTECM macro provides access to four basic session related functions.

1. A VTECM LOGON macro statement can be executed to instruct the Communication System to obtain a VTAM session
between a Verify for VTAM virtual terminal and an online system.

2. A VTECM CONVERSE macro statement can be executed to instruct the Communication System to send the contents
of a Verify for VTAM Screen to a connected online system and to receive the online systems response.

3. A VTECM INVITE macro statement can be executed to instruct the Communication System to check for the existence
of a message sent by the online system and if such a message is found, to receive and place the message in the
Verify for VTAM Screen.

4. A VTECM ATTN macro statement can be executed to instruct the Communication System to send an Attention key
signal to the connected online system.

5. A VTECM LOGOFF macro statement can be executed to instruct the Communication System to terminate a Verify for
VTAM Session with an online system.

The VTECM macro also provides statements that generate control blocks and DSECTs required for use of the Macro
Interface.

The basic format of a VTECM macro statement is as follows:

label VTECM action,specifications, . . . 

Label
Is standard assembler label

Action
Is a positional parameter that specifies what is to be accomplished by the macro statement

Specifications
Are optional or required keyword parameters that depend on the action specified

The following VTECM macro statement actions are supported:

DSECT
Generates a DSECT that maps the PTCC control block (PTCC DSECT)
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BASE
Generates a "Base Area" (PTBA) control block in user storage

BASE-DSECT
Generates a DSECT that maps a "Base Area" control block (PTBA DSECT)

EXIT-PARM
Generates a Communications Exit Program parameter control block or a DSECT that maps the Communications
Exit Program parameter control block (PTXP DSECT)

LOGON-EXIT
Invokes a Communications Exit Program Logon Exit routine to validate, modify, supply or authorize the use of the
VTAM resources to use during an anticipated session

LOGON
Invokes the Verify for VTAM Communication System Logon routine to obtain a session between a Verify for VTAM
virtual terminal and an online system

SIGNON-EXIT
Invokes a Communications Exit Program Signon Exit routine that provides session start-up services and controls;
possibly a routine that automates the online system signon process

Subsequent sections of this section provide details on the specifications applicable to each VTECM macro statement
action.

Control Blocks
The PTCC Control Block

To a Verify for VTAM macro level application, a Verify for VTAM virtual terminal is represented by a "Communication
Comm area" or PTCC control block. The control block is created during the execution of a "VTECM LOGON" macro
statement. The LOGON statement is fully described in The LOGON Macro Statement.

An assembler language program that implements the Verify for VTAM Macro Interface passes information to and receives
information from an online system via the PTCC control block. The PTCC control block contains the Verify for VTAM
virtual terminal screen, current screen size, cursor position and other data areas that support 3270 terminal emulation,
communication using VTAM, and that support the control of features of Verify for VTAM virtual terminals. A DSECT that
maps the PTCC control block is generated during the assembly of the following macro statement:

label VTECM DSECT 

Label
Is a standard assembler label and is ignored

DSECT
Is the VTECM macro statement action that specifies that a DSECT that maps the PTCC control block is to be
generated. The DSECT is named PTCC.

The principal PTCC fields that are of interest to a program that implements the Verify for VTAM Macro Interface are listed
below.

PTCCLUDS
Is a one-byte field that is set by the VTECM LOGON statement that starts a session. The field identifies the 3270
data stream level to be supported by the virtual terminal that is used for a session. Equated values document the
data stream level being used.

PTCCBDS
Indicates that the 3270 basic data stream is supported using a single screen buffer, PTCCBUFF, that is used to
store basic field attributes and screen data.
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PTCCEDS
Indicates that the 3270 extended data stream is supported using two screen buffers. PTCCBUFF is used to store
3270 basic character-coded field attributes and screen data. Each byte in a second buffer that is pointed to by
PTCCEAB contains extended information about the corresponding byte in PTCCBUFF.

PTCCBUFF
Is the Verify for VTAM screen buffer. The buffer contains the field attributes and data that are currently "displayed"
on the virtual terminal screen.

While a session is active, the size of PTCCBUFF may be either the default or alternate screen sizes established when
a session is started. 3270 commands from the online system control the current screen size. PTCC fields PTCCROWS,
PTCCCOLS and PTCCSIZE contain the current rows, columns and size of PTCCBUFF.

When the basic data stream is used, basic field attributes are represented by values X'01' through X'20'.

When the extended data stream is used, field attributes are the character-coded attribute values defined by 3270
architecture. A corresponding byte in the buffer pointed to by PTCCEAB, contains a bit, equated value PTXAFA that may
be used to determine if the corresponding byte in PTCCBUFF is an attribute or a displayed character.

Verify for VTAM applications "key" data into the terminal by moving data to the appropriate position in PTCCBUFF. When
data is moved into a screen field, the application must set the modify data tag (MDT) in the field attribute. Care must be
taken to never modify a field attribute in any way, other than to set the MDT of an unprotected field attribute.

PTCCEAB
When a session is started using the extended data stream (PTCCLUDS is PTCCEDS), an extended attribute
buffer (EAB) is created and anchored in PTCCEAB. The buffer is the same size as PTCCBUFF. Each byte in the
EAB corresponds to a byte in PTCCBUFF, and is used to identify PTCCBUFF positions that are field attributes,
is used to store extended field and character attributes, and is used to identify PTCCBUFF positions that are
Graphic Escape characters. The meaning of the bits in positions of the EAB are defined by the PTXA DSECT. The
DSECT is generated automatically when the PTCC DSECT is generated.

NOTE
To correctly emulate the function of keystrokes on an extended data stream terminal, when a Verify for
VTAM macro application moves data to character positions of PTCCBUFF, corresponding character
attribute positions in the EAB should be set to binary zeros.

PTCCROWS
While processing each erase write or erase write alternate command received from an online system, Verify for
VTAM stores the current number of screen rows contained in PTCCBUFF in field PTCCROWS.

PTCCCOLS
While processing each erase write or erase write alternate command received from an online system, Verify for
VTAM stores the current number of screen columns contained in PTCCBUFF in field PTCCCOLS.

PTCCSIZE
While a session is active, PTCCSIZE always contains the size in bytes of PTCCBUFF (the product of
PTCCROWS and PTCCCOLS).

PTCCCURA
While processing a 3270 insert cursor order received from an online system, Verify for VTAM stores the current
cursor position in field, PTCCCURA, as a relative buffer address. Relative buffer address expresses a screen
position as an offset from the beginning of the buffer. For example, screen row 3 and column 1 on an 80-column
screen is equivalent to relative buffer position 160. If a Verify for VTAM macro level application is communicating
with an online application that is sensitive to cursor position, it may position the cursor to the desired screen
position by valuing PTCCCURA to the appropriate relative buffer address. The relative buffer address of a screen
position may be calculated as follows: PTCCCURA=((row -1) x PTCCCOLS) + (column - 1)
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PTCCRCHC
Following the execution of an INVITE macro statement, PTCCRCHC will contain a count of the number of
messages (chains) that were received from the online system. A count of 0 (zero) indicates that no messages
were waiting to be received.

PTCCSSTF
This 1-byte field contains flags that indicate the status of a session. Equated bit values provide the following
information:

PTCCSACT
Indicates that a session is active.

PTCCSSDT
Indicates that data traffic is active on the session.

PTCCSINB
Indicates that the session is in-bracket.

PTCCSDIN
Indicates that the session direction is inbound.

PTCCSDAC
Indicates that the virtual device is active.

PTCCXEVF
One-byte field which contains flags that indicate exceptional events that occurred while processing the last
VTECM macro request. Equated bit values indicate the following events:

PTCCSNEW
Indicates that new session was started. The new session can be a requested session or a session started by an
online system by issuing the VTAM CLSDST macro with the PASS option or by queuing a session request to the
Verify for VTAM virtual terminal.

PTCCBREJ
Indicates that a bid or begin bracket request sent by the online was rejected.

PTCCSNAC
Indicates that session traffic was stopped and restarted by an online system using SNA CLEAR, SHUTD and SDT
commands.

PTCCRREJ
Indicates that invalid data was received from an online system and was rejected by Verify for VTAM, by sending a
negative response.

PTCCTOUT
Indicates that the previous VTECM macro request specified the TIMEOUT parameter and that the timeout value
expired while waiting on a session event, or that another MVS task posted the PTECS attention/timeout ecb that
is pointed to by the second word of

PTCCECBL.
Because the previous VTECM macro request is incomplete, the Verify for VTAM application should resume the
session by issuing an INVITE, ATTN or LOGOFF macro request.

PTCCBELL
Indicates that a write command was received that requested that the terminal alarm be sounded.

PTCCINVC
Indicates that the previously executed VTECM request was invalid.

PTCCKB
This one-byte field contains a value that indicates the state of the virtual terminal keyboard. Equated values define
the following keyboard states:
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PTCCOFFL
Indicates that the virtual terminal is offline.

PTCCLOCK
Indicates that a session is active, but that the keyboard is disabled.

PTCCINHI
Indicates that the keyboard is inhibited. Only the attention key may be pressed.

PTCCFREE
Indicates that the keyboard is free and that all keys are enabled.

PTCCBUSY
Indicates that all keys are enabled and that keystrokes have been entered since the keyboard was last freed. This
value can be set by the Verify for VTAM macro application.

PTCCLUST
Four-byte field which contains a value that documents the current state of a session. Refer to the PTCC DSECT
for a list of equated session state values.

Other PTCC fields are defined for Verify for VTAM internal use.

WARNING
Modify PTCC fields only as documented in this appendix.

The Base Area

As previously stated, the PTCC control block is created during execution of a VTECM LOGON macro statement. During
this process, the address of the getmained PTCC control block is stored in a control block called the "Base Area" (PTBA).
Upon completion of the LOGON macro the address of the PTCC may be loaded from the Base Area. The Base Area is
also used by VTECS and VTECX, to provide feedback on requested actions, including a return code and possibly an
error reason message. Every VTECM LOGON, CONVERSE, INVITE and LOGOFF macro statement must refer to a Base
Area. A Base Area control block is generated in user storage during the assembly of the following macro statement.

basename VTECM BASE, PFIX=pfix, MSGL=n X X 

basename
Is the name assigned to the Base Area. The name can be used to refer to the Base Area in VTECM LOGON,
CONVERSE, INVITE or LOGOFF macro statements.

BASE
Is the VTECM macro action that specifies that a Base Area control block is generated.

PFIX=pfix
Specifies a one to four character string, "pfix", that will be used as a prefix to generated Base Area field names.

MSGL=n
specifies the length, "n", of the message area to generate. A number up to 255 can be specified. VTECS and
Verify for VTAM REXX Communications Exit Programs return messages in the generated message area that are
no longer than the specified length. Fields in the Base Area that are of significance to a Verify for VTAM macro
level application are as follows:

pfixPTCC
During the execution of a VTECM LOGON macro statement, the address of the getmained PTCC control block is
stored in field pfixPTCC. After execution of the VTECM LOGON, an application can load the address of the PTCC
control block from this field and use the PTCC DSECT to examine or modify the Verify for VTAM Screen and
other Verify for VTAM control fields. pfixPTCC is cleared when the PTCC control block is FREEMAINed during the
execution of a VTECM LOGOFF macro statement.
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pfixRC
A return code is placed in this field by the Verify for VTAM REXX Communication System and Communications
Exit Programs to indicate the status of a Verify for VTAM Session. Return codes have the following meaning: 0-
the requested action has completed without error; 4-a "VTECM CONVERSE" macro statement has completed
without error, but the session has been left in the SNA "in bracket" state; 8-an error has occurred during execution
of a VTECM macro statement. No VTECM macro statement other than "VTECM LOGOFF" should be executed
on the session associated with the Base Area.

pfixMSGL
Contains the length of the message field pfixMESG. If the BASE macro statement is issued in a DSECT that
maps GETMAINed user storage, then it is the user's responsibility to initialize pfixMSGL to the desired length prior
to executing a "VTECM LOGON" macro statement.

pfixMESG
If the execution of a VTECM macro statement completes with a return code of 8, and pfixMSGL is not zero, a
reason message is placed in pfixMESG.

The Exit Parm

A Verify for VTAM macro level application may optionally invoke the services of a distributed or user-written
Communications Exit Program, using the VTECM macro. Verify for VTAM components invoke a Communications Exit
Program using the interface documented here.

Communication with the Communications Exit Program is via a control block called the "Exit Parm" (PTXP). An Exit Parm
control block must be identified on every "VTECM LOGON-EXIT", "SIGNON-EXIT", "CONVERSE-EXIT" and "LOGOFF-
EXIT" macro statement. An Exit Parm control block is generated in user storage during the assembly of the following
macro statement:

parmname VTECM EXIT-PARM,   X   

    BASE=basename,      X   

    PFIX=pfix,      X   

    PROG=xpgm,      X   

    APPL=applid,        X   

    TERM=termid,        X   

    LUDS=datastream,    X   

    SIZS=sizes,         X   

    LMOD=logmode,       X   

    LDAT=logndata

parmname
Refers to the name assigned to the Exit Parm control block. The name can be used to refer to the Exit Parm in
VTECM LOGON-EXIT, SIGNON-EXIT, CONVERSE-EXIT, or LOGOFF-EXIT macro statement. If parmname is not
specified, the Exit Parm is generated as a DSECT named PTXP.

EXIT-PARM
Refers to the VTECM macro statement action that specifies that an Exit Parm will be generated.

BASE=basename
Specifies the assembler label, "basename", of the VTECM BASE macro statement that defines the Base Area
used for the session.

PFIX=pfix
Specifies a one to four character string, "pfix", to use as a prefix to generated Exit Parm control block field names.

PROG=xpgm
Specifies the name of the exit program to be called, possibly the distributed Communications Exit Program,
VTECX.
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APPL=applid
Specifies the name of an eight-character field, "applid" that contains the name of the online system with which a
session is desired. "APPL=applid" may optionally be resolved at execution time by coding the specification on the
"VTECM LOGON-EXIT" macro statement.

TERM=termid
Specifies the name of an eight-character field, "termid", that contains the name of the APPL to use as a Verify for
VTAM virtual terminal. "TERM=termid" can optionally be resolved at execution time by coding the specification on
the "VTECM LOGON-EXIT" macro statement.

LUDS=datastream
Identifies a one-byte field in user storage, "datastream", that contains the equated value PTCCBDS or PTCCEDS,
indicating the 3270 data stream level, basic or extended, to use for a session. "LUDS=datastream" can optionally
be resolved at execution time by coding the specification on the "VTECM LOGON-EXIT" macro statement.

SIZS=sizes
Identifies a four-byte field, "sizes", which contains four one-byte binary values that are the default screen rows and
columns and alternate screen rows and columns to use for a session. "SIZS=sizes" can optionally be resolved at
execution time by coding the specification on the "VTECM LOGON-EXIT" macro statement.

LMOD=logmode
Specifies the name of an eight-character field, "logmod", that contains the name of a logon mode table entry that
is used for the session; "LMOD=logmode" can optionally be resolved at execution time by coding the specification
on the "VTECM LOGON-EXIT" macro statement.

LDAT=logndata
Specifies the name of a 256-byte field, "logndata", that contains free-form logon data to be sent to an online
system when a session is initiated. The first byte of the field is a one byte length code that specifies the length of
the data that follows. "LMOD=logmode" can optionally be resolved at execution time by coding the specification
on the "VTECM LOGON-EXIT" macro statement.

Acquiring a Terminal Session

An assembler program can start a Verify for VTAM session by executing a "VTECM LOGON" macro statement. The
LOGON statement identifies fields that contain Verify for VTAM virtual terminal and online system APPL names that are to
be used for the session.

A Verify for VTAM macro level application can specify a terminal APPL name to use for a session, or it may invoke the
services of a Verify for VTAM Communications Exit Program Logon Exit routine to obtain an assigned APPL name that
is shared with other Verify for VTAM applications. While Logon Exit services are automatically invoked by a REXX exec
that uses Verify for VTAM Host Commands, a Verify for VTAM macro level application must invoke Communications Exit
Program services if they are required.

Invoking the Logon Exit

Verify for VTAM components invoke the services of a Communications Exit Program Logon Exit routine prior to any
attempt to obtain a Verify for VTAM REXX session with an online system. If the Logon Exit services of a Communications
Exit Program are required by a Verify for VTAM macro level application, then they must be requested. The services that
may be provided by a Communications Exit Program Logon exit routine and information on how to modify and extend
these services is fully documented in the Communications Exit Programs section.

The Logon Exit routine is invoked during the execution of the following macro statement:

label   VTECM LOGON-EXIT,   X   

    PARM=parmname,      X   

    BASE=basename,      X   

    PROG=exitpgm,       X   
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    APPL=applid,        X   

    TERM=termid,        X   

    LUDS=datastream,    X   

    SIZS=sizes,         X   

    LMOD=logmode,       X   

    LDAT=logndata 

label
Refers to a standard assembler label that will be used as the name of the generated executable routine.

LOGON-EXIT
Refers to the VTECM macro statement action that specifies that a Communications Exit Program Logon Exit
routine is invoked.

PARM=parmname
Specifies the assembler label, "parmname" that is coded on the "VTECM EXIT-PARM" macro statement that
defines the Communications Exit Program parameter control block to pass to a Communications Exit Program.
PARM=parmname is required.

BASE=basename
Specifies the assembler label, "basename", that is coded on the "VTECM BASE" macro statement. This VTECM
macro statement defines the Base Area to use for the Verify for VTAM session. BASE=basename is required, but
can optionally be specified either on the "EXIT-PARM" or "LOGON-EXIT" macro statement.

PROG=exitpgm
Specifies the name of a Verify for VTAM Communications Exit Program, possibly the distributed Communications
Exit Program, VTECX.

APPL=applid
Specifies the name of an eight-character field, "applid", that contains the VTAM APPL name of the online system
with which a session is desired. The Logon Exit routine may examine or modify the name contained in the
specified field.

TERM= termid
Specifies the name of an eight-character field, "termid", that contains the VTAM APPL name of the Verify for
VTAM to use for the session. The Logon Exit routine may examine, modify or supply the Verify for VTAM name
contained in the field specified.

LUDS=datastream
Identifies a one-byte field in user storage, "datastream", that contains the equated value PTCCBDS or PTCCEDS,
indicating the 3270 data stream level, basic or extended, to use for a session.

SIZS=sizes
Identifies a four-byte field, "sizes", that contains four one-byte binary values that are the default screen rows and
columns and alternate screen rows and columns to use for a session.

LMOD=logmode
Specifies the name of an eight-character field, "logmode", in which an application may specify the name of a
logon mode table entry that describes desired terminal characteristics including virtual terminal screen size.

LDAT=logndata
Specifies the name of 256-byte field, "logndata", in which an application can specify free-form logon data that will
be sent to an online system as a part of the session request. The first byte of the field must contain the length in
binary of the data that follows.

After the execution of the LOGON-EXIT macro statement the return code in the Base Area should be examined to
determine if Logon Exit processing completed successfully. A return code of 8 indicates that a session should not be
initiated. If Logon Exit processing was not successful and a message area was provided via the VTECM BASE macro
statement, then a reason message is returned in the message area.
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If the LOGON-EXIT macro statement completes with a return code of 0, then the session can be obtained. The names of
the online system, the terminal id, a logon mode table name and the free-form logon data may have supplied or altered
by the Communications Exit Program according to installation Communications Exit Program requirements. The returned
field values should be used for the session request described below.

The LOGON Macro Statement

An assembler program may initiate a Verify for VTAM session with an online system by executing a "VTECM LOGON"
macro statement. The statement specifies the names of the Verify for VTAM virtual terminal and the online system that are
to be placed in session and other session options.

The LOGON macro statement is coded as follows:

Label   VTECM LOGON,        X   

    BASE=basename,      X   

    APPL=applid,        X   

    TERM=termid,        X   

    LUDS=datastream,    X   

    SIZS=sizes,         X   

    LMOD=logmode,       X   

    LDAT=logndata,      X   

    LFPR=failparm,      X   

    TDDN=ddname,        X   

    TCTL=tracectl,      X   

    THINK=interval,     X   

    TIMEOUT=timer 

label
Is a standard assembler label that will be used as the name of the generated executable routine.

LOGON
Is the VTECM macro statement action that specifies that a Verify for VTAM session is obtained with an online
system.

BASE=basename
Is required and specifies the assembler label, "basename" that was coded on the "VTECM BASE" macro
statement that defines the Base Area to use for the session.

APPL=applid
Specifies the name of an eight-character field, "applid", that contains the VTAM APPL name of the online system
with which a session is desired.

TERM=termid
Specifies the name of an eight-character field, "termid", that contains the VTAM APPL name of the Verify for
VTAM virtual terminal to use for the session.

LUDS=datastream
Identifies a one-byte field in user storage, "datastream", that contains the equated value PTCCBDS or PTCCEDS,
indicating the 3270 data stream level, basic or extended, to use for a session.

SIZS=sizes
Identifies a four-byte field, "sizes", that contains four one-byte binary values that are the default screen rows and
columns and alternate screen rows and columns to use for a session.

LMOD=logmode
Specifies the name of an eight-character field, "logmode", that contains the name of a logon mode table entry that
specifies desired session properties.
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LDAT=logndata
Specifies the name of a 256 character field, "logndata", that contains free-form logon data that will be sent to the
online system with the session request. The first byte of the field is one-byte binary and specifies the length of the
data that will be sent.

LFPR=failparm
Specifies the name of a one-byte field, "failparm". If the field contains the value 'Y', and the attempt to establish a
session fails for any reason, then the console operator will be automatically prompted for assistance in obtaining
a session. If the operator can correct the problem (such as correct a VTAM definition or status error), the LOGON
can be retried without action by the program that executed the LOGON macro statement. If a logon fails and an
operator is prompted for corrective action but is unable to correct the problem, then the field, PTCCRPLY, will
contain the operators reply to the WTOR prompt. Only the values "DOWN" or "REJECT" will be accepted. Prompt
message documentation instructs the operator to reply DOWN only when the online system is not executing, and
to reply REJECT for any other uncorrectable error.

TDDN=ddname
Can be used to specify the JCL DD name, "ddname", to which a session screen trace will be written. If not
specified, the trace DD name defaults to PTETRACE. The screen trace will be generated only when the specified
or default DD name is present in the JobStep JCL and only when a trace control field is also specified via the
TCTL parameter.

TCTL=tracectl
Specifies the name of a four-byte field that is used to control the Verify for VTAM Screen Trace feature. If not
specified, a trace is not created. If specified, the first byte of the field may be set to 'Y' or 'N' and may be altered
at any time to specify whether subsequent screens are to be traced. The second byte of tracectl may be set to 'I'
or 'F' to control the format of the traced screen images. 'F' (Format), writes screens as is. 'I' (Image), edits traced
screens so that attributes, dark data, and nulls are written as blanks. The third and fourth bytes of the tracectl
field is used by the Verify for VTAM Communication System and should not be altered following execution of the
VTECM LOGON macro statement.

THINK=interval
Specifies the name of a field, "interval", that contains a think-time interval. The field must be an eight-byte
character interval of the format "HHMMSSTH". If this parameter is specified and if the interval field contains a
non-zero value, then a delay will prior sending each terminal input to an online system. The value contained in
the specified field can be changed at any time during a session. The new value will be used when subsequent
CONVERSE statements are executed. This feature is provided to allow for the simulation of operator think time
that would occur in a session between a real terminal and an online system.

TIMEOUT=timer
Specifies the name of a fullword field, "timer", that contains the address of a fullword binary time interval
expressed in hundredths of a second. When TIMEOUT is specified, and the "timer" field points to a time interval,
then Verify for VTAM will wait no longer than the specified time interval for the completion of any session initiation
event. If a specified time interval elapses prior to the completion of an event, then Verify for VTAM will return
to the caller at the program statement that follows the LOGON macro statement, prior to having completed
session initiation. A bit in field PTCCXEVF, PTCCTOUT, indicates that the logon request "timed out". The field,
PTCCLUST, will contain a "logical unit state" code that identifies the incomplete session event. The calling
program may issue a LOGOFF macro statement to terminate the session being started. When a time out occurs,
the first word in PTCCECBL points to an ecb that will be posted when the session event completes. The calling
program may wait on that ecb, then issue an INVITE macro statement when the ecb is posted, to resume session
initiation.

Execution of the VTECM LOGON macro statement causes the creation of the PTCC control block which is described in
Control Blocks. The address of the PTCC control block is stored in the Base Area specified by the LOGON statement's
BASE parameter. A Verify for VTAM macro level application passes data to and receives data from an online system via
the screen buffer and other fields that are contained in the PTCC control block. The control block is created whether or not
the LOGON completes successfully.
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After the execution of the LOGON statement, the return code in the Base Area can be examined to determine if the
session was successfully established. A return code of 8 indicates that a session was not successfully obtained. If session
initiation was not successful and a message area was provided via the VTECM BASE macro statement, then a reason
message is returned in the Base Area. If TIMEOUT was specified, the application must test bit PTCCTOUT in byte
PTCCXEVF to determine of session initiation timed out.

If a VTECM LOGON statement does not complete successfully, a VTECM LOGOFF statement should be executed to
perform cleanup of the PTCC control block.

Successful completion of a VTECM LOGON statement that did not time out is required prior to the execution of a VTECM
SIGNON-EXIT, CONVERSE-EXIT, CONVERSE, or ATTN macro statement.

Invoking the Signon Exit

After a session has been successfully obtained, Verify for VTAM invokes a Communications Exit Program Signon Exit
routine. An installation may use the Signon Exit routine to automate the signon process for production jobs that logon
to online systems. For example, the Communications Exit Program could invoke the CICS signon transaction, CESN,
automatically.

An assembler program that implements the Verify for VTAM Macro Interface may optionally invoke a Communications
Exit Program Signon Exit routine. Use of the Signon Exit routine may relieve the program of the need to invoke the online
system signon transaction, and provide uniform central control of the online transactions that may be executed via a Verify
for VTAM session.

A Verify for VTAM Communications Exit Program Signon Exit routine is invoked during the execution of the following
macro statement:

label VTECM SIGNON-EXIT, X PARM=parmname 

label
Is a standard assembler label that will be used as the name of the generated executable routine.

SIGNON-EXIT
Is the VTECM macro statement action that specifies that a Communications Exit Program Signon Exit routine will
be invoked.

PARM=parmname
Specifies the assembler label, "parmname", coded on the "VTECM EXIT-PARM" macro statement that defines the
Communications Exit Program parameter control block that is to pass to the exit. PARM=parmname is required.

After the execution of the SIGNON-EXIT macro statement the return code in the Base Area should be examined to
determine if Signon Exit processing completed successfully. A return code of 8 indicates that Signon Exit processing
did not complete successfully. If Signon Exit processing was not successful and a message area was provided via the
VTECM BASE macro statement associated with the session, then a reason message is returned in the message area.
Further processing on a session should be aborted when an error is indicated by the Signon Exit routine.

Entering Online Systems Transactions

After a session has been obtained via the execution of a "VTECM LOGON" macro statement, an assembler program may
execute transactions on the session by executing "VTECM CONVERSE" macro statements. The VTECM CONVERSE
macro statement may also be issued in a user-written Communications Exit Program Logon Exit routine to execute
transactions on a session obtained for a Verify for VTAM user. The program specifies the transaction and data to send to
the connected online system by moving it into the Verify for VTAM screen buffer which is contained in the PTCC control
block created during execution of a VTECM LOGON macro statement. The Verify for VTAM screen buffer and other PTCC
control block fields are described in The PTCC Control Block.

When moving data to the buffer, the program must honor the format of the terminal screen. Which means the program
should not move data into screen attribute locations or into screen fields that are protected.
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Some control information, including the desired cursor location, the 3270 AID key to be sent with the screen data, and a
list of fields whose modified data tags are to be turned on, can be specified using parameters of the CONVERSE macro
statement.

Prior to executing a CONVERSE macro statement, a program can invoke the Communications Exit Program Converse
Exit routine. The Converse Exit routine is used to provide external control of session security.

Invoking the Converse Exit

REXX execs that contain Verify for VTAM Host Commands invoke the Communications Exit Program Converse Exit
routine prior to each attempt to send data to a connected online system. The Converse Exit routine can be used by an
installation to authorize the use of transactions invoked through a Verify for VTAM session. The Communications Exit
Program Converse Exit routine is described in The Converse Exit.

The Converse Exit routine may be optionally invoked by an assembler program that uses the Verify for VTAM macro
interface. The Converse Exit routine simply sets a return code that indicates whether or not an anticipated CONVERSE
statement is authorized.

The Communications Exit Program Converse Exit routine is invoked during the execution of the following macro
statement:

label VTECM CONVERSE-EXIT, X PARM=parmname 

label
Is a standard assembler label that will be used as the name of the generated executable routine.

CONVERSE-EXIT
Is the VTECM macro statement action that specifies that the Communications Exit Program Converse Exit routine
is to be invoked.

PARM=parmname
Specifies the assembler label, "parmname", coded on the "VTECM EXIT-PARM" macro statement that defines
the Communications Exit Program parameter control block to be passed to the Communications Exit Program.
PARM=parmname is required.

After the execution of the CONVERSE-EXIT macro statement the return code in the Base Area should be examined to
determine if the anticipated CONVERSE is authorized. The Communications Exit Program sets a return code of 8 to
indicate that the CONVERSE should not be executed. Enforcement is the responsibility of the program that issues the
CONVERSE-EXIT macro statement.

The CONVERSE Macro Statement

An assembler program that implements the Verify for VTAM Macro Interface, sends the content of a Verify for VTAM
screen, the cursor location and an AID key value to an online system by executing the "VTECM CONVERSE" macro
statement. The CONVERSE statement generates the required 3270 data stream and sends it to the online system for
processing. After the data has been sent, a wait will occur until the online system has responded. The CONVERSE
completes when the response has been received and placed into the Verify for VTAM screen buffer.

The CONVERSE macro statement can also be executed in a Communications Exit Program Signon Exit routine to invoke
an online system's signon transaction. If that is done, the CONVERSE must be executed on the session obtained by the
caller of the Signon Exit routine and must use the Base Area and PTCC control block which are provided via the Exit
Parm (PTXP) control block passed to the Signon Exit routine.

The CONVERSE macro statement is coded as follows:

label   VTECM CONVERSE,             X   

    BASE=basename,              X   

    CHAIN=YES|NO,               X   
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    TIMEOUT=timer,              X   

    AID=ENTER|CLEAR|PF1-PF24|PA1-PA3,   X   

    CUR=(row,col),              X   

    MDT=(PTCCLNaa+nn,...,PTCCLNbb+oo)

label
Is a standard assembler label that will be used as the name of the generated executable routine.

CONVERSE
Is a VTECM macro statement action that specifies that the contents of the Verify for VTAM screen buffer and
other control information is to be sent to the connected online system and that the online systems response will be
received and placed in the Verify for VTAM buffer.

BASE=basename
Specifies the assembler label, "basename", coded on the "VTECM BASE" macro statement that defines the Base
Area being used for the session. BASE=basename is required.

CHAIN=YES|NO
Can be coded to specify whether or not received SNA chains that contain neither an end bracket or change
direction indicator, are to be returned to the program. NO is the default and specifies that only messages
that specify end bracket or change direction are to complete a CONVERSE request. YES specifies that the
CONVERSE statement is to complete when any message (chain) is received and processed.

TIMEOUT=timer
Specifies the name of a fullword field, "timer", that contains the address of a fullword binary time interval
expressed in hundredths of a second. When TIMEOUT is specified, and the "timer" field points to a time interval,
then Verify for VTAM will wait no longer than the specified time interval for the completion of any session event.
If a specified time interval elapses prior to the completion of an event, then Verify for VTAM will return to the
caller at the program statement that follows the CONVERSE macro statement, prior to completing normal event
processing. A bit in field PTCCXEVF, PTCCTOUT, indicates that the CONVERSE request "timed out". The
field, PTCCLUST, will contain a "logical unit state" code that identifies the incomplete session event. The calling
program may issue a LOGOFF macro statement to terminate the session being started or may issue an ATTN
macro statement to send an SNA signal request to the online system. When a time out occurs, the first word in
PTCCECBL points to an ecb that will be posted when the session event completes. The calling program may wait
on that ecb, then issue an INVITE macro statement when the ecb is posted, to complete CONVERSE processing.

AID=CLEAR|ENTER|PF1-PF24|PA1-PA3
Specifies which 3270 key is sent to the online system. If the AID parameter is not specified, ENTER is assumed.
The AID key specified controls the content of the 3270 data stream sent to the online system. When CLEAR is
specified, the Verify for VTAM buffer is cleared to hexadecimal zeros prior to the send operation. When CLEAR
or PA1-PA3 is specified, the data stream sent to the online system conforms to the 3270 short read command;
only the 3270 AID key value specified is sent. When ENTER or PF1-PF24 is specified, the data stream sent to the
online system matches the data stream generated by the 3270 read modified command; it contains the 3270 AID
key value specified, the current cursor position, and the buffer address and field data from all 3270 fields in the
Verify for VTAM buffer which are controlled by 3270 attributes whose modified data tag is turned on.

CUR=(row,col)
Resets the current cursor location prior to generating the 3270 data stream to be sent to the online system. "row"
and "col" are the row and column numbers to which the cursor is to be positioned.

MDT=(PTCCLNaa+nn,...,PTCCLNbb+oo)
Identifies a list of screen attributes whose modified data tags are to be turned on. The expression, "PTCCLNaa
+nn", symbolically refers to a screen position that contains a 3270 attribute whose modified data tag is to be set.
For example "PTCCLN02+5" refers to screen row 2 and column 6 (+5=screen column6) of an 80 column screen.
The PTCC DSECT, in the VTECM macro, contains several definitions of the screen buffer that can be used to
refer to screen locations. The expansion of MDT operands includes code that handles both basic and extended
terminal screen buffers.
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Following the execution of the CONVERSE macro statement the return code in the base area, field PTBARC, may be
examined to determine the state of the session. Three conditions are possible.

• A return code of 0 indicates successful completion of the CONVERSE statement. The online system response
included the SNA end-bracket indicator which places the session in the contention state. While in the contention state,
session protocol specifies that either the terminal or the online system may send the next message on the session.

• A return code of 4 indicates successful completion of the CONVERSE macro statement. However, the online system
did not end the SNA bracket. When bit PTCCSDIN is on in field PTCCSSTF, then the session direction is inbound,
otherwise, the direction is outbound. Converse can complete in the in-bracket, outbound state, only when CHAIN=YES
or TIMEOUT are specified.

• A return code of 8 indicates that the session has been lost due to some abnormal event such as an online system or
VTAM abend or the loss of a network link that connects the Verify for VTAM virtual terminal to an online system.

When a CONVERSE macro statement completes successfully, other fields in the PTCC provide additional information
about events that occurred during CONVERSE processing:

• If an INVITE statement times out, bit PTCCTOUT is set in field PTCCXEVF.
• If an SNA UNBIND, followed by a BIND, has been processed, bit PTCCSNEW is set in field PTCCXEVF. The

CONVERSE statement completes after receiving start data traffic (SDT). This sequence of events occurs when an
online system uses CLSDST PASS to reconnect a terminal to another online system.

• If an online system sends and SNA CLEAR command to stop session traffic, bit PTCCSNAC is set in field PTCCXEVF.
The INVITE statement completes after receiving start data traffic (SDT).

• PTCCRCHC contains the number of SNA chains (display messages) that were received while processing the
CONVERSE request. The CONVERSE statement completes when a chain is received that satisfies the CONVERSE
statement CHAIN specification.

If a session has been lost and a message area was specified via the VTECM BASE macro statement, then a reason
message is returned in the message area. Further communication via an abnormally terminated session is impossible.
The program should execute a "VTECM LOGOFF" macro statement to purge the PTCC control block created at LOGON
time. Recovery may be attempted by executing another "VTECM LOGON" macro statement to obtain a new session.

After successful execution of a CONVERSE macro statement the online systems response is contained in the Verify for
VTAM screen buffer and may be examined by the program. New transactions can be moved to the buffer and subsequent
CONVERSE macro statements can be executed.

Receiving Online System Initiated Transactions

While sending a message specified by a CONVERSE macro statement, if a message is received that attempts to start an
SNA bracket, Verify for VTAM will reject the message sent by the online system. This action emulates the action of a real
terminal when a terminal operator begins keying data prior to the arrival of a message sent by an online system.

When an online system message is anticipated, that will begin a bracket, the "VTECM INVITE" macro statement can be
used to receive and respond positively to the message. If TIMEOUT was specified on previous LOGON, CONVERSE,
INVITE or ATTN macro statements, and a timeout occurred, the INVITE statement may also be used to resume
processing of the timed out event. The INVITE macro statement resumes processing of any pending event or checks for
any message that may have been sent by an online system. If the session is in the between brackets state, and a BID or
begin bracket message is pending, the message is received, is placed in the screen buffer(s), and a positive response is
sent to the message.

The INVITE macro statement is coded as follows:

label   VTECM INVITE,       X   

    BASE=basename,      X   

    CHAIN=YES|NO,       X   

    TIMEOUT=timer 
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label
Is a standard assembler label that will be used as the name of the generated executable routine.

INVITE
Is a VTECM macro statement action that instructs Verify for VTAM to resume processing a previously timed
out session event, or to check for, receive, and process any other session message or command that may be
pending.

BASE=basename
Specifies the assembler label, "basename", coded on the "VTECM BASE" macro statement that defines the Base
Area being used for the session. BASE=basename is required.

CHAIN=YES|NO
Can be coded to specify whether or not received SNA chains that contain neither an end bracket or change
direction indicator, are to be returned to the program. NO is the default and specifies that if a message chain
is processed, that only chains that specify end bracket or change direction complete the INVITE request. YES
specifies that the INVITE statement completes when any chain is received and processed, including chains that
leave the session in the outbound direction.

TIMEOUT=timer
Specifies the name of a fullword field, "timer", that contains the address of a fullword binary time interval
expressed in hundredths of a second. When TIMEOUT is specified, and the "timer" field points to a time interval,
then Verify for VTAM will wait no longer than the specified time interval for the completion of any session event. If
a specified time interval elapses prior to the completion of an event, then Verify for VTAM will return to the caller
at the program statement that follows the INVITE macro statement, prior to completing normal event processing.
A bit in field PTCCXEVF, PTCCTOUT, indicates that the INVITE request "timed out". The field, PTCCLUST, will
contain a "logical unit state" code that identifies the incomplete session event. The calling program may issue a
LOGOFF macro statement to terminate the session being started or may issue an ATTN macro statement to send
an SNA signal request to the online system. When a time out occurs, the first word in PTCCECBL points to an
ecb that will be posted when the session event completes. The calling program may wait on that ecb, then issue
an INVITE macro statement to complete processing of the event.

An INVITE macro statement completes immediately if no session event is available for processing or when an event has
been processed that satisfies INVITE statement CHAIN or TIMEOUT specifications. In addition to the return code set in
base area field PTBARC, the following fields provide other information about processing completed during execution of an
INVITE macro statement:

• If an INVITE statement times out, bit PTCCTOUT is set in field PTCCXEVF.
• If an online system sends an SNA CLEAR command to stop session traffic, bit PTCCSNAC is set in field PTCCXEVF.

The INVITE statement completes after receiving start data traffic (SDT).
• PTCCRCHC contains the number of SNA chains (display messages) that were received while processing the INVITE

request. The INVITE statement completes when a chain is received that satisfies the INVITE statement CHAIN
specification.

If an online system message is expected on a session, but INVITE processing completes with PTBARC set to 0,
PTCCRCHC set to 0, and none of the PTCCXEVF bits listed above are set, then no message or event was available for
processing when the INVITE statement was executed. The likely problem is timing. The Verify for VTAM macro application
may issue an operating system STIMER WAIT macro statement to give the online system time to prepare the anticipated
message, after which re-execution of the INVITE statement may result in the receipt of the anticipated message.

Sending an Attention Key Signal

The VTECM ATTN macro statement may be used to simulate the keyboard Attention key. The Attention key differs from
other keys in that it can be used to send a signal to an online system even while the keyboard is locked after pressing an
ENTER, PF or PA key. Pressing the Attention key generates an SNA SIGNAL command that may flow without regard to
SNA bracket state or direction.
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After a session has been successfully started, an ATTN macro statement may be executed at any time, even when the
session direction is or when a time out occurred during the execution of a previous VTECM macro request. The ATTN
statement sends an SNA SIGNAL command to the online system. After sending the signal, processing continues as
though an INVITE macro statement had been executed.

The ATTN macro statement is coded as follows:

label   VTECM ATTN,         X   

    BASE=basename,      X   

    CHAIN=YES|NO,       X   

    TIMEOUT=timer

label
Is a standard assembler label that will be used as the name of the generated executable routine.

ATTN
Is a VTECM macro statement action that instructs Verify for VTAM to send an SNA SIGNAL to the connected
online system, and then to resume session processing as though an INVITE macro statement had been executed.

BASE=basename
Specifies the assembler label, "basename", coded on the "VTECM BASE" macro statement that defines the Base
Area being used for the session. BASE=basename is required.

CHAIN=YES|NO
May be coded to specify whether or not received SNA chains that contain neither an end bracket or change
direction indicator, are to be returned to the program. NO is the default and specifies that if a message chain is
processed, that only chains that specify end bracket or change direction are to complete the ATTN request. YES
specifies that the ATTN statement is to complete when any chain is received and processed, including chains that
leave the session in the outbound direction.

TIMEOUT=timer
Specifies the name of a fullword field, "timer", that contains the address of a fullword binary time interval
expressed in hundredths of a second. When TIMEOUT is specified, and the "timer" field points to a time interval,
then Verify for VTAM will wait no longer than the specified time interval for the completion of any session event. If
a specified time interval elapses prior to the completion of an event, then Verify for VTAM will return to the caller
at the program statement that follows the ATTN macro statement, prior to completing normal event processing.
A bit in field PTCCXEVF, PTCCTOUT, indicates that the macro request "timed out". The field, PTCCLUST, will
contain a "logical unit state" code that identifies the incomplete session event. The calling program may issue a
LOGOFF macro statement to terminate the session being started or may issue another ATTN macro statement
to send another SNA signal request to the online system. When a time out occurs, the first word in PTCCECBL
points to an ecb that will be posted when the session event completes. The calling program may wait on that ecb,
then issue an INVITE macro statement to complete processing of the event.

After sending the SNA SIGNAL command, an ATTN macro statement completes immediately if no session event is
available for processing. If an event is pending, it is processed as though an INVITE statement were issued, considering
ATTN statement CHAIN or TIMEOUT specifications. In addition to the return code set in the base area field PTBARC, the
following fields provide other information about processing completed during execution of an ATTN macro statement:

• If an ATTN statement times out, bit PTCCTOUT is set in field PTCCXEVF.
• If an SNA UNBIND, followed by a BIND, has been processed, bit PTCCSNEW is set in field PTCCXEVF. The ATTN

statement completes after receiving start data traffic (SDT). This sequence of events occurs when an online system
uses CLSDST PASS to reconnect a terminal to another online system.

• If an online system sends and SNA CLEAR command to stop session traffic, bit PTCCSNAC is set in field PTCCXEVF.
The ATTN statement completes after receiving start data traffic (SDT).

• PTCCRCHC contains the number of SNA chains (display messages) that were received while processing the ATTN
request. An ATTN statement ends when a chain is received that satisfies the ATTN statement CHAIN specification.
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Releasing a Terminal Session

When a program that implements the Verify for VTAM macro interface has completed processing on a session, the
session should be terminated in an orderly fashion. Some online applications may keep track of signon or other terminal
related information in data sets or control blocks. If the application is not exited according to application design or if an
online system session is not terminated according to online system requirements, the application or online system may
behave abnormally when a Verify for VTAM virtual terminal is subsequently used to access the system.

A Verify for VTAM macro level application that invokes the services of a Verify for VTAM Communications Exit Program
may invoke the services of the Communications Exit Program Signoff Exit routine prior to terminating a session. A Signoff
Exit routine may enter standard application exiting transactions or may enter an online systems "signoff" transaction. A
program that implements the Verify for VTAM macro interface terminates a session by executing a VTECM LOGOFF
macro statement.

After a session has been terminated, a program that invokes services of a Verify for VTAM Communications Exit Program
should invoke the Communications Exit Program Logoff Exit routine to give the exit an opportunity to cleanup resources
that may have been obtained during the execution of previously invoked exit routines.

Invoking the Signoff Exit

Verify for VTAM invokes the Communications Exit Program Signoff Exit routine prior to issuing a VTECM LOGOFF macro
statement to terminate an active session. The exit routine should be called only when a session is active and usable. A
session is active and usable if the bit PTCCSACT in field PTCCSSTF is on. The Signoff Exit routine may provide logic to
exit online applications or to enter online system signoff transactions.

The Communications Exit Program Signoff Exit routine may be invoked by executing a SIGNOFF-EXIT macro statement
as follows:

label   VTECM SIGNOFF-EXIT,     X   

    PARM=parmname

label
Is a standard assembler label that will be used as the name of the generated executable routine.

SIGNOFF-EXIT
Is the VTECM macro statement action that specifies that a Communications Exit Program Signoff Exit routine is to
be invoked.

PARM=parmname
specifies the assembler label, "parmname", that is coded on the "VTECM EXIT-PARM" macro statement that
defines the Exit Parm control block to be passed to the Communications Exit Program. PARM=parmname is
required.

The LOGOFF Macro Statement

Orderly termination of a session obtained via a "VTECM LOGON" macro statement is accomplished by executing a
"VTECM LOGOFF" macro statement. The LOGOFF statement may also be executed after abnormal session termination
to clean up resources obtained during session initiation.

The LOGOFF macro statement is coded as follows:

label   VTECM LOGOFF,       X   

    BASE=basename 

label
Is a standard assembler label that is used as the name of the generated executable routine.
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LOGOFF
Is the VTECM macro statement action that specifies that any active session with a connected online system is to
be terminated and that resources obtained during execution of the LOGON macro statement are to be cleaned
up.

BASE=basename
Specifies the assembler label, "basename", that is coded on the VTECM BASE macro statement that defines the
Base Area being used for the session. BASE=basename is required.

Invoking the Logoff Exit

Verify for VTAM invokes the Communications Exit Program Logoff Exit routine if the Communications Exit Program Logon
Exit routine was invoked. The Logoff Exit should be invoked following the execution of a LOGOFF macro statement. The
Logoff Exit routine cleans up any resources that may have been obtained during processing in previously invoked exit
routines.

An assembler program that invokes a Verify for VTAM Communications Exit Program should invoke the Communications
Exit Program Logoff Exit routine. If the Logon Exit was invoked, the Logoff Exit should be invoked whether or not a
session was ever successfully obtained. The Logoff Exit should be invoked following the execution of the VTECM
LOGOFF macro statement.

The Logoff Exit routine is invoked during the execution of the following macro statement:

label   VTECM LOGOFF-EXIT,  X   

    PARM=parmname 

label
Is a standard assembler label that will be used as the name of the generated executable routine.

LOGOFF-EXIT
Is the VTECM macro statement action that specifies that a Communications Exit Program Logoff Exit routine is to
be invoked.

PARM=parmname
Specifies the assembler label, "parmname", that is coded on the "VTECM EXIT-PARM" macro statement that
defines the Exit Parm control block to be passed to the Communications Exit Program. PARM=parmname is
required.

A Sample Macro Application

The following sample program is designed to execute a single CICS transaction entered via the JCL EXEC statement
PARM field, on any named CICS, and using any named Verify for VTAM virtual terminal APPL. It is provided only to
illustrate coded VTECM MACRO statements.

VTECM    DSECT          DEFINE PTCC CONTROL BLOCK   

PARMDS   DSECT          DEFINE EXEC STATEMENT PARM  

PARMLEN  DS H 

PARMSLU  DS CL8             SLU APPLID  

PARMPLU  DS CL8             PLU APPLID  

PARMTRN  EQU *          TRANSACTION     

         SPACE

VTEAMALS CSECT 

         STM   14,12,12(13)     HOUSEKEEPING    

         BALR  12,0 

         USING *,12 

         LA    15,ASMSSAVE 

         ST    13,4(15) 
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         ST    15,8(13) 

         LR    13,15 

         L     11,0(1)      GET PARM    

         USING PARMDS,11 

         CLI   PARMSLU,C' '     IF VIRTUAL TERMINAL NAME NEEDED     

         BH    ASMSLOGN 

         VTECM LOGON-EXIT,PARM=PTXP,    CALL LOGON EXIT            -    

               APPL=PARMPLU,TERM=PARMSLU,                         - 

               LUDS=ASMSLUDS,SIZS=ASMSSIZS,LMOD=ASMSLMOD 

         CLI   PTBARC,PTBAERR 

         BNL   ASMSABND 

ASMSLOGN VTECM LOGON,BASE=PTBA,                                   - 

               APPL=PARMPLU,TERM=PARMSLU,                         - 

               LUDS=ASMSLUDS,SIZS=ASMSSIZS,LMOD=ASMSLMOD,         - 

               TDDN=PTETRACE,TCTL=ASMSTCTL 

         CLI   PTBARC,PTBAOK        MAKE SURE LOGON WORKED  

         BNE   ASMSABND 

         VTECM CONVERSE,BASE=PTBA,AID=CLEAR CLEAR SCREEN 

         CLI   PTBARC,PTBAOK 

         BNE   ASMSABND 

         L     10,PTBAPTCC     PUT PARM IN VIRTUAL TERMINAL BUFFER

         USING PTCC,10 

         LH    1,PARMLEN 

         SH    1,=H'17' 

         EX    1,*+8 

         B     *+10 

         MVC   PTCCLN01(0),PARMTRN 

         VTECM CONVERSE,BASE=PTBA,AID=ENTER 

         CLI   PTBARC,PTBAERR       MAKE SURE TRAN COMPLETED    

         BNL   ASMSABND 

* 

* PTCCBUFF NOW CONTAINS THE TRANSACTION RESPONSE 

* 

         VTECM CONVERSE,BASE=PTBA,AID=PF3   "END TRANSACTION"   

         CLI   PTBARC,PTBAERR 

         BNL   ASMSABND 

         VTECM LOGOFF,BASE=PTBA         END SESSION     

         L     13,4(13)         RETURN TO MVS   

         LM    14,12,12(13) 

         SR    15,15 

         BR    14 

ASMSABND VTECM LOGOFF,BASE=PTBA          CLEAN UP AND ABEND ON ERROR    

         ABEND 1,DUMP 

         SPACE 

ASMSSAVE DC    18F'0' 

ASMSLUDS DC    AL1(PTCCBDS)     USE 3270 BASIC DATA STREAM  

ASMSSIZS DC    AL1(24,80,24,80)     DEFAULT SIZE=24X80, ALT=24X80   

ASMSLMOD DC    CL8' '       MODE TABLE ENTRY - DEFAULT  

ASMSTCTL DC    CL4'YI '         TRACE YES/IMAGE     

         SPACE

PTBA     VTECM BASE,PFIX=PTBA,MSGL=80 

PTXP     VTECM EXIT-PARM,BASE=PTBA,PROG=VTECX,PFIX=PTXP 

         LTORG
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         END

The following JCL may be used to execute the sample program:

//SAMPLE   EXEC PGM=VTEAMALS, 

//        PARM='CICS1 PT01 CEMT INQ TERMINAL(PT01)' 

//PTETRACE DD SYSOUT=A
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Using
Verify Automated Regression Testing for CICS and VTAM (Verify for CICS and Verify for VTAM), automated quality
assurance testings tools, ensure that new or revised application and system changes are thoroughly tested so they
function correctly in production.

Verify automates testing by capturing a sequence of input and output screens from live transactions and sessions. The
captured screens constitute a test stream. After an application or system change, you can re-execute the test stream.
Verify compares the current output screens with the original output screens and displays all differences (mismatches)
online. You can also use Verify to run test streams in batch and print the differences.

Verify also permits rules and rulesets to be defined and applied to captured test streams. The rules notify Verify in
advance of expected test stream differences and how to handle them. The rules feature makes it easy to run captured test
streams against new releases of an application, by eliminating the need to stop for expected changes.

NOTE

Tests can be run on encrypted files, but the test stream file itself cannot be encrypted.

Using (CICS)
Learn about the benefits that are available when using Verify for CICS for testing.

Benefits of Verify for CICS

• You will not have to re-key data during test sessions because Verify for CICS saves the original input screens with the
data already entered.

• You will not have to compare test results manually. Manual before and after comparisons, always tedious and error-
prone, are eliminated.

• Once you have captured a test stream, you can modify it directly or establish rules that model and handle expected
changes, as your testing needs change.

• You can simulate production conditions -- for example, you can use real, rather than contrived, test data
– Execute similar or identical transactions which try to perform the same task at the same time
– Simulate high-volume activity without tying up system resources or affecting response time because Verify for CICS

uses virtual terminals

Types of Testing

Verify for CICS is the ideal tool for all of the following types of testing:

Unit:
Test a program change and see how it affects the rest of the program

Integration:
Test whether a modified program works properly in conjunction with other programs

Concurrency:
Test what happens when two or more transactions try to perform the same task at the same time; for example,
update a record

Regression:
Test whether a system performs as usual after a change to one component of that system
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Stress:
Test how your system behaves under heavy loads and determine how increased transaction volume affects
response time

Migration:
Test whether existing applications perform as expected following hardware or system changes; for example, a
new disk drive or a new release of CICS.

Rules Primer (CICS)
This section describes the Verify Automated Regression Testing for CICS.

Introduction

Verify Automated Regression Testing for CICS (Verify for CICS) identifies changes in a test stream of pre-recorded 3270
activities. The test stream can be used repeatedly against a new software release, such as CICS, MVS, or application, for
both regression and volume testing.

But what if the application changes? In Verify for CICS Release 4.3, this was handled through the Run Mismatch panel.
Some of the options that were available from this panel in Release 4.3 include:

• Setting up an auto or local variable,
• Ignoring the change, or
• Accepting the change.

In Release 4.3, these options can only be established or accessed during a run. However, there are many instances
where the changes are known in advance. Here are two examples:

• An application has changed all the dates from a two-character year format to a four-character year format to be twenty-
first century compliant.

• A new field has been added to a screen.

In Release 4.4 and higher, the rules function allows you to specify known changes in advance or add them during the
run. Changes are specified in rules that are contained in a ruleset. Rulesets notify Verify for CICS to expect certain
changes and specify how Verify for CICS should handle them. Then, when a test stream is run, Verify for CICS will
automatically add or remove the fields or change the title as specified in the ruleset without interrupting the run. The run is
only interrupted for true exceptions.

The rules function also lets you control what is logged by using logging rules. Logging rules let you specify a list of user
IDs, terminals, or transaction IDs that are to be included or excluded from the logging session.

There are three types of rulesets: test stream, system, and application. How a rule is applied when the test stream is run
depends on the type of ruleset that the rule belongs to.

• In a test stream ruleset, rules are applied to all screens in the test stream.
• In a system ruleset, rules are applied to all screens in all test streams in the system.
• In an application ruleset, rules are applied to all test streams in the application.

NOTE
Rules will be applied in the order they are specified in the ruleset you select. If you select multiple rulesets, rules
in the test stream ruleset will be applied first; rules in the application ruleset will be applied second; rules in the
system ruleset will be applied last.

The Rules Primer is structured as follows:
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• section 1 provides an overview of the rules function, describes the organization of this section, and provides the
information you need to get started with this Primer.

• section 2 takes you on a step-by-step demonstration of the Verify for CICS rules function being applied during the
testing of a sample program.

• Appendix A shows the screens in the demonstration program.
• The Glossary contains definitions of common terms.

Getting Started

The demonstration program used for the examples in this Primer is automatically installed with Verify for CICS and is
an extension of the IVP found in the section "Installation Verification Procedure and Demo Session" of the User section.
Therefore, you must complete the IVP first to get a basic understanding of the rules function, and then continue with the
tasks in the Primer.

If you have access to a machine with Verify for CICS installed, follow the steps in this Primer to activate Verify for CICS
and use the demonstration program.

Purpose

The Rules Primer is intended to introduce the Verify for CICS rules function, and bring the experienced Verify for CICS
user quickly up to speed on this new function.

A sample application program, the Carol's Cookies Company order processing program, is used to demonstrate how the
rules function works in practice. Screens illustrate each step of the demonstration so that you can follow along using only
this manual. You may also follow the demonstration online.

It is strongly recommended that you be familiar with the purpose and functionality of Verify for CICS before trying the
examples in this Primer. In addition, you must complete the Installation Verification Procedure (IVP) found in the section
"Installation Verification Procedure and Demo Session" of the User section before performing the steps in this Primer.

Conversion Considerations

Verify for CICS Release 4.3 provides three types of variables: global, auto, and local. These variables are stored with
each test stream. Starting with Verify for CICS Release 4.4, these three types of variables have been incorporated into
the Rules function. Variables, as well as all other types of field changes (like move field and change field value), can be
defined using recognition and screen rules.

Conversion Details

The first time a Release 4.3 test stream runs in a Release 4.4 or higher environment, the test stream will be reviewed to
see if it has existing global, auto, or local variables. If it does, these variables will be automatically converted to Release
4.4 or r8.5 rules that will be applied during the run. Variables are converted as follows:

• Auto variables translate into a rule with field recognition criteria
• Local variables translate into a rule with screen recognition criteria
• Global variables translate into a rule with no recognition criteria (neither field nor screen)

The resulting Release 4.4 or r8.5 test stream will no longer contain any global, auto, or local variables, but will have a
ruleset with the same name as the test stream associated with it.

In addition, if a Release 4.3 test stream is copied to a new test stream using the online utilities or a batch copy in a
Release 4.4 or r8.5 environment, the global, auto, and local variables will be converted into a ruleset with a matching
name -- just as if the test stream had been run in a Release 4.4 or r8.5 environment. This is the recommended method if
you have Release 4.3 test streams that will need to be manipulated using the rules function.
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NOTE
If a Release 4.3 test stream has run in a Release 4.4 or higher environment, it can still run in a Release 4.3
environment; however, any test stream created in Release 4.4 or r8.5 cannot run in Release 4.3.

Sample Application
A sample application program is distributed and automatically installed with Verify for CICS. This simple program is an
order processing application for a fictional company, Carol's Cookies Company. It allows a telephone operator to process
new orders for cookies, as well as check the current status of existing orders. During the IVP, modifications were made to
Release 6.2 of the order entry program in preparation for Release 6.3, and then Release 6.3 was installed, run, and the
test stream corrected.

WARNING
You must complete the Installation Verification Procedure (IVP) found in the section Installation Verification
Procedure and Demo Session (CICS) before continuing with the steps in this Primer.

Installation Verification Procedure and Demo Session (CICS)

Release 6.3 Test Stream

Learn how the sample test stream records the input and output screens for checking the status of an order.

Here are some panels from the test stream. The sample test stream recorded the input and output screens for checking
the status of an order. Here are some panels from the test stream.

Check an Order

The first panel that a Carol's Cookies Company telephone operator sees is the main panel.

 DATE: 07/10/98              CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY               RELEASE 6.3 

TIME: 14:06:05                     MAIN MENU

                                                                                

                                                                                

 ENTER OPTION:                                                             

                                                                                

                                                                                

         1) PLACE AN ORDER                                                      

                                                                                

         2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER 

     

                                      

Perform the following steps:

1. When the operator takes a call about the status of an order, he chooses option 2 on the Main Menu. A selection panel
opens as shown next.
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 DATE 07/10/98               CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY           RELEASE 6.3      

 TIME 14:06:05               ORDER STATUS SELECTION                             

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

           CUSTOMER NAME      ORDER NUMBER   STATUS       AMOUNT                

                                                                                

         _ JOHN SMITH          100-120-15    ON ORDER      17.90                

         _ BILL JONES          100-205-12    SHIPPED       22.67                

         _ SUE WILLIAMS        100-271-15    ON ORDER      34.30                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                               

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                              

2. The operator selects the first customer's name and presses Enter. The order and status information displays on the
screen:

 DATE 07/10/98               CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY           RELEASE 6.3      

 TIME 14:06:05                    ORDER STATUS                                  

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                CUSTOMER NAME: JOHN SMITH                                       

                                                                                

                STATUS: O N ORDER                                          

                                                                                

                                                                                

                ITEM # DESCRIPTION  QUANTITY    PRICE   AMOUNT                  

                 137   CHOC CHIP      1 DZ       5.00     5.00                  

                 474   OATMEAL RSN    2 DZ       5.00    10.00                  

                                                                                

                SUBTOTAL:                 15.00                                 

                TAX:                        .90                                 

                SHIPPING & HANDLING:       2.00                                 

                                                                              

                TOTAL:                    17.90                                 
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Release 7.0 Changes

The following changes will be coming in Release 7.0 of this application:

1. The date will be expanded to include a four-digit year to prepare for the year 2000. This, of course, is critical for all
companies who expect to do business in the new millennium.

2. All panels will show the new release level.
3. On the Order Status panel, a new field will be added called RUSH. If a client calls in about his order, this field is set to

Y so the order gets a higher shipping priority.

DATE 07/11/1998               CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY           RELEASE 7.0    

 TIME 14:06:05                    ORDER STATUS                                  

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                CUSTOMER NAME: JOHN SMITH                                       

                                                                                

                STATUS: O N ORDER               RUSH? Y                    

                                                                                

                                                                                

                ITEM # DESCRIPTION  QUANTITY    PRICE   AMOUNT                  

                 137   CHOC CHIP      1 DZ       5.00     5.00                  

                 474   OATMEAL RSN    2 DZ       5.00    10.00                  

                                                                                

                SUBTOTAL:                 15.00                                 

                TAX:                        .90                                 

                SHIPPING & HANDLING:       2.00                                 

                                                                                

                TOTAL:                    17.90                                 

                                                                                

Task List

This section demonstrates how to perform several Verify for CICS tasks.

For this demonstration, you will perform the following list of tasks:

1. Invoke Verify for CICS.
2. Review the ruleset created in the IVP.
3. Edit this ruleset.
4. Install Release 7.0 of Carol's Cookies Company.
5. Run the test stream.
6. Encounter and correct mismatches.

Invoke Verify for CICS

The original Verify for CICS test stream for Carol's Cookies Company was recorded at release level 6.3. You are familiar
with that release level, and you have just reviewed the changes that open in Release 7.0.

Follow these steps:

1. Start Verify for CICS.
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2. Clear your screen.
3. Type xtca and press Enter.

Verify for CICS displays the Primary Options menu.

Review the Ruleset

Since this demonstration uses the ruleset created during the IVP, refamiliarize yourself with the rule and rule actions in this
ruleset by viewing the Browse Rules -- Summary panel.

Follow these steps:

1. Type M on the Primary Options menu and press Enter.

 <rn>  -------  CA VERIFY PRIMARY OPTIONS MENU  ----------------13:44:59

 ENTER COMMAND ===> M                                             TERM: 

60L2050

                                                                  OPER:        

    L  LOG A TEST STREAM                                                       

                                                                               

    B  BROWSE A TEST STREAM                                                    

                                                                               

    R  RUN A TEST STREAM                                                       

                                                                               

    E  EDIT A TEST STREAM                                                      

                                                                             

    M  MAINTAIN RULES                                                          

                                                                               

    I  INQUIRY/TERMINATION OF FUNCTIONS                                        

                                                                               

    U  UTILITIES                                                               

                                                                               

    T  TUTORIAL                                                                

                                                                               

    X  EXIT                                                                    

            *** ENTER "KEYS" COMMAND TO SEE PF KEY ASSIGNMENTS ***             

                                                                               

                                                                              

 COPYRIGHT (C) 1984-2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Verify for CICS displays the Maintain Rules menu.
2. Type B on the Maintain Rules menu and press Enter.

 -------------------------- MAINTAIN RULES -----------------------12:05:38

 ENTER COMMAND ===> B                                                     

                                                                          

   A  ADD A RULESET                C  COPY A RULESET                 

    B  BROWSE A RULESET             D  DELETE A RULESET                   

    E  EDIT A RULESET               R  RENAME A RULESET                   

                                                                          

 RULESET NAME:                                                            

                                                                          

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                 

   APPLICATION ===>                 (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,           

   MEMBER      ===>                  OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS           
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   VERSION     ===> 001              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN                                    

Verify for CICS displays the Browse: Ruleset Selection panel.
3. Locate the ruleset named CCC.ORDERAPP.002. Tab to it and type s to the left of its name. Press Enter.

 ----------------------- UTILITIES: RULESET SELECTION ------------------09:12:42

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                            

 FILE: TCADS                                                                   

 B-BROWSE   E-EDIT   D-DELETE    C-COPY   R-RENAME                             

                                                                               

                           --CREATED----BY---- --UPDATED----BY----  RULES ITEMS 

_

CCC

ORDERAPP 001   06/02/1998          07/09/1998               1     3

CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY DEMO PROGR AM                

 s CCC ORDERAPP 002 06/03/1998 07/09/1998 1 2 

 CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY DEMO PROGRAM 

 _ CUTPAST  TEST     001   03/11/1998          05/06/1998               4     8 

                     TRY CUT/PASTE FOR A SELECTION SCREEN                       

 _ CUTPAST  TEST     002   05/28/1998          05/28/1998               2     3 

                     TRY CUT/PASTE FOR A SELECTION SCREEN                       

 _ ITEST    TEST     001   04/22/1998          04/22/1998               1     1 

                     TEST DATAGEN                                               

 _ LOGRULES SAMPLE   001   05/19/1998          07/07/1998               1     2 

                     A BUNCH OF LOGGING RULES                                   

 _ LOGRULES SAMPLE   004   06/19/1998          06/19/1998               1     1 

                     JUST TERM RULE ACTION                                      

 _ LOGRULES SAMPLE   005   06/19/1998 GRIDO01  07/07/1998               1     2 

                     MULT TERM ALL ='S; COUPLE USERID'S                         

                                                                                

  F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN    F7-UP        F8-DOWN                  

Verify for CICS displays the Browse Rules -- Summary panel:

 -----------------------BROWSE RULES - SUMMARY ----------------12:53:26

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

 RULE NAME: RUL00001             RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002     

 LINE   1 TO  5 OF  5            TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002
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 S-BROWSE   P-PREVIEW                                                    

   OBJECT      TYPE ROW  COL LEN OP  VALUE FROM MODEL SCREEN/DESCRIPTION

 _ RULESET     T/S                   TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001             

 _  RULE                             RUL 00001

 _   FLD-RECOG        1   30  23 EQ  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY______________

 _    VARIABLE OUT    1    7   8     07/10/98_____________________________

 _    VARIABLE OUT    2    7   8     14:06:05_____________________________

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP  FF3-END  F4-RETURN  F7-UP  F8-DOWN 

Notice that the field recognition criteria are Carol's Cookies Company, and that the last two rule actions changed the
date and time field values to variables.

Edit the Ruleset

Now that you have reviewed the rule and rule actions in the ruleset created for Release 6.3, you are ready to update the
existing rule and add a new rule for Release 7.0. The resulting ruleset will contain two rules, one common rule that will
apply to all screens and one rule that will only apply to the Order Status panel.

Follow these steps:

1. Press PF3 twice.
You return to the Maintain Rules panel with the name of the ruleset you were viewing filled in the RULESET NAME
area.

 -------------------------- MAINTAIN RULES -----------------------12:05:38

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                      

                                                                          

    A  ADD A RULESET                C  COPY A RULESET                 

    B  BROWSE A RULESET             D  DELETE A RULESET                   

    E  EDIT A RULESET               R  RENAME A RULESET                   

                                                                          

 RULESET NAME:                                                            

                                                                          

   DDNAME ===> TCADS 

APPLICATION ===> CCC             (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,           

   MEMBER ===> ORDERAPP         OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS           

   VERSION ===> 002              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN                                    

2. Edit the ruleset shown in the RULESET NAME area.
3. Type E on the command line and press Enter.
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 -------------------------- MAINTAIN RULES -----------------------12:05:38

 ENTER COMMAND ===> E                                                    

                                                                          

    A  ADD A RULESET                C  COPY A RULESET                 

    B  BROWSE A RULESET             D  DELETE A RULESET                   

    E  EDIT A RULESET               R  RENAME A RULESET                   

                                                                          

 RULESET NAME:                                                            

                                                                          

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                 

   APPLICATION ===> CCC             (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,           

  

MEMBER      ===> ORDERAPP

        OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS           

   VERSION     ===> 002

             ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN                                    

The Edit Rules -- Summary panel for the RUL00001 rule displays. This panel is a summary of all of the information
that has been entered for this ruleset. From this panel you can do the following:
– Select an entry to see the details by typing S next to the entry and pressing Enter. For example, selecting a rule

action (like FLD-RECOG, MOVE, or NEW) displays the completed data entry screen for the rule action you have
selected.

– Preview a rule by typing P next to the rule entry and pressing Enter. Preview displays what a screen would look like
if all of the rule actions in a rule were applied.

NOTE
Only rules and rule actions can be previewed.

Change the Release Number

Add a rule action changing the release number from 6.3 to 7.0.

Follow these steps:

1. Tab to the last rule action and type i. Press Enter.

 ----------------------- EDIT RULES - SUMMARY  ----------------12:53:26

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

 RULE NAME: RUL00001             RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002     

 LINE   1 TO  5 OF  5            TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002

                                                                          

 S-EDIT   I-INSERT   D-DELETE   R-REPLICATE    P-PREVIEW                 

   OBJECT      TYPE ROW  COL LEN OP  VALUE FROM MODEL SCREEN/DESCRIPTION
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 _ RULESET     T/S                   TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002             

 _  RULE                             RUL00001                             

 _   FLD-RECOG        1   30  23 EQ  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY______________

 _    VARIABLE OUT    1    7   8     07/10/98_____________________________

i    VARIABLE OUT    2    7   8     14:06: 05_____________________________

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP  FF3-END  F4-RETURN  F7-UP  F8-DOWN 

The Add Rules -- Rule Actions panel opens.
2. Type 6 on the command line. Press Enter.

 ---------------------- ADD RULES - RULE ACTIONS -----------------------09:14:12

 ENTER COMMAND ===> 6                                                           

                                                                                

 RULE NAME    ===> RUL00001   RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002          

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002          

                                                                                

 DESCRIPTION  ===>                                                              

              ===>                                                              

                                                                                

      1  FIELD RECOGNITION               11  GENERATE FIELD VALUE               

      2  SCREEN RECOGNITION              12  INSERT SCREENS                     

      3  VARIABLE FIELD                  13  DELETE SCREENS                     

      4  DELETE FIELD                    14  CUT SCREEN FIELD                   

      5  MOVE FIELD                      15  PASTE SCREEN FIELD                 

      6  CHANGE FIELD VALUE              20  USERID LOGGING                     

      7  NEW FIELD                       21  TERMINAL ID LOGGING                

      8  CHANGE AID KEY                  22  TRANSACTION ID LOGGING             

      9  CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION                                                 

     10  CHANGE WCC VALUES                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

  F1-HELP   F2-PREVIEW    F3-END    F4-RETURN     F9-SELECT                    

The Rules: Expected Screen panel opens.
3. Position your cursor on the 6 of the release version. Press PF9.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.002 ----------  RULES:  EXPECTED SCREEN---------------------------

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                            IN RECORD:      3

 TCA4042 - MOVE CURSOR TO CHANGED FIELD AND PRESS "SELECT" KEY                  

    ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+ 

  |  DATE 07/10/98               CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY           RELEASE  6.3  

  |  TIME 14:06:05                      MAIN MENU                               

  |                                                                             

  4                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |  ENTER OPTION: 2                                                            

  8                                                                             
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  |                                                                             

  |          1) PLACE AN ORDER                                                  

  |                                                                             

 12          2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER                                        

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

 16                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

 20                                                                         

The information will be entered in the Add Rule Actions -- Change Field Value panel.
4. Change the field value. Tab to FIELD VALUE and type 7.0 over 6.3. (This changes the value from 6.3 to 7.0.) Press

Enter to update. Press PF3.

--------------------ADD RULE ACTIONS - CHANGE FIELD VALUE---------UPD SUCCESSFUL

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 CHANGED FIELDS:                                                          

 ROW COL  LEN  ATTR FIELD VALUE                          01 072 003 PSM_

 7.0___________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                                                                          

OUTPUT/INPUT FIELD  ===> O      ( I=INPUT, O=OUTPUT)

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

The field change information is saved.
5. View the result of your change. Press PF2 (Preview).

 CCC.ORDERAPP.002 ----------  RULES:  EXPECTED SCREEN-------------------09:15:28

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                           OUT RECORD:      2

            10        20        30        40        50        60        70    M5

    ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+ 

  |  DATE 07/10/98               CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY           RELEASE 7.0  

  |  TIME 14:06:05                      MAIN MENU                               

  |                                                                             

  4                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |  ENTER OPTION:                                                              

  8                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |          1) PLACE AN ORDER                                                  

  |                                                                             

 12          2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER                                        
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  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

 16                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                           

 20                                                                          

The updated panel opens with 7.0 replacing 6.3.
6. Press PF3 twice.

You return to the Edit Rules -- Summary panel. Now you are ready to enlarge the date field.

Enlarge the Date Field

To enlarge the date field, do the following tasks:

1. Remove the rule action defining the date value as a variable.
2. Move the year portion of the date field two columns to the right to accommodate a four-digit year.
3. Insert the century value.

Remove the Rule Action

Follow these steps:

1. Tab to the first VARIABLE rule action and type D. Press Enter.

 --------------------------  EDIT  RULES - SUMMARY ---------------------09:15:56

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                                

 RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002         

 LINE   1 TO   6 OF   6        TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002         

                                                                                

 S-EDIT  I-INSERT  D-DELETE  R-REPLICATE  P-PREVIEW                             

   OBJECT      TYPE ROW  COL LEN OP  VALUE FROM THE MODEL SCREEN/DESCRIPTION    

 _ RULESET     T/S                   TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002                     

 _  RULE                             RUL00001                         <APPLIED> 

 _   FLD-RECOG        1   30  23 EQ  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY       <RECOGNIZED> 

d    VARIABLE OUT    1    7   8     07/10/98                         <APPLIED> 

 _    VARIABLE OUT    2    7   8     14:06:05                         <APPLIED> 

 _    CHANGED  OUT    1   72   3     7.0                              <APPLIED> 

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

  F1-HELP    F3-END      F4-RETURN    F7-UP    F8-DOWN                         

The rule action is removed and your screen now looks like this:

 --------------------------  EDIT  RULES - SUMMARY ---------------------09:15:56

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                                

 RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002         
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 LINE   1 TO   5 OF   5        TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002         

                                                                                

 S-EDIT  I-INSERT  D-DELETE  R-REPLICATE  P-PREVIEW                             

   OBJECT      TYPE ROW  COL LEN OP  VALUE FROM THE MODEL SCREEN/DESCRIPTION    

 _ RULESET     T/S                   TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002                     

 _  RULE                             RUL00001                         <APPLIED> 

 _   FLD-RECOG        1   30  23 EQ  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY       <RECOGNIZED> 

 _    VARIABLE OUT    2    7   8     14:06:05                         <APPLIED> 

 _    CHANGED  OUT    1   72   3     7.0                              <APPLIED> 

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

  F1-HELP    F3-END      F4-RETURN    F7-UP    F8-DOWN                         

Move the Year Field

Follow these steps:

1. Insert the rule action to move the year portion of the DATE field two columns to the right.
2. Tab to the CHANGED rule action and type I. Press Enter.

 --------------------------  EDIT  RULES - SUMMARY ---------------------09:16:09

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                                

 RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002         

 LINE   1 TO   5 OF   5        TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002         

                                                                                

 S-EDIT  I-INSERT  D-DELETE  R-REPLICATE  P-PREVIEW                             

   OBJECT      TYPE ROW  COL LEN OP  VALUE FROM THE MODEL SCREEN/DESCRIPTION    

 _ RULESET     T/S                   TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002                     

 _  RULE                             RUL00001                                   

i   FLD-RECOG        1   30  23 EQ  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY                    

 _    VARIABLE OUT    2    7   8     14:06:05                                   

 _    CHANGED  OUT    1   72   3     7.0                                        

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

  F1-HELP    F3-END      F4-RETURN    F7-UP    F8-DOWN                         

The Add Rules -- Rule Actions panel opens.
3. Type 5 on the command line. Press Enter.

-----------------------ADD RULES - RULE ACTIONS---------------  

 ENTER COMMAND ===> 5                                                     

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002         
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                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002          

                                                                          

DESCRIPTION  ===> RELEASE 6.2 TO 6.3 CHANGES

             ===>                                                       

                                                                          

       1  FIELD RECOGNITION                   11  GENERATE FIELD VALUE

       2  SCREEN RECOGNITION                  12  INSERT SCREENS

       3  VARIABLE FIELD                      13  DELETE SCREENS

       4  DELETE FIELD                        14  CUT SCREEN FIELD

       5  MOVE FIELD                          15  PASTE SCREEN FIELD

       6  CHANGE FIELD VALUE                  20  USEID LOGGING

       7  NEW FIELD                           21  TERMINAL ID LOGGING

       8  CHANGE AID KEY                      22  TRANSACTION ID LOGGING

       9  CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION                                          

      10  CHANGE WCC VALUES                                               

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP      F2-PREVIEW       F3-END       F4-RETURN       F9-SELECT

The Rules: Expected Screen panel opens.
4. Position your cursor on the 9 of the year. Press PF9.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.002 ----------  RULES:  EXPECTED SCREEN---------------------------

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                           OUT RECORD:      2

 TCA4045 - MOVE CURSOR TO FIELD TO BE MOVED AND PRESS "SELECT" KEY              

    ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+ 

  |  DATE 07/10/98               CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY           RELEASE 7.0  

  |  TIME 14:06:05                      MAIN MENU                               

  |                                                                             

  4                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |  ENTER OPTION:                                                              

  8                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |          1) PLACE AN ORDER                                                  

  |                                                                             

 12          2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER                                        

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

 16                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

 20                                                                           

The Rules: Expected Screen redisplays with the following message:
TCA4046 - MOVE CURSOR TO NEW LOCATION FOR MOVED FIELD AND PRESS "SELECT" KEY.

5. Position your cursor to the right of the 8 in 98. Press PF9.

---------------------- RULES - EXPECTED SCREEN-------------- 12:00:50

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                           OUT RECORD:      2

 TCA4045 - MOVE CURSOR TO FIELD TO BE MOVED AND PRESS "SELECT" KEY              
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    ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+ 

 ¦  DATE: 07/10/98 n          CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 ¦  TIME: 14:06:05                  MAIN MENU                  RELEASE   7.0

 ¦                                                               

 4                                                  

 ¦                                                                         

 ¦                                                                         

 ¦  ENTER OPTION: __

 8

 ¦            1) PLACE AN ORDER

 ¦

 ¦            2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER

12

 ¦

 ¦

 ¦

The Add Rule Actions -- Move Field panel displays with the values shown next.

 ---------------------- ADD RULE ACTIONS - MOVE FIELD-------------ADD SUCCESSFUL

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                                

 RULE NAME: RUL00001          RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002          

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002          

                                                                                

   MOVE FROM/TO:                                                                

   ROW COL  LEN   VALUE OR DESCRIPTION                                          

   01 013 002   98                                                            

   01 015                                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 F1-HELP    F2-PREVIEW    F3-END    F4-RETURN     F9-SELECT                    

6. Press PF3.
You return to the Add Rules -- Rule Actions panel.

Insert the Century Field

Follow these steps:

1. Insert the two-digit field to accommodate the century: type 7 in the command line and press Enter.

-----------------------ADD RULES - RULE ACTIONS---------------  

 ENTER COMMAND ===> 7                                                     

                                                                          

 RULE NAME: RUL00001          RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002          

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002          
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DESCRIPTION  ===> RELEASE 6.2 TO 6.3 CHANGES

             ===>                                                       

                                                                          

       1  FIELD RECOGNITION                   11  GENERATE FIELD VALUE

       2  SCREEN RECOGNITION                  12  INSERT SCREENS

       3  VARIABLE FIELD                      13  DELETE SCREENS

       4  DELETE FIELD                        14  CUT SCREEN FIELD

       5  MOVE FIELD                          15  PASTE SCREEN FIELD

       6  CHANGE FIELD VALUE                  20  USEID LOGGING

       7  NEW FIELD                           21  TERMINAL ID LOGGING

       8  CHANGE AID KEY                      22  TRANSACTION ID LOGGING

       9  CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION                                          

      10  CHANGE WCC VALUES                                               

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP      F2-PREVIEW       F3-END       F4-RETURN       F9-SELECT

The Rules: Expected Screen panel opens. Notice that the year field has been moved right two spaces.
2. Position your cursor after the second / to show where you want to insert the field. Press PF9.

---------------------- RULES : EXPECTED SCREEN-------------- 12:00:50

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                           OUT RECORD:      2

 TCA4043 - MOVE CURSOR TO NEW FIELD LOCATION AND PRESS "SELECT" KEY              

    ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+ 

 ¦  DATE: 07/10/n 98          CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 ¦  TIME: 14:06:05                  MAIN MENU                  RELEASE   7.0

 ¦                                                               

 4                                                  

 ¦                                                                         

 ¦                                                                         

 ¦  ENTER OPTION: __

 8

 ¦            1) PLACE AN ORDER

 ¦

 ¦            2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER

12

 ¦

 ¦

The Add Rules Actions -- New Field panel opens.
3. Tab to LEN and type 002. Tab to FIELD VALUE and type 19. Press Enter.

------------------------ADD RULE ACTIONS - NEW FIELD-----------------08:28:40

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

TCA4219 - COMPLETE DATA; THEN PRESS ENTER TO ADD/UPDATE RULE ACTION

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002    

                                                                          

 NEW FIELDS:                                                              

 ROW COL  LEN  ATTR FIELD VALUE                      01 013 002 ____

 19____________________________________________________
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                    ______________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

The ADD SUCCESSFUL message opens.
4. Press PF3.

You return to the Add Rules -- Rule Actions menu.

Redefine the Date Field as a Variable

Follow these steps:

1. Type 3 on the command line and press Enter.

-----------------------ADD RULES - RULE ACTIONS---------------  

 ENTER COMMAND ===> 3                                                     

                                                                          

 RULE NAME: RUL00001          RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002          

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002          

                                                                          

DESCRIPTION  ===> RELEASE 6.2 TO 6.3 CHANGES

             ===>                                                       

                                                                          

       1  FIELD RECOGNITION                   11  GENERATE FIELD VALUE

       2  SCREEN RECOGNITION                  12  INSERT SCREENS

       3  VARIABLE FIELD                      13  DELETE SCREENS

       4  DELETE FIELD                        14  CUT SCREEN FIELD

       5  MOVE FIELD                          15  PASTE SCREEN FIELD

       6  CHANGE FIELD VALUE                  20  USEID LOGGING

       7  NEW FIELD                           21  TERMINAL ID LOGGING

       8  CHANGE AID KEY                      22  TRANSACTION ID LOGGING

       9  CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION                                          

      10  CHANGE WCC VALUES                                               

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP      F2-PREVIEW       F3-END       F4-RETURN       F9-SELECT

The Rules: Expected Screen panel opens. Notice that the year now shows as 1998.
2. Position your cursor on the first digit of the date. Press PF9.

---------------------- RULES : EXPECTED SCREEN-------------- 12:00:50

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                           OUT RECORD:      2

 TCA4041 - MOVE CURSOR TO VARIABLE FIELD AND PRESS "SELECT" KEY              

    ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+ 

 ¦  DATE: 07/10/1998          CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 ¦  TIME: 14:06:05                  MAIN MENU                  RELEASE   7.0

 ¦                                                               

 4                                                  

 ¦                                                                         

 ¦                                                                         
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 ¦  ENTER OPTION: __

 8

 ¦            1) PLACE AN ORDER

 ¦

 ¦            2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER

12

 ¦

 ¦

The Add Rule Actions -- Variable Field panel displays as shown next.

------------------ ADD RULE ACTIONS - VARIABLE FIELD--------------ADD SUCCESSFUL

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

 RULE NAME: RUL00001          RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002        

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002        

                                                                          

 VARIABLES:                                                               

   ROW  COL  LEN   VALUE OR DESCRIPTION                                    01 007

 010 07/10/1998____________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

3. Press PF3.
You return to the Add Rules -- Rule Actions menu.

Change the Rule's Description

Follow these steps:

1. Tab to the description and type 6.3 over 6.2 and 7.0 over 6.3. Press Enter and then press PF3.

-----------------------ADD RULES - RULE ACTIONS---------------  

 ENTER COMMAND ===> 3                                                     

                                                                          

 RULE NAME: RUL00001          RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002          

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002          

                                                                          

DESCRIPTION  ===> RELEASE 6.3 TO 7.0 CHANGES

             ===>                                                       

                                                                          

       1  FIELD RECOGNITION                   11  GENERATE FIELD VALUE

       2  SCREEN RECOGNITION                  12  INSERT SCREENS

       3  VARIABLE FIELD                      13  DELETE SCREENS

       4  DELETE FIELD                        14  CUT SCREEN FIELD

       5  MOVE FIELD                          15  PASTE SCREEN FIELD

       6  CHANGE FIELD VALUE                  20  USEID LOGGING

       7  NEW FIELD                           21  TERMINAL ID LOGGING
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       8  CHANGE AID KEY                      22  TRANSACTION ID LOGGING

       9  CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION                                          

      10  CHANGE WCC VALUES                                               

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP      F2-PREVIEW       F3-END       F4-RETURN       F9-SELECT

You return to the Edit Rules -- Summary panel shown next. Notice that the rule actions you have just created have
been added to the summary.

 -----------------------EDIT RULES - SUMMARY ----------------12:53:26

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

 RULE NAME: RUL00001            RULESET NAME:      TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002     

 LINE   1 TO  8 OF  8           TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002

                                                                          

 S-EDIT   I-INSERT   D-DELETE   R-REPLICATE    P-PREVIEW                 

   OBJECT      TYPE ROW  COL LEN OP  VALUE FROM MODEL SCREEN/DESCRIPTION

 _ RULESET     T/S                   TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002             

 _  RULE                             RUL00001                             

 _   FLD-RECOG        1   30  23 EQ  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY______________

 _    MOVED    OUT    1   13   2     98___________________________________

 _    NEW      OUT    1   13   2     19___________________________________

 _    VARIABLE OUT    1    7  10     07/10/1998___________________________

 _    VARIABLE OUT    2    7   8     14:06:05_____________________________

      CHANGED  OUT    1   72   3     7.0__________________________________

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP  FF3-END  F4-RETURN  F7-UP  F8-DOWN 

Install Release 7.0

After reviewing the new rules you have created, you are ready to install Release 7.0 of Carol's Cookies Company. Since
you are still on the Edit Rules -- Summary panel, return to the Primary Options menu so you can exit Verify for CICS.

Follow these steps:

1. Press PF3 twice.
You return to the Primary Options menu.

2. Exit Verify for CICS so you can install Release 7.0: type x on the command line and press Enter.
You return to CICS.

3. Install Release 7.0: type install 7.0 on a clear screen under CICS and press Enter.
Your screen will display the message:
CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY ORDER SYSTEM RELEASE 7.0 HAS BEEN INSTALLED

4. Start Verify for CICS: clear the screen. Type xtca. Press Enter.
The Primary Options menu opens.

Run the Test Stream

The rules that you created can now be applied during a test of Release 7.0 of the sample order entry application. Your
rules will tell Verify for CICS to expect certain differences between the Release 6.3 test stream and the Release 7.0
program. These differences will not be flagged during a test stream run.
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To test Release 7.0 with the rules you created, do the following tasks:

1. Start the Run session.
2. Examine and resolve the mismatches during the run.
3. Terminate or continue the run.

Start the Run Session

In this section, you will run test stream version 002 with the updated ruleset version 002 to create test stream version 003.

Follow these steps:

1. Type r and press Enter.

  <rn>---------- CA VERIFY PRIMARY OPTIONS MENU  ----------10:29:28 

  ENTER COMMAND ===> r                                        TERM: L9D6CA  

                                                              OPER: NGN      

     L  LOG A TEST STREAM                                                         

                                                                                  

     B  BROWSE A TEST STREAM                                                      

                                                                                  

     R  RUN A TEST STREAM                                                         

                                                                                  

     E  EDIT A TEST STREAM                                                        

                                                                                  

     M  MAINTAIN RULES                                                            

                                                                                  

     I  INQUIRY/TERMINATION OF FUNCTIONS                                          

                                                                                  

     U  UTILITIES                                                                 

                                                                                  

     T  TUTORIAL                                                                  

                                                                                  

     X  EXIT                                                                      

              *** ENTER "KEYS" COMMAND TO SEE PF KEY ASSIGNMENTS ***              

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

 COPYRIGHT (C) 1984-2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Verify for CICS displays the Run Options menu.
2. For Application, type ccc. For Member, type orderapp. Type 002 for Version. Type * for the new output test stream

ddname. Keep the default values for the rest of the fields. When you are finished, press Enter.

NOTE
Since the value for the Process With Rules field is Y, the run will include the test stream rules you have
updated.

 -------------------------------  RUN OPTIONS  -------------------------12:54:57

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                            

                                                                                

 ENTER INPUT TEST STREAM NAME:                

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===> ccc             (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                 

   MEMBER      ===> orderapp         OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS                 

   VERSION     ===> 002              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)                
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  CREATE NEW OUTPUT TEST STREAM:            

   DDNAME      ===> *               ("*" USES NEXT AVAILABLE VERSION)           

   APPLICATION ===>                                                             

   MEMBER      ===>                                                             

   VERSION     ===>                                                             

                                                                               

 PROCESS WITH RULES         ===> Y       (Y/N OR S-SELECT)                     

 COMPARISON TYPE            ===> S       (S-SCREEN, L-LOGICAL, P-PHYSICAL) 

 RECORD HISTORY             ===> Y       (Y/N)     

   REQUIRE SIGNOFF DATA     ===> N       (Y/N)    

 SIMULATED USER THINK TIME  ===> NONE    (NONE, NNN% OF ORIGINAL, NN SECONDS)   

 STATUS INTERVAL            ===> 005     (SECONDS)

 CANCEL INTERVAL            ===> 001     (MINUTES)

 STOP AT MISMATCHES         ===> Y       (Y/N)                

                                                                                

 F1-HELP        F3-END       F4-RETURN

The panel redisplays with the name of the new output test stream filled in with the version as 003. Press Enter to begin
the run; the Run Status panel will briefly appear and looks like the following example:

-------------------------------  RUN STATUS  --------------------------11:44:02

                                                                              R3

                                                                                

 INPUT TEST STREAM:     CCC.ORDERAPP.002                                      

                                                                                

 OUTPUT TEST STREAM:    NONE                                                    

                                                                                

 RULESET(S):                                                                    

   TESTSTREAM:  TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.003                                       

   APPLICATION: NOT USED                                                  

   SYSTEM:      NOT USED                                       

                                                                                

 CURRENTLY PROCESSING RECORD:         1                                         

 TOTAL RECORDS TO BE PROCESSED:       8                                         

 ESTIMATED REMAINING RUN TIME: 00:00:36                                         

                                                                                

 STATUS INTERVAL:  5 SECONDS                                                    

 CANCEL INTERVAL:  1 MINUTE                                                     

                                                                                

 DESCRIPTION: CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY DEMO PROGRAM                             

 F1-HELP        F3-END       ENTER - CONTINUE

NOTE
The Run Status panel opens until a mismatch is found or until the run is complete.

Encounter and Correct the Mismatches

The Run Mismatch Options panel displays whenever a mismatch is found. The first error that stopped this run displays on
the bottom of the Run Mismatch Options screen and shows that there is a new field called RUSH? on the Order Status
panel.
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Follow these steps:

1. Type 1 in the command line and press Enter to display the ruleset summary.

 ---------------------------  RUN MISMATCH OPTIONS  --------------------11:38:45

 ENTER COMMAND ===>  1                                                         

6

                                                                                

     1  DISPLAY RULESET SUMMARY                 6  ACCEPT ORIGINAL OUTPUT       

     2  DISPLAY PREVIOUS INPUT                  7  ACCEPT CURRENT OUTPUT       

     3  DISPLAY NEXT INTPUT                     8  CHANGE NEXT INPUT    

     4  SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT                    9  INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT AND 

NPUT 

     5  SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT AND NEXT INPUT    10  INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT

                                                                               

INPUT:   TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002         CURRENT RECORD:  2                     

OUTPUT:  TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.003                                                

                                                                                

RULESET: TESTSTREAM:  TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002                                   

         APPLICATION: NOT USED                                                 

         SYSTEM:      NOT USED                                                 

                                                                               

          TYPE     OPERATION          WCC   CURSOR   SIZE    LENGTH   TERMINAL 

EXPECTED: OUTPUT   ERASE/WRITE        C2     7  16   24*80        266   A60L2050

CURRENT:  OUTPUT   ERASE/WRITE        C2     7  16   24*80        268   VV02   

FIRST UNEQUAL ROW: 09              UNEQUAL ROWS: 02

               .STATUS:.ON ORDER                                           

               .STATUS:.ON ORDER        .RUSH?:.Y                             

                                        XXXXXXXXX                              

F1-HELP     F2-ROTATE     F3-END     F7-UP     F8-DOWN         

The Applied Rules panel opens as shown next.

 ----------------------------- APPLIED RULES -----------------------09:52:25

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                                

 INPUT TEST STREAM: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002              CURRENT RECORD:  6      

                                                        LINE   1 TO  8 OF  8  

                                                                                

 B-BROWSE   E-EDIT                                                              

   OBJECT      TYPE ROW  COL LEN OP  VALUE FROM THE MODEL SCREEN/DESCRIPTION    

 _ RULESET     T/S                   TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002                     

 _  RULE                             RUL00001                         <APPLIED> 

 _   FLD-RECOG        1   30  23 EQ  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY       <RECOGNIZED> 

 _    MOVED    OUT    1   13   2     98                               <APPLIED> 

 _    NEW      OUT    1   13   2     19                               <APPLIED> 

 _    VARIABLE OUT    1    7  10     07/10/1998                       <APPLIED> 

 _    VARIABLE OUT    2    7   8     14:06:05                         <APPLIED> 

 _    CHANGED  OUT    1   72   3     7.0                              <APPLIED> 

                                                                                

                                                                                

  F1-HELP     F2-ROTATE     F3-END     F4-RETURN     F7-UP     F8-DOWN         
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The Applied Rules panel lists all of the rulesets that you requested to be included in this run: test stream, application,
and system. From this display, you can see that all identification criteria were recognized and the field changes defined
to the rules were applied.

2. Press PF2 to rotate the display to Expected, which consists of the originally logged test stream record with the rules
applied.

3. Press PF2 again to see the current view of the test stream record.
4. When you are finished, press PF3.

You return to the Applied Rules panel. Now you will create a rule to add the new field.

Create a New Rule

To create the rule to add a new field, follow these tasks:

1. Indicate the ruleset to be edited.
2. Insert and name the rule.
3. Set up recognition criteria.
4. Add the rule actions.

Indicate the Ruleset to be Edited

Since you may use up to three rulesets during a run (test stream, application, and system), you must indicate which
ruleset you want to edit.

Follow these steps:

1. Tab to RULESET and type E. Press Enter.

 ----------------------------- APPLIED RULES -----------------------09:52:25

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                                

 INPUT TEST STREAM: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002              CURRENT RECORD:  6      

                                                        LINE   1 TO  8 OF  8  

                                                                                

 B-BROWSE   E-EDIT                                                              

   OBJECT      TYPE ROW  COL LEN OP  VALUE FROM THE MODEL SCREEN/DESCRIPTION    

 _ RULESET     T/S                   TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002                     

 _  RULE                             RUL00001                         <APPLIED> 

 _   FLD-RECOG        1   30  23 EQ  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY       <RECOGNIZED> 

 _    MOVED    OUT    1   13   2     98                               <APPLIED> 

 _    NEW      OUT    1   13   2     19                               <APPLIED> 

 _    VARIABLE OUT    1    7  10     07/10/1998                       <APPLIED> 

 _    VARIABLE OUT    2    7   8     14:06:05                         <APPLIED> 

 _    CHANGED  OUT    1   72   3     7.0                              <APPLIED> 

                                                                                

                                                                                

  F1-HELP     F2-ROTATE     F3-END     F4-RETURN     F7-UP     F8-DOWN         

The Edit Rules -- Summary panel opens.

Insert and Name the Rule

Insert and name the rule to handle the changes to the Order Status panel.

Follow these steps:

1. Tab to RULE and type I. Press Enter.

 -----------------------EDIT RULES - SUMMARY ----------------12:53:26
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 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

 RULE NAME: RUL00001            RULESET NAME:      TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002     

 LINE   1 TO  8 OF  8           TEST STREAM NAME:  TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002

                                                                          

 S-EDIT   I-INSERT   D-DELETE   R-REPLICATE    P-PREVIEW                 

   OBJECT      TYPE ROW  COL LEN OP  VALUE FROM MODEL SCREEN/DESCRIPTION

 _ RULESET     T/S                   TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002             

i  RULE                             RUL00001                             

 _   FLD-RECOG        1   30  23 EQ  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY______________

 _    MOVED    OUT    1   13   2     98___________________________________

 _    NEW      OUT    1   13   2     19___________________________________

 _    VARIABLE OUT    1    7  10     07/10/1998___________________________

 _    VARIABLE OUT    2    7   8     14:06:05_____________________________

      CHANGED  OUT    1   72   3     7.0__________________________________

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP  FF3-END  F4-RETURN  F7-UP  F8-DOWN 

The Add Rules -- Rule Actions panel displays.
2. Accept the system-generated rule name of RUL00002. Tab to DESCRIPTION and type add rush field to order status

panel. Press Enter.

-----------------------ADD RULES - RULE ACTIONS---------------  

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                      

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00002           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002          

                                                                          

DESCRIPTION  ===> add rush field to order status panel

             ===>                                                       

                                                                          

       1  FIELD RECOGNITION                   11  GENERATE FIELD VALUE

       2  SCREEN RECOGNITION                  12  INSERT SCREENS

       3  VARIABLE FIELD                      13  DELETE SCREENS

       4  DELETE FIELD                        14  CUT SCREEN FIELD

       5  MOVE FIELD                          15  PASTE SCREEN FIELD

       6  CHANGE FIELD VALUE                  20  USEID LOGGING

       7  NEW FIELD                           21  TERMINAL ID LOGGING

       8  CHANGE AID KEY                      22  TRANSACTION ID LOGGING

       9  CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION                                          

      10  CHANGE WCC VALUES                                               

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP      F2-PREVIEW       F3-END       F4-RETURN       F9-SELECT

The Add Rules -- Rule Actions panel redisplays with this message:
TCA5155 - RULE IS NOT YET COMPLETE--MUST ADD RULE ACTION.

Set Up Recognition Criteria
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Since you have named the rule and given it a description, you must set up recognition criteria identifying which screen this
rule applies to.

Follow these steps:

1. Type 1 in the command line. Press Enter.

-----------------------ADD RULES - RULE ACTIONS---------------  

 ENTER COMMAND ===> 1                                                     

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00002           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002          

TCA5155 - RULE IS NOT YET COMPLETE--MUST ADD RULE ACTION

DESCRIPTION  ===> ADD RUSH FIELD TO ORDER STATUS PANEL

             ===>                                                       

                                                                          

       1  FIELD RECOGNITION                   11  GENERATE FIELD VALUE

       2  SCREEN RECOGNITION                  12  INSERT SCREENS

       3  VARIABLE FIELD                      13  DELETE SCREENS

       4  DELETE FIELD                        14  CUT SCREEN FIELD

       5  MOVE FIELD                          15  PASTE SCREEN FIELD

       6  CHANGE FIELD VALUE                  20  USEID LOGGING

       7  NEW FIELD                           21  TERMINAL ID LOGGING

       8  CHANGE AID KEY                      22  TRANSACTION ID LOGGING

       9  CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION                                          

      10  CHANGE WCC VALUES                                               

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP      F2-PREVIEW       F3-END       F4-RETURN       F9-SELECT

The Run: Expected Screen opens.
2. Select a model screen. Move the cursor to the O of ORDER STATUS. Press PF9.

               ----------- RUN: EXPECTED SCREEN  ----------------------------

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                           OUT RECORD:      6

 TCA4049 - MOVE CURSOR TO IDENTIFICATION CRITERIA FIELD; PRESS "SELECT" KEY     

    ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+ 

  |  DATE 07/10/1998             CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY           RELEASE 7.0  

  |  TIME 14:06:05                    ORDER STATUS                              

  |                                                                             

  4                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                 CUSTOMER NAME: JOHN SMITH                                   

  8                                                                             

  |                 STATUS: ON ORDER                                         

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

 12                 ITEM # DESCRIPTION  QUANTITY    PRICE   AMOUNT              

  |                  137   CHOC CHIP      1 DZ       5.00     5.00              

  |                  474   OATMEAL RSN    2 DZ       5.00    10.00              

  |                                                                             
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 16                 SUBTOTAL:                 15.00                             

  |                 TAX:                        .90                             

  |                 SHIPPING & HANDLING:       2.00                             

  |                                                                             

 20                 TOTAL:                    17.90                           

The Add Rule Actions -- Recognition Criteria panel displays containing the ADD SUCCESSFUL message. This panel
is shown following.

-------------------ADD RULE  ACTIONS - RECOGNITION CRITERIA-------ADD SUCCESSFUL

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00002           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002      

                                                                          

                                                                          

 ROW COL  LEN  OPER VALUE                                                 

02

035

012

EQ

ORDER STATUS__________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP     F2-PREVIEW     F3-END    F4-RETURN     F9-SELECT             

3. Press PF3.
You return to the Add Rules -- Rule Actions menu.

Add the New Fields

To add the new RUSH? field, you must add one field for RUSH? and one field for its value.

Follow these steps:

1. Type 7 on the command line and press Enter.

-----------------------ADD RULES - RULE ACTIONS---------------  

 ENTER COMMAND ===> 7                                                     

TCA5155 - RULE IS NOT YET COMPLETE--MUST ADD RULE ACTION

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00002          RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002         

                             TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002          

DESCRIPTION  ===> ADD RUSH FIELD TO ORDER STATUS PANEL

             ===>                                                       

                                                                          

       1  FIELD RECOGNITION                   11  GENERATE FIELD VALUE
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       2  SCREEN RECOGNITION                  12  INSERT SCREENS

       3  VARIABLE FIELD                      13  DELETE SCREENS

       4  DELETE FIELD                        14  CUT SCREEN FIELD

       5  MOVE FIELD                          15  PASTE SCREEN FIELD

       6  CHANGE FIELD VALUE                  20  USEID LOGGING

       7  NEW FIELD                           21  TERMINAL ID LOGGING

       8  CHANGE AID KEY                      22  TRANSACTION ID LOGGING

       9  CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION                                          

      10  CHANGE WCC VALUES                                               

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP      F2-PREVIEW       F3-END       F4-RETURN       F9-SELECT

The modified screen containing the Order Status panel opens.
2. Display the current screen containing the new field.Press PF2.

The current screen containing the RUSH? field opens.
3. Indicate the field to be added: position your cursor on the R of RUSH?. Press PF9.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.002 -----------  RUN: CURRENT SCREEN  ----------------------------

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                           OUT RECORD:      6

 TCA4043 - MOVE CURSOR TO NEW FIELD LOCATION AND PRESS "SELECT" KEY             

    ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+ 

  |  DATE 07/10/1998             CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY           RELEASE 7.0  

  |  TIME 14:06:05                    ORDER STATUS                              

  |                                                                             

  4                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                 CUSTOMER NAME: JOHN SMITH                                   

  8                                                                             

  |                 STATUS: ON ORDER                RUSH?: Y                    

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

 12                 ITEM # DESCRIPTION  QUANTITY    PRICE   AMOUNT              

  |                  137   CHOC CHIP      1 DZ       5.00     5.00              

  |                  474   OATMEAL RSN    2 DZ       5.00    10.00              

  |                                                                             

 16                 SUBTOTAL:                 15.00                             

  |                 TAX:                        .90                             

  |                 SHIPPING & HANDLING:       2.00                             

  |                                                                             

 20                 TOTAL:                    19.90                            

The Add Rule Actions -- New Field panel displays with the message: ADD SUCCESSFUL. A sample screen is shown
following.

------------------------ ADD RULE ACTIONS - NEW FIELD-------------ADD SUCCESSFUL

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00002           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002        

                                                                          

 NEW FIELDS:                                                              
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 ROW COL  LEN  ATTR FIELD VALUE                      09 049 005 PSH

 RUSH?:_________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

4. Press PF3.
You return to the Add Rules -- Rule Actions menu.

5. Add the field for the RUSH? Value: type 7 on the command line and press Enter.

-----------------------ADD RULES - RULE ACTIONS---------------  

 ENTER COMMAND ===> 7                                                     

TCA5155 - RULE IS NOT YET COMPLETE--MUST ADD RULE ACTION

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00002           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002        

DESCRIPTION  ===> ADD RUSH FIELD TO ORDER STATUS PANEL

             ===>                                                       

                                                                          

       1  FIELD RECOGNITION                   11  GENERATE FIELD VALUE

       2  SCREEN RECOGNITION                  12  INSERT SCREENS

       3  VARIABLE FIELD                      13  DELETE SCREENS

       4  DELETE FIELD                        14  CUT SCREEN FIELD

       5  MOVE FIELD                          15  PASTE SCREEN FIELD

       6  CHANGE FIELD VALUE                  20  USEID LOGGING

       7  NEW FIELD                           21  TERMINAL ID LOGGING

       8  CHANGE AID KEY                      22  TRANSACTION ID LOGGING

       9  CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION                                          

      10  CHANGE WCC VALUES                                               

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP      F2-PREVIEW       F3-END       F4-RETURN       F9-SELECT

The Run: Expected Screen opens.
6. Rotate to the current screen: press PF2.

The Run: Current Screen displays.
7. Put your cursor on the Y after RUSH?. Press PF9.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.002 -----------  RUN: CURRENT SCREEN  ----------------------------

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                           OUT RECORD:      6

 TCA4043 - MOVE CURSOR TO NEW FIELD LOCATION AND PRESS "SELECT" KEY             

    ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+ 

  |  DATE 07/10/1998             CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY           RELEASE 7.0  

  |  TIME 14:06:05                    ORDER STATUS                              

  |                                                                             

  4                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             
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  |                 CUSTOMER NAME: JOHN SMITH                                   

  8                                                                             

  |                 STATUS: ON ORDER                RUSH?: Y                    

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

 12                 ITEM # DESCRIPTION  QUANTITY    PRICE   AMOUNT              

  |                  137   CHOC CHIP      1 DZ       5.00     5.00              

  |                  474   OATMEAL RSN    2 DZ       5.00    10.00              

  |                                                                             

 16                 SUBTOTAL:                 15.00                             

  |                 TAX:                        .90                             

  |                 SHIPPING & HANDLING:       2.00                             

  |                                                                             

 20                 TOTAL:                    19.90                            

The Add Rule Actions -- New Field panel displays containing the message: ADD SUCCESSFUL. A sample panel is
shown following.

------------------------ADD RULE ACTIONS - NEW FIELD-----------ADD SUCCESSFUL

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00002           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002          

                                                                          

 NEW FIELDS:                                                              

 ROW COL  LEN  ATTR FIELD VALUE                      09 055 001 PSM

 Y_____________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

8. Press PF3 three times.
You return to the Applied Rules panel as shown following.

 ----------------------------- APPLIED RULES --------------------------09:52:25

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                                

 INPUT TEST STREAM: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002              CURRENT RECORD:  6      

                                                        LINE   1 TO  12 OF  12  

                                                                                

 B-BROWSE   E-EDIT                                                              

   OBJECT      TYPE ROW  COL LEN OP  VALUE FROM THE MODEL SCREEN/DESCRIPTION    

 _ RULESET     T/S                   TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002                     

 _  RULE                             RUL00001                         <APPLIED> 

 _   FLD-RECOG        1   30  23 EQ  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY       <RECOGNIZED> 

 _    MOVED    OUT    1   13   2     98                               <APPLIED> 

 _    NEW      OUT    1   13   2     19                               <APPLIED> 

 _    VARIABLE OUT    1    7  10     07/10/1998                       <APPLIED> 

 _    VARIABLE OUT    2    7   8     14:06:05                         <APPLIED> 

 _    CHANGED  OUT    1   72   3     7.0                              <APPLIED> 
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 _  RULE                             RUL00002                         <APPLIED> 

 _   FLD-RECOG        2   35  12 EQ  ORDER STATUS                  <RECOGNIZED> 

 _    NEW      OUT    9   49   6     RUSH?                            <APPLIED> 

 _    NEW      OUT    9   56   1     Y                                <APPLIED> 

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

  F1-HELP     F2-ROTATE     F3-END     F4-RETURN     F7-UP     F8-DOWN         

Notice that the identification criteria for the rule you just created has been recognized, and all of the rule actions have
been applied.

9. Press PF3.
You return to the Run Mismatch Options panel shown following. Notice that another mismatch has been found. The
Total field, which shows the total value of John Smith's cookie order, has changed from 17.90 in the Release 6.3 test
stream to 19.90 in the Release 7.0 run. This is not an expected screen change and indicates a programming error in
the new release.

 ---------------------------  RUN MISMATCH OPTIONS  --------------------11:38:45

 ENTER COMMAND ===>  1                                                         

6

                                                                                

     1  DISPLAY RULESET SUMMARY                 6  ACCEPT ORIGINAL OUTPUT       

     2  DISPLAY PREVIOUS INPUT                  7  ACCEPT CURRENT OUTPUT       

     3  DISPLAY NEXT INTPUT                     8  CHANGE NEXT INPUT    

     4  SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT                    9  INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT AND 

NPUT

     5  SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT AND NEXT INPUT    10  INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT

                                                                                

INPUT:   TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002         CURRENT RECORD:  6                     

OUTPUT:  TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.003                                                

                                                                               

RULESET: TESTSTREAM:  TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001                                   

         APPLICATION: NOT USED                                                 

         SYSTEM:      NOT USED                                                 

                                                                               

          TYPE     OPERATION          WCC   CURSOR   SIZE    LENGTH   TERMINAL  

EXPECTED: OUTPUT   ERASE/WRITE        C2     1   1   24*80      471   A60L2050  

CURRENT:  OUTPUT   ERASE/WRITE        C2     1   1   24*80      471   VV02      

ONLY UNEQUAL ROW:  20                                                      

               .TOTAL:                  . 17.90                                

               .TOTAL:                  . 19.90                                

                                           X                                   

F1-HELP     F2-ROTATE     F3-END     F7-UP     F8-DOWN         

Terminate the Run

Verify for CICS uncovered an error in the Release 7.0 program. You will terminate this run and test Release 7.0 FIX to
check that this error has been resolved.

Follow these steps:

1. Press PF3 to view termination options.
The Run Termination screen opens.

2. Type 2 on the command line. Press Enter. Press PF3 to return to the Primary Options Menu.
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 ------------------------------  RUN TERMINATION  ---------------11:35:49 

 ENTER COMMAND ===> 2                                                  RX 

                                                                          

    1  END RUN, SAVE OUTPUT TEST STREAM                                   

                                                                          

    2  CANCEL RUN, DO NOT SAVE OUTPUT TEST STREAM                         

                                                                          

 INPUT TEST STREAM:                                                       

   TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.00 2                                                

                                                                          

 OUTPUT TEST STREAM:                                                      

   TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.003                                                 

                                                                          

 RULESET(S) IN USE:                                                       

   TESTSTREAM:  TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.00 2                                   

   APPLICATION: NOT USED                                                  

   SYSTEM:      NOT USED                                                  

                                                                          

                                                                          

 CURRENTLY PROCESSING RECORD: 6                                           

                                                                          

                                                

F1-HELP         F3-END                                                   

The run will be terminated. The Primary Options menu opens.
3. You need to exit Verify for CICS before testing Release 7.0 FIX: Select option x from the Primary Options Menu, and

press Enter.

 <rn> -------  CA VERIFY PRIMARY OPTIONS MENU  ----------------13:44:59

 ENTER COMMAND ===> x                                             TERM: 

60L2050

                                                                  OPER:         

    L  LOG A TEST STREAM                                                        

                                                                                

    B  BROWSE A TEST STREAM                                                     

                                                                                

    R  RUN A TEST STREAM                                                        

                                                                                

    E  EDIT A TEST STREAM                                                       

                                                                                

    M  MAINTAIN RULES                                                           

                                                                                

    I  INQUIRY/TERMINATION OF FUNCTIONS                                         

                                                                                

    U  UTILITIES                                                                

                                                                                

    T  TUTORIAL                                                                 

                                                                                

    X  EXIT                                                                     

            *** ENTER "KEYS" COMMAND TO SEE PF KEY ASSIGNMENTS ***              

                                                                                

                                                                                

 COPYRIGHT (C) 1984-2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 
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You will exit Verify for CICS.

Install Release 7.0 Fix

Follow these steps:

1. Type install 7.0 fix on a clear screen.

install 7.0 fix                                                                

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                              

This message displays:
APPLIED 7.0 FIX

Rerun the Test Stream

The fix has now been installed to correct the bug that you found. Run the test stream again to make sure that the problem
has been solved.

To run the test stream, complete the following tasks:

1. Invoke Verify for CICS.
2. Select the Run function from the Primary Options Menu.
3. Specify options for this run session and activate the run.
4. Review the Run Statistics.

Invoke Verify for CICS

Follow these steps:

1. Clear your screen. Type xtca and press Enter.
Verify for CICS displays the Primary Options menu.

Select the Run Function

Follow these steps:

1. Type r in the command line and press Enter.

 <rn> -------  CA VERIFY PRIMARY OPTIONS MENU  ----------------13:44:59

 ENTER COMMAND ===>  r                                             TERM: 

60L2050

                                                                  OPER:         

    L  LOG A TEST STREAM                                                        
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    B  BROWSE A TEST STREAM                                                     

                                                                                

    R  RUN A TEST STREAM                                                        

                                                                                

    E  EDIT A TEST STREAM                                                       

                                                                                

    M  MAINTAIN RULES                                                           

                                                                                

    I  INQUIRY/TERMINATION OF FUNCTIONS                                         

                                                                                

    U  UTILITIES                                                                

                                                                                

    T  TUTORIAL                                                                 

                                                                                

    X  EXIT                                                                     

            *** ENTER "KEYS" COMMAND TO SEE PF KEY ASSIGNMENTS ***              

                                                                                

 COPYRIGHT (C) 1984-2010 CA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

The Run Options menu displays.

Specify Run Options and Activate the Run

Follow these steps:

1. For Application, type ccc. For Member, type orderapp. Type * in the ddname field to have Verify for CICS generate a
name for the new output test stream. Press Enter.

 -------------------------------  RUN OPTIONS  -------------------------12:54:57

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                            

                                                                                

 ENTER INPUT TEST STREAM NAME:                

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===> ccc             (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                 

   MEMBER      ===> orderapp         OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS                 

   VERSION     ===> 002              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)                

                                                                                

  CREATE NEW OUTPUT TEST STREAM:            

   DDNAME      ===>                 ("*" USES NEXT AVAILABLE VERSION)           

   APPLICATION ===>                                                             

   MEMBER      ===>                                                             

   VERSION     ===>                                                            

                                                                               

 PROCESS WITH RULES         ===> Y       (Y/N OR S-SELECT)                     

 COMPARISON TYPE            ===> S       (S-SCREEN, L-LOGICAL, P-PHYSICAL) 

 RECORD HISTORY             ===> Y       (Y/N)     

   REQUIRE SIGNOFF DATA     ===> N       (Y/N)    

 SIMULATED USER THINK TIME  ===> NONE    (NONE, NNN% OF ORIGINAL, NN SECONDS) 

 STATUS INTERVAL            ===> 005     (SECONDS)

 CANCEL INTERVAL            ===> 001     (MINUTES)

 STOP AT MISMATCHES         ===> Y       (Y/N)                 

                                                                             

 F1-HELP        F3-END       F4-RETURN

The panel redisplays with the name of the new output test stream filled in with the version as 003.
2. Press Enter to begin the run; the Run Status panel opens.
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-------------------------------  RUN STATUS  --------------------------11:44:02

                                                                              R3

                                                                                

 INPUT TEST STREAM:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002                                 

                                                                               

 OUTPUT TEST STREAM:    TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.003                         

                                                                               

 RULESET(S):                                                                   

   TESTSTREAM:  TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002                                       

   APPLICATION: NOT USED                                                 

   SYSTEM:      NOT USED

                                                                               

 CURRENTLY PROCESSING RECORD:         1                                        

 TOTAL RECORDS TO BE PROCESSED:       12                                       

 ESTIMATED REMAINING RUN TIME:  00:00:36                                       

                                                                               

 STATUS INTERVAL:  5 SECONDS                                                   

 CANCEL INTERVAL:  1 MINUTE                                                    

                                                                               

 DESCRIPTION: CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY DEMO PROGRAM                      

F1-HELP     F3-END     ENTER-CONTINUE

Review the Run Statistics

The Run Completion panel provides information on the run that has just completed.

CCC.ORDERAPP.00 2 -----------  RUN COMPLETION  -----------------------13:02:28

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           R8

                                                                               

 OUTPUT SCREENS COMPARED:        6                                             

 PHYSICALLY EQUAL SCREENS:       1                                             

 LOGICALLY EQUAL SCREENS:        6                                             

                                                                               

 OUTPUT TEST STREAM: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.003                             

                                                                               

 RULESET(S) USED:                                                              

   TESTSTREAM:  TCADS. CCC.ORDERAPP.002                                       

   APPLICATION: NOT USED                                                      

   SYSTEM:      NOT USE

                                                                               

                                                                               

                          IN:        OUT:                                     

 EQUAL:                    6           1                                       

 EQUIVALENT:                           5                                       

 IGNORED:                              0                                       

 ACCEPTED:                             0                                       

 INSERTED:                 0           0                                       

 DELETED:                  0           0                                       

 CHANGED:                  0                                                   

 NOT RUN:                  0           0                                        
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  F1-HELP  F3-END   F4-RETURN                                                 

By completing the instructions in this Primer, you should have a basic understanding of the Rules function and how it
works. You can now exit from Verify for CICS or use the test streams you have created to learn more about the Rules
function. For in-depth information about this function, be sure to read the Rules Function section in the User section.

Sample Application Screens
Learn about the Carol's Cookies Company Release Screens and a Glossary of applicable terms.

Carol's Cookies Company Release 6.3 Screens

 DATE: 07/10/98              CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY               RELEASE 6.3 

 TIME: 14:06:05                     MAIN MENU

                                                                               

                                                                               

 ENTER OPTION:                                                             

                                                                               

                                                                               

         1) PLACE AN ORDER                                                     

                                                                               

         2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER 

     

                                      

                                                                               

 DATE 07/10/98               CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY           RELEASE 6.3     

 TIME 14:06:05               ORDER STATUS SELECTION                            

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

           CUSTOMER NAME      ORDER NUMBER   STATUS       AMOUNT               

                                                                               

         _ JOHN SMITH          100-120-15    ON ORDER      17.90               

         _ BILL JONES          100-205-12    SHIPPED       22.67               

         _ SUE WILLIAMS        100-271-15    ON ORDER      34.30               
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 DATE 07/10/98               CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY           RELEASE 6.3     

 TIME 14:06:05                    ORDER STATUS                                 

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                CUSTOMER NAME: JOHN SMITH                                      

                                                                               

                STATUS: O N ORDER                                         

                                                                               

                                                                               

                ITEM # DESCRIPTION  QUANTITY    PRICE   AMOUNT                 

                 137   CHOC CHIP      1 DZ       5.00     5.00                 

                 474   OATMEAL RSN    2 DZ       5.00    10.00                 

                                                                               

                SUBTOTAL:                 15.00                                

                TAX:                        .90                                

                SHIPPING & HANDLING:       2.00                                

                                                                               

                TOTAL:                    17.90                                

                                                                               

Carol's Cookies Company Release 7.0 Screens

                                                                               

DATE 07/11/1998               CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY               RELEASE 7.0 

TIME 14:06:05                      MAIN MENU                       

                                                                           

                                                                               

                                                                               

 ENTER OPTION:  

2

                                                        

                                                                               

                                                                               

         1) PLACE AN ORDER                                                     

                                                                               

         2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER                                           
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DATE 07/11/1998               CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY           RELEASE 7.0    

TIME 14:06:05                 ORDER STATUS SELECTION                           

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

           CUSTOMER NAME      ORDER NUMBER   STATUS       AMOUNT              

                                                                               

        _  JOHN SMITH          100-120-15    ON ORDER      17.90               

        _  BILL JONES          100-205-12    SHIPPED       22.67               

        _  SUE WILLIAMS        100-271-15    ON ORDER      34.30               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                              

 DATE 07/11/1998               CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY           RELEASE 7.0  

 TIME 14:06:05                    ORDER STATUS                                 

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                CUSTOMER NAME: JOHN SMITH                                      

                                                                               

                STATUS: O N ORDER               RUSH? Y       

                                                                               

                                                                               

                ITEM # DESCRIPTION  QUANTITY    PRICE   AMOUNT                 

                 137   CHOC CHIP      1 DZ       5.00     5.00                 

                 474   OATMEAL RSN    2 DZ       5.00    10.00                 

                                                                               

                SUBTOTAL:                 15.00                                

                TAX:                        .90                                

                SHIPPING & HANDLING:       2.00                                

                                                                               

                TOTAL:                    17.90                                

Glossary

Application Ruleset
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A set of rules which apply to every test stream on the TCADS file that contain the same application name. Each
application ruleset has the special name of: TCADS.xxxxxxxx.#RULESET.001, where xxxxxxxx is the matching application
name node.

Input Logical Screen

The Output Logical Screen which has been filled in with data , that is, keystrokes.

Logical Screen

A collection of test stream records (each reflecting a physical I/O) that together form the screen image as seen by the end
user. There are two kinds of screen images - Output Logical Screen and Input Logical Screen.

Model Screen

A view of what the Logical Screen looks like before applying any of the specified changes.

Expected Screen

A view of what the Logical Screen would look like if all of the changes that have been specified were applied.

Output Logical Screen

The compilation of all the application sends to a terminal which, together, make up the screen image as seen by the user.

Recognition Criteria

Information that tells Verify for CICS how to recognize a Logical Screen in order to make changes to it. The Recognition
Criteria may be by field or by screen.

Rule

A set of criteria telling Verify for CICS which application screens need to be modified, and how to do the modifications.
Can be applied during a run (run rules) or while logging (logging rules).

Ruleset

A set of rules that apply to a given test stream.

System Ruleset

A set of rules that apply to every test stream on a specific TCADS file. It has the special name of:
TCADS.SYSTEM.#RULESET.001

Test Stream Ruleset

A set of rules whose name matches that of a test stream. Every time a test stream is run, Verify for CICS looks for a
matching ruleset name and applies it if found.

Security Considerations (CICS)
Because Verify for CICS is a CICS application, it is subject to whatever CICS security system you are using. In addition,
Verify for CICS performs its own internal checking based on operator ID to ensure that test streams are accessed only by
authorized users.

Verify for CICS also has these safeguards:

• You can specify read, write, or print protection for test streams and rulesets.
• You can specify that Verify for CICS not display the contents of dark (non-display) screen fields.
• Specific transactions can be globally excluded from test streams. Moreover, when you create an individual test stream,

you can specify which transactions to include or exclude.
• You can include/exclude transactions by user ID.
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Additional Features (CICS)
Other important features include:

• A user exit interface that lets you customize Verify for CICS. For example, you can call an external security system or
modify screen data when a test stream is executed.

• The ability to process command lists which can be used to open files, verify CICS initialization, and perform CICS
termination tasks.

• A powerful rules function to give advance notification to Verify for CICS of expected test stream differences and how
to handle them. This feature is particularly useful in filtering out the anticipated changes of a new release from the
unexpected changes.

• The ability to convert test streams to REXX and execute them under a Verify REXX Command Environment.
• An online demo session that helps you quickly learn how to use Verify for CICS.
• Menus and PF keys which follow ISPF standards, so new users find it easy to use.
• An automated signon and signoff capability which eliminates the need to capture required security transactions in

every test stream.
• A TSO interface that lets you use the Browse, Edit, Maintain Rules, and Utility functions under TSO.

How to Get Started (CICS)
If you are a new user, read the Getting Started and Tesgting sections and then perform the demo session located in the
Installation Verification Procedure and Demo Session (CICS) "section. Then you will have all the information you need to
begin creating your own test streams.

To perform simple tests, you'll only need to see the following sections:

• Log Functions (CICS) for instructions on creating a test stream.
• Run Function (CICS) or instructions on executing a test stream.

Consult the Browse Function (CICS) section to learn how to examine test streams online.

To begin using the rules function, consult the Rules Primer, and the Rules Function (CICS) section in this section.

As you become more expert in using Verify for CICS, you will want to see other sections which explain more complex
functions.

Getting Started Using (CICS)
Learn about using the specific transaction code to invoke Verify for (CICS) to display the Primary Options menu.

Invoke Verify for CICS

Perform the following steps:

1. Clear your screen and type the transaction code:

XTCA

Verify for CICS displays the Primary Options Menu.

  VERSION x.x.x---------- CA VERIFY PRIMARY OPTIONS MENU  ----------10:29:28 

  ENTER COMMAND ===>                                          TERM: L9D6CA  

                                                              OPER: NGN      

     L  LOG A TEST STREAM                                                         

                                                                                  

     B  BROWSE A TEST STREAM                                                      
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     R  RUN A TEST STREAM                                                         

                                                                                  

     E  EDIT A TEST STREAM                                                        

                                                                                  

     M  MAINTAIN RULES                                                            

                                                                                  

     I  INQUIRY/TERMINATION OF FUNCTIONS                                          

                                                                                  

     U  UTILITIES                                                                 

                                                                                  

     T  TUTORIAL                                                                  

                                                                                  

     X  EXIT                                                                      

              *** ENTER "KEYS" COMMAND TO SEE PF KEY ASSIGNMENTS ***              

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

COPYRIGHT © <cdate> CA.    ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

The previous menu lists the functions, which are described in the next section.
2. To select a function, type its letter in the Enter Command field and press Enter. (Optional) Specify an option when you

invoke Verify for CICS. For example:
XTCA T

Accesses the Tutorial.
You can also access a function without returning to the Primary Options Menu by typing =x on the command line of
any menu except those displayed when a test stream is running. Replace x with the letter identifying the function. For
example:

=B
Accesses the Browse function.

Function Overview
The Verify for CICS uses the Log function to capture input screens received from the terminal and output screens sent to
the terminal.

Log a Test Stream

The Log function is the process by which Verify for CICS captures input screens as they are received from the terminal
and output screens as they are sent to the terminal. The captured records constitute a test stream.

Browse a Test Stream

The Browse function lets you examine a test stream you have logged or run. You can look at any of the screens and any
information saved when the test stream was run.

Run a Test Stream

The Run function is the process by which Verify for CICS re-executes a test stream. Verify for CICS sends the captured
input screens to the application, compares the output screens generated by the application with the original output
screens, and flags any differences.
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Edit a Test Stream

The Edit function lets you modify a test stream you have logged or run. For example, you can delete screens or change
input data.

Maintain Rules

The Maintain Rules function lets you create, modify, and delete rulesets and rules that can be applied to one test stream,
all test streams within an application, and/or all test streams in a system. Rulesets and rules tell Verify for CICS, in
advance, what changes you expect to see when running a test stream in a modified application or environment. When
using rulesets, Verify for CICS will not flag the differences accounted for by the rules, which greatly streamlines the testing
of new releases with existing test streams.

In addition to controlling the changes made within a test stream, you can use the Rules function while logging to control
which terminals, transactions, or users should be logged.

Inquiry and Termination of Active Functions

The Inquiry function lets you display the status of all active and suspended functions and Terminate Log functions.

Utilities

The Utilities let you manipulate test streams. Using the Utilities, you can:

• Update a test stream's directory information
• Append screens from one test stream to the end of another test stream
• Insert screens from one test stream into another test stream
• Merge two test streams
• Copy a test stream from one name to a new name, and optionally copy its ruleset at the same time
• Rename a test stream and its associated ruleset
• Delete a test stream and its associated ruleset

Tutorial

Use the Tutorial  to learn how to use Verify.

Exit Verify for CICS

Use the Exit function to exit from Verify for CICS and return to CICS.

Types of Screens
Learn the three types of screens that can be encountered when using Verify for CICS.

While using Verify for CICS, you will encounter three types of screens:

Original Screen
Displays the record from the originally logged test stream with no changes applied.

Expected Screen
Displays the original screen with rules applied.

Current Screen
Shows the screen that results from the test stream being run.

In most cases, you can use PF2 (Rotate) to switch the display from Expected to Current to Original and then back to
Expected.
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Test Stream Contents
Learn how each record in a test stream is created by the Log function that contains either an input or output screen.

Records in test streams created (or updated) by the Run function may also contain additional information: an original
screen or mismatch signoff comments.

Each test stream record consists of one or more parts, as illustrated following:

Input Record Output Record
Current input screen Current output screen
Original input screen (optional) Original output screen (optional)

Mismatch Data (optional)
Applied Rules (optional)
Expected Screen (optional)

Input Record

Current input screen

The current input screen always appears in a test stream. It is the input from the log or most recent run.

Original input screen

The original input screen appears in a test stream created by the Run function only if it differs from the current input
screen and record history was specified.

Output Record

Applied Rules Screen

Shows the rules applied to the original screen to obtain the expected screen. This screen is similar to the Rules Applied
During Run screen.

Current Output Screen

The current output screen always appears in the test stream. It is the output from the log or most recent run.

Expected Output Screen

The original output screen showing any rules that have been applied.

Original Output Screen

The original output screen appears in a test stream created by the Run function only if it differs from the current output
screen and record history was specified.

Signoff Data

This information is specified by you during the Run function to explain the mismatch.

Mismatch signoff information is available only if this option was specified during the most recent run.

Record Numbers

A record number identifies every record in the test stream. This is a sequential number associated with each current input
or output screen. For example, if a test stream consists of one input screen, followed by one output screen, followed by
one input screen, followed by one output screen, all input screens will be odd numbered and all output screens will be
even numbered.
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Record Numbers

A record number identifies every record in the test stream. This is a sequential number associated with each current input
or output screen. For example, if a test stream consists of one input screen, followed by one output screen, followed by
one input screen, followed by one output screen, all input screens will be odd numbered and all output screens will be
even numbered.

Types of Comparisons
Learn how to compare the original output screens with the current screens when running a Verify for CICS test stream.

When Verify for CICS runs a test stream, the original output screens are compared with the current screens. You can
specify one of the following comparison types:

Screen
Compares corresponding rows of two screens to see if they're the same; comparison base includes all output
screens between two input screens.
This type of comparison must be used when processing a test stream with a ruleset.

Logical
Compares the corresponding rows on the original and current screens to see if they're the same. Variation in
bytes transmitted to the terminal is allowed as long as the end result is the same.
A logical comparison also allows for variable fields (that is, fields you would expect to be different, such as run
date or time-of-day).

NOTE
A logical comparison is not supported for non-3270 terminals.

Physical
Compares 80-byte segments of the data streams.
Use this type of comparison for non-3270 terminal test streams and for test streams that use graphics.

During a logical, physical, or screen comparison, Verify for CICS halts the run if it detects any difference between the
original and current screens. At this point you have many different options. For example, you can ignore the mismatch,
define additional rules, or terminate the run.

Panels
Learn how most panels have the same header format, including an explanation of the common areas.

A sample panel is shown below, followed by an explanation of the common areas.

1                           2                                    3   

 CCC.ORDERAPP.001     ---  BROWSE: DIRECTORY INFORMATION  ----INVALID COMMAND 

 ENTER COMMAND ===> XXX 4                                              

     5                                                                  

  DESCRIPTION: CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY DEMO PROGRAM                         

                                                                         

                                                                         

                                                                         

              LOG:       RUN:       EDIT:       TEST STREAM:     IN: OUT: 

  INVOKED BY: SAB                   SAB         TOTAL SCREENS:    4    4 

  INVOKED ON: 05/22/1998            05/22/1998  AVERAGE BYTES:    8  442 

  START TIME: 13:56:00              14:03:45                             

  DURATION:   00:02:08   00:00:01                                        

  SYSTEM:     CICSC9AJ                                                   
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  STATUS:     NORMAL                                                     

  TERMINAL:   NN01                                                       

  VSAM CI'S:  1                                                          

                                                                         

  AVERAGE THINK TIME:    00:00:31.817                                    

  AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME: 00:00:00.248                                    

  MAXIMUM SCREEN SIZE:   24 BY  80                                       

  PROTECTION STATUS:                                                     

                                                                         

  PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE OR PF3 TO END                                  

                                                                        

1 Name area
Indicates the name of the test stream when a specific test stream is being processed; otherwise, it contains
dashes

2 Title
Identifies the menu

3 Message area
Contains an error or informational message; otherwise, contains the time

4 Command area
Use this field to type a command, option, or parameter

5 Extended message area
Displays an extended, numbered message if you type the Help (PF1) command when an error message appears
in the message area 3. At other times, instructions on how to proceed will appear.

Commands and PF Keys
Learn how to use  Verify for CICS commands that apply to all functions.

Commands that apply to a specific function are discussed in the appropriate sections. Type all commands except
Redisplay in the command area.

Where applicable, the default PF key which can be used instead of the command is listed.

Caps On/Off
Translates lowercase characters to uppercase on menus with the following fields which support lowercase:
Edit function

Field and Hex format input
Browse and Edit functions

Find and Change command parameters
Rules function

All values and description fields
Log and Utility functions

Terminal names
End (PF3)

Ends processing of the current menu and returns to prior processing level.
Help (PF1)

If a brief error message is displayed, replaces that message with a more detailed, numbered message on the third
line of the menu. If an error message is not displayed, displays the Tutorial panel for the current function.
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Keys (PF12)
Displays a list of PF key assignments.

OPTS
Displays the options as currently set in the OPTIONS module.

Redisplay (PA2, CLEAR, PFn)
Refreshes the last menu displayed. Invoke this command by pressing the PA2 key, Clear, or the assigned PF key.

Resume
Continues processing from the point of suspension. This command is valid only from the Primary Options Menu.
See Suspend.

Return (PF4)
Ends processing of the current menu and returns to the Primary Options Menu. During Run Mismatch processing,
this command is treated as the End command.

Size Def/Alt
Directs Verify for CICS to use the default or alternate screen size for its menus. Both the default and alternate
sizes are defined during installation. The sizes supported are dependent on terminal models. If this command is
specified without either parameter, Verify for CICS toggles between the default and alternate sizes.

Suspend
Suspends current processing and displays the Primary Options Menu. The suspended function appears on the
menu, followed by (SUSPENDED). Only one Suspend command may be issued from a terminal. This command
is not valid from the Primary Options Menu. See Resume.

The following chart lists the commands for which default PF keys are assigned. Default PF key assignments are
determined when Verify for CICS is installed. Minimum abbreviations are underlined.

Default PF Key Command
PF1 Help
PF2 Rotate
PF3 End
PF4 Return
PF5 Prev
PF6 Next
PF7 Up
PF8 Down
PF9 Format
PF10 Left
PF11 Right
PF12 Keys

NOTE
Defaults for PF keys 13-24 are the same as for PF keys 1-12.

See the preceding section for an explanation of commands used with all functions. Commands for specific functions are
discussed in the appropriate sections.

Be aware of the following:

• If a PF key command is not appropriate to the function you are performing, Verify for CICS treats it as the Enter key.
• If a command requires parameters, type them in the command area.
• If you type more parameters than a command requires, Verify for CICS ignores them.
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Display PF Key Assignments

Type the Keys (PF12) command on any menu to display a list of PF key assignments.

  -------------------  CA VERIFY PF KEY ASSIGNMENTS  ------------10:31:13 

                                                                       HK 

                                                                          

          KEY   ASSIGNMENT                   KEY   ASSIGNMENT             

                                                                          

          PF1:  HELP                         PF13: HELP                   

          PF2:  ROTATE                       PF14: ROTATE                 

          PF3:  END                          PF15: END                    

          PF4:  RETURN                       PF16: RETURN                 

          PF5:  PREV                         PF17: PREV                   

          PF6:  NEXT                         PF18: NEXT                   

          PF7:  UP                           PF19: UP                     

          PF8:  DOWN                         PF20: DOWN                   

          PF9:  FORMAT                       PF21: FORMAT                 

          PF10: LEFT                         PF22: LEFT                   

          PF11: RIGHT                        PF23: RIGHT                  

          PF12: KEYS                         PF24: KEYS                   

                                             PA2:  REDISPLAY              

                                                                          

          PRESS ANY PF KEY TO RETURN TO THE PRIOR MENU       

        

                                                                      

Testing (CICS)
Testing CICS programs without Verify for CICS is difficult because your test region differs significantly from your
production environment. For example, it's very hard to replicate the:

• Number of terminals
• Types of terminals
• Transaction activity

With Verify for CICS, it's easy to simulate production conditions. That means you can perform all types of testing -- unit,
integration, concurrency, regression, stress, and migration -- so you know your application will perform as expected. The
rest of this section will explain in detail how to use Verify for CICS to perform these types of testing.

To test applications effectively, you need well-constructed tests. Verify for CICS greatly simplifies the task of creating
these tests. All you have to do is log test streams. Optionally, you can edit these test streams to meet your testing needs.
For example, you can combine test streams, alter the input data to test a variety of conditions, or delete a sequence
of screens. As you save test streams, you'll create a library of tests that will always be available to test application and
system changes.

To further streamline the testing of application or system changes, Verify for CICS provides a powerful Rules function
to use with your library of test streams. Rulesets let you identify the expected changes to the existing test stream due
to application or system changes. By running the test stream in the new application with a specified ruleset, you can
eliminate the need to stop at the expected changes, greatly streamlining your testing.
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Unit Testing
Unit testing is the most common type of testing. You change individual units of work and test each change. A unit of
work may be a program, a sequence of events, or just an input/output screen. However, unit testing does not test how a
program interacts with other programs or its effect on CICS.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a test stream by logging the screens connected with the change. If the program is small, you may want to log
all its screens.
If you already have a test stream that tests this unit of work, you won't need to create a new one.

2. Change the screen in the application.
3. Run the logged test stream. Verify for CICS compares the output produced by the program before the change with the

output produced after the change.
Verify for CICS flags all differences. You expect one difference -- the difference in the single field, which you changed.
Otherwise, the original and current screens should be the same.

4. If you find any unexpected differences, make corrections and rerun the logged test stream until you are sure the
modified program is functioning as anticipated.

Integration Testing
Learn how integration testing determines if a program works properly with other programs.

A program can pass unit testing -- and then fail when executed in conjunction with other programs that were not part of
the unit test.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a test stream logging all affected programs -- that is, the program that changed and all programs run in
conjunction with it. Or, use a previously logged test stream that tests this application. The logged test stream can be
created by one of the following methods:
– Capturing a series of transactions in your production region
– Combining several unit test streams. Use the Append or Insert utilities if you want the test streams to run

sequentially, or the Merge utility if you want the test streams to run concurrently.
2. Change the screen in the application.
3. After the changed program passes unit testing, run the logged test stream. Verify for CICS compares the output

produced by all the programs before the change with the output produced after the change. Verify for CICS
automatically flags all differences. You expect one difference -- the difference in the single field, which you changed.
Otherwise, all the original and current screens should be the same.

4. If you find any unexpected differences, make corrections and rerun the logged test stream until you are sure the
modified program and all programs connected to it are functioning as anticipated.

Repetition Testing

Another form of integration testing is repetition testing. This type of testing ensures that programs remain re-usable and is
generally used to test re-entrancy. To perform repetition testing, simply re-execute a test stream a few times to make sure
that each execution is successful and produces the same results.

Concurrency Testing
Concurrency testing determines what happens when similar or identical transactions execute at the same time and try to
perform the same task, such as processing the same file or data base record.

Manual concurrency testing is virtually impossible. You would have to have multiple users simultaneously enter the same
transaction on different terminals. Even if that were practical, network and access method processing would affect how
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CICS processes the transactions. With Verify for CICS, however, concurrency testing is both easy and accurate because
Verify for CICS automatically ensures that the transactions are processed concurrently.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a test stream by logging the screens when a transaction updates an inventory file. Or, use an existing test
stream.

2. Merge the test stream with itself. The new test stream consists of two identical sets of records, each assigned to a
different terminal. If necessary, you can merge the new test stream with itself again, creating four identical sets of
records assigned to four terminals.

3. Optionally, you can edit the test stream to alter the test data. For example, you may want to alter the inventory file key
to ensure that the test stream updates different records. You can edit the test stream by copying it before the merge,
editing one test stream, and then merging the two test streams. Or, you can first create the merged test stream and
then edit it.

4. Run the merged test stream.
– Verify for CICS sends the first input screen from terminal 1 to the application. Then, Verify for CICS sends the first

input screen from terminal 2 to the application. These are, of course, identical screens unless you edited one.
– Next, the application sends the first output screen from the application to terminal 1. Then, the application sends the

first output screen from the application to terminal 2.
– Verify for CICS continues to run the test stream. You can easily determine how the application concurrently

processes these requests.

When Verify for CICS runs a single terminal test stream that has been merged into itself, it ensures that all output screens
are received by the terminals before it sends the next input screens. Using this method, a multiple terminal test stream
always produces consistent results.

The following diagrams illustrate two ways in which you can edit the test stream.
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Example 1
Figure 6: merged test streams

In Example 1:

1. The test stream is copied.
2. One of the copies is edited.
3. The two test streams are merged.
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Example 2
Figure 7: merge while streaming

In Example 2:

1. The test stream is merged with itself.
2. The merged test stream is edited.

Regression Testing
Regression testing ensures that a change to a component of a system does not have unexpected effects on the rest of the
system.

For regression testing, you create a benchmark test and then re-execute the system using the same test data. Verify for
CICS compares the results with the benchmark results to determine if there are any unexpected differences.

With Verify for CICS, it's easy to create and maintain standardized tests for all your systems. Whenever you make a
change, you can quickly determine whether or not the system still performs as expected.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a test stream by logging a standard set of payroll transactions, or use an existing test stream. This test stream
will be your benchmark test for the payroll system.
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2. Change the program.
3. Unit test the program to make sure the change is working as expected.
4. Run the logged payroll test stream. The only difference Verify for CICS should detect is the single program change.

Stress Testing
Stress testing lets you find out how your system behaves under heavy loads and how increased transaction volume
affects response time. System programmers can use this information to tune the system. Capacity planners can use it to
determine when and how to expand system capability to meet projected growth estimates. Because Verify for CICS uses
virtual terminals instead of real terminals, you can simulate system activity without tying up valuable system resources.

Follow these steps:

1. Create one or more multiple terminal test streams by logging many terminals at once. For example, you may want to
log all the terminals in a particular department or all the terminals in a region.

2. Create a large-volume test stream by merging the test stream with itself or by merging several test streams. The
screens from one test stream are interspersed among the screens from a second test stream.

3. Run the merged test stream either online or as a batch job.
– When Verify for CICS runs in batch, it brings up a CICS region in which it is the only user. Because there is

no resource contention, transactions execute under optimal conditions. Such information may be valuable for
optimization or tuning.

– To simulate increased stress, reduce the operator think time. For example, you can request that input screens be
sent to the application twice as quickly as the operators originally sent them. You can even specify no operator think
time. Reducing think time is a good way to simulate a stress test even with moderate transaction activity.

– Because you're not concerned with program changes, instruct Verify for CICS not to compare the original and
current screens. Of course, if you logged only input screens, no comparison will take place.

NOTE
To test an incremental increase in transaction volume, run a test stream containing the additional volume during
peak periods.

Migration Testing
Migration testing ensures that existing applications perform as expected when you have major hardware or software
changes; for example, upgrading from one release of CICS to another, adding disk packs, or even migrating from VSE to
MVS.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a test stream by logging several critical hours of activity for as many terminals as you believe are necessary
to provide a realistic "slice of life." For example, you may want to log all the terminals in a particular branch or
department. Or, you may want to create a controlled test by combining and/or editing many unit tests.
Remember, once you create this test stream, you can use it again and again to test system or software upgrades.

2. At night or on a weekend, run the logged test stream, either from a terminal or as a batch job. Specify no operator
think time so the test completes as quickly as possible.

3. If the transactions execute normally and the output is correct, you can assume that the hardware or software change
won't have any unexpected impact on production.

Log Function (CICS)
The Log function is used to create a test stream of input and output terminal screens for an application or system. Once a
test stream has been logged, it can be run and rerun to test changes to the underlying program.
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For example, suppose you modify an application and want to check for changes and errors in the application that may
have been unintentionally introduced. You can log a test stream on the original program and run that test stream on the
new version. Verify for CICS will compare the logged output screens with the new output screens and flag any differences,
making it easy to spot and correct errors. Alternatively, if you install new disk drives or a new release of CICS, you can run
your logged test streams to make sure all your applications perform as expected.

You can log a test stream from one or more terminals. Logging a test stream from multiple terminals provides the tools
you need for stress testing. You can also run such a test stream under varying conditions to gauge the impact on your
system.

As you log test streams, you'll be creating a library of benchmark tests you can use over and over again to test application
and system changes. For this reason, you'll want to make sure the test streams you create are as complete as possible.

NOTE
Test streams can be browsed and edited. For example, you can change a test stream so you can test different
input, or you can merge test streams to create a new test case.

How the Log Function Works
Follow these steps:

1. You initiate logging.
2. The next input from each terminal being logged will be the first screen for that terminal in the test stream. Logging

always begins with an input screen for each terminal, followed by input and output screens in any order.
3. Logging continues until you explicitly terminate it

Verify for CICS can log multiple test streams at the same time. These test streams can be logged from the same or
different terminals. For example, two users can -- at the same time -- request that terminal A be logged. Verify for CICS
would then create two test streams.

You won't even be aware that logging is taking place. Verify for CICS does not tie up a terminal that is being logged. A
single control task, which does not use a terminal, records the screens for all logging.

Invoke the Log Function and Specify Terminal Options
Perform the following steps:

1. Type L on the Primary Options Menu.
Verify for CICS displays the Log Options Menu.

 ---------------------  LOG OPTIONS MENU  -----------------------10:31:39 

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                     L 

                                                                          

    T  THIS TERMINAL                                                      

                                                                          

    O  ANOTHER TERMINAL                                                   

                                                                          

    M  MULTIPLE TERMINALS       
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 F1-HELP     F3-END     F4-RETURN                                              

2. Indicate which terminals Verify for CICS should log by specifying:
T

Your terminal
O

Another terminal
M

Multiple terminals
3. Press Type.

Verify for CICS displays the menu for the option you have specified.

NOTE
You can bypass the Log Options Menu by typing L.T, L.O, or L.M on the Primary Options Menu.

Log One or More Terminals
This section describes which options are available after logging a test stream on one or more Verify terminals.

You have the option of logging a test stream on the terminal on which you are operating Verify, on another terminal, or on
multiple terminals, perform the following steps:.

1. If you specify T on the Log Options Menu or L.T on the Primary Options Menu, Verify for CICS displays the Single
Terminal Log menu. You can also display this menu typing XTCA L.T when you invoke Verify for CICS from CICS.
– VSE User

NOTE
Test streams under MVS specify ddname fields, while test streams under VSE specify FILENAME fields.
VSE users should substitute FILENAME for ddname wherever ddname occurs in this section. Default values,
specified when Verify for CICS is installed, will appear for the following fields: ddname, Application, Version,
Stop Option, and Extend Test Stream. The ddname, Application, Member, Version, and Description fields are
required to identify the test stream.

DDNAME
The ddname of the file to which the test stream will be logged. Specify one to eight alphanumeric or national
characters. The first character cannot be numeric. This file must be allocated in the JCL for CICS.

APPLICATION
The group to which the test stream belongs; e.g., an application, department, project, etc. Specify one to eight
alphanumeric or national characters. The first character cannot be numeric.

MEMBER
The specific test stream; e.g., a screen or program. Specify one to eight alphanumeric or national characters. The
first character cannot be numeric.

VERSION
The test stream version when multiple versions of the test stream have the same name. Specify one to three
numeric characters.

DESCRIPTION
The comments that describe the test stream. Specify up to three lines of information. You may want to use this
field to document files which must be restored when the test stream is run. This field is ignored when the Extend
Test Stream option is Y.

STOP OPTION
The option which terminates logging:
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MAN
Logging terminates when you manually stop logging in one of two ways. You can either clear your screen
and type XTCA STOP, or use the Inquiry function to display a list of all active logging and select the
logging you wish to terminate. See the Inquiry function section for more details.
Only the person who invoked logging or a security administrator can terminate logging using the Inquiry
function.

NOTE
The MAN option can always be used to stop logging even if you select another Stop option.

PFxx/Pax
Logging terminates when you press the specified PF or PA key.

CLEAR
Logging terminates when you clear your screen.

PROCESS WITH RULES
This field allows you to apply a ruleset to this logging session. If Y is typed in this field, a list of available rulesets
will appear when you press Enter. These rulesets contain rules that specify user IDs, terminals, or transaction
IDs that are to be included or excluded from the test stream. If you do not wish to apply a ruleset to this logging
session, leave N as the default.

NOTE
L.T Only applies transaction rule actions; terminal and user rule actions are ignored.

TEST STREAM PROTECTION
Sets protection options for the test stream. Valid options are:
R

Read: the test stream cannot be browsed, edited, run, appended to, inserted into, or merged into
another test stream by anyone except its owner or a security administrator. If the test stream is copied or
renamed, read protection is extended to the new test stream.

W
Write: the test stream cannot be extended, replaced (during the Run function), edited, renamed, deleted,
appended to, inserted or merged into another test stream, nor can its directory be updated, by anyone
except its owner or a security administrator.

P
Print: the test stream cannot be printed. You can use any combination of options. For example., RW, WP,
RWP. To change the protection option, use the Utilities Update Directory function.

NOTE
A read-protected Autsign (automated signon and signoff) test stream can be invoked by any user for
Autsign purposes; it cannot be read in any other way except by its owner or a security administrator. For
information about Autsign test streams, see the Installation section.

LOG INPUT SCREENS ONLY
Type Y to log just input screens; otherwise, leave N as the default. Use Y with caution, because it means there will
be no output screens to compare during a Run. Selecting Y also diminishes the usefulness of Verify for CICS as a
regression testing tool, and makes problem determination difficult if the application does not perform as expected.
However, when you have a completely predictable test stream, logging just the input screens can reduce the size
of the test stream.

EXTEND TEST STREAM
Type Y to append additional logging to an existing test stream (identified in the ddname, Application, Member, and
Version fields); otherwise, leave N as the default.
If you extend a test stream, the current logging should be compatible with the existing test stream as follows:
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• The current terminal should be the same type as the terminal originally used to create the test stream
• The existing test stream should end with a clear screen. If not, use the Online Utilities to copy the existing test

stream. You can then truncate the copied version after a clear screen.

RULESET NAME
Displays the name of the ruleset selected. A name only appears if you have selected Y for Process With Rules
and have selected a ruleset.

Initiate Logging on Your Terminal

When you have completed this menu, press Enter.

• If you entered N to Process With Rules, Verify for CICS clears your screen and begins logging at your terminal.
• If you entered Y, the next screen to display will be the Specify Ruleset Name panel.

See in this section for details.

Log Another Terminal

If you enter O on the Log Options Menu or L.O on the Primary Options Menu, Verify for CICS displays the Other Terminal
Log menu. You can also display this menu by typing XTCA L.O when you invoke Verify for CICS from CICS.

 ----------------------------  OTHER TERMINAL LOG ---------------10:32:18 

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                    L2 

 

 LOG TEST STREAM AS:                                                      

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                 

   APPLICATION ===>                                                

   MEMBER      ===>                                                       

   VERSION     ===> 001                                                   

 

 DESCRIPTION    ===>                                                            

                ===>                                                            

                ===>                                                            

 

 TERMINAL TO BE LOGGED     ===>   

 STOP OPTION               ===> MAN         (MAN, PF__, PA_, OR CLEAR)     

 PROCESS WITH RULES        ===> N           (Y/N)                                

 TEST STREAM PROTECTION    ===>             (R-READ W-WRITE P-PRINT)  

 LOG INPUT SCREENS ONLY    ===> N           (Y/N)     

 EXTEND TEST STREAM        ===> N           (Y/N)                                

 

 

 

 RULESET NAME:                                                            

 

 

 F1 - HELP  F3 - END        F4  -  RETURN   

This menu is identical to the Single Terminal Log menu except for one additional field, Terminal to be Logged. Also, the
Stop option is interpreted differently and the Proces With Rules field only applies certain rule actions.
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TERMINAL TO BE LOGGED
The name of the terminal to be logged. Verify assumes this is the terminal netname unless a field mark (X'1E')
follows the name. In this case, Verify for CICS assumes the name is the CICS terminal ID. The field mark key is
labeled Field Mark or FM on most keyboards.

STOP OPTION
How logging will be terminated.
Remember that the Stop option you select applies to the terminal being logged, not to your terminal. For example,
if you select PF12, the operator of the terminal being logged must press PF12 to terminate logging. If the operator
at that terminal is unaware of the logging, select MAN as the Stop option. Then you can use the Inquiry function to
terminate logging.

PROCESS WITH RULES
If Y is typed in this field and L.O is specified, transaction and user rule actions are applied, while terminal rule
actions are ignored.

Initiate Logging on Another Terminal

When you have completed this menu, press Enter.

• If you typed N to Process With Rules, Verify for CICS redisplays the Log Options Menu and informs you that logging
has begun.

• If you typed Y, the next screen to display will be the Specify Ruleset Name panel.

See in this section for details.

Log Multiple Terminals

If you type M on the Log Options Menu or L.M on the Primary Options Menu, Verify for CICS displays the Multiple
Terminal Log menu. You can also display this menu by typng XTCA L.M when you invoke Verify for CICS from CICS.

 --------------------  MULTIPLE TERMINAL LOG  -------------------10:32:36 

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                    L3 

 LOG TEST STREAM AS:                                                      

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                 

   APPLICATION ===> 

   MEMBER      ===>                                                       

   VERSION     ===> 001                                                   

 DESCRIPTION   ===>                                                         

               ===>                                                         

               ===>                                                         

 

 PROCESS WITH RULES     ===> Y      (Y/N)   

 TEST STREAM PROTECTION     ===>        (R-READ W-WRITE P-PRINT)        

 LOG INPUT SCREENS ONLY     ===> N      (Y/N)       

 RULESET NAME:                                                                 

 

 

 

 F1 - HELP  F3 - END        F4  -  RETURN   

This menu is similar to the Single Terminal Log and Other Terminal Log menus with these exceptions:
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• There is no Stop option because you must terminate logging manually via the Inquiry function.
• There is no Extend Test Stream option because multiple terminal test streams cannot be extended. Use the Append

utility to extend multiple test streams (see the "Utilities" section).
• The Process With Rules option is automatically set to Y. The terminals to be logged must be listed in a LOGGING

ruleset. See in this section for instructions.
NOTE
Applies all three rule actions: transaction, user, and terminal.

When you have completed this menu, press Enter to display the Specify Ruleset Name panel. See in this section for
instructions on completing this panel.

Multiple Terminal Logging Considerations

When logging multiple terminals:

• The terminals to be logged must be listed in the LOGGING ruleset. See Add a Multiple Terminal Logging Rule Action 
in this section.

• Bear in mind that at least 8 KB per terminal for the Run function and 2 KB to 8 KB for the Print and Browse functions
are required. You can reduce the Run requirements to 100 bytes per terminal by using the Batch Run function or the
online Run function with the Stop at Mismatches option set to N.

• Verify for CICS tries to ensure that the same concurrences exist when test streams are run as when they were logged.
However, timing considerations could possibly cause problems because Verify for CICS runs test streams so much
faster than when they were logged. For example, suppose an operator at terminal A adds an item to a file. Next, an
operator at terminal B inquires on the same item. If the inquiry occurs after a confirmation message has been sent to
terminal A, Verify for CICS guarantees the correct sequence during the Run function. However, if the inquiry occurs
before the confirmation message has been sent, during the Run function the inquiry may actually occur before the item
has been added.

CICS/ESA FEPI Considerations

Verify for CICS is capable of logging and running CICS/ESA FEPI front-end and back-end applications. However, because
the CICS/ESA FEPI option uses its own type of virtual terminals to drive the back-end applications, you must be aware of
the following considerations:

• You must not log both real (front-end) terminals and FEPI virtual (back-end) terminals in the same multiple terminal test
stream or the results from a subsequent RUN function will be unpredictable. This is because when the RUN function
executes the FEPI front-end application(s), the FEPI back-end applications are automatically re-executed at the same
time Verify for CICS is also trying to execute the same back-end applications.

• You can log multiple terminal test streams for either FEPI front-end applications or back-end applications in different
test streams. When you subsequently RUN the front-end application test stream, both the front-end and back-end
applications will be executed, and when you subsequently RUN the FEPI back-end test stream, only the back-end
applications are executed.

• For Verify EEO only, the same previous considerations apply when logging and running test-streams using the L.A
option.

Apply Rules to the Logging Session
This section describes how to apply a set of rules to the current session before actually initiating a logging session.

Logging rules allow you to specify a list of user IDs, terminals, or transaction IDs that are to be included or excluded from
the test stream. Logging rules can be created in system, application, or test stream rulesets.

WARNING
You cannot add a new ruleset when you are setting up for the Log function. You must create the ruleset using
the Maintain Rules selection from the Primary Options menu before performing the log session.
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To apply a ruleset to the logging session, type Y in the Process With Rules field on the Terminal Log Screen, as explained
in the section . When you complete the logging information on the screen and press Enter, you will be prompted to select
or specify the name of the ruleset to apply to this session.

NOTE
There is a hierarchy in applying rulesets. During logging, system rulesets are applied first, application next,
and test stream rulesets last. During a run, test stream rulesets are applied first, application next, and system
rulesets last.

Specify a Ruleset to Apply

The first screen to appear when you press Enter on the Terminal Log screen is the Log: Specify Ruleset Name panel,
shown following. Application and system rulesets do not need to be specified during a logging session; if they exist, they
are automatically applied. You also cannot exclude application and system rulesets from a logging session.

-------------------------- LOG: SPECIFY RULESET NAME-------------------15:53:10

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                      

S-SELECT    B-BROWSE    E-EDIT                                                 

 

 _ TEST STREAM RULESET      

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                 

   APPLICATION ===>                 (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,           

   MEMBER      ===>                  OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS           

   VERSION     ===>                  ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)              

                                                                         

 APPLICATION RULESET:  TCADS.application.#RULESET.001

   DESCRIPTION:                                                         

                                                                          

                                                                          

 SYSTEM RULESET:  TCADS.SYSTEM.#RULESET.001

   DESCRIPTION:                                                             

        

                                                                  

                                                                          

F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN     

                                                                        

Rulesets are identified by DDname, Application, Member, and Version information. If you know the name of the ruleset
you want to apply, type the information in the Test Stream Ruleset fields. If you do not know the name of the ruleset, see
the next section for instructions on selecting a ruleset from a list.

When you are finished, type S to the left of the ruleset name and press Enter. You will return to the Terminal Log panel
and the information you specified will appear in the Ruleset Name field. To initiate logging, press Enter from this panel.

Edit the Ruleset

To view or modify your specified ruleset before selecting it to apply, type the information, type B to browse or E to edit
to the left of the ruleset and press Enter. The Edit Rules -- Summary screen will appear with the details of your selected
ruleset. See the section Add or Edit a Logging Rule  for information on how to edit a ruleset or add a rule from this screen.

NOTE
You cannot create a new ruleset while using the Log function; use the Rules function to create the new ruleset
first.
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Select a Ruleset From a List

If you do not know the exact name of the ruleset you want to apply, leave the ruleset information fields on the Specify
Ruleset Name panel blank, type B to the left of the ruleset, and press Enter. The Browse: Ruleset Selection panel will
appear, displaying a list of available rulesets. You can select a ruleset from the list and return to the Specify Ruleset Name
panel.

-------------------------- BROWSE: RULESET SELECTION ------------------14:07:32

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

 FILE: TCADS                                                                    

 S-SELECT                                                                       

                                                                                

                           --CREATED----BY---- --UPDATED----BY----  RULES ITEMS 

 _ ITEST    TEST     001   04/22/1998          04/22/1998               1     1 

                     TEST DATAGEN                                               

 _ LOGRULES SAMPLE   001   05/19/1998          06/19/1998               1     3 

                     A BUNCH OF LOGGING RULES                                   

 _ LOGRULES SAMPLE   004   06/19/1998          06/19/1998               1     1 

                     JUST TERM RULE ACTION                                      

s LOGRULES SAMPLE   005   06/19/1998 GRIDO01  07/07/1998               1     2 

                     MULT TERM ALL ='S; COUPLE USERID'S                         

 _ SAMPLE   DADS     001   10/30/1997          11/04/1997               4    26 

                     SAMPLE RULESET USING MODELLING                             

                     ** KEEP THIS !! DO NOT DELETE !!  **                       

 _ SAMPLE   DADS     999   05/19/1998          05/19/1998               3     5 

                     SAMPLE OF DADS 3.4 TEST STREAM                             

 _ SYSTEM   #RULESET 001   04/14/1998          05/29/1998               1     1 

                     SYSTEM RULESET                                             

 _ SYSTEM   #RULESET 998   05/19/1998                                   1     1 

                                                                                

                                                                               

This panel lists all defined rulesets in alphabetical order by ruleset name. The information shown for each ruleset includes:
member, version, date the ruleset was created and who created it, the date it was updated and who updated it, the
number of rules the ruleset contains, and the number of rule actions. A description of the ruleset is displayed on the line(s)
beneath the ruleset name.

To select a ruleset to be applied to this logging session, type S next to the ruleset you are selecting as shown in the
previous example. Press Enter to return to your log screen (either single, other, or multiple terminal). Press Enter to begin
logging.

Add or Edit a Logging Rule

Perform the following steps:

1. Select a ruleset from the Ruleset Selection panel by typing S to the left of the ruleset name that you want to edit
2. Press Enter. The Log: Specify Ruleset Name panel will redisplay with the name of the ruleset you selected placed in

the TEST STREAM RULESET field.
3. Type E next to TEST STREAM RULESET and press Enter. The Edit Rules -- Summary panel will appear as shown

following:

 --------------------------  EDIT  RULES - SUMMARY ---------------------14:48:07

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             
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 RULE NAME: LOGGING            RULESET NAME:     TCADS.LOGRULES.SAMPLE.001      

 LINE   1 TO   4 OF   4        TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.LL.LL.001                

                                                                                

 S-EDIT  I-INSERT  D-DELETE  R-REPLICATE  P-PREVIEW                             

   OBJECT      TYPE ROW  COL LEN OP  VALUE FROM THE MODEL SCREEN/DESCRIPTION    

 _ RULESET     T/S                   TCADS.LOGRULES.SAMPLE.001                  

 _  RULE                             LOGGING                  <NO MODEL SCREEN> 

 _    USERID   INCL                  GRIDO01  STERI02  BUCBR01  CARAR01         

 _    TERMID   INCL                  A60L2048 A60L2049 A60L2050                 

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

  F1-HELP    F3-END      F4-RETURN    F7-UP    F8-DOWN                        

The Edit Rules -- Summary panel summarizes the rules contained in your selected ruleset. It includes the following
information.

OBJECT
This column lists the rules within this ruleset and the rule actions within each rule. See the section "Rules Function
(CICS)" for a list of values that can appear in the OBJECT column.

TYPE
Indicates what type of ruleset or rule this is. See the section "Rules Function" for a list of values that can appear in
this column.

The column values for ROW, COL, LEN, OP and VALUE are taken from the panel where that particular rule action was
defined. The actions you can take from this panel include:
– Adding a logging rule or logging rule action. Type I next to an existing rule and press Enter. The Add Rules -- Rule

Action panel appears.
– Editing the description of the ruleset. Type S to the left of the ruleset and press Enter. The Edit Rules -- Ruleset

Description panel appears. See the section Rules Function" for detailed instructions on how to edit a ruleset's
description.

– Editing the rule. Type S to the left of the rule to be edited and press Enter. See the section Rules Function (CICS)"
for detailed instructions on how to edit a rule.

– Editing a logging rule action. Type S to the left of the rule action and press Enter. An Edit Rule Action screen
appeas where you can edit the information for the rule action you selected.

Each logging-specific action is discussed in one of the following sections.

Add a Logging Rule and a Logging Rule Action

Perform the following steps:

1. Start at the Edit Rules -- Summary panel.
2. Type I next to an existing rule and press Enter to display the Add Rules -- Rule Action panel.
3. Enter LOGGING as the name of the rule. The name LOGGING is required; entering a description is optional.

NOTE
There can only be one rule named LOGGING in a ruleset.

-----------------------ADD RULES - RULE ACTIONS---------------  
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 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: LOGGING            RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

DESCRIPTION  ===>                                                     

             ===>                                                       

                                                                          

       1  FIELD RECOGNITION                   11  GENERATE FIELD VALUE

       2  SCREEN RECOGNITION                  12  INSERT SCREENS

       3  VARIABLE FIELD                      13  DELETE SCREENS

       4  DELETE FIELD                        14  CUT SCREEN FIELD

       5  MOVE FIELD                          15  PASTE SCREEN FIELD

       6  CHANGE FIELD VALUE                  20  USERID LOGGING

       7  NEW FIELD                           21  TERMINAL ID LOGGING

       8  CHANGE AID KEY                      22  TRANSACTION ID LOGGING

       9 CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION                                               

      10  CHANGE WCC VALUES                                        

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP       F2-PREVIEW     F3-END       F4-RETURN       F9-SELECT

4. Select the appropriate rule action: either 20 (Userid Logging), 21 (Terminal ID Logging), or 22 (Transaction ID
Logging).

-----------------------ADD RULES - RULE ACTIONS---------------  

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: LOGGING            RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

DESCRIPTION  ===>                                                     

             ===>                                                       

                                                                          

       1  FIELD RECOGNITION                   11  GENERATE FIELD VALUE

       2  SCREEN RECOGNITION                  12  INSERT SCREENS

       3  VARIABLE FIELD                      13  DELETE SCREENS

       4  DELETE FIELD                        14  CUT SCREEN FIELD

       5  MOVE FIELD                          15  PASTE SCREEN FIELD

       6  CHANGE FIELD VALUE                  20 USERID LOGGING

       7  NEW FIELD                           21 TERMINAL ID LOGGING

       8  CHANGE AID KEY                      22 TRANSACTION ID LOGGING

       9  CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION                                               

      10  CHANGE WCC VALUES                                        

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP       F2-PREVIEW     F3-END       F4-RETURN       F9-SELECT
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Use selections 20 and 22 to create logging rule actions to control the user IDs (USERID) or the transaction IDs
(TRANID) that are to be included or excluded from the logging session. Use selection 21 to create a rule action that
lists the terminal IDs (TERMID) to be included for a multiple terminal logging session. Selections 20, 21, and 22 are
the only rule actions that can be specified within the LOGGING rule. The LOGGING rule can contain one of each
of these logging rule action types. Each type of logging rule action and its associated screen are discussed in the
following sections:

Add a User ID Logging Rule Action

Perform the following steps:

1. Select option 20 from the Rules menu. This displays the Add Rule -- Userid Logging screen, as shown following:

 ----------------------ADD RULE  ACTIONS - USERID LOGGING --------------12:53:26

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                       

 RULE NAME:  LOGGING                       RULESET NAME: TCADS.A1.A1.001 

                                                                       

 INCLUDE OR EXCLUDE LIST ===>              (I=INCLUDE, E-EXCLUDE)       

                                                                          

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

                                                                        

  F1-HELP  FF3-END  F4-RETURN  

2. Indicate whether this is a list of user IDs to be included or excluded from the logging session.
3. In the Include or Exclude List field, enter an I for include or an E for exclude.

NOTE
Depending on the security settings, user IDs that are excluded from the logging session may still view the
log.

4. Enter up to 120 specific or generic user IDs in the fields provided. The user ID must exactly match the one maintained
in the security system (it is case sensitive and there must be no trailing underscore).

5. Press Enter to add the information to the rule.
6. Press PF3 to return to the Edit Rules -- Rules Summary panel.

Use an Exclude List With a Terminal ID Include List

When a user ID logging rule action and a multiple terminal logging rule action are specified in the same ruleset, an
exclusion will always take precedence over an inclusion. For example, USER01 and USER02 are listed in the exclude
list of a user ID logging rule action, while USER03 is not (therefore, USER03 will be included in the logging session).
TERM01 and TERM02 are in the list of terminals to be included in a multiple terminal logging rule action, while TERM03
is not (therefore, TERM03 will not be included in the logging session). If USER01 (excluded) is working on TERM01
(included), USER01 will not be included in the logging session. Likewise, if USER03 (included) is working on TERM03
(excluded), then USER03 will not be included in the logging session.
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Add a Multiple Terminal Logging Rule Action

Perform the following steps:

1. Select option 21. A sample screen is shown following:

-------------------ADD RULE  ACTIONS - MULTIPLE TERMINAL LOGGING---------8:53:22

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                       

 RULE NAME:   LOGGING                  RULESET NAME: TCADS.A1.A1.001

 INCLUDE TERMINALS:                                                           

                                    

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

                                                                        

  F1-HELP  FF3-END  F4-RETURN  

2. Type up to 120 specific or generic terminal IDs to be included in the logging session in the fields provided. The
terminal ID must exacly match the one maintained in the TCTIE (it is case sensitive). You can use = as a wildcard to
replace any character. For example, if you instruct Verify for CICS to log TRM==, Verify for CICS will log all terminals
beginning with the characters TRM followed by up to two characters; such as, TRM1, TRM01, TRM29, and so on.

NOTE
Verify for CICS assumes the terminal name is its netname unless a field mark (X'1E') follows the name. In
this case, Verify for CICS assumes the name is the CICS terminal ID. The field mark key is labeled Field
Mark or FM on most keyboards.

3. When you are finished, press Enter to add the information to the rule; press PF3 to return to the Rules Menu.

Use an Exclude List with a Terminal ID Include List

When a user ID logging rule action or a transaction ID logging rule action and a multiple terminal logging rule action are
specified in the same ruleset, an exclusion will always take precedence over an inclusion. For example, USER01 and
USER02 are listed in the exclude list of a user ID logging rule action, while USER03 is not (therefore, USER03 will be
included in the logging session). TERM01 and TERM02 are in the list of terminals to be included in a multiple terminal
logging rule action, while TERM03 is not (therefore, TERM03 will not be included in the logging session). If USER01
(excluded) is working on TERM01 (included), USER01 will not be included in the logging session. Likewise, if USER03
(included) is working on TERM03 (excluded), then USER03 will not be included in the logging session.

Add a Transaction ID Logging Rule Action

Perform the following steps:

1. Select option 22. A sample screen is shown following:

 ------------------ADD RULE  ACTIONS - TRANSACTION ID LOGGING ---------16:58:56

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                       

 RULE NAME:   LOGGING                      RULESET NAME: TCADS.A1.A1.001       
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NCLUDE OR EXCLUDE LIST ===>              (I=INCLUDE, E-EXCLUDE)       

                                                                          

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

                                                                        

  F1-HELP  FF3-END  F4-RETURN  

2. Indicate whether this is a list of transaction IDs to be included or excluded from the logging session.
3. In the Include or Exclude List field, enter an I for include or an E for exclude. Observe these rules when including or

excluding transactions:
– A transaction that has been globally excluded in the options module cannot be included in the logged test stream.
– To include or exclude a transaction that has both a TRANSID and TASKREQ in the PCT or RDO definition, specify

the 1-4 character transid. For a transaction which has only a TASKREQ in the PCT, specify the PA or PF key. Do
not use a high-order zero in the numeric portion of the PA/PF number.

– Use the transid CSPK to log the print key.
NOTE
Including or excluding transactions may cause mismatches or other errors (for example, the logged and run
screens may not be synchronized) when you use the Run function.

4. Enter up to 195 specific or generic transaction IDs in the fields provided. The transaction ID must exactly match the
one maintained in the CSD (it is case sensitive). You can use = as a wildcard to replace any character. For example,
if you instruct Verify for CICS to include TRN =, Verify for CICS will log all screens associated with transactions
beginning with the characters TRN followed by one character (for example. TRN1, TRN2 and so on.)

5. When you are finished, press Enter to add the information to the rule.
6. Press PF3 to return to the Rules Menu.

Use an Exclude List with a Terminal ID Include List

When a transaction ID logging rule action and a multiple terminal logging rule action are specified in the same ruleset, an
exclusion will always take precedence over an inclusion.

Edit a Logging Rule Action

Perform the following steps:

1. Start at the Edit Rules -- Summary panel.
2. Tab to the rule action you want to edit.
3. Type S and press Enter to display the Edit Rule Actions screen for the logging rule action you have selected. For

example, if you selected a TRANSID rule action to edit, the Edit Rule Actions -- TRANSID Logging screen will appear
showing the current definition of this rule action.

4. Add, delete, or overtype any of the current values following the same guidelines used to add this type of rule action.
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5. Press Enter when you are finished to add the information to the rule. At this point, you can press PF3 to return to the
Edit Rules -- Summary panel to add or edit another rule in this ruleset or press PF3 to return to the Ruleset Selection
panel.

Apply the Ruleset to the Logging Session

Perform the following steps:

1. Once the name of the ruleset is entered in the Specify Ruleset Name panel, enter S next to the test stream ruleset to
select it for the current logging session as shown following:

--------------------------SPECIFY RULESET NAME----------------------15:53:10

 ENTER COMMAND ===> 

                                                       

                      

B-BROWSE    E-EDIT      S-SELECT                                    

 

S TEST STREAM RULESET        

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                 

   APPLICATION ===> A1              (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,             

   MEMBER      ===> A1              OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS              

   VERSION     ===> 001             ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)             

                                                                          

 APPLICATION RULESET:  TCADS.application.#RULESET.001 

  DESCRIPTION:                                                         

                                                                          

                                                                          

 SYSTEM RULESET:  TCADS.SYSTEM.#RULESET.001

  DESCRIPTION:                                                               

                                                                 

                                                                         

F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN    

                                                                        

2. Press Enter to return to the Terminal Log panel where you can initiate the logging session.

Initiate Logging at CICS Startup
Learn about one way to begin logging as soon as CICS starts up, by having an operator to initiate the logging.

You may want to begin logging as soon as CICS starts up. One way to do this is for an operator to initiate logging, but it is
possible that some transactions may be entered before logging is initiated.

Perform the following steps:

1. Log a test stream with the following name:
DDname

Default
Application

CLIST
Member

Meaningful name; for example, LOGSTART
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Version
Default

2. Include the following in the test stream:
a. Enter the following: XTCA L.M.
b. Complete the Multiple Terminal Log menu, naming the test stream to be logged; for example,

GENERAL.NETLOG.001.
c. Press Enter to initiate logging.

3. Terminate the log of CLIST.LOGSTART. Now you have a test stream which will initiate logging whenever it is run.
4. Next, add a card reader/line printer to your TCT which contains: XTCA EXEC LOGSTART This automatically initiates

test stream LOGSTART whenever CICS starts up.
5. If you intend to use LOGSTART at each CICS startup, include screens in the beginning to delete or rename the

NETLOG test stream from the prior CICS run. Otherwise, LOGSTART will get a Name in Use message when it tries to
start the log.

6. Alternately, you can edit the LOGSTART test stream and change the version number to activate logging during the
next CICS startup. Leaving the version the same can be used to prevent activation. In other words, change the version
only when you want to activate logging.

See Command List Processor in the "Run Function" section for more information.

Terminate the Log Function
Learn how Verify for CICS stops capturing input and output screens as soon log termination is requested.

For single terminal and other terminal logging, the Stop option determines how logging is terminated. For example, if you
specify a PF key, pressing that key will terminate logging.

Multiple terminal logging must be terminated manually via the Inquiry function. You can also terminate single and other
terminal logging manually even if you have designated another Stop option.

Perform the following steps:

1. Clear your screen
2. Type XTCA STOP or access the Primary Options Menu.
3. Select the Inquiry function. Verify for CICS displays a list of all functions, as illustrated next.

 --------------------------  INQUIRY/TERMINATION  ----------------------15:03:43

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           I1

                                                                                

             INVOKED   AT               USING     RECORD                        

   FUNCTION  BY        TERMINAL  TIME   TERMINAL  NUMBER  TEST STREAM NAME      

 _ LOG                 A60L2048  15:03  A60L2048       8  LL.LL.001             

 _ INQUIRY             A60L2004  15:03                                          

                                                                                

   DATA CAPTURE BUFFERS  00% FULL, NO SECONDARY BUFFERS ALLOCATED               
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   TYPE AN "S" NEXT TO YOUR LOG FUNCTION TO STOP IT                             

   TYPE AN "I" NEXT TO A RUN FUNCTION TO INTERRUPT IT (AT ORIGINATING TERMINAL) 

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN      F7-UP          F8-DOWN            

4. Type S next to the Log function you want to terminate and press Enter.

See the "Inquiry Function (CICS)" section for a detailed explanation of this menu.

When you request log termination, Verify for CICS displays the Log Termination menu. If you are logging more than
one test stream from the same terminal and you stop them by the same PF key or by entering XTCA STOP, the Log
Termination screen will first display information for the most recently initiated test stream.

 LL.LL.001 ------------------  LOG TERMINATION  ------------------------14:53:28

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           L5

                                                                                

  DESCRIPTION: LL                                                               

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

              LOG:       RUN:       EDIT:         TEST STREAM:        IN:   OUT:

  INVOKED BY:                                       TOTAL SCREENS:      4      4

  INVOKED ON: 07/07/1998                            AVERAGE BYTES:     37    296

  START TIME: 14:53:16                                                          

  DURATION:   00:00:08   00:00:01                                               

  SYSTEM:     GRIA5451                                                          

  STATUS:     NORMAL                                                            

  TERMINAL:   A60L2048                                                          

  VSAM CI'S:  1                                                                 

                                                                                

  AVERAGE THINK TIME:    00:00:01.736                                           

  AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME: 00:00:00.218                                           

  MAXIMUM SCREEN SIZE:   24 BY  80                                              

  PROTECTION STATUS:                                            OWNER:          

  ORIGINATING TEST STREAM:                        CREATED BY FUNCTION: LOG      

                                                                                

  F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN                                          

DESCRIPTION
The test stream description entered when logging was initiated.

INVOKED BY
The ID of the user who initiated logging.

INVOKED ON
The date when logging began.

START TIME
The time when logging began.

DURATION
The time, in hours, minutes, and seconds, which elapsed during logging.

SYSTEM
The CICS jobname.
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STATUS
The log completion status:
Normal Incomplete:

Verify for CICS could not log some screens because the data capture buffer overflowed
Ext:nnn:

The data stream was extended; nnn indicates the number of records that existed before the extension.
TERMINAL

The name of the logged terminal. For multiple terminal test streams, this field indicates the number of terminals
logged.

VSAM CI'S
The number of control intervals used to store the test stream.

AVERAGE THINK TIME
The average time that elapsed between an output screen and the next input from the terminal.

AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME
The average time that elapsed between terminal input and the next output screen.

MAXIMUM SCREEN SIZE
The maximum screen size used during logging.

PROTECTION STATUS
The Test Stream Protection option specified when logging was initiated.

ORIGINATING TEST STREAM
No information appears in this field for a test stream that was just logged.

OWNER
The ID of the user who owns this test stream.

CREATED BY FUNCTION
LOG always appears in this field for a test stream that has just been logged.

TOTAL SCREENS IN: OUT:
The number of input and output screens.

AVERAGE BYTES IN: OUT:
The average number of bytes in the input and output data streams.

Exit Log Termination

Use the End (PF3) or Return (PF4) command to exit from the Log Termination menu.

End redisplays the Primary Options Menu, unless you entered Log Termination from the Inquiry function. In that case,
Verify for CICS redisplays the Inquiry menu.

Return redisplays the Primary Options Menu.

Run Function (CICS)
The Run function lets you re-execute an application with the same data that was captured during logging.

Verify for CICS acts like a terminal operator, sending the stored input screens to the application, which responds with
output. Verify for CICS then compares this output with the output from the logged test stream and flags any differences.

Use the Run function to:

• Test changes in a program
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– If the run completes normally, you know that the program is still processing the input data correctly.
– If Verify for CICS interrupts the run because it detects differences between the logged screens and the current run

screens, you can determine whether those differences are expected (because the program changed) or unexpected
(because of an error).

NOTE
Most anticipated changes can be identified using the Rules function; see the Rules Function
(CICS) section for details.

• Test changes in hardware or system software; for example, a new disk drive or a new CICS release
• Stress test your system; for example, run a large multiple terminal test stream to see how response time is affected.

How the Run Function Works
Learn how the  Verify for CICS runs a test stream.

Here's how Verify for CICS runs a test stream:

• Verify for CICS allocates virtual terminals for all the terminals in the test stream you select, using the logged terminal
status information to synchronize the status of the virtual terminal with that of the real terminal used in logging.
– If the applications being run in a test stream require UserID security, the virtual terminal needs to go through signon

processing. See the "Security" section in the Installation section for details on using automated signon for virtual
terminals.

• Verify for CICS allocates an original display area, a modified display area, and a current display area for each selected
terminal. These display areas represent the original terminal display as it appeared during logging, the original display
areas as modified by any rules, and the current display as it would appear if the virtual terminal were real.

• Verify for CICS then processes each screen in the test stream as follows:
– For each input screen, Verify for CICS enters the data and sends the data to the application. The input screen

updates both the original and current display areas.
– For each input screen that is affected by a rule, Verify for CICS creates an original expected screen showing the

effect of the application of the rule.
– For each output screen, Verify for CICS updates the original display area and waits for the corresponding output

from the application. When the virtual terminal receives the output, Verify for CICS updates the current display area.
Verify for CICS then compares the two output display areas.

If Verify for CICS detects a mismatch, it can:

• Interrupt the run. Verify for CICS identifies the differences between the expected and current screens. You can then
display all three screens (original, expected, and current), correct the differences, terminate, or continue the run.

NOTE
During a run, modeling can only be done on the record that has the mismatch.

• Continue the run. You can elect to save the original, current, and expected screens so the mismatches can be viewed
when you subsequently browse or print the test stream.

You determine how Verify for CICS will execute the run. For example, you can specify:

• What to do with the output from the run; for example: discard it or save it as a new test stream
• What type of comparison Verify for CICS should perform; for example: physical, logical, or screen
• What to do with anticipated changes by designing a ruleset to be used when this test stream is run
• Whether or not the operator should explain a mismatch
• The rate at which input is sent to the application, simulating operator think time
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Restore Test Data

When you run a test stream, you must use the same test data that was used when you logged the test stream. For
example, if the logged test stream adds a customer record, the run test stream must be able to add the same record.
Sometimes this means you will have to restore your test data.

• If the transaction you are testing does not modify the test data, you can use the original data. For example, you should
be able to retest an inquiry transaction using the same unrestored data.

• If the transaction you are testing does modify the test data, you can either:
– Back up the data before testing so it can be restored
– Construct the test stream so that all changes are reversed at the end

For example, delete any items added, add any items deleted, and reverse all updates.

Virtual Terminals

When Verify for CICS runs a test stream, it allocates virtual terminals for each terminal in the test stream. It uses terminal
information, stored when the test stream was logged, to synchronize the status of the virtual terminal with the real terminal
used in logging. Using virtual terminals:

• Saves system resources
• Does not restrict testing to the number of physical terminals available
• Does not affect users who need the real terminals

However, if you are using VTAM virtual terminals, you can specify that test streams be run with real terminals instead.
Using real terminals may be useful when you are performing large-volume controlled tests. See Select a Terminal later in
this section for instructions on running with real terminals.

Convert Variables to Rules

Verify for CICS Release 4.3 provides three types of variables: global, auto, and local. These variables are stored with
each test stream. Starting with Release 4.4, these three types of variables have been incorporated into the Rules function.
Variables, as well as all other types of field changes (like move field and change field value), can be defined using
recognition and screen rules. See the Rules Function (CICS) section for details on defining rulesets and the rules they
contain.

Conversion Details

The first time a Release 4.3 test stream runs with the current release, the test stream will be reviewed to see if it has
existing global, auto, or local variables. If it does, these variables will be automatically converted to the current release's
rules that will be applied during the run.

Variables are converted as follows:

• Auto variables translate into a rule with Field Recognition criteria
• Local variables translate into a rule with Screen Recognition criteria
• Global  variables translate into a rule with no recognition criteria (neither Field or Screen)

The resulting test stream will no longer contain any global, auto, or local variables, but will have a ruleset with the same
name as the test stream associated with it.

In addition, if a Release 4.3 test stream is copied to a new test stream using the online utilities or a batch copy using the
current release, the global, auto, and local variables will be converted into a ruleset with a matching name -- just as if
the test stream had been run using the current release. This is the recommended method if you have Release 4.3 test
streams that will need to be manipulated using the Rules function.
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NOTE
If a Release 4.3 test stream has run under the current release, it can still run in a Release 4.3 environment;
however, any test stream created with a newer release cannot run in Release 4.3.

Invoke the Run Function
Learn how to run a test stream from the the Verify Primary Options Menu.

The default ddname, Application, and Version values appear; if necessary, these can be changed.

 -------------------------------  RUN OPTIONS  -------------------------12:54:57

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                            

 

 ENTER INPUT TEST STREAM NAME:                

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===>                 (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                 

   MEMBER      ===>                  OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS                 

   VERSION     ===> 001              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)                

 

  CREATE NEW OUTPUT TEST STREAM:            

   DDNAME      ===>                 ("*" USES NEXT AVAILABLE VERSION)           

   APPLICATION ===>                                                             

   MEMBER      ===>                                                             

   VERSION     ===>                                                             

 

 PROCESS WITH RULES         ===> Y       (Y/N OR S-SELECT)                     

 COMPARISON TYPE            ===> S       (S-SCREEN, L-LOGICAL, P-PHYSICAL) 

 RECORD HISTORY             ===> Y       (Y/N)     

   REQUIRE SIGNOFF DATA     ===> N       (Y/N)    

 SIMULATED USER THINK TIME  ===> NONE    (NONE, NNN% OF ORIGINAL, NN SECONDS)   

 STATUS INTERVAL            ===> 005     (SECONDS)

 CANCEL INTERVAL            ===> 001     (MINUTES)

 STOP AT MISMATCHES         ===> Y       (Y/N)

 F1-HELP        F3-END       F4-RETURN

Select a Test Stream

If you know which test stream you want to run, follow these steps:

1. Key in the Application name, Member name and other identifiers, if necessary.
2. Indicate whether a ruleset is to be used when this test stream is run.
3. Specify the options on this menu.
4. Press Enter. Verify for CICS runs the test stream and displays the Run Status menu.

If you don't know which test stream you want to run, follow these steps:

1. Leave the Application and Member field blank.
2. Optionally, blank out other identifiers.
3. Press Enter. Verify for CICS displays the Test Stream Selection menu.

Select a Test Stream From the Test Stream Selection Menu

The Test Stream Selection menu lists all the test streams for the specified ddname.
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Your position in the list depends on your specifications on the Run Options menu.

• If both the Application and Member fields are blank, Verify for CICS positions you at the first test stream for the
specified ddname.

• If you leave only the Member field blank, Verify for CICS positions you just before the first test stream for the specified
ddname and Application.

• If you key in a partial name, Verify for CICS positions you accordingly. For example, if you specify PAY as the Member
name and blank out the Version number, Verify for CICS positions you just before the first test stream whose member
name begins with 'PAY'.

A sample Test Stream Selection list is illustrated in the following example:

       --------------  RUN: TEST STREAM SELECTION  --------------14:00:10 

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                      

 FILE: TCADS                                                           MULTI-   

                         LOG-DATE  BY      RECORDS  RUN-DATE    RESULT   TERM 

 _ CLIST    OPERATOR 001 01/02/1998 AJC        28    03/21/1998 LGC EQ   

                     CEMT INQUIRY OF ALL PROGRAMS AND FILES                 

 s DEMO     DEMOPROG 001 03/22/1998 NGN         8                       

                     CUSTOMER MAINTENANCE DEMO PROGRAM                          

 _ PAYROLL  DOCUMENT 001 02/01/1998           120                       

                     ALL PAYROLL SCREENS FOR USER TRAINING                      

 _ PAYROLL  INQUIRY  001 01/16/1998 RSM       154  01/16/1998   NOT EQ  

                     TEST OF NEW INQUIRY MENU                                    

 _ PAYROLL  UPDATE   002 01/28/1998           112                        

                     TEST OF NEW UPDATE SCREEN                                  

 _ QA       TEST1    003 01/29/1998 NGN      1022  02/29/1998   NOT EQ       

                     TEST1 IN CONVERSION FROM DOS TO MVS                         

 _ QA       TEST2    007 02/21/1998           724                        

                     TEST2 IN CONVERSION FROM DOS TO MVS                         

 _ SYSTEMS  MIGRATE  008 02/21/1998 SAB      2380  03/14/1998   LGC EQ     M  

                     MIGRATION TEST FOR CICS 1.7 TO 2.1                          

 _ SYSTEMS  STRESS1  018 03/22/1998 JSN      1502                        

                     STRESS TEST FOR CICS TEST REGION                            

 _ SYSTEMS  STRESS2  019 03/22/1998          1208                        

Type S to the left of the test stream you want to run and press Enter. The Run Options menu is redisplayed with the name
of the test stream you selected.

The Test Stream Selection menu provides the following information for each test stream:

• Its name: Application, Member, and Version
• The date on which it was logged
• The ID of the operator who initiated the log
• The number of records in the test stream
• The result of the last run:
LGC EQ

There was a mismatch, but you did not stop at it because of variables or rules which automatically resolved the
mismatch

PHY EQ
The test streams are byte-for-byte physically equal
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NOT EQ
There was a mismatch during the run, which you stopped at

• The description of the test stream specified when it was logged
• M to indicate a multiple terminal test stream.
• CREATE NEW OUTPUT TEST STREAM This option controls the disposition of the run output. The following chart

illustrates how these options should be specified.

Create New Output Disposition of Run Output

Blank Run output test stream and the output ruleset is discarded.

Specified Run output creates new output test stream and new output ruleset
(if rulesets are being used); input test stream and ruleset remain
unchanged.

The default is blank (to discard the output test stream and output ruleset). To use this option you must also set the Record
History option to "N" (because History is stored in the output test stream).

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the entire name or let Verify for CICS generate it as follows:
– Type an asterisk (*) as the first character of the ddname to generate the same test stream name with the Version

incremented by one.
– Type an equal sign (=) for any part of the name -- for example, ddname, Application, Member, or Version -- to

instruct Verify for CICS to use that part of the name from the input test stream. For example, if you specify = for
Member, Verify for CICS will use the input Member name for the new output Member name.

2. Press Enter after specifying the new output name. Verify for CICS generates the name and redisplays the Run Options
menu with the new name.
– When an input test stream contains only input screens and an output test stream is created, the output test stream

will contain both input and output screens.
– When a new output test stream is created, a new output ruleset is also created (if rulesets are being used). This

ruleset will match the output test stream and will contain just the recognition criteria and the variables from the input
ruleset.

Specify Run Options

Most of the options on the Run Options menu contain default values selected during installation. Change these options to
meet your testing needs.

PROCESS WITH RULES
Rulesets can be defined and associated with test streams to eliminate unnecessary RUN MISMATCHES of
expected differences. See the Rules Function (CICS) section for details on how to create and maintain rulesets
and rules.
Y

Runs the test stream with the matching test stream ruleset and/or system ruleset and/or application
ruleset. This is the default.

NOTE
The test stream ruleset must have the same name as the test stream.

N
Runs the test stream without applying any rulesets.
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S
Displays the Ruleset Run Selection panel prior to initiating the run, where you can review and select the
rulesets associated with the selected input test stream. See the section Select Rulesets for a Run for
more information.

COMPARISON TYPE
Identifies the type of comparison Verify for CICS will perform:
S (Screen)

A row-by-row comparison of the final screen image as presented to you, regardless of the number of I/Os.
This is the recommended comparison type for most situations.
Use S, the default, to run test streams associated with rules. This type of comparison is similar to a logical
comparison which compares corresponding rows of the two screens to see it they're the same. However,
the comparison base includes all output screens between two input screens.

L (Logical)
A row-by-row comparison of the screen image for each I/O.
A logical comparison compares the corresponding rows on the two screens to see if they're the same.
This type of comparison allows variation in the bytes being transmitted as long as the end result is the
same.

P (Physical)
A byte-for-byte comparison of the data stream.
Use physical to compare the data streams to determine if identical screen images were produced in the
same way, for non-3270 terminals, or for test streams that use graphics. In a physical comparison, 80-
byte segments of the data streams are compared.

RECORD HISTORY
Determines the contents of the output test stream after the run.
Y

The output test stream will contain the screens that will be used the next time it is run or edited, as well as
historical information. Record History can include: original screens, expected screens, rules, differences,
and signoff data. If you specify Y, you must create a new output test stream.

N
The output test stream will contain only the screens that will be used the next time it is run or edited.

REQUIRE SIGNOFF DATA
Y

Requires the operator to explain each mismatch when Verify for CICS compares the original, expected,
and current screens. For example, you may want to require an explanation during a final Quality
Assurance run. This option is not valid if Record History is N (no).

N
No explanation of mismatches is required. This is the default.

NOTE
Only functional if Stop At Mismatches = Y

SIMULATED USER THINK TIME
Controls the rate at which Verify for CICS sends input screens to the application, simulating your think time
None

Specifies the minimum think time. Verify for CICS will not wait before sending screens to the application.
This is the default.
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nnn%
Specifies the think time as a percentage of the original user think time. For example, 50% specifies half
the original think time, 100% specifies the same think time, and 200% specifies twice the original think
time. 200 is the maximum percentage that can be specified.

Nn
Specifies the think time in seconds. Verify for CICS will wait the same number of seconds before sending
each input screen. 20 seconds is the maximum specification allowed.

STATUS INTERVAL
Determines the number of seconds between updates in the Run Status menu. While the test stream is running,
Verify for CICS periodically updates this menu to indicate the number of records processed and the estimated
remaining run time. The default is five seconds.

CANCEL INTERVAL
Determines the number of minutes between opportunities to cancel the run. During a long test stream run, Verify
for CICS periodically pauses, issues a terminal read, and displays a message on the Run Status menu which
allows you to cancel the run. Run processing is suspended while you react to this message. The default is one
minute.
You can also use the Inquiry function to interrupt a run which will not issue a terminal read for several minutes.
See the Inquiry Function (CICS) section for details.

STOP AT MISMATCHES
Y

When Y is selected the run will stop if any mismatches are encountered. The default is Y.
N

When N is selected the run will not stop at mismatches.
Select Rulesets for a Run

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the run option for Process With Rules as S (SELECT).\
2. Press Enter. Verify for CICS displays the Ruleset Run Selection panel, as shown following. Use this panel to review or

choose which rulesets to use for this run.
----------------------------RULESET RUN SELECTION-----------------------08:20:58 ENTER COMMAND ===>      

                                                                                                          

                              USE                                                                         

                                                                                    Y TEST STREAM RULESET:

 TCADS.CCCORDER.REL63.001                                     DESCRIPTION: CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY        

                                                 CONVERSION FROM REL 6.3 TO 7.0                           

                                                                                                          

                                                            N APPLICATION RULESET: NOT USED               

                                      DESCRIPTION:                                                        

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                    Y SYSTEM RULESET:      TCADS.SYSTEM.#RULESET.001                      

              DESCRIPTION: GLOBAL RULES FOR ALL SCREENS                                                   

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

             F1-HELP  F3-END   F4-RETURN                                                  

TEST STREAM RULESET
Contains the name of the test stream ruleset associated with this test stream. Type Y to the left of the heading if
this ruleset is to be used during this run; type N if it is not to be used.
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APPLICATION RULESET
Contains the name of the application ruleset associated with this test stream. An application ruleset contains rules
that apply to every test stream on the TCADS file that has the same Application name. Type Y to the left of the
heading if this ruleset is to be used during this run; type N if it is not to be used.
Note: If there is no application ruleset, then NOT USED appears in this field.

SYSTEM RULESET
Contains the name of the system ruleset associated with this TCADS. A system ruleset contains rules that apply
to every test stream on a specific TCADS file. Type Y to the left of the heading if this ruleset is to be used during
this run; type N if it is not to be used.
Note: If there is no system ruleset, then NOT USED appears in this field.

NOTE
Rules will be applied in the order they are specified in the ruleset you select. If you select multiple rulesets,
rules in the test stream ruleset will be applied first; rules in the application ruleset will be applied second;
rules in the system ruleset will be applied last.

3. To initiate the Run with the Specified Rulesets named on this panel, press Enter. Continue with the instructions in the
section Initiating the Run.

4. To exit back to the Run Options menu without processing the changes, press PF3 (End).

Initiate the Run

When you have finished specifying the run options, press Enter.

• If you are running a single terminal test stream, Verify for CICS initiates the run.
• If you are running a multiple terminal test stream, Verify for CICS displays the Terminal Selection menu.

Select a Terminal
Learn how Verify for CICS displays the Terminal Selection menu before running a multiple terminal test stream.

Verify for CICS displays the Terminal Selection menu before you run a multiple terminal test stream.

 SAMPLE.MULTTERM.001 -------  RUN: TERMINAL SELECTION  -----------------14:14:22

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           RT

 

 SELECT:  "S"    ORIGINAL   TERMINAL      SCREEN      ALTERNATE   VIRTUAL       

 INQUIRY: "I"    TERMINAL   TYPE          SIZE        SIZE        TERMINAL      

 

           _     A60L2048   3277 REMOTE   24 BY  80   24 BY  80                 

           _     A60L2049   3277 REMOTE   24 BY  80   24 BY  80                 

           _     A60L205A   3277 REMOTE   24 BY  80   24 BY  80                 

           _     A60L205B   3277 REMOTE   24 BY  80   24 BY  80                 

           ***  END OF TERMINALS  ***                                           
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 TYPE AN "S" TO SELECT TERMINAL FOR RUN      TYPE AN "I" TO VIEW TERMINAL STATUS

 F1-HELP        F3-CONTINUE   F4-RETURN      F7-UP          F8-DOWN            

For each terminal in the test stream, Verify for CICS identifies its name, type, screen size, alternate size, and, if specified,
the virtual terminal assignment.

You can run one, all, or a combination of terminals. You must select at least one terminal.

• Type S to the left of each terminal you want included in the run and specify Continue (PF3) to initiate the run.
• Type I and press Enter to view the Initial Terminal Status menu for a terminal.

When you have finished viewing the Initial Terminal Status menu, use End (PF3) to redisplay the Terminal Selection
menu. Then press PF3, Continue, to initiate the run.

Use the following Verify for CICS commands:

Assign
Inserts S to the left of each terminal

Reset
Restores the initial menu setting with an underscore to the left of each terminal

Cancel
Redisplays the Test Stream Selection list or Run Options menu

Up (PF7)
Scrolls through the terminal list

Down (PF8)
Scrolls through the terminal list

Run with Real Terminals

When using VTAM virtual terminals, Verify for CICS allows the specification of the type of terminals the test streams are to
use during a run. The following commands must be issued from a clear screen and will stay in effect for any test stream
run from a terminal issuing the command, or until a different XTCA TERMINALS command is issued.

XTCA TERMINALS VIRTUAL
Runs will execute only on virtual terminals defined in the CICS region. This is the default.

XTCA TERMINALS REAL
Verify for CICS will attempt to run on the original terminals the test stream was logged from. If original terminals
are not available, that is, in use or not defined in the CICS region, Verify for CICS will use the next available real
terminal entry. If there are not real terminal entries available or defined in the CICS region, Verify for CICS will use
any available virtual terminal entries.

XTCA TERMINALS ORIGINAL
Verify for CICS will attempt to run on the original terminals the test stream was logged from. If the original
terminals are unavailable, the test stream will not be run and a message will be displayed on the Run menu.

Review the Run Status
Learn how during a run, Verify for CICS displays the Run Status panel at the terminal where the Run function was
initiated.

Verify for CICS updates this panel at the status interval specified on the Run Options menu.

  -------------------------------  RUN STATUS  -----------------11:40:22 

                                                                      R3 
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 INPUT TEST STREAM:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001                                  

                                                                                

 OUTPUT TEST STREAM:    NONE                                                    

                                                                                

 RULESET(S):                                                                    

   TESTSTREAM:  TCADS.CCCORDER.REL63.001                                        

   APPLICATION: NOT USED                                                        

   SYSTEM:      TCADS.SYSTEM.#RULESET.001                                       

                                                                                

 CURRENTLY PROCESSING RECORD:         1                                         

 TOTAL RECORDS TO BE PROCESSED:       8                                         

 ESTIMATED REMAINING RUN TIME: 00:00:36                                         

                                                                                

 STATUS INTERVAL:  5 SECONDS                                                    

 CANCEL INTERVAL:  1 MINUTE                                                     

                                                                                

 DESCRIPTION: CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY DEMO PROGRAM                      

                                                                          

                                                                          

F1-HELP     F3-END     ENTER-CONTINUE         

This menu provides the following information:

INPUT TEST STREAM
Identifies the ddname, application, member, and version of the logged test stream, separated by periods.

OUTPUT TEST STREAM
Identifies the ddname, application, member, and version of the output test stream, separated by periods. None will
appear if you did not specify a new name for the output test stream.

RULESET(S):
Identifies the rulesets Verify for CICS will apply to the input test stream during the current run processing
TESTSTREAM:

Applies changes only to this test stream
APPLICATION:

Applies changes to every test stream on the TCADS file that contains the same application name
SYSTEM:

Applies changes to every test stream on a specific TCADS file.
CURRENTLY PROCESSING RECORD

Identifies the record Verify for CICS is currently processing.
TOTAL RECORDS TO BE PROCESSED

Identifies the total number of records in the test stream.
ESTIMATED REMAINING RUN TIME

Estimates the amount of time required to complete the run, based on the total response time of the remaining
records. Remember, this is only an estimate and may be inaccurate for many reasons; for example, for a multiple
terminal test stream in which some terminals have been excluded.

STATUS INTERVAL
Indicates the number of seconds between updates of this menu.
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CANCEL INTERVAL
Indicates the number of minutes between opportunities to cancel the run. When the cancel interval expires,
a message at the bottom of the menu indicates that you can cancel or continue the run. Run processing is
suspended while you react to this message.

DESCRIPTION
The description of the test stream specified when it was logged.

To continue the run, press Enter; to cancel the run, press any PF key or type End.

NOTE
The command line appears on the menu only when Verify for CICS displays the message allowing you to cancel
the run.

Terminate the Run
If you cancel the run from the Run Status panel, Verify for CICS displays the Run Termination menu. You can also access
this menu by using the End (PF3) command from the Run Mismatch Options menu, and the End (PF3) command from the
Missing Output menus, discussed later in this section.

 ------------------------------  RUN TERMINATION  ---------------11:35:49 

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                    RX 

                                                                          

    1  END RUN, SAVE OUTPUT TEST STREAM                                   

                                                                          

    2  CANCEL RUN, DO NOT SAVE OUTPUT TEST STREAM                         

                                                                          

 INPUT TEST STREAM:                                                             

   CCCORDER.REL63.001                                                           

                                                                                

 OUTPUT TEST STREAM:                                                            

   NONE                                                                         

                                                                                

 RULESET(S) IN USE:                                                             

   TESTSTREAM:  TCADS.CCCORDER.REL63.001                                        

   APPLICATION: NOT USED                                                        

   SYSTEM:      NOT USED                                                        

                                                                                

                                                                                

 CURRENTLY PROCESSING RECORD: 4                                                 

                                                                          

                                                

F1-HELP         F3-END                                                         

• Type 1 and press Enter to end the run and save the output test stream and ruleset.
• Type 2 and press Enter to cancel the run without saving the output test stream.
• Use the End (PF3) command to continue the run or return to the previous menu.

Specify Mismatch Options
This section describes what Verify for CICS does if a mismatch is detected during a logical, physical, or screen
comparison.
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When Verify for CICS detects a mismatch during a logical, physical, or screen comparison, it stops the run and displays
the Run Mismatch Options menu. The mismatch can be any of the following:

• I/O difference; for example, a write instead of a read
• type of operation; for example, an erase/write instead of an erase/write alternate
• cursor location
• a byte of data or an attribute
• write control character

  ---------------------------  RUN MISMATCH OPTIONS  ---------------16:08:57 

  ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                      R6 

 

 1   1  DISPLAY RULESET SUMMARY              6    ACCEPT ORIGINAL OUTPUT       

     2  DISPLAY PREVIOUS INPUT               7    ACCEPT CURRENT OUTPUT       

     3  DISPLAY NEXT INPUT                   8    CHANGE NEXT INPUT    

     4  SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT                 9    INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT AND 

INPUT 

     5  SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT AND INPUT       10   INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT

 

INPUT:   CCCORDER.REL63.001              CURRENT RECORD:  4                     

OUTPUT:  NONE                                                                   

  2                                                                           

RULESET: TESTSTREAM:  TCADS.CCCORDER.REL63.001                                  

  3      APPLICATION: NOT USED                                                 

         SYSTEM:      NOT USED                                                 

 

          TYPE     OPERATION        WCC   CURSOR   SIZE    LENGTH   TERMINAL  

EXPECTED: OUTPUT   ERASE/WRITE      C3     9   2   24*80      602   NN01     

CURRENT:  OUTPUT   ERASE/WRITE      C3     9   2   24*80      602   VTERM001  

ONLY UNEQUAL ROW: 02                                              

                                .ORDER STATUS                .DATE.07/22/97   

  4                             .ORDER STATUS                .DATE.09/11/1997   

                                                             XXXXXXXXXXXXXX     

  F1-HELP     F2-ROTATE     F3-END     F7-UP     F8-DOWN         

The previous menu consists of four sections:

1. Lists the available options.
2. Describes the run.
3. Contains the rulesets used for this run.
4. Identifies the differences between the original/expected, and current screens that generated the mismatch.

Mismatch Options

To specify an option, type its number (or the corresponding command) and press Enter, or press the appropriate PF key.
The options consist of the following groups:

Option 1:
Displays the rules summary menu for viewing or updating the rules being applied to the input test stream.

Options 2-3:
Displays the previous or next input

Options 4-5:
Skips the original output screen, or the next output/input screen pair
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Options 6-7:
Ignore or accept the change; if you accept the change, the output test stream is updated for use in the next edit or
run

Option 8:
Displays the screen for you to update

Option 9-10:
Adds a new output/input screen pair, or a new output screen

When you use options 2-3 to display screens, you can use the Format (PF9) command to view the screens in Display,
Field, and Hex formats. See the Display, Field, and Hex Screen Formats section later in this section for a discussion of
screen formats.

To scroll forward through a test stream, use the Next (PF6) command to display the next screen. However, you cannot
scroll backward. If you need to see earlier screens, suspend the Run function and use the Browse function to inspect
them.

The mismatch options are described next.

1 DISPLAY RULESET SUMMARY
Instructs Verify for CICS to display a summary of the rulesets applied during the run. This option allows you to
define a new rule or update an existing rule and save your updates to the current ruleset.
If you modify the existing ruleset and specify End (PF3), Verify for CICS will repeat the comparison, taking
into account your rule specification. If Verify for CICS no longer detects a mismatch, it will continue the run;
otherwise, it will redisplay the Run Mismatch Options menu. For example, if the run was interrupted because of
a discrepancy between the dates on the original and current screens and you identify the date field as a variable
field, Verify for CICS will continue the run
See the Rules Function (CICS) section for instructions on how to define a ruleset and the rules it contains; see the
section Adjust Rules During a Run later in this section for instructions on how to change or add rules to a ruleset
during a run.

2 DISPLAY PREVIOUS INPUT
Instructs Verify for CICS to display the last screen sent to the application. Specify End (PF3) to return to the Run
Mismatch Options menu.

3 DISPLAY NEXT INPUT
Instructs Verify for CICS to display the next screen to be sent to the application. Specify Next (PF6) to display
subsequent screens in the input test stream; specify End (PF3) to return to the Run Mismatch Options menu.

4 SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT
Use this option when the input test stream has two consecutive output screens but one has been deleted by the
application. This option deletes the first output screen so it will not be used the next time the output test stream
is run, browsed, or edited. Verify for CICS then repeats the comparison, using the next screen in the original test
stream and the current screen. If there is no mismatch, the run continues; otherwise, Verify for CICS redisplays
the Run Mismatch Options menu.
In the previous example, if record 4 was in the test stream but had been eliminated from the application, you
would use option 4 to delete it.

5 SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT AND INPUT
Use this option when an output and input screen have been deleted from the application. This option deletes the
output screen and any input screens up to the next output screen so they will not be used the next time the output
test stream is run, browsed, or edited. Verify for CICS then repeats the comparison, using the next output screen
in the input test stream and the current screen. If there is no mismatch, the run continues; otherwise, Verify for
CICS redisplays the Run Mismatch Options menu.
In the previous example, if records 2 and 3 were in the test stream but had been eliminated from the application,
you would use option 5 to delete them.
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6 ACCEPT ORIGINAL OUTPUT
Instructs Verify for CICS to retain the original screen in the output test stream and continue the run. Use this
option when the output screen generated by the application reflects an error and the original screen is correct.

7 ACCEPT CURRENT OUTPUT
Instructs Verify for CICS to replace the original screen with the current screen in the output test stream and
continue the run. Use this option when the application has changed and the original screen is no longer correct.

8 CHANGE NEXT INPUT
Select this option when you want to change the next input screen required by the application. This may be
necessary when the current output screen changes the location or contents of a field which would be part of the
next input screen, or when an input field has been added to the screen. Option 8 ensures that the application
receives the data it expects.
For example, suppose your next input screen should select menu item C. However, your application has been
updated and what was formerly item C is now item D. Option 8 lets you replace the original input screen with an
updated input screen which specifies item D.
When you select option 8, Verify for CICS displays the current screen. Type the necessary data and press the
appropriate key (attention identifier) required by the application (like Enter or PF1). Whatever key you use will be
interpreted according to the application specifications. Verify for CICS sends the input to the application and will
use this data the next time you run or edit the output test stream.
When you choose option 8, Verify for CICS accepts the mismatch on the current screen and continues the run.
Note: Before specifying option 8, you may need to select option 3 to display the next input screen so you know
what input the application expects. Use the Format (PF9) command to display the screen in Field format, which
shows only the input fields and identifies the AID (attention identifier key). Then return to the Run Mismatch
Options menu, select option 8, and type the required input data.
See the section Use Options 8 and 9 With Non-3270 Devices for additional information.

9 INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT AND INPUT
Use this option to insert an output screen and an input screen. Verify for CICS displays the current output screen.
Type the input data and press the appropriate key as required by the application. Verify for CICS will insert the
new screen into the test stream and send it to the application. Verify for CICS also holds the original screen
because Verify for CICS assumes it will match the next output screen from the application.
In the previous example, if records 2 and 3 were not in the test stream but had been added to the application, you
would use option 9 to insert them.
See the section Use Options 8 and 9 With Non-3270 Devices for additional information.

10 INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT
Use this option to insert the current screen into the output test stream. Verify for CICS then repeats the
comparison, using the next screen from the application. You can choose this option only if the application has
already sent a second output screen.
In the previous example, if record 4 was not in the test stream but had been added to the application, you would
use this option to add it.
Note: When new or deleted screens are anticipated, use the Rules function to identify the screens to be added or
removed.

Use Options 8 and 9 with Non-3270 Devices

Options 8 and 9 work differently with non-3270 devices:

• Verify for CICS does not display the current screen, so you should use PF2 to rotate to the current screen to examine it
before invoking option 8 or 9.

• Non-3270 data streams often contain hexadecimal control information which varies, depending on the devices and
controller programs used. You must enter this information with the character data. Verify for CICS will expect:
X'hex data',C'character data',X'hex data' . . .

Verify for CICS will reject data which does not conform to this format and ask for the input again. To determine the
format of non-3270 data at your installation, you can request a batch print of a data stream using the Hex option or you
can browse it in hex format.
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Description of the Run

The information following the options on the Run Mismatch Options menu describes the run.

INPUT
Identifies the input test stream being run.

OUTPUT
Identifies the output test stream being created; NONE if you are not saving the output from the run.

CURRENT RECORD
Identifies the record number of the screen in the input test stream. If your test stream consists of an input
screen followed by an output screen, all input screens will be odd-numbered and all output screens will be even-
numbered.

Description of the Rulesets

The information following the run description on the Run Mismatch Options menu identifies the ruleset(s) being used when
this test stream is run.

TESTSTREAM
The name of the test stream ruleset, if one is used.

APPLICATION
The name of the application ruleset, if one is used.

SYSTEM
The name of the system ruleset, if one is used.

WARNING
To invoke rulesets during a log or a run RULESYS=YES and RULEAPP=YES must be set in the TCAOPTS
Macro Options. For more information see the Installation section.

Description of the Screens

The information following Ruleset on the Run Mismatch Options menu describes the original, expected, and current
screens where the mismatch occurs.

Type
Input or output. Usually, both will be output screens.

Operation
Type of 3270 operation; for example, write, erase/write. A logical or screen comparison does not compare the
operation because any difference will be detected during the row comparison.

WCC
Two-character hex representation of the write control character. If the two WCCs differ, their meanings are listed
beneath the First Unequal Row information.

Cursor
Location of the cursor by row and column. Cursor location is included in logical and screen comparisons; in a
physical comparison the difference will be detected in the data stream comparison.

Size
Screen size used when the screen was received from the application. Both logical and physical comparisons
compare screen size. If screens of different sizes are used, the logical comparison pads the rows and columns of
the smaller screen with nulls.

Length
Number of bytes in the data stream. A physical comparison compares data length.
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Terminal
Name of the terminal that received the screen from the application. Verify for CICS does not compare the
terminal, but this information is provided when you run a multiple terminal test stream so that you know which
terminal the screens are for.

Unequal Row Information

The unequal row information at the bottom of the Run Mismatch Options menu describes the first or only mismatch
between the original/expected and current screens.

• During a logical or screen comparison, Verify for CICS compares the rows. When it detects a mismatch, it displays
unequal row information.

• During a physical comparison, Verify for CICS compares the two data streams without formatting them, and
consequently compares 80-byte segments rather than rows. When Verify for CICS detects a mismatch, it displays
unequal segment information. If the two data streams are unequal in length, Verify for CICS pads the shorter stream
with underscores.

Verify for CICS displays the unequal data when it detects a mismatch in the data or attributes. When it detects a different
type of mismatch -- for example, differences in the operation or write control character -- it displays a message explaining
the mismatch.

FIRST/ONLY UNEQUAL ROW (SEGMENT)
Identifies the row in which the first mismatch was detected. For a physical comparison, this is the offset of the first
unequal segment, relative to zero.

UNEQUAL ROWS (SEGMENTS)
Identifies how many rows or segments are unequal.

OFFSET
For a physical comparison only, identifies the offset of the 80-byte segment displayed, relative to zero.

Data in Unequal Rows (Segments)

Beneath the  First/Only Unequal Row information, Verify for CICS displays three lines:

Line 1
Row or segment from the original or the expected original screen

Line 2
Row or segment from the current screen

Line 3
Differences between the rows or segments, specified as follows:
Blank

The two rows or segments contain the same characters
X

The two rows or segments contain different characters
-

Variable field; not compared

NOTE
In the original/expected and current rows, Verify for CICS substitutes a blank for nulls and a period for
unprintable characters (usually attributes). An X beneath two periods means the attributes are different; display
the screens using Field format to view the attributes. An X beneath two blanks means one is a null and the other
is a blank.
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If the screens have more than one set of unequal rows, use the Down (PF8) and Up (PF7) commands to scroll through all
the additional unequal rows. If the width of the test stream screen exceeds the width of the terminal you are using, use the
Left (PF10) and Right (PF11) commands to display the entire screen.

When you page down through the sets of unequal rows, the menu you are viewing is titled All Unequal Rows. This menu
has a column ruler to help you determine the location of the mismatch. You can key in all mismatch options on this menu.
Use the Rotate (PF2) command to rotate between the original, expected, and current screens and the All Unequal Rows
menu.

If the following mismatches are found, Verify for CICS displays this information after the last unequal screen row:

WCC
Explains the difference between the WCC's; for example:
Expected:  NL/EM/CR Print Cntl, Alarm

Current:  NL/EM/CR Print Cntl, Resetmdt

The Write Control Character has changed

Screen Size
Explains the difference in screen size; for example:
Expected:  24 * 80

Current:  27 * 132

The screen size in use has changed

Cursor
Explains the difference in cursor position; for example:
Expected:  Row: 3 Column: 8

Current:  Row: 1 Column: 1

The cursor location has changed

Operation
Explains the difference in operation; for example:
Expected:  Erase/Write

Current:  Erase/Write Alternate

The operation has changed

Type of Screen

If Verify for CICS detects a difference in the type of screen (for example, the original screen is an input screen, the current
screen is an output screen), it displays the following message:

The application has issued a write when a read was expected. Either the write has been added or a read has

 been eliminated. Select option 6, 8, or 10.

This is an I/O mismatch, caused by a change in the application or the deletion of an output screen during editing. Only the
options identified in the message can be used. Select option:

6
if you don't expect the write to be issued again

8
to accept the current output screen and change the input screen which follows this output screen

10
to accept the new output screen and continue

NOTE
When new or deleted screens are anticipated, use the Rules function to identify the screens to be added or
removed. The Rules function is discussed in a later section.
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Sign off on the Mismatch

If you specified Y for both the Record History and Require Signoff Data options on the Run Options menu, Verify for CICS
provides three lines beneath each mismatch in which you can explain the difference. Press PF8 from a mismatch display
to view the unequal rows.

The following example illustrates how you would specify mismatch signoff information.

  CCC.ORDERAPP.001 -----  RUN: ALL UNEQUAL ROWS  ---------------11:18:23 

  ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                   RL 

 

                                   RECORD:     2

        10       20       30       40       50       60       70        80 

 ROW: 1---+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+ 

 .DATE.02/06/1998            CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY         .RELEASE 7.0 

 .DATE.02/10/1998            CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY         .RELEASE 6.2 

               XX                                                         

 SIGNOFF  ===> The difference in the date field will                      

 ON ABOVE ===> be resolved by defining a variable field                   

          ===>                                          OPER ===> NGN     

          ***  END OF UNEQUAL ROWS  ***                                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   F1-HELP  F2-ROTATE   F3-END  F7-UP   F8-DOWN F10-LEFT    F11-RIGHT       

Notes:

• If you select mismatch option 6, 7, 8, or 9, you must type at least one non-blank character in the first Signoff On Above
field. If there are additional mismatch rows on the same screen, you can specify an asterisk (*) in subsequent Signoff
On Above fields to indicate that the initial information be copied. An asterisk cannot be used to copy signoff information
from another screen.

• Your signon operator ID appears by default in the OPER field. If necessary, you can change this ID.

Adjust Rules During a Run

To help eliminate mismatches during a run, you may occasionally need to change an existing rule or add another rule to
the ruleset for a test stream. (A common example is forgetting to create a rule for a change.)

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 1 (Display Ruleset Summary) from the Run Mismatch Options menu (shown on page 5-17).
The Applied Rules panel is displayed as shown next.

NOTE
When adding a rule to a ruleset, remember that rules are applied in the order specified in the ruleset.

----------------------------- APPLIED RULES --------------------------14:12:16

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             
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 INPUT TEST STREAM: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001                    CURRENT RECORD:  2

                                                              LINE   1 TO  6 OF  

 

 

 B-BROWSE   E-EDIT                                                       

   OBJECT      TYPE ROW  COL LEN OP  VALUE FROM THE MODEL SCREEN/DESCRIPTION    

 _ RULESET     T/S                   TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001                   

 _  RULE                             R1                                <APPLIED> 

 _   FLD-RECOG                   EQ  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY______  <RECOGNIZED> 

 _    MOVED    OUT    1    3   2     98______________________________ <APPLIED> 

 _    NEW      OUT    1   13   2     19______________________________ <APPLIED> 

 _    CHANGED  OUT    1    2   3     7.0_____________________________ <APPLIED> 

 

 

 

 

 

  F1-HELP     F2-ROTATE     F3-END     F4-RETURN     F7-UP     F8-DOWN         

This panel is similar to the Browse Rules -- Summary panel, except that it lists all of the rulesets associated with this
test stream and indicates which rule within those rulesets has been recognized or applied. Fields that are important for
adjusting rules during a run are explained next; see the "Rules Function" section for an explanation of the rest of the
fields.

OBJECT
This column lists the rulesets, rules, and rule actions in the order they are to be applied. Objects are arranged in
hierarchical order with ruleset at the top of the hierarchy and rule actions being at the bottom. An illustration of the
hierarchy appears next.

TYPE
Indicates which type of ruleset or rule this is. Valid types for ruleset are:
T/S

Test Stream
APPL

Application
SYST

System
OUT

Applies to this output screen
IN

Applies to the next input screen
<APPLIED><RECOGNIZED>

These messages indicate whether the rule has been applied during this run (<APPLIED>), or whether screens
have been located that match the recognition criteria specified (<RECOGNIZED>).
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2. To help identify any remaining changes, use PF2 (Rotate) to switch the display from the Expected screen to the
Current view to the Original test stream record and then back to the Expected screen.
– The expected screen contains the originally-logged test stream with the rules applied.
– The current view shows the test stream record as it is now.
– The original test stream record displays the record from the originally-logged test stream with no changes applied.

3. If you have the proper security authorizations, you can take several actions from this panel. You can:
– Browse or edit any ruleset by typing a B or E to its left. From there, browse or edit as needed.
– Browse or edit any rule by typing a B or E to the left of RULE.
– Browse or edit any rule action by typing a B or E to the left of the rule action.
– Add a rule or rule action by typing an E to the left of the ruleset that will contain the rule. See the next section, Add

a Rule or Rule Action, for details.

See the section "Rules Function" for detailed instructions on browsing, editing, and deleting rules and rule actions. The
procedure for adding a rule or rule action is covered next.

Add a Rule or Rule Action

Follow these steps:

1. From the Applied Rules panel, type an E next to the ruleset that you want to add the rule or rule action to. Press Enter
to display the Edit Rules -- Summary panel.

2. Type an I (for Insert) to the left of the object that is to immediately precede the new rule or rule action. Press Enter to
display the Rules Menu.

3. Add this rule or rule action as you would any other rule or rule action. (Detailed instructions are in section 8, Rules
Function.)
Note: Rule actions are processed in the order in which they are defined, so it is important to insert a new item in the
correct position.

4. After you type the specific information for this field (i.e., ROW, COL, LEN), press Enter. If the add was successful, the
message ADD SUCCESSFUL appears in the message area.

5. Press PF3 to return to the Edit Rules -- Summary where you can check the details of the rule or rule action you just
added.

6. Press PF3 to display the Applied Rules to check whether the rule or rule action was applied. (Rules and rule actions
are applied as soon as you add them.)

7. Continue with the run.

Resolve Conflicts between Rule Actions

Whenever Verify for CICS detects a conflict between rule actions, the run stops and the Mismatch screen is displayed.
Using this screen, you must correct any conflicts between rule actions before the run can continue.

Rules Summary Status Messages

The following error messages may appear on the Rules Summary panel and the Rules Applied During Run panel after
running a test stream.

<APPLIED>

Reason:

This rule or rule action has been applied.

<CONFLICT>

Reason:

One or more rule actions applied to the same location and a conflict occurred.

<ERROR>
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Reason:

This is a general error code set when the reason code is unknown.

<INCOMPLETE RULE>

Reason:

The rule does not have any rule actions defined to it.

<INV DATE MASK-ERROR>

Reason:

The data in the specified data generation field does not match the mask specified in the date aging format field.

<INV NUMBER-ERROR>

Reason:

The data specified in the data generation field is not numeric.

<M,D,Y IS NOT NUM-ERROR>

Reason:

The month, day, or year in the data generation field location is not numeric.

<MULTI ACTION-ERROR>

Reason:

More than one delete screen or insert test stream rule action was specified for the same screen.

<NEGATIVE DATE-ERROR>

Reason:

The date generated has a negative value.

<NESTED ACTION-ERROR>

Reason:

A nested delete or insert test stream rule action was specified, which is not allowed.

<NO ATTR ROW-COL-ERROR>

Reason:

An attribute byte was missing for this row-column location.

<NO CUT DATA-ERROR>

Reason:

The requested cut data does not exist, so it cannot be pasted.

<NO MODEL SCREEN>

Reason:

No model screen applies to this rule.

<NOT APPLICABLE DURING RUN>

Reason:

This is a LOGGING rule action and is ignored during a run.
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<NOT APPLIED>

Reason:

This rule or rule action has not been applied.

<NOT RECOGNIZED>

Reason:

The recognition criteria did not match.

<NOT RECOGNIZED-NOT APPLIED>

Reason:

The recognition criteria did not match, so the rule was not applied.

<NUM OVERFLOW-ERROR>

Reason:

An overflow condition occurs when the value of a field is too large to fit in the field length specified on the data generation
rule action. Either re-specify the length or set OVERFLOW equal to YES.

<OUTBOUNDS-ERROR>

Reason:

The row, column, and length coordinates of this rule action are outside the screen size of the terminal used by Run.

<OUTBOUNDS-NOT RECOGNIZED>

Reason:

The row, column, and length coordinates of the recognition criteria are outside the screen size of the terminal used by
Run.

<RECOGNIZED>

Reason:

The recognition criteria matched.

<SCREEN FAILURE-ERROR>

Reason:

A screen failure occurred because the attributes for the expected screen did not match those of the current screen. Check
that all rules for deletes, moves, and changed fields are correct. The row, column, and length coordinates of this rule
action overlap the position where the attribute mismatch was detected.

<SCREENID NOT EQ-NOT APPLIED>

Reason:

The specified screen ID did not match, so the rule was not applied

<T/S EMPTY-ERROR>

Reason:

The test stream to be inserted is empty.

<T/S IN USE-ERROR>

Reason:

The test stream to be inserted is in use.
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<T/S I/O-ERROR>

Reason:

An I/O error occurred reading the test stream.

<T/S IS MTTS-ERROR>

Reason:

The test stream to be inserted is a multiple terminal test stream.

<T/S NOTAUTH-ERROR>

Reason:

The test stream to be inserted is READ protected.

<T/S NOTFOUND-ERROR>

Reason:

The test stream to be inserted is not in the TCADS

<T/S REC#1 NOT OUTPUT-ERROR>

Reason:

The first record in the test stream is not an output record.

VARIABLE CONFLICT - WARNING

Reason:

A variable rule action overlapped row and column location with a non-variable rule action; an informational warning.

Action:

Verify that the overlap is what you intended, then continue the Run. The conflict does not have to be resolved or
bypassed.

WARNING

Reason:

An informational warning.

Action:

Verify that the overlap is what you intended, then continue the Run. The conflict does not have to be resolved or
bypassed.

Errors Requiring Broadcom Support

If any of the following errors occur, you must call Broadcom Support.

<INV OPER VALUE-ERROR>

Reason:

The data generation operator value is zero or not numeric.

<JULIAN DATE MASK-ERROR>

Reason:

The Julian date mask cannot contain a month.

<MULT M,D,Y IN MASK-ERROR>
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Reason:

More than one MM, DD, or YY[YY] was specified in the date mask.

<ZERO OPER VALUE-ERROR>

Reason:

The operator value was zero.

Confirm the Mismatch
If you select options 4, 6, 7, 8, or 10 on the Run Mismatch Options menu, Verify for CICS validates the next input screen
to check for the following conditions:

• the input data does not fit in the corresponding field in the current output screen
• the location of an input field has changed
• an input field was deleted

Any of these conditions will probably generate a mapping error (mapfail condition) when the next input screen is sent to
the application. To avoid this, Verify for CICS displays the Mismatch Confirmation panel.

 -----------------  RUN: MISMATCH CONFIRMATION  -----------------11:49:50 

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                    RC 

                                                                          

                                                     RECORD NUMBER:     2 

 THE OPTION YOU SELECTED (6) MAY RESULT IN A MAPPING ERROR (MAPFAIL       

 CONDITION) WHEN THE NEXT INPUT IS SENT TO THE APPLICATION.              

                                                                          

 1 INPUT FIELD NO LONGER CORRESPONDS (BECAUSE 1 OR MORE FIELDS HAVE BEEN  

 MOVED, DELETED, OR SHORTENED). THE FIRST INPUT DATA WHICH DOES NOT      

 CORRESPOND TO ANY FIELD ON THE CURRENT SCREEN IS AT ROW 8, COLUMN 51.   

 IT IS 1 BYTE LONG.                                                      

                                                                          

 MISMATCH OPTION 8 CAN BE USED TO ENTER THE NEXT INPUT INTO THE NEW SCREEN 

 LOCATIONS.                                                               

                                                                           

 OPTION 5 OR 9 MAY ALSO BE APPLICABLE (IF SCREENS HAVE BEEN INSERTED OR  

 DELETED).                                                                

                                                                           

                                                                           

                                                                           

F1-HELP     F3-END                                         

Usually, you can correct the error by selecting option 8 on the Run Mismatch Options menu. This option displays the
current output screen so you can key in the input data and submit that screen in place of the original input screen. If the
error occurred because screens were removed from the application, select option 5; if the error occurred because screens
were added, select option 9.

Type the End (PF3) command to return to the Run Mismatch Options menu to select another option. Press Enter to
continue the run, using the option you selected.
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Display, Field, and Hex Screen Formats
This section describes why Verify for CICS displays an input or output screen when selecting mismatch options 2 or 3, or
using the Rotate command (PF2).

You can view screens in three formats:

• Display
• Field
• Hex

Change Formats

Use the Format (PF9) command to shift between the Display, Field, and Hex formats. Although parameters are not
required, you can specify Format xxx, replacing xxx with one of the following:

Display
Immediately shifts to Display format

Field
Immediately shifts to Field format

Hex
Immediately shifts to Hex format

NODisplay
Disables Display format

NOField
Disables Field format

NOHex
Disables Hex format

For example, Format F displays the screen in field format.

NOTE
If the format being disabled is the one currently in use, Verify for CICS automatically switches to the next
available format. If the current format is the only one enabled, Verify for CICS displays an error message and
does not alter the display.

Display Format

Display format is the default format for viewing a screen. A sample screen in Display format is illustrated next.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.001 -----------  RUN: CURRENT SCREEN  --------------------13:37:07

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                           OUT RECORD:      2

            10        20        30        40        50        60        70    R5

    ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+ 

  |  DATE 06/29/98               CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY           RELEASE 6.2  

  |  TIME 13:19:17                      MAIN MENU                               

  |                                                                             

  4                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |  ENTER OPTION:                                                              

  8                                                                             

  |                                                                             
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  |          1) PLACE AN ORDER                                                  

  |                                                                             

 12          2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER                                        

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

 16                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

 20                                                                            

Verify for CICS displays four rows of information above the test stream screen:

• Title
• Command line and record number
• Two-line column number ruler

Also, Verify for CICS displays a row number ruler to the left of the screen. The default row and column for Display format
are both zero. Use the Up (PF7), Down (PF8), Left (PF10), and Right (PF11) commands to change the starting row and
column. You can specify a number or Maximum with these commands; for example, Up 7, Right 20, Down Maximum. If
you change the starting row or column, Verify for CICS uses the new starting position until you change it or exit from Verify
for CICS.

Field Format

Field format displays the data stream transmitted to or from the terminal rather than the full screen displayed in Display
format. Except on erase/writes, Field format usually does not display all the fields shown in Display format; for example,
this format displays only those fields which were modified for read-modified inputs.

The Field format version of the screen is illustrated next.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.001 ---------  RUN: CURRENT SCREEN  ----------------------13:37:14

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           R4

                                                                                

                                                         RECORD NUMBER:        2

 TYPE:       OUTPUT             TRAN: XCCC               DATA LENGTH:        266

 OPERATION:  ERASE/WRITE        DATE: 06/29/1998         SCREEN SIZE:  24 BY  80

 RESPONSE:   00:00:00.002       TIME: 13:18:56.730       TERMINAL:          VV01

 WCC: C2: NL/EM/CR PRINT CNTL, KEYBOARD RESTORE                                 

 ORDER  ROW  COL  ATTR  LENGTH  ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+---

  SBA     7   16             0                                                  

  IC                         0                                                  

  FLD     1    1  PSH        4  DATE                                            

  SF              PS         8  06/29/98                                        

  FLD     1   29  PSH       23  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY                         

  FLD     1   63  PSH        7  RELEASE                                         

  SF              PSM        3  6.2                                             

  FLD     2    1  PSH        4  TIME                                            

  SF              PS         8  13:19:17                                        

  FLD     2   36  PSH        9  MAIN MENU                                       

  FLD     7    1  PSH       13  ENTER OPTION:                                   

  SF              UM         0                                                  

  FLD     7   17  PS         1                                                  
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  FLD    10    9  PSH       17  1) PLACE AN ORDER                               

  FLD    12    9  PSH       27  2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER                    

Header Information

RUN OPTION

The option on the Run Mismatch Options menu selected for this screen during the last run. This information is omitted if
the screen did not have a mismatch or was excluded from the last run, or if the test stream was never run.

TYPE

The type of screen; for example, input or output.

OPERATION

The type of operation; for example, read modified, read buffer, write, erase/write, and so on.

RESPONSE/THINK

For output screens, the response time; for example, the elapsed time in hours, minutes, seconds, and thousandths of
seconds since the last terminal input. For input screens, the think time; for example, the elapsed time since the last output.

AID/WCC

For input screens, the attention identifier key pressed to generate input.

For output screens, the write control character:

NL/EM/CR PRINT CNTL
For print operations, specifies a variable line length depending on placement of a new line, end of message, or
carriage return orders in the data stream.

80 CHARACTER PRINT
For print operations, specifies an 80-character line.

64 CHARACTER PRINT
For print operations, specifies a 64-character line.

40 CHARACTER PRINT
For print operations, specifies a 40-character line.

KEYBOARD RESTORE
Restores keyboard function.

START PRINT
Initiates a printout operation.

RESETMDT
Resets all modified data tags.

ALARM
Sounds the audible alarm.

TRAN

The transaction associated with the screen.

DATE

The date the test stream was logged. This date may have been updated if the screen was edited or changed by Run
Mismatch options 7, 9, 10, or 11, or if the test stream was run with the Comparison Type set to None.

TIME

The time the test stream was logged. This time may have been updated if the screen was edited or changed by Run
Mismatch options 7, 9, 10, or 11, or if the test stream was run with the Comparison Type set to None.
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RECORD NUMBER

The record number of the screen within the test stream.

DATA LENGTH

The total number of bytes transmitted to or from the terminal. For input screens, this includes three bytes for the AID and
cursor position. For output screens, this includes one byte for the WCC.

SCREEN SIZE

The logged screen size.

TERMINAL

The terminal to which the screen was sent, or from which it was received.

CURSOR

For input screens, the cursor position (row and column).

Screen Display

Verify for CICS starts a new row on your display for every 3270 order in the screen. If there are no orders, only one row is
displayed. Data which follows the order appears under the ruler. Non-3270 data streams are displayed in 40-byte rows.

A common sequence of orders is set buffer address (SBA) followed by start field (SF). To condense the display, Verify for
CICS merges these orders into an FLD order type.

Each row in the display consists of the following:

ORDER
The 3270 order. This will be blank for the first field if the screen does not begin with an order. The most common
orders are summarized next. See the 3270 Component Description or Programmer's section for a complete
description of valid orders.
SBA

Set buffer address specifies the row and column for the data which follows.
SF

Start field specifies the beginning of a field and its attributes.
IC

Insert cursor specifies cursor positioning in the current row and column.
RA

Repeat to address repeats the first character which follows up to the specified row and column.
PT

Program tab specifies the next unprotected field as the location for the data which follows. If there is any
data between the program tab order and the previous order, all fields between the current display position
and the destination field are set to nulls.

EUA
Erase unprotected to address sets all unprotected fields from the current display position up to the
specified row and column to nulls.

ROW
The row specified by the order.

COL
The column specified by the order.

ATTR
The field attributes specified by a start field order:
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U
Unprotected field -- can be modified

P
Protected field -- cannot be modified

N
Numeric field -- only numeric data can be typed

S
Cursor will auto-skip over the field

H
High-intensity field

D
Field can be selected with a selector pen

L
Low-intensity (non-display) field

M
Field with modified data tag which will be transmitted from the terminal even if the operator makes no
entry

LENGTH
The length of the data following the order.

DATA
The actual data appears next beneath the ruler.

Scrolling

The default scroll amount is 19 rows for the Up (PF7) and Down (PF8) commands and 40 columns for the Left (PF10) and
Right (PF11) commands.

The Up and Down commands affect the display starting with the fifth row; for example, the header row on which Type,
Tran, and Data Length information appears. The Left and Right commands affect only the ruler and the data beneath it.
You can specify a number or Maximum with these commands; for example, Up 4, Right Maximum.

When data is not displayed beginning with the first character, the number of the first column appears in the ruler.

Hex Format

Hex format segments the data stream as Field format does. A new segment appears for each order for 3270 data
streams. Non-3270 data streams are displayed in 40-byte increments.

Three rows are used to display each segment:

• Row 1 contains the character representation
• Rows 2 and 3 contain the hexadecimal representation

The Hex format version of the previous example appears next.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.001 ---------  RUN: CURRENT SCREEN  ----------------------13:37:20

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           R9

                                                                                

 OFFSET  LENGTH  ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----RECORD:      2

      0       4  B.G?                                                           

                 C1C6                                                           

                 217F                                                           
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      4       1  .                                                             

                 1                                                              

                 3                                                              

                                                                                

      5       9  . .8DATE                                                      

                 1441FCCEC                                                      

                 100D84135                                                      

                                                                                

     14      10  .006/29/98                                                     

                 1FFF6FF6FF                                                     

                 D006129198                                                     

                                                                                

     24      28  . *.8CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY                                   

                 1451FCCDDD7E4CDDDCCE4CDDDCDE                                   

                 10CD831963D20366295203647158                                   

 F2-ROTATE  F3-END  F5-PRV          F7-UP  F8-DWN  F9-FORMAT  F10-LEFT F11-RIGHT

This format provides the offset and length of each segment. Because this example is an output screen, the first byte of the
first segment is the WCC. For an input screen, the first three bytes of the first segment would be the AID (one byte) and
the cursor position (two byte binary offset relative to zero).

Scrolling

The default scroll amount is 5 segments for the Up (PF7) and Down (PF8) commands and 60 columns for the Left (PF10)
and Right (PF11) commands. You can specify a number or Maximum with these commands; for example, Up 3, Right
Maximum.

Wait for Missing Output
Learn how Verify for CICS responds when the application does not return an expected output screen.

If the application does not return an output screen when expected, Verify for CICS displays the Missing Output menu.

TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001-----  RUN: MISSING OUTPUT  ------------EDITED TEST STREAM

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           RN

 TCA0463 - THE SCREEN MAY HAVE BEEN DELETED IN AN EDIT SESSION                  

 TERMINAL: VV01                                             RECORD NUMBER:    15

 THE RUN FUNCTION IS WAITING FOR AN OUTPUT SCREEN. THE OUTPUT SCREEN MIGHT     

 HAVE BEEN ELIMINATED FROM THE APPLICATION. THERE IS NO TRANSACTION ACTIVE     

 AT THE TERMINAL.                                                              

                                                                                

    1  DISPLAY THE ORIGINAL OUTPUT SCREEN WHICH THE RUN FUNCTION IS WAITING FOR 

                                                                                

    2  WAIT ANOTHER 20 SECONDS FOR THE OUTPUT SCREEN TO BE SENT BY THE          

       APPLICATION                                                              

                                                                                

    3  IGNORE TEMPORARY CHANGE (THE OUTPUT SCREEN IS NOT EXPECTED, BUT RETAIN   

       THE ORIGINAL SCREEN IN THE OUTPUT TEST STREAM)                           

                                                                                

    4  ACCEPT PERMANENT CHANGE (THE OUTPUT SCREEN IS NOT EXPECTED OR WANTED,    

       DELETE THE SCREEN FROM THE OUTPUT TEST STREAM)                           

                                                                                

    SELECT OPTION 2 IF THE OUTPUT MIGHT BE DELAYED DUE TO POOR RESPONSE TIME    
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    SELECT OPTION 3 OR 4 IF THE APPLICATION HAS CHANGED                         

                                                                                

 F1-HELP        F3-END                                                         

The message at the top of the screen always indicates that the Run function is waiting for an output screen that may have
been eliminated from the application. The message then indicates one of the following:

• There is no transaction active at the terminal. In this case, you may want to select option 3 or 4.
• Transaction xxxx is active at the terminal. In this case, you probably should select option 2.
• Transaction xxxx is active at the terminal, and has an outstanding terminal read request. In this case, you probably

should select option 3 or 4.

Output screens may be missing for many reasons, including:

• Response time is slower than when the test stream was logged
• An input screen was deleted by the Edit function
• The application changed
• The "Welcome to CICS" screen is missing. This message is issued to real VTAM terminals but not to the virtual

terminals Verify for CICS uses for the Run function.
• Screens from a printer were logged, but the terminal which starts the printer was not logged
• Messages from one terminal to another were logged, but both terminals were not logged

Use the End (PF3) command to end the run or choose one of the following options:

1 DISPLAY THE ORIGINAL OUTPUT SCREEN
Displays the original output screen for which the Run function is waiting. Use the End (PF3) command to return to
the Missing Output menu.

2 WAIT ANOTHER nn SECONDS
Directs Verify for CICS to wait for nn seconds for the missing screen. Select this option at least once to allow
for poor response time unless you are sure the screen is really missing. The number of seconds Verify for CICS
should wait is determined at installation time.

3 IGNORE TEMPORARY CHANGE
Ignores the missing output screen and continues the run. The original output screen is retained in the output test
stream. Select this option if the application will be changed to send the missing screen.

4 ACCEPT PERMANENT CHANGE
Ignores the missing output screen and continues the run. The output screen is deleted from the output test
stream. Select this option when the application has changed so that it no longer sends the missing screen.

Complete the Run
When the run completes, Verify for CICS displays the Run Completion panel.

CCCORDER.REL63.001 -----------  RUN COMPLETION  -----------------------13:02:28

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           R8

                                                                                

 OUTPUT SCREENS COMPARED:        4                                              

 PHYSICALLY EQUAL SCREENS:       1                                              

 LOGICALLY EQUAL SCREENS:        3                                              

                                                                                

 OUTPUT TEST STREAM: NONE                                                       

                                                                                

 RULESET(S) USED:                                                               

   TESTSTREAM:  TCADS.CCCORDER.REL63.001                                        
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   APPLICATION: NONE                                                            

   SYSTEM:      TCADS.SYSTEM.#RULESET.001                                       

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

  F1-HELP  F3-END   F4-RETURN                                                  

Use the End (PF3) command to return to the Run Options menu or the Return (PF4) command to return to the Primary
Options menu.

NOTE
If Verify for CICS detects a severe error during the run -- for example, an I/O error -- it displays an error message
instead of the Run Completion menu. In this case, the output test stream, if any, is deleted.

Command List Processor
You can use Verify for CICS as a command list processor for any regularly performed series of transactions.

This function may be useful for:

• Opening files
• Verifying CICS initialization
• Performing CICS termination tasks

Command list processing uses the Run function to execute an existing test stream. All of the usual Run function menus
are suppressed; Verify for CICS issues only a completion message.

Create the Test Stream

To use Verify for CICS as a command list processor, create a test stream using the following name:

• The default ddname
• An application of CLIST
• A meaningful member name
• The default version

Run the test stream to make sure it executes as expected.

Execute the Command List

To execute the command list, type:

XTCA EXEC member

where member is the member name of the test stream.

Verify for CICS runs the test stream and sends one of the following completion messages to your terminal:
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• A Run function message, such as, Test Stream Not Found.
• TCA0603 The Command List Has Been Run, There Were No Unequal Screens -- the normal completion message

indicating all of the screens were logically equal.
• TCA0604 nnnn Unequal Screens, Record Numbers nnnn, nnnn, nnnn, nnnn -- the specified number of screens

were not equal. The record numbers of the first four unequal screens are listed.

Execute a Run without Menus
Learn how to execute a run without using any Run function menus, with only a completion message sent to the terminal.

To execute a menuless run, key in the following command. Minimum abbreviations are underlined.

XTCA RUN d.a.m.v. THINK(NONE) LIMIT(999999) [SCREEN/LOGICAL/PHYSICAL/NONE] SUPOTS

XTCA Run (Required)
Invokes the run.

d.a.m.v. (Required)
Identifies the test stream:
d

DDname
a

Application
m

Member
v

Version
Think(NONE) (Optional)

Specifies no simulated operator think time, the default. You can also specify a number of seconds or a
percentage. See the Run Options section for valid parameters.

Limit(nnnnnn) (Optional)
Specifies the maximum number of mismatches Verify for CICS should allow. The default is 999999. If this number
is exceeded, Verify for CICS stops the run. Mismatches generated up to that point are recorded and the output
test stream is retained.

Screen/Logical/Physical (Optional)
Specifies the type of comparison. The default is screen. See the Run Options section for an explanation of these
options.

Supots (Optional)
The default is for Verify for CICS to create an output test stream with the same name as the input test stream and
the version incremented to the next available one. Mismatch data is automatically recorded. Specify this option to
suppress the output test stream.

Processing during a Menuless Run

During a menuless run, Verify for CICS:

• Ignores missing outputs
• Does not perform mismatch confirmation
• Accepts I/O mismatches

When the run completes, Verify for CICS returns one of the following messages:
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• A Run function message, such as, Test Stream Not Found, or Parameter Is Invalid.
• TCA0612 nnnn Unequal Screens, Output to output.test.stream -- the specified number of screens was not equal.

This message also identifies the name of the output test stream.
• TCA0613 Mismatch Limit Exceeded, Run Ended Prior to Completion -- the run did not complete because the

number of mismatches exceeded the number specified in the Limit option.
• TCA0617 nnnn Unequal Screens, Output Test Stream Suppressed -- the specified number of screens was not

equal. No output test stream was created because you specified the Supots option.

Browse Function (CICS)
The Browse function displays online the input and output screens captured during the Log and Run functions. You can
view:

• The original screens captured during logging
• The expected screens created during the Run function
• The current screens captured during the Run function
• The differences Verify found between the expected and the current screens
• The rules that were applied to the original screen which created the expected screen
• Operator instructions to Verify for CICS during the Run function when Verify for CICS detected a mismatch

Use the Browse function to analyze online the results of your testing. Use the Edit function if you intend to modify the test
stream; use the batch Print function if you want a hard copy.

NOTE
How to browse through rulesets and rules (which includes variables) is covered in the section "Rules Function".

Invoke the Browse Function
Learn how to browse a test stream, type B on the Primary Options Menu.

Verify for CICS displays the Test Stream Browse menu.

 ---------------------------  TEST STREAM BROWSE  ---------------14:51:31 

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                    B1 

                                                                                 

 ENTER TEST STREAM NAME:                                                         

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                        

   APPLICATION ===>                 (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                  

   MEMBER      ===>                  OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS                  

   VERSION     ===> 001              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)                 

                                                                                 

 HISTORY VIEWING OPTIONS:              

   ORIGINAL SCREENS ===> Y      (Y/N)

   EXPECTED SCREENS ===> Y      (Y/N)

   APPLIED RULES    ===> Y      (Y/N/O-ONLY)

   DIFFERENCES      ===> Y      (Y/N/O-ONLY)

    SIGNOFF DATA    ===> Y      (Y/N)

                                                                                 

                                                                                 

                                                                                 

                                                                                 

                                                                                 

F1-HELP     F3-END     F4-RETURN          
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The default ddname, Application, and Version values appear; these can be changed.

If you know the test stream you want to browse, follow these steps:

1. Key in the Application name, Member name, and other identifiers, if necessary
2. Optionally modify the History viewing options
3. Press Enter. Verify for CICS displays the Directory Information menu for that test stream.

If you don't know the test stream you want to browse, follow these steps:

1. Leave the Application and Member field blank.
2. Optionally, blank out other identifiers.
3. Press Enter. Verify for CICS displays the Test Stream Selection menu.

Select a Test Stream

The Test Stream Selection menu lists all the test streams for the specified ddname.

       --------------  BROWSE: TEST STREAM SELECTION  --------------14:00:10 

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                      

 FILE: TCADS                                                           MULTI-   

                         LOG-DATE  BY      RECORDS  RUN-DATE    RESULT   TERM 

 _ CLIST    OPERATOR 001 01/02/1998 AJC        28    03/21/1998 LGC EQ   

                     CEMT INQUIRY OF ALL PROGRAMS AND FILES                 

 s DEMO     DEMOPROG 001 03/22/1998 NGN         8                       

                     CUSTOMER MAINTENANCE DEMO PROGRAM                          

 _ PAYROLL  DOCUMENT 001 02/01/1998           120                       

                     ALL PAYROLL SCREENS FOR USER TRAINING                      

 _ PAYROLL  INQUIRY  001 01/16/1998 RSM       154  01/16/1998   NOT EQ  

                     TEST OF NEW INQUIRY MENU                                    

 _ PAYROLL  UPDATE   002 01/28/1998           112                        

                     TEST OF NEW UPDATE SCREEN                                  

 _ QA       TEST1    003 01/29/1998 NGN      1022  02/29/1998   NOT EQ       

                     TEST1 IN CONVERSION FROM DOS  TO MVS                         

 _ QA       TEST2    007 02/21/1998           724                        

                     TEST2 IN CONVERSION FROM DOS TO MVS                         

 _ SYSTEMS  MIGRATE  008 02/21/1998 SAB      2380  03/14/1998   LGC EQ     M  

                     MIGRATION TEST FOR CICS 1.7 TO 2.1                          

 _ SYSTEMS  STRESS1  018 03/22/1998 JSN      1502                        

                     STRESS TEST FOR CICS TEST REGION                            

 _ SYSTEMS  STRESS2  019 03/22/1998          1208                        

Your position in the list depends on your specifications on the Test Stream Browse menu.

• If both the Application and Member fields are blank, Verify for CICS positions you at the first stream for the specified
ddname.

• If you fill in a partial name, Verify for CICS positions you accordingly. For example, if you specify PAY as the Member
name and blank out the Version number, Verify for CICS positions you just before the first test stream whose member
name begins with 'PAY'.

See the "Run Function" section for an explanation of the Test Stream Selection menu.

Type S to the left of the test stream you want to browse and press Enter. Verify for CICS redisplays the Test Stream
Browse menu with the Test Stream identifiers filled in. Specify the History viewing options and press Enter to display the
Directory Information menu for the test stream.
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Use the Up (PF7) and Down (PF8) commands to scroll through the Test Stream Selection list. To override the default,
specify the number of lines or Maximum; for example, Down 25, Down Maximum.

Specify Browse Viewing Options

Complete the Test Stream Browse menu by specifying the Browse viewing options. Type Y, N, or O.

If Record History was set to Y for the run that created this test stream, then original screens, rules (if available), and
unequal rows will be included when you Browse.

NOTE
When you view input only test streams, use either Field or Hex format; do not use Display format.

When you have completed the Test Stream Browse menu, press Enter.

• If you have not specified a complete test stream name, Verify for CICS displays the Test Stream Selection list.
• If you have specified a complete test stream name, Verify for CICS displays the Directory Information menu for that

test stream.
• ORIGINAL SCREENS Y, the default, displays the original logged screens which differ from the current screens,

subject to your specifications for the Differences option. Y is valid only for test streams which have mismatch
information recorded where the Record History option was Y. Type N if you do not want to display the original screens.

• EXPECTED SCREENS Y, the default, displays the expected screens. The expected screen is the original screen with
rules applied to it. Y is only valid if Record History was set to Y during the Run.

• APPLIED RULES Y, the default, lets you view a list of the rules that were applied to each original screen as it was
processed. Y is only valid for test streams that have Record History set to Y during the Run. Type N if you do not want
to view the rules; type O if you only want to view the screens that have had rules applied to them.

• DIFFERENCES Y, the default, displays the unequal rows associated with the current screens. Type O to display
only those records for which Verify for CICS detected a mismatch. Y and O are valid only for test streams that have
mismatch information recorded where the Record History option was Y. Type N if you don't want to display unequal row
information.

• SIGNOFF DATA Y, the default, displays the information, if any, the operator supplied during the Run function when
Verify for CICS detected a mismatch. Y is valid only for test streams for which mismatch signoff information was
recorded; for example, the Require Signoff Data option was Y. Type N if you don't want to access this information.

Browse Directory Information
Learn that when selecting a test stream, Verify for CICS will redisplay the Test Stream Browse panel with the test stream
name fields completed.

Press Enter to display the Browse: Directory Information panel that contains the directory information for the test stream
you selected.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.002 ----  BROWSE: DIRECTORY INFORMATION  -----------------13:40:40

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           B3

                                                                                

  DESCRIPTION: CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY DEMO PROGRAM                             

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

              LOG:       RUN:       EDIT:         TEST STREAM:        IN:   OUT:

  INVOKED BY:                                       TOTAL SCREENS:      6      6

  INVOKED ON: 06/02/1998 06/03/1998                 AVERAGE BYTES:     46    315

  START TIME: 13:23:04   08:34:50                                               

  DURATION:   00:02:02   00:00:00                 LAST RUN:           IN:   OUT:
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  SYSTEM:     GRIA5451   GRIA5451                   EQUAL:             6      1

  STATUS:     NORMAL     LOGICALLY EQUAL            EQUIVALENT:               5

  TERMINAL:   A60L2048                              IGNORED:                  0

  VSAM CI'S:  2                                     ACCEPTED:                 0

                                                    INSERTED:          0      0

  AVERAGE THINK TIME:    00:00:20.256               DELETED:           0      0

  AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME: 00:00:00.013               CHANGED:           0       

  MAXIMUM SCREEN SIZE:   24 BY  80                  NOT RUN:           0      0

  PROTECTION STATUS:                                            OWNER:          

  ORIGINATING TEST STREAM: CCC.ORDERAPP.001       CREATED BY FUNCTION: RUN      

                                                                                

  F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN                                          

If you press Enter, Verify for CICS displays:

• the Initial Terminal Status menu for a single terminal test stream
• the Terminal Selection menu for a multiple terminal test stream

If you type a record number in the Command field and press Enter, Verify for CICS displays the record you selected.

Verify for CICS provides directory information describing Log, Run, and Edit functions involving the test stream. If the
Utilities were used to append, insert, or merge the test stream, the Edit heading will be replaced with the appropriate
heading.

DESCRIPTION
The description associated with the test stream when it was logged. This description may have been updated by
the Edit function or Update utility.

INVOKED BY
The ID of the user who initiated the function.

INVOKED ON
The date the test stream was logged, last run, or edited.

START TIME
The time the function was initiated.

DURATION
The duration of the Log function or the estimated duration of the Run function, based on total response time.

SYSTEM
The CICS job name under which the Log or Run function was initiated.

STATUS
For the Log function:
Normal Incomplete:

Verify for CICS could not log some screens because the data capture buffer overflowed or the data set
became full

Ext:nnn:
The data stream was extended; nnn indicates the number of records that existed before the extension

For the Run function:
Equal:

The data streams produced by the application were physically equal to those logged
Logically Equal:

The output screens produced by the application were logically equal to those logged, but the data
streams were not physically equal
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Not Equal:
The output from the application was not the same as the output logged

TERMINAL
The terminal used to log the test stream. For a multiple terminal test stream, the number of terminals appears
instead.

VSAM CI'S
The number of control intervals used to store the test stream.

AVERAGE THINK TIME
The average time which elapsed between an output screen and the next input from the terminal.

AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME
The average time which elapsed between terminal input and the next output screen.

MAXIMUM SCREEN SIZE
The largest screen size used in the test stream.

PROTECTION STATUS
The Test Stream Protection option specified when the test stream was logged.

ORIGINATING TEST STREAM
The source of this test stream. In other words, the test stream that was run which created this test stream.

OWNER
The person to whom this test stream belongs.

CREATED BY FUNCTION
The function that was used on the source test stream to create this test stream. Functions can be LOG, RUN,
COPY, or RENAME.

Test Stream

The following fields are displayed in the Test Stream area.

TOTAL SCREENS IN: OUT:
The number of input and output screens in the test stream.

AVERAGE BYTES IN: OUT:
The average number of bytes in the input and output data streams.

Last Run

The following fields are displayed if the test stream was run.

EQUAL IN: OUT:
The number of physically or logically equal screens.

EQUIVALENT OUT:
The number of output screens which became logically equal through the definition of variable fields.

IGNORED OUT:
The number of unequal output screens which were ignored (option 6 on the Run Mismatch Options menu).

ACCEPTED OUT:
The number of unequal output screens which were accepted (option 7 on the Run Mismatch Options menu).

INSERTED IN: OUT:
The number of screens which were inserted (options 4 and 5 on the Run Mismatch Out-of-Synch Options menu).

DELETED IN: OUT:
The number of screens which were deleted (options 9 and 10 on the Run Mismatch Out-of-Synch Options menu).
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CHANGED IN:
The number of input screens which were changed (option 8 on the Run Mismatch Options menu or a different
buffer value when a Read Buffer is issued and the installation option READBUF=CURRENT is in effect).

NOT RUN IN: OUT:
The number of screens which were not run. The terminals associated with these screens were not selected when
the test stream was run or you terminated the run before they were processed.

Browse Terminal Information
Learn what Verify for CICS displays when pressing Enter on the Directory Information menu.

• The Initial Terminal Status menu for a single terminal test stream
• The Terminal Selection menu for a multiple terminal test stream

The Initial Terminal Status menu is discussed next. See the Select a Terminal section later in this section for a discussion
of the Terminal Selection menu.

Display the Initial Terminal Status

The Initial Terminal Status menu displays information for each terminal in the test stream.

  CCC.ORDERAPP.001  ----  BROWSE: INITIAL TERMINAL STATUS  --------14:53:25 

  ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                     B6 

                                                                                  

  TERMINAL NAME: NN01                               NETWORK NAME: L9D6CA           

  TERMINAL ID: NN01                                 OPERATOR ID:  NGN              

  VIRTUAL TERMINAL                                 RESOURCE KEY: 000000           

       ASSIGNMENT:                                 SECURITY KEY: 000001           

                                                       EXTENDED: 0000000000       

  DEVICE TYPE: 3277 REMOTE                                                        

  ALTRN. SIZE: NO                                  PAGE STATUS: PAGE, 3270        

  SCREEN SIZE: 24 BY  80                           PAGE SIZE:   24 BY  80         

    ALTERNATE:  0 BY   0                           ALTERNATE:    0 BY   0         

                                                                                  

  FEATURES: DUALCASE, UCTRAN                                                      

  STATUS:   ATI                                                                   

                                                                                  

  USER AREA --------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------- 

       001:                                                                       

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

F1-HELP     F3-END     F4-RETURN     F10-LEFT     F11-RIGHT

This menu displays information about a terminal used to log the test stream. Verify for CICS uses this information to
synchronize the virtual terminal used in the Run function. Most of the terminal status information is determined by the
system programmer when the network is defined.

If the Log function extended a test stream, the screens may be from multiple terminals. In this case, the original terminal
status information is used for the entire test stream.
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When you have finished browsing the terminal status information for a single terminal test stream, press Enter to display
the Record Selection menu.

TERMINAL NAME
Either the terminal network name or the CICS terminal ID, whichever was specified when the terminal was logged.

TERMINAL ID
The CICS terminal ID used to log the test stream.

VIRTUAL TERMINAL ASSIGNMENT
The virtual terminal (if any) assigned to the terminal.

NETWORK NAME
The network name of the terminal used to log the test stream. For non-VTAM terminals, the access method (for
example, TCAM, BSAM) is displayed instead.

OPERATOR ID
The ID of the operator who was signed on when the Log function was initiated.

RESOURCE KEY
The resource access key of the operator who was signed on when the Log function was initiated. From right to
left, each bit corresponds to a resource level.

SECURITY KEY
The security key of the operator who was signed on when the Log function was initiated. From right to left, each
bit corresponds to one of the 24 basic security codes. For example, X'08100F' represents security codes 1, 2, 3,
4, 13, and 20.

EXTENDED SECURITY KEY
The extension of the security key. Additional bits allow security keys 25 - 64.

DEVICE TYPE
The type of terminal used during logging; for example, 3277 local, 3277 remote, and so on.

ALTRN. SIZE
Alternate screen size support:
No

Alternate size is not supported
Yes

Alternate size is supported.
In Use

Alternate size is in use.
Used Last

The last write used the alternate size.
EW/EWA

Needed
Next

An erase/write or an erase/write alternate is needed to change screen sizes.
SCREEN SIZE

The default screen size.
ALTERNATE

The alternate screen size.
PAGE STATUS

Paging status information:
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Page
Paging activity is controlled by the terminal user rather than automatically by the paging supervisor.

3270
The paging supervisor will treat the terminal as a 3270.

PAGE SIZE
The default page size for paging operations.

ALTERNATE
The alternate page size.

FEATURES
3270 feature information:
Copy

Copy operations are valid.
Print

The device is a print eligible printer.
Alarm

The terminal has an audible alarm.
Uctran

Input data is translated to upper case
Sel Pen

The terminal has a selector pen.
Dualcase

The terminal has a dual case keyboard.
Local Print

The terminal supports local print.
Mod3A

The terminal has a model 3 printer adapter.
STATUS

Status information:
ATI

The terminal is eligible for automatic transaction initiation.
Dummy

The terminal entry is a dummy for CICS asynchronous transaction processing.
Quiesce

The terminal is quiescing.
Attended

A user is signed on to the terminal.
Rec. Only

The terminal is receive (write) only.
Read Only

The terminal is read only.
Perm Out

The terminal is permanently out of service.
Out of Service

The terminal is out of service.
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USER AREA
The terminal user area used by some programs to record current transaction status or to control installation-
specific processing options.

Select a Terminal

The Terminal Selection menu is illustrated next. This menu is displayed automatically whenever you run a multi-terminal
test stream.

 SAMPLE.MULTTERM.001 ----  BROWSE: TERMINAL SELECTION  -----------------14:08:56

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           BT

                                                                                

 SELECT:  "S"    ORIGINAL   TERMINAL      SCREEN      ALTERNATE   VIRTUAL       

 INQUIRY: "I"    TERMINAL   TYPE          SIZE        SIZE        TERMINAL      

                                                                                

           _     A60L2048   3277 REMOTE   24 BY  80   24 BY  80                 

           _     A60L2049   3277 REMOTE   24 BY  80   24 BY  80                 

           _     A60L205A   3277 REMOTE   24 BY  80   24 BY  80                 

           _     A60L205B   3277 REMOTE   24 BY  80   24 BY  80                 

           ***  END OF TERMINALS  ***                                           

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 TYPE AN "S" TO SELECT TERMINAL FOR BROWSE   TYPE AN "I" TO VIEW TERMINAL STATUS

 F1-HELP        F3-CONTINUE   F4-RETURN      F7-UP          F8-DOWN             

This menu lists all the terminals in the test stream. For each terminal, Verify for CICS identifies its name, type, screen size,
alternate size, and the virtual terminal (if any) assigned to that terminal.

Key in S to the left of each terminal whose screens you want to browse. Then use the End (PF3) command to display the
Record Selection menu.

Key in I to the left of any terminal for which you want terminal status information. Then press Enter to display the Initial
Terminal Status menu. When you are finished viewing the terminal status information, use the End (PF3) command to
redisplay the Terminal Selection menu.

Use these Verify for CICS commands as follows:

Assign
Verify for CICS inserts S to the left of each terminal.

Reset
Verify for CICS restores the initial screen setting with an underscore to the left of each terminal.

Cancel
Verify for CICS cancels the browse and redisplays either the Test Stream Browse menu or the Test Stream
Selection menu.
Use the Up (PF7) and Down (PF8) commands to scroll through the terminal list.
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Browse Screens
Learn how Verify for CICS displays the Record Selection menu.

If you select one or more terminals for browsing from the Terminal Selection menu or press Enter from the Initial Terminal
Status menu (single terminal test stream only), Verify for CICS displays the Record Selection menu. This menu lists the
records in the test stream associated with all the terminals you selected.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.002 --------  BROWSE: RECORD SELECTION  ------------------13:42:05

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           B7

                                                                                

    TERMINAL  TRAN  T/R TIME   OP   AID    VIEW  RECORD   ROW: 1 COL: 30        

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:38.057  RM   ENTER             1                         

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.072  EW            R        2   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:35.706  RM   ENTER             3   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.002  EW            R        4   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:12.180  RM   ENTER             5   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.002  EW            R        6   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:15.403  RM   PF3               7   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.002  EW            R        8   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:01.212  RM   PF3               9   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.001  EW            R       10   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:18.979  RM   PF3              11   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.002  EW                    12                         

 ***  END OF RECORDS  ***                                                       

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 TYPE AN "S" TO SELECT A RECORD                                                 

 F1-HELP  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F7-UP  F8-DOWN  F9-FORMAT  F10-LEFT F11-RIGHT     

Key in S to the left of the record you want to browse and press Enter. Once you have selected a record, you can use the
Prev (PF5) and Next (PF6) commands to display other records. See the "Run Function" section for examples of screens
in Display, Field, and Hex format.

For each screen, Verify for CICS identifies its:

Terminal:
The terminal name

Tran:
The transaction

T/R Time:
The think time (for an input screen) or response time (for an output screen)

OP:
The operation:
W:

Write
EW:

Erase/write
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EWA:
Erase/write alternate

RB:
Read buffer

RM:
Read modified

RMA:
Read modified all

EAU:
Erase all unprotected

WSF:
Write structured field

CPY:
Copy

RD:
Read

AID:
Attention ID used to generate input; for example, Enter, PF3

Record:
Record number

View:
Whether there are mismatches (M), rules applied (R), or both (M,R)

ROW COL:
Data from the record which appears in row 1

To position the display beginning with a specific record, type the record number in the Command field and press Enter.

Use the Left (PF10) and Right (PF11) commands to shift the display so you can view additional data from the record.

Use Verify for CICS commands as follows:

Profile
Displays the Selection Profile so you can select which information should appear when Verify for CICS redisplays
the Record Selection menu. This menu is illustrated in the following figure.

Format
Changes the data display beneath the Row/Col to Display or Dump.

See the Browse Commands section later in this section for a detailed discussion of the Auto and Format commands.

Change the Fields on the Record Selection Menu

Type the Profile command on the Record Selection menu to display the Selection Profile menu.

SAMPLE.MULTTERM.001 -----  BROWSE: SELECTION PROFILE  -----------------14:31:54

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           B8

                                                                                

 S  TERMINAL  (TERMINAL NAME)                                                   

 S  TRAN      (TRANSACTION ID)                                                  

 S  T/R TIME  (THINK/RESPONSE TIME)                                             

 S  OP        (OPERATION)                                                       
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 _  LEN       (DATA LENGTH)                                                     

 S  AID       (ATTENTION ID)                                                    

 S  VIEW      (MISMATCH/RULES INDICATORS)                                       

 _  WCC       (WRITE CONTROL CHARACTER)                                         

 S  RECORD    (RECORD NUMBER)                                                   

 _  CURSOR    (CURSOR ROW/COLUMN)                                               

 _  SIZE      (SCREEN SIZE)                                                     

 _  DATE      (DATE LOGGED OR LAST CHANGED)                                     

 _  TIME      (TIME LOGGED OR LAST CHANGED)                                     

 S  DATA      (DISPLAY OR DUMP FORMAT DATA)                                     

                                                                                

 TYPE AN "S" TO SELECT A FIELD FOR DISPLAY                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN                                         

This menu lists all the fields which can appear on the Record Selection menu. The currently displayed fields have an S
next to them. In addition to the fields illustrated in the previous screen, you can select the following fields:

LEN:
Data length

WCC:
Write control character

Cursor:
Cursor's row and column position

Size:
Screen size

Date:
Date the record was logged or last changed by the Edit or Run functions

Time:
Time the record was logged or last changed by the Edit or Run functions

When you have finished selecting fields, use the End (PF3) command to return to the Record Selection menu. The fields
you have selected will now appear.

Browse Commands
This section describes the commands to be used to scroll, change formats, locate data and remove parameters in the
Browse screens.

Use the following commands to browse screens:

Command Function

Up (PF7) Scrolls up through a record.

Down (PF8) Scrolls down through a record.

Left (PF10) Scrolls left through a record.

Right (PF11) Scrolls right through a record.

Prev (PF5) Scrolls backward through a test stream.
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Next (PF6) Scrolls forward through a test stream.

Rotate (PF2) Rotates between the original and current screens and mismatch
information.

Enter Scrolls forward through a test stream.

Format (PF9) Shifts between Display, Field, and Hex formats.

Find Scans a test stream for a character string.

Rfind Repeats the last Find command.

Reset Removes the Find or Change parameters specified on the menu.

End (PF3) Ends the browse of a record and redisplays the Record Selection
menu.

Most of the previous commands are discussed in detail in the sections which follow.

Scrolling

UP (PF7), Down (PF8), Left (PF10), Right (PF11)

Scrolls through the record for all three formats. You can type these commands with a number to scroll a specified number
of rows, columns, or segments; for example, Up 8, Left 20. You can also specify Maximum to scroll to the top, bottom,
extreme left or right of the data; for example, Up Maximum.

Next (PF6), Prev (PF5)

Scrolls forward or backward through the test stream in accordance with the Browse viewing options you selected
on the Test Stream Browse menu. The default is one record. You can also specify a number or Maximum with these
commands. For example, if record 1 is displayed and you key in Next 4, Verify for CICS displays record 5. If you key in
Next Maximum, Verify for CICS displays the last record.

You can also view a record by typing its record number in the Command field. If the record you specify cannot be viewed,
the next or last viewable record will be displayed.

Rotate (PF2)

Scrolls within a record in accordance with the Browse viewing options you selected. For example, you can shift between
the original output screen, the current output screen and unequal rows.

Enter

Scrolls within a record, like the Rotate command, and from the last viewable part of one record to the next viewable part of
the next record in accordance with the Browse viewing options you selected.

Change Formats

Format (PF9)

Use the Format (PF9) command to shift between Display, Field, and Hex formats. Although parameters aren't required,
you can also specify Format xxx, replacing xxx with one of the following:

Display
Immediately shifts to Display format

Field
Immediately shifts to Field format

Hex
Immediately shifts to Hex format
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NODisplay
Disables Display format

NOField
Disables Field format

NOHex
Disables Hex format

For example, Format F displays the screen in Field format.

If the format being disabled is the one currently in use, Verify for CICS automatically switches to the next available format.
If the current format is the only one enabled, Verify for CICS displays an error message and does not alter the display.

NOTE
Do not use Display format for input-only test streams.

Locate Data

Find/Rfind

Scans the test stream for a character string. You can specify these commands in all three display formats.

The Find command searches once for the specified value; the Rfind command repeats the previous Find command. Use
the Rfind command to locate additional occurrences of the value without respecifying it.

When you enter the Find command, Verify for CICS inserts the Find parameters on the menu as illustrated next.

  CCC.ORDERAPP.001 --------  BROWSE: DISPLAY FORMAT  -------------------14:56:22 

  ENTER COMMAND ===>                                               RECORD:      

2 

                                                                               

  ROW      COLUMN              VALUE                                           

  ===>     ===>      SCREEN ID ===>                                            

  ===>     ===>      SCAN      ===>                                            

             10        20        30        40        50        60        70    

B5 

     ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+----- 

   | DATE 01/04/98               CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY               RELEASE 

6.2 

   | TIME 12:49:58                      MAIN MENU                 

   |                                                                    

   4                                                                           

   |                                                                             

   |                                                                             

   |                                                                             

   8    ENTER OPTIONS:                                              

   |                                                                             

   |                                                                             

   |            1) PLACE AN ORDER                  

  12                                                                           

   |            2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER                    

   |                                                                             

   |                                                                             

  16                                                                          
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The Find command has two parameters: Screen ID and Scan. You can specify values for one or both parameters. If you
specify both values, both must be satisfied.

Screen ID
The value specified for this parameter applies to the screen as it appears in Display format. The Row and Column
sub-parameters must be specified. Verify for CICS will search for the value only in the specified row and column.

Scan
The value specified for this parameter applies to the screen in Field format. The Row and Column sub-parameters
are optional. Specify a row without a column to limit the search to a single row; specify a column without a row to
limit the search to a single column. Omit both row and column to search the entire screen for the value.
Although the Find and Rfind commands can be entered in Display format, the value specified in the Scan
parameter applies to the screen in Field format.

NOTE
To find orders, specify the Find or Rfind command in Hex format, omitting the Scan parameter row and column.

If Verify for CICS finds the string, it displays the record in which it was found; otherwise, the current record is redisplayed
along with a message.

Specify the Value

Follow these rules when specifying the Screen ID and Scan values:

• A character value should not be specified in single quotes; for example, value.
• A hexadecimal value should be preceded by X and enclosed in single quotes; for example, X'value'.
• Embedded blanks are permitted within a character value; trailing blanks are ignored.

When to Use Screen ID or Scan

A difference exists between the data you view on your terminal and the data transmitted to and from your terminal for the
following reasons:

• On output, successive transmissions can cumulatively build a terminal display.
• On input, only modified data is transmitted, not the entire display.

Although Verify for CICS captures only the actual transmission, during the Browse, Run, and Edit functions the terminal
display is reconstructed.

Use Screen ID to find a screen based on how it appears at a terminal (Display format). Use Scan to find a screen by the
actual data transmitted to or from the terminal (Field format).

Remove Parameters

Reset

Removes the Find command parameters from the menu. These parameters are also removed when the Find command is
successfully processed or when the parameters are blank.

Edit Function (CICS)
The Edit function lets you change input and output screens in a test stream. You can reduce your need for the Edit
function by using rules the next time you upgrade your test stream or application to a new release.

Use the Edit function to:
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• Change fields, such as dates, before running a test stream
• Create new test data. For example, you can copy a test stream and then revise the input data to create different test

cases.
• Eename terminals so they correspond to current terminals. For example, you may want to rename terminals if you are

running printers or running with real, rather than virtual, terminals.

If you edit a test stream, Verify for CICS also updates the log date and time stored with each record that is changed.

NOTE
How to edit a ruleset or rule is covered in the section "Rules Function".

Invoke the Edit Function
Learn how to edit a test stream so that Verify for CICS displays the Test Stream Edit menu.

Type E on the Primary Options Menu.

  --------------------  TEST STREAM EDIT  -----------------------13:59:34 

  ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                   E1 

                                                                         

  ENTER TEST STREAM NAME:                                                

    DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                

    APPLICATION ===>                 (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,          

    MEMBER      ===>                  OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS          

    VERSION     ===> 001              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)         

                                                                          

                                                                           

                                                                         

                                                                         

                                                                         

                                                                          

                                                                     

                                                                          

                                                                     

                                                                          

                                                                          

F1-HELP     F3-END     F4-RETURN

The default ddname and Version values appear and can be changed.

If you know the test stream you want to edit, follow these steps:

1. Key in the Application and Member name and other identifiers, if necessary
2. Press Enter.

Verify for CICS displays the Directory Information menu for that test stream.

If you don't know the test stream you want to edit, follow these steps:

1. Leave the Application and Member field blank.
2. Optionally, blank out other identifiers.
3. Press Enter.

Verify for CICS displays the Test Stream Selection menu.

Select a Test Stream from the Test Stream Selection Menu

The Test Stream Selection menu lists all the test streams for the specified ddname.
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Your position in the list depends on your specifications on the Test Stream Edit menu.

• If the Application field was blank, Verify for CICS positions you at the first test stream for the specified ddname.
• If you left only the Member field blank, Verify for CICS positions you just before the first test stream for the specified

ddname and Application.
• If you keyed in a partial name, Verify for CICS positions you accordingly. For example, if you specified PAY as the

Member name without a Version number, Verify for CICS positions you just before the first test stream whose member
name begins with 'PAY'.

See the "Browse Function" section for a description of the Test Stream Selection menu.

Key in S to the left of the test stream you want to edit and press Enter. Verify for CICS displays the Directory Information
menu for that test stream.

Use the Up (PF7) and Down (PF8) commands to scroll through the Test Stream Selection list. The default scroll amount is
17 rows. To override the default, specify the number of lines or Maximum (for example, Down 25, Down Maximum).

Edit Directory Information
Learn about the Directory Information menu describes Log, Run, and Edit functions which involve the test stream.

If the Online Utilities were used to Append, Insert, or Merge the test stream, the Edit heading will be replaced with the
appropriate heading.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.002 -------  EDIT: DIRECTORY INFORMATION  ----------------13:44:46

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           E3

                                                                                

  DESCRIPTION ===> CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY DEMO PROGRAM                         

              ===>                                                              

              ===>                                                              

                                                                                

              LOG:       RUN:       EDIT:         TEST STREAM:        IN:   OUT:

  INVOKED BY:                                       TOTAL SCREENS:      6      6

  INVOKED ON: 06/02/1998 06/03/1998                 AVERAGE BYTES:     46    315

  START TIME: 13:23:04   08:34:50                                               

  DURATION:   00:02:02   00:00:00                 LAST RUN:           IN:   OUT:

  SYSTEM:     GRIA5451   GRIA5451                   EQUAL:              6      1 

   TATUS:     NORMAL     LOGICALLY EQUAL            EQUIVALENT:                5

  TERMINAL:   A60L2048                              IGNORED:                   0

  VSAM CI'S:  2                                     ACCEPTED:                  0

                                                    INSERTED:           0      0

  AVERAGE THINK TIME:    00:00:20.256               DELETED:            0      0

  AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME: 00:00:00.013               CHANGED:            0       

  MAXIMUM SCREEN SIZE:   24 BY  80                  NOT RUN:            0      0

  PROTECTION STATUS:                                            OWNER:          

  ORIGINATING TEST STREAM: CCC.ORDERAPP.001       CREATED BY FUNCTION: RUN      

                                                                                

  F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN                                          

See the "Browse Function" section for a description of the Directory Information fields.

Update Directory Information

You can change the Description field by keying in a new description.
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If you edit the test stream -- for example, by deleting screens or changing fields, Verify for CICS will update the Total
Screens and Average Bytes fields when you save the edited test stream. If necessary, Verify for CICS will also adjust the
Duration, Average Think Time, and Average Response Time fields.

Continue the Edit Function

When you press Enter, Verify for CICS displays:

• the Initial Terminal Status menu for a single terminal test stream
• the Terminal Selection menu for a multiple terminal test stream

If you type a record number in the Command field and press Enter, Verify for CICS displays the record you selected --
bypassing the Terminal Status and Terminal Selection panels.

Edit Terminal Information
Learn how the Initial Terminal Status menu displays information for each terminal in the test stream.

  CCC.ORDERAPP.001 ------  EDIT: INITIAL TERMINAL STATUS  ------14:01:14 

  ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                   E6 

  TERMINAL NAME ===> NN01                           NETWORK NAME: L9D6CA        

  TERMINAL ID ===> NN01                              OPERATOR ID: NGN           

  VIRTUAL TERMINAL                                  RESOURCE KEY: 000000        

  ASSIGNMENT  ===>                                  SECURITY KEY: 000001        

                                                        EXTENDED: 000000000     

  DEVICE TYPE: 3277 REMOTE                                                        

  ALTRN. SIZE: NO                                  PAGE STATUS: PAGE, 3270        

  SCREEN SIZE: 24 BY  80                           PAGE SIZE:   24 BY  80         

    ALTERNATE:  0 BY   0                           ALTERNATE:    0 BY   0         

                                                                                  

  FEATURES: DUALCASE, UCTRAN                                                      

  STATUS:   ATI                                                                   

                                                                                  

  USER AREA -------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------- 

       001:                                                                  

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

F1-HELP     F3-END     F4-RETURN     F10-LEFT     F11-RIGHT

See the "Browse Function" section for a description of the fields.

Use the Enter key to display the Record Selection menu.

Specify two fields on this menu and are explained next.

Terminal Name
Change the terminal by overtyping the terminal name. Verify for CICS assumes this is a terminal netname unless
a field mark (X'1E') follows the name. The field mark identifies the entry as a CICS terminal ID. When you change
the terminal name, the appropriate name or terminal ID field reflects the change. The Record Selection menu and
Field format displays will reference the old name until you save the edited test stream. For a multiple terminal test
stream, the Terminal Selection menu will reference the new name if you redisplay that menu.
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Virtual Terminal Assignment
Assign a virtual terminal to be used whenever the test stream is run by specifying a netname in this field. This
assignment overrides installation and other specifications, such as running with real terminals or printers. Virtual
terminal assignment applies only to VTAM virtual terminals and is ignored if you are using BTAM virtual terminals.
You can specify a generic netname; for example, NET=====. Verify for CICS will then use any virtual terminal that
fits the specification, such as NET00001, NET00002, and so on.

Select a Terminal

The Terminal Selection menu lists all the terminals in the test stream. See the "Browse Function" section for a description
of this menu.

Key in S to the left of each terminal whose screens you want to edit and use the End (PF3) command. Verify for CICS
displays the Record Selection menu.

Key in I to the left of any terminal for which you want terminal status information and press Enter. Verify for CICS displays
the Initial Terminal Status menu, illustrated in the previous figure.

Use the following commands:

Assign
Verify for CICS inserts S to the left of each terminal.

Reset
Verify for CICS restores the initial screen setting with an underscore to the left of each terminal.

Cancel
Verify for CICS cancels the edit and redisplays either the Test Stream Edit menu or the Test Stream Selection
menu.

Up (PF7) / Down (PF8)
Commands are used to scroll through the terminal list.

Select Records
Learn about the Record Selection menu which lists the records in the test stream associated with all the terminals you
selected.

The Record Selection menu is automatically displayed whenever you select a multi-terminal test stream to browse.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.002 ----------  EDIT: RECORD SELECTION  ------------------11:21:35

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           E7

                                                                                

    TERMINAL  TRAN  T/R TIME   OP   AID    VIEW  RECORD   ROW: 1 COL: 30        

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:38.057  RM   ENTER             1                         

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.072  EW            R        2   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:35.706  RM   ENTER             3   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.002  EW            R        4   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:12.180  RM   ENTER             5   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.002  EW            R        6   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:15.403  RM   PF3               7   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.002  EW            R        8   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:01.212  RM   PF3               9   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.001  EW            R       10   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:18.979  RM   PF3              11   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.002  EW                    12                         
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 ***  END OF RECORDS  ***                                                       

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 TYPE AN "S" TO SELECT A RECORD                                                 

 F1-HELP  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F7-UP  F8-DOWN  F9-FORMAT  F10-LEFT F11-RIGHT     

See the "Browse Function" section for a description of this menu and a list of the commands which you can enter. See
the "Browse Function" section for an explanation of the Selection Profile menu which you can use to change the fields
displayed on the Record Selection menu.

Key in S to the left of the record you want to edit and press Enter.

Screen Formats

The Edit function displays records in Field, Hex, and Display format. Field format is the default. See the discussion of
screen formats in the "Run Function" section for information on how to use each format.

NOTE
Do not use Display format for input only test streams.

Scroll through the Record

Use the Up (PF7), Down (PF8), Left (PF10), and Right (PF11) commands to display the entire record. The default scroll
amounts for each screen format are described in the "Run Function" section.

Scroll through the Test Stream

In Display format, you can press Enter to scroll forward from one screen to another in the test stream. For example, if you
select the first screen for editing, you can press Enter repeatedly to scroll forward through the entire test stream.

Use the Next (PF6) and Prev (PF5) commands to scroll to the next or previous record. You can specify a number with
these commands. For example, if record 1 is displayed and you key in Next 4, Verify for CICS displays record 5.

Scroll directly to a record by entering its record number in the Command line. If the specified record cannot be displayed,
Verify for CICS will display the next or previous record which can be displayed.

Edit Records
Learn how to enter editing commands on any test stream record display.

See the Edit Commands section later in this section.

When you save a test stream which has been edited, Verify for CICS updates the log date and time of each record which
has been changed. The date and time are displayed when you view the record in Field format.

Change Screen Data

You can change the data transmitted to or from the terminal in Field or Hex formats. A sample screen in Field format is
illustrated next.

NOTE
Use PF9 to rotate between the formats.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.002 --------  EDIT: FIELD FORMAT  ------------------------13:48:30
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 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           E4

                                                                                

 RUN OPTION: 7                                           RECORD NUMBER:        2

 TYPE:       OUTPUT             TRAN: XCCC               DATA LENGTH:        266

 OPERATION:  ERASE/WRITE        DATE: 06/29/1998         SCREEN SIZE:  24 BY  80

 RESPONSE:   00:00:00.003       TIME: 13:39:44.336       TERMINAL:      A60L2048

 WCC: C2: NL/EM/CR PRINT CNTL, KEYBOARD RESTORE                                 

 ORDER  ROW  COL  ATTR  LENGTH  ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+---

  SBA     7   16         00000                                                  

  IC                     00000                                                  

  FLD     1    1  PSH    00004  DATE                                            

  SF              PS     00008  06/29/98                                        

  FLD     1   29  PSH    00023  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY                         

  FLD     1   63  PSH    00007  RELEASE                                         

  SF              PSM    00003  6.2                                             

  FLD     2    1  PSH    00004  TIME                                            

  SF              PS     00008  13:39:44                                        

  FLD     2   36  PSH    00009  MAIN MENU                                       

  FLD     7    1  PSH    00013  ENTER OPTION:                                   

  SF              UM     00000                                                  

  FLD     7   17  PS     00001                                                  

  FLD    10    9  PSH    00017  1) PLACE AN ORDER                               

  FLD    12    9  PSH    00027  2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER                    

The display is divided into segments determined by each order. For non-3270 terminal test streams, the Field and Hex
display is divided into 40-byte segments.

Edit this screen as follows:

• Change the data under the ruler by overtyping it
• Change the length of the data by overtyping the Data Length field. Verify for CICS will either truncate the data or pad it

with blanks to the specified length.

The following rules apply:

• The row, column, or attribute of a field cannot be changed in Field format; use Hex format to make changes.
• Invalid 3270 characters cannot be changed in Field format; use Hex format to change them.
• Input screens which contain non-display (dark) fields and which were captured when the installation option

DRKPROT=YES was in effect can be edited only in Field format.

A sample screen in Hex format appears next.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.002 --------  EDIT: HEX FORMAT  --------------------------13:49:08

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           E9

                                                                                

 OFFSET  LENGTH  ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----RECORD:      2

      0   00004  B G?                                                           

                 C1C6                                                           

                 217F                                                           

                                                                                

      4   00001                                                                 

                 1                                                              

                 3                                                              

                                                                                

      5   00009      8DATE                                                      
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                 1441FCCEC                                                      

                 100D84135                                                      

                                                                                

     14   00010   006/29/98                                                     

                 1FFF6FF6FF                                                     

                 D006129198                                                     

                                                                                

     24   00028    * 8CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY                                   

                 1451FCCDDD7E4CDDDCCE4CDDDCDE                                   

                 10CD831963D20366295203647158                                   

 F2-ROTATE  F3-END  F5-PRV  F6-NXT  F7-UP  F8-DWN  F9-FORMAT  F10-LEFT F11-RIGHT

The display is divided into segments determined by each order. For non-3270 terminal test streams, the display is divided
into 40-byte segments.

Edit this screen as follows:

• Change the data, including orders, by overtyping it
• Change the length of the data by overtyping the Length field. Verify for CICS will either truncate the data or pad it with

blanks to the specified length.
• Change invalid 3270 characters in either of the hex lines, but not in the character line

The following rules apply:

• The offset cannot be changed.
• Erased characters in the character line are replaced with blanks; erased characters in hex lines are restored to their

original values.
• Changes in either hex line take precedence over changes in the character line, except when a character has been

changed in the character line and its corresponding hex representation has been erased in one or both of the hex
lines. In this case, the character change takes precedence.

• For a 3270 test stream, if you enter an order or modify existing data so that it becomes an order, the existing field will
be split at the new order when the screen is refreshed.

• Input screens which contain non-display (dark) fields and which were captured when the installation option
DRKPROT=YES was in effect can only be edited in Field format.

Edit Commands
This section describes how to locate data, locate and change data, remove parameters, and delete records and terminals
using Edit commands.

Edit Command Description

Find Scans a test stream for a character string.

Rfind Repeats the last Find command.

Change Scans a test stream for a character string and replaces it with a
specified string.

Rchange Repeats the last Change command.

Reset Removes the Find or Change command parameters specified on
the menu.

Delete Removes a specified range of screens from a test stream or
removes all screens associated with a terminal for a multiple
terminal test stream.
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Save Saves the edited test stream. Verify for CICS remains in edit
mode.

End (PF3) Saves the edited test stream and redisplays the Test Stream Edit
or Test Stream Selection menu.

Return (PF4) Saves the edited test stream and redisplays the Primary Options
Menu.

Cancel Cancels the edit, discards all changes, and redisplays the Test

Clear Stream Edit or Test Stream Selection menu.

PA2 Redisplays the current menu. Any data you have keyed in is
removed without being processed.

Locate Data

Find/Rfind

Scans the test stream for a character string. You can specify these commands in all three formats.

NOTE
Although the Find and Rfind commands can be entered in Display format, the value specified in the Scan
parameter applies to the screen in Field format. Similarly, if the commands are entered in Field or Hex format,
the value specified in the Screen ID parameter applies to the screen in Display format.

The Find command searches once for the specified value; the Rfind command repeats the previous Find command. Use
the Rfind command to locate additional occurrences of the character string without respecifying it.

When you enter the Find command, Verify for CICS inserts the Find parameters on the menu as illustrated next.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.002 --------  EDIT: FIELD FORMAT  ------------------------13:50:02

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           E4

                                                                                

 ROW      COLUMN              VALUE                                             

 ===>     ===>      SCREEN ID ===>                                              

 ===>     ===>      SCAN      ===>                                              

 RUN OPTION: 7                                           RECORD NUMBER:        2

 TYPE:       OUTPUT             TRAN: XCCC               DATA LENGTH:        266

 OPERATION:  ERASE/WRITE        DATE: 06/29/1998         SCREEN SIZE:  24 BY  80

 RESPONSE:   00:00:00.003       TIME: 13:39:44.336       TERMINAL:      A55TG001

 WCC: C2: NL/EM/CR PRINT CNTL, KEYBOARD RESTORE                                 

 ORDER  ROW  COL  ATTR  LENGTH  ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+---

  SBA     7   16         00000                                                  

  IC                     00000                                                  

  FLD     1    1  PSH    00004  DATE                                            

  SF              PS     00008  06/29/98                                        

  FLD     1   29  PSH    00023  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY                         

  FLD     1   63  PSH    00007  RELEASE                                         

  SF              PSM    00003  6.2                                             

  FLD     2    1  PSH    00004  TIME                                            

  SF              PS     00008  13:39:44                                        

  FLD     2   36  PSH    00009  MAIN MENU                                       

  FLD     7    1  PSH    00013  ENTER OPTION:                                   

  SF              UM     00000                                                 
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The Find command has two parameters: Screen ID and Scan. You can specify values for one or both parameters. If you
specify both values, both must be satisfied.

Screen ID
The value specified for this parameter applies to the screen as it appears in Display format. The Row and Column
sub-parameters must be specified. Verify for CICS will search for the value only in that row and column.

Scan
The value specified for this parameter applies to the screen in Field format. The Row and Column sub-parameters
are optional. Specify a row without a column to limit the search to a single row; specify a column without a row to
limit the search to a single column. Omit both row and column to search the entire screen.
Although the Find and Rfind commands can be entered in Display format, the value specified in the Scan
parameter applies to the screen in Field format.

NOTE
To find orders, specify the Find and Rfind commands in Hex format, omitting the Scan parameter row and
column.

If Verify for CICS finds the string, it displays the record in which it was found; otherwise, the current record is redisplayed
along with a message.

Specify the Value

Follow these rules when specifying the Screen ID and Scan values:

• A character value should not be specified in single quotes; for example, value
• A hexadecimal value should be preceded by X and enclosed in single quotes; for example, X'value'
• Embedded blanks are permitted within a character value; trailing blanks are ignored.

When to Use Screen ID or Scan

A difference exists between the data you view on your terminal and the data transmitted between your terminal and CICS
for the following reasons:

• On output, successive transmissions can cumulatively build a terminal display.
• On input, only modified data is transmitted, not the entire display.

Although Verify for CICS captures only the actual transmission, during the Browse, Run, and Edit functions the terminal
display is reconstructed.

Use Screen ID to find a screen based on how it appears at a terminal (Display format); use Scan to find a screen by the
actual data transmitted to or from the terminal (Field format).

Locate and Change Data

Change/Rchange

Finds and changes data in a test stream. These commands can be entered in all three formats. The values specified in
the Scan and Replace parameters apply to the screen in Field format. Similarly, if these commands are entered in Field or
Hex format, the value specified in the Screen ID parameter applies to the screen in Display format.

The Change command searches for each occurrence of the specified value and replaces it. The Rchange command
repeats the previous Change command for the next occurrence. Use the Rchange command to locate and change
additional occurrences of the value without respecifying it.

You can also specify the Rfind command after the Change command to repeat the search without replacing the value.

You can optionally specify the range of records which Verify for CICS should search.

If Verify for CICS finds the value, it replaces it with the new value and displays the changed record; otherwise, it redisplays
the current record along with a message.
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If you expand a field, the location of subsequent 3270 fields will not be changed. Avoid destructive field overlap.

When you enter the Change command, Verify for CICS inserts the Change parameters on the menu as illustrated next.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.002 --------  EDIT: FIELD FORMAT  ------------------------08:45:40

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           E4

                                                                                

 ROW      COLUMN              VALUE                                             

 ===>     ===>      SCREEN ID ===>                                              

 ===>     ===>      SCAN      ===>                                              

                    REPLACE   ===>                                              

 START WITH RECORD NUMBER ===> 000002  STOP AFTER RECORD NUMBER ===> 000002     

 RUN OPTION: 1                                           RECORD NUMBER:        2

 TYPE:       OUTPUT             TRAN: XCCC               DATA LENGTH:        266

 OPERATION:  ERASE/WRITE        DATE: 06/03/1998         SCREEN SIZE:  24 BY  80

 RESPONSE:   00:00:00.072       TIME: 08:34:51.345       TERMINAL:      A60L2048

 WCC: C2: NL/EM/CR PRINT CNTL, KEYBOARD RESTORE                                 

 ORDER  ROW  COL  ATTR  LENGTH  ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+---

  SBA     7   16         00000                                                  

  IC                     00000                                                  

  FLD     1    1  PSH    00004  DATE                                            

  SF              PS     00008  06/03/98                                        

  FLD     1   29  PSH    00023  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY                         

  FLD     1   63  PSH    00007  RELEASE                                         

  SF              PSM    00003  6.3                                             

  FLD     2    1  PSH    00004  TIME                                            

  SF              PS     00008  08:34:51                                        

  FLD     2   36  PSH    00009  MAIN MENU                                      

The Change command has five parameters: Screen ID, Scan, Replace, Start With Record Number, and Stop After Record
Number. The Scan and Replace parameters must be specified; other parameters are optional.

Screen ID
If specified, Verify for CICS checks the screen as it appears in Display format before processing the Scan and
Replace parameters. The Row and Column sub-parameters must be specified. The change will apply only to
screens which contain the Screen ID value specified in the row and column.
Usually this parameter is specified with a record range (see the Start With Record Number and Stop After Record
Number parameters next).
When processing the Screen ID parameter, Verify for CICS treats an attribute or null on the screen as a blank.

Scan
The value specified for this parameter applies to the screen in Field format. You can scan only for data because
attributes and nulls will not be changed. (Use Hex format to change attributes and orders.)
The Row and Column sub-parameters are optional. Specify a row without a column to limit the search to a single
row; specify a column without a row to limit the search to a single column. Omit both row and column to search
the entire screen.
To change orders, the AID, WCC, or cursor position, specify the Change or Rchange command in Hex format,
omitting the Scan parameter row and column. Be careful when using these commands in Hex format to avoid
changing orders unintentionally.

Replace
Specify the value to replace the Scan value. The number of characters may be the same, greater than, or less
than the number of characters in the Scan value. Data in the field following the Scan value will be shifted left or
right if the Replace value is shorter or longer than the Scan value.
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Start with Record Number/Stop after Record Number
Specify either or both of these parameters to expand the search to a range of records. The default for each
parameter is the current record. Use these parameters to make global changes.

See the earlier discussion of the Find/Rfind commands for an explanation of how to specify the value and when to specify
Screen ID and Scan.

Remove Parameters

Reset

Removes the Find and Change command parameters from the menu. These parameters are also removed when these
commands are successfully processed or when the parameters are blank.

Delete Records and Terminals

Delete

Deletes the displayed record or all the records for a terminal. This command can be entered in all three display formats.

Delete Records

Specify the Delete command to delete the displayed record.

To delete multiple records, key in Delete nn, where nn represents the number of records to be deleted. For example, if you
enter Delete 3, Verify for CICS will delete the displayed record and the next two records.

For a multiple terminal test stream, the deleted records will be from the same terminal as the displayed record; records
from other terminals will be ignored.

Because most applications alternately receive input from the terminal and send output to the terminal, you should usually
delete an even number of screens. Verify for CICS will display a warning message on the Confirm Delete menu, illustrated
in the following figure, if the deletion will result in:

• Two consecutive input screens
• Two consecutive output screens
• An output screen which is the first record for a single terminal test stream or the first record for a terminal in a multiple

terminal test stream

Delete Terminals and All Records

To delete all the records for a terminal in a multiple terminal test stream, enter the Delete command on the Initial Terminal
Status menu. Verify for CICS will also delete the initial terminal status information.

You cannot delete all the records for:

• A single terminal test stream
• The only remaining terminal in a multiple terminal test stream. Instead, use the Utilities Delete function to delete the

test stream.

Confirm the Deletion

When you specify the Delete command, Verify for CICS displays the Confirm Delete menu.

 --------------------------  EDIT: CONFIRM DELETE  ---------------10:15:30 

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                     ED 

                                                                                 

  FIRST RECORD TO BE DELETED:           2                                        

  LAST RECORD TO BE DELETED:            2                                        

  NUMBER OF RECORDS TO BE DELETED:      1                                        
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 NOTE: THE TEST STREAM WILL CONTAIN TWO CONSECUTIVE INPUT SCREENS FROM THE SAME  

       TERMINAL. THIS MAY CAUSE SYNCHRONIZATION ERRORS IN THE RUN FUNCTION.   

       THE PRIOR  INPUT SCREEN FROM THIS TERMINAL SHOULD ALSO BE DELETED.       

                                                                                 

                                   

F1-HELP     F3-END     F4-RETURN

NOTE
Verify for CICS warns you if the deletion might create a synchronization error.

Press Enter to confirm the deletion or use the End (PF3) command to cancel it.

Rules Function (CICS)
This section explains how to access the Rules function, define rulesets, and specify rules before running a test stream,
including detailed "Run Function" instructions on using rulesets while running a test stream.

You can also control what is logged by using logging rules. See the section "Log Function" for details on using this type of
rule.

Consult the Rules Primer for a tutorial that focuses on using the Rules function.

Verify for CICS is used to identify changes in a test stream of pre-recorded 3270 activities. This test stream can be used
over and over again against a new software release for both regression and volume testing. However, instead of using the
RUN Mismatch panel to pinpoint these changes during runtime, you can use the Rules function to identify known changes
before running a test stream and specify, in advance, how Verify for CICS is to handle each change.

To identify changes within a test stream, you must first tell Verify for CICS how to recognize the screens that need
changes. This is done by creating rules that define what the changes are. This collection of rules is called a ruleset.

There are three types of rulesets: test stream, system, and application. How a rule is applied when the test stream is run
depends on the type of ruleset that the rule belongs to.

• In a test stream ruleset, rules are applied to all screens in the test stream.
• In a system ruleset, rules are applied to all screens in all test streams in the system.
• In an application ruleset, rules are applied to all test streams in the application.

You can find more detailed information on the different types of rulesets in the section Creating a Ruleset later in this
section.

All of the rulesets in the Verify for CICS data set are listed on the Ruleset Selection Menu. From this menu, you can use
the Ruleset Browse feature to examine the summary information about the rules within a ruleset. This information lists all
of a ruleset's rules, and summarizes the actions each rule performs.

How is the Rules Function Used?

There are two situations in which rules are used:

• During Logging Logging rules are used to control what is logged. Using the Rules function, you can create lists of user
IDs, terminals, or transaction IDs that can be included or excluded while logging. For details on this Rules function
capability, see the section "Log Function".

• During a Run Run rules are used to manipulate a test stream for known application changes. You can define these
rules during a run or before a run begins. A ruleset is run with a particular test stream to dynamically identify specified
changes during runtime -- allowing your test stream to run more smoothly and efficiently. For example, a common
change within an application is to upgrade its release number. Using a ruleset, you can identify this change once, tell
Verify for CICS how to handle the release number discrepancy whenever it is encountered, and then forget about it.
Verify for CICS will then interrupt your test stream only for true exceptions.
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Procedure for Using the Rules Function

Perform the following steps:

1. Review the expected application changes.
2. Determine which of these changes will produce screen changes in your existing test streams (for example, a field was

added, a field was moved, a title has been changed, a new screen was added, or an existing screen was removed).
3. Establish a ruleset. This ruleset notifies Verify for CICS that you are expecting certain changes and specifies how to

handle them. To establish a ruleset, you must:
a. Invoke the Rules function.
b. Select Add a Ruleset to create a new ruleset.
c. Add rules to the ruleset.
d. Add rule actions to the rules. Recognition criteria and modeling are optional. While defining rules, calculating the

exact coordinates of a field within a panel can be very time consuming. You can allow Verify for CICS to automate
this calculation for you by using the modeling feature of the Rules function. The modeling feature can be used
wherever rule actions are specified. This feature takes the guesswork out of the placement of the fields on a panel
by allowing Verify for CICS to fill in the placement values for you.

4. Run the test stream. Verify for CICS will recognize which screens need to be changed, automatically make the
substitutions, and add or delete fields as specified in the rules without interrupting the run.

Create Rules for Existing Test Streams

If you have an existing test stream that was created with Release 4.3 or earlier, you can create a base ruleset for it by
either:

• Running the test stream with the current release, or
• Using an online or batch utility copy.

The current release will automatically convert any variables into their corresponding rules and create a base ruleset
containing the converted variables, which you can then modify further at your convenience. Complete migration details are
in the section Converting Variables to Rules in the section "Run Function".

Understand the Terminology

As with most things, the Rules function has its own terminology that you must understand before you can use the function
to its full capability. Here is a list of terms, with their explanations, that you will encounter while using the Rules function.
Each term is also explained at the point where you would use it.

Expected Screen:
The model screen with the rule actions applied.

Logical Screen:

A collection of test stream records (each reflecting a physical I/O) that together form the screen image seen by the end
user.

Model Screen:
A copy of the logical screen that is used to specify field changes.

Recognition Criteria:
A set of identifiers that tells Verify for CICS how to recognize a logical screen in order to make changes to it.
Recognition criteria can be generic (so it applies to many logical screens), or very specific (so it applies to only
one logical screen).
There are two types of recognition criteria:
Field:

The rule looks for a specific field or fields on a screen. Whenever the field is found, the rule is applied.
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Screen:
The rule applies only to a specific screen.

Rule:
A rule is a set of recognition criteria and rule actions.

Rule Action:
An instruction for manipulating a field on a screen or which screens to log.

Ruleset:
A set of rules detailing how to handle screens during a run or during a logging session. These rules may contain
Recognition Criteria that define, to Verify for CICS, which screens these rules should take action on.

Use the Rules Function Panels
Learn about the two types of panels within the Rules function: menus and data entry screens.

• When using a Rules function menu, make your selection as you would when using any other Verify for CICS menu.
Any rules-specific functions are discussed with the appropriate menu.

• When using Rules function data entry screens, use one of the following methods to complete it:
– Tab to the input field and type the value directly into the field.
– Use the modeling feature to let Verify for CICS fill in the values for you. How to use the modeling feature is

explained in the section Use the Modeling Feature.

When you are finished entering data, you can take one of these actions:

• Press Enter to add the rule action you have just defined.
• Press PF3 (End) to leave the panel without making any changes.

Commands

Use the Caps On/Off command to translate lowercase characters to uppercase characters for screen IDs, value fields,
and description fields.

• Caps On, the default, translates characters to uppercase.
• Caps Off ignores translation and uses the capitalization of the characters that appears on the panel.

Common Field Explanations

Fields that appear on many data entry panels are explained next.

RULESET NAME
Identifies the ruleset being defined.

TEST STREAM NAME
Identifies the test stream to which these rules are to be applied. The names of the ruleset and test stream must
match.

RULE NAME
The name of this rule.

ROW
Type the number of the row that contains the value to be used. A valid value is any two-digit number beginning
with 01 (referring to the first row).

COL
Type the number of the column that contains the value to be used. A valid value is any three-digit number
beginning with 001 (referring to the first column).
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LEN
Type the length of the value. Valid values are 1 to 999.

Invoke the Rules Function
Learn about invoking the Rules function from the Primary Options menu, including a sample menu.

Perform the following steps:

1. Type M on the Primary Options Menu.
Verify for CICS then displays the Maintain Rules menu. A sample menu is shown next.

 -------------------------- MAINTAIN RULES -----------------------12:05:38

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

    A  ADD A RULESET                C  COPY A RULESET                 

    B  BROWSE A RULESET             D  DELETE A RULESET                   

    E  EDIT A RULESET               R  RENAME A RULESET                   

                                                                          

 RULESET NAME:                                                            

                                                                          

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                 

   APPLICATION ===> ccc             (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,           

   MEMBER      ===> orderapp         OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS           

   VERSION     ===> 001              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN                                    

2. In the RULESET NAME: area, type the name of the ruleset you want to create or display. Detailed instructions on how
to name a ruleset are in the section Name the Ruleset.

3. Indicate which rules activity you want to perform by specifying one of the following letters:
A

Add a Ruleset
B

Browse a Ruleset
E

Edit a Ruleset
C

Copy a Ruleset or Rule
D

Delete a Ruleset
R

Rename a Ruleset
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4. Press Enter. Verify for CICS displays the menu for the activity you specified.

NOTE
If you do not specify a letter, pressing Enter will display a list of existing rulesets.

Browse Through Rulesets and Rules
Learn how to display rulesets and rule lists that are contained in a Verify for CICS data set.

To display a list of rulesets and rules contained in the data set, type B on the Maintain Rules menu. Verify for CICS
displays the Browse: Ruleset Selection menu shown next.

 ---------------------- BROWSE: RULESET SELECTION  ---------------------13:04:05

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

 FILE: TCADS                                                              

 S-SELECT                            

                                                                          

                      --CREATED-------BY---  --UPDATED-------BY---  RULES ITEMS

 _ A        A        001   09/02/1997                                   1      3

                     A                                                          

 _ B        B        001   09/02/1997                                   1      2

                           A DIFFERENT APPLICATION                              

                           A DIFFERENT SET OF RULES TO TRY                      

 _ CCCORDER REL63    001   09/04/1997                                   0      0

                           CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY                              

                           CONVERSION FROM REL 6.3 TO REL 7.0                   

 _ DADS34   #RULESET 001   09/02/1997                                   0      0

                           APPLICATION RULESET FOR DADS CONVERSION 3.4 TO 3.5   

 _ DADS34   SAMP1    001   09/02/1997                                   1      3

                           SAMPLE RECOGNITION/CHANGE TRICK:                     

                           IF A FIELD HAS A VALUE OF 4, CHANGE IT TO A 5.      

 _ DADS34   SAMP2    001 09/02/1997                                     1      2

                           ADD A GLOBAL RULE

                           IN A TEST STREAM.                                   

  F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN    F7-UP        F8-DOWN            

This menu lists all defined rulesets in alphabetical order by ruleset name. The information shown for each ruleset includes:
application, member, version, date the ruleset was created and who it was created by, the date it was updated and who
it was updated by, the number of rules the ruleset contains, and the number of rule actions. The ruleset's complete
description is displayed on the line(s) beneath the ruleset name.

Invoke the Browse Feature

Perform the following steps:

1. Type S to the left of the ruleset name on the Browse: Ruleset Selection menu. The Rules -- Summary (Browse) panel
will be displayed. A sample panel is shown next.

 -----------------------BROWSE RULES - SUMMARY ----------------12:53:26

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

 RULE NAME: RUL00001                RULESET NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001     

 LINE   1 TO  14 OF  25         TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001
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 S-BROWSE   P-PREVIEW                                                    

   OBJECT      TYPE ROW  COL LEN OP  VALUE FROM MODEL SCREEN/DESCRIPTION

 _ RULESET     T/S                   TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001             

 _  RULE                              RUL00001 - RELEASE 6.2 TO 6.3 CHANGES

 _   FLD-RECOG        1   30  23 EQ  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY______________

 _    CHANGED  OUT    1   74   1     3____________________________________

 _    VARIABLE OUT    1    7   8     02/11/98_____________________________

 _    VARIABLE OUT    2    7   8     14:06:31_____________________________

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP  FF3-END  F4-RETURN  F7-UP  F8-DOWN 

For a description of the RULESET NAME, MODEL NAME, and RULE NAME fields, see to the section Use the Rules
Function Panels.

OBJECT
This column lists the rules within this ruleset and the rule actions within each rule. Values that can appear in the
OBJECT column are:
RULESET

Ruleset you are viewing
RULE

A rule within this ruleset
FLD-RECOG

Field recognition criteria
SCR-RECOG

Screen recognition criteria
MOVED

Moved field
NEW

New field
CHANGED

Changed field
VARIABLE

Variable field
DELETED

Removed field
AID KEY

Change in use of a PF key
CURSOR

Change in cursor position
WCC

Change in the Write Control Character
DEL-SCRN

Screen removed
INS-SCRN

Test stream inserted
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DATAGEN
Field that includes data manipulation

USERID
User IDs being logged

TRANID
Transaction IDs being logged

TERMID
Terminal IDs being logged

CUT
Data to be copied from one screen and pasted into another

PASTE
Cut data pasted into field

TYPE
Indicates what type of ruleset or rule this is. Valid values are:
T/S

A test stream ruleset
APPL

An application ruleset
SYST

A system ruleset
INCL/EXCL

The rule action contains a list of items to be included or excluded while logging
OUT

The rule action applies to an output screen
IN

The rule action applies to an input screen
The column values for ROW, COL, LEN, OP and VALUE are taken from the panel where that particular ruleset, rule, or
rule action was defined. From this panel you can:
– Select an entry to see the details by typing S next to the entry and pressing Enter.
– Preview a rule by typing P next to the rule entry and pressing Enter.

NOTE
Only rules and rule actions can be previewed.

Select an Entry

When you select either a ruleset, rule, or rule action, details about the item you have selected are displayed.

Ruleset
Displays the Browse: Ruleset Directory panel. This panel contains the name of the ruleset, its description, and
statistics about it (such as the date it was created and the protection status it has been assigned).

Rule
Displays the Browse Rules -- Rule Name panel. This panel contains the name of the ruleset that this rule belongs
to, the name of the rule, and its description.

Rule action (like FLD-RECOG, MOVE, or NEW)
Displays the completed data entry screen for the rule action you have selected.
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All screens are display-only. To change any of the information, you must return to the Maintain Rules menu (press PF3
until this menu is displayed) and then type E (Edit) on the command line.

Preview a Rule

Use Preview to display what a screen would look like if all of the rule actions in a rule were applied.

Rules summary status messages may appear when you do a preview. See the section Rules Summary Status Messages
in the section Run Function for a list of messages.

Create a Ruleset
Learn about the three types of Verify for CICS rulesets: test stream, application, and system.

A test stream can be run with more than one type of ruleset. Verify for CICS will try to apply all of the rules from all of the
rulesets and will inform you if any conflicts occur.

NOTE
There is a hierarchy in applying rulesets. During logging, system rulesets are applied first, application next,
and test stream rulesets last. During a run, test stream rulesets are applied first, application next, and system
rulesets last.

• A test stream ruleset is applied only to the test stream whose name matches the ruleset name. A test stream ruleset
is the most specific. Use it to identify very specific changes for a test stream, such as fields that have moved their
position on a screen.

• An application ruleset is applied only to those test streams whose application name matches the application name of
the ruleset. An application ruleset is the next most specific. It is most often used for screens that are common within
an application, such as the application main menu. By creating an appplication-level ruleset, changes to the main
menu can be identified in one ruleset, but applied to more than one test stream (for example, all test streams whose
application node name matches the node name of the application ruleset).

• A system ruleset is applied to all test streams in the system. Only one system ruleset can be specified. A system
ruleset is the least specific. Use it to apply a change to all screens across all applications.

The type of ruleset you create is determined by how it is named; see the section Name the Ruleset for details.

The procedure for creating any type of ruleset is explained in the following table.

Task Description Panel Used
1 Name the ruleset Maintain Rules menu
2 Add a ruleset description Add Rules -- Ruleset Description panel
3 Add rules to the ruleset Begins with the Add Rules -- Rule Actions

menu

Name the Ruleset

Perform the following steps:

1. Specify a name for the ruleset on the Maintain Rules menu in the RULESET NAME: section. The ruleset's name
depends on the type of ruleset it is:
– For a test stream ruleset, the ruleset's name must be the same as the name of the test stream it will be run against.
– For a system ruleset, the ruleset's name must be: ddname.SYSTEM.#RULESET.001

2. Specify the appropriate ddname; the rest of the name must be specified as shown.
– For an application ruleset, the ruleset's name must be: ddname.application.#RULESET.001

3. Specify the appropriate ddname and application; the rest of the name must be specified as shown. All ruleset names
consist of the following four parts:
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DDNAME
Must match the ddname in your startup JCL. A DDname can be one to eight characters long, and can be any
combination of letters, numbers, or national characters. The first character cannot be a number.

APPLICATION
Must match the application node in the test stream name. An application can be one to eight characters long, and
can be any combination of letters, numbers, or national characters. The first character cannot be a number.

MEMBER
Must match the member node in the test stream name. A member can be one to eight characters long, and can
be any combination of letters, numbers, or national characters. The first character cannot be a number.

VERSION
Must match the version used in the test stream name. Specify a number from one to three digits long.

4. Press Enter to display the Add Rules -- Ruleset Description panel where you can add a description of this ruleset.
NOTE
If you do not supply the application, member, or version pieces of the name, the Ruleset Selection menu will
be displayed when you press Enter; see the section Browse Through Rulesets and Rules for details.

Add a Ruleset Description

Perform the following steps:

1. Type A and press Enter on the Maintain Rules menu. The Ruleset descriptions are added from the Add Rules --
Ruleset Description panel.A sample Add Rules -- Ruleset Description panel is displayed.

-----------------------ADD RULES - RULESET DESCRIPTION------------07:24:02

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

 RULESET NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001                                

                                                                           DESCRIPTION ===>               

                                          

             ===>                                                         

             ===>                                                         

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

 RULESET PROTECTION ===>            (R-READ W-WRITE P-PRINT)              

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN     

                                                                         

2. Type a description of this ruleset in the DESCRIPTION field.
NOTE
The description can be up to three lines long and should be as informative as possible.

If this ruleset name matches the name of an existing test steam, the test stream description will automatically be
copied into the ruleset description. You may leave it or overtype the description with a new one.
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Protect a Ruleset

Perform the following steps:

1. Specify protection options in the RULESET PROTECTION field on the Add Rules -- Ruleset Description panel. Valid
options are:

R
Read. The ruleset cannot be browsed, edited, run, appended to, inserted into, or merged into another ruleset
by anyone except its owner or a security administrator. If the ruleset is copied or renamed, read protection is
extended to the new ruleset.

W
Write. The ruleset cannot be extended, edited, renamed, deleted, appended to, inserted or merged into another
ruleset, nor can its directory be updated, by anyone except its owner or a security administrator.

P
Print. The ruleset cannot be printed.

You can use any combination of options (for example, RW, WP, RWP).

Add Rule to a Ruleset
Learn about modifying Rules in a Ruleset and how they define what the changes are within an application.

As explained previously, a collection of rules is called a ruleset. There are two ways you can invoke a rule:

SCREEN RECOGNITION
Identifies a specific screen that this rule applies to. This type of rule applies changes only to a single specific
screen (used when only one screen changes). You can have only one Screen Recognition criterion in a rule, but
multiple rule actions can be defined for that single screen.

FIELD RECOGNITION
Specifies criteria that a screen must meet before the rule will be applied. This type of rule applies changes only
to screens that meet the specified recognition criteria. Field recognition rules are useful when one panel occurs
multiple times within a test stream. This type of rule allows you to specify a change once, and then Verify for CICS
will apply the change to all screens that meet the field recognition criteria.

To add a rule to a ruleset, follow the procedure in the table shown next. All tasks are performed from the Add Rules -- Rule
Actions panel.

Task Description
1 Specify a name for the rule
2 Give the rule a description (optional)
3 Identify when this rule should be applied (to a specific screen or

to multiple screens based on field recognition criteria). A model
screen can be designated at this time.

4 Specify the rule actions

This section explains how to name a rule and specify rule actions. How to locate and select a model screen is covered in
the section Select and Use Model Screens.

Name the Rule

Perform the following steps:
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To specify a rule name, you must complete the RULE NAME and DESCRIPTION fields on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions
panel.

1. Type A on the Maintain Rules menu, then completing the Add Rules -- Ruleset Description panel and pressing Enter.
2. Press Enter and you will be prompted to add a rule action.

-----------------------ADD RULES - RULE ACTIONS---------------    ENTER COMMAND ===>                      

                                                                                                          

 RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001                                   

    TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001                                                              

                DESCRIPTION  ===>                                                                  ===>   

                                                                                                          

                           1  FIELD RECOGNITION                   11  GENERATE FIELD VALUE       2  SCREEN

 RECOGNITION                  12  INSERT SCREENS       3  VARIABLE FIELD                      13  DELETE

 SCREENS       4  DELETE FIELD                        14  CUT SCREEN FIELD       5  MOVE FIELD            

              15  PASTE SCREEN FIELD       6  CHANGE FIELD VALUE                  20  USERID LOGGING      

 7  NEW FIELD                           21  TERMINAL ID LOGGING       8  CHANGE AID KEY                   

   22  TRANSACTION ID LOGGING       9  CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION                                             

   10  CHANGE WCC VALUES                                                                                  

                                                                                                          

         F1-HELP      F2-PREVIEW       F3-END       F4-RETURN       F9-SELECT

RULE NAME
When you first see this screen, a default rule name is given: RULnnnnn, where nnnnn is a series of numbers
starting with 00001. You can either use the default name, or overtype the name with your own descriptive name.
Rule names can be up to eight characters long, and can be any combination of letters and numbers.

DESCRIPTION (optional)
Type a description of the rule, up to two lines in length. The description serves as an explanation of what this rule
does, so make it as informative as possible.

Now you are ready to select a model screen and specify the kinds of changes this rule will identify. Selecting a model
screen is optional; the next section contains instructions on how to select a model screen.

Select and Use Model Screens

One of the most difficult tasks when specifying changes is figuring out the exact coordinates of the field being changed.
The modeling feature lets you easily calculate the exact coordinates of a field within a panel by pointing to the field on a
model panel and letting Verify for CICS fill in the coordinates on the data entry panel. This feature takes the guesswork out
of the placement of the fields on a panel by allowing Verify for CICS to fill in the placement values for you.

A model screen is a physical representation of the screen being changed. It is used while specifying rule actions to help
identify what fields are being changed and how they are being changed. Model screens are selected from the test stream
that the ruleset is associated with. The model screen and the test stream automatically become associated by their
matching names. Only one model screen can be associated with each rule. However, multiple rules can be created within
a ruleset, each with their own model screen.

The collection of test stream records, both input and output, that together form the screen image seen by the end user and
which is used to create the model screen, is called a logical screen.

Specify a Model Test Stream

The model test stream that you will use depends on the type of ruleset it will be used with.
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• For a test stream ruleset, the test stream is used as the model (the default). Here, the model test stream will have the
same name as the test stream ruleset.

• For a system ruleset, you must create a model test stream with this name: ddname.SYSTEM.#TSTREAM.001 ddname
must match the ddname used in the system ruleset.

• For an application ruleset, you must create a model test stream with this name: ddname.application.#TSTREAM.001
ddname and application must match the ddname and application node used in the application ruleset.

The use of model test streams and model screens is optional. A model screen can be selected at any time during the rule
creation process. If a model has not been selected at the time you want to use it, you will be prompted to select a model
screen to use.

The next section explains how to locate and select a model screen. Once you have specified a model test stream and
selected a model screen, you are ready to use the modeling feature as explained in the section Use the Modeling Feature.

Locate and Select the Model Screen

The first step in selecting a model screen is locating the logical screen that contains the fields being changed. All of the
logical screens within a test stream are listed in the Rules -- Record Selection panel shown next. To display this panel,
press PF9 (Select) from the Add Rules -- Rule Actions panel or from any of the individual rule action panels.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.001 ---------  RULES: RECORD SELECTION  ------------------11:23:22

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           M7

                                                                                

    TERMINAL  TRAN  T/R TIME   OP   AID    VIEW  RECORD   ROW: 1 COL: 30        

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:38.057  RM   ENTER             1                         

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.013  EW                     2   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPAN

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:35.706  RM   ENTER             3   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPAN

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.002  EW                     4   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPAN

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:12.180  RM   ENTER             5   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPAN

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.002  EW                     6   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPAN

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:15.403  RM   PF3               7   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPAN

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.002  EW                     8   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPAN

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:01.212  RM   PF3               9   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPAN

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.001  EW                    10   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPAN

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:18.979  RM   PF3              11   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPAN

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.002  EW                    12                         

 ***  END OF RECORDS  ***                                                       

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 TYPE AN "S" TO SELECT A RECORD                                                 

 F1-HELP  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F7-UP  F8-DOWN  F9-FORMAT  F10-LEFT F11-RIGHT     

For each screen, Verify for CICS identifies its:

Terminal:
The terminal name

Tran:
The transaction

T/R Time:
The think time (for an input screen) or response time (for an output screen)
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OP:
The operation:
W:

Write
EW:

Erase/write
EWA:

Erase/write alternate
RB:

Read buffer
RM:

Read modified
RMA:

Read modified all
EAU:

Erase all unprotected
WSF:

Write structured field
CPY:

Copy
RD:

Read
AID:

Attention ID used to generate input; for example, Enter, PF3
VIEW:

Whether there are mismatches (M), rules applied (R), or both (M,R)
Record:

Record number
ROW COL:

Data from the record which appears in row 1.

NOTE
You can change the columns using the Profile command. See the section Browse Screens in the section
"Browse Function" for details on Profile.

Using the FIND/RFIND Function

Use the Find/RFind function to locate data. First, select a screen from the Rules -- Record Selection panel. Then, while
viewing the screen, type the Find or RFind command. The Find command searches once for the specified value; the
Rfind command repeats the previous Find command. See the section Locate Data in the section "Browse Function" for
complete details on using Find/RFind.

NOTE
You can select the first record, so the entire test stream is scanned, or you can position yourself part-way
through the list to save scan time.

Confirm Your Choice

The logical screen you have selected or located using the Rules -- Record Selection panel is displayed in the Rules --
Model Output Screen panel. A sample logical screen is shown next.
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 CCC.ORDERAPP.001 ----------RULES: MODEL OUTPUT SCREEN--------------------------

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                           OUT RECORD:      2

 TCA4048 - PRESS "SELECT" KEY TO SELECT -THIS- AS THE MODEL SCREEN              

    ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+ 

  |  DATE 02/06/98               CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY           RELEASE 6.2  

  |  TIME 13:23:43                      MAIN MENU                               

  |                                                                             

  4                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |  ENTER OPTION:                                                              

  8                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |          1) PLACE AN ORDER                                                  

  |                                                                             

 12          2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER                                        

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

 16                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

 20                                                                            

To verify that this is the correct screen, view all parts of the screen by scrolling up, down, left, and right.

If the Screen is Correct

If this is the correct screen, press PF9 to select this screen as the model. You will then be prompted to use the model
screen to complete your rule actions.

If the Screen is Not Correct

If you had typed search criteria to get to this screen and it is not the correct one, type RFind to display the next occurrence
of your search criteria. To enter different search criteria, press PF3 to return to the Rules -- Record Selection panel and
type new criteria. After you find the correct screen, press PF9 to select it as the model screen.

Use the Modeling Feature

To use the modeling feature, you must have a model screen selected. Since you can select a model screen at any time
while defining rules or rule actions by pressing PF9 (Select), it is not necessary to define a model screen before you begin
defining rules. How to select a model screen is covered in the section Locate and Select a Model Screen. If you need to
change a model screen you have already selected, see the section Edit a Rule.

After you have selected a model screen for a rule, it will be automatically displayed whenever you select a rule action to
define from the Add Rules -- Rule Actions menu for that rule. For example, to define the date as a variable field, select 3
from the Add Rules -- Rule Actions menu as shown next.

-----------------------ADD RULES - RULE ACTIONS---------------  

 ENTER COMMAND ===> 3                                                      

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         
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                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

DESCRIPTION  ===>                                                     

             ===>                                                       

                                                                          

       1  FIELD RECOGNITION                   11  GENERATE FIELD VALUE

       2  SCREEN RECOGNITION                  12  INSERT SCREENS

       3  VARIABLE FIELD                      13  DELETE SCREENS

       4  DELETE FIELD                        14  CUT SCREEN FIELD

       5  MOVE FIELD                          15  PASTE SCREEN FIELD

       6  CHANGE FIELD VALUE                  20  USERID LOGGING

       7  NEW FIELD                           21  TERMINAL ID LOGGING

       8  CHANGE AID KEY                      22  TRANSACTION ID LOGGING

       9  CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION                                          

      10  CHANGE WCC VALUES                                               

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP      F2-PREVIEW       F3-END       F4-RETURN       F9-SELECT

When you press Enter, the model screen you have selected will appear in the Rules: Modified Screen panel, as shown
next.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.001 ------------RULES: EXPECTED SCREEN----------------------------

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                           OUT RECORD:      2

 TCA4041 - MOVE CURSOR TO VARIABLE FIELD AND PRESS "SELECT" KEY                 

    ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+ 

  |  DATE 02/06/98               CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY           RELEASE 6.2  

  |  TIME 13:23:43                      MAIN MENU                               

  |                                                                             

  4                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |  ENTER OPTION:                                                              

  8                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |          1) PLACE AN ORDER                                                  

  |                                                                             

 12          2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER                                        

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                           

 16                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

 20                                                                            

Move the cursor to the first character of the DATE field and press PF9 to select it. The Add Rule Actions -- Variable Field
panel appears with the field values automatically filled in. A sample is shown next.

------------------ ADD RULE ACTIONS - VARIABLE FIELD------------------08:00:31

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       
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RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 VARIABLES:                                                               

   ROW  COL  LEN   VALUE OR DESCRIPTION                                    01 007 008

 02/06/98______________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

If the values are correct, press PF3 (End) to return to the Add Rules -- Rule Actions menu where you can continue to
define additional rule actions.

Display the Changed Panel

At any time during the rule creation process, you can press PF2 to preview the panel you are working on. All of the
changes you have made appear on the panel.

Specify Rule Actions

Rule actions define the changes that are to be made to a panel when this rule is applied. Rule actions include:

• Specifying field or screen recognition criteria
• Identifying a field as a variable (a field that changes from run to run)
• Changes to a field (like changing its length or its place on the panel)
• Adding or removing a field
• Defining a field value as a variable
• Changing the AID or PF keys
• Changing the cursor location or the WCC (Write Control Character) values
• Generating a new value for a date or a field automatically
• Inserting or deleting screens
• Copying data from one screen and pasting it into another screen

Rule action definition begins at the Add Rules -- Rule Actions menu; a sample is shown next. To display this menu, press
Enter from the Add Rules -- Ruleset Description or Add Rules -- Confirm Selection panels.

NOTE
Since rules actions are applied in the order they appear in the ruleset, you should insert the actions in the order
you want them applied.

-----------------------ADD RULES - RULE ACTIONS---------------  

08:00:31

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

DESCRIPTION  ===>                                                     

             ===>                                                       
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       1  FIELD RECOGNITION                   11  GENERATE FIELD VALUE

       2  SCREEN RECOGNITION                  12  INSERT SCREENS

       3  VARIABLE FIELD                      13  DELETE SCREENS

       4  DELETE FIELD                        14  CUT SCREEN FIELD

       5  MOVE FIELD                          15  PASTE SCREEN FIELD

       6  CHANGE FIELD VALUE                  20  USERID LOGGING

       7  NEW FIELD                           21  TERMINAL ID LOGGING

       8  CHANGE AID KEY                      22  TRANSACTION ID LOGGING

       9  CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION                                          

      10  CHANGE WCC VALUES                                               

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP      F2-PREVIEW       F3-END       F4-RETURN       F9-SELECT

For a description of the RULESET NAME, TEST STREAM, and RULE NAME fields, see the section Using the Rules
Function Panels.

DESCRIPTION (optional)
Type a description for this rule.

FIELD RECOGNITION
Select option 1, Field Recognition, to identify which fields to find on a screen before this rule can be applied.

SCREEN RECOGNITION
Select option 2, Screen Recognition, to apply this rule only to this screen.

VARIABLE FIELD
Select option 3, Variable Field, to create a new variable field or change an existing one. Variable fields identify
fields that Verify should ignore in a logical comparison. An example of a field containing a variable value would be
date or time.

DELETE FIELD
Select option 4, Delete Field, to remove an existing field from a panel.

MOVE FIELD
Select option 5, Move Field, to change the placement of an existing field on the panel.

CHANGE FIELD VALUE
Select option 6, Change Field Value, to change the value of a field.

NEW FIELD
Select option 7, New Field, to add a new field to the panel.

CHANGE AID KEY
Select option 8, Change AID Key, to change the value assigned to an AID key.

CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION
Select option 9, Change Cursor Location, to change the placement of the cursor on the panel or to make the
cursor location a variable.

CHANGE WCC VALUES
Select option 10, Change WCC Values, to change the Write Control Character or to make it a variable.

GENERATE FIELD VALUE
Select option 11, Generate Field Value, if you need to generate or accumulate values for a numerical field or for
date aging.

INSERT SCREENS
Select option 12, Insert Screens, if you need to insert logical screens from a test stream.
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DELETE SCREENS
Select option 13, Delete Screens, if you need to delete logical screens from a test stream.

CUT SCREEN FIELD
Select option 14, Cut Screen Field, if you need to use some data from this screen on another screen.

PASTE SCREEN FIELD
Select option 15, Paste Screen Field, to place data that was cut from one screen onto this screen.

USERID LOGGING
TERMINAL ID LOGGING
TRANSACTION ID LOGGING

Select one of these options to create a list to include or exclude user IDs (option 20), terminal IDs (option 21), or
transaction IDs (option 22) while logging. These selections are discussed in section 4, Log Function.

Specify Recognition Criteria

You can specify recognition criteria whenever you define a rule or rule action, but it is not required. There are two types of
recognition criteria you can specify:

Field Recognition
Identify which fields must be found on a screen for this rule to be applied.

Screen Recognition
Set this screen as the only screen to which this rule applies.

Each type of recognition criteria is discussed in the following sections.

NOTE
Field and screen recognition criteria cannot be defined in the same rule. However, each type of criteria can be
defined in a separate rule within the same ruleset.

Use Feld Recognition Criteria

To display the Add Rule Actions -- Recognition Criteria panel, shown next, type 1 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions menu.

---------------------ADD RULE  ACTIONS - RECOGNITION CRITERIA-----------07:56:58

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

                                                                          

 ROW COL  LEN  OPER VALUE                                                 

 __  ___  ___  __   ______________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP     F2-PREVIEW     F3-END     F4-RETURN     F9-SELECT          

For instructions on completing a data entry panel and for a description of the RULESET NAME, TEST STREAM, RULE
NAME, ROW, COL, and LEN fields, see the section Use the Rules Function Panels.
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OPER
Type an operation. Valid values are:
EQ

Equal
NE

Not Equal
LT

Less Than
GT

Greater Than
LE

Less than or Equal to
GE

Greater than or Equal to
VALUE

Type the information you want to match exactly as it appears on the logical screen. A value is required.
Use Screen Recognition Criteria

To display the Add Rules - Screen Recognition panel, type 2 on the Add Rules - Rule Actions menu.

NOTE
You can have only one Screen Recognition criteria in a rule, but multiple rule actions can be defined for that
single screen.

--------------------- ADD RULES - SCREEN RECOGNITION -----------08:38:04

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                                

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                                

 SCREEN RECOGNITION: 

   DESCRIPTION 

   _______________________________________________________________________

   _______________________________________________________________________ 

   _______________________________________________________________________ 

 

                                                                             

 THIS RECOGNITION RULE SPECIFIES THAT ALL RULE ACTIONS FOR THIS RULE APPLY 

 ONLY TO THE SINGLE SPECIFIC SCREEN SELECTED.       

 

 

 

 F1-HELP    F2-PREVIEW    F3-END    F4-RETURN     F9-SELECT                    

For instructions on completing a data entry panel and for a description of the RULESET NAME, TEST STREAM, and
RULE NAME fields, see the section Use the Rules Function Panels.

• DESCRIPTION
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Type a sample of the screen or a short description. Used for documentation purposes only.

Set a Variable Field

Follow these steps:

1. Type 3 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu. The Add Rule Actions -- Variable Field panel is displayed as shown
next.

------------------ ADD RULE ACTIONS - VARIABLE FIELD------------------08:00:31

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 VARIABLES:                                                               

   ROW  COL  LEN   VALUE OR DESCRIPTION                                   

   __   ___  ___   ______________________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

2. Specify the variables. For instructions on completing a data entry panel and for a description of the RULESET NAME,
TEST STREAM, RULE NAME, ROW, COL, and LEN fields, see the section Use the Rules Function Panels.

3. Type the information about the field to be set as a variable; optional. You can either put a description for why this field
is a variable or a sample of the variable data in this field. A completed Add Rule Actions -- Variable Field panel is
shown next. The date has been changed to a variable value.

------------------ ADD RULE ACTIONS - VARIABLE FIELD------------  ADD SUCCESSFUL

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 VARIABLES:                                                               

   ROW  COL  LEN   VALUE OR DESCRIPTION                                    03 068 010

 07/10/97______________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

4. When you are finished specifying variables, press PF3 from the Add Rule Actions -- Variable Field panel to return to
the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu.

Delete a Field
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Follow these steps:

1. Type 4 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu. The Add Rule Actions -- Delete Field panel is displayed as shown
next.

----------------------- ADD RULE ACTIONS - DELETE FIELD -------------08:00:31

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 VARIABLES:                                                               

   ROW  COL  LEN   VALUE OR DESCRIPTION                                   

   __   ___  ___   ______________________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

For instructions on completing a data entry panel and for a description of the RULESET NAME, TEST STREAM,
RULE NAME, ROW, COL, and LEN fields, see the section Use the Rules Function Panels. Note: When removing a
field that consists of a heading (like birthdate) and an area for data entry, remove both parts of the field by specifying
the total length of both parts for LEN.

2. (Optional) Type the name of the field to be deleted in the VALUE OR DESCRIPTION field. You can either explain why
this field was deleted or put a sample of the value being deleted in this field. A completed Add Rule Actions -- Delete
Field panel is shown next. The birthdate field is being removed.

-------------------- ADD RULE ACTIONS - DELETE FIELD ----------  ADD SUCCESSFUL

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 VARIABLES:                                                               

   ROW  COL  LEN   VALUE OR DESCRIPTION                                    15 009 010

 BIRTHDATE :____________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

Move a Field

Follow these steps:

1. Type 5 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu. The Add Rule Actions -- Move Field panel as shown next.

------------------ ADD RULE ACTIONS - MOVE FIELD----------------------07:50:50

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       
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RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

   MOVE FROM/TO:                                               

   ROW COL LEN    VALUE OR DESCRIPTION

   __  ___ ___    ______________________________________________________ 

   __  ___        ______________________________________________________ 

                  ______________________________________________________ 

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

2. Type the row, column, and length values of the current location of the field being moved on the first line.
3. Type the row and column values of the new location for the field being moved on the second line.
4. Type the name of the field to be moved; optional. The field name can be up to three lines long. You can either put

an explanation for why this field is being moved or a sample of the data being moved in this field. For instructions on
completing the data entry panel and description for RULESET NAME, TEST STREAM, RULE NAME, ROW, COL,
and LEN fields, see the section Use the Rules Function Panels. A completed Add Rule Actions -- Move Field panel is
shown next. This sample shows a field being moved two spaces to the left.

------------------ADD RULE ACTIONS - MOVE FIELD-----------------  ADD SUCCESSFUL

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

   MOVE FROM/TO:                                               

   ROW COL LEN    VALUE OR DESCRIPTION

   03 065 011    ______________________________________________________ 

   03 063        ______________________________________________________ 

                  ______________________________________________________ 

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

Change a Field Value

Follow these steps:

1. Type 6 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu. The Add Rule Actions -- Change Field panel is displayed as shown
next.

--------------------ADD RULE ACTIONS - CHANGE FIELD VALUE------------08:23:24

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 CHANGED FIELDS:                                                          

 ROW COL  LEN  ATTR FIELD VALUE                         

 __  ___  ___  ____ ______________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________
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                    ______________________________________________________

                                                                          

OUTPUT/INPUT FIELD  ===> O      ( I=INPUT, O=OUTPUT)

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

For instructions on completing a data entry panel and for a description of the RULESET NAME, TEST STREAM,
RULE NAME, ROW, COL, and LEN fields, see the section Use the Rules Function Panels.

ATTR
Type a field attribute, if the attribute is changing. If the attribute is not changing, leave ATTR blank and Verify will
default to the original attribute value. Select one of these values for ATTR: U, UM, UH, UHM, UN, UNM, UNH,
UNHM, P, PM, PH, PHM, PS, PSM, PSH, PSHM. The meaning of each letter is explained next.
U

Unprotected field; can be modified
P

Protected field; cannot be modified
N

Numeric field; only numeric data can be typed
S

Cursor will auto-skip over the field
H

High-intensity field
M

Field with modified data tag which will be transmitted from the terminal even if the operator makes no
entry

FIELD VALUE
Type the new value to be used in the field. A value is required.

INPUT/OUTPUT FIELD
Indicates whether the value being changed is an input or an output field. The default is Output.

A completed Add Rule Actions -- Change Field Value panel is shown next. This sample shows the value of a field
being changed to 7.0.

------------------ADD RULE ACTIONS - CHANGE FIELD VALUE---------  ADD SUCCESSFUL

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 CHANGED FIELDS:                                                          

 ROW COL  LEN  ATTR FIELD VALUE                          02 075 003 ____

 7.0___________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                                                                          

OUTPUT/INPUT FIELD  ===> O      ( I=INPUT, O=OUTPUT)
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 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

Add a New Field

Follow these steps:

1. Type 7 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu to display the Add Rule Actions -- New Field panel. A sample panel is
shown next.

------------------------ADD RULE ACTIONS - NEW FIELD-----------------08:28:40

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 NEW FIELDS:                                                              

 ROW COL  LEN  ATTR FIELD VALUE                     

 __  ___  ___  ____ ______________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

2. For instructions on completing a data entry panel and for a description of the RULESET NAME, TEST STREAM,
RULE NAME, ROW, COL, and LEN fields, see the section Use the Rules Function Panels.

ATTR
Type a field attribute, if the field is new. However, leave ATTR blank if the new field is being inserted into the
middle of an existing field.
If the field is not new, leave ATTR blank and Verify will use the original attribute value for the whole field.
Select one of these values for ATTR: U, UM, UH, UHM, UN, UNM, UNH, UNHM, P, PM, PH, PHM, PS, PSM,
PSH, PSHM. The meaning of each letter is explained next.
U

Unprotected field; can be modified
P

Protected field; cannot be modified
N

Numeric field; only numeric data can be typed
S

Cursor will auto-skip over the field
H

High-intensity field
M

Field with modified data tag which will be transmitted from the terminal even if the operator makes no
entry

FIELD VALUE
Type the new value to be used in the field. A value is required.

A completed Add Rule Actions -- New Field panel is shown next.

---------------------ADD RULE ACTIONS - NEW FIELD--------------  ADD SUCCESSFUL
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 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 NEW FIELDS:                                                              

 ROW COL  LEN  ATTR FIELD VALUE                      03 074 002 ____

 19____________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

Change the AID Key

Follow these steps:

1. Type 8 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu to display the Add Rule Actions -- Change AID Key panel. A sample
panel is shown next.

NOTE
A rule can contain only one rule action of this type.

 --------------------ADD RULE ACTIONS - CHANGE AID KEY---------------13:17:43

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

  ORIGINAL   CHANGE  |  ORIGINAL   CHANGE |  ORIGINAL   CHANGE  |        

   AID:      TO      |  AID       TO:     |   AID       TO:     |        

                     |                    |                     |        

   PF1  ==>  _____   |  PF11 ==>  _____   |   PF21 ==>  _____   |        

   PF2  ==>  _____   |  PF12 ==>  _____   |   PF22 ==>  _____   |        

   PF3  ==>  _____   |  PF13 ==>  _____   |   PF23 ==>  _____   |        

   PF4  ==>  _____   |  PF14 ==>  _____   |   PF24 ==>  _____   |        

   PF5  ==>  _____   |  PF15 ==>  _____   |   ENTER==>  _____   |        

   PF6  ==>  _____   |  PF16 ==>  _____   |   PA1  ==>  _____   |        

   PF7  ==>  _____   |  PF17 ==>  _____   |   PA2  ==>  _____   |       

   PF8  ==>  _____   |  PF18 ==>  _____   |   PA3  ==>  _____   |        

   PF9  ==>  _____   |  PF19 ==>  _____   |   CLEAR==>  _____   |        

   PF10 ==>  _____   |  PF20 ==>  _____   |                

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP      F2-PREVIEW     F3-END       F4-RETURN     F9-SELECT          

2. Type the ruleset name, test stream, and rule name in the RULESET NAME, TEST STREAM, and RULE NAME fields.
ORIGINAL AID

Contains the original AID key name.
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CHANGE TO
Type the new value next to the AID keys you wish to change.

NOTE
The Add Rule Actions -- Change AID Key panel only changes the AID key keystroke. To change the words at
the bottom of a panel that indicate PF key use, use the "change field value" option on the Add Rule Actions
menu.

Change the Cursor Location

Follow these steps:

1. Type 9 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu to display the Add Rule Action -- Cursor Location panel. This panel has
two purposes:
– To identify a new location for the cursor and then compare the cursor's location to make sure it is the correct one, or
– To set the cursor as a variable so that no comparison is done on the cursor location.
Note: A rule can contain a maximum of one input cursor change and one output cursor change. A sample panel is
shown next.

--------------------- ADD RULE ACTION - CURSOR LOCATION ---------------16:51:43

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                                

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                                

                         ORIGINAL     CHANGE                                    

                         --------     ------                                    

   CURSOR LOCATION:                                                             

                   ROW:   0 7     ===> __                                      

                COLUMN:   0 16    ===> ___                                     

                                                                                

                                                                                

        COMPARE CURSOR LOCATION  ===> Y        (Y/N)                       

                                                                                

             INPUT/OUTPUT FIELD  ===>  O        (I=INPUT,O=OUTPUT)

                                                                              

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 F1-HELP     F2-PREVIEW    F3-END    F4-RETURN    F9-SELECT

2. For a description of the RULE NAME, TEST STREAM NAME, and RULESET NAME fields, see the section Use the
Rules Function Panels.

CURSOR LOCATION
The current value for ROW and COLUMN are listed in the ORIGINAL VALUE column. Type the new values for
ROW and COLUMN in the CHANGE TO column.
Note: A change in cursor location is only valid if you specify Y for the COMPARE CURSOR LOCATION field.

COMPARE CURSOR LOCATION
Indicates whether you want to compare the location of the cursor. Valid values are Y (yes) or N (no). Specifying N
means that no comparison will be done, making the cursor location a variable.
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OUTPUT/INPUT FIELD
Indicates whether the criteria specified on this panel applies to the output or input version of the screen. Valid
values are I (input) or O (output).
Note: If the criteria apply to both output and input versions of the screen, you must create two rule actions -- one
for output and one for input.

Change the WCC Value

Follow these steps:

1. Type 10 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu to display the Add Rule Actions -- WCC Values panel. This panel has
two purposes:
– To identify changes to the setting of the WCC and then compare the WCCs during the Run function, or
– To set the WCC as a variable so no comparison will be done during the Run.
Note: A rule can contain only one rule action of this type. A sample panel is shown next.

 -------------ADD RULE ACTIONS - WCC VALUES---------                 13:17:50

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

                         ORIGINAL     CHANGE                              

                         VALUE        TO                                  

                         --------     ------                              

            START PRINT:   N      ===> N      (Y/N)                            

            SOUND ALARM:   N      ===> N      (Y/N)                            

           RESTORE KYBD:   Y      ===> Y      (Y/N)                            

              RESET MDT:   N      ===> N      (Y/N)                            

                                                                          

              COMPARE WCC VALUES  ===> Y      (Y/N)                       

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP   F2-PREVIEW  F3-END   F4-RETURN   F9-SEELCT      

2. For a description of the RULESET NAME, TEST STREAM, and RULE NAME fields, see the section Use the Rules
Function Panels.

WCC
The current value for START PRINT, SOUND ALARM, RESTORE KYBD, and RESET MDT are listed in the
ORIGINAL VALUE column. Type the new values in the CHANGE TO column. Valid values are Y or N.
Note: A change in WCC is only valid if you specify Y for the COMPARE WCC VALUES field.

COMPARE WCC VALUE
Indicates whether you want to compare the value of the WCC. Valid values are Y (yes) or N (no). Specifying N
means that no comparison will be done, making the WCC a variable.

Generate a Screen Value

Follow these steps:

1. Type 11 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu to display the Add Rule Actions -- Data Generation panel.
NOTE
Use this panel to generate a value for an input or an output field. The target field must be a number, numeric
currency, or a numeric date.

A sample panel is shown next.
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 -------------------   ADD RULE ACTIONS - DATA GENERATION---------------16:51:53

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                                

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                                

 SCREEN LOCATION:                                                               

   ROW  COL  LEN  VALUE                                                         

    __  ___  ___  ____________________________________________________________  

                  ____________________________________________________________  

                  ____________________________________________________________  

                                                                                

 INITIAL VALUE        ===> N              (Y/N)                                 

 OPERATOR             ===> _              (ADD=+,SUBTRACT=-,MULTIPLY=*,DIVIDE=/)

 OPERATOR VALUE       ===> _______        (1 - 9999999)                         

 OVERFLOW             ===> N              (Y/N)                                 

 ACCUMULATE           ===> N              (Y/N)                                 

   SCOPE              ===> _              (S=SYSTEM,T=TERMINAL,U=USER)          

 DATE AGING FORMAT    ===> ______________                                       

   AGE DATE BY D|Y    ===> _              (D=DAYS,Y=YEARS)             

                                                                                

 INPUT/OUTPUT FIELD   ===> I              (I=INPUT,O=OUTPUT)

                                                                                

 F1-HELP     F2-PREVIEW    F3-END    F4-RETURN    F9-SELECT

2. For a description of the RULE NAME, TEST STREAM NAME, RULESET NAME, ROW, COL, and LEN fields, see the
section Use the Rules Function Panels.

SCREEN LOCATION
Indicates the location of the field that contains the value being accumulated or the date being aged. You can fill in
the location values by either using a model screen, or by typing the values directly into the appropriate columns.
Note: The field containing the value being accumulated or the date being aged can be either an input field or an
output field.

INITIAL VALUE
Indicates whether or not you will supply a starting value for the generated field. Specify N (no) to use the value in
the specified field as the initial value. Specify Y (yes) to supply a different starting value; type the new value to be
used in the VALUE field.

OPERATOR
Specifies the arithmetic operation to be performed on the initial value; a value is required. Valid values are: + (add
the operator value to the initial value), - (subtract the operator value from the initial value), * (multiply the initial
value by the operator value), or / (divide the initial value by the operator value).

OPERATOR VALUE
Type a whole number that is to be added to, subtracted from, multiplied by, or used as the divisor of the initial
value; a value is required. Valid values are 1 to 9,999,999.

OVERFLOW
Indicates whether processing is to continue if a value overflows the target field length. Specify Y (yes) to
ignore any overflows and continue processing. Specify N (no) if overflowing the field boundaries is not allowed;
processing will stop and the Mismatch panel will be displayed.

ACCUMULATE
Indicates whether or not you want to use the last generated value for this field as the basis for the next generated
value for this field. Type N (no) if you do not, Y (yes) if you do.
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If you specify Y, then a value for SCOPE is required. SCOPE controls how the data is accumulated: by user, by
terminal, or by system.
Note: If a data generation rule action is changed during a run and the accumulator is set to Y, then the
accumulator will not be adjusted for the remainder of the run. The only exception is if the length of the value has
changed.

SCOPE
When Y is specified for ACCUMULATE, you must indicate how the data is to be accumulated. Specify S (system)
to accumulate the data by system; specify T (terminal) to accumulate the data by terminal; specify U (user) to
accumulate the data by user.

DATE AGING FORMAT
Specify the date format you are using in this application. This value is required if the initial value or the value
found at the screen location is a date. Valid date formats are:
MMDDYY  MM/DD/YY    MM / DD / YY    YYDDD   

YYMMDD  YY/MM/DD    YY / MM/ /DD    

YYDDMM  YY/DD/MM    YY / DD / MM

In any of the previous formats, the year can be specified as two characters (YY) or four characters (YYYY). You
can also replace the / with any national character (such as a -). However, the format, the format's length, and the
separator characters specified in the date aging format must match what is found in the screen location during the
run. If they do not match, a conflict will occur and the Mismatch panel will appear.
If you specify a value for DATE AGING FORMAT, then you must also specify a value for AGE DATE BY.

AGE DATE BY D|Y
Specify how the date is to be aged: by day (D) or by year (Y).

INPUT/OUTPUT FIELD
Indicates whether this rule applies to an input or an output screen. Specify I for input; O for output.

Insert Screens

Follow these steps:

1. Type 12 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu to display the Add Rule Actions -- Insert Screens panel. A sample
panel is shown next.

NOTE
A rule can contain only one rule action of this type.

 ------------------ADD RULE  ACTIONS - INSERT SCREENS--------------13:18:03

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

                                                                          

 INSERT SCREENS FROM TEST STREAM:                                         

                                                                          

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS            (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,

   APPLICATION ===>                  OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS

   MEMBER      ===>                  ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST.)

   VERSION     ===>                                                       
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  F1-HELP      F2-PREVIEW     F3-END       F4-RETURN     F9-SELECT

For a description of the RULESET NAME, TEST STREAM, and RULE NAME fields, see the section Use the Rules
Function Panels.

Insert a New Screen

Before you can insert a new screen, you must build a test stream containing the screens you want to insert.

Follow these steps:

1. Give the test stream a name.
2. Record the new screens using the Log function of Verify for CICS.
3. Edit the test stream so that only the new records are in it.

Once you have performed these steps, you are ready to complete the field under Insert Screens From Test Stream on the
Add Rule Actions -- Insert Screens panel.

Type the application, member, and version of the test stream containing the new screens in the appropriate fields. The
inserted test stream must be from the same TCADS file as the original test stream. The new screens will be inserted in the
existing test stream immediately after the logical screen you are currently working on.

Delete Screens

Follow these steps:

1. Type 13 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu to display the Add Rule Actions -- Delete Screens panel. A sample
panel is shown next.

NOTE
A rule can contain only one rule action of this type.

 ------------------ADD RULE  ACTIONS - DELETE SCREENS--------------13:18:03

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 DELETE __ SCREENS STARTING WITH THE CURRENT OUTPUT               

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP      F2-PREVIEW     F3-END       F4-RETURN       F9-SELECT

For a description of the RULESET NAME, TEST STREAM, and RULE NAME fields, see the section Use the Rules
Function Panels.

Delete Screens when Comparison Type = Screen on Run Option Menu
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Type the number of screens to be deleted in the DELETE field. The removal takes place beginning with the current
output record. When a screen is deleted, all of the output records that make up the output screen, as well as all of the
subsequent input records until the next output screen is encountered, are removed.

Delete Records when Comparison Type = Logical on Run Option Menu

Type the number of records to be deleted in the DELETE field. The removal takes place beginning with the current output
record

Copy Data From a Screen

Follow these steps:

1. Type 14 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu to display the Add Rule Actions -- Cut Fields panel. A sample panel is
shown next.

NOTE
You can use the data you select any number of times on any number of panels.

 ------------------------ADD RULE ACTIONS - CUT  FIELDS----------------16:52:11

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                                

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                                

 CUT FROM:                                                                      

   ROW  COL  LEN   VALUE OR DESCRIPTION                                         

   __   ___  ___   ____________________________________________________________ 

                   ____________________________________________________________ 

                   ____________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                

 OUTPUT/INPUT FIELD  ===> O

             (I=INPUT,O=OUTPUT)

                                                                             

                                                                                

 CUT ID = C00001                                                               

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                     

F1-HELP    F2-PREVIEW    F3-END    F4-RETURN     F9-SELECT

2. For a description of the RULE NAME, TEST STREAM NAME, RULESET NAME, ROW, COL, and LEN fields, see the
section Using the Rules Function Panels.

CUT FROM
Indicates the location of the field that contains the data you want to reuse. You can use a model screen to fill in
the location values.
Note: Data that you cut is not removed from the screen. It is copied so you can paste it into another screen.

VALUE OR DESCRIPTION
Type the name of the field to be cut; optional. The field name can be up to three lines long. In this field you can
either put an explanation for why this field is being copied or a sample of the data being copied.

INPUT/OUTPUT FIELD
Indicates whether this rule applies to an input or an output screen. Specify I for input; O for output.
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3. After you complete the screen and press Enter, the system-generated CUT ID for the piece of data you have selected
will appear on the panel. Note: The CUT ID always begins with the letter C and is followed by five numbers. A sample
CUT ID would be C00001. You will use this CUT ID whenever you want to paste this particular data into another panel.

Paste Data Into a Screen

Follow these steps:

1. Type 15 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu to display the Add Rule Actions -- Paste Field panel. A sample panel
is shown next.

 ----------------------ADD RULE ACTIONS - PASTE FIELD------------UPD SUCCESSFUL

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                                

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                                

 PASTE TO:                                                                      

   ROW  COL  VALUE OR DESCRIPTION                                               

   07   021  ____________________________________________________________       

             ____________________________________________________________       

             ____________________________________________________________       

                                                                                

             CUT ID ===> C00009                                                 

 OUTPUT/INPUT FIELD ===> I           (I=INPUT,O=OUTPUT)

                                                                                

 CUT INFORMATION:                                                               

   ROW  COL  LEN  VALUE OR DESCRIPTION                                          

   10   022  005  ORDER

                  

                  

                                                                                

                                                                                

F1-HELP    F2-PREVIEW    F3-END    F4-RETURN     F9-SELECT 

2. For a description of the RULE NAME, TEST STREAM NAME, RULESET NAME, ROW, COL, and LEN fields, see the
section Use the Rules Function Panels.

PASTE TO
Indicates the location of the field where you want the data to be put. You can use a model screen to fill in the
location values.

VALUE OR DESCRIPTION
Type the name of the field where the data is to be pasted; optional. The field name can be up to three lines long.
In this field you can either put an explanation for the paste operation, or a sample of the data being pasted.

CUT ID
Type the CUT ID of the data you want to paste into this panel. This ID is generated on the Add Rule Actions -- Cut
Field panel.

INPUT/OUTPUT FIELD
Indicates whether this rule applies to an input or an output screen. Specify I for input; O for output.

CUT INFORMATION
Displays the location of the field containing the data associated with the CUT ID. Use this information to make
sure you are pasting the correct data.
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Maintain a Ruleset
This section describes how to edit rulesets, rules, rule actions and other maintenance related actions.

Maintaining a ruleset includes:

• Editing a ruleset
• Copying a ruleset
• Deleting a ruleset
• Renaming a ruleset
• Printing a ruleset, and
• Any changes to the rules and rule actions that make up the ruleset

The following sections contain detailed instructions for performing each of these tasks.

Edit Rulesets, Rules and Rule Actions
Initiate a Ruleset editing session by performing these actions:

1. Type the name of the ruleset you want to edit (if you know it), or leave the name blank (if you do not know it).
2. Type E on the Maintain Rules menu and press Enter.
3. Locate and select the ruleset you want to edit. If you did not specify a ruleset name, the Ruleset Selection menu is

displayed. (This menu is discussed in the section Browse Through Rulesets and Rules.) If you specified a ruleset
name, the Rules -- Summary (Edit) panel for it is displayed. A sample panel is shown next.

 ----------------------- EDIT RULES - SUMMARY  ----------------12:53:26

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001             RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001     

 LINE   1 TO  14 OF  25        TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 S-EDIT   I-INSERT   D-DELETE   R-REPLICATE    P-PREVIEW                 

   OBJECT      TYPE ROW  COL LEN OP  VALUE FROM MODEL SCREEN/DESCRIPTION

__ RULESET     T/S                   TCADS.CCCORDER.REL63.001             

__  RULE                              RUL00001                             

__   SCR-RECOG        2   29  23 EQ  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY______________

__    DATAGEN  OUT    1   71  10     01/23/1998+4(d)______________________

__    DATAGEN  OUT   22   43   8     04/22/97+279(D)_______________________

__    VARIABLE OUT   22   53   1     1____________________________________

__    VARIABLE OUT    2   71   8     08:22:49_____________________________

__    CURSOR   OUT    1   33  11     NEW CURSOR ROW-6,COL-17_______________

__    DATAGEN  IN    17   33  11     INFORMATION + 37      _______________

__  RULE                             CUSTINFO                             

__   VARIABLE  OUT    1    1   1     _____________________________________

__   DELETED   OUT    1    1   1     _____________________________________

__   MOVED     OUT    8    8  10     BIRTHDATE:                           

__   CHANGED   OUT   15   20   8     TEXT                             

                                                                          

  F1-HELP  FF3-END  F4-RETURN  F7-UP  F8-DOWN  F9-MODEL SCREEN

4. Perform one of the following actions from the panel:
S

Edit a ruleset, rule, or rule action.
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I
Inserts a rule when specified on a ruleset or rule line; inserts a rule action when specified from a rule action line.
All insertions are placed after the line on which I is specified.

D
Deletes a rule or rule action.

R
Replicates a rule or rule action.

P
Previews a rule or rule action.

Edit a Ruleset by performing these actions:

1. Type an S next to RULESET in the OBJECT column and press Enter. The Edit Rules -- Ruleset Description panel is
displayed. A sample panel is shown next.

-----------------------EDIT RULES - RULESET DESCRIPTION------------07:24:0

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

 RULESET NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001                                

                                                                          

 DESCRIPTION ===>                                                         

             ===>                                                         

             ===>                                                         

                                                                          

                                                                           

ULESET PROTECTION ===>            (R-READ W-WRITE P-PRINT)              

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN     

                                                                         

2. On this panel, you can change the ruleset's description and the protection assigned to the ruleset. Press Enter to have
your changes accepted, then press PF3 (End) to return to the Summary panel.

NOTE
To change the name of a ruleset, follow the instructions in the section Rename a Ruleset.

Edit a Rule by performing these actions:

1. Type an S next to the rule you want to edit from the Edit Rules -- Summary panel, and press Enter. The Edit Rules --
Rule Actions panel is displayed. A sample panel is shown next.

-----------------------------EDIT RULES - RULE  ACTIONS----------------07:55:37

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 DESCRIPTION  ===> RELEASE 6.2 TO 6.3 CHANGES                             

              ===>                                                        
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 RESET MODEL SCREEN SELECTION: N         (Y=RESET, N=NO ACTION)

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

F1-HELP     F2-PREVIEW     F3-END     F4-RETURN     F9-SELECT

On this panel, you can change the rule name and description.
2. Press Enter to have your changes accepted, then press PF3 (End) to return to the Summary panel.

Editing a Rule Action by performing these actions:

1. Type an S to the left of the rule action you want to change.
2. Press Enter to display the completed data entry panel used to define that rule action.
3. Make changes by either overtyping the value or by using the modeling feature (explained in the section Locate and

Select the Model Screen).
4. When you are satisfied with your changes, press Enter and then press PF3.

Changing Your Model Screen by performing these actions:

1. Type Y in the RESET MODEL SCREEN SELECTION field.
2. Press Enter.
3. Press PF9 to select a new model screen.

Copy a Ruleset or Rule by performing these actions:

1. Type the name of the ruleset you want to copy (if you know it), or leave the name blank (if you do not know it) from the
Maintain Rules menu.

2. Type C on the Maintain Rules menu and press Enter. If you did not specify a ruleset name, the Ruleset Selection
menu is displayed. (This menu is discussed in the section Browse through Rulesets and Rules.) Locate and select the
rule you want to copy. If you specified a ruleset name, the Copy Ruleset panel for it is displayed. A sample panel is
shown next.

 -----------------------------COPY RULESET------------------------13:04:13 ENTER COMMAND ===>           

                                                                                                        

               RULESET NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001                                                     

                                                           COPY TO:                                     

                               DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                   

 APPLICATION ===> CCC                                                    MEMBER      ===> ORDERAPP       

                                          VERSION     ===> 001                                           

                                                                                   DESCRIPTION ===> SAMPLE

 RULESET                                                        ===>                                     

                               ===>                                                                      

                                                            COPY RULE:                                   

                              RULE NAME  ===>                                                          NEW

 NAME   ===>                                                                                              

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

             F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN                                    

RULESET NAME
Contains the name of the ruleset you are copying.
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COPY TO
Specify the destination of the copied ruleset.

DESCRIPTION
Contains the description of the source ruleset. At this time, you can change the description for the new ruleset.

COPY RULE
Use to copy a single rule. Specify the name of the rule you want to copy in RULE NAME. Specify the name of the
copied rule in NEW NAME.

3. When you are finished, press Enter to return to your previous screen.

Delete a Ruleset by performing these actions:

1. Type the name of the ruleset you want to delete (if you know it), or leave the name blank (if you do not know it) from
the Maintain Rules menu.

2. Type D on the Maintain Rules menu and press Enter. If you did not specify a ruleset name, the Ruleset Selection
menu is displayed. (This menu is discussed in the section Browse through Rulesets and Rules.) Locate and type D
next to the ruleset you want to delete. The Confirm Delete of Ruleset panel displays. If you specified a ruleset name,
the Confirm Delete of Ruleset panel for it is displayed. A sample panel is shown next.

 -----------------------CONFIRM DELETE OF RULESET-----------------13:04:28 ENTER COMMAND ===>           

                                                                                                        

               RULESET NAME: TCADS.A.A.001                                                              

                                                           DESCRIPTION:  SAMPLE RULE                    

                                                                                                        

                                                                                                        

                                                                                                        

             STATISTICS:                                                                 CREATION DATE: 

   09/02/1997                          CREATION TIME:    14:57:32                                 CREATED

 BY:                               LAST UPDATE DATE:                                                      

   LAST UPDATE TIME:               TOTAL RULES:        000006   LAST UPDATED BY:                TOTAL RULE

 ACTIONS: 000016                                                                           TEST STREAM

 NAME:  TCADS.A.A.001                                          PROTECTION STATUS:                         

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                          F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN                             

       

RULESET NAME
Contains the name of the ruleset you are removing.

DESCRIPTION
Contains the description of the ruleset you are removing.

STATISTICS
Displays information relevant to this ruleset.

TEST STREAM NAME
Displays the test stream, if any, that this ruleset is associated with.

PROTECTION STATUS
Displays the protection assigned to this ruleset.

3. When you are finished, press Enter to return to your previous screen.
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Rename a Ruleset by performing these actions:

1. Type the name of the ruleset you want to rename (if you know it), or leave the name blank (if you do not know it) from
the Maintain Rules menu.

2. Type R on the Maintain Rules menu and press Enter. If you did not specify a ruleset name, the Ruleset Selection
menu is displayed. (This menu is discussed in the section Browse through Rulesets and Rules.) Locate and select
the rule you want to rename. If you specified a ruleset name, the Rename Ruleset panel displays. A sample panel is
shown next.

 -----------------------------RENAME RULESET----------------------13:04:21 ENTER COMMAND ===>           

                                                                                                        

               RULESET NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001                                                     

                                                           RENAME TO:                                   

                               DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                   

 APPLICATION ===> CCC                                                      MEMBER      ===> ORDERAPP    

                                             VERSION     ===> 00 2                                      

                                                                                         DESCRIPTION ===>

 EXAMPLE TWO                                                          ===>                                

                                      ===>                                                                

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                       F1-HELP      F3-END

       F4-RETURN                                    

RULESET NAME
Contains the name of the ruleset that you are renaming.

RENAME TO
Specify the new name of this ruleset.

DESCRIPTION
Contains the description from the source ruleset. You can change the description at this time.

3. When you are finished, press Enter to return to your previous screen.

Inquiry Function (CICS)
This section describes how to use the Inquiry function to display functions, terminate logging, interrupt a run, or clean up
or reconnect Verify for CICS sessions.

Use the Inquiry function to:

• Display a list of all active or suspended functions
• Terminate logging
• Interrupt a run
• Clean up or reconnect Verify for CICS sessions

This function is helpful when you want to monitor all Verify for CICS activity. The Inquiry function is also the only way
you can terminate logging when multiple terminals are being logged, or when the user of a terminal is unaware that his
terminal is being logged.
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Terminate Logging

Follow these steps:

1. Type S to the left of the Log function and press Enter. Verify for CICS displays the Log Termination menu. See the
"Log Function" section for an explanation of this menu.

2. Use this function to terminate:
– All logging, regardless of the Stop Option
– Multiple terminal logging. This is the only way logging at multiple terminals can be terminated.
– Other terminal logging when the terminal user is unaware of logging

Interrupt a Run

Follow these steps:

1. Type I to the left of the Run function and press Enter. Verify for CICS displays the Run Status menu with the
cancellation message at the terminal where the Run function was invoked.

2. Use this function to cancel long-running test streams with very long cancel intervals.
NOTE
To interrupt a run at your terminal, you must invoke the Inquiry function from another terminal.

Clean up and Reconnect Sessions

To clean up a session started at a terminal that is no longer available, type C to the left of that function and press Enter.
However:

• For Run functions, the CICS task must be terminated before cleanup.
• For Browse functions, cleanup is allowed if the terminal is disconnected; use Reconnect if the terminal is active.
• For Utility functions, cleanup is allowed if the terminal is disconnected; use Reconnect if the terminal is active.
• For Log functions, cleanup is allowed if the terminal is disconnected; use Stop if the terminal is active.

NOTE
Verify for CICS will determine whether cleanup is necessary. If it is not necessary, only the alternate function
(Stop or Reconnect) will be allowed.

To reconnect a session left on a terminal, type R to the left of that function and press Enter. After you specify Reconnect,
pressing Enter at the terminal which owned the session may redisplay the Primary Options Menu.

Reconnect cannot be specified for:

• Run functions, unless the run has not yet begun or has completed
• Transactions, which have been purged or have abended

Use Cleanup instead of Reconnect in these situations.

Terminate the Inquiry

Follow these steps:

1. Use the End (PF3) command. Verify for CICS redisplays the Primary Options Menu.

Inquire into Active or Suspended Functions
Learn about inquiring into active or suspended functions, including buffer utilization and error messages.

Perform the following steps:

1. Type I on the Primary Options Menu. Verify for CICS displays the Inquiry/Termination menu.
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  --------------------------  INQUIRY/TERMINATION  --------------10:35:06 ENTER COMMAND ===>             

                                         I1                                                             

                        INVOKED   AT               USING     RECORD                   FUNCTION  BY       

 TERMINAL  TIME   TERMINAL  NUMBER  TEST STREAM NAME         INQUIRY   CSB       L9D6CA    10:35          

                                _ RUN       ABC       CHDUAL    11:34  VSV1      120     DEMO.DEMOPROG.001

      _ LOG       NGN       L8D1F0    11:45  NN01       46     CUST.ORDER.004                             

                                                              DATA CAPTURE BUFFERS  00% FULL, NO SECONDARY

 BUFFERS ALLOCATED                                                                                       

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                         

                                                                                                         

                                                                                                         

                                                                                                         

                                                                                                         

                                                                                       TYPE AN "S" NEXT TO

 YOUR LOG FUNCTION TO STOP IT                              TYPE AN "I" NEXT TO A RUN FUNCTION TO INTERRUPT

 IT (AT ORIGINATING TERMINAL)    PRESS ENTER TO INVOKE STOP OR INTERRUPT, PRESS PF3 TO END INQUIRY       

  

FUNCTION
Identifies the Verify for CICS function:
Browse

A test stream is being browsed
Edit

A test stream is being edited
Inquiry

The Inquiry function is being used
Log

A terminal or terminals are being logged
Log Init

A user selected the Log function but logging has not yet begun
Log Full

Logging stopped because the data set is full
Log Term

Logging was either user-terminated or terminated due to an error; if due to an error, the error message
number is shown in the RECORD NUMBER column. Refer to the Error Messages section later in this
section for details.

Option
The Primary Options Menu is being displayed

Rules
The Maintain Rules function is being used

Run
A test stream is being run

Run Init
A user selected the Run function but is not currently running a test stream

Tutorial
The tutorial is being viewed
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Utility
One of the utilities is being used

INVOKED BY
The ID of the user who invoked the function.

AT TERMINAL
The terminal at which the function was invoked.

TIME
The time of the last write to the terminal at which the function was invoked. For the Log function, this is the time
logging began. If the function was invoked over 24 hours ago, Verify for CICS displays the date instead.

USING TERMINAL
For the Log function, the terminal being logged or, for a multiple terminal test stream, the number of terminals
being logged.
For the Run function, the virtual terminal being used or, for a multiple terminal test stream, the number of virtual
terminals being used.
When terminals are logged under VTAM dynamic install TCTTEs, Verify for CICS uses and displays the name
of the terminal in use when logging began. The correct terminal will continue to be logged even if the user
disconnects from CICS and reconnects onto a different dynamic TCTTE.

RECORD NUMBER
For the Log function, the number of records written to disk

• For a Log Term function due to an error, the error message number appears in this column
• For the Run function, the number of records processed
• For the Browse and Edit functions, the number of the record currently being displayed
• For suspended functions, *SUSP* appears in this column

TEST STREAM NAME
The test stream's name: Application, Member, and Version.

Buffer Utilization

Beneath the list of functions Verify for CICS displays this message:

DATA CAPTURE BUFFERS  nn% FULL, NO/NUMBER OF SECONDARY 

BUFFERS ALLOCATED

To avoid affecting system performance, Verify for CICS stores screens captured during the Log and Run functions in
a buffer before processing them. If the primary buffer becomes full, Verify for CICS allocates secondary buffers. This
message indicates what percentage of all allocated buffers are full, and how many -- if any -- secondary buffers have been
allocated.

NOTE
If you find that secondary buffers are frequently allocated, you should increase the size of the primary buffer in
the options module. See the Installation manual for instructions.

Error Messages

If an error occurs during the Log function, Verify for CICS changes the Log designation in the Function column to Log
Term and displays an error message number in the Record Number field. When the log is terminated, Verify for CICS
displays the error message in the upper right section of the menu. Then you can use the Help (PF1) command to display
a longer version of the message.
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It's possible, although unlikely, that a note may also be displayed below the buffer utilization message. The following notes
may appear:

Buffer Overflow
One or more screens have been lost because the data capture buffer overflowed. Modify the options module to
increase the size of the primary buffer or the number of secondary buffers.

Invalid Address
An invalid address was found in a Verify for CICS program, control block, or data capture buffer. See the Problem
Reporting section of the Installation manual.

TCP Exit Abended
The terminal control data capture exit has abended. See the Problem Reporting section of the Installation manual.

Using Utilities for CICS
Learn about the utilities that make it easy to create new test streams that meet necessary testing needs.

Overview

For example, you can:

• Copy a test stream and then edit the copy to create a different test case
• Merge terminals and their screens from the same or different test streams into a single test stream to create a large

volume test stream for stress or concurrency testing
• Append one test stream onto the end of another test stream or onto itself for stress testing or repetition testing. This

utility also lets you copy just the automated variable fields from one test stream to another.
• Insert screens from one test stream into another to modify the test case

The utilities also help you maintain existing test streams. For example, you can:

• Delete test streams you no longer need
• Update a test stream directory to modify its protection status or change the test stream's owner
• Rename a test stream
• Convert a test stream to REXX script
• Secure data in a REXX script

Invoke the Utilities
Follow these steps:

1. Type U on the Primary Options Menu.
Verify for CICS displays the following Utilities menu when using the CICS interface.

-------------------------------  UTILITIES  ---------------------------13:50:35 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           U1                                                                                

                                                                               

    C  COPY A TEST STREAM                 A  APPEND RECORDS TO A TEST STREAM  

    R  RENAME A TEST STREAM               I  INSERT RECORDS INTO A TEST STREAM

    D  DELETE A TEST STREAM               M  MERGE TERMINALS INTO A TEST STREAM 

    U  UPDATE A TEST STREAM DIRECTORY                                                                                                                        

                                                                                 

 ENTER TEST STREAM NAME:                                                        

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===> CCC             (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                 

   MEMBER      ===> ORDERAPP         OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS                 
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   VERSION     ===> 002              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)                

                                                                                                                                     

   

                                                                             

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN                                        

When using the TSO interface, Verify for CICS displays the following Utilities menu.

 -------------------------------  UTILITIES  ---------------------------13:50:35

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           U1

                                                                                

                                                                                

    C  COPY A TEST STREAM                 A  APPEND RECORDS TO A TEST STREAM    

    R  RENAME A TEST STREAM               I  INSERT RECORDS INTO A TEST STREAM  

    D  DELETE A TEST STREAM               M  MERGE TERMINALS INTO A TEST STREAM 

    U  UPDATE A TEST STREAM DIRECTORY     X  CONVERT A TEST STREAM TO REXX

                                          S  SECURE DATA IN A REXX SCRIPT

                                                                                

 ENTER TEST STREAM NAME:                                                        

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===> CCC             (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                 

   MEMBER      ===> ORDERAPP         OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS                 

   VERSION     ===> 002              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)                

                                                                                

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

                                                                              

                                                                                

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN                                        

The default ddname and Version values appear; these can be changed.

If you know the test stream you want to process, follow these steps:

1. Type the Application and Member name and other identifiers, if necessary
2. Type on the command line the letter which identifies the utility you want to use: C, R, D, U, A, I, or M. When using the

Utilities menu from the TSO interface, the X and S options are also available.
3. Press Enter.

Verify for CICS displays the menu for the utility you selected.

If you don't know the test stream you want to process, follow these steps:

1. Leave the Application and Member name blank.
2. (Optional) Blank out other identifiers.
3. (Optional) Type on the command line the letter which identifies the utility you want to use: C, R, D, U, A, I, or M. When

using the Utilities menu from the TSO interface, the X and S options are also available.
4. Press Enter.

Verify for CICS displays the Test Stream Selection menu.

       --------------  UTILITIES: TEST STREAM SELECTION  --------------14:00:10 

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                      

 FILE: TCADS                                                           MULTI-    

                         LOG-DATE  BY      RECORDS  RUN-DATE    RESULT   TERM 

 _ CLIST    OPERATOR 001 01/02/1998 AJC        28    03/21/1998 LGC EQ   

                     CEMT INQUIRY OF ALL PROGRAMS AND FILES                 

 s DEMO     DEMOPROG 001 03/22/1998 NGN         8                       
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                     CUSTOMER MAINTENANCE DEMO PROGRAM                          

 _ PAYROLL  DOCUMENT 001 02/01/1998           120                       

                     ALL PAYROLL SCREENS FOR USER TRAINING                      

 _ PAYROLL  INQUIRY  001 01/16/1998 RSM       154  01/16/1998   NOT EQ  

                     TEST OF NEW INQUIRY MENU                                    

 _ PAYROLL  UPDATE   002 01/28/1998           112                        

                     TEST OF NEW UPDATE SCREEN                                  

 _ QA       TEST1    003 01/29/1998 NGN      1022  02/29/1998   NOT EQ       

                     TEST1 IN CONVERSION FROM DOS  TO MVS                         

 _ QA       TEST2    007 02/21/1998           724                        

                     TEST2 IN CONVERSION FROM DOS TO MVS                         

 _ SYSTEMS  MIGRATE  008 02/21/1998 SAB      2380  03/14/1998   LGC EQ     M  

                     MIGRATION TEST FOR CICS 1.7 TO 2.1                          

 _ SYSTEMS  STRESS1  018 03/22/1998 JSN      1502                        

                     STRESS TEST FOR CICS TEST REGION                            

 _ SYSTEMS  STRESS2  019 03/22/1998          1208                        

 

Complete this menu as follows:

• If you typed on the Utilities menu the letter of the utility you want to use, select test streams by typing S to the left of
each test stream you want to process and press Enter.

• If you did not type on the Utilities menu the letter of the utility you want to use, type the letter --  C, R, D, U, A, I, or M 
-- to the left of each test stream you want to process and press Enter. When using the Utilities menu from the TSO
interface, the X and S options are also available.

In either case, Verify for CICS displays the panel for the utility you selected.

If you select multiple test streams, Verify for CICS will redisplay the Test Stream Selection menu each time you press
Enter until all selected test streams are processed.

Copy a Test Stream
Learn how to copy a Test Strea from two different Verify for CICS menus.

Perform the following steps:

1. Type C on the Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu. Verify for CICS displays the Test Stream Copy panel.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.001------------- TESTSTREAMCOPY -----------10:15:43 ENTERCOMMAND===>

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                         UW

                                                                                

 SELECT:  "S"    ORIGINAL   TERMINAL      SCREEN      ALTERNATE   VIRTUAL       

 INQUIRY: "I"    TERMINAL   TYPE          SIZE        SIZE        TERMINAL      

                                                                                

           _     A60L2048   3277 REMOTE   24 BY  80   24 BY  80                 

           _     A60L2049   3277 REMOTE   24 BY  80   24 BY  80                 

           _     A60L205A   3277 REMOTE   24 BY  80   24 BY  80                 

           _     A60L205B   3277 REMOTE   24 BY  80   24 BY  80                 

           ***  END OF TERMINALS  ***                                           
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 TYPE AN "S" TO SELECT TERMINALS FOR COPY                                       

 TYPE AN "I" TO VIEW TERMINAL STATUS                                            

 F1-HELP        F3-CONTINUE   F4-RETURN      F7-UP          F8-DOWN            

TEST STREAM TO COPY TO
The name of the test stream being copied appears in the ddname, Application, Member, and Version fields.
Modify the name as you wish.

START WITH RECORD NUMBER
The first record to be copied to the output test stream. The default is record 1. Terminal status information is
automatically copied because it is required by the Run function.

STOP AFTER RECORD NUMBER
The last record to be copied to the output test stream. The default is record 999999. Use this option to truncate a
test stream that ends in the middle of a transaction or at another inconvenient point.

INCLUDE RULESET
Copies the associated ruleset to the corresponding name. Y, the default, copies the ruleset; type N if you do not
want the ruleset to be copied.

TERMINAL
Type a terminal name to select one terminal from a multiple terminal test stream. If you leave this field blank,
Verify for CICS displays the Terminal Selection menu.

This menu lists the following for each terminal in the test stream:
– Original terminal name
– Terminal type; for example, 3277 remote, 3277 local
– Screen size
– Alternate screen size
– Virtual terminal to be used when the test stream is run

2. Type S to the left of one or more terminals and use the Continue (PF3) command. The terminals you select are the
ones from which records will be copied.

3. Type I to the left of a terminal for which you want to view Initial Terminal Status information and press Enter. See the
"Browse Function" section for an explanation of the Initial Terminal Status menu. When you exit from this menu, Verify
for CICS redisplays the Terminal Selection menu.

4. Use Verify for CICS commands as follows:
– Up (PF7) and Down (PF8) to view additional terminals which don't appear on the initial menu
– End (PF3) to cancel the copy

5. Press Enter when you have completed the Copy menu. Verify for CICS copies the test stream and redisplays the
Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu, along with a message.

6. Use the End (PF3) command to cancel the copy.

Rename a Test Stream
Follow these steps:

1. Type R on the Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu.
Verify for CICS displays the Test Stream Rename menu.
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NOTE
If the test stream you are renaming has an associated ruleset, the name of the ruleset will automatically be
renamed also.

  CCC.ORDERAPP.001 ------------  TEST STREAM RENAME  ------------10:21:42 

  ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                   U4 

                                                                                  

  NEW TEST STREAM NAME:                                                           

                                                                                  

    APPLICATION ===> DEMO                                                         

    MEMBER      ===> DEMOPROG                                                     

    VERSION     ===> 001                                                          

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

 F1-HELP     F3-END     F4-RETURN

2. The current test stream name appears in the Application, Member, and Version fields. Modify this name and press
Enter.
Verify for CICS renames the test stream and ruleset (if any), and redisplays the Online Utilities or Test Stream
Selection menu, along with a message.

3. Use the End (PF3) command to cancel the renaming.

Delete a Test Stream
Follow these steps:

1. Type D on the Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu.
Verify for CICS displays the Confirm Delete menu.

NOTE
If the test stream you are deleting has an associated ruleset, the ruleset will also be deleted. You will receive
a confirmation/warning message before the delete takes place.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.002 ---------------  CONFIRM DELETE  ---------------------------

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           U5

 TCA0548 - CORRESPONDING RULESET WILL ALSO BE DELETED                           

  DESCRIPTION: CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY DEMO PROGRAM                           

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

              LOG:       RUN:       EDIT:         TEST STREAM:        IN:   OUT:

  INVOKED BY:                                       TOTAL SCREENS:      6      6
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  INVOKED ON: 06/02/1998 06/03/1998                 AVERAGE BYTES:     46    315

  START TIME: 13:23:04   08:34:50                                               

  DURATION:   00:02:02   00:00:00                 LAST RUN:           IN:   OUT:

  SYSTEM:     GRIA5451   GRIA5451                   EQUAL:              6      1

  STATUS:     NORMAL     LOGICALLY EQUAL            EQUIVALENT:                5

  TERMINAL:   A60L2048                              IGNORED:                   0

  VSAM CI'S:  2                                     ACCEPTED:                  

                                                    INSERTED:           0      

  AVERAGE THINK TIME:    00:00:20.256               DELETED:            0      0

  AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME: 00:00:00.013               CHANGED:            0       

  MAXIMUM SCREEN SIZE:   24 BY  80                  NOT RUN:            0      0

  PROTECTION STATUS:                                            OWNER:          

  ORIGINATING TEST STREAM: CCC.ORDERAPP.001       CREATED BY FUNCTION: RUN      

                                                                                

  F1-HELP      F3-CANCEL                                                       

This panel lists directory information for the test stream. See the "Browse Function" section for an explanation of the
directory fields.

2. Press Enter to confirm the deletion; press PF3 to cancel it.
Verify for CICS redisplays the Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu, along with a message.

Update a Test Stream Directory
Follow these steps:

1. Type U on the Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu.
Verify for CICS displays the Directory Update menu.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.002 -------------  DIRECTORY UPDATE  ---------------------13:51:57

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           U6

                                                                                

  DESCRIPTION ===> CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY DEMO PROGRAM                        

              ===>                                                              

              ===>                                                              

                                                                                

              LOG:       RUN:       EDIT:         TEST STREAM:        IN:   OUT:

  INVOKED BY:                                       TOTAL SCREENS:      5      5

  INVOKED ON: 06/29/1998 06/29/1998                 AVERAGE BYTES:     52    289

  START TIME: 13:18:52   13:39:44                                               

  DURATION:   00:00:12   00:00:00                 LAST RUN:           IN:   OUT:

  SYSTEM:     GRIA5451   GRIA5451                   EQUAL:              5      1

  STATUS:     NORMAL     NOT EQUAL                  EQUIVALENT:                0

  TERMINAL:   A55TG001                              IGNORED:                   0

  VSAM CI'S:  1                                     ACCEPTED:                  4

                                                    INSERTED:           0      0

  AVERAGE THINK TIME:    00:00:02.388               DELETED:            0      0

  AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME: 00:00:00.002               CHANGED:            0       

  MAXIMUM SCREEN SIZE:   24 BY  80                  NOT RUN:            0      0

  PROTECTION STATUS ===>                          OWNER ===>                    

  ORIGINATING TEST STREAM: CCC.ORDERAPP.001       CREATED BY FUNCTION: RUN      
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  F1-HELP      F3-END                                                          

This menu lists directory information for the test stream. See the "Browse Function" section for an explanation of the
directory fields.
The test stream owner -- the user who initiated logging -- or a security administrator can change these fields:
– Description
– Protection Status
– Owner

NOTE
If the test stream is not write-protected, anyone can change the description.

See the "Log Function" section for a discussion of the Description and Protection Status fields.
2. Use the End (PF3) command to save the updated directory; use the Cancel command to cancel the update.

Append Records to a Test Stream
Learn about appending records to a Test stream including confirmation of the append.

Perform the following steps:

1. Type A on the Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu. Verify for CICS displays the Append menu.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.002 -----------------  APPEND  ---------------------------13:52:59

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           UA

                                                                                

 APPEND FROM TEST STREAM:                                                       

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===> CCC              (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                

   MEMBER      ===> ORDERAPP          OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS                

   VERSION     ===> 002               ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)               

                                                                                

 OPTIONS:                                                                       

  INCLUDE RULESET    ===> Y          (Y/N)                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN                                        

The Append utility copies the test stream you identify on this menu onto the end of the test stream you identified on the
Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu. The following rules apply to the Append utility:
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– Rules will be included in the output ruleset if the Include Ruleset option is Y.
– When a single terminal test stream is appended to a single terminal test stream, the output is a single terminal test

stream.
– If either of the test streams is a multiple terminal test stream, the output is a multiple terminal test stream. Terminals

will be added to the test stream for the terminals in the second test stream which are not in the first.
– APPEND FROM TEST STREAM The name of the test stream which is the source of the appended records. If you

leave the Application, Member, or Version fields blank, Verify for CICS displays the Test Stream Selection menu.
Type S to the left of the test stream you want to select and press Enter.

– INCLUDE RULESET Leave Y as the default to copy rules when the test stream is appended; type N to exclude
them.

The appended fields will be referenced in the next Run, Browse, Edit, or Print function.
2. Press Enter when you have completed the specifications. Verify for CICS either performs the append or displays the

Append Confirmation menu. If Verify for CICS performs the append, it redisplays the Utilities or Test Stream Selection
menu, along with a message.

Confirm the Append

If the output test stream contains two consecutive input or output screens from the same terminal, Verify for CICS displays
the Append Confirmation menu. The message on this menu indicates whether Verify for CICS found two consecutive input
or output screens.

Here's how either situation could occur. Suppose test stream A is being appended to test stream B. If the first screen for
test stream A is an input screen and the last screen for test stream B is an input screen, the output test stream would
contain two consecutive input screens. In this case, you may want to edit test stream B to delete the last input screen.

Similarly, if the first screen for test stream A is an output screen and the last screen for test stream B is an output screen,
the output test stream would contain two consecutive output screens. In this case, you may want to edit test stream A to
delete the first output screen.

Press Enter to confirm the Append or use the End (PF3) command to cancel it. If you confirm the Append, Verify for CICS
appends the records and redisplays the Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu, along with a message. If you cancel the
Append, Verify for CICS redisplays the Append menu.

Insert Records into a Test Stream
Learn about inserting records into a test stream, including terminal selection, insert confirmation, reviewing the status of
an insert.

Perform the following steps:

1. Type I on the Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu. Verify for CICS displays the Insert menu.
NOTE
If the records you are inserting use a different ruleset than the test stream you are inserting them into, then
the rules from both test streams will be combined.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.001 ----------------  INSERT  --------------------10:24:22 

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                     UI 

                                                                                 

 INSERT FROM TEST STREAM:       

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS       

   APPLICATION ===> CCC                         (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER

   MEMBER      ===> ORDERAPP                     OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS 

   VERSION     ===> 001                          ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)    
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 OPTIONS:       

   START WITH RECORD NUMBER      ===> 000001     (1-999999)

   STOP AFTER RECORD NUMBER      ===> 999999     (1-999999)

   INSERT AFTER RECORD NUMBER    ===> 999999     (1-999999)

   INCLUDE RULESET               ===> Y          (Y/N)  

                                                                                 

 MULTIPLE TERMINAL TEST STREAM OPTIONS:       

   TERMINAL TO SELECT FROM    ===>              

   TERMINAL TO INSERT AS      ===>              

                                                                                 

                                                                                 

                       

F1-HELP     F3-END     F4-RETURN

The Insert utility inserts records from one or more test streams into the test stream you identified on the Utilities or
Test Stream Selection menu. You can also insert records from a test stream into that same test stream. Make sure,
however, that:
– The records from both test streams are from similar types of terminals
– The inserted transactions will work where they are inserted
Inserting records is one way of expanding a test stream and changing the testing scenario.

INSERT FROM TEST STREAM
The name of the test stream which is the source of the inserted records.
If you leave the Application, Member, or Version fields blank, Verify for CICS displays the Test Stream Selection
menu. Type S to the left of the test stream you want to select and press Enter.

START WITH RECORD NUMBER
The first record to be inserted. The default is record 1.

STOP AFTER RECORD NUMBER
The last record to be inserted. The default is record 999999; such as, the last record in the test stream.

INSERT AFTER RECORD NUMBER
The record in the output test stream after which the records should be inserted.

• If you specify 0, the records are inserted at the beginning of the test stream.
• If you leave 999999 as the default or specify a number greater than the number of records in the test stream,

the records are inserted at the end of the test stream.

INCLUDE RULESET
Indicates whether the ruleset from the target test stream should be inserted into the source test stream. Y, the
default, inserts the ruleset; N does not.
The last two options apply to multiple test streams only.

TERMINAL TO SELECT FROM
The name of the terminal in the source test stream from which records are to be selected. If you leave this field
blank, Verify for CICS displays the From Terminal Selection menu.

TERMINAL TO INSERT AS
The terminal name that should be used for the inserted records in the output test stream. If you leave this field
blank, Verify for CICS displays the To Terminal Selection menu.

2. Press Enter when you have completed the specifications.
– If necessary, Verify for CICS displays the From Terminal Selection and/or To Terminal Selection menus. See the

Select a Terminal section next.
– If necessary, Verify for CICS displays the Insert Confirmation menu. See the Confirm the Insert section next.
– Otherwise, Verify for CICS displays the Insert Status menu. See the Reviewing the Insert Status section next.
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Select a Terminal

For multiple terminal test streams, Verify for CICS displays the From Terminal Selection menu if you leave the Terminal to
Select from field blank, and the To Terminal Selection menu if you leave the Terminal to Insert As field blank.

Perform the following steps:

1. Type S to the left of one terminal and use the End (PF3) command.
– The terminal you select on the From Terminal Selection menu is the terminal from which records will be selected for

insertion.
– The terminal you select on the To Terminal Selection menu is the terminal which will be associated with the inserted

records.
2. Type I to the left of a terminal for which you want to view Initial Terminal Status information and press Enter. See the

"Browse Function" section for an explanation of the Initial Terminal Status menu. When you exit from this menu, Verify
for CICS redisplays the From or To Terminal Selection menu.

3. Use Verify for CICS commands as follows:
– Up (PF7) and Down (PF8) to view additional terminals which don't appear on the initial menu
– Cancel to cancel the insertion

Confirm the Insert

If the output test stream contains two consecutive input or output screens from the same terminal, Verify for CICS displays
the Insert Confirmation menu. The message on this menu indicates whether Verify for CICS found two consecutive input
or output screens.

If this situation is acceptable -- for example, your application issues consecutive reads or writes -- press Enter to confirm
the Insert. Verify for CICS displays the Insert Status menu. Otherwise, use the End (PF3) command to cancel it. Verify for
CICS then redisplays the Insert menu so you can modify the record numbers.

Review the Insert Status

Perform the following steps:

1. Specify all the information required for record insertion. Verify for CICS displays the Insert Status menu.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.001 ---------  INSERT: STATUS  --------------------10:25:11 

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                   UM 

                                                                                

 THE FOLLOWING RECORDS HAVE BEEN SELECTED FOR INSERTION 

                                                                                 

 FROM                  FIRST    LAST     FROM       TO         AFTER  

 TEST STREAM           RECORD   RECORD   TERMINAL   TERMINAL   RECORD           

 CCC.ORDERAPP.001           1       16   NN01       NN01           16           

                                                                                 

                                                                                 

                                                                                 

                                                                                 

                                                                                 

F1-HELP     F3-END     F4-RETURN     F7-UP     F8-DOWN

2. If your specifications are correct, use the Enter key to perform the insertion and save the output test stream. Verify for
CICS inserts the records and redisplays the Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu, along with a message.

3. If your specifications are incorrect, use the End (PF3) key to cancel the insertion.
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Merge Terminals into a Test Stream
Learn how to merge terminals into a test stream, including selecting terminals, reviewing the merge status and other
merge considerations.

Perform the following steps:

1. Type M on the Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu. Verify for CICS displays the Merge menu.
NOTE
If the test streams being merged have associated rulesets, then the rulesets are also merged.

  CCC.ORDERAPP.001 ----------------  MERGE  ---------------------10:17:55 

  ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                    UV 

                                                                                  

  TEST STREAM TO BE MERGED INTO THE OUTPUT TEST STREAM:                           

    DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                        

    APPLICATION ===> CCC              (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                 

    MEMBER      ===> ORDERAPP          OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS   

    VERSION     ===> 001               ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)                 

                                                                                     OUTPUT TEST STREAM:

 TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002                                     

                                                                                  

  OPTIONS:                                                                       

    BEGIN MERGE AT OUTPUT TEST STREAM RECORD ===> 000001       (1-999999)

    INCLUDE RULESET                          ===> Y            (Y/N)

    ADJUST THINK TIMES                       ===> NO           (Y/N)             

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

F1-HELP     F3-END     F4-RETURN

The Merge utility merges terminals and their records from a test stream into the test stream you identified on the
Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu. You can merge records from a test stream into the same test stream or into a
different test stream. The new records are interspersed among the existing records in the test stream. Verify for CICS
calculates the position for each record to be merged as follows:
– First, Verify for CICS calculates its offset from the beginning of the test stream (think times plus response times for

the terminal).
– Then, Verify for CICS inserts the record at the corresponding offset in the test stream into which it is being merged.
You can modify the record's placement by specifying a record number after which the new records should be
interspersed. You can also adjust the think times of the merged records. Merging records is an excellent way of
creating different testing situations. For example, you can merge a test stream with itself for concurrency testing. Or,
you can merge several test streams to create a large test stream for stress testing.

TEST STREAM TO BE MERGED INTO THE OUTPUT TEST STREAM
The name of the test stream which is the source of the merged records.
If you leave the Application, Member, or Version fields blank, Verify for CICS displays the Test Stream Selection
menu. Type S to the left of the test stream you want to select and press Enter.

OUTPUT TEST STREAM:
Identifies the name of the output test stream. This is the name you specified on the Utilities or Test Stream
Selection menu.
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BEGIN MERGE AT OUTPUT TEST STREAM RECORD
The record in the output test stream after which the records should be merged. The default is the first
record. Specify a record number to indicate the point in the test stream at which Verify for CICS should begin
interspersing the merged records.

INCLUDE RULESET
Indicates whether the ruleset from the source test stream should be merged into the target test stream. Y, the
default, merges the ruleset; N does not.

ADJUST THINK TIMES
Type Yes if the two test streams are of different durations and you want them to be the same. Verify for CICS will
adjust the think times of the test stream to be merged so it is approximately as long as the test stream into which it
is being merged.

2. Press Enter when you have completed the specifications.
– If necessary, Verify for CICS displays the Terminal Selection menu. See the Select Terminals section next.
– Otherwise, Verify for CICS displays the Merge Status menu. See the Review the Merge Status section next.

Select Terminals

If the test stream to be merged is a multiple terminal test stream, Verify for CICS displays the Terminal Selection menu.

Perform the following steps:

1. Type S to the left of each terminal you want to select and use the End (PF3) command.
NOTE
You must select at least one terminal.

2. Type I to the left of each terminal for which you want to view Initial Terminal Status information and press Enter. See
the "Browse Function" section for an explanation of the Initial Terminal Status menu. When you exit from the Initial
Terminal Status menu, Verify for CICS redisplays the Terminal Selection menu.

3. Use Verify for CICS commands as follows:
– Assign to insert S to the left of every terminal
– Reset to insert _ (the initial setting) to the left of every terminal
– Up (PF7) and Down (PF8) to view additional terminals which don't appear on the initial menu
– Cancel to cancel the merge

Review the Merge Status

Perform the following steps:

1. Specify the Merge information. Verify for CICS displays the Merge Status menu.

CCC.ORDERAPP.001------------MERGE:STATUS------------------10:18:55ENTERCOMMAND===>                    

                             UXFROMCCC.ORDERAPP.001        FROMCCC.ORDERAPP.001TERMINAL               

      TERMINAL                 OUTPUTTERMINALNN01                                                     

  ===>NN01                              NN01                        ===>NN02F1-HELP     F3-END     F4-

RETURN     F7-UP     F8-DOWN

– The first From column identifies terminals from the "to" test steam.
– The second From column identifies terminals from the source test stream.
– The Output Terminal column names the output terminals.

2. If the specifications are correct, use the End (PF3) command to perform the merge and save the output test stream.
Verify for CICS merges the test streams and redisplays the Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu, along with a
message. If any of the terminals in the test stream to be merged have the same name as a terminal in the test stream
into which they are being merged, Verify for CICS assigns a new name to be used for that terminal in the output test
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stream. The new name appears in the Output Terminal column. You can change the name of any terminal listed on the
Merge Status menu; however, each name must be unique.

3. Use Verify for CICS commands as follows:
– Up (PF7) and Down (PF8) to scroll through the terminal list
– Cancel to cancel the merge

Merge Considerations

When Verify for CICS runs multiple terminal test streams, it recreates, as much as possible, the same concurrences and
order of events that existed when the test stream was originally logged.

During logging, Verify for CICS records input and output screens in the order in which they pass through terminal control.
During a run, input screens are transmitted in the same order in which they were logged. The application controls the
order of outputs, but each time Verify for CICS finds an output screen in the test stream, it waits for the application to write
an output screen before transmitting subsequent input screens.

This method ensures that multiple terminal test streams produce consistent results. When you merge test streams, you
must make sure that the new order of events represents a possible one. Failure to do so may cause mismatches, missing
output, or a deadly embrace situation when you run the new test stream.

Convert a Test Stream to a REXX Script

Perform the following steps:

1. While using the Verify for CICS TSO interface, type X on the Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu. Verify for CICS
displays the Convert Test Stream to REXX menu.

ASMDEMO.OPTION1.001 --------------  CONVERT TO REXX  ------------------17:14:50ENTER COMMAND===>       

                                                  UE                                                   

                             TEST STREAM TO CONVERT: TCADS.ASMDEMO.OPTION1.001                          

                                                                                    REXX SCRIPT FILE:   

                                                             DATA SET NAME   ===>'USER02.VERIFY.SCRIPT' 

                                MEMBER NAME     ===>        (BLANK OR PATTERN FOR MEMBER SELECTION LIST)

                                                                                 OPTIONS:              

                                                           APPLID          ===>        (LOGON APPLID)   

                              SCREEN LINES    ===>03      (# OF SCREEN LINES TO INCLUDE: 0-43)         

  PROTECT TARGET  ===>N       (Y/N)                                          SHARE PDS       ===>N      

 (Y/N)                                          DELAYS          ===>Y       (Y/N)                      

                                                                                                  ACTIVE

 PASSWORD SECURITY:                                                        CAPTURE FORMAT . . .TOKEN      

 USERID . . . . . . .RYARO02                                                                              

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                           F1-HELP       F3-END       F4-RETURN                           

         

TEST STREAM TO CONVERT
Identifies the name of the test stream to be converted. This is the name you specified on the Utilities or Test
Stream Selection menu.

DATA SET NAME
The data set name of the file in which to store the converted REXX script. The data set may be sequential or
partitioned (PDS or PDSE) and must be catalogued, with a fixed record format and an 80-byte record length. The
default value is userid.VERIFY.SCRIPT. Modify the name as you wish.
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MEMBER NAME
The name of the REXX script member, if the data set is partitioned (PDS or PDSE). It is blank by default. Specify
the name of the REXX script to which the test stream will be converted, or leave the field blank for a member
selection list.

APPLID
The logon APPLID for the CICS region on which the converted REXX script will be executed. It is blank by default.
If no APPLID is specified, the LOGON statement is generated as "LOGON '????????'" in the REXX script. The
question marks will need to be replaced with a valid APPLID before the script can be executed.

SCREEN LINES
The number of lines from each screen image to be included as comments in the REXX script. The default value is
3. Enter a value from 0 to 43.

PROTECT TARGET
Indicates whether a REXX script should be protected if it already exists in the script file. The default value is 'N'.
Enter 'Y' to prevent an existing REXX script from being overlaid.

SHARE PDS
Indicates whether multiple jobs and users can write to the same script file at the same time, if the script file is a
PDS. The default value is 'N'. Enter 'Y' to share the script file PDS.

DELAYS
Indicates whether "DELAY" statements, which represent "user think time" should be included in the converted
REXX script. The default value is 'Y'. Enter 'N' to omit "DELAY" statements.

CAPTURE FORMAT
The active password capture format used when converting a test stream to a REXX script. The password capture
format may be modified from the REXX Password Security panel, or by updating and assembling default options
member, VTEOT.

USERID
The active userid. This is a display field only and cannot be modified.

2. If the REXX script file is a PDS and you leave the member name blank, Verify for CICS displays the Member Selection
menu.

------------------  UTILITIES: MEMBER SELECTION  ----------------------14:51:19

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

 DATA SET NAME: 'USER02.VERIFY.SCRIPT'                                         

 S-SELECT                                                                       

                                                                                

    NAME           MESSAGE        SIZE    CREATED        CHANGED         ID     

 _ BASIC                                                                        

 _ CA31                                                                         

 _ DEMA                                                                         

 _ ISPF342                                                                      

 _ TEST                                                                         

 _ TSO1                                                                         

   END OF DIRECTORY                                                             

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN      F7-UP          F8-DOWN             

Select a member by typing S to the left of the member name and press Enter
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NOTE
When converting a test stream to REXX the goal is to create a script that can be executed without changes.
However the script may not exactly match everything that is in a test stream.

NOTE
Verify for CICS logging normally starts at a clear screen and when executed, they will be presented with the
site's "Welcome to CICS" screen. To resolve this, conversion will create a TYPE CLEAR statement that is not in
the original test stream.

NOTE
INVITE statements are required when an application unlocks the keyboard, but may subsequently send more
output before input keystrokes are expected. Technically this is a between bracket issue. For example, this
sometimes occurs during a TSO logon. The conversion creates INVITE statements as required, based on the
converted test stream. However, since the number of outputs sent in this condition may vary, the script may
have too many or too few INVITE statements.

NOTE
An INVITE functions as a WAIT, and may slow the execution down if too many are coded.

Secure Data in a REXX Script

If passwords were captured in REXX scripts converted from test streams or if passwords were coded in user written
scripts or execs, then the REXX script would contain visible passwords that could be used to gain unauthorized access to
protected system resources.

Verify for CICS provides two password security options that allow passwords to be captured and used by Verify for CICS
REXX scripts while not being disclosed to or used by anyone other than their owners. There is also a third option, in
which actual passwords are captured and are visible in converted REXX scripts. This option should only be used for test
systems that do not need to be secure.

Token Security

Token Security captures symbolic password tokens instead of passwords in REXX scripts converted from test streams
and allows the scripts to enter tokens instead of passwords to sign on.

Code Security

Code Security captures encoded password codes instead of passwords in REXX scripts converted from test streams and
allows the scripts to enter codes instead of passwords to sign on.

Password Security

Password Security captures actual passwords in REXX scripts converted from test streams. This means that the
passwords are visible in the scripts. This option should only be used on test systems which do not need to be secure.

The following topics discuss these security measures.

Token Security

Token Security is a password encryption system that allows Verify for CICS test streams that have been converted to
REXX scripts to use passwords. A token protects test streams from being disclosed to or used by anyone other than their
owner.

Token Security works with RACF, ACF2, Top Secret or any other security system that reliably establishes the user ID that
owns address spaces in which Verify for CICS is used in the manner prescribed by the z/OS System Authorization Facility
(SAF).

• A password is any value entered in a non-display screen field.
• A token is a name that may be used in Verify for CICS REXX scripts to enter a user's password.
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Token Security may be used to capture tokens instead of passwords when a Verify for CICS test stream is converted to
REXX.

When a Verify for CICS test stream is converted to REXX using Token Security and a password is encountered, the
password is replaced by a token in the REXX script. The token and encrypted passwords are stored in the user's profile.
The token is either an existing token for the password found in the user's profile or a new token that is automatically
created for the password.

When a new token is created for a user:

• A unique name is selected to use as the new token.
• A profile is created for the user, if needed, to store private data.
• The password is combined with the user ID that owns the address space.
• The combined password and user ID is encrypted.
• The new token and the encrypted data are stored in the user's profile.
• A token library is created for the user, if needed, to store token screens.
• An image of the screen that contains the password field is stored as a token screen.
• If the password was entered by a person and system options specify password capture notification, the user is notified

that a password was captured.

A TOKEN footnote identifies each token captured in a converted screen image. The footnote in the following example
identifies a captured token, UID1A, at screen row 8, column 20.

+Session Step(VTERM001 ENTER--> A31ITSO) Cursor(8,20) ------

|.------------------------------- TSO/E LOGON ---------------------------------- 

|.                                                                                                           

|.                                                                                                           

|   .Enter LOGON parameters below:                                           :      

|                                                                                                            

|  . Userid    ===>.BUCBR01.                       .                                       

|                                                                                                            

|  . Password  ===>.USER02A.                      .                                 

|                                                                                                           

+- TOKEN AT <8 20> -------------------------------------------------------------

The Verify for CICS TYPE command TOKEN keyword identifies a token in a converted or user-written REXX script. For
example:

" TYPE <8,20> TOKEN 'UID1C' ",

" <8,24> ENTER "

When a Verify for CICS REXX script is used to create a session and a token is used to enter a password, the user ID that
owns the address space is used to decrypt the token data retrieved from the user's profile. The correct password can be
recovered from the token data only in an address space owned by the user id that was used to encrypt the password.

Token Security not only allows Verify for CICS REXX scripts to enter correct passwords that are not seen in the scripts,
but also ensures that passwords represented by tokens are used only by their owners.

Token Security provides other safeguards that protect passwords from accidental disclosure, protect passwords sent by
online systems to terminals, and protect passwords while they are in memory.
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• To prevent accidental disclosure of passwords that could occur if tokens were incorrectly typed in display fields, the
Verify for CICS TYPE command does not allow tokens to be typed into display fields.

• Some widely-used security systems and session managers rely on 3270 non-display fields to hide displayed
passwords and use them not only as password input fields, but also use both modifiable and protected non-display
fields for other purposes.

Examples:

• A session manager that supports concurrent virtual sessions with multiple online systems remembers passwords when
users sign on to the session manager. Subsequently, when a user selects a system from a session manager menu,
the session manager starts a virtual session with the system. When the selected system sends a sign on display to the
virtual terminal, the session manager fills in the non-display password input field for the user before sending the sign
on display to the real terminal, allowing the user to simply press the enter key to sign on to selected systems.

• One security system is known to save passwords in protected non-display fields. When a user enters a current
password and a new password to change passwords, the system sends a verify-password display that saves the
user's password in a protected non-display field. When the new password is re-entered by the user, both the saved
password and the re-entered password are sent to the system. Like many security systems, the system views all
passwords as uppercase characters, and the password saved in the protected non-display field reflects its uppercase
standard, even though it was entered by the user as lowercase characters.

• When a user enters a password to sign on, another security system responds by sending only a protected non-display
attribute that replaces the modifiable non-display attribute of the password input field and leaves the password in the
display.

When Verify for CICS test streams are converted to REXX, screen images are captured that show each request sent
by a user to a system and each response sent by the system to the terminal. To protect all passwords in captured data
regardless of who sent them, Token Security replaces all data in modifiable non-display fields with tokens, and replaces
data in protected non-display fields with tokens, if the data or a lower case version of the data matches a password
referred to by any existing user token.

View and Modify a Token

If a password is changed, and token security is used, then the token value (password) must be changed to the new
password using the Token Security Panel. You can view and modify tokens from the Utilities menu of the TSO interface.

NOTE
The Token Security panel is not accessible through the CICS interface.

Perform the following steps:

1. Type U on the Primary Options Menu of the Verify for CICS TSO interface. Verify for CICS displays the Utilities menu.

 -------------------------------  UTILITIES  ---------------------------13:50:35

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           U1

                                                                                

                                                                                

    C  COPY A TEST STREAM                 A  APPEND RECORDS TO A TEST STREAM    

    R  RENAME A TEST STREAM               I  INSERT RECORDS INTO A TEST STREAM  

    D  DELETE A TEST STREAM               M  MERGE TERMINALS INTO A TEST STREAM 

    U  UPDATE A TEST STREAM DIRECTORY     X  CONVERT A TEST STREAM TO REXX

                                          S  SECURE DATA IN A REXX SCRIPT

                                                                                

 ENTER TEST STREAM NAME:                                                        

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===> CCC             (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                 

   MEMBER      ===> ORDERAPP         OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS                 

   VERSION     ===> 002              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)                
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 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN                                        

2. Select option S. The Token Security panel displays if token security is active for the user. If the token security is not
active, display the token security panel by typing 'T' on the command line of the displayed security panel and hit Enter.
The token security panel follows:

------------------- ---------------  REXX TOKEN SECURITY ---------------15:42:02 ENTER COMMAND ===>    

                                                       UT                                              

                                       C   CODE SECURITY                          P   PASSWORD SECURITY

              BLANK   CREATE A NEW TOKEN OR UPDATE AN EXISTING TOKEN     D   DELETE A TOKEN           

      TOKEN FILE:                                                                DATA SET NAME    ===>

 'USER02.VERIFY.TOKEN'                                   MEMBER NAME      ===>           (BLANK OR PATTERN

 FOR MEMBER SELECTION LIST)                                   (SELECT CODES: S  -  SELECT, D  -  DELETE)

 ACTIVE PASSWORD SECURITY:                                            CAPTURE FORMAT   ===> TOKEN    

 (OPTIONS: TOKEN, CODE, PASSWORD)         USERID  . . . . . . . USER02                                    

       

DATA SET NAME
Specify the data set name of the token file. The data set must be partitioned (PDS or PDSE), with a fixed record
format and a 135-byte record length. The default value is userid.VERIFY.TOKEN.

MEMBER NAME
Specify the name of the REXX token member. It is blank by default. Specify a member name or leave the member
name blank for a member selection list.

CAPTURE FORMAT
Displays the active password capture format used when converting a test stream to a REXX script. If options are
listed following the Capture Format field, a listed option may be entered to change the active capture format.
The capture format controls password security for all Verify REXX scripts for the user, regardless of when the
scripts were created.

USERID
The active userid. This is a display field only and cannot be modified.

You can perform the following actions on this screen.
– To update a token specify the name of the member in the token file and hit Enter. Alternately, leave the member

name blank, or specify a pattern to display a member list.
– To create a new token from an existing token, specify the dataset name and member name of the existing token

and hit Enter. The member name may be left blank, or a pattern may be specified, to display a member list.
– To delete a token enter a 'D' on the command line and specify the name of the token file member, then hit Enter.

The member name may be left blank, or a pattern may be specified, to display a member list.
– To change the active capture format for the userid, specify one of the listed capture format options and hit Enter.

The new capture format is stored in the user's profile and the panel for the specified capture format is displayed.
– To display the code or password security panel without changing the active capture format, type 'C' or 'P' on the

command line and hit Enter.
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NOTE
The code security and password security options are displayed below the command line if they are
available. The options are available if the settings in the REXX options table allow them.

– If the member name is left blank, or a pattern is specified, the following Member Selection List is displayed:

------------------  UTILITIES: MEMBER SELECTION  ----------------------20:30:32 ENTER COMMAND ===>    

                                                          DATA SET NAME: 'USER02.VERIFY.TOKEN'      S-

SELECT  D-DELETE                                       NAME           MESSAGE        SIZE    CREATED     

   CHANGED         ID      _ USER02A                        00052  2012/08/05  2012/08/05 22:05  USER02   

  _ USER02D                        00318  2012/08/14  2012/08/15 22:14  USER02   _ USER02H                

        00079  2012/07/23  2012/07/27 22:07  USER02    _ USER02L                        00060  2012/07/23 

 2012/07/23 22:14  USER02     _ USER02P                        00180  2012/07/23  2012/07/24 17:22  USER02

     _ USER02R                        00095  2012/07/16  2012/07/25 22:06  USER02   _ USER02S        

                00265  2012/07/14  2012/07/24 17:10  USER02   _ USER02V                        00181 

 2012/07/21  2012/07/25 22:43  USER02  

– To display the original input screen for which the token was created, select a member and hit Enter.
– To delete a token, type 'D' in the field to the left of the member name and hit Enter.

Example: Screen for a Token for a Script which logs on to a TSO Session

If the token was created for a script which logs on to a TSO session, the original screen looks like the following:

------------------------------- TSO/E LOGON -----------------------------------

TCA0579 - PRESS ENTER TO PROCEED OR PF3 TO CANCEL.                                                           

                     

                                                                                

    Enter LOGON parameters below:                   RACF LOGON parameters:      

                                                                                

    Userid    ===> USER1                                                      

                                                                                

    Password  ===>                                  New Password ===>           

                                                                                

    Procedure ===> TSOPROC                          Group Ident  ===>

                                                                                    

    Acct Nmbr ===> 123456789

                                                                                

    Size      ===> 4096                                                         

                                                                                

    Perform   ===>                                                              

                                                                                

    Command   ===>                                                              

                                                                                

    Enter an 'S' before each option desired below:                              

          S -Nomail       S -Nonotice      S -Reconnect        -OIDcard         

                                                                                

 PF1/PF13 ==> Help    PF3/PF15 ==> Logoff    PA1 ==> Attention    PA2 ==> Reshow

 You may request specific help information by entering a '?' in any entry field

Hit Enter to proceed to the 'Change Token' screen, the 'Create token' screen or the 'Confirm Delete screen.

Example: Change Token screen

-----------------------------  CHANGE TOKEN  --------------------------16:16:13
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 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           US

                                                                                

 TOKEN FILE:                                                                    

   DATA SET NAME  . . .  'USER02.VERIFY.TOKEN'                                 

   MEMBER NAME  . . . .  USER02B                                               

                                                                                

                                                                                

 ENTER A NEW PASSWORD TO CHANGE THE TOKEN.                                      

                                                                                

   NEW PASSWORD     ===>                                                        

   CONFIRM PASSWORD ===>                                                        

                                                                           

To update the token, specify a new password in the non-display ‘New Password’ and 'Confirm Password' fields and hit
Enter.

Example: Create Token screen

-----------------------------  CREATE TOKEN  --------------------------16:16:13

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           US

                                                                                

 TOKEN FILE:                                                                    

   DATA SET NAME  . . .  'USER01.VERIFY.TOKEN'                                 

   MEMBER NAME  . . . .  USER01A                                               

                                                                                

                                                                                

 ENTER A NEW PASSWORD TO CHANGE THE TOKEN.                                      

                                                                                

   NEW PASSWORD     ===>                                                        

   CONFIRM PASSWORD ===>                                                        

                                                                                

To create a new token, specify a password in the non-display 'New Password' and 'Confirm Password' fields and hit Enter.

Example: Confirm Delete screen

-----------------------------  CONFIRM DELETE  ------------------------16:22:55

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           US

                                                                                

 TOKEN TO BE DELETED:                                                           

   DATA SET NAME  . . .  'USER02.VERIFY.TOKEN'                                 

   MEMBER NAME  . . . .  USER02A                                               

                                                                                

                                                                                

       SET TOKEN DELETE CONFIRMATION OFF? N  (Y/N)                              

                                                                                

                                                                                

 PRESS ENTER TO CONFIRM DELETE.                                                 

 PRESS END OR RETURN TO CANCEL DELETE.

Hit Enter to delete the token. You can set delete confirmation off for the session by specifying 'Y' in the 'Set Token Delete
Confirmation Off?' field.

Code Security
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Code Security is a password encoding system that allows the Verify for CICS REXX component to capture and use
passwords while ensuring that they are not disclosed to or used by anyone other than their owner.

Code Security provides effective password protection when:

• A security system is active that reliably establishes the user ID that owns address spaces in which Verify for CICS is
used, in the manner prescribed by the z/OS System Authorization Facility (SAF).

• User IDs are 2 through 8 contiguous alphanumeric and national characters (@, #, and $).
• Passwords are 3 through 8 contiguous alphanumeric and national characters, can be entered as mixed case

characters, and are the first non-null data entered into non-display screen fields.

When a Verify for CICS test stream is converted to REXX using Code Security and a password was used in the test
stream, the password is replaced by a code in the session data for the REXX script. A code is the encoded value of a
password combined with the user ID of the person who owns the password.

The Verify for CICS TYPE command CODE keyword identifies a password code in a captured or user-written REXX exec.
For example:

" TYPE <8,20> CODE '1SJP' ","

<8,24> ENTER "

To prevent accidental disclosure of passwords that could occur if codes were incorrectly typed in display fields, the Verify
for CICS TYPE command for REXX does not allow codes to be typed into display fields.

When a Verify for CICS REXX script creates a session and uses a password code to sign on, the code is decoded using
the user ID that owns the address space. The correct password can only be recovered from a code in an address space
owned by the owner of the code. Because password codes can be seen without disclosing the password encoded and
because they can be used only by their owner, codes are not confidential information.

If a password is captured as a code, and system options require password capture notification, the user is notified that a
password was captured.

Update Codes When Password Changes

The Code Security Panel is used to create codes to be used in REXX scripts to enter passwords. Because a code
contains a password, if a REXX script uses a code for a password and the password is changed, the code must be
replaced by a code for the new password, wherever the old code is used.

You can create a new code from the Utilities menu of the TSO interface.

NOTE
The Code Security Panel is not accessible through the CICS interface.

Perform the following steps:

1. Type U on the Primary Options Menu of the Verify for CICS TSO interface.

CA Verify for CICS displays the Utilities menu.

 -------------------------------  UTILITIES  ---------------------------13:50:35

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           U1

                                                                             

                                                                            

    C  COPY A TEST STREAM                 A  APPEND RECORDS TO A TEST STREAM    

    R  RENAME A TEST STREAM               I  INSERT RECORDS INTO A TEST STREAM  

    D  DELETE A TEST STREAM               M  MERGE TERMINALS INTO A TEST STREAM 

    U  UPDATE A TEST STREAM DIRECTORY     X  CONVERT A TEST STREAM TO REXX

                                          S  SECURE DATA IN A REXX SCRIPT
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 ENTER TEST STREAM NAME:                                                        

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS        

   APPLICATION ===> CCC             (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                 

   MEMBER      ===> ORDERAPP         OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS                 

   VERSION     ===> 002              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                                          

                                                      

                                                                                                          

                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                                          

                                                     

 F1-HELP       F3-END        F4-RETURN                                        

2. Select option S. The Code Security panel displays if code security is active for the user. If code security is not active,
display the code security panel by typing 'C' on the command line of the displayed security panel and hit Enter. The
code security panel displays:

------------------- ---------------  REXX CODE SECURITY  ---------------15:42:02 ENTER COMMAND ===>      

                                                     UC                                                 

                                    T       TOKEN SECURITY                     P    PASSWORD SECURITY    

      PASSWORD/DATA TO ENCODE ===>                                 CODE FOR USERID         ===> USER02   

                             ACTIVE PASSWORD SECURITY:                                            CAPTURE

 FORMAT  ===> CODE     (OPTIONS: TOKEN, CODE, PASSWORD)     USERID  . . . . . . . USER02                  

                              

PASSWORD/DATA TO ENCODE
A non-display field used to enter a password or other confidential data to encode.

CODE FOR USERID
The user ID for which the password is encoded. This field is available only if the Verify for CICS REXX options
allow codes to be created for use by other user IDs.

CAPTURE FORMAT
The active password capture format used when converting a test stream to a REXX script. If options are listed
following the Capture Format field, a listed option may be entered to change the active capture format.
The capture format controls password security for all Verify REXX scripts for the user, regardless of when the
scripts were created.

USERID
The active user ID. This is a display field only and cannot be modified.

You can perform the following actions on this screen:

• To create a code for password data, enter a password, or other confidential data, in the non-display ‘Password/Data to
Encode’ field and hit Enter.

• To create a code for password data for another user ID enter a password, or other confidential data, in the non-display
'Password/Data to Encode' field and enter the user ID in the 'Code for userid' field and hit Enter.

• To change the active capture format for the user ID, specify one of the listed capture format options and hit Enter. The
new capture format is stored in the user's profile and the panel for the specified capture format is displayed.

• To display the token or password security panel without changing the active capture format, type 'T' or 'P' on the
command line and hit Enter.
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NOTE
The token security and password security options are displayed below the command line if they are
available. The options are available if the settings in the REXX options table allow them.

Password Security

Password security neither encrypts nor encodes passwords. It is equivalent to having no security. When a Verify test
stream is converted to REXX using Password Security and a password was used in the test stream, the actual password
is used in the session data for the REXX script and is visible to anyone with the authority to browse or edit the script.

WARNING
Password security should only be used on test systems which do not require security.

If password security is active, the following panel displays:

---------------------------  REXX PASSWORD SECURITY  ------------------15:16:45

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           US

                                                                                

     T   TOKEN SECURITY                    C  CODE SECURITY                     

                                                                                

                                                                                

   WARNING:                                                                     

                                                                                

     REXX PASSWORD SECURITY IS NOT ACTIVE WHILE THE FORMAT IS "PASSWORD".

     IF YOU CONVERT A TEST STREAM TO REXX, THE ACTUAL PASSWORD WILL BE          

     VISIBLE IN THE REXX SCRIPT.                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 ACTIVE PASSWORD SECURITY:                                                      

   CAPTURE FORMAT   ===> PASSWORD  (OPTIONS: TOKEN, CODE, PASSWORD)             

   USERID  . . . . . . . USER02                                                

CAPTURE FORMAT
The active password capture format used when converting a test stream to a REXX script. If options are listed
following the Capture Format field, a listed option may be entered to change the active capture format.
The capture format controls password security for all Verify REXX scripts for the user, regardless of when the
scripts were created.

USERID
The active user ID. This is a display field only and cannot be modified.
You can perform the following actions on this screen.

• To change the active capture format for the user ID, specify one of the listed capture format options and hit
Enter. The new capture format is stored in the user's profile and the panel for the specified capture format is
displayed.

• To display the token or code security panel without changing the active capture format, type 'T' or 'C' on the
command line and hit Enter.

NOTE
The token security and code security options are displayed below the command line if they are
available. The options are available if the settings in the REXX options table allow them.

Batch Functions (CICS)
This section discusses how to use Verify for CICS in batch to run, copy, convert, delete, or print test streams and rulesets.
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Using the batch functions of Verify for CICS, you can:

• Copy, delete, and print test streams.
• Define, initialize, and format your data sets easily.
• Perform stress testing at night or on weekends. This lets you avoid periods of peak CICS activity, and keeps testing

from interfering with your staff's everyday tasks.
• Perform other important tasks in batch. For example, you can execute CICS in batch and have Verify for CICS run your

test streams and print the differences.

The sections which follow are divided into MVS and VSE sub-sections where appropriate.

JCL Requirements
Learn about MVS JCL requirements for Verify for CICS batch functions, including control statement format specifications.

This section lists the JCL requirements.

MVS

Use JCL similar to the following example for Verify for CICS batch functions.

//TCABATCH  EXEC    PGM=TCABATCH,REGION=512K[,PARM='LINECNT=nn']    

//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CICS.TCA.LOADLIB   

//TCADSIN   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CICS.TCADS 

//TCADSOUT  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CICS.TCADS2    

//TCAREXX   DD  DISP=userid.VERIFY.SCRIPT(ssssssss),DISP=SHR    

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=A    

//TCAPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=A    

//SYSIN     DD  *   

REXX        optional keywords   

TCABATCH
The EXEC statement specifies program TCABATCH, the load module which performs Verify for CICS batch
functions. The size of the required region varies depending on the function, but 512K is usually enough. However,
Verify for CICS may require additional storage when processing multiple terminal test streams.
You can specify a parameter to override the default number of lines per page:
PARM='LINECNT=nn'

where nn is a 2-digit number between 40 and 99. The default is 58.

NOTE
The batch functions can usually be run in 512 KB. For batch print using display format, allow 512 KB plus 8 KB
per terminal.

STEPLIB
Required unless Verify for CICS is installed in a linklist library.

TCADSIN
Defines the input data set for the Print, Copy, and Directory functions.

TCADSOUT
Defines the output data set for the Initialization, Format, Delete, and Copy functions.

TCAREXX
Defines the output data set for the Convert to REXX function. The data set may be sequential or partitioned (PDS
or PDSE), but must be defined with a fixed record format (F|FB|FBA) and an 80-byte record length. If the data set
is partitioned, a member name must be specified.
This DD is only required when using the REXX command to convert a test stream to a REXX exec.
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SYSPRINT
Control statements and any error messages are written to this data set. If there is no TCAPRINT DD statement,
output from the Print and Directory List functions are also written to SYSPRINT.
SYSPRINT can be allocated to disk, tape, or other sequential device. No DCB information is required. The data
set attributes are fixed blocked 133-byte records with ASA carriage control. Verify for CICS selects the largest
blocksize applicable to the device.

TCAPRINT
If specified, output from the Print and Directory Listing functions is written to this data set. If omitted, this output is
written to SYSPRINT.

SYSIN

Defines the control statement input for batch functions. It can be allocated to disk, tape, or other sequential device. The
record length can exceed 80 bytes.

VSE

Use JCL similar to the following example for Verify for CICS batch functions.

// JOB      RUN CA VERIFY BATCH FUNCTIONS   

// DLBL     VERLIB,'CICS.VERIFY'    

// EXTENT   ,CICS01 

// LIBDEF   *,SEARCH=VERLIB.VERIFY  

// DLBL     IJSYSUC,'VSAM.USERCAT',,VSAM    

// DLBL     TCADSIN,'CICS.TCADS1',,VSAM 

// DLBL     TCADSOU,'CICS.TCADS2',,VSAM 

// ASSGN    SYSIPT,00C  

// ASSGN    SYSLST,00E  

// EXEC     PGM=TCABATCH,SIZE=512K[,PARM='LINECNT=nn']  

DIRECTORY

/*

/&

TCABATCH
TCABATCH is the load module which performs batch functions. The size of the required region varies depending
on the function, but 512 KB is usually enough. However, Verify for CICS may require additional storage when
processing multiple terminal test streams.
You can specify a parameter to override the default number of lines per page:
PARM='LINECNT=nn'

where nn is a 2-digit number between 40 and 99. The default is 58.

NOTE
The batch functions can usually be run in 512 KB. For batch print using the display format, allow 512 KB plus 8
KB per terminal.

LIBDEF
Required unless Verify for CICS is installed in a permanently assigned core image library.

TCADSIN
This DLBL statement defines the input data set for the Print, Copy, and Directory functions.

TCADSOU
This DLBL statement defines the output file for the Initialization, Format, Delete, and Copy functions.
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SYSLST
Control statements, any error messages, and output from the Print and Directory List functions are written to this
file.
SYSLST cannot be allocated to disk; tape or other sequential devices are acceptable. The file attributes are fixed
unblocked 133-byte records with ASA carriage control.

SYSIPT
Defines the control statement input for batch functions. It can be allocated to disk, tape, or other sequential
device. The record length can exceed 80 bytes.

Control Statement Format

Observe the following rules when coding control statements:

• Use columns 1-72.
• Blank statements and statements with an asterisk in column 1 are printed but not processed.
• Many control statements and parameters can be abbreviated. In the following sections, the minimum abbreviation is

underlined.
• All batch functions can be specified in the same execution.
• It is not necessary to continue control statements. However, the Print command can effectively be continued by

specifying two or more consecutive Print commands.

Define and Initialize Data Sets
Learn about defining MVS data sets, VSE files, and initializing MVS and VSE data sets.

This section defines and initializes data sets.

Define Data Sets (MVS)

Use JCL similar to the following example to define a data set.

//DEFINEIT  EXEC    PGM=IDCAMS  

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=A    

//SYSIN     DD  *   

    DEFINE  CLUSTER ( - 

            NONINDEXED          /* REQUIRED */ -    

            SHAREOPTIONS(2 3)       /* OR (3 3) */ -    

            SPEED - 

            UNIQUE -    

            CYLINDERS(5 5) -    

            VOLUMES(VSAM01) -   

            NAME('CICS.TCADS') -    

            RECORDSIZE(16377 16377) /* MUST BE CISIZE-7 */ -    

            CONTROLINTERVALSIZE( 16384) )   

• The first parameter is required.
• The space allocation must be large enough for at least 11 control intervals.
• The control interval size must be a multiple of 4096 up to a maximum size of 28,672. The recommended size is

16,384.
• The record size must be 7 less than the control interval size.
• The other parameters have no special requirements.
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NOTE
Use SHAREOPTIONS (2 3) if the data set is only being used in one region. Use SHAREOPTIONS (3 3) if the
data set will be updated from two regions.

Define Files (VSE)

Use JCL similar to the following example to define a Verify for CICS file.

// DLBL     IJSYSUC,'VSAM.USERCAT',,VSAM    

// EXEC     PGM=IDCAMS,SIZE=AUTO    

    DEFINE  CLUSTER ( - 

        NONINDEXED          /* REQUIRED */ -    

        SHAREOPTIONS(2)         /* REQUIRED */ -    

        SPEED - 

        UNIQUE -    

        CYLINDERS(5 5) -    

        VOLUMES(VSAM01) -   

        NAME('CICS.TCADS') -    

        RECORDSIZE(16377 16377)     /* MUST BE CISIZE-7 */ -    

        CONTROLINTERVALSIZE(16384) ) -  

        CATALOG(VSAM.USERCAT)       

/*

• The first two parameters are required.
• The space allocation must be large enough for at least 11 control intervals.
• The control interval size must be a multiple of 4096 up to a maximum size of 28,672. The recommended size is

16,384.
• The record size must be 7 less than the control interval size.
• The other parameters have no special requirements.

Initialize Data Sets (MVS and VSE)

You must use the TCABATCH Init function after you have used IDCAMS to define the data set or file. This function
initializes the data set allocated to TCADSOUT (for MVS) or TCADSOU (for VSE).

The format is:

INIT

This function has no parameters.

See the JCL Requirements section earlier in this section for the necessary JCL.

Format Data Sets (MVS and VSE)
Use the TCABATCH Format function to format control intervals on the data set allocated to TCADSOUT (MVS) or
TCADSOU (VSE). Although Verify for CICS will automatically format control intervals as needed, it is more efficient to
format control intervals in batch when Verify for CICS is not in use.

Specify the Format card in the SYSIN DD data set. The format is:

FORMAT
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Directory Listing of Test Streams and Rulesets
Learn how the Directory function lists the test streams and rulesets in the data set allocated to TCADSIN (MVS and VSE).

Specify the Directory card in the SYSIN DD data set. The format is:

DIRECTORY

This function has no parameters.

The Directory listing provides the same test stream information as the Directory Information and Initial Terminal Status
menus. See the "Browse Function" section for a discussion of the fields.

The same ruleset information that appears on the Browse: Ruleset Directory panel is also provided.

List Totals and Averages for All Test Streams

After listing information for each test stream, the Directory listing includes the following statistics for the entire data set:

• Total number of test streams
• Total number of input and output screens
• Average input and output screen size
• VSAM control interval size
• Formatted control intervals; that is, the number formatted by the Format function or formatted as needed by Verify for

CICS
• Number of control intervals currently in use
• Unused control intervals
• Unavailable control intervals

NOTE
The unavailable control intervals cannot be used because of system failures during data set updates. Usually
this number will be zero; it should always be small. If this number is large, you can recover the space by using
the file reorganization procedure. The file reorganization procedure is described in the Copy Test Streams
section.

Select Test Streams and Rulesets to Copy, Convert, Print, and Delete
Learn how to use the Select function to specify test streams and rulesets for copying, printing, or deletion.

One or more Select cards must follow a Copy, Print, or Delete card. The format is:

SELECT name name name ... name

• Specify one or more names separated by blanks. When you specify a name, both the test stream and the ruleset
having that name are selected. When using the REXX function to convert a test stream to a REXX exec, only one test
stream may be specified.

• Specify each name as follows:

application.member.version

For example:

SELECT GENERAL.TEST.001 GENERAL.TEST.002

Selects the test streams and rulesets named GENERAL.TEST.001 and GENERAL.TEST.002.
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Specify Names Generically

To specify names generically, use an equal sign to represent an actual character. For example:

SELECT GENERAL.TEST.===

Selects all versions of the test stream with an Application of GENERAL and a Member of TEST.

SELECT GENERAL.========.001

Selects version 001 of all test streams and rulesets with an Application of GENERAL, regardless of the Member name.

SELECT GENERAL.=.===

Selects all test streams and rulesets with an Application of GENERAL, providing the Member name is only one character.
Verify for CICS pads with blanks to the end of each section of a generic name.

SELECT =X======.========.===

Selects all test streams and rulesets that have X as the second character of the Application.

You can also specify that Verify for CICS select the highest version of a test stream by substituting >>> for the version
number. For example:

SELECT GENERAL.TEST.>>>

Selects the highest version of the GENERAL.TEST test stream.

Select Terminals for Copy and Print Functions
Use the Terminals function to specify terminals to be copied or printed. The Terminals card applies only to test streams.
One or more Terminals cards may precede a Copy or Print card. The format is:

TERMINALS name name name ... name

Specify one or more terminal names, separated by blanks. For example:

TERMINALS TRM1 TRM2

selects terminals TRM1 and TRM2.

You can specify consecutive Terminals cards to create a cumulative list of terminals to be copied or printed. Non-
consecutive Terminals cards create separate lists. For example:

TERMINALS TRM1 TRM2

PRINT

SELECT GENERAL.TEST.001

TERMINALS TRM3 TRM4

COPY

SELECT GENERAL.TEST.002

In this case, Verify for CICS will print screens for terminals TRM1 and TRM2 for test stream GENERAL.TEST.001, and
copy screens for terminals TRM3 and TRM4 for test stream GENERAL.TEST.002.
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Copy Test Streams and Rulesets
Learn how to copy test streams and rulesets from the TCADSIN data set to the TCADSOUT (MVS) or TCADSOU (VSE)
data set.

Specify the Copy card in the SYSIN DD data set. The format is:

COPY

This function has no parameters. One or more Select cards should follow the Copy card. See Select Test Streams for
Copy, Convert, Print, and Delete earlier in this section for details.

You can also specify one or more Terminals cards to indicate which terminals are to be copied. See Select Terminals for
Copy and Print Functions earlier in this section for details.

Reorganize the Data Set

The copy function can be used to migrate an existing data set to a larger data set or to reclaim unavailable control
intervals. Usually reorganization is not required.

A data set cannot be reorganized in place.

Perform the following steps:

1. Define a new data set with IDCAMS.
2. Run TCABATCH with TCADSIN allocated to the old data set and TCADSOUT (MVS) or TCADSOU (VSE) allocated to

the new one. Use the following control cards to initialize and format the new data set and copy the test streams:

INIT

FORMAT

COPY

SELECT ========.========.===

3. Delete the old data set and rename the new one.

Convert a Test Stream to REXX

Use the REXX function to convert a test stream from the data set allocated to TCADSIN to the REXX script file allocated
to TCAREXX. The resulting REXX exec can be modified as necessary to meet user needs.

NOTE
The password security format used in the converted REXX script (that is token, code, or password) is
determined by the password security option that is active for the userID that performs the conversion, at the time
the test stream is converted to REXX. See the section Secure Data in a REXX Script for more information on the
security options, including viewing or modifying the active security option for your userID.

Specify the REXX card in the SYSIN DD data set. The format is:

REXX APPLID(applid) SLINES(nn) [DELAY/NODELAY] [PROTECT/NOPROTECT]

APPLID(applid) (Optional)
Specifies the VTAM applid of the application to which the converted REXX exec should establish a session when
it is executed. If APPLID is omitted, a "LOGON '????????'" statement will be generated by the conversion routine
and the user must modify the exec to provide a valid applid before executing it.

SLINES(nn) (Optional)
Specifies the number of lines of an output screen to be included in the converted REXX exec. The default value is
3. The screen lines are included as comments to aid readability of the exec.
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DELAY/NODELAY
Specifies whether DELAY commands should be added to the converted REXX exec, to reflect the think time
associated with the original test stream. The default is DELAY.

PROTECT/NOPROTECT
Specifies whether the REXX script (indicated by the TCAREXX DD) should be overwritten if it already exists. If
PROTECT is specified and the target script exists, the member will not be overwritten. Instead, a message will be
written to SYSPRINT. If NOPROTECT is specified and the target member exists, it will be overwritten. The default
is NOPROTECT.

A Select card should follow the REXX card. The Select card specifies the test stream to be converted. See the section,
Select Test Streams for Copy, Convert, Print, and Delete in this section for details.

Sample JCL

Use JCL similar to the following example to convert a test stream to REXX in batch..

//TCABATCH  EXEC    PGM=TCABATCH,REGION=2048K   

//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=   yourHLQ.CATJLOAD

//TCADSIN   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.TCADS  

//TCADREXX  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=userid.VERIFY.SCRIPT(ssssssss) 

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=A    

//TCAPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=A    

//SYSIN DD  *   

REXX APPLID(vtamappl) SLINES(24)

SELECT application.member.version

/*

Delete Test Streams and Their Rulesets
Use the Delete function to delete test streams and rulesets from the data set allocated to TCADSOUT (MVS) or
TCADSOU (VSE).

Specify the Delete card in the SYSIN DD data set. The format is:

DELETE

This function has no parameters. One or more Select cards should follow the Delete card. The Select card will select both
the test streams and the rule sets that match it. For details, see the section Select Test Streams and Rulesets to Copy,
Print, and Delete that appeared earlier in this section.

Print Test Streams and Rulesets
This section describes how to use the Print function to print test streams and rulesets from the data set allocated to
TCADSIN.

Specify the Print card in the SYSIN DD data set. The format is:

PRINT

One or more Select cards should follow the Print card. See the section Select Test Streams and Rulesets to Copy, Print,
and Delete earlier in this section for details. You can also specify one or more Terminals cards to indicate which terminals
are to be printed. See Select Terminals for Copy and Print Functions earlier in this section for details.
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For each test stream selected, the Print function lists directory information, terminal status information, and the screens.
See the "Browse Function" section for an explanation of directory and terminal status information.

For each ruleset selected, a summary like the Rules -- Summary panel shown on page 8-8 will be printed. See the "Rules
Function" section for an explanation of the rules information.

Parameters for the Print function follow. All of the following parameters see how the test stream will be printed. Mutually
exclusive parameters are separated by slashes, with the default listed first. If mutually exclusive parameters are specified,
Verify for CICS uses the parameter specified last. Overrides to defaults remain in effect until Verify for CICS encounters
the next Print card. However, consecutive Print cards are considered a continuation and overrides remain in effect.

Format Parameters

DISPLAY/DUMP/FIELD

Specifies screen format.

Display
The screen appears as it appeared at the terminal during logging -- for 3270 non-graphic test streams.

Dump
The screen appears in dump format -- for test streams created at any terminal. Minimal formatting is provided.
The header information includes the record number, data length, terminal name, for example, followed by the data
stream sent to or received from the terminal. If specified or left as the default, the hexadecimal translation of the
data stream appears. For 3270 test streams, the data stream includes the Write Control Character (WCC) for
output screens and the attention identifier (AID) and cursor location for input screens.

Field
Each field in the data stream is listed on a separate line -- designed for 3270 graphic or non-graphic test streams,
but supports any terminal.

See the "Run Function" section for a detailed description of the different formats.

NOTE
You can specify Display format even if a test stream has mixed terminal types. When necessary, the Print
function will print screens in Field or Dump format.

General Parameters

The following parameters apply to all three formats.

RULER/NORULER
Determines whether or not a column number ruler should be printed for the terminal control table user area and
data in Field and Dump formats.
Ruler

A ruler is printed
Noruler

A ruler is not printed
NOHEX/HEX

Specifies whether or not the hexadecimal equivalent of each character should be printed on the next two lines for
the terminal control table user area and data in Field and Dump formats.
Nohex

The hex equivalent is not printed. This is the default for Display and Field formats.
Hex

The hex equivalent is printed. This is the default for Dump format.
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NOINPUT/NOOUTPUT
Controls whether input or output screens are printed.
Noinput

Only output screens are printed.
Nooutput

Only input screens are printed.

If this parameter is omitted, both input and output screens are printed.

Display Parameters

The following parameters apply only to Display format.

FRAME/NOFRAME
Specifies whether or not a frame of dashes surrounds the screen.
Frame

A frame is printed.
Noframe

A frame is not printed.
CENTER/NOCENTER

Specifies whether or not the screen is centered on the page.
Center

The screen is centered.
Nocenter

The screen is left justified. Use this option when you intend to photocopy the page.
HIGH/NOHIGH

Specifies whether or not high-intensity fields are overprinted.
High

High-intensity fields are overprinted. Do not specify this parameter if the output is sent to a laser printer or
a printer which does not support overprinting.

Nohigh
High-intensity fields are not overprinted.

NOULINE/ULINE
Specifies whether or not unprotected fields are underlined.
Nouline

Unprotected fields are not underlined.
Uline

Unprotected fields are underlined by overprinting.
NOLOW/LOW

Specifies whether or not low-intensity (non-display) fields are printed.
Nolow

Low-intensity fields are not printed.
Low

Low-intensity fields are printed.
Note: For test streams logged with the DRKPROT=YES installation option in effect, input data entered in low-
intensity fields will not be printed even if LOW is specified.
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NOSHRINK/SHRINK
Specifies whether or not blank screen rows should be skipped in order to reduce the size of the listing.
Noshrink

Blank screen rows are printed.
Shrink

Blank screen rows are skipped. The printed rows are numbered.
NOSTATS/STATS

Specifies whether or not statistics for the current screens should be printed.
Nostats

Statistics are not printed.
Stats

Statistical information, including record number, type of operation, data stream length, screen size, and so
on, is printed.

CURSOR(_ _)/CURSOR/NOCURSOR
Specifies how the cursor position should be handled.
Cursor (_ _)

One or two characters -- e.g., underscores, the default -- will be overprinted to indicate cursor position.
Do not specify this parameter if the output is sent to a laser printer or a printer which does not support
overprinting.

Cursor
The cursor row and column will be printed under each screen.

Nocursor
The cursor position will be not be indicated.

Printing Parameters

Depending on the options specified when a test stream is run, the output test stream may contain mismatch and applied
rules information. The following parameters control the printing of this information.

APRULES(YES)/(NO)/(ONLY)
Controls the printing of the rules applied before the mismatch occurred.
APRules(Yes)

Print the Rules Applied Before Mismatch screens while printing the test stream.
APRules(No)

Do not print the Rules Applied Before Mismatch screens while printing the test stream.
APRules(Only)

Print only those screens that had a Rules Applied Before Mismatch screen created by the Run.
DIFF(NO)/(YES)/(ONLY)

Controls the printing of mismatch information recorded when the Run Record History option is set at Y.
DIFF(No)

Differences are not printed.
DIFF(Yes)

Differences are printed.
DIFF(Only)

Only those screens that had a difference are printed.
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SEPARATE(EXPECTED/CURRENT/NONE)/COMBINED
Controls the format of mismatch information.
Separate

Prints information in this order: Expected screen, current screen, Differences, and Applied Rules.
Separate is the default.

Separate(Expected)
Prints everything except the Current screen.

Separate(Current)
Prints everything except the Expected screen.

Separate(None)
Only the differences and the Applied Rules are printed.

Combined
One screen is printed. This screen contains one row for each row that is the same and three rows for
each row that is different. The rows are labeled:

E/C
Expected and current -- for rows that are the same

Expt
Expected -- the row from the expected screen when the rows are different

Curr
Current -- the row from the current screen when the rows are different

Diff
The differences between the rows

Blank
The characters are equal

X
The characters are not equal

-
The characters are within a variable field
Regardless of your specifications, Combined format uses the following Print function parameters: Nohigh,
Low, Nouline, Nocenter, Noshrink, and Cursor.

SIGNOFF(NO)/(YES)/(ONLY)
Controls printing of mismatch signoff information recorded when the Run Require Signoff Data option is set to Y.
Signoff(No)

Mismatch signoff information is not printed.
Signoff(Yes)

Mismatch signoff information is printed.
Signoff(Only)

Only screens with a mismatch are printed.
If signoff information was specified, it is printed to the right of the screen rows which had a mismatch, or on a
separate row if more room is needed.
If signoff information was not specified, rows of underscores are printed so the signoff information can be inserted.

Examples
The examples on the next pages illustrate output from the Print function. The same input and output screens
are illustrated in the three formats: Display, Field, and Dump. This input screen was printed in Display format
with the default options: This output screen was printed in Display format with the default options: This screen
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was printed in Display format with the Shrink, Nocenter, Stats, Noframe, and Nocursor options: This input
screen was printed in Field format with the default options: This output screen was printed in Field format with
the default options: The following screen was printed in Dump format with the hex option. This screen was
printed with Applied Rules: The next screens printed contain Differences:

Batch Run
Learn how the Batch Run function executes CICS and test streams in batch, including being able to print the differences
between the expected and current screens.

To run CICS in batch, the TCT should contain:

• A sequential terminal (disk or CRLP)
• Verify for CICS virtual terminals

Real terminals may be included but are not required.

CICS batch execution can be controlled entirely from the sequential terminal. The transactions for the sequential terminal
should include:

1. A signon transaction
2. Verify for CICS transactions to run the test streams
3. A shutdown transaction

The format for the Verify for CICS transactions to invoke the Run function from a sequential terminal is:

• XTCA RUN d.a.m.v. THINK(NONE) LIMIT(999999) [SCREEN/LOGICAL/PHYSICAL/NONE] SUPOTS [BATSIGN
( xxxxxxxx)]

• XTCA Run (Required) Invokes the run.
• d.a.m.v. (Required) Identifies the test stream:
d

DDname
a

Application
m

Member
v

Version
• Think(NONE) (Optional) Specifies no simulated operator think time, the default. You can also specify a number of

seconds or a percentage. See the "Run Function" section for valid parameters.
• Limit(nnnnnn) (Optional) Specifies the maximum number of mismatches Verify for CICS should allow. The default

is 999999. If this number is exceeded, Verify for CICSy stops the run. Mismatches generated up to that point are
recorded and the output test stream is retained.

• Screen/Logical/Physical (Optional) Specifies the type of comparison. The default is screen. See the "Run Function"
section for an explanation of these options.

• Supots (Optional) The default is for Verify for CICS to create an output test stream with the same name as the input
test stream and the version incremented to the next available one. Mismatch data is automatically recorded. Specify
this option to suppress the output test stream.

• [Batsign (xxxxxxxx)] (Optional) Specifies an override for the XTCAOPTS installation option AUTSIGN =
APPLICATION. xxxxxxxx is the name of the #SIGNON and #SIGNOFF test stream. The BATSIGN parameter value will
be substituted for the application when the #SIGNON and #SIGNOFF test streams are run.
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Processing during a Batch Run

During a batch run, Verify for CICS:

• Accepts missing outputs
• Does not perform mismatch confirmation
• Accepts I/O mismatches; that is, replaces the original screen with the current screen in the output test stream

MVS JCL

Use JCL similar to the following example to run test streams in batch.

//VERIFY    JOB ... 

//CICS      EXEC    DFHSIP  

//TCADS     DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CICS.TCADS 

//CR        DD  *       Card Reader Half of CRLP -- Notes

CSSN NAME=OVERNIGHT,PS=NITE \

XTCA RUN TCADS.GENERAL.PAYROLL.001 THINK(50%) \

XTCA RUN TCADS.GENERAL.CLAIMS.003 LIMIT(100) PHYSICAL \

CSMT SHUT,Y \

/*

//LP        DD  SYSOUT=A        Verify Completion Messages

.

.

. normal CICS startup JCL

.

.

.

//REPORT    EXEC    PGM=TCABATCH    

//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CICS.TCA.LOADLIB   

//TCADSIN   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CICS.TCADS 

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=A    

//TCAPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=A    

//SYSIN     DD  *   

PRINT DIFF (ONLY)

SELECT GENERAL.PAYROLL.>>>

SELECT GENERAL.CLAIMS.>>>

/*

In this example:

• The CICS step performs the batch run; the Report step prints the output.
• The Report step can be executed without a CICS step to print the results of runs for which the Run Record History

option was "Y". See the Print Function earlier in this section.
• The Select cards in the Report step specify versions of >>> which instructs Verify for CICS to select the highest

versions of the test streams.

• The CR DD statement must point to a data set whose blocksize is 80.
• A delimiter must appear after the last character of each CR DD input statement. This delimiter must be the one

specified in the EODI operand in the TCP generation.
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VSE JCL

Use JCL similar to the following example to run test streams in batch.

// JOB      CICS    

// DLBL     VERLIB,'CICS.VERIFY 

// EXTENT   ,CICS01 

// LIBDEF   *,SEARCH=VERLIB.VERIFY  

// DLBL     IJSYSUC,'VSAM.USERCAT',,VSAM    

// DLBL     TCADS,'CICS.TCADS',,VSAM    

// ASSGN    SYSIPT,00C      (CR)    

// ASSGN    SYSIPT,00E  (LP)    

.

.

. normal CICS startup JCL

.

.

// EXEC     DFHSIP  

CSSN NAME=OVERNIGHT,PS=NITE \

XTCA RUN TCADS.GENERAL.PAYROLL.001 THINK(50%) \

XTCA RUN TCADS.GENERAL.CLAIMS.003 LIMIT(100) PHYSICAL \

CSMT SHUT,Y \

 

 

*STEP2: PRINT RESULTS

// DLBL     VERLIB,'CICS.VERIFY'    

// EXTENT   ,CICS01 

// LIBDEF   *,SEARCH=VERLIB,VERIFY  

// DLBL     IJSYSUC,'VSAM.USERCAT',,VSAM    

// DLBL     TCADSIN,'CICS.TCADS',,VSAM  

// ASSGN    SYSIPT,00C  

// EXEC     PGM=TCABATCH,SIZE=512K  

PRINT DIFF (ONLY)

SELECT GENERAL.PAYROLL.>>>

SELECT GENERAL.CLAIMS.>>>

/*

• The first step performs the batch run; the second step prints the output.
• The Print function can be executed without the CICS step to print the results of runs for which the Run Record History

option was "Y". See the Print Function earlier in this section.
• The Select cards specify versions of >>>, which instructs Verify to select the highest version of the test stream.

NOTE
A delimiter must appear after the last character of each SYSIPT statement. This delimiter must be the one
specified in the EODI operand in the TCP generation.

Commands for REXX (CICS)
This section describes the Verify for CICS Host Command Environment.
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The Verify for CICS Host Command Environment allows REXX execs to ADDRESS VERIFY and uses virtual terminals in
a multi-session synchronous or asynchronous environment.

The Verify for CICS Host Command Environment allows REXX execs to ADDRESS VERIFY and to issue Verify for CICS
host commands.

• Verify for CICS LOGON, TYPE, INVITE, DELAY, and LOGOFF commands allow REXX execs to start sessions using
virtual terminals and to use online software that was designed for interactive use by people using 3270 terminals.
Using Verify for CICS, REXX execs that repeat captured sessions may be created automatically by converting
previously logged test streams to REXX execs.

• Verify for CICS TRACE and ENDTRACE commands allow execs to capture exec-driven sessions in datasets. Using
Verify for CICS Interactive System functions, traced virtual terminal screen images may be displayed, printed, or used
to perform regression testing.

• The ATTACH command creates new z/OS tasks and REXX Language Processor Environments and uses the
environments to execute REXX execs that run at the same time as the attaching exec. Attached exec tasks can start
and drive asynchronous sessions to conduct stress tests or to multiply throughput in production applications.

• The ACCESS command allows an exec to use multiple sessions, to attach multiple exec tasks, and to use multiples of
any of the application's resource. Automatic resource locks, LOCK and UNLOCK commands allow multiple execs to
access and share any of the application's resource.

• QUEUE, PUSH and POST commands allow execs to store data in designated queues to communicate with any
number of other asynchronous exec tasks that process queued data using PULL or QUERY QUEUE commands.

• QUERY, HANDLE, WAIT and SIGNAL commands allow execs to inquire about the applications' resources, to modify or
interrupt command processing, and to process errors and other conditions using REXX condition traps.

• The MONITOR command activates integrated monitor functions that display the application's commands, command
functions, exec-driven sessions, and error messages automatically, and may be used to debug execs or to display
multiple virtual terminal screens at a single terminal to monitor concurrent session activity driven by asynchronous
attached execs while performing a system stress test.

The Session Commands

Verify for CICS session commands may be used by REXX execs to start sessions with online systems using virtual
terminals and to use virtual terminals in the same way that people use real terminals to access online system software.

• The LOGON command allocates a virtual terminal and uses the terminal to start a session with any online system that
supports terminal sessions.

• The TYPE command uses the virtual terminal keyboard to key in data, position the cursor, and to send data by
pressing the Enter key, PF keys or other keys that send data.

• The INVITE command waits for an online system to send anticipated messages, like sign on prompts at the start of a
session.

• The DELAY command simulates human think time and controls the speed of an exec driven session.
• The LOGOFF ends a session and frees a virtual terminal.

Verify for CICS session commands return information to execs in REXX variables. At the completion of each session
command, a copy of the virtual terminal display buffer is returned in a REXX variable, PTEBUFF, the virtual terminal
screen size and cursor position are stored in PTEROWS, PTECOLS and PTECSRP, and other information about the
virtual terminal and session is returned in other REXX variables. Using the returned display buffer, execs may analyze
transaction responses and gather displayed information or use it to enter subsequent transactions.

REXX execs that repeat captured sessions may be created automatically by converting previously logged test streams to
execs. When a logged test stream is converted to REXX, session initiation is captured as a LOGON command and user
keystrokes are captured as TYPE commands. Converted execs also include INVITE commands that wait for anticipated
system messages and may include DELAY commands that capture actual human think-time delays that occur while
logging a test stream. A converted exec may be executed to repeat a captured session automatically.
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By modifying a captured exec or by writing execs from scratch, intelligent REXX execs may be developed that use the
application's sessions and any available online system software to reliably perform or automate almost any imaginable
terminal task that could by performed by a person using a terminal.

The REXX exec in the following example uses the application session commands to start a session and to use
transactions designed for users.

     /* Exec: OPEN CA Verify commands for REXX: */

     /* LOGON INVITE TYPE LOGOFF */

(1)      address Verify

(2)   "  logon cics 24x80 24x80 basicds "

      "  invite 1000 "

      "  type clear "

(3)   "  type 'cemt set dataset(somedd) open' enter "

(4)      if substr(PTEBUFF,224,6) = 'NORMAL' then

            say 'open worked ok'

         else

            say 'open failed!!!'

      "  type pf3 "

(5)   "  logoff "

Tracing Exec-Driven Sessions

Verify for CICS TRACE and ENDTRACE commands can be used to capture an exec-driven Verify for CICS session.
When a session is traced, a screen image is captured in a trace data set whenever a TYPE command sends data to an
online system. Another screen is captured when a response or other message sent by an online system is received at the
virtual terminal used for a session.

In the following example, an exec named TRACE uses TRACE and ENDTRACE commands to capture a CICS session.

      /* Exec: TRACE VERIFY commands for REXX:       */

      /*       TRACE LOGON INVITE TYPE ENDTRACE       */

(1)      address TSO

       " allocate f(tracedd) sysout(a) "

(2)      address Verify

       " TRACE to tracedd image "

(3)    " LOGON cics1 model mod2 "

       " INVITE 1000 "

       " TYPE clear "

       " TYPE 'cemt set dataset(somedd) open' ",

       " enter "

         if substr(PTEBUFF,224,6) = 'NORMAL' then

            say 'open worked ok'

         else

            say 'open failed!!!'

       " TYPE pf3 "

       " TYPE home 'logoff' erase enter "

(4)    " ENDTRACE "

(5)      address TSO

       " free f(tracedd) "
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Ports and Multiple Sessions

A Verify for CICS port is a place to anchor the application session, session trace, data queue and/or a REXX environment.
Each Verify for CICS port is identified by a number. When the first exec in an address space issues a command, the
exec's REXX environment is anchored to port 1.

Verify for CICS commands that operate on sessions, traces, execs or queues, create or use the session, trace, REXX
environment or queue anchored to the numbered port being accessed by the exec when the command is issued. By
default, an exec accesses the port to which its REXX environment is anchored. If an exec issues a Verify for CICS
LOGON command, causing the exec's REXX environment to be anchored to port 1, the LOGON command allocates and
anchors a virtual terminal to port 1 and uses the terminal to start a session on port 1.

While only one session may be active on a particular port at any point in time, an exec may use the ACCESS command to
access another port and may use the LOGON command to start a session on the accessed port.

For example, ACCESS 2 instructs subsequent commands to create or use port 2 resources. While accessing port 2, a
LOGON command would allocate a virtual terminal and use it to start a session on port 2, and TYPE commands would
use the port 2 virtual terminal keyboard to enter transactions. An exec may use the ACCESS command multiple times
to start multiple sessions on different ports, and may access a specific port at any time to enter transactions using the
session anchored to the accessed port.

In addition to instructing subsequent commands to create or use resources anchored to a particular port, each ACCESS
command also instructs session commands to return session information to an exec using either simple or compound
session variable names.

• Simple variable names used by the application to return session information, including PTEBUFF, are defined in the
application REXX Variables.

• Compound session variable names like PTEBUFF.1, or PTECOLS.3, have a REXX stem that is a defined simple
session variable name and a tail that is the accessed port number.

By default, or if an exec issues an ACCESS EXECPORT command to access the port its REXX environment is anchored
to, session commands return session information to the exec using the defined simple session variable names.

If an exec issues an ACCESS NEWPORT command to access a previously unused port, or an ACCESS FREEPORT
command to reuse a port that is no longer being used, or if an exec issues an ACCESS command that specifies a port
number, including the number of the port that the exec's environment is anchored to, the ACCESS command instructs
subsequent session commands to return session information to the exec using compound session variable names.

As a result, when an exec uses the ACCESS command to start and use multiple sessions on multiple ports, the exec may
refer to returned session information using either simple variable names or using compound variable names that have an
actual or variable port number as a tail, that refers to information about a particular session.

The REXX exec in the following example uses ACCESS commands to start three sessions on three ports, to run three
long running end-of-day transactions concurrently. The exec also uses Verify for CICS HANDLE and WAIT commands to
control session flow and timing.

     /* Exec: MULTISES CA Verify commands for REXX: */

     /* ACCESS LOGON INVITE HANDLE WAIT */

        address Verify

(1)     sys.1 = 'cicsa'

        sys.2 = 'cicsb'

        sys.3 = 'cicsc'

        do port=1 to 3

      " ACCESS &port "

      " LOGON &sys.port model mod2 "

      " INVITE 1000 "

      " TYPE clear "
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      " HANDLE turnaround off "

      " TYPE 'long running end-of-day tran' ",

      " enter "

      " HANDLE turnaround on "

        end

(2)   " WAIT 10000 on response "

        do until done = 3

           done = 0

           do port=1 to 3

              if PTEKB.port = 'INHIBITED' then do

      " ACCESS &port "

      " INVITE "

        end

      else

        done = done + 1

      end

    end

Sharing Sessions with Called Execs

When an exec calls another exec, the called exec runs in the same REXX environment as the calling exec, and by default
accesses the port to which the REXX environment is anchored.

An exec may issue a LOGON command to start a session, then call another exec that issues a TYPE command to sign
on. However, REXX variable pools are not shared by called and calling execs. When the called exec issues the TYPE
command, PTEBUFF and other session variables are returned to the called exec, and PTEBUFF and other session
information in the calling exec's variable pool becomes obsolete.

If an exec starts a session then calls another exec that uses the session, when the called exec returns, the calling exec
may refresh session variables in its REXX variable pool using the QUERY SESSION command.

In the following example LOGON issues a LOGON command, then calls SIGNON to sign on. When SIGNON returns,
LOGON uses the QUERY SESSION command to determine the status of the session and to refresh PTEBUFF and other
session information.

     /* Exec: LOGON Verify commands for REXX: */

     /* LOGON QUERY TYPE */

        address Verify

      " LOGON cics1 model mod2 "

        call 'SIGNON'

      " QUERY session "

        select

           when PTEINFO = 'NOSESSION' then do

              say 'session failed'

              exit

              end

           when substr(PTEBUFF,2,15),

              \= 'Signon Complete' then do

              say 'sign on failed'

              exit

              end

           otherwise

      " TYPE clear "

           end
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     /* etc. */

     /* Exec: SIGNON Verify commands for REXX: */

     /* INVITE TYPE */

        address Verify

      " INVITE 1000 "

      " TYPE 'uid1' token 'uid1a' enter "

         return

Verify for CICS resources are cleaned up automatically when the first exec that runs in the port 1 REXX environment
ends. If an exec called another exec to start a session before it issued a Verify for CICS command, the REXX environment
would be anchored to port 1 when the called exec issued the LOGON command, and would be the first exec in the port 1
REXX environment. The session would be cleaned up automatically by Verify for CICS when the called exec returned to
the calling exec.

If no active exec in an address space is using Verify for CICS commands, and an exec is executed that intends to use
resources created by a called exec, it must issue some Verify for CICS command, for example, ACCESS EXECPORT,
before calling an exec that creates the resources, to ensure that the resources are not cleaned up when the called exec
ends.

Attaching Asynchronous Exec Tasks

When an exec creates multiple sessions on multiple ports, then uses the ACCESS command to switch from session to
session, the events on the multiple sessions occur serially or synchronously. That is, only one TYPE command can be
active at a time. Each TYPE command must complete before the exec can ACCESS another port or execute another
TYPE command. The same is true if an exec calls another exec, because the called exec must return before the calling
exec can execute additional session commands.

The Verify for CICS ATTACH command may be used to attach an exec that runs at the same time as the attaching
exec. Unlike calling and called execs that run synchronously and in the same REXX Language Processor Environment,
attaching and attached execs run asynchronously in different REXX Language Processor Environments and as separate
z/OS tasks.

An ATTACH command specifies the name of the exec to be attached and may specify up to 20 literal or variable argument
values to be passed to the attached exec. An ATTACH command may also specify REXX libraries to be used to load
execs, the destination of REXX SAY messages issued by the attached exec and/or the destination of error messages
issued by REXX while the exec is executing.

The ATTACH command creates a new z/OS task and a REXX Language Processor Environment that are used to run the
attached exec. The REXX environment is anchored to the port being accessed by the attaching exec when the command
is issued. Before issuing an ATTACH command, an ACCESS command must be issued to access a Verify for CICS port
that is not already associated with a REXX environment.

After loading the attached exec in the new REXX environment, the ATTACH command completes and the attaching exec
resumes execution at the same time that the attached exec begins execution.

Attached execs run as peer-to-peer tasks and are not arranged in a hierarchy. No notification is given to an attaching task
when an attached task ends. An attaching exec may end before an attached exec ends. Any exec in an address space
may use the ATTACH command to attach any other exec and any attached exec may use any Verify for CICS command
to create application resources or to use resources created by any other exec running on any port in the address space.

Sessions, traces, data queues and other Verify for CICS resources created by execs are cleaned up automatically by
Verify for CICS only when the first exec running in the port 1 REXX environment end. When the port 1 exec ends, cleanup
is delayed until any other active execs that have issued Verify for CICS commands have ended.

In the following example an exec named FAST, attaches another exec named CHANGE 10 times to change a user
password in 10 remote systems. The result would be the same if FAST called CHANGE10 times instead of attaching
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it. However, because called execs run one at a time, and because attached execs run at the same time, the ATTACH
solution runs 10 times faster.

     /* Exec: FAST Verify commands for REXX: */

     /* ACCESS ATTACH */

(1)     arg uid oldpt newpt

        address Verify

        do n=1 to 10

(2)   " ACCESS newport "

      " ATTACH exec change ",

      " &uid &oldpt &newpt 'tso"n"' "

            end

     /* Exec: CHANGE Verify commands for REXX: */

     /* MONITOR LOGON INVITE TYPE */

(3)     arg uid oldpt newpt tson

        address Verify

      " MONITOR signals "

(4)   " LOGON &tson data &uid "

        do until substr(PTEBUFF,34,11),

           = 'TSO/E LOGON'

      " INVITE 1000 "

           end

(5)   " TYPE token &oldpt tab token &newpt enter "

        if substr(PTEBUFF,11,16)

           ª= 'REENTER PASSWORD' then do

      " TYPE token token &newpt enter "

          if substr(PTEBUFF,11,16)

          ª= 'PASSWORD CHANGED' then do

              say tson 'password changed'

          exit

             end

          end

       say tson 'password change failed'

Queues and Intertask Communication

Attached execs that run as asynchronous z/OS tasks may use Verify for CICS data queues to communicate. Like the
commands that attach execs and manage sessions, Verify for CICS commands that manage data queues operate on the
data queue anchored to the port being accessed by an exec when a command is executed.

QUEUE, PUSH, and POST Commands
QUEUE, PUSH and POST commands may store up to 20 literal or variable argument values as a single entry
in an accessed queue. PULL and QUERY QUEUE commands return the argument values fetched from an
accessed queue entry in corresponding REXX variables specified by the PULL or QUERY QUEUE command.

• The QUEUE command adds an entry to the bottom of a queue.
• The PUSH command adds an entry to the top of a queue.
• The POST command replaces an entire queue with a specified queue entry.
• The PULL command returns data values fetched from the top entry in a queue and deletes the entry from the

queue.
• The QUERY QUEUE command returns data values fetched from the top entry in a queue, but leaves the entry

in the queue.
• The DELETEQ command deletes an entire data queue.
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Data queues can be used in any desired way:

• A queue may be used by a single exec as private temporary storage.
• A queue may be used as a bulletin board to post information that may be examined by other execs.
• A queue may be used to collect data that is stored by one or more execs and is processed by a single exec.
• A queue may be used to distribute data to multiple execs that access a common queue.
• Multiple queues may be used to distribute data to execs that access designated queues.

By default, if an accessed queue is empty when a PULL command is issued, RC=12is returned to the exec and the
command completes immediately. An exec designed to process data queued by other execs may use the WAIT command
to instruct subsequent PULL commands to wait a specified amount of time or to wait FOREVER for an entry to be queued,
if the accessed queue is empty when a PULL command is issued.

The SERVER and SESSION execs in the following examples illustrate two uses of Verify for CICS data queues. The
SERVER exec attaches SESSION execs to multiple ports and distributes a file of data to the queues anchored to
SESSION exec ports. Each SESSION exec starts a session and uses the session to process queue entries pulled from
the queue anchored to the SESSION exec's port. After processing each distributed queue entry, the SESSION exec
returns a status message to the queue anchored to the SERVER exec's port. After logging a status message pulled from
the SERVER exec's queue, the SERVER exec distributes another record to the SESSION exec that returned the logged
status message.

Attached execs that drive asynchronous sessions and communicate using data queues may be used to perform system
stress testing or may be used in production applications to multiply the throughput possible using conventional serial data
processing methods.

     /* Exec: SERVER Verify commands for REXX: */

     /* ACCESS QUEUE ATTACH WAIT PULL */

(1)     address TSO

      " alloc f(quefile) da('appl.quedata') shr "

      " alloc f(logfile) da('appl.logdata') mod "

        querecs = 0

(2)     do 10

address TSO

     " execio 1 diskr quefile      "

if rc \= 0 then do

querec = 'eof'

leave

end

pull querec

querecs = querecs + 1

address Verify

     " ACCESS newport      "

     " QUEUE &querec      "

     " ATTACH exec session &pteport      "

end

address Verify

     " WAIT forever on pull      "

(3) do while querec \= 'eof'

     " ACCESS execport      "

     " PULL &logrec &port      "

address TSO

queue logrec

     " execio 1 diskw logfile      "

querecs = querecs - 1
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     " execio 1 diskr quefile      "

if rc = 0 then do

pull querec

querecs = querecs + 1

end

else

querec = 'eof'

address Verify

     " ACCESS &port      "

     " QUEUE &querec      "

end

(4) do while querecs > 0

     " ACCESS EXECPORT      "

     " PULL &logrec &port      "

address TSO

queue logrec

     " execio 1 diskw logfile      "

querecs = querecs - 1

address Verify

          " ACCESS &port           "

          " QUEUE 'eof'           "

end

(5) address TSO

          " execio 0 diskr quefile (FINIS           "

          " free f(quefile)           "

          " execio 0 diskw logfile (FINIS           "

          " free f(logfile)           

SERVER exec notes:

1. The SERVER exec allocates a quefile that contains data to be processed, allocates a logfile used to collect status
messages and initializes a count of in-progress quefile records to zero.

2. The SERVER exec startup loop uses EXECIO and the REXX PULL instruction to read records sequentially from
the quefile, and counts each record read as an in-progress quefile record. For each record read, the Verify for CICS
ACCESS command is used to access an unused port, the QUEUE command is used to store the quefile record in
the data queue anchored to the accessed port, and an ATTACH command is used to attach the SESSION exec to
the accessed port to process quefile records distributed to the SESSION exec by the SERVER exec. An ATTACH
parameter provides the SERVER exec’s port number to each attached SESSION exec. SESSION execs use the
SERVER exec's port number to return status messages to the SERVER exec after processing each distributed quefile
record. Before processing status messages, the SERVER exec uses the Verify for CICS WAIT command to instruct
subsequent PULL commands to wait for a status message to be queued if the SERVER exec’s queue is empty when a
PULL command is issued.

3. Each iteration of the SERVER exec mainline loop logs a status message received from any attached SESSION exec
and supplies another quefile record to the SESSION exec. The SERVER exec uses the ACCESS command to access
the SERVER exec's port and uses the Verify for CICS PULL command to wait for and pull an entry from the SERVER
exec’s queue. Each queue entry added to the SERVER exec's queue by an attached SESSION exec contains a status
message and also the port number of the SESSION exec that added the entry to the SERVER exec’s queue. The
REXX QUEUE instruction and EXECIO are used to write each pulled status message to the logfile managed by the
SERVER exec, and the count of in-progress quefile records is decremented after logging the status message for a
processed quefile record. After logging a status message returned by a SESSION exec, the SERVER uses EXECIO
and the REXX PULL instruction to read another quefile record to be processed by the SESSION exec, and counts
each record read as an in-progress quefile record. When the end of the quefile is reached, an 'eof' record is created to
inform the SESSION exec that all quefile records have been processed and to signal the end of the SERVER mainline
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loop. The SERVER exec uses the port number that was pulled with the previous status message to ACCESS the
SESSION exec's port and uses the QUEUE command to store either the next quefile record or the eof record in the
SESSION exec's queue.

4. When the end of the quefile has been reached, the SERVER exec pulls, logs and accounts for the status message for
each in-progress quefile record, and queues an eof record to each SESSION exec that returns a final status message,
until the count of in-progress quefile records is zero.

5. After all quefile records have been processed and all status messages have been logged, quefile and logfile are
closed and freed, and the SERVER exec ends.

/* Exec: SESSION Verify commands for REXX: */

/* LOGON INVITE TYPE LOGOFF */

/* WAIT ACCESS PULL QUEUE */

(1) arg logport

address Verify

" LOGON 'cics1' mod2 "

" INVITE 1000 "

" TYPE 'uid' token 'uida' enter "

" TYPE clear "

" TYPE 'tran' enter "

" WAIT forever on pull "

(2) do forever

" ACCESS execport "

" PULL &querec "

if querec = 'eof' then

leave

" TYPE &querec enter "

logrec = substr(PTEBUFF,23*80+1,80)

" ACCESS &logport "

" QUEUE &logrec &pteport "

end

(3) " TYPE clear "

" LOGOFF

SESSION exec notes:

1. Each attached copy of the SESSION exec uses the REXX ARG instruction to get the SERVER exec port number
passed to the SESSION exec as a parameter by the ATTACH command used by the SERVER exec to attach the
SESSION exec. The SESSION exec starts a session, signs on, and enters a tran that could be any transaction that
processes any data contained in any querec. The Verify for CICS WAIT command is used to instruct subsequent
PULL commands to wait for a querec to be queued if the SESSION exec's queue is empty when a PULL command is
issued.

2. Each iteration of the SESSION exec mainline uses ACCESS and PULL commands to wait for and to pull a querec
from the SESSION exec's queue, uses Verify for CICS session commands to enter the pulled querec, and uses
ACCESS and QUEUE commands to store an entry in the SERVER exec’s queue. The queue entry includes a status
message displayed by 'tran' on screen row 24, and also includes the port number of the SESSION exec that stored the
queue entry.

3. An eofquerec instructs the SESSION exec to clean up its session and end.

Sharing Resources with Attached Execs

Attached execs run as z/OS tasks and may be executing at the same time using multiple hardware processors. When
attached execs share Verify for CICS resources and multiple execs attempt to use a shared resource at exactly the same
time, processor access to the shared resource is serialized automatically. For example, if two execs attempt to pull data
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from the same queue at the same time, the requests are processed serially and each exec pulls a different entry from the
queue.

Locks are used to serialize access to resources. When an exec issues a Verify for CICS command that uses a shared
resource, a lock is obtained that permits exclusive use of the resource by the exec task that owns the lock, before the
resource is used. If an exec issues a command that uses a shared resource, while the resource lock is owned by another
task, the task that wants the lock queues a lock requests and waits for the lock.

After a requested operation has been performed on a locked resource, if a lock request was queued by another exec task,
ownership of the resource lock is transferred to the task that queued the oldest lock request and execution of the task that
then owns the lock is resumed, otherwise the resource is unlocked.

Resource locks are obtained automatically by Verify for CICS commands when shared resources are used, but are held
only for the life of the command. In some applications it may be necessary or convenient to hold resource locks while
issuing a series of commands. An exec may use the Verify for CICS LOCK command or an ACCESS command that
specifies the LOCK keyword to lock an accessed port. When a port is locked, the port and all resources anchored to the
port are locked. A port lock is held until an UNLOCK command is issued.

If an exec issues commands that use resources anchored to a port that is locked by another exec task, or attempts to lock
a port that is locked by another exec task, lock requests are queued and remain queued until the exec that holds the port
lock unlocks the port.

An exec may lock a port to issue a series of commands that use resources anchored to the port, while preventing other
execs from using port resources while the commands are executed. For example:

• An ACCESS FREEPORT LOCK command accesses a port that is devoid of resources and locks the port until an
UNLOCK command is issued. Two or more execs may issue the command at the same time to attach other execs
to the accessed ports without the possibility that the ACCESS command would assign the same FREEPORT to two
execs before either had a chance to issue the ATTACH command.

• If an exec task is used to log records that are queued by multiple other exec tasks, and it is desirable to log a series
of related records that are queued by a single exec task without interleaving the records with records queued by other
exec tasks, LOCK and UNLOCK commands may be used by the execs that queue records, to prevent other exec
tasks from queuing records while a series of related records are being queued.

Smart Exec-Driven Sessions

REXX execs created by converting logged test streams contain Verify for CICS LOGON, TYPE, INVITE and DELAY
commands that start sessions, re-key user keystrokes, and that handle other detected session events. When they are
executed, converted REXX execs create sessions that are similar to the logged user session, provided that online system
responses to re-keyed input are similar to online system responses to original input.

While converted REXX execs repeat only what a person did, and do not know why they did it or what they would have
done if a system had responded to input in a different way, when a converted exec is executed, the virtual terminal screen
images returned by session commands in REXX variables provides the same information to an exec that displayed online
system responses provide to a terminal user.

REXX instructions and functions, returned session information and other Verify for CICS commands and command
options may be used to develop intelligent REXX execs that make the decisions that people do. For example:
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• REXX execs may examine virtual terminal screen images to verify that transactions completed successfully and to
decide what to do next.

• Information from previous online system responses may be saved and used as input to subsequent transactions.
• The Verify for CICS QUERY command may be used to check the status of or request information about Verify for CICS

resources.
• The Verify for CICS SIGNAL command may be used to trap session failures or other unusual events using REXX

condition traps or return codes may be checked to detect the events.
• The Verify for CICS WAIT command may be used to interrupt session commands if an online system response is not

received in a reasonable amount of time.

Intelligent REXX applications that use Verify for CICS session commands and any other resources available to REXX
execs may be used to perform or automate almost any imaginable terminal task that could be performed by a person
using a terminal.

ISPF Session Panels

Options of the Verify for CICS LOGON and TYPE commands make it easy to display Verify for CICS virtual terminal
screen images using an ISPF panel and to rekey data entered at the displayed panel into the virtual terminal display.

The LOGON command PANELDATA keyword instructs subsequent Verify for CICS session commands to edit the virtual
terminal display buffer returned in variable, PTEBUFF, for display using an ISPF panel similar to the panel shown in the
following example.

)ATTR

01 TYPE(DATAIN)  INTENS(LOW)  SKIP(OFF) CAPS(OFF) JUST(ASIS)

05 TYPE(DATAIN)  INTENS(HIGH) SKIP(OFF) CAPS(OFF) JUST(ASIS)

07 TYPE(DATAIN)  INTENS(NON)  SKIP(OFF) CAPS(OFF) JUST(ASIS)

11 TYPE(DATAOUT) INTENS(LOW)  SKIP(OFF) CAPS(OFF) JUST(ASIS)

15 TYPE(DATAOUT) INTENS(HIGH) SKIP(OFF) CAPS(OFF) JUST(ASIS)

19 TYPE(DATAOUT) INTENS(LOW)  SKIP(ON)  CAPS(OFF) JUST(ASIS)

1D TYPE(DATAOUT) INTENS(HIGH) SKIP(ON)  CAPS(OFF) JUST(ASIS)

| AREA(DYNAMIC)  EXTEND(ON)   USERMOD(3F)

)BODY WIDTH(80)

|PTEBUFF |

)INIT

.ALARM = &PTEALARM

)PROC

&CSRPOS = .CSRPOS

&PFKEY = .PFKEY

)END

1. When a LOGON command specifies PANELDATA, basic 3270 attributes in the virtual terminal display buffer are
returned in PTEBUFF as one of the seven attributes in the session panel definition. 3270 Attribute Values documents
the mapping of basic 3270 attributes to panel attributes.

2. PANELDATA also edits PTEBUFF data to remove nulls in protected fields that would otherwise be displayed as
periods by ISPF.

3. When the session panel is used to display a virtual terminal screen image, ISPF displays the PTEBUFF variable value
returned by Verify for CICS session commands, in the PTEBUFF dynamic area defined in the body of the session
panel.

4. The USERMOD(3F) specification in the panel definition instructs ISPF to replace a field attribute in the PTEBUFF
variable with the hexadecimal value, 3F, when data is keyed into a field. In a Verify for CICS LOGON command,
USERMOD '3F' informs Verify for CICS of the USERMOD value defined in a session panel.
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5. Verify for CICS session commands return YES in variable, PTEALARM, when a message received from an online
system sounds the terminal alarm. The reference to PTEALARM in the panel definition causes ISPF to echo an alarm
at the terminal if an alarm was sounded at the virtual terminal.

6. The PROC section of the panel definition instructs ISPF to return the cursor position and the PF key in variable fields
CSRPOS and PFKEY, when data is entered and the ISPF DISPLAY command completes.

The exec named SESSMAN, shown in the following example is a TSO command that starts and manages an interactive
session with a named online system. For example, 'TSO SESSMAN CICSA', may be entered while using any ISPF
panel to start a session with an online system, CICSA. The SESSMAN exec uses a session panel, the ISPF DISPLAY
command, and Verify for CICS session commands to start and display a virtual terminal session at a real terminal, rekey
data entered at a terminal into the virtual terminal display, and send the data to an online system. To the user, a session
managed by SESSMAN works much like any other terminal session.

    /* Exec: SESSMAN Verify commands for REXX: *    /

    /* MONITOR SIGNAL LOGON DELAY TYPE *    /

(1) arg system

address Verify

(2)      " monitor signals      "

     " signal error on logoff      "

(3)      " logon &system paneldata usermod '3F'      ",

     " 24x80 24x80 basicds      "

(4)      " delay 500      "

     " signal off on logoff      "

do forever

address ispexec ,

(4)      " display panel(sesspan)      ",

     " cursor(ptebuff) csrpos(     "ptecsrp     ")      "

(5) if pfkey = ' ' then

aid = 'enter'

else

aid = pfkey

     " type usermod <&csrpos> aid &aid      "

(6) if rc     /= 0 then

leave

end

SESSMAN Exec Notes:

1. The name of an online system specified in a SESSMAN command is received by the SESSMAN exec as a REXX
argument.

2. Verify for CICS MONITOR and SIGNAL commands are used to display an error message if a requested session
cannot be started.

3. A Verify for CICS LOGON command is used to start a session with the named online system. The command specifies
PANELDATA to instruct subsequent session commands to edit PTEBUFF for display using a session panel, and
specifies USERMOD '3F' to inform Verify for CICS of the USERMOD value defined by the session panel.

4. After the initial sign on screen is received by the DELAY command, the SESSMAN exec enters a DO loop that ends
only when the session ends.

5. An image of each display received at the virtual terminal is displayed at the TSO terminal using the ISPF DISPLAY
command and a session panel like the panel shown in the following example. The DISPLAY command positions the
cursor using the virtual terminal cursor position returned by session commands in variable, PTECSRP.

6. A TYPE command that specifies the USERMOD keyword is used to rekey data entered by the terminal user into the
virtual terminal display. USERMOD finds data in PTEBUFF that was entered by the user using the USERMOD value
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specified by the LOGON command and in the session panel definition. The TYPE command uses the ENTER key or
the PF key pressed by the terminal user to send the input to the online system.

7. The session and the SESSMAN exec end when the user enters a logoff transaction that causes the online system to
end the session.

Monitoring Execs and Sessions

Verify for CICS commands are designed to automate terminal tasks and provide options that allow REXX execs to handle
all possible errors and other events, and therefore, by default, do not automatically display error messages, exec-driven
sessions or other command events. However, an exec or an exec user may use command monitoring functions built into
Verify for CICS commands for REXX, to monitor selected events and to document, display or otherwise process errors,
exec-driven sessions and other events automatically, while an exec is executing.

The Verify for CICS MONITOR command may be used in any exec to automatically display information about specified
events while an exec is executing or to call a monitor exec to process the information:

• MONITOR SIGNALS detects REXX conditions raises by Verify for CICS commands and may be added to any exec to
display messages automatically when REXX conditions are raised.

• MONITOR CONDITIONS detects non-zero return codes returned by Verify for CICS commands and may be used to
display messages that document the reason.

• MONITOR COMMANDS may be used to display Verify for CICS commands as they are issued by REXX execs.
• MONITOR RESPONSES calls a default or specified monitor exec when responses or other outbound session events

are received and may be used to display an exec-driven session at a terminal.
• MONITOR STORE, DROP, FETCH and/or one or more generic variable names, specified in any combination, may be

used to display variable values when they are changed, used or dropped by Verify for CICS commands.

MONITOR command VIASAY, VIATPUT and VIAEXEC options specify how monitored events are handled when they are
detected. VIASAY and VIATPUT display events other than RESPONSES using the REXX SAY instruction or TSO TPUT,
depending on the REXX environment in which the exec is executing. VIAEXEC calls a specified monitor exec when a
monitored event is detected. When RESPONSES are monitored, a monitor exec is always called to process online system
responses received by Verify for CICS session commands, either an exec specified by the VIAEXEC option or a default
monitor exec.

When a monitor exec is called to process detected events, call arguments provide detailed information about the event to
the monitor exec. Call arguments are explained in The Monitor Exec Interface. The monitor exec shown in The Distributed
Monitor Exec VTEMONX is designed to be used as the default monitor exec that is called when RESPONSES are
monitored but a VIAEXEC is not specified. When it is called to process an online system response to a transaction
entered by an exec using the Verify for CICS TYPE command, VTEMONX uses either ISPF display services or the REXX
SAY instruction to display a virtual terminal screen image, depending on the REXX environment in which the exec is
executing.

A MONITOR command applies to all execs that execute in the REXX environment in which the MONITOR command is
executed, and may be issued by a general purpose front-end exec that is used to call and monitor other execs with no
modification to the called execs.

The distributed front-end exec, VTESMON, is shown in the following example. VTESMON may be used to call and
monitor an exec in REXX environments created by ISPF, TSO or IRXJCL, with no modification to the called exec, by
entering the following as a TSO command or as an IRXJCL PARM:

VTESMON testexec args

VTESMON issues a MONITOR command to monitor Verify for CICS commands issued by the called exec, testexec,
relying on the default monitor exec, VTEMONX, to display response events. Both VTESMON and VTEMONX use either
ISPF display services or the REXX SAY instruction to display events depending on the REXX environment. When a
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specified testexec returns, VTESMON reports any REXX condition caused by the call to testexec and ends any session
not ended by testexec.

The following is an example of the VTESMON exec-driven session monitor:

     /* VTESMON - A Monitor for REXX-driven Verify Sessions (distributed) */

         arg args

         parse upper var args execname execargs

         if execname = '' then do

             say 'Enter: VTESMON execname (optional args for execname)'

             exit

             end

         address Verify

       " ACCESS EXECPORT " ; " QUERY SESSION "

         if ptestate \= 'PTESTATE' then " LOGOFF "

       " MONITOR SIGNALS RESPONSES "

           signal on halt name halt     ; signal on error name error

           signal on syntax name syntax ; signal on failure name fail

           interpret "call '"execname"' '"execargs"'"

           problem = ''                 ; signal finish

     halt: problem = 'HALT'             ; signal finish

    error: problem = 'ERROR'            ; signal finish

   syntax: problem = 'SYNTAX'           ; signal finish

     fail: problem = 'FAILURE'          ; signal finish

   finish: signal off halt              ; signal off error

           signal off syntax            ; signal off failure

     " MONITOR OFF " ; " ACCESS LASTPORT " ; " QUERY SESSION "

     parse source . . . . . . . addrspn .

     if addrspn = 'ISPF' then do

           green = '01'x ; red = '05'x ; blue = '11'x ; white = '15'x

           PTEDESKT = ''

           address ispexec

           " control nondispl " ; " display panel(VTEPXMDT) "

           zwinttl = execname 'execution ended on Port' PTEPORT

           select

                when problem \= '' then

                   PTEMWIN2 = left(red || execname || white,

                                       || 'terminated; REXX condition(',

                                       || red || problem || white || ').',72),

                                       || right(blue || 'Press' || green,

                                       || 'ENTER' || blue || 'to end test.',72)

          when ptestate.pteaport \= 'PTESTATE.'PTEAPORT then

                   PTEMWIN2 = left(red || execname,

                                       || white || 'did not end Port' PTEAPORT,

         'session. ' red'LOGOFF issued.',72),

                                       || right(blue || 'Press' || green,

                                       || 'ENTER' || blue || 'to end test.',72)

          otherwise do

                                     PTEMWIN2 = left(green || execname,

                                       || white || 'ended normally.',72),

                                       || right(blue || 'Test ending . . .',72)

          " control display lock "

               end
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             end

          " addpop row(19) column(1) " ; " display panel(VTEPXMW2) "

          address Verify " WAIT 800 "

              end

       else do

          say copies('_',79) ; say ' '

          select

              when problem \= '' then

                    say execname 'terminated; REXX condition(' problem ').'

              when ptestate.pteaport \= 'PTESTATE.'PTEAPORT then

                    say execname 'ended but did not end Port',

                             PTEAPORT 'session. LOGOFF issued.'

                    otherwise say execname 'ended normally.'

                    end

                  end

              if ptestate.pteaport \= 'PTESTATE.'pteaport then " LOGOFF "

REXX Reference (CICS)
Learn about the function and syntax of host commands used in the Verify for CICS Host Command Environment.

This section documents the function and syntax of each host command used in the Verify for CICS Host Command
Environment. The commands are presented in alphabetical order according to command name.

Syntax Notation Format

Verify for CICS Host Commands and keywords are in UPPERCASE text.

• User data is listed in lowercase bold text and can be literal data or variables.
• Optional parameters are enclosed in parentheses.
• Alternative keywords and/or parameters are separated by the bar symbol.
• In Verify for CICS commands, REXX variable names are coded with a leading ampersand, &, to distinguish them from

keywords and other command operands.
• Host command continuation is indicated with a comma.

ACCESS

When Verify for CICS commands start or use sessions, start or end session traces, queue or pull queued data or perform
other command functions, by default, they anchor or use resources anchored to the Verify for CICS port on which the
issuing exec is executing, and session commands return session information using the simple session variable names
defined in Verify for CICS REXX Variables.

The command:

• Instructs subsequent Verify for CICS commands to anchor or use resources anchored to a specified port when
performing a command function.

• Instructs subsequent session commands to return session information using either simple or compound session
variable names.

• Returns the accessed port number in REXX variable, PTEAPORT.
• Returns the current exec port number in PTEPORT.

Compound session variable names, like PTEBUFF.1, have a REXX stem that is a defined simple session variable name
and a tail that is the accessed port number.

Examples:
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" ACCESS EXECPORT "

" ACCESS NEWPORT  "

" ACCESS 3 "

" ACCESS &port "

Format:

ACCESS ( EXECPORT | * | port |  NEWPORT | FREEPORT | LASTPORT )  ( LOCK )

ACCESS EXECPORT or ACCESS *
Instructs subsequent commands to anchor or use resources anchored to the port on which the exec is executing,
and instructs session commands to return information using simple session variable names.

ACCESS port
Where port is either a port number or a REXX variable name, coded with a leading ampersand, that contains a
port number, instructs subsequent commands to anchor or use resources anchored to the specified port, and
instructs session commands to return information using compound session variable names.

ACCESS NEWPORT(the default)
Assigns an unused port number, instructs subsequent commands to anchor or use resources anchored to the
assigned port, and instructs session commands to return information using compound session variable names.

ACCESS FREEPORT
Locates a port on which no exec, session, session trace, data queue or lock is active, or assigns an unused port
number, instructs subsequent commands to anchor or use resources anchored to the located or assigned port,
and instructs session commands to return information using compound session variable names.

ACCESS LASTPORT
Identifies the port that was last accessed by any exec running on the current exec port, instructs subsequent
commands to anchor or use resources anchored to the identified port, and instructs session commands to return
information using compound session variable names.

LOCK
Can be specified to lock the accessed port. When a port is locked, an UNLOCK command must be issued before
port resources can be created or used by an exec running on any port other than the port that holds the lock.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of an ACCESS command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for CICS condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes ACCESS command return codes and default REXX
conditions that may be raised for some conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

CANCEL 24 HALT Cancel command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error

ATTACH

The ATTACH command creates a new z/OS task and REXX Language Processor environment, anchors the environment
to the Verify for CICS port being accessed by the exec when the ATTACH command is issued, and executes a specified
exec in the new REXX Language Processor Environment.
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The difference between calling an exec and attaching an exec is that the REXX CALL instruction completes and the
calling exec resumes execution only when the called exec returns to the calling exec. However, the ATTACH command
completes and the attaching exec resumes execution at the same time that the attached exec begins execution. Called
and calling execs run one at a time, while attached and attaching execs run at the same time.

Examples:

" ATTACH EXEC &execname    "," &arg1 'arg2' "

" ATTACH EXEC subexec 'logon' "" &sysid &uid &code  "

Format:

ATTACH EXEC execname ( arg1 . . . arg20 )  ( EXECDD execdd )  ( SAYDD saydd )  ( SAYDEST saydest )  ( MSGDEST

 msgdest )

EXEC
A required keyword which indicates that the value that follows is the name of the exec to be attached.

execname
The name of the REXX exec to be attached. It may be the actual exec name, a literal whose value is the
exec name, or a variable name coded with a leading ampersand that contains the exec name (for example,
&execname).

arg1 through arg20
Up to 20 arguments to be passed to the attached exec. Each argument may be a literal value enclosed in single
or double quotes, or may be a variable name, coded with a leading ampersand that contains an argument value
(for example, &arg).

NOTE
An attached exec may use a REXX ARG instruction to assign argument values to corresponding
variables specified by REXX ARG instruction. ARG instruction variable names are separated by
commas.

EXECDD
An optional keyword which indicates that the value that follows is the DD name of the REXX library(s) from which
the attached exec, and other execs, are to be loaded into the REXX Language Processor Environment created by
the ATTACH command.

execdd
The exec library DD name from which execs are loaded. It may be the actual DD name, a literal whose value is
the DD name, or a variable name coded with a leading ampersand that contains the exec library DD name (for
example, &execdd). If an EXECDD is not specified, execs are loaded from the exec libraries used in the first
REXX Language Processor Environment in an address space that uses Verify for CICS commands for REXX,
usually from SYSEXEC and/or SYSPROC.

SAYDD
An optional keyword which indicates that the value that follows is the DD name to which REXX SAY messages
are to be written in the REXX Language Processor Environment created by the ATTACH command. The SAYDD
keyword option is subject to system options, described below, that control REXX message management options.

saydd
The DD name to which REXX SAY messages are to be written. It may be the actual DD name, a literal whose
value is the DD name, or a variable name coded with a leading ampersand that contains the DD name (for
example, &saydd).
A null-valued variable may be specified as a saydd to request allocation of a new message dataset using a unique
system-assigned DD name, and that the assigned name is to be returned to the attaching exec in the specified
saydd variable.
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If a specified saydd is already allocated when an ATTACH command is executed, the allocated dataset is used
in the new REXX Language Processor Environment as a message dataset. If a saydd that was not allocated by
Verify for CICS is specified for two or more attached execs that run concurrently, the user must insure that the
allocated dataset can be used as a shared message destination by the REXX Language Processor Environments
created to run the attached execs.

SAYDEST
An optional keyword which indicates that the value that follows is to be allocated as the destination of REXX
SAY messages, if the specified or default SAYDD is not allocated when the ATTACH command is executed.
The SAYDEST keyword option is subject to system options, described below, that control REXX message
management options.

saydest
The SAYDEST destination value. It may be a JES SYSOUT class, an asterisk, *, to specify the default SYSOUT
class for the address space, or may be the keyword, TERMINAL to send REXX SAY messages to a TSO
terminal. saydest may be the actual JES SYSOUT class or the TERMINAL keyword, may be a literal whose value
is the SAY message destination, or may be variable name coded with a leading ampersand that contains the
SYSOUT class or TERMINAL keyword (for example, &saydest).

MSGDEST
An optional keyword which indicates that the value that follows is the destination of REXX error messages issued
while processing execs in the REXX Language Processor Environment created by the ATTACH command.
The MSGDEST keyword option is subject to system options, described below, that control REXX message
management options.

msgdest
A REXX error message destination identified by the MSGDEST keyword. Specify one of the following destination
keywords:

• WTO to write REXX messages using WTO only
• SAY to write REXX messages to the REXX SAY message destination only
• ALL to write REXX messages using both WTO and to the REXX SAY message destination
• OFF to discard REXX error messages

Msgdest may be a destination keyword, may be a literal whose value is a destination keyword, or may be a
variable name coded with a leading ampersand that contains a REXX message destination keyword (for example,
&msgdest).

NOTE
The number of REXX execs that may be attached is limited by the REXX Language Processor
Environment limit contained in the TSO/E REXX environment table, IRXANCHR. IBM publication, TSO/
E REXX/z/OS Reference, explains how to change the REXX environment limit.

All REXX Language Processor Environments in which Verify for CICS commands are used are anchored to a Verify for
CICS port. When commands are used by an exec running in a REXX environment not created by Verify for CICS, the
environment is anchored to a port when the first command is issued. Only one REXX Language Processor Environment
may be anchored to a port. The ATTACH command creates a new REXX Language Processor Environment and anchors
the environment to the port being accessed by an exec anchored to the port. Before using the ATTACH command, an
exec must use the Verify for CICS ACCESS command to access a NEWPORT, a FREEPORT, or to access a specific port
that is not already associated with a REXX Language Processor Environment.

An attached exec may ADDRESS VERIFY and issue commands for REXX.

REXX Language Processor Environments created by the ATTACH command are not integrated into TSO. Attached execs
may not use TSO and ISPF commands that are supported only in REXX Language Processor Environments that are
integrated into TSO. However, execs that operate correctly when attached in a TSO address space may also be attached
and operate correctly when IRXJCL is used to execute an exec as a batch job or when they are attached in other non-
TSO address spaces.
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Attaching Asynchronous Exec Tasks and Queues and Intertask Communication describe applications of the ATTACH
command and other Verify for CICS commands designed for use by execs that run in a multi-task environment.

REXX Messages Management Options

The operation of and default values of the SAYDD, SAYDEST and MSGDEST keyword options are subject to Verify for
CICS system options that allow an installation to specify REXX message management options for each named address
space in which Verify for CICS commands for REXX are used. The name of an address space is defined by the REXX
parameters module used to initialize REXX Language Processor Environments.

• System options may instruct Verify for CICS to ignore ATTACH command SAYDEST and SAYDD specifications in
address spaces that manage REXX message destinations for all REXX Language Processor Environments in the
address space.

• System options may instruct Verify for CICS to manage REXX message destinations only when an ATTACH command
specifies SAYDEST and/or SAYDD options.

• System options may instruct Verify for CICS to ignore any MSGDEST specified by an ATTACH command, and to use a
specified option when running in a named address space.

• If system options permit, Verify for CICS allocates and manages REXX message destinations and options as specified
by ATTACH command SAYDEST, SAYDD and/or MSGDEST options or allocates and manages REXX message
destinations using default values when ATTACH command options are not specified. Message datasets allocated by
Verify for CICS are automatically freed when the last attached exec using a message dataset ends.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of an ATTACH command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for CICS condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes ATTACH command return codes and default REXX
conditions that may be raised for some Verify for CICS conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

LOCKOUT 4 Timed out waiting for port lock

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error

CANCEL

The CANCEL command causes the REXX HALT condition to be raised for the exec that is active on the port being
accessed by the issuing exec.

Example:

" CANCEL     "

Format:

CANCEL

When the CANCEL command is executed, if an exec is active on the port being accessed, then cancellation of the exec
is scheduled. The REXX HALT condition is subsequently raised when the cancelled exec recognizes the request following
the execution of any Verify for CICS command.

When the CANCEL command is executed, if a Verify for CICS command is currently executing within the cancelled exec,
and if the command is waiting for the completion of an event that is under Verify for CICS control, then the wait for the
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completion of the event is interrupted immediately. The REXX HALT condition is raised when the interrupted command
ends.

If an exec is not active on the port being accessed when a CANCEL command is executed, then no action is performed,
but the command is considered to have completed without error.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a CANCEL command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for CICS condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes CANCEL command return codes and default REXX
conditions that may be raised for some Verify for CICS conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error

DELAY

The DELAY command delays execution of an exec for a specified amount of time, but allows outbound session traffic to
flow on the session anchored to the port being accessed by the exec, during the delay.

Examples:

" DELAY 3200 "" DELAY PERCENT 50 "

Format:

DELAY hhmmssth | ( PERCENT percent )

Hhmmssth
A delay time interval, expressed in hours (hh), minutes (mm), seconds (ss) and tenths and hundredths of seconds
(th). A delay time interval may be specified using a REXX variable, coded with a leading ampersand, that contains
the interval in the format hhmmssth.

PERCENT
An optional keyword, which specifies that delay times specified by DELAY commands subsequently executed by
execs that run on the Verify for CICS port on which a DELAY PERCENT command is executed, are to be factored
by the specified percent.

percent
May be an integer value from zero to 999, or may be a variable field that contains an integer from zero to 999. It is
the percent of specified delay times to be used when DELAY commands are subsequently executed.

DELAY commands created by recording a session as a REXX exec capture the elapsed time, often called think time, that
it took for a user to press enter or another key that sends data, after receiving the preceding message from the online
system. When a DELAY command is executed, exec execution is delayed until the recorded or specified delay time
elapses, simulating the think time delays that occur when people use terminals, and causing a session produced by a
recorded exec to proceed at the same speed as the captured session.

The speed of execs that issue DELAY commands may be controlled using a DELAY command that specifies a delay
PERCENT. When a DELAY PERCENT command is executed that specifies a percent less than 100, exec execution is
delayed only for a percent of the time specified by each subsequent DELAY command and the exec runs faster. When a
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percent greater than 100 is specified, delays are longer than the delay times specified by subsequent DELAY commands,
causing the exec to run slower.

Because DELAY PERCENT applies to all execs that run on a Verify for CICS port, an exec that calls other execs can
control the speed of the called execs by issuing a DELAY PERCENT command.

At the completion of a DELAY command, updated information is returned in session variables that reflects any outbound
message(s) received during a delay. Refer to REXX Variables (CICS) for a description of the information returned in
session variables.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a DELAY command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for CICS condition encountered while
executing the command. The following table describes DELAY command return codes and REXX conditions that are
raised by default when some Verify for CICS conditions occur.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Timed out waiting for port lock

TIMEOUT 8 Timed out waiting for response

LOGOFF 16 Session Ended

ENDTRACE 20 HALT Trace abended (ie., SD37)

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error

DELETEQ

The DELETEQ command is used to delete the entire data queue that is anchored to the port being accessed by the
issuing exec.

Example:

" DELETEQ    "

Format:

  DELETEQ

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a DELETEQ command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for CICS condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes DELETEQ command return codes and default REXX
conditions that may be raised for some Verify for CICS conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

LOCKOUT 0 Timed out waiting for port lock

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed
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FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error

ENDTRACE

The ENDTRACE command ends a session trace anchored to the port being accessed by an exec when the command is
issued. A session trace is started by the TRACE command.

Example:

" ENDTRACE   "

Format:

   ENDTRACE

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of an ENDTRACE command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for CICS condition
encountered while executing the command. The following table describes ENDTRACE command return codes and default
REXX conditions that may be raised for some Verify for CICS conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

LOCKOUT 0 Timed out waiting for port lock

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error

HANDLE

The HANDLE command activates or inactivates automatic handling of named session events when they occur during the
processing of subsequently executed Verify for CICS session commands.

Examples:

" HANDLE turnaround off    "" HANDLE outbound off      "

Format:

HANDLE event option

event
One of the keywords, TURNAROUND or OUTBOUND, that names the session event for which handling is being
specified.

Option
One of the keywords, ON or OFF, that specifies whether automatic handling of the named event is to be activated
or inactivated.
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The HANDLE command TURNAROUND keyword refers to the point in a session that occurs when a TYPE command
has sent input to an online system and changes the session direction to outbound. By default or when HANDLE
TURNAROUND ON is specified, the TYPE command automatically waits for and receives the online system response
to a terminal input. When HANDLE TURNAROUND OFF is specified, subsequent TYPE commands do not wait for the
online system response but rather complete immediately after the session direction is changed to outbound. HANDLE
TURNAROUND OFF makes the TYPE command a send-only operation. After executing a TYPE command while
TURNAROUND handling is off, an exec must eventually use the INVITE command to receive the online system response
to the input sent by a TYPE command.

The HANDLE command OUTBOUND keyword refers to the point in a session at which an outbound message has been
received from an online system that does not free the terminal keyboard, but rather leaves the session in the outbound
state. By default or when HANDLE OUTBOUND ON is specified, when a Verify for CICS session command receives a
message from an an online system that leaves the session in the outbound state, then Verify for CICS automatically waits
for and receives the next message sent by the online system. When HANDLE OUTBOUND OFF is specified, TYPE and
INVITE commands that receive messages that leave the session in the outbound state complete following the receipt
of each message, whether or not the terminal keyboard is freed. After executing a TYPE or INVITE command that ends
a message, is received, and leaves the session in an outbound state while OUTBOUND handling is off, an exec must
eventually use the INVITE command to receive the next message sent by the online system.

When HANDLE commands are used to obtain control of outbound messages, and when TYPE and INVITE commands
complete while the virtual terminal keyboard is not free, an exec must be aware of the state of a session and act
accordingly. Specifically, a TYPE command is valid only while the keyboard is free. An INVITE command must eventually
be issued to receive an online system message while the keyboard is locked. Execs that choose to handle outbound
message flows may use Verify for CICS-defined variable fields PTEKB or PTESTATE to determine the state of a session
and to decide whether TYPE commands are valid or INVITE commands are required. Refer to Verify for CICS REXX
Variables for descriptions of PTEKB or PTESTATE and the possible values of the variable fields.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a HANDLE command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for CICS condition encountered
while executing the HANDLE command. The following table describes HANDLE command return codes and default REXX
conditions that may be raised for some Verify for CICS conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error

INVITE

The INVITE command receives any message sent by an online system within a specified time interval. It may be used
to receive a message that is sent by an online system while the terminal keyboard is free, or to receive messages when
the state of a session is outbound after using HANDLE OUTBOUND, HANDLE TURNAROUND, or WAIT time ON
RESPONSE commands.

Examples:

" INVITE 1000 "" INVITE &invtime "

Format:
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INVITE hhmmssth

hhmmssth
An optional time interval, expressed in hours (hh), minutes (mm), seconds (ss) and tenths and hundredths of
seconds (th).

The INVITE command is used to receive a message at a virtual terminal that is anchored to the port that is being
accessed by an exec. The LOGON command allocates and anchors a virtual terminal to an accessed port and uses the
terminal to start a session.

A Verify for CICS LOGON command completes immediately after a session is started. The virtual terminal keyboard is
always free at the beginning of a session, as is the keyboard on a real terminal. While it is true that a terminal keyboard
is free before the first message is sent on a new session, this is seldom noticed by a person. After starting a session,
most online systems send a message to the terminal. People are naturally patient and wait until they see the expected
message.

REXX execs that use Verify for CICS host commands to start and use terminal sessions with an online system take the
place of a terminal operator and must do the things that a person would do if a session is to flow smoothly. The INVITE
command allows an exec to wait for an expected message, as a person would. At the start of a session, if an online
system sends one or more initial messages, an exec must execute one or more INVITE commands to allow the online
system to send the messages.

After receiving a terminal input, some online systems and applications send a message that frees the terminal keyboard
immediately after receiving the terminal input. Then, at a later time, the online system sends another message that a
terminal user sees as the response to the terminal input. Like a signon prompt sent at the start of a session, the unnoticed
free keyboard situation does not cause a problem because the terminal operator is patient and waits for the expected
message. A TYPE command ends when an online system message frees the terminal keyboard. If an online system
sends a response that frees the terminal keyboard before sending the response message the user is expecting, then an
exec must add patience by executing INVITE commands whenever it is necessary to wait for the delayed response.

Because people do not notice some free keyboard situations, it is sometimes difficult to determine when to code INVITE
commands. One way to determine if an INVITE is needed is to examine a Verify for CICS test stream for the online
system or application in question. A test stream may be created using option L, Log a Test Stream, on the Verify for CICS
menu.

Browse the test stream, stopping at the record selection list. Enter the PROFILE command, select the WCC category,
press PF3 to return to the record selection list. Paying attention to the OP column (operation), scroll forward through the
record selection list. If you see two or more output operations in a row - without input operations between each output, an
INVITE may be needed. Any WCC value greater than C1 unlocks the keyboard. If the keyboard is unlocked before the last
output in the sequence, an INVITE is recommended after each output after the keyboard was unlocked.

At the completion of an INVITE command, updated information is returned in session variables, as documented in Verify
for CICS REXX Variables.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of an INVITE command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for CICS condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes INVITE command return codes and default REXX conditions
that may be raised for some Verify for CICS conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Timed out waiting for port lock

TIMEOUT 8 Timed out waiting for response
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LOGOFF 16 Session ended

ENDTRACE 20 HALT Trace abended (ie., SD37)

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error

LOCK

The LOCK command locks the port that is being accessed by an exec and all resources anchored to the port.

The ACCESS command may also be used to lock a port when it is accessed.

While a port is locked, resources anchored to the port may be used only by execs that run on same port as the exec that
issued the LOCK command. If an exec running on any other port issues a Verify for CICS command that uses resources
anchored to the locked port, the command is delayed until the port is unlocked.

The UNLOCK command is used to unlock a locked port.

Example:

" LOCK  "

Format:

LOCK

NOTE
Refer to Sharing Resources with Attached Execs for more information about locks and uses of locks.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of an LOCK command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for CICS condition encountered while
executing the command. The following table describes LOCK command return codes and default REXX conditions that
may be raised for some Verify for CICS conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

LOCKOUT 0 Timed out waiting for port lock

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error

LOGOFF

The LOGOFF command ends a session that was started using the LOGON command.

Example:

" LOGOFF "

Format:
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LOGOFF

The LOGOFF command ends the session anchored to the port being accessed by an exec when the command is
executed.

When the LOGOFF command is used to end a session, the online system sees the session termination in exactly
the same way that it sees a session termination that occurs when a user presses the SYSREQ key on a real terminal
keyboard, then enters the command LOGOFF, to request that VTAM terminate the active application session.

The preferred way to end a session is to issue a TYPE command that enters a particular online system's logoff command
or transaction. Entering a logoff transaction may be required for some online systems to give the online system an
opportunity to clean up resources that were allocated when the user signed on.

At the completion of a LOGOFF command, all session variables described in Verify for CICS REXX Variables are
dropped.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a LOGOFF command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for CICS condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes LOGOFF command return codes and default REXX
conditions that may be raised for some Verify for CICS conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Timed out waiting for port lock

ENDTRACE 20 HALT Trace abended (ie., SD37)

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error

LOGON

The LOGON command allocates a Verify for CICS virtual terminal, anchors the terminal to the port being accessed by the
exec when the LOGON command is executed, and uses the terminal to start a session with a named online system.

Examples:

" LOGON cics1 model mod2 "" LOGON &system data &uid  "

Format:

LOGON system-name (MODEL terminal-model | MOD2 | MOD3 | MOD4 | MOD5 ) ( default-screen-size24X80 | 32X80 |

 43X80 | 27X132 ) ( alternate-screen-size24X80 | 32X80 | 43X80 | 27X132 )| ( terminal-type

  BASICDS | EXTDS )

 (FROM terminal-name )

 (DATA logon-data )

 ( buffer-format

BASICDATA | EXTDSDATA | PANELDATA | IMAGEDATA |  ATTRIBUTES attr-values )( USERMOD ispf-usermod )
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system-name
The 1 through 8 character name of an online system with which a session is to be started. The system name
specified may be an actual name, a literal value or a REXX variable, coded with a leading ampersand, that
contains the name of an online system.

MODEL
An optional keyword and indicates that the value that follows is a symbolic terminal model name or the name of a
mode table entry.

terminal-model
The logon mode table entry to be used to start a session. It may be one of the keywords MOD2, MOD3, MOD4 or
MOD5, to refer to a mode table entry name, or it may be the actual name of a logon mode table entry. terminal-
model may be expressed as an actual value, or may be a variable field that contains a valid terminal model value
or null value.

default-screen-size
(Optional) Indicates the default virtual terminal screen size to be used for a session. default-screen-size may be
one of the keywords 24X80, 32X80, 43X80, or 27X132, expressed as an actual value, or as a variable field that
contains a screen size keyword or a null value.

alternate-screen-size
(Optional) Indicates the alternate virtual terminal screen size to be used for a session. alternate-screen-size may
be one of the keywords 24X80, 32X80, 43X80, or 27X132, expressed as an actual value, or as a variable field
that contains a screen size keyword or a null value.

terminal-type
(Optional) Specifies the type of terminal to be used for a session. terminal-type may be one of the keywords
BASICDS or EXTDS, expressed as an actual value, or as a variable field that contains a terminal type keyword or
null value.

FROM
An optional keyword that indicates that the data item that follows is a virtual terminal name.

terminal-name
The name of the virtual terminal to be used for the session. terminal-name may be the actual name of a VTAM
APPL that has been defined at an installation for use as a Verify for CICS virtual terminal or may be a variable
field that contains a virtual terminal name or a null value. If the FROM keyword is not specified or if terminal-name
is a variable field that contains a null value, then a virtual terminal will be assigned automatically.

DATA
An optional keyword that indicates that the data item that follows is logon data.

logon-data
A data item identified by the DATA keyword that is to be sent to an online system with a session request. logon-
data may be a variable field that contains logon data and may be up to 255 characters in length, or may be one
or more consecutive literal values whose accumulated length(s) do not exceed 255 characters. When the DATA
keyword is not specified or if logon-data is a variable field that contains no data, then data is not included in the
session request sent to an online system.

buffer-format
An optional keyword that specifies the format of the virtual terminal display buffer data returned in REXX variables
PTEBUFF and PTEEAB at the completion of the LOGON command and subsequent session commands. Refer
to 3270 Attribute Values for the values and meanings of basic, panel and extds attributes and extended attribute
data.
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• By default, basic field attribute values are returned in PTEBUFF and extended attribute data is returned in
PTEEAB only if an EXTDS session is active.

• BASICDATA returns basic attributes in PTEBUFF and does not return PTEEAB, even if an EXTDS session is
active.

• EXTDSDATA returns extds attributes in PTEBUFF and returns extended attribute data in PTEEAB, even if a
BASICDS session is active.

• PANELDATA returns panel attributes in PTEBUFF, blanks out protected non-display data and translates nulls
in protected display fields to blanks. PTEEAB is not returned.

• IMAGEDATA translates all non-display data, attributes and and nulls to blanks in the returned PTEBUFF,
and does not return PTEEAB. IMAGEDATA produces a legible PTEBUFF that may be printed or used in
application documentation.

• ATTRIBUTES may be used to specify the 32 1-byte hexadecimal values to be returned as the 32 possible
basic 3270 field attributes in PTEBUFF. The value following ATTRIBUTES, attribute-values, is a 64-character
literal value enclosed in single or double quotes. Each character is a hexadecimal character, 0-F,and each
successive pair of characters is a hexadecimal value to be used to represent the next successive basic field
attribute. When ATTRIBUTES is specified, PTEEAB is returned if an EXTDS session is active.

USERMOD
An optional keyword that indicates that the value that follows is an ISPF usermod value.

ISPF-usermod
Immediately follows the USERMOD keyword and specifies a one-byte value, expressed as a single character or
as a two-character hexadecimal value enclosed in single or double quotes. The ISPF-usermod value tells Verify
for CICS the USERMOD value specified by an ISPF panel that is used to display an image of a virtual terminal
screen. ISPF-usermod defaults to hexadecimal 3F.

The system name specified may be the actual VTAM APPL name by which an online system is known to VTAM or may be
a familiar system id defined in Verify for CICS system options, that refers to an actual VTAM APPL.

If a null terminal model is specified in a Verify for CICS LOGON command, or if the MODEL keyword is not specified, then
a default mode table entry name specified during Verify for CICS installation is used. The following table lists terminal
model keywords and their associated default and alternate virtual terminal screen sizes.

Model Keyword Default Size Alternate size

MOD2 24 X 80 24 X 80

MOD3 24 X 80 32 X 80

MOD4 24 X 80 43 x 80

MOD5 24 X 80 27 x 132

The first screen size keyword encountered in a LOGON command specifies the default screen size. If a default screen
size is specified, it is used only when a session is started using a mode table entry that does not contain screen sizes, and
sizes are not forced by an online system.

The second screen size keyword encountered in a LOGON command specifies the alternate screen size. If an alternate
screen size is specified, it is used only when a session is started using a mode table entry that does not contain screen
sizes, and sizes are not forced by an online system.

If screen sizes are not specified and are not defined in the mode table used to start a session and are not forced by an
online system, then default sizes specified at an installation are used.

A terminal may be either a basic or extended 3270 data stream terminal. A basic data stream terminal has a single screen
buffer that is used to store screen data and coded basic field attributes. An extended data stream terminal has a screen
buffer that is used to store screen data and actual basic field attributes and has an extended attribute buffer that is used to
store extended data stream color and highlighting attributes and other information.
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If a terminal type is not specified, a default type specified at an installation is used. If an online system sends a 3270 Read
Partition Query structured field to a terminal to determine device capabilities, the terminal type or screen sizes specified
influence the contents of the reply.

After using the LOGON command to start a session, the Verify for CICS TYPE, INVITE, and DELAY commands are
used to key data into the virtual terminal used for a session, to send input to the online system, to receive online system
responses to input, and to receive messages initiated by an online system.

ISPF Session Panels explains how to use the LOGON command PANELDATA and USERMOD options to display an
image of a virtual terminal screen using an ISPF panel, and how to key data entered by the user into a virtual terminal
using the TYPE command USERMOD option.

At the completion of each Verify for CICS session command, session information is returned to the issuing exec in REXX
variables. Refer to Verify for CICS REXX Variables for a description of each session variable.

A session is ended by an online system when a logoff transaction is entered using a TYPE command, or may be ended
using a LOGOFF command. Sessions are terminated automatically if all execs in an address space end and leave
sessions active.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a LOGON command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for CICS condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes LOGON command return codes and default REXX conditions
that may be raised for some Verify for CICS conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Timed out waiting for port lock

LOGOFF 16 Session ended

ENDTRACE 20 HALT Trace abended (ie., SD37)

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error

MONITOR

The MONITOR command instructs Verify for CICS to monitor or to stop monitoring specified events and specifies
what to do when monitored events are detected. Detected events may be displayed at a terminal, written as REXX
SAY messages, or may passed to a user-written exec that may process the event as desired. MONITOR command
instructions apply to subsequent Verify for CICS commands issued by any exec that runs in the REXX Language
Processor Environment in which the MONITOR command is issued, including execs that call or that are called by an exec
that issues a MONITOR command. A MONITOR command may instruct Verify for CICS to monitor or to stop monitoring:

• Verify for CICS commands issued by REXX execs
• online system responses or other messages received by Verify for CICS session commands
• REXX variable values assigned or used by Verify for CICS commands
• REXX conditions raised by Verify for CICS commands to indicate Verify for CICS conditions to an exec
• Verify for CICS conditions returned to an exec as a return code

Examples:
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" MONITOR SIGNALS "

" MONITOR SIGNALS CONDITIONS COMMANDS RESPONSES STORE DROP FETCH "

" MONITOR &REXXSYM &PTEMESS "

" MONITOR SIGNALS CONDITIONS COMMANDS RESPONSES VIAEXEC MONEXEC "

" MONITOR OFF "

Format:

MONITOR ( events )( &generic_symbols )( OFF )( VIASAY | VIATPUT | VIAEXEC monitor_exec )( NOTE &note | RECALL

 &note )

events
An optional list of keywords that name events to be monitored. When OFF is also specified monitoring is stopped
for the specified events. Event keywords are:

• SIGNALS monitors REXX HALT, ERROR or FAILURE conditions raised by Verify for CICS commands to
indicate Verify for CICS conditions to an exec.

• CONDITIONS monitors return codes returned to execs by Verify for CICS commands to indicate Verify for
CICS LOCKOUT, TIMEOUT, ENDQUEUE, LOGOFF, ENDTRACE, CANCEL or FAULT conditions.

• COMMANDS monitors the start of subsequent commands.
• RESPONSES monitors online system responses and other messages sent by an online system to a virtual

terminal, as well as session initiation and termination events, when they are received by Verify for CICS
session commands. When RESPONSES are received, information is not displayed; instead a specified or
default monitor_exec is called to process the information. The distributed default monitor_exec, VTEMONX,
shown in The Distributed Monitor Exec displays commands and virtual terminal screen images using ISPF
display services or the REXX SAY instruction, depending on the REXX environment.

• STORE monitors changes to variables by Verify for CICS commands or monitors changes to variable values
whose names begin with specified &generic_symbols.

• FETCH monitors uses of variables by Verify for CICS commands or monitors uses of variables whose names
begin with specified &generic_symbols.

• DROP monitors variables dropped by Verify for CICS commands or monitors dropped variables whose names
begin with specified &generic_symbols.

&generic_symbols
Monitors operations performed by Verify for CICS commands on REXX variables whose names begin with
any specified generic_symbol, or stops monitoring when OFF is also specified. For example, MONITOR &PTE
&Q_VALUE, monitors Verify for CICS operations on variables whose names begin with PTEor Q_VALUE. When
STORE, FETCH and/or DROP are also specified, only the specified operations are detected, otherwise all
operations on variables whose names begin with specified &generic_symbols are detected.

OFF
Stops monitoring for specified events and/or &generic_symbols. If OFF is the only MONITORcommand option
specified, then all monitoring is stopped.

VIASAY
Causes messages to be sent to the REXX SAY destination when monitored events other than RESPONSES are
detected.

VIATPUT
Causes messages to be sent to the TSO terminal using TSO TPUT, when monitored events other than
RESPONSES are detected. In a non-TSO address space, VIATPUT sends messages to the REXX SAY
destination.
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VIAEXEC monitor_exec
Specifies that a named exec, monitor_exec, is to be called when a monitored event is detected. The Monitor Exec
Interface documents arguments passed to a monitor_exec when it is called to process events and provides other
information about monitor execs.

NOTE &note
Saves the value of REXX variable note for subsequent recall by any exec that runs on the same port as the exec
that saved the &note.

RECALL &note
Returns a monitor note in REXX variable note that was saved by a MONITOR NOTE command issued by any
exec running on the same port as the exec that recalls the &note.

By default, Verify for CICS commands are not monitored. While return codes, REXX conditions and information returned
in REXX variables informs an exec about errors or other Verify for CICS conditions encountered by Verify for CICS
commands, no information about Verify for CICS conditions is automatically displayed or otherwise made available to the
user of an exec.

• A MONITOR command that specifies only SIGNALS may be used to display or SAY Verify for CICS error messages
automatically.

• A MONITOR command that specifies RESPONSES may be added to a converted or user written exec that uses Verify
for CICS session commands to automatically display the session while the exec is executing.

• MONITOR commands that specify other events and/or variables may be used to perform more extensive exec
debugging.

Because MONITOR commands apply to all execs that run in a REXX environment, general purpose execs that activate
monitoring and call other execs may be used to debug execs without modification to the exec being debugged. In
addition to debugging applications, the MONITOR command, monitor execs, other Verify for CICS commands, and
ISPF commands may be used to monitor multi-session stress tests. More information about and examples of MONITOR
command applications may be found in Monitoring Execs and Sessions.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a MONITOR command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for CICS condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes MONITOR command return codes and default REXX
conditions that may be raised for some Verify for CICS conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error

The Monitor Exec Interface

A monitor exec specified using the MONITOR command VIAEXEC option is called to process all monitored events
when they are detected. A default monitor exec is called to process online system responses when RESPONSES are
monitored, but a monitor exec has not been specified using the MONITOR command VIAEXEC option. When a monitor
exec is called to process an event, information about the event is passed to the monitor exec as CALL arguments. A
monitor exec may assign the argument values to REXX variables using a REXX ARG instruction that has commas coded
between specified variable names. The CALL arguments passed to a monitor exec are:
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• The name of the REXX Environment in which the monitored event was detected, as specified by REXX parameters
when the environment was initialized, possibly z/OS, TSO/E or ISPF.

• The name of the REXX exec that issued the Verify for CICS command that was being processed when the monitored
event was detected.

• The text of the Verify for CICS command being executed when the monitored event was detected.
• One of the keywords, COMMAND, RESPONSE, STORE, FETCH, DROP or CC, that identifies the event to be

processed by the monitor exec.
• When argument 4 is STORE, FETCH or DROP, then argument 5 is the name of the REXX variable whose value was

stored, fetched or dropped.
• When argument 4 is CC, then argument 5 is one of REXX conditions HALT, ERROR or FAILURE, if a REXX condition

is being raised by a Verify for CICS command, or is RC if a return code is being returned to an exec to indicate a Verify
for CICS condition.

• When argument 4 is STORE or FETCH, then argument 6 is the value of the REXX variable that was stored or fetched.
• When argument 4 is CC, then argument 6 is one of the Verify for CICS condition keywords, LOCKOUT, TIMEOUT,

ENDQUEUE, LOGOFF, ENDTRACE, CANCEL or FAULT, and indicates why a REXX condition is being raised or a
return code is being returned to an exec.

• When argument 4 is CC, argument 7 is a Verify for CICS message that further documents why a REXX condition is
being raised or a return code is being returned to an exec.

Prior to calling a monitor exec, active monitoring is turned off, and monitoring is restored when a monitor exec returns.
A monitor exec may issue an ACCESS LASTPORT command to determine the port being accessed by the exec when
the monitored event was detected, may issue a QUERY SESSION command to fetch a copy of all Verify for CICS
defined session variables, or may issue any other Verify for CICS command including the MONITOR command. Monitor
execs may also ADDRESS other command processors and use other commands that are valid in the REXX Language
Processor Environment.

MONITOR NOTE and MONITOR RECALL functions are intended for use by monitor execs and other execs that control
monitor functions and monitor execs. An exec that issues a MONITOR command that specifies a user-written monitor
exec may pass information to the monitor exec using a monitor note. A monitor exec may recall information noted by
another exec or may recall, update and note session statistics or other information needed when the monitor exec
is called to process subsequent events. While there are no restrictions regarding the use of the MONITOR NOTE or
RECALL functions, it is recommended that the functions be used only by monitor execs or execs that communicate or
cooperate with monitor execs, to avoid conflicting use of notes if monitor execs are used to monitor other execs.

The Distributed Monitor Exec

If a MONITOR command specifies RESPONSES, but does not specify VIAEXEC, a default monitor exec specified in
Verify for CICS system options is called when subsequent online system responses or other outbound session events are
processed by Verify for CICS session commands.

A distributed monitor exec, VTEMONX, is designed to be used as a default monitor exec. When called to process
detected RESPONSE events, VTEMONX displays Verify for CICS session commands and virtual terminal screen images
using ISPF display and pop-up services, when called in an ISPF REXX Language Processor Environment, or using the
REXX SAY instruction, when called in a TSO or other REXX Language Processor Environment.

VTEMONX is distributed in the Verify for CICS CATJEXEC library. ISPF panels used by VTEMONX, VTEPXMDT and
VTEPXMW2, are distributed in the Verify for CICS CATJPENU library.

VTEMONX should not be specified as a MONITOR command VIAEXEC. If called to process an event other than a
RESPONSE event, VTEMONX ignores the event and returns. Monitored events other than RESPONSE events are
displayed automatically if a VIAEXEC is not specified. However, a user-written monitor exec that processes other events
may call VTEMONX to process RESPONSE events provided that it passes all arguments passed to it by Verify for CICS.
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POST

The POST command replaces the entire queue anchored to the port being accessed by an exec, with a single queue
entry that contains specified argument values. If a PULL command issued by an exec running on another port is waiting
for data to be stored in the queue, then the oldest waiting PULL command is resumed when the queue entry is posted.

Examples:

" POST 'saymsg' &PTEMESS "

" POST &item1 &item2 &item3 "

Format:

 POST (arg1 . . . arg20)

arg1 through arg20
(Optional) Argument which specifies up to 20 values, either literal values contained in single or double quotes, or
REXX variables, coded with a leading ampersand, that contain argument values to be stored in the posted queue
entry. A null queue entry is posted if no arguments are specified.

If the POST command is used to post updated information and QUERY QUEUE commands are used to examine the
information, a queue becomes a bulletin board that may be used to provide current information to any number of other
execs. QUEUE and PULL commands may be used to process queue entries in the order that they were queued. PUSH
and PULL commands may be used to process the most recently queued entry first.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a POST command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for CICS condition encountered while
executing the command.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Times out waiting for port lock

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 34 HALT Invalid command or system
error

PULL

The PULL command assigns argument values fetched from the top entry of the queue anchored to the port being
accessed by an exec when the command is issued, to variables specified by the PULL command.

Example:

" PULL &var1 &var2 &var3 "

Format:

 PULL (&variable1 . . . &variable20)
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&variable1 through &variable20
The names of up to 20 variables, coded with a leading ampersand, to which pulled argument values may be
assigned.

Argument values stored in the pulled queue entry by a QUEUE, PUSH, or POST command are returned in the
corresponding variables specified by a PULL command.

If the number of variables specified exceeds the number of argument values in the pulled queue entry, then a zero-length
value is assigned to excess variables. If the number of argument values in a pulled queue entry exceeds the number of
variables specified by the PULL command, then excess argument values are discarded.

A Verify for CICS WAIT command that specifies ON PULL may be issued to specify a time interval that subsequent PULL
commands are to wait for data to be queued in the event that an accessed queue is empty when a PULL command is
issued. A PULL completes normally if queued data is immediately available or if data is queued within a specified time
interval. If an accessed queue is empty and a WAIT interval was not specified or a specified interval expires before data is
queued, the PULL command completes with return code 12 to indicate the Verify for CICS ENDQUEUE condition.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a PULL command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for CICS condition encountered while
executing the command. The following table describes PULL command return codes and default REXX conditions that
may be raised for some Verify for CICS conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Times out waiting for port lock

ENDQUEUE 12 Data queue was empty

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 34 HALT Invalid command or system
error

PUSH

The PUSH command adds an entry to the top of the queue anchored to the port being accessed by an exec when the
command is issued, that contains specified argument values. If a PULL command issued by an exec running on another
port, is waiting for data to be stored in the queue, then the oldest waiting PULL command is resumed when an entry is
queued by a PUSH command.

Examples:

" PUSH 'INQUIRE' &ACCOUNT  "

" PUSH &item1 &item2 &item3 "

Format:

PUSH (arg1 . . . arg20)

arg1 through arg20
(Optional) Argument which specifies up to 20 values, either literal values contained in single or double quotes, or
REXX variables, coded with a leading ampersand, that contain argument values to be stored in the queue entry. A
null entry is queued if no arguments are specified.
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When the PUSH command is used to queue data and the PULL command is used to process it, the most recently queued
entries are processed first. QUEUE and PULL commands may be used to process queue entries in the order that they
were queued. A queue may also be used as a bulletin board to post current information that may be examined to any
number of other execs using the POST and QUERY QUEUE commands.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a PUSH command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for CICS condition encountered while
executing the command. The following table describes PUSH command return codes and default REXX conditions that
may be raised for some Verify for CICS conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Times out waiting for port lock

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 34 HALT Invalid command or system
error

QUERY

The QUERY command returns requested information about Verify for CICS resources in REXX variables. The QUERY
command may be used to:

• Obtain information about the Verify for CICS session, session trace, data queue or exec task on the port being
accessed by the interrogating exec.

• Obtain a list of ports that have active Verify for CICS sessions, active session traces, queued data, or active REXX
exec tasks.

Examples:

" QUERY session         "   

" QUERY sessions        "   

" QUERY queue &var1 &var2 &var3 "

Format:

QUERY

    ( QUEUE (&variable1 . . . &variable20) | QUEUES | SESSION ( LOGONDATA |

   BASICDATA | EXTDSDATA |

   PANELDATA | IMAGEDATA ) | SESSIONS | TASK | TASKS |

  TRACE | TRACES )

QUEUE, QUEUES, SESSION, SESSIONS, TASK, TASKS, TRACE and TRACES
Keywords that identify the Verify for CICS resource or resources about which information is to be returned.

&variable1 . . . &variable20
Can be specified when a QUEUE is queried, they are the names of up to 20 REXX variables, coded with a
leading ampersand, to which the queried argument values are to be assigned.

LOGONDATA, BASICDATA, EXTDSDATA, PANELDATA and IMAGEDATA
Keywords that may be specified when a SESSION is queried to specify the format of the virtual terminal display
buffers returned in variables PTEBUFF and PTEEAB.
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When QUEUES, SESSIONS, TASKS or TRACES is specified, NOQUEUES, NOSESSIONS, NOTASKS or NOTRACES
is returned in variable, PTEINFO, if the queried resource does not exist on any Verify for CICS port. Otherwise QUEUES,
SESSIONS, TASKS, or TRACES is returned in PTEINFO and a list of the ports on which the queried resource exists is
returned in PTEPORTS. For example:

• If only the queues on ports 1, 2, and 6 contain data, the command, query queues, returns QUEUES in PTEINFO and
returns 1 2 6 in PTEPORTS.

• If all queues are empty, NOQUEUES is returned in PTEINFO.
• Query tasks, never returns NOTASKS in PTEINFO, because at least the exec that issued the QUERY command is

active on a port.

When QUEUE, SESSION, TASK or TRACE is specified, NOQUEUE, NOSESSION, NOTASK or NOTRACE is returned
in PTEINFO, if the queried resource is not active on the port being accessed by the exec when the QUERY command is
issued. Otherwise QUEUE, SESSION, TASK or TRACE is returned in PTEINFO.

When a QUERY QUEUE command specifies one or more variables, &variable1 through &variable20, and the accessed
queue contains data, then values obtained from the top entry in the queue are returned in corresponding variables
specified by the QUERY command. If the number of variables specified exceeds the number of values in the top queue
entry, a zero-length value is returned in excess variables. The QUERY QUEUE command works like the PULL command,
except that the QUERY command does not remove data from a queue.

A QUERY SESSION command returns the same information in session variables that is returned by all Verify for CICS
session commands, and drops session variables if a session is not active on the accessed port. However, a QUERY
SESSION command may specify one of the keywords, LOGONDATA, BASICDATA, EXTDSDATA, PANELDATA or
IMAGEDATA, to override the format of the virtual terminal display buffers returned by the QUERY command in PTEBUFF
and PTEEAB. By default or when LOGONDATA is specified, buffer data is returned using the format specified by the
LOGON command that started the queried session. Refer to LOGON for a description of the format of the buffer data
returned when other optional format keywords are specified. Refer to Verify for CICS REXX Variables for a description of
all session variables.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a QUERY command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for CICS condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes QUERY command return codes and default REXX conditions
that may be raised for some Verify for CICS conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Times out waiting for port lock

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 34 HALT Invalid command or system
error

QUEUE

The QUEUE command adds an entry to the bottom of the queue anchored to the port being accessed by an exec when
the command is issued, that contains specified argument values. If a PULL command issued by an exec running on
another port is waiting for data to be stored in the queue, then the oldest waiting PULL command is resumed when the
queue entry is added.

Examples:
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" QUEUE 'INQUIRE' &ACCOUNT  "

" QUEUE &item1 &item2 &item3 "

Format:

QUEUE (arg1 . . . arg20)

arg1 through arg20
(Optional) Arguments which specify up to 20 values, either literal values contained in single or double quotes or
REXX variables, coded with a leading ampersand, that contain argument values to be stored in the queue entry. A
null entry is queued if no arguments are specified.

When the QUEUE command is used to queue data and the PULL command is used to process it, queue entries are
processed in the order they were queued. PUSH and PULL commands may be used to to process the most recently
queued entry first. A queue may also be used as a bulletin board to post current information that may be examined to any
number of other execs using the POST and QUERY QUEUE commands.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a QUEUE command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for CICS condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes QUEUE command return codes and default REXX conditions
that may be raised for some Verify for CICS conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Times out waiting for port lock

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 34 HALT Invalid command or system
error

SIGNAL

The SIGNAL command instructs subsequent Verify for CICS commands to signal the occurrence of a specified Verify
for CICS condition by raising a REXX ERROR, FAILURE or HALT condition, or to raise no REXX condition if a specified
Verify for CICS condition is encountered.

Examples:

"     SIGNAL OFF ON ENDTRACE  " 

"     SIGNAL ERROR ON LOGOFF  " 

Format:

SIGNAL REXX-cond ON Verify-cond

REXX-cond is one of the keywords, ERROR, FAILURE, HALT or OFF.

• ERROR, FAILURE or HALT specify the REXX condition to be raised if the specified Verify-cond occurs, and are also
the REXX condition keywords used in a REXX SIGNAL or CALL instruction to trap the Verify for CICS-cond.

• OFF specifies that no REXX condition is to be raised if the specified Verify-cond occurs.

ON is required and identifies the Verify-cond that follows.
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Verify-cond is one of the Verify for CICS condition keywords, LOCKOUT, TIMEOUT, ENDQUEUE, LOGOFF, ENDTRACE,
CANCEL or FAULT.

All unusual events and errors that can be detected by Verify for CICS commands are categorized into named groups
called Verify conditions. Each Verify condition is associated with a unique return code that is returned in the REXX RC
variable when a Verify condition is detected. The following table is a summary of all possible Verify condition and return
codes and default REXX conditions raised for some Verify for CICS conditions.

The Verify for CICS SIGNAL command is designed for use with REXX SIGNAL and CALL instructions to trap Verify for
CICS conditions using REXX condition traps, or may be used to avoid REXX conditions that are raised by default for
some Verify for CICS conditions.

For example, instead of checking the return code following each Verify for CICS session command to detect and process
an unexpected session failure, a Verify for CICS SIGNAL command and a REXX SIGNAL instruction may be used to
detect and process an unexpected session failure.

If a session is traced, but a trace failure is not a big enough problem to interrupt an exec, the SIGNAL command may be
used to override the REXX HALT condition that is raised by default when a Verify for CICS ENDTRACE condition occurs.

"  SIGNAL OFF ON ENDTRACE 

"

"

  trace

  to tracedd

"

"

  SIGNAL ERROR ON LOGOFF 

"

  signal ON ERROR name ended

"

  logon

  cics

"

   say 'session ended:' PTEMESS

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Timed out waiting for port lock

TIMEOUT 8 Timed out waiting for response

ENDQUEUE 12 Data queue was empty

LOGOFF 16 Session ended

ENDTRACE 20 HALT Trace abended

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 34 HALT Invalid command or system
error

Conditions and Return Codes
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At the completion of a SIGNAL command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for CICS condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table defines the Verify for CICS conditions, return codes and default REXX
conditions that may be raised by the SIGNAL command.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 34 HALT Invalid command or system
error

TRACE

The TRACE command starts a Verify for CICS session trace on the port being accessed by an exec when the command
is issued. While a session trace is active, Verify for CICS writes the current image of a virtual terminal screen image to a
trace data set whenever a TYPE command sends data to an online system and when an online system sends a response
or other message to the virtual terminal being used for a session.

Examples:

" TRACE to tracedd image freekb  "

" TRACE 'change caption to this' "

" TRACE to &ddname format pack "

Format:

TRACE TO ddname 

( FORMAT | IMAGE | UPPERCASE ) 

( DELAYS | DELAYSOFF ) 

( LOGONS | LOGONSOFF ) 

( CHAINS | FREEKB ) 

( PACK   | NOPACK )|

( caption )

TO ddname
Specifies the DD name to be opened to capture screen images when Verify for CICS session commands are used
to send and receive data using the session anchored to the same port as the session trace.

FORMAT
(Optional) Keyword which specifies that traced screen images are to contain all screen data.

IMAGE
(Optional) Keyword which specifies that traced screen images are to be edited, to convert attributes and other
non-display data to blanks and graphic escape characters to dashes, producing screen images similar to screen
images visible to users of the system.

UPPERCASE
(Optional) Keyword which specifies that traced screen images are to be edited and converted to all upper case
characters.

DELAYS
Specifies that user think time is to be captured as DELAY statements in the trace data set. DELAYSOFF specifies
that no DELAY statements are to be created.
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LOGONS
Specifies that LOGON statements are to be captured when a session is started. LOGONSOFF specifies that no
LOGON statements are to be created.

CHAINS
Specifies that all outbound screen images are to be traced. FREEKB specifies that outbound screens images are
to be captured only when an outbound message frees the terminal keyboard.

PACK
Specifies that traced session data is to be written using the ISPF packed data format. NOPACK specifies that
traced screen images are to be written as unpacked, fixed-length records.

caption
a literal value that is to be used as the caption of subsequently traced screen images, and may be specified when
a trace is started or at any time while a trace is active. A caption must be enclosed in either single or double
quotes.

Default values for all optional parameters are controlled by Verify for CICS system options.

The TRACE command starts or modifies the trace on the port that is being accessed TRACE command is issued.

A trace may be started or ended before, during and after a session is started or ended to capture any portion of a session.

A trace is ended using the ENDTRACE command or is ended automatically when all execs in an address space have
ended.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a TRACE command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for CICS condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes TRACE command return codes and default REXX conditions
that may be raised for some Verify for CICS conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Times out waiting for port lock

ENDTRACE 20 HALT Trace abended (ie., SD37)

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 34 HALT Invalid command or system
error

TYPE

The TYPE command operates a virtual terminal by pressing keys on a virtual terminal keyboard that perform the same
functions as the keys on a real terminal keyboard. For example, a tab key moves the cursor to the next modifiable field.
When a data key is pressed, each character of the data is keyed in at the current cursor position, the modified data tag
is turned on in the attribute that controls the field, and the cursor advances one position or skips to the next field if the
position is a skip attribute.

A TYPE command uses the keyboard of the virtual terminal that is anchored to the Verify for CICS port being accessed
by an exec when a TYPE command is issued, to position the cursor, to type literal, variable and other data values, to
erase fields, to send data to an online system, and to perform other keyboard operations specified by the command. The
keyboard operations specified by a TYPE command are performed in the order in which they are coded.

Examples:
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" TYPE home erase 'cemt set'  "," ' da(&dd) open ena' enter "

" TYPE clear  "

" TYPE <2 15> 'inq'  "

" TYPE <4 15> 'smith' enter "

" TYPE <&row &col> &data1  "" TYPE <4 15> &data2 enter "

" TYPE home tab &account "," tab &order pf2 "

" TYPE usermod <&cursor> "pfkey

Format:

TYPE ( <row column> )

     ( <position> )

     ( HOME TAB BACKTAB NEWLINE )

     ( 'literal-data' )

     ( "literal-data" )

     ( &variable-data )

     ( ERASE )

     ( SELECT | DESELECT )

     ( TOKEN token )

     ( CODE code )

     ( USERMOD )

     ( ENTER | PF1-24 | PA1-3 |

     PEN | CLEAR | ATTN |AID &aid-variable )

     TYPE

<row column>
Moves the cursor to the specified virtual terminal screen row and column. A row or column may be a row or
column number or the name of a REXX variable, coded with a leading ampersand, whose value is a row or
column number.

<position>
Moves the cursor to the specified virtual terminal screen position, where position = (row - 1) * PTECOLS +
column. position may be a number or the name of a REXX variable, coded with a leading ampersand, whose
value is a screen position.

HOME, TAB, BACKTAB and NEWLINE
Move the cursor to the first modifiable screen field, to the field that follows or precedes the current cursor location,
or to the first modifiable screen position that follows the current cursor row.

literal-data,
Types the indicated data, which must be enclosed in single or double quotes.

&variable-data
Types the data contained in a named REXX variable, coded with a leading ampersand.

ERASE
Erases the remainder of the modifiable screen field, beginning at the current cursor position.

SELECT and DESELECT
Keywords select or deselect the pen detectable selection or attention field at the current cursor location. The
operations simulate operations performed by a 3270 light pen or cursor select key, with the following exceptions:
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• SELECT selects a pen selectable field even if the field is already selected,
• DESELECT deselects a pen selectable field even if the field is already deselected,
• If a pen attention field with a null designator is selected, a PEN keyword must be coded as the last TYPE

command keystroke to send the pen aid and data.
• If a pen attention field with an ampersand designator (a simulated ENTER key) is selected, an ENTER

keyword must be coded as the last TYPE command keystroke to send the data.

TOKEN
Identifies a Verify for CICS password token, which follows the TOKEN keyword. token may be a literal value or a
REXX variable coded with a leading ampersand, that contains a token (for example, &token). A token represents
a password that is encrypted as described in Token Security. A token:

• is used to secure password data while Token Security is active;
• is converted to another form if Token Security is not active;
• may not be typed into a display field;
• is hidden in memory when it is typed;
• is not returned in PTEBUFF;
• can be decrypted only when used by its owner;
• is decrypted only when it is sent to an online system; and
• replaces password data when a session is traced.

CODE
Identifies a Verify for CICS password code, which follows the CODE keyword. code may be a literal value or
a REXX variable, coded with a leading ampersand, that contains a code (for example, &code). A code is a
password or other data that is encoded as described in Code Security. A code:

• is used to secure encodable passwords while Code Security is active;
• is converted to another form if Code Security is not active;
• may not be typed into a display field;
• can be decoded correctly only when used by its owner;
• is decoded when it is typed into a non-display field; and
• replaces encodable passwords when a session is traced;

USERMOD
Fetches data from fields of the virtual terminal display buffer in REXX variable, PTEBUFF, whose attribute values
match a USERMOD value specified by the LOGON command that started a session, and rekeys the data into
corresponding fields of the session's virtual terminal display buffer.

• A fully functional image of a virtual terminal screen may be displayed at a real terminal following any
successful Verify for CICS session command, by simply displaying an ISPF panel that defines a dynamic area
named PTEBUFF and attributes defined by the Verify for CICS LOGON command PANELDATA option.

• When a LOGON command used to start a Verify for CICS session and an ISPF panel used to display the
session specify the same USERMOD value, all data entered by a terminal user while a virtual terminal screen
image is displayed may be rekeyed into the session's virtual terminal display buffer by issuing a single TYPE
command that specifies USERMOD.

• A REXX exec illustrated in ISPF Session Panels uses Verify for CICS session commands and an ISPF panel
to start and manage interactive sessions with other online systems while using any ISPF application.

ENTER, PF1-24, PA1-3, PEN, CLEAR and ATTN
Keywords send data to an online system that is formatted like the data sent when a like-named key is pressed on
a real terminal keyboard. The AID keyword identifies a variable that follows, &aid, which contains the name of the
key to be pressed to send data. Virtual terminal keys that send data may be coded as the last TYPE command
keystroke only.
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A TYPE command that does not specify a key that sends data to an online system completes when the last specified
keyboard operation has been performed.

When a key that sends data is pressed, the virtual terminal keyboard is locked and data identical to the data sent by a real
terminal is sent to the online system. After sending data, the TYPE command normally waits for and receives response
messages from the online system, until a message is received that frees the terminal keyboard, before returning to the
exec that issued the command.

The HANDLE command may be issued to instruct the TYPE command to return immediately after sending data or to
return after receiving any message even if the message does not free the keyboard. A TYPE command completes with a
TIMEOUT condition if a response is not received within a time limit specified by a previous WAIT command.

The TYPE command returns updated information in session variables, as documented in Verify for CICS REXX Variables.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a TYPE command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for CICS condition encountered while
executing the command. The following table describes TYPE command return codes and default REXX conditions that
may be raised for some Verify for CICS conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Times out waiting for port lock

TIMEOUT 8 Timed out waiting for response

LOGOFF 16 Session ended

ENDTRACE 20 HALT Trace abended (ie., SD37)

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 34 HALT Invalid command or system
error

UNLOCK

The UNLOCK command unlocks the port being accessed by an exec when the command is issued. A port may be
unlocked only by an exec that is running on the same port as the exec that issued the LOCK or ACCESS command that
locked the port.

If another exec task was delayed because it attempted to use resources anchored to the port being unlocked, the exec
task is resumed when the port is unlocked.

Example:

" UNLOCK "

Format:

UNLOCK

Conditions and Return Codes
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At the completion of an UNLOCK command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for CICS condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes UNLOCK command return codes and default REXX
conditions that may be raised for some Verify for CICS conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Timed out waiting for port lock

TIMEOUT 8 Time out waiting for response

LOGOFF 16 Session ended

ENDTRACE 20 HALT Trace abended

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error

WAIT

The WAIT command waits for a specified period of time to elapse, or limits the amount of time that subsequent Verify for
CICS commands wait for online system responses, data to be queued, or locks.

Examples:

" WAIT &mssth "

" WAIT  50000 on response "

" WAIT  forever on pull "

Format:

WAIT hhmmssth | FOREVER

( ON event )

Descriptions

hhmmssth is a time interval, expressed in hours (hh), minutes (mm), seconds (ss) and tenths and hundredths of seconds
(th), or the keyword, FOREVER. FOREVER is valid only when ON event is specified.

ON event is optional. If not specified, the WAIT command simply waits for the specified interval to elapse. ON indicates
that the time limit applies only when waiting for a named event to complete.

• ON LOCK limits the amount of time that Verify for CICS commands will wait for a resource lock, or the time that the
LOCK command will wait for a port lock.

• ON PULL limits the amount of time that the Verify for CICS PULL command will wait for data when a PULL command
is issued while the accessed data queue is empty.

• ON RESPONSE limits the amount of time that a Verify for CICS session command will wait for a required online
system response to a virtual terminal input.

Conditions and Return Codes
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At the completion of a WAIT command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for CICS condition encountered while
executing the command. The following table describes WAIT command return codes and default REXX conditions that
may be raised for some Verify for CICS conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error

REXX Variables (CICS)
Learn how Verify for CICS commands return specific information to execs in defined REXX variables.

Verify for CICS REXX Variables

Verify for CICS commands return specific information to execs in Verify for CICS defined REXX variables.

• All Verify for CICS defined REXX variable names begin with the characters PTE. Execs that use Verify for CICS
commands for REXX should not create REXX variables that begin with PTE. Observing this convention ensures that
there will be no conflict between user defined variables and current or future Verify for CICS defined variables.

• PTEPORT, PTEAPORT, PTEPORTS, PTEINFO and PTEMESS are used to return unique information and are always
returned using the defined simple variable names.

• All other Verify for CICS defined variables are session variables, used by session commands to return information
about a session on a Verify for CICS port accessed by an exec. If an exec accesses sessions on more than one port,
session information is not unique. Session information is returned to an exec using either simple or compound session
variable names that are unique for each session accessed by an exec.

• All variable names defined below are simple variable names. Session commands return information using simple
session variable names by default or when an exec accesses the session on the exec's port by issuing an ACCESS
command that instructs session commands to return information using simple session variable names.

• Compound session variable names have a REXX stem that is a defined simple session variable name and a tail that is
a session's port number. For example, PTEBUFF.2 is a compound session variable name that may be used by session
commands to return the session information defined for PTEBUFF when an exec accesses the session on port 2.
Session commands return information using compound session variable names when an exec accesses a session on
any port, including the session on the exec's port, by issuing an ACCESS command that instructs session commands
to return information using compound session variable names.

• Session commands return session variables if a session is active on the accessed port at the completion of the
session command. Session commands drop all session variables except PTERSENS if a session is not active on the
accessed port at the completion of the command. The value of a dropped variable symbol is the value of the symbol
itself.

• PTEALARM When a message is received from an online system, PTEALARM is set to YES if the message sounded
the terminal alarm, or is set to NO if the message did not sound the terminal alarm.

• PTEAPORT Every ACCESS command sets PTEAPORT to the number of the port being accessed by the exec.
ACCESS EXECPORT or ACCESS * accesses the port on which an exec is executing. ACCESS NEWPORT or an
ACCESS command that specifies no operands assigns and accesses a previously unused port. ACCESS FREEPORT
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accesses a port that may have been previously used, but is not currently being used, or accesses a previously unused
port. An ACCESS command may specify the number of the port to be accessed.

• PTEASIZ When a session is started, PTEASIZ is set to one of the values 24X80, 32X80, 43X80or 27X132, and
indicates the alternate screen size established for the session.

• PTEBUFF PTEBUFF is a copy of the virtual terminal display buffer used for a Verify for CICS session. The size of
the buffer, in rows and columns, is indicated by the session variables PTEROWS and PTECOLS. Screen rows are
arranged serially in PTEBUFF, so that when PTECOLS is 80, screen row 2 begins at position 81 in PTEBUFF. The
format of the data and attributes stored in PTEBUFF may be specified by a QUERY SESSION command. In any
other case, the format of PTEBUFF is determined by the BASICDATA, EXTDSDATA, PANELDATA, IMAGEDATA or
ATTRIBUTES options specified by the LOGON command that started the session.

• PTECC A chain is a complete message sent from or to a terminal. PTECC is a count of the outbound chains received
at a virtual terminal during the execution of the previous Verify for CICS session command. PTECC is set to 0 (zero) if
no message is received during the execution of an INVITE or DELAY command.

• PTECOL A virtual terminal cursor works like a real terminal cursor. An online system may send orders that move the
cursor to any display position. The TYPE command moves the cursor while keying data into a virtual terminal display,
when tab or other keys are used, and moves the cursor to any specified display position. At the completion of any
Verify for CICS session command, PTEROW and PTECOL identify the current cursor row and column in the virtual
terminal display buffer.

• PTECOLS PTECOLS contains the current number of virtual terminal screen columns. The possible values of
PTECOLS are fixed when default and alternate screen sizes are established during session initiation. The current
value of PTECOLS at any point in time is controlled by the online system using 3270 ERASE-WRITE or ERASE-
WRITE-ALTERNATE commands.

• PTECSRP During the execution of a TYPE command, the cursor is advanced as data is keyed into a virtual terminal
screen. When an online system sends a terminal message, the message may reposition the cursor. Whenever the
cursor is repositioned, PTECSRP is set to the position of the cursor within PTEBUFF. When the cursor is at row 1,
column 1, PTECSRP is 1. When the cursor is at row 2, column 1 of an 80-column screen, PTECSRP is 81.

• PTEDSIZ When a session is started, PTEDSIZ is set to one of the values 24X80, 32X80, 43X80or 27X132, and
indicates the default screen size established for the session.

• PTEEAB PTEEAB is an image of a virtual terminal Extended Attribute Buffer used to store 3270 extended attribute
data that correspond to the field attributes and data stored in PTEBUFF. Refer to 3270 Attribute Values for a
description of the data contained in an extended attribute buffer. When session variables are returned by a QUERY
SESSION command, PTEEAB is returned if EXTDSDATA is specified, and is not returned if BASICDATA, PANELDATA
or IMAGEDATA are specified. In any other case, when session variables are returned by a session command,
PTEEAB is returned if the LOGON command that started the session specified EXTDSDATA or if the LOGON
command started an EXTDS session and did not specify BASICDATA, PANELDATA or IMAGEDATA.

• PTEINFO If the QUERY command determines that a named Verify for CICS resource is active, the resource name
is returned in PTEINFO. If the QUERY command determines that a named Verify for CICS resource is not active,
the concatenation of NO and the resource name is returned in PTEINFO. For example, if the command QUERY
SESSIONS finds a session active on any Verify for CICS port, SESSIONS is returned in PTEINFO, otherwise,
NOSESSIONS is returned in PTEINFO.

• PTEKB PTEKB is the state of a virtual terminal keyboard and is one of the following values:
– BUSY means that data has been typed but not entered and that additional data may be typed.
– FREE means that data may be typed, but no data has been typed since the keyboard was freed.
– INHIBITED means that a session is timed out, outbound or in another state that does not permit data to be typed,

but a TYPE ATTN command is permitted.
– LOCKED means that a session has timed out in a state that does not permit the use of the TYPE statement.
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NOTE
Keyboard state names that have lower alphabetic values are "more free" and names with higher values
are locked tighter. Data may be typed when PTEKB is LE "FREE", but may not be typed when PTEKB is
GE "INHIBITED".

• PTELUDS When a session is started, PTELUDS is set to one of the values BASICDS or EXTDS, and indicates the
3270 data stream level supported by the virtual terminal used for the session.

• PTEMESS An error or information message may be stored in PTEMESS during the execution of any Verify for CICS
command. Selected messages are sent to the terminal or to another message destination automatically, if a MONITOR
command has been issued that specified SIGNALS, CONDITIONS or the PTEMESS variable name.

• PTEPLU When a session is started with any Primary Logical Unit (PLU), the network name of the online system is
stored in PTEPLU. While most sessions are started by the LOGON command, sessions may also be started while
executing any session command, if an online system passes the PLU end of a session to another PLU. All session
commands store the name of the current PLU in PTEPLU if a session is passed to another PLU.

• PTEPORT All ACCESS commands store the number of the port on which an exec is executing in PTEPORT.
• PTEPORTS A QUERY command may specify one of the keywords, SESSIONS, TRACES, TASKS or QUEUES,

to obtain a list of the ports on which the named Verify for CICS resource exists. For example, an exec may issue a
QUERY SESSIONS command to set PTEPORTS to a list of port numbers on which Verify for CICS sessions are
active. If sessions are active on ports 3, 4, and 7, the value 3 4 7 is stored in PTEPORTS.

• PTEROW A virtual terminal cursor works like a real terminal cursor. An online system may send orders that move the
cursor to any display position. The TYPE command moves the cursor while keying data into a virtual terminal display,
when tab or other keys are used, and moves the cursor to any specified display position. At the completion of any
Verify for CICS session command, PTEROW and PTECOL identify the current cursor row and column in the virtual
terminal display buffer.

• PTEROWS PTEROWS is the current number of virtual terminal screen rows. The possible values of PTEROWS are
fixed when default and alternate screen sizes are established during session initiation. The current value of PTEROWS
at any point in time is controlled by the online system using 3270 ERASE-WRITE and ERASE-WRITE-ALTERNATE
commands.

• PTERSENS If VTAM is unable to start a session requested by a LOGON command, or if an active session fails, or
if data sent to an online system is rejected during the execution of a Verify for CICS session command, the eight
character sense code received from VTAM or the online system is stored in PTERSENS. Sense codes are defined
by SNA and indicate the cause of a session failure or other negative response. If a LOGON fails, or a session fails
unexpectedly, an exec may analyze the contents of PTERSENS to determine the cause. For example, 08570002
means the PLU is not active and 087D0001 indicates a session services path error, possibly resulting from an attempt
to start a session with an undefined PLU. Unlike other session variables, PTERSENS is not dropped at the end of a
session. General information on sense codes can be found in SNA Sense Codes.

• PTERTIME When a message is received from an online system, response time is calculated by subtracting the time
of the previous terminal input from the time the message is received, and the calculated response time, expressed in
hundredths of a second, is stored in PTERTIME.

• PTESENSE When Verify for CICS sends a negative response to a message received from an online system, the four-
character SNA sense code sent with the negative response is stored in PTESENSE. The sense code indicates the
reason that the online system request was rejected. If a negative response is not sent during the execution of a Verify
for CICS session command, the value '0000' is stored in PTESENSE. General information on sense codes can be
found in SNA Sense Codes.

• PTESIZE When a Verify for CICS session is started or when a 3270 ERASE-WRITE command is received from
an online system, the default screen size, calculated as the default screen size rows times the default screen size
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columns, is stored in PTESIZE. When a 3270 ERASE-WRITE-ALTERNATE command is received, the alternate screen
size is calculated as the alternate screen size rows times the alternate screen size columns, is stored in PTESIZE.

• PTESLU When a session is started by a LOGON command, the name of the VTAM APPL used as a Verify for CICS
virtual terminal is stored in PTESLU. SLU is an acronym for Secondary Logical Unit. The name is either a name
supplied by the exec, or is an assigned name, if a name was not supplied by the exec.

• PTESTATE PTESTATE is a name that describes the state of a Verify for CICS session. PTESTATE may be any state
name described in Verify for CICS Logical Unit States, except OFFLINE. When a session ends, instead of storing the
value OFFLINE, PTESTATE is dropped.

• PTETTIME When a TYPE command is used to send terminal input to an online system, think time is calculated by
subtracting the time at which the previous message was received from the online system from the time of the terminal
input, and the calculated think time, expressed in hundredths of a second, is stored in PTETTIME.

Installation Verification Procedure and Demo Session (CICS)
Learn about the best way to take advantage of Verify for CICS by using the demo session.

When you complete this session, you'll understand how to use Verify for CICS to test application program changes.

The Sample Program

A sample application program is distributed and automatically installed with Verify for CICS. This simple program is an
order processing application for a fictional company, Carol's Cookies Company. It allows a telephone operator to process
new orders for cookies, as well as check the current status of existing orders. Modifications have been made to "Release
6.2" of the order entry program in preparation for "Release 6.3."

Three versions of the demo program are installed, including:

6.2
The original version before any changes (Release 6.2)

6.3
The changed version with an error (Release 6.3)

6.3 FIX
The corrected version of the modified program

The Demo

In the demo that follows, you will use Verify for CICS to test whether the output generated by Release 6.3 matches that of
Release 6.2 with no errors or unexpected changes.

Perform the following steps:

1. Log a test stream. You'll start Verify for CICS and specify testing options, and then log the input and output screens
associated with Release 6.2 of Carol's Cookies Company order processing program.

2. Create Rules. Next, you'll examine Release 6.3 of the order entry program and create rules to tell Verify for CICS how
to handle the expected differences between the 6.2 and 6.3 releases.

3. Test Release 6.3. Then, you will run your logged test stream on Release 6.3. There is a deliberate error in Release
6.3 that Verify for CICS will identify when it compares the logged output screens from Step 1 with the new output
screens produced during the run.

4. Debug 6.3 and test the final program. Next, you will correct the demo program and retest. To simplify this
demonstration, you will not actually need to debug the program. You will use 6.3 FIX instead, which is the corrected
version of Release 6.3.

The demo is divided into four parts that correspond to the previous steps. At the end of each part, you can continue on to
the next part or stop and return later to where you left off.
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NOTE
The defaults at your installation may differ from the delivered defaults, so some of your menus may differ slightly
from the menus presented here. These differences won't affect your use of the demo session.

Installation Procedure for Release 6.2

Before starting the demo, check to see whether you have Release 6.2 of Carol's Cookies Company installed. This can
be done by typing XCCC on a clear screen and checking the release number that appears in the upper right corner. If 6.2
appears, then you have Release 6.2 installed; if 6.2 does not appear, then you must install Release 6.2.

To install Release 6.2, type the command shown following from a cleared screen.

install 6.2

When the following message is displayed, the installation has completed successfully.

CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY ORDER SYSTEM RELEASE 6.2 HAS BEEN INSTALLED.

Clear the screen and you are now ready to complete the tasks in Part 1: Logging a Test Stream.

Part 1 Log a Test Stream
Learn about the first part of a demo that involves logging a test stream for Release 6.2, which can then be used
throughout the rest of the demo.

Perform the following steps:

1. Start a logging session.
2. Process a transaction with Release 6.2 of the Carol's Cookies Company program.
3. Exit the demo program and stop logging.

Each of the previous steps involves sub-tasks that must be followed, in the order they appear, for that step to be
completed.

At the end of Part 1, you will have created a Release 6.2 test stream called tcads.ccc.orderapp.001.

Step 1. Start the Logging Session

To begin logging a test stream, invoke Verify for CICS and specify logging options for this session. You will need to
complete the following tasks:

A. Invoke Verify for CICS.

B. Select the logging option from the Primary Options Menu.

C. Specify logging options for this session.

A. Invoke Verify for CICS

Action:

Clear your screen. Type xtca and press Enter.

Result:

Verify for CICS displays the Primary Options Menu.

B. Select from the Primary Options Menu

The Primary Options Menu lists all of Verify for CICS's primary functions. Your first task is to log the screens associated
with the demo program.

Action:
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Type L and press Enter.

 VERSION x.x.x -------  CA VERIFY PRIMARY OPTIONS MENU  ----------------13:44:59

 ENTER COMMAND ===>  L                                             TERM: 60L2050

                                                                  OPER:         

    L  LOG A TEST STREAM                                                        

                                                                                

    B  BROWSE A TEST STREAM                                                     

                                                                                

    R  RUN A TEST STREAM                                                        

                                                                                

    E  EDIT A TEST STREAM                                                       

                                                                                

    M  MAINTAIN RULES                                                           

                                                                                

    I  INQUIRY/TERMINATION OF FUNCTIONS                                         

                                                                                

    U  UTILITIES                                                                

                                                                                

    T  TUTORIAL                                                                 

                                                                               

    X  EXIT                                                                    

            *** ENTER "KEYS" COMMAND TO SEE PF KEY ASSIGNMENTS ***              

                                                                                

                                                                                

 COPYRIGHT © <cdate> CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Result:

Verify for CICS displays the Log Options Menu.

C. Specify Logging Options for This Session

The Log Options Menu lets you specify whether screens will be logged from your terminal, another terminal, or multiple
terminals.

Action:

Type t to capture screens from your terminal only, and press Enter.

----------------------------  LOG OPTIONS MENU  -----------------------13:45:12

 ENTER COMMAND ===>  t                                                          

                                                                                

    T  THIS TERMINAL                                                            

                                                                                

    O  ANOTHER TERMINAL                                                         

                                                                                

    M  MULTIPLE TERMINALS                                                       

                                                                                

 ENTER ONE OF THE ABOVE OPTIONS AND PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE OR F3 TO END        
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Result:

Verify for CICS displays the Single Terminal Log menu.

NOTE
You could have bypassed the Log Options Menu by typing L.T on the Primary Options Menu to go directly to the
Single Terminal Log Menu.

Action:

Type the following information on the Single Terminal Log Options menu. This menu lets you specify the name for the
series of screens -- test stream -- you are going to log, and options that affect the logging.

The DDNAME, APPLICATION, MEMBER, and VERSION information identify the test stream.

• The DDname (FILENAME for VSE) is the Verify data set into which the screens will be logged. Your installation may
have many valid DDnames. TCADS is the default and should be available. However, you can tab to this field and
overtype it if necessary.

• Application and Member are the names you specify for the test stream.
– Tab to the Application field and Type ccc.
– Then tab to the Member field and Type orderapp.

• The Version identifies the test stream when multiple test streams have the same DDname, Application, and Member
names. Leave 001 as the default.

• DESCRIPTION Describes the test stream. Tab to this field and type up to three lines of any meaningful text.
• STOP OPTION Specifies how you will terminate logging. MAN is the default and indicates that you will stop logging

manually. You can also specify a PF key, a PA key, or CLEAR. Leave MAN as the default.
• PROCESS WITH RULES Lets you apply a ruleset to this logging session. If Y is typed in this field, a list of available

rulesets will appear when you press Enter. These rulesets contain rules that specify user IDs, terminals, or transaction
IDs that are to be included or excluded from the test stream. Since you do not wish to apply a ruleset to this logging
session, leave N as the default.

• TEST STREAM PROTECTION Limits access to this test stream by other users. Leave this field blank.
• LOG INPUT SCREENS ONLY Logs only input screens from the terminal to the application. Leave N as the default.
• EXTEND TEST STREAM Specifies whether or not this test stream is to be appended to an existing test stream. Leave

N as the default.
• RULESET NAME Contains the name of the ruleset to be used during the logging process, if one was selected. This

field will be blank.

When your screen is completed like the one shown next, press Enter.

 --------------------------  SINGLE TERMINAL LOG  ----------------------13:45:18

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           L1

                                                                                

 LOG TEST STREAM AS:                                                            

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===> ccc                                                        

   MEMBER      ===> orderapp                                                 
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   VERSION     ===> 001                                                         

                                                                                

 DESCRIPTION ===>   carol's cookies company demo program

             ===>                                                               

             ===>                                                               

                                                                                

 STOP OPTION                     ===>  MAN  (MAN, PF__, PA_, OR CLEAR)           

 PROCESS WITH RULES              ===> N    (Y/N)                           

 TEST STREAM PROTECTION          ===>      (R-READ W-WRITE P-PRINT)             

 LOG INPUT SCREENS ONLY          ===> N    (Y/N)                             

 EXTEND TEST STREAM              ===> N    (Y/N)                             

                                                                                

                                                                               

 RULESET NAME:                                                                  

                                                                                

                                                                                

 F1-HELP     F3-END     F4-RETURN                                               

Result:

Verify for CICS clears your screen.

Step 2. Process a Transaction

When you have completed Step 1, Verify for CICS will begin logging every input and output screen until you stop logging.
Now you can invoke the Carol's Cookies Company program, Release 6.2. To complete Step 2, you will need to complete
the following tasks:

A. Start Release 6.2.

1. B. Run a sample transaction. Verify for CICS will be recording your keystrokes and keeping screen shots as you
process this transaction.

A. Start the Carol's Cookie Company Program Release 6.2

Start the current version of the Carol's Cookies Company order entry program.

Action:

Clear your screen (if you are continuing directly from Step 1, your screen will already be clear). Type xccc and press
Enter.

Result:

You will go to the program's Main Menu.

B. Check the Status of a Cookie Order

Process a transaction as if a customer called in to check the status of his order.

Action:

Type 2 in the Select Option field, as illustrated next. Press Enter.

                                                                                

DATE 01/04/98               CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY               RELEASE 6.2   

TIME 12:50:30                      MAIN MENU                       
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 ENTER OPTION:   2                                                          

                                                                                

                                                                                

         1) PLACE AN ORDER                                                      

                                                                                

         2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER                                            

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                               

Result:

The program's Order Status Selection screen is displayed.

Action:

Type s next to the name, John Smith, whose order you are going to check, and press Enter.

DATE 01/04/98               CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY           RELEASE 6.2      

TIME 12:49:58                ORDER STATUS SELECTION                             

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

           CUSTOMER NAME      ORDER NUMBER   STATUS       AMOUNT               

                                                                                

        s  JOHN SMITH          100-120-15    ON ORDER      17.90                

        _  BILL JONES          100-205-12    SHIPPED       22.67                

        _  SUE WILLIAMS        100-271-15    ON ORDER      34.30                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                               

Result:

The status and details of this customer's order are displayed on the Order Status screen as shown next.

 DATE 01/04/98               CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY           RELEASE 6.2      
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 TIME 12:50:06                    ORDER STATUS                                  

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                CUSTOMER NAME: JOHN SMITH                                       

                                                                                

                STATUS: O N ORDER                                          

                                                                                

                                                                                

                ITEM # DESCRIPTION  QUANTITY    PRICE   AMOUNT                  

                 137   CHOC CHIP      1 DZ       5.00     5.00                  

                 474   OATMEAL RSN    2 DZ       5.00    10.00                  

                                                                                

                SUBTOTAL:                 15.00                                 

                TAX:                        .90                                 

                SHIPPING & HANDLING:       2.00                                 

                                                                                

                TOTAL:                    17.90                                 

                                                                                

You have completed the transaction. Return to the Main Menu.

Action:

Press PF3 two times.

Result:

You return to the program's Main Menu.

Step 3. Conclude this Logging Session

In Step 2, you completed a transaction and returned to the Main Menu. Now, complete these tasks:

A. Exit the demo program.

B. Stop logging.

C. Review the summary information for this logging session.

A. Exit the Carol's Cookies Company Program

Action:

From the Main Menu, press PF3 to exit the Carol's Cookies Company order entry program, Release 6.2.

Result:

You are returned to CICS and your screen is cleared.

B. Stop Logging This Test Stream

You are now ready to stop logging.

Action:

Type xtca stop and press Enter.

Result:
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Verify for CICS stops logging and displays the Log Termination menu.

C. View Log Termination Information

The Log Termination menu displays statistics for the test stream you just logged.

Action:

Check the statistics and compare yours to the statistics shown next. Press PF3 to exit from the Log Termination screen.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.001 ----------  LOG TERMINATION  ------------------------13:46:45

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           L5

                                                                                

  DESCRIPTION: CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY DEMO PROGRAM                             

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

              LOG:       RUN:       EDIT:         TEST STREAM:        IN:   OUT:

  INVOKED BY:                                       TOTAL SCREENS:      6      6

  INVOKED ON: 02/11/1998                            AVERAGE BYTES:     47    318

  START TIME: 13:46:12                                                          

  DURATION:   00:08:39   00:00:01                                               

  SYSTEM:     GRIA5451                                                          

  STATUS:     NORMAL                                                            

  TERMINAL:   A60L2050                                                          

  VSAM CI'S:  1                                                                 

                                                                                

  AVERAGE THINK TIME:    00:01:26.239                                           

  AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME: 00:00:00.198                                           

  MAXIMUM SCREEN SIZE:   24 BY  80                                              

  PROTECTION STATUS:                                      OWNER:              

  ORIGINATING TEST STREAM:                  CREATED BY FUNCTION: LOG       

                                                                                

 F1-HELP     F3-END     F4-RETURN

Result:

Verify for CICS displays the Primary Options Menu.

NOTE
This is the end of Part 1. You can continue to Part 2 or stop the demo at this time. To return to this menu at a
later time, follow the directions in the section Invoke Verify for CICS in Part 1.

Action:

Type x in the command line and press Enter.

Result:

You exit Verify for CICS and return to CICS.

Part 2 Install Release 6.3 and Create Rules for Expected Changes
This section describes how to prepare to install Release 6.3 of Carol's Cookies Company after finishing logging the
Release 6.2 screens.
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Install Release 6.3 and Restart Product

Now that you have finished logging the screens in Release 6.2, you are ready to install Release 6.3 of Carol's Cookies
Company.

Action:

Type install 6.3 on a clear screen under CICS and press Enter.

install 6.3                                                                                       

Result:

Your screen will display the message:

CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY ORDER SYSTEM RELEASE 6.3 HAS BEEN INSTALLED

Start Verify for CICS.

Action:

Clear the screen. Type xtca. Press Enter.

Result:

The Primary Options menu opens.

The rest of Part 2 of the demo involves creating rules using the Rules function. Certain changes are expected in Release
6.3, and you do not need Verify for CICS to flag them while running your test stream. With the Rules function, you identify
these differences and specify how Verify for CICS is to handle them. For more information, see the section Rules Function
in this section or the Rules Primer.

Create Rules for Expected Changes

Follow these steps:

1. Add a Ruleset for the test stream you logged in Step 1.
2. Create a rule for the expected changes to the Main Menu.
3. Create another rule for the Order Status screen.
4. Exit Verify for CICS.

Each of the previous steps involve sub-tasks that must be followed for the step to be completed.

At the end of this section, you will have created a set of rules to be used when testing 6.3 in Part 3 and 6.3 FIX in Part 4.

Expected Changes in Release 6.3

Let's review the changes that will be coming in Release 6.3 of this application and look at some examples of the new
screens.

1. The date and time will now be variable fields.
2. The release level will be changed from 6.2 to 6.3.

You will need to create rules to notify Verify for CICS of these changes.

 DATE 11/04/97              CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY               RELEASE 6.3 

 TIME 12:45:18                     MAIN MENU                       
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 ENTER OPTION:                                                             

                                                                                

                                                                                

         1) PLACE AN ORDER                                                      

                                                                                

         2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER                                            

                                                                                

Step 1. Add a Ruleset for Your Test Stream

You first need to create a ruleset that contains the rules that will handle the changes from Release 6.2 to Release 6.3. You
must complete these tasks:

A. Select the Maintain Rules function from the Primary Options Menu.

B. Add a ruleset.

C. Add a ruleset description.

A. Select the Maintain Rules Function

At the end of Part 1, you exited Release 6.2 of the Carol's Cookies Company order entry program, stopped logging, and
returned to the Primary Options Menu. From here, choose the option Maintain Rules.

Action:

Type m in the command line and press Enter.

VERSION x.x.x -------  CA VERIFY PRIMARY OPTIONS MENU  ----------------07:21:48

 ENTER COMMAND ===> m                                             TERM: A60L2048

                                                                  OPER: KUHLOPER

    L  LOG A TEST STREAM                                                        

                                                                                

    B  BROWSE A TEST STREAM                                                     

                                                                                

    R  RUN A TEST STREAM                                                        

                                                                                

    E  EDIT A TEST STREAM                                                       

                                                                                

    M  MAINTAIN RULES                                                           

                                                                                

    I  INQUIRY/TERMINATION OF FUNCTIONS                                         

                                                                                

    U  UTILITIES                                                                

                                                                                

    T  TUTORIAL                                                                 

                                                                                

    X  EXIT                                                                     

            *** ENTER "KEYS" COMMAND TO SEE PF KEY ASSIGNMENTS ***              
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 COPYRIGHT © <cdate> CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Result:

Verify for CICS displays the Maintain Rules menu.

B. Add a Ruleset

On the Maintain Rules menu, you name the ruleset and select option A to add a ruleset. The name of the ruleset that you
create must match the name of your test stream:

tcads.ccc.orderapp.001

Action:

Type a on the command line. Type ccc in the Application field. Type orderapp in the Member field. Press Enter.

 ---------------------------- MAINTAIN RULES ---------------------------12:05:38

 ENTER COMMAND ===> a                                                           

                                                                                

    A  ADD A RULESET                C  COPY A RULESET                           

    B  BROWSE A RULESET             D  DELETE A RULESET                         

    E  EDIT A RULESET               R  RENAME A RULESET                         

                                                                                

 RULESET NAME:                                                                  

                                                                                

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===> ccc        (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                  

   MEMBER      ===> orderapp         OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS                 

   VERSION     ===> 001              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST) 

  F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN                                          

Result:

The ruleset you named is created, and Verify for CICS displays the Add Rules -- Ruleset Description panel.

C. Add a Ruleset Description

On the Add Rules -- Ruleset Description panel, the test stream description is automatically filled in.

Action:

Press Enter.

-----------------------ADD RULES - RULESET DESCRIPTION-----------------07:24:02

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                            

                                                                               

 RULESET NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPPG.001                                      

                                                                               

 DESCRIPTION ===> carol's cookies company demo program                       

             ===>                           

             ===>                                                              
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 RULESET PROTECTION ===>            (R-READ W-WRITE P-PRINT)                   

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

  F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN                                         

Result:

Verify for CICS displays the Add Rules -- Rule Actions panel.

Step 2. Create the Rules for the 6.3 Changes

You have just given a name to the set of rules you are creating in this demo. You can now create the rules for this ruleset.
These rules will handle the expected changes for Release 6.3 of Carol's Cookies Company. To create the rules, you must
complete these tasks:

A. Assign a name to the rule.

B. Select a model screen.

C. Set up recognition criteria.

D. Change the release level from 6.2 to 6.3.

E. Set up the date and time fields as variables.

A. Assign a Name to the Rule

Verify for CICS automatically creates a rule name. You can change it if you wish, but the generated name is used for the
purposes of this demo.

Action:

RUL00001 appears in the Rule Name field. In the Description field, type release 6.2 to 6.3 changes. Press Enter.

-----------------------ADD RULES - RULE ACTIONS---------------  

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001            RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001        

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                                                                          

DESCRIPTION  ===> release 6.2 to 6.3 changes

             ===>                                                       

                                                                          

       1  FIELD RECOGNITION                   11  GENERATE FIELD VALUE

       2  SCREEN RECOGNITION                  12  INSERT SCREENS

       3  VARIABLE FIELD                      13  DELETE SCREENS

       4  DELETE FIELD                        14  CUT SCREEN FIELD

       5  MOVE FIELD                          15  PASTE SCREEN FIELD

       6  CHANGE FIELD VALUE                  20  USERID LOGGING

       7  NEW FIELD                           21  TERMINAL ID LOGGING

       8  CHANGE AID KEY                      22  TRANSACTION ID LOGGING
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       9  CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION                                          

      10  CHANGE WCC VALUES                                               

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP      F2-PREVIEW       F3-END       F4-RETURN       F9-SELECT

Result:

Verify for CICS redisplays the Add Rules -- Rule Actions panel with this message:

TCA5155 - RULE IS NOT YET COMPLETE -- MUST ADD RULE ACTION.

B. Select a Model Screen

In this demo, you will be using models to obtain screen coordinates and other information for the fields you are changing.

Action:

Press PF9 to select a model screen.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.001   -------  RULES: RECORD SELECTION  ------------------14:55:24

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           B7 

                                                                                 

    TERMINAL  TRAN  T/R TIME   OP    AID    VIEW   RECORD  ROW: 1 COL: 30        

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:41.690  RM    ENTER             1                        

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.156  EW                      2   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPA

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  04:39.785  RM    ENTER             3   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPA

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.900  EW                      4   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPA

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:32.297  RM    ENTER             5   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPA

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.115  EW                      6   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPA

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  01:14.403  RM    PF3               7   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPA

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.005  EW                      8   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPA

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:01.098  RM    PF3               9   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPA

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.005  EW                     10   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPA

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  01:28.161  RM    PF3              11   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPA

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.005  EW                     12                        

 ***  END OF RECORDS  ***                                                        

                                                                                 

                                                                                 

                                                                                 

                                                                                 

                                                                                 

                                                                                 

                                                                                 

                                                                                 

                                                                                 

 TYPE AN "S" TO SELECT A RECORD

F1-HELP   F3-END   F4-RETURN   F7-UP   F8-DOWN   F9-FORMAT   F10-LEFT   F11-IGHT

Result:

The Rules: Record Selection panel is displayed.

The Rules -- Record Selection panel shows the records as they currently exist in the test stream. From the records listed
on this panel, locate the one you want to use as your model screen and select it.

Action:
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Tab to record 2 and type s on the line to the left. Press Enter.

         --------- RULES - RECORD SELECTION --------------12:00:30

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           M7

                                                                                

    TERMINAL  TRAN  T/R TIME   OP    AID    VIEW   RECORD  ROW: 1 COL: 30        

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:41.690  RM    ENTER             1                        

 s  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.156  EW                      2   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPA

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  04:39.785  RM    ENTER             3   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPA

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.900  EW                      4   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPA

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:32.297  RM    ENTER             5   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPA

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.115  EW                      6   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPA

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  01:14.403  RM    PF3               7   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPA

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.005  EW                      8   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPA

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:01.098  RM    PF3               9   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPA

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.005  EW                     10   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPA

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  01:28.161  RM    PF3              11   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPA

 _  A60L2048  XCCC  00:00.005  EW                     12                        

 ***  END OF RECORDS  ***                                                        

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 TYPE AN "S" TO SELECT A RECORD                                                 

 F1-HELP  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F7-UP  F8-DOWN  F9-FORMAT  F10-LEFT F11-RIGHT     

Right:

Verify for CICS displays the Rules: Model Output Screen containing the record you selected.

Confirm Your Selection

You have selected the Main Menu to use as your model screen. Notice that you can scroll up, down, to the left and to the
right to view all parts of the logical screen. When you are convinced that this is the correct screen, press PF9 (Select) to
confirm your selection.

Action:

Press PF9.

---------------------- RULES - MODEL OUTPUT SCREEN-------------- 12:00:50

ENTER COMMAND ===>

TCA4048 - PRESS "SELECT" KEY TO SELECT - THIS - AS THE MODEL SCREEN

                                                              OUT RECORD: 2

  ....|....*....|....*....|....*....|....*....|....*....|....*....|....* 

 ¦  DATE: 02/06/98            CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 ¦  TIME: 08:37:05                  MAIN MENU                  RELEASE 6.2

 ¦                                                               

 4                                                  

 ¦                                                                         

 ¦                                                                         

 ¦  ENTER OPTION: __

 8
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 ¦            1) PLACE AN ORDER

 ¦

 ¦            2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER

12

 ¦

 ¦

 ¦

Result:

You selection is confirmed and you are returned to the Add Rules -- Rule Actions screen.

C. Specify Recognition Criteria

Now you need to specify the recognition criteria Verify for CICS will use to identify screens in this application. Use this
criteria:

The "Carol's Cookies Company" title

Action:

Type a 1 in the Enter Command field and press Enter.

-----------------------ADD RULES - RULE ACTIONS---------------  

 ENTER COMMAND ===> 1                                                     

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                             TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001          

                                                                          

DESCRIPTION  ===> RELEASE 6.2 TO 6.3 CHANGES

             ===>                                                       

                                                                          

       1  FIELD RECOGNITION                   11  GENERATE FIELD VALUE

       2  SCREEN RECOGNITION                  12  INSERT SCREENS

       3  VARIABLE FIELD                      13  DELETE SCREENS

       4  DELETE FIELD                        14  CUT SCREEN FIELD

       5  MOVE FIELD                          15  PASTE SCREEN FIELD

       6  CHANGE FIELD VALUE                  20  USERID LOGGING

       7  NEW FIELD                           21  TERMINAL ID LOGGING

       8  CHANGE AID KEY                      22  TRANSACTION ID LOGGING

       9  CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION                                          

      10  CHANGE WCC VALUES                                               

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP      F2-PREVIEW       F3-END       F4-RETURN       F9-SELECT

Result:

The Rules: Expected Screen will be displayed so you can cursor select the identification information. This screen will only
appear if you have previously selected a model (as we did in the previous step). If no model screen is selected, the Add
Rule Actions -- Recognition Criteria screen will be displayed.

Place your cursor on a field to select it, and then press PF9 to drag that field information into the Recognition Criteria
panel. Verify for CICS will do the work of figuring out the Row, Column, Length, Operator, and Value coordinates.
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Action:

Position the cursor on the first C in Carol's Cookies Company on the top line, and then press PF9.

---------------------- RULES : EXPECTED SCREEN-------------- 12:00:50

ENTER COMMAND ===>

TCA4049 - MOVE CURSOR TO IDENTIFICATION CRITERIA FIELD; PRESS "SELECT" KEY

                                                              OUT RECORD: 2

  ....|....*....|....*....|....*....|....*....|....*....|....*....|....* 

 ¦  DATE: 02/06/98            CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 ¦  TIME: 08:37:05                  MAIN MENU                  RELEASE 6.2

 ¦                                                               

 4                                                  

 ¦                                                                         

 ¦                                                                         

 ¦  ENTER OPTION: __

 8

 ¦            1) PLACE AN ORDER

 ¦

 ¦            2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER

12

 ¦

 ¦

 ¦

Result:

The Add Rule Actions -- Recognition Criteria screen will be displayed.

The information for the recognition criteria is entered automatically as shown in the following screen.

--------------ADD RULE  ACTIONS - RECOGNITION CRITERIA---------  ADD SUCCESSFUL

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001            RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001   

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001

                                                                          

                                                                          

 ROW COL  LEN  OPER VALUE                                                 

01  030  023  EQ   CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY_______________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP     F2-PREVIEW     F3-END    F4-RETURN     F9-SELECT           

Action:
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Press PF3.

Result:

You return to the Add Rules - Rules Actions screen.

D. Change the Release Level

You will now create a rule that will inform Verify for CICS that the release level has changed from 6.2 to 6.3 for this
application

Action:

Type 6 in the command line and press Enter.

-----------------------ADD RULES - RULE ACTIONS---------------  

 ENTER COMMAND ===> 6                                                     

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                             TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001          

                                                                          

DESCRIPTION  ===> RELEASE 6.2 TO 6.3 CHANGES

             ===>                                                       

                                                                          

       1  FIELD RECOGNITION                   11  GENERATE FIELD VALUE

       2  SCREEN RECOGNITION                  12  INSERT SCREENS

       3  VARIABLE FIELD                      13  DELETE SCREENS

       4  DELETE FIELD                        14  CUT SCREEN FIELD

       5  MOVE FIELD                          15  PASTE SCREEN FIELD

       6  CHANGE FIELD VALUE                  20  USERID LOGGING

       7  NEW FIELD                           21  TERMINAL ID LOGGING

       8  CHANGE AID KEY                      22  TRANSACTION ID LOGGING

       9  CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION                                          

      10  CHANGE WCC VALUES                                               

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP      F2-PREVIEW       F3-END       F4-RETURN       F9-SELECT

Result:

You will go to the Rules: Expected Screen panel where you will identify what you want to change using the model screen
to obtain and type the location information for the field to be changed.

Indicate the field whose value has changed.

Action:

Position the cursor on the 2 of RELEASE 6.2 and press PF9 to drag the location information back to the Add Rule Actions
-- Change Field Value panel.

---------------------- RULES : EXPECTED SCREEN-------------- 12:00:50

ENTER COMMAND ===>

TCA4042 - MOVE CURSOR TO CHANGED FIELD AND PRESS "SELECT" KEY

                                                              OUT RECORD: 2
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  ....|....*....|....*....|....*....|....*....|....*....|....*....|....* 

 ¦  DATE: 02/06/98            CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 ¦  TIME: 08:37:05                  MAIN MENU                  RELEASE  6.2

 ¦                                                               

 4                                                  

 ¦                                                                         

 ¦                                                                         

 ¦  ENTER OPTION: __

 8

 ¦            1) PLACE AN ORDER

 ¦

 ¦            2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER

12

 ¦

 ¦

 ¦

Result:

The information will be entered in the Add Rule Actions -- Change Field Value panel.

Change the field value.

Action:

Type the new value, 3, over the old value, 2. Check that all other information is typed as it appears next. Press Enter to
update, press PF3.

--------------------ADD RULE ACTIONS - CHANGE FIELD VALUE------------08:23:24

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001            RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001   

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 CHANGED FIELDS:                                                          

 ROW COL  LEN  ATTR FIELD VALUE                         

 01  074  001  ____ 3_____________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                                                                          

OUTPUT/INPUT FIELD  ===> O      (O=OUTPUT, I=INPUT)

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT    

Result:

The field change information is saved. You are returned to the Add Rules -- Rule Actions menu.

F. Set Up the Date and Time Fields as Variables

Next, make the date and time fields into variable fields.

Action:
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Type 3 in the command line and press Enter.

-----------------------ADD RULES - RULE ACTIONS---------------  

 ENTER COMMAND ===> 3                                                     

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                             TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001          

                                                                          

DESCRIPTION  ===> RELEASE 6.2 TO 6.3 CHANGES

             ===>                                                       

                                                                          

       1  FIELD RECOGNITION                   11  GENERATE FIELD VALUE

       2  SCREEN RECOGNITION                  12  INSERT SCREENS

       3  VARIABLE FIELD                      13  DELETE SCREENS

       4  DELETE FIELD                        14  CUT SCREEN FIELD

       5  MOVE FIELD                          15  PASTE SCREEN FIELD

       6  CHANGE FIELD VALUE                  20  USERID LOGGING

       7  NEW FIELD                           21  TERMINAL ID LOGGING

       8  CHANGE AID KEY                      22  TRANSACTION ID LOGGING

       9  CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION                                          

      10  CHANGE WCC VALUES                                               

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP      F2-PREVIEW       F3-END       F4-RETURN       F9-SELECT

Result:

You will go to the Rules: Expected Screen panel containing your model screen.

Action:

The Date Field: Make the date into a variable:

Position the cursor on the first digit of the date, and then press PF9.

---------------------- RULES : EXPECTED SCREEN-------------- 12:00:50

ENTER COMMAND ===>

TCA4041 - MOVE CURSOR TO VARIABLE FIELD & PRESS  "SELECT" KEY

                                                              OUT RECORD: 2

  ....|....*....|....*....|....*....|....*....|....*....|....*....|....* 

 ¦  DATE: 02/06/98            CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 ¦  TIME: 08:37:05                  MAIN MENU                  RELEASE 6.2

 ¦                                                               

 4                                                  

 ¦                                                                         

 ¦                                                                         

 ¦  ENTER OPTION: __

 8

 ¦            1) PLACE AN ORDER

 ¦

 ¦            2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER
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12

 ¦

 ¦ ¦

Result:

The Add Rule Actions -- Variable Field screen will be displayed.

The information for the variable field is entered automatically as shown in the following screen.

------------------ ADD RULE ACTIONS - VARIABLE FIELD------------ ADD SUCCESSFUL

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001            RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001   

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 VARIABLES:                                                               

   ROW  COL  LEN   VALUE OR DESCRIPTION                                    01 007 008

 02/11/98______________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 

                                                                         

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

Action:

Press PF3.

Result:

You return to the Add Rule - Rules Actions screen.

Action:

The Time Field: To make the Time field variable, select option 3 from the Add Rules -- Rule Actions menu.

Type 3 in the command line and press Enter.

-----------------------ADD RULES - RULE ACTIONS---------------   

 ENTER COMMAND ===> 3                                                     

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                             TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001          

                                                                          

DESCRIPTION  ===> RELEASE 6.2 TO 6.3 CHANGES

             ===>                                                       

                                                                          

       1  FIELD RECOGNITION                   11  GENERATE FIELD VALUE

       2  SCREEN RECOGNITION                  12  INSERT SCREENS

       3  VARIABLE FIELD                      13  DELETE SCREENS

       4  DELETE FIELD                        14  CUT SCREEN FIELD

       5  MOVE FIELD                          15  PASTE SCREEN FIELD

       6  CHANGE FIELD VALUE                  20  USERID LOGGING
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       7  NEW FIELD                           21  TERMINAL ID LOGGING

       8  CHANGE AID KEY                      22  TRANSACTION ID LOGGING

       9  CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP      F2-PREVIEW       F3-END       F4-RETURN       F9-SELECT

Result:

You will go to the Rules: Expected Screen panel containing your model screen.

Action:

Position the cursor on the first digit of the time, and then press PF9.

---------------------- RULES : EXPECTED SCREEN-------------- 12:00:50

ENTER COMMAND ===>

TCA4041 - MOVE CURSOR TO VARIABLE FIELD & PRESS  "SELECT" KEY

                                                                  RECORD: 2

  ....|....*....|....*....|....*....|....*....|....*....|....*....|....* 

 ¦  DATE: 02/06/98            CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY

 ¦  TIME: 08:37:05                  MAIN MENU                  RELEASE 6.2

 ¦                                                               

 4                                                  

 ¦                                                                         

 ¦                                                                         

 ¦  ENTER OPTION: __

 8

 ¦            1) PLACE AN ORDER

 ¦

 ¦            2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER

12

 ¦

 ¦

 ¦

Result:

The Add Rule Actions -- Variable Field screen displays.

The information for the variable field is entered automatically as shown in the following screen.

---------------- ADD RULE ACTIONS - VARIABLE FIELD-------------  ADD SUCCESSFUL

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001               RULESET NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 VARIABLES:                                                               

   ROW  COL  LEN   VALUE OR DESCRIPTION                                   

   02   007  008   14:06:31______________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 
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 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT    

Action:

Press PF3.

Result:

You return to the Add Rule -- Rules Actions screen. You have now completed the field changes required for the Release
Level rule.

Check the Summary Information

Check the rules you have created.

Action:

Press PF3 twice.

Result:

The Maintain Rules menu is displayed.

Action:

Type B in the command line.

 -------------------------- MAINTAIN RULES -----------------------12:05:38

 ENTER COMMAND ===> B                                                     

                                                                          

    A  ADD A RULESET                C  COPY A RULESET                 

    B  BROWSE A RULESET             D  DELETE A RULESET                   

    E  EDIT A RULESET               R  RENAME A RULESET                   

                                                                          

 RULESET NAME:                                                            

                                                                          

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                 

   APPLICATION ===> ccc             (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,           

   MEMBER      ===> orderapp         OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS           

   VERSION     ===> 001              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN                                    

Result:

The Browse Rules -- Summary panel is displayed as shown next.
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 -----------------------BROWSE RULES - SUMMARY ----------------12:53:26

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

 RULE NAME: RUL00001                RULESET NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001     

 LINE   1 TO  14 OF  25         TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001

                                                                          

 S-BROWSE   P-PREVIEW                                                    

   OBJECT      TYPE ROW  COL LEN OP  VALUE FROM MODEL SCREEN/DESCRIPTION

 _ RULESET     T/S                   TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001             

 _  RULE                              RUL00001 - RELEASE 6.2 TO 6.3 CHANGES

 _   FLD-RECOG        1   30  23 EQ  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY______________

 _    CHANGED  OUT    1   74   1     3____________________________________

 _    VARIABLE OUT    1    7   8     02/11/98_____________________________

 _    VARIABLE OUT    2    7   8     14:06:31_____________________________

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP  FF3-END  F4-RETURN  F7-UP  F8-DOWN 

From this panel you can display or change any of the rule actions, rules, or rulesets that are defined for this test stream.

Action:

Press PF3 twice.

Result:

You return to the Primary Options menu.

Step 3. Exit Verify for CICS

In Steps 1 through 3, you created a set of rules to be used with the Carol's Cookies Company Release 6.2 test stream.
Now you need to exit Verify for CICS in preparation for testing Release 6.3.

Action:

Select option x from the Primary Options Menu and press Enter.

 VERSION x.x.x -------  CA VERIFY PRIMARY OPTIONS MENU  ----------------13:44:59

 ENTER COMMAND ===> x                                             TERM: 60L2050

                                                                  OPER:         

    L  LOG A TEST STREAM                                                        

                                                                                

    B  BROWSE A TEST STREAM                                                     

                                                                                

    R  RUN A TEST STREAM                                                        

                                                                                

    E  EDIT A TEST STREAM                                                       

                                                                                

    M  MAINTAIN RULES                                                           

                                                                                

    I  INQUIRY/TERMINATION OF FUNCTIONS                                         

                                                                                

    U  UTILITIES                                                                
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    T  TUTORIAL                                                                 

                                                                                

    X  EXIT                                                                     

            *** ENTER "KEYS" COMMAND TO SEE PF KEY ASSIGNMENTS ***              

                                                                                

                                                                                

COPYRIGHT © <cdate> CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Result:

You will exit Verify for CICS.

This is the end of Part 2 of the demo. You can continue to Part 3 or stop the demo at this time.

Part 3 Test Release 6.3
This section describes Part 3 of this demo, where you will run your test stream from Part 1 with the Carol's Cookies
Company program Release 6.3.

You will also identify any unexpected discrepancies between the output screens from your test stream (Release 6.2) and
the Release 6.3 output.

NOTE
If a lot of time has elapsed since you have completed Parts 1 and 2 of this demo, then you should check to see
if the Install 6.3 task has been completed. If it has not (or the files are gone), then re-do Part 2 before beginning
Part 3.

To do this, follow these tasks:

1. Start the Run session.
2. Examine the mismatch.
3. Terminate the run.
4. Exit Verify for CICS.

Steps 1 and 2 involve sub-tasks that must be followed for the step to be completed.

At the end of this section, you will have tested Release 6.3, detected an oversight in the rules created in Part 2, and
discovered a bug in this version of the Carol's Cookies Company program.

Step 1. Start the Run Session

To start the run session, complete these tasks:

A. Invoke Verify for CICS.

B. Select the Run function from the Primary Options Menu.

C. Specify options for this run.

D. Activate the run.

A. Invoke Verify for CICS

Action:

Clear your screen (if it is not already clear). Type xtca and press Enter.

Result:

Verify for CICS displays the Primary Options Menu.
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B. Select the Run Function

Action:

Type r and press Enter.

  VERSION x.x.x---------- CA VERIFY PRIMARY OPTIONS MENU  ----------10:29:28 

  ENTER COMMAND ===> r                                        TERM: L9D6CA  

                                                              OPER: NGN      

     L  LOG A TEST STREAM                                                        

                                                                                  

     B  BROWSE A TEST STREAM                                                      

                                                                                  

     R  RUN A TEST STREAM                                                         

                                                                                  

     E  EDIT A TEST STREAM                                                        

                                                                                  

     M  MAINTAIN RULES                                                            

                                                                                  

     I  INQUIRY/TERMINATION OF FUNCTIONS                                          

                                                                                  

     U  UTILITIES                                                                 

                                                                                  

     T  TUTORIAL                                                                  

                                                                                  

     X  EXIT                                                                      

              *** ENTER "KEYS" COMMAND TO SEE PF KEY ASSIGNMENTS ***              

                                                                                  

                                                                                  

COPYRIGHT © <cdate> CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Result:

Verify for CICS displays the Run Options menu.

C. Specify Run Options

Some of the fields on this menu contain default values. Complete the menu as illustrated next, typing information as
needed.

Action:

For Application, type ccc. For Member, type orderapp. Type 001 for Version. Type * for the new output test stream
ddname. When you are finished, press Enter.

Since the value for the Process With Rules field is Y, the Run will include the test stream rules you created in Part 2. (It will
also include any application and system rulesets you have created).

NOTE
Typing N tells Verify for CICS not to use rulesets when running this test stream. Typing S (select) allows you to
choose which of the three types of rulesets (test stream, application, or system) you want applied to this run.

 -------------------------------  RUN OPTIONS  -------------------------12:54:57

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                            

                                                                                

 ENTER INPUT TEST STREAM NAME:                
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   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===> ccc    (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                 

   MEMBER      ===> orderapp         OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS                 

   VERSION     ===> 001              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)                

                                                                                

  CREATE NEW OUTPUT TEST STREAM:            

   DDNAME      ===> *               ("*" USES NEXT AVAILABLE VERSION)           

   APPLICATION ===>                                                             

   MEMBER      ===>                                                             

   VERSION     ===>                                                             

                                                                               

 PROCESS WITH RULES         ===> Y       (Y/N OR S-SELECT)                     

 COMPARISON TYPE            ===> S       (S-SCREEN, L-LOGICAL, P-PHYSICAL) 

 RECORD HISTORY             ===> Y       (Y/N)     

   REQUIRE SIGNOFF DATA     ===> N       (Y/N)    

 SIMULATED USER THINK TIME  ===> NONE    (NONE, NNN% OF ORIGINAL, NN SECONDS)   

 STATUS INTERVAL            ===> 005     (SECONDS)

 CANCEL INTERVAL            ===> 001     (MINUTES)                            

 STOP AT MISMATCHES         ===> Y       (Y/N)

                                                                      

 F1-HELP        F3-END       F4-RETURN

Result:

The panel will redisplay with the name of the new output test stream filled in with the version as 002. Press Enter to begin
the run; the Run Status panel will appear.

D. Activate the Run

When you completed task C and pressed Enter on the Run Options panel, the run was activated. The Run Status panel
will briefly appear and looks like this:

-------------------------------  RUN STATUS  --------------------------11:44:02

                                                                              R3

                                                                                

 INPUT TEST STREAM:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001                                

                                                                                

 OUTPUT TEST STREAM:    TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002                 

                                                                                

 RULESET(S):                                                                    

   TESTSTREAM:  TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001                                       

   APPLICATION: NOT USED                                                     

   SYSTEM:      NOT USED                                       

                                                                                

 CURRENTLY PROCESSING RECORD:         1                                         

 TOTAL RECORDS TO BE PROCESSED:       12                                      

 ESTIMATED REMAINING RUN TIME: 00:00:36                                         

                                                                                

 STATUS INTERVAL:  5 SECONDS                                                    

 CANCEL INTERVAL:  1 MINUTE                                                     

                                                                                

 DESCRIPTION: CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY DEMO PROGRAM                 
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NOTE
The Run Status panel displays until a mismatch is found or until the run is complete.

Step 2. Examine the Mismatch

In this step, you will examine the mismatch found by Verify for CICS and terminate the run. To perform this step, you must
complete these tasks:

A. Examine the mismatch presented in the Run Mismatch Options screen.

B. Review the rulesets that were applied during this run.

A. Examine the Mismatch

The error that stopped the run is displayed on the bottom of the Run Mismatch Options screen. The Total field, which
shows the total value of John Smith's cookie order, has changed from 17.90 in the Release 6.2 test stream to 19.90 in the
Release 6.3 run. This is not an expected screen change and indicates a programming error in the new release.

The screen also indicates that this is the only mismatch that was found. From the Run Mismatch Options screen, you can
display a summary of the rulesets that were applied during the run.

Action:

Type 1 in the command line and press Enter to display the ruleset summary.

 ---------------------------  RUN MISMATCH OPTIONS  --------------------11:38:45

 ENTER COMMAND ===>  1                                                         

6

                                                                                

     1  DISPLAY RULESET SUMMARY               6  ACCEPT ORIGINAL OUTPUT       

     2  DISPLAY PREVIOUS INPUT                7  ACCEPT CURRENT OUTPUT       

     3  DISPLAY NEXT INTPUT                   8  CHANGE NEXT INPUT    

     4  SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT                  9  INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT AND INPUT

     5  SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT AND INPUT        10 INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT

                                                                                

INPUT:   TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         CURRENT RECORD:  6                     

OUTPUT:  TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002                                                 

                                                                                

RULESET: TESTSTREAM:  TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001                                   

         APPLICATION: NOT USED                                                  

         SYSTEM:      NOT USED                                                  

                                                                                

          TYPE     OPERATION          WCC   CURSOR   SIZE    LENGTH   TERMINAL  

EXPECTED: OUTPUT   ERASE/WRITE        C2     1   1   24*80      471   A60L2050  

CURRENT:  OUTPUT   ERASE/WRITE        C2     1   1   24*80      471   VV02      

ONLY UNEQUAL ROW:  20                                                      

               .TOTAL:                  . 17.90                                 

               .TOTAL:                  . 19.90                                 

                                           X                                    

F1-HELP     F2-ROTATE     F3-END     F7-UP     F8-DOWN         

Result:

The Applied Rules panel displays.

Verify for CICS lets you to change or add a rule to a ruleset without terminating the run. For instance, if you forgot to
account for an expected screen change, you can select option 1 to display the Applied Rules panel. From here, rulesets
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and individual rules can be browsed, edited, or deleted. After you modify a ruleset and reactivate the run, Verify for CICS
will repeat the comparison, taking into account your rule specification. Verify for CICS also provides other options for
dealing with mismatches during a run, including ignoring the mismatch to continue the run, and updating or replacing a
screen in the test stream. See the section Run Function for more information.

B. Review the Rulesets Applied During the Run

The Applied Rules panel lists all of the rulesets that you requested to be included in this run: test stream, application, and
system. From this display, you can see that the identification criteria was recognized and the rule actions defined to the
RUL00001 rule were applied.

Action:

Press PF2 to rotate the display to Expected, which consists of the originally-logged test stream record with the rules
applied; to the current view of the test stream record; and to the original test stream record from the originally-logged test
stream. When you are finished, press PF3.

----------------------------- APPLIED RULES --------------------------12:47:59

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                                

 INPUT:   TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001                       CURRENT RECORD:  6      

                                                        LINE   1 TO  6 OF  6  

                                                                                

 B-BROWSE   E-EDIT                                                    

   OBJECT      TYPE ROW  COL LEN OP  VALUE FROM THE MODEL SCREEN/DESCRIPTION    

 _ RULESET     T/S                   TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001                    

 _  RULE                              RUL00001- RELEASE 6.2 TO 6.3 CH   

APPLIED> 

 _   FLD-RECOG        1   30  23 EQ  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY______ <RECOGNIZED> 

 _    CHANGED  OUT    1   74   1     3_______________________________ <APPLIED> 

 _    VARIABLE OUT    1    7   8     02/11/98________________________ <APPLIED> 

 _    VARIABLE OUT    2    7   8     13:39:48________________________ <APPLIED> 

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

  F1-HELP     F2-ROTATE     F3-END     F4-RETURN     F7-UP     F8-DOWN         

Result:

You return to the Run Mismatch Options screen. From there, you will terminate the run.

Step 3. Terminate the Run

Verify for CICS uncovered an error in the Release 6.3 program. You will terminate this run and test Release 6.3 FIX to
check that this error has been resolved.

Action:

Press PF3 to view termination options.

Result:

The Run Termination screen appears.

Action:

Type 2 on the command line. Press Enter. Press PF3 to return to the Primary Options Menu.
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 ------------------------------  RUN TERMINATION  ---------------11:35:49 

 ENTER COMMAND ===> 2                                                  RX 

                                                                          

    1  END RUN, SAVE OUTPUT TEST STREAM                                   

                                                                          

    2  CANCEL RUN, DO NOT SAVE OUTPUT TEST STREAM                         

                                                                          

 INPUT TEST STREAM:                                                             

   TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001                                                      

                                                                                

 OUTPUT TEST STREAM:                                                            

   TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002                                                       

                                                                                

 RULESET(S) IN USE:                                                             

   TESTSTREAM:  TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001                                        

   APPLICATION: NOT USED                                                        

   SYSTEM:      NOT USED                                                        

                                                                                

                                                                                

 CURRENTLY PROCESSING RECORD: 6                                                 

                                                                          

                                                

F1-HELP         F3-END                                                             Action:

Result:

The run will be terminated. The Primary Options menu displays.

Step 4. Exit Verify for CICS

You need to exit Verify for CICS before testing Release 6.3 FIX.

Action:

Select option x from the Primary Options Menu and press Enter.

 VERSION x.x.x -------  CA VERIFY PRIMARY OPTIONS MENU  ----------------13:44:59

 ENTER COMMAND ===> x                                             TERM: 60L2050

                                                                  OPER:         

    L  LOG A TEST STREAM                                                        

                                                                                

    B  BROWSE A TEST STREAM                                                     

                                                                                

    R  RUN A TEST STREAM                                                        

                                                                                

    E  EDIT A TEST STREAM                                                       

                                                                                

    M  MAINTAIN RULES                                                           

                                                                                

    I  INQUIRY/TERMINATION OF FUNCTIONS                                         

                                                                                

    U  UTILITIES                                                                
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    T  TUTORIAL                                                                 

                                                                                

    X  EXIT                                                                     

            *** ENTER "KEYS" COMMAND TO SEE PF KEY ASSIGNMENTS ***              

                                                                                

                                                                                

COPYRIGHT © <cdate> CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Result:

You will exit Verify for CICS.

NOTE
This is the end of Part 3 of the demo. You can continue to Part 4 or stop the demo at this time.

Part 4 Test the Debugged Version of Release 6.3
Learn about the error in Release 6.3 that can be fixed, without having to debug the release for this demo.

A fixed version has been supplied, called 6.3 FIX. In Part 4, you will run the test stream on this version to check that the
problems detected by Verify for CICS in the last run have been taken care of.

Follow these tasks:

1. Install Release 6.3 FIX.
2. Start the run function.
3. Review the run completion statistics.

Step 1. Install Release 6.3 FIX

Action:

Type install 6.3 fix on a clear screen.

Result:

This message displays:

APPLIED 6.3 FIX

Step 2. Start the Run Session

The fix has now been installed to correct the bug that you found in Part 3. Run the test stream again to make sure that the
problem has been solved.

To run the test stream, complete these tasks:

A. Invoke Verify for CICS.

B. Select the Run function from the Primary Options Menu.

C. Specify options for this run session and activate the run.

D. Review the Run Statistics and exit Verify for CICS.

A. Invoke Verify for CICS

Action:

Clear your screen. Type xtca and press Enter.

Result:
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Verify for CICS displays the Primary Options Menu.

B. Select the Run Function

Action:

Type r in the command line and press Enter.

 VERSION x.x.x -------  CA VERIFY PRIMARY OPTIONS MENU  ----------------13:44:59

 ENTER COMMAND ===>  r                                             TERM: 60L2050

                                                                  OPER:         

    L  LOG A TEST STREAM                                                        

                                                                                

    B  BROWSE A TEST STREAM                                                     

                                                                                

    R  RUN A TEST STREAM                                                        

                                                                                

    E  EDIT A TEST STREAM                                                       

                                                                                

    M  MAINTAIN RULES                                                           

                                                                                

    I  INQUIRY/TERMINATION OF FUNCTIONS                                         

                                                                                

    U  UTILITIES                                                                

                                                                                

    T  TUTORIAL                                                                 

                                                                                

    X  EXIT                                                                     

            *** ENTER "KEYS" COMMAND TO SEE PF KEY ASSIGNMENTS ***              

                                                                                

                                                                                

COPYRIGHT © <cdate> CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Result:

The Run Options menu will be displayed.

C. Specify Run Options and Activate the Run

Some of the fields on this menu contain default values. Complete the menu as illustrated next, typing information as
needed.

Action:

For Application, type ccc. For Member, type orderapp. Type * in the DDname field to have Verify for CICS generate a
name for the new output test stream. Press Enter.

 -------------------------------  RUN OPTIONS  -------------------------12:54:57

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                            

                                                                                

 ENTER INPUT TEST STREAM NAME:                

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===> ccc             (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                 

   MEMBER      ===> orderapp         OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS                 

   VERSION     ===> 001              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)                
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  CREATE NEW OUTPUT TEST STREAM:            

   DDNAME      ===> *               ("*" USES NEXT AVAILABLE VERSION)           

   APPLICATION ===>                                                             

   MEMBER      ===>                                                             

   VERSION     ===>                                                             

                                                                               

 PROCESS WITH RULES         ===> Y       (Y/N OR S-SELECT)                     

 COMPARISON TYPE            ===> S       (S-SCREEN, L-LOGICAL, P-PHYSICAL) 

 RECORD HISTORY             ===> Y       (Y/N)     

   REQUIRE SIGNOFF DATA     ===> N       ( Y/N)    

 SIMULATED USER THINK TIME  ===> NONE    (NONE, NNN% OF ORIGINAL, NN SECONDS)   

 STATUS INTERVAL            ===> 005     (SECONDS)

 CANCEL INTERVAL            ===> 001     (MINUTES)                             

 STOP AT MISMATCHES         ===> Y       (Y/N)

                                                               

 F1-HELP        F3-END       F4-RETURN

Result:

The panel will redisplay with the name of the new output test stream filled in with the version as 002. Press Enter to begin
the run; the Run Status panel will appear.

When you completed task C and pressed Enter on the Run Options panel, the run was activated. The Run Status screen
will appear as shown next.

-------------------------------  RUN STATUS  --------------------------11:44:02

                                                                              R3

                                                                                

 INPUT TEST STREAM:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001                                 

                                                                                

 OUTPUT TEST STREAM:    TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002                             

                                                                                

 RULESET(S):                                                                    

   TESTSTREAM:  TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001                                       

   APPLICATION: NOT USED                                                 

   SYSTEM:      NOT USED

                                                                                

 CURRENTLY PROCESSING RECORD:         1                                         

 ESTIMATED REMAINING RUN TIME: 00:00:36                                         

                                                                                

 STATUS INTERVAL:  5 SECONDS                                                    

 CANCEL INTERVAL:  1 MINUTE                                                     

                                                                                

 DESCRIPTION: CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY DEMO PROGRAM                      

F1-HELP     F3-END     ENTER-CONTINUE

This screen will be displayed until a mismatch is found or until the run is complete. Since you have corrected the problem,
no mismatches will be found and the Run Completion panel will be displayed.

D. Review the Run Statistics

The Run Completion panel provides information on the run that has just completed.
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TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001 -----------  RUN COMPLETION  -------------------13:02:28

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           R8

                                                                                

 OUTPUT SCREENS COMPARED:        6                                              

 PHYSICALLY EQUAL SCREENS:       1                                              

 LOGICALLY EQUAL SCREENS:        6                                              

                                                                                

 OUTPUT TEST STREAM: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002                              

                                                                                

 RULESET(S) USED:                                                               

   TESTSTREAM:  TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001                                        

   APPLICATION: NOT USED                                                       

   SYSTEM:      NOT USED

                                                                                

                                                                                

                          IN:        OUT:                                      

 EQUAL:                    6           1                                        

 EQUIVALENT:                           5                                        

 IGNORED:                              0                                        

 ACCEPTED:                             0                                        

 INSERTED:                 0           0                                        

 DELETED:                  0           0                                        

 CHANGED:                  0                                                    

 NOT RUN:                  0           0                                       

                                                                                

                                                                                

  F1-HELP  F3-END   F4-RETURN                                                  

Exit the Demo
You have now finished testing the Carol's Cookies Company demo program. With Verify for CICS, you were able to:

• Detect program errors
• Ignore valid differences
• Fix a program bug and retest to make sure the error was corrected

If you want, you can print the test stream you just created for documentation purposes. See the "Batch Functions" section
for directions.

Action:

Press PF3 twice.

Result:

Verify for CICS displays the Primary Options Menu.

Now you can either exit from Verify for CICS, use the test streams you created to learn more about Verify for CICS's other
features, or continue on to the Rules Primer to learn more about using the Rules function

Using (VTAM)
Learn about the benefits of Verify for VTAM including additional features.
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Benefits of Verify for VTAM

Here are some of the benefits when you use Verify for VTAM for testing:

• You will not have to re-key data during test sessions because Verify for VTAM saves the original input screens with the
data already entered.

• You will not have to compare test results manually. Manual before and after comparisons, always tedious and error-
prone, are eliminated.

• Once you have captured a test stream, you can modify it directly or establish rules that model and handle expected
changes, as your testing needs change.

• You can simulate production conditions -- for example, you can:
– Use real, rather than contrived, test data
– Execute similar or identical transactions which try to perform the same task at the same time
– Simulate high-volume activity without tying up system resources or affecting response time because Verify for

VTAM uses virtual terminals

Additional Features

Other important Verify for VTAM features include:

• A user exit interface that lets you customize Verify for VTAM. For example, you can call an external security system or
modify screen data when a test stream is executed.

• The ability to process command lists which can be used to open files, verify CICS initialization, and perform CICS
termination tasks

• A powerful rules function to give advance notification to Verify for VTAM of expected test stream differences and how
to handle them. This feature is particularly useful in filtering out the anticipated changes of a new release from the
unexpected changes.

• The ability to convert test streams to REXX and execute them under a Verify REXX Command Environment.
• An online demo session that helps users quickly learn how to use Verify for VTAM
• Menus and PF keys which follow ISPF standards, so new users find it easy to use
• An automated signon and signoff capability which eliminates the need to capture required security transactions in

every test stream
• A TSO interface that lets you use the Browse, Edit, Maintain Rules, and Utility functions under TSO

Types of Testing (VTAM)
Learn how Verify for VTAM is the ideal tool for numerous types of testing.

Verify for VTAM is the ideal tool for all of the following types of testing:

Unit:
Test a program change and see how it affects the rest of the program

Integration:
Test whether a modified program works properly in conjunction with other programs

Concurrency:
Test what happens when two or more transactions try to perform the same task at the same time; for example,
update a record

Regression:
Test whether a system performs as usual after a change to one component of that system

Stress:
Test how your system behaves under heavy loads and determine how increased transaction volume affects
response time
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Migration:
Test whether existing applications perform as expected following hardware or system changes; for example, a
new disk drive or a new release of CICS

See the section "Testing" for suggestions on how to perform different types of testing.

Security Considerations (VTAM)
Because Verify for VTAM is a VTAM application, it is subject to whatever VTAM security system you are using. In addition,
Verify for VTAM performs its own internal checking based on operator ID to ensure that test streams are accessed only by
authorized users.

Verify for VTAM provides important safeguards to protect against unauthorized use.

• Interfaces to most operating system security packages, such as RACF, ACF2 and Top Secret, are provided. These
interfaces can be used to restrict access to authorized users.

• You can specify read, write, or print protection for test streams and rulesets
• You can specify that Verify for VTAM not display the contents of dark (non-display) screen fields.
• Specific applications can be globally excluded from test streams. Moreover, when you create an individual test stream,

you can specify which applications to include or exclude.

How to Get Started (VTAM)
If you are a new user, read the Getting Started and Testing with Verify for VTAM sections and then perform the demo
session located in the section "Install Verification Procedure and Demo Session". Then you will have all the information
you need to begin creating your own test streams.

To perform simple tests, you will only need to see the:

• Log Function section for instructions on creating a test stream
• Run Function section for instructions on executing a test stream

See the "Browse Function" section to learn how to examine test streams online.

To begin using the rules function, see the Rules Primer, and the section "Rules Function" in this section.

As you become more expert in using Verify for VTAM, you will want to see other sections which explain more complex
functions.

Getting Started (VTAM)
Learn how to get started including the steps required to invoke Verify for VTAM.

Invoke Verify for VTAM

Perform the following steps:

1. Type the following command:
 VERIFY

Verify for VTAM displays either the signon menu or the Primary Options Menu, depending on options specified at
installation. The signon menu is illustrated next.
                                       CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                          

                                     CCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                           

                                    CCCC                                       

                                   CCCC     AAAAAAAAAA                          
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                                   CCCC    AAAAAAAAAAA                       

                                   CCCC   AAAA    AAAA                          

                                   CCCC  AAAA     AAAA                          

                                    CCC AAAA      AAAA                          

                                     C AAAACCCCCCCCCCC                          

                                      AAAACCCCCCCCCCCC                          

                                     AAAA         AAAA                          

                                    AAAA          AAAA                          

                                   AAAA           AAAA                          

 

                                CA VERIFY FOR VTAM   VERSION 9.0.00                      

 

 

         COPYRIGHT © 2012 CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

 

                                 USERID   ===>                                  

                                 PASSWORD ===>                                  

                                 NEW PASSWORD ===>                             

 

         ENTER THE ABOVE INFORMATION AND PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE OR F3 TO END 

2. If your installation uses a security package (for example, RACF, Top Secret, or ACF2) with Verify for VTAM, type your
userid, password, and, optionally a new password and press Enter. If your security package expects a password,
it can have up to 8 characters. Spaces and special characters are not allowed. If your security package expects
a passphrase, it can have up to 100 characters, including special characters and spaces. A passphrase is case
sensitive. Verify for VTAM displays the Primary Options Menu.

NOTE
If your installation is using a security package (for example, RACF, Top Secret, or ACF2) with Verify for
VTAM:

3. If your installation is not using a security package, just type your name. Verify for VTAM will use it for its own internal
security (see the Test Stream Protection option in the section "Log Function".

 <rn>---------- CA VERIFY PRIMARY OPTIONS MENU  ----------10:29:28  

  ENTER COMMAND ===>                                          TERM: A68L904  

                                                              OPER: VERIFY      

     L  LOG A TEST STREAM                                                       

 

     B  BROWSE A TEST STREAM                                                    

 

     R  RUN A TEST STREAM                                                       

 

     E  EDIT A TEST STREAM                                                      

 

     M  MAINTAIN RULES                                                          

 

     I  INQUIRY/TERMINATION OF FUNCTIONS                                        

 

     U  UTILITIES                                                               

 

     T  TUTORIAL                                                                

 

     X  EXIT                                                                    
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              *** ENTER "KEYS" COMMAND TO SEE PF KEY ASSIGNMENTS ***            

 

 

COPYRIGHT © <cdate> CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

The previous menu lists the Verify for VTAM functions, which are described in the next section. To select a function,
type its letter in the Enter Command field and press Enter.
(Optional) You can access a function without returning to the Primary Options Menu by entering =x on the command
line of any menu except those displayed when a test stream is running. Replace x with the letter identifying the
function. For example:

=B
Accesses the Browse function.

Function Overview (VTAM)
This section describes how Verify for VTAM uses the Log function to capture input screens received from the terminal and
output screens sent to the terminal.

Log a Test Stream

The Log function is the process by which Verify for VTAM captures input screens as they are received from the terminal
and output screens as they are sent to the terminal. The captured records constitute a test stream.

Browse a Test Stream

The Browse function lets you examine a test stream you have logged or run. You can look at any of the screens and any
information saved when the test stream was run.

Run a Test Stream

The Run function is the process by which Verify for VTAM re-executes a test stream. Verify for VTAM sends the captured
input screens to the application, compares the output screens generated by the application with the original output
screens, and flags any differences.

Edit a Test Stream

The Edit function lets you modify a test stream you have logged or run. For example, you can delete screens or change
input data.

Maintain Rules

The Maintain Rules function lets you create, modify, and delete rulesets and rules that can be applied to one test stream,
all test streams within an application, and/or all test streams in a system. Rulesets and rules tell Verify for VTAM, in
advance, what changes you expect to see when running a test stream in a modified application or environment. When
using rulesets, Verify for VTAM will not flag the differences accounted for by the rules, which greatly streamlines the
testing of new releases with existing test streams.

In addition to controlling the changes made within a test stream, you can use the Rules function while logging to control
which terminals, applications, or users should be logged.

Inquiry and Termination of Active Functions

The Inquiry function lets you display the status of all active and suspended functions and terminate Log functions.
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Utilities

The Utilities let you manipulate test streams. Using the Utilities, you can:

• Update a test stream's directory information
• Append screens from one test stream to the end of another test stream
• Insert screens from one test stream into another test stream
• Merge two test streams
• Copy a test stream from one name to a new name, and, optionally, copy its ruleset at the same time
• Rename a test stream and its associated ruleset
• Delete a test stream and its associated ruleset

Tutorial

Use the Tutorial to learn how to use Verify for VTAM.

Exit Verify for VTAM

Use the Exit function to exit from Verify for VTAM.

Types of Screens (VTAM)
Learn about the three types of screen to be encountered while using Verify for VTAM.

While using Verify for VTAM, you will encounter three types of screens:

Original Screen
Displays the record from the originally logged test stream with no changes applied.

Expected Screen
Displays the original screen with rules applied.

Current Screen
Shows the screen that results from the test stream being run.

In most cases, you can use PF2 (Rotate) to switch the display from Expected to Current to Original and then back to
Expected.

Test Stream Contents (VTAM)
Learn how each record in a test stream that is created by the Log function contains either an input or output screen.

Records in test streams created (or updated) by the Run function may also contain additional information: an original
screen or mismatch signoff comments.

Each test stream record consists of one or more parts, as illustrated next.

Input Record Output Record

Current input screen Current output screen

Original input screen (optional) Original output screen (optional)

Mismatch Data (optional)

Applied Rules (optional)

Expected Screen (optional)
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Input Record
Current Input Screen

The current input screen always appears in a test stream. It is the input from the log or most recent run.

Original Input Screen

The original input screen appears in a test stream created by the Run function only if it differs from the current input
screen and record history was specified.

Output Record

Applied Rules Screen

Shows the rules applied to the original screen to obtain the expected screen. This screen is similar to the Rules Applied
During Run screen.

Current Output Screen

The current output screen always appears in the test stream. It is the output from the log or most recent run.

Expected Output Screen

The original output screen showing any rules that have been applied.

Original Output Screen

The original output screen appears in a test stream created by the Run function only if it differs from the current output
screen and record history was specified.

Signoff Data

This information is specified by the user during the Run function to explain the mismatch.

Mismatch signoff information is available only if this option was specified during the most recent run.

Record Numbers

A record number identifies every record in the test stream. This is a sequential number associated with each current input
or output screen. For example, if a test stream consists of one input screen, followed by one output screen, followed by
one input screen, followed by one output screen, all input screens will be odd numbered and all output screens will be
even numbered.

Types of Comparisons (VTAM)
Learn about what happens when Verify for VTAM runs a test stream, including comparing the original output screens with
the current screens.

You can specify one of the following comparison types:

Screen
Compares corresponding rows of two screens to see if they are the same; comparison base includes all output
screens between two input screens.
This type of comparison must be used when processing a test stream with a ruleset.

Logical
Screens to see if they are the same. Variation in bytes transmitted to the terminal is allowed as long as the end
result is the same.
A logical comparison also allows for variable fields (that is, fields you would expect to be different, such as run
date or time-of-day).
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NOTE
A logical comparison is not supported for non-3270 terminals.

Physical
Compares 80-byte segments of the data streams.
Use this type of comparison for non-3270 terminal test streams and for test streams that use graphics.

During a logical, physical, or screen comparison, Verify for VTAM halts the run if it detects any difference between the
original and current screens. At this point you have many different options. For example, you can ignore the mismatch,
define additional rules, or terminate the run.

Panels (VTAM)
Learn about common header formatting in most panels, including a sample panel, followed by an explanation of the
common areas.

Most panels have the same header format. A sample panel is shown next, followed by an explanation of the common
areas.

1                      2                 3

 SAMPLE.TEST.001 -----  BROWSE: DIRECTORY INFORMATION  -----------------10:41:46 

ENTER COMMAND ===>4                                              

     5                                    

  DESCRIPTION: SAMPLE TEST STREAM OF CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY                         

                                                                         

                                                                         

                                                                         

              LOG:       RUN:       EDIT:         TEST STREAM:        IN:   OUT:

  INVOKED BY: DORI                                  TOTAL SCREENS:      9     11

  INVOKED ON: 02/09/1999                            AVERAGE BYTES:     35    315

  START TIME: 10:41:01                                                          

  DURATION:   00:00:38   00:00:16                                               

  SYSTEM:     A04IC9NA                                                          

  STATUS:     NORMAL                                                            

  TERMINAL:   A60L2049                                                          

  VSAM CI'S:  2                                                                 

                                                                                

  AVERAGE THINK TIME:    00:00:02.437                                           

  AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME: 00:00:01.417                                           

  MAXIMUM SCREEN SIZE:   24 BY  80                                              

  PROTECTION STATUS:                                            OWNER: DORI     

  ORIGINATING TEST STREAM:                        CREATED BY FUNCTION: LOG      

                                                                                

  F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN                                          

1 - name area
Indicates the name of the test stream when a specific test stream is being processed; otherwise, it contains
dashes.

2 - title
Identifies the menu.
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3 - message area
Contains an error or informational message; otherwise, contains the time.

4 - command area
Use this field to type a command, option, or parameter.

5 - extended message area
Displays an extended, numbered message if you type the Help (PF1) command when an error message appears
in the message area 3. At other times, instructions on how to proceed will appear.

Commands and PF Keys (VTAM)
Learn about the commands that can be used with all functions, except Redisplay, which can be entered in the command
area.

Commands that apply to a specific function are discussed in the appropriate sections.

Where applicable, the default PF key that can be used instead of the command is listed.

Caps On/Off
Translates lowercase characters to uppercase on menus with the following fields that support lowercase:
Edit function

Field and Hex format input
Browse and Edit functions

Find and Change command parameters
Rules function

All values and description fields
Log and Utility functions

Terminal names
End (PF3)

Ends processing of the current menu and returns to prior processing level.
Help (PF1)

If a brief error message is displayed, replaces that message with a more detailed, numbered message on the third
line of the menu. If an error message is not displayed, displays the Tutorial panel for the current function.

Keys (PF12)
Displays a list of PF key assignments.

OPTS
Displays the options as currently set in the OPTIONS module.

Redisplay (PA2, CLEAR, PFn)
Refreshes the last menu displayed. Invoke this command by pressing the PA2 key, Clear, or the assigned PF key.

Resume
Continues processing from the point of suspension. This command is valid only from the Primary Options Menu.
See Suspend.

Return (PF4)
Ends processing of the current menu and returns to the Primary Options Menu. During Run Mismatch processing,
this command is treated as the End command.

Shutdown
Shuts down the control task. If the installation option SHUTDWN has been set to YES, anyone can issue
this command on any menu as long as he is the only person using the control task. If the installation option
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SHUTDWN has been set to NO (the default), only a security administrator or console operator can shut down the
control task.

Size Def/Alt
Directs Verify for VTAM to use the default or alternate screen size for its menus. Both the default and alternate
sizes are defined during installation. The sizes supported are dependent on terminal models. If this command is
specified without either parameter, Verify for VTAM toggles between the default and alternate sizes.

Suspend
Suspends current processing and displays the Primary Options Menu. The suspended function will appear on the
menu, followed by (SUSPENDED). Only one Suspend command may be issued from a terminal. This command
is not valid from the Primary Options Menu. See Resume.

The following chart lists the commands for which default PF keys are assigned. Default PF key assignments are
determined when Verify for VTAM is installed. Minimum abbreviations are underlined.

Default PF Key Command
PF1 Help
PF2 Rotate
PF3 End
PF4 Return
PF5 Prev
PF6 Next
PF7 Up
PF8 Down
PF9 Format
PF10 Left
PF11 Right
PF12 Keys

NOTE
Defaults for PF keys 13-24 are the same as for PF keys 1-12.

See the preceding section for an explanation of commands used with all functions. Commands for specific functions are
discussed in the appropriate sections.

Be aware of the following:

• If a PF key command is not appropriate to the function you are performing, Verify for VTAM treats it as the Enter key.
• If a command requires parameters, type them in the command area.
• If you type more parameters than a command requires, Verify for VTAM ignores them.

Display PF Key Assignments

Type the Keys (PF12) command on any menu to display a list of PF key assignments.

 -------------------  CA VERIFY PF KEY ASSIGNMENTS  ------------10:31:13 

                                                                       HK 

                                                                          

          KEY   ASSIGNMENT                   KEY   ASSIGNMENT             
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          PF1:  HELP                         PF13: HELP                   

          PF2:  ROTATE                       PF14: ROTATE                 

          PF3:  END                          PF15: END                    

          PF4:  RETURN                       PF16: RETURN                 

          PF5:  PREV                         PF17: PREV                   

          PF6:  NEXT                         PF18: NEXT                   

          PF7:  UP                           PF19: UP                     

          PF8:  DOWN                         PF20: DOWN                   

          PF9:  FORMAT                       PF21: FORMAT                 

          PF10: LEFT                         PF22: LEFT                   

          PF11: RIGHT                        PF23: RIGHT                  

          PF12: KEYS                         PF24: KEYS                   

                                             PA2:  REDISPLAY              

                                                                          

          PRESS ANY PF KEY TO RETURN TO THE PRIOR MENU                       

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                      

Using TSO
You can use the Browse, Edit, Utility, and Tutorial functions under TSO. A data set can be allocated and then Verify for
VTAM can be invoked either by:

CALL 'VERIFY.LOADLIB(XTCAMAIN)'

or as a command processor:

XTCAMAIN

If you invoke Verify for VTAM as a command processor, the load modules must be in a STEPLIB.

NOTE
The Suspend and Resume commands are not supported.

Testing (VTAM)
Testing programs without Verify for VTAM is difficult because your test region differs significantly from your production
environment. For example, it is very hard to replicate the:

• Number of terminals
• Types of terminals
• Program activity

With Verify for VTAM, it is easy to simulate production conditions. That means you can perform all types of testing; unit,
integration, concurrency, regression, stress, and migration, so you know your application will perform as expected. This
section explains in detail how to use Verify for VTAM to perform these types of testing.

To test applications effectively, you need well-constructed tests. Verify for VTAM greatly simplifies the task of creating
these tests. All you have to do is log test streams. Optionally, you can edit these test streams to meet your testing needs.
For example, you can combine test streams, alter the input data to test a variety of conditions, or delete a sequence
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of screens. As you save test streams, you'll create a library of tests that will always be available to test application and
system changes.

You can test all applications that run under MVS VTAM, including IMS/DC, CICS, TSO, and IDMS/DC applications.
For example, you can create a system test to run after an IMS or MVS upgrade. Or, use Verify for VTAM to test VM
applications running under Netview or to capture TSO SPUFI sessions. You can even automate batch testing by logging a
test stream which submits and reviews batch jobs under TSO.

You can even log applications that run under multiple environments. For example, suppose you have a CICS application
that passes data to another CICS application. However, before the data is passed, it is sorted in batch. You can use Verify
for VTAM to log all three steps: the first CICS application, the middle TSO application that submits the batch job, and the
second CICS application. If any step changes, you can test the entire job.

To further streamline the testing of application or system changes, Verify for VTAM provides a powerful Rules function
to use with your library of test streams. Rulesets let you identify the expected changes to the existing test stream due
to application or system changes. By running the test stream in the new application with a specified ruleset, you can
eliminate the need to stop at the expected changes, greatly streamlining your testing.

Unit Testing (VTAM)
Unit testing is the most common type of testing. You change individual units of work and test each change. A unit of
work may be a program, a sequence of events, or just an input/output screen. However, unit testing does not test how a
program interacts with other programs or its effect on the system.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a test stream by logging the screens connected with the change. If the program is small, you may want to log
all the screens.
If you already have a test stream that tests this unit of work, you will not need to create a new one.

2. Change the screen in the application.
3. Run the logged test stream. Verify for VTAM compares the output produced by the program before the change with the

output produced after the change.
Verify for VTAM flags all differences. You expect one difference -- the difference in the single field, which you changed.
Otherwise, the original and current screens should be the same.

4. If you find any unexpected differences, make corrections and rerun the logged test stream until you are sure the
modified program is functioning as anticipated.

Integration Testing (VTAM)
Learn how Integration testing can determine if a program works properly with other programs.

A program can pass unit testing -- and then fail when executed in conjunction with other programs that were not part of
the unit test. For example, if several programs update the same file, a change to one program may have unexpected
effects on the others.

Peform the following steps:

1. Create a test stream logging all affected programs -- that is, the program that changed and all programs run in
conjunction with it. Or, use a previously logged test stream that tests this application. The logged test stream can be
created by one of the following methods:
– Capturing a series of transactions in your production region
– Combining several unit test streams. Use the Append or Insert utilities if you want the test streams to run

sequentially, or the Merge utility if you want the test streams to run concurrently.
2. Change the screen in the application.
3. After the changed program passes unit testing, run the logged test stream. Verify for VTAM compares the output

produced by all the programs before the change with the output produced after the change. Verify for VTAM
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automatically flags all differences. You expect one difference -- the difference in the single field, which you changed.
Otherwise, all the original and current screens should be the same.

4. If you find any unexpected differences, make corrections and rerun the logged test stream until you are sure the
modified program and all programs connected to it are functioning as anticipated.

Repetition Testing

Another form of integration testing is repetition testing. This type of testing ensures that programs remain re-usable and is
generally used to test reentrancy. To perform repetition testing, simply re-execute a test stream a few times to make sure
that each execution is successful and produces the same results.

Concurrency Testing (VTAM)
Concurrency testing determines what happens when similar or identical transactions execute at the same time and try to
perform the same task.

One example of Concurrency testing would be processing the same file or data base record.

Manual concurrency testing is virtually impossible. You would have to have multiple users simultaneously enter the same
transaction on different terminals. Even if that were practical, network and access method processing would affect how
CICS processes the transactions. With Verify for VTAM, however, concurrency testing is both easy and accurate because
Verify for VTAM automatically ensures that the transactions are processed concurrently.

Perform the following steps:

1. Create a test stream by logging the screens when a transaction updates an inventory file. Or, use an existing test
stream.

2. Merge the test stream with itself. The new test stream consists of two identical sets of records, each assigned to a
different terminal. If necessary, you can merge the new test stream with itself again, creating four identical sets of
records assigned to four terminals.

3. Optionally, you can edit the test stream to alter the test data. For example, you may want to alter the inventory file key
to ensure that the test stream updates different records. You can edit the test stream by copying it before the merge,
editing one test stream, and then merging the two test streams. Or, you can first create the merged test stream and
then edit it.

4. Run the merged test stream.
– Verify for VTAM sends the first input screen from terminal 1 to the application. Then, Verify for VTAM sends the first

input screen from terminal 2 to the application. These are, of course, identical screens unless you edited one.
– Next, the application sends the first output screen from the application to terminal 1. Then, the application sends the

first output screen from the application to terminal 2.
– Verify for VTAM continues to run the test stream. You can easily determine how the application concurrently

processes these requests.

When Verify for VTAM runs a single terminal test stream that has been merged into itself, it ensures that all output screens
are received by the terminals before it sends the next input screens. Using this method, a multiple terminal test stream
always produces consistent results.

The following diagrams illustrate two ways in which you can edit the test stream:
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Example 1
Figure 8: example of test stream merge

In Example 1:

1. The test stream is copied.
2. One of the copies is edited.
3. The two test streams are merged.
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Example 2
Figure 9: example2 merge with itself

In Example 2:

1. The test stream is merged with itself.
2. The merged test stream is edited.

Regression Testing (VTAM)
Regression testing ensures that a change to a component of a system does not have unexpected effects on the rest of the
system.

For regression testing, you create a benchmark test and then re-execute the system using the same test data. Verify for
VTAM compares the results with the benchmark results to determine if there are any unexpected differences.

With Verify for VTAM, it is easy to create and maintain standardized tests for all your systems. Whenever you make a
change, you can quickly determine whether or not the system still performs as expected.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a test stream by logging a standard set of payroll transactions, or use an existing test stream. This test stream
will be your benchmark test for the payroll system.
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2. Change the program.
3. Unit test the program to make sure the change is working as expected.
4. Run the logged payroll test stream. The only difference Verify for VTAM should detect is the single program change.

Stress Testing (VTAM)
Stress testing lets you find out how your system behaves under heavy loads and how increased transaction volume
affects response time. System programmers can use this information to tune the system. Capacity planners can use it to
determine when and how to expand system capability to meet projected growth estimates. Because Verify for VTAM uses
virtual terminals instead of real terminals, you can simulate system activity without tying up valuable system resources.

Follow these steps:

1. Create one or more multiple terminal test streams by logging many terminals at once. For example, you may want to
log all the terminals in a particular department or all the terminals in a region.

2. Create a large-volume test stream by merging the test stream with itself or by merging several test streams. The
screens from one test stream are interspersed among the screens from a second test stream.

3. Run the merged test stream either online or as a batch job.
– When Verify for VTAM runs in batch, it brings up a CICS region in which it is the only user. Because there is

no resource contention, transactions execute under optimal conditions. Such information may be valuable for
optimization or tuning.

– To simulate increased stress, reduce the operator think time. For example, you can request that input screens be
sent to the application twice as quickly as the operators originally sent them. You can even specify no operator think
time. Reducing think time is a good way to simulate a stress test even with moderate transaction activity.

– Because you're not concerned with program changes, instruct Verify for VTAM not to compare the original and
current screens. Of course, if you logged only input screens, no comparison will take place.

NOTE
To test an incremental increase in transaction volume, run a test stream containing the additional volume during
peak periods.

Migration Testing (VTAM)
Migration testing ensures that existing applications perform as expected when you have major hardware or software
changes; for example, upgrading from one release of CICS to another, adding disk packs, or even migrating from VSE to
MVS.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a test stream by logging several critical hours of activity for as many terminals as you believe are necessary
to provide a realistic "slice of life." For example, you may want to log all the terminals in a particular branch or
department. Or, you may want to create a controlled test by combining and/or editing many unit tests.
Remember, once you create this test stream, you can use it again and again to test system or software upgrades.

2. At night or on a weekend, run the logged test stream, either from a terminal or as a batch job. Specify no operator
think time so the test completes as quickly as possible.

3. If the transactions execute normally and the output is correct, you can assume that the hardware or software change
won't have any unexpected impact on production.

Automated Batch Testing
Verify for VTAM can speed up batch testing by making it possible to automatically submit and review jobs.
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To test batch jobs, log a test stream which consists of the following tasks:

1. Logon to TSO.
2. Edit the batch job.
3. Submit the batch job. Use the NOTIFY parameter so a message is issued when the job completes.
4. If you are using a full-screen product like ISPF to submit the job, exit from ISPF to await notification that the job has

completed.
5. Review the job output under TSO. Use the FIND command to position yourself after the job informational messages

which may vary from one execution to another.
6. Delete the output.

Running this test stream will submit the job and automatically review the output and identify any differences. You can use
one test stream to submit and review many jobs in succession.

Log Function (VTAM)
The Log function is used to create a test stream of input and output terminal screens for an application or system. Once a
test stream has been logged, it can be run and rerun to test changes to the underlying program.

For example, suppose you modify an application and want to check for changes and errors in the application that may
have been unintentionally introduced. You can log a test stream on the original program and run that test stream on
the new version. Verify for VTAM will compare the logged output screens with the new output screens and flag any
differences, making it easy to spot and correct errors. Alternatively, if you install new disk drives or a new release of CICS,
you can run your logged test streams to make sure all your applications perform as expected.

You can log a test stream from one or more terminals. Logging a test stream from multiple terminals provides the tools
you need for stress testing. You can also run such a test stream under varying conditions to gauge the impact on your
system.

As you log test streams, you'll be creating a library of benchmark tests you can use over and over again to test application
and system changes. For this reason, you'll want to make sure the test streams you create are as complete as possible.

NOTE
Test streams can be browsed and edited. For example, you can change a test stream so you can test different
input, or you can merge test streams to create a new test case.

How the Log Function Works (VTAM)
Follow these steps:

1. You initiate logging.
2. The first output from USS or the routing application to the terminal being logged will usually be the first screen for that

terminal in the test stream. That screen will be followed by input and output screens in any order.
3. Logging continues until you explicitly terminate it.

Verify for VTAM can log:

• Single session test streams; for example, a TSO session
• Multiple session test streams; for example, a CICS session followed by a TSO session followed by an IMS/DC session
• An application which passes terminals to other applications
• Multiple test streams at the same time. These test streams can be logged from the same or different terminals. For

example, two users can request at the same time that terminal A be logged. Verify for VTAM would then create two test
streams.

You won't even be aware that logging is taking place. Verify for VTAM does not tie up a terminal that is being logged. A
single control task, which does not use a terminal, records the screens for all logging.
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Invoke the Log Function and Specify Terminal Options (VTAM)
Learn about invoking the Log Function and how to specify Terminal Options (VTAM).

Perform the following steps:

1. Type L on the Primary Options Menu. Verify for VTAM displays the Log Options Menu.

---------------------  LOG OPTIONS MENU  -----------------------10:31:39 

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                     L 

                                                                          

    T  THIS TERMINAL                                                      

                                                                          

    O  ANOTHER TERMINAL                                                   

                                                                          

    M  MULTIPLE TERMINALS       

    A  AN APPLICATION       

                                          

                                                                          

 

                                                                         

 F1-HELP     F3-END     F4-RETURN                                              

2. Indicate which terminals Verify for VTAM should log by specifying one of the following:
T

Your terminal
O

Another terminal
M

Multiple terminals
A

All terminals associated with a specific application
3. Press Enter. Verify for VTAM displays the menu for the option you have specified.

NOTE
You can bypass the Log Options Menu by typing L.T, L.O, L.M, or L.A on the Primary Options Menu..

Log One or More Terminals (VTAM)
This section describes the available options of logging a test stream on the operating terminal, on another terminal, on
multiple terminals, or on all terminals associated with a specific application.

You have the option of logging a test stream on the terminal where you are operating Verify for VTAM, on another
terminal, on multiple terminals, or all terminals associated with a specific application.

Logging Your Terminal

If you specify T on the Log Options Menu or L.T on the Primary Options Menu, Verify for VTAM displays the Single
Terminal Log menu.
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 --------------------------  SINGLE TERMINAL LOG  ----------------------13:45:18

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           L1

                                                                                

 LOG TEST STREAM AS:                                                            

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===>                                                         

   MEMBER      ===>                                                     

   VERSION     ===> 001                                                         

                                                                                

 DESCRIPTION ===>                            

             ===>                                                               

             ===>                                                               

                                                                                

 STOP OPTION                     ===> DISC (DISC, MAN, PF__, PA_, OR CLEAR)           

 PROCESS WITH RULES              ===> N    (Y/N)                                      

 TEST STREAM PROTECTION          ===>      (R-READ W-WRITE P-PRINT)             

 LOG INPUT SCREENS ONLY          ===> N    (Y/N)                                        

 EXTEND TEST STREAM              ===> N    (Y/N)                                  

 VIRTUAL TERMINAL                ===>      (TO USE A SPECIFIC VIRTUAL TERMINAL)              

                                                                                 

 RULESET NAME:                                                                  

                                                                                

                                                                                

 F1-HELP     F3-END     F4-RETURN                                              

Default values, specified when Verify for VTAM is installed, will appear for the following fields: DDname, Application,
Version, Stop Option, and Extend Test Stream.

The DDname, Application, Member, Version, and Description fields are required to identify the test stream.

DDNAME
The ddname of the file to which the test stream will be logged. Specify one to eight alphanumeric or national
characters. The first character cannot be numeric. This file must be allocated in the JCL for CICS.

APPLICATION
The group to which the test stream belongs; for example, an application, department, project, and so on. Specify
one to eight alphanumeric or national characters. The first character cannot be numeric.

MEMBER
The specific test stream; for example, a screen or program. Specify one to eight alphanumeric or national
characters. The first character cannot be numeric.

VERSION
The test stream version when multiple versions of the test stream have the same name. Specify one to three
numeric characters.

DESCRIPTION
The comments that describe the test stream. Specify up to three lines of information. You may want to use this
field to document files which must be restored when the test stream is run. This field is ignored when the Extend
Test Stream option is Y.

STOP OPTION
The option which will terminate logging:
DISC

Logging terminates when the session is disconnected. This is the default; it can be overridden by
modifying the options module.
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DISC prevents multiple session test streams because logging terminates when you disconnect from the
first session.

MAN
Logging terminates when you manually stop logging in one of two ways:

• Clear your screen and type XTCA STOP
• Use the Inquiry function to display a list of all active logging and select the logging you wish to

terminate. See the Inquiry function for more details.

Only the person who invoked logging or a security administrator can terminate logging using the Inquiry
function.
Note: The MAN option can always be used to stop logging even if you select another Stop option.

PFxx/Pax
Logging terminates when you press the specified PF or PA key.

CLEAR
Logging terminates when you clear your screen.

PROCESS WITH RULES
This field allows you to apply a ruleset to this logging session. If Y is typed in this field, a list of available rulesets
will appear when you press Enter. These rulesets contain rules that specify user IDs, terminals, or transaction
IDs that are to be included or excluded from the test stream. If you do not wish to apply a ruleset to this logging
session, leave N as the default.
Note: L.T only applies application rule actions; terminal and user rule actions are ignored.

TEST STREAM PROTECTION
Sets protection options for the test stream. Valid options are:
R

Read: the test stream cannot be browsed, edited, run, appended to, inserted into, or merged into
another test stream by anyone except its owner or a security administrator. If the test stream is copied or
renamed, read protection is extended to the new test stream.

W
Write: the test stream cannot be extended, replaced (during the Run function), edited, renamed, deleted,
appended to, inserted or merged into another test stream, nor can its directory be updated, by anyone
except its owner or a security administrator

P
Print: the test stream cannot be printed
You can use any combination of options; for example, RW, WP, RWP.
To change the protection option, use the Utilities Update Directory function.

NOTE
A read-protected Autsign (automated signon and signoff) test stream can be invoked by any user for
Autsign purposes; it cannot be read in any other way except by its owner or a security administrator.
See the Installationsection for information about Autsign test streams.

LOG INPUT SCREENS ONLY
Type Y to log just input screens; otherwise, leave N as the default. Use Y with caution, because it means there
will be no output screens to compare during a Run. Selecting Y also diminishes the usefulness of Verify for VTAM
as a regression testing tool, and makes problem determination difficult if the application does not perform as
expected. However, when you have a completely predictable test stream, logging just the input screens can
reduce the size of the test stream.

EXTEND TEST STREAM
Type Y to append additional logging to an existing test stream (identified in the ddname, Application, Member, and
Version fields); otherwise, leave N as the default.
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If you extend a test stream, the current logging should be compatible with the existing test stream as follows:

• The current terminal should be the same type as the terminal originally used to create the test stream
• The existing test stream should end with a clear screen. If not, use the Online Utilities to copy the existing test

stream. You can then truncate the copied version after a clear screen.

VIRTUAL TERMINAL
Specify a specific or generic virtual terminal name. Use = as a generic character to replace any character. For
example, if you specify VTERM==, Verify for VTAM will use any virtual terminal beginning with the characters
VTERM followed by up to two characters; for example, VTERM6, VTERM01, VTERM02,and so on.
Assigning a virtual terminal is important if the application you are logging has terminal name or other terminal
characteristic dependencies. The virtual terminal specification will be saved with the test stream so that Verify
for VTAM can use the same assignment when the test stream is run. A generic specification is recommended to
avoid conflicts when test streams specifying the same virtual terminal are run concurrently.
You can change the virtual terminal assignment by editing the test stream.
Leave this option blank if it doesn't matter which virtual terminal is used for logging. In this case, Verify for VTAM
will use a virtual terminal specified at installation.

RULESET NAME
Displays the name of the ruleset selected. A name only appears if you have selected Y for Process With Rules
and have selected a ruleset.

Initiate Logging on Your Terminal

When you have completed this menu, press Enter.

• If you typed N to Process With Rules, Verify for VTAM will display either the USS menu, or the menu from your routing
application. The first output screen is not logged. Logging begins with whatever you type next (for example, the
application you specify).

• If you typed Y, the next screen to display will be the Specify Ruleset Name panel.

See Apply Rules to the Logging Session for details.

Log Another Terminal

If you type O on the Log Options Menu or L.O on the Primary Options Menu, Verify for VTAM displays the Other Terminal
Log menu.

 ----------------------------  OTHER TERMINAL LOG  ---------------------11:20:10

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           L2

                                                                                

 LOG TEST STREAM AS:                                                            

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===>                                                             

   MEMBER      ===>                                                             

   VERSION     ===> 001                                                         

                                                                                

 DESCRIPTION ===>                                                               

             ===>                                                               

             ===>                                                               

                                                                                

 TERMINAL TO BE LOGGED    ===>                                                  

 STOP OPTION              ===> DISC       (DISC, MAN, PF__, PA_,OR CLEAR)       

 PROCESS WITH RULES       ===> N          (Y/N)                                 

 TEST STREAM PROTECTION   ===>            (R-READ W-WRITE P-PRINT)              

 LOG INPUT SCREENS ONLY   ===> N          (Y/N)                                 
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 EXTEND TEST STREAM       ===> N          (Y/N)                                 

 VIRTUAL TERMINAL         ===>            (TO USE A SPECIFIC VIRTUAL TERMINAL)  

 INTERRUPT SESSION        ===> QUEUE      (NO, QUEUE, REQUEST, UNCOND, OR FORCE)

 RULESET NAME:                                                                  

                                                                                

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN                                        

This menu is identical to the Single Terminal Log menu except for two additional fields: Terminal to be Logged, and
Interrupt Session. Also, the Stop option is interpreted differently and the Process With Rules field only applies certain rule
actions.

TERMINAL TO BE LOGGED
The name of the terminal to be logged. If the terminal is in use by a user, logging will not begin until the user exits
from Verify for VTAM.

STOP OPTION
How logging will be terminated. See the Logging Your Terminal section for an explanation of the options.
Remember that the Stop option you select applies to the terminal being logged, not to your terminal. For example,
if you select PF12, the operator of the terminal being logged must press PF12 to terminate logging. If the operator
at that terminal is unaware of the logging, select MAN as the Stop option. Then you can use the Inquiry function to
terminate logging.

PROCESS WITH RULES
If Y is typed in this field and L.O is specified, application and user rule actions are applied, while terminal rule
actions are ignored.

INTERRUPT SESSION
If the terminal to be logged is already in a session, this option determines the type of deactivation that should
occur to terminate this session.
No

Do not interrupt the current session and do not queue a session for the terminal. Logging will not begin
until the user at the terminal to be logged ends the current session and logs onto Verify for VTAM.

Queue
Do not interrupt the current session. Logging will begin when the current session ends. This is the default.

Request
Request that the application currently in session with the terminal terminate the session. The application
may deny this request.

Uncond
Instruct the application currently in session with the terminal that it must terminate the session. Verify for
VTAM waits for the application to formally terminate the session before beginning to log the terminal.

Force
Force termination of the session. Generally, this type of deactivation is not recommended; however, it
may be advisable for terminals in sessions that do not terminate when the Request or Uncond parameters
are in effect.
The default for this option is specified at installation. The five parameters represent five levels of
interruption, with No as the lowest level and Force as the highest. Only a security administrator can
specify a higher level of interruption on this menu than the installation default.
For example, if the installation default is Uncond, users (other than a security administrator) can change
the parameter to No, Queue, or Request, but not to Force.

Initiate Logging on Another Terminal

When you have completed this menu, press Enter.
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• If you typed N to Process With Rules, Verify for VTAM redisplays the Log Options Menu and informs you that logging
has begun.

• If you typed Y, the next screen to display will be the Specify Ruleset Name panel.

See Apply Rules to the Logging Session for details.

Log Multiple Terminals

If you type M on the Log Options Menu or L.M on the Primary Options Menu, Verify for VTAM displays the Multiple
Terminal Log menu.

 ---------------------------  MULTIPLE TERMINAL LOG  -------------------11:20:43 "

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           L3

                                                                                

 LOG TEST STREAM AS:                                                            

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===>                                                             

   MEMBER      ===>                                                             

   VERSION     ===> 001                                                         

                                                                                

 DESCRIPTION ===>                                                               

             ===>                                                               

             ===>                                                               

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 PROCESS WITH RULES       ===> Y          (Y/N)                                 

 TEST STREAM PROTECTION   ===>            (R-READ W-WRITE P-PRINT)              

 LOG INPUT SCREENS ONLY   ===> N          (Y/N)                                 

 INTERRUPT SESSIONS       ===> QUEUE      (NO, QUEUE, REQUEST, UNCOND, OR FORCE)

                                                                                

                                                                                

 RULESET NAME:                                                                  

                                                                                

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN                                        

This menu is similar to the Single Terminal Log and Other Terminal Log menus with these exceptions:

• There is no Stop option because you must terminate logging manually using the Inquiry function.
• There is no Extend Test Stream option because multiple terminal test streams cannot be extended. Use the Append

utility to extend multiple test streams (see the "Utilities" section).
• The Process With Rules option is automatically set to Y. The terminals to be logged must be listed in a LOGGING

ruleset. See Apply Rules to the Logging Session for instructions.
NOTE
L.M applies all three rule actions: application, user, and terminal.

• There is no Virtual Terminal option. You can assign virtual terminals through the Terminal ID Logging rule option.

When you have completed this menu, press Enter to display the Specify Ruleset Name panel. See Apply Rules to the
Logging Session for instructions on completing this panel.

Multiple Terminal Logging Considerations

When logging multiple terminals:
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• The terminals to be logged MUST be listing in a LOGGING Ruleset. See Add a Multiple Terminal Logging Rule Action.
• Bear in mind that at least 8 KB per terminal for the Run function and 2 KB to 8 KB for the Print and Browse functions

are required. You can reduce the Run requirements to 100 bytes per terminal by using the Batch Run function or the
online Run function with the Stop at Mismatches option set to N.

• Verify for VTAM tries to ensure that the same concurrences exist when test streams are run as when they were logged.
However, timing considerations could possibly cause problems because Verify for VTAM runs test streams so much
faster than when they were logged. For example, suppose an operator at Terminal A adds an item to a file. Next, an
operator at terminal B inquires on the same item. If the inquiry occurs after a confirmation message has been sent to
Terminal A, Verify for VTAM guarantees the correct sequence during the Run function. However, if the inquiry occurs
before the confirmation message has been sent, during the Run function the inquiry may actually occur before the item
has been added.

CICS/ESA FEPI Considerations

Verify for VTAM can log and run front-end CICS/ESA FEPI applications that are terminal oriented. When you run a logged
test stream for a front-end application, both the front-end and back-end applications are executed.

To test back-end FEPI applications independently of the front-end applications, you must use Verify for CICS. Verify for
VTAM cannot log a FEPI back-end application because it does not recognize FEPI virtual terminals.

Log an Application
This section describes how Verify for VTAM displays the Application Log menu.

If you type A on the Log Options Menu or L.A on the Primary Options Menu, Verify for VTAM displays the Application Log
menu.

 -----------------------------  APPLICATION LOG  ---------------------11:21:05

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           LP 

                                                                               

 LOG TEST STREAM AS:                                                            

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===>                                                             

   MEMBER      ===>                                                             

   VERSION     ===> 001                                                         

                                                                                

 DESCRIPTION ===>                                                               

             ===>                                                               

             ===>                                                               

                                                                                

 REAL APPLID              ===>            (APPLID USERS WILL LOGON TO)          

 VIRTUAL APPLID           ===>            (APPLID USED BY THE APPLICATION)      

 PROCESS WITH RULES       ===> N         (Y/N)                                 

 TEST STREAM PROTECTION   ===>            (R-READ W-WRITE P-PRINT)              

 LOG INPUT SCREENS ONLY   ===> N          (Y/N)                                 

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 RULESET NAME:                                                                  

                                                                               

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN                                        
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Complete the DDname, Application, Member, Version, Description, Process with Rules, Test Stream Protection, and Log
Input Screens Only fields as described in the Logging a Terminal section earlier in this section. Complete the other fields
as follows:

REAL APPLID

Specify the applid to which users will log on. Verify for VTAM will communicate with users using this applid.

VIRTUAL APPLID

Specify the applid the application will be using. The virtual terminals will communicate with the application using this
applid.

NOTE
See How to Use the Log an Application Function later in this section for instructions on specifying the Real and
Virtual Applids. If you use Method 1 or Method 3, you will specify an alias applid in the Real Applid field, and the
normal applid in the Virtual Applid field.

Initiate Logging

Follow these steps:

1. Press Enter.
– If you typed N to Process With Rules, Verify for VTAM redisplays the Log Options Menu and informs you that

logging has begun.
– If you typed Y, the next screen to display will be the Specify Ruleset Name panel.

See Apply Rules to the Logging Session for details.

How to Use the Log an Application Function

Logging an application allows you to log all the terminals for a particular application without specifying most of the terminal
names and without incurring the overhead associated with logging all the terminals in a network.

There are three ways to log an application. Use one of the following three methods:

Method 1 Log on to an Alias Applid

Follow these steps:

1. Access the Application Log menu and specify an alias applid as the Real Applid (for example, IMSTEST). Specify the
application's normal applid as the Virtual Applid (for example, IMS). A sample Application Log menu follows.

 -----------------------------  APPLICATION LOG  -----------------------11:21:05

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           LP

                                                                                

 LOG TEST STREAM AS:                                                            

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===> IMSTEST                                                     

   MEMBER      ===> LA                                                          

   VERSION     ===> 001                                                         

                                                                                

 DESCRIPTION ===> LOG USERS OF IMS                                              

             ===> NOTE: HAVE USERS LOG ON TO APPLID IMSTEST                     

             ===>                                                               
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 REAL APPLID              ===> IMSTEST    (APPLID USERS WILL LOGON TO)          

 VIRTUAL APPLID           ===> IMS        (APPLID USED BY THE APPLICATION)      

 PROCESS WITH RULES       ===> N          (Y/N)                                 

 TEST STREAM PROTECTION   ===>            (R-READ W-WRITE P-PRINT)              

 LOG INPUT SCREENS ONLY   ===> N          (Y/N)                                 

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 RULESET NAME:                                                                  

                                                                                

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN                                        

2. Begin logging and instruct users to log on to the alias applid (IMSTEST).

Method 2 Modify the Application's Applid

Follow these steps:

1. Bring down the application.
2. Modify its applid to an alias (for example, MSTEST).
3. Bring the application back up using the alias applid.
4. Access the Application Log menu. Specify the application's normal applid (for example, IMS) as the Real Applid and

specify the alias applid (IMSTEST) as the Virtual Applid. A sample Application Log menu follows.

 -----------------------------  APPLICATION LOG  -----------------------11:21:40

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           LP

                                                                                

 LOG TEST STREAM AS:                                                            

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===> IMSTEST                                                     

   MEMBER      ===> LA                                                          

   VERSION     ===> 002                                                         

                                                                                

 DESCRIPTION ===> LOG USERS OF IMS                                              

             ===> NOTE: MODIFY IMS TO USE APPLID IMSTEST. USERS WILL            

             ===>       LOG ON TO APPLID IMS AS USUAL.                        

                                                                                

 REAL APPLID              ===> IMS        (APPLID USERS WILL LOGON TO)          

 VIRTUAL APPLID           ===> IMSTEST    (APPLID USED BY THE APPLICATION)      

 PROCESS WITH RULES       ===> N          (Y/N)                                 

 TEST STREAM PROTECTION   ===>            (R-READ W-WRITE P-PRINT)              

 LOG INPUT SCREENS ONLY   ===> N          (Y/N)                                 

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 RULESET NAME:                                                                  

                                                                               

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN                                        

5. When users log on to the normal applid (IMS), logging will begin.

Method 3 Modify the USS Table or Routing Application
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Follow these steps:

1. Modify your USS table or routing application to translate the application's normal applid to an alias (for example, IMS
to IMSTEST).

2. Access the Application Log menu and specify the alias applid (for example, IMSTEST) as the Real Applid and the
normal applid (for example, IMS) as the Virtual Applid. A sample Application Log menu follows.

 ----------------------------- APPLICATION LOG -----------------------11:25:03"

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           LP

                                                                                

 LOG TEST STREAM AS:                                                            

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===> IMSTEST                                                     

   MEMBER      ===> LA                                                          

   VERSION     ===> 003                                                         

                                                                                

 DESCRIPTION ===> LOG USERS OF IMS                                              

             ===> NOTE: MODIFY USS TO TRANSLATE LOGONS TO APPLID IMS            

             ===>      INTO LOGONS TO APPLID IMSTEST.                         

                                                                                

 REAL APPLID              ===> IMSTEST    (APPLID USERS WILL LOGON TO)          

 VIRTUAL APPLID           ===> IMS        (APPLID USED BY THE APPLICATION)      

 PROCESS WITH RULES       ===> N          (Y/N)                                 

 TEST STREAM PROTECTION   ===>            (R-READ W-WRITE P-PRINT)              

 LOG INPUT SCREENS ONLY   ===> N          (Y/N)                                 

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 RULESET NAME:                                                                  

                                                                               

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN                                        

3. Initiate logging.
4. When users log on to the normal applid (IMS), the applid will be translated to the alias applid (IMSTEST) and logging

will begin.

Log Printers or Acquired Devices

Follow these steps:

1. Bring down the application.
2. Modify your application so that it acquires Verify for VTAM's virtual terminals instead of real devices.
3. Access the Application Log menu. Fill in the Real Applid and Virtual Applid fields as illustrated in the following three

screens and press Enter.

 -------------------------------- APPLICATION LOG  ---------------------10:32:36 

  ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                    LP 

  LOG TEST STREAM AS:                                                         

    DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                    

    APPLICATION ===> IMSTEST                                                  

    MEMBER      ===> LA                                                    

    VERSION     ===> 001                                                      
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  DESCRIPTION ===>   LOG USERS OF IMS                                         

              ===>   NOTE:  HAVE USERS LOG ON TO APPLID IMSTEST. ALSO LOG      

              ===>          PRINTER PRT01 AND ACQUIRED TERMINALS TRM001 & TRM002

  REAL APPLID         ===>     IMSTEST        (APPLID USERS WILL LOGON TO)

  VIRTUAL APPLID         ===>     IMS            (APPLID USED BY THE APPLICATION)  

  PROCESS WITH RULES ===> Y      (Y/N)   

  TEST STREAM PROTECTION     ===>        (R-READ  W-WRITE P-PRINT)  

  LOG INPUT SCREENS ONLY     ===>     NO     (Y/N)   

                 

  RULESET NAME:

  ENTER PRINTERS AND OTHER ACQUIRED TERMINALS:                 PF: 7-UP 8-DOWN  

    ===> PRT01          ===> TRM001         ===> TRM002         ===>              

    ===>                ===>                ===>                ===>              

    ===>                ===>                ===>                ===>              

    ===>                ===>                ===>                ===>             

  ENTER THE ABOVE INFORMATION AND PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE OR PF3 TO END         

Verify for VTAM displays the Virtual Terminal Assignment menu.
4. Specify the virtual terminals that correspond to the real devices as per your application modifications in Step 2. A

sample Virtual Terminal Assignment menu, which assigns virtual terminals to PRT01, TRM001, and TRM002, follows.

  ------------------------  VIRTUAL TERMINAL ASSIGNMENT  ----------------14:13:34 

  ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                   LV 

  

  LEAVE VIRTUAL TERMINAL ASSIGNMENTS BLANK TO USE INSTALLATION DEFAULTS 

  OR SPECIFY SPECIFIC VIRTUAL TERMINAL ASSIGNMENTS: 

  

  REAL     VIRTUAL           REAL     VIRTUAL          REAL     VIRTUAL 

  PRT01    ===> VTRM1        TRM001   ===> VTERM2      TRM002   ===> VTERM3

           ===>                       ===>                      ===> 

           ===>                       ===>                      ===> 

           ===>                       ===>                      ===> 

  

  

  

  

  

  PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE OR PF3 TO MODIFY LIST 

  PF: 3-END 7-UP 8-DOWN 

  

  

  

  

  

  

5. Press Enter to begin the log.
6. Bring the application back up. The application will acquire Verify for VTAM's virtual terminals and Verify for VTAM, in

turn, will acquire the real devices.
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NOTE
You can use the TCAXLATE macro, which is coded at installation time, to automatically pick the virtual terminals.
However, verify that the macro is coded to pick the virtual terminals you have specified to your application.

Considerations When Logging an Application

If you are logging an application that will run under a different APPLID from the logged APPLID, review the considerations
which follow. If the logged application runs under the same APPLID, the considerations do not apply.

Run an Application Log Test Stream with a Changed APPLID

You must use an automated signon (AUTSIGN) test stream, as described in the Installation section. This is necessary
because the application log test stream does not begin until the user signs on to the application. Consequently, the
connection sequence - for example, LOGON APPLID(applid) - is not logged. Therefore, you must create an application-
based automated signon test stream (AUTSIGN=APPLICATION) to perform the connection when the test stream is run.

Be aware of possible mismatches and missing output the first time you run an application log test stream. Because the
automated signon test stream has already connected to the application, welcome screens and signon menus will have
been encountered already. Either accept the mismatches as permanent changes or use the TCAEXCLD macro to exclude
such screens from logging.

Log with Multiple Sessions

Whenever possible, avoid multiple session test streams; i.e., test streams in which a terminal logs on more than once.
Because the automated signon test stream connects all terminals to the application, subsequent connections are not
made and mismatches will occur when the test stream is run.

If multiple sessions must be logged, edit the test stream in one of the following ways:

• Delete the terminal's logoff sequence, disconnection and connection records, and subsequent signon screens.
or

• Insert a connection sequence after the disconnection record to reconnect the terminal to the application. Also, insert
any signon screens.

Apply Rules to the Logging Session (VTAM)
Learn about Logging rules, which allow you to specify a list of user IDs, terminals, or application IDs that are to be
included or excluded from the test stream.

Before initiating a logging session, you can choose to apply a set of rules to this session. Logging rules can be created in
system, application, or test stream rulesets.

WARNING
You cannot add a new ruleset when you are setting up for the Log function. You must create the ruleset using
the Maintain Rules selection from the Primary Options menu before performing the log session.

To apply a ruleset to the logging session, type Y in the Process With Rules field on the Terminal Log Screen, as explained
in the section Log One or More Terminals. When you complete the logging information on the screen and press Enter, you
will be prompted to select or specify the name of the ruleset to apply to this session.

NOTE
There is a hierarchy in applying rulesets. During logging, system rulesets are applied first, application next,
and test stream rulesets last. During a run, test stream rulesets are applied first, application next, and system
rulesets last.
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Specify a Ruleset to Apply

The first screen to appear when you press Enter on the Terminal Log screen is the Log: Specify Ruleset Name panel,
shown next. Application and system rulesets do not need to be specified during a logging session; if they exist, they are
automatically applied. You also cannot exclude application and system rulesets from a logging session.

-------------------------- LOG: SPECIFY RULESET NAME----------------------15:53:10

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                      

S-SELECT    B-BROWSE    E-EDIT                                                 

 

 _ TEST STREAM RULESET     

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                 

   APPLICATION ===>                 (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,           

   MEMBER      ===>                  OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS           

   VERSION     ===>                  ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)                 

                                                                         

 APPLICATION RULESET:  TCADS.application.#RULESET.001

   DESCRIPTION:                                                         

                                                                          

                                                                          

 SYSTEM RULESET:  TCADS.SYSTEM.#RULESET.001

   DESCRIPTION:                                                             

        

                                                                  

                                                                          

F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN     

                                                                        

Rulesets are identified by DDname, Application, Member, and Version information. If you know the name of the ruleset
you want to apply, type the information in the Test Stream Ruleset fields. If you do not know the name of the ruleset, see
the next section for instructions on selecting a ruleset from a list.

When you are finished, type S to the left of the ruleset name and press Enter. You will return to the Terminal Log panel
and the information you specified will appear in the Ruleset Name field. To initiate logging, press Enter from this panel.

Edit the Ruleset

To view or modify your specified ruleset before selecting it to apply, type the information, type B to browse or E to edit
to the left of the ruleset and press Enter. The Edit Rules -- Summary screen will appear with the details of your selected
ruleset. See the section Add or Edit a Logging Rule for information on how to edit a ruleset or add a rule from this screen.

NOTE
You cannot create a new ruleset while using the Log function; use the Rules function to create the new ruleset
first.

Select a Ruleset From a List

If you do not know the exact name of the ruleset you want to apply, leave the ruleset information fields on the Specify
Ruleset Name panel blank, type B to the left of the ruleset, and press Enter. The Browse: Ruleset Selection panel will
appear, displaying a list of available rulesets. You can select a ruleset from the list and return to the Specify Ruleset Name
panel.

-------------------------- BROWSE: RULESET SELECTION ------------------14:07:32
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 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

 FILE: TCADS                                                                    

 S-SELECT                                                                       

                                                                                

                           --CREATED----BY---- --UPDATED----BY----  RULES ITEMS 

 _ ITEST    TEST     001   04/22/1998          04/22/1998               1     1 

                     TEST DATAGEN                                               

 _ LOGRULES SAMPLE   001   05/19/1998          06/19/1998               1     3 

                     A BUNCH OF LOGGING RULES                                   

 _ LOGRULES SAMPLE   004   06/19/1998          06/19/1998               1     1 

                     JUST TERM RULE ACTION                                      

s LOGRULES SAMPLE   005   06/19/1998 GRIDO01  07/07/1998               1     2 

                     MULT TERM ALL ='S; COUPLE USERID'S                         

 _ SAMPLE   DADS     001   10/30/1997          11/04/1997               4    26 

                     SAMPLE RULESET USING MODELLING                             

                     ** KEEP THIS !! DO NOT DELETE !!  **                       

 _ SAMPLE   DADS     999   05/19/1998          05/19/1998               3     5 

                     SAMPLE OF DADS 3.4 TEST STREAM                             

 _ SYSTEM   #RULESET 001   04/14/1998          05/29/1998               1     1 

                     SYSTEM RULESET                                             

 _ SYSTEM   #RULESET 998   05/19/1998                                   1     1 

                                                                                

                                                                               

This panel lists all defined rulesets in alphabetical order by ruleset name. The information shown for each ruleset includes:
member, version, date the ruleset was created and who created it, the date it was updated and who updated it, the
number of rules the ruleset contains, and the number of rule actions. A description of the ruleset is displayed on the line(s)
beneath the ruleset name.

To select a ruleset to be applied to this logging session, type S next to the ruleset you are selecting as shown in the
previous example. Press Enter to return to your log screen (either single, other, or multiple terminal). Press Enter to begin
logging.

Add or Edit a Logging Rule

Perform the following steps:

1. Select a ruleset from the Ruleset Selection panel by typing S to the left of the ruleset name that you want to edit.
2. Press Enter. The Log: Specify Ruleset Name panel will redisplay with the name of the ruleset you selected placed in

the TEST STREAM RULESET field.
3. Type E next to TEST STREAM RULESET and press Enter. The Edit Rules -- Summary panel will appear as shown

next.

 --------------------------  EDIT  RULES - SUMMARY --------------------

-11:34:22 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                      

 RULE NAME: LOGGING            RULESET NAME:     TCADS.LOGRULES.SAMPLE.005      

 LINE   1 TO   5 OF   5        TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.SAMPLE.TEST.555          

                                                                                

 S-EDIT  I-INSERT  D-DELETE  R-REPLICATE  P-PREVIEW                             

   OBJECT      TYPE ROW  COL LEN OP  VALUE FROM THE MODEL SCREEN/DESCRIPTION    

 _ RULESET     T/S                   TCADS.LOGGING.RULESET.001                  

 _  RULE                             LOGGING                  <NO MODEL SCREEN> 
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 _    APPLID   INCL                  A04IC9NA A04IC9NC                          

 _    TERM/V   INCL                  A55TG001/                                  

 _    USERID   INCL                  GRIDO01  BUCBR01                           

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

  F1-HELP    F3-END      F4-RETURN    F7-UP    F8-DOWN                         

The Edit Rules -- Summary panel summarizes the rules contained in your selected ruleset. It includes the following
information.

OBJECT
This column lists the rules within this ruleset and the rule actions within each rule. See the section "Rules
Function", for a list of values that can appear in the OBJECT column.

TYPE
Indicates what type of ruleset or rule this is. See the section "Rules Function", for a list of values that can appear
in this column.

The column values for ROW, COL, LEN, OP and VALUE are taken from the panel where that particular rule action was
defined. The actions you can take from this panel include:
– Adding a logging rule or logging rule action. Type I next to an existing rule and press Enter. The Add Rules -- Rule

Action panel appears.
– Editing the description of the ruleset. Type S to the left of the ruleset and press Enter. The Edit Rules -- Ruleset

Description panel will appear. See the section "Rules Function" for detailed instructions on how to edit a ruleset's
description.

– Editing the rule. Type S to the left of the rule to be edited and press Enter. See the section "Rules Function", for
detailed instructions on how to edit a rule.

– Editing a logging rule action. Type S to the left of the rule action and press Enter. An Edit Rule Action screen will
appear where you can edit the information for the rule action you selected.

Each logging-specific action is discussed in one of the following sections.

Add a Logging Rule and a Logging Rule Action

Perform the following steps:

1. Start at the Edit Rules -- Summary panel.
2. Type I next to an existing rule and press Enter to display the Add Rules -- Rule Action panel.
3. Enter LOGGING as the name of the rule. The name LOGGING is required; typing a description is optional. Note:

There can only be one rule named LOGGING in a ruleset.

-----------------------ADD RULES - RULE ACTIONS---------------   

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: LOGGING            RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

DESCRIPTION  ===>                                                     

             ===>                                                       
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       1  FIELD RECOGNITION                   11  GENERATE FIELD VALUE

       2  SCREEN RECOGNITION                  12  INSERT SCREENS

       3  VARIABLE FIELD                      13  DELETE SCREENS

       4  DELETE FIELD                        14  CUT SCREEN FIELD

       5  MOVE FIELD                          15  PASTE SCREEN FIELD

       6  CHANGE FIELD VALUE                  20  USERID LOGGING

       7  NEW FIELD                           21  TERMINAL ID LOGGING

       8  CHANGE AID KEY                      22  APPLICATION ID LOGGING

       9  CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION                                               

      10  CHANGE WCC VALUES                                        

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP       F2-PREVIEW     F3-END       F4-RETURN       F9-SELECT

4. Select the appropriate rule action: either 20 (Userid Logging), 21 (Terminal ID Logging), or 22 (Application ID Logging).
Use selections 20 and 22 to create logging rule actions to control the user IDs (USERID) or the application IDs
(APPLID) that are to be included or excluded from the logging session. Use selection 21 to create a rule action that
lists the terminal IDs (TERMID) to be included for a multiple terminal logging session. Selections 20, 21, and 22 are
the only rule actions that can be specified within the LOGGING rule. The LOGGING rule can contain one of each
of these logging rule action types. Each type of logging rule action and its associated screen are discussed in the
following sections.

Add a User ID Logging Rule Action

Perform the following steps:

1. Select option 20 from the Rules menu. This displays the Add Rule -- Userid Logging screen, as shown next.

 ----------------------- ADD RULE  ACTIONS - USERID LOGGING --------------12:53:26

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                       

 RULE NAME:  LOGGING                       RULESET NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001 

 

 INCLUDE OR EXCLUDE LIST ===>              (I=INCLUDE, E-EXCLUDE)            

       

 --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------  --------

                                                                        

 F1-HELP     F3-END      F4-RETURN     

2. Indicate whether this is a list of user IDs to be included or excluded from the logging session.
3. In the Include or Exclude List field, type an I for include or an E for exclude.
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NOTE
Depending on the security settings, user IDs that are excluded from the logging session may still view the
log.

4. Enter up to 120 specific or generic user IDs in the fields provided. The user ID must exactly match the one maintained
in the security system (it is case sensitive and there must be no trailing underscore).

5. Press Enter to add the information to the rule.
6. Press PF3 to return to the Edit Rules -- Rules Summary panel.

Use an Exclude List with a Terminal ID Include List

When a user ID logging rule action and a multiple terminal logging rule action are specified in the same ruleset, an
exclusion will always take precedence over an inclusion. For example, USER01 and USER02 are listed in the exclude
list of a user ID logging rule action, while USER03 is not (therefore, USER03 will be included in the logging session).
TERM01 and TERM02 are in the list of terminals to be included in a multiple terminal logging rule action, while TERM03
is not (therefore, TERM03 will not be included in the logging session). If USER01 (excluded) is working on TERM01
(included), USER01 will not be included in the logging session. Likewise, if USER03 (included) is working on TERM03
(excluded), then USER03 will not be included in the logging session.

Add a Multiple Terminal Logging Rule Action

Perform the following steps:

1. Select option 21. A sample screen is shown next.

 ---------------- EDIT RULE ACTIONS - MULTIPLE TERMINAL LOGGING --------11:34:58

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                                

 RULE NAME: LOGGING                 RULESET NAME: TCADS.LOGRULES.SAMPLE.005     

 INCLUDE REAL TERMINALS:                                                        

   REAL  / VIRTUAL     REAL  / VIRTUAL     REAL  / VIRTUAL     REAL  / VIRTUAL  

                                                                                

 A55TG001 ________   ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________  

 ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________  

 ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________  

 ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________  

 ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________  

 ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________  

 ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________  

 ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________  

 ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________  

 ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________  

 ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________  

 ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________  

 ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________  

 ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________  

 ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________   ________ ________  

                                                                                

  F1-HELP     F3-END      F4-RETURN                                            

2. Type up to 60 specific or generic terminal IDs with their optional virtual terminal assignment, to be included in the
logging session in the fields provided. The terminal ID must exactly match the one maintained in the TCTIE (it is case
sensitive). You can use = as a wildcard to replace any character. For example, if you instruct Verify for VTAM to log
TRM==, Verify for VTAM will log all terminals beginning with the characters TRM followed by up to two characters;
such as, TRM1, TRM01, TRM29, and so on. Note: Verify for VTAM assumes the terminal name is its netname unless
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a field mark (X'1E') follows the name. In this case, Verify for VTAM assumes the name is the CICS terminal ID. The
field mark key is labeled Field Mark or FM on most keyboards.

Specify the Virtual Terminal Assignment

For each real terminal you want to log, you can assign a specific or generic virtual terminal. These virtual terminals will
also be used when the test stream is run.

Use = as a generic character to replace any character. For example, if you specify VTERM==, Verify for VTAM will use
any virtual terminal beginning with the characters VTERM followed by up to two characters; for example, VTERM6,
VTERM01, VTERM02, and so on.

Assigning a virtual terminal is important if the application you are logging has terminal name or other terminal
characteristic dependencies. The virtual terminal specification will be saved with the test stream so that Verify for VTAM
can use the same assignment when the test stream is run. A generic specification is recommended to avoid conflicts
when test streams specifying the same virtual terminal are run concurrently.

You can change the virtual terminal assignment by editing the test stream.

Leave the virtual terminal field blank if it doesn't matter which virtual terminals are used for logging. In this case, Verify for
VTAM will use virtual terminals specified at installation.

When you are finished, press Enter to add the information to the rule; press PF3 to return to the Rules Menu.

Use an Exclude List with a Terminal ID Include List

When a user ID logging rule action or a transaction ID logging rule action and a multiple terminal logging rule action are
specified in the same ruleset, an exclusion will always take precedence over an inclusion. For example, USER01 and
USER02 are listed in the exclude list of a user ID logging rule action, while USER03 is not (therefore, USER03 will be
included in the logging session). TERM01 and TERM02 are in the list of terminals to be included in a multiple terminal
logging rule action, while TERM03 is not (therefore, TERM03 will not be included in the logging session). If USER01
(excluded) is working on TERM01 (included), USER01 will not be included in the logging session. Likewise, if USER03
(included) is working on TERM03 (excluded), then USER03 will not be included in the logging session.

Add an Application ID Logging Rule Action

Perform the following steps:

1. Select option 22. A sample screen is shown next.

 ------------------- ADD RULE  ACTIONS - MULTIPLE APPLID LOGGING -----------16:58:56

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                       

 RULE NAME:   LOGGING                      RULESET NAME: TCADS.A1.A1.001            

                                                                       

 INCLUDE OR EXCLUDE LIST ===>              (I=INCLUDE, E-EXCLUDE)       

                                                                          

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------
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 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

 --------  --------  --------  --------  -------- -------- -------- --------

                                                                        

  F1-HELP  FF3-END  F4-RETURN  

2. Indicate whether this is a list of application IDs to be included or excluded from the logging session.
3. In the Include or Exclude List field, type an I for include or an E for exclude. Observe this rule when including or

excluding applications: An application that has been globally excluded in the options module cannot be included in the
logged test stream.

4. Enter up to 120 specific or generic application IDs in the fields provided. You can use = as a wildcard to replace any
character.

5. Press Enter to add the information to the rule.
6. Press PF3 to return to the Rules Menu.

Edit a Logging Rule Action

Perform the following steps:

1. Start at the Edit Rules -- Summary panel.
2. Tab to the rule action you want to edit.
3. Type S and press Enter to display the Edit Rule Actions screen for the logging rule action you have selected. For

example, if you selected an APPLID rule action to edit, the Edit Rule Actions -- an APPLID Logging screen will appear
showing the current definition of this rule action.

4. Add, delete, or overtype any of the current values following the same guidelines used to add this type of rule action.
5. Press Enter when you are finished to add the information to the rule. At this point, you can press PF3 to return to the

Edit Rules -- Summary panel to add or edit another rule in this ruleset or press PF3 to return to the Ruleset Selection
panel.

Apply the Ruleset to the Logging Session

Perform the following steps:

1. Once the name of the ruleset is entered in the Specify Ruleset Name panel, type S next to the test stream ruleset to
select it for the current logging session as shown next:

--------------------------SPECIFY RULESET NAME----------------------15:53:10

 ENTER COMMAND ===> 

                                                       

                      

B-BROWSE    E-EDIT      S-SELECT                                                        

 

S TEST STREAM RULESET     

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                 

   APPLICATION ===> A1               (LEAVE   APPLICATION, MEMBER,           

   MEMBER      ===> A1                 OR   VERSION BLANK AND PRESS           

   VERSION     ===> 001                ENTER    FOR A SELECTION LIST)                                  

                                                                          

 APPLICATION RULESET:  TCADS.application.#RULESET.001

   DESCRIPTION:                                                         

                                                                          

                                                                          

 SYSTEM RULESET:  TCADS.SYSTEM.#RULESET.001
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   DESCRIPTION:                                                                                           

               

        

                                                                  

                                                                          

F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN     

                                                                        

2. Press Enter to return to the Terminal Log panel where you can initiate the logging session.

Terminate the Log Function (VTAM)
Learn how Verify for VTAM stops capturing input and output screens once log termination is requested.

For single terminal and other terminal logging, the Stop option determines how logging is terminated. For example, if you
specify a PF key, pressing that key will terminate logging.

Multiple terminal logging must be terminated manually using the Inquiry function. You can also terminate single and other
terminal logging manually even if you have designated another Stop option.

Perform the following steps:

1. Clear your screen
2. Type XTCA STOP or access the Primary Options Menu.
3. Select the Inquiry function. Verify for VTAM displays a list of all functions, as illustrated next:

GENLEVEL=9809 ------------  INQUIRY/TERMINATION  ----------------------12:34:58

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           I1

                                                                                

             INVOKED   AT               USING     RECORD                        

   FUNCTION  BY        TERMINAL  TIME   TERMINAL  NUMBER  TEST STREAM NAME      

 _ INQUIRY   VERIFY    A60L2048  12:34                                          

 _ OPTION    BUCBR01   A55TG001  11:56                                          

 _ LOG       BUCBR01   A55TG001  11:56  2                 BRUCE.LMTEST.003      

 _ LOG       BUCBR01   A55TG001  11:55  2                 BRUCE.LMTEST.002      

                                                                                

   DATA CAPTURE BUFFERS  00% FULL, NO SECONDARY BUFFERS ALLOCATED               

   RPLS USED (HIGH/MAX): VIRTUAL SEND: 0/50      REAL SEND: 0/50                

                         REAL RECEIVE: 1/50      SESSION INIT: 0/9999           

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

   TYPE AN "S", "P", OR "D" NEXT TO YOUR LOG FUNCTION TO STOP IT                

   TYPE AN "I" NEXT TO A RUN FUNCTION TO INTERRUPT IT (AT ORIGINATING TERMINAL)

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN      F7-UP          F8-DOWN            

4. Type S, P, or D next to the log functions you want to terminate and press Enter.
S

Stops logging without disconnecting the terminal from the application.
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P
Stops logging and passes the terminal to the application to which it is currently connected. This option disrupts
the session and is primarily useful for non-prime time sessions or when users have been warned to expect the
disruption.

D
Stops logging and disconnects the terminal from the application.

NOTE
If another log function is active, P or D is treated as S; that is, the log function is terminated but the terminal
is not disconnected from the application. For a detailed explanation of this screen see the section "Inquiry
Function".

When you request log termination, Verify for VTAM displays the Log Termination menu. If you are logging more than one
test stream from the same terminal and you stop them by the same PF key or by typing XTCA STOP, the Log Termination
screen will first display information for the most recently initiated test stream.

 SAMPLE.TEST.001 ------------  LOG TERMINATION  ------------------------11:48:32

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           L5

                                                                                

  DESCRIPTION: SAMPLE TEST OF A04IC9NA, CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY                 

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

              LOG:       RUN:       EDIT:         TEST STREAM:        IN:   OUT:

  INVOKED BY: DORI                                  TOTAL SCREENS:      9     11

  INVOKED ON: 02/09/1999                            AVERAGE BYTES:     35    315

  START TIME: 11:36:44                                                          

  DURATION:   00:10:49   00:04:32                                               

  SYSTEM:     A04IC9NA                                                          

  STATUS:     NORMAL                                                            

  TERMINAL:   A60L2049                                                          

  VSAM CI'S:  2                                                                 

                                                                                

  AVERAGE THINK TIME:    00:00:41.906                                           

  AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME: 00:00:24.729                                           

  MAXIMUM SCREEN SIZE:   24 BY  80                                              

  PROTECTION STATUS:                                            OWNER: DORI     

  ORIGINATING TEST STREAM:                        CREATED BY FUNCTION: LOG      

                                                                                

  F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN                                          

DESCRIPTION
The test stream description entered when logging was initiated.

INVOKED BY
The ID of the user who initiated logging.

INVOKED ON
The date when logging began.

START TIME
The time when logging began.

DURATION
The time, in hours, minutes, and seconds, which elapsed during logging.
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SYSTEM
The VTAM applid. For a test stream consisting of multiple sessions, MULTIPLE will be displayed.

STATUS
The log completion status:

• Normal
• Incomplete: Verify for VTAM could not log some screens because the data capture buffer overflowed
• Ext:nnn: The data stream was extended; nnn indicates the number of records that existed before the

extension.

TERMINAL
The name of the logged terminal. For multiple terminal test streams, this field indicates the number of terminals
logged.

VSAM CI'S
The number of control intervals used to store the test stream.

AVERAGE THINK TIME
The average time that elapsed between an output screen and the next input from the terminal.

AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME
The average time that elapsed between terminal input and the next output screen.

MAXIMUM SCREEN SIZE
The maximum screen size used during logging.

PROTECTION STATUS
The Test Stream Protection option specified when logging was initiated.

ORIGINATING TEST STREAM
No information appears in this field for a test stream that was just logged.

OWNER
The ID of the user who owns this test stream.

CREATED BY FUNCTION
LOG always appears in this field for a test stream that has just been logged.

TOTAL SCREENS IN: OUT:
The number of input and output screens.

AVERAGE BYTES IN: OUT:
The average number of bytes in the input and output data streams.

Exit Log Termination

Use the End (PF3) or Return (PF4) command to exit from the Log Termination menu.

• End redisplays the Primary Options Menu, unless you entered Log Termination from the Inquiry function. In that case,
Verify for VTAM redisplays the Inquiry menu.

• Return redisplays the Primary Options Menu.

Run Function (VTAM)
The Run function lets you re-execute an application with the same data that was captured during logging.

Verify for VTAM acts like a terminal operator, sending the stored input screens to the application, which responds with
output. Verify for VTAM then compares this output with the output from the logged test stream and flags any differences.

Use the Run function to:
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• Test changes in a program
– If the run completes normally, you know that the program is still processing the input data correctly.
– If Verify for VTAM interrupts the run because it detects differences between the logged screens and the current run

screens, you can determine whether those differences are expected (because the program changed) or unexpected
(because of an error).
Note: Most anticipated changes can be identified using the Rules function; see the section "Rules Function", for
details.

• Test changes in hardware or system software; for example, a new disk drive or a new TSO release
• Stress test your system; for example, run a large multiple terminal test stream to see how response time is affected.

How the Run Function Works (VTAM)
Learn how the Verify for VTAM performs the Run Function (VTAM) in a test stream.

Here's how Verify for VTAM runs a test stream:

• Verify for VTAM allocates virtual terminals for all the terminals you select. Verify for VTAM uses either the same
virtual terminals used during logging, or virtual terminals from the same group of terminals as defined at installation.
If the applications being run in a test stream require UserID security, the virtual terminal needs to go through signon
processing. See the "Security" section in the Installation section for details on using automated signon for virtual
terminals.

• Verify for VTAM allocates an original display area, a modified display area, and a current display area for each selected
terminal. These display areas represent the original terminal display as it appeared during logging, the original display
areas as modified by any rules, and the current display as it would appear if the virtual terminal were real.

• Verify for VTAM then processes each screen in the test stream as follows:
– For each input screen, Verify for VTAM enters the data and sends the data to the application. The input screen

updates both the original and current display areas.
– For each input screen that is affected by a rule, Verify for VTAM creates an expected screen showing the effect of

the application of the rule.
– For each output screen, Verify for VTAM updates the original display area and waits for the corresponding output

from the application. When the virtual terminal receives the output, Verify for VTAM updates the current display
area. Verify for VTAM then compares the two output display areas.

If Verify for VTAM detects a mismatch, it can:

• Interrupt the run. Verify for VTAM identifies the differences between the expected and current screens. You can then
display all three screens (original, expected, and current), correct the differences, terminate, or continue the run.
Note: During a run, modeling can only be done on the record that has the mismatch.

• Continue the run. You can elect to save both the original and current screens so the mismatches can be viewed when
you subsequently browse or print the test stream.

You determine how Verify for VTAM will execute the run. For example, you can specify:

• What to do with the output from the run -- discard it or save it as a new test stream
• What type of comparison Verify for VTAM should perform -- physical, logical, or screen
• What to do with anticipated changes by designing a ruleset to be used when this test stream is run
• Whether or not the operator should explain a mismatch
• The rate at which input is sent to the application, simulating operator think time

Restore Test Data

When you run a test stream, you must use the same test data that was used when you logged the test stream. For
example, if the logged test stream adds a customer record, the run test stream must be able to add the same record.
Sometimes this means you will have to restore your test data.
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• If the application you are testing does not modify the test data, you can use the original data. For example, you should
be able to retest an inquiry transaction using the same unrestored data.

• If the application you are testing does modify the test data, you can either:
– Back up the data before testing so it can be restored
– Construct the test stream so that all changes are reversed at the end

For example, delete any items added, add any items deleted, and reverse all updates.

Virtual Terminals

When Verify for VTAM runs a test stream, it allocates virtual terminals for each terminal in the test stream. If you assign
a specific virtual terminal when you log the test stream, Verify for VTAM uses that virtual terminal when it runs the test
stream; otherwise, it uses either the same virtual terminal or a terminal from the same group of terminals as defined at
installation.

If an application has terminal name or other terminal characteristic dependencies, assign a virtual terminal on the Terminal
Log menu or when you edit the test stream.

Using virtual terminals saves system resources and doesn't restrict testing to the number of physical terminals available.

Convert Variables to Rules

Verify for VTAM Release 1.2 provides three types of variables: global, auto, and local. These variables are stored with
each test stream. Starting with release 1.4, these three types of variables have been incorporated into the Rules function.
Variables, as well as all other types of field changes (like move field and change field value), can be defined using
recognition and screen rules. See the "Rules Function" section for details on defining rulesets and the rules they contain.

Conversion Details

The first time a Release 1.2 test stream runs in a Release 1.4 environment, the test stream will be reviewed to see if it has
existing global, auto, or local variables. If it does, these variables will be automatically converted to Release 1.4 rules that
will be applied during the run. Variables are converted as follows:

Auto
variables translate into a rule with Field Recognition criteria

Local
variables translate into a rule with Screen Recognition criteria

Global
variables translate into a rule with no recognition criteria (neither Field or Screen)

The resulting Release 1.4 test stream will no longer contain any global, auto, or local variables, but will have a ruleset with
the same name as the test stream associated with it.

In addition, if a Release 1.2 test stream is copied to a new test stream using the online utilities or a batch copy in a
Release 1.4 environment, the global, auto, and local variables will be converted into a ruleset with a matching name -- just
as if the test stream had been run in a Release 1.4 environment. This is the recommended method if you have Release
1.2 test streams that will need to be manipulated using the Rules function.

NOTE
If a Release 1.2 test stream has run in a Release 1.4 environment, it can still run in a Release 1.2 environment;
however, any test stream created in Release 1.4 cannot run in Release 1.2.

Invoke the Run Function (VTAM)
This section describes the steps necessary to invoke the run function on a VTAM test stream.
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To invoke the run function on a VTAM test stream, perform the following:

1. Type R on the Primary Options Menu.
2. Press Enter.

Verify for VTAM displays the Run Options menu. The default ddname, Application, and Version values appear; if
necessary, these can be changed.

 -------------------------------  RUN OPTIONS  -------------------------12:54:57

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                            

                                                                                

 ENTER INPUT TEST STREAM NAME:                

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===>                 (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                 

   MEMBER      ===>                  OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS                 

   VERSION     ===> 001              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)                

                                                                                

  CREATE NEW OUTPUT TEST STREAM:            

   DDNAME      ===>                 ("*" USES NEXT AVAILABLE VERSION)           

   APPLICATION ===>                                                             

   MEMBER      ===>                                                             

   VERSION     ===>                                                             

                                                                               

 PROCESS WITH RULES         ===> Y       (Y/N OR S-SELECT)                     

 COMPARISON TYPE            ===> S       (S-SCREEN, L-LOGICAL, P-PHYSICAL) 

 RECORD HISTORY             ===> Y       (Y/N)     

   REQUIRE SIGNOFF DATA     ===> N       (Y/N)    

 SIMULATED USER THINK TIME  ===> NONE    (NONE, NNN% OF ORIGINAL, NN SECONDS)   

 STATUS INTERVAL            ===> 005     (SECONDS)

 CANCEL INTERVAL            ===> 001     (MINUTES)

 STOP AT MISMATCHES         ===> Y       (Y/N)

 F1-HELP        F3-END       F4-RETURN

Select a Test Stream

If you know which test stream you want to run, follow these steps:

1. Type the Application name, Member name and other identifiers, if necessary.
2. Indicate whether a ruleset is to be used when this test stream is run.
3. Specify the options on this menu.
4. Press Enter.

Verify for VTAM runs the test stream and displays the Run Status menu.

If you don't know which test stream you want to run, follow these steps:

1. Leave the Application and Member field blank.
2. Optionally, blank out other identifiers.
3. Press Enter.

Verify for VTAM displays the Test Stream Selection menu.

Select a Test Stream from the Test Stream Selection Menu

The Test Stream Selection menu lists all the test streams for the specified ddname.

Your position in the list depends on your specifications on the Run Options menu.
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• If both the Application and Member fields are blank, Verify for VTAM positions you at the first test stream for the
specified ddname.

• If you leave only the Member field blank, Verify for VTAM positions you just before the first test stream for the specified
ddname and application.

• If you type a partial name, Verify for VTAM positions you accordingly. For example, if you specify PAY as the Member
name and blank out the Version number, Verify for VTAM positions you just before the first test stream whose member
name begins with 'PAY'.

A sample Test Stream Selection list is illustrated in the following screen.

       --------------  RUN: TEST STREAM SELECTION  --------------14:00:10 

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                      

 FILE: TCADS                                                           MULTI-      

                         LOG-DATE  BY      RECORDS  RUN-DATE    RESULT   TERM 

 _ CLIST    OPERATOR 001 01/02/1998 AJC        28    03/21/1998 LGC EQ   

                     CEMT INQUIRY OF ALL PROGRAMS AND FILES                 

 s DEMO     DEMOPROG 001 03/22/1998 NGN         8                       

                     CUSTOMER MAINTENANCE DEMO PROGRAM                          

 _ PAYROLL  DOCUMENT 001 02/01/1998           120                       

                     ALL PAYROLL SCREENS FOR USER TRAINING                      

 _ PAYROLL  INQUIRY  001 01/16/1998 RSM       154  01/16/1998   NOT EQ  

                     TEST OF NEW INQUIRY MENU                                    

 _ PAYROLL  UPDATE   002 01/28/1998           112                        

                     TEST OF NEW UPDATE SCREEN                                  

 _ QA       TEST1    003 01/29/1998 NGN      1022  02/29/1998   NOT EQ       

                     TEST1 IN CONVERSION FROM DOS TO MVS                         

 _ QA       TEST2    007 02/21/1998           724                        

                     TEST2 IN CONVERSION FROM DOS TO MVS                         

 _ SYSTEMS  MIGRATE  008 02/21/1998 SAB      2380  03/14/1998  LGC EQ     M  

                     MIGRATION TEST FOR CICS 1.7 TO 2.1                          

 _ SYSTEMS  STRESS1  018 03/22/1998 JSN      1502                        

                     STRESS TEST FOR CICS TEST REGION                            

 _ SYSTEMS  STRESS2  019 03/22/1998          1208                        

Type S to the left of the test stream you want to run and press Enter. The Run Options menu is redisplayed with the name
of the test stream you selected.

The Test Stream Selection menu provides the following information for each test stream:

• Its name: Application, Member, and Version
• The date on which it was logged
• The ID of the operator who initiated the log
• The number of records in the test stream
• The result of the last run:
LGC EQ

There was a mismatch during the run, but you did not stop at it because your variables or rules resolved it
automatically

PHY EQ
The test streams are byte-for-byte physically equal
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NOT EQ
There was a mismatch during the run, which you stopped at

• The description of the test stream specified when it was logged
• M to indicate a multiple terminal test stream.

Create new output test stream

This option controls the disposition of the run output. The following chart illustrates how these options should be specified.

Create New Output Disposition of Run Output

Blank Run output test stream and the output ruleset is discarded.

Specified Run output creates new output test stream and new output ruleset
(if rulesets are being used); input test stream and ruleset remain
unchanged.

The default is blank (to discard the output test stream and output ruleset). To use this option you must also set the Record
History option to N (because History is stored in the output test stream).

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the entire name or let Verify for VTAM generate it as follows:
– Type an asterisk (*) as the first character of the ddname to generate the same test stream name with the version

incremented by one.
– Type an equal sign (=) for any part of the name -- for example, ddname, Application, Member, or Version -- to

instruct Verify for VTAM to use that part of the name from the input test stream. For example, if you specify = for
Member, Verify for VTAM will use the input Member name for the new output Member name.

2. Press Enter after specifying the new output name.
Verify for VTAM generates the name and redisplays the Run Options menu with the new name.
– When an input test stream contains only input screens and an output test stream is created, the output test stream

will contain both input and output screens.
– When a new output test stream is created, a new output ruleset is also created (if rulesets are being used). This

ruleset will match the output test stream and will contain just the recognition criteria and the variables from the input
ruleset.

Specify Run Options

Most of the options on the Run Options menu shown in the previous screen contain default values selected during
installation. Change these options to meet your testing needs.

PROCESS WITH RULES
Rulesets can be defined and associated with test streams to eliminate unnecessary RUN MISMATCHES of
expected differences. See the section "Rules Function" for details on how to create and maintain rulesets and
rules.
Y

Runs the test stream with the matching test stream ruleset and/or system ruleset and/or application
ruleset. This is the default.
Note:  The test stream ruleset must have the same name as the test stream.

N
Runs the test stream without applying any rulesets.
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S
Displays the Ruleset Run Selection panel prior to initiating the run, where you can review and select the
rulesets associated with the selected input test stream. See the section Select Rulesets for a Run for
more information.

COMPARISON TYPE
Identifies the type of comparison Verify for VTAM will perform:
S (Screen)

A row-by-row comparison of the final screen image as presented to the user, regardless of the number of
I/Os. This is the recommended comparison type for most situations.
Use S, the default, to run test streams associated with rules. This type of comparison is similar to a logical
comparison which compares corresponding rows of the two screens to see it they're the same. However,
the comparison base includes all output screens between two input screens.

L (Logical)
A row-by-row comparison of the screen image for each I/O.
A logical comparison compares the corresponding rows on the two screens to see if they're the same.
This type of comparison allows variation in the bytes being transmitted as long as the end result is the
same.

P (Physical)
A byte-for-byte comparison of the data stream.
Use physical to compare the data streams to determine if identical screen images were produced in the
same way, for non-3270 terminals, or for test streams that use graphics. In a physical comparison, 80-
byte segments of the data streams are compared.

RECORD HISTORY
Determines the contents of the output test stream after the run.
Y

The output test stream will contain the screens that will be used the next time it is run or edited, as well as
historical information. Record History can include: original screens, expected screens, rules, differences,
and signoff data. If you specify Y, you must create a new output test stream.

N
The output test stream will contain only the screens that will be used the next time it is run or edited.

REQUIRE SIGNOFF DATA
Y

Requires the operator to explain each mismatch when Verify for VTAM compares the original, expected,
and current screens. For example, you may want to require an explanation during a final Quality
Assurance run. This option is not valid if Record History is N (no).

N
No explanation of mismatches is required. This is the default.

Note: Only functional if Stop At Mismatches = Y
SIMULATED USER THINK TIME

Controls the rate at which Verify for VTAM sends input screens to the application, simulating the user's think time.
None

Specifies the minimum think time. Verify for VTAM will not wait before sending screens to the application.
This is the default.

nnn%
Specifies the think time as a percentage of the original user think time. For example, 50% specifies half
the original think time, 100% specifies the same think time, and 200% specifies twice the original think
time. 200 is the maximum percentage that can be specified.
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Nn
Specifies the think time in seconds. Verify for VTAM will wait the same number of seconds before sending
each input screen. 20 seconds is the maximum specification allowed.

STATUS INTERVAL
Determines the number of seconds between updates in the Run Status menu. While the test stream is running,
Verify for VTAM periodically updates this menu to indicate the number of records processed and the estimated
remaining run time. The default is five seconds.

CANCEL INTERVAL
Determines the number of minutes between opportunities to cancel the run. During a long test stream run, Verify
for VTAM periodically pauses, issues a terminal read, and displays a message on the Run Status menu which
allows you to cancel the run. Run processing is suspended while you react to this message. The default is one
minute.
You can also use the Inquiry function to interrupt a run which will not issue a terminal read for several minutes.
See the section "Inquiry Function" for details.

STOP AT MISMATCHES
Y

When Y is selected the run will stop if any mismatches are encountered. The default is Y.
N

When N is selected the run will not stop at mismatches.

Select Rulesets for a Run

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the run option for Process With Rules as S (SELECT).
2. Press Enter.

Verify for VTAM displays the Ruleset Run Selection panel, as shown next. Use this panel to review or choose which
rulesets to use for this run.

----------------------------

RULESETRUNSELECTION-----------------------08:20:58ENTERCOMMAND===>USEYTESTSTREAMRULESET:TCADS.CCCORDER.REL63.001DESCRIPTION:CAROL'SCOOKIESCOMPANYCONVERSIONFROMREL6.3TO7.0NAPPLICATIONRULESET:NOTUSEDDESCRIPTION:YSYSTEMRULESET:TCADS.SYSTEM.#RULESET.001DESCRIPTION:GLOBALRULESFORALLSCREENSF1-

HELPF3-ENDF4-RETURN

TEST STREAM RULESET
Contains the name of the test stream ruleset associated with this test stream. Type Y to the left of the heading if
this ruleset is to be used during this run; type N if it is not to be used.

APPLICATION RULESET
Contains the name of the application ruleset associated with this test stream. An application ruleset contains rules
that apply to every test stream on the TCADS file that has the same Application name. Type Y to the left of the
heading if this ruleset is to be used during this run; type N if it is not to be used.
Note: If there is no application ruleset, then NOT USED appears in this field.

SYSTEM RULESET
Contains the name of the system ruleset associated with this TCADS. A system ruleset contains rules that apply
to every test stream on a specific TCADS file. Type Y to the left of the heading if this ruleset is to be used during
this run; type N if it is not to be used.
Note: If there is no system ruleset, then NOT USED appears in this field.

Note: Rules will be applied in the order they are specified in the ruleset you select. If you select multiple rulesets, rules
in the test stream ruleset will be applied first; rules in the application ruleset will be applied second; rules in the system
ruleset will be applied last.

3. To initiate the Run with the Specified Rulesets named on this panel, press Enter. Continue with the instructions in the
next section, Initiate the Run.
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4. To exit back to the Run Options menu without processing the changes, press PF3 (End).

Initiate the Run

When you have finished specifying the run options, press Enter.

• If you are running a single terminal test stream, Verify for VTAM initiates the run.
• If you are running a multiple terminal test stream, Verify for VTAM displays the Terminal Selection menu.

Select a Terminal (VTAM)
Learn how Verify for VTAM displays the Terminal Selection menu before running a multiple terminal test stream.

 SAMPLE.MULTTERM.001 -------  RUN: TERMINAL SELECTION  -----------------14:14:22

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           RT

                                                                                

 SELECT:  "S"    ORIGINAL   TERMINAL      SCREEN      ALTERNATE   VIRTUAL       

 INQUIRY: "I"    TERMINAL   TYPE          SIZE        SIZE        TERMINAL      

                                                                                

           _     A60L2048   3277 REMOTE   24 BY  80   24 BY  80                 

           _     A60L2049   3277 REMOTE   24 BY  80   24 BY  80                 

           _     A60L205A   3277 REMOTE   24 BY  80   24 BY  80                 

           _     A60L205B   3277 REMOTE   24 BY  80   24 BY  80                 

           ***  END OF TERMINALS  ***                                           

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 TYPE AN "S" TO SELECT TERMINAL FOR RUN      TYPE AN "I" TO VIEW TERMINAL STATUS

 F1-HELP        F3-CONTINUE   F4-RETURN      F7-UP          F8-DOWN            

For each terminal in the test stream, Verify for VTAM identifies its name, type, screen size, alternate size, and, if specified,
the virtual terminal assignment.

You can run one, all, or a combination of terminals. You must select at least one terminal.

• Type S to the left of each terminal you want included in the run and specify Continue (PF3) to initiate the run.
• Type I and press Enter to view the Initial Terminal Status menu for a terminal. See the screen in the "Browse Function"

section for an explanation of this menu.

When you have finished viewing the Initial Terminal Status menu, use (PF3) to redisplay the Terminal Selection menu.
Press PF3, Continue, to initiate the run.

Use the following Verify for VTAM commands:

Assign
Inserts S to the left of each terminal

Reset
Restores the initial menu setting with an underscore to the left of each terminal
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Cancel
Redisplays the Test Stream Selection list or Run Options menu

Up (PF7), Down (PF8)
Scrolls through the terminal list

Review the Run Status (VTAM)
Learn how Verify for VTAM displays the Run Status panel at the terminal where the Run function was initiated.

Verify for VTAM updates this panel at the status interval specified on the Run Options menu.

 -------------------------------  RUN STATUS  --------------------------11:50:16                              

                                                R3

                                                                                

 INPUT TEST STREAM:      TCADS.SAMPLE.TEST.001                                  

                                                                                

 OUTPUT TEST STREAM:     TCADS.SAMPLE.TEST.002                                  

                                                                                

 RULESET(S):                                                                    

   TESTSTREAM:  TCADS.SAMPLE.TEST.001                                           

   APPLICATION: NOT USED                                                        

   SYSTEM:      NOT USED                                                        

                                                                                

 CURRENTLY PROCESSING RECORD:         5                                         

 TOTAL RECORDS TO BE PROCESSED:      21                                         

 ESTIMATED REMAINING RUN TIME: 00:02:19                                         

                                                                                

 STATUS INTERVAL:  5 SECONDS                                                    

 CANCEL INTERVAL:  1 MINUTE                                                     

                                                                                

 DESCRIPTION: SAMPLE TEST OF A04IC9NA, CAROL'S COOLIES COMPANY                  

 IN PROGRESS FOR A04IU001: REQSESS                                              

                                                                                

                                                                                

 F1-HELP         F3-END         ENTER-CONTINUE                                  

This menu provides the following information:

Run Status Description
INPUT TEST STREAM Identifies the ddname, application, member, and version of the

logged test stream, separated by periods.
OUTPUT TEST STREAM Identifies the ddname, application, member, and version of the

output test stream, separated by periods. None will appear if you
did not specify a new name for the output test stream.

RULESET(S): Identifies the rulesets Verify for VTAM will apply to the input test
stream during the current run processing TESTSTREAM: Applies
changes only to this test stream APPLICATION: Applies changes
to every test stream on the TCADS file that contains the same
application name SYSTEM: Applies changes to every test stream
on a specific TCADS file.

CURRENTLY PROCESSING RECORD Identifies the record Verify for VTAM is currently processing.
TOTAL RECORDS TO BE PROCESSED Identifies the total number of records in the test stream.
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ESTIMATED REMAINING RUN TIME Estimates the amount of time required to complete the run, based
on the total response time of the remaining records. Remember,
this is only an estimate and may be inaccurate for many reasons;
for example, for a multiple terminal test stream in which some
terminals have been excluded.

STATUS INTERVAL Indicates the number of seconds between updates of this menu.
CANCEL INTERVAL Indicates the number of minutes between opportunities to cancel

the run. When the cancel interval expires, a message at the
bottom of the menu indicates that you can cancel or continue
the run. Run processing is suspended while you react to this
message.

DESCRIPTION The description of the test stream specified when it was logged.

IN PROGRESS FOR terminal

When an application pauses in its communication with Verify for VTAM, an IN PROGRESS FOR terminal message is
added to the Run Status menu, where terminal is the virtual terminal name. It is generally normal for Verify for VTAM to
display the message once or twice and then continue the run. If the message persists, then the application should be
checked for conditions such as starting up or shutting down, being swapped out, or being held in a wait state for some
other reason.

To continue the run, press Enter; to cancel the run, press any PF key or type End.

NOTE
The command line appears on the menu only when Verify for VTAM displays the message allowing you to
cancel the run.

Terminate the Run (VTAM)
If you cancel the run from the Run Status panel, Verify for VTAM displays the Run Termination menu. You can also access
this menu by using the End (PF3) command from the Run Mismatch Options menu, and the End (PF3) command from the
Missing Output menus, discussed later in this section.

 ------------------------------  RUN TERMINATION  ---------------11:35:49 

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                    RX 

                                                                          

    1  END RUN, SAVE OUTPUT TEST STREAM                                   

                                                                          

    2  CANCEL RUN, DO NOT SAVE OUTPUT TEST STREAM                         

                                                                          

 INPUT TEST STREAM:                                                             

   CCCORDER.REL63.001                                                           

                                                                                

 OUTPUT TEST STREAM:                                                            

   NONE                                                                         

                                                                                

 RULESET(S) IN USE:                                                             

   TESTSTREAM:  TCADS.CCCORDER.REL63.001                                        

   APPLICATION: NOT USED                                                            

   SYSTEM:      NOT USED                                                           

                                                                                

                                                                                

 CURRENTLY PROCESSING RECORD: 4                                                 
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F1-HELP         F3-END                                                            

• Type 1 and press Enter to end the run and save the output test stream and ruleset.
• Type 2 and press Enter to cancel the run without saving the output test stream.
• Use the End (PF3) command to continue the run or return to the previous menu.

Specify Mismatch Options (VTAM)
Learn about Verify for VTAM detecting a mismatch during a logical, physical, or screen comparison, it stops the run and
displays the Run Mismatch Options menu.

The mismatch can be any of the following:

• I/O difference; for example, a write instead of a read
• Type of operation; for example, an erase/write instead of an erase/write alternate
• Cursor location
• A byte of data or an attribute
• Write control character
• Screen size

  ---------------------------  RUN MISMATCH OPTIONS  ---------------16:08:57 

  ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                      R6 

                                                                           

1  1  DISPLAY RULESET SUMMARY              6    ACCEPT ORIGINAL OUTPUT       

    2  DISPLAY PREVIOUS INPUT               7    ACCEPT CURRENT OUTPUT       

    3  DISPLAY NEXT INPUT                   8    CHANGE NEXT INPUT    

    4  SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT                 9    INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT AND INPUT 

    5  SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT AND INPUT       10   INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT

                                                                            2 INPUT:   CCCORDER.REL63.001     

         CURRENT RECORD:  4                    

  OUTPUT:  NONE                                                                   

                                                                                3 RULESET: TESTSTREAM: 

 TCADS.CCCORDER.REL63.001                                  

           APPLICATION: NOT USED                                            

           SYSTEM:      NOT USED                                          

                                                                                4         TYPE     OPERATION  

      WCC   CURSOR   SIZE    LENGTH   TERMINAL  

EXPECTED: OUTPUT   ERASE/WRITE      C3     9   2   24*80      602   NN01     

CURRENT:  OUTPUT   ERASE/WRITE      C3     9   2   24*80      602   VTERM001  

ONLY UNEQUAL ROW: 02                                              

                                .ORDER STATUS                .DATE.07/22/97   

                                .ORDER STATUS                .DATE.09/11/1997   

                                                             XXXXXXXXXXXXXX     

  F1-HELP     F2-ROTATE     F3-END     F7-UP     F8-DOWN         

This menu consists of four sections:

1. Lists the available options.
2. Describes the run.
3. Contains the rulesets used for this run.
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4. Identifies the differences between the original/expected, and current screens that generated the mismatch.

Mismatch Options

To specify an option, type its number (or the corresponding command) and press Enter, or press the appropriate PF key.
The options consist of the following groups:

Mismatch Options Description

option 1: Displays the rules summary menu for viewing or updating the
rules being applied to the input test stream.

options 2-3: Displays the previous or next input

options 4-5: Skips the original output screen, or the next output/input screen
pair

options 6-7: Ignore or accept the change; if you accept the change, the output
test stream is updated for use in the next edit or run

option 8: Displays the screen for you to update

options 9-10: Adds a new output/input screen pair, or a new output screen

When you use options 2-3 to display screens, you can use the Format (PF9) command to view the screens in Display,
Field, and Hex formats. See the Display, Field, and Hex Screen Formats section for a discussion of screen formats.

To scroll forward through a test stream, use the Next (PF6) command to display the next screen. However, you cannot
scroll backward. If you need to see earlier screens, suspend the Run function and use the Browse function to inspect
them.

The mismatch options are described next.

1 DISPLAY RULESET SUMMARY
Instructs Verify for VTAM to display a summary of the rulesets applied during the run. This option allows you to
define a new rule or update an existing rule and save your updates to the current ruleset.
If you modify the existing ruleset and specify End (PF3), Verify for VTAM will repeat the comparison, taking
into account your rule specification. If Verify for VTAM no longer detects a mismatch, it will continue the run;
otherwise, it will redisplay the Run Mismatch Options menu. For example, if the run was interrupted because of
a discrepancy between the dates on the original and current screens and you identify the date field as a variable
field, Verify for VTAM will continue the run.
See the section "Rules Function" for instructions on how to define a ruleset and the rules it contains; see the
section Adjust Rules During a Run for instructions on how to change or add rules to a ruleset during a run.

2 DISPLAY PREVIOUS INPUT
Instructs Verify for VTAM to display the last screen sent to the application. Specify End (PF3) to return to the Run
Mismatch Options menu.

3 DISPLAY NEXT INPUT
Instructs Verify for VTAM to display the next screen to be sent to the application. Specify Next (PF6) to display
subsequent screens in the input test stream; specify End (PF3) to return to the Run Mismatch Options menu.

4 SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT
Use this option when the input test stream has two consecutive output screens but one has been deleted by the
application. This option deletes the first output screen so it will not be used the next time the output test stream
is run, browsed, or edited. Verify for VTAM then repeats the comparison, using the next screen in the original test
stream and the current screen. If there is no mismatch, the run continues; otherwise, Verify for VTAM redisplays
the Run Mismatch Options menu.
In the previous example, if record 4 was in the test stream but had been eliminated from the application, you
would use option 4 to delete it.
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5 SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT AND INPUT
Use this option when an output and input screen have been deleted from the application. This option deletes the
output screen and any input screens up to the next output screen so they will not be used the next time the output
test stream is run, browsed, or edited. Verify for VTAM then repeats the comparison, using the next output screen
in the input test stream and the current screen. If there is no mismatch, the run continues; otherwise, Verify for
VTAM redisplays the Run Mismatch Options menu.
In the previous example, if records 2 and 3 were in the test stream but had been eliminated from the application,
you would use option 5 to delete them.

6 ACCEPT ORIGINAL OUTPUT
Instructs Verify for VTAM to retain the original screen in the output test stream and continue the run. Use this
option when the output screen generated by the application reflects an error and the original screen is correct.

7 ACCEPT CURRENT OUTPUT
Instructs Verify for VTAM to replace the original screen with the current screen in the output test stream and
continue the run. Use this option when the application has changed and the original screen is no longer correct.

8 CHANGE NEXT INPUT
Select this option when you want to change the next input screen required by the application. This may be
necessary when the current output screen changes the location or contents of a field which would be part of the
next input screen, or when an input field has been added to the screen. Option 8 ensures that the application
receives the data it expects.
For example, suppose your next input screen should select menu item C. However, your application has been
updated and what was formerly item C is now item D. Option 8 lets you replace the original input screen with an
updated input screen which specifies item D.
When you select option 8, Verify for VTAM displays the current screen. Type the necessary data and press the
appropriate key (attention identifier) required by the application (like Enter or PF1). Whatever key you use will be
interpreted according to the application specifications. Verify for VTAM sends the input to the application and will
use this data the next time you run or edit the output test stream.
When you choose option 8, Verify for VTAM accepts the mismatch on the current screen and continues the run.
Note: Before specifying option 8, you may need to select option 3 to display the next input screen so you know
what input the application expects. Use the Format (PF9) command to display the screen in Field format, which
shows only the input fields and identifies the AID (attention identifier key). Then return to the Run Mismatch
Options menu, select option 8, and type the required input data.
See the section Use Options 8 and 9 With Non-3270 Devices for additional information.

9 INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT AND INPUT
Use this option to insert an output screen and an input screen. Verify for VTAM displays the current output screen.
Type the input data and press the appropriate key as required by the application. Verify for VTAM will insert the
new screen into the test stream and send it to the application. Verify for VTAM also holds the original screen
because Verify for VTAM assumes it will match the next output screen from the application.
In the previous example, if records 2 and 3 were not in the test stream but had been added to the application, you
would use option 9 to insert them.
See the section Use Options 8 and 9 With Non-3270 Devices for additional information.

10 INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT
Use this option to insert the current screen into the output test stream. Verify for VTAM then repeats the
comparison, using the next screen from the application. You can choose this option only if the application has
already sent a second output screen.
In the previous example, if record 4 was not in the test stream but had been added to the application, you would
use this option to add it.
Note: When new or deleted screens are anticipated, use the Rules function to identify the screens to be added or
removed. The Rules function is discussed in the section "Rules Function".

Use Options 8 and 9 With Non-3270 Devices

Options 8 and 9 work differently with non-3270 devices:
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• Verify for VTAM does not display the current screen, so you should use PF2 to rotate to the current screen to examine
it before invoking option 8 or 9.

• Non-3270 data streams often contain hexadecimal control information that varies, depending on the devices and
controller programs used. You must type this information with the character data. Verify for VTAM will expect:

X'hex data',C'character data',X'hex data' . . .

• Verify for VTAM will reject data that does not conform to this format and ask for the input again. To determine the
format of non-3270 data at your installation, you can request a batch print of a data stream using the Hex option or you
can browse it in hex format.

Description of the Run

The information next to the options on the Run Mismatch Options menu describes the run.

INPUT
Identifies the input test stream being run.

OUTPUT
Identifies the output test stream being created; NONE if you are not saving the output from the run.

CURRENT RECORD
Identifies the record number of the screen in the input test stream.

Description of the Rulesets

The information next to the run description on the Run Mismatch Options menu identifies the ruleset(s) being used when
this test stream is run.

TESTSTREAM
The name of the test stream ruleset, if one is used.

APPLICATION
The name of the application ruleset, if one is used.

SYSTEM
The name of the system ruleset, if one is used.

WARNING
To invoke a System ruleset during a log or a run, Rulesys=Yes must be set in the TCAOPTS macro option. To
invoke an Application ruleset during a log or run, Ruleapp=Yes must be set in the TCAOPTS Macro Options. For
more information see the Installation section.

Description of the Screens

The information next to the Ruleset on the Run Mismatch Options menu describes the original, expected, and current
screens where the mismatch occurs.

Type
Input or output. Usually, both will be output screens.
Operation type of 3270 operation; for example, write, erase/write. A logical or screen comparison does not
compare the operation because any difference will be detected during the row comparison.

WCC
Two-character hex representation of the write control character. If the two WCCs differ, their meanings are listed
beneath the First Unequal Row information.

Cursor
Location of the cursor by row and column. Cursor location is included in logical and screen comparisons; in a
physical comparison the difference will be detected in the data stream comparison.
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Size
Screen size used when the screen was received from the application. Both logical and physical comparisons
compare screen size. If screens of different sizes are used, the logical comparison pads the rows and columns of
the smaller screen with nulls.

Length
Number of bytes in the data stream. A physical comparison compares data length.

Terminal
Name of the terminal that received the screen from the application. Verify for VTAM does not compare the
terminal, but this information is provided when you run a multiple terminal test stream so that you know which
terminal the screens are for.

Unequal Row Information

The unequal row information at the bottom of the Run Mismatch Options menu describes the first or only mismatch
between the original/expected and current screens.

• During a logical or screen comparison, Verify for VTAM compares the rows. When it detects a mismatch, it displays
unequal row information.

• During a physical comparison, Verify for VTAM compares the two data streams without formatting them, and
consequently compares 80-byte segments rather than rows. When Verify for VTAM detects a mismatch, it displays
unequal segment information. If the two data streams are unequal in length, Verify for VTAM pads the shorter stream
with underscores.

Verify for VTAM displays the unequal data when it detects a mismatch in the data or attributes. When it detects a different
type of mismatch -- for example, differences in the operation or write control character -- it displays a message explaining
the mismatch.

FIRST/ONLY UNEQUAL ROW (SEGMENT)
Identifies the row in which the first mismatch was detected. For a physical comparison, this is the offset of the first
unequal segment, relative to zero.

UNEQUAL ROWS (SEGMENTS)
Identifies how many rows or segments are unequal.

OFFSET
For a physical comparison only, identifies the offset of the 80-byte segment displayed, relative to zero.

Data in Unequal Rows (Segments)

Beneath the  First/Only Unequal Row information, Verify for VTAM displays three lines:

line 1
Row or segment from the original or the expected original screen

line 2
Row or segment from the current screen

line 3
Differences between the rows or segments, specified as follows:
blank

The two rows or segments contain the same characters
X

The two rows or segments contain different characters
-

Variable field; not compared
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NOTE
In the original/expected and current rows, Verify for VTAM substitutes a blank for nulls and a period for
unprintable characters (usually attributes). An X beneath two periods means the attributes are different; display
the screens using Field format to view the attributes. An X beneath two blanks means one is a null and the other
is a blank.

If the screens have more than one set of unequal rows, use the Down (PF8) and Up (PF7) commands to scroll through all
the additional unequal rows. If the width of the test stream screen exceeds the width of the terminal you are using, use the
Left (PF10) and Right (PF11) commands to display the entire screen.

When you page down through the sets of unequal rows, the menu you are viewing is titled All Unequal Rows. This menu
has a column ruler to help you determine the location of the mismatch. You can type all mismatch options on this menu.
Use the Rotate (PF2) command to rotate between the original, expected, and current screens and the All Unequal Rows
menu.

If the following mismatches are found, Verify for VTAM displays this information after the last unequal screen row:

WCC
Explains the difference between the WCC's; for example:
Expected:  NL/EM/CR Print Cntl, Alarm

Current:  NL/EM/CR Print Cntl, Resetmdt

The Write Control Character has changed

Screen Size
Explains the difference in screen size; for example:
Expected:  24 * 80

Current:  27 * 132

The screen size in use has changed

Cursor
Explains the difference in cursor position; for example:
Expected:  Row: 3 Column: 8

Current:  Row: 1 Column: 1

The cursor location has changed

Operation
Explains the difference in operation; for example:
Expected:  Erase/Write

Current:  Erase/Write Alternate

The operation has changed

Type of Screen

If Verify for VTAM detects a difference in the type of screen (for example, the original screen is an input screen, the current
screen is an output screen), it displays the following message:

The application has issued a write when a read was expected. Either the write has been added or a read has

 been eliminated. Select option 6, 8, or 10.

This is an I/O mismatch, caused by a change in the application or the deletion of an output screen during editing. Only the
options identified in the message can be used. Select option:

6
if you don't expect the write to be issued again

8
to accept the current output screen and change the input screen which follows this output screen
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10
to accept the new output screen and continue

NOTE
When new or deleted screens are anticipated, use the Rules function to identify the screens to be added or
removed. The Rules function is discussed in section 8.

Sign off on the Mismatch

If you specified Y for both the Record History and Require Signoff Data options on the Run Options menu, Verify for VTAM
provides three lines beneath each mismatch in which you can explain the difference. Press PF8 from a mismatch display
to view the unequal rows.

The following example illustrates how you would specify mismatch signoff information.

  CCC.ORDERAPP.001

-----  RUN:

ALL

UNEQUAL

ROWS  ---------------11:18:23 

  ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                   RL 

                                                                          

                                                   RECORD:     2 

        10       20       30       40       50       60       70        80 

 ROW: 1---+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+--------+ 

 .DATE.02/06/1998            CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY         .RELEASE 7.0 

 .DATE.02/10/1998            CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY         .RELEASE 6.2 

          XX                                                          x x

 SIGNOFF  ===> The difference in the date field will                      

 ON ABOVE ===> be resolved by defining a variable field                   

          ===>                                          OPER ===> STERI02     

          ***  END OF UNEQUAL ROWS  ***                                   

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

   F1-HELP F2-ROTATE   F3-END  F7-UP   F8-DOWN F10-LEFT    F11-RIGHT                                          

                               

NOTE

• If you select mismatch option 6, 7, 8, or 9, you must type at least one non-blank character in the first Signoff On Above
field. If there are additional mismatch rows on the same screen, you can specify an asterisk (*) in subsequent Signoff
On Above fields to indicate that the initial information be copied. An asterisk cannot be used to copy signoff information
from another screen.

• Your signon operator ID appears by default in the OPER field. If necessary, you can change this ID.
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Adjust Rules During a Run

To help eliminate mismatches during a run, you may occasionally need to change an existing rule or add another rule to
the ruleset for a test stream. (A common example is forgetting to create a rule for a change.)

Follow these steps:

1. Select option 1 (Display Ruleset Summary) from the Run Mismatch Options menu (shown previously). The Applied
Rules panel is displayed as shown next.

NOTE
When adding a rule to a ruleset, remember that rules are applied in the order specified in the ruleset.

-----------------------------

APPLIED

RULES

--------------------------14:12:16

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                                

 INPUT TEST STREAM: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001                  CURRENT RECORD:  2  

                                                            LINE   1 TO  6 OF  6

                                                                                

 B-BROWSE   E-EDIT                                                       

   OBJECT      TYPE ROW  COL LEN OP  VALUE FROM THE MODEL SCREEN/DESCRIPTION    

 _ RULESET     T/S                   TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001                   

 _  RULE                             R1                               <APPLIED> 

 _   FLD-RECOG                   EQ  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY______ <RECOGNIZED> 

 _    MOVED    OUT    1    3   2     98______________________________ <APPLIED> 

 _    NEW      OUT    1   13   2     19______________________________ <APPLIED> 

 _    CHANGED  OUT    1    2   3     7.0_____________________________ <APPLIED> 

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

  F1-HELP     F2-ROTATE     F3-END     F4-RETURN     F7-UP     F8-DOWN         

This panel is similar to the Browse Rules -- Summary panel, except that it lists all of the rulesets associated with this
test stream and indicates which rule within those rulesets has been recognized or applied. Fields that are important
for adjusting rules during a run are explained next; see section 8, Rules Function, for an explanation of the rest of the
fields.

OBJECT
This column lists the rulesets, rules, and rule actions in the order they are to be applied. Objects are arranged in
hierarchical order with ruleset at the top of the hierarchy and rule actions being at the bottom.

– TYPE Indicates which type of ruleset or rule this is. Valid types for ruleset are:
T/S

Test Stream
APPL

Application
SYST

System
OUT

Applies to this output screen
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IN
Applies to the next input screen

– <APPLIED>
– <RECOGNIZED> These messages indicate whether the rule has been applied during this run (<APPLIED>), or

whether screens have been located that match the recognition criteria specified (<RECOGNIZED>).
2. To help identify any remaining changes, use PF2 (Rotate) to switch the display from the Expected screen to the

Current view to the Original test stream record and then back to the Expected screen.
– The expected screen contains the originally-logged test stream with the rules applied.
– The current view shows the test stream record as it is now.
– The original test stream record displays the record from the originally-logged test stream with no changes applied.
If you have the proper security authorizations, you can take several actions from this panel. You can:
– Browse or edit any ruleset by typing a B or E to its left. From there, browse or edit as needed.
– Browse or edit any rule by typing a B or E to the left of RULE.
– Browse or edit any rule action by typing a B or E to the left of the rule action.
– Add a rule or rule action by typing an E to the left of the ruleset that will contain the rule. See the next section, Add

a Rule or Rule Action or details.

See the section "Rules Function" for detailed instructions on browsing, editing, and deleting rules and rule actions. The
procedure for adding a rule or rule action is covered next.

Add a Rule or Rule Action

Follow these steps:

1. From the Applied Rules panel, type E next to the ruleset that you want to add the rule or rule action to. Press Enter to
display the Edit Rules -- Summary panel.

2. Type I (for Insert) to the left of the object that is to immediately precede the new rule or rule action. Press Enter to
display the Rules Menu.

3. Add this rule or rule action as you would any other rule or rule action. (Detailed instructions are in section 8, Rules
Function.)

NOTE
Rule actions are processed in the order in which they are defined, so it is important to insert a new item in
the correct position.

4. After you type the specific information for this field (that is, ROW, COL, LEN), press Enter. If the add was successful,
the message ADD SUCCESSFUL appears in the message area.

5. Press PF3 to return to the Edit Rules -- Summary where you can check the details of the rule or rule action you just
added.

6. Press PF3 to display the Applied Rules to check whether the rule or rule action was applied. (Rules and rule actions
are applied as soon as you add them.)

7. Continue with the run.

Resolve Conflicts between Rule Actions

Whenever Verify for VTAM detects a conflict between rule actions, the run stops and the Mismatch screen is displayed.
Using this screen, you must correct any conflicts between rule actions before the run can continue.

Rules Summary Status Messages

The following error messages may appear on the Rules Summary panel and the Rules Applied During Run panel after
running a test stream.

<APPLIED>

Reason:
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This rule or rule action has been applied.

<CONFLICT>

Reason:

One or more rule actions applied to the same location and a conflict occurred.

<ERROR>

Reason:

This is a general error code set when the reason code is unknown.

<INCOMPLETE RULE>

Reason:

The rule does not have any rule actions defined to it.

<INV DATE MASK-ERROR>

Reason:

The data in the specified data generation field does not match the mask specified in the date aging format field.

<INV NUMBER-ERROR>

Reason:

The data specified in the data generation field is not numeric.

<M,D,Y IS NOT NUM-ERROR>

Reason:

The month, day, or year in the data generation field location is not numeric.

<MULTI ACTION-ERROR>

Reason:

More than one delete screen or insert test stream rule action was specified for the same screen.

<NEGATIVE DATE-ERROR>

Reason:

The date generated has a negative value.

<NESTED ACTION-ERROR>

Reason:

A nested delete or insert test stream rule action was specified, which is not allowed.

<NO ATTR ROW-COL-ERROR>

Reason:

An attribute byte was missing for this row-column location.

<NO CUT DATA-ERROR>

Reason:

The requested cut data does not exist, so it cannot be pasted.

<NO MODEL SCREEN>
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Reason:

No model screen applies to this rule.

<NOT APPLICABLE DURING RUN>

Reason:

This is a LOGGING rule action and is ignored during a run.

<NOT APPLIED>

Reason:

This rule or rule action has not been applied.

<NOT RECOGNIZED>

Reason:

The recognition criteria did not match.

<NOT RECOGNIZED-NOT APPLIED>

Reason:

The recognition criteria did not match, so the rule was not applied.

<NUM OVERFLOW-ERROR>

Reason:

An overflow condition occurs when the value of a field is too large to fit in the field length specified on the data generation
rule action. Either re-specify the length or set OVERFLOW equal to YES.

<OUTBOUNDS-ERROR>

Reason:

The row, column, and length coordinates of this rule action are outside the screen size of the terminal used by Run.

<OUTBOUNDS-NOT RECOGNIZED>

Reason:

The row, column, and length coordinates of the recognition criteria are outside the screen size of the terminal used by
Run.

<RECOGNIZED>

Reason:

The recognition criteria matched.

<SCREEN FAILURE-ERROR>

Reason:

A screen failure occurred because the attributes for the expected screen did not match those of the current screen. Check
that all rules for deletes, moves, and changed fields are correct. The row, column, and length coordinates of this rule
action overlap the position where the attribute mismatch was detected.

<SCREENID NOT EQ-NOT APPLIED>

Reason:

The specified screen ID did not match, so the rule was not applied.

<T/S EMPTY-ERROR>
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Reason:

The test stream to be inserted is empty.

<T/S IN USE-ERROR>

Reason:

The test stream to be inserted is in use.

<T/S I/O-ERROR>

Reason:

An I/O error occurred reading the test stream.

<T/S IS MTTS-ERROR>

Reason:

The test stream to be inserted is a multiple terminal test stream.

<T/S NOTAUTH-ERROR>

Reason:

The test stream to be inserted is READ protected.

<T/S NOTFOUND-ERROR>

Reason:

The test stream to be inserted is not in the TCADS.

<T/S REC#1 NOT OUTPUT-ERROR>

Reason:

The first record in the test stream is not an output record.

VARIABLE CONFLICT - WARNING

Reason:

A variable rule action overlapped row and column location with a non-variable rule action; an informational warning.

Action:

Verify that the overlap is what you intended, then continue the Run. The conflict does not have to be resolved or
bypassed.

WARNING

Reason:

An informational warning.

Action:

Verify that the overlap is what you intended, then continue the Run. The conflict does not have to be resolved or
bypassed.

Errors Requiring Broadcom Support

If any of the following errors occur, you must call Broadcom Support.

<INV OPER VALUE-ERROR>

Reason:
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The data generation operator value is zero or not numeric.

<JULIAN DATE MASK-ERROR>

Reason:

The Julian date mask cannot contain a month.

<MULT M,D,Y IN MASK-ERROR>

Reason:

More than one MM, DD, or YY[YY] was specified in the date mask.

<ZERO OPER VALUE-ERROR>

Reason:

The operator value was zero.

Confirm the Mismatch 1
If you select options 4, 6, 7, 8, or 10 on the Run Mismatch Options menu, Verify for VTAM validates the next input screen
to check for the following conditions:

• The input data does not fit in the corresponding field in the current output screen
• The location of an input field has changed
• An input field was deleted

Any of these conditions will probably generate a mapping error (mapfail condition) when the next input screen is sent to
the application. To avoid this, Verify for VTAM displays the Mismatch Confirmation panel.

 -----------------  RUN: MISMATCH CONFIRMATION  -----------------11:49:50 

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                    RC 

                                                                          

                                                     RECORD NUMBER:     2 

 THE OPTION YOU SELECTED (6) MAY RESULT IN A MAPPING ERROR (MAPFAIL       

 CONDITION) WHEN THE NEXT INPUT IS SENT TO THE APPLICATION.              

                                                                          

 1 INPUT FIELD NO LONGER CORRESPONDS (BECAUSE 1 OR MORE FIELDS HAVE BEEN  

 MOVED, DELETED, OR SHORTENED). THE FIRST INPUT DATA WHICH DOES NOT      

 CORRESPOND TO ANY FIELD ON THE CURRENT SCREEN IS AT ROW 8, COLUMN 51.   

 IT IS 1 BYTE LONG.                                                      

                                                                          

 MISMATCH OPTION 8 CAN BE USED TO ENTER THE NEXT INPUT INTO THE NEW SCREEN 

 LOCATIONS.                                                               

                                                                           

 OPTION 5 OR 9 MAY ALSO BE APPLICABLE (IF SCREENS HAVE BEEN INSERTED OR  

 DELETED).                                                                

                                                                           

                                                                           

                                                                           

F1-HELP     F3-END                                         

Usually, you can correct the error by selecting option 8 on the Run Mismatch Options menu. This option displays the
current output screen so you can type the input data and submit that screen in place of the original input screen. If the
error occurred because screens were removed from the application, select
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option 5; if the error occurred because screens were added, select option 9.

Enter the End (PF3) command to return to the Run Mismatch Options menu to select another option. Press Enter to
continue the run, using the option you selected.

Display, Field, and Hex Screen Formats (VTAM)
This topic describes how to utilize the display, field, and hex screen formats, including Verify for VTAM options.

When you select mismatch options 2 or 3, or use the Rotate command (PF2), Verify for VTAM displays an input or output
screen. You can view screens in three formats:

• Display
• Field
• Hex

Change Formats

Use the Format (PF9) command to shift between the Display, Field, and Hex formats. Although parameters are not
required, you can specify Format xxx, replacing xxx with one of the following:

Display
Immediately shifts to Display format

Field
Immediately shifts to Field format

Hex
Immediately shifts to Hex format

NODisplay
Disables Display format

NOField
Disables Field format

NOHex
Disables Hex format

For example, Format F displays the screen in field format.

NOTE
If the format being disabled is the one currently in use, Verify for VTAM automatically switches to the next
available format. If the current format is the only one enabled, Verify for VTAM displays an error message and
does not alter the display.

Display Format

Display format is the default format for viewing a screen. A sample screen in Display format is illustrated next.

CCC.ORDERAPP.001

-----------  RUN:

CURRENT

SCREEN  --------------------13:37:07

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                           OUT RECORD:      2

            10        20        30        40        50        60        70    R5

    ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+ 
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  |  DATE 06/29/98               CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY           RELEASE 6.2  

  |  TIME 13:19:17                      MAIN MENU                               

  |                                                                             

  4                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |  ENTER OPTION:                                                              

  8                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |          1) PLACE AN ORDER                                                  

  |                                                                             

 12          2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER                                        

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

 16                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

 20                                                                            

Verify for VTAM displays four rows of information above the test stream screen:

• Title
• Command line and record number
• Two-line column number ruler

Also, Verify for VTAM displays a row number ruler to the left of the screen. The default row and column for Display format
are both zero. Use the Up (PF7), Down (PF8), Left (PF10), and Right (PF11) commands to change the starting row and
column. You can specify a number or Maximum with these commands; for example, Up 7, Right 20, Down Maximum.
If you change the starting row or column, Verify for VTAM uses the new starting position until you change it or exit from
Verify for VTAM.

Field Format

Field format displays the data stream transmitted to or from the terminal rather than the full screen displayed in Display
format. Except on erase/writes, Field format usually does not display all the fields shown in Display format; for example,
this format displays only those fields which were modified for read-modified inputs.

The Field format version of the screen illustrated previously is illustrated next.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.001 ---------  RUN: CURRENT SCREEN  ----------------------13:37:14

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           R4

                                                                                

                                                         RECORD NUMBER:        2

 TYPE:       OUTPUT             TRAN: XCCC               DATA LENGTH:        266

 OPERATION:  ERASE/WRITE        DATE: 06/29/1998         SCREEN SIZE:  24 BY  80

 RESPONSE:   00:00:00.002       TIME: 13:18:56.730       TERMINAL:          VV01

 WCC: C2: NL/EM/CR PRINT CNTL, KEYBOARD RESTORE                                 

 ORDER  ROW  COL  ATTR  LENGTH  ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+---

  SBA     7   16             0                                                  

  IC                         0                                                  

  FLD     1    1  PSH        4  DATE                                            
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  SF              PS         8  06/29/98                                        

  FLD     1   29  PSH       23  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY                         

  FLD     1   63  PSH        7  RELEASE                                         

  SF              PSM        3  6.2                                             

  FLD     2    1  PSH        4  TIME                                            

  SF              PS         8  13:19:17                                        

  FLD     2   36  PSH        9  MAIN MENU                                       

  FLD     7    1  PSH       13  ENTER OPTION:                                   

  SF              UM         0                                                  

  FLD     7   17  PS         1                                                  

  FLD    10    9  PSH       17  1) PLACE AN ORDER                               

  FLD    12    9  PSH       27  2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER                    

Header Information

RUN OPTION

The option on the Run Mismatch Options menu selected for this screen during the last run. This information is omitted if
the screen did not have a mismatch or was excluded from the last run, or if the test stream was never run.

TYPE

The type of screen; for example, input or output.

OPERATION

The type of operation; for example, read modified, read buffer, write, erase/write, and so on.

RESPONSE/THINK

For output screens, the response time; for example, the elapsed time in hours, minutes, seconds, and thousandths of
seconds since the last terminal input. For input screens, the think time; for example, the elapsed time since the last output.

AID/WCC

For input screens, the attention identifier key pressed to generate input. For output screens, the write control character:

NL/EM/CR PRINT CNTL
For print operations, specifies a variable line length depending on placement of a new line, end of message, or
carriage return orders in the data stream.

80 CHARACTER PRINT
For print operations, specifies an 80-character line.

64 CHARACTER PRINT
For print operations, specifies a 64-character line.

40 CHARACTER PRINT
For print operations, specifies a 40-character line.

KEYBOARD RESTORE
Restores keyboard function.

START PRINT
Initiates a printout operation.

RESETMDT
Resets all modified data tags.

ALARM
Sounds the audible alarm.

TRAN
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The transaction associated with the screen.

DATE

The date the test stream was logged. This date may have been updated if the screen was edited or changed during the
Run.

TIME

The time the test stream was logged. This time may have been updated if the screen was edited or changed during the
Run.

RECORD NUMBER

The record number of the screen within the test stream.

DATA LENGTH

The total number of bytes transmitted to or from the terminal. For input screens, this includes three bytes for the AID and
cursor position. For output screens, this includes one byte for the WCC.

SCREEN SIZE

The logged screen size.

TERMINAL

The terminal to which the screen was sent, or from which it was received.

CURSOR

For input screens, the cursor position (row and column).

Screen Display

Verify for VTAM starts a new row on your display for every 3270 order in the screen. If there are no orders, only one row is
displayed. Data that follows the order appears under the ruler. Non-3270 data streams are displayed in 40-byte rows.

A common sequence of orders is set buffer address (SBA) followed by start field (SF). To condense the display, Verify for
VTAM merges these orders into an FLD order type.

Each row in the display consists of:

ORDER
The 3270 order. This will be blank for the first field if the screen does not begin with an order. The most common
orders are summarized next. See the 3270 Component Description or Programmer's section for a complete
description of valid orders.
SBA

Set buffer address specifies the row and column for the data which follows.
SF

Start field specifies the beginning of a field and its attributes.
IC

Insert cursor specifies cursor positioning in the current row and column.
RA

Repeat to address repeats the first character that follows up to the specified row and column.
PT

Program tab specifies the next unprotected field as the location for the data that follows. If there is any
data between the program tab order and the previous order, all fields between the current display position
and the destination field are set to nulls.
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EUA
Erase unprotected to address sets all unprotected fields from the current display position up to the
specified row and column to nulls.

ROW
The row specified by the order.

COL
The column specified by the order.

ATTR
The field attributes specified by a start field order:
U

Unprotected field -- can be modified
P

Protected field -- cannot be modified
N

Numeric field -- only numeric data can be typed
S

Cursor will auto-skip over the field
H

High-intensity field
D

Field can be selected with a selector pen
L

Low-intensity (non-display) field
M

Field with modified data tag which will be transmitted from the terminal even if the operator makes no
entry

LENGTH
The length of the data following the order.

DATA
The actual data appears next beneath the ruler.

Scrolling

The default scroll amount is 19 rows for the Up (PF7) and Down (PF8) commands and 40 columns for the Left (PF10) and
Right (PF11) commands.

The Up and Down commands affect the display starting with the fifth row; for example, the header row on which Type,
Tran, and Data Length information appears. The Left and Right commands affect only the ruler and the data beneath it.
You can specify a number or Maximum with these commands; for example, Up 4, Right Maximum.

When data is not displayed beginning with the first character, the number of the first column appears in the ruler.

Hex Format

Hex format segments the data stream as Field format does. A new segment appears for each order for 3270 data
streams. Non-3270 data streams are displayed in 40-byte increments.

Three rows are used to display each segment:

• Row 1 contains the character representation
• Rows 2 and 3 contain the hexadecimal representation
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The Hex format version of the previous screen appears next.

CCC.ORDERAPP.001

---------  RUN:

CURRENT

SCREEN  ----------------------13:37:20

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           R9

                                                                                

 OFFSET  LENGTH  ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----RECORD:      2

      0       4  B.G?                                                           

                 C1C6                                                           

                 217F                                                           

                                                                                

      4       1  .                                                             

                 1                                                              

                 3                                                              

                                                                                

      5       9  . .8DATE                                                      

                 1441FCCEC                                                      

                 100D84135                                                      

                                                                                

     14      10  .006/29/98                                                     

                 1FFF6FF6FF                                                     

                 D006129198                                                     

                                                                                

     24      28  . *.8CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY                                   

                 1451FCCDDD7E4CDDDCCE4CDDDCDE                                   

                 10CD831963D20366295203647158                                   

 F2-ROTATE  F3-END  F5-PRV          F7-UP  F8-DWN  F9-FORMAT  F10-LEFT F11-RIGHT

This format provides the offset and length of each segment. Because this example is an output screen, the first byte of the
first segment is the WCC. For an input screen, the first three bytes of the first segment would be the AID (one byte) and
the cursor position (two byte binary offset relative to zero).

Scrolling

The default scroll amount is 5 segments for the Up (PF7) and Down (PF8) commands and 60 columns for the Left (PF10)
and Right (PF11) commands. You can specify a number or Maximum with these commands; for example, Up 3, Right
Maximum.

View Connection and Disconnection Records
In addition to viewing input and output screens, you can view connection and disconnection records.

You can display these records by specifying the Next (PF6) command when viewing the original screen (mismatch option
1), or the next input screen (mismatch option 4).

Connection records contain the Logmode and BIND images used in the connection process. Disconnection records
identify the application that was disconnected and the reason for the disconnection.

A sample connection record is displayed next.
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 VERDEMO2.APR02.001 --------- RUN: CONNECTION RECORD  ------------------11:28:54

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           DC

                                                                                

 TERMINAL: A68L901              DATE: 01/21/1999                  RECORD:      4

 APPLID:   VERDEMO              TIME: 10:27:43.757                              

 REASON:   USER INITIATED VIA USS                                               

                                                                                

 BINDS:        FROM TERMINAL    TO APPLICATION   FROM APPLICATION               

 LOGMODE:      DSILGMOD         DSILGMOD                                        

 FM PROFILE:   02               02               02                             

 TS PROFILE:   02               02               02                             

 PLU PROTOCOL: 71               71               71                             

 SLU PROTOCOL: 40               40               40                             

 COM PROTOCOL: 2000             2000             2000                           

 TS FIELDS:    0000 8000 8000   0000 0000 0000   0087 8700 8700                 

 LU TYPE:      00               00               00                             

 EXT STREAM:   00               00               00                             

 RESERVED:     00000000         00000000         00000000                       

 SIZES:        0000 0000        0000 0000        0000 0000                      

 FLAGS:        0200             0200             0200                           

 CRYPTOGRAPHY: 00               00               00                             

 LOGON DATA:                                                                    

                                                                                

 F1-HELP     F3-END   F4-RETURN   F5-PREV     F6-NEXT     F10-LEFT    F11-RIGHT

This menu provides the following information:

Field Description
TERMINAL The name of the terminal used to log the test stream.
APPLID The application ID.
REASON The reason for the connection.
DATE The date of the connection.
TIME The time of the connection.
RECORD NUMBER This record's number in the test stream.
BINDS The following fields describe the BIND request parameters from

the sending terminal to Verify for VTAM, from Verify for VTAM to
the application, from the application to Verify for VTAM, and from
Verify for VTAM to the receiving terminal.

Logmode Logon mode name which specifies a set of session parameters
FM Profile Function management profiles used
TS Profile Transmission services profile used
PLU Protocol Primary logical unit protocols
SLU Protocol Secondary logical unit protocols
COM Protocol Common logical unit protocols
TS Fields Transmission Services Usage fields
LU Type Type of LU-LU session in terms of SNA protocols and options
Ext Stream 3270 extended data stream identifier
Reserved Contents of reserved field
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Sizes Presentation space sizes
Flags PLU and SLU flags
Cryptography Cryptographic control
Logon Data Logon user data (if any) from the initial logon command

To see the rest of the Logon Data, use the Right (PF11) command. Use the Left (PF10) command to redisplay the original
menu.

A sample Disconnection record is illustrated next.

 VERDEMO2.APR02.001 --------  RUN: DISCONNECTION RECORD  ---------------11:31:18

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           DD

                                                                                

 TERMINAL: A68L901              DATE: 01/21/1999                  RECORD:      5

 APPLID:   VERDEMO              TIME: 10:27:43.761                              

 REASON:   UNBIND RECEIVED, TYPE 002 (BIND FORTHCOMING)                         

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 F1-HELP     F3-END   F4-RETURN   F5-PREV     F6-NEXT                          

This record identifies the terminal, applid, reason, date, and time of the disconnection. Moreover, this record lists the
events that followed the disconnection and the reason codes. See the VTAM Programming section, VTAM Messages and
Codes, and SNA manuals for information on specific codes.

Wait for Missing Output (VTAM)
Learn how Verify for VTAM displays the Missing Output menu if the application does not return an output screen when
expected.

If the application does not return an output screen when expected, Verify for VTAM displays the Missing Output menu.

 VERDEMO2.APR02.001 -------  RUN: MISSING OUTPUT  --------------------11:41:23

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                         RN

                                                                                

 TERMINAL: VTERM001                                         RECORD NUMBER:   7

 THE RUN FUNCTION IS WAITING FOR AN OUTPUT SCREEN. THE OUTPUT SCREEN MIGHT     

 HAVE BEEN ELIMINATED FROM THE APPLICATION. THE SESSION IS BETWEEN BRACKETS.  
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    1 DISPLAY THE ORIGINAL OUTPUT SCREEN WHICH THE RUN FUNCTION IS WAITING FOR 

                                                                                

    2  WAIT ANOTHER 20 SECONDS FOR THE OUTPUT SCREEN TO BE SENT BY THE          

       APPLICATION                                                              

                                                                                

    3  IGNORE TEMPORARY CHANGE (THE OUTPUT SCREEN IS NOT EXPECTED, BUT RETAIN   

       THE ORIGINAL SCREEN IN THE OUTPUT TEST STREAM)                           

                                                                                

    4  ACCEPT PERMANENT CHANGE (THE OUTPUT SCREEN IS NOT EXPECTED OR WANTED,    

       DELETE THE SCREEN FROM THE OUTPUT TEST STREAM)                           

                                                                                

    SELECT OPTION 2 IF THE OUTPUT MIGHT BE DELAYED DUE TO POOR RESPONSE TIME    

                                                                                

    SELECT OPTION 3 OR 4 IF THE APPLICATION HAS CHANGED                         

                                                                            

 F1-HELP        F3-END                                                         

The message at the top of the screen always indicates that the Run function is waiting for an output screen that may have
been eliminated from the application. The message then indicates one of the following:

• The session is in a bracket and the application is in send, receive, or contention state.
• The session is between brackets and the application is in send, receive, or contention state.
• The application is in send, receive, or contention state.
• The session with xxxxxxxx application is no longer active.
• Application xxxxxxxx is no longer active.

Output screens may be missing for any of these reasons:

• Response time is slower than when the test stream was logged
• An input screen was deleted by the Edit function
• The application changed
• Screens from a printer were logged, but the terminal which starts the printer was not logged
• Messages from one terminal to another were logged, but both terminals were not logged

Use the End (PF3) command to end the run or choose one of the following options:

1 DISPLAY THE ORIGINAL OUTPUT SCREEN
Displays the original output screen for which the Run function is waiting. Use the End (PF3) command to return to
the Missing Output menu.

2 WAIT ANOTHER nn SECONDS
Directs Verify for VTAM to wait for nn seconds for the missing screen. Select this option at least once to allow
for poor response time unless you are sure the screen is really missing. The number of seconds Verify for VTAM
should wait is determined at installation time.

3 IGNORE TEMPORARY CHANGE
Ignores the missing output screen and continues the run. The original output screen is retained in the output test
stream. Select this option if the application will be changed to send the missing screen.

4 ACCEPT PERMANENT CHANGE
Ignores the missing output screen and continues the run. The output screen is deleted from the output test
stream. Select this option when the application has changed so that it no longer sends the missing screen.
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Complete the Run (VTAM)
When the run completes, Verify for VTAM displays the Run Completion panel.

CCCORDER.REL63.001 -----------  RUN COMPLETION  -----------------------13:02:28

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           R8

                                                                                

 OUTPUT SCREENS COMPARED:        4                                              

 PHYSICALLY EQUAL SCREENS:       1                                              

 LOGICALLY EQUAL SCREENS:        3                                              

                                                                                

 OUTPUT TEST STREAM: NONE                                                       

                                                                                

 RULESET(S) USED:                                                               

   TESTSTREAM:  TCADS.CCCORDER.REL63.001                                        

   APPLICATION: NONE                                                            

   SYSTEM:      TCADS.SYSTEM.#RULESET.001                                       

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

  F1-HELP  F3-END   F4-RETURN                                                  

Use the End (PF3) command to return to the Run Options menu or the Return (PF4) command to return to the Primary
Options menu.

NOTE
If Verify for VTAM detects a severe error during the run -- for example, an I/O error -- it displays an error
message instead of the Run Completion menu. In this case, the output test stream, if any, is deleted.

Browse Function (VTAM)
The Browse function displays online the input and output screens captured during the Log and Run functions. You can
view:

• The original screens captured during logging
• The expected screens created during the Run function
• The current screens captured during the Run function
• The differences Verify for VTAM found between the expected and the current screens
• The rules that were applied to the original screen which created the expected screen
• Operator instructions to Verify for VTAM during the Run function when Verify for VTAM detected a mismatch

Use the Browse function to analyze online the results of your testing. Use the Edit function if you intend to modify the test
stream; use the batch Print function if you want a hard copy.

NOTE
How to browse through rulesets and rules (which includes variables) is covered in the section "Rules Function."
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Browse Function Overview (VTAM)
The Browse function displays online the input and output screens captured during the Log and Run functions. You can
view:

• The original screens captured during logging
• The expected screens created during the Run function
• The current screens captured during the Run function
• The differences Verify for VTAM found between the expected and the current screens
• The rules that were applied to the original screen which created the expected screen
• Operator instructions to Verify for VTAM during the Run function when Verify for VTAM detected a mismatch

Use the Browse function to analyze online the results of your testing. Use the Edit function if you intend to modify the test
stream; use the batch Print function if you want a hard copy.

NOTE
How to browse through rulesets and rules (which includes variables) is covered in the section "Rules Function."

Invoke the Browse Function (VTAM)
Learn how to use the Primary Options Menu to have Verify for VTAM display the Test Stream Browse menu.

To browse a test stream, type B on the Primary Options Menu. Verify for VTAM displays the Test Stream Browse menu.

 ---------------------------  TEST STREAM BROWSE  ---------------14:51:31 

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                    B1 

                                                                                 

 ENTER TEST STREAM NAME:                                                         

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                        

   APPLICATION ===>                 (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                  

   MEMBER      ===>                  OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS                  

   VERSION     ===> 001              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)                 

                                                                                 

 HISTORY VIEWING OPTIONS:              

   ORIGINAL SCREENS ===> Y      (Y/N)

   EXPECTED SCREENS ===> Y      (Y/N)

   APPLIED RULES    ===> Y      (Y/N/O-ONLY)

   DIFFERENCES      ===> Y      (Y/N/O-ONLY)

    SIGNOFF DATA    ===> Y      (Y/N)

                                                                                 

                                                                                 

                                                                                 

                                                                                 

                                                                                 

F1-HELP     F3-END     F4-RETURN          

The default ddname, Application, and Version values appear; these can be changed.

If you know the test stream you want to browse, follow these steps:

1. Type the Application name, Member name, and other identifiers, if necessary
2. Optionally modify the History viewing options
3. Press Enter. Verify for VTAM displays the Directory Information menu for that test stream.
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If you don't know the test stream you want to browse, follow these steps:

1. Leave the Application and Member field blank.
2. Optionally, blank out other identifiers.
3. Press Enter. Verify for VTAM displays the Test Stream Selection menu.

Select a Test Stream

The Test Stream Selection menu lists all the test streams for the specified ddname.

       --------------  BROWSE: TEST STREAM SELECTION  --------------14:00:10 

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                      

 FILE: TCADS                                                           MULTI-      

                         LOG-DATE  BY      RECORDS  RUN-DATE    RESULT   TERM 

 _ CLIST    OPERATOR 001 01/02/1998 AJC        28    03/21/1998 LGC EQ   

                     CEMT INQUIRY OF ALL PROGRAMS AND FILES                 

 s DEMO     DEMOPROG 001 03/22/1998 NGN         8                       

                     CUSTOMER MAINTENANCE DEMO PROGRAM                          

 _ PAYROLL  DOCUMENT 001 02/01/1998           120                       

                     ALL PAYROLL SCREENS FOR USER TRAINING                      

 _ PAYROLL  INQUIRY  001 01/16/1998 RSM       154  01/16/1998   NOT EQ  

                     TEST OF NEW INQUIRY MENU                                    

 _ PAYROLL  UPDATE   002 01/28/1998           112                        

                     TEST OF NEW UPDATE SCREEN                                  

 _ QA       TEST1    003 01/29/1998 NGN      1022  02/29/1998   NOT EQ       

                     TEST1 IN CONVERSION FROM DOS  TO MVS                         

 _ QA       TEST2    007 02/21/1998           724                        

                     TEST2 IN CONVERSION FROM DOS TO MVS                         

 _ SYSTEMS  MIGRATE  008 02/21/1998 SAB      2380  03/14/1998  LGC EQ     M  

                     MIGRATION TEST FOR CICS 1.7 TO 2.1                          

 _ SYSTEMS  STRESS1  018 03/22/1998 JSN      1502                        

                     STRESS TEST FOR CICS TEST REGION                            

 _ SYSTEMS  STRESS2  019 03/22/1998          1208                        

Your position in the list depends on your specifications on the Test Stream Browse menu.

• If both the Application and Member fields are blank, Verify for VTAM positions you at the first stream for the specified
ddname.

• If you fill in a partial name, Verify for VTAM positions you accordingly. For example, if you specify PAY as the Member
name and blank out the Version number, Verify for VTAM positions you just before the first test stream whose member
name begins with 'PAY'.

See the second screen in the "Run Function" section for an explanation of the Test Stream Selection menu.

Type S to the left of the test stream you want to browse and press Enter. Verify for VTAM redisplays the Test Stream
Browse menu with the Test Stream identifiers filled in. Specify the History viewing options and press Enter to display the
Directory Information menu for the test stream.

Use the Up (PF7) and Down (PF8) commands to scroll through the Test Stream Selection list. To override the default,
specify the number of lines or Maximum; for example, Down 25, Down Maximum.

Specify Browse Viewing Options

Complete the Test Stream Browse menu by specifying the Browse viewing options. Enter Y, N, or O.
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If Record History was set to Y for the run that created this test stream, then original screens, rules (if available), and
unequal rows will be included when you Browse.

NOTE
When you view input only test streams, use either Field or Hex format; do not use Display format.

When you have completed the Test Stream Browse menu, press Enter.

• If you have not specified a complete test stream name, Verify for VTAM displays the Test Stream Selection list.
• If you have specified a complete test stream name, Verify for VTAM displays the Directory Information menu for that

test stream.
• ORIGINAL SCREENS Y, the default, displays the original logged screens which differ from the current screens,

subject to your specifications for the Differences option. Y is valid only for test streams which have mismatch
information recorded where the Record History option was Y. Enter N if you do not want to display the original screens.

• EXPECTED SCREENS Y, the default, displays the expected screens. The expected screen is the original screen with
rules applied to it. Y is only valid if Record History was set to Y during the Run.

• APPLIED RULES Y, the default, lets you view a list of the rules that were applied to each original screen as it was
processed. Y is only valid for test streams that have Record History set to Y during the Run. Enter N if you do not want
to view the rules; type O if you only want to view the screens that have had rules applied to them.

• DIFFERENCES Y, the default, displays the unequal rows associated with the current screens. Enter O to display
only those records for which Verify for VTAM detected a mismatch. Y and O are valid only for test streams that have
mismatch information recorded where the Record History option was Y. Enter N if you don't want to display unequal
row information.

• SIGNOFF DATA Y, the default, displays the information, if any, the operator supplied during the Run function when
Verify for VTAM detected a mismatch. Y is valid only for test streams for which mismatch signoff information was
recorded; for example, the Require Signoff Data option was Y. Enter N if you don't want to access this information.

Browse Directory Information (VTAM)
Learn about selecting a test stream, Verify for VTAM to redisplay the Test Stream Browse panel with the test stream name
fields completed.

Press Enter to display the Browse: Directory Information panel that contains the directory information for the test stream
you selected.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.002 ----  BROWSE: DIRECTORY INFORMATION  -----------------13:40:40

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           B3

                                                                                

  DESCRIPTION: CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY DEMO PROGRAM                             

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

              LOG:       RUN:       EDIT:         TEST STREAM:        IN:   OUT:

  INVOKED BY:                                       TOTAL SCREENS:      6      6

  INVOKED ON: 06/02/1998 06/03/1998                 AVERAGE BYTES:     46    315

  START TIME: 13:23:04   08:34:50                                               

  DURATION:   00:02:02   00:00:00                 LAST RUN:           IN:   OUT:

  SYSTEM:     A04IC9NA   A04IC9NA                   EQUAL:             6      1

  STATUS:     NORMAL     LOGICALLY EQUAL            EQUIVALENT:               5

  TERMINAL:   A60L2048                              IGNORED:                  0

  VSAM CI'S:  2                                     ACCEPTED:                 0

                                                    INSERTED:          0      0

  AVERAGE THINK TIME:    00:00:20.256               DELETED:           0      0
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  AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME: 00:00:00.013               CHANGED:           0       

  MAXIMUM SCREEN SIZE:   24 BY  80                  NOT RUN:           0      0

  PROTECTION STATUS:                                            OWNER:          

  ORIGINATING TEST STREAM: CCC.ORDERAPP.001       CREATED BY FUNCTION: RUN      

                                                                                

  F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN                                          

If you press Enter, Verify for VTAM displays:

• The Initial Terminal Status menu for a single terminal test stream
• The Terminal Selection menu for a multiple terminal test stream

If you type a record number in the Command field and press Enter, Verify for VTAM displays the record you selected.

Verify for VTAM provides directory information describing Log, Run, and Edit functions involving the test stream. If the
Utilities were used to append, insert, or merge the test stream, the Edit heading will be replaced with the appropriate
heading.

DESCRIPTION
The description associated with the test stream when it was logged. This description may have been updated by
the Edit function or Update utility.

INVOKED BY
The ID of the user who initiated the function.

INVOKED ON
The date the test stream was logged, last run, or edited.

START TIME
The time the function was initiated.

DURATION
The duration of the Log function or the estimated duration of the Run function, based on total response time.

SYSTEM
The VTAM applid. For a test stream consisting of multiple sessions, 'MULTIPLE' will be displayed.

STATUS
For the Log function:

• Normal
• Incomplete: Verify for VTAM could not log some screens because the data capture buffer overflowed or the

data set became full
• Ext:nnn: The data stream was extended; nnn indicates the number of records that existed before the

extension

For the Run function:
Equal:

The data streams produced by the application were physically equal to those logged
Logically Equal:

The output screens produced by the application were logically equal to those logged, but the data
streams were not physically equal

Not Equal:
The output from the application was not the same as the output logged

TERMINAL
The terminal used to log the test stream. For a multiple terminal test stream, the number of terminals appears
instead.
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VSAM CI'S
The number of control intervals used to store the test stream.

AVERAGE THINK TIME
The average time which elapsed between an output screen and the next input from the terminal.

AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME
The average time which elapsed between terminal input and the next output screen.

MAXIMUM SCREEN SIZE
The largest screen size used in the test stream.

PROTECTION STATUS
The Test Stream Protection option specified when the test stream was logged.

ORIGINATING TEST STREAM
The source of this test stream. In other words, the test stream that was run which created this test stream.

OWNER
The person to whom this test stream belongs.

CREATED BY FUNCTION
The function that was used on the source test stream to create this test stream. Functions can be LOG, RUN,
COPY, or RENAME.

Test Stream

The following fields are displayed in the Test Stream area.

TOTAL SCREENS IN: OUT:
The number of input and output screens in the test stream.

AVERAGE BYTES IN: OUT:
The average number of bytes in the input and output data streams.

Last Run

The following fields are displayed if the test stream was run.

EQUAL IN: OUT:
The number of physically or logically equal screens.

EQUIVALENT OUT:
The number of output screens which became logically equal through the definition of variable fields.

IGNORED OUT:
The number of unequal output screens which were ignored (option 6 on the Run Mismatch Options menu).

ACCEPTED OUT:
The number of unequal output screens which were accepted (option 7 on the Run Mismatch Options menu).

INSERTED IN: OUT:
The number of screens which were inserted (options 4 and 5 on the Run Mismatch Out-of-Synch Options menu).

DELETED IN: OUT:
The number of screens which were deleted (options 9 and 10 on the Run Mismatch Out-of-Synch Options menu).

CHANGED IN:
The number of input screens which were changed (option 8 on the Run Mismatch Options menu or a different
buffer value when a Read Buffer is issued and the installation option READBUF=CURRENT is in effect).
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NOT RUN IN: OUT:
The number of screens which were not run. The terminals associated with these screens were not selected when
the test stream was run or the user terminated the run before they were processed.

Browse Terminal Information (VTAM)
Learn how to use  Verify for VTAM's Directory Information menu to select and display terminal specifics.

When you type Enter on the Directory Information menu, Verify for VTAM displays:

• The Initial Terminal Status menu for a single terminal test stream
• The Terminal Selection menu for a multiple terminal test stream

The Initial Terminal Status menu is discussed next. See the Select a Terminal section for a discussion of the Terminal
Selection menu.

Display the Initial Terminal Status

The Initial Terminal Status menu displays information for each terminal in the test stream.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.001 -----  BROWSE: INITIAL TERMINAL STATUS  --------------12:36:51

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           B6

                                                                                

 TERMINAL: A60L2049                                                             

                                                                                

 VIRTUAL TERMINAL                                                               

      ASSIGNMENT:                                                               

                                                                                

 SCREEN SIZE: 24 BY  80                           DEVICE TYPE:  LOGICAL UNIT    

   ALTERNATE: IN USE                              DEVICE CHARS: C06D001033800000

                                                                                

                                                                                

 FEATURES:                                                                      

                                                                                

 BIND: LOGMODE:      D4C32782                     LU TYPE:      02              

       FM PROFILE:   03                           EXT STREAM:   00              

       TS PROFILE:   03                           RESERVED:     00000000        

       PLU PROTOCOL: B1                           SIZES:        18500000        

       SLU PROTOCOL: 90                           FLAGS:        7E00            

       COM PROTOCOL: 3080                         CRYPTOGRAPHY: 09              

       TS FIELDS:    000187F80000                                               

       LOGON DATA:                                                              

                                                                                

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN      F10-LEFT       F11-RIGHT         

This menu displays information about a terminal used to log the test stream. Most of the terminal status information is
determined by the system programmer when the network is defined.

If the Log function extended a test stream, the screens may be from multiple terminals. In this case, the original terminal
status information is used for the entire test stream.

When you have finished browsing the terminal status information for a single terminal test stream, press Enter to display
the Record Selection menu.
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TERMINAL
The name of the terminal used to log the test stream.

VIRTUAL TERMINAL ASSIGNMENT
The virtual terminal (if any) assigned to the terminal when the test stream was logged or edited.

SCREEN SIZE
The default screen size.

ALTERNATE
The alternate screen size.

DEVICE TYPE
The type of terminal used during logging; for example, 3277, 3284, logical unit, etc.

DEVICE CHARS
Device characteristics; i.e., model number and physical device address.

FEATURES
Identifies the terminal as capable of supporting a 3270 extended data stream, if applicable.

BIND
The following fields describe the BIND request parameters.
Logmode

Logon mode name which specifies a set of session parameters
FM Profile

Function management profiles used
TS Profile

Transmission services profile used
PLU Protocol

Primary logical unit protocols
SLU Protocol

Secondary logical unit protocols
COM Protocol

Common logical unit protocols
TS Fields

Transmission Services Usage fields
Logon Data

Logon user data (if any) from the initial logon command
LU Type

Type of LU-LU session in terms of SNA protocols and options
Ext Stream

3270 extended data stream identifier
Reserved

Contents of reserved field
Sizes

Presentation space sizes
Flags

PLU and SLU flags
Cryptography

Cryptographic control
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Select a Terminal

The Terminal Selection menu is illustrated next. This menu is displayed automatically whenever you browse a multi-
terminal test stream.

 SAMPLE.MULTTERM.001 ----  BROWSE: TERMINAL SELECTION  -----------------14:08:56

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           BT

                                                                                

 SELECT:  "S"    ORIGINAL   TERMINAL      SCREEN      ALTERNATE   VIRTUAL       

 INQUIRY: "I"    TERMINAL   TYPE          SIZE        SIZE        TERMINAL      

                                                                                

           _     A60L2048   3277 REMOTE   24 BY  80   24 BY  80                 

           _     A60L2049   3277 REMOTE   24 BY  80   24 BY  80                 

           _     A60L205A   3277 REMOTE   24 BY  80   24 BY  80                 

           _     A60L205B   3277 REMOTE   24 BY  80   24 BY  80                 

           ***  END OF TERMINALS  ***                                           

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 TYPE AN "S" TO SELECT TERMINAL FOR BROWSE   TYPE AN "I" TO VIEW TERMINAL STATUS

 F1-HELP        F3-CONTINUE   F4-RETURN      F7-UP          F8-DOWN            

This menu lists all the terminals in the test stream. For each terminal, Verify for VTAM identifies its name, type, screen
size, alternate size, and the virtual terminal (if any) assigned to that terminal.

Perform the following steps:

1. Type S to the left of each terminal whose screens you want to browse. Then use the End (PF3) command to display
the Record Selection menu.

2. Type I to the left of any terminal for which you want terminal status information. Then press Enter to display the Initial
Terminal Status menu. When you are finished viewing the terminal status information, use the End (PF3) command to
redisplay the Terminal Selection menu.

3. Use these commands as follows:
Assign

Verify for VTAM inserts S to the left of each terminal.
Reset

Verify for VTAM restores the initial screen setting with an underscore to the left of each terminal.
Cancel

Verify for VTAM cancels the browse and redisplays either the Test Stream Browse menu or the Test Stream
Selection menu.

4. Use the Up (PF7) and Down (PF8) commands to scroll through the terminal list.
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Browse Screens (VTAM)
Learn how to Browse Screens (VTAM) by selecting one or more terminals for browsing using the Terminal Selection
menu.

If you select one or more terminals for browsing from the Terminal Selection menu or press Enter from the Initial Terminal
Status menu (single terminal test stream only), Verify for VTAM displays the Record Selection menu. This menu lists the
records in the test stream associated with all the terminals you selected.

  CCC.ORDERAPP.001 --------  BROWSE: RECORD SELECTION  ------------------12:40:42

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           B7

                                                                                

    TERMINAL  APPLID    T/R TIME   OP   AID    VIEW  RECORD   ROW: 1 COL: 30    

 _  A55TG001  USS       00:01.144  EW                     1   SSOCIATES INTERNAT

 _  A55TG001  USS       00:20.455  RM   ENTER             2   SSOCIATES INTERNAT

 _  A55TG001  USS       00:20.455  EW                     3   EQUEST ACCEPTED AN

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:26.796  CON                    4   EQUEST ACCEPTED AN

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.871  EW                     5   NG MY REGION? (CIC

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:01.680  RM   CLEAR             6                     

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.000  EW                     7                     

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:01.843  RM   ENTER             8                     

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.596  EW                     9   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:01.235  RM   ENTER            10   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.001  EW                    11   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:04.182  RM   ENTER            12   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.001  EW                    13   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:01.703  RM   PF3              14   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.001  EW                    15   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.814  RM   PF3              16   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.002  EW                    17   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.848  RM   PF3              18   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 TYPE AN "S" TO SELECT A RECORD                                                 

 F1-HELP  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F7-UP  F8-DOWN  F9-FORMAT  F10-LEFT F11-RIGHT     

Perform the following steps:

1. Type S to the left of the record you want to browse and press Enter.
2. Use the Prev (PF5) and Next (PF6) commands to display other records. See the section "Run Function", for examples

of screens in Display, Field, and Hex format. For each screen, Verify for VTAM identifies its:
Terminal:

The terminal name
Applid:

The VTAM applid
T/R Time:

The think time (for an input screen) or response time (for an output screen)
OP:

The operation:
W:

Write
EW:

Erase/write
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EWA:
Erase/write alternate

RB:
Read buffer

RM:
Read modified

RMA:
Read modified all

EAU:
Erase all unprotected

WSF:
Write structured field

CPY:
Copy

RD:
Read

LUS:
Lustat

SIG:
Signal

DSC:
Disconnection

CON:
Connection

AID:
Attention ID used to generate input; for example, Enter, PF3

View:
Whether there are mismatches (M), rules applied (R), or both (M,R)

Record:
Record number

ROW COL:
Data from the record which appears in row 1

3. To position the display beginning with a specific record, type the record number in the Command field and press Enter.
4. Use the Left (PF10) and Right (PF11) commands to shift the display so you can view additional data from the record.
5. Use Verify for VTAM commands as follows:
Profile

Displays the Selection Profile so you can select which information should appear when Verify for VTAM redisplays
the Record Selection menu. This menu is illustrated in the following screen.

Format
Changes the data display beneath the Row/Col to Display or Dump.
See the Browse Commands section later in this section for a detailed discussion of the Format command.
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Change the Fields on the Record Selection Menu

Perform the following steps:

1. Enter the Profile command on the Record Selection menu to display the Selection Profile menu.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.001 --------  BROWSE: SELECTION PROFILE  -----------------12:41:16

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           B8

                                                                                

 S  TERMINAL  (TERMINAL NAME)                                                   

 S  APPLID    (APPLICATION ID)                                                  

 S  T/R TIME  (THINK/RESPONSE TIME)                                             

 S  OP        (OPERATION)                                                       

 _  LEN       (DATA LENGTH)                                                     

 S  AID       (ATTENTION ID)                                                    

 S  VIEW      (MISMATCH/RULES INDICATORS)                                       

 _  WCC       (WRITE CONTROL CHARACTER)                                         

 S  RECORD    (RECORD NUMBER)                                                   

 _  CURSOR    (CURSOR ROW/COLUMN)                                               

 _  SIZE      (SCREEN SIZE)                                                     

 _  DATE      (DATE LOGGED OR LAST CHANGED)                                     

 _  TIME      (TIME LOGGED OR LAST CHANGED)                                     

 _  RH        (REQUEST HEADER)                                                  

 S  DATA      (DISPLAY OR DUMP FORMAT DATA)                                     

                                                                                

 TYPE AN "S" TO SELECT A FIELD FOR DISPLAY                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN                                        

This menu lists all the fields which can appear on the Record Selection menu. The currently displayed fields have an S
next to them. In addition to the fields illustrated in the previous screen, you can select the following fields:

LEN:
Data length

WCC:
Write control character

Cursor:
Cursor's row and column position

Size:
Screen size

Date:
Date the record was logged or last changed by the Edit or Run functions

Time:
Time the record was logged or last changed by the Edit or Run functions

RH:
Request header

2. When you have finished selecting fields, use the End (PF3) command to return to the Record Selection menu. The
fields you have selected will now appear.
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Browse Commands (VTAM)
How to use commands to browse Verify for VTAM records, including scrolling, changing formats, locating, and resetting.

Use the following commands to browse screens:

Command Function

Up (PF7) Scrolls up through a record.

Down (PF8) Scrolls down through a record.

Left (PF10) Scrolls left through a record.

Right (PF11) Scrolls right through a record.

Prev (PF5) Scrolls backward through a test stream.

Next (PF6) Scrolls forward through a test stream.

Rotate (PF2) Rotates between the original and current screens and mismatch
information.

Enter Scrolls forward through a test stream.

Format (PF9) Shifts between Display, Field, and Hex formats.

Find Scans a test stream for a character string.

Rfind Repeats the last Find command.

Reset Removes the Find or Change parameters specified on the menu.

End (PF3) Ends the browse of a record and redisplays the Record Selection
menu.

Most of these commands are discussed in detail in the sections which follow.

Scrolling

UP (PF7), Down (PF8), Left (PF10), Right (PF11)

Scrolls through the record for all three formats. You can enter these commands with a number to scroll a specified number
of rows, columns, or segments; for example, Up 8, Left 20. You can also specify Maximum to scroll to the top, bottom,
extreme left or right of the data; for example, Up Maximum.

Next (PF6), Prev (PF5)
Scrolls forward or backward through the test stream in accordance with the Browse viewing options you selected
on the Test Stream Browse menu. The default is one record. You can also specify a number or Maximum with
these commands. For example, if record 1 is displayed and you type Next 4, Verify for VTAM displays record 5. If
you type Next Maximum, Verify for VTAM displays the last record.

You can also view a record by typing its record number in the Command field. If the record you specify cannot be viewed,
the next or last viewable record will be displayed.

Rotate (PF2)
Scrolls within a record in accordance with the Browse viewing options you selected. For example, you can shift
between the original output screen, the current output screen and unequal rows.

Enter
Scrolls within a record, like the Rotate command, and from the last viewable part of one record to the next
viewable part of the next record in accordance with the Browse viewing options you selected.
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Change Formats
Format (PF9)

Use the Format (PF9) command to shift between Display, Field, and Hex formats. Although parameters aren't required,
you can also specify Format xxx, replacing xxx with one of the following:

Format (PF9) Command Description

Display Immediately shifts to Display format

Field Immediately shifts to Field format

Hex Immediately shifts to Hex format

NODisplay Disables Display format

NOField Disables Field format

NOHex Disables Hex format

For example, Format F displays the screen in Field format.

If the format being disabled is the one currently in use, Verify for VTAM automatically switches to the next available format.
If the current format is the only one enabled, Verify for VTAM displays an error message and does not alter the display.

NOTE
Do not use Display format for input-only test streams.

Locate Data
Find/Rfind

Scans the test stream for a character string. You can specify these commands in all three display formats.

The Find command searches once for the specified value; the Rfind command repeats the previous Find command. Use
the Rfind command to locate additional occurrences of the value without respecifying it.

When you enter the Find command, Verify for VTAM inserts the Find parameters on the menu as illustrated next.

  CCC.ORDERAPP.001 --------  BROWSE: DISPLAY FORMAT  -----------------14:56:22 

  ENTER COMMAND ===>                                             RECORD:      2 

                                                                                

  ROW      COLUMN              VALUE                                            

  ===>     ===>      SCREEN ID ===>                                             

  ===>     ===>      SCAN      ===>                                             

           10        20        30        40        50        60        70    B5 

   ---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+-----  

 | DATE 01/04/98               CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY               RELEASE 6.2 

 | TIME 12:49:58                      MAIN MENU                 

 |                                                                    

 4                                                                              

 |                                                                             

 |                                                                             

 |                                                                             

 8    ENTER OPTIONS:                                              

 |                                                                             

 |                                                                             

 |            1) PLACE AN ORDER                  

12                                                                              
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 |            2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER                    

 |                                                                             

 |                                                                             

16                                                                             

The Find command has two parameters: Screen ID and Scan. You can specify values for one or both parameters. If you
specify both values, both must be satisfied.

Screen ID
The value specified for this parameter applies to the screen as it appears in Display format. The Row and Column
sub-parameters must be specified. Verify for VTAM will search for the value only in the specified row and column.

Scan
The value specified for this parameter applies to the screen in Field format. The Row and Column sub-parameters
are optional. Specify a row without a column to limit the search to a single row; specify a column without a row to
limit the search to a single column. Omit both row and column to search the entire screen for the value.
Although the Find and Rfind commands can be entered in Display format, the value specified in the Scan
parameter applies to the screen in Field format.
Note: To find orders, specify the Find or Rfind command in Hex format, omitting the Scan parameter row and
column.

If Verify for VTAM finds the string, it displays the record in which it was found; otherwise, the current record is redisplayed
along with a message.

Specify the Value

Follow these rules when specifying the Screen ID and Scan values:

• A character value should not be specified in single quotes; for example, value.
• A hexadecimal value should be preceded by X and enclosed in single quotes; for example, X'value'.
• Embedded blanks are permitted within a character value; trailing blanks are ignored.

When to Use Screen ID or Scan

A difference exists between the data you view on your terminal and the data transmitted to and from your terminal for the
following reasons:

• On output, successive transmissions can cumulatively build a terminal display.
• On input, only modified data is transmitted, not the entire display.

Although Verify for VTAM captures only the actual transmission, during the Browse, Run, and Edit functions the terminal
display is reconstructed.

Use Screen ID to find a screen based on how it appears at a terminal (Display format). Use Scan to find a screen by the
actual data transmitted to or from the terminal (Field format).

Remove Parameters

Reset

Removes the Find command parameters from the menu. These parameters are also removed when the Find command is
successfully processed or when the parameters are blank.

Edit Function (VTAM)
The Edit function lets you change input and output screens in a test stream. You can reduce your need for the Edit
function by using rules the next time you upgrade your test stream or application to a new release.

Use the Edit function to:
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• Change fields, such as dates, before running a test stream
• Create new test data. For example, you can copy a test stream and then revise the input data to create different test

cases.

If you edit a test stream, Verify for VTAM also updates the log date and time stored with each record that is changed.

NOTE
How to edit a ruleset or rule is covered in the section "Rules Function".

Invoke the Edit Function (VTAM)
Learn how to invoke the Edit Function (VTAM), including how to select a Test Stream from the Test Stream Selection
menu.

Perform the following steps:

1. Type E on the Primary Options Menu. Verify for VTAM displays the Test Stream Edit menu.

  --------------------  TEST STREAM EDIT  -----------------------13:59:34 

  ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                   E1 

                                                                         

  ENTER TEST STREAM NAME:                                                

    DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                

    APPLICATION ===>                 (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,          

    MEMBER      ===>                  OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS          

    VERSION     ===> 001              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)         

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                         

                                                                         

                                                                          

                                                                     

                                                                          

                                                                     

                                                                          

                                                                          

F1-HELP     F3-END     F4-RETURN

The default ddname and Version values appear and can be changed.

If you know the test stream you want to edit, perform the following steps:

1. Type the Application and Member name and other identifiers, if necessary
2. Press Enter. Verify for VTAM displays the Directory Information menu for that test stream.

If you don't know the test stream you want to edit, perform the following steps:

1. Leave the Application and Member field blank.
2. Optionally, blank out other identifiers.
3. Press Enter. Verify for VTAM displays the Test Stream Selection menu.

Select a Test Stream from the Test Stream Selection Menu

The Test Stream Selection menu lists all the test streams for the specified ddname.

Your position in the list depends on your specifications on the Test Stream Edit menu.
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• If the Application field was blank, Verify for VTAM positions you at the first test stream for the specified ddname.
• If you left only the Member field blank, Verify for VTAM positions you just before the first test stream for the specified

ddname and Application.
• If you keyed in a partial name, Verify for VTAM positions you accordingly. For example, if you specified PAY as the

Member name without a Version number, Verify for VTAM positions you just before the first test stream whose member
name begins with 'PAY'.

See the section "Browse Function" for a description of the Test Stream Selection menu.

Perform the following steps:

1. Type S to the left of the test stream you want to edit and press Enter. Verify for VTAM displays the Directory
Information menu for that test stream.

2. Use the Up (PF7) and Down (PF8) commands to scroll through the Test Stream Selection list.
NOTE
The default scroll amount is 17 rows. To override the default, specify the number of lines or Maximum (for
example, Down 25, Down Maximum).

Edit Directory Information (VTAM)
Learn how the Directory Information menu describes Log, Run, and Edit functions involving the test stream.

If the Online Utilities were used to Append, Insert, or Merge the test stream, the Edit heading will be replaced with the
appropriate heading.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.002 -------  EDIT: DIRECTORY INFORMATION  ----------------13:44:46

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           E3

                                                                                

  DESCRIPTION ===> CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY DEMO PROGRAM                         

              ===>                                                              

              ===>                                                              

                                                                                

              LOG:       RUN:       EDIT:         TEST STREAM:        IN:   OUT:

  INVOKED BY:                                       TOTAL SCREENS:      6      6

  INVOKED ON: 06/02/1998 06/03/1998                 AVERAGE BYTES:     46    315

  START TIME: 13:23:04   08:34:50                                               

  DURATION:   00:02:02   00:00:00                 LAST RUN:           IN:   OUT:

  SYSTEM:     A04IC9NA   A04IC9NA                   EQUAL:              6      1

  STATUS:     NORMAL     LOGICALLY EQUAL            EQUIVALENT:                5

  TERMINAL:   A60L2048                              IGNORED:                   0

  VSAM CI'S:  2                                     ACCEPTED:                  0

                                                    INSERTED:           0      0

  AVERAGE THINK TIME:    00:00:20.256               DELETED:            0      0

  AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME: 00:00:00.013               CHANGED:            0       

  MAXIMUM SCREEN SIZE:   24 BY  80                  NOT RUN:            0      0

  PROTECTION STATUS:                                            OWNER:          

  ORIGINATING TEST STREAM: CCC.ORDERAPP.001       CREATED BY FUNCTION: RUN      

                                                                                

  F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN                                          

See the "Browse Function" section for a description of the Directory Information fields.
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Update Directory Information

You can change the Description field by keying in a new description.

If you edit the test stream -- for example, by deleting screens or changing fields, Verify for VTAM will update the Total
Screens and Average Bytes fields when you save the edited test stream. If necessary, Verify for VTAM will also adjust the
Duration, Average Think Time, and Average Response Time fields.

Continue the Edit Function

When you press Enter, Verify for VTAM displays:

• The Initial Terminal Status menu for a single terminal test stream
• The Terminal Selection menu for a multiple terminal test stream

If you type a record number in the Command field and press Enter, Verify for VTAM displays the record you selected --
bypassing the Terminal Status and Terminal Selection panels.

Edit Terminal Information (VTAM)
Learn about the Initial Terminal Status menu which displays information for each terminal in the test stream.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.001 -------  EDIT: INITIAL TERMINAL STATUS  --------------12:41:41

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           E6

                                                                                

 TERMINAL ===> A55TG001                                                         

                                                                                

 VIRTUAL TERMINAL                                                               

 ASSIGNMENT  ===>                                                               

                                                                                

 SCREEN SIZE: 24 BY  80                           DEVICE TYPE:  LOGICAL UNIT    

   ALTERNATE: IN USE                              DEVICE CHARS: C06D000000800000

                                                                                

                                                                                

 FEATURES: EXTENDED 3270 DATA STREAM                                            

                                                                                

 BIND: LOGMODE:      T3278M2E                     LU TYPE:      02              

       FM PROFILE:   03                           EXT STREAM:   80              

       TS PROFILE:   03                           RESERVED:     00000000        

       PLU PROTOCOL: B1                           SIZES:        00000000        

       SLU PROTOCOL: 90                           FLAGS:        0200            

       COM PROTOCOL: 3080                         CRYPTOGRAPHY: 09              

       TS FIELDS:    000788888700                                               

       LOGON DATA:                                                              

                                                                                

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN      F10-LEFT       F11-RIGHT           

See the "Browse Function" section for a description of the fields.

Use the Enter key to display the Record Selection menu.

Two fields can be specified on this menu and are explained next.
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Terminal Name
Change the terminal by overtyping the terminal name. The Record Selection menu and Field format displays will
reference the old name until you save the edited test stream. For a multiple terminal test stream, the Terminal
Selection menu will reference the new name if you redisplay that menu.

Virtual Terminal Assignment
Assign a virtual terminal to be used whenever the test stream is run by specifying a netname in this field. This
assignment overrides installation and other specifications, such as running with real terminals or printers. Virtual
terminal assignment applies only to VTAM virtual terminals and is ignored if you are using BTAM virtual terminals.

You can specify a generic netname; for example, NET=====. Verify for VTAM will then use any virtual terminal that fits the
specification, such as NET00001, NET00002, and so on.

Select a Terminal

The Terminal Selection menu lists all the terminals in the test stream. See the "Browse Function" section for a description
of this menu.

Perform the following steps:

1. Type S to the left of each terminal whose screens you want to edit and use the End (PF3) command. Verify for VTAM
displays the Record Selection menu.

2. Type I to the left of any terminal for which you want terminal status information and press Enter. Verify for VTAM
displays the Initial Terminal Status menu, illustrated in the previous panel.

3. Use these commands:
Assign

Verify for VTAM inserts S to the left of each terminal.
Reset

Verify for VTAM restores the initial screen setting with an underscore to the left of each terminal.
Cancel

Verify for VTAM cancels the edit and redisplays either the Test Stream Edit menu or the Test Stream Selection
menu.

Up (PF7)/Down (PF8)
Commands are used to scroll through the terminal list.

Select Records (VTAM)
Learn that when selecting a multi-terminal test stream for browsing, the Record Selection menu displays test stream
records associated with all selected terminals.

CCC.ORDERAPP.001 ----------  EDIT: RECORD SELECTION  ------------------12:41:45

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           E7

                                                                                

    TERMINAL  APPLID    T/R TIME   OP   AID    VIEW  RECORD   ROW: 1 COL: 30    

 _  A55TG001  USS       00:01.144  EW                     1   SSOCIATES INTERNAT

 _  A55TG001  USS       00:20.455  RM   ENTER             2   SSOCIATES INTERNAT

 _  A55TG001  USS       00:20.455  EW                     3   EQUEST ACCEPTED AN

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:26.796  CON                    4   EQUEST ACCEPTED AN

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.871  EW                     5   NG MY REGION? (CIC

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:01.680  RM   CLEAR             6                     

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.000  EW                     7                     
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 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:01.843  RM   ENTER             8                     

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.596  EW                     9   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:01.235  RM   ENTER            10   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.001  EW                    11   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:04.182  RM   ENTER            12   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.001  EW                    13   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:01.703  RM   PF3              14   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.001  EW                    15   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.814  RM   PF3              16   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.002  EW                    17   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.848  RM   PF3              18   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 TYPE AN "S" TO SELECT A RECORD                                                 

 F1-HELP  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F7-UP  F8-DOWN  F9-FORMAT  F10-LEFT F11-RIGHT     

See the "Browse Function" section for a description of this menu and a list of the commands which you can type. See
the "Browse Function" section for an explanation of the Selection Profile menu which you can use to change the fields
displayed on the Record Selection menu.

Type S to the left of the record you want to edit and press Enter.

Screen Formats

The Edit function displays records in Field, Hex, and Display format. Field format is the default. The Edit function also
displays Connection and Disconnection records. See the discussion of screen formats and Connection/Disconnection
records in the section "Run Function" for more information.

NOTE
Do not use Display format for input only test streams.

Scroll through the Record

Use the Up (PF7), Down (PF8), Left (PF10), and Right (PF11) commands to display the entire record. The default scroll
amounts for each screen format are described in the "Run Function" section.

Scroll through the Test Stream

In Display format, you can press Enter to scroll forward from one screen to another in the test stream. For example, if you
select the first screen for editing, you can press Enter repeatedly to scroll forward through the entire test stream.

Use the Next (PF6) and Prev (PF5) commands to scroll to the next or previous record. You can specify a number with
these commands. For example, if record 1 is displayed and you type Next 4, Verify for VTAM displays record 5.

Scroll directly to a record by typing its record number in the Command line. If the specified record cannot be displayed,
Verify for VTAM will display the next or previous record which can be displayed.

Edit Records (VTAM)
Learn how to type editing commands on any test stream record display, including changing screen data.

See the Edit Commands section in this section.

When you save a test stream which has been edited, Verify for VTAM updates the log date and time of each record which
has been changed. The date and time are displayed when you view the record in Field format.
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Change Screen Data

You can change the data transmitted to or from the terminal in Field or Hex formats. A sample screen in Field format is
illustrated next.

NOTE
Use PF9 to rotate between the formats.

CCC.ORDERAPP.001 --------  EDIT: FIELD FORMAT  ------------------------12:42:14

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           E4

                                                                                

                                RH:   039040             RECORD NUMBER:        9

 TYPE:       OUTPUT             APPL: A04IC9NA           DATA LENGTH:        266

 OPERATION:  ERASE/WRITE        DATE: 11/03/1998         SCREEN SIZE:  24 BY  80

 RESPONSE:   00:00:00.596       TIME: 11:53:58.406       TERMINAL:      A55TG001

 WCC: C2: NL/EM/CR PRINT CNTL, KEYBOARD RESTORE                                 

 ORDER  ROW  COL  ATTR  LENGTH  ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+---

  SBA     7   16         00000                                                  

  IC                     00000                                                  

  FLD     1    1  PSH    00004  DATE                                            

  SF              PS     00008  11/03/98                                        

  FLD     1   29  PSH    00023  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY                         

  FLD     1   63  PSH    00007  RELEASE                                         

  SF              PSM    00003  6.2                                             

  FLD     2    1  PSH    00004  TIME                                            

  SF              PS     00008  11:53:58                                        

  FLD     2   36  PSH    00009  MAIN MENU                                       

  FLD     7    1  PSH    00013  ENTER OPTION:                                   

  SF              UM     00000                                                  

  FLD     7   17  PS     00001                                                  

  FLD    10    9  PSH    00017  1) PLACE AN ORDER                               

  FLD    12    9  PSH    00027  2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER                    

The display is divided into segments determined by each order. For non-3270 terminal test streams, the Field and Hex
display is divided into 40-byte segments.

Edit this screen as follows:

• Change the data under the ruler by overtyping it
• Change the length of the data by overtyping the Data Length field. Verify for VTAM will either truncate the data or pad it

with blanks to the specified length.

The following rules apply:

• The row, column, or attribute of a field cannot be changed in Field format; use Hex format to make changes.
• Invalid 3270 characters cannot be changed in Field format; use Hex format to change them.
• Input screens which contain non-display (dark) fields and which were captured when the installation option

DRKPROT=YES was in effect can be edited only in Field format.

A sample screen in Hex format appears next.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.002 --------  EDIT: HEX FORMAT  --------------------------13:49:08

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           E9
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 OFFSET  LENGTH  ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----RECORD:      2

      0   00004  B G?                                                           

                 C1C6                                                           

                 217F                                                           

                                                                                

      4   00001                                                                 

                 1                                                              

                 3                                                              

                                                                                

      5   00009      8DATE                                                      

                 1441FCCEC                                                      

                 100D84135                                                      

                                                                                

     14   00010   006/29/98                                                     

                 1FFF6FF6FF                                                     

                 D006129198                                                     

                                                                                

     24   00028    * 8CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY                                   

                 1451FCCDDD7E4CDDDCCE4CDDDCDE                                   

                 10CD831963D20366295203647158                                   

 F2-ROTATE  F3-END  F5-PRV  F6-NXT  F7-UP  F8-DWN  F9-FORMAT  F10-LEFT F11-RIGHT

The display is divided into segments determined by each order. For non-3270 terminal test streams, the display is divided
into 40-byte segments.

Edit this screen as follows:

• Change the data, including orders, by overtyping it
• Change the length of the data by overtyping the Length field. Verify for VTAM will either truncate the data or pad it with

blanks to the specified length.
• Change invalid 3270 characters in either of the hex lines, but not in the character line

The following rules apply:

• The offset cannot be changed.
• Erased characters in the character line are replaced with blanks; erased characters in hex lines are restored to their

original values.
• Changes in either hex line take precedence over changes in the character line, except when a character has been

changed in the character line and its corresponding hex representation has been erased in one or both of the hex
lines. In this case, the character change takes precedence.

• For a 3270 test stream, if you type an order or modify existing data so that it becomes an order, the existing field will be
split at the new order when the screen is refreshed.

• Input screens which contain non-display (dark) fields and which were captured when the installation option
DRKPROT=YES was in effect can only be edited in Field format.

Edit Commands (VTAM)
How to use Verify for VTAM commands to edit records, including finding, changing, and resetting parameters.

Use the following commands to edit screens:

Find
Scans a test stream for a character string.

Rfind
Repeats the last Find command.
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Change
Scans a test stream for a character string and replaces it with a specified string.

Rchange
Repeats the last Change command.

Reset
Removes the Find or Change command parameters specified on the menu.

Delete
Removes a specified range of screens from a test stream or removes all screens associated with a terminal for a
multiple terminal test stream.

Save
Saves the edited test stream. Verify for VTAM remains in edit mode.

End(PF3)
Saves the edited test stream and redisplays the Test Stream Edit or Test Stream Selection menu.

Return(PF4)
Saves the edited test stream and redisplays the Primary Options Menu.

Cancel
Cancels the edit, discards all changes, and redisplays the Test

Clear
Stream Edit or Test Stream Selection menu.

PA2
Redisplays the current menu. Any data you have keyed in is removed without being processed.

Locate Data

Find/Rfind

Scans the test stream for a character string. You can specify these commands in all three formats.

NOTE
Although the Find and Rfind commands can be typed in Display format, the value specified in the Scan
parameter applies to the screen in Field format. Similarly, if the commands are typed in Field or Hex format, the
value specified in the Screen ID parameter applies to the screen in Display format.

The Find command searches once for the specified value; the Rfind command repeats the previous Find command. Use
the Rfind command to locate additional occurrences of the character string without respecifying it.

When you type the Find command, Verify for VTAM inserts the Find parameters on the menu as illustrated next.

CCC.ORDERAPP.001 --------  EDIT: FIELD FORMAT  ------------------------12:43:12

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           E4

                                                                                

 ROW      COLUMN              VALUE                                             

 ===>     ===>      SCREEN ID ===>                                              

 ===>     ===>      SCAN      ===>                                              

                                RH:   039040             RECORD NUMBER:        9

 TYPE:       OUTPUT             APPL: A04IC9NA           DATA LENGTH:        266

 OPERATION:  ERASE/WRITE        DATE: 11/03/1998         SCREEN SIZE:  24 BY  80

 RESPONSE:   00:00:00.596       TIME: 11:53:58.406       TERMINAL:      A55TG001

 WCC: C2: NL/EM/CR PRINT CNTL, KEYBOARD RESTORE                                 

 ORDER  ROW  COL  ATTR  LENGTH  ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+---

  SBA     7   16         00000                                                  
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  IC                     00000                                                  

  FLD     1    1  PSH    00004  DATE                                            

  SF              PS     00008  11/03/98                                        

  FLD     1   29  PSH    00023  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY                         

  FLD     1   63  PSH    00007  RELEASE                                         

  SF              PSM    00003  6.2                                             

  FLD     2    1  PSH    00004  TIME                                            

  SF              PS     00008  11:53:58                                        

  FLD     2   36  PSH    00009  MAIN MENU                                       

  FLD     7    1  PSH    00013  ENTER OPTION:                                   

  SF              UM     00000                                                 

The Find command has two parameters: Screen ID and Scan. You can specify values for one or both parameters. If you
specify both values, both must be satisfied.

Screen ID
The value specified for this parameter applies to the screen as it appears in Display format. The Row and Column
sub-parameters must be specified. Verify for VTAM will search for the value only in that row and column.

Scan
The value specified for this parameter applies to the screen in Field format. The Row and Column sub-parameters
are optional. Specify a row without a column to limit the search to a single row; specify a column without a row to
limit the search to a single column. Omit both row and column to search the entire screen.
Although the Find and Rfind commands can be typed in Display format, the value specified in the Scan parameter
applies to the screen in Field format.

NOTE
To find orders, specify the Find and Rfind commands in Hex format, omitting the Scan parameter row and
column.

If Verify for VTAM finds the string, it displays the record in which it was found; otherwise, the current record is redisplayed
along with a message.

Specifying the Value
Follow these rules when specifying the Screen ID and Scan values:

• A character value should not be specified in single quotes; for example, value
• A hexadecimal value should be preceded by X and enclosed in single quotes; for example, X'value'
• Embedded blanks are permitted within a character value; trailing blanks are ignored.

When to Use Screen ID or Scan
A difference exists between the data you view on your terminal and the data transmitted between your terminal
and CICS for the following reasons:

• On output, successive transmissions can cumulatively build a terminal display.
• On input, only modified data is transmitted, not the entire display.

Although Verify for VTAM captures only the actual transmission, during the Browse, Run, and Edit functions the
terminal display is reconstructed.
Use Screen ID to find a screen based on how it appears at a terminal (Display format); use Scan to find a screen
by the actual data transmitted to or from the terminal (Field format).

Locate and Change Data

Change/Rchange

Finds and changes data in a test stream. These commands can be typed in all three formats. The values specified in the
Scan and Replace parameters apply to the screen in Field format. Similarly, if these commands are typed in Field or Hex
format, the value specified in the Screen ID parameter applies to the screen in Display format.
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The Change command searches for each occurrence of the specified value and replaces it. The Rchange command
repeats the previous Change command for the next occurrence. Use the Rchange command to locate and change
additional occurrences of the value without respecifying it.

You can also specify the Rfind command after the Change command to repeat the search without replacing the value.

You can optionally specify the range of records which Verify for VTAM should search.

If Verify for VTAM finds the value, it replaces it with the new value and displays the changed record; otherwise, it
redisplays the current record along with a message.

If you expand a field, the location of subsequent 3270 fields will not be changed. Avoid destructive field overlap.

When you type the Change command, Verify for VTAM inserts the Change parameters on the menu as illustrated next.

CCC.ORDERAPP.001 --------  EDIT: FIELD FORMAT  ------------------------12:43:41

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           E4

                                                                                

 ROW      COLUMN              VALUE                                             

 ===>     ===>      SCREEN ID ===>                                              

 ===>     ===>      SCAN      ===>                                              

                    REPLACE   ===>                                              

 START WITH RECORD NUMBER ===> 000009  STOP AFTER RECORD NUMBER ===> 000009     

                                RH:   039040             RECORD NUMBER:        9

 TYPE:       OUTPUT             APPL: A04IC9NA           DATA LENGTH:        266

 OPERATION:  ERASE/WRITE        DATE: 11/03/1998         SCREEN SIZE:  24 BY  80

 RESPONSE:   00:00:00.596       TIME: 11:53:58.406       TERMINAL:      A55TG001

 WCC: C2: NL/EM/CR PRINT CNTL, KEYBOARD RESTORE                                 

 ORDER  ROW  COL  ATTR  LENGTH  ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+---

  SBA     7   16         00000                                                  

  IC                     00000                                                  

  FLD     1    1  PSH    00004  DATE                                            

  SF              PS     00008  11/03/98                                        

  FLD     1   29  PSH    00023  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY                         

  FLD     1   63  PSH    00007  RELEASE                                         

  SF              PSM    00003  6.2                                             

  FLD     2    1  PSH    00004  TIME                                            

  SF              PS     00008  11:53:58                                        

  FLD     2   36  PSH    00009  MAIN MENU                                      

The Change command has five parameters: Screen ID, Scan, Replace, Start With Record Number, and Stop After Record
Number. The Scan and Replace parameters must be specified; other parameters are optional.

Screen ID
If specified, Verify for VTAM checks the screen as it appears in Display format before processing the Scan and
Replace parameters. The Row and Column sub-parameters must be specified. The change will apply only to
screens which contain the Screen ID value specified in the row and column.
Usually this parameter is specified with a record range (see the Start With Record Number and Stop After Record
Number parameters next).
When processing the Screen ID parameter, Verify for VTAM treats an attribute or null on the screen as a blank.

Scan
The value specified for this parameter applies to the screen in Field format. You can scan only for data because
attributes and nulls will not be changed. (Use Hex format to change attributes and orders.)
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The Row and Column sub-parameters are optional. Specify a row without a column to limit the search to a single
row; specify a column without a row to limit the search to a single column. Omit both row and column to search
the entire screen.
To change orders, the AID, WCC, or cursor position, specify the Change or Rchange command in Hex format,
omitting the Scan parameter row and column. Be careful when using these commands in Hex format to avoid
changing orders unintentionally.

Replace
Specify the value to replace the Scan value. The number of characters may be the same, greater than, or less
than the number of characters in the Scan value. Data in the field following the Scan value will be shifted left or
right if the Replace value is shorter or longer than the Scan value.

Start with Record Number
Specify either or both of these parameters to expand the

Stop after Record Number
Is the current record. Use these parameters to make global changes.

See the earlier discussion of the Find/Rfind commands for an explanation of how to specify the value and when to specify
Screen ID and Scan.

Remove Parameters

Reset

Removes the Find and Change command parameters from the menu. These parameters are also removed when these
commands are successfully processed or when the parameters are blank.

Delete Records and Terminals

Delete

Deletes the displayed record or all the records for a terminal. This command can be typed in all three display formats.

Delete Records

Specify the Delete command to delete the displayed record.

Delete multiple records

Type Delete nn, where nn represents the number of records to be deleted. For example, if you type Delete 3, Verify for
VTAM will delete the displayed record and the next two records.

For a multiple terminal test stream, the deleted records will be from the same terminal as the displayed record; records
from other terminals will be ignored.

Because most applications alternately receive input from the terminal and send output to the terminal, you should
usually delete an even number of screens. Verify for VTAM will display a warning message on the Confirm Delete menu,
illustrated in the following panel, if the deletion will result in:

• Two consecutive input screens
• Two consecutive output screens
• An output screen which is the first record for a single terminal test stream or the first record for a terminal in a multiple

terminal test stream

Deleting Terminals and All Records

To delete all the records for a terminal in a multiple terminal test stream, type the Delete command on the Initial Terminal
Status menu. Verify for VTAM will also delete the initial terminal status information.

You cannot delete all the records for:
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• A single terminal test stream
• The only remaining terminal in a multiple terminal test stream. Instead, use the Utilities Delete function to delete the

test stream.

Confirming the Deletion

When you specify the Delete command, Verify for VTAM displays the Confirm Delete menu.

 --------------------------  EDIT: CONFIRM DELETE  ---------------10:15:30 

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                     ED 

                                                                                 

  FIRST RECORD TO BE DELETED:           2                                        

  LAST RECORD TO BE DELETED:            2                                        

  NUMBER OF RECORDS TO BE DELETED:      1                                        

                                                                                 

NOTE: THE TEST STREAM WILL CONTAIN TWO CONSECUTIVE INPUT SCREENS FROM THE SAME  

TERMINAL. THIS MAY CAUSE SYNCHRONIZATION ERRORS IN THE RUN FUNCTION.   THE PRIOR 

INPUT SCREEN FROM THIS TERMINAL SHOULD ALSO BE DELETED.       

                                                                                 

                                   

F1-HELP     F3-END     F4-RETURN

NOTE
Verify for VTAM warns you if the deletion might create a synchronization error.

Press Enter to confirm the deletion or use the End (PF3) command to cancel it.

Rules Function (VTAM)
Learn how to access the Rules function, define rulesets, and specify rules before running a test stream.

See the "Run Function" section for detailed instructions on using rulesets while running a test stream.

You can also control what is logged by using logging rules. See the section "Log Function" for details on using this type of
rule.

See the Rules Primer for a tutorial that focuses on using the Rules function.

Verify for VTAM is used to identify changes in a test stream of pre-recorded 3270 activities. This test stream can be used
over and over again against a new software release for both regression and volume testing. However, instead of using the
RUN Mismatch panel to pinpoint these changes during runtime, you can use the Rules function to identify known changes
before running a test stream and specify, in advance, how Verify for VTAM is to handle each change.

To identify changes within a test stream, you must first tell Verify for VTAM how to recognize the screens that need
changes. This is done by creating rules that define what the changes are. This collection of rules is called a ruleset.

There are three types of rulesets: test stream, system, and application. How a rule is applied when the test stream is run
depends on the type of ruleset that the rule belongs to.

• In a test stream ruleset, rules are applied to all screens in the test stream.
• In a system ruleset, rules are applied to all screens in all test streams in the system.
• In an application ruleset, rules are applied to all test streams in the application.

You can find more detailed information on the different types of rulesets in the section, Create a Ruleset, later in this
section.
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All of the rulesets in the data set are listed on the Ruleset Selection Menu. From this menu, you can use the Ruleset
Browse feature to examine the summary information about the rules within a ruleset. This information lists all of a ruleset's
rules, and summarizes the actions each rule performs.

How is the Rules Function Used?

There are two situations in which rules are used:

• During Logging Logging rules are used to control what is logged. Using the Rules function, you can create lists of user
IDs, terminals, or transaction IDs that can be included or excluded while logging. For details on this Rules function
capability, see the section "Log Function".

• During a Run Run rules are used to manipulate a test stream for known application changes. You can define these
rules during a run or before a run begins. A ruleset is run with a particular test stream to dynamically identify specified
changes during runtime -- allowing your test stream to run more smoothly and efficiently. For example, a common
change within an application is to upgrade its release number. Using a ruleset, you can identify this change once, tell
Verify for VTAM how to handle the release number discrepancy whenever it is encountered, and then forget about it.
Verify for VTAM will then interrupt your test stream only for true exceptions.

Procedure for Using the Rules Function

Perform the following steps:

1. Review the expected application changes.
2. Determine which of these changes will produce screen changes in your existing test streams (for example, a field was

added, a field was moved, a title has been changed, a new screen was added, or an existing screen was removed).
3. Establish a ruleset. This ruleset notifies Verify for VTAM that you are expecting certain changes and specifies how to

handle them.
To establish a ruleset, you must:
a. Invoke the Rules function.
b. Select Add a Ruleset to create a new ruleset.
c. Add rules to the ruleset.
d. Add rule actions to the rules. Recognition criteria and modeling are optional.

While defining rules, calculating the exact coordinates of a field within a panel can be very time consuming. You
can allow Verify for VTAM to automate this calculation for you by using the modeling feature of the Rules function.
The modeling feature can be used wherever rule actions are specified. This feature takes the guesswork out of the
placement of the fields on a panel by allowing Verify for VTAM to fill in the placement values for you.

4. Run the test stream. Verify for VTAM will recognize which screens need to be changed, automatically make the
substitutions, and add or delete fields as specified in the rules without interrupting the run.

Create Rules for Existing Test Streams

If you have an existing test stream that was created with Verify for VTAM Release 1.2 or earlier, you can create a base
ruleset for it by either:

• Running the test stream with the current release
• Using an online or batch utility copy.

The current release will automatically convert any variables into their corresponding rules and create a base ruleset
containing the converted variables, which you can then modify further at your convenience. Complete migration details are
in the section Convert Variables to Rules in the section "Run Function".

Understand the Terminology

As with most things, the Rules function has its own terminology that you must understand before you can use the function
to its full capability. Here is a list of terms, with their explanations, that you will encounter while using the Rules function.
Each term is also explained at the point where you would use it.
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Expected Screen
The model screen with the rule actions applied.

Logical Screen
A collection of test stream records (each reflecting a physical I/O) that together form the screen image seen by the
end user.

Model Screen
A copy of the logical screen that is used to specify field changes.

Recognition Criteria
A set of identifiers that tells Verify for VTAM how to recognize a logical screen in order to make changes to it.
Recognition criteria can be generic (so it applies to many logical screens), or very specific (so it applies to only
one logical screen).
There are two types of recognition criteria:
Field:

The rule looks for a specific field or fields on a screen. Whenever the field is found, the rule is applied.
Screen:

The rule applies only to a specific screen.
Rule

A rule is a set of recognition criteria and rule actions.
Rule Action

An instruction for manipulating a field on a screen or which screens to log.
Ruleset

A set of rules detailing how to handle screens during a run or during a logging session. These rules may contain
Recognition Criteria that define, to Verify for VTAM, which screens these rules should take action on.

Use the Rules Function Panels (VTAM)
Learn about the menu and data entry screen panels within the Rules function.

• When using a Rules function menu, make your selection as you would when using any other menu. Any rules-specific
functions are discussed with the appropriate menu.

• When using Rules function data entry screens, use one of the following methods to complete it:
a. Tab to the input field and type the value directly into the field.
b. Use the modeling feature to let Verify for VTAM fill in the values for you. How to use the modeling feature is

explained in the section, Use the Modeling Feature.

When you are finished entering data, you can take one of these actions:

1. Press Enter to add the rule action you have just defined.
2. Press PF3 (End) to leave the panel without making any changes.

Commands

Use the Caps On/Off command to translate lowercase characters to uppercase characters for screen IDs, value fields,
and description fields.

• Caps On, the default, translates characters to uppercase.
• Caps Off ignores translation and uses the capitalization of the characters that appears on the panel.

Common Field Explanations

Fields that appear on many data entry panels are explained next.
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RULESET NAME
Identifies the ruleset being defined.

TEST STREAM NAME
Identifies the test stream to which these rules are to be applied. The names of the ruleset and test stream must
match.

RULE NAME
The name of this rule.

ROW
Type the number of the row that contains the value to be used. A valid value is any two-digit number beginning
with 01 (referring to the first row).

COL
Type the number of the column that contains the value to be used. A valid value is any three-digit number
beginning with 001 (referring to the first column).

LEN
Type the length of the value. Valid values are 1 to 999.

Invoke the Rules Function (VTAM)
Learn about invoking the RUles Function (VTAM), including ruleset activity options.

Perform the following steps:

1. Type M on the Primary Options Menu. Verify for VTAM then displays the Maintain Rules menu. A sample menu is
shown next.

 -------------------------- MAINTAIN RULES -----------------------12:05:38

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

    A  ADD A RULESET                C  COPY A RULESET                 

    B  BROWSE A RULESET             D  DELETE A RULESET                   

    E  EDIT A RULESET               R  RENAME A RULESET                   

                                                                          

 RULESET NAME:                                                            

                                                                          

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                 

   APPLICATION ===> ccc             (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,           

   MEMBER      ===> orderapp         OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS           

   VERSION     ===> 001              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN                                    

2. In the RULESET NAME: area, type the name of the ruleset you want to create or display. Detailed instructions on how
to name a ruleset are in the section, Name the Ruleset in the section "Rules Function".

3. Indicate which rules activity you want to perform by specifying one of the following letters:
A

Add a Ruleset
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B
Browse a Ruleset

E
Edit a Ruleset

C
Copy a Ruleset or Rule

D
Delete a Ruleset

R
Rename a Ruleset

4. Press Enter. Verify for VTAM displays the menu for the activity you specified.
NOTE
If you do not specify a letter, pressing Enter will display a list of existing rulesets.

Browse Through Rulesets and Rules (VTAM)
Learn how to browse the rules and rulesets (VTAM) by invoking the browse feature, selecting an entry, and previewing a
rule.

Perform the following steps:

1. Type B on the Maintain Rules menu. Verify for VTAM displays the Browse: Ruleset Selection menu shown next.

 ---------------------- BROWSE: RULESET SELECTION  -----------------------13:04:05

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

 FILE: TCADS                                                              

 S-SELECT                            

                                                                          

                       --CREATED-------BY---  --UPDATED-------BY---  RULES  ITEMS

 _ A        A        001   09/02/1997                                   1     3

                     A                                                        

 _ B        B        001   09/02/1997                                   1     2

                     A DIFFERENT APPLICATION                            

                     A DIFFERENT SET OF RULES TO TRY                    

 _ CCCORDER REL63    001   09/04/1997                                   0     0

                     CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY                            

                     CONVERSION FROM REL 6.3 TO REL 7.0                 

 _ DADS34   #RULESET 001   09/02/1997                                   0     0

                     APPLICATION RULESET FOR DADS CONVERSION 3.4 TO 3.5 

 _ DADS34   SAMP1    001   09/02/1997                                   1     3

                     SAMPLE RECOGNITION/CHANGE TRICK:                   

                     IF A FIELD HAS A VALUE OF 4, CHANGE IT TO A 5.    

 _ DADS34   SAMP2    001   09/02/1997                                   1     2

                     ADD A GLOBAL RULE

                     IN A TEST STREAM.                                 

  F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN    F7-UP        F8-DOWN          

This menu lists all defined rulesets in alphabetical order by ruleset name. The information shown for each ruleset
includes: application, member, version, date the ruleset was created and who it was created by, the date it was
updated and who it was updated by, the number of rules the ruleset contains, and the number of rule actions. The
ruleset's complete description is displayed on the line(s) beneath the ruleset name.
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Invoke the Browse Feature

To browse through the rules in a ruleset, type S to the left of the ruleset name on the Browse: Ruleset Selection menu.
The Rules -- Summary (Browse) panel will be displayed. A sample panel is shown next.

 -----------------------BROWSE RULES - SUMMARY ----------------12:53:26

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

 RULE NAME: RUL00001                RULESET NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001     

 LINE   1 TO  14 OF  25         TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001

                                                                          

 S-BROWSE   P-PREVIEW                                                    

   OBJECT      TYPE ROW  COL LEN OP  VALUE FROM MODEL SCREEN/DESCRIPTION

 _ RULESET     T/S                   TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001             

 _  RULE                              RUL00001 - RELEASE 6.2 TO 6.3 CHANGES

 _   FLD-RECOG        1   30  23 EQ  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY______________

 _    CHANGED  OUT    1   74   1     3____________________________________

 _    VARIABLE OUT    1    7   8     02/11/98_____________________________

 _    VARIABLE OUT    2    7   8     14:06:31_____________________________

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP  FF3-END  F4-RETURN  F7-UP  F8-DOWN 

For a description of the RULESET NAME, MODEL NAME, and RULE NAME fields, see the section, Use the Rules
Function Panels.

OBJECT
This column lists the rules within this ruleset and the rule actions within each rule. Values that can appear in the
OBJECT column are:
RULESET

Ruleset you are viewing
RULE

A rule within this ruleset
FLD-RECOG

Field recognition criteria
SCR-RECOG

Screen recognition criteria
MOVED

Moved field
NEW

New field
CHANGED

Changed field
VARIABLE

Variable field
DELETED

Removed field
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AID KEY
Change in use of a PF key

CURSOR
Change in cursor position

WCC
Change in the Write Control Character

DEL-SCRN
Screen removed

INS-SCRN
Test stream inserted

DATAGEN
Field that includes data manipulation

USERID
User IDs being logged

TRANID
Transaction IDs being logged

TERMID
Terminal IDs being logged

CUT
Data to be copied from one screen and pasted into another

PASTE
Cut data pasted into field

TYPE
Indicates what type of ruleset or rule this is. Valid values are:
T/S

A test stream ruleset
APPL

An application rulest
SYST

A system ruleset
INCL/EXCL

The rule action contains a list of items to be included or excluded while logging
OUT

The rule action applies to an output screen
IN

The rule action applies to an input screen
The column values for ROW, COL, LEN, OP and VALUE are taken from the panel where that particular ruleset,
rule, or rule action was defined.

From this panel you can:

• Select an entry to see the details by typing S next to the entry and pressing Enter.
• Preview a rule by typing P next to the rule entry and pressing Enter.

NOTE
Only rules and rule actions can be previewed.
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Select an Entry

When you select either a ruleset, rule, or rule action, details about the item you have selected are displayed.

Ruleset
Displays the Browse: Ruleset Directory panel. This panel contains the name of the ruleset, its description, and
statistics about it (such as the date it was created and the protection status it has been assigned).

Rule
Displays the Browse Rules -- Rule Name panel. This panel contains the name of the ruleset that this rule belongs
to, the name of the rule, and its description.

Rule action (like FLD-RECOG, MOVE, or NEW)
Displays the completed data entry screen for the rule action you have selected.

All screens are display-only. To change any of the information, you must return to the Maintain Rules menu (press PF3
until this menu is displayed) and then type E (Edit) on the command line.

Preview a Rule

Use Preview to display what a screen would look like if all of the rule actions in a rule were applied.

Rules summary status messages may appear when you do a preview. See the section, Rules Summary Status Messages
in the section "Run Function" for a list of messages.

Create a Ruleset (VTAM)
Learn about the three types of rulesets: test stream, application, and system, as well as how to name, add and protect
rulesets.

A test stream can be run with more than one type of ruleset. Verify for VTAM will try to apply all of the rules from all of the
rulesets and will inform you if any conflicts occur.

NOTE
There is a hierarchy in applying rulesets. During logging, system rulesets are applied first, application next,
and test stream rulesets last. During a run, test stream rulesets are applied first, application next, and system
rulesets last.

• A test stream ruleset is applied only to the test stream whose name matches the ruleset name. A test stream ruleset
is the most specific. Use it to identify very specific changes for a test stream, such as fields that have moved their
position on a screen.

• An application ruleset is applied only to those test streams whose application name matches the application name of
the ruleset. An application ruleset is the next most specific. It is most often used for screens that are common within
an application, such as the application main menu. By creating an appplication-level ruleset, changes to the main
menu can be identified in one ruleset, but applied to more than one test stream (for example, all test streams whose
application node name matches the node name of the application ruleset).

• A system ruleset is applied to all test streams in the system. Only one system ruleset can be specified. A system
ruleset is the least specific. Use it to apply a change to all screens across all applications.

The type of ruleset you create is determined by how it is named; see the section Name the Ruleset for details.

The procedure for creating any type of ruleset is explained in the following table.

Task Description Panel Used
1 Name the ruleset Maintain Rules menu
2 Add a ruleset description Add Rules -- Ruleset Description panel
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3 Add rules to the ruleset Begins with the Add Rules -- Rule Actions
menu

Name the Ruleset

The first step in creating a ruleset is to specify a name for it. The ruleset's name depends on the type of ruleset it is:

• For a test stream ruleset, the ruleset's name must be the same as the name of the test stream it will be run against.
• For a system ruleset, the ruleset's name must be: ddname.SYSTEM.#RULESET.001

Perform the following steps:

1. Specify the appropriate ddname; the rest of the name must be specified as shown.
– For an application ruleset, the ruleset's name must be: ddname.application.#RULESET.001

2. Specify the appropriate ddname and application; the rest of the name must be specified as shown. All ruleset names
consist of the following four parts:

DDNAME
Must match the DDname in your startup JCL. A DDname can be one to eight characters long, and can be any
combination of letters, numbers, or national characters. The first character cannot be a number.

APPLICATION
Must match the application node in the test stream name. An application can be one to eight characters long, and
can be any combination of letters, numbers, or national characters. The first character cannot be a number.

MEMBER
Must match the member node in the test stream name. A member can be one to eight characters long, and can
be any combination of letters, numbers, or national characters. The first character cannot be a number.

VERSION
Must match the version used in the test stream name. Specify a number from one to three digits long.

The name of the ruleset is specified on the Maintain Rules menu in the RULESET NAME: section. (A sample menu
appears in the section Invoke the Rules Function.).

3. After typing the ruleset name, press Enter to display the Add Rules -- Ruleset Description panel where you can add a
description of this ruleset.

NOTE
If you do not supply the application, member, or version pieces of the name, the Ruleset Selection menu will be
displayed when you press Enter; see the earlier section, Browse Through Rulesets and Rules, for details.

Add a Ruleset Description

Ruleset descriptions are added from the Add Rules -- Ruleset Description panel.

Perform the following steps:

1. Type A and press Enter on the Maintain Rules menu. A sample Add Rules -- Ruleset Description panel is shown next.

-----------------------ADD

RULES

-

RULESET

DESCRIPTION------------07:24:02

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

 RULESET NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001                                
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 DESCRIPTION ===>                                                         

             ===>                                                         

             ===>                                                         

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

 RULESET PROTECTION ===>            (R-READ W-WRITE P-PRINT)              

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN     

                                                                         

2. Type a description of this ruleset in the DESCRIPTION field. The description can be up to three lines long and should
be as informative as possible.

NOTE
If this ruleset name matches the name of an existing test steam, the test stream description will automatically
be copied into the ruleset description. You may leave it or overtype the description with a new one.

Protect a Ruleset

You can also add protection for a ruleset from the Add Rules -- Ruleset Description panel by specifying protection options
in the RULESET PROTECTION field. Valid options are:

R
Read. The ruleset cannot be browsed, edited, run, appended to, inserted into, or merged into another ruleset
by anyone except its owner or a security administrator. If the ruleset is copied or renamed, read protection is
extended to the new ruleset.

W
Write. The ruleset cannot be extended, edited, renamed, deleted, appended to, inserted or merged into another
ruleset, nor can its directory be updated, by anyone except its owner or a security adminsitrator.

P
Print. The ruleset cannot be printed.

You can use any combination of options (for example, RW, WP, RWP).

Add Rules to a Ruleset
Learn how Rules define what the changes are within an application.

As explained previously, a collection of rules is called a ruleset. There are two ways you can invoke a rule:

SCREEN RECOGNITION
Identifies a specific screen that this rule applies to. This type of rule applies changes only to a single specific
screen (used when only one screen changes). You can have only one Screen Recognition criterion in a rule, but
multiple rule actions can be defined for that single screen.

FIELD RECOGNITION
Specifies criteria that a screen must meet before the rule will be applied. This type of rule applies changes only
to screens that meet the specified recognition criteria. Field recognition rules are useful when one panel occurs
multiple times within a test stream. This type of rule allows you to specify a change once, and then Verify for
VTAM will apply the change to all screens that meet the field recognition criteria.
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To add a rule to a ruleset, do the following tasks:

1. Specify a name for the rule.
2. Give the rule a description (optional).
3. Identify when this rule should be applied (to a specific screen or to multiple screens based on field recognition criteria).

A model screen can be designated at this time.
4. Specify the rule actions.

All tasks are performed from the Add Rules -- Rule Actions panel.

This section explains how to name a rule and specify rule actions. How to locate and select a model screen is covered in
the section, Select and Use Model Screens in the section "Rules Function".

Name the Rule

Perform the following steps:

1. Type A on the Maintain Rules menu.
2. Type the rule name and description in the RULE NAME and DESCRIPTION fields on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions

panel.
3. When you are finished entering information, press Enter and you will be prompted to add a rule action. The Add Rules

-- Rule Actions panel id displayed as shown next:

-----------------------ADDRULES-RULEACTIONS---------------

ENTERCOMMAND===>RULENAME:RUL00001RULESETNAME:TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001TESTSTREAMNAME:TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001DESCRIPTION===>===>1FIELDRECOGNITION11GENERATEFIELDVALUE2SCREENRECOGNITION12INSERTSCREENS3VARIABLEFIELD13DELETESCREENS4DELETEFIELD14CUTSCREENFIELD5MOVEFIELD15PASTESCREENFIELD6CHANGEFIELDVALUE20USERIDLOGGING7NEWFIELD21TERMINALIDLOGGING8CHANGEAIDKEY22APPLICATIONIDLOGGING9CHANGECURSORLOCATION10CHANGEWCCVALUESF1-

HELPF2-PREVIEWF3-ENDF4-RETURNF9-SELECT

RULE NAME
When you first enter this screen, a default rule name is given: RULnnnnn, where nnnnn is a series of numbers
starting with 00001. You can either use the default name, or overtype the name with your own descriptive name.
Rule names can be up to eight characters long, and can be any combination of letters and numbers.

DESCRIPTION (optional)
Type a description of the rule, up to two lines in length. The description serves as an explanation of what this rule
does, so make it as informative as possible.

Now you are ready to select a model screen and specify the kinds of changes this rule will identify. Selecting a model
screen is optional; the next section contains instructions on how to select a model screen.

Select and Use Model Screens

One of the most difficult tasks when specifying changes is figuring out the exact coordinates of the field being changed.
The modeling feature lets you easily calculate the exact coordinates of a field within a panel by pointing to the field on a
model panel and letting Verify for VTAM fill in the coordinates on the data entry panel. This feature takes the guesswork
out of the placement of the fields on a panel by allowing Verify for VTAM to fill in the placement values for you.

A model screen is a physical representation of the screen being changed. It is used while specifying rule actions to help
identify what fields are being changed and how they are being changed. Model screens are selected from the test stream
that the ruleset is associated with. The model screen and the test stream automatically become associated by their
matching names. Only one model screen can be associated with each rule. However, multiple rules can be created within
a ruleset, each with their own model screen.

The collection of test stream records, both input and output, that together form the screen image seen by the end user and
which is used to create the model screen, is called a logical screen.

Specify a Model Test Stream

The model test stream that you will use depends on the type of ruleset it will be used with.
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• For a test stream ruleset, the test stream is used as the model (the default). Here, the model test stream will have the
same name as the test stream ruleset.

• For a system ruleset, you must create a model test stream with this name: ddname.SYSTEM.#TSTREAM.001 ddname
must match the DDname used in the system ruleset.

• For an application ruleset, you must create a model test stream with this name: ddname.application.#TSTREAM.001
ddname and application must match the DDname and application node used in the application ruleset.

The use of model test streams and model screens is optional. A model screen can be selected at any time during the rule
creation process. If a model has not been selected at the time you want to use it, you will be prompted to select a model
screen to use.

The next section explains how to locate and select a model screen. Once you have specified a model test stream and
selected a model screen, you are ready to use the modeling feature as explained in the section Use the Modeling Feature
in the section "Rules Function".

Locate and Select the Model Screen

The first step in selecting a model screen is locating the logical screen that contains the fields being changed. All of the
logical screens within a test stream are listed in the Rules -- Record Selection panel shown next. To display this panel,
press PF9 (Select) from the Add Rules -- Rule Actions panel or from any of the individual rule action panels.

   CCC.ORDERAPP.001 --------  BROWSE: RECORD SELECTION  ------------------12:40:42

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           B7

                                                                                

    TERMINAL  APPLID    T/R TIME   OP   AID    VIEW  RECORD   ROW: 1 COL: 30    

 _  A55TG001  USS       00:01.144  EW                     1   SSOCIATES INTERNAT

 _  A55TG001  USS       00:20.455  RM   ENTER             2   SSOCIATES INTERNAT

 _  A55TG001  USS       00:20.455  EW                     3   EQUEST ACCEPTED AN

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:26.796  CON                    4   EQUEST ACCEPTED AN

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.871  EW                     5   NG MY REGION? (CIC

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:01.680  RM   CLEAR             6                     

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.000  EW                     7                     

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:01.843  RM   ENTER             8                     

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.596  EW                     9   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:01.235  RM   ENTER            10   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.001  EW                    11   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:04.182  RM   ENTER            12   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.001  EW                    13   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:01.703  RM   PF3              14   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.001  EW                    15   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.814  RM   PF3              16   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.002  EW                    17   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 _  A55TG001  A04IC9NA  00:00.848  RM   PF3              18   CAROL'S COOKIES CO

 TYPE AN "S" TO SELECT A RECORD                                                 

 F1-HELP  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F7-UP  F8-DOWN  F9-FORMAT  F10-LEFT F11-RIGHT     

For each screen, Verify for VTAM identifies its:

Terminal:
The terminal name

Tran:
The transaction

T/R Time:
The think time (for an input screen) or response time (for an output screen)
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OP:
The operation
W:

Write
EW:

Erase/write
EWA:

Erase/write alternate
RB:

Read buffer
RM:

Read modified
RMA:

Read modified all
EAU:

Erase all unprotected
WSF:

Write structured field
CPY:

Copy
RD:

Read
AID:

Attention ID used to generate input; for example, Enter, PF3
VIEW:

Whether there are mismatches (M), rules applied (R), or both (M,R)
Record:

Record number
ROW COL:

Data from the record which appears in row 1.

NOTE
You can change the columns using the Profile command. See the section Browse Screens in the section
"Browse Function" for details on Profile.

Use the FIND/RFIND Function

Use the Find/RFind function to locate data. First, select a screen from the Rules -- Record Selection panel. Then, while
viewing the screen, enter the Find or RFind command. The Find command searches once for the specified value; the
Rfind command repeats the previous Find command. See the section, Locate Data in the section "Browse Function" for
complete details on using Find/RFind.

NOTE
You can select the first record, so the entire test stream is scanned, or you can position yourself part-way
through the list to save scan time.

Confirm Your Choice

The logical screen you have selected or located using the Rules -- Record Selection panel is displayed in the Rules --
Model Output Screen panel. A sample logical screen is shown next.
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 CCC.ORDERAPP.001 ----------RULES: MODEL OUTPUT SCREEN--------------------------

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                           OUT RECORD:      2

 TCA4048 - PRESS "SELECT" KEY TO SELECT -THIS- AS THE MODEL SCREEN              

    ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+ 

  |  DATE 02/06/98               CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY           RELEASE 6.2  

  |  TIME 13:23:43                      MAIN MENU                               

  |                                                                             

  4                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |  ENTER OPTION:                                                              

  8                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |          1) PLACE AN ORDER                                                  

  |                                                                             

 12          2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER                                        

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

 16                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

 20                                                                            

To verify that this is the correct screen, view all parts of the screen by scrolling up, down, left, and right.

If the Screen is Correct
If this is the correct screen, press PF9 to select this screen as the model. You will then be prompted to use the
model screen to complete your rule actions.

If the Screen is Not Correct
If you had entered search criteria to get to this screen and it is not the correct one, type RFind to display the next
occurrence of your search criteria. To type different search criteria, press PF3 to return to the Rules -- Record
Selection panel and type new criteria. After you find the correct screen, press PF9 to select it as the model
screen.

Use the Modeling Feature

To use the modeling feature, you must have a model screen selected. Since you can select a model screen at any time
while defining rules or rule actions by pressing PF9 (Select), it is not necessary to define a model screen before you begin
defining rules. How to select a model screen is covered in the previous section, Locate and Select a Model Screen. If you
need to change a model screen you have already selected, see the section, Edit a Rule in the section "Rules Function".

After you have selected a model screen for a rule, it will be automatically displayed whenever you select a rule action to
define from the Add Rules -- Rule Actions menu for that rule. For example, to define the date as a variable field, select 3
from the Add Rules -- Rule Actions menu as shown next.

-----------------------ADD

RULES

-

RULE

ACTIONS---------------   

 ENTER COMMAND ===> 3                                                       
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RULE NAME: RUL00001            RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

DESCRIPTION  ===>                                                     

             ===>                                                       

                                                                          

       1  FIELD RECOGNITION                   11  GENERATE FIELD VALUE

       2  SCREEN RECOGNITION                  12  INSERT SCREENS

       3  VARIABLE FIELD                      13  DELETE SCREENS

       4  DELETE FIELD                        14  CUT SCREEN FIELD

       5  MOVE FIELD                          15  PASTE SCREEN FIELD

       6  CHANGE FIELD VALUE                  20  USERID LOGGING

       7  NEW FIELD                           21  TERMINAL ID LOGGING

       8  CHANGE AID KEY                      22  APPLICATION ID LOGGING

       9  CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION                                               

      10  CHANGE WCC VALUES                                        

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP       F2-PREVIEW     F3-END       F4-RETURN       F9-SELECT

When you press Enter, the model screen you have selected will appear in the Rules: Modified Screen panel, as shown
next.

CCC.ORDERAPP.001

------------RULES:

EXPECTED

SCREEN----------------------------

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                           OUT RECORD:      2

 TCA4041 - MOVE CURSOR TO VARIABLE FIELD AND PRESS "SELECT" KEY                 

    ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+ 

  |  DATE 02/06/98               CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY           RELEASE 6.2  

  |  TIME 13:23:43                      MAIN MENU                               

  |                                                                             

  4                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |  ENTER OPTION:                                                              

  8                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |          1) PLACE AN ORDER                                                  

  |                                                                             

 12          2) CHECK STATUS OF AN ORDER                                        

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

 16                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

 20                                                                            
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Move the cursor to the first character of the DATE field and press PF9 to select it. The Add Rule Actions -- Variable Field
panel appears with the field values automatically filled in. A sample is shown next.

------------------

ADD

RULE

ACTIONS

-

VARIABLE

FIELD------------------08:00:31

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 VARIABLES:                                                               

   ROW  COL  LEN   VALUE OR DESCRIPTION                                      01   007  008  

 02/06/98______________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

If the values are correct, press PF3 (End) to return to the Add Rules -- Rule Actions menu where you can continue to
define additional rule actions.

Display the Changed Panel

At any time during the rule creation process, you can press PF2 to preview the panel you are working on. All of the
changes you have made will appear on the panel.

Specify Rule Actions

Rule actions define the changes that are to be made to a panel when this rule is applied. Rule actions include:

• Specifying field or screen recognition criteria
• Identifying a field as a variable (a field that changes from run to run)
• Changes to a field (like changing its length or its place on the panel)
• Adding or removing a field
• Defining a field value as a variable
• Changing the AID or PF keys
• Changing the cursor location or the WCC (Write Control Character) values
• Generating a new value for a date or a field automatically
• Inserting or deleting screens
• Copying data from one screen and pasting it into another screen

Rule action definition begins at the Add Rules -- Rule Actions menu; a sample is shown next. To display this menu, press
Enter from the Add Rules -- Ruleset Description or Add Rules -- Confirm Selection panels.
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NOTE
Since rules actions are applied in the order they appear in the ruleset, you should insert the actions in the order
you want them applied.

-----------------------ADD

RULES

-

RULE

ACTIONS---------------   

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001            RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

DESCRIPTION  ===>                                                     

             ===>                                                       

                                                                          

       1  FIELD RECOGNITION                   11  GENERATE FIELD VALUE

       2  SCREEN RECOGNITION                  12  INSERT SCREENS

       3  VARIABLE FIELD                      13  DELETE SCREENS

       4  DELETE FIELD                        14  CUT SCREEN FIELD

       5  MOVE FIELD                          15  PASTE SCREEN FIELD

       6  CHANGE FIELD VALUE                  20  USERID LOGGING

       7  NEW FIELD                           21  TERMINAL ID LOGGING

       8  CHANGE AID KEY                      22  APPLICATION ID LOGGING

       9  CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION                                               

      10  CHANGE WCC VALUES                                        

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP       F2-PREVIEW     F3-END       F4-RETURN       F9-SELECT

For a description of the RULESET NAME, TEST STREAM, and RULE NAME fields, see the previous section, Use the
Rules Function Panels.

DESCRIPTION (optional)
Type a description for this rule.

FIELD RECOGNITION
Select option 1, Field Recognition, to identify which fields to find on a screen before this rule can be applied.

SCREEN RECOGNITION
Select option 2, Screen Recognition, to apply this rule only to this screen.

VARIABLE FIELD
Select option 3, Variable Field, to create a new variable field or change an existing one. Variable fields identify
fields that Verify for VTAM should ignore in a logical comparison. An example of a field containing a variable value
would be date or time.

DELETE FIELD
Select option 4, Delete Field, to remove an existing field from a panel.

MOVE FIELD
Select option 5, Move Field, to change the placement of an existing field on the panel.

CHANGE FIELD VALUE
Select option 6, Change Field Value, to change the value of a field.
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NEW FIELD
Select option 7, New Field, to add a new field to the panel.

CHANGE AID KEY
Select option 8, Change AID Key, to change the value assigned to an AID key.

CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION
Select option 9, Change Cursor Location, to change the placement of the cursor on the panel or to make the
cursor location a variable.

CHANGE WCC VALUES
Select option 10, Change WCC Values, to change the Write Control Character or to make it a variable.

GENERATE FIELD VALUE
Select option 11, Generate Field Value, if you need to generate or accumulate values for a numerical field or for
date aging.

INSERT SCREENS
Select option 12, Insert Screens, if you need to insert logical screens from a test stream.

DELETE SCREENS
Select option 13, Delete Screens, if you need to delete logical screens from a test stream.

CUT SCREEN FIELD
Select option 14, Cut Screen Field, if you need to use some data from this screen on another screen.

PASTE SCREEN FIELD
Select option 15, Paste Screen Field, to place data that was cut from one screen onto this screen.

USERID LOGGING
TERMINAL ID LOGGING
APPLICATION ID LOGGING

Select one of these options to create a list to include or exclude user IDs (option 20), terminal IDs (option 21), or
application IDs (option 22) while logging. These selections are discussed in the section "Log Function".

Specify Recognition Criteria

You can specify recognition criteria whenever you define a rule or rule action, but it is not required. There are two types of
recognition criteria you can specify:

Field Recognition
Used to identify which fields must be found on a screen for this rule to be applied.

Screen Recognition
Used to set this screen as the only screen to which this rule applies.

Each type of recognition criteria is discussed in the following sections.

NOTE
Field and screen recognition criteria cannot be defined in the same rule. However, each type of criteria can be
defined in a separate rule within the same ruleset.

Use Field Recognition Criteria

To display the Add Rule Actions -- Recognition Criteria panel, shown next, type 1 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions menu.

-----------------------ADD

RULE  ACTIONS

-

RECOGNITION

CRITERIA-----------07:56:58
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 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

                                                                          

 ROW COL  LEN  OPER VALUE                                                 

 __  ___  ___  __   ______________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP     F2-PREVIEW     F3-END     F4-RETURN     F9-SELECT                   

For instructions on completing a data entry panel and for a description of the RULESET NAME, TEST STREAM, RULE
NAME, ROW, COL, and LEN fields, see the section Use the Rules Function Panels .

OPER
Type an operation. Valid values are:
EQ

Equal
NE

Not Equal
LT

Less Than
GT

Greater Than
LE

Less than or Equal to
GE

Greater than or Equal to
VALUE

Type the information you want to match exactly as it appears on the logical screen. A value is required.
Use Screen Recognition Criteria

To display the Add Rules -- Screen Recognition panel, shown next, type 2 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions menu.

NOTE
You can have only one Screen Recognition criteria in a rule, but multiple rule actions can be defined for that
single screen.

--------------------- ADD RULES - SCREEN RECOGNITION -----------08:38:04

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                                

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    
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 SCREEN RECOGNITION: 

   DESCRIPTION 

   _______________________________________________________________________

   _______________________________________________________________________ 

   _______________________________________________________________________ 

 

                                                                             

 THIS RECOGNITION RULE SPECIFIES THAT ALL RULE ACTIONS FOR THIS RULE APPLY 

 ONLY TO THE SINGLE SPECIFIC SCREEN SELECTED.       

 

 

 

 F1-HELP    F2-PREVIEW    F3-END    F4-RETURN     F9-SELECT                    

For instructions on completing a data entry panel and for a description of the RULESET NAME, TEST STREAM, and
RULE NAME fields, see the section Use the Rules Function Panels.

DESCRIPTION
Type a sample of the screen or a short description. Used for documentation purposes only.

Set a Variable Field

Perform the following steps:

1. Type 3 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu. The Add Rule Actions -- Variable Field panel is displayed as shown
next.

------------------ ADD RULE ACTIONS - VARIABLE FIELD------------------08:00:31

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 VARIABLES:                                                               

   ROW  COL  LEN   VALUE OR DESCRIPTION                                   

   __   ___  ___   ______________________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

2. Type the ruleset name, test stream, rule name, row, column, and length fields in the RULESET NAME, TEST
STREAM, RULE NAME, ROW, COL, and LEN fields. For instructions on completing a data entry panel and for a
description of the RULESET NAME, TEST STREAM, RULE NAME, ROW, COL, and LEN fields, see the section Use
the Rules Function Panels.
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3. Type the information about the field to be set as a variable; optional. You can either put a description for why this field
is a variable or a sample of the variable data in this field. A completed Add Rule Actions -- Variable Field panel is
shown next. The date has been changed to a variable value.

------------------ ADD RULE ACTIONS - VARIABLE FIELD-----------------  ADD SUCCESSFUL

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 VARIABLES:                                                               

   ROW  COL  LEN   VALUE OR DESCRIPTION                                      03   068  010  

 07/10/97______________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

4. When you are finished specifying variables, press PF3 from the Add Rule Actions -- Variable Field panel to return to
the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu.

Delete a Field

Perform the following steps:

1. Type 4 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu. The Add Rule Actions -- Delete Field panel is displayed.

----------------------- ADD RULE ACTIONS - DELETE FIELD -------------08:00:31

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 VARIABLES:                                                               

   ROW  COL  LEN   VALUE OR DESCRIPTION                                   

   __   ___  ___   ______________________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

2. Type the ruleset name, test stream, rule name, row value, column value, and length in the RULESET NAME, TEST
STREAM, RULE NAME, ROW, COL, and LEN fields. For instructions on completing a data entry panel and for a
description of the RULESET NAME, TEST STREAM, RULE NAME, ROW, COL, and LEN fields, see the section Use
the Rules Function Panels.

NOTE
When removing a field that consists of a heading (like birthdate) and an area for data entry, remove both
parts of the field by specifying the total length of both parts for LEN.
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3. Type the name of the field to be deleted; optional. You can either put an explanation for why this field was deleted or a
sample of the value being deleted in this field. A completed Add Rule Actions -- Delete Field panel is shown next. The
birthdate field is being removed.

-----------------------

ADD

RULE

ACTIONS

-

DELETE

FIELD

-------------  ADD

SUCCESSFUL

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 VARIABLES:                                                               

   ROW  COL  LEN   VALUE OR DESCRIPTION                                      15   009  010  

 BIRTHDATE :____________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 

                   ______________________________________________________ 

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

Move a Field

Perform the following steps:

1. Type 5 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu. The Add Rule Actions -- Move Field panel is displayed.

------------------

ADD

RULE

ACTIONS

-

MOVE

FIELD----------------------07:50:50

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

   MOVE FROM/TO:                                               

   ROW COL LEN    VALUE OR DESCRIPTION

   __  ___ ___    ______________________________________________________ 

   __  ___        ______________________________________________________ 

                  ______________________________________________________ 
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 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

2. Type the ruleset name, test stream, and rulename in the RULESET NAME, TEST STREAM, and RULE NAME fields.
For instructions on completing a data entry panel and for a description of the RULESET NAME, TEST STREAM,
RULE NAME, ROW, COL, and LEN fields, see the section Use the Rules Function Panels.

3. Type the row, column, and length values of the current location of the field being moved on the first line.
4. Type the row and column values of the new location for the field being moved on the second line.
5. Type the name of the field to be moved.

NOTE
The field name can be up to three lines long. You can either put an explanation for why this field is being
moved or a sample of the data being moved in this field.

A completed Add Rule Actions -- Move Field panel is shown next. This sample shows a field being moved two spaces
to the left.

------------------ADD RULE ACTIONS - MOVE FIELD---------------------- ADD SUCCESSFUL

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

   MOVE FROM/TO:                                               

   ROW COL LEN    VALUE OR DESCRIPTION

   03  065 011    ______________________________________________________ 

   03  063        ______________________________________________________ 

                  ______________________________________________________ 

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

Change a Field Value

Perform the following steps:

1. Type 6 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu. The Add Rule Actions -- Change Field panel is displayed as shown
next.

--------------------ADD

RULE

ACTIONS

-

CHANGE

FIELD

VALUE------------08:23:24

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    
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 CHANGED FIELDS:                                                          

 ROW COL  LEN  ATTR FIELD VALUE                         

 __  ___  ___  ____ ______________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                                                                          

OUTPUT/INPUT FIELD  ===> O      ( I=INPUT, O=OUTPUT)

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

For instructions on completing a data entry panel and for a description of the RULESET NAME, TEST STREAM,
RULE NAME, ROW, COL, and LEN fields, see the section Use the Rules Function Panels.

ATTR
Type a field attribute, if the attribute is changing. If the attribute is not changing, leave ATTR blank and Verify for
VTAM will default to the original attribute value. Select one of these values for ATTR: U, UM, UH, UHM, UN, UNM,
UNH, UNHM, P, PM, PH, PHM, PS, PSM, PSH, PSHM. The meaning of each letter is explained next.
U

Unprotected field; can be modified
P

Protected field; cannot be modified
N

Numeric field; only numeric data can be entered
S

Cursor will auto-skip over the field
H

High-intensity field
M

Field with modified data tag which will be transmitted from the terminal even if the operator makes no
entry

FIELD VALUE
Type the new value to be used in the field. A value is required.

INPUT/OUTPUT FIELD
Indicates whether the value being changed is an input or an output field. The default is Output.

A completed Add Rule Actions -- Change Field Value panel is shown next. This sample shows the value of a field
being changed to 7.0.

--------------------ADD

RULE

ACTIONS

-

CHANGE

FIELD

VALUE------------  ADD

SUCCESSFUL

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         
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                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 CHANGED FIELDS:                                                          

 ROW COL  LEN  ATTR FIELD VALUE                         

 02  075  003  ____ 7.0___________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                                                                          

OUTPUT/INPUT FIELD  ===> O      ( I=INPUT, O=OUTPUT)

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

Add a New Field

Perform the following steps:

1. Type 7 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu. The Add Rule Actions -- New Field panel is displayed as shown next.

------------------------ADD

RULE

ACTIONS

-

NEW

FIELD-----------------08:28:40

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 NEW FIELDS:                                                              

 ROW COL  LEN  ATTR FIELD VALUE                     

 __  ___  ___  ____ ______________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

For instructions on completing a data entry panel and for a description of the RULESET NAME, TEST STREAM,
RULE NAME, ROW, COL, and LEN fields, see the section Use the Rules Function Panels.

2. Type a field attribute, if the ATTR field is new. However, leave ATTR blank if the new field is being inserted into the
middle of an existing field. If the field is not new, leave ATTR blank and Verify for VTAM will use the original attribute
value for the whole field.

3. Select one of these values for ATTR: U, UM, UH, UHM, UN, UNM, UNH, UNHM, P, PM, PH, PHM, PS, PSM, PSH,
PSHM. The meaning of each letter is explained next.

U
Unprotected field; can be modified

P
Protected field; cannot be modified
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N
Numeric field; only numeric data can be entered

S
Cursor will auto-skip over the field

H
High-intensity field

M
Field with modified data tag which will be transmitted from the terminal even if the operator makes no entry

4. Type the new value to be used in the field. A value is required. A completed Add Rule Actions -- New Field panel is
shown next.

------------------------ADD

RULE

ACTIONS

-

NEW

FIELD-----------------  ADD

SUCCESSFUL

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 NEW FIELDS:                                                              

 ROW COL  LEN  ATTR FIELD VALUE                     

03  074  002  ____ 19____________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                    ______________________________________________________

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

 F1-HELP  F2-PREVIEW  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F9-SELECT   

Change the AID Key

Perform the following steps:

1. Type 8 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu. The Add Rule Actions -- Change AID Key panel is displayed as shown
next.

NOTE
A rule can contain only one rule action of this type.

--------------------ADD

RULE

ACTIONS

-

CHANGE

AID

KEY---------------13:17:43
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 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

  ORIGINAL   CHANGE  |  ORIGINAL   CHANGE |  ORIGINAL   CHANGE  |        

   AID:      TO      |  AID       TO:     |   AID       TO:     |        

                     |                    |                     |        

   PF1  ==>  _____   |  PF11 ==>  _____   |   PF21 ==>  _____   |        

   PF2  ==>  _____   |  PF12 ==>  _____   |   PF22 ==>  _____   |        

   PF3  ==>  _____   |  PF13 ==>  _____   |   PF23 ==>  _____   |        

   PF4  ==>  _____   |  PF14 ==>  _____   |   PF24 ==>  _____   |        

   PF5  ==>  _____   |  PF15 ==>  _____   |   ENTER==>  _____   |        

   PF6  ==>  _____   |  PF16 ==>  _____   |   PA1  ==>  _____   |        

   PF7  ==>  _____   |  PF17 ==>  _____   |   PA2  ==>  _____   |        

   PF8  ==>  _____   |  PF18 ==>  _____   |   PA3  ==>  _____   |        

   PF9  ==>  _____   |  PF19 ==>  _____   |   CLEAR==>  _____   |        

   PF10 ==>  _____   |  PF20 ==>  _____   |                

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP      F2-PREVIEW     F3-END       F4-RETURN     F9-SELECT      

For a description of the RULESET NAME, TEST STREAM, and RULE NAME fields, see the section Use the Rules
Function Panels.

ORIGINAL AID
Contains the original AID key name.

CHANGE TO
Type the new value next to the AID keys you wish to change.

NOTE
The Add Rule Actions -- Change AID Key panel only changes the AID key keystroke. To change the words
at the bottom of a panel that indicate PF key use, use the change field value option on the Add Rule Actions
menu.

Change the Cursor Location

Perform the following steps:

1. Type 9 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu. The Add Rule Action -- Cursor Location panel is displayed. This panel
has two purposes:
– To identify a new location for the cursor and then compare the cursor's location to make sure it is the correct one, or
– To set the cursor as a variable so that no comparison is done on the cursor location.

NOTE
A rule can contain a maximum of one input cursor change and one output cursor change.

A sample panel is shown next.

---------------------

ADD

RULE

ACTION

-

CURSOR
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LOCATION

---------------16:51:43

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                                

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                                

                         ORIGINAL     CHANGE                                    

                         VALUE        TO                                        

                         --------     ------                                    

   CURSOR LOCATION:                                                             

                   ROW:   0 7     ===> __                                        

                COLUMN:   0 16    ===> ___                                       

                                                                                

                                                                                

        COMPARE CURSOR LOCATION  ===> Y        (Y/N)                       

                                                                                

             INPUT/OUTPUT FIELD  ===>  O        (I=INPUT,O=OUTPUT)

                                                                              

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 F1-HELP     F2-PREVIEW    F3-END    F4-RETURN    F9-SELECT

For a description of the RULE NAME, TEST STREAM NAME, and RULESET NAME fields, see the section Use the
Rules Function Panels.

CURSOR LOCATION
The current value for ROW and COLUMN are listed in the ORIGINAL VALUE column. Type the new values for
ROW and COLUMN in the CHANGE TO column.
Note: A change in cursor location is only valid if you specify Y for the COMPARE CURSOR LOCATION field.

COMPARE CURSOR LOCATION
Indicates whether you want to compare the location of the cursor. Valid values are Y (yes) or N (no). Specifying N
means that no comparison will be done, making the cursor location a variable.

OUTPUT/INPUT FIELD
Indicates whether the criteria specified on this panel applies to the output or input version of the screen. Valid
values are I (input) or O (output).
Note: If the criteria applies to both output and input versions of the screen, you must create two rule actions -- one
for output and one for input.

Change the WCC Value

Perform the following steps:

1. Type 10 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu. The Add Rule Actions -- WCC Values panel is displayed. This panel
has two purposes:
– To identify changes to the setting of the WCC and then compare the WCCs during the Run function, or
– To set the WCC as a variable so no comparison will be done during the Run.

NOTE
A rule can contain only one rule action of this type.

A sample panel is shown next.
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-------------ADD

RULE

ACTIONS

-

WCC

VALUES---------                 13:17:50

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

                         ORIGINAL     CHANGE                              

                         VALUE        TO                                  

                         --------     ------                              

            START PRINT:   N      ===> N      (Y/N)                            

            SOUND ALARM:   N      ===> N      (Y/N)                            

           RESTORE KYBD:   Y      ===> Y      (Y/N)                            

              RESET MDT:   N      ===> N      (Y/N)                            

                                                                          

              COMPARE WCC VALUES  ===> Y      (Y/N)                                    

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP   F2-PREVIEW  F3-END   F4-RETURN   F9-SEELCT      

For a description of the RULESET NAME, TEST STREAM, and RULE NAME fields, see the section Use the Rules
Function Panels.

WCC
The current value for START PRINT, SOUND ALARM, RESTORE KYBD, and RESET MDT are listed in the
ORIGINAL VALUE column. Type the new values in the CHANGE TO column. Valid values are Y or N.
Note: A change in WCC is only valid if you specify Y for the COMPARE WCC VALUES field.

COMPARE WCC VALUE
Indicates whether you want to compare the value of the WCC. Valid values are Y (yes) or N (no). Specifying N
means that no comparison will be done, making the WCC a variable.

Generate a Screen Value

Perform the following steps:

1. Type 11 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu. The Add Rule Actions -- Data Generation panel is displayed. Use
this panel to generate a value for an input or an output field. The target field must be a number, numeric currency, or a
numeric date. A sample panel is shown next.

-------------------   ADD

RULE

ACTIONS

-

DATA

GENERATION---------------16:51:53

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                                

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         
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                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                                

 SCREEN LOCATION:                                                               

   ROW  COL  LEN  VALUE                                                         

    __  ___  ___  ____________________________________________________________  

                  ____________________________________________________________  

                  ____________________________________________________________  

                                                                                

 INITIAL VALUE        ===> N              (Y/N)                                 

 OPERATOR             ===> _              (ADD=+,SUBTRACT=-,MULTIPLY=*,DIVIDE=/)

 OPERATOR VALUE       ===> _______        (1 - 9999999)                         

 OVERFLOW             ===> N              (Y/N)                                 

 ACCUMULATE           ===> N              (Y/N)                                 

   SCOPE              ===> _              (S=SYSTEM,T=TERMINAL,U=USER)          

 DATE AGING FORMAT    ===> ______________                                       

   AGE DATE BY D|Y    ===> _              (D=DAYS,Y=YEARS)             

                                                                                

 INPUT/OUTPUT FIELD   ===> I              (I=INPUT,O=OUTPUT)

                                                                                

 F1-HELP     F2-PREVIEW    F3-END    F4-RETURN    F9-SELECT

For a description of the RULE NAME, TEST STREAM NAME, RULESET NAME, ROW, COL, and LEN fields, see the
section Use the Rules Function Panels.

SCREEN LOCATION
Indicates the location of the field that contains the value being accumulated or the date being aged. You can fill in
the location values by either using a model screen, or by typing the values directly into the appropriate columns.
Note: The field containing the value being accumulated or the date being aged can be either an input field or an
output field.

INITIAL VALUE
Indicates whether or not you will supply a starting value for the generated field. Specify N (no) to use the value in
the specified field as the initial value. Specify Y (yes) to supply a different starting value; type the new value to be
used in the VALUE field.

OPERATOR
Specifies the arithmetic operation to be performed on the initial value; a value is required. Valid values are: + (add
the operator value to the initial value), - (subtract the operator value from the initial value), * (multiply the initial
value by the operator value), or / (divide the initial value by the operator value).

OPERATOR VALUE
Type a whole number that is to be added to, subtracted from, multiplied by, or used as the divisor of the initial
value; a value is required. Valid values are 1 to 9,999,999.

OVERFLOW
Indicates whether processing is to continue if a value overflows the target field length. Specify Y (yes) to
ignore any overflows and continue processing. Specify N (no) if overflowing the field boundaries is not allowed;
processing will stop and the Mismatch panel will be displayed.

ACCUMULATE
Indicates whether or not you want to use the last generated value for this field as the basis for the next generated
value for this field. Type N (no) if you do not, Y (yes) if you do.
If you specify Y, then a value for SCOPE is required. SCOPE controls how the data is accumulated: by user, by
terminal, or by system.
Note: If a data generation rule action is changed during a run and the accumulator is set to Y, then the
accumulator will not be adjusted for the remainder of the run. The only exception is if the length of the value has
changed.
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SCOPE
When Y is specified for ACCUMULATE, you must indicate how the data is to be accumulated. Specify S (system)
to accumulate the data by system; specify T (terminal) to accumulate the data by terminal; specify U (user) to
accumulate the data by user.

DATE AGING FORMAT
Specify the date format you are using in this application. This value is required if the initial value or the value
found at the screen location is a date. Valid date formats are:
MMDDYY  MM/DD/YY    MM / DD / YY    YYDDD   

YYMMDD  YY/MM/DD    YY / MM/ /DD        

YYDDMM  YY/DD/MM    YY / DD / MM

In any of these formats, the year can be specified as two characters (YY) or four characters (YYYY). You can also
replace the / with any national character (such as a -). However, the format, the format's length, and the separator
characters specified in the date aging format must match what is found in the screen location during the run. If
they do not match, a conflict will occur and the Mismatch panel will appear.
If you specify a value for DATE AGING FORMAT, then you must also specify a value for AGE DATE BY.

AGE DATE BY D|Y
Specify how the date is to be aged: by day (D) or by year (Y).

INPUT/OUTPUT FIELD
Indicates whether this rule applies to an input or an output screen. Specify I for input; O for output.

Insert Screens

Perform the following steps:

1. Type 12 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu. The Add Rule Actions -- Insert Screens panel is displayed. A sample
panel is shown next.

NOTE
A rule can contain only one rule action of this type.

------------------ADD

RULE  ACTIONS

-

INSERT

SCREENS--------------13:18:03

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

                                                                          

 INSERT SCREENS FROM TEST STREAM:                                         

                                                                          

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS            (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,

   APPLICATION ===>                  OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS

   MEMBER      ===>                  ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST.)

   VERSION     ===>                                                       
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  F1-HELP      F2-PREVIEW     F3-END       F4-RETURN     F9-SELECT

For a description of the RULESET NAME, TEST STREAM, and RULE NAME fields, see the section Use the Rules
Function Panels.

Insert a New Screen

Before you can insert a new screen, you must build a test stream containing the screens you want to insert.

Perform the following steps:

1. Give the test stream a name.
2. Record the new screens using the Log function of Verify for VTAM.
3. Edit the test stream so that only the new records are in it.

Once you have performed these steps, you are ready to complete the field under Insert Screens From Test Stream on the
Add Rule Actions -- Insert Screens panel.

Type the application, member, and version of the test stream containing the new screens in the appropriate fields. The
inserted test stream must be from the same TCADS file as the original test stream. The new screens will be inserted in the
existing test stream immediately after the logical screen you are currently working on.

Delete Screens

Perform the following steps:

1. Type 13 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu. The Add Rule Actions -- Delete Screens panel is displayed. A sample
panel is shown next.

NOTE
A rule can contain only one rule action of this type.

------------------ADD

RULE  ACTIONS

-

DELETE

SCREENS--------------13:18:03

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 DELETE __ SCREENS STARTING WITH THE CURRENT OUTPUT               

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

  F1-HELP      F2-PREVIEW     F3-END       F4-RETURN       F9-SELECT
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For a description of the RULESET NAME, TEST STREAM, and RULE NAME fields, see the section Use the Rules
Function Panels.

Deleting Screens when Comparison Type = Screen on Run Option Menu
Type the number of screens to be deleted in the DELETE field. The removal takes place beginning with the
current output record. When a screen is deleted, all of the output records that make up the output screen, as well
as all of the subsequent input records until the next output screen is encountered, are removed.

Deleting Records when Comparison Type = Logical on Run Option Menu
Type the number of records to be deleted in the DELETE field. The removal takes place beginning with the
current output record.

Copy Data from a Screen

Perform the following steps:

1. Type 14 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu. The Add Rule Actions -- Cut Fields panel is displayed. A sample
panel is shown next.

NOTE
You can use the data you select any number of times on any number of panels.

------------------------ADD

RULE

ACTIONS

-

CUT  FIELDS-------------------16:52:11

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                                

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                                

 CUT FROM:                                                                      

   ROW  COL  LEN   VALUE OR DESCRIPTION                                         

   __   ___  ___   ____________________________________________________________ 

                   ____________________________________________________________ 

                   ____________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                

 OUTPUT/INPUT FIELD  ===> O

             (I=INPUT,O=OUTPUT)

                                                                             

                                                                                

 CUT ID = C00001                                                               

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                     

F1-HELP    F2-PREVIEW    F3-END    F4-RETURN     F9-SELECT

For a description of the RULE NAME, TEST STREAM NAME, RULESET NAME, ROW, COL, and LEN fields, see the
section Use the Rules Function Panels.
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CUT FROM
Indicates the location of the field that contains the data you want to reuse. You can use a model screen to fill in
the location values.
Note: Data that you cut is not removed from the screen. It is copied so you can paste it into another screen.

VALUE OR DESCRIPTION
Type the name of the field to be cut; optional. The field name can be up to three lines long. In this field you can
either put an explanation for why this field is being copied or a sample of the data being copied.

INPUT/OUTPUT FIELD
Indicates whether this rule applies to an input or an output screen. Specify I for input; O for output.

2. After you complete the screen and press Enter. The system-generated CUT ID for the piece of data you have selected
will appear on the panel.

NOTE
The CUT ID always begins with the letter C and is followed by five numbers. A sample CUT ID would be
C00001. You will use this CUT ID whenever you want to paste this particular data into another panel.

Paste Data Into a Screen

Perform the following steps:

1. Type 15 on the Add Rules -- Rule Actions Menu. The Add Rule Actions -- Paste Field panel is displayed. A sample
panel is shown next.

 ----------------------ADD RULE ACTIONS - PASTE FIELD------------UPD SUCCESSFUL

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                                

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                                

 PASTE TO:                                                                      

   ROW  COL  VALUE OR DESCRIPTION                                               

   07   021  ____________________________________________________________       

             ____________________________________________________________       

             ____________________________________________________________       

                                                                                

             CUT ID ===> C00009                                                 

 OUTPUT/INPUT FIELD ===> I           (I=INPUT,O=OUTPUT)

                                                                                

 CUT INFORMATION:                                                               

   ROW  COL  LEN  VALUE OR DESCRIPTION                                          

   10   022  005  ORDER

                  

                  

                                                                                

                                                                               

F1-HELP    F2-PREVIEW    F3-END    F4-RETURN     F9-SELECT 

For a description of the RULE NAME, TEST STREAM NAME, RULESET NAME, ROW, COL, and LEN fields, see the
section Use the Rules Function Panels.

PASTE TO
Indicates the location of the field where you want the data to be put. You can use a model screen to fill in the
location values.
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VALUE OR DESCRIPTION
Type the name of the field where the data is to be pasted; optional. The field name can be up to three lines long.
In this field you can either put an explanation for the paste operation, or a sample of the data being pasted.

CUT ID
Type the CUT ID of the data you want to paste into this panel. This ID is generated on the Add Rule Actions -- Cut
Field panel.

INPUT/OUTPUT FIELD
Indicates whether this rule applies to an input or an output screen. Specify I for input; O for output.

CUT INFORMATION
Displays the location of the field containing the data associated with the CUT ID. Use this information to make
sure you are pasting the correct data.

Maintain a Ruleset (VTAM)
How to maintain a VTAM ruleset including editing, copying, deleting, renaming, printing, and other possible changes to
rules and rule actions.

Maintaining a ruleset includes:

• Editing a ruleset
• Copying a ruleset
• Deleting a ruleset
• Renaming a ruleset
• Printing a ruleset, and
• Any changes to the rules and rule actions that make up the ruleset

The following sections contain detailed instructions for performing each of these tasks.

Edit Rulesets, Rules and Rule Actions

Perform the following steps:

1. Type the name of the ruleset you want to edit (if you know it), or leave the name blank (if you do not know it) on the
Maintain Rules menu.

2. Type E on the Maintain Rules menu and press Enter.
If you did not specify a ruleset name, the Ruleset Selection menu is displayed. (This menu is discussed in a prior
section, Browse Through Rulesets and Rules.) Locate and select the ruleset you want to edit.
If you specified a ruleset name, the Rules -- Summary (Edit) panel for it is displayed. A sample panel is shown next.

 ----------------------- EDIT RULES - SUMMARY  ----------------12:53:26

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001             RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001       

 LINE   1 TO  14 OF  25        TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 S-EDIT   I-INSERT   D-DELETE   R-REPLICATE    P-PREVIEW                 

   OBJECT      TYPE ROW  COL LEN OP  VALUE FROM MODEL SCREEN/DESCRIPTION

__ RULESET     T/S                   TCADS.CCCORDER.REL63.001             

__  RULE                              RUL00001                             

__   SCR-RECOG        2   29  23 EQ  CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY______________

__    DATAGEN  OUT    1   71  10     01/23/1998+4(d)______________________

__    DATAGEN  OUT   22   43   8     04/22/97+279(D)_______________________
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__    VARIABLE OUT   22   53   1     1____________________________________

__    VARIABLE OUT    2   71   8     08:22:49_____________________________

__    CURSOR   OUT    1   33  11     NEW CURSOR ROW-6,COL-17_______________

__    DATAGEN  IN    17   33  11     INFORMATION + 37      _______________

__  RULE                             CUSTINFO                             

__   VARIABLE  OUT    1    1   1     _____________________________________

__   DELETED   OUT    1    1   1     _____________________________________

__   MOVED     OUT    8    8  10     BIRTHDATE:                           

__   CHANGED   OUT   15   20   8     TEXT                             

                                                                          

  F1-HELP  FF3-END  F4-RETURN  F7-UP  F8-DOWN  F9-MODEL SCREEN

From this panel, you can perform one of the following actions:
S

Edit a ruleset, rule, or rule action.
I

Inserts a rule when specified on a ruleset or rule line; inserts a rule action when specified from a rule action line.
All insertions are placed after the line on which I is specified.

D
Deletes a rule or rule action.

R
Replicates a rule or rule action.

P
Previews a rule or rule action.

Edit a Ruleset

Perform the following steps:

1. Type an S next to RULESET in the OBJECT column and press Enter.
The Edit Rules -- Ruleset Description panel is displayed. A sample panel is shown next.

-----------------------EDIT

RULES

-

RULESET

DESCRIPTION------------07:24:02

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

 RULESET NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001                                

                                                                          

 DESCRIPTION ===>                                                         

             ===>                                                         

             ===>                                                         

                                                                          

                                                                          

 RULESET PROTECTION ===>            (R-READ W-WRITE P-PRINT)              

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN     
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2. On this panel, you can change the ruleset's description and the protection assigned to the ruleset. Press Enter to have
your changes accepted, then press PF3 (End) to return to the Summary panel.

NOTE
To change the name of a ruleset, follow the instructions in the section, Rename a Ruleset in the section
"Rules Function".

Edit a Rule

Perform the following steps:

1. Type an S next to the rule you want to edit from the Edit Rules -- Summary panel and press Enter.
The Edit Rules -- Rule Actions panel is displayed. A sample panel is shown next.

-----------------------------EDIT

RULES

-

RULE  ACTIONS----------------07:55:37

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                       

                                                                          

                                                                          

RULE NAME: RUL00001           RULESET NAME:     TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001    

                                                                          

 DESCRIPTION  ===> RELEASE 6.2 TO 6.3 CHANGES                          

              ===>                                                        

                                                                          

                                                                          

 RESET MODEL SCREEN SELECTION: N         (Y=RESET, N=NO ACTION)

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

                                                                          

F1-HELP     F2-PREVIEW     F3-END     F4-RETURN     F9-SELECT

2. On this panel, you can change the rule name and description. Press Enter to have your changes accepted, then press
PF3 (End) to return to the Summary panel.

Edit a Rule Action

Perform the following steps:

1. Type an S to the left of the rule action you want to change.
2. Press Enter to display the completed data entry panel used to define that rule action.
3. Make changes by either overtyping the value or by using the modeling feature (explained in a prior section, Locate and

Select the Model Screen ).
4. When you are satisfied with your changes, press Enter and then press PF3.

Change Your Model Screen

Perform the following steps:

1. Type Y in the RESET MODEL SCREEN SELECTION field. Press Enter.
2. Press PF9 to select a new model screen.
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Copy a Ruleset or Rule

Perform the following steps:

1. Type the name of the ruleset you want to copy (if you know it), or leave the name blank (if you do not know it). Then,
type b on the Maintain Rules menu and press Enter.
If you did not specify a ruleset name, the Ruleset Selection menu is displayed. (This menu is discussed in the section
Browse Through Rulesets and Rules.) Locate and select the rule you want to copy.
If you specified a ruleset name, the Copy Ruleset panel for it is displayed. A sample panel is shown next.

 -----------------------------COPY RULESET------------------------13:04:13 ENTER COMMAND ===>            

                                                                                                          

            RULESET NAME: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001                                                          

                                                   COPY TO:                                               

                     DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                    APPLICATION

 ===> CCC                                                    MEMBER      ===> ORDERAPP                    

                                  VERSION     ===> 001                                                    

                                                                          DESCRIPTION ===> SAMPLE RULESET 

                                                       ===>                                               

                     ===>                                                                                 

                                                 COPY RULE:                                               

                  RULE NAME  ===>                                                          NEW NAME   ===>

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

 F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN                                    

RULESET NAME
Contains the name of the ruleset you are copying.

COPY TO
Specify the destination of the copied ruleset.

DESCRIPTION
Contains the description of the source ruleset. At this time, you can change the description for the new ruleset.

COPY RULE
Use to copy a single rule. Specify the name of the rule you want to copy in RULE NAME. Specify the name of the
copied rule in NEW NAME.

2. When you are finished, press Enter to return to your previous screen.

Delete a Ruleset

Perform the following steps:

1. Type the name of the ruleset you want to delete (if you know it), or leave the name blank (if you do not know it). Then,
type D on the Maintain Rules menu and press Enter.
If you did not specify a ruleset name, the Ruleset Selection menu is displayed. (This menu is discussed in the section,
Browse Through Rulesets and Rules .) Locate and type D next to the ruleset you want to delete. The Confirm Delete
of Ruleset panel is displayed.
If you specified a ruleset name, the Confirm Delete of Ruleset panel for it is displayed. A sample panel is shown next.

-----------------------

CONFIRMDELETEOFRULESET-----------------13:04:28ENTERCOMMAND===>RULESETNAME:TCADS.A.A.001DESCRIPTION:SAMPLERULESTATISTICS:CREATIONDATE:09/02/1997CREATIONTIME:14:57:32CREATEDBY:LASTUPDATEDATE:LASTUPDATETIME:TOTALRULES:000006LASTUPDATEDBY:TOTALRULEACTIONS:000016TESTSTREAMNAME:TCADS.A.A.001PROTECTIONSTATUS:F1-

HELPF3-ENDF4-RETURN
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RULESET NAME
Contains the name of the ruleset you are removing.

DESCRIPTION
Contains the description of the ruleset you are removing.

STATISTICS
Displays information relevant to this ruleset.

TEST STREAM NAME
Displays the test stream, if any, that this ruleset is associated with.

PROTECTION STATUS
Displays the protection assigned to this ruleset.

2. When you are finished, press Enter to return to your previous screen.

Rename a Ruleset

Perform the following steps:

1. Type the name of the ruleset you want to rename (if you know it), or leave the name blank (if you do not know it).
Then, type R on the Maintain Rules menu and press Enter.
If you did not specify a ruleset name, the Ruleset Selection menu is displayed. (This menu is discussed in the section,
Browse Through Rulesets and Rules.) Locate and select the rule you want to rename.
If you specified a ruleset name, the Rename Ruleset panel is displayed. A sample panel is shown next.

-----------------------------

RENAMERULESET----------------------13:04:21ENTERCOMMAND===>RULESETNAME:TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.001RENAMETO:DDNAME===>TCADSAPPLICATION===>CCCMEMBER===>ORDERAPPVERSION===>002DESCRIPTION===>EXAMPLETWO===>===>F1-

HELPF3-ENDF4-RETURN

RULESET NAME
Contains the name of the ruleset that you are renaming.

RENAME TO
Specify the new name of this ruleset.

DESCRIPTION
Contains the description from the source ruleset. You can change the description at this time.

2. When you are finished, press Enter to return to your previous screen.

Inquiry Function (VTAM)
How to inquire about and then terminate active and suspended functions including: displaying functions, terminating
logging, and interrupting a run.

This section explains how to inquire about and terminate active and suspended functions.

Use the Inquiry function to:

• Display a list of all active or suspended functions
• Terminate logging
• Interrupt a run
• Clean up or reconnect Verify for VTAM sessions

This function is helpful when you want to monitor all Verify for VTAM activity. The Inquiry function is also the only way
you can terminate logging when multiple terminals are being logged, or when the user of a terminal is unaware that his
terminal is being logged.
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Terminate Logging (VTAM)

Perform the following steps:

1. Type S, P, or D to the left of the Log function and press Enter.
S

Stops logging without disconnecting the terminal from the application
P

Stops logging and passes the terminal to the application to which it is currently connected. This option disrupts
the session and is primarily useful for non-prime time sessions or when users have been warned to expect the
disruption.

D
Stops logging and disconnects the terminal from the application

NOTE
If another Log function is active, P or D is treated as S; that is, the Log function is terminated but the terminal
is not disconnected from the application.

Verify for VTAM displays the Log Termination menu. See the section "Log Function" for an explanation of this menu.
2. Use this function to terminate:
All

logging, regardless of the Stop Option
Multiple terminal

logging. This is the only way logging at multiple terminals can be terminated.
Other terminal

logging when the terminal user is unaware of logging

Interrupt a Run (VTAM)

Perform the following steps:

1. Type I to the left of the Run function and press Enter. Verify for VTAM displays the Run Status menu with the
cancellation message at the terminal where the Run function was invoked. Use this function to cancel long-running
test streams with very long cancel intervals.

NOTE
To interrupt a run at your terminal, you must invoke the Inquiry function from another terminal.

Clean up and Reconnect Sessions (VTAM)

To clean up a session started at a terminal that is no longer available, type C to the left of that function and press Enter.

To reconnect a session left on a terminal, type R to the left of that function and press Enter. After you specify Reconnect,
pressing Enter at the terminal which owned the session may redisplay the Primary Options Menu.

Reconnect cannot be specified for:

• Run functions, unless the run has not yet begun or has completed
• Applications which have abended

Use Cleanup instead of Reconnect in these situations.

Terminate the Inquiry (VTAM)

To terminate the inquiry, use the End (PF3) command. Verify for VTAM redisplays the Primary Options Menu.
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Inquire into Active or Suspended Functions (VTAM)
Learn about inquiring into active or suspended Verify for VTAM functions.

Perform the following steps:

1. Type I on the Primary Options Menu. Verify for VTAM displays the Inquiry/Termination menu.

GENLEVEL=9903 ------------  INQUIRY/TERMINATION  ----------------------12:44:27 ENTER COMMAND ===>    

                                                       I1                                             

                                                INVOKED   AT               USING     RECORD           

                FUNCTION  BY        TERMINAL  TIME   TERMINAL  NUMBER  TEST STREAM NAME       _ INQUIRY

   VERIFY    A60L2048  12:44                                           _ OPTION    BUCBR01   A55TG001 

 11:56                                           _ LOG       BUCBR01   A55TG001  11:56  2                

 BRUCE.LMTEST.003       _ LOG       BUCBR01   A55TG001  11:55  2                 BRUCE.LMTEST.002        

                                                                                 DATA CAPTURE BUFFERS  00%

 FULL, NO SECONDARY BUFFERS ALLOCATED                  RPLS USED (HIGH/MAX): VIRTUAL SEND: 0/50      REAL

 SEND: 0/50                                         REAL RECEIVE: 1/50      SESSION INIT: 0/9999         

                                                                                                         

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

          TYPE AN "S", "P", OR "D" NEXT TO YOUR LOG FUNCTION TO STOP IT                   TYPE AN "I" NEXT

 TO A RUN FUNCTION TO INTERRUPT IT (AT ORIGINATING TERMINAL)  F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN     

 F7-UP          F8-DOWN            

FUNCTION
Identifies the function:
Browse

A test stream is being browsed
Edit

A test stream is being edited
Inquiry

The Inquiry function is being used
Log

A terminal or terminals are being logged
Log Init

A user selected the Log function but logging has not yet begun
Log Full

Logging stopped because the data set is full
Log Term

Logging was either user-terminated or terminated due to an error; if due to an error, the error message
number is shown in the RECORD NUMBER column. See the Error Messages section later in this section
for details.

Option
The Primary Options Menu is being displayed

Rules
The Maintain Rules function is being used
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Run
A test stream is being run

Run Init
A user selected the Run function but is not currently running a test stream

Tutorial
The tutorial is being viewed

Utility
One of the utilities is being used

INVOKED BY
The ID of the user who invoked the function.

AT TERMINAL
The terminal at which the function was invoked.

TIME
The time of the last write to the terminal at which the function was invoked. For the Log function, this is the time
logging began. If the function was invoked over 24 hours ago, Verify for VTAM displays the date instead.

USING TERMINAL
For the Log function, the terminal being logged or, for a multiple terminal test stream, the number of terminals
being logged.
For the Run function, the virtual terminal being used or, for a multiple terminal test stream, the number of virtual
terminals being used.

RECORD NUMBER

• For the Log function, the number of records written to disk
• For a Log Term function due to an error, the error message number appears in this column
• For the Run function, the number of records processed
• For the Browse and Edit functions, the number of the record currently being displayed
• For suspended functions, *SUSP* appears in this column

TEST STREAM NAME
The test stream's name: Application, Member, and Version.

Buffer Utilization

Beneath the list of functions Verify for VTAM displays this message:

DATA CAPTURE BUFFERS nn% FULL, NO/NUMBER OF SECONDARY 

BUFFERS ALLOCATED

To avoid affecting system performance, Verify for VTAM stores screens captured during the Log and Run functions in
a buffer before processing them. If the primary buffer becomes full, Verify for VTAM allocates secondary buffers. This
message indicates what percentages of all allocated buffers are full, and how many -- if any -- secondary buffers have
been allocated.

NOTE
If you find that secondary buffers are frequently allocated, you should increase the size of the primary buffer in
the options module. See the Installation section for instructions.
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RPLs Used

Beneath the buffer utilization message Verify for VTAM indicates the number of RPLs used. An installation option
determines the maximum number of RPLs Verify for VTAM can use.

VIRTUAL SEND
The number of RPLs used to send data to applications.

REAL SEND
The number of RPLs used to send data to terminals.

REAL RECEIVE
The number of RPLs used to receive data from terminals.

SESSION INIT
The number of RPLs used to initiate sessions.

Error Messages

If an error occurs during the Log function, Verify for VTAM changes the Log designation in the Function column to Log
Term and displays an error message number in the Record Number field. When the log is terminated, Verify for VTAM
displays the error message in the upper right section of the menu. Then you can use the Help (PF1) command to display
a longer version of the message.

It's possible, although unlikely, that a note may also be displayed with the buffer utilization message. The following notes
may appear:

Buffer Overflow
One or more screens have been lost because the data capture buffer overflowed. Modify the options module to
increase the size of the primary buffer or the number of secondary buffers.

Invalid Address
An invalid address was found in a program, control block, or data capture buffer. See the Problem Reporting
section of the Installationsection.

Test Stream Utilities (VTAM)
This section explains how to manipulate test streams.

The utilities make it easy for you to create new test streams to meet your testing needs. For example, you can:

• Copy a test stream and then edit the copy to create a different test case
• Merge terminals and their screens from the same or different test streams into a single test stream to create a large

volume test stream for stress or concurrency testing
• Append one test stream onto the end of another test stream or onto itself for stress testing or repetition testing. This

utility also lets you copy just the automated variable fields from one test stream to another.
• Insert screens from one test stream into another to modify the test case

The utilities also help you maintain existing test streams. For example, you can:

• Delete test streams you no longer need
• Update a test stream directory to modify its protection status or change the test stream's owner
• Rename a test stream
• Convert a test stream to REXX script
• Secure data in a REXX script
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Invoke the Utilities (VTAM)
Follow these steps:

1. Type U on the Primary Options Menu.
Verify for VTAM displays the following Utilities menu when using the VTAM interface.

-------------------------------  UTILITIES  ---------------------------13:50:35 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           U1                                                                                

                                                                               

    C  COPY A TEST STREAM                 A  APPEND RECORDS TO A TEST STREAM  

    R  RENAME A TEST STREAM               I  INSERT RECORDS INTO A TEST STREAM

    D  DELETE A TEST STREAM               M  MERGE TERMINALS INTO A TEST STREAM 

    U  UPDATE A TEST STREAM DIRECTORY                                                                                                                        

                                                                                 

 ENTER TEST STREAM NAME:                                                        

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===> CCC             (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                 

   MEMBER      ===> ORDERAPP         OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS                 

   VERSION     ===> 002              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)                

                                                                                                                                     

                                                                                

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN                            

When using the TSO interface, Verify for VTAM displays the following Utilities menu.

 -------------------------------  UTILITIES  ---------------------------13:50:35

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           U1

                                                                                

                                                                                

    C  COPY A TEST STREAM                 A  APPEND RECORDS TO A TEST STREAM    

    R  RENAME A TEST STREAM               I  INSERT RECORDS INTO A TEST STREAM  

    D  DELETE A TEST STREAM               M  MERGE TERMINALS INTO A TEST STREAM 

    U  UPDATE A TEST STREAM DIRECTORY     X  CONVERT A TEST STREAM TO REXX                                      

                                          S  SECURE DATA IS A REXX SCRIPT                                    

 ENTER TEST STREAM NAME:                                                        

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===> CCC             (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                 

   MEMBER      ===> ORDERAPP         OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS                 

   VERSION     ===> 002              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                              

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN                                        

The default ddname and Version values appear; these can be changed.

If you know the test stream you want to process, follow these steps:

1. Type the Application and Member name and other identifiers, if necessary
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2. Type on the command line the letter which identifies the utility you want to use: C, R, D, U, A, I, or M. When using the
Utilities menu from the TSO interface, the X and S options are also available.

3. Press Enter.
Verify for VTAM displays the menu for the utility you selected.

If you don't know the test stream you want to process, follow these steps:

1. Leave the Application and Member name blank.
2. (Optional) Blank out other identifiers.
3. (Optional) Type on the command line the letter which identifies the utility you want to use: C, R, D, U, A, I, or M. When

using the Utilities menu from the TSO interface, the X and S options are also available.
4. Press Enter.

Verify for VTAM displays the Test Stream Selection menu.

       --------------  UTILITIES: TEST STREAM SELECTION  --------------14:00:10 

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                      

 FILE: TCADS                                                           MULTI-  

                         LOG-DATE  BY      RECORDS  RUN-DATE    RESULT   TERM 

 _ CLIST    OPERATOR 001 01/02/1998 AJC        28    03/21/1998 LGC EQ   

                     CEMT INQUIRY OF ALL PROGRAMS AND FILES                 

 s DEMO     DEMOPROG 001 03/22/1998 NGN         8                       

                     CUSTOMER MAINTENANCE DEMO PROGRAM                          

 _ PAYROLL  DOCUMENT 001 02/01/1998           120                       

                     ALL PAYROLL SCREENS FOR USER TRAINING                      

 _ PAYROLL  INQUIRY  001 01/16/1998 RSM       154  01/16/1998   NOT EQ  

                     TEST OF NEW INQUIRY MENU                                 

 _ PAYROLL  UPDATE   002 01/28/1998           112                        

                     TEST OF NEW UPDATE SCREEN                                  

 _ QA       TEST1    003 01/29/1998 NGN      1022  02/29/1998   NOT EQ       

                     TEST1 IN CONVERSION FROM DOS  TO MVS                      

 _ QA       TEST2    007 02/21/1998           724                        

                     TEST2 IN CONVERSION FROM DOS TO MVS                      

 _ SYSTEMS  MIGRATE  008 02/21/1998 SAB      2380  03/14/1998  LGC EQ     M 

 _ SYSTEMS  STRESS1  018 03/22/1998 JSN      1502                        

                     STRESS TEST FOR CICS TEST REGION                         

 _ SYSTEMS  STRESS2  019 03/22/1998          1208                        

 

Complete this menu as follows:

• If you typed on the Utilities menu the letter of the utility you want to use, select test streams by typing S to the left of
each test stream you want to process and press Enter.

• If you did not type on the Utilities menu the letter of the utility you want to use, type the letter --  C, R, D, U, A, I, or M 
-- to the left of each test stream you want to process and press Enter. When using the Utilities menu from the TSO
interface, the X and S options are also available.

In either case, Verify for VTAM displays the panel for the utility you selected.

If you select multiple test streams, Verify for VTAM will redisplay the Test Stream Selection menu each time you press
Enter until all selected test streams are processed.

Copy a Test Stream (VTAM)
Follow Learn how to copy a Test Stream (VTAM) including start, stop, ruleset inclusions and terminal selection options.
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Perform the following steps:

1. Type C on the Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu. Verify for VTAM displays the Test Stream Copy panel.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.001------------- TESTSTREAMCOPY -------------10:15:43 ENTERCOMMAND===>                   

                               U3                                                                      

    TESTSTREAMTOCOPYTO:                                                        DDNAME     ===>TCADS    

                                                   APPLICATION===>CCC                                   

                     MEMBER     ===>ORDERAPP   VERSION    ===>001                                      

                                                                                           OPTIONS:     

                                                        STARTWITHRECORDNUMBER===>000001     (1-999999)  

 STOPAFTERRECORDNUMBER===>999999     (1-999999)   INCLUDE RULESET         ===>Y          (Y/N)            

                  TERMINAL               ===>            (BLANK - SELECTION LIST)                         

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                               F1-HELP     F3-END     F4-RETURN         

 SAMPLE.MULTTERM.001 ---------  COPY: TERMINAL SELECTION  --------------14:14:40

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           UW

                                                                                

 SELECT:  "S"    ORIGINAL   TERMINAL      SCREEN      ALTERNATE   VIRTUAL       

 INQUIRY: "I"    TERMINAL   TYPE          SIZE        SIZE        TERMINAL      

                                                                                

           _     A60L2048   3277 REMOTE   24 BY  80   24 BY  80                 

           _     A60L2049   3277 REMOTE   24 BY  80   24 BY  80                 

           _     A60L205A   3277 REMOTE   24 BY  80   24 BY  80                 

           _     A60L205B   3277 REMOTE   24 BY  80   24 BY  80                 

           ***  END OF TERMINALS  ***                                           

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 TYPE AN "S" TO SELECT TERMINALS FOR COPY                                       

 TYPE AN "I" TO VIEW TERMINAL STATUS                                          

 F1-HELP        F3-CONTINUE   F4-RETURN      F7-UP          F8-DOWN            

TEST STREAM TO COPY TO
The name of the test stream being copied appears in the DDname, Application, Member, and Version fields.
Modify the name as you wish.

START WITH RECORD NUMBER
The first record to be copied to the output test stream. The default is record 1. Terminal status information is
automatically copied because it is required by the Run function.

STOP AFTER RECORD NUMBER
The last record to be copied to the output test stream. The default is record 999999. Use this option to truncate a
test stream that ends in the middle of a transaction or at another inconvenient point.
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INCLUDE RULESET
Copies the associated ruleset to the corresponding name. Y, the default, copies the ruleset; type N if you do not
want the ruleset to be copied.

TERMINAL
Enter a terminal name to select one terminal from a multiple terminal test stream. If you leave this field blank,
Verify for VTAM displays the Terminal Selection menu.

This menu lists the following for each terminal in the test stream:
– Original terminal name
– Terminal type; for example, 3277 remote, 3277 local
– Screen size
– Alternate screen size
– Virtual terminal to be used when the test stream is run

2. Type S to the left of one or more terminals and use the Continue (PF3) command. The terminals you select are the
ones from which records will be copied.

3. Type I to the left of a terminal for which you want to view Initial Terminal Status information and press Enter. See the
"Browse Function" section for an explanation of the Initial Terminal Status menu. When you exit from this menu, Verify
for VTAM redisplays the Terminal Selection menu.

4. Use Verify for VTAM commands as follows:
– Up (PF7) and Down (PF8) to view additional terminals which do not appear on the initial menu
– End (PF3) to cancel the copy

5. Press Enter when you have completed the Copy menu. Verify for VTAM copies the test stream and redisplays the
Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu, along with a message.

6. Use the End (PF3) command to cancel the copy.

Rename a Test Stream (VTAM)
Follow these steps:

1. Type R on the Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu.
Verify for VTAM displays the Test Stream Rename menu.

NOTE
If the test stream you are renaming has an associated ruleset, the name of the ruleset will automatically be
renamed also.

  CCC.ORDERAPP.001 ------------  TEST STREAM RENAME  ------------10:21:42 

  ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                   U4 

                                                                                  

  NEW TEST STREAM NAME:                                                           

                                                                                  

    APPLICATION ===> DEMO                                                         

    MEMBER      ===> DEMOPROG                                                     

    VERSION     ===> 001                                                          
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 F1-HELP     F3-END     F4-RETURN

2. The current test stream name appears in the Application, Member, and Version fields. Modify this name and press
Enter. Verify for VTAM renames the test stream and ruleset (if any), and redisplays the Online Utilities or Test Stream
Selection menu, along with a message.

3. Use the End (PF3) command to cancel the renaming.

Delete a Test Stream (VTAM)
Follow these steps:

1. Type D on the Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu.
Verify for VTAM displays the Confirm Delete menu.

NOTE
If the test stream you are deleting has an associated ruleset, the ruleset will also be deleted. You will receive
a confirmation/warning message before the delete takes place.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.002 ---------------  CONFIRM DELETE  -----------------------------

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           U5

 TCA0548 - CORRESPONDING RULESET WILL ALSO BE DELETED                           

  DESCRIPTION: CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY DEMO PROGRAM                           

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

              LOG:       RUN:       EDIT:         TEST STREAM:        IN:   OUT:

  INVOKED BY:                                       TOTAL SCREENS:      6      6

  INVOKED ON: 06/02/1998 06/03/1998                 AVERAGE BYTES:     46    315

  START TIME: 13:23:04   08:34:50                                               

  DURATION:   00:02:02   00:00:00                 LAST RUN:           IN:   OUT:

  SYSTEM:     A04IC9NA   A04IC9NA                   EQUAL:              6      1

  STATUS:     NORMAL     LOGICALLY EQUAL            EQUIVALENT:                5

  TERMINAL:   A60L2048                              IGNORED:                   0

  VSAM CI'S:  2                                     ACCEPTED:                  0

                                                    INSERTED:           0      0

  AVERAGE THINK TIME:    00:00:20.256               DELETED:            0      0

  AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME: 00:00:00.013               CHANGED:            0       

  MAXIMUM SCREEN SIZE:   24 BY  80                  NOT RUN:            0      0

  PROTECTION STATUS:                                            OWNER:          

  ORIGINATING TEST STREAM: CCC.ORDERAPP.001       CREATED BY FUNCTION: RUN      

                                                                             

  F1-HELP      F3-CANCEL                                                       

This panel lists directory information for the test stream. See the "Browse Function" section for an explanation of the
directory fields.

2. Press Enter to confirm the deletion; press PF3 to cancel it. Verify for VTAM redisplays the Utilities or Test Stream
Selection menu, along with a message.
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Update a Test Stream Directory (VTAM)
Follow these steps:

1. Type U on the Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu.
Verify for VTAM displays the Directory Update menu.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.002 -------------  DIRECTORY UPDATE  ---------------------13:51:57

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           U6

                                                                                

  DESCRIPTION ===> CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY DEMO PROGRAM                        

              ===>                                                              

              ===>                                                              

                                                                                

              LOG:       RUN:       EDIT:         TEST STREAM:        IN:   OUT:

  INVOKED BY:                                       TOTAL SCREENS:      5      5

  INVOKED ON: 06/29/1998 06/29/1998                 AVERAGE BYTES:     52    289

  START TIME: 13:18:52   13:39:44                                               

  DURATION:   00:00:12   00:00:00                 LAST RUN:           IN:   OUT:

  SYSTEM:     A04IC9NA   A04IC9NA                   EQUAL:              5      1

  STATUS:     NORMAL     NOT EQUAL                  EQUIVALENT:                0

  TERMINAL:   A55TG001                              IGNORED:                   0

  VSAM CI'S:  1                                     ACCEPTED:                  4

                                                    INSERTED:           0      0

  AVERAGE THINK TIME:    00:00:02.388               DELETED:            0      0

  AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME: 00:00:00.002               CHANGED:            0       

  MAXIMUM SCREEN SIZE:   24 BY  80                  NOT RUN:            0      0

  PROTECTION STATUS ===>                          OWNER ===>                    

  ORIGINATING TEST STREAM: CCC.ORDERAPP.001       CREATED BY FUNCTION: RUN      

                                                                              

  F1-HELP      F3-END                                                          

This menu lists directory information for the test stream. See the "Browse Function" section for an explanation of the
directory fields.
The test stream owner -- the user who initiated logging -- or a security administrator can change these fields:
– Description
– Protection Status
– Owner

NOTE
If the test stream is not write-protected, anyone can change the description.

See the "Log Function" section for a discussion of the Description and Protection Status fields.
2. Use the End (PF3) command to save the updated directory; use the Cancel command to cancel the update.

Append Records to a Test Stream 1
Learn about appending records to a Test Stream, including confirmation of the append.

Perform the following steps:

1. Type A on the Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu.
Verify for VTAM displays the Append menu.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.002 -----------------  APPEND  ---------------------------13:52:59
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 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           UA

                                                                                

 APPEND FROM TEST STREAM:                                                       

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===> CCC              (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                

   MEMBER      ===> ORDERAPP          OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS                

   VERSION     ===> 002               ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)               

                                                                                

 OPTIONS:                                                                       

  INCLUDE RULESET    ===> Y          (Y/N)                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                               

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN                                        

The Append utility copies the test stream you identify on this menu onto the end of the test stream you identified on the
Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu.
Lengthening the test stream may be useful for stress testing. You can also append a test stream to itself for repetition
testing. Make sure, however, that the appended records make sense in the context of the records which they follow.
The following rules apply to the Append utility:
– Rules will be included in the output ruleset if the Include Ruleset option is Y.
– When a single terminal test stream is appended to a single terminal test stream, the output is a single terminal test

stream.
– If either of the test streams is a multiple terminal test stream, the output is a multiple terminal test stream. Terminals

will be added to the test stream for the terminals in the second test stream which are not in the first.
– APPEND FROM TEST STREAM

The name of the test stream which is the source of the appended records.
If you leave the Application, Member, or Version fields blank, Verify for VTAM displays the Test Stream Selection
menu. Type S to the left of the test stream you want to select and press Enter.

– INCLUDE RULESET
Leave Y as the default to copy rules whenthe test stream is appended; type N to exclude them.

The appended fields will be referenced in the next Run, Browse, Edit, or Print function.
2. Press Enter when you have completed the specifications. Verify for VTAM either performs the append or displays the

Append Confirmation menu. If Verify for VTAM performs the append, it redisplays the Utilities or Test Stream Selection
menu, along with a message.

Confirm the Append

If the output test stream contains two consecutive input or output screens from the same terminal, Verify for VTAM
displays the Append Confirmation menu. The message on this menu indicates whether Verify for VTAM found two
consecutive input or output screens.

Here's how either situation could occur. Suppose test stream A is being appended to test stream B. If the first screen for
test stream A is an input screen and the last screen for test stream B is an input screen, the output test stream would
contain two consecutive input screens. In this case, you may want to edit test stream B to delete the last input screen.
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Similarly, if the first screen for test stream A is an output screen and the last screen for test stream B is an output screen,
the output test stream would contain two consecutive output screens. In this case, you may want to edit test stream A to
delete the first output screen.

Press Enter to confirm the Append or use the End (PF3) command to cancel it. If you confirm the Append, Verify for VTAM
appends the records and redisplays the Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu, along with a message. If you cancel the
Append, Verify for VTAM redisplays the Append menu.

Insert Records into a Test Stream (VTAM)
This topic describes how to insert records into a VTAM Test Stream and includes JCL examples.

Perform the following steps:

1. Type I on the Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu. Verify for VTAM displays the Insert menu.
NOTE
If the records you are inserting use a different ruleset than the test stream you are inserting them into, then
the rules from both test streams will be combined.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.001 ----------------  INSERT  --------------------10:24:22 

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                     UI 

                                                                                 

 INSERT FROM TEST STREAM:       

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS       

   APPLICATION ===> CCC                         (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER

   MEMBER      ===> ORDERAPP                     OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS 

   VERSION     ===> 001                          ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)    

                                                                                 

 OPTIONS:       

   START WITH RECORD NUMBER      ===> 000001     (1-999999)

   STOP AFTER RECORD NUMBER      ===> 999999     (1-999999)

   INSERT AFTER RECORD NUMBER    ===> 999999     (1-999999)

   INCLUDE RULESET               ===> Y          (Y/N)  

                                                                                 

 MULTIPLE TERMINAL TEST STREAM OPTIONS:       

   TERMINAL TO SELECT FROM    ===>              

   TERMINAL TO INSERT AS      ===>              

                                                                                 

                                                                                                         

F1-HELP     F3-END     F4-RETURN

The Insert utility inserts records from one or more test streams into the test stream you identified on the Utilities or
Test Stream Selection menu. You can also insert records from a test stream into that same test stream. Make sure,
however, that:
– The records from both test streams are from similar types of terminals
– The inserted transactions will work where they are inserted
Inserting records is one way of expanding a test stream and changing the testing scenario.

INSERT FROM TEST STREAM
The name of the test stream which is the source of the inserted records.
If you leave the Application, Member, or Version fields blank, Verify for VTAM displays the Test Stream Selection
menu. Type S to the left of the test stream you want to select and press Enter. See the screen earlier in this
section.
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START WITH RECORD NUMBER
The first record to be inserted. The default is record 1.

STOP AFTER RECORD NUMBER
The last record to be inserted. The default is record 999999; such as, the last record in the test stream.

INSERT AFTER RECORD NUMBER
The record in the output test stream after which the records should be inserted.

• If you specify 0, the records are inserted at the beginning of the test stream.
• If you leave 999999 as the default or specify a number greater than the number of records in the test stream,

the records are inserted at the end of the test stream.

INCLUDE RULESET
Indicates whether the ruleset from the target test stream should be inserted into the source test stream. Y, the
default, inserts the ruleset; N does not.
The last two options apply to multiple test streams only.

TERMINAL TO SELECT FROM
The name of the terminal in the source test stream from which records are to be selected. If you leave this field
blank, Verify for VTAM displays the From Terminal Selection menu.

TERMINAL TO INSERT AS
The terminal name that should be used for the inserted records in the output test stream. If you leave this field
blank, Verify for VTAM displays the To Terminal Selection menu.

2. Press Enter when you have completed the specifications.
– If necessary, Verify for VTAM displays the From Terminal Selection and/or To Terminal Selection menus. See the

Select a Terminal section next.
– If necessary, Verify for VTAM displays the Insert Confirmation menu. See the Confirm the Insert section.
– Otherwise, Verify for VTAM displays the Insert Status menu. See the  Review the Insert Status section.

Select a Terminal

For multiple terminal test streams, Verify for VTAM displays the From Terminal Selection menu if you leave the Terminal to
Select from field blank, and the To Terminal Selection menu if you leave the Terminal to Insert As field blank.

These menus are similar to the Terminal Selection menu illustrated in a previous screen.

Perform the following steps:

1. Type S to the left of one terminal and use the End (PF3) command.
– The terminal you select on the From Terminal Selection menu is the terminal from which records will be selected for

insertion.
– The terminal you select on the To Terminal Selection menu is the terminal which will be associated with the inserted

records.
2. Type I to the left of a terminal for which you want to view Initial Terminal Status information and press Enter. See the

"Browse Function" section for an explanation of the Initial Terminal Status menu. When you exit from this menu, Verify
for VTAM redisplays the From or To Terminal Selection menu.

3. Use Verify for VTAM commands as follows:
Up (PF7)

and Down (PF8) to view additional terminals which don't appear on the initial menu
Cancel

to cancel the insertion.
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Confirm the Insert

If the output test stream contains two consecutive input or output screens from the same terminal, Verify for VTAM
displays the Insert Confirmation menu. The message on this menu indicates whether Verify for VTAM found two
consecutive input or output screens.

If this situation is acceptable -- for example, your application issues consecutive reads or writes -- press Enter to confirm
the Insert. Verify for VTAM displays the Insert Status menu. Otherwise, use the End (PF3) command to cancel it. Verify for
VTAM then redisplays the Insert menu so you can modify the record numbers.

Review the Insert Status

After you specify all the information required for record insertion, Verify for VTAM displays the Insert Status menu.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.001 ---------  INSERT: STATUS  --------------------10:25:11 

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                    UM 

                                                                                

 THE FOLLOWING RECORDS HAVE BEEN SELECTED FOR INSERTION 

                                                                                

 FROM                  FIRST    LAST     FROM       TO         AFTER  

 TEST STREAM           RECORD   RECORD   TERMINAL   TERMINAL   RECORD           

 CCC.ORDERAPP.001           1       16   NN01       NN01           16           

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

F1-HELP     F3-END     F4-RETURN     F7-UP     F8-DOWN

If your specifications are correct, use the Enter key to perform the insertion and save the output test stream. Verify for
VTAM inserts the records and redisplays the Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu, along with a message.

If your specifications are incorrect, use the End (PF3) key to cancel the insertion.

Reorganize the Data Set

The copy function can be used to migrate an existing Verify for VTAM data set to a larger data set or to reclaim
unavailable control intervals. Usually reorganization is not required.

A data set cannot be reorganized in place.

Perform the following steps:

1. Define a new data set with IDCAMS.
2. Run TCABATCH with TCADSIN allocated to the old data set and TCADSOUT allocated to the new one. Use the

following control cards to initialize and format the new data set and copy the test streams:

INIT

FORMAT
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COPY

SELECT ========.========.===

3. Delete the old data set and rename the new one.

Delete Test Streams and Their Rulesets

Use the Delete function to delete test streams and rulesets from the data set allocated to TCADSOUT.

Specify the Delete card in the SYSIN DD data set. The format is:

DELETE

This function has no parameters. One or more Select cards should follow the Delete card. The Select card will select both
the test streams and the rule sets that match it. For details, see the section, Select Test Streams and Rulesets to Copy,
Print, and Delete  that appeared earlier in this section.

Display Parameters

The following parameters apply only to Display format.

FRAME/NOFRAME
Specifies whether or not a frame of dashes surrounds the screen.

Frame
A frame is printed.

Noframe
A frame is not printed.

CENTER/NOCENTER
Specifies whether or not the screen is centered on the page.

Center
The screen is centered.

Nocenter
The screen is left justified. Use this option when you intend to photocopy the page.

HIGH/NOHIGH
Specifies whether or not high-intensity fields are overprinted.

High
High-intensity fields are overprinted. Do not specify this parameter if the output is sent to a laser printer or a
printer which does not support overprinting.

Nohigh
High-intensity fields are not overprinted.

NOULINE/ULINE
Specifies whether or not unprotected fields are underlined.

Nouline
Unprotected fields are not underlined.

Uline
Unprotected fields are underlined by overprinting.

NOLOW/LOW
Specifies whether or not low-intensity (non-display) fields are printed.
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Nolow
Low-intensity fields are not printed.

Low
Low-intensity fields are printed.
Note: For test streams logged with the DRKPROT=YES installation option in effect, input data entered in low-
intensity fields will not be printed even if LOW is specified.

NOSHRINK/SHRINK
Specifies whether or not blank screen rows should be skipped in order to reduce the size of the listing.

Noshrink
Blank screen rows are printed.

Shrink
Blank screen rows are skipped. The printed rows are numbered.

NOSTATS/STATS
Specifies whether or not statistics for the current screens should be printed.

Nostats
Statistics are not printed.

Stats
Statistical information, including record number, type of operation, data stream length, screen size, and so on, is
printed.

CURSOR(_ _)/CURSOR/NOCURSOR
Specifies how the cursor position should be handled.

Cursor (_ _)
One or two characters -- for example, underscores, the default -- will be overprinted to indicate cursor position. Do
not specify this parameter if the output is sent to a laser printer or a printer which does not support overprinting.

Cursor
The cursor row and column will be printed under each screen.

Nocursor
The cursor position will be not be indicated.

Print Parameters

Depending on the options specified when a test stream is run, the output test stream may contain mismatch and applied
rules information. The following parameters control the printing of this information.

APRULES(YES)/(NO)/(ONLY)
Controls the printing of the rules applied before the mismatch occurred.

APRules(Yes)
Print the Rules Applied Before Mismatch screens while printing the test stream.

APRules(No)
Do not print the Rules Applied Before Mismatch screens while printing the test stream.

APRules(Only)
Print only those screens that had a Rules Applied Before Mismatch screen created by the Run.

DIFF(NO)/(YES)/(ONLY)
Controls the printing of mismatch information recorded when the Run Record History option is set at Y.

DIFF(No)
Differences are not printed.
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DIFF(Yes)
Differences are printed.

DIFF(Only)
Only those screens that had a difference are printed.

SEPARATE(EXPECTED/CURRENT/NONE)/COMBINED
Controls the format of mismatch information.

Separate
Prints information in this order: Expected screen, current screen, Differences, and Applied Rules. Separate is the
default.

Separate(Expected)
Prints everything except the Current screen.

Separate(Current)
Prints everything except the Expected screen.

Separate(None)
Only the differences and the Applied Rules are printed.

Combined
One screen is printed. This screen contains one row for each row that is the same and three rows for each row
that is different. The rows are labeled:
E/C

Expected and current -- for rows that are the same
Expt

Expected -- the row from the expected screen when the rows are different
Curr

Current -- the row from the current screen when the rows are different
Diff

The differences between the rows:
blank

The characters are equal
X

The characters are not equal
-

The characters are within a variable field
Regardless of your specifications, Combined format uses the following Print function parameters: Nohigh, Low,
Nouline, Nocenter, Noshrink, and Cursor.

SIGNOFF(NO)/(YES)/(ONLY)
Controls printing of mismatch signoff information recorded when the Run Require Signoff Data option is set to Y.

Signoff(No)
Mismatch signoff information is not printed.

Signoff(Yes)
Mismatch signoff information is printed.

Signoff(Only)
Only screens with a mismatch are printed.

If signoff information was specified, it is printed to the right of the screen rows which had a mismatch, or on a separate row
if more room is needed.
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If signoff information was not specified, rows of underscores are printed so the signoff information can be inserted.

Specify Log Options

The Log Options Menu lets you specify whether screens will be logged from your terminal, another terminal, multiple
terminals, or all terminals associated with a specific application.

For the demo session, you will capture screens only from your terminal.

 ----------------------------  LOG OPTIONS MENU  -----------------------11:28:05 ENTER COMMAND ===> t         

                                                 L

                                                                             

    T  THIS TERMINAL                                                            

                                                                                

    O  ANOTHER TERMINAL                                                         

                                                                                

    M  MULTIPLE TERMINALS                                                       

                                                                                

    A  AN APPLICATION                                                           

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                              

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN                                        

Action:

Type t and press Enter.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Single Terminal Log menu.

NOTE
For future reference, you could have bypassed the Log Options Menu by typing L.T on the Primary Options
Menu to direct Verify for VTAM to display the Single Terminal Log menu.

Examples
The examples on the next pages illustrate output from the Print function. The same input and output screens
are illustrated in the three formats: Display, Field, and Dump. This input screen was printed in Display format
with the default options: This output screen was printed in Display format with the default options: This screen
was printed in Display format with the Shrink, Nocenter, Stats, Noframe, and Nocursor options: This input
screen was printed in Field format with the default options: This output screen was printed in Field format with
the default options: The following screen was printed in Dump format with the hex option. This screen was
printed with Applied Rules: The next screens printed contain Differences:
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Print Test Streams and Rulesets

Use the Print function to print test streams and rulesets from the data set allocated to TCADSIN.

Specify the Print card in the SYSIN DD data set. The format is:

PRINT

One or more Select cards should follow the Print card. See the section, Select Test Streams and Rulesets to Copy, Print,
and Delete  earlier in this section for details. You can also specify one or more Terminals cards to indicate which terminals
are to be printed. See Select Terminals for Copy and Print Functions earlier in this section for details.

For each test stream selected, the Print function lists directory information, terminal status information, and the screens.
See the section "Browse Function" for an explanation of directory and terminal status information.

For each ruleset selected, a summary like the Rules -- Summary panel shown in the section "Rules Function" will be
printed. See the section "Rules Function" for an explanation of the rules information.

Parameters for the Print function follow. All of the following parameters see how the test stream will be printed. Mutually
exclusive parameters are separated by slashes, with the default listed first. If mutually exclusive parameters are specified,
Verify for VTAM uses the parameter specified last. Overrides to defaults remain in effect until Verify for VTAM encounters
the next Print card. However, consecutive Print cards are considered a continuation and overrides remain in effect.

Format Parameters

DISPLAY/DUMP/FIELD

Specifies screen format.

Display
The screen appears as it appeared at the terminal during logging -- for 3270 non-graphic test streams.

Dump
The screen appears in dump format -- for test streams created at any terminal. Minimal formatting is provided.
The header information includes the record number, data length, terminal name, and so on, followed by the data
stream sent to or received from the terminal. If specified or left as the default, the hexadecimal translation of the
data stream appears. For 3270 test streams, the data stream includes the Write Control Character (WCC) for
output screens and the attention identifier (AID) and cursor location for input screens.

Field
Each field in the data stream is listed on a separate line -- designed for 3270 graphic or non-graphic test streams,
but supports any terminal.

See the section "Run Function" for a detailed description of the different formats.

NOTE
You can specify Display format even if a test stream has mixed terminal types. When necessary, the Print
function will print screens in Field or Dump format.

General Parameters

The following parameters apply to all three formats.

RULER/NORULER
Determines whether or not a column number ruler should be printed for the terminal control table user area and
data in Field and Dump formats.

Ruler
A ruler is printed
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Noruler
A ruler is not printed

NOHEX/HEX
Specifies whether or not the hexadecimal equivalent of each character should be printed on the next two lines for
the terminal control table user area and data in Field and Dump formats.

Nohex
The hex equivalent is not printed. This is the default for Display and Field formats.

Hex
The hex equivalent is printed. This is the default for Dump format.

NOINPUT/NOOUTPUT
Controls whether input or output screens are printed.

Noinput
Only output screens are printed.

Nooutput
Only input screens are printed.

If this parameter is omitted, both input and output screens are printed.

Sample JCL

Use JCL similar to the following example to log test streams in batch.

//TCABATCH  EXEC    PGM=TCABATCH,REGION=4096K,PARM='CONTROL'    

//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=VTAM.TCA.LOADLIB   

//TCADS DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=VTAM.TCADS 

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=A    

//TCAPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=A    

//TCASNAP   DD  SYSOUT=A    

//SYSIN DD  *   

APPLLIST TEST01 TEST02 TEST03

DESC1 STRESS TEST OF THREE APPLICATIONS

LOG TCADS.TEST.STRESS.001 PROTECTION(R) INTERRUPT(NONE) INCLUDE

/*

In this example:

• The APPLLIST statement identifies the applids that will be included in the log.
• The DESC1 statement describes the test stream.
• The LOG statement specifies:

– the name of the logged test stream
– read protection for the test stream
– that logging begin when the current session ends
– that the applids listed in the APPLLIST statement be logged

Merge Terminals into a Test Stream (VTAM)
Learn about merging Verify for VTAM terminals into a test stream.

Perform the following steps:

1. Type M on the Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu. Verify for VTAM displays the Merge menu.
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NOTE
If the test streams being merged have associated rulesets, then the rulesets are also merged.

  CCC.ORDERAPP.001 ----------------  MERGE  ---------------------10:17:55 

  ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                    UV 

                                                                               

  TEST STREAM TO BE MERGED INTO THE OUTPUT TEST STREAM:                        

DNAME      ===> TCADS                                                     

    APPLICATION ===> CCC              (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,              

    MEMBER      ===> ORDERAPP          OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS

    VERSION     ===> 001               ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)             

                                                                               

  OUTPUT TEST STREAM: TCADS.CCC.ORDERAPP.002                                   

                                                                               

  OPTIONS:                                                                     

    BEGIN MERGE AT OUTPUT TEST STREAM RECORD ===> 000001       (1-999999)

    INCLUDE RULESET                          ===> Y            (Y/N)

    ADJUST THINK TIMES                       ===> NO           (Y/N)           

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

                                                                               

F1-HELP     F3-END     F4-RETURN

The Merge utility merges terminals and their records from a test stream into the test stream you identified on the
Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu. You can merge records from a test stream into the same test stream or into a
different test stream. The new records are interspersed among the existing records in the test stream. Verify for VTAM
calculates the position for each record to be merged as follows:
– First, Verify for VTAM calculates its offset from the beginning of the test stream (think times plus response times for

the terminal).
– Then, Verify for VTAM inserts the record at the corresponding offset in the test stream into which it is being merged.
You can modify the record's placement by specifying a record number after which the new records should be
interspersed. You can also adjust the think times of the merged records. Merging records is an excellent way of
creating different testing situations. For example, you can merge a test stream with itself for concurrency testing. Or,
you can merge several test streams to create a large test stream for stress testing.

TEST STREAM TO BE MERGED INTO THE OUTPUT TEST STREAM
The name of the test stream which is the source of the merged records.
If you leave the Application, Member, or Version fields blank, Verify for VTAM displays the Test Stream Selection
menu. Type S to the left of the test stream you want to select and press Enter. See the screen earlier in this
section.

OUTPUT TEST STREAM:
Identifies the name of the output test stream. This is the name you specified on the Utilities or Test Stream
Selection menu.

BEGIN MERGE AT OUTPUT TEST STREAM RECORD
The record in the output test stream after which the records should be merged. The default is the first record.
Specify a record number to indicate the point in the test stream at which Verify for VTAM should begin
interspersing the merged records.

INCLUDE RULESET
Indicates whether the ruleset from the source test stream should be merged into the target test stream. Y, the
default, merges the ruleset; N does not.
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ADJUST THINK TIMES
Enter Yes if the two test streams are of different durations and you want them to be the same. Verify for VTAM will
adjust the think times of the test stream to be merged so it is approximately as long as the test stream into which it
is being merged.

2. Press Enter when you have completed the specifications.
– If necessary, Verify for VTAM displays the Terminal Selection menu. See the Select Terminals section.
– Otherwise, Verify for VTAM displays the Merge Status menu. See the Review the Merge Status section.

Select Terminals

If the test stream to be merged is a multiple terminal test stream, Verify for VTAM displays the Terminal Selection menu.
See the section Copy a Test Stream for a description of this menu.

Perform the following steps:

1. Type S to the left of each terminal you want to select and use the End (PF3) command. You must select at least one
terminal.

2. Type in I to the left of each terminal for which you want to view Initial Terminal Status information and press Enter. See
the the "Browse Function" section for an explanation of the Initial Terminal Status menu. When you exit from the Initial
Terminal Status menu, Verify for VTAM redisplays the Terminal Selection menu.

3. Use Verify for VTAM commands as follows:
Assign

Insert S to the left of every terminal
Reset

Insert _ (the initial setting) to the left of every terminal
Up (PF7) and Down (PF8)

View additional terminals which don't appear on the initial menu
Cancel

Cancel the merge

Review the Merge Status

After you specify the Merge information, Verify for VTAM displays the Merge Status menu.

 CCC.ORDERAPP.001 ------------  MERGE: STATUS  ------------------10:18:55 

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                    UX 

                                                                                

 FROM CCC.ORDERAPP.001          FROM CCC.ORDERAPP.001 

 TERMINAL                       TERMINAL                   OUTPUT TERMINAL 

 NN01                                                       ===> NN01         

                                NN01                        ===> NN02   

                                                                                

                                                                           

 

F1-HELP     F3-END     F4-RETURN     F7-UP     F8-DOWN

• The first From column identifies terminals from the to test steam.
• The second From column identifies terminals from the source test stream.
• The Output Terminal column names the output terminals.
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If the specifications are correct, use the End (PF3) command to perform the merge and save the output test stream. Verify
for VTAM merges the test streams and redisplays the Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu, along with a message.

If any of the terminals in the test stream to be merged have the same name as a terminal in the test stream into which
they are being merged, Verify for VTAM assigns a new name to be used for that terminal in the output test stream. The
new name appears in the Output Terminal column.

You can change the name of any terminal listed on the Merge Status menu; however, each name must be unique.

Use the commands as follows:

Up (PF7) and Down (PF8)
Scroll through the terminal list

Cancel
Cancel the merge

Merge Considerations

When Verify for VTAM runs multiple terminal test streams, it recreates, as much as possible, the same concurrences and
order of events that existed when the test stream was originally logged.

During logging, Verify for VTAM records input and output screens in the order in which they pass through terminal control.
During a run, input screens are transmitted in the same order in which they were logged. The application controls the
order of outputs, but each time Verify for VTAM finds an output screen in the test stream, it waits for the application to
write an output screen before transmitting subsequent input screens.

This method ensures that multiple terminal test streams produce consistent results. When you merge test streams, you
must make sure that the new order of events represents a possible one. Failure to do so may cause mismatches, missing
output, or a deadly embrace situation when you run the new test stream.

Convert a Test Stream to a REXX Script

Perform the following steps:

1. While using the Verify for VTAM TSO interface, type X on the Utilities or Test Stream Selection menu. Verify for VTAM
displays the Convert Test Stream to REXX menu.

ASMDEMO.OPTION1.001 --------------  CONVERT TO REXX  ------------------17:14:50ENTER COMMAND===>       

                                                  UE                                                   

                             TEST STREAM TO CONVERT: TCADS.ASMDEMO.OPTION1.001                          

                                                                                    REXX SCRIPT FILE:   

                                                             DATA SET NAME   ===>'USER02.VERIFY.SCRIPT' 

                                MEMBER NAME     ===>        (BLANK OR PATTERN FOR MEMBER SELECTION LIST)

                                                                                 OPTIONS:              

                                                           APPLID          ===>        (LOGON APPLID)   

                              SCREEN LINES    ===>03      (# OF SCREEN LINES TO INCLUDE: 0-43)         

  PROTECT TARGET  ===>N       (Y/N)                                          SHARE PDS       ===>N      

 (Y/N)                                          DELAYS          ===>Y       (Y/N)                      

                                                                                                  ACTIVE

 PASSWORD SECURITY:                                                        CAPTURE FORMAT . . .TOKEN      

 USERID . . . . . . .RYARO02                                                                              

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                          

                                           F1-HELP       F3-END       F4-RETURN                           
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TEST STREAM TO CONVERT
Identifies the name of the test stream to be converted. This is the name you specified on the Utilities or Test
Stream Selection menu.

DATA SET NAME
The data set name of the file in which to store the converted REXX script. The data set may be sequential or
partitioned (PDS or PDSE) and must be catalogued, with a fixed record format and an 80-byte record length, The
default value is userid.VERIFY.SCRIPT Modify the name as you wish.

MEMBER NAME
The name of the REXX script member if the data set is partitioned (PDS or PDSE). It is blank by default. Specify
the name of the REXX script to which the test stream will be converted, or leave the field blank for a member
selection list.

APPLID
The logon APPLID for the VTAM region on which the converted REXX script will be executed. It is blank by
default. If no APPLID is specified, the LOGON statement is generated as "LOGON '????????'" in the REXX
script. The question marks will need to be replaced with a valid APPLID before the script can be executed.

SCREEN LINES
The number of lines from each screen image to be included as comments in the REXX script. The default value is
3. Enter a value from 0 to 43.

PROTECT TARGET
Indicates whether a REXX script should be protected if it already exists in the script file. The default value is 'N'.
Enter 'Y' to prevent an existing REXX script from being overlaid.

SHARE PDS
Indicates whether multiple jobs and users can write to the same script file at the same time, if the script file is a
PDS. The default value is 'N'. Enter 'Y' to share the script file PDS.

DELAYS
Indicates whether "DELAY" statements, which represent "user think time" should be included in the converted
REXX script. The default value is 'Y'. Enter 'N' to omit "DELAY" statements.

CAPTURE FORMAT
The active password capture format used when converting a test stream to a REXX script. The password capture
format may be modified from the REXX Password Security panel, or by updating and assembling default options
member, VTEOT.

USERID
The active userid. This is a display field only and cannot be modified.

2. If the REXX script file is a PDS and you leave the member name blank, Verify for VTAM displays the Member
Selection menu.

------------------  UTILITIES: MEMBER SELECTION  ----------------------14:51:19

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

 DATA SET NAME: 'USER02.VERIFY.SCRIPT'                                         

 S-SELECT                                                                       

                                                                                

    NAME           MESSAGE        SIZE    CREATED        CHANGED         ID     

 _ BASIC                                                                        

 _ CA31                                                                         

 _ DEMA                                                                         

 _ ISPF342                                                                      

 _ TEST                                                                         

 _ TSO1                                                                         
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   END OF DIRECTORY                                                             

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN      F7-UP          F8-DOWN             

Select a member by typing S to the left of the member name and press Enter

NOTE
When converting a test stream to REXX the goal is to create a script that can be executed without changes.
However the script may not exactly match everything that is in a test stream.

NOTE
Verify for VTAM logging normally starts at a clear screen and when executed, they will be presented with the
site's "Welcome to VTAM" screen. To resolve this, conversion will create a TYPE CLEAR statement that is not in
the original test stream.

NOTE
INVITE statements are required when an application unlocks the keyboard, but may subsequently send more
output before input keystrokes are expected. Technically this is a between bracket issue. For example, this
sometimes occurs during a TSO logon. The conversion creates INVITE statements as required, based on the
converted test stream. However, since the number of outputs sent in this condition may vary, the script may
have too many or too few INVITE statements.

NOTE
An INVITE functions as a WAIT, and may slow the execution down if too many are coded.

Secure Data in a REXX Script

If passwords were captured in REXX scripts converted from test streams or if passwords were coded in user written
scripts or execs, then the REXX script would contain visible passwords that could be used to gain unauthorized access to
protected system resources.

Verify for VTAM provides two password security options that allow passwords to be captured and used by Verify for VTAM
REXX scripts while not being disclosed to or used by anyone other than their owners. There is also a third option, in
which actual passwords are captured and are visible in converted REXX scripts. This option should only be used for test
systems that do not need to be secure.

Token Security

Token Security captures symbolic password tokens instead of passwords in REXX scripts converted from test streams
and allows the scripts to enter tokens instead of passwords to sign on.

Code Security

Code Security captures encoded password codes instead of passwords in REXX scripts converted from test streams and
allows the scripts to enter codes instead of passwords to sign on.

Password Security

Password Security captures actual passwords in REXX scripts converted from test streams. This means that the
passwords are visible in the scripts. This option should only be used on test systems which do not need to be secure.

The following topics discuss these security measures.

Token Security

Token Security is a password encryption system that allows Verify for VTAM test streams that have been converted to
REXX scripts to use passwords. A token protects test streams from being disclosed to or used by anyone other than their
owner.
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Token Security works with RACF, ACF2, Top Secret or any other security system that reliably establishes the user ID
that owns address spaces in which Verify for VTAM is used in the manner prescribed by the z/OS System Authorization
Facility (SAF).

• A password is any value entered in a non-display screen field.
• A token is a name that may be used in Verify for VTAM REXX scripts to enter a user's password.

Token Security may be used to capture tokens instead of passwords when a Verify for VTAM test stream is converted to
REXX.

When a Verify for VTAM test stream is converted to REXX using Token Security and a password is encountered, the
password is replaced by a token in the REXX script. The token and encrypted passwords are stored in the user's profile.
The token is either an existing token for the password found in the user's profile or a new token that is automatically
created for the password.

When a new token is created for a user:

• A unique name is selected to use as the new token.
• A profile is created for the user, if needed, to store private data.
• The password is combined with the user ID that owns the address space.
• The combined password and user ID is encrypted.
• The new token and the encrypted data are stored in the user's profile.
• A token library is created for the user, if needed, to store token screens.
• An image of the screen that contains the password field is stored as a token screen.
• If the password was entered by a person and system options specify password capture notification, the user is notified

that a password was captured.

A TOKEN footnote identifies each token captured in a converted screen image. The footnote in the following example
identifies a captured token, UID1A, at screen row 8, column 20.

+Session Step(VTERM001 ENTER--> A31ITSO) Cursor(8,20) ------

|.------------------------------- TSO/E LOGON ---------------------------------- 

|.                                                                                                           

|.                                                                                                           

|   .Enter LOGON parameters below:                                           :      

|                                                                                                            

|  . Userid    ===>.BUCBR01.                       .                                       

|                                                                                                            

|  . Password  ===>.USER02A.                      .                                 

|                                                                                                           

+- TOKEN AT <8 20> -------------------------------------------------------------

The Verify for VTAM TYPE command TOKEN keyword identifies a token in a converted or user-written REXX script. For
example:

" TYPE <8,20> TOKEN 'UID1C' ",

" <8,24> ENTER "

When a Verify for VTAM REXX script is used to create a session and a token is used to enter a password, the user ID that
owns the address space is used to decrypt the token data retrieved from the user's profile. The correct password can be
recovered from the token data only in an address space owned by the user id that was used to encrypt the password.

Token Security not only allows Verify for VTAM REXX scripts to enter correct passwords that are not seen in the scripts,
but also ensures that passwords represented by tokens are used only by their owners.
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Token Security provides other safeguards that protect passwords from accidental disclosure, protect passwords sent by
online systems to terminals, and protect passwords while they are in memory.

• To prevent accidental disclosure of passwords that could occur if tokens were incorrectly typed in display fields, the
Verify for VTAM TYPE command does not allow tokens to be typed into display fields.

• Some widely-used security systems and session managers rely on 3270 non-display fields to hide displayed
passwords and use them not only as password input fields, but also use both modifiable and protected non-display
fields for other purposes.

Examples:

• A session manager that supports concurrent virtual sessions with multiple online systems remembers passwords when
users sign on to the session manager. Subsequently, when a user selects a system from a session manager menu,
the session manager starts a virtual session with the system. When the selected system sends a sign on display to the
virtual terminal, the session manager fills in the non-display password input field for the user before sending the sign
on display to the real terminal, allowing the user to simply press the enter key to sign on to selected systems.

• One security system is known to save passwords in protected non-display fields. When a user enters a current
password and a new password to change passwords, the system sends a verify-password display that saves the
user's password in a protected non-display field. When the new password is re-entered by the user, both the saved
password and the re-entered password are sent to the system. Like many security systems, the system views all
passwords as uppercase characters, and the password saved in the protected non-display field reflects its uppercase
standard, even though it was entered by the user as lowercase characters.

• When a user enters a password to sign on, another security system responds by sending only a protected non-display
attribute that replaces the modifiable non-display attribute of the password input field and leaves the password in the
display.

When Verify for VTAM test streams are converted to REXX, screen images are captured that show each request sent
by a user to a system and each response sent by the system to the terminal. To protect all passwords in captured data
regardless of who sent them, Token Security replaces all data in modifiable non-display fields with tokens, and replaces
data in protected non-display fields with tokens, if the data or a lower case version of the data matches a password
referred to by any existing user token.

View and Modify a Token

If a password is changed, and token security is used, then the token value (password) must be changed to the new
password using the Token Security Panel. You can view and modify tokens from the Utilities menu of the TSO interface.

Note: The Token Security panel is not accessible through the VTAM interface.

Perform the following steps:

1. Type U on the Primary Options Menu of the Verify for VTAM TSO interface. Verify for VTAM displays the Utilities menu.

 -------------------------------  UTILITIES  ---------------------------13:50:35

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           U1

                                                                                

                                                                                

    C  COPY A TEST STREAM                 A  APPEND RECORDS TO A TEST STREAM    

    R  RENAME A TEST STREAM               I  INSERT RECORDS INTO A TEST STREAM  

    D  DELETE A TEST STREAM               M  MERGE TERMINALS INTO A TEST STREAM 

    U  UPDATE A TEST STREAM DIRECTORY     X  CONVERT A TEST STREAM TO REXX

                                          S  SECURE DATA IN A REXX SCRIPT

                                                                                

 ENTER TEST STREAM NAME:                                                        

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===> CCC             (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                 
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   MEMBER      ===> ORDERAPP         OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS                 

   VERSION     ===> 002              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN                                        

2. Select option S. The Token Security panel displays if token security is active for the user. If the token security is not
active, display the token security panel by typing 'T' on the command line of the displayed security panel and hit Enter.
The token security panel follows:

------------------- ---------------  REXX TOKEN SECURITY ---------------15:42:02 ENTER COMMAND ===>    

                                                       UT                                              

                                       C   CODE SECURITY                          P   PASSWORD SECURITY

              BLANK   CREATE A NEW TOKEN OR UPDATE AN EXISTING TOKEN     D   DELETE A TOKEN           

      TOKEN FILE:                                                                DATA SET NAME    ===>

 'USER02.VERIFY.TOKEN'                                   MEMBER NAME      ===>           (BLANK OR PATTERN

 FOR MEMBER SELECTION LIST)                                   (SELECT CODES: S  -  SELECT, D  -  DELETE)

 ACTIVE PASSWORD SECURITY:                                            CAPTURE FORMAT   ===> TOKEN    

 (OPTIONS: TOKEN, CODE, PASSWORD)         USERID  . . . . . . . USER02                                    

       

DATA SET NAME
Specify the data set name of the token file. The data set must be partitioned (PDS or PDSE), with a fixed record
format and a 135-byte record length. The default value is userid.VERIFY.TOKEN.

MEMBER NAME
Specify the name of the REXX token member. It is blank by default. Specify a member name or leave the member
name blank for a member selection list.

CAPTURE FORMAT
Displays the active password capture format used when converting a test stream to a REXX script. If options are
listed following the Capture Format field, a listed option may be entered to change the active capture format.
The capture format controls password security for all Verify REXX scripts for the user, regardless of when the
scripts were created.

USERID
The active userid. This is a display field only and cannot be modified.

You can perform the following actions on this screen.
– To update a token specify the name of the member in the token file and hit Enter. Alternately, leave the member

name blank, or specify a pattern to display a member list.
– To create a new token from an existing token, specify the dataset name and member name of the existing token

and hit Enter. The member name may be left blank, or a pattern may be specified, to display a member list.
– To delete a token enter a 'D' on the command line and specify the name of the token file member, then hit Enter.

The member name may be left blank, or a pattern may be specified, to display a member list.
– To change the active capture format for the userid, specify one of the listed capture format options and hit Enter.

The new capture format is stored in the user's profile and the panel for the specified capture format is displayed.
– To display the code or password security panel without changing the active capture format, type 'C' or 'P' on the

command line and hit Enter.
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NOTE
The code security and password security options are displayed below the command line if they are
available. The options are available if the settings in the REXX options table allow them.

– If the member name is left blank, or a pattern is specified, the following Member Selection List is displayed:

------------------  UTILITIES: MEMBER SELECTION  ----------------------20:30:32 ENTER COMMAND ===>    

                                                          DATA SET NAME: 'USER02.VERIFY.TOKEN'      S-

SELECT  D-DELETE                                       NAME           MESSAGE        SIZE    CREATED     

   CHANGED         ID      _ USER02A                        00052  2012/08/05  2012/08/05 22:05  USER02   

  _ USER02D                        00318  2012/08/14  2012/08/15 22:14  USER02   _ USER02H                

        00079  2012/07/23  2012/07/27 22:07  USER02    _ USER02L                        00060  2012/07/23 

 2012/07/23 22:14  USER02     _ USER02P                        00180  2012/07/23  2012/07/24 17:22  USER02

     _ USER02R                        00095  2012/07/16  2012/07/25 22:06  USER02   _ USER02S        

                00265  2012/07/14  2012/07/24 17:10  USER02   _ USER02V                        00181 

 2012/07/21  2012/07/25 22:43  USER02  

– To display the original input screen for which the token was created, select a member and hit Enter.
– To delete a token, type 'D' in the field to the left of the member name and hit Enter.

Example: Screen for a Token for a Script which logs on to a TSO Session

If the token was created for a script which logs on to a TSO session, the original screen looks like the following:

------------------------------- TSO/E LOGON -----------------------------------

TCA0579 - PRESS ENTER TO PROCEED OR PF3 TO CANCEL.                                                           

                     

                                                                                

    Enter LOGON parameters below:                   RACF LOGON parameters:      

                                                                                

    Userid    ===> USER1                                                      

                                                                                

    Password  ===>                                  New Password ===>           

                                                                                

    Procedure ===> TSOPROC                          Group Ident  ===>

                                                                                    

    Acct Nmbr ===> 123456789

                                                                                

    Size      ===> 4096                                                         

                                                                                

    Perform   ===>                                                              

                                                                                

    Command   ===>                                                              

                                                                                

    Enter an 'S' before each option desired below:                              

          S -Nomail       S -Nonotice      S -Reconnect        -OIDcard         

                                                                                

 PF1/PF13 ==> Help    PF3/PF15 ==> Logoff    PA1 ==> Attention    PA2 ==> Reshow

 You may request specific help information by entering a '?' in any entry field

Hit Enter to proceed to the 'Change Token' screen, the 'Create token' screen or the 'Confirm Delete screen.

Example: Change Token screen

-----------------------------  CHANGE TOKEN  --------------------------16:16:13
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 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           US

                                                                                

 TOKEN FILE:                                                                    

   DATA SET NAME  . . .  'USER02.VERIFY.TOKEN'                                 

   MEMBER NAME  . . . .  USER02B                                               

                                                                                

                                                                                

 ENTER A NEW PASSWORD TO CHANGE THE TOKEN.                                      

                                                                                

   NEW PASSWORD     ===>                                                        

   CONFIRM PASSWORD ===>                                                        

                                                                           

To update the token, specify a new password in the non-display ‘New Password’ and 'Confirm Password' fields and hit
Enter.

Example: Create Token screen

-----------------------------  CREATE TOKEN  --------------------------16:16:13

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           US

                                                                                

 TOKEN FILE:                                                                    

   DATA SET NAME  . . .  'USER01.VERIFY.TOKEN'                                 

   MEMBER NAME  . . . .  USER01A                                               

                                                                                

                                                                                

 ENTER A NEW PASSWORD TO CHANGE THE TOKEN.                                      

                                                                                

   NEW PASSWORD     ===>                                                        

   CONFIRM PASSWORD ===>                                                        

                                                                                

To create a new token, specify a password in the non-display 'New Password' and 'Confirm Password' fields and hit Enter.

Example: Confirm Delete screen

-----------------------------  CONFIRM DELETE  ------------------------16:22:55

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           US

                                                                                

 TOKEN TO BE DELETED:                                                           

   DATA SET NAME  . . .  'USER02.VERIFY.TOKEN'                                 

   MEMBER NAME  . . . .  USER02A                                               

                                                                                

                                                                                

       SET TOKEN DELETE CONFIRMATION OFF? N  (Y/N)                              

                                                                                

                                                                                

 PRESS ENTER TO CONFIRM DELETE.                                                 

 PRESS END OR RETURN TO CANCEL DELETE.

Hit Enter to delete the token. You can set delete confirmation off for the session by specifying 'Y' in the 'Set Token Delete
Confirmation Off?' field.

Code Security
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Code Security is a password encoding system that allows the Verify for VTAM REXX component to capture and use
passwords while ensuring that they are not disclosed to or used by anyone other than their owner.

Code Security provides effective password protection when:

• A security system is active that reliably establishes the user ID that owns address spaces in which Verify for VTAM is
used, in the manner prescribed by the z/OS System Authorization Facility (SAF).

• User IDs are 2 through 8 contiguous alphanumeric and national characters (@, #, and $).
• Passwords are 3 through 8 contiguous alphanumeric and national characters, can be entered as mixed case

characters, and are the first non-null data entered into non-display screen fields.

When a Verify for VTAM test stream is converted to REXX using Code Security and a password was used in the test
stream, the password is replaced by a code in the session data for the REXX script. A code is the encoded value of a
password combined with the user ID of the person who owns the password.

The Verify for VTAM TYPE command CODE keyword identifies a password code in a captured or user-written REXX
exec. For example:

" TYPE <8,20> CODE '1SJP' ","

<8,24> ENTER "

To prevent accidental disclosure of passwords that could occur if codes were incorrectly typed in display fields, the Verify
for VTAM TYPE command for REXX does not allow codes to be typed into display fields.

When a Verify for VTAM REXX script creates a session and uses a password code to sign on, the code is decoded using
the user ID that owns the address space. The correct password can only be recovered from a code in an address space
owned by the owner of the code. Because password codes can be seen without disclosing the password encoded and
because they can be used only by their owner, codes are not confidential information.

If a password is captured as a code, and system options require password capture notification, the user is notified that a
password was captured.

Update Codes When Password Changes

The Code Security Panel is used to create codes to be used in REXX scripts to enter passwords. Because a code
contains a password, if a REXX script uses a code for a password and the password is changed, the code must be
replaced by a code for the new password, wherever the old code is used.

You can create a new code from the Utilities menu of the TSO interface.

NOTE
The Code Security Panel is not accessible through the CICS interface.

Perform the following steps:

1. Type U on the Primary Options Menu of the Verify for CICS TSO interface.

CA Verify for CICS displays the Utilities menu.

 -------------------------------  UTILITIES  ---------------------------13:50:35

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           U1

                                                                             

                                                                            

    C  COPY A TEST STREAM                 A  APPEND RECORDS TO A TEST STREAM    

    R  RENAME A TEST STREAM               I  INSERT RECORDS INTO A TEST STREAM  

    D  DELETE A TEST STREAM               M  MERGE TERMINALS INTO A TEST STREAM 

    U  UPDATE A TEST STREAM DIRECTORY     X  CONVERT A TEST STREAM TO REXX

                                          S  SECURE DATA IN A REXX SCRIPT
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 ENTER TEST STREAM NAME:                                                        

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS        

   APPLICATION ===> CCC             (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                 

   MEMBER      ===> ORDERAPP         OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS                 

   VERSION     ===> 002              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                                          

                                                      

                                                                                                          

                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                                          

                                                     

 F1-HELP       F3-END        F4-RETURN                                        

2. Select option S. The Code Security panel displays if code security is active for the user. If code security is not active,
display the code security panel by typing 'C' on the command line of the displayed security panel and hit Enter. The
code security panel displays:

------------------- ---------------  REXX CODE SECURITY  ---------------15:42:02 ENTER COMMAND ===>      

                                                     UC                                                 

                                    T       TOKEN SECURITY                     P    PASSWORD SECURITY    

      PASSWORD/DATA TO ENCODE ===>                                 CODE FOR USERID         ===> USER02   

                             ACTIVE PASSWORD SECURITY:                                            CAPTURE

 FORMAT  ===> CODE     (OPTIONS: TOKEN, CODE, PASSWORD)     USERID  . . . . . . . USER02                  

                              

PASSWORD/DATA TO ENCODE
A non-display field used to enter a password or other confidential data to encode.

CODE FOR USERID
The user ID for which the password is encoded. This field is available only if the Verify for VTAM REXX options
allow codes to be created for use by other user IDs.

CAPTURE FORMAT
The active password capture format used when converting a test stream to a REXX script. If options are listed
following the Capture Format field, a listed option may be entered to change the active capture format.
The capture format controls password security for all Verify REXX scripts for the user, regardless of when the
scripts were created.

USERID
The active user ID. This is a display field only and cannot be modified.

You can perform the following actions on this screen:

• To create a code for password data, enter a password, or other confidential data, in the non-display ‘Password/Data to
Encode’ field and hit Enter.

• To create a code for password data for another user ID enter a password, or other confidential data, in the non-display
'Password/Data to Encode' field and enter the user ID in the 'Code for userid' field and hit Enter.

• To change the active capture format for the user ID, specify one of the listed capture format options and hit Enter. The
new capture format is stored in the user's profile and the panel for the specified capture format is displayed.

• To display the token or password security panel without changing the active capture format, type 'T' or 'P' on the
command line and hit Enter.
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NOTE
The token security and password security options are displayed below the command line if they are
available. The options are available if the settings in the REXX options table allow them.

Password Security

Password security neither encrypts nor encodes passwords. It is equivalent to having no security. When a Verify test
stream is converted to REXX using Password Security and a password was used in the test stream, the actual password
is used in the session data for the REXX script and is visible to anyone with the authority to browse or edit the script.

WARNING
Password security should only be used on test systems which do not require security.

If password security is active, the following panel displays:

---------------------------  REXX PASSWORD SECURITY  ------------------15:16:45

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           US

                                                                                

     T   TOKEN SECURITY                    C  CODE SECURITY                     

                                                                                

                                                                                

   WARNING:                                                                     

                                                                                

     REXX PASSWORD SECURITY IS NOT ACTIVE WHILE THE FORMAT IS "PASSWORD".

     IF YOU CONVERT A TEST STREAM TO REXX, THE ACTUAL PASSWORD WILL BE          

     VISIBLE IN THE REXX SCRIPT.                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 ACTIVE PASSWORD SECURITY:                                                      

   CAPTURE FORMAT   ===> PASSWORD  (OPTIONS: TOKEN, CODE, PASSWORD)             

   USERID  . . . . . . . USER02                                                

CAPTURE FORMAT
The active password capture format used when converting a test stream to a REXX script. If options are listed
following the Capture Format field, a listed option may be entered to change the active capture format.
The capture format controls password security for all Verify REXX scripts for the user, regardless of when the
scripts were created.

USERID
The active user ID. This is a display field only and cannot be modified.
You can perform the following actions on this screen.

• To change the active capture format for the user ID, specify one of the listed capture format options and hit
Enter. The new capture format is stored in the user's profile and the panel for the specified capture format is
displayed.

• To display the token or code security panel without changing the active capture format, type 'T' or 'C' on the
command line and hit Enter.

NOTE
The token security and code security options are displayed below the command line if they are
available. The options are available if the settings in the REXX options table allow them.

Batch Functions (VTAM)
This section discusses how to use Verify for VTAM in batch to run, copy, delete, or print test streams and rulesets.
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Using the batch functions of Verify for VTAM, you can:

• Copy, delete, and print test streams.
• Define, initialize, and format your Verify for VTAM data sets easily.
• Perform stress testing at night or on weekends. This lets you avoid periods of peak system activity, and keeps testing

from interfering with your staff's everyday tasks.
• Perform other important Verify for VTAM tasks in batch. For example, you can execute Verify for VTAM in batch to run

your test streams and print the differences.

JCL Requirements (VTAM)
Learn how to use JCL similar to a supplied example to performVerify for VTAM batch functions.

.

//TCABATCH  EXEC    PGM=TCABATCH,REGION=512K[,PARM='LINECNT=nn']    

//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=VTAM.TCA.LOADLIB   

//TCADSIN   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=VTAM.TCADS 

//TCADSOUT  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=VTAM.TCADS2    

//TCAREXX   DD  DISP=userid.VERIFY.SCRIPT(ssssssss),DISP=SHR    

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=A    

//TCAPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=A    

//SYSIN     DD  *   

TCABATCH
The EXEC statement specifies program TCABATCH, the load module which performs batch functions. The size
of the required region varies depending on the function, but 512 KB is usually enough. However, Verify for VTAM
may require additional storage when processing multiple terminal test streams.
You can specify a parameter to override the default number of lines per page:
PARM='LINECNT=nn'
where nn is a 2-digit number between 40 and 99. The default is 58.
Note: The batch functions can usually be run in 512 KB. For batch print using display format, allow 512 KB plus 8
KB per terminal.

STEPLIB
Required unless Verify for VTAM is installed in a linklist library.

TCADSIN
Defines the inputVerify for VTAM data set for the Print, Copy, and Directory functions.

TCADSOUT
Defines the outputVerify for VTAM data set for the Initialization, Format, Delete, and Copy functions.

TCAREXX
Defines the outputVerify for VTAM data set for the Convert to REXX function. The data set may be sequential
or partitioned (PDS or PDSE), but must be defined with a fixed record format (F|FB|FBA) and an 80-byte record
length. If the data set is partitioned, a member name must be specified.
This DD is only required when using the REXX command to convert a test stream to a REXX exec.

SYSPRINT
Control statements and any error messages are written to this data set. If there is no TCAPRINT DD statement,
output from the Print and Directory List functions are also written to SYSPRINT.
SYSPRINT can be allocated to disk, tape, or other sequential device. No DCB information is required. The data
set attributes are fixed blocked 133-byte records with ASA carriage control. Verify for VTAM selects the largest
blocksize applicable to the device.
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TCAPRINT
If specified, output from the Print and Directory Listing functions is written to this data set. If omitted, this output is
written to SYSPRINT.

TCASNAP
If specified, diagnostic dumps are written to this data set during a batch run.

SYSIN
Defines the control statement input for batch functions. It can be allocated to disk, tape, or other sequential
device. The record length can exceed 80 bytes.

Control Statement Format

Observe the following rules when coding control statements:

Use columns 1-72.

• Blank statements and statements with an asterisk in column 1 are printed but not processed.
• Many control statements and parameters can be abbreviated. In the following sections, the minimum abbreviation is

underlined.
• All batch functions can be specified in the same execution.
• It is not necessary to continue control statements. However, the Print command can effectively be continued by

specifying two or more consecutive Print commands.

Define and Initialize Data Sets (VTAM)
Learn how to define and initialize data sets (VTAM) including JCL examples and parameters.

Define Data Sets

Use JCL similar to the following example to define a data set.

//DEFINEIT  EXEC    PGM=IDCAMS  

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=A    

//SYSIN     DD  *   

    DEFINE  CLUSTER ( - 

        NONINDEXED          /* REQUIRED */ -    

        SHAREOPTIONS(2 3)       /* OR (3 3) */ -    

        SPEED - 

        UNIQUE -    

        CYLINDERS(5 5) -    

        VOLUMES(VSAM01) -   

        NAME('VTAM.TCADS') -    

        RECORDSIZE(16377 16377) /* MUST BE CISIZE-7 */ -    

        CONTROLINTERVALSIZE( 16384) )   

• The first parameter is required.
• The space allocation must be large enough for at least 11 control intervals.
• The control interval size must be a multiple of 4096 up to a maximum size of 28,672. The recommended size is

16,384.
• The record size must be 7 less than the control interval size.
• The other parameters have no special requirements.
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NOTE
Use SHAREOPTIONS (2 3) if the data set is only being used in one region. Use SHAREOPTIONS (3 3) if the
data set will be updated from two regions.

Initialize the Data Sets

You must use the TCABATCH Init function after you have used IDCAMS to define the data set or file. This function
initializes the data set allocated to TCADSOUT.

The format is:

INIT

This function has no parameters.

See the JCL Requirements section earlier in this section for the necessary JCL.

Format the Data Sets
Use the TCABATCH Format function to format control intervals on the data set allocated to TCADSOUT. Although Verify
for VTAM will automatically format control intervals as needed, it is more efficient to format control intervals in batch when
Verify for VTAM is not in use.

Specify the Format card in the SYSIN DD data set. The format is:

FORMAT

Directory Listing of Test Streams and Rulesets (VTAM)
Learn how the Directory function lists the test streams and rulesets in the data set allocated to TCADSIN.

.

Specify the Directory card in the SYSIN DD data set. The format is:

DIRECTORY

This function has no parameters.

The Directory listing provides the same test stream information as the Directory Information and Initial Terminal Status
menus. See the "Browse Function" section for a discussion of the fields.

The same ruleset information that appears on the Browse: Ruleset Directory panel is also provided.

Listing Totals and Averages for All Test Streams

After listing information for each test stream, the Directory listing includes the following statistics for the entire data set:
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• Total number of test streams
• Total number of input and output screens
• Average input and output screen size
• VSAM control interval size
• Formatted control intervals; i.e., the number formatted by the Format function or formatted as needed by Verify for

VTAM
• Number of control intervals currently in use
• Unused control intervals
• Unavailable control intervals

NOTE
The unavailable control intervals cannot be used because of system failures during data set updates. Usually
this number will be zero; it should always be small. If this number is large, you can recover the space by using
the file reorganization procedure. The file reorganization procedure is described in the Reorganize the CAVerify
Data Set section.

Select Test Streams and Rulesets to Copy, Convert, Print, and Delete (VTAM)
Learn how to use the Select function to specify the test streams and rulesets to be copied, printed, or deleted.

One or more Select cards must follow a Copy, Print, or Delete card. The format is:

SELECT name name name ... name

• Specify one or more names separated by blanks. When you specify a name, both the test stream and the ruleset
having that name are selected. When using the REXX function to convert a test stream to a REXX exec, only one test
stream may be specified.

• Specify each name as follows:

application.member.version

For example:

SELECT GENERAL.TEST.001 GENERAL.TEST.002

selects the test streams and rulesets named GENERAL.TEST.001 and GENERAL.TEST.002

Specify Names Generically

To specify names generically, use an equal sign to represent an actual character. For example:

SELECT GENERAL.TEST.===

Selects all versions of the test stream with an Application of GENERAL and a Member of TEST.

SELECT GENERAL.========.001

Selects version 001 of all test streams and rulesets with an Application of GENERAL, regardless of the Member name.

SELECT GENERAL.=.===

Selects all test streams and rulesets with an Application of GENERAL, providing the Member name is only one character.
Verify for VTAM pads with blanks to the end of each section of a generic name.
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SELECT =X======.========.===

Selects all test streams and rulesets that have X as the second character of the Application.

You can also specify that Verify for VTAM select the highest version of a test stream by substituting >>> for the version
number. For example:

SELECT GENERAL.TEST.>>>

Selects the highest version of the GENERAL.TEST test stream.

Select Terminals for Copy and Print Functions (VTAM)
Use the Terminals function to specify terminals to be copied or printed. The Terminals card applies only to test streams.
One or more Terminals cards may precede a Copy or Print card. The format is:

TERMINALS name name name ... name

Specify one or more terminal names, separated by blanks. For example:

TERMINALS TRM1 TRM2

selects terminals TRM1 and TRM2.

You can specify consecutive Terminals cards to create a cumulative list of terminals to be copied or printed. Non-
consecutive Terminals cards create separate lists. For example:

TERMINALS TRM1 TRM2

PRINT

SELECT GENERAL.TEST.001

TERMINALS TRM3 TRM4

COPY

SELECT GENERAL.TEST.002

In this case, Verify for VTAM will print screens for terminals TRM1 and TRM2 for test stream GENERAL.TEST.001, and
copy screens for terminals TRM3 and TRM4 for test stream GENERAL.TEST.002.

Copy Test Streams and Rulesets (VTAM)
Learn how to use the Copy function to copy test streams and rulesets from the TCADSIN data set to the TCADSOUTdata
set.

Specify the Copy card in the SYSIN DD data set. The format is:

COPY

This function has no parameters. One or more Select cards should follow the Copy card. You can also specify one
or more Terminals cards to indicate which terminals are to be copied. See the section, Select Test Streams for Copy,
Convert, Print, and Delete  earlier in this section for details.
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Convert a Test Stream to REXX

Use the REXX function to convert a test stream from the data set allocated to TCADSIN to the REXX script file allocated
to TCAREXX. The resulting REXX exec can be modified as necessary to meet user needs.

NOTE
The password security format used in the converted REXX script (that is token, code, or password) is
determined by the password security option that is active for the userID that performs the conversion, at the time
the test stream is converted to REXX. See the section Secure Data in a REXX Script for more information on the
security options, including viewing or modifying the active security option for your userID.

Specify the REXX card in the SYSIN DD data set. The format is:

REXX APPLID(applid) SLINES(nn) [DELAY/NODELAY] [PROTECT/NOPROTECT]

APPLID(applid) (Optional)
Specifies the VTAM applid of the application to which the converted REXX exec should establish a session when
it is executed. If APPLID is omitted, a "LOGON '????????'" statement will be generated by the conversion routine
and the user must modify the exec to provide a valid applid before executing it.

SLINES(nn) (Optional)
Specifies the number of lines of an output screen to be included in the converted REXX exec. The default value is
3. The screen lines are included as comments to aid readability of the exec.

DELAY/NODELAY
Specifies whether DELAY commands should be added to the converted REXX exec, to reflect the think time
associated with the original test stream. The default is DELAY.

PROTECT/NOPROTECT
Specifies whether the REXX script (indicated by the TCAREXX DD) should be overwritten if it already exists. If
PROTECT is specified and the target script exists, the member will not be overwritten. Instead, a message will be
written to SYSPRINT. If NOPROTECT is specified and the target member exists, it will be overwritten. The default
is NOPROTECT.

A Select card should follow the REXX card. The Select card specifies the test stream to be converted. See the section,
Select Test Streams for Copy, Convert, Print, and Delete in this section for details.

Sample JCL

Use JCL similar to the following example to convert a test stream to REXX in batch..

//TCABATCH  EXEC    PGM=TCABATCH,REGION=2048K   

//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=   yourHLQ.CATJLOAD

//TCADSIN   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=hlq.TCADS  

//TCADREXX  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=userid.VERIFY.SCRIPT(ssssssss) 

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=A    

//TCAPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=A    

//SYSIN DD  *   

REXX APPLID(vtamappl) SLINES(24)

SELECT application.member.version

/*

Batch Run (VTAM)
Learn how the  Batch Run function, which  executes  Verify for VTAM and runs test streams in batch.

Differences between the expected and current screens can then be printed using the Print function.
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Use the Run command to invoke the Run function

RUN d.a.m.v. THINK(NONE) LIMIT(999999) [SCREEN/LOGICAL/PHYSICAL/NONE] SUPOTS [BATSIGN(xxxxxxxx)]

Run (Required)
Invokes the run.

d.a.m.v. (Required)
Identifies the test stream:
d

DDname
a

Application
m

Member
v

Version
Think(NONE) (Optional)

Specifies no simulated operator think time, the default. You can also specify a number of seconds or a
percentage. See the "Run Function" section for valid parameters.

Limit(nnnnnn) (Optional)
Specifies the maximum number of mismatches Verify for VTAM should allow. The default is 999999. If this
number is exceeded, Verify for VTAM stops the run. Mismatches generated up to that point are recorded and the
output test stream is retained.

Screen/Logical/Physical (Optional)
Specifies the type of comparison. The default is screen. See the "Run Function" section for an explanation of
these options.

Supots (Optional)
The default is for Verify for VTAM to create an output test stream with the same name as the input test stream and
the version incremented to the next available one. Differences are automatically recorded. Specify this option to
suppress the output test stream.

[Batsign(xxxxxxxx)] (Optional)
Specifies an override for the XTCAOPTS installation option AUTSIGN = APPLICATION. xxxxxxxx is the name of
the #SIGNON and #SIGNOFF test stream. The BATSIGN parameter value will be substituted for the application
when the #SIGNON and #SIGNOFF test streams are run.

Processing during a Batch Run

During a batch run, Verify for VTAM:

• Accepts missing outputs
• Does not perform mismatch confirmation
• Accepts I/O mismatches; i.e., replaces the original screen with the current screen in the output test stream

Sample JCL

Use JCL similar to the following example to run test streams in batch.

//TCABATCH  EXEC    PGM=TCABATCH,REGION=1024K   

//STEPLIB   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=VTAM.TCA.LOADLIB   
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//TCADSIN   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=VTAM.TCADS 

//TCADSOUT  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=VTAM.TCADS2    

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=A    

//TCAPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=A    

//TCASNAP   DD  SYSOUT=A    

//SYSIN DD  *   

RUN TCADSOUT.GENERAL.PAYROLL.001 THINK(50%) NONE 

RUN TCADSOUT.GENERAL.CLAIMS.003 LIMIT(100) PHYSICAL

PRINT DIFF(ONLY) COMBINED

SELECT GENERAL.PAYROLL.>>>>>>

SELECT GENERAL.CLAIMS.>>>>>>

/*

In this example:

• The Run commands specify that two test streams be run.
• The Print command specifies that only screens with differences be printed. The screens are printed in Combined

format.
• The Select cards specify versions of >>> which instructs Verify for VTAM to select the highest versions of the test

streams.

Two return codes are set by the batch Run function:

0
No mismatches

4
Mismatches

NOTE
The Print function can be executed without the Run function to print the results of runs for which the Run Record
History option was Yes. See the Print Parameters section earlier in this section.

Batch Log
This section describes how the Batch Log function must be executed by using the Verify for VTAM control tasks.

See the Installation section for instructions on invoking batch functions using the control task.

The Batch Log function initiates logging as part of control task initialization. Use this function when you want to initiate
logging after VTAM startup so you log all data.

You can start the control task before VTAM, in which case the control task will wait for VTAM to start and then begin
logging. However, if you want logging to begin when VTAM starts, don't specify other batch function commands after the
LOG command because the other commands may interfere with the Log function.

You can specify that an application or multiple terminals be logged. See the section "Log Function" for detailed information
on logging an application or multiple terminals.

To halt the Batch Log function, the security administrator must use the Inquiry/Termination menu.

Use the following control cards to invoke the Log function:

TERMINALS real(virt) real2(virt2) ... realn(virtn)

APPLLIST name1 name2 ... namen

DESC1  description

DESC2  description

DESC3  description
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LOG d.a.m.v.     REALAPPLID(applid) 

         VIRTAPPLID(applid) 

         PROTECTION(RWP)    

         INONLY/NOINONLY    

         INTERRUPT(NO/REQUEST/UNCOND/FORCE) 

         INCLUDE/EXCLUDE    

TERMINALS real(virt) real2(virt2) ... realn(virtn) (Optional)

Selects terminals to be logged and optionally assigns virtual terminals for the real terminals being logged. You can use
= as a generic character to replace any character in either the real or virtual terminal name. For example, if you specify
TRM== as the real terminal name, Verify for VTAM will log all terminals beginning with the characters TRM followed by up
to two characters; for example, TRM1, TRM66, TRMAB, and so on.

The TERMINALS control card is required when logging multiple terminals and is optional when logging an application.

For logging by terminal:

If you specify:

TERMINALS real real2 real3 ...

Verify for VTAM will log the specified terminals and use virtual terminals specified at installation.

If you specify:

TERMINALS real(virt) real2(virt2) real3(virt3)...

Verify for VTAM will log the real terminals and use the virtual terminals specified.

You can specify virtual terminals for some of the real terminals you are logging and let Verify for VTAM use installation-
specified virtual terminals for the others.

For logging by application:

• Specify printers and other terminals which the application acquires. Terminals which are not acquired need not be
specified.

• For terminals which are acquired, change the real names within the application to virtual names. Use this control card
to specify both the real and virtual names.

• You should usually specify a virtual terminal for each real terminal to be acquired, although you can also allow virtual
terminals to be selected as per TCAXLATE macro specifications defined at installation. In that case, the TCAXLATE
macro should use the PAIR parameter to insure that the correct devices are selected. See the "Customizing Macros"
section in the Installation section for details.

APPLLIST name1 name2 ... namen (Optional)

Identifies application IDs to be included or excluded from logging. Use multiple cards to extend the list. Specify the
INCLUDE or EXCLUDE parameter on the LOG card.

The APPLLIST control card is ignored when logging an application.

DESC1 - DESC3 (Required)

Describes the test stream. You can specify up to 59 characters on each of the three lines. You must specify at least one
character.
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LOG command

Invokes the log and specifies logging parameters.

LOG (Required)
Invokes the log.

d.a.m.v (Required)
Identifies the test stream:
d

DDname
a

Application
m

Member
v

Version
REALAPPLID(applid) (Optional)

Specifies the real applid under which the application will be logged. This parameter must be specified if you are
logging an application; otherwise, omit it.

VIRTAPPLID(applid) (Optional)
Specifies the virtual applid with which Verify for VTAM will communicate with the application. This parameter must
be specified if you are logging an application; otherwise, omit it.
Note: See Procedures for Logging an Application for an explanation of how to specify the REALAPPLID and
VIRTAPPLID parameters.

PROTECTION(RWP) (Optional)
Specifies Read, Write, and/or Print protection for the test stream.

INONLY/NOINONLY (Optional)
Specifies whether or not input screens only should be logged.

INTERRUPT(NO/QUEUE/REQUEST/UNCOND/FORCE) (Optional)
Specifies whether or not the current session(s) should be interrupted.
No

Don't interrupt the current session and do not queue a session for the terminal. Logging will not begin until
the user at the terminal to be logged ends the current session and logs on to Verify for VTAM.

Queue
Don't interrupt the current session. Logging will begin when the current session ends. This is the default.

Request
Request that the application currently in session with the terminal terminate the session. The application
may deny the request.

Uncond
Instruct the application currently in session with the terminal that it must terminate the session. Verify for
VTAM waits for the application to formally terminate the session before beginning to log the terminal.

Force
Force termination of the session. Generally, this type of deactivation is not recommended; however, it
may be advisable for terminals that do not terminate when the Request or Uncond parameters are in
effect.
The parameters represent five levels of interruption, with No as the lowest level and Force as the highest.
Only the product administrator can specify a level of interruption that is higher than the default specified
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in the DISC installation option. For example, if DISC=UNCOND is in effect, users other than the security
administrator can specify No, Queue, or Request, but not Force.

INCLUDE/EXCLUDE (Optional)
Specifies whether or not the applications in the APPLLIST statement should be included or excluded from logging.
The INCLUDE/EXCLUDE parameters are ignored when logging an application.

Procedures for Logging an Application

Logging an application lets you log all the terminals for a particular application without specifying most of the terminal
names and without incurring the overhead associated with logging all the terminals in a network.

Perform the following steps:

1. Recycle the application and change its applid. For example, change CICSTST to XXXXTST. Then specify CICSTST as
the REALAPPLID and XXXXTST as the VIRTAPPLID. When logging begins, users of CICSTST will be logged.

2. Change the USS table or routing application to translate the applid. For example, translate CICSTST to PASSTST.
Then specify PASSTST as the REALAPPLID and CICSTST as the VIRTAPPLID. When logging begins, users of
CICSTST will be logged.

3. Specify another applid as the REALAPPLID. For example, specify PASSTST as the REALAPPLID and CICSTST as
the VIRTAPPLID. Instruct users to log onto PASSTST rather than CICSTST. This method is recommended if you want
to log some of the application activity but you don't know the names of the terminals you want to log.

Commands for REXX (VTAM)
This section describes the Verify for VTAM Host Command Environment.

The Verify for VTAM Host Command Environment allows REXX execs to ADDRESS VERIFY and use virtual terminals in
a multi-session synchronous or asynchronous environment, as well as issuing Verify for VTAM host commands.

• Verify for VTAM LOGON, TYPE, INVITE, DELAY, and LOGOFF commands allow REXX execs to start sessions using
virtual terminals and to use online software that was designed for interactive use by people using 3270 terminals.
Using Verify for VTAM, REXX execs that repeat captured sessions may be created automatically by converting
previously logged test streams to REXX execs.

• Verify for VTAM TRACE and ENDTRACE commands allow execs to capture exec-driven sessions in datasets. Using
Verify for VTAM Interactive System functions, traced virtual terminal screen images may be displayed, printed, or used
to perform regression testing.

• The ATTACH command creates new z/OS tasks and REXX Language Processor Environments and uses the
environments to execute REXX execs that run at the same time as the attaching exec. Attached exec tasks can start
and drive asynchronous sessions to conduct stress tests or to multiply throughput in production applications.

• The ACCESS command allows an exec to use multiple sessions, to attach multiple exec tasks, and to use multiples of
any of the application's resource. Automatic resource locks, LOCK and UNLOCK commands allow multiple execs to
access and share any of the application's resource.

• QUEUE, PUSH and POST commands allow execs to store data in designated queues to communicate with any
number of other asynchronous exec tasks that process queued data using PULL or QUERY QUEUE commands.

• QUERY, HANDLE, WAIT and SIGNAL commands allow execs to inquire about the applications' resources, to modify or
interrupt command processing, and to process errors and other conditions using REXX condition traps.

• The MONITOR command activates integrated monitor functions that display the application's commands, command
functions, exec-driven sessions, and error messages automatically, and may be used to debug execs or to display
multiple virtual terminal screens at a single terminal to monitor concurrent session activity driven by asynchronous
attached execs while performing a system stress test.
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The Session Commands

Verify for VTAM session commands may be used by REXX execs to start sessions with online systems using virtual
terminals and to use virtual terminals in the same way that people use real terminals to access online system software.

• The LOGON command allocates a virtual terminal and uses the terminal to start a session with any online system that
supports terminal sessions.

• The TYPE command uses the virtual terminal keyboard to key in data, position the cursor, and to send data by
pressing the Enter key, PF keys or other keys that send data.

• The INVITE command waits for an online system to send anticipated messages, like sign on prompts at the start of a
session.

• The DELAY command simulates human think time and controls the speed of an exec driven session.
• The LOGOFF ends a session and frees a virtual terminal.

Verify for VTAM session commands return information to execs in REXX variables. At the completion of each session
command, a copy of the virtual terminal display buffer is returned in a REXX variable, PTEBUFF, the virtual terminal
screen size and cursor position are stored in PTEROWS, PTECOLS and PTECSRP, and other information about the
virtual terminal and session is returned in other REXX variables. Using the returned display buffer, execs may analyze
transaction responses and gather displayed information or use it to enter subsequent transactions.

REXX execs that repeat captured sessions may be created automatically by converting previously logged test streams to
execs. When a logged test stream is converted to REXX, session initiation is captured as a LOGON command and user
keystrokes are captured as TYPE commands. Converted execs also include INVITE commands that wait for anticipated
system messages and may include DELAY commands that capture actual human think-time delays that occur while
logging a test stream. A converted exec may be executed to repeat a captured session automatically.

By modifying a captured exec or by writing execs from scratch, intelligent REXX execs may be developed that use the
application's sessions and any available online system software to reliably perform or automate almost any imaginable
terminal task that could by performed by a person using a terminal.

The REXX exec in the following example uses the application session commands to start a session and to use
transactions designed for users.

     /* Exec: OPEN CA Verify commands for REXX: */

     /* LOGON INVITE TYPE LOGOFF */

(1)      address Verify

(2)   "  logon cics 24x80 24x80 basicds "

      "  invite 1000 "

      "  type clear "

(3)   "  type 'cemt set dataset(somedd) open' enter "

(4)      if substr(PTEBUFF,224,6) = 'NORMAL' then

            say 'open worked ok'

         else

            say 'open failed!!!'

      "  type pf3 "

(5)   "  logoff "

Tracing Exec-Driven Sessions

Verify for VTAM TRACE and ENDTRACE commands can be used to capture an exec-driven Verify for VTAM session.
When a session is traced, a screen image is captured in a trace data set whenever a TYPE command sends data to an
online system. Another screen is captured when a response or other message sent by an online system is received at the
virtual terminal used for a session.

In the following example, an exec named TRACE uses TRACE and ENDTRACE commands to capture a CICS session.
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      /* Exec: TRACE VERIFY commands for REXX:       */

      /*       TRACE LOGON INVITE TYPE ENDTRACE       */

(1)      address TSO

       " allocate f(tracedd) sysout(a) "

(2)      address Verify

       " TRACE to tracedd image "

(3)    " LOGON cics1 model mod2 "

       " INVITE 1000 "

       " TYPE clear "

       " TYPE 'cemt set dataset(somedd) open' ",

       " enter "

         if substr(PTEBUFF,224,6) = 'NORMAL' then

            say 'open worked ok'

         else

            say 'open failed!!!'

       " TYPE pf3 "

       " TYPE home 'logoff' erase enter "

(4)    " ENDTRACE "

(5)      address TSO

       " free f(tracedd) "

Ports and Multiple Sessions

A Verify for VTAM port is a place to anchor the application session, session trace, data queue and/or a REXX
environment. Each Verify for VTAM port is identified by a number. When the first exec in an address space issues a
command, the exec's REXX environment is anchored to port 1.

Verify for VTAM commands that operate on sessions, traces, execs or queues, create or use the session, trace, REXX
environment or queue anchored to the numbered port being accessed by the exec when the command is issued. By
default, an exec accesses the port to which its REXX environment is anchored. If an exec issues a Verify for VTAM
LOGON command, causing the exec's REXX environment to be anchored to port 1, the LOGON command allocates and
anchors a virtual terminal to port 1 and uses the terminal to start a session on port 1.

While only one session may be active on a particular port at any point in time, an exec may use the ACCESS command to
access another port and may use the LOGON command to start a session on the accessed port.

For example, ACCESS 2 instructs subsequent commands to create or use port 2 resources. While accessing port 2, a
LOGON command would allocate a virtual terminal and use it to start a session on port 2, and TYPE commands would
use the port 2 virtual terminal keyboard to enter transactions. An exec may use the ACCESS command multiple times
to start multiple sessions on different ports, and may access a specific port at any time to enter transactions using the
session anchored to the accessed port.

In addition to instructing subsequent commands to create or use resources anchored to a particular port, each ACCESS
command also instructs session commands to return session information to an exec using either simple or compound
session variable names.

• Simple variable names used by the application to return session information, including PTEBUFF, are defined in the
application REXX Variables.

• Compound session variable names like PTEBUFF.1, or PTECOLS.3, have a REXX stem that is a defined simple
session variable name and a tail that is the accessed port number.

By default, or if an exec issues an ACCESS EXECPORT command to access the port its REXX environment is anchored
to, session commands return session information to the exec using the defined simple session variable names.
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If an exec issues an ACCESS NEWPORT command to access a previously unused port, or an ACCESS FREEPORT
command to reuse a port that is no longer being used, or if an exec issues an ACCESS command that specifies a port
number, including the number of the port that the exec's environment is anchored to, the ACCESS command instructs
subsequent session commands to return session information to the exec using compound session variable names.

As a result, when an exec uses the ACCESS command to start and use multiple sessions on multiple ports, the exec may
refer to returned session information using either simple variable names or using compound variable names that have an
actual or variable port number as a tail, that refers to information about a particular session.

The REXX exec in the following example uses ACCESS commands to start three sessions on three ports, to run three
long running end-of-day transactions concurrently. The exec also uses Verify for VTAM HANDLE and WAIT commands to
control session flow and timing.

     /* Exec: MULTISES CA Verify commands for REXX: */

     /* ACCESS LOGON INVITE HANDLE WAIT */

        address Verify

(1)     sys.1 = 'cicsa'

        sys.2 = 'cicsb'

        sys.3 = 'cicsc'

        do port=1 to 3

      " ACCESS &port "

      " LOGON &sys.port model mod2 "

      " INVITE 1000 "

      " TYPE clear "

      " HANDLE turnaround off "

      " TYPE 'long running end-of-day tran' ",

      " enter "

      " HANDLE turnaround on "

        end

(2)   " WAIT 10000 on response "

        do until done = 3

           done = 0

           do port=1 to 3

              if PTEKB.port = 'INHIBITED' then do

      " ACCESS &port "

      " INVITE "

        end

      else

        done = done + 1

      end

    end

Sharing Sessions with Called Execs

When an exec calls another exec, the called exec runs in the same REXX environment as the calling exec, and by default
accesses the port to which the REXX environment is anchored.

An exec may issue a LOGON command to start a session, then call another exec that issues a TYPE command to sign
on. However, REXX variable pools are not shared by called and calling execs. When the called exec issues the TYPE
command, PTEBUFF and other session variables are returned to the called exec, and PTEBUFF and other session
information in the calling exec's variable pool becomes obsolete.

If an exec starts a session then calls another exec that uses the session, when the called exec returns, the calling exec
may refresh session variables in its REXX variable pool using the QUERY SESSION command.
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In the following example LOGON issues a LOGON command, then calls SIGNON to sign on. When SIGNON returns,
LOGON uses the QUERY SESSION command to determine the status of the session and to refresh PTEBUFF and other
session information.

     /* Exec: LOGON Verify commands for REXX: */

     /* LOGON QUERY TYPE */

        address Verify

      " LOGON cics1 model mod2 "

        call 'SIGNON'

      " QUERY session "

        select

           when PTEINFO = 'NOSESSION' then do

              say 'session failed'

              exit

              end

           when substr(PTEBUFF,2,15),

              \= 'Signon Complete' then do

              say 'sign on failed'

              exit

              end

           otherwise

      " TYPE clear "

           end

     /* etc. */

     /* Exec: SIGNON Verify commands for REXX: */

     /* INVITE TYPE */

        address Verify

      " INVITE 1000 "

      " TYPE 'uid1' token 'uid1a' enter "

         return

Verify for VTAM resources are cleaned up automatically when the first exec that runs in the port 1 REXX environment
ends. If an exec called another exec to start a session before it issued a Verify for VTAM command, the REXX
environment would be anchored to port 1 when the called exec issued the LOGON command, and would be the first exec
in the port 1 REXX environment. The session would be cleaned up automatically by Verify for VTAM when the called exec
returned to the calling exec.

If no active exec in an address space is using Verify for VTAM commands, and an exec is executed that intends to use
resources created by a called exec, it must issue some Verify for VTAM command, for example, ACCESS EXECPORT,
before calling an exec that creates the resources, to ensure that the resources are not cleaned up when the called exec
ends.

Attaching Asynchronous Exec Tasks

When an exec creates multiple sessions on multiple ports, then uses the ACCESS command to switch from session to
session, the events on the multiple sessions occur serially or synchronously. That is, only one TYPE command can be
active at a time. Each TYPE command must complete before the exec can ACCESS another port or execute another
TYPE command. The same is true if an exec calls another exec, because the called exec must return before the calling
exec can execute additional session commands.

The Verify for VTAM ATTACH command may be used to attach an exec that runs at the same time as the attaching
exec. Unlike calling and called execs that run synchronously and in the same REXX Language Processor Environment,
attaching and attached execs run asynchronously in different REXX Language Processor Environments and as separate
z/OS tasks.
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An ATTACH command specifies the name of the exec to be attached and may specify up to 20 literal or variable argument
values to be passed to the attached exec. An ATTACH command may also specify REXX libraries to be used to load
execs, the destination of REXX SAY messages issued by the attached exec and/or the destination of error messages
issued by REXX while the exec is executing.

The ATTACH command creates a new z/OS task and a REXX Language Processor Environment that are used to run the
attached exec. The REXX environment is anchored to the port being accessed by the attaching exec when the command
is issued. Before issuing an ATTACH command, an ACCESS command must be issued to access a Verify for VTAM port
that is not already associated with a REXX environment.

After loading the attached exec in the new REXX environment, the ATTACH command completes and the attaching exec
resumes execution at the same time that the attached exec begins execution.

Attached execs run as peer-to-peer tasks and are not arranged in a hierarchy. No notification is given to an attaching task
when an attached task ends. An attaching exec may end before an attached exec ends. Any exec in an address space
may use the ATTACH command to attach any other exec and any attached exec may use any Verify for VTAM command
to create application resources or to use resources created by any other exec running on any port in the address space.

Sessions, traces, data queues and other Verify for VTAM resources created by execs are cleaned up automatically
by Verify for VTAM only when the first exec running in the port 1 REXX environment end. When the port 1 exec ends,
cleanup is delayed until any other active execs that have issued Verify for VTAM commands have ended.

In the following example an exec named FAST, attaches another exec named CHANGE 10 times to change a user
password in 10 remote systems. The result would be the same if FAST called CHANGE10 times instead of attaching
it. However, because called execs run one at a time, and because attached execs run at the same time, the ATTACH
solution runs 10 times faster.

     /* Exec: FAST Verify commands for REXX: */

     /* ACCESS ATTACH */

(1)     arg uid oldpt newpt

        address Verify

        do n=1 to 10

(2)   " ACCESS newport "

      " ATTACH exec change ",

      " &uid &oldpt &newpt 'tso"n"' "

            end

     /* Exec: CHANGE Verify commands for REXX: */

     /* MONITOR LOGON INVITE TYPE */

(3)     arg uid oldpt newpt tson

        address Verify

      " MONITOR signals "

(4)   " LOGON &tson data &uid "

        do until substr(PTEBUFF,34,11),

           = 'TSO/E LOGON'

      " INVITE 1000 "

           end

(5)   " TYPE token &oldpt tab token &newpt enter "

        if substr(PTEBUFF,11,16)

           ª= 'REENTER PASSWORD' then do

      " TYPE token token &newpt enter "

          if substr(PTEBUFF,11,16)

          ª= 'PASSWORD CHANGED' then do

              say tson 'password changed'

          exit

             end
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          end

       say tson 'password change failed'

Queues and Intertask Communication

Attached execs that run as asynchronous z/OS tasks may use Verify for VTAM data queues to communicate. Like the
commands that attach execs and manage sessions, Verify for VTAM commands that manage data queues operate on the
data queue anchored to the port being accessed by an exec when a command is executed.

QUEUE, PUSH, and POST Commands
QUEUE, PUSH and POST commands may store up to 20 literal or variable argument values as a single entry
in an accessed queue. PULL and QUERY QUEUE commands return the argument values fetched from an
accessed queue entry in corresponding REXX variables specified by the PULL or QUERY QUEUE command.

• The QUEUE command adds an entry to the bottom of a queue.
• The PUSH command adds an entry to the top of a queue.
• The POST command replaces an entire queue with a specified queue entry.
• The PULL command returns data values fetched from the top entry in a queue and deletes the entry from the

queue.
• The QUERY QUEUE command returns data values fetched from the top entry in a queue, but leaves the entry

in the queue.
• The DELETEQ command deletes an entire data queue.

Data queues can be used in any desired way:

• A queue may be used by a single exec as private temporary storage.
• A queue may be used as a bulletin board to post information that may be examined by other execs.
• A queue may be used to collect data that is stored by one or more execs and is processed by a single exec.
• A queue may be used to distribute data to multiple execs that access a common queue.
• Multiple queues may be used to distribute data to execs that access designated queues.

By default, if an accessed queue is empty when a PULL command is issued, RC=12is returned to the exec and the
command completes immediately. An exec designed to process data queued by other execs may use the WAIT command
to instruct subsequent PULL commands to wait a specified amount of time or to wait FOREVER for an entry to be queued,
if the accessed queue is empty when a PULL command is issued.

The SERVER and SESSION execs in the following examples illustrate two uses of Verify for VTAM data queues. The
SERVER exec attaches SESSION execs to multiple ports and distributes a file of data to the queues anchored to
SESSION exec ports. Each SESSION exec starts a session and uses the session to process queue entries pulled from
the queue anchored to the SESSION exec's port. After processing each distributed queue entry, the SESSION exec
returns a status message to the queue anchored to the SERVER exec's port. After logging a status message pulled from
the SERVER exec's queue, the SERVER exec distributes another record to the SESSION exec that returned the logged
status message.

Attached execs that drive asynchronous sessions and communicate using data queues may be used to perform system
stress testing or may be used in production applications to multiply the throughput possible using conventional serial data
processing methods.

     /* Exec: SERVER Verify commands for REXX: */

     /* ACCESS QUEUE ATTACH WAIT PULL */

(1)     address TSO

      " alloc f(quefile) da('appl.quedata') shr "

      " alloc f(logfile) da('appl.logdata') mod "

        querecs = 0

(2)     do 10
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address TSO

     " execio 1 diskr quefile      "

if rc \= 0 then do

querec = 'eof'

leave

end

pull querec

querecs = querecs + 1

address Verify

     " ACCESS newport      "

     " QUEUE &querec      "

     " ATTACH exec session &pteport      "

end

address Verify

     " WAIT forever on pull      "

(3) do while querec \= 'eof'

     " ACCESS execport      "

     " PULL &logrec &port      "

address TSO

queue logrec

     " execio 1 diskw logfile      "

querecs = querecs - 1

     " execio 1 diskr quefile      "

if rc = 0 then do

pull querec

querecs = querecs + 1

end

else

querec = 'eof'

address Verify

     " ACCESS &port      "

     " QUEUE &querec      "

end

(4) do while querecs > 0

     " ACCESS EXECPORT      "

     " PULL &logrec &port      "

address TSO

queue logrec

     " execio 1 diskw logfile      "

querecs = querecs - 1

address Verify

          " ACCESS &port           "

          " QUEUE 'eof'           "

end

(5) address TSO

          " execio 0 diskr quefile (FINIS           "

          " free f(quefile)           "

          " execio 0 diskw logfile (FINIS           "

          " free f(logfile)           

SERVER exec notes:

1. The SERVER exec allocates a quefile that contains data to be processed, allocates a logfile used to collect status
messages and initializes a count of in-progress quefile records to zero.
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2. The SERVER exec startup loop uses EXECIO and the REXX PULL instruction to read records sequentially from the
quefile, and counts each record read as an in-progress quefile record. For each record read, the Verify for VTAM
ACCESS command is used to access an unused port, the QUEUE command is used to store the quefile record in
the data queue anchored to the accessed port, and an ATTACH command is used to attach the SESSION exec to
the accessed port to process quefile records distributed to the SESSION exec by the SERVER exec. An ATTACH
parameter provides the SERVER exec’s port number to each attached SESSION exec. SESSION execs use the
SERVER exec's port number to return status messages to the SERVER exec after processing each distributed quefile
record. Before processing status messages, the SERVER exec uses the Verify for VTAM WAIT command to instruct
subsequent PULL commands to wait for a status message to be queued if the SERVER exec’s queue is empty when a
PULL command is issued.

3. Each iteration of the SERVER exec mainline loop logs a status message received from any attached SESSION exec
and supplies another quefile record to the SESSION exec. The SERVER exec uses the ACCESS command to access
the SERVER exec's port and uses the Verify for VTAM PULL command to wait for and pull an entry from the SERVER
exec’s queue. Each queue entry added to the SERVER exec's queue by an attached SESSION exec contains a status
message and also the port number of the SESSION exec that added the entry to the SERVER exec’s queue. The
REXX QUEUE instruction and EXECIO are used to write each pulled status message to the logfile managed by the
SERVER exec, and the count of in-progress quefile records is decremented after logging the status message for a
processed quefile record. After logging a status message returned by a SESSION exec, the SERVER uses EXECIO
and the REXX PULL instruction to read another quefile record to be processed by the SESSION exec, and counts
each record read as an in-progress quefile record. When the end of the quefile is reached, an 'eof' record is created to
inform the SESSION exec that all quefile records have been processed and to signal the end of the SERVER mainline
loop. The SERVER exec uses the port number that was pulled with the previous status message to ACCESS the
SESSION exec's port and uses the QUEUE command to store either the next quefile record or the eof record in the
SESSION exec's queue.

4. When the end of the quefile has been reached, the SERVER exec pulls, logs and accounts for the status message for
each in-progress quefile record, and queues an eof record to each SESSION exec that returns a final status message,
until the count of in-progress quefile records is zero.

5. After all quefile records have been processed and all status messages have been logged, quefile and logfile are
closed and freed, and the SERVER exec ends.

/* Exec: SESSION Verify commands for REXX: */

/* LOGON INVITE TYPE LOGOFF */

/* WAIT ACCESS PULL QUEUE */

(1) arg logport

address Verify

" LOGON 'cics1' mod2 "

" INVITE 1000 "

" TYPE 'uid' token 'uida' enter "

" TYPE clear "

" TYPE 'tran' enter "

" WAIT forever on pull "

(2) do forever

" ACCESS execport "

" PULL &querec "

if querec = 'eof' then

leave

" TYPE &querec enter "

logrec = substr(PTEBUFF,23*80+1,80)

" ACCESS &logport "

" QUEUE &logrec &pteport "

end

(3) " TYPE clear "
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" LOGOFF

SESSION exec notes:

1. Each attached copy of the SESSION exec uses the REXX ARG instruction to get the SERVER exec port number
passed to the SESSION exec as a parameter by the ATTACH command used by the SERVER exec to attach the
SESSION exec. The SESSION exec starts a session, signs on, and enters a tran that could be any transaction that
processes any data contained in any querec. The Verify for VTAM WAIT command is used to instruct subsequent
PULL commands to wait for a querec to be queued if the SESSION exec's queue is empty when a PULL command is
issued.

2. Each iteration of the SESSION exec mainline uses ACCESS and PULL commands to wait for and to pull a querec
from the SESSION exec's queue, uses Verify for VTAM session commands to enter the pulled querec, and uses
ACCESS and QUEUE commands to store an entry in the SERVER exec’s queue. The queue entry includes a status
message displayed by 'tran' on screen row 24, and also includes the port number of the SESSION exec that stored the
queue entry.

3. An eofquerec instructs the SESSION exec to clean up its session and end.

Sharing Resources with Attached Execs

Attached execs run as z/OS tasks and may be executing at the same time using multiple hardware processors. When
attached execs share Verify for VTAM resources and multiple execs attempt to use a shared resource at exactly the same
time, processor access to the shared resource is serialized automatically. For example, if two execs attempt to pull data
from the same queue at the same time, the requests are processed serially and each exec pulls a different entry from the
queue.

Locks are used to serialize access to resources. When an exec issues a Verify for VTAM command that uses a shared
resource, a lock is obtained that permits exclusive use of the resource by the exec task that owns the lock, before the
resource is used. If an exec issues a command that uses a shared resource, while the resource lock is owned by another
task, the task that wants the lock queues a lock requests and waits for the lock.

After a requested operation has been performed on a locked resource, if a lock request was queued by another exec task,
ownership of the resource lock is transferred to the task that queued the oldest lock request and execution of the task that
then owns the lock is resumed, otherwise the resource is unlocked.

Resource locks are obtained automatically by Verify for VTAM commands when shared resources are used, but are held
only for the life of the command. In some applications it may be necessary or convenient to hold resource locks while
issuing a series of commands. An exec may use the Verify for VTAM LOCK command or an ACCESS command that
specifies the LOCK keyword to lock an accessed port. When a port is locked, the port and all resources anchored to the
port are locked. A port lock is held until an UNLOCK command is issued.

If an exec issues commands that use resources anchored to a port that is locked by another exec task, or attempts to lock
a port that is locked by another exec task, lock requests are queued and remain queued until the exec that holds the port
lock unlocks the port.

An exec may lock a port to issue a series of commands that use resources anchored to the port, while preventing other
execs from using port resources while the commands are executed. For example:

• An ACCESS FREEPORT LOCK command accesses a port that is devoid of resources and locks the port until an
UNLOCK command is issued. Two or more execs may issue the command at the same time to attach other execs
to the accessed ports without the possibility that the ACCESS command would assign the same FREEPORT to two
execs before either had a chance to issue the ATTACH command.

• If an exec task is used to log records that are queued by multiple other exec tasks, and it is desirable to log a series
of related records that are queued by a single exec task without interleaving the records with records queued by other
exec tasks, LOCK and UNLOCK commands may be used by the execs that queue records, to prevent other exec
tasks from queuing records while a series of related records are being queued.
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Smart Exec-Driven Sessions

REXX execs created by converting logged test streams contain Verify for VTAM LOGON, TYPE, INVITE and DELAY
commands that start sessions, re-key user keystrokes, and that handle other detected session events. When they are
executed, converted REXX execs create sessions that are similar to the logged user session, provided that online system
responses to re-keyed input are similar to online system responses to original input.

While converted REXX execs repeat only what a person did, and do not know why they did it or what they would have
done if a system had responded to input in a different way, when a converted exec is executed, the virtual terminal screen
images returned by session commands in REXX variables provides the same information to an exec that displayed online
system responses provide to a terminal user.

REXX instructions and functions, returned session information and other Verify for VTAM commands and command
options may be used to develop intelligent REXX execs that make the decisions that people do. For example:

• REXX execs may examine virtual terminal screen images to verify that transactions completed successfully and to
decide what to do next.

• Information from previous online system responses may be saved and used as input to subsequent transactions.
• The Verify for VTAM QUERY command may be used to check the status of or request information about Verify for

VTAM resources.
• The Verify for VTAM SIGNAL command may be used to trap session failures or other unusual events using REXX

condition traps or return codes may be checked to detect the events.
• The Verify for VTAM WAIT command may be used to interrupt session commands if an online system response is not

received in a reasonable amount of time.

Intelligent REXX applications that use Verify for VTAM session commands and any other resources available to REXX
execs may be used to perform or automate almost any imaginable terminal task that could be performed by a person
using a terminal.

ISPF Session Panels

Options of the Verify for VTAM LOGON and TYPE commands make it easy to display Verify for VTAM virtual terminal
screen images using an ISPF panel and to rekey data entered at the displayed panel into the virtual terminal display.

The LOGON command PANELDATA keyword instructs subsequent Verify for VTAM session commands to edit the virtual
terminal display buffer returned in variable, PTEBUFF, for display using an ISPF panel similar to the panel shown in the
following example.

)ATTR

01 TYPE(DATAIN)  INTENS(LOW)  SKIP(OFF) CAPS(OFF) JUST(ASIS)

05 TYPE(DATAIN)  INTENS(HIGH) SKIP(OFF) CAPS(OFF) JUST(ASIS)

07 TYPE(DATAIN)  INTENS(NON)  SKIP(OFF) CAPS(OFF) JUST(ASIS)

11 TYPE(DATAOUT) INTENS(LOW)  SKIP(OFF) CAPS(OFF) JUST(ASIS)

15 TYPE(DATAOUT) INTENS(HIGH) SKIP(OFF) CAPS(OFF) JUST(ASIS)

19 TYPE(DATAOUT) INTENS(LOW)  SKIP(ON)  CAPS(OFF) JUST(ASIS)

1D TYPE(DATAOUT) INTENS(HIGH) SKIP(ON)  CAPS(OFF) JUST(ASIS)

| AREA(DYNAMIC)  EXTEND(ON)   USERMOD(3F)

)BODY WIDTH(80)

|PTEBUFF |

)INIT

.ALARM = &PTEALARM

)PROC

&CSRPOS = .CSRPOS

&PFKEY = .PFKEY
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)END

1. When a LOGON command specifies PANELDATA, basic 3270 attributes in the virtual terminal display buffer are
returned in PTEBUFF as one of the seven attributes in the session panel definition. 3270 Attribute Values documents
the mapping of basic 3270 attributes to panel attributes.

2. PANELDATA also edits PTEBUFF data to remove nulls in protected fields that would otherwise be displayed as
periods by ISPF.

3. When the session panel is used to display a virtual terminal screen image, ISPF displays the PTEBUFF variable value
returned by Verify for VTAM session commands, in the PTEBUFF dynamic area defined in the body of the session
panel.

4. The USERMOD(3F) specification in the panel definition instructs ISPF to replace a field attribute in the PTEBUFF
variable with the hexadecimal value, 3F, when data is keyed into a field. In a Verify for VTAM LOGON command,
USERMOD '3F' informs Verify for VTAM of the USERMOD value defined in a session panel.

5. Verify for VTAM session commands return YES in variable, PTEALARM, when a message received from an online
system sounds the terminal alarm. The reference to PTEALARM in the panel definition causes ISPF to echo an alarm
at the terminal if an alarm was sounded at the virtual terminal.

6. The PROC section of the panel definition instructs ISPF to return the cursor position and the PF key in variable fields
CSRPOS and PFKEY, when data is entered and the ISPF DISPLAY command completes.

The exec named SESSMAN, shown in the following example is a TSO command that starts and manages an interactive
session with a named online system. For example, 'TSO SESSMAN CICSA', may be entered while using any ISPF
panel to start a session with an online system, CICSA. The SESSMAN exec uses a session panel, the ISPF DISPLAY
command, and Verify for VTAM session commands to start and display a virtual terminal session at a real terminal, rekey
data entered at a terminal into the virtual terminal display, and send the data to an online system. To the user, a session
managed by SESSMAN works much like any other terminal session.

    /* Exec: SESSMAN Verify commands for REXX: *    /

    /* MONITOR SIGNAL LOGON DELAY TYPE *    /

(1) arg system

address Verify

(2)      " monitor signals      "

     " signal error on logoff      "

(3)      " logon &system paneldata usermod '3F'      ",

     " 24x80 24x80 basicds      "

(4)      " delay 500      "

     " signal off on logoff      "

do forever

address ispexec ,

(4)      " display panel(sesspan)      ",

     " cursor(ptebuff) csrpos(     "ptecsrp     ")      "

(5) if pfkey = ' ' then

aid = 'enter'

else

aid = pfkey

     " type usermod <&csrpos> aid &aid      "

(6) if rc     /= 0 then

leave

end

SESSMAN Exec Notes:

1. The name of an online system specified in a SESSMAN command is received by the SESSMAN exec as a REXX
argument.
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2. Verify for VTAM MONITOR and SIGNAL commands are used to display an error message if a requested session
cannot be started.

3. A Verify for VTAM LOGON command is used to start a session with the named online system. The command specifies
PANELDATA to instruct subsequent session commands to edit PTEBUFF for display using a session panel, and
specifies USERMOD '3F' to inform Verify for VTAM of the USERMOD value defined by the session panel.

4. After the initial sign on screen is received by the DELAY command, the SESSMAN exec enters a DO loop that ends
only when the session ends.

5. An image of each display received at the virtual terminal is displayed at the TSO terminal using the ISPF DISPLAY
command and a session panel like the panel shown in the following example. The DISPLAY command positions the
cursor using the virtual terminal cursor position returned by session commands in variable, PTECSRP.

6. A TYPE command that specifies the USERMOD keyword is used to rekey data entered by the terminal user into the
virtual terminal display. USERMOD finds data in PTEBUFF that was entered by the user using the USERMOD value
specified by the LOGON command and in the session panel definition. The TYPE command uses the ENTER key or
the PF key pressed by the terminal user to send the input to the online system.

7. The session and the SESSMAN exec end when the user enters a logoff transaction that causes the online system to
end the session.

Monitoring Execs and Sessions

Verify for VTAM commands are designed to automate terminal tasks and provide options that allow REXX execs to handle
all possible errors and other events, and therefore, by default, do not automatically display error messages, exec-driven
sessions or other command events. However, an exec or an exec user may use command monitoring functions built into
Verify for VTAM commands for REXX, to monitor selected events and to document, display or otherwise process errors,
exec-driven sessions and other events automatically, while an exec is executing.

The Verify for VTAM MONITOR command may be used in any exec to automatically display information about specified
events while an exec is executing or to call a monitor exec to process the information:

• MONITOR SIGNALS detects REXX conditions raises by Verify for VTAM commands and may be added to any exec to
display messages automatically when REXX conditions are raised.

• MONITOR CONDITIONS detects non-zero return codes returned by Verify for VTAM commands and may be used to
display messages that document the reason.

• MONITOR COMMANDS may be used to display Verify for VTAM commands as they are issued by REXX execs.
• MONITOR RESPONSES calls a default or specified monitor exec when responses or other outbound session events

are received and may be used to display an exec-driven session at a terminal.
• MONITOR STORE, DROP, FETCH and/or one or more generic variable names, specified in any combination, may be

used to display variable values when they are changed, used or dropped by Verify for VTAM commands.

MONITOR command VIASAY, VIATPUT and VIAEXEC options specify how monitored events are handled when they are
detected. VIASAY and VIATPUT display events other than RESPONSES using the REXX SAY instruction or TSO TPUT,
depending on the REXX environment in which the exec is executing. VIAEXEC calls a specified monitor exec when a
monitored event is detected. When RESPONSES are monitored, a monitor exec is always called to process online system
responses received by Verify for VTAM session commands, either an exec specified by the VIAEXEC option or a default
monitor exec.

When a monitor exec is called to process detected events, call arguments provide detailed information about the event to
the monitor exec. Call arguments are explained in The Monitor Exec Interface. The monitor exec shown in The Distributed
Monitor Exec VTEMONX is designed to be used as the default monitor exec that is called when RESPONSES are
monitored but a VIAEXEC is not specified. When it is called to process an online system response to a transaction
entered by an exec using the Verify for VTAM TYPE command, VTEMONX uses either ISPF display services or the REXX
SAY instruction to display a virtual terminal screen image, depending on the REXX environment in which the exec is
executing.
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A MONITOR command applies to all execs that execute in the REXX environment in which the MONITOR command is
executed, and may be issued by a general purpose front-end exec that is used to call and monitor other execs with no
modification to the called execs.

The distributed front-end exec, VTESMON, is shown in the following example. VTESMON may be used to call and
monitor an exec in REXX environments created by ISPF, TSO or IRXJCL, with no modification to the called exec, by
entering the following as a TSO command or as an IRXJCL PARM:

VTESMON testexec args

VTESMON issues a MONITOR command to monitor Verify for VTAM commands issued by the called exec, testexec,
relying on the default monitor exec, VTEMONX, to display response events. Both VTESMON and VTEMONX use either
ISPF display services or the REXX SAY instruction to display events depending on the REXX environment. When a
specified testexec returns, VTESMON reports any REXX condition caused by the call to testexec and ends any session
not ended by testexec.

The following is an example of the VTESMON exec-driven session monitor:

     /* VTESMON - A Monitor for REXX-driven Verify Sessions (distributed) */

         arg args

         parse upper var args execname execargs

         if execname = '' then do

             say 'Enter: VTESMON execname (optional args for execname)'

             exit

             end

         address Verify

       " ACCESS EXECPORT " ; " QUERY SESSION "

         if ptestate \= 'PTESTATE' then " LOGOFF "

       " MONITOR SIGNALS RESPONSES "

           signal on halt name halt     ; signal on error name error

           signal on syntax name syntax ; signal on failure name fail

           interpret "call '"execname"' '"execargs"'"

           problem = ''                 ; signal finish

     halt: problem = 'HALT'             ; signal finish

    error: problem = 'ERROR'            ; signal finish

   syntax: problem = 'SYNTAX'           ; signal finish

     fail: problem = 'FAILURE'          ; signal finish

   finish: signal off halt              ; signal off error

           signal off syntax            ; signal off failure

     " MONITOR OFF " ; " ACCESS LASTPORT " ; " QUERY SESSION "

     parse source . . . . . . . addrspn .

     if addrspn = 'ISPF' then do

           green = '01'x ; red = '05'x ; blue = '11'x ; white = '15'x

           PTEDESKT = ''

           address ispexec

           " control nondispl " ; " display panel(VTEPXMDT) "

           zwinttl = execname 'execution ended on Port' PTEPORT

           select

                when problem \= '' then

                   PTEMWIN2 = left(red || execname || white,

                                       || 'terminated; REXX condition(',

                                       || red || problem || white || ').',72),

                                       || right(blue || 'Press' || green,
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                                       || 'ENTER' || blue || 'to end test.',72)

          when ptestate.pteaport \= 'PTESTATE.'PTEAPORT then

                   PTEMWIN2 = left(red || execname,

                                       || white || 'did not end Port' PTEAPORT,

         'session. ' red'LOGOFF issued.',72),

                                       || right(blue || 'Press' || green,

                                       || 'ENTER' || blue || 'to end test.',72)

          otherwise do

                                     PTEMWIN2 = left(green || execname,

                                       || white || 'ended normally.',72),

                                       || right(blue || 'Test ending . . .',72)

          " control display lock "

               end

             end

          " addpop row(19) column(1) " ; " display panel(VTEPXMW2) "

          address Verify " WAIT 800 "

              end

       else do

          say copies('_',79) ; say ' '

          select

              when problem \= '' then

                    say execname 'terminated; REXX condition(' problem ').'

              when ptestate.pteaport \= 'PTESTATE.'PTEAPORT then

                    say execname 'ended but did not end Port',

                             PTEAPORT 'session. LOGOFF issued.'

                    otherwise say execname 'ended normally.'

                    end

                  end

              if ptestate.pteaport \= 'PTESTATE.'pteaport then " LOGOFF "

REXX Reference (VTAM)
Learn about the function and syntax of each host command used in the Verify for VTAM Host Command Environment.

The Verify commands are presented in alphabetical order according to command name.

Syntax Notation Format

Verify for VTAM Host Commands and keywords are in UPPERCASE text.

• User data is listed in lowercase bold text and can be literal data or variables.
• Optional parameters are enclosed in parentheses.
• Alternative keywords and/or parameters are separated by the bar symbol.
• In Verify for VTAM commands, REXX variable names are coded with a leading ampersand, &, to distinguish them from

keywords and other command operands.
• Host command continuation is indicated with a comma.

ACCESS

When Verify for VTAM commands start or use sessions, start or end session traces, queue or pull queued data or perform
other command functions, by default, they anchor or use resources anchored to the Verify for VTAM port on which the
issuing exec is executing, and session commands return session information using the simple session variable names
defined in Verify for VTAM REXX Variables.
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The command:

• Instructs subsequent Verify for VTAM commands to anchor or use resources anchored to a specified port when
performing a command function.

• Instructs subsequent session commands to return session information using either simple or compound session
variable names.

• Returns the accessed port number in REXX variable, PTEAPORT.
• Returns the current exec port number in PTEPORT.

Compound session variable names, like PTEBUFF.1, have a REXX stem that is a defined simple session variable name
and a tail that is the accessed port number.

Examples:

" ACCESS EXECPORT "

" ACCESS NEWPORT  "

" ACCESS 3 "

" ACCESS &port "

Format:

ACCESS ( EXECPORT | * | port |  NEWPORT | FREEPORT | LASTPORT )  ( LOCK )

ACCESS EXECPORT or ACCESS *
Instructs subsequent commands to anchor or use resources anchored to the port on which the exec is executing,
and instructs session commands to return information using simple session variable names.

ACCESS port
Where port is either a port number or a REXX variable name, coded with a leading ampersand, that contains a
port number, instructs subsequent commands to anchor or use resources anchored to the specified port, and
instructs session commands to return information using compound session variable names.

ACCESS NEWPORT(the default)
Assigns an unused port number, instructs subsequent commands to anchor or use resources anchored to the
assigned port, and instructs session commands to return information using compound session variable names.

ACCESS FREEPORT
Locates a port on which no exec, session, session trace, data queue or lock is active, or assigns an unused port
number, instructs subsequent commands to anchor or use resources anchored to the located or assigned port,
and instructs session commands to return information using compound session variable names.

ACCESS LASTPORT
Identifies the port that was last accessed by any exec running on the current exec port, instructs subsequent
commands to anchor or use resources anchored to the identified port, and instructs session commands to return
information using compound session variable names.

LOCK
Can be specified to lock the accessed port. When a port is locked, an UNLOCK command must be issued before
port resources can be created or used by an exec running on any port other than the port that holds the lock.

Conditions and Return Codes
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At the completion of an ACCESS command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for VTAM condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes ACCESS command return codes and default REXX
conditions that may be raised for some conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

CANCEL 24 HALT Cancel command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error

ATTACH

The ATTACH command creates a new z/OS task and REXX Language Processor environment, anchors the environment
to the Verify for VTAM port being accessed by the exec when the ATTACH command is issued, and executes a specified
exec in the new REXX Language Processor Environment.

The difference between calling an exec and attaching an exec is that the REXX CALL instruction completes and the
calling exec resumes execution only when the called exec returns to the calling exec. However, the ATTACH command
completes and the attaching exec resumes execution at the same time that the attached exec begins execution. Called
and calling execs run one at a time, while attached and attaching execs run at the same time.

Examples:

" ATTACH EXEC &execname    "," &arg1 'arg2' "

" ATTACH EXEC subexec 'logon' "" &sysid &uid &code  "

Format:

ATTACH EXEC execname ( arg1 . . . arg20 )  ( EXECDD execdd )  ( SAYDD saydd )  ( SAYDEST saydest )  ( MSGDEST

 msgdest )

EXEC
A required keyword which indicates that the value that follows is the name of the exec to be attached.

execname
The name of the REXX exec to be attached. It may be the actual exec name, a literal whose value is the
exec name, or a variable name coded with a leading ampersand that contains the exec name (for example,
&execname).

arg1 through arg20
Up to 20 arguments to be passed to the attached exec. Each argument may be a literal value enclosed in single
or double quotes, or may be a variable name, coded with a leading ampersand that contains an argument value
(for example, &arg).

NOTE
An attached exec may use a REXX ARG instruction to assign argument values to corresponding
variables specified by REXX ARG instruction. ARG instruction variable names are separated by
commas.

EXECDD
An optional keyword which indicates that the value that follows is the DD name of the REXX library(s) from which
the attached exec, and other execs, are to be loaded into the REXX Language Processor Environment created by
the ATTACH command.
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execdd
The exec library DD name from which execs are loaded. It may be the actual DD name, a literal whose value is
the DD name, or a variable name coded with a leading ampersand that contains the exec library DD name (for
example, &execdd). If an EXECDD is not specified, execs are loaded from the exec libraries used in the first
REXX Language Processor Environment in an address space that uses Verify for VTAM commands for REXX,
usually from SYSEXEC and/or SYSPROC.

SAYDD
An optional keyword which indicates that the value that follows is the DD name to which REXX SAY messages
are to be written in the REXX Language Processor Environment created by the ATTACH command. The SAYDD
keyword option is subject to system options, described below, that control REXX message management options.

saydd
The DD name to which REXX SAY messages are to be written. It may be the actual DD name, a literal whose
value is the DD name, or a variable name coded with a leading ampersand that contains the DD name (for
example, &saydd).
A null-valued variable may be specified as a saydd to request allocation of a new message dataset using a unique
system-assigned DD name, and that the assigned name is to be returned to the attaching exec in the specified
saydd variable.
If a specified saydd is already allocated when an ATTACH command is executed, the allocated dataset is used
in the new REXX Language Processor Environment as a message dataset. If a saydd that was not allocated by
Verify for VTAM is specified for two or more attached execs that run concurrently, the user must insure that the
allocated dataset can be used as a shared message destination by the REXX Language Processor Environments
created to run the attached execs.

SAYDEST
An optional keyword which indicates that the value that follows is to be allocated as the destination of REXX
SAY messages, if the specified or default SAYDD is not allocated when the ATTACH command is executed.
The SAYDEST keyword option is subject to system options, described below, that control REXX message
management options.

saydest
The SAYDEST destination value. It may be a JES SYSOUT class, an asterisk, *, to specify the default SYSOUT
class for the address space, or may be the keyword, TERMINAL to send REXX SAY messages to a TSO
terminal. saydest may be the actual JES SYSOUT class or the TERMINAL keyword, may be a literal whose value
is the SAY message destination, or may be variable name coded with a leading ampersand that contains the
SYSOUT class or TERMINAL keyword (for example, &saydest).

MSGDEST
An optional keyword which indicates that the value that follows is the destination of REXX error messages issued
while processing execs in the REXX Language Processor Environment created by the ATTACH command.
The MSGDEST keyword option is subject to system options, described below, that control REXX message
management options.

msgdest
A REXX error message destination identified by the MSGDEST keyword. Specify one of the following destination
keywords:

• WTO to write REXX messages using WTO only
• SAY to write REXX messages to the REXX SAY message destination only
• ALL to write REXX messages using both WTO and to the REXX SAY message destination
• OFF to discard REXX error messages

Msgdest may be a destination keyword, may be a literal whose value is a destination keyword, or may be a
variable name coded with a leading ampersand that contains a REXX message destination keyword (for example,
&msgdest).
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NOTE
The number of REXX execs that may be attached is limited by the REXX Language Processor
Environment limit contained in the TSO/E REXX environment table, IRXANCHR. IBM publication, TSO/
E REXX/z/OS Reference, explains how to change the REXX environment limit.

All REXX Language Processor Environments in which Verify for VTAM commands are used are anchored to a Verify for
VTAM port. When commands are used by an exec running in a REXX environment not created by Verify for VTAM, the
environment is anchored to a port when the first command is issued. Only one REXX Language Processor Environment
may be anchored to a port. The ATTACH command creates a new REXX Language Processor Environment and anchors
the environment to the port being accessed by an exec anchored to the port. Before using the ATTACH command, an
exec must use the Verify for VTAM ACCESS command to access a NEWPORT, a FREEPORT, or to access a specific
port that is not already associated with a REXX Language Processor Environment.

An attached exec may ADDRESS VERIFY and issue commands for REXX.

REXX Language Processor Environments created by the ATTACH command are not integrated into TSO. Attached execs
may not use TSO and ISPF commands that are supported only in REXX Language Processor Environments that are
integrated into TSO. However, execs that operate correctly when attached in a TSO address space may also be attached
and operate correctly when IRXJCL is used to execute an exec as a batch job or when they are attached in other non-
TSO address spaces.

Attaching Asynchronous Exec Tasks and Queues and Intertask Communication describe applications of the ATTACH
command and other Verify for VTAM commands designed for use by execs that run in a multi-task environment.

REXX Messages Management Options

The operation of and default values of the SAYDD, SAYDEST and MSGDEST keyword options are subject to Verify for
VTAM system options that allow an installation to specify REXX message management options for each named address
space in which Verify for VTAM commands for REXX are used. The name of an address space is defined by the REXX
parameters module used to initialize REXX Language Processor Environments.

• System options may instruct Verify for VTAM to ignore ATTACH command SAYDEST and SAYDD specifications in
address spaces that manage REXX message destinations for all REXX Language Processor Environments in the
address space.

• System options may instruct Verify for VTAM to manage REXX message destinations only when an ATTACH
command specifies SAYDEST and/or SAYDD options.

• System options may instruct Verify for VTAM to ignore any MSGDEST specified by an ATTACH command, and to use
a specified option when running in a named address space.

• If system options permit, Verify for VTAM allocates and manages REXX message destinations and options as specified
by ATTACH command SAYDEST, SAYDD and/or MSGDEST options or allocates and manages REXX message
destinations using default values when ATTACH command options are not specified. Message datasets allocated by
Verify for VTAM are automatically freed when the last attached exec using a message dataset ends.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of an ATTACH command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for VTAM condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes ATTACH command return codes and default REXX
conditions that may be raised for some Verify for VTAM conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

LOCKOUT 4 Timed out waiting for port lock

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error
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CANCEL

The CANCEL command causes the REXX HALT condition to be raised for the exec that is active on the port being
accessed by the issuing exec.

Example:

" CANCEL     "

Format:

CANCEL

When the CANCEL command is executed, if an exec is active on the port being accessed, then cancellation of the exec
is scheduled. The REXX HALT condition is subsequently raised when the cancelled exec recognizes the request following
the execution of any Verify for VTAM command.

When the CANCEL command is executed, if a Verify for VTAM command is currently executing within the cancelled exec,
and if the command is waiting for the completion of an event that is under Verify for VTAM control, then the wait for the
completion of the event is interrupted immediately. The REXX HALT condition is raised when the interrupted command
ends.

If an exec is not active on the port being accessed when a CANCEL command is executed, then no action is performed,
but the command is considered to have completed without error.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a CANCEL command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for VTAM condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes CANCEL command return codes and default REXX
conditions that may be raised for some Verify for VTAM conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error

DELAY

The DELAY command delays execution of an exec for a specified amount of time, but allows outbound session traffic to
flow on the session anchored to the port being accessed by the exec, during the delay.

Examples:

" DELAY 3200 "" DELAY PERCENT 50 "

Format:

DELAY hhmmssth | ( PERCENT percent )

Hhmmssth
A delay time interval, expressed in hours (hh), minutes (mm), seconds (ss) and tenths and hundredths of seconds
(th). A delay time interval may be specified using a REXX variable, coded with a leading ampersand, that contains
the interval in the format hhmmssth.
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PERCENT
An optional keyword, which specifies that delay times specified by DELAY commands subsequently executed
by execs that run on the Verify for VTAM port on which a DELAY PERCENT command is executed, are to be
factored by the specified percent.

percent
May be an integer value from zero to 999, or may be a variable field that contains an integer from zero to 999. It is
the percent of specified delay times to be used when DELAY commands are subsequently executed.

DELAY commands created by recording a session as a REXX exec capture the elapsed time, often called think time, that
it took for a user to press enter or another key that sends data, after receiving the preceding message from the online
system. When a DELAY command is executed, exec execution is delayed until the recorded or specified delay time
elapses, simulating the think time delays that occur when people use terminals, and causing a session produced by a
recorded exec to proceed at the same speed as the captured session.

The speed of execs that issue DELAY commands may be controlled using a DELAY command that specifies a delay
PERCENT. When a DELAY PERCENT command is executed that specifies a percent less than 100, exec execution is
delayed only for a percent of the time specified by each subsequent DELAY command and the exec runs faster. When a
percent greater than 100 is specified, delays are longer than the delay times specified by subsequent DELAY commands,
causing the exec to run slower.

Because DELAY PERCENT applies to all execs that run on a Verify for VTAM port, an exec that calls other execs can
control the speed of the called execs by issuing a DELAY PERCENT command.

At the completion of a DELAY command, updated information is returned in session variables that reflects any outbound
message(s) received during a delay. Refer to VTAM REXX Variables for a description of the information returned in
session variables.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a DELAY command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for VTAM condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes DELAY command return codes and REXX conditions that are
raised by default when some Verify for VTAM conditions occur.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Timed out waiting for port lock

TIMEOUT 8 Timed out waiting for response

LOGOFF 16 Session Ended

ENDTRACE 20 HALT Trace abended (ie., SD37)

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error

DELETEQ

The DELETEQ command is used to delete the entire data queue that is anchored to the port being accessed by the
issuing exec.

Example:
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" DELETEQ    "

Format:

  DELETEQ

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a DELETEQ command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for VTAM condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes DELETEQ command return codes and default REXX
conditions that may be raised for some Verify for VTAM conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

LOCKOUT 0 Timed out waiting for port lock

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error

ENDTRACE

The ENDTRACE command ends a session trace anchored to the port being accessed by an exec when the command is
issued. A session trace is started by the TRACE command.

Example:

" ENDTRACE   "

Format:

   ENDTRACE

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of an ENDTRACE command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for VTAM condition
encountered while executing the command. The following table describes ENDTRACE command return codes and default
REXX conditions that may be raised for some Verify for VTAM conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

LOCKOUT 0 Timed out waiting for port lock

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error

HANDLE

The HANDLE command activates or inactivates automatic handling of named session events when they occur during the
processing of subsequently executed Verify for VTAM session commands.

Examples:
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" HANDLE turnaround off    "" HANDLE outbound off      "

Format:

HANDLE event option

event
One of the keywords, TURNAROUND or OUTBOUND, that names the session event for which handling is being
specified.

Option
One of the keywords, ON or OFF, that specifies whether automatic handling of the named event is to be activated
or inactivated.

The HANDLE command TURNAROUND keyword refers to the point in a session that occurs when a TYPE command
has sent input to an online system and changes the session direction to outbound. By default or when HANDLE
TURNAROUND ON is specified, the TYPE command automatically waits for and receives the online system response
to a terminal input. When HANDLE TURNAROUND OFF is specified, subsequent TYPE commands do not wait for the
online system response but rather complete immediately after the session direction is changed to outbound. HANDLE
TURNAROUND OFF makes the TYPE command a send-only operation. After executing a TYPE command while
TURNAROUND handling is off, an exec must eventually use the INVITE command to receive the online system response
to the input sent by a TYPE command.

The HANDLE command OUTBOUND keyword refers to the point in a session at which an outbound message has been
received from an online system that does not free the terminal keyboard, but rather leaves the session in the outbound
state. By default or when HANDLE OUTBOUND ON is specified, when a Verify for VTAM session command receives a
message from an an online system that leaves the session in the outbound state, then Verify for VTAM automatically waits
for and receives the next message sent by the online system. When HANDLE OUTBOUND OFF is specified, TYPE and
INVITE commands that receive messages that leave the session in the outbound state complete following the receipt
of each message, whether or not the terminal keyboard is freed. After executing a TYPE or INVITE command that ends
a message, is received, and leaves the session in an outbound state while OUTBOUND handling is off, an exec must
eventually use the INVITE command to receive the next message sent by the online system.

When HANDLE commands are used to obtain control of outbound messages, and when TYPE and INVITE commands
complete while the virtual terminal keyboard is not free, an exec must be aware of the state of a session and act
accordingly. Specifically, a TYPE command is valid only while the keyboard is free. An INVITE command must eventually
be issued to receive an online system message while the keyboard is locked. Execs that choose to handle outbound
message flows may use Verify for VTAM-defined variable fields PTEKB or PTESTATE to determine the state of a session
and to decide whether TYPE commands are valid or INVITE commands are required. Refer to Verify for VTAM REXX
Variables for descriptions of PTEKB or PTESTATE and the possible values of the variable fields.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a HANDLE command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for VTAM condition encountered
while executing the HANDLE command. The following table describes HANDLE command return codes and default REXX
conditions that may be raised for some Verify for VTAM conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error
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INVITE

The INVITE command receives any message sent by an online system within a specified time interval. It may be used
to receive a message that is sent by an online system while the terminal keyboard is free, or to receive messages when
the state of a session is outbound after using HANDLE OUTBOUND, HANDLE TURNAROUND, or WAIT time ON
RESPONSE commands.

Examples:

" INVITE 1000 "" INVITE &invtime "

Format:

INVITE hhmmssth

hhmmssth
An optional time interval, expressed in hours (hh), minutes (mm), seconds (ss) and tenths and hundredths of
seconds (th).

The INVITE command is used to receive a message at a virtual terminal that is anchored to the port that is being
accessed by an exec. The LOGON command allocates and anchors a virtual terminal to an accessed port and uses the
terminal to start a session.

A Verify for VTAM LOGON command completes immediately after a session is started. The virtual terminal keyboard is
always free at the beginning of a session, as is the keyboard on a real terminal. While it is true that a terminal keyboard
is free before the first message is sent on a new session, this is seldom noticed by a person. After starting a session,
most online systems send a message to the terminal. People are naturally patient and wait until they see the expected
message.

REXX execs that use Verify for VTAM host commands to start and use terminal sessions with an online system take the
place of a terminal operator and must do the things that a person would do if a session is to flow smoothly. The INVITE
command allows an exec to wait for an expected message, as a person would. At the start of a session, if an online
system sends one or more initial messages, an exec must execute one or more INVITE commands to allow the online
system to send the messages.

After receiving a terminal input, some online systems and applications send a message that frees the terminal keyboard
immediately after receiving the terminal input. Then, at a later time, the online system sends another message that a
terminal user sees as the response to the terminal input. Like a signon prompt sent at the start of a session, the unnoticed
free keyboard situation does not cause a problem because the terminal operator is patient and waits for the expected
message. A TYPE command ends when an online system message frees the terminal keyboard. If an online system
sends a response that frees the terminal keyboard before sending the response message the user is expecting, then an
exec must add patience by executing INVITE commands whenever it is necessary to wait for the delayed response.

Because people do not notice some free keyboard situations, it is sometimes difficult to determine when to code INVITE
commands. One way to determine if an INVITE is needed is to examine a Verify for VTAM test stream for the online
system or application in question. A test stream may be created using option L, Log a Test Stream, on the Verify for VTAM
menu.

Browse the test stream, stopping at the record selection list. Enter the PROFILE command, select the WCC category,
press PF3 to return to the record selection list. Paying attention to the OP column (operation), scroll forward through the
record selection list. If you see two or more output operations in a row - without input operations between each output, an
INVITE may be needed. Any WCC value greater than C1 unlocks the keyboard. If the keyboard is unlocked before the last
output in the sequence, an INVITE is recommended after each output after the keyboard was unlocked.
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At the completion of an INVITE command, updated information is returned in session variables, as documented in Verify
for VTAM REXX Variables.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of an INVITE command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for VTAM condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes INVITE command return codes and default REXX conditions
that may be raised for some Verify for VTAM conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Timed out waiting for port lock

TIMEOUT 8 Timed out waiting for response

LOGOFF 16 Session ended

ENDTRACE 20 HALT Trace abended (ie., SD37)

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error

LOCK

The LOCK command locks the port that is being accessed by an exec and all resources anchored to the port.

The ACCESS command may also be used to lock a port when it is accessed.

While a port is locked, resources anchored to the port may be used only by execs that run on same port as the exec that
issued the LOCK command. If an exec running on any other port issues a Verify for VTAM command that uses resources
anchored to the locked port, the command is delayed until the port is unlocked.

The UNLOCK command is used to unlock a locked port.

Example:

" LOCK  "

Format:

LOCK

NOTE
Refer to Sharing Resources with Attached Execs for more information about locks and uses of locks.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of an LOCK command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for VTAM condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes LOCK command return codes and default REXX conditions
that may be raised for some Verify for VTAM conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

LOCKOUT 0 Timed out waiting for port lock
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CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error

LOGOFF

The LOGOFF command ends a session that was started using the LOGON command.

Example:

" LOGOFF "

Format:

LOGOFF

The LOGOFF command ends the session anchored to the port being accessed by an exec when the command is
executed.

When the LOGOFF command is used to end a session, the online system sees the session termination in exactly
the same way that it sees a session termination that occurs when a user presses the SYSREQ key on a real terminal
keyboard, then enters the command LOGOFF, to request that VTAM terminate the active application session.

The preferred way to end a session is to issue a TYPE command that enters a particular online system's logoff command
or transaction. Entering a logoff transaction may be required for some online systems to give the online system an
opportunity to clean up resources that were allocated when the user signed on.

At the completion of a LOGOFF command, all session variables described in Verify for VTAM REXX Variables are
dropped.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a LOGOFF command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for VTAM condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes LOGOFF command return codes and default REXX
conditions that may be raised for some Verify for VTAM conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Timed out waiting for port lock

ENDTRACE 20 HALT Trace abended (ie., SD37)

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error

LOGON

The LOGON command allocates a Verify for VTAM virtual terminal, anchors the terminal to the port being accessed by the
exec when the LOGON command is executed, and uses the terminal to start a session with a named online system.
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Examples:

" LOGON cics1 model mod2 "" LOGON &system data &uid  "

Format:

LOGON system-name (MODEL terminal-model | MOD2 | MOD3 | MOD4 | MOD5 ) ( default-screen-size24X80 | 32X80 |

 43X80 | 27X132 ) ( alternate-screen-size24X80 | 32X80 | 43X80 | 27X132 )| ( terminal-type

  BASICDS | EXTDS )

 (FROM terminal-name )

 (DATA logon-data )

 ( buffer-format

BASICDATA | EXTDSDATA | PANELDATA | IMAGEDATA |  ATTRIBUTES attr-values )( USERMOD ispf-usermod )

system-name
The 1 through 8 character name of an online system with which a session is to be started. The system name
specified may be an actual name, a literal value or a REXX variable, coded with a leading ampersand, that
contains the name of an online system.

MODEL
An optional keyword and indicates that the value that follows is a symbolic terminal model name or the name of a
mode table entry.

terminal-model
The logon mode table entry to be used to start a session. It may be one of the keywords MOD2, MOD3, MOD4 or
MOD5, to refer to a mode table entry name, or it may be the actual name of a logon mode table entry. terminal-
model may be expressed as an actual value, or may be a variable field that contains a valid terminal model value
or null value.

default-screen-size
(Optional) Indicates the default virtual terminal screen size to be used for a session. default-screen-size may be
one of the keywords 24X80, 32X80, 43X80, or 27X132, expressed as an actual value, or as a variable field that
contains a screen size keyword or a null value.

alternate-screen-size
(Optional) Indicates the alternate virtual terminal screen size to be used for a session. alternate-screen-size may
be one of the keywords 24X80, 32X80, 43X80, or 27X132, expressed as an actual value, or as a variable field
that contains a screen size keyword or a null value.

terminal-type
(Optional) Specifies the type of terminal to be used for a session. terminal-type may be one of the keywords
BASICDS or EXTDS, expressed as an actual value, or as a variable field that contains a terminal type keyword or
null value.

FROM
An optional keyword that indicates that the data item that follows is a virtual terminal name.

terminal-name
The name of the virtual terminal to be used for the session. terminal-name may be the actual name of a VTAM
APPL that has been defined at an installation for use as a Verify for VTAM virtual terminal or may be a variable
field that contains a virtual terminal name or a null value. If the FROM keyword is not specified or if terminal-name
is a variable field that contains a null value, then a virtual terminal will be assigned automatically.

DATA
An optional keyword that indicates that the data item that follows is logon data.
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logon-data
A data item identified by the DATA keyword that is to be sent to an online system with a session request. logon-
data may be a variable field that contains logon data and may be up to 255 characters in length, or may be one
or more consecutive literal values whose accumulated length(s) do not exceed 255 characters. When the DATA
keyword is not specified or if logon-data is a variable field that contains no data, then data is not included in the
session request sent to an online system.

buffer-format
An optional keyword that specifies the format of the virtual terminal display buffer data returned in REXX variables
PTEBUFF and PTEEAB at the completion of the LOGON command and subsequent session commands. Refer
to 3270 Attribute Values for the values and meanings of basic, panel and extds attributes and extended attribute
data.

• By default, basic field attribute values are returned in PTEBUFF and extended attribute data is returned in
PTEEAB only if an EXTDS session is active.

• BASICDATA returns basic attributes in PTEBUFF and does not return PTEEAB, even if an EXTDS session is
active.

• EXTDSDATA returns extds attributes in PTEBUFF and returns extended attribute data in PTEEAB, even if a
BASICDS session is active.

• PANELDATA returns panel attributes in PTEBUFF, blanks out protected non-display data and translates nulls
in protected display fields to blanks. PTEEAB is not returned.

• IMAGEDATA translates all non-display data, attributes and and nulls to blanks in the returned PTEBUFF,
and does not return PTEEAB. IMAGEDATA produces a legible PTEBUFF that may be printed or used in
application documentation.

• ATTRIBUTES may be used to specify the 32 1-byte hexadecimal values to be returned as the 32 possible
basic 3270 field attributes in PTEBUFF. The value following ATTRIBUTES, attribute-values, is a 64-character
literal value enclosed in single or double quotes. Each character is a hexadecimal character, 0-F,and each
successive pair of characters is a hexadecimal value to be used to represent the next successive basic field
attribute. When ATTRIBUTES is specified, PTEEAB is returned if an EXTDS session is active.

USERMOD
An optional keyword that indicates that the value that follows is an ISPF usermod value.

ISPF-usermod
Immediately follows the USERMOD keyword and specifies a one-byte value, expressed as a single character or
as a two-character hexadecimal value enclosed in single or double quotes. The ISPF-usermod value tells Verify
for VTAM the USERMOD value specified by an ISPF panel that is used to display an image of a virtual terminal
screen. ISPF-usermod defaults to hexadecimal 3F.

The system name specified may be the actual VTAM APPL name by which an online system is known to VTAM or may be
a familiar system id defined in Verify for VTAM system options, that refers to an actual VTAM APPL.

If a null terminal model is specified in a Verify for VTAM LOGON command, or if the MODEL keyword is not specified,
then a default mode table entry name specified during Verify for VTAM installation is used. The following table lists
terminal model keywords and their associated default and alternate virtual terminal screen sizes.

Model Keyword Default Size Alternate size

MOD2 24 X 80 24 X 80

MOD3 24 X 80 32 X 80

MOD4 24 X 80 43 x 80

MOD5 24 X 80 27 x 132
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The first screen size keyword encountered in a LOGON command specifies the default screen size. If a default screen
size is specified, it is used only when a session is started using a mode table entry that does not contain screen sizes, and
sizes are not forced by an online system.

The second screen size keyword encountered in a LOGON command specifies the alternate screen size. If an alternate
screen size is specified, it is used only when a session is started using a mode table entry that does not contain screen
sizes, and sizes are not forced by an online system.

If screen sizes are not specified and are not defined in the mode table used to start a session and are not forced by an
online system, then default sizes specified at an installation are used.

A terminal may be either a basic or extended 3270 data stream terminal. A basic data stream terminal has a single screen
buffer that is used to store screen data and coded basic field attributes. An extended data stream terminal has a screen
buffer that is used to store screen data and actual basic field attributes and has an extended attribute buffer that is used to
store extended data stream color and highlighting attributes and other information.

If a terminal type is not specified, a default type specified at an installation is used. If an online system sends a 3270 Read
Partition Query structured field to a terminal to determine device capabilities, the terminal type or screen sizes specified
influence the contents of the reply.

After using the LOGON command to start a session, the Verify for VTAM TYPE, INVITE, and DELAY commands are
used to key data into the virtual terminal used for a session, to send input to the online system, to receive online system
responses to input, and to receive messages initiated by an online system.

ISPF Session Panels explains how to use the LOGON command PANELDATA and USERMOD options to display an
image of a virtual terminal screen using an ISPF panel, and how to key data entered by the user into a virtual terminal
using the TYPE command USERMOD option.

At the completion of each Verify for VTAM session command, session information is returned to the issuing exec in REXX
variables. Refer to Verify for VTAM REXX Variables for a description of each session variable.

A session is ended by an online system when a logoff transaction is entered using a TYPE command, or may be ended
using a LOGOFF command. Sessions are terminated automatically if all execs in an address space end and leave
sessions active.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a LOGON command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for VTAM condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes LOGON command return codes and default REXX conditions
that may be raised for some Verify for VTAM conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Timed out waiting for port lock

LOGOFF 16 Session ended

ENDTRACE 20 HALT Trace abended (ie., SD37)

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error
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MONITOR

The MONITOR command instructs Verify for VTAM to monitor or to stop monitoring specified events and specifies
what to do when monitored events are detected. Detected events may be displayed at a terminal, written as REXX
SAY messages, or may passed to a user-written exec that may process the event as desired. MONITOR command
instructions apply to subsequent Verify for VTAM commands issued by any exec that runs in the REXX Language
Processor Environment in which the MONITOR command is issued, including execs that call or that are called by an exec
that issues a MONITOR command. A MONITOR command may instruct Verify for VTAM to monitor or to stop monitoring:

• Verify for VTAM commands issued by REXX execs
• online system responses or other messages received by Verify for VTAM session commands
• REXX variable values assigned or used by Verify for VTAM commands
• REXX conditions raised by Verify for VTAM commands to indicate Verify for VTAM conditions to an exec
• Verify for VTAM conditions returned to an exec as a return code

Examples:

" MONITOR SIGNALS "

" MONITOR SIGNALS CONDITIONS COMMANDS RESPONSES STORE DROP FETCH "

" MONITOR &REXXSYM &PTEMESS "

" MONITOR SIGNALS CONDITIONS COMMANDS RESPONSES VIAEXEC MONEXEC "

" MONITOR OFF "

Format:

MONITOR ( events )( &generic_symbols )( OFF )( VIASAY | VIATPUT | VIAEXEC monitor_exec )( NOTE &note | RECALL

 &note )

events
An optional list of keywords that name events to be monitored. When OFF is also specified monitoring is stopped
for the specified events. Event keywords are:

• SIGNALS monitors REXX HALT, ERROR or FAILURE conditions raised by Verify for VTAM commands to
indicate Verify for VTAM conditions to an exec.

• CONDITIONS monitors return codes returned to execs by Verify for VTAM commands to indicate Verify for
VTAM LOCKOUT, TIMEOUT, ENDQUEUE, LOGOFF, ENDTRACE, CANCEL or FAULT conditions.

• COMMANDS monitors the start of subsequent commands.
• RESPONSES monitors online system responses and other messages sent by an online system to a virtual

terminal, as well as session initiation and termination events, when they are received by Verify for VTAM
session commands. When RESPONSES are received, information is not displayed; instead a specified or
default monitor_exec is called to process the information. The distributed default monitor_exec, VTEMONX,
shown in The Distributed Monitor Exec displays commands and virtual terminal screen images using ISPF
display services or the REXX SAY instruction, depending on the REXX environment.

• STORE monitors changes to variables by Verify for VTAM commands or monitors changes to variable values
whose names begin with specified &generic_symbols.

• FETCH monitors uses of variables by Verify for VTAM commands or monitors uses of variables whose names
begin with specified &generic_symbols.

• DROP monitors variables dropped by Verify for VTAM commands or monitors dropped variables whose names
begin with specified &generic_symbols.

&generic_symbols
Monitors operations performed by Verify for VTAM commands on REXX variables whose names begin with
any specified generic_symbol, or stops monitoring when OFF is also specified. For example, MONITOR &PTE
&Q_VALUE, monitors Verify for VTAM operations on variables whose names begin with PTEor Q_VALUE.
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When STORE, FETCH and/or DROP are also specified, only the specified operations are detected, otherwise all
operations on variables whose names begin with specified &generic_symbols are detected.

OFF
Stops monitoring for specified events and/or &generic_symbols. If OFF is the only MONITORcommand option
specified, then all monitoring is stopped.

VIASAY
Causes messages to be sent to the REXX SAY destination when monitored events other than RESPONSES are
detected.

VIATPUT
Causes messages to be sent to the TSO terminal using TSO TPUT, when monitored events other than
RESPONSES are detected. In a non-TSO address space, VIATPUT sends messages to the REXX SAY
destination.

VIAEXEC monitor_exec
Specifies that a named exec, monitor_exec, is to be called when a monitored event is detected. The Monitor Exec
Interface documents arguments passed to a monitor_exec when it is called to process events and provides other
information about monitor execs.

NOTE &note
Saves the value of REXX variable note for subsequent recall by any exec that runs on the same port as the exec
that saved the &note.

RECALL &note
Returns a monitor note in REXX variable note that was saved by a MONITOR NOTE command issued by any
exec running on the same port as the exec that recalls the &note.

By default, Verify for VTAM commands are not monitored. While return codes, REXX conditions and information returned
in REXX variables informs an exec about errors or other Verify for VTAM conditions encountered by Verify for VTAM
commands, no information about Verify for VTAM conditions is automatically displayed or otherwise made available to the
user of an exec.

• A MONITOR command that specifies only SIGNALS may be used to display or SAY Verify for VTAM error messages
automatically.

• A MONITOR command that specifies RESPONSES may be added to a converted or user written exec that uses Verify
for VTAM session commands to automatically display the session while the exec is executing.

• MONITOR commands that specify other events and/or variables may be used to perform more extensive exec
debugging.

Because MONITOR commands apply to all execs that run in a REXX environment, general purpose execs that activate
monitoring and call other execs may be used to debug execs without modification to the exec being debugged. In
addition to debugging applications, the MONITOR command, monitor execs, other Verify for VTAM commands, and
ISPF commands may be used to monitor multi-session stress tests. More information about and examples of MONITOR
command applications may be found in Monitoring Execs and Sessions.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a MONITOR command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for VTAM condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes MONITOR command return codes and default REXX
conditions that may be raised for some Verify for VTAM conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed
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FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error

The Monitor Exec Interface

A monitor exec specified using the MONITOR command VIAEXEC option is called to process all monitored events
when they are detected. A default monitor exec is called to process online system responses when RESPONSES are
monitored, but a monitor exec has not been specified using the MONITOR command VIAEXEC option. When a monitor
exec is called to process an event, information about the event is passed to the monitor exec as CALL arguments. A
monitor exec may assign the argument values to REXX variables using a REXX ARG instruction that has commas coded
between specified variable names. The CALL arguments passed to a monitor exec are:

• The name of the REXX Environment in which the monitored event was detected, as specified by REXX parameters
when the environment was initialized, possibly z/OS, TSO/E or ISPF.

• The name of the REXX exec that issued the Verify for VTAM command that was being processed when the monitored
event was detected.

• The text of the Verify for VTAM command being executed when the monitored event was detected.
• One of the keywords, COMMAND, RESPONSE, STORE, FETCH, DROP or CC, that identifies the event to be

processed by the monitor exec.
• When argument 4 is STORE, FETCH or DROP, then argument 5 is the name of the REXX variable whose value was

stored, fetched or dropped.
• When argument 4 is CC, then argument 5 is one of REXX conditions HALT, ERROR or FAILURE, if a REXX condition

is being raised by a Verify for VTAM command, or is RC if a return code is being returned to an exec to indicate a
Verify for VTAM condition.

• When argument 4 is STORE or FETCH, then argument 6 is the value of the REXX variable that was stored or fetched.
• When argument 4 is CC, then argument 6 is one of the Verify for VTAM condition keywords, LOCKOUT, TIMEOUT,

ENDQUEUE, LOGOFF, ENDTRACE, CANCEL or FAULT, and indicates why a REXX condition is being raised or a
return code is being returned to an exec.

• When argument 4 is CC, argument 7 is a Verify for VTAM message that further documents why a REXX condition is
being raised or a return code is being returned to an exec.

Prior to calling a monitor exec, active monitoring is turned off, and monitoring is restored when a monitor exec returns.
A monitor exec may issue an ACCESS LASTPORT command to determine the port being accessed by the exec when
the monitored event was detected, may issue a QUERY SESSION command to fetch a copy of all Verify for VTAM
defined session variables, or may issue any other Verify for VTAM command including the MONITOR command. Monitor
execs may also ADDRESS other command processors and use other commands that are valid in the REXX Language
Processor Environment.

MONITOR NOTE and MONITOR RECALL functions are intended for use by monitor execs and other execs that control
monitor functions and monitor execs. An exec that issues a MONITOR command that specifies a user-written monitor
exec may pass information to the monitor exec using a monitor note. A monitor exec may recall information noted by
another exec or may recall, update and note session statistics or other information needed when the monitor exec
is called to process subsequent events. While there are no restrictions regarding the use of the MONITOR NOTE or
RECALL functions, it is recommended that the functions be used only by monitor execs or execs that communicate or
cooperate with monitor execs, to avoid conflicting use of notes if monitor execs are used to monitor other execs.

The Distributed Monitor Exec

If a MONITOR command specifies RESPONSES, but does not specify VIAEXEC, a default monitor exec specified in
Verify for VTAM system options is called when subsequent online system responses or other outbound session events are
processed by Verify for VTAM session commands.

A distributed monitor exec, VTEMONX, is designed to be used as a default monitor exec. When called to process
detected RESPONSE events, VTEMONX displays Verify for VTAM session commands and virtual terminal screen images
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using ISPF display and pop-up services, when called in an ISPF REXX Language Processor Environment, or using the
REXX SAY instruction, when called in a TSO or other REXX Language Processor Environment.

VTEMONX is distributed in the Verify for VTAM CATJEXEC library. ISPF panels used by VTEMONX, VTEPXMDT and
VTEPXMW2, are distributed in the Verify for VTAM CATJPENU library.

VTEMONX should not be specified as a MONITOR command VIAEXEC. If called to process an event other than a
RESPONSE event, VTEMONX ignores the event and returns. Monitored events other than RESPONSE events are
displayed automatically if a VIAEXEC is not specified. However, a user-written monitor exec that processes other events
may call VTEMONX to process RESPONSE events provided that it passes all arguments passed to it by Verify for VTAM.

POST

The POST command replaces the entire queue anchored to the port being accessed by an exec, with a single queue
entry that contains specified argument values. If a PULL command issued by an exec running on another port is waiting
for data to be stored in the queue, then the oldest waiting PULL command is resumed when the queue entry is posted.

Examples:

" POST 'saymsg' &PTEMESS "

" POST &item1 &item2 &item3 "

Format:

 POST (arg1 . . . arg20)

arg1 through arg20
(Optional) Argument which specifies up to 20 values, either literal values contained in single or double quotes, or
REXX variables, coded with a leading ampersand, that contain argument values to be stored in the posted queue
entry. A null queue entry is posted if no arguments are specified.

If the POST command is used to post updated information and QUERY QUEUE commands are used to examine the
information, a queue becomes a bulletin board that may be used to provide current information to any number of other
execs. QUEUE and PULL commands may be used to process queue entries in the order that they were queued. PUSH
and PULL commands may be used to process the most recently queued entry first.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a POST command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for VTAM condition encountered while
executing the command.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Times out waiting for port lock

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 34 HALT Invalid command or system
error

PULL

The PULL command assigns argument values fetched from the top entry of the queue anchored to the port being
accessed by an exec when the command is issued, to variables specified by the PULL command.
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Example:

" PULL &var1 &var2 &var3 "

Format:

 PULL (&variable1 . . . &variable20)

&variable1 through &variable20
The names of up to 20 variables, coded with a leading ampersand, to which pulled argument values may be
assigned.

Argument values stored in the pulled queue entry by a QUEUE, PUSH, or POST command are returned in the
corresponding variables specified by a PULL command.

If the number of variables specified exceeds the number of argument values in the pulled queue entry, then a zero-length
value is assigned to excess variables. If the number of argument values in a pulled queue entry exceeds the number of
variables specified by the PULL command, then excess argument values are discarded.

A Verify for VTAM WAIT command that specifies ON PULL may be issued to specify a time interval that subsequent PULL
commands are to wait for data to be queued in the event that an accessed queue is empty when a PULL command is
issued. A PULL completes normally if queued data is immediately available or if data is queued within a specified time
interval. If an accessed queue is empty and a WAIT interval was not specified or a specified interval expires before data is
queued, the PULL command completes with return code 12 to indicate the Verify for VTAM ENDQUEUE condition.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a PULL command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for VTAM condition encountered while
executing the command. The following table describes PULL command return codes and default REXX conditions that
may be raised for some Verify for VTAM conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Times out waiting for port lock

ENDQUEUE 12 Data queue was empty

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 34 HALT Invalid command or system
error

PUSH

The PUSH command adds an entry to the top of the queue anchored to the port being accessed by an exec when the
command is issued, that contains specified argument values. If a PULL command issued by an exec running on another
port, is waiting for data to be stored in the queue, then the oldest waiting PULL command is resumed when an entry is
queued by a PUSH command.

Examples:

" PUSH 'INQUIRE' &ACCOUNT  "

" PUSH &item1 &item2 &item3 "
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Format:

PUSH (arg1 . . . arg20)

arg1 through arg20
(Optional) Argument which specifies up to 20 values, either literal values contained in single or double quotes, or
REXX variables, coded with a leading ampersand, that contain argument values to be stored in the queue entry. A
null entry is queued if no arguments are specified.

When the PUSH command is used to queue data and the PULL command is used to process it, the most recently queued
entries are processed first. QUEUE and PULL commands may be used to process queue entries in the order that they
were queued. A queue may also be used as a bulletin board to post current information that may be examined to any
number of other execs using the POST and QUERY QUEUE commands.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a PUSH command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for VTAM condition encountered while
executing the command. The following table describes PUSH command return codes and default REXX conditions that
may be raised for some Verify for VTAM conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Times out waiting for port lock

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 34 HALT Invalid command or system
error

QUERY

The QUERY command returns requested information about Verify for VTAM resources in REXX variables. The QUERY
command may be used to:

• Obtain information about the Verify for VTAM session, session trace, data queue or exec task on the port being
accessed by the interrogating exec.

• Obtain a list of ports that have active Verify for VTAM sessions, active session traces, queued data, or active REXX
exec tasks.

Examples:

" QUERY session         "   

" QUERY sessions        "   

" QUERY queue &var1 &var2 &var3 "

Format:

QUERY

    ( QUEUE (&variable1 . . . &variable20) | QUEUES | SESSION ( LOGONDATA |

   BASICDATA | EXTDSDATA |

   PANELDATA | IMAGEDATA ) | SESSIONS | TASK | TASKS |

  TRACE | TRACES )
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QUEUE, QUEUES, SESSION, SESSIONS, TASK, TASKS, TRACE and TRACES
Keywords that identify the Verify for VTAM resource or resources about which information is to be returned.

&variable1 . . . &variable20
Can be specified when a QUEUE is queried, they are the names of up to 20 REXX variables, coded with a
leading ampersand, to which the queried argument values are to be assigned.

LOGONDATA, BASICDATA, EXTDSDATA, PANELDATA and IMAGEDATA
Keywords that may be specified when a SESSION is queried to specify the format of the virtual terminal display
buffers returned in variables PTEBUFF and PTEEAB.

When QUEUES, SESSIONS, TASKS or TRACES is specified, NOQUEUES, NOSESSIONS, NOTASKS or NOTRACES
is returned in variable, PTEINFO, if the queried resource does not exist on any Verify for VTAM port. Otherwise QUEUES,
SESSIONS, TASKS, or TRACES is returned in PTEINFO and a list of the ports on which the queried resource exists is
returned in PTEPORTS. For example:

• If only the queues on ports 1, 2, and 6 contain data, the command, query queues, returns QUEUES in PTEINFO and
returns 1 2 6 in PTEPORTS.

• If all queues are empty, NOQUEUES is returned in PTEINFO.
• Query tasks, never returns NOTASKS in PTEINFO, because at least the exec that issued the QUERY command is

active on a port.

When QUEUE, SESSION, TASK or TRACE is specified, NOQUEUE, NOSESSION, NOTASK or NOTRACE is returned
in PTEINFO, if the queried resource is not active on the port being accessed by the exec when the QUERY command is
issued. Otherwise QUEUE, SESSION, TASK or TRACE is returned in PTEINFO.

When a QUERY QUEUE command specifies one or more variables, &variable1 through &variable20, and the accessed
queue contains data, then values obtained from the top entry in the queue are returned in corresponding variables
specified by the QUERY command. If the number of variables specified exceeds the number of values in the top queue
entry, a zero-length value is returned in excess variables. The QUERY QUEUE command works like the PULL command,
except that the QUERY command does not remove data from a queue.

A QUERY SESSION command returns the same information in session variables that is returned by all Verify for VTAM
session commands, and drops session variables if a session is not active on the accessed port. However, a QUERY
SESSION command may specify one of the keywords, LOGONDATA, BASICDATA, EXTDSDATA, PANELDATA or
IMAGEDATA, to override the format of the virtual terminal display buffers returned by the QUERY command in PTEBUFF
and PTEEAB. By default or when LOGONDATA is specified, buffer data is returned using the format specified by the
LOGON command that started the queried session. Refer to LOGON for a description of the format of the buffer data
returned when other optional format keywords are specified. Refer to Verify for VTAM REXX Variables for a description of
all session variables.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a QUERY command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for VTAM condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes QUERY command return codes and default REXX conditions
that may be raised for some Verify for VTAM conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Times out waiting for port lock

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 34 HALT Invalid command or system
error
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QUEUE

The QUEUE command adds an entry to the bottom of the queue anchored to the port being accessed by an exec when
the command is issued, that contains specified argument values. If a PULL command issued by an exec running on
another port is waiting for data to be stored in the queue, then the oldest waiting PULL command is resumed when the
queue entry is added.

Examples:

" QUEUE 'INQUIRE' &ACCOUNT  "

" QUEUE &item1 &item2 &item3 "

Format:

QUEUE (arg1 . . . arg20)

arg1 through arg20
(Optional) Arguments which specify up to 20 values, either literal values contained in single or double quotes or
REXX variables, coded with a leading ampersand, that contain argument values to be stored in the queue entry. A
null entry is queued if no arguments are specified.

When the QUEUE command is used to queue data and the PULL command is used to process it, queue entries are
processed in the order they were queued. PUSH and PULL commands may be used to to process the most recently
queued entry first. A queue may also be used as a bulletin board to post current information that may be examined to any
number of other execs using the POST and QUERY QUEUE commands.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a QUEUE command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for VTAM condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes QUEUE command return codes and default REXX conditions
that may be raised for some Verify for VTAM conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Times out waiting for port lock

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 34 HALT Invalid command or system
error

SIGNAL

The SIGNAL command instructs subsequent Verify for VTAM commands to signal the occurrence of a specified Verify
for VTAM condition by raising a REXX ERROR, FAILURE or HALT condition, or to raise no REXX condition if a specified
Verify for VTAM condition is encountered.

Examples:

"     SIGNAL OFF ON ENDTRACE  " 

"     SIGNAL ERROR ON LOGOFF  " 

Format:
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SIGNAL REXX-cond ON Verify-cond

REXX-cond is one of the keywords, ERROR, FAILURE, HALT or OFF.

• ERROR, FAILURE or HALT specify the REXX condition to be raised if the specified Verify-cond occurs, and are also
the REXX condition keywords used in a REXX SIGNAL or CALL instruction to trap the Verify for VTAM-cond.

• OFF specifies that no REXX condition is to be raised if the specified Verify-cond occurs.

ON is required and identifies the Verify-cond that follows.

Verify-cond is one of the Verify for VTAM condition keywords, LOCKOUT, TIMEOUT, ENDQUEUE, LOGOFF,
ENDTRACE, CANCEL or FAULT.

All unusual events and errors that can be detected by Verify for VTAM commands are categorized into named groups
called Verify conditions. Each Verify condition is associated with a unique return code that is returned in the REXX RC
variable when a Verify condition is detected. The following table is a summary of all possible Verify condition and return
codes and default REXX conditions raised for some Verify for VTAM conditions.

The Verify for VTAM SIGNAL command is designed for use with REXX SIGNAL and CALL instructions to trap Verify for
VTAM conditions using REXX condition traps, or may be used to avoid REXX conditions that are raised by default for
some Verify for VTAM conditions.

For example, instead of checking the return code following each Verify for VTAM session command to detect and process
an unexpected session failure, a Verify for VTAM SIGNAL command and a REXX SIGNAL instruction may be used to
detect and process an unexpected session failure.

If a session is traced, but a trace failure is not a big enough problem to interrupt an exec, the SIGNAL command may be
used to override the REXX HALT condition that is raised by default when a Verify for VTAM ENDTRACE condition occurs.

"  SIGNAL OFF ON ENDTRACE 

"

"

  trace

  to tracedd

"

"

  SIGNAL ERROR ON LOGOFF 

"

  signal ON ERROR name ended

"

  logon

  cics

"

   say 'session ended:' PTEMESS

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Timed out waiting for port lock

TIMEOUT 8 Timed out waiting for response

ENDQUEUE 12 Data queue was empty

LOGOFF 16 Session ended

ENDTRACE 20 HALT Trace abended
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CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 34 HALT Invalid command or system
error

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a SIGNAL command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for VTAM condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table defines the Verify for VTAM conditions, return codes and default REXX
conditions that may be raised by the SIGNAL command.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 34 HALT Invalid command or system
error

TRACE

The TRACE command starts a Verify for VTAM session trace on the port being accessed by an exec when the command
is issued. While a session trace is active, Verify for VTAM writes the current image of a virtual terminal screen image to a
trace data set whenever a TYPE command sends data to an online system and when an online system sends a response
or other message to the virtual terminal being used for a session.

Examples:

" TRACE to tracedd image freekb  "

" TRACE 'change caption to this' "

" TRACE to &ddname format pack "

Format:

TRACE TO ddname 

( FORMAT | IMAGE | UPPERCASE ) 

( DELAYS | DELAYSOFF ) 

( LOGONS | LOGONSOFF ) 

( CHAINS | FREEKB ) 

( PACK   | NOPACK )|

( caption )

TO ddname
Specifies the DD name to be opened to capture screen images when Verify for VTAM session commands are
used to send and receive data using the session anchored to the same port as the session trace.

FORMAT
(Optional) Keyword which specifies that traced screen images are to contain all screen data.

IMAGE
(Optional) Keyword which specifies that traced screen images are to be edited, to convert attributes and other
non-display data to blanks and graphic escape characters to dashes, producing screen images similar to screen
images visible to users of the system.
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UPPERCASE
(Optional) Keyword which specifies that traced screen images are to be edited and converted to all upper case
characters.

DELAYS
Specifies that user think time is to be captured as DELAY statements in the trace data set. DELAYSOFF specifies
that no DELAY statements are to be created.

LOGONS
Specifies that LOGON statements are to be captured when a session is started. LOGONSOFF specifies that no
LOGON statements are to be created.

CHAINS
Specifies that all outbound screen images are to be traced. FREEKB specifies that outbound screens images are
to be captured only when an outbound message frees the terminal keyboard.

PACK
Specifies that traced session data is to be written using the ISPF packed data format. NOPACK specifies that
traced screen images are to be written as unpacked, fixed-length records.

caption
a literal value that is to be used as the caption of subsequently traced screen images, and may be specified when
a trace is started or at any time while a trace is active. A caption must be enclosed in either single or double
quotes.

Default values for all optional parameters are controlled by Verify for VTAM system options.

The TRACE command starts or modifies the trace on the port that is being accessed TRACE command is issued.

A trace may be started or ended before, during and after a session is started or ended to capture any portion of a session.

A trace is ended using the ENDTRACE command or is ended automatically when all execs in an address space have
ended.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a TRACE command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for VTAM condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes TRACE command return codes and default REXX conditions
that may be raised for some Verify for VTAM conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Times out waiting for port lock

ENDTRACE 20 HALT Trace abended (ie., SD37)

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 34 HALT Invalid command or system
error

TYPE

The TYPE command operates a virtual terminal by pressing keys on a virtual terminal keyboard that perform the same
functions as the keys on a real terminal keyboard. For example, a tab key moves the cursor to the next modifiable field.
When a data key is pressed, each character of the data is keyed in at the current cursor position, the modified data tag
is turned on in the attribute that controls the field, and the cursor advances one position or skips to the next field if the
position is a skip attribute.
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A TYPE command uses the keyboard of the virtual terminal that is anchored to the Verify for VTAM port being accessed
by an exec when a TYPE command is issued, to position the cursor, to type literal, variable and other data values, to
erase fields, to send data to an online system, and to perform other keyboard operations specified by the command. The
keyboard operations specified by a TYPE command are performed in the order in which they are coded.

Examples:

" TYPE home erase 'cemt set'  "," ' da(&dd) open ena' enter "

" TYPE clear  "

" TYPE <2 15> 'inq'  "

" TYPE <4 15> 'smith' enter "

" TYPE <&row &col> &data1  "" TYPE <4 15> &data2 enter "

" TYPE home tab &account "," tab &order pf2 "

" TYPE usermod <&cursor> "pfkey

Format:

TYPE ( <row column> )

     ( <position> )

     ( HOME TAB BACKTAB NEWLINE )

     ( 'literal-data' )

     ( "literal-data" )

     ( &variable-data )

     ( ERASE )

     ( SELECT | DESELECT )

     ( TOKEN token )

     ( CODE code )

     ( USERMOD )

     ( ENTER | PF1-24 | PA1-3 |

     PEN | CLEAR | ATTN |AID &aid-variable )

     TYPE

<row column>
Moves the cursor to the specified virtual terminal screen row and column. A row or column may be a row or
column number or the name of a REXX variable, coded with a leading ampersand, whose value is a row or
column number.

<position>
Moves the cursor to the specified virtual terminal screen position, where position = (row - 1) * PTECOLS +
column. position may be a number or the name of a REXX variable, coded with a leading ampersand, whose
value is a screen position.

HOME, TAB, BACKTAB and NEWLINE
Move the cursor to the first modifiable screen field, to the field that follows or precedes the current cursor location,
or to the first modifiable screen position that follows the current cursor row.

literal-data,
Types the indicated data, which must be enclosed in single or double quotes.

&variable-data
Types the data contained in a named REXX variable, coded with a leading ampersand.

ERASE
Erases the remainder of the modifiable screen field, beginning at the current cursor position.
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SELECT and DESELECT
Keywords select or deselect the pen detectable selection or attention field at the current cursor location. The
operations simulate operations performed by a 3270 light pen or cursor select key, with the following exceptions:

• SELECT selects a pen selectable field even if the field is already selected,
• DESELECT deselects a pen selectable field even if the field is already deselected,
• If a pen attention field with a null designator is selected, a PEN keyword must be coded as the last TYPE

command keystroke to send the pen aid and data.
• If a pen attention field with an ampersand designator (a simulated ENTER key) is selected, an ENTER

keyword must be coded as the last TYPE command keystroke to send the data.

TOKEN
Identifies a Verify for VTAM password token, which follows the TOKEN keyword. token may be a literal value or a
REXX variable coded with a leading ampersand, that contains a token (for example, &token). A token represents
a password that is encrypted as described in Token Security. A token:

• is used to secure password data while Token Security is active;
• is converted to another form if Token Security is not active;
• may not be typed into a display field;
• is hidden in memory when it is typed;
• is not returned in PTEBUFF;
• can be decrypted only when used by its owner;
• is decrypted only when it is sent to an online system; and
• replaces password data when a session is traced.

CODE
Identifies a Verify for VTAM password code, which follows the CODE keyword. code may be a literal value or
a REXX variable, coded with a leading ampersand, that contains a code (for example, &code). A code is a
password or other data that is encoded as described in Code Security. A code:

• is used to secure encodable passwords while Code Security is active;
• is converted to another form if Code Security is not active;
• may not be typed into a display field;
• can be decoded correctly only when used by its owner;
• is decoded when it is typed into a non-display field; and
• replaces encodable passwords when a session is traced;

USERMOD
Fetches data from fields of the virtual terminal display buffer in REXX variable, PTEBUFF, whose attribute values
match a USERMOD value specified by the LOGON command that started a session, and rekeys the data into
corresponding fields of the session's virtual terminal display buffer.

• A fully functional image of a virtual terminal screen may be displayed at a real terminal following any
successful Verify for VTAM session command, by simply displaying an ISPF panel that defines a dynamic area
named PTEBUFF and attributes defined by the Verify for VTAM LOGON command PANELDATA option.

• When a LOGON command used to start a Verify for VTAM session and an ISPF panel used to display the
session specify the same USERMOD value, all data entered by a terminal user while a virtual terminal screen
image is displayed may be rekeyed into the session's virtual terminal display buffer by issuing a single TYPE
command that specifies USERMOD.

• A REXX exec illustrated in ISPF Session Panels uses Verify for VTAM session commands and an ISPF panel
to start and manage interactive sessions with other online systems while using any ISPF application.

ENTER, PF1-24, PA1-3, PEN, CLEAR and ATTN
Keywords send data to an online system that is formatted like the data sent when a like-named key is pressed on
a real terminal keyboard. The AID keyword identifies a variable that follows, &aid, which contains the name of the
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key to be pressed to send data. Virtual terminal keys that send data may be coded as the last TYPE command
keystroke only.

A TYPE command that does not specify a key that sends data to an online system completes when the last specified
keyboard operation has been performed.

When a key that sends data is pressed, the virtual terminal keyboard is locked and data identical to the data sent by a real
terminal is sent to the online system. After sending data, the TYPE command normally waits for and receives response
messages from the online system, until a message is received that frees the terminal keyboard, before returning to the
exec that issued the command.

The HANDLE command may be issued to instruct the TYPE command to return immediately after sending data or to
return after receiving any message even if the message does not free the keyboard. A TYPE command completes with a
TIMEOUT condition if a response is not received within a time limit specified by a previous WAIT command.

The TYPE command returns updated information in session variables, as documented in Verify for VTAM REXX
Variables.

Conditions and Return Codes

At the completion of a TYPE command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for VTAM condition encountered while
executing the command. The following table describes TYPE command return codes and default REXX conditions that
may be raised for some Verify for VTAM conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Times out waiting for port lock

TIMEOUT 8 Timed out waiting for response

LOGOFF 16 Session ended

ENDTRACE 20 HALT Trace abended (ie., SD37)

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 34 HALT Invalid command or system
error

UNLOCK

The UNLOCK command unlocks the port being accessed by an exec when the command is issued. A port may be
unlocked only by an exec that is running on the same port as the exec that issued the LOCK or ACCESS command that
locked the port.

If another exec task was delayed because it attempted to use resources anchored to the port being unlocked, the exec
task is resumed when the port is unlocked.

Example:

" UNLOCK "

Format:

UNLOCK

Conditions and Return Codes
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At the completion of an UNLOCK command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for VTAM condition encountered
while executing the command. The following table describes UNLOCK command return codes and default REXX
conditions that may be raised for some Verify for VTAM conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

LOCKOUT 4 Timed out waiting for port lock

TIMEOUT 8 Time out waiting for response

LOGOFF 16 Session ended

ENDTRACE 20 HALT Trace abended

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error

WAIT

The WAIT command waits for a specified period of time to elapse, or limits the amount of time that subsequent Verify for
VTAM commands wait for online system responses, data to be queued, or locks.

Examples:

" WAIT &mssth "

" WAIT  50000 on response "

" WAIT  forever on pull "

Format:

WAIT hhmmssth | FOREVER

( ON event )

Descriptions

hhmmssth is a time interval, expressed in hours (hh), minutes (mm), seconds (ss) and tenths and hundredths of seconds
(th), or the keyword, FOREVER. FOREVER is valid only when ON event is specified.

ON event is optional. If not specified, the WAIT command simply waits for the specified interval to elapse. ON indicates
that the time limit applies only when waiting for a named event to complete.

• ON LOCK limits the amount of time that Verify for VTAM commands will wait for a resource lock, or the time that the
LOCK command will wait for a port lock.

• ON PULL limits the amount of time that the Verify for VTAM PULL command will wait for data when a PULL command
is issued while the accessed data queue is empty.

• ON RESPONSE limits the amount of time that a Verify for VTAM session command will wait for a required online
system response to a virtual terminal input.

Conditions and Return Codes
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At the completion of a WAIT command, the REXX variable RC indicates any Verify for VTAM condition encountered while
executing the command. The following table describes WAIT command return codes and default REXX conditions that
may be raised for some Verify for VTAM conditions.

Conditions RC Default Signal Reason for Condition

0 Command completed
successfully

CANCEL 24 HALT CANCEL command processed

FAULT 64 HALT Invalid command or system
error

REXX Variables (VTAM)
This section documents special variables defined by Verify for VTAM to provide information to a REXX exec.

Verify for VTAM REXX Variables

Verify for VTAM commands return specific information to execs in Verify for VTAM defined REXX variables.

• All Verify for VTAM defined REXX variable names begin with the characters PTE. Execs that use Verify for VTAM
commands for REXX should not create REXX variables that begin with PTE. Observing this convention ensures that
there will be no conflict between user defined variables and current or future Verify for VTAM defined variables.

• PTEPORT, PTEAPORT, PTEPORTS, PTEINFO and PTEMESS are used to return unique information and are always
returned using the defined simple variable names.

• All other Verify for VTAM defined variables are session variables, used by session commands to return information
about a session on a Verify for VTAM port accessed by an exec. If an exec accesses sessions on more than one port,
session information is not unique. Session information is returned to an exec using either simple or compound session
variable names that are unique for each session accessed by an exec.

• All variable names defined below are simple variable names. Session commands return information using simple
session variable names by default or when an exec accesses the session on the exec's port by issuing an ACCESS
command that instructs session commands to return information using simple session variable names.

• Compound session variable names have a REXX stem that is a defined simple session variable name and a tail that is
a session's port number. For example, PTEBUFF.2 is a compound session variable name that may be used by session
commands to return the session information defined for PTEBUFF when an exec accesses the session on port 2.
Session commands return information using compound session variable names when an exec accesses a session on
any port, including the session on the exec's port, by issuing an ACCESS command that instructs session commands
to return information using compound session variable names.

• Session commands return session variables if a session is active on the accessed port at the completion of the
session command. Session commands drop all session variables except PTERSENS if a session is not active on the
accessed port at the completion of the command. The value of a dropped variable symbol is the value of the symbol
itself.

• PTEALARM
When a message is received from an online system, PTEALARM is set to YES if the message sounded the terminal
alarm, or is set to NO if the message did not sound the terminal alarm.

• PTEAPORT
Every ACCESS command sets PTEAPORT to the number of the port being accessed by the exec. ACCESS
EXECPORT or ACCESS * accesses the port on which an exec is executing. ACCESS NEWPORT or an ACCESS
command that specifies no operands assigns and accesses a previously unused port. ACCESS FREEPORT accesses
a port that may have been previously used, but is not currently being used, or accesses a previously unused port. An
ACCESS command may specify the number of the port to be accessed.

• PTEASIZ
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When a session is started, PTEASIZ is set to one of the values 24X80, 32X80, 43X80or 27X132, and indicates the
alternate screen size established for the session.

• PTEBUFF
PTEBUFF is a copy of the virtual terminal display buffer used for a Verify for VTAM session. The size of the buffer, in
rows and columns, is indicated by the session variables PTEROWS and PTECOLS. Screen rows are arranged serially
in PTEBUFF, so that when PTECOLS is 80, screen row 2 begins at position 81 in PTEBUFF.
The format of the data and attributes stored in PTEBUFF may be specified by a QUERY SESSION command. In any
other case, the format of PTEBUFF is determined by the BASICDATA, EXTDSDATA, PANELDATA, IMAGEDATA or
ATTRIBUTES options specified by the LOGON command that started the session.

• PTECC
A chain is a complete message sent from or to a terminal. PTECC is a count of the outbound chains received at a
virtual terminal during the execution of the previous Verify for VTAM session command. PTECC is set to 0 (zero) if no
message is received during the execution of an INVITE or DELAY command.

• PTECOL
A virtual terminal cursor works like a real terminal cursor. An online system may send orders that move the cursor to
any display position. The TYPE command moves the cursor while keying data into a virtual terminal display, when
tab or other keys are used, and moves the cursor to any specified display position. At the completion of any Verify for
VTAM session command, PTEROW and PTECOL identify the current cursor row and column in the virtual terminal
display buffer.

• PTECOLS
PTECOLS contains the current number of virtual terminal screen columns. The possible values of PTECOLS are fixed
when default and alternate screen sizes are established during session initiation. The current value of PTECOLS
at any point in time is controlled by the online system using 3270 ERASE-WRITE or ERASE-WRITE-ALTERNATE
commands.

• PTECSRP
During the execution of a TYPE command, the cursor is advanced as data is keyed into a virtual terminal screen.
When an online system sends a terminal message, the message may reposition the cursor. Whenever the cursor is
repositioned, PTECSRP is set to the position of the cursor within PTEBUFF. When the cursor is at row 1, column 1,
PTECSRP is 1. When the cursor is at row 2, column 1 of an 80-column screen, PTECSRP is 81.

• PTEDSIZ
When a session is started, PTEDSIZ is set to one of the values 24X80, 32X80, 43X80or 27X132, and indicates the
default screen size established for the session.

• PTEEAB
PTEEAB is an image of a virtual terminal Extended Attribute Buffer used to store 3270 extended attribute data that
correspond to the field attributes and data stored in PTEBUFF. Refer to 3270 Attribute Values for a description of the
data contained in an extended attribute buffer.
When session variables are returned by a QUERY SESSION command, PTEEAB is returned if EXTDSDATA is
specified, and is not returned if BASICDATA, PANELDATA or IMAGEDATA are specified. In any other case, when
session variables are returned by a session command, PTEEAB is returned if the LOGON command that started
the session specified EXTDSDATA or if the LOGON command started an EXTDS session and did not specify
BASICDATA, PANELDATA or IMAGEDATA.

• PTEINFO
If the QUERY command determines that a named Verify for VTAM resource is active, the resource name is returned in
PTEINFO. If the QUERY command determines that a named Verify for VTAM resource is not active, the concatenation
of NO and the resource name is returned in PTEINFO. For example, if the command QUERY SESSIONS finds a
session active on any Verify for VTAM port, SESSIONS is returned in PTEINFO, otherwise, NOSESSIONS is returned
in PTEINFO.

• PTEKB
PTEKB is the state of a virtual terminal keyboard and is one of the following values:
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– BUSY means that data has been typed but not entered and that additional data may be typed.
– FREE means that data may be typed, but no data has been typed since the keyboard was freed.
– INHIBITED means that a session is timed out, outbound or in another state that does not permit data to be typed,

but a TYPE ATTN command is permitted.
– LOCKED means that a session has timed out in a state that does not permit the use of the TYPE statement.

NOTE
Keyboard state names that have lower alphabetic values are "more free" and names with higher values
are locked tighter. Data may be typed when PTEKB is LE "FREE", but may not be typed when PTEKB is
GE "INHIBITED".

• PTELUDS
When a session is started, PTELUDS is set to one of the values BASICDS or EXTDS, and indicates the 3270 data
stream level supported by the virtual terminal used for the session.

• PTEMESS
An error or information message may be stored in PTEMESS during the execution of any Verify for VTAM command.
Selected messages are sent to the terminal or to another message destination automatically, if a MONITOR command
has been issued that specified SIGNALS, CONDITIONS or the PTEMESS variable name.

• PTEPLU
When a session is started with any Primary Logical Unit (PLU), the network name of the online system is stored in
PTEPLU. While most sessions are started by the LOGON command, sessions may also be started while executing
any session command, if an online system passes the PLU end of a session to another PLU. All session commands
store the name of the current PLU in PTEPLU if a session is passed to another PLU.

• PTEPORT
All ACCESS commands store the number of the port on which an exec is executing in PTEPORT.

• PTEPORTS
A QUERY command may specify one of the keywords, SESSIONS, TRACES, TASKS or QUEUES, to obtain a list of
the ports on which the named Verify for VTAM resource exists. For example, an exec may issue a QUERY SESSIONS
command to set PTEPORTS to a list of port numbers on which Verify for VTAM sessions are active. If sessions are
active on ports 3, 4, and 7, the value 3 4 7 is stored in PTEPORTS.

• PTEROW
A virtual terminal cursor works like a real terminal cursor. An online system may send orders that move the cursor to
any display position. The TYPE command moves the cursor while keying data into a virtual terminal display, when
tab or other keys are used, and moves the cursor to any specified display position. At the completion of any Verify for
VTAM session command, PTEROW and PTECOL identify the current cursor row and column in the virtual terminal
display buffer.

• PTEROWS
PTEROWS is the current number of virtual terminal screen rows. The possible values of PTEROWS are fixed when
default and alternate screen sizes are established during session initiation. The current value of PTEROWS at
any point in time is controlled by the online system using 3270 ERASE-WRITE and ERASE-WRITE-ALTERNATE
commands.

• PTERSENS
If VTAM is unable to start a session requested by a LOGON command, or if an active session fails, or if data sent to
an online system is rejected during the execution of a Verify for VTAM session command, the eight character sense
code received from VTAM or the online system is stored in PTERSENS. Sense codes are defined by SNA and indicate
the cause of a session failure or other negative response. If a LOGON fails, or a session fails unexpectedly, an exec
may analyze the contents of PTERSENS to determine the cause. For example, 08570002 means the PLU is not
active and 087D0001 indicates a session services path error, possibly resulting from an attempt to start a session
with an undefined PLU. Unlike other session variables, PTERSENS is not dropped at the end of a session. General
information on sense codes can be found in SNA Sense Codes.

• PTERTIME
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When a message is received from an online system, response time is calculated by subtracting the time of the
previous terminal input from the time the message is received, and the calculated response time, expressed in
hundredths of a second, is stored in PTERTIME.

• PTESENSE
When Verify for VTAM sends a negative response to a message received from an online system, the four-character
SNA sense code sent with the negative response is stored in PTESENSE. The sense code indicates the reason that
the online system request was rejected. If a negative response is not sent during the execution of a Verify for VTAM
session command, the value '0000' is stored in PTESENSE. General information on sense codes can be found in SNA
Sense Codes.

• PTESIZE
When a Verify for VTAM session is started or when a 3270 ERASE-WRITE command is received from an online
system, the default screen size, calculated as the default screen size rows times the default screen size columns, is
stored in PTESIZE. When a 3270 ERASE-WRITE-ALTERNATE command is received, the alternate screen size is
calculated as the alternate screen size rows times the alternate screen size columns, is stored in PTESIZE.

• PTESLU
When a session is started by a LOGON command, the name of the VTAM APPL used as a Verify for VTAM virtual
terminal is stored in PTESLU. SLU is an acronym for Secondary Logical Unit. The name is either a name supplied by
the exec, or is an assigned name, if a name was not supplied by the exec.

• PTESTATE
PTESTATE is a name that describes the state of a Verify for VTAM session. PTESTATE may be any state name
described in Verify for VTAM Logical Unit States, except OFFLINE. When a session ends, instead of storing the value
OFFLINE, PTESTATE is dropped.

• PTETTIME
When a TYPE command is used to send terminal input to an online system, think time is calculated by subtracting the
time at which the previous message was received from the online system from the time of the terminal input, and the
calculated think time, expressed in hundredths of a second, is stored in PTETTIME.

Installation Verification Procedure and Demo Session (VTAM)
When you complete this session, you will understand how to use Verify for VTAM to test application program changes.

The session uses a demonstration program that is distributed and automatically installed with Verify for VTAM.

Here's what you will do:

1. First, you will log the input and output screens associated with the demo program to create a test stream.
2. Next, you will change the demo program, deliberately creating an error.
3. Then you will run the logged test stream. Verify for VTAM will detect the error in the demo program when it compares

the logged output screens with the output screens produced during the run.
4. Next, you will correct the demo program.
5. Finally, you will retest the corrected program with Verify for VTAM.

To simplify the demo session, you do not actually have to change the demo program. Instead, three versions of the demo
program exist:

Version of Demo Description
DEMO OLD The original version before any changes
DEMO BUG The changed version with the error
DEMO NEW The corrected version

The demo program is a Customer Maintenance Program. You will perform a simple inquiry to list information for a
customer.
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Note: The defaults at your installation may differ from the delivered defaults, so some of your menus may differ slightly
from the menus presented here. These differences won't affect your use of the demo session.

Invoking Verify for VTAM
Action:

Type verify on the USS menu or on the menu from your routing application and press Enter.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Signon menu or the Primary Options Menu, depending on your installation's options.

                                      CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                          

                                     CCCCCCCCCCCCCCC                           

                                    CCCC                                       

                                   CCCC     AAAAAAAAAA                          

                                   CCCC    AAAAAAAAAAA                       

                                   CCCC   AAAA    AAAA                          

                                   CCCC  AAAA     AAAA                          

                                    CCC AAAA      AAAA                          

                                     C AAAACCCCCCCCCCC                          

                                      AAAACCCCCCCCCCCC                          

                                     AAAA         AAAA                          

                                    AAAA          AAAA                          

                                   AAAA           AAAA                          

                                                                          

                                C A - V E R I F Y / E E O                       

                                       <rn>                            

                                                                      

         COPYRIGHT © <cdate> CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

                                                                                

                                 USERID   ===>                                  

                                 PASSWORD ===>                                  

                                 NEW PASSWORD ===>                             

                                                                                

         ENTER THE ABOVE INFORMATION AND PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE OR F3 TO END 

Action:

At the Signon menu, type your user id and password and press Enter.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Primary Options Menu.

Select the Log Function
The Primary Options Menu lists all of Verify for VTAM's primary functions. Like all of the menus, it is ISPF-like. From this
menu you can:

• Select a function by typing the first character of the function on the command line and pressing Enter.
• View the online Tutorial by typing T and pressing Enter. The tutorial describes each of Verify for VTAM's functions and

related topics.
• Exit from Verify for VTAM by typing X and pressing Enter, or by pressing PF3 or PF4.
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Your first task is to log the screens associated with the demo program.

 <rn> -------  CA VERIFY PRIMARY OPTIONS MENU  ----------------11:27:44

 ENTER COMMAND ===> l                                             TERM: A60L2049

                                                                  OPER: SAMPLE  

    L  LOG A TEST STREAM                                                        

                                                                                

    B  BROWSE A TEST STREAM                                                     

                                                                                

    R  RUN A TEST STREAM                                                        

                                                                                

    E  EDIT A TEST STREAM                                                       

                                                                                

    M  MAINTAIN RULES                                                           

                                                                                

    I  INQUIRY/TERMINATION OF FUNCTIONS                                         

                                                                                

    U  UTILITIES                                                              

                                                                                

    T  TUTORIAL                                                                 

                                                                                

    X  EXIT                                                                     

   *** ENTER "KEYS" COMMAND TO SEE PF KEY ASSIGNMENTS ***             

                                                        

                                                        

 COPYRIGHT © <cdate> CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Action:

Type 1 and press Enter.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Log Options Menu.

Specify Single Terminal Log Options
The Single Terminal Log Options menu lets you specify the name for the series of screens - test stream - you are going to
log. You can also specify options that affect the logging.

 ------------------------  SINGLE TERMINAL LOG  ------------------------11:28:13

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           L1

                                                                                

 LOG TEST STREAM AS:                                                            

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===> demo                                                        

   MEMBER      ===> demoprog                                                    

   VERSION     ===> 001                                                         

                                                                                

 DESCRIPTION ===> customer maintenance demo program                             

             ===>                                                               

             ===>                                                               
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 STOP OPTION              ===> DISC       (DISC, MAN, PF__, PA_,OR CLEAR)       

 PROCESS WITH RULES       ===> N          (Y/N)                                 

 TEST STREAM PROTECTION   ===>            (R-READ W-WRITE P-PRINT)              

 LOG INPUT SCREENS ONLY   ===> N          (Y/N)                                 

 EXTEND TEST STREAM       ===> N          (Y/N)                                 

 VIRTUAL TERMINAL         ===>            (TO USE A SPECIFIC VIRTUAL TERMINAL)  

                                                                                

 RULESET NAME:                                                                  

                                                                              

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN             

Action:

Fill in the four fields whose contents are shown in lower case in the LOG TEST STREAM AS; field, and press Enter.

Result:

Verify for VTAM redisplays the USS menu or the menu from your routing application.

Field Definitions

LOG TEST STREAM AS:

DDNAME, APPLICATION, MEMBER, VERSION

Identifies the test stream.

The ddname is the data set into which the screens will be logged. Your installation may have many valid ddnames.
TCADS is the default and should be available. However, you can tab to this field and overtype it if necessary.

The Application and Member are the names you specify for the test stream.

• Tab to the Application field and type demo.
• Then tab to the Member field and type demoprog.

The Version identifies the test stream when multiple test streams have the same DDname, Application, and Member
names. Leave 001 as the default.

DESCRIPTION

Describes the test stream.

Tab to this field and type any meaningful text, using up to three lines.

STOP OPTION

Specifies how you will terminate logging.

Leave DISC as the default. Logging will end when you disconnect from the VTAM session. You can also specify a PF or
PA key, CLEAR, or MAN to manually stop logging.

PROCESS WITH RULES

Specifies whether Rules should be applied to this logging session.

Leave N as the default.

TEST STREAM PROTECTION

Limits access to this test stream by other users.

Leave this field blank.
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LOG INPUT SCREENS ONLY

Logs only input screens from the terminal to the application.

Leave N as the default.

EXTEND TEST STREAM

Specifies whether or not this test stream is to be appended to an existing test stream.

Leave N as the default.

VIRTUAL TERMINAL

Assigns a specific virtual terminal to the real terminal.

Leave this field blank.

Specify the Program

Your USS menu or the menu from your routing application should be displayed. This screen will be logged, along with
whatever you type next. Verify for VTAM will continue to log each input and output screen until you stop logging by ending
the session.

Now you can invoke the demo program.

Action:

If you are using a routing application:

Type verdemo and press Enter.

If you are using USS:

Type logon applid(verdemo) and press Enter.

Result:

Verify for VTAM clears your screen.

Now, access the demo program's Main Menu.

 xtca demo old                                                                   

Action:

Type xtca demo old and press Enter.

Result:

The demo program's Main Menu is displayed.

Select an Option on the Demo Program's Menu
The demo program's Main Menu has the literal XTCADEMO in the upper left corner. This identifier appears on all demo
program screens.

  XTCADEMO    CA VERIFY DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM        02/19/1999

                 CUSTOMER MASTER MAINTENANCE                   

                          MAIN MENU                            
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                     SELECT OPTION ===> 2                      

                                                               

                                                               

                    1 - INQUIRE / CHANGE CUSTOMER              

                                                               

                    2 - LISTING BY SALES PERSON                

                                                               

                                                               

                                                               

            CUSTOMER NUMBER OR SALES PERSON ===>              

                                                              

                                                              

                                                              

                                                              

                                                              

                                                              

     PF3=QUIT                                          

Action:

Type 2 in the Select Option field, as illustrated. The cursor moves to the next field. Press Enter.

Result:

The demo program's Sales Person Inquiry screen is displayed.
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Select a Customer Number
Select a customer to see general information about his account.

 XTCADEMO             CA VERIFY DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM              02/19/1999                       CUSTOMER MASTER MAINTENANCE                  11:41:29                          SALES PERSON INQUIRY                              

                                                                            

                    SALES PERSON: Ellen Jenkins                             

                                                                            

 NUMBER   CUSTOMER NAME       CITY         STATE    MAIN CONTACT   TOTAL AR 

                                                                                

s 9045  Allied Gene Splicing  San Antonio  TX  Geronimo Davis        112,000 

                                                                                

_ 2353  U. S. Tire Nozzles    Greenwich    CT  Alex Schnitzwattle  1,065,000 

                                                                                

_ 6028  3D Computer Graphics  N Hollywood  CA  Horatio Ivanowitz   2,331,756 

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

  TYPE  "S" NEXT TO DESIRED CUSTOMER AND ENTER       PF3=QUIT                  

Action:

Type s next to Customer Number 9045, as illustrated previously, and press Enter.

Result:

The demo program's Customer Inquiry screen is displayed.

Exit the Demo Program
The demo program displays information for the customer you specified on the previous screen. Now you are going to exit
from the demo program.

 XTCADEMO                CA VERIFY DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM           02/19/1999

                           CUSTOMER MASTER MAINTENANCE               11:41:59

                                CUSTOMER INQUIRY                                

                                                                                

                        SALES PERSON: Ellen Jenkins                             

                                                                                

  CUSTOMER NAME:  Allied Gene Splicing    CONTACT1:  Geronimo Davis             

       ADDRESS1:  Technologies Plaza      CONTACT2:  Ellen Jenkins              

       ADDRESS2:  114 McCauley Avenue     CONTACT3:  Henry Meehan               

           CITY:  San Antonio             CONTACT4:  Bradley Thomas             

          STATE:  TX   ZIP:  78221                                              

                                                                                

                                                                                

               ********** ACCOUNTING INFORMATION **********                     
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           CREDIT LINE:   83,500.00       AR 30 DAYS:   35,000.00               

                                          AR 60 DAYS:   37,000.00               

                                         AR 90 DAYS:   40,000.00               

                                                     ------------               

                                           TOTAL AR:   112,000.00               

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                              

  PLEASE CHANGE DESIRED INFORMATION AND PRESS ENTER        PF3=QUIT            

Action:

Press PF3.

Result:

The demo program terminates and your screen is cleared.

Stop Logging
You are now ready to stop logging.

logoff                                                         

                                                               

                                                               

                                                               

                                                               

                                                               

                                                               

                                                               

                                                               

                                                               

                                                               

                                                               

                                                               

                                                               

                                                               

                                                               

                                                               

                                                               

                                                               

                                                               

                                                               

                                                               

                                                               

                                                              

Action:

Type logoff and press Enter.

Result:

You are disconnected from the VTAM session. Because you specified DISC as the log stop option, Verify for VTAM stops
logging and displays the Log Termination screen.
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View Log Termination Information
The Log Termination screen displays statistics for the test stream you just logged.

 DEMO.DEMOPROG.001 ----------  LOG TERMINATION  ---------------------11:42:17

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                        L5 

                                                                               

  DESCRIPTION: CUSTOMER MAINTENANCE DEMO PROGRAM                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

              LOG:       RUN:       EDIT:         TEST STREAM:        IN:   OUT:

  INVOKED BY: SAMPLE                                TOTAL SCREENS:      6      7

  INVOKED ON: 02/19/1999                            AVERAGE BYTES:     11    400

  START TIME: 11:40:49                                                          

  DURATION:   00:01:24   00:00:01                                               

  SYSTEM:     MULTIPLE                                                          

  STATUS:     NORMAL                                                            

  TERMINAL:   A60L2049                                                          

  VSAM CI'S:  2                                                                 

                                                                                

  AVERAGE THINK TIME:    00:00:13.858                                           

  AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME: 00:00:00.143                                           

  MAXIMUM SCREEN SIZE:   24 BY  80                                              

  PROTECTION STATUS:                                            OWNER: SAMPLE   

  ORIGINATING TEST STREAM:                        CREATED BY FUNCTION: LOG      

                                                                               

  F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN                                          

Once a test stream has been logged, it can be used for all kinds of testing.

In this demo session, you are going to test a change in the application - unit testing. This is a typical use of Verify for
VTAM. After an application has been changed, you run the test stream to make sure the output generated by the changed
application is still correct.

First, however, you exit this screen and then change the demo program.

Action:

Press PF3 to exit from the Log Termination screen.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Primary Options Menu.

Select the Edit Function

Version of Demo Description
DEMO OLD the original version before any changes
DEMO BUG the changed version with the error
DEMO NEW the corrected version

The first screen in the logged test stream invoked the demo program with this command:
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XTCA DEMO OLD

Now you are going to use the demo program DEMO BUG when you retest the application. To do this, you must change
the first logged screen to invoke DEMO BUG instead of DEMO OLD.

Changing this screen will demonstrate the Edit function.

 <rn> -------  CA VERIFY PRIMARY OPTIONS MENU  -- ----------11:42:31

 ENTER COMMAND ===> e                                          TERM: A60L2049

                                                               OPER: SAMPLE  

    L  LOG A TEST STREAM                                                        

                                                                                

    B  BROWSE A TEST STREAM                                                     

                                                                                

    R  RUN A TEST STREAM                                                        

                                                                                

    E  EDIT A TEST STREAM                                                       

                                                                                

    M  MAINTAIN RULES                                                           

                                                                                

    I  INQUIRY/TERMINATION OF FUNCTIONS                                         

                                                                                

    U  UTILITIES                                                                

                                                                                

    T  TUTORIAL                                                                 

                                                                                

    X  EXIT                                                                     

            *** ENTER "KEYS" COMMAND TO SEE PF KEY ASSIGNMENTS ***              

                                                                              

                                                                                

COPYRIGHT (C) <cdate> CA ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Action:

Type e and press Enter.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Test Stream Edit menu.

Specify the Test Stream to be Edited
On this menu you specify the test stream you want to edit.

The DDname, Application, and Version fields contain the default values.

If you filled in the test stream Member name, Verify for VTAM would display that test stream. However, if you don't know
the name, you can leave the Application and/or Member fields blank and Verify for VTAM will list all the test streams so
you can select the one you want, which is what you are going to do now.

 ----------------------------  TEST STREAM EDIT  --------------------11:42:44

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                        E1

                                                                                

 ENTER TEST STREAM NAME:                                                        

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       
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   APPLICATION ===> DEMO            (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                 

   MEMBER      ===>                  OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS                 

   VERSION     ===> 001              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                               

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN                                        

Action:

Leave the Member field blank and press Enter.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Test Stream Selection menu.

Select a Test Stream (VTAM)
The Test Stream Selection menu lists all the test streams for the specified DDname. The first column identifies the
Application name; the second column identifies the Member name.

You are positioned in the list just before the test streams for DEMO, the Application name you specified.

Now select the test stream you just logged.

 -----------------------  EDIT: TEST STREAM SELECTION  -----------------11:45:52

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

 FILE: TCADS                                                            MULTI-  

                         LOG-DATE   BY      RECORDS  RUN-DATE   RESULT  TERM    

   BRUCE    DEMO     202 01/20/1999 BUCBR01      16                             

                     X                                                          

 s DEMO     DEMOPROG 001 02/19/1999 SAMPLE       16                             

                     CUSTOMER MAINTENANCE DEMO PROGRAM                          

 _ JAN27    TEST1    001 01/27/1999 BBBRUCE       0                             

                     SAMPLE TEST                                                

 _ JAN27    TEST2    001 01/27/1999 NOTBRUCE      5                             

                     ANOTHER TEST                                               

 _ SAMPLE   TEST     001 02/09/1999 DORI         21                             

  

 _ SAMPLE   TEST     002 02/09/1999 DORI         21  02/09/1999 LGC EQ          

                     SAMPLE TEST OF A04IC9NA, CAROL'S COOKIES COMPANY           

 _ TEST     LOGRULES 001 01/11/1999 V            37                             

                     TEST LOG RULES: INCLUDE APPLID A04IC9NA                    
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 _ TEST     LOGRULES 002 01/11/1999 V            36  01/11/1999 NOT EQ          

                     TEST LOG RULES: INCLUDE APPLID A04IC9NA                    

   END OF DIRECTORY     *  "M" WHEN MULTIPLE TERMINALS, "I" WHEN INCOMPLETE                                                                              

                                                                               

                                                                               

Action:

Type s to the left of the test stream DEMO DEMOPROG and press Enter.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Directory Information screen for your test stream.

View the Directory Information
The Directory Information screen displays the statistics for the test stream that were displayed on the Log Termination
menu.

 DEMO.DEMOPROG.001 ------  EDIT: DIRECTORY INFORMATION  -------------11:46:30

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                        E3

                                                                                

  DESCRIPTION ===> CUSTOMER MAINTENANCE DEMO PROGRAM                            

              ===>                                                              

              ===>                                                              

                                                                                

              LOG:       RUN:       EDIT:         TEST STREAM:        IN:   OUT:

  INVOKED BY: SAMPLE                                TOTAL SCREENS:      6      7

  INVOKED ON: 02/19/1999                            AVERAGE BYTES:     11    400

  START TIME: 11:40:49                                                          

  DURATION:   00:01:24   00:00:01                                               

  SYSTEM:     MULTIPLE                                                          

  STATUS:     NORMAL                                                            

  TERMINAL:   A60L2049                                                          

  VSAM CI'S:  2                                                                 

                                                                                

  AVERAGE THINK TIME:    00:00:13.858                                           

  AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME: 00:00:00.143                                           

  MAXIMUM SCREEN SIZE:   24 BY  80                                              

  PROTECTION STATUS:                                            OWNER: SAMPLE   

  ORIGINATING TEST STREAM:                        CREATED BY FUNCTION: LOG      

                                                                               

  F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN                                          

Action:

Press Enter.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Initial Terminal Status screen.

View the Initial Terminal Status Information
The Initial Terminal Status screen displays information about the terminal from which the test stream was logged.
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 DEMO.DEMOPROG.001 ------  EDIT: INITIAL TERMINAL STATUS  -----------11:46:41

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                        E6

                                                                                

 TERMINAL ===> A60L2049                                                         

                                                                                

 VIRTUAL TERMINAL                                                               

 ASSIGNMENT  ===>                                                               

                                                                                

 SCREEN SIZE: 24 BY  80                           DEVICE TYPE:  LOGICAL UNIT    

   ALTERNATE: IN USE                              DEVICE CHARS: C06D001033800000

                                                                                

                                                                                

 FEATURES:                                                                      

                                                                                

 BIND: LOGMODE:      D4C32782                     LU TYPE:      02              

       FM PROFILE:   03                           EXT STREAM:   00              

       TS PROFILE:   03                           RESERVED:     00000000        

       PLU PROTOCOL: B1                           SIZES:        18500000        

       SLU PROTOCOL: 90                           FLAGS:        7E00            

       COM PROTOCOL: 3080                         CRYPTOGRAPHY: 09              

       TS FIELDS:    000187F80000                                               

       LOGON DATA:                                                              

                                                                              

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN      F10-LEFT       F11-RIGHT          

Action:

Press Enter.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Record Selection menu.

View Record Information
The Record Selection menu lists information for each screen in the test stream, such as the terminal at which the screen
was logged and its application.

 DEMO.DEMOPROG.001 ---------  EDIT: RECORD SELECTION  ---------------11:46:49

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                        E7 

                                                                

  TERMINAL  APPLID    T/R TIME   OP   AID  VIEW RECORD   ROW: 1 COL: 30    

- A60L2049  USS       00:00.094  EW                  1   SSOCIATES INTERNAT

- A60L2049  USS       00:09.118  RM   ENTER          2   SSOCIATES INTERNAT

- A60L2049  USS       00:00.031  EW                  3   EQUEST ACCEPTED AN

- A60L2049  VERDEMO   00:00.442  CON                 4   EQUEST ACCEPTED AN

- A60L2049  VERDEMO   00:00.051  DSC                 5   EQUEST ACCEPTED AN

- A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:00.008  CON                 6   EQUEST ACCEPTED AN

- A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:00.100  EWA                 7                     

- A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:20.330  RM   ENTER          8                     

- A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:00.265  EWA                 9   ERIFY DEMONSTRATIO

- A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:06.174  RM   ENTER         10   ERIFY DEMONSTRATIO

- A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:00.004  EWA                11   ERIFY DEMONSTRATIO
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- A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:29.923  RM   ENTER         12   ERIFY DEMONSTRATIO

- A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:00.002  EWA                13   ERIFY DEMONSTRATIO

- A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:09.621  RM   PF3           14   ERIFY DEMONSTRATIO

- A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:00.002  EWA                15                     

- A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:07.980  RM   ENTER         16                     

 ***  END OF RECORDS  ***                                                    

                                                                             

 TYPE AN "S" TO SELECT A RECORD                                              

 F1-HELP  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F7-UP  F8-DOWN  F9-FORMAT  F10-LEFT F11-RIGHT     

NOTE
The terminal name and Think/Response (T/R) Times may differ on your menu.

Underneath the Row: 1 and Col: 30 fields, the actual data on the screen in Row 1, Column 30 is displayed. For each
application screen this is VERIFY DEMONSTRATION, part of the literal CA VERIFY DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM.

You can scroll left or right to display other data in Row 1.

Action:

Press PF10.

Result:

Verify for VTAM scrolls the display to the left.

Action:

Press PF10 again.

Result:

Verify for VTAM positions the display at Row 1: Col: 1.

Select a Record
The data on the right of the menu is that which appears in Row 1, Column 1 on the logged screens.

Now you can see the eighth record contains the data xtca demo old beginning in Row 1, Column 1. This is the screen you
want to change.

 S.S.001 -------------------  EDIT: RECORD SELECTION  ---------------13:44:11

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                        E7

                                                                                

 TERMINAL  APPLID    T/R TIME   OP   AID    VIEW   RECORD   ROW: 1 COL: 1     

- A60L2049  USS       00:00.661  EW                     1   -----------------

- A60L2049  USS       00:20.111  RM   ENTER             2   -----------------

- A60L2049  USS       00:00.004  EW                     3   USSMSG00 LUNAME=A

- A60L2049  VERDEMO   00:00.107  CON                    4   USSMSG00 LUNAME=A

- A60L2049  VERDEMO   00:00.014  DSC                    5   USSMSG00 LUNAME=A

- A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:00.005  CON                    6   USSMSG00 LUNAME=A

- A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:00.048  EWA                    7                     

- A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:05.553  RM   ENTER             8   xtca demo old     

- A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:00.001  EWA                    9    XTCADEMO         

- A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:02.004  RM   ENTER            10    XTCADEMO         

- A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:00.002  EWA                   11    XTCADEMO         

- A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:01.588  RM   ENTER            12    XTCADEMO         

- A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:00.005  EWA                   13    XTCADEMO         
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- A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:01.467  RM   PF3              14    XTCADEMO         

- A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:00.001  EWA                   15                     

- A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:02.040  RM   ENTER            16   logoff            

 ***  END OF RECORDS  ***                                                    

                                                                             

 TYPE AN "S" TO SELECT A RECORD                                              

 F1-HELP  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F7-UP  F8-DOWN  F9-FORMAT  F10-LEFT F11-RIGHT     

Action:

Tab to the eighth record, type s, and press Enter.

Result

Verify for VTAM displays the screen.

Edit the Screen
The eighth screen in the test stream appears. This is the screen on which you typed xtca demo old to invoke the demo
program.

Now you want Verify for VTAM to invoke DEMO BUG instead of DEMO OLD so you can test the change in the program.

 DEMO.DEMOPROG.001 -------  EDIT: FIELD FORMAT  ---------------------11:47:47

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                        E4

                                                                                

                                RH:   0392A0          RECORD NUMBER:        8

 TYPE:       INPUT              APPL: A04IVRFY        DATA LENGTH:         16

 OPERATION:  READ MODIFIED      DATE: 02/19/1999      SCREEN SIZE:  24 BY  80

 THINK:      00:00:20.330       TIME: 11:41:23.174    TERMINAL:      A60L2049

 AID:        ENTER                                    CURSOR ROW:  1 COL:  14

 ORDER  ROW  COL  ATTR  LENGTH  ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+-

                         00013  xtca demo bug                                

                                ***  END OF FIELDS  ***                      

                                                                             

                                                                             

                                                                             

                                                                             

                                                                             

                                                                             

                                                                             

                                                                             

                                                                             

                                                                             

                                                                             

                                                                             

                                                                            

Action:

Move the cursor to old and overkey it with bug, and press Enter. Press PF3, then PF3 AGAIN.

Result:

Verify for VTAM saves the changed screen.

Now the test stream will use a different version of the demo program, simulating a change to the original program.
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Let's return to the Primary Options Menu and retest the program.

Action:

Press PF4.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Primary Options Menu.

Select the Run Function
Select the Run Function from the Primary Options Menu.

 VERSION 1.4.0 -------  CA VERIFY PRIMARY OPTIONS MENU  ----------------14:18:36 ENTER COMMAND ===> r                                             TERM: A60L2049

                                                                  OPER: SAMPLE  

    L  LOG A TEST STREAM                                                        

                                                                                

    B  BROWSE A TEST STREAM                                                     

                                                                                

    R  RUN A TEST STREAM                                                        

                                                                                

    E  EDIT A TEST STREAM                                                       

                                                                                

    M  MAINTAIN RULES                                                           

                                                                                

    I  INQUIRY/TERMINATION OF FUNCTIONS                                         

                                                                                

    U  UTILITIES                                                                

                                                                                

    T  TUTORIAL                                                                 

                                                                                

    X  EXIT                                                                     

            *** ENTER "KEYS" COMMAND TO SEE PF KEY ASSIGNMENTS ***              

                                                                                

                                                                              

 COPYRIGHT © 1984-2010 CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

Action:

Type r and press Enter.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Run Options screen.

Specify Run Options (VTAM)
Learn how to specify Run options (VTAM) including field definitions and applicable defaults.

Some of the fields on this screen contain default values. See the field definitions that follow.

 -------------------------------  RUN OPTIONS  ---------------------14:18:51

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             
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 ENTER INPUT TEST STREAM NAME:                                                  

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===> demo             (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                

   MEMBER      ===> demoprog          OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS                

   VERSION     ===> 001               ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)               

                                                                                

 CREATE NEW OUTPUT TEST STREAM:                                                 

   DDNAME      ===> *                ("*" USES NEXT AVAILABLE VERSION)          

   APPLICATION ===>                                                             

   MEMBER      ===>                                                             

   VERSION     ===>                                                             

                                                                                

 PROCESS WITH RULES        ===> Y    (Y/N OR S-SELECT)                          

 COMPARISON TYPE           ===> S    (S-SCREEN, L-LOGICAL, P-PHYSICAL)          

 RECORD HISTORY            ===> Y    (Y/N)                                      

   REQUIRE SIGNOFF DATA    ===> N    (Y/N)                                      

 SIMULATED USER THINK TIME ===> NONE (NONE, NNN% OF ORIGINAL, NN SECONDS)       

 STATUS INTERVAL           ===> 005  (SECONDS)                                  

 CANCEL INTERVAL           ===> 001  (MINUTES)                                  

 STOP AT MISMATCHES        ===> Y    (Y/N)                                    

 F1-HELP  F3-END   F4-RETURN                                                   

Action:

Type the information in the ENTER INPUT TEST STREAM NAME:fields. Press Enter.

Result:

Verify for VTAM redisplays the Run Options screen.

Field Definitions

INPUT TEST STREAM NAME:
DDNAME, APPLICATION, MEMBER, VERSION

Fill in the name of the test stream you logged.

CREATE NEW OUTPUT TEST STREAM
Specifies the name of the new test stream. Typing an asterisk in the DDNAME field instructs Verify for VTAM to
generate a name automatically. This name will be the same as the original name with the Version incremented to
the next version available.
Type * in the DDNAME field.

PROCESS WITH RULES
Specifies whether rules should be applied during the run.
Leave Y as the default.

COMPARISON TYPE
Specifies the type of comparison: screen, logical, or physical.
Leave S as the default.

RECORD HISTORY
Specifies whether or not Verify for VTAM should store any history information it detects. If stored, this information
can later be viewed or printed.
Leave Y as the default.

REQUIRE SIGNOFF DATA
Specifies whether or not the operator must explain each mismatch.
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Leave N as the default.
SIMULATED USER THINK TIME

Specifies the rate at which input screens are sent to the application, simulating user think time.
Leave NONE as the default.

STATUS INTERVAL
Specifies, in seconds, how often Verify for VTAM should report the status of the run.
Leave 005 as the default.

CANCEL INTERVAL
Specifies, in minutes, how often Verify for VTAM should give you the opportunity to cancel the run.
Leave 001 as the default.

STOP AT MISMATCHES
Specifies whether the run should be interrupted if a mismatch is encountered.
Leave Y as the default.

Execute the Run
The NAME GENERATED message appears in the top right corner of the Run Options screen. Also, the name of the
output test stream appears in the CREATE NEW OUTPUT TEST STREAM fields. This name is the same as the INPUT
TEST STREAM NAME except the Version number has changed.

 -------------------------------  RUN OPTIONS  ---------------NAME GENERATED

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                                

 ENTER INPUT TEST STREAM NAME:                                                  

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===> DEMO             (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                

   MEMBER      ===> DEMOPROG          OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS                

   VERSION     ===> 001               ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)               

                                                                                

 CREATE NEW OUTPUT TEST STREAM:                                                 

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS            ("*" USES NEXT AVAILABLE VERSION)          

   APPLICATION ===> DEMO                                                        

   MEMBER      ===> DEMOPROG                                                    

   VERSION     ===> 002                                                         

                                                                                

 PROCESS WITH RULES        ===> Y    (Y/N OR S-SELECT)                          

 COMPARISON TYPE           ===> S    (S-SCREEN, L-LOGICAL, P-PHYSICAL)          

 RECORD HISTORY            ===> Y    (Y/N)                                      

   REQUIRE SIGNOFF DATA    ===> N    (Y/N)                                      

 SIMULATED USER THINK TIME ===> NONE (NONE, NNN% OF ORIGINAL, NN SECONDS)       

 STATUS INTERVAL           ===> 005  (SECONDS)                                  

 CANCEL INTERVAL           ===> 001  (MINUTES)                                  

 STOP AT MISMATCHES        ===> Y    (Y/N)                                    

 F1-HELP  F3-END   F4-RETURN                                                   

Now Verify for VTAM is going to test the changed demo program by re-executing the logged test stream. Remember,
Verify for VTAM is testing a new version of the demo program which simulates a change in the original program.

When Verify for VTAM runs the test stream, it compares the original output screens from the application with the current
output screens and displays any differences it finds.

Action:
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Press Enter.

Result:

Verify for VTAM begins running the test stream and displays the Run Status menu and then the Run Mismatch Options
menu.

Verify for VTAM Detects a Mismatch
When Verify for VTAM displays the Run Mismatch Options menu, it means it has detected a mismatch. In other words,
one of the original logged screens differs from the current screen generated by the application.

 ---------------------------  RUN MISMATCH OPTIONS  -----------------14:19:39

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                        R6

                                                                                

    1  DISPLAY RULESET SUMMARY           6  ACCEPT ORIGINAL OUTPUT              

    2  DISPLAY PREVIOUS INPUT            7  ACCEPT CURRENT OUTPUT               

    3  DISPLAY NEXT INPUT                8  CHANGE NEXT INPUT                   

    4  SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT              9  INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT AND INPUT     

    5  SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT AND INPUT   10  INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT               

                                                                                

INPUT:    TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.001           CURRENT RECORD:  11                 

OUTPUT:   TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.002                                             

                                                                                

RULESET:  TESTSTREAM:  TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.001                                  

          APPLICATION: NOT USED                                                 

          SYSTEM:      NOT USED                                                 

                                                                                

          TYPE     OPERATION          WCC   CURSOR   SIZE   LENGTH   TERMINAL  

EXPECTED: OUTPUT   ERASE/WRITE ALT.  C3     9   2   24*80     607   A60L2049  

CURRENT:  OUTPUT   ERASE/WRITE ALT.  C3     9   2   24*80     607   A04IU001  

ONLY UNEQUAL ROW: 02                                                            

                          .CUSTOMER MASTER MAINTENANCE              .11:41:29

                          .CUSTOMER MASTER MAINTENANCE              .14:19:39

                                                                      X XX X 

  F1-HELP     F2-ROTATE     F3-END     F7-UP         F8-DOWN                   

The information on the bottom half of the Run Mismatch Options menu indicates that when Verify for VTAM compared the
eleventh record, Row 2 was the only unequal row. The data on Row 2 appears at the bottom of the menu, and Verify for
VTAM inserts X's underneath the field which differed. In this case the field is the time stamp.

Let's look at the Expected, Current, and Original screens.

Action:

Press PF2. PF2 rotates the display between the Expected, Current, and Original screens, and the Run Mismatch Options
menu.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Expected screen.

View the Expected Screen
The Expected Screen is the originally logged screen, with any rules applied to it. In our case, we have not yet defined any
rules. So, the Expected screen will look the same as the Original screen.
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 DEMO.DEMOPROG.001 ---------  RUN: EXPECTED SCREEN  -----------------14:19:39

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                        OUT RECORD:     11 

            10        20        30        40        50        60        70 R5

    ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|---- 

  |  XTCADEMO                CA VERIFY DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM           02/19/

  |                            CUSTOMER MASTER MAINTENANCE               11:4

  |                               SALES PERSON INQUIRY                          

  4                                                                             

  |                         SALES PERSON: Ellen Jenkins                         

  |                                                                             

  |  NUMBER    CUSTOMER NAME         CITY     STATE    MAIN CONTACT    TOTAL

  8                                                                          

  | _9045  Allied Gene Splicing   San Antonio  TX  Geronimo Davis       112,

  |                                                                          

  | _2353  U. S. Tire Nozzles     Greenwich    CT  Alex Schnitzwattle 1,065,

 12                                                                             

  | _6028  3D Computer Graphics  N Hollywood   CA  Horatio Ivanowitz  2,331,

  |                                                                         

  |                                                                         

 16                                                                         

  |                                                                         

  |                                                                         

  |                                                                         

 20                                                                        

Action:

Press PF11 to scroll the display to the right.

Result:

Verify for VTAM scrolls the display. The row number ruler no longer appears on the left side of the screen. Now you can
see the time stamp. Notice that the date appears right above the time.

Action:

Press PF2.

Result:

Verify for VTAM rotates the display and displays the Current screen.

View the Current Screen
This is the screen generated during the Run function when Verify for VTAM retested the changed program.

DEMO.DEMOPROG.001 ----------  RUN: CURRENT SCREEN  ------------------14:19:57

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                        OUT RECORD:     11

        10        20        30        40        50        60        70     R5

----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+--

 XTCADEMO                CA VERIFY DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM           02/19/1999

                           CUSTOMER MASTER MAINTENANCE               14:19:39

                              SALES PERSON INQUIRY                           

                                                                             

                        SALES PERSON: Ellen Jenkins                          
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  NUMBER    CUSTOMER NAME         CITY     STATE    MAIN CONTACT       TOTAL AR 

                                                                                

 _ 9045  Allied Gene Splicing  San Antonio   TX  Geronimo Davis         112,000 

                                                                                

 _ 2353  U. S. Tire Nozzles    Greenwich     CT  Alex Schnitzwattle   1,065,000 

                                                                                

 _ 6028  3D Computer Graphics  N Hollywood   CA  Horatio Ivanowitz    2,331,756 

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                              

                                                                               

Notice that you do not have to use PF11 to scroll the display to the right. Once you scroll the display, Verify for VTAM uses
the new screen position to display all future screens unless you use PF10 to change it again.

Of course, the time stamp differs from the time stamp on the Original screen. Fields like date and time are always
changing. Verify for VTAM doesn't know that this difference is acceptable, so it flags it as a mismatch.

However, you can instruct Verify for VTAM to ignore fields like date and time which change with every execution by
defining them as variable fields.

Action:

Press PF2.

Result:

Verify for VTAM rotates and displays the Original screen.

View the Original Screen
This is the way the Original screen looked when you logged it.

 DEMO.DEMOPROG.001 ---------  RUN: ORIGINAL SCREEN  -----------------14:20:00

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                        OUT RECORD:     11

        10        20        30        40        50        60        70     R5

----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+-- 

 XTCADEMO                CA VERIFY DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM           02/19/1999

                           CUSTOMER MASTER MAINTENANCE               11:41:29

                              SALES PERSON INQUIRY                              

                                                                                

                        SALES PERSON: Ellen Jenkins                             

                                                                                

  NUMBER    CUSTOMER NAME         CITY     STATE    MAIN CONTACT     TOTAL AR 

                                                                                

 _ 9045  Allied Gene Splicing  San Antonio   TX  Geronimo Davis       112,000 

                                                                                

 _ 2353  U. S. Tire Nozzles    Greenwich     CT  Alex Schnitzwattle 1,065,000 

                                                                                

 _ 6028  3D Computer Graphics  N Hollywood   CA  Horatio Ivanowitz  2,331,756 
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Action:

Press PF2.

Result:

Verify for VTAM redisplays the Run Mismatch Options menu.

Select the Ruleset Option
Verify for VTAM allows you to change or add a rule to a ruleset without terminating the run. For instance, if you forgot to
account for an expected screen change, you can select Option 1 to display the Applied Rules panel. From here, rulesets
and individual rules can be browsed, edited, or deleted. After you modify a ruleset and reactivate the run, Verify for VTAM
will repeat the comparison, taking into account your rule specification. Verify for VTAM also provides other options for
dealing with mismatches during a run, including ignoring the mismatch to continue the run, and updating or replacing a
screen in the test stream. See the section "Run Function", for more information.

Shortly, you will define the time as a variable field. When Verify for VTAM compares the Original and Current screens, it
will exclude variable fields from the comparison. First, however, you must establish a ruleset.

 ---------------------------  RUN MISMATCH OPTIONS  -----------------14:20:05

 ENTER COMMAND ===> 1                                                      R6 

                                                                               

    1  DISPLAY RULESET SUMMARY           6  ACCEPT ORIGINAL OUTPUT              

    2  DISPLAY PREVIOUS INPUT            7  ACCEPT CURRENT OUTPUT               

    3  DISPLAY NEXT INPUT                8  CHANGE NEXT INPUT                   

    4  SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT              9  INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT AND INPUT     

    5  SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT AND INPUT   10  INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT               

                                                                                

INPUT:    TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.001           CURRENT RECORD:  11                 

OUTPUT:   TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.002                                               

                                                                                

RULESET:  TESTSTREAM:  TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.001                                  

          APPLICATION: NOT USED                                                 

          SYSTEM:      NOT USED                                                 

                                                                                

          TYPE     OPERATION          WCC   CURSOR   SIZE    LENGTH  TERMINAL  

EXPECTED: OUTPUT   ERASE/WRITE ALT.  C3     9   2   24*80      607  A60L2049  

CURRENT:  OUTPUT   ERASE/WRITE ALT.  C3     9   2   24*80      607  A04IU001  

ONLY UNEQUAL ROW: 02                                                           

                          .CUSTOMER MASTER MAINTENANCE              .11:41:29

                          .CUSTOMER MASTER MAINTENANCE              .14:19:39

                                                                      X XX X 

  F1-HELP     F2-ROTATE     F3-END     F7-UP         F8-DOWN                   

Action:

Type 1 and press Enter.
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Result:

You will be presented with the Applied Rules panel.

View the Applied Rules Screen
The Applied Rules panel lists all of the rulesets that you requested to be included in the run: test stream, application, and
system. It will also display all rules where the rule actions were applied.

 -------------------------- APPLIED RULES ---------------------------14:20:17

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           

                                                                               

 INPUT TEST STREAM: TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.001             CURRENT RECORD:  11     

                                                        LINE   1 TO   1 OF   1  

                                                                                

 B-BROWSE   E-EDIT                                                              

   OBJECT      TYPE ROW  COL LEN OP  VALUE FROM THE MODEL SCREEN/DESCRIPTION    

 e RULESET     T/S                   TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.001                    

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                               

  F1-HELP     F2-ROTATE     F3-END     F4-RETURN     F7-UP     F8-DOWN         

Our ruleset has no rules in it yet, so no rules have been applied.

Action:

Type e next to the ruleset and press Enter.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Edit Rules Summary panel.

Insert a New Rule Into a Ruleset
The Edit Rules Summary panel lists all the rules in the ruleset and provides information as to whether each rule was
applied.

Now, you can insert a rule into your ruleset.

 --------------------------  EDIT  RULES - SUMMARY ------------------14:20:24

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             
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 RULE NAME:                    RULESET NAME:     TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.001        

 LINE   1 TO   1 OF   1        TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.001        

                                                                                

 S-EDIT  I-INSERT  D-DELETE  R-REPLICATE                                        

   OBJECT      TYPE ROW  COL LEN OP  VALUE FROM THE MODEL SCREEN/DESCRIPTION    

 i RULESET     T/S                   TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.001                    

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                               

  F1-HELP    F3-END      F4-RETURN    F7-UP    F8-DOWN                         

Action:

Type i next to the ruleset name to insert a new rule into the ruleset.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Add Rules - Rule Actions panel.

Create a Rule Name
Verify for VTAM automatically creates a rule name. You can change it if you wish, but the generated name is used for the
purposes of this demonstration.

You may, optionally, type in a description for the rule.

 ---------------------- ADD RULES - RULE ACTIONS --------------------14:20:29

 ENTER COMMAND ===> 1                                                           

                                                                                

 RULE NAME    ===> RUL00001   RULESET NAME:     TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.001         

                                                                                

 DESCRIPTION  ===>                                                              

              ===>                                                              

                                                                                

      1  FIELD RECOGNITION               11  GENERATE FIELD VALUE               

      2  SCREEN RECOGNITION              12  INSERT SCREENS                     

      3  VARIABLE FIELD                  13  DELETE SCREENS                     

      4  DELETE FIELD                    14  CUT SCREEN FIELD                   

      5  MOVE FIELD                      15  PASTE SCREEN FIELD                 

      6  CHANGE FIELD VALUE              20  USERID LOGGING                     

      7  NEW FIELD                       21  TERMINAL ID LOGGING                

      8  CHANGE AID KEY                  22  APPLID LOGGING                     
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      9  CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION                                                 

     10  CHANGE WCC VALUES                                                      

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                               

  F1-HELP   F2-PREVIEW    F3-END    F4-RETURN     F9-SELECT                    

Action:

Type a 1 in the Enter Command field and press Enter.

Result:

The Run: Expected Screen will be displayed so you can cursor select the identification field information.

Establish Recognition Criteria
Now, you need to specify the recognition criteria Verify for VTAM will use to identify screens in this application. Use this
criterion:

DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM

Place your cursor on the first character of the field to select it, and then press PF9 to drag that field information into the
Recognition Criteria panel. Verify for VTAM will do the work of figuring out the Row, Column, Length, Operator, and Value
coordinates.

 DEMO.DEMOPROG.001 ---------- RUN: EXPECTED SCREEN  ------------------------- ENTER COMMAND ===>                                        OUT RECORD:     11 TCA4049 - MOVE CURSOR TO IDENTIFICATION CRITERIA FIELD; PRESS "SELECT" KEY     

   ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|---+ 

  |  XTCADEMO                CA VERIFY DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM           02/19/

  |                            CUSTOMER MASTER MAINTENANCE               11:4

  |                               SALES PERSON INQUIRY                          

  4                                                                             

  |                         SALES PERSON: Ellen Jenkins                         

  |                                                                             

  |   NUMBER    CUSTOMER NAME         CITY     STATE    MAIN CONTACT    TOTAL

  8                                                                          

  |  _ 9045  Allied Gene Splicing  San Antonio  TX  Geronimo Davis       112,

  |                                                                          

  |  _ 2353  U. S. Tire Nozzles    Greenwich    CT  Alex Schnitzwattle 1,065,

 12                                                                            

  |  _ 6028  3D Computer Graphics  N Hollywood  CA  Horatio Ivanowitz  2,331,

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

 16                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

  |                                                                             

 20                                                                           

Action:

Position the cursor on the C in CA Verify Demonstration Program on the top line, and press PF9.

Result:
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The Add Rule Actions¾Recognition Criteria screen will be displayed, with the recognition criteria information automatically
entered, as shown next.

The ADD SUCCESSFUL message appears in the top right corner of the panel.

 ------------ ADD RULE ACTIONS - RECOGNITION CRITERIA--------ADD SUCCESSFUL

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                                

 RULE NAME: RUL00001          RULESET NAME:     TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.001         

                                                                                

 RECOGNITION CRITERIA:                                                          

 ROW COL  LEN  OPER VALUE                                                       

 01  026  044  EQ   CA VERIFY DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM                             

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                               

 F1-HELP    F2-PREVIEW    F3-END    F4-RETURN     F9-SELECT                    

Action:

Press PF3 to return to the Add Rules¾Rule Actions panel.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Add Rules¾Rule Actions panel.

Set Up the Date and Time Fields as Variables
Now you can make the time field (and date field, if necessary) into a variable.

 ---------------------- ADD RULES - RULE ACTIONS --------------------------- ENTER COMMAND ===> 3                                                       

 TCA5155 - RULE IS NOT YET COMPLETE -- MUST ADD RULE ACTION                 

 RULE NAME    ===> RUL00001   RULESET NAME:     TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.001     

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.001     

                                                                            

 DESCRIPTION  ===>                                                          

              ===>                                                          

                                                                            

      1  FIELD RECOGNITION               11  GENERATE FIELD VALUE           

      2  SCREEN RECOGNITION              12  INSERT SCREENS                 
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      3  VARIABLE FIELD                  13  DELETE SCREENS                 

      4  DELETE FIELD                    14  CUT SCREEN FIELD               

      5  MOVE FIELD                      15  PASTE SCREEN FIELD             

      6  CHANGE FIELD VALUE              20  USERID LOGGING                 

      7  NEW FIELD                       21  TERMINAL ID LOGGING           

      8  CHANGE AID KEY                  22  APPLID LOGGING                

      9  CHANGE CURSOR LOCATION                                            

     10  CHANGE WCC VALUES                                                  

                                                                            

                                                                            

                                                                            

                                                                            

  F1-HELP   F2-PREVIEW    F3-END    F4-RETURN     F9-SELECT                

Action:

Type 3 in the command field and press Enter.

Result:

Verify for VTAM will display the Run: Expected Screen panel.

Select the Time Variable
Next, select the time variable.

 DEMO.DEMOPROG.001 ---------- RUN: EXPECTED SCREEN  --------------------------

ENTER COMMAND ===>                                         OUT RECORD:     11TCA4041 - MOVE CURSOR TO VARIABLE FIELD AND PRESS "SELECT" KEY                 

----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+-- 

 XTCADEMO                CA VERIFY DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM            02/19/1999

                           CUSTOMER MASTER MAINTENANCE                11:41:29

                              SALES PERSON INQUIRY                              

                                                                                

                        SALES PERSON: Ellen Jenkins                             

                                                                                

  NUMBER    CUSTOMER NAME         CITY     STATE    MAIN CONTACT      TOTAL AR 

                                                                              

 _ 9045  Allied Gene Splicing  San Antonio   TX  Geronimo Davis       112,000 

                                                                              

 _ 2353  U. S. Tire Nozzles    Greenwich     CT  Alex Schnitzwattle 1,065,000 

                                                                              

 _ 6028  3D Computer Graphics  N Hollywood   CA  Horatio Ivanowitz  2,331,756 

                                                                                

                                                                              

                                                                              

                                                                              

                                                                              

                                                                              

                                                                             

Action:

Position the cursor on the first digit of the time, then press PF9.

Result:
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The Add Rule Actions Variable Field screen will be displayed, with the time variable automatically entered, as shown next.

The ADD SUCCESSFUL message appears in the top right corner of the panel.

 ---------------------- ADD RULE ACTIONS - VARIABLE FIELD------ADD SUCCESSFUL

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                                

 RULE NAME: RUL00001          RULESET NAME:     TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.001         

                              TEST STREAM NAME: TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.001         

                                                                                

 VARIABLES:                                                                     

   ROW  COL  LEN   VALUE OR DESCRIPTION                                         

   02   073  008   11:41:29                                                     

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                               

 F1-HELP    F2-PREVIEW    F3-END    F4-RETURN     F9-SELECT                    

Action:

Press PF3.

Result:

You are returned to the Add Rules Rule Actions screen.

Action:

Press PF3.

Result:

You are returned to the Edit Rules Summary panel, where you can view the rule you just created.

Action:

Press PF3.

Result:

You are returned to the Applied Rules panel.

Display Applied Rules
This panel shows how the rule we just created has been applied to the originally logged screen.

-------------------------- APPLIED RULES ------------------------------14:21:35
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 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             

                                                                                

 INPUT TEST STREAM: TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.001             CURRENT RECORD:  11     

                                                        LINE   1 TO   4 OF   4  

                                                                                

 B-BROWSE   E-EDIT                                                              

   OBJECT      TYPE ROW  COL LEN OP  VALUE FROM THE MODEL SCREEN/DESCRIPTION    

 _ RULESET     T/S                   TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.001                    

 _  RULE                             RUL00001                         <APPLIED> 

 _   FLD-RECOG        1   26  44 EQ  CA VERIFY DEMONSTRATION PROGR <RECOGNIZED> 

 _    VARIABLE OUT    2   73   8     11:41:29                         <APPLIED> 

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                               

  F1-HELP     F2-ROTATE     F3-END     F4-RETURN     F7-UP     F8-DOWN         

Action:

Press PF2 to rotate the display to Expected, which consists of the originally logged test steam record with the rules
applied; to the current view of the test stream record, and to the original test stream record from the originally logged test
stream. When you are finished, press PF3.

Result:

If there are no additional mismatches, the run will continue until either the next mismatch, or the end of the test stream

Verify for VTAM Detects Another Mismatch
Verify for VTAM redisplays the Mismatch Options menu.

 ---------------------------  RUN MISMATCH OPTIONS  -----------------14:21:57

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                        R6

                                                                                

    1  DISPLAY RULESET SUMMARY           6  ACCEPT ORIGINAL OUTPUT              

    2  DISPLAY PREVIOUS INPUT            7  ACCEPT CURRENT OUTPUT               

    3  DISPLAY NEXT INPUT                8  CHANGE NEXT INPUT                   

    4  SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT              9  INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT AND INPUT     

    5  SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT AND INPUT   10  INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT               

                                                                                

INPUT:    TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.001           CURRENT RECORD:  13                 

OUTPUT:   TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.002                                               

                                                                                

RULESET:  TESTSTREAM:  TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.001                                  

          APPLICATION: NOT USED                                                 

          SYSTEM:      NOT USED                                                 
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          TYPE     OPERATION          WCC   CURSOR   SIZE    LENGTH  TERMINAL  

EXPECTED: OUTPUT   ERASE/WRITE ALT.  C3     7  19   24*80      870  A60L2049  

CURRENT:  OUTPUT   ERASE/WRITE ALT.  C3     7  19   24*80      855  A04IU001  

FIRST UNEQUAL ROW: 11    UNEQUAL ROWS: 03                                      

          STATE: .TX. ZIP: .78221.                                         

          STATE: .TX. ZIP: .78221-2718.                                       

                                  XXXXXXX                                       

  F1-HELP     F2-ROTATE     F3-END     F7-UP         F8-DOWN                   

As the UNEQUAL ROWS field indicates, Verify for VTAM has detected three more mismatches.

The first mismatch is the zip code field in Row 11. This mismatch occurred because the program increased the length of
the zip code field from 5 to 10.

Let's page down to see the other two mismatches.

Action:

Press PF8.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the All Unequal Rows screen.

View Additional Mismatches
The All Unequal Rows screen displays the other mismatches

 DEMO.DEMOPROG.001 -------------  RUN: ALL UNEQUAL ROWS  ------------14:23:11 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                        RL                                                                                

                                                                RECORD:    13

        10        20        30        40        50        60        70      80

ROW:11--+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+-------+

          STATE: .TX. ZIP: .78221.                                            

          STATE: .TX. ZIP: .78221-2718.                                       

                                  XXXXXXX                                       

                                                                                

ROW: 17--+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+------+

                                          AR 60 DAYS: . 37,000.00.             

                                          AR 60 DAYS: . 35,000.00.             

                                                         X                      

                                                                                

ROW: 18--+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+---------+------+

                                          AR 90 DAYS: . 40,000.00.             

                                          AR 90 DAYS: . 35,000.00.             

                                                        XX                      

***  END OF UNEQUAL ROWS  ***                                                   

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

 F1-HELP     F2-ROTATE   F3-END   F7-UP    F8-DOWN     F10-LEFT    F11-RIGHT   

In addition to the zip code field mismatch, mismatches occur in rows 17 and 18 in the AR fields.

Let's examine the Expected, Current, and Original screens.

Action:
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Press PF2.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Expected screen.

View the Expected Screen (VTAM)
The Expected screen is the originally logged screen with any rules applied to it.

 DEMO.DEMOPROG.001 ---------  RUN: EXPECTED SCREEN  -----------------14:23:11

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                        OUT RECORD:     13

        10        20        30        40        50        60        70     R5

----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+-- 

 XTCADEMO                CA VERIFY DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM           02/19/1999

                           CUSTOMER MASTER MAINTENANCE               11:41:59

                                CUSTOMER INQUIRY                                

                                                                                

                        SALES PERSON: Ellen Jenkins                             

                                                                                

  CUSTOMER NAME:  Allied Gene Splicing    CONTACT1:  Geronimo Davis             

       ADDRESS1:  Technologies Plaza      CONTACT2:  Ellen Jenkins              

       ADDRESS2:  114 McCauley Avenue     CONTACT3:  Henry Meehan               

           CITY:  San Antonio             CONTACT4:  Bradley Thomas             

          STATE:  TX   ZIP:  78221                                              

                                                                                

                                                                                

               ********** ACCOUNTING INFORMATION **********                     

                                                                                

           CREDIT LINE:   83,500.00       AR 30 DAYS:   35,000.00               

                                          AR 60 DAYS:   37,000.00               

                                          AR 90 DAYS:   40,000.00               

                                                     ------------             

                                           TOTAL AR:   112,000.00              

Action:

Press PF2.

Result:

Verify for VTAM rotates the display and displays the Current Screen.

View the Current Screen (VTAM)
This is the screen generated during the Run function when Verify for VTAM retested the changed program.

 DEMO.DEMOPROG.001 ----------  RUN: CURRENT SCREEN  -----------------14:23:22

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                        OUT RECORD:     13

        10        20        30        40        50        60        70     R5

----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+-- 

 XTCADEMO                CA VERIFY DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM            2/19/1999

                           CUSTOMER MASTER MAINTENANCE               14:21:43

                                CUSTOMER INQUIRY                                
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                        SALES PERSON: Ellen Jenkins                             

                                                                                

  CUSTOMER NAME:  Allied Gene Splicing    CONTACT1:  Geronimo Davis             

       ADDRESS1:  Technologies Plaza      CONTACT2:  Ellen Jenkins              

       ADDRESS2:  114 McCauley Avenue     CONTACT3:  Henry Meehan               

           CITY:  San Antonio             CONTACT4:  Bradley Thomas             

          STATE:  TX   ZIP:  78221-2718                                         

                                                                                

                                                                                

               ********** ACCOUNTING INFORMATION **********                     

                                                                                

           CREDIT LINE:   83,500.00       AR 30 DAYS:   35,000.00               

                                          AR 60 DAYS:   35,000.00               

                                          AR 90 DAYS:   35,000.00               

                                                     ------------              

                                           TOTAL AR:   112,000.00              

Notice that the zip code does not match the zip code on the original screen. That's because one of the changes made in
the demo program increased the length of the zip code field from 5 to 10. The 10-character zip code on the current screen
confirms that the changed program is performing as expected in this instance.

But the differences in the values of the AR 60 DAYS and AR 90 DAYS fields represent errors in the program you are
testing. These errors must be corrected.

Action:

Press PF2.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Original Screen

View the Original Screen (VTAM)
This is the way the original screen looked when you logged it. Notice the values in the ZIP, AR 30 DAYS, AR 60 DAYS,
and AR 90 DAYS fields.

 DEMO.DEMOPROG.001 ---------  RUN: ORIGINAL SCREEN  -----------------14:23:25

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                        OUT RECORD:     13 

        10        20        30        40        50        60        70     R5

----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+-- 

 XTCADEMO                CA VERIFY DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM           02/19/1999

                           CUSTOMER MASTER MAINTENANCE               11:41:59

                                CUSTOMER INQUIRY                                

                                                                                

                        SALES PERSON: Ellen Jenkins                             

                                                                                

  CUSTOMER NAME:  Allied Gene Splicing    CONTACT1:  Geronimo Davis             

       ADDRESS1:  Technologies Plaza      CONTACT2:  Ellen Jenkins              

       ADDRESS2:  114 McCauley Avenue     CONTACT3:  Henry Meehan               

           CITY:  San Antonio             CONTACT4:  Bradley Thomas             

          STATE:  TX   ZIP:  78221                                              
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               ********** ACCOUNTING INFORMATION **********                     

                                                                                

           CREDIT LINE:   83,500.00       AR 30 DAYS:   35,000.00               

                                          AR 60 DAYS:   37,000.00               

                                          AR 90 DAYS:   40,000.00               

                                                     ------------              

                                           TOTAL AR:   112,000.00              

Action:

Press PF2.

Result:

Verify for VTAM redisplays the All Unequal Rows menu.

Action:

Press PF7.

Result:

Verify for VTAM redisplays the Run Mismatch Options menu.

Ignore the Screen Changes
Because Verify for VTAM detected errors as well as a valid program change, you want to ignore the changes in the
current screen. You can instruct Verify for VTAM to use the original screen rather than the incorrect current screen in the
new test stream. This lets you use the new test stream to retest the program after you've corrected the error.

 ---------------------------  RUN MISMATCH OPTIONS  -----------------14:24:28

 ENTER COMMAND ===> 6                                                      R6

                                                                                

    1  DISPLAY RULESET SUMMARY           6  ACCEPT ORIGINAL OUTPUT              

    2  DISPLAY PREVIOUS INPUT            7  ACCEPT CURRENT OUTPUT               

    3  DISPLAY NEXT INPUT                8  CHANGE NEXT INPUT                   

    4  SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT              9  INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT AND INPUT     

    5  SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT AND INPUT   10  INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT               

                                                                                

INPUT:    TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.001           CURRENT RECORD:  13                 

OUTPUT:   TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.003                                               

                                                                                

RULESET:  TESTSTREAM:  TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.001                                  

          APPLICATION: NOT USED                                                 

          SYSTEM:      NOT USED                                                 

                                                                                

          TYPE     OPERATION          WCC   CURSOR   SIZE    LENGTH  TERMINAL  

EXPECTED: OUTPUT   ERASE/WRITE ALT.  C3     7  19   24*80      870  A60L2049  

CURRENT:  OUTPUT   ERASE/WRITE ALT.  C3     7  19   24*80      855  A04IU001  

FIRST UNEQUAL ROW: 11    UNEQUAL ROWS: 03                                       

          STATE: .TX. ZIP: .78221.                                            

          STATE: .TX. ZIP: .78221-2718.                                       

                                  XXXXXXX                                       

  F1-HELP     F2-ROTATE     F3-END     F7-UP         F8-DOWN                   

Action:
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Type 6 (Accept Original Output) and press Enter.

Result:

Verify for VTAM continues the run, and then displays the Run Completion screen.

View Run Statistics
The Run Completion screen provides statistics about the run which has just completed. As a result of the run, you know
that the revised program has an error that must be fixed.

As before, you will not actually change the program. Instead, you will use a different version of the program to simulate
that the program has been fixed.

Again, use the Edit function to change the name of the program invoked by the demo application.

You can access the Edit function by selecting it from the Primary Options Menu, or you can enter Edit directly, which is
what you're going to do now.

 TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.001         RUN COMPLETION  -------------------14:25:52

ENTER COMMAND ===> =e                                                     R8

                                                                                

 OUTPUT SCREENS COMPARED:        6                                              

 PHYSICALLY EQUAL SCREENS:       3                                              

 LOGICALLY EQUAL SCREENS:        5                                              

                                                                                

 OUTPUT TEST STREAM: TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.003                                    

                                                                                

 RULESET(S) USED:                                                               

   TESTSTREAM:  TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.001                                         

   APPLICATION: NOT USED                                                        

   SYSTEM:      NOT USED                                                        

                   IN:   OUT:                                                   

 EQUAL:              6      3                                                   

 EQUIVALENT:                2                                                   

 IGNORED:                   1                                                   

 ACCEPTED:                  0                                                   

 INSERTED:           0      0                                                   

 DELETED:            0      0                                                   

 CHANGED:            0                                                          

 NOT RUN:            0      0                                                   

                                                                               

  F1-HELP  F3-END   F4-RETURN                                                  

Action:

Type =e and press Enter.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Test Stream Edit menu.

Select a Test Stream (Installation Demo VTAM)
Now you are going to change the test stream version created during the previous run.
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 ----------------------------  TEST STREAM EDIT  --------------------14:26:21

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                        E1

                                                                                

 ENTER TEST STREAM NAME:                                                        

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===> DEMO            (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                 

   MEMBER      ===> DEMOPROG         OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS                 

   VERSION     ===> 002              ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                               

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN                                        

Action:

Complete the menu as illustrated next and press Enter. Note that the Version is now 002.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Directory Information screen.

View Directory Information
This screen provides Last Run information; that is, statistics related to the run.

 DEMO.DEMOPROG.002 ------  EDIT: DIRECTORY INFORMATION  -------------14:26:31

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                        E3 

                                                                            

  DESCRIPTION ===> CUSTOMER MAINTENANCE DEMO PROGRAM                         

              ===>                                                           

              ===>                                                              

                                                                                

              LOG:     RUN:      EDIT:         TEST STREAM:        IN:   OUT:

 INVOKED BY: SAMPLE     SAMPLE    SAMPLE         TOTAL SCREENS:      6      7

 INVOKED ON: 02/19/1999 02/19/1999 02/19/1999    AVERAGE BYTES:     11    400

 START TIME: 11:40:49   14:25:52   11:47:50                                  

 DURATION:   00:01:24   00:00:00               LAST RUN:           IN:   OUT:

 SYSTEM:     MULTIPLE   MULTIPLE                 EQUAL:              6      4

 STATUS:     NORMAL     LOGICALLY EQUAL          EQUIVALENT:                1

 TERMINAL:   A60L2049                            IGNORED:                   1

 VSAM CI'S:  2                                   ACCEPTED:                  0
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                                                 INSERTED:           0      0

 AVERAGE THINK TIME:    00:00:13.858             DELETED:            0      0

 AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME: 00:00:00.053             CHANGED:            0       

 MAXIMUM SCREEN SIZE:   24 BY  80                NOT RUN:            0      0

 PROTECTION STATUS:                                         OWNER: SAMPLE   

 ORIGINATING TEST STREAM: DEMO.DEMOPROG.001   CREATED BY FUNCTION: RUN      

                                                                             

  F1-HELP      F3-END       F4-RETURN                                       

• Four output screens were equal to the logged screens.
• One output screen was equivalent to the logged screen. This was the output screen that you made logically equal to

the logged output screen by defining time as a variable field.
• One output screen was ignored. This was the screen with the zip code and AR changes that you asked Verify for

VTAM to ignore.

Action:

Press Enter.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Initial Terminal Status screen.

View Initial Terminal Status Information
The Initial Terminal Status screen displays information about the terminal from which the test stream was logged.

 DEMO.DEMOPROG.002 ------  EDIT: INITIAL TERMINAL STATUS  -----------14:26:53

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                        E6

                                                                             

 TERMINAL ===> A60L2049                                                      

                                                                                

 VIRTUAL TERMINAL                                                               

 ASSIGNMENT  ===>                                                               

                                                                                

 SCREEN SIZE: 24 BY  80                        DEVICE TYPE:  LOGICAL UNIT    

   ALTERNATE: IN USE                           DEVICE CHARS: C06D001033800000

                                                                                

                                                                                

 FEATURES:                                                                      

                                                                                

 BIND: LOGMODE:      D4C32782                  LU TYPE:      02              

       FM PROFILE:   03                        EXT STREAM:   00              

       TS PROFILE:   03                        RESERVED:     00000000        

       PLU PROTOCOL: B1                        SIZES:        18500000        

       SLU PROTOCOL: 90                        FLAGS:        7E00            

       COM PROTOCOL: 3080                      CRYPTOGRAPHY: 09              

       TS FIELDS:    000187F80000                                               

       LOGON DATA:                                                              

                                                                                

 F1-HELP        F3-END        F4-RETURN      F10-LEFT       F11-RIGHT          

Action:

Press Enter.
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Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Record Selection menu.

Select a Record (VTAM)
The Record Selection menu lists each record in the test stream.

You are going to change the eighth screen again - the screen which invokes the demo program.

 DEMO.DEMOPROG.002 ---------  EDIT: RECORD SELECTION  ------------------14:27:05 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                           E7

                                                                                

    TERMINAL  APPLID    T/R TIME   OP   AID    VIEW  RECORD   ROW: 1 COL: 30    

 _  A60L2049  USS       00:00.060  EW                     1   SSOCIATES INTERNAT

 _  A60L2049  USS       00:09.118  RM   ENTER             2   SSOCIATES INTERNAT

 _  A60L2049  USS       00:00.003  EW                     3   EQUEST ACCEPTED AN

 _  A60L2049  VERDEMO   00:00.034  CON                    4   EQUEST ACCEPTED AN

 _  A60L2049  VERDEMO   00:00.008  DSC                    5   EQUEST ACCEPTED AN

 _  A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:00.004  CON                    6   EQUEST ACCEPTED AN

 _  A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:00.003  EWA                    7                     

 s  A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:20.330  RM   ENTER             8                     

 _  A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:00.002  EWA           R        9   ERIFY DEMONSTRATIO

 _  A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:06.174  RM   ENTER            10   ERIFY DEMONSTRATIO

 _  A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:00.009  EWA           R       11   ERIFY DEMONSTRATIO

 _  A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:29.923  RM   ENTER            12   ERIFY DEMONSTRATIO

 _  A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:00.003  EWA           R       13   ERIFY DEMONSTRATIO

 _  A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:09.621  RM   PF3              14   ERIFY DEMONSTRATIO

 _  A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:00.242  EWA                   15                     

 _  A60L2049  A04IVRFY  00:07.980  RM   ENTER            16                     

 ***  END OF RECORDS  ***                                                       

                                                                                

 TYPE AN "S" TO SELECT A RECORD                                               

 F1-HELP  F3-END  F4-RETURN  F7-UP  F8-DOWN  F9-FORMAT  F10-LEFT F11-RIGHT     

Action:

Tab to the eighth record, type s, and press Enter.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the screen.

Edit the Screen (VTAM)
Now you want to change the demo program from DEMO BUG to DEMO NEW to simulate that the program error has been
corrected.

 DEMO.DEMOPROG.002 -------  EDIT: FIELD FORMAT  ---------------------14:27:57

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                        E4 

                                                                               

                             RH:   0392A0             RECORD NUMBER:        8

 TYPE:       INPUT           APPL: A04IVRFY           DATA LENGTH:         16

 OPERATION:  READ MODIFIED   DATE: 02/19/1999         SCREEN SIZE:  24 BY  80

 THINK:      00:00:20.330    TIME: 14:25:30.424       TERMINAL:      A60L2049
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 AID:        ENTER                                    CURSOR ROW:  1 COL:  14

 ORDER  ROW  COL  ATTR  LENGTH  ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+

                         00013  xtca demo new                                   

                                ***  END OF FIELDS  ***                         

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                                

                                                                               

Action:

Move the cursor and overkey BUG with new. Press Enter. Then press PF3 three times.

Result:

Verify for VTAM saves the edited test stream and displays the Primary Options Menu.

Select the Run Function (VTAM)
Now you can select the Run function to retest the corrected program.

VERSION 1.4.0 -------  CA VERIFY PRIMARY OPTIONS MENU  -- -----------14:28:20 ENTER COMMAND ===> r                                          TERM: A60L2049

                                                                 OPER: SAMPLE  

    L  LOG A TEST STREAM                                                        

                                                                                

    B  BROWSE A TEST STREAM                                                     

                                                                                

    R  RUN A TEST STREAM                                                        

                                                                                

    E  EDIT A TEST STREAM                                                       

                                                                                

    M  MAINTAIN RULES                                                           

                                                                                

    I  INQUIRY/TERMINATION OF FUNCTIONS                                         

                                                                                

    U  UTILITIES                                                                

                                                                                

    T  TUTORIAL                                                                 

                                                                                

    X  EXIT                                                                     

            *** ENTER "KEYS" COMMAND TO SEE PF KEY ASSIGNMENTS ***              

                                                                                

                                                                              

COPYRIGHT © <cdate> CA.   ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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Action:

Type r and press Enter.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Run Options menu.

Specify the Run Options
Complete the Run Options menu as shown next.

 -------------------------------  RUN OPTIONS  ----------------------14:28:27

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                          

                                                                                

 ENTER INPUT TEST STREAM NAME:                                                  

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===> DEMO             (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                

   MEMBER      ===> DEMOPROG          OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS                

   VERSION     ===> 002               ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)               

                                                                                

 CREATE NEW OUTPUT TEST STREAM:                                                 

   DDNAME      ===> *                ("*" USES NEXT AVAILABLE VERSION)          

   APPLICATION ===>                                                             

   MEMBER      ===>                                                             

   VERSION     ===>                                                             

                                                                                

 PROCESS WITH RULES        ===> Y    (Y/N OR S-SELECT)                          

 COMPARISON TYPE           ===> S    (S-SCREEN, L-LOGICAL, P-PHYSICAL)          

 RECORD HISTORY            ===> Y    (Y/N)                                      

   REQUIRE SIGNOFF DATA    ===> N    (Y/N)                                      

 SIMULATED USER THINK TIME ===> NONE (NONE, NNN% OF ORIGINAL, NN SECONDS)       

 STATUS INTERVAL           ===> 005  (SECONDS)                                  

 CANCEL INTERVAL           ===> 001  (MINUTES)                                  

 STOP AT MISMATCHES        ===> Y    (Y/N)                                    

 F1-HELP  F3-END   F4-RETURN                                                   

Action:

Type the name of the input test stream, specifying Version 002, the version created during the last run.

Type * in the DDNAME field under CREATE NEW OUTPUT TEST STREAM.

Press Enter.

Result:

Verify for VTAM redisplays the Run Options menu.

Initiate the Run (VTAM)
The Run Options menu now contains the generated name of the output test stream; that is, same name, version 003.

 -------------------------------  RUN OPTIONS  ----------------NAME GENERATED

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                             
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 ENTER INPUT TEST STREAM NAME:                                                  

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS                                                       

   APPLICATION ===> DEMO             (LEAVE APPLICATION, MEMBER,                

   MEMBER      ===> DEMOPROG          OR VERSION BLANK AND PRESS                

   VERSION     ===> 002               ENTER FOR A SELECTION LIST)               

                                                                                

 CREATE NEW OUTPUT TEST STREAM:                                                 

   DDNAME      ===> TCADS            ("*" USES NEXT AVAILABLE VERSION)          

   APPLICATION ===> DEMO                                                        

   MEMBER      ===> DEMOPROG                                                    

   VERSION     ===> 003                                                         

                                                                                

 PROCESS WITH RULES        ===> Y    (Y/N OR S-SELECT)                          

 COMPARISON TYPE           ===> S    (S-SCREEN, L-LOGICAL, P-PHYSICAL)          

 RECORD HISTORY            ===> Y    (Y/N)                                      

   REQUIRE SIGNOFF DATA    ===> N    (Y/N)                                      

 SIMULATED USER THINK TIME ===> NONE (NONE, NNN% OF ORIGINAL, NN SECONDS)       

 STATUS INTERVAL           ===> 005  (SECONDS)                                  

 CANCEL INTERVAL           ===> 001  (MINUTES)                                  

 STOP AT MISMATCHES        ===> Y    (Y/N)                                    

 F1-HELP  F3-END   F4-RETURN                                                   

Action:

Press Enter to begin the run.

Result:

Verify for VTAM initiates the run, displays the Run Status menu, and then displays the Run Mismatch Options menu.

Verify for VTAM Detects a Mismatch (VTAM)
Remember that the last time you ran the test stream Verify for VTAM detected several mismatches:

• Time
• Zip code
• AR60 and AR90 fields

You resolved the time mismatch by creating rule actions and marking the time as a variable field. Verify for VTAM will now
ignore a mismatch in that field.

The zip code mismatch still exists. That is a valid difference because the updated program increased the zip code field
from 5 to 10. Notice that this is now the only unequal row.

 ---------------------------  RUN MISMATCH OPTIONS  -----------------14:30:01

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                        R6 

                                                                               

    1  DISPLAY RULESET SUMMARY           6  ACCEPT ORIGINAL OUTPUT              

    2  DISPLAY PREVIOUS INPUT            7  ACCEPT CURRENT OUTPUT               

    3  DISPLAY NEXT INPUT                8  CHANGE NEXT INPUT                   

    4  SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT              9  INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT AND INPUT     

    5  SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT AND INPUT   10  INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT               

                                                                                

INPUT:    TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.002           CURRENT RECORD:  13                 
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OUTPUT:   TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.003                                               

                                                                                

RULESET:  TESTSTREAM:  TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.002                                  

          APPLICATION: NOT USED                                                 

          SYSTEM:      NOT USED                                                 

                                                                                

          TYPE     OPERATION          WCC   CURSOR   SIZE    LENGTH  TERMINAL  

EXPECTED: OUTPUT   ERASE/WRITE ALT.  C3     7  19   24*80      870  A60L2049  

CURRENT:  OUTPUT   ERASE/WRITE ALT.  C3     7  19   24*80      855  A04IU001  

ONLY UNEQUAL ROW: 11                                                            

          STATE: .TX. ZIP: .78221.                                            

          STATE: .TX. ZIP: .78221-2718.                                       

                                  XXXXXXX                                       

  F1-HELP     F2-ROTATE     F3-END     F7-UP         F8-DOWN                   

Let's look at the Expected, Current, and Original screens.

Action:

Press PF2.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Expected screen.

View the Expected Screen (Installation Demo VTAM)
Look at the values in the AR fields.

 DEMO.DEMOPROG.002 ---------  RUN: EXPECTED SCREEN  -----------------14:30:01

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                        OUT RECORD:     13

            10        20        30        40        50        60        70  5

    ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|---

  |  XTCADEMO                CA VERIFY DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM           03/04/

  |                            CUSTOMER MASTER MAINTENANCE               12:5

  |                                 CUSTOMER INQUIRY                         

  4                                                                          

  |                         SALES PERSON: Ellen Jenkins                      

  |                                                                          

  |   CUSTOMER NAME:  Allied Gene Splicing    CONTACT1:  Geronimo Davis      

  8        ADDRESS1:  Technologies Plaza      CONTACT2:  Ellen Jenkins       

  |        ADDRESS2:  114 McCauley Avenue     CONTACT3:  Henry Meehan        

  |            CITY:  San Antonio             CONTACT4:  Bradley Thomas      

  |           STATE:  TX   ZIP:  78221                                       

 12                                                                          

  |                                                                          

  |                ********** ACCOUNTING INFORMATION **********              

  |                                                                          

 16            CREDIT LINE:   83,500.00       AR 30 DAYS:   35,000.00        

  |                                           AR 60 DAYS:   37,000.00        

  |                                           AR 90 DAYS:   40,000.00        

  |                                                      ------------         

 20                                            TOTAL AR:   112,000.00       

Action:
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Press PF2 to look at the Current screen.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Current screen.

View the Current Screen (Installation Demo VTAM)
Notice the AR fields. They now have the same values as the Expected screen, indicating that the bug in the program has
been fixed.

 DEMO.DEMOPROG.002 ----------  RUN: CURRENT SCREEN  -----------------14:30:37

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                        OUT RECORD:     13

            10        20        30        40        50        60        70 R5

    ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|--+ 

  |  XTCADEMO                CA VERIFY DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM           03/04/

  |                            CUSTOMER MASTER MAINTENANCE               13:1

  |                                 CUSTOMER INQUIRY                         

  4                                                                          

  |                         SALES PERSON: Ellen Jenkins                      

  |                                                                          

  |   CUSTOMER NAME:  Allied Gene Splicing    CONTACT1:  Geronimo Davis      

  8        ADDRESS1:  Technologies Plaza      CONTACT2:  Ellen Jenkins       

  |        ADDRESS2:  114 McCauley Avenue     CONTACT3:  Henry Meehan        

  |            CITY:  San Antonio             CONTACT4:  Bradley Thomas      

  |           STATE:  TX   ZIP:  78221-2718                                  

 12                                                                          

  |                                                                          

  |                ********** ACCOUNTING INFORMATION **********              

  |                                                                          

 16            CREDIT LINE:   83,500.00       AR 30 DAYS:   35,000.00        

  |                                           AR 60 DAYS:   37,000.00        

  |                                           AR 90 DAYS:   40,000.00        

  |                                                      ------------        

 20                                            TOTAL AR:   112,000.00        

Action:

Press PF2.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays Original screen.

View the Original Screen (Installation Demo VTAM)
Notice the values in the AR fields.

 DEMO.DEMOPROG.002 ---------  RUN: ORIGINAL SCREEN  -----------------14:30:40

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                        OUT RECORD:     13

            10        20        30        40        50        60        70 R5

    ----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|----+----|--- 

  |  XTCADEMO                CA VERIFY DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM           03/04/

  |                            CUSTOMER MASTER MAINTENANCE               12:5
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  |                                 CUSTOMER INQUIRY                         

  4                                                                          

  |                         SALES PERSON: Ellen Jenkins                      

  |                                                                          

  |   CUSTOMER NAME:  Allied Gene Splicing    CONTACT1:  Geronimo Davis      

  8        ADDRESS1:  Technologies Plaza      CONTACT2:  Ellen Jenkins       

  |        ADDRESS2:  114 McCauley Avenue     CONTACT3:  Henry Meehan        

  |            CITY:  San Antonio             CONTACT4:  Bradley Thomas      

  |           STATE:  TX   ZIP:  78221                                       

 12                                                                          

  |                                                                          

  |                ********** ACCOUNTING INFORMATION **********              

  |                                                                          

 16            CREDIT LINE:   83,500.00       AR 30 DAYS:   35,000.00        

  |                                           AR 60 DAYS:   37,000.00        

  |                                           AR 90 DAYS:   40,000.00        

  |                                                      ------------        

 20                                            TOTAL AR:   112,000.00        

Action:

Press PF2.

Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Run Mismatch Options menu.

Accept the Program Change
Now you can instruct Verify for VTAM to accept the program change - the extended zip code field - as permanent. This
means Verify for VTAM will not flag this field as a mismatch in future testing.

 ---------------------------  RUN MISMATCH OPTIONS  -----------------14:30:47

 ENTER COMMAND ===> 7                                                      R6

                                                                                

    1  DISPLAY RULESET SUMMARY           6  ACCEPT ORIGINAL OUTPUT              

    2  DISPLAY PREVIOUS INPUT            7  ACCEPT CURRENT OUTPUT               

    3  DISPLAY NEXT INPUT                8  CHANGE NEXT INPUT                   

    4  SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT              9  INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT AND INPUT     

    5  SKIP ORIGINAL OUTPUT AND INPUT   10  INSERT CURRENT OUTPUT               

                                                                                

INPUT:    TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.002           CURRENT RECORD:  13                 

OUTPUT:   TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.003                                               

                                                                                

RULESET:  TESTSTREAM:  TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.002                                  

          APPLICATION: NOT USED                                                 

          SYSTEM:      NOT USED                                                 

                                                                                

          TYPE     OPERATION          WCC   CURSOR   SIZE    LENGTH  TERMINAL  

EXPECTED: OUTPUT   ERASE/WRITE ALT.  C3     7  19   24*80      870  A60L2049  

CURRENT:  OUTPUT   ERASE/WRITE ALT.  C3     7  19   24*80      855  A04IU001  

ONLY UNEQUAL ROW: 11                                                            

          STATE: .TX. ZIP: .78221.                                            

          STATE: .TX. ZIP: .78221-2718.                                       
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                                  XXXXXXX                                       

  F1-HELP     F2-ROTATE     F3-END     F7-UP         F8-DOWN                   

Action:

Type 7 (Accept Current Output) and press Enter.

Result:

Verify for VTAM continues the run, displays the Run Status menu, and then displays the Run Completion menu.

View Run Statistics (VTAM)
The Run Completion menu provides information on the run that has just completed.

 TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.002         RUN COMPLETION  --------------------14:30:54

 ENTER COMMAND ===>                                                        R8

                                                                                

 OUTPUT SCREENS COMPARED:        6                                              

 PHYSICALLY EQUAL SCREENS:       4                                              

 LOGICALLY EQUAL SCREENS:        5                                              

                                                                                

 OUTPUT TEST STREAM: TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.003                                    

                                                                                

 RULESET(S) USED:                                                               

   TESTSTREAM:  TCADS.DEMO.DEMOPROG.002                                         

   APPLICATION: NOT USED                                                        

   SYSTEM:      NOT USED                                                        

                   IN:   OUT:                                                   

 EQUAL:              6      4                                                   

 EQUIVALENT:                1                                                   

 IGNORED:                   0                                                   

 ACCEPTED:                  1                                                   

 INSERTED:           0      0                                                   

 DELETED:            0      0                                                   

 CHANGED:            0                                                          

 NOT RUN:            0      0                                                   

                                                                               

  F1-HELP  F3-END   F4-RETURN                                                  

You have now finished testing the demo program.

With Verify for VTAM, you were able to:

• Detect program errors
• Ignore valid differences
• Fix a program bug and retest to make sure the error was corrected

If you wish, you can print the test stream you just created for documentation purposes. See the section "Batch Functions"
for directions.

This demo has illustrated some of the features of Verify for VTAM. To learn more about Verify for VTAM, see the other
sections in this section.

Action:

Press PF4.
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Result:

Verify for VTAM displays the Primary Options Menu.

Now you can exit from Verify for VTAM or use the test streams you created to learn more about Verify for VTAM 's other
features.
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Message Reference
When Verify opens a data set under MVS, access method services may issue message IEC161 056-84 if the file was not
closed when it was last used. Verify handles this internally; the message can be ignored. This section provides messages
for Verify for CICS and Verify for VTAM. Most messages apply to both products, but some are product specific.

Verify messages have one of the following prefixes: TCA or PTE.

Examples: TCA0002, PTE00104 

Verify error messages are numbered by the type of processing being performed:

Error Message Processing
TCA0000 - TCA0099 Initialization
TCA0100 - TCA0199 Log initialization
TCA0200 - TCA0299 Inquiry
TCA0400 - TCA0499 Run function
TCA0500 - TCA0599 Utilities
TCA0600 - TCA0699 Command list processing and data set/file open
TCA0700 - TCA0799 Browse and Edit
TCA0800 - TCA0899 Terminal selection
TCA0900 - TCA0999 REXX security and conversion
TCA1000 - TCA1099 Automated mismatch processing
TCA2000 - TCA2099 Terminal and command handling
TCA2200 - TCA2299 Test stream selection
TCA2300 - TCA2399 New test stream initialization
TCA2500 - TCA2599 Data set/file handling
TCA2700 - TCA2799 Terminal control exits
TCA2800 - TCA2899 Supervisor services
TCA3000 - TCA3099 Authorization exit
TCA3200 - TCA3299 Screen displays
TCA3300 - TCA3499 Batch
TCA3500 - TCA3599 Virtual terminal handling
TCA4000 - Rules function

For abend and return codes, see Abend and Return Codes.

For logical unit codes, see Logical Unit Codes. 

Abend and Return Codes
Learn about Abend Codes, MVS Return Codes, and VSE Return Codes, including detailed descriptions.
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Abend Codes

Abend Code Description

0002 Identifies dumps requested via the XTCAABEND command.

0003 Issued when an unexpected error was encountered processing
the XTCADUMPS command.

AKC3 Issued when Verify terminates conversational transactions left at
the virtual terminals when the Run function completes. Because
this is completely normal, ignore these dumps. You can suppress
them by issuing the CICS command:
CEMT S TRD(AKC3) MAX(0)

For details on suppressing CICS dumps, see the IBM manual
System Programming Reference for CICS-Supplied Transactions.

TCAR Issued by CICS 2.1 and 2.2 systems when Verify terminates
conversational transactions left at the virtual terminals when the
Run function completes. Because this is completely normal, ignore
these dumps.

CORE Issued if Verify finds CICS is short on storage. Verify frees all its
main storage areas when it issues this abend.

XTCA Identifies dumps requested via the XTCADUMPS command. See
the Installation section section on Problem Reporting.

TSRA Identifies segment storage dumps related to XTCA ASRA abends.
If you get these dumps, save them with the related ASRA dumps.

MVS Return Codes

The batch component of Verify uses the following return codes:

0
No errors

8
Name not found, and so on

12
Control card error

16
DD card missing

VSE Return Codes

The batch component of Verify will cancel (due to program request) under some circumstances. In each case, the
registers displayed in the dump will contain a cancel code:

00000001
A CDLOAD failed. Increase the available GETVIS by either increasing the partition size or decreasing the SIZE=
parameter. Also, be sure that the core image library is assigned.

00000002
A GETVIS failed. Increase the available GETVIS by either increasing the partition size or decreasing the SIZE=
parameter.
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00000003
SYSIPT is not assigned to a supported device. Resubmit the job with SYSIPT assigned to a printer, the spooler,
or tape.

Logical Unit Codes
This appendix documents codes defined by Verify, which may appear in some messages.

Logical Unit States

A Verify logical unit (virtual terminal) is a finite state machine. This means that a virtual terminal is always in one of several
states, and that the processing of session requests and events depends on the current state of the terminal. The current
state of a virtual terminal is provided to CA REXX execs in variable field PTESTATE.

The following list names and describes each Verify logical unit State:

State Description

OFFLINE A session is not active or session termination is currently in
progress.

INTERACTIVE A session is not active. However, if an online system has sent a
BIND request, a session can be started.

SETLOGON Verify has issued a SETLOGON macro statement while preparing
to start a session, and is awaiting completion of the VTAM RPL
based request.

REQSESS Verify has issued a REQSESS macro statement to request a
session with a named online system, and is awaiting completion of
the VTAM RPL based request.

PENDBIND Verify is waiting for a BIND request from an online system. A BIND
request is the SNA request unit that is sent from an online system
to a terminal to start a session. The PENDBIND state can be
entered following the successful completion of a REQSESS macro
or after processing an UNBIND request that indicated that another
BIND was forthcoming.

OPNSEC Verify has issued an OPNSEC macro statement to accept a
session with an online system, and is awaiting completion of the
VTAM RPL based request.

RESET Verify is waiting for an SNA Start Data Traffic (SDT) command.
The RESET state is entered following the successful completion of
an OPNSEC macro statement or after processing an SNA CLEAR
request that was sent by an online system to stop session traffic.

SESSIONC Verify has issued a SESSIONC macro statement to reject an
unacceptable BIND request, and is awaiting completion of the
VTAM RPL based request.

CONTENTION A session is currently active and is between SNA brackets. Either
the online system or the virtual terminal can send a message on
the session.
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ONLINE The ONLINE state is the same as the CONTENTION state,
but also indicates that this is the first time that the session has
entered the contention state since accepting a BIND request to
start a session. This state value can only appear in the Verify
REXX variable PTESTATE.

PENDBB Verify has received and positively responded to an SNA BID
request sent by an online system, and is currently waiting on a
data request that specifies begin-bracket.

INBOUND The session is in the in-bracket state and the session direction
is inbound. The online system is waiting on the next normal flow
message on the session to be sent from the terminal to the online
system.

SEND Verify is currently sending a data chain to an online system. The
request can be a normal flow message that is sent when an
ENTER, PF, PA or CLEAR key is pressed, can be a response to
a read buffer, read modified, or read partition query request sent
by the online system, or can be a null data request containing the
change direction indicator that is sent in response to a SIGNAL
request that was received from the online system. Verify is
awaiting the completion of a VTAM RPL based SEND request.

OUTBOUND The session is in the in-bracket state, is between chains, and
Verify is waiting for the next normal flow session message to be
sent from the online system to the terminal. The virtual terminal
keyboard is inhibited with the exception of the Attention key.

RECEIVE Verify is currently receiving a data chain from an online system,
and is awaiting the completion of a VTAM RPL based RECEIVE
request.

REJECT Verify has sent a negative response to an invalid request that
was sent by the online system to the virtual terminal. The rejected
request was not the last or only element in the chain. While in the
REJECT state, Verify is waiting for the last element of the rejected
chain or for another host recovery action.

ERP1 Verify has sent a negative response to an invalid request that
was sent by the online system to the virtual terminal. The entire
rejected chain has been received and discarded. While in the
ERP1 state, Verify is waiting for a valid host recovery action to
return the session to a normal session state.

SHUTC Verify has sent a SHUTC (shutdown complete) request in
response to a SHUTD (shutdown) request previously received
from an online system. While in the SHUTC state, Verify is waiting
for the completion of the VTAM RPL based SEND request.

SHUT Verify has previously received a SNA SHUTD request and has
responded by sending a SHUTC request. The session is now
shutdown, meaning that normal flow messages can no longer be
sent on the session. Verify is waiting for the online system to clear
the session and restart data traffic or to terminate the session.
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TERMSESS In response to an application request, or after processing
an irresolvable error, Verify has issued a TERMSESS macro
statement to terminate the session between a virtual terminal and
an online system. Verify is waiting for the completion of the VTAM
RPL based request.

Session Status Flags

This section documents the meaning of session status flags that appear in some Verify messages.

Session status flags are displayed as a three-byte hexadecimal value. The meaning of each bit, when on, is as follows:

Byte.Bit Description

1.0 A session is currently active.

1.1 Session data traffic is active.

1.2 The session is currently in bracket.

1.3 An RU chain is currently being sent or received.

1.4 The current session direction is inbound to the online system.

1.7 The virtual terminal is in an active state.

2.0 A session was started during the current application.

2.1 A BID or begin bracket request was rejected during the current
application call.

2.2 An SNA CLEAR request was processed during the current
application call.

2.4 A negative response was sent to a request that was processed
during the current application call.

2.5 The session is timed out.

2.6 A request was received during the application call that sounded
the
terminal alarm.

2.7 The current application call was an invalid request.

3.0 A SHUTD request was received; shutdown is in progress.

3.2 A rejected request chain is being flushed.

3.3 Go to ERP1 state after flushing a rejected request chain.

3.7 VTECS is currently executing.

PTE00001
CA VERIFY OPTIONS TABLE, VTEOT, IS NOT Rnnn
The Verify options table loaded was not the correct release for the release of Verify being executed. When the message
is issued, Rnnn is replaced by the release number of the Verify code executing when the invalid Verify options table was
loaded. To correct the problem, assemble the options table for release Rnnn and/or ensure that the correct options table
has been linked, copied, or moved to the load library being used to access Verify Rnnn modules.
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PTE00100
SIGNON USERID NOT 1-8 NATIONAL CHARS
While using Verify security options designed for use in systems not supported by a z/OS SAF based security system,
security initialization failed because a user ID specified was not 1 through 8 national characters (A-Z, 0-9, @, #or $).

PTE00101
USERID MAY NOT BE CHANGED WHILE SECURED TASKS ARE ACTIVE
While using Verify security options designed for use in systems not supported by a z/OS SAF based security system, a
request to change the active user ID failed because the user ID that was active when the change was requested was
being used by active Verify tasks.

PTE00102
CAPTURE SECURITY NOT CHANGED BECAUSE SECURED TASKS ARE ACTIVE
A request to change the active password capture format to another format allowed by Verify system options was rejected
because Verify tasks were using the active capture format to secure data when the request to change the active capture
format was processed. The active password capture format may be changed to another allowed format only when no
Verify task is active that is using the active capture format to secure data.

PTE00103
SPECIFIED CAPTURE OPTION IS NOT ALLOWED AND WAS IGNORED
A request to change the active password capture format to another format was rejected because the format specified was
not allowed by Verify system options. Password capture formats permitted by Verify system options may be displayed by
entering option 'S' on the Utilities panel of the Verify TSO interface.

PTE00104
AN INVALID CAPTURE FORMAT OPTION WAS IGNORED
A request to change the active password capture format to another format was rejected because the format specified was
not a password capture format supported by Verify. Password capture formats permitted by Verify system options may be
displayed by entering option 'S' on the Utilities panel of the Verify TSO interface.

PTE00105
TOKEN SECURITY INACTIVE BECAUSE NO USERID AVAILABLE
Verify Token security initialization failed because no valid user ID was available. If this message is issued in a z/OS
system that is supported by a SAF-based security system, report the security system error to administrators or technicians
responsible for your system security. If the problem persists, contact Verify technical support for assistance in diagnosing
the cause of the problem.

PTE00106
ENCODE FOR USERID IGNORE BECAUSE CODE FOR NOT ALLOWED
A request to encode captured password for a specified user ID was ignored either because Verify system options do not
permit passwords to be encoded for another user ID or because the authority was disabled per system options after an
excessive number of passwords were encoded for another user ID.

PTE00107
CODEFOR USERID IGNORED BECAUSE USERID NOT 2-8 CHARS
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A request to encode captured password data using a specified user ID was rejected because the user ID specified was
not 2 through 8 national characters (A-Z, 0-9, @, #or $).

PTE00108
CODE SECURITY INACTIVE BECAUSE USERID NOT 2-8 CHARS
Verify Code security initialization failed because the active user ID was not 2 through 8 national characters (A-Z, 0-9, @,
#or $). If your user ID is 2 through 8 national characters and this message is issued in a z/OS system that is supported
by a SAF-based security system, report the security system error to administrators or technicians responsible for your
system security. If the problem persists, and your user ID is 2 through 8 national characters, contact Broadcom Support
for assistance in diagnosing the cause of the problem.

PTE00109
SCREEN TRACE FIELD SECURITY FOOTNOTE IS INVALID
A traced screen image contained a 'TOKEN AT' footnote, which is created by Verify to identify traced screen fields that are
secured using Token Security. However the footnote was invalid because it did not identify a valid non-display field using
syntax used by Verify to identify traced token fields. If Verify created the footnote, report the error to Broadcom Support.

PTE00110
THE TOKEN NAME SPECIFIED CONTAINED INVALID CHARACTERS
A token name specified at the Verify Token Security panel was not a valid token name. A token name must be a valid
PDS member name consisting of 1 through 8 national characters (A-Z, 0-9, @, # or $), but may not begin with a numeric
character (0 - 9).

PTE00111
THE LIBRARY MEMBER SPECIFIED IS NOT A TOKEN SCREEN
The data in a library member specified at the Verify Token Security Panel or selected from a library member list does not
begin with a valid token screen. A valid token screen is a screen image formatted like a screen image captured using the
Verify trace FORMAT option, whose cursor is positioned at the first position of a modifiable non-display field that is large
enough to contain the library member name which is used by Verify as a password token.

PTE00112
ENTER NON-NULL DATA TO UPDATE TOKEN
A request to update the value of a token was ignored because no token data was entered in the token field. To update the
value of a token or to create a new token, enter the data to be represented by the token as instructed when the Create
Token or Change Token screen is displayed.

PTE00113
TYPE CODE IS NOT 3-8 NATIONAL CHARACTERS
A TYPE command for REXX specified the CODE keyword to enter an encoded password, however the value found
following the CODE keyword was not 3 through 8 national characters (A-Z, 0-9, @, # or $). Specify a valid encoded
password value when the TYPE command CODE keyword is used to enter the password for an encoded value.

PTE00114
TYPE TOKEN NAME IS NOT 1-8 NATIONAL CHARACTERS
A TYPE command for REXX specified the TOKEN keyword to enter a token value, however the data found following
the TOKEN keyword was not a 1 through 8 national character token name (A-Z, 0-9, @, # or $). Specify the name of an
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existing password token when the TYPE command TOKEN keyword is used to enter data represented by a CA Verify
password token.

PTE00115
TYPE CODE CURSOR LOC VISABLE OR FIELD TOO SMALL
A TYPE command for REXX that specified the CODE keyword could not be processed because the cursor was positioned
at a visible screen location, or because the length of the encoded data exceeded length of the non-display field into which
the data was to be typed.

PTE00116
TYPE TOKEN CURSOR LOC VISIBLE OR FIELD TOO SMALL
A TYPE command for REXX that specified the TOKEN keyword could not be processed because the cursor was
positioned at a visible screen location, or because the token represents data that was previously entered into a non-
display screen field that was larger than the field into which the token data was to be typed.

PTE00117
TYPE TOKEN NOT FOUND IN USER PROFILE
A TYPE command for REXX that specified the TOKEN keyword could not be processed because a token value did not
exist in the user's CA Verify PROFILE data set. A token can only be used to TYPE confidential data when the token user
has previously entered the confidential data to be typed when the token is used.

PTE00118
TOKEN NOT TYPABLE BECAUSE NO USERID AVAILABLE
A TYPE command for REXX that specified the TOKEN keyword could not be processed because the TYPE command
was executed in an address space for which no owning user ID had been established. In a system that is managed by
a security system that identifies the owner of an address space as prescribed by z/OS SAF, the failure represents a
probable security system failure. Either report the problem to administrators or technicians responsible for your system
security or contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in diagnosing the problem.

PTE00119
CODE NOT TYPABLE BECAUSE NO USERID OR USERID LT 2 CHARS
A TYPE command for REXX that specified the CODE keyword could not be processed because the TYPE command was
executed in an address space for which no owning user ID had been established or the owning user ID was not 2 through
8 national characters (A-Z, 0-9, @, # or $). If a valid user ID should have been available, the failure represents a probable
security system failure. Either report the problem to administrators or technicians responsible for your system security or
contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in diagnosing the problem.

PTE00120
TOKEN NOT TYPED BECAUSE TOKEN DATA NOT DECODABLE FOR USERID
A TYPE command for REXX that specified the TOKEN keyword could not be processed because the user ID that owned
the address space in which the TYPE statement or command was executed was not a valid key for the encrypted token
data. Possible causes of the error are (1) a corrupted CA Verify PROFILE data set, (2) PROFILE data was copied from
another user's PROFILE data set, or (3) the correct user ID was not available due to a security system error. Either report
the problem to administrators or technicians responsible for your system security or contact CA Verify technical support for
assistance in diagnosing the problem.
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PTE00121
THE CODE FOR THE ENTERED DATA AND USERID IS "code"
A request to create a CA Verify security code for data entered at the CA Verify Code Security Panel, and possibly for a
user ID other than the user ID that entered the request, completed successfully. When the message is issued, "code"
is replaced by the encoded password value and may be used by the user ID for whom it was encoded with the TYPE
command CODE keyword to enter the data encoded.

PTE00122
USERID MUST BE 2 THROUGH 8 NATIONAL CHARACTERS
A request to create a CA Verify security code for data entered at the CA Verify Code Security Panel, and possibly for a
user ID other than the user ID that entered the request, could not be processed because the active or specified user ID
was not 2 through 8 national characters (A-Z, 0-9, @, # or $).

PTE00123
DATA TO ENCODE MUST BE AT LEAST 3 NATIONAL CHARACTERS
A request to create a CA Verify security code for data entered at the CA Verify Code Security Panel could not be
processed because the data was not 3 through 8 contiguous national characters (A-Z, 0-9, @, # or $).

PTE00124
CODE FOR OTHER UID AUTHORITY REVOKED AT SYSTEM LIMIT
A request to create a CA Verify security code for data entered at the CA Verify Code Security Panel or using the VTEIS
encode subroutine, and for use by a user ID other than the user ID that requested the security code could not be
processed because the authority of the user to encode data for use by another user ID was revoked after encoding data
for other user ID(s) more times than allowed by CA Verify system options.

PTE00125
SECURITY LIMIT EXCEEDED BY UID a ENCODING PASSWORD FOR UID b
A request by user ID "a" to encode data for use by user ID "b" exceeded the VTEOM CODE,FORLIM=limit value specified
in CA Verify system options. The message is sent via WTO with routing and descriptor codes also specified by CA Verify
system options. Refer to the CA Verify User section for a complete description of password encoding limit purpose and
options.

PTE00126
A TOKEN COULD NOT BE ASSIGNED BECAUSE PROFILE LOAD FAILED
Password data entered while capturing a session and while CA Verify Token Security was active was not successfully
replaced by a security token because the user's CA Verify PROFILE data set could not be loaded. The cause of the error
may be a damaged PROFILE data set, invalid PROFILE data or an error explained by other messages issued when the
error occurred. If the cause of the error is a damaged PROFILE data set, the data set may be deleted, after which the CA
Verify Token Security Panel may be used to reenter any token data lost when the PROFILE data set is deleted.

PTE00127
A TOKEN COULD NOT BE CREATED BECAUSE ALL TOKEN NAMES ARE USED
Password data entered while capturing a session and while CA Verify Token Security was active was not successfully
replaced by a security token because all possible token names were already used to represent other values represented
by password tokens. Because CA Verify exhausts all possible combinations of alphabetic characters (A-Z) that fit in a
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particular non-display field before it runs out of token names, it is highly improbable that this problem can occur for a valid
reason. If the problem occurs, contact CA Verify technical support for assistance.

PTE00128
PROFILE DATASET, data.set.name, CONTAINS INVALID DATA
CA Verify PROFILE dataset, "data.set.name", contained data that was not valid for the user using the data set. A
PROFILE data set is created automatically by CA Verify for each CA Verify user when first needed using options specified
by the VTEOM PROFILE statement in the CA Verify system options table, and is managed and updated by CA Verify
as required to maintain information private to the user for whom a PROFILE data set was created. CA Verify PROFILE
datasets may be moved to other volumes, and may be copied for backup purposes or restored. However, in no other case
is it valid to manually allocate a PROFILE data set or to copy data to a PROFILE data set from any source other than a
previous backup of a PROFILE data set created by CA Verify for a particular user. If a PROFILE data set is damaged, a
new PROFILE data set may be created by deleting the damaged data set, after which the user who owns the data set
may use the CA Verify Token Security Panel to recreate any lost PROFILE token data.

PTE00129
NON-DISPLAY INPUT DATA WAS CAPTURED AS SECURITY TOKEN|CODE n
While using a CA Verify session, data entered into a non-display field was captured as a CA Verify password token named
"n" or as a password code whose value is "n". This message is displayed to the user that entered the data only when
VTEOM SECURE,NOTIFY=YES is specified in CA Verify system options. Message PTE00130 is displayed following
PTE00129.

PTE00130
USERID uid MAY USE THE TOKEN|CODE TO REKEY THE DATA ENTERED
This message is always displayed following message, PTE00129, and informs a user who entered non-display data that
was captured as a CA Verify password token or code, that the token or code may be used by user ID "uid" to reenter the
actual data captured as a token or code to gain access to any system or data that is permitted by entering the captured
non-display data.

PTE00901
LOGON FAILED SLU=termid PLU=applid
VTECS was unable to successfully establish a session between a virtual terminal (SLU=termid) and an online system
(PLU=applid). The caller of VTECS specified LOGONFAIL processing to request that, in the event of a session connect
error, the console operator be given an opportunity to perform problem determination and correction and the option to
retry or reject the LOGON request. The message is preceded by another message that provides more specific information
related to the cause of the problem. The message is issued as a non-deletable WTO. The message is followed by
message PTE00902. The message is deleted from the console when PTE00902 is replied to.

PTE00902
REPLY "RETRY", "DOWN" OR "REJECT"
PTE00902 follows PTE00901. The message is issued via WTOR. If the cause of the session initiation error can be
determined and corrected, do so, and reply "RETRY". If the cause of the problem is that the online system is not active
in the system, reply "DOWN". If the cause of the error cannot be determined or corrected, reply "REJECT" to terminate
the LOGON request. Possible causes of the error are: (1) VTAM is not active; (2) The PLU is not active; (3) the SLU is not
active; (4) the SLU is "out of service" in the online system (PLU); (5) a cross domain resource manager or link connecting
a PLU and SLU that reside in different network domains is inactive.
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PTE00903
LOGON RETRY REJECTED BY OPERATOR
VTECS was unsuccessful in initiating a CA Verify session with a named online system. The CA Verify script or Access
Method application specified LOGONFAIL processing in the event that session initiation is unsuccessful. Console operator
assistance was solicited via messages PTE00901 and PTE00902. The console operator replied "REJECT" to the request
for corrective action. The return code is set to 8, and the message is returned to the caller.

PTE00904
PLU IS DOWN PER CONSOLE OPERATOR
VTECS was unsuccessful in initiating a CA Verify session with a named online system. The CA Verify script or Access
Method application specified LOGONFAIL processing in the event that session initiation is unsuccessful. Console operator
assistance was solicited via messages PTE00901 and PTE00902. The console operator replied "DOWN" to the request
for corrective action. The return code is set to 8, and the message is returned to the caller.

PTE30101
INVALID FUNCTION CODE PASSED TO EXIT PROGRAM
The CA Verify Communications Exit Program was called with a function code that requested other than LOGON,
SIGNON, CONVERSE, or LOGOFF Communications Exit Program processing. Refer to the CA Verify Installation section
for details.

PTE30102
PTXPAPPL PARM NOT SPECIFIED
The CA Verify Communications Exit Program was called with a function code that requested LOGON Communications
Exit Program processing. The address of an online system name was not specified. Refer to the CA Verify Installation
section for details.

PTE30103
LOGON APPL ID REQUIRED
A CA Verify Communications Exit Program was called with a function code that requested LOGON Communications Exit
Program processing. The name of an online system was not specified.

PTE30104
PTXPTERM PARM NOT SPECIFIED
A CA Verify Communications Exit Program was called with a function code that requested LOGON Communications Exit
Program processing. The address of a CA Verify name was not specified. Refer to the CA Verify Installation section for
details.

PTE30105
PTCC CB NOT FOUND AT SIGNOFF EXIT
A CA Verify Communications Exit Program was called with a function code that requested SIGNOFF processing. The
address of a CA Verify control block associated with an active CA Verify session was not provided. Refer to the CA Verify
Installation section for details.

PTE30106
PTCC CB NOT FOUND AT SIGNON EXIT
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A CA Verify Communications Exit Program was called with a function code that requested SIGNON processing. The
address of a CA Verify control block associated with an active CA Verify session was not provided. Refer to the CA Verify
Installation section for details.

PTE30107
SYSTEM NOT DEFINED IN VTEOT
A CA Verify Communications Exit Program was called to perform pre-logon processing. The logon request being
processed specified an online system name that was not defined in the CA Verify options table (VTEOT). An options
table statement, VTEOM CONTROL,LOGON=ONLY, specified that only logons to systems defined by VTEOM SYSTEM
statements are to be accepted. If the system name specified in the logon request is a valid system name that should be
accessible via CA Verify, contact the systems programmer responsible for the installation and maintenance of CA Verify
and request that a VTEOM SYSTEM statement be added to the CA Verify Options Table. to define the system specified in
the rejected SESSION command or LOGON statement.

PTE30108
PTCC CB NOT FOUND AT CONVERSE EXIT
A CA Verify Communications Exit Program was called with a function code that requested CONVERSE processing. The
address of a CA Verify control block associated with an active CA Verify session was not provided. Refer to the CA Verify
Installation section for details.

PTE30109
PTXP NOT PASSED TO EXIT PROGRAM - ABENDING
A CA Verify Communications Exit Program was called but no parameter was provided. A caller of the exit facility must
provide parameters as described in the CA Verify Installation section.

PTE30110
PTBA NOT PASSED TO EXIT PROGRAM - ABENDING
A CA Verify Communications Exit Program was called but the parameter area did not provide the address of a PTCC
BASE area used by the Communications Exit Program to locate the CA Verify session control block and to provide
Communications Exit Program feedback information to the caller. Refer to the CA Verify Installation section for parameters
required by the Communications Exit Program.

PTE30111
ALL PROGRAM TERMINALS IN THIS SYSTEM ARE BUSY
A CA Verify Communications Exit Program was called to obtain a session with an online system. All of the terminals
managed by the Communications Exit Program are currently in use. Specify a terminal id, or retry the LOGON request.

PTE30112
THE NAMED PROGRAM TERMINAL IS BUSY
A CA Verify Communications Exit Program was called to obtain a session with an online system. All of the terminals
managed by the Communications Exit Program are currently in use. Specify a terminal id, or retry the LOGON request.

PTE30113
PTXPLMOD PARM NOT SPECIFIED
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A CA Verify Communications Exit Program was called with a function code that requested LOGON Communications
Exit Program processing. The address of a Logon Mode Table field was not supplied by the caller. Refer to the CA Verify
Installation section for details.

PTE50001
RETURN STATE IS state (flags)
This message documents the state of a CA Verify logical unit after processing major session events, including
session initiations, terminal inputs, online system responses and session terminations. When the message is issued,
"state" is replaced by one of the state names documented in Logical Unit States (file:///C:\\display\\CV\\Logical+Unit
+Codes#LogicalUnitCodes-LogicalUnitStates), and "flags" is replaced by a three-byte hexadecimal value that provides
additional information about a logical unit or session, as documented in Session Status Flags (file:///C:\\display\\CV\
\Logical+Unit+Codes#LogicalUnitCodes-SessionStatusFlags).

PTE50002
PTCC CB INVALID, ABENDING
At the entry to CA Verify module, VTECS, a major CA Verify control block, the PTCC, was found to be invalid. The control
block is documented in the CA Verify Installation section, for use in CA Verify Communication Exit programs. If the
message is incurred while using another type of CA Verify application, contact CA Verify technical support for assistance
in problem resolution.

PTE50003
PTCC FUNCTION INVALID, ABENDING
At the entry to CA Verify module, VTECS, the function code contained in the PTCC control block was found to be invalid.
The PTCC control block is documented in the CA Verify Installation section, for use in CA Verify Communication Exit
programs. If the message is incurred while using another type of CA Verify application, contact CA Verify technical support
for assistance in problem resolution.

PTE50005
PROCESSING LOGON REQUEST
This information-only message documents a call to the CA Verify Communication System LOGON routine. The LOGON
routine is used by CA Verify applications to start a session between a CA Verify virtual terminal and an online system.

PTE50006
OPENING ACB FOR SLU slu
This information-only message documents an attempt by CA Verify to activate a virtual terminal for use in a CA Verify
session. When the message is issued, "slu", is replaced by the VTAM APPL name of the virtual terminal specified by or
allocated to the CA Verify application.

PTE50007
ISSUING SETLOGON
This information-only message documents the execution of a VTAM SETLOGON macro statement, to inform VTAM that
the virtual terminal is prepared to accept sessions.

PTE50008
SLU (TERMINAL) APPLID REQUIRED
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A CA Verify Communication Exit program issued a CA Verify LOGON request, as documented in the CA Verify Installation
section, however did not specify the name of the VTAM APPL to be used as a virtual terminal.

PTE50009
PLU (ONLINE SYSTEM) APPLID REQUIRED
A CA Verify Communication Exit program issued a CA Verify LOGON request, as documented in the CA Verify Installation
section, however did not specify the VTAM APPL name of the online system with which a session was desired.

PTE50010
GEN ACB ERROR
A VTAM GENCB macro was executed by CA Verify to create a VTAM ACB. The macro did not complete successfully.
If other messages, displayed or written to the job log or z/OS system log, do not explain the failure, contact CA Verify
technical support for assistance in problem resolution.

PTE50011
GEN NIB ERROR
A VTAM GENCB macro was executed by CA Verify to create a VTAM NIB. The macro did not complete successfully.
If other messages, displayed or written to the job log or z/OS system log, do not explain the failure, contact CA Verify
technical support for assistance in problem resolution.

PTE50012
GEN RPL ERROR
A VTAM GENCB macro was executed by CA Verify to create a VTAM RPL. The macro did not complete successfully.
If other messages, displayed or written to the job log or z/OS system log, do not explain the failure, contact CA Verify
technical support for assistance in problem resolution.

PTE50013
SLU ACB OPEN FAILED ACBERFLG xx
CA Verify attempted to open a VTAM ACB, to be used as a virtual terminal. The open did not complete successfully.
When the message is issued, "xx" is replaced by the one-byte hexadecimal value contained in the ACB field, ACBERFLG.
Official documentation of the ACB error flag may be found in an IBM "VTAM Programming" manual. However, when
ACBERFLG is 5A, it means that the name of the virtual terminal specified by or allocated to a CA Verify application
is unknown to VTAM. The problem may be corrected by varying the installed VTAM application major node, that was
installed for use by CA Verify, active to VTAM, or by coding appropriate TERMINALS statements in the CA Verify Options
Table as described in the CA Verify Installation section.

PTE50014
SETLOGON FAILED, SLU INACTIVE
After successfully opening the VTAM ACB to be used as a virtual terminal, and before issuing a VTAM SETLOGON macro
to activate session start up, CA Verify detected that the virtual terminal was now "inactive". If other messages displayed
or written to the CA Verify log, job log or z/OS system log do not explain the cause of the problem, contact CA Verify
technical support for assistance in problem resolution.

PTE50015
SETLOGON REQUEST REJECTED, RCFB-rcfb SENSE-sense
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After successfully opening the VTAM ACB to be used as a virtual terminal, a VTAM SETLOGON macro statement was
executed while attempting to start a CA Verify session. The request completed with a non-zero return code. Refer to "IBM
Communications Server: IP and SNA Codes" and "IBM Communications Server: SNA Programming" for information about
the VTAM return and feedback codes and SNA sense codes contained in this message. If the return, feedback and sense
codes and other messages displayed or written to the CA Verify log, job log or z/OS system log do not explain the cause
of the problem, contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in problem resolution.

PTE50016
PROCESSING CONVERSE REQUEST
This information-only message documents a call to the CA Verify Communication System CONVERSE routine. The
CONVERSE routine is used by CA Verify applications to send a message from a CA Verify virtual terminal to an online
system.

PTE50017
CONVERSE INVALID DURING state STATE
An invalid call was made to the CA Verify Communication System CONVERSE routine. The CONVERSE routine is used
by CA Verify applications to send a message from a CA Verify virtual terminal to an online system. The call was invalid
because the CA Verify virtual terminal keyboard was inhibited or otherwise unavailable to be used to send a message to
the online system. When the message is issued, "state" is replaced by one of the state names documented in Logical Unit
States (file:///C:\\display\\CV\\Logical+Unit+Codes#LogicalUnitCodes-LogicalUnitStates) in Appendix A.

PTE50018
AID KEY IS NOT ENTER, PA, PF OR CLEAR
An invalid call was made to the CA Verify Communication System CONVERSE routine. The CONVERSE routine is used
by CA Verify applications to send a message from a CA Verify virtual terminal to an online system. The aid key parameter
specified on the call was not a code that represents a keyboard ENTER, PA, PF, or CLEAR key.

PTE50019
CURSOR POSITION IS NOT WITHIN SCREEN
An invalid call was made to the CA Verify Communication System CONVERSE routine. The CONVERSE routine is used
by CA Verify applications to send a message from a CA Verify virtual terminal to an online system. The cursor address
specified on the call was larger than current virtual terminal screen size.

PTE50020
PROCESSING ATTENTION REQUEST
This information-only message documents a call to the CA Verify Communication System ATTN routine. The ATTN routine
is used by CA Verify applications to send an attention key signal from a CA Verify virtual terminal to an online system.

PTE50021
PREVIOUS SIGNAL COMPLETED, RCFB-rcfb SENSE-sense
This information-only message documents the completion of a previously sent attention key signal. If the message
contains non-zero VTAM return and feedback codes or SNA sense codes, information about the codes may be found in
"IBM Communications Server: IP and SNA Codes" and "IBM Communications Server: SNA Programming".

PTE50022
SENT SIGNAL REQUEST
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This information-only message is issued when an attention key signal has been successfully sent from a CA Verify virtual
terminal to an online system as requested by a CA Verify application.

PTE50023
SIGNAL NOT SENT, reason
A CA Verify application request to send an attention key signal from a virtual terminal to an online system could not be
processed for the reason stated in the message. If the reason is "DATA TRAFFIC IS RESET", then the session is in a
state where session traffic is not permitted. If the reason is "AWAITING SIGNAL RESPONSE", then the signal request
was not sent because the response to a previously sent signal request has not been received. On a real terminal or a
virtual terminal, the attention key actually sends a signal only when a response to a previous attention key signal is not
outstanding.

PTE50024
SIGNAL NOT SENT, KEYBOARD LOCKED DURING state STATE
A CA Verify application request to send an attention key signal from a virtual terminal to an online system could not be
processed because the virtual terminal keyboard is locked. While the keyboard is locked, all keyboard keys, including the
attention key are disabled. When the message is issued, "state" is replaced by one of the state names documented in
Logical Unit States (file:///C:\\display\\CV\\Logical+Unit+Codes#LogicalUnitCodes-LogicalUnitStates) in Appendix A.
 

PTE50025
SIGNAL REQUEST REJECTED, RCFB-rcfb SENSE-sense
A CA Verify application requested that an attention key signal be sent from a virtual terminal to an online system. The
VTAM SEND request completed with a non-zero return code. Refer to "IBM Communications Server: IP and SNA Codes"
and "IBM Communications Server: SNA Programming" for information about the VTAM return and feedback codes and
SNA sense codes contained in this message. If the return, feedback and sense codes and other messages displayed
or written to the CA Verify log, job log or z/OS system log do not explain the cause of the problem, contact CA Verify
technical support for assistance in problem resolution.

PTE50026
PROCESSING INVITE REQUEST
This information-only message documents a call to the CA Verify Communication System INVITE routine. The INVITE
routine is used by CA Verify applications to process messages or commands that are sent by an online system to a CA
Verify virtual terminal.

PTE50027
PROCESSING LOGOFF REQUEST
This information-only message documents a call to the CA Verify Communication System LOGOFF routine. The LOGOFF
routine is used by CA Verify applications to terminate a session between a CA Verify virtual terminal and an online system
or to clean up session resources following the loss of a CA Verify session.

PTE50028
WAIT STATE IS state (flags)
This message documents the state of a CA Verify logical unit after processing any session related request, event, or
message. When the message is issued, "state" is replaced by one of the state names documented in Logical Unit States
(file:///C:\\display\\CV\\Logical+Unit+Codes#LogicalUnitCodes-LogicalUnitStates) in Appendix A, and "flags" is replaced
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by a three-byte hexadecimal value that provides additional information about a logical unit or session, as documented in
Session Status Flags (file:///C:\\display\\CV\\Logical+Unit+Codes#LogicalUnitCodes-SessionStatusFlags) in Appendix A.

PTE50029
function RPL COMPLETE RCFB-0000 SENSE-00000000
This information-only message documents the successful completion of a previously issued VTAM request. When the
message is issued, "function" is replaced by a keyword that identifies the completed function. Function may be ATTN,
+RSP, -RSP or TERM. ATTN means that a response to a previously sent attention key signal has been received. +RSP or
-RSP mean that a previously scheduled positive or negative response has now been sent. TERM means that a previously
issued TERMSESS request is now complete.

PTE50030
function RPL ERROR RCFB-rcfb SENSE-sense
This message documents the abnormal completion of a previously issued asynchronous VTAM request. When the
message is issued, "function" is replaced by a keyword that identifies the completed function. Function may be ATTN,
+RSP, -RSP or TERM. ATTN means that a response to a previously sent attention key signal was not successfully
received. +RSP or -RSP mean that a previously scheduled positive or negative response was not successfully sent.
TERM means that a previously issued TERMSESS request failed. Refer to "IBM Communications Server: IP and SNA
Codes" and "IBM Communications Server: SNA Programming" for information about the VTAM return and feedback codes
and SNA sense codes contained in this message. If the return, feedback and sense codes and other messages displayed
or written to the CA Verify log, job log or z/OS system log do not explain the cause of the problem, contact CA Verify
technical support for assistance in problem resolution.

PTE50031
state RPL COMPLETE RCFB-0000 SENSE-00000000
This information-only message documents the successful completion of a previous RPL based VTAM request. When the
message is issued, "state" is replaced by one of the state names documented in Logical Unit States (file:///C:\\display\\CV
\\Logical+Unit+Codes#LogicalUnitCodes-LogicalUnitStates) in Appendix A, and identifies the function of the completed
RPL based VTAM request.

PTE50033
state RPL ERROR RCFB-rcfb SENSE-sense
This message documents the abnormal completion of a previous RPL based VTAM request. When the message is
issued, "state" is replaced by one of the state names documented in Logical Unit States (file:///C:\\display\\CV\\Logical
+Unit+Codes#LogicalUnitCodes-LogicalUnitStates) in Appendix A, and identifies the function of the completed RPL based
VTAM request. VTAM return code and feedback values and SNA sense codes contained in the message indicate the
reason for the request failure. Refer to "IBM Communications Server: IP and SNA Codes" and "IBM Communications
Server: SNA Programming" for information about the VTAM return and feedback codes and SNA sense codes. Some
combinations of return codes and sense codes may indicate incomplete or incorrect product installation.
A REQSESS error with RCFB-1012 and SENSE-08570002 means that the specified online system is not currently active.
A REQSESS error with RCFB-1012 and SENSE-087D0001 (RCFB=1453 in some releases of VTAM), means that the
online system name specified in a session request is unknown to VTAM, and may be the result of misspelling the name
via a SESSION command or LOGON statement. If the name specified can be used to successfully start a native terminal
session, it is likely that the name is a short system name that is translated to an actual VTAM APPL name using a VTAM
USS table or other network product. If this is the case, SYSTEM statements may be coded in your CA Verify REXX
Options Table, VTEOT, as documented in the CA Verify Installation section, to allow the alias online system name to be
used to start a CA Verify session.
A REQSESS error with RCFB-144B means that the VTAM logon mode table entry name specified with a session request
was not found in the mode table that is associated with the APPL statement that defines the CA Verify virtual terminal
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to VTAM.. The error may result from specifying an invalid name via the SESSION command, Terminal Option panel or
LOGON statement terminal model parameter. If a model name is not specified, the problem may be that CA Verify virtual
terminal APPL statements are associated with the wrong VTAM mode table, or that the mode table entry names specified
via the LOGMODES and/or EXTMODES statements contained in your CA Verify REXX Options Table, VTEOT, are
incorrect. Refer to installation instructions and Options Table documentation contained in the CA Verify Installation section
for information about VTAM APPL statements, selecting a VTAM mode table and coding the Options Table LOGMODES
and EXTMODES statements.

PTE50034
REQUESTING SESSION WITH PLU plu, LOGMODE logmode
This information-only message documents the name of an online system, "plu", with which a session is being started and
the logon mode table entry name, "logmode", that was specified with the session request.

PTE50035
SESSION NOT REQUESTED, SLU INACTIVE
After successfully opening the VTAM ACB to be used as a virtual terminal, and before issuing a VTAM REQSESS macro
to request a session, CA Verify detected that the virtual terminal was now "inactive". The session request was not issued.
If other messages displayed or written to the CA Verify log, job log or z/OS system log do not explain the cause of the
problem, contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in problem resolution.

PTE50036
SESSION REQUEST REJECTED, RCFB-rcfb SENSE-sense
While processing a CA Verify application LOGON request, and after successfully activating a CA Verify virtual terminal,
a VTAM REQSESS macro was executed to start a session with an online system. The request completed with a non-
zero return code. Refer to "IBM Communications Server: IP and SNA Codes" and "IBM Communications Server: SNA
Programming" for information about the VTAM return and feedback codes and SNA sense codes contained in this
message. If the return, feedback and sense codes and other messages displayed or written to the CA Verify log, job log
or z/OS system log do not explain the cause of the problem, contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in problem
resolution.

PTE50037
PROCESSING BIND CID-cid
This information-only message identifies the SNA BIND request that is being processed. A BIND request contains session
parameters that were sent by an online system to a terminal during session start up. When the message is issued, "cid"
is replaced by the hexadecimal value of a unique "communication ID", that is assigned by VTAM and that is used to
distinguish this session from other sessions in the network. When CA Verify request unit logging is active, CID may be
used to correlate session messages when a "session" actually consists of multiple sessions that result when an online
system passes a session to another system or queues a session request to a virtual terminal that is already in session.

PTE50038
ACCEPTING BIND'
This information-only message indicates that session parameters contained in a BIND request are acceptable to CA Verify
and that a VTAM OPNSEC macro statement is about to be executed to complete the start up of a session.

PTE50039
BIND REJECTED (reason) CID-cid
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This message is issued when a BIND is processed that contains unacceptable session parameters. Subsequently, a
negative response is sent to the online system to reject the BIND. When an online system issues an OPNDST to send a
BIND, it may use session parameters contained in the mode table entry that is used in a session request, or may specify
session parameters contained in a terminal definition maintained by the online system. Therefore, the mode table used
for CA Verify virtual terminals and any definitions used by an online system are likely places to look for the source of the
unacceptable session parameters.
When the message is logged, "reason" identifies the unacceptable BIND parameter. BINDs are rejected for the following
reasons:

• 'FM PROF NOT 03' means that the BIND contains a function management profile other than X'03'.
• 'TS PROF NOT 03' means that the BIND contains a transmission services profile other than X'03'.
• 'PRI PROT NOT B1' means that the BIND primary LU protocol field contains a value other than X'B1'.
• 'SEC PROT MISSING 90' means that in the BIND secondary LU protocol field, bit 0 or bit 3 (X'90') is not on.
• 'COM PROT NOT 3080' means that the BIND common protocol field contains a value other than X'3080'.

When CA Verify request unit logging is active, the CID contained in the message may be used to locate a dump of the
BIND that is being rejected.

PTE50040
LAST QUEUE ITEM IS NOT A BIND
CA Verify maintains an internal "bind queue" to deal with passed and queued sessions serially. After processing an
UNBIND that specified that a BIND was forthcoming, a request unit other than a BIND was found at the end of the queue.
The implication is that consecutive UNBINDs were invalidly received. This message indicates a possible CA Verify logic
error. Contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE50041
OPNSEC NOT ISSUED, SLU INACTIVE
Prior to executing a VTAM OPNSEC macro statement to accept a session with an online system, CA Verify detected that
the virtual terminal was now "inactive". The OPNSEC request was not issued. If other messages displayed or written to
the CA Verify log, job log or z/OS system log do not explain the cause of the problem, contact CA Verify technical support
for assistance in problem resolution.

PTE50042
OPNSEC REQUEST REJECTED, RCFB-rcfb SENSE-sense
The CA Verify Communication System executed a VTAM OPNSEC macro statement to accept a session between a
virtual terminal and an online system. The request completed with a non-zero return code. Refer to "IBM Communications
Server: IP and SNA Codes" and "IBM Communications Server: SNA Programming" for information about the VTAM return
and feedback codes and SNA sense codes contained in this message. If the return, feedback and sense codes and other
messages displayed or written to the CA Verify log, job log or z/OS system log do not explain the cause of the problem,
contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in problem resolution.

PTE50043
SESSIONC NOT ISSUED, SLU INACTIVE
After executing a VTAM SESSIONC macro statement to reject a session with an online system, CA Verify detected that
the virtual terminal was now "inactive". The SESSIONC request was not issued. If other messages displayed or written to
the CA Verify log, job log or z/OS system log do not explain the cause of the problem, contact CA Verify technical support
for assistance in problem resolution.
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PTE50044
SESSIONC REQUEST REJECTED, RCFB-rcfb SENSE-sense
After receiving an unacceptable SNA BIND request, as documented in a previously logged message, CA Verify executed
a VTAM SESSIONC macro statement to send a negative response to the online system. The request completed with a
non-zero return code. Refer to "IBM Communications Server: IP and SNA Codes" and "IBM Communications Server:
SNA Programming" for information about the VTAM return and feedback codes and SNA sense codes contained in this
message.

PTE50045
SENDING DATA REQ RH-rh
This information-only message documents the bracket, chain and direction flags contained in the Request Header (RH)
of a message that is sent from a CA Verify virtual terminal to an online system. "IBM Communications Server: SNA
Programming" explains the meaning of the RH string contained in this message. A display of the data contained in the
message is logged immediately following this message.

PTE50046
DATA NOT SENT, DATA TRAFFIC IS RESET
CA Verify was unable to send a message from a CA Verify virtual terminal to an online system because the session was in
a state where session traffic is not permitted. If the problem is reproducible, CA Verify session request unit logging may be
used to obtain a detailed session trace that will explain the reason for the data traffic reset condition.

PTE50047
SEND REQUEST REJECTED, RCFB-rcfb SENSE-sense
The CA Verify Communication System executed a VTAM SEND macro statement to send a message from a virtual
terminal to an online system. The request completed with a non-zero return code. Refer to "IBM Communications Server:
IP and SNA Codes" and "IBM Communications Server: SNA Programming" for information about the VTAM return and
feedback codes and SNA sense codes contained in this message. If the return, feedback and sense codes and other
messages displayed or written to the CA Verify log, job log or z/OS system log do not explain the cause of the problem,
contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in problem resolution.

PTE50048
SENDING SHUT COMPLETE
This information-only message is issued when CA Verify sends an SNA SHUTC command from a virtual terminal to an
online system. A SHUTC command is sent in response to a previously received SNA SHUTD (shutdown) command, and
informs the online system that the requested shutdown is now complete.

PTE50049
SHUTC NOT SENT, DATA TRAFFIC IS RESET
CA Verify was unable to send an SNA SHUTC request from a CA Verify virtual terminal to an online system because the
session was in a state where session traffic is not permitted. If the problem is reproducible, CA Verify session request unit
logging may be used to obtain a detailed session trace that will explain the reason for the data traffic reset condition.

PTE50050
SHUTC REQUEST REJECTED, RCFB-rcfb SENSE-sense
After receiving an SNA SHUTD (shutdown) request, the CA Verify Communication System executed a VTAM SEND
macro statement to send a SHUTC (shutdown complete) response to the online system. The request completed with a
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non-zero return code. Refer to "IBM Communications Server: IP and SNA Codes" and "IBM Communications Server:
SNA Programming" for information about the VTAM return and feedback codes and SNA sense codes contained in this
message. If the return, feedback and sense codes and other messages displayed or written to the CA Verify log, job log
or z/OS system log do not explain the cause of the problem, contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in problem
resolution.

PTE50051
BIND QUEUED
When an SNA BIND request is received at a CA Verify virtual terminal, the BIND is added to a bind queue. This
information-only message documents that a bind has been queued. By queuing binds, CA Verify is able to defer bind
processing when a bind is received while a session is still active. A queued bind is processed when no session exists or
after an active session has ended.

PTE50052
SDT PROCESSED, RECEIVE SCHEDULED
When a session is initially started, or after processing an SNA CLEAR request, a session enters the data traffic reset
state. While a session is in the reset state, normal session messages may not be sent. This information-only message is
issued when an SNA Start Data Traffic (SDT) request that is sent by an online system or by VTAM, is processed while a
session is in the reset state. When an SDT is processed, CA Verify schedules a VTAM RPL exit to receive subsequent
normal flow session messages.

PTE50054
SDT PROCESSED BUT RECEIVE REJECTED, RCFB-rcfb SENSE-sense
When a session is initially started, or after processing an SNA CLEAR request, a session enters the data traffic reset
state. While a session is in the reset state, normal session messages may not be sent. After receiving an SNA Start Data
Traffic request, CA Verify executed a VTAM RECEIVE macro statement, to schedule a receive exit to receive subsequent
normal flow session messages. The request completed with a non-zero return code. Because CA Verify would be unable
to successfully communicate on a session if it is unable to receive normal session messages, the active session is
subsequently terminated. Refer to "IBM Communications Server: IP and SNA Codes" and "IBM Communications Server:
SNA Programming" for information about the VTAM return and feedback codes and SNA sense codes contained in this
message. If the return, feedback and sense codes and other messages displayed or written to the CA Verify log, job log
or z/OS system log do not explain the cause of the problem, contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in problem
resolution.

PTE50060
RESPONDING TO READ BUFFER COMMAND
This information-only message is issued after receiving a 3270 read buffer command and before sending the contents of
the virtual terminal buffer(s) to the online system.

PTE50061
RESPONDING TO READ MODIFIED COMMAND
This information-only message is issued after receiving a 3270 read modified or read modified all command and before
sending the requested 3270 read modified data stream from the terminal buffer(s) to the online system.

PTE50062
REPLYING TO READ PARTITION QUERY
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This information-only message is issued after receiving a 3270 write structured field command that contained a read
partition query structured field, and before sending the requested query response from the virtual terminal to the online
system.

PTE50063
ru-name RU DISCARDED, CID NOT MATCHED
A request received from an online system was discarded by CA Verify because session id (CID) accompanying the
request did not match the active session id. When PTE50063 is issued, ru-name is replaced by the SNA name of the RU
whose CID did not match the current session id.

PTE50064
ru-name RU DISCARDED AT state STATE
A message that was received from an online system was discarded by CA Verify because the message could not be
processed correctly given the current state of the CA Verify virtual terminal. When the message is issued, "ru-name" is
replaced by the SNA name of the discarded RU, and "state" is replaced by one of the state names documented in Logical
Unit States (file:///C:\\display\\CV\\Logical+Unit+Codes#LogicalUnitCodes-LogicalUnitStates) in Appendix A. If other
messages, displayed or written to the job log or z/OS system log, do not explain the apparent session failure, contact CA
Verify technical support for assistance in problem resolution.
 

PTE50066
AWAITING PLU ACTION AFTER -RSP TO DATA
An online system sent a negative response to a message previously sent by CA Verify. If not already in a suitable state to
receive an expected recovery message from the connected online system (PLU), the CA Verify virtual terminal entered a
suitable receive state, and waited for the PLU recovery message.

PTE50069
SIGNAL RESPONSE ACKNOWLEDGED
A response to an SNA SIGNAL request was received at a CA Verify virtual terminal. No action is required of or taken by
CA Verify.

PTE50087
UNBIND RECEIVED - SESSION ENDED
An SNA UNBIND request was received at a CA Verify virtual terminal. An UNBIND request is sent to a terminal when an
online system terminates a session, possibly as a result of entering a transaction that requests that a session be ended.

PTE50088
UNBIND RECEIVED - SESSION PASSED
An SNA UNBIND request, that indicated that a BIND for another session was forthcoming, was received at a CA Verify
virtual terminal. An UNBIND with bind forthcoming is sent to a terminal when an online system terminates a session by
requesting that the session be passed to some other system. When the BIND is received, the virtual terminal will be
placed in session with the online system that sends the BIND.

PTE50089
UNBIND CID NOT MATCHED - HALTING
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An SNA UNBIND request was received at a CA Verify virtual terminal. The UNBIND is invalid because the session id
(CID) of the UNBIND RU did not match the id of the currently active session. This condition should never occur. CA Verify
responds by terminating any session that may be active, and deactivates the virtual terminal. While virtual terminal activity
is "halting", session requests will not be accepted.

PTE50090
CLEANUP RECEIVED - SESSION ENDED
An SNA CLEANUP request was received at a CA Verify virtual terminal. A CLEANUP request may be sent to a terminal
by VTAM to end a session between the terminal and an online system. A CLEANUP is a possible result of entering a
transaction that requests that a session be ended or may be sent if the link that connects a terminal and an online system
is lost.

PTE50091
CLEANUP CID NOT MATCHED - HALTING
An SNA CLEANUP request was received at a CA Verify virtual terminal. The CLEANUP is invalid because the session
id (CID) of the CLEANUP request did not match the id of the currently active session. A CLEANUP request may be sent
to a terminal by VTAM to end a session between the terminal and an online system. A CLEANUP is a possible result
of entering a transaction that requests that a session be ended or may be sent if the link that connects a terminal and
an online system is lost. This condition should never occur. CA Verify responds by terminating any session that may
be active, and deactivates the virtual terminal. While virtual terminal activity is "halting", session requests will not be
accepted.

PTE50092
UNKNOWN NOTIFY RECEIVED, HALTING
A network services NOTIFY request was received at a CA Verify virtual terminal. However, the notify received was not
understood by CA Verify to by a notification that a session had ended. CA Verify processed the unverified notification of
session termination as though it was an understood NOTIFY request. If this message is issued and you do not understand
the reason for session termination, please contact CA Verify technical support for assistance.

PTE50093
UNKNOWN RU RECEIVED, RPLCNTRL-xxxxxx RU-data
An unknown request unit was received at a CA Verify virtual terminal. Because CA Verify does not know how to respond
to the request, the session is terminated and the virtual terminal is deactivated. The message contains the three-byte
request unit identification contained in VTAM RPL field, RPLCNTRL, and a hexadecimal display of all or the leading
part of the request unit data, if a session request unit log is not active. Please contact CA Verify technical support for
assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE50094
SENDING UNCOND TERMSESS CID-cid
A VTAM TERMSESS macro statement was executed to terminate a session between a CA Verify virtual terminal and an
online system. The session is being terminated at the request of a CA Verify application or following an irresolvable error.
The message contains the session id (CID) that is being terminated.

PTE50095
TERMSESS REQUEST REJECTED, RCFB-rcfb SENSE-sense
The CA Verify Communication System executed a VTAM TERMSESS macro statement to terminate a session between a
virtual terminal and an online system. The request completed with a non-zero return code. Refer to "IBM Communications
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Server: IP and SNA Codes" and "IBM Communications Server: SNA Programming" for information about the VTAM return
and feedback codes and SNA sense codes contained in this message. If the return, feedback and sense codes and other
messages displayed or written to the CA Verify log, job log or z/OS system log do not explain the cause of the problem,
contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in problem resolution.

PTE50096
CLOSING SLU ACB
This information-only message is issued when a CA Verify virtual terminal is deactivated by closing the ACB that is used
to access VTAM services.

PTE50099
SENT +RSP TO ru-name
A message sent by an online system was received at a CA Verify virtual terminal and was successfully processed. The
received message requested a positive response upon successful processing of the message. When PTE50099 is issued,
ru-name, is replaced by the SNA name of the outbound message that requested a positive response. This information-
only message indicates that the requested positive response was sent to the online system.

PTE50100
ru-name +RSP NOT SENT, DATA TRAFFIC IS RESET
After successfully receiving and processing a message that was sent from an online system to a virtual terminal, CA Verify
was unable to send a requested positive response because the session had ended or data traffic had been reset. When
message PTE50100 is issued, ru-name is replaced by the SNA name of the RU to which a positive response could not be
sent. If a log was active, additional messages document events that caused the data traffic reset condition.

PTE50101
ru-name +RSP SEND FAILED, RCFB-rcfb SENSE-sense
After successfully receiving and processing a message that was sent from an online system to a virtual terminal, CA Verify
attempted to send a requested positive response to the online system. When message PTE50101 is issued, ru-name is
replaced by the SNA name of the RU to which a positive response was being sent. The VTAM SEND request completed
with a non-zero return code. Refer to "IBM Communications Server: IP and SNA Codes" and "IBM Communications
Server: SNA Programming" for information about the VTAM return and feedback codes and SNA sense codes contained
in this message. If the return, feedback and sense codes and other messages displayed or written to the CA Verify log,
job log or z/OS system log do not explain the cause of the problem, contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in
problem resolution.

PTE50102
SENDING -rsp sense TO ru-name RU - reason
A message that was sent from an online system to a CA Verify virtual terminal was unacceptable either because the
message was invalid or because a contention situation was won by the virtual terminal. PTE50102 is issued prior to
sending a negative response to the online system. When the message is issued, -rsp, is replaced by either '-RSP' or '-
LUS' if protocol requires that a negative response be sent using an SNA LUSTAT command, sense is replaced by an
SNA sense code (see below) that defines the reason for the negative response, ru-name is replaced by the SNA name of
the RU to which the negative response was sent, and reason is replaced by a description of the reason for the negative
response.

• SENSE-0813, 'SLU WON CONTENTION', means that a message had been sent to the online system prior to receiving
a message from the online system that contained a begin bracket indicator. SNA protocol dictates that when both
session partners send a message while a session is in the contention state, that the message sent by the secondary
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logical unit (a terminal), is to be accepted by the online system and that the message sent by the online system is to be
rejected by the terminal.

• SENSE-081B, 'INBOUND OR KB BUSY', means that data had already been keyed into the virtual terminal when a
message containing a begin bracket indicator was received from an online system. By rejecting the online system
begin bracket request, as prescribed by contention state protocols, terminal user keystrokes are protected until the
user presses enter to send the terminal input.

• SENSE-0829, 'READ REQUIRES CD', means that an online system sent a 3270 read buffer, read modified or read
modified all command or sent a read partition query structured field, however, it did not send a change direction
indicator allowing the virtual terminal to send the requested reply.

• SENSE-0863, 'CHAR SET ERROR', means that a 3270 Set Attribute (SA), Start Field Extended (SFE), or Modify Field
(MF) order was processed that contained a matrix character set attribute that referred to a programmed symbol set
that is not supported by CA Verify. Normally, CA Verify supports only character set attributes that specify character
attribute reset and SA orders that refer to character set, X'F1' (the APL/Text symbol set). The CA Verify Options Table
VTEOM CONTROL statement may be changed to specify CS=YES, to instruct CA Verify to tolerate SA,SFE and MF
orders that refer to symbol sets. Tolerating symbol sets means that orders that refer to symbol sets will not be rejected.
The two-byte hexadecimal number that follows sense 0863, is the offset of the 3270 order that was rejected, relative
to the request unit that contains the order. When a CA Verify log is active, the offset may be used to find the rejected
order in the logged display of the rejected request unit. For example, sense 0863801C, indicates that a 3270 order at
offset X'001C' in the request unit being processed contains an unsupported reference to a symbol set.

• SENSE-1001, 'RU DATA ERROR', means that an invalid 3270 command or order was found in the rejected request
unit. 3270 commands or orders are invalid when an operand of the command or order is invalid or when a command
or order at the end of a request unit chain is truncated. For example, an SBA or RA order is invalid if the operand does
not contain a valid 3270 buffer address, or if the order is at the end of the RU chain and the required buffer address
is truncated. The two-byte hexadecimal number that follows sense 1001, is the offset of the 3270 command or order
that was rejected, relative to the request unit that contained the command or order. When a CA Verify log is active,
the offset may be used to find the rejected command or order in the logged display of the rejected request unit. For
example, sense 1001801C, indicates that a 3270 order at offset X'001C' in the request unit being processed contains
an invalid or truncated operand.

• SENSE-2002, 'CHAINING ERROR', means that a data request is being rejected because it contains invalid chain
indicators. A chain may contain a single request unit that specifies only-in-chain (OIC). A multiple request unit chain
must specify first-in-chain (FIC) on the first request unit in the chain, last-in-chain (LIC) on the last request unit in the
chain and must specify middle-in-chain (MIC) on all request units between the first and last request unit in the chain. A
chaining error is recognized when any other arrangement of chain indicators is found.

• SENSE-2003, 'BRACKET STATE ERROR' means that a data request was received at a virtual terminal while the
session was between brackets, but the request did not specify begin bracket.

• SENSE-2004, 'DIRECTION ERROR' means that a data request was received at a virtual terminal while the session
was in bracket with inbound direction.

• SENSE-2005, 'DATA TRAFFIC RESET' means that a data request was received at a virtual terminal while the session
was in the data traffic reset or shutdown state.

• SENSE-4003, 'BB BUT NOT FIC/OIC' means that a data request was received at a virtual terminal that specified begin
bracket but did not also specify first in chain or only in chain.

• SENSE-4007, '+RSP REQ ON NON-LIC' means that a data request was received at a virtual terminal that requested a
positive response, however the request was not the last or only element of the chain.

• SENSE-4009, 'CD FOUND ON NON-LIC' means that a data request was received at a virtual terminal that contained a
change direction indicator, however the request was not the last or only element of the chain.

PTE50103
ru-name -rsp NOT SENT, SESSION NOT ACTIVE
A message that was sent from an online system to a CA Verify virtual terminal was unacceptable either because the
message was invalid or because a contention situation was won by the virtual terminal. A negative response to the
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request was not sent to the online system because CA Verify detected that the session had been terminated as a result
of another asynchronous event. When PTE50103 is issued, ru-name is replaced by the SNA name of the RU to which
a negative response was being sent, and -rsp is replaced by -RSP if a negative response was being sent or by '-LUS' if
the negative response was being sent via an SNA LUSTATUS command. If other messages displayed or written to the
CA Verify log, job log or z/OS system log do not explain the cause of the problem, contact CA Verify technical support for
assistance in problem resolution.

PTE50104
ru-name -rsp SEND FAILED, RCFB-rcfb SENSE-sense
A message that was sent from an online system to a CA Verify virtual terminal was unacceptable either because the
message was invalid or because a contention situation was won by the virtual terminal. When PTE50104 is issued,
ru-name is replaced by the SNA name of the RU to which a negative response was being sent, and -rsp is replaced
by '-RSP' if a negative response was being sent or by '-LUS' if the response was being sent via an SNA LUSTATUS
command. The attempt to send the negative response to the online system, using a VTAM SEND request completed with
a non-zero return code. Refer to "IBM Communications Server: IP and SNA Codes" and "IBM Communications Server:
SNA Programming" for information about the VTAM return and feedback codes and SNA sense codes contained in this
message. If the return, feedback and sense codes and other messages displayed or written to the CA Verify log, job log
or z/OS system log do not explain the cause of the problem, contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in problem
resolution.

PTE50107
RECEIVED exit ru type RH-rh RCFB-rcfb SENSE-sense CID-cid
When session request unit logging is active, this message is logged for each request or response unit (RU) received on a
CA Verify session. The message provides information about the RU received and precedes a display of request unit data
when an RU contains data. When the message is issued, lowercase words in the message text shown above are replaced
by values that provide the following information about an RU:

• "exit" is one of the values SC or NS, if CA Verify received the RU via Session Control or Network Services exit
routines. No value is displayed when a normal flow RU is received.

• "ru" is the name of the RU received. "IBM Communications Server: SNA Programming" contains a description of each
RU. The RU name is "RU-xxxxxx" when an RU is unknown to CA Verify, where xxxxxx is the hexadecimal value of the
three-byte request unit identification contained in VTAM RPL field, RPLCNTRL.

• "type" is one of the values, REQ or RSP, and indicates whether the RU is a request or a response.
• "rh" is a string of codes that indicate bits that are set in the Request Header (RH) associated with the RU. RH codes

are described in SNA Request Header (RH) Codes.
• "rcfb" is the VTAM return code and feedback that was contained in the RPL that was used to receive the RU. Refer to

"IBM Communications Server: SNA Programming" for information about VTAM return code and feedback values.
• "sense" is the SNA system sense code and user sense code that was contained in the RPL that was used to receive

the RU. Refer to "IBM Communications Server: IP and SNA Codes" for information about SNA sense codes.
• "cid" is the "Communication ID" assigned to the session by VTAM and identifies the session on which the RU was

received.

PTE50108
NO MESSAGE TEXT - VTECS+offset
This message is issued when a CA Verify routine intended to issue a message, however no message text was provided
to the message routine. The message indicates a CA Verify logic error. Please contact CA Verify technical support for
assistance in resolving the problem.
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PTE50109
RECEIVE EXIT NOT SCHEDULED, RCFB-rcfb SENSE-sense
After receiving an RU, the CA Verify receive exit issued another VTAM RECEIVE macro statement to schedule the exit
to receive a subsequent RU. The request completed with a non-zero return code. Because CA Verify would be unable
to successfully communicate on a session if it is unable to receive normal session messages, the active session is
subsequently terminated. Refer to "IBM Communications Server: IP and SNA Codes" and "IBM Communications Server:
SNA Programming" for information about the VTAM return and feedback codes and SNA sense codes contained in this
message. If the return, feedback and sense codes and other messages displayed or written to the CA Verify log, job log
or z/OS system log do not explain the cause of the problem, contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in problem
resolution.

PTE50110
SCIP EXIT RU NOT SUPPORTED
Not BIND, SDT, CLEAR or UNBIND The CA Verify Session Control exit routine (SCIP) was called by VTAM to process
an RU that is unknown to CA Verify. Because CA Verify does not know how to respond to the request, any active session
is subsequently terminated. A display of the unknown request unit is logged when session request unit logging is active.
Please contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE50111
HALT NET ACKNOWLEDGED
The CA Verify TPEND exit routine was called by VTAM. The reason code contained in the parameter list was 0 (zero),
indicating that a HALT command was entered to terminate VTAM in an orderly fashion. CA Verify responds by terminating
any active session and by deactivating the CA Verify virtual terminal.

PTE50112
HALT NET,QUICK OR VARY NET,INACT ACKNOWLEDGED.
The CA Verify TPEND exit routine was called by VTAM. The reason code contained in the parameter list was 4, indicating
that a HALT NET,QUICK command was entered to terminate VTAM or a VARY NET,INACT command was entered for the
VTAM APPL being used as a CA Verify virtual terminal. CA Verify responds by deactivating the CA Verify virtual terminal.

PTE50113
HALT NET,CANCEL OR VTAM ABEND ACKNOWLEDGED
The CA Verify TPEND exit routine was called by VTAM. The reason code contained in the parameter list was 8, indicating
that a HALT NET,CANCEL was entered to cancel VTAM or that VTAM is terminating abnormally. CA Verify responds by
deactivating the CA Verify virtual terminal.

PTE50114
SESSION REJECTED, SENSE-sense
A network services NOTIFY request was received at a CA Verify virtual terminal. The NOTIFY request indicated a
"procedure error" (8106200303). After accepting a CA Verify session request, the NOTIFY was sent to the virtual terminal
by VTAM when the online system rejected the session request. When the request is received, CA Verify cleans up session
resources and deactivates the virtual terminal. The message contains the SNA sense code specified by the online system.
"IBM Communications Server: IP and SNA Codes" contains information about SNA sense codes. While the general
meaning of sense codes are defined by SNA, online systems choose the sense code that represents the reason for
rejecting a session request. For example, the following are a few sense codes that are used by CICS when a session
request is rejected.
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• SENSE-0801 is used by CICS when a TCT entry is out-of-service.
• SENSE-080E is used by CICS when a terminal cannot be auto installed because the AUTOINSTALL MAX value is

zero.
• SENSE-0821 is used by CICS when a terminal cannot be auto installed because no TERMINAL and TYPETERM

definitions have been defined that match the VTAM logon mode table entry that was used to start a session.

PTE60001
ACCESS PORT IS NOT * OR GT 0
The first value found following the CA Verify ACCESS command was not valid. The operand following an ACCESS
command is a CA Verify port number, and may be missing to indicate that a port is to be assigned, may be an asterisk, '*',
to specify that the port on which the exec is running is to be accessed, or may be an integer that is greater than or equal
to 1. A port number may be specified using a variable field whose value is the port number to be accessed. The value
specified in the ACCESS command was not a supported value.

PTE60002
UNKNOWN VALUE FOLLOWS ACCESS PORT
A CA Verify ACCESS command was processed that specified a valid port number expression. However, a value was
found following the valid port number expression. An ACCESS command may specify no more than one port number
expression. The expression may be missing to indicate that a port is to be assigned, may be an asterisk, '*', to specify
that the port on which the exec is running is to be accessed, or may be an integer that is greater than or equal to 1. A
port number may be specified using a variable field whose value is the port number to be accessed. The value specified
following the valid ACCESS port expression is not supported.

PTE60003
IRXEXCOM DROP FAILED, RC=rc
An attempt to drop a REXX variable field failed. The return code, expressed in hexadecimal, returned by the
REXX variable access routine, IRXEXCOM, replaces 'rc' in the message. The IBM publication, 'TSO/E, REXX
Reference' (SC28-1883-x) documents IRXEXCOM return codes. However, this error should never occur. If the cause of
the problem cannot be determined, contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE60004
LOCK PARAMETER NOT SUPPORTED
While processing a CA Verify LOCK command, a value was found following the command name, 'LOCK'. The LOCK
command supports no parameter values. The LOCK command locks the port that is currently being accessed.

PTE60005
UNLOCK PARAMETER NOT SUPPORTED
While processing a CA Verify UNLOCK command, a value was found following the command name, 'UNLOCK'. The
UNLOCK command supports no parameter values. The UNLOCK command releases any lock on the port that is currently
being accessed.

PTE60006
SIGNAL CONDITION IS NOT OFF, ERROR, FAILURE OR HALT
A value was found following the CA Verify SIGNAL command that was other than one of the supported keywords, OFF,
ERROR, FAILURE or HALT. The keyword OFF indicates that no REXX condition is to be raised for the CA Verify condition
identified by the SIGNAL command. The keywords ERROR, FAILURE and HALT are REXX conditions that may be
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detected using REXX SIGNAL and CALL instructions, and that are to be raised by CA Verify when an identified CA Verify
condition occurs. No other values may be coded immediately following the CA Verify SIGNAL command name.

PTE60007
"ON" DOES NOT FOLLOW SIGNAL CONDITION
A CA Verify SIGNAL command was processed that did not contain the required keyword, 'ON', immediately following the
REXX condition keyword, OFF, ERROR, FAILURE or HALT.

PTE60008
SIGNAL EVENT IS NOT RECOGNIZED
A CA Verify SIGNAL command was processed that did not specify a valid CA Verify condition name immediately following
the required 'ON' keyword. The value specified following ON must be one of the CA Verify condition names, LOCKOUT,
TIMEOUT, ENDQUEUE, LOGOFF, ENDTRACE, CANCEL or FAULT.

PTE60009
UNKNOWN PARAMETER FOUND AFTER SIGNAL EVENT
An unknown value was found following an otherwise valid CA Verify SIGNAL command. The format of a SIGNAL
command is 'SIGNAL REXX-cond ON Verify-cond'. No values may be coded following the Verify-cond.

PTE60010
QUERY RESOURCE NAME MISSING OR INVALID
The first parameter following the CA Verify QUERY command name was not one of the keywords, QUEUE, SESSION,
TRACE, TASK, QUEUES, SESSIONS, TRACES or TASKS. Correct the QUERY command by specifying the desired
resource name.

PTE60011
UNKNOWN PARAMETER FOLLOWS QUERY RESOURCE NAME
An unknown value was found following the resource name specified by a CA Verify QUERY command. Only the QUERY
QUEUE command may specify additional command parameters following the QUEUE keyword.

PTE60012
QUERY QUEUE ARGUMENT IS NOT A REXX SYMBOL
A command parameter found following a QUERY QUEUE command is not a valid REXX variable field name. When coded
within a CA Verify host command string, REXX variable names must be distinguished from other command parameters by
prefixing the variable name with an ampersand (ie., &variable.name ). Only valid REXX variable names in which queued
values are to be stored may be coded following the QUERY QUEUE command and resource keywords.

PTE60013
QUERY QUEUE MAY SPECIFY 20 SYMBOLS ONLY
More than 20 REXX variable names were specified by a CA Verify QUERY QUEUE command. The parameter lists
specified on CA Verify queue and task management commands observe the 20 item parameter list limit of the REXX
CALL instruction. In particular, no more than 20 valid REXX variable names in which queued parameter values are to be
stored may be coded following the QUERY QUEUE command and resource keywords.
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PTE60014
SESSION ALREADY ACTIVE ON ACCESSED PORT
A CA Verify LOGON command was executed while accessing a port on which a session was already active. Only one
session may be started on a particular CA Verify port. If an additional session is needed, the ACCESS command may be
used to access another port on which an additional session may be started.

PTE60015
A LOGON PARAMETER WAS NOT RECOGNIZED
A LOGON command parameter was found that was not a LOGON command keyword or a variable field used to express a
terminal screen size or terminal type. Refer to "LOGON" in the User section for a complete list of parameters supported by
the CA Verify LOGON command.

PTE60016
CONFLICTING OR INVALID LOGON DATA FOUND
A LOGON command specified the DATA keyword, Either LOGON DATA was specified more than one time, or the logon
data specified following the DATA keyword was not a valid literal value or a REXX variable field, identified by a preceding
ampersand (ie., &variable), that contained valid LOGON DATA. LOGON DATA is limited to 255 characters of data.

PTE60017
USERMOD IS NOT A 1 CHARACTER OR 2 HEX CHARACTER LITERAL
The operand of the USERMOD keyword of a CA Verify LOGON command was not a one or two digit literal value. Either
a single character or a two digit hexadecimal value may be specified. The value is the character specified using the
USERMOD keyword in an ISPF/PDF panel definition. The USERMOD value identifies the character to be used by ISPF/
PDF to identify fields within a panel dynamic area that were modified by a terminal user.

PTE60018
ATTRIBUTES IS NOT A 64 HEX CHARACTER LITERAL
The operand of the ATTRIBUTES keyword of a CA Verify LOGON command was not a 64-digit hexadecimal string,
expressed as a literal value, to be used as the 32 possible 3270 basic data stream field attributes when the content of a
virtual terminal screen is stored in REXX variable, PTEBUFF, following the execution of each CA Verify session command.
The 32 one-byte hexadecimal values correspond to the 32 basic 3270 attributes documented in "3270 Attribute Values" in
the User section.

PTE60020
TERMINAL TYPE SPECIFIED MORE THAN ONCE
A CA Verify LOGON command specified more than one of the keywords, BASICDS or EXTDS, or specified one of the
keywords redundantly. Specify no more than one of the keywords BASICDS or EXTDS to specify the CA Verify virtual
terminal type to be used for a session.

PTE60021
MORE THAN TWO SCREEN SIZES SPECIFIED
A CA Verify LOGON command specified more than two of the virtual terminal screen size keywords, 24X80, 32X80,
43X80 or 27X132. The first size keyword specified is taken to be the desired default virtual terminal screen size and the
second is taken to be the desired alternate screen size. No more than two screen sizes may be associated with a session.
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PTE60022
INVALID VARIABLE LOGON KEYWORD FOUND
The LOGON command keywords, 24X80, 32X80, 43X80, 27X132, BASICDS or EXTDS, may be specified via a REXX
variable field that is prefixed by an ampersand (ie., &default-size). A variable field was encountered while parsing a
LOGON command, that was not the operand of a known LOGON command keyword, however the value of the variable
field was not null or one of the supported keywords.

PTE60023
UNABLE TO TYPE BECAUSE SESSION NOT ACTIVE ON PORT
A CA Verify TYPE command could not be processed because a session was not active on the port being accessed by the
exec. The TYPE command is valid after a session is started using a LOGON command, until the session has ended.

PTE60024
UNABLE TO TYPE BECAUSE KEYBOARD IS NOT FREE
A CA Verify TYPE command could not be processed because the keyboard of the virtual terminal connected to the port
being accessed by the exec was not free. Variable field, PTEKB contains a value that indicates the state of the keyboard
and PTESTATE contains the current state of the session. CA Verify session commands normally complete only when the
virtual terminal keyboard is free. However, CA Verify session commands may complete while the keyboard is inhibited
when a WAIT command has been used to limit the wait for a response or when other commands have been used to
obtain control of special session states.

PTE60025
A TYPE PARAMETER WAS NOT RECOGNIZED
A CA Verify TYPE command parameter was found that was not a TYPE command keyword, a literal or variable string
of TYPE data and was not a cursor positioning order. Refer to "TYPE" in the User section for a complete description of
supported TYPE command parameters.

PTE60026
A TYPE PARAMETER WAS FOUND FOLLOWING AID KEY
A TYPE command parameter was found following an AID keyword (ENTER, PF1, PA1, etc.). TYPE command data is
processed in the order coded and may not be entered after an AID key is pressed because the virtual terminal keyboard is
inhibited when the AID key is pressed.

PTE60028
INVALID VARIABLE TYPE DATA FOUND
A REXX variable field, prefixed by an ampersand (ie., &variable), could not be fetched. If other messages issued by REXX
or other system component do not explain the problem, contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in resolving the
problem.

PTE60029
CURSOR ROW OR POSITION IS INVALID
In a CA Verify TYPE command, an expression of the form, < position >, or, < row column >, may be used to position
the cursor within a CA Verify virtual terminal screen. In the failing TYPE command, either position or row (the first value
following '<'), was not a number or variable field, or the value of a position was zero or greater than screen size, or the
value of row was zero or greater than the number of screen rows.
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PTE60030
CURSOR COLUMN IS INVALID
In a CA Verify TYPE command, an expression of the form, < row column >, may be used to position the cursor within
a CA Verify virtual terminal screen. In the failing TYPE command, either column (the 2nd value following '<'), was not a
number or variable field, or the value of column was zero or greater than the number of virtual terminal screen columns.

PTE60031
CURSOR EXPRESSION DELIMITER MISSING
In a CA Verify TYPE command, an expression of the form, < position >, or, < row column >, may be used to position
the cursor within a CA Verify virtual terminal screen. In the failing TYPE command, the closing '>' could not be located
following position or column.

PTE60032
ATTRIBUTE MAY NOT BE ERASED AT <r c>
A TYPE command ERASE keyword was processed while the cursor was positioned at <r c>, of the CA Verify virtual
terminal screen. The ERASE function could not be performed because the screen location is a 3270 field attribute.

PTE60033
PROTECTED DATA MAY NOT BE ERASED AT <r c>
A TYPE command ERASE keyword was processed while the cursor was positioned at <r c>, of the CA Verify virtual
terminal screen. The ERASE function could not be performed because the screen location is in a 3270 protected screen
field.

PTE60034
USERMOD NOT OPERATIVE - PTEBUFF NOT STORED
A CA Verify TYPE command specified the USERMOD keyword. The USERMOD keyword causes the REXX variable
PTEBUFF or 'PTEBUFF.port', if port has been explicitly accessed, to be fetched from the REXX variable pool and causes
fields contained in the buffer that are flagged by the USERMOD character specified on the LOGON command that
was used to start the session, to be keyed into the accessed virtual terminal at corresponding screen locations. The
USERMOD operation could not be performed because PTEBUFF or PTEBUFF.port could not be fetched.

PTE60035
USERMOD FIELD DOES NOT CORRESPOND TO MODIFIABLE SCREEN FIELD
A CA Verify TYPE command specified the USERMOD keyword. The USERMOD keyword causes the REXX variable
PTEBUFF or 'PTEBUFF.port', if port has been explicitly accessed, to be fetched from the REXX variable pool and
causes fields contained in the buffer that are flagged by the USERMOD character specified on the LOGON command
that was used to start the session, to be keyed into the accessed virtual terminal at corresponding screen locations.
The USERMOD operation could not be completed successfully because usermod data in the fetched buffer does not
correspond to a modifiable field in the accessed virtual terminal screen buffer.

PTE60036
USERMOD FIELD CONTAINS INVALID DATA (HEX 01-3F)
A CA Verify TYPE command specified the USERMOD keyword. The USERMOD keyword causes the REXX variable
PTEBUFF or 'PTEBUFF.port', if port has been explicitly accessed, to be fetched from the REXX variable pool and causes
fields contained in the buffer that are flagged by the USERMOD character specified on the LOGON command that was
used to start the session, to be keyed into the accessed virtual terminal at corresponding screen locations. A modified
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field in PTEBUFF was found to contain data in the range hex 01 through hex 3f, which does not correspond to attribute
locations in the virtual terminal screen buffer. A basic data stream virtual terminal is being used for the session.

PTE60037
USERMOD FIELD IS ZERO LENGTH
A CA Verify TYPE command specified the USERMOD keyword. The USERMOD keyword causes the REXX variable
PTEBUFF or 'PTEBUFF.port', if port has been explicitly accessed, to be fetched from the REXX variable pool and causes
fields contained in the buffer that are flagged by the USERMOD character specified on the LOGON command that was
used to start the session, to be keyed into the accessed virtual terminal at corresponding screen locations. A modified field
in PTEBUFF was found, however the buffer position immediately following the occurrence of the USERMOD character
was also a USERMOD character. A zero length screen field cannot be modified by a terminal user.

PTE60038
USERMOD INTERNAL LOGIC ERROR
A CA Verify TYPE command specified the USERMOD keyword. The USERMOD keyword causes the REXX variable
PTEBUFF or 'PTEBUFF.port', if port has been explicitly accessed, to be fetched from the REXX variable pool and causes
fields contained in the buffer that are flagged by the USERMOD character specified on the LOGON command that was
used to start the session, to be keyed into the accessed virtual terminal at corresponding screen locations. A probable
logic error was detected while performing the USERMOD operation. Contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in
resolving the problem.

PTE60042
TYPE DATA MAY NOT INCLUDE ATTRIBUTE VALUE, HEX xx
The character, hexadecimal 'xx', was found in a string of data specified in a CA Verify TYPE command. The character
cannot be keyed into the basic 3270 data stream terminal being used for the session because the value is used to
represent a 3270 basic field attribute. Only an online system may place field attributes in the virtual terminal buffer. The
value may be a keyable character if a 3270 extended data stream virtual terminal is used for a session. An extended data
stream terminal is selected by specifying EXTDS on the LOGON command that is used to start a session.

PTE60043
"x" MAY NOT BE KEYED OVER ATTRIBUTE AT <r c>
The character, "x", was found in a string of data specified in a CA Verify TYPE command. The character cannot be keyed
into the virtual terminal screen buffer at screen row and column '<r c>', because that screen location is a 3270 field
attribute. The TYPE command can key data into unprotected screen locations only.

PTE60044
CA VERIFY SYSTEM ERROR - ATTRIBUTE NOT FOUND
While processing a CA Verify TYPE command, an attempt was made to locate an attribute within a formatted virtual
terminal screen buffer. The attribute could not be located. This error should never occur. Contact CA Verify technical
support for assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE60045
"x" MAY NOT BE KEYED AT PROTECTED LOCATION <r c>
The character, "x", was found in a string of data specified in a CA Verify TYPE command. The character cannot be keyed
into the virtual terminal screen buffer at screen row and column '<r c>', because that screen location is in a 3270 protected
field. The TYPE command can key data into unprotected screen locations only.
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PTE60046
TYPE CHARACTER HEX xx MAY NOT BE KEYED
The character, hexadecimal 'xx', was found in a string of data specified in a CA Verify TYPE command. The values hex 01
through 3F, with the exception of FM and DUP characters are reserved by 3270 architecture for use as control characters
and may not be keyed into a terminal.

PTE60048
INVITE INTERVAL NOT HHMMSSTH
A value was found in an INVITE command that was not a valid time interval. A time interval may be expressed in the
format hhmmssth, where hh is hours, mm is minutes, ss is seconds and th is tenths and hundredths of seconds, or may
be expressed using a variable field, prefixed by an ampersand (ie., &invtime), that contains a valid time interval.

PTE60049
UNKNOWN PARM FOLLOWS INVITE TIME
A CA Verify INVITE command was processed that specified a valid time interval, however an additional parameter was
found following the time expression. The INVITE command supports only a single parameter and additional parameters
are not accepted.

PTE60050
TERMINAL TASK ENDED DURING INVITE
The z/OS subtask used to manage the session started by a CA Verify LOGON command unexpectedly ended while
waiting for a message during INVITE command processing. This error indicates a system or CA Verify product problem. If
other messages issued to the job log, system log, or elsewhere do not explain the cause of the problem, contact CA Verify
technical support for assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE60051
AN UNKNOWN LOGOFF PARM WAS FOUND
An unknown value was found following a LOGOFF command. The CA Verify LOGOFF command ends any session on the
port being accessed by an exec and supports no parameters. No value may be specified following the LOGOFF command
name.

PTE60052
A TRACE PARAMETER IS INVALID
While processing a CA Verify TRACE command, a parameter was found that was not a supported TRACE keyword
or a literal or variable TRACE caption. Refer to "TRACE" in the User section for a list of supported TRACE command
parameters.

PTE60053
A TRACE PARAMETER IS CONFLICTING OR REDUNDANT
A TRACE command specified a redundant or conflicting parameter. Either the TO keyword was specified twice, or more
than one of the keywords, IMAGE, FORMAT or UPPERCASE were specified, or more than one of the keywords, PACK or
NOPACK was specified, or more than one TRACE caption was specified.

PTE60054
TRACE CAPTION EXCEEDS 40 CHARACTERS
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A TRACE command specified a trace caption to be written with subsequently traced screen images. The caption may
have been expressed as a literal or variable value. The caption specified is invalid because it exceeds the 40 character
caption limit.

PTE60055
TRACE ALREADY ACTIVE ON ACCESSED PORT
A TRACE command was processed that specified the TO keyword and a DD name to which session screens were to be
traced. The trace could not be started because a trace was already active on the port being accessed by the exec. Only
one session trace may be started on a port.

PTE60057
TRACE PARAMETER(S) NOT SPECIFIED
A TRACE command was processed that specified no trace parameters. Every TRACE command must specify at least
one parameter.

PTE60058
TRACE NOT ACTIVE ON ACCESSED PORT
A TRACE command was processed that specified only a trace format, FORMAT, IMAGE or UPPERCASE, or that
specified a trace caption. The TRACE command did not specify the TO keyword and a DD name to which traced screens
were to be written, nor was a trace active at the time that the command was processed. A TRACE command that is used
to change the trace caption or format only may be issued only while a trace is active.

PTE60059
VARIABLE TRACE CAPTION INVALID
A TRACE command contained a REXX variable name (prefixed with an ampersand, ie., &caption), that was taken to be
a variable trace caption. The caption could not be fetch from the REXX variable pool, possibly because the caption value
exceeded the 40 character limit for captions. If the length of the variable does not exceed 40 characters, a system error
has occurred, in which case you CA Verify technical support may be of assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE60060
SPECIFY PACK/NOPACK WITH TO DD ONLY
A TRACE command specified either the PACK or NOPACK command. However, the TRACE command did not also
specify the TO keyword and a DD name to instruct CA Verify to open the data set to which subsequently traced screen
images were to be written. The PACK or NOPACK keyword may be specified only on a TRACE command that is used to
open a trace data set.

PTE60061
AN UNKNOWN ENDTRACE PARAMETER WAS FOUND
An unknown value was found following an ENDTRACE command. The CA Verify ENDTRACE command ends a session
trace on the port being accessed by an exec and supports no parameters. No value may be specified following the
ENDTRACE command name.

PTE60062
EXEC SUBTASK ABEND Sxxx Uxxx
While processing a CA Verify ATTACH command, the CA Verify exec subtask program, VTEXS, was attached using the
z/OS ATTACH macro. The CA Verify exec subtask creates a REXX Language Processor Environment and runs a REXX
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exec named by the CA Verify ATTACH command. The exec subtask program abended. The message documents the
system and/or user abend code incurred by the exec subtask program. Refer to IBM publications that document system
abend codes. If the abend codes or other system messages issued during abend processing do not explain the cause of
the error, contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE60063
VTEXS ATTACH FAILED, RC=rc
While processing a CA Verify ATTACH command, the CA Verify exec subtask program, VTEXS, was attached using the
z/OS ATTACH macro. The CA Verify exec subtask creates a REXX Language Processor Environment and runs a REXX
exec named by the CA Verify ATTACH command. The z/OS ATTACH macro completed with a non-zero return code.
This message documents the z/OS ATTACH macro return code, 'rc'. Refer to IBM publications that document the z/OS
ATTACH macro. If the return code or other system messages issued at the time of the error do not explain the cause of
the error, contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE60064
UNKNOWN IRXINIT RC=rc
The CA Verify exec subtask program, VTEXS, called REXX program, IRXINIT, to initialize a REXX language processor
environment in which to run an exec named by a CA Verify ATTACH command. The meaning of the return code from
IRXINIT, 'rc', is unknown to CA Verify. Refer to the IBM publication, 'TSO/E, REXX REFERENCE', for information about
IRXINIT and IRXINIT return codes. If the cause of the problem cannot be determined based on the return code and other
system messages that may have been issued at the time of the error, contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in
resolving the problem.

PTE60065
IRXINIT FAILED - RC=20, REASON=reason
The CA Verify exec subtask program, VTEXS, called REXX program, IRXINIT, to initialize a REXX language processor
environment in which to run an exec named by a CA Verify ATTACH command. For RC=20, IRXINIT indicates the cause
of the failure using a 'reason' code. Refer to the IBM publication, 'TSO/E, REXX REFERENCE', for information about
IRXINIT and IRXINIT reason codes. If the cause of the problem cannot be determined based on the reason code and
other system messages that may have been issued at the time of the error, contact CA Verify technical support for
assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE60066
IRXINIT ABENDED Sxxx/Uxxx, REASON xxxx
The CA Verify exec subtask program, VTEXS, called REXX program, IRXINIT, to initialize a REXX language processor
environment in which to run an exec named by a CA Verify ATTACH command. IRXINIT incurred a system abend, Sxxx,
or a user abend, Uxxx, while initializing the environment. The abend reason code, xxxx, is also shown in the message.
Refer to the IBM publication, 'TSO/E, REXX REFERENCE', for information about IRXINIT abend handling. If the cause of
the problem cannot be determined based on the abend code and other system messages that may have been issued at
the time of the error, contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE60067
IRXSUBCM UPDATE FAILED - RC=rc
After using IRXINIT to initialize a REXX language processor environment in which to run an exec named in a CA Verify
ATTACH command, the CA Verify exec subtask program called REXX program, IRXSUBCM, to update the CA Verify
entry in the REXX Host Command Environment Table. The table update request completed with a non-zero return code,
'rc'. Refer to the IBM publication, 'TSO/E, REXX REFERENCE', for information about IRXSUBCM return codes. If the
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cause of the problem cannot be determined based on the return code and other system messages that may have been
issued at the time of the error, contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE60068
EXEC NOT FOUND - execname
After using IRXINIT and IRXSUBCM to initialize and prepare a REXX language processor environment, the CA Verify
exec subtask program called REXX program, IRXLOAD, to load the exec named in the CA Verify ATTACH command,
'execname'. The REXX routine completed with a return code of -3, indicating that the exec could not be located. Probable
causes of the error are that the named exec is not in an exec library that is accessible to the REXX load routine, or that
the named exec was misspelled.

PTE60069
EXEC LOAD FAILED - IRXLOAD RC=rc
After using IRXINIT and IRXSUBCM to initialize and prepare a REXX language processor environment, the CA Verify
exec subtask program called REXX program, IRXLOAD, to load the exec named in the CA Verify ATTACH command.
The REXX load routine completed with a non-zero return code, 'rc'. Refer to the IBM publication, 'TSO/E, REXX
REFERENCE', for information about IRXLOAD return codes. If the cause of the problem cannot be determined based
on the return code and other system messages that may have been issued at the time of the error, contact CA Verify
technical support for assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE60070
ATTACH FAILED BECAUSE EXEC ACTIVE ON PORT
A CA Verify ATTACH command was executed while accessing a port on which an exec was already running. Only one
exec may be running on a particular CA Verify port at a time. The ACCESS command may be used to access a port on
which no exec is running prior to issuing the ATTACH command.

PTE60071
ATTACH DOES NOT SPECIFY TASK TYPE
An ATTACH command was processed that did not identify the type of task to be attached. Currently, the only task type
supported by the ATTACH command is a REXX exec task. The keyword, EXEC, must be coded immediately following the
ATTACH command name and immediately before the REXX exec name, to identify the task to be attached as a REXX
subtask.

PTE60072
UNKNOWN CANCEL PARAMETER FOUND
An unknown value was found following a CANCEL command. The CA Verify CANCEL command cancels any exec on the
port being accessed by an exec and supports no parameters. No value may be specified following the CANCEL command
name.

PTE60073
A PULL ARGUMENT IS NOT A VALID REXX SYMBOL
A CA Verify PULL command contained an argument that was not a valid REXX symbol. When REXX symbols are
specified in command text that is seen by CA Verify, an ampersand must immediately precede the symbol, to distinguish
the symbol from current and future CA Verify keywords. A PULL command may specify from 0 through 20 symbols, in
which corresponding values obtained from a pulled CA Verify queue entry are to be stored. No other PULL command
parameters are supported.
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PTE60074
PULL COMMAND MAY NOT SPECIFY MORE THAN 20 REXX SYMBOLS
A CA Verify PULL command listed more than 20 REXX variable names. When a PULL command takes an entry out
of a CA Verify queue, data values contained in the queue entry are stored in corresponding PULL command variable
fields. The failed CA Verify command listed more than 20 literal or variable parameter values. The limit of 20 parameters
parallels the 20 parameter limit of the REXX CALL instruction.

PTE60075
AN UNSUPPORTED DELETEQ PARAMETER WAS FOUND
An unknown value was found following a DELETEQ command. The CA Verify DELETEQ command deletes any queued
records on the port being accessed by an exec and supports no parameters. No value may be specified following the
DELETEQ command name.

PTE60076
IRXEXCOM STORE FAILED, RC=xx
An attempt to store a REXX variable field value failed. The return code, expressed in hexadecimal, returned by
the REXX variable access routine, IRXEXCOM, replaces 'rc' in the message. The IBM publication, 'TSO/E, REXX
Reference' (SC28-1883-x) documents IRXEXCOM return codes. However, this error should never occur. If the cause of
the problem cannot be determined, contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE60077
WAIT TIME IS NOT HHMMSSTH OR FOREVER
The first parameter specified in a WAIT command was not a valid time interval or the keyword FOREVER. A time
interval may be expressed in the format hhmmssth, where hh is hours, mm is minutes, ss is seconds and th is tenths
and hundredths of seconds. A variable field, prefixed by an ampersand (i.e., &waittime), that contains a valid time or the
keyword, FOREVER, may be used to specify a valid WAIT interval.

PTE60078
VALUE AFTER WAIT INTERVAL IS NOT ON
While processing a CA Verify WAIT command, a value was found following the WAIT interval (or FOREVER keyword),
however the value was not the keyword, 'ON'. When a WAIT command is used to place a limit on the time that CA
Verify will wait for the completion of a named event, the keyword, ON, must immediately follow the time interval and
must immediately precede the name of the event to which the time limit is to be applied. For example, 'WAIT 1000 ON
RESPONSE'.

PTE60079
WAIT FOREVER WITHOUT ON IS INVALID
A WAIT command was processed that specified only the FOREVER keyword. A WAIT command may specify the
FOREVER keyword only when the ON keyword is also specified to place a limit on the wait for an event whose name
follows the ON keyword..

PTE60080
UNKNOWN VALUE FOUND AFTER WAIT ON
A WAIT command that specified the ON keyword specified a value following ON that was not one of the supported event
name keywords, LOCK, PULL or RESPONSE. When ON is specified in a WAIT command, one of the supported event
name keywords must be specified immediately following ON.
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PTE60081
UNKNOWN VALUE FOUND AFTER WAIT EVENT NAME
An unknown value was found following a WAIT command event name that followed the ON keyword. When a WAIT
command is used to place a limit on the time CA Verify will wait for the completion of a named event, the event name must
be the last value specified by the WAIT command.

PTE60084
CONFLICTING resource-name FOUND
A resource that should be named no more than once in a CA Verify command was specified more than once. When the
message is stored in PTEMESS, 'resource-name' is replaced by the name of the conflicting resource. For example, if
terminal model were specified twice in a LOGON LOGON command, resource name would be replaced by 'TERMINAL
MODEL'.

PTE60085
INVALID resource-name SPECIFIED
A resource name specified in a CA Verify command was not valid. When the message is stored in PTEMESS, 'resource-
name' is replaced by the name of the resource for which an invalid value was specified. For example, if the name of a
REXX exec specified by an attach command is invalid, then resource-name would be replaced by 'REXX EXEC NAME'.

PTE60086
REQUIRED resource-name NOT FOUND
A resource name that is required for a processed CA Verify command was not specified. When the message is stored in
PTEMESS, 'resource-name' is replaced by the name of the resource for which a value must be specified. For example, if
a LOGON command did not specify an online system name, then resource-name would be replaced by 'SYSTEM NAME'.

PTE60087
INVALID VARIABLE NUMBER FOUND
A REXX variable field was used in an ACCESS command as a port number, or in a TYPE command as a screen position,
row or column number, however, the variable field value is not an integer.

PTE60088
A LISTED PARAMETER IS NOT A LITERAL OR A SYMBOL
A CA Verify ATTACH, QUEUE, PUSH or POST command specified an invalid parameter value. Each of these commands
may specify a list of 0 through 20 data items to be passed as parameters to an attached exec or to be stored as data
items in a single CA Verify queue entry. The data item list may contain literal values, enclosed in single or double quotes
(as seen by CA Verify), or may contain REXX variable names. When REXX variable names are specified in command text
that is seen by CA Verify, an ampersand must immediately precede the name to distinguish the name from current and
future CA Verify keywords. The failed CA Verify command listed a value that was not a literal value or a REXX symbol that
contains a value.

PTE60089
PARAMETER LIST CONTAINS MORE THAN 20 PARAMETER VALUES
A CA Verify ATTACH, QUEUE, PUSH or POST command listed more than 20 data parameter values. Each of these
commands may specify a list of 0 through 20 data items to be passed as parameters to an attached exec or to be stored
as data items in a single CA Verify queue entry. The failed CA Verify command listed more than 20 literal or variable
parameter values. The limit of 20 parameters parallels the 20 parameter limit of the REXX CALL instruction.
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PTE60090
"c", HEX xx, IS AN UNSUPPORTED CHARACTER
While parsing a CA Verify command, an unsupported character was encountered. When the command is stored in
PTEMESS, the unsupported is inserted into the message in character and hexadecimal format.

PTE60091
LITERAL CLOSING QUOTE NOT FOUND
While processing a CA Verify command, a literal was found, however the quote that marks the end of the literal value was
not contained in the command.

PTE60092
NUMBER MAY NOT EXCEED 15 DIGITS
While parsing a CA Verify command, a number was encountered that was larger than 15 digits. No parameter of any CA
Verify command has a use for a 15 digit number and the number is therefore excessive.

PTE60093
VARIABLE NAME IS INVALID
An ampersand was found while parsing a CA Verify command. An ampersand is used in the text of CA Verify commands
to identify the following character as the beginning of a REXX variable name. The variable name is invalid because the
character that follows the ampersand is not a character that may validly be the first character of a REXX symbol.

PTE60094
HANDLE CONDITION IS NOT SUPPORTED
A CA Verify HANDLE command was processed. The first word following HANDLE was not an event or condition name
that is supported by the HANDLE command. Supported event or condition names are TURNAROUND or OUTBOUND.

PTE60095
HANDLE OPTION IS NOT ON OR OFF
A CA Verify HANDLE command was processed. The word following the event or condition name for which handling was
being specified was not 'ON' or 'OFF'. Automatic handling of a named event or condition may be activated by specifying
'ON'. Automatic handling of a named event or condition may be inactivated by specifying 'OFF'. No other HANDLE
command options are supported.

PTE60096
UNKNOWN VALUE FOLLOWS HANDLE OPTION
A CA Verify HANDLE command was processed. Following the HANDLE option, ON or OFF, another value was found. The
HANDLE command may specify the name of an event or condition and one of the options ON or OFF, in that order and
may specify no additional parameters.

PTE60100
MONITOR COMMAND PARMS ARE REDUNDANT CONFLICTING OR INVALID
A invalid CA Verify MONITOR command was executed. A MONITOR command is invalid if (1) it specifies a MONITOR
command keyword redundantly, (2) specifies more than one of the keywords NOTE, RECALL, VIA or OFF, (3) specifies
NOTE or RECALL and the operand of the keyword is not a REXX symbol preceded by an ampersand, (4) specifies no
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MONITOR options, or (5) if an error occurs while fetching a noted value during the execution of a MONITOR RECALL
command.

PTE60101
SELECTED SCREEN LOCATION IS NOT PEN DETECTABLE <r c>
A CA Verify TYPE command SELECT keyword was executed while the virtual terminal cursor was not positioned in a
pen detectable field. with a valid designator character in position 1 of the field. When the message is issued, <r c>, is
replaced by a similar expression that includes the cursor row and column at the time the SELECT keyword was executed.
To perform operations on a pen detectable field similar to those performed by the cursor select key or a light pen, first
position the cursor somewhere within a pen detectable field. The pen detectable field may be either a selectable field or a
pen attention field.

PTE60102
DESELECTED SCREEN LOCATION IS NOT PEN DETECTABLE <r c>
A CA Verify TYPE command DESELECT keyword was executed while the virtual terminal cursor was not positioned
in a pen detectable field with a valid field selection designator character, ? or >. When the message is issued, <r c>,
is replaced by a similar expression that includes the cursor row and column at the time the DESELECT keyword was
executed. To deselect a pen selectable field first position the cursor somewhere within the pen selectable field.

PTE60103
DELAY MUST SPECIFY TIME OR PERCENT
A CA Verify DELAY command was not executed because the first command argument following the DELAY keyword
was not a valid DELAY time or the keyword, PERCENT. DELAY time may be expressed as numeric digits in the form,
hhmmssth, where hh is hours, mm is minutes, ss is seconds, and th is tenths and hundredths of a second, or may be
a variable field that contains DELAY time in the form, hhmmssth. A DELAY statement must specify either a time or the
PERCENT keyword.

PTE60104
DELAY TIME NOT HHMMSSTH
A CA Verify DELAY command was executed that specified an apparent delay time as a string of numeric digits or as a
variable field (REXX symbol preceded by an ampersand) that contained a delay time. However, the numeric digits or the
variable field value was not a valid delay time expressed in the form, hhmmssth, where hh is hours, mm is minutes, ss is
seconds, and th is tenths and hundredths of a second.

PTE60105
DELAY PERCENT NOT 0-999
A CA Verify DELAY command was executed that specified the PERCENT keyword, however the value following the
PERCENT keyword was not a valid percent. A valid DELAY PERCENT is an integer from 0 through 999 and may be
expressed as an actual integer or as a variable field that contains a valid delay percent. Specify a percent from 0 through
99 to reduce DELAY command times and make an exec session run faster, or specify a percent from 101 to 999 to extend
DELAY command times and to make an exec session run slower.

PTE60106
UNKNOWN DELAY PARAMETER FOUND
A DELAY command was executed that specified an apparently valid delay time or percent, however an unknown
argument was found following the specified delay time or percent. A DELAY COMMAND may specify only a valid
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delay time or the PERCENT keyword followed by a valid delay percent, and any other argument specified on a DELAY
command is invalid.

PTE60107
ATTACH SAYDD ALLOCATION FAILED
During execution of a CA Verify ATTACH command, it was found that the default REXX SAY destination or SAYDD
specified by the ATTACH command was not allocated. The ATTACH command attempted to allocate a data set to the
default or specified ddname using any specified SAYDEST or default destination specified by the CA Verify Options Table
VTEOM REXX SAYDD and/or SAYDEST specifications. The allocation was not successful. If invalid ATTACH command
SAYDD or SAYDEST options were specified, correct the ATTACH command or verify that VTEOM REXX SAYDD and
SAYDEST specifications for the address space in which the ATTACH command was executed are valid.

PTE60108
A SESSION TIMEOUT OCCURRED
A session timeout occurred while waiting on a CA Verify session event, during the execution of a CA Verify LOGON,
INVITE, TYPE, ATTN or DELAY host command. A session timeout occurs when a single session event does not complete
within the time interval specified on a WAIT command for RESPONSE. When a LOGON command times out, the partially
initialized session is terminated. When a timeout occurs during a TYPE, ATTN, INVITE or DELAY command, the session
remains active, and the exec may issue an ATTN command to send an expedited SNA signal or may issue an INVITE or
DELAY command to resume waiting for the completion of the timed-out session event.

PTE60109
VTETS SESSION/TRACE SUBTASK FAILED
A z/OS subtask used to manage a session and related resources on a port unexpectedly ended while processing a CA
Verify LOGON, TYPE, ATTN, INVITE, DELAY, LOGOFF, TRACE or ENDTRACE host command. This error indicates a
system or CA Verify product problem. If other messages issued to the job log, system log, or elsewhere do not explain the
cause of the problem, contact CA Verify technical support for assistance.

PTE61001
UNKNOWN CA VERIFY HOST COMMAND
The first word of the command string provided to the CA Verify host command processor was not a supported CA Verify
host command. Either address the correct REXX host command environment or correct the CA Verify host command
name.

PTE61002
HOST COMMAND TOKEN INIT FAILED
While processing the first CA Verify Host command in an address space, an attempt to update the CA Verify "host
command token" failed. The host command token is used by CA Verify to keep track of resources created and managed
by CA Verify host commands. The CA Verify Host Command Environment is inoperative until host command token
initialization is successful. Contact CA Verify technical support for assistance if the cause of the problem cannot be
determined.

PTE61003
CA VERIFY CONTROL TASK INIT FAILED
While processing the first CA Verify Host command in an address space, an attempt to attach the CA Verify host
command processor control task failed. The CA Verify control task is used to provide central services to execs running in
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z/OS multitasking environments. The CA Verify Host Command Environment is inoperative until control task initialization is
successful. Contact CA Verify technical support for assistance if the cause of the problem cannot be determined.

PTE61004
CA VERIFY CONTROL TASK INIT ABENDED
While processing the first CA Verify Host command in an address space, the CA Verify host command processor control
task was successfully attached, however, the control task abended during initial subtask processing. The CA Verify
control task is used to provide central services to execs running in z/OS multitasking environments. The CA Verify Host
Command Environment is inoperative until control task initialization is successful. Contact CA Verify technical support for
assistance if the cause of the problem cannot be determined.

PTE61005
CA VERIFY SIGNALED signal ON condition
During the execution of a CA Verify Host Command, when a CA Verify condition is encountered or a REXX signal is
raised, and no other specific is applicable, PTE61005, is raised to document the CA Verify condition and/or REXX
signal raised. In the message, 'signal' is replaced by one of the REXX signal keywords, HALT, FAILURE, ERROR or
RC, and 'condition', is replaced by one of the CA Verify condition keywords, FAULT, CANCEL, ENDTRACE, LOGOFF,
ENDQUEUE, TIMEOUT, LOCKOUT, or RC. The message is information only and does not constitute an error unless the
condition (also expressed as a REXX RC), or the REXX signal is considered to be an error by the REXX application.

PTE62001
INVALID IRXEFPL AT ENTRY TO VTERI
The REXX External Function Parameter List provided to CA Verify function VTERI, did not conform to REXX
specifications or CA Verify requirements. VTERI accepts one and only one parameter. The parameter specified must be
one of the CA Verify function names, START or END.

PTE62002
UNKNOWN VTERI COMMAND
The CA Verify function, VTERI, was invoked or called, however the parameter specified was not one of the CA Verify
function names, START or END. VTERI(START) may be used to dynamically initialize the CA Verify Host Command
Environment prior to proper installation. VTERI(END) may be used to perform appropriate exec-termination-like cleanup
prior to proper installation of the CA Verify Host Command Environment.

PTE62003
UNKNOWN START COMMAND PARAMETER FOUND
An unknown value was found following the VTERI START command. When the START command is specified as the first
parameter to the CA Verify VTERI function, only the START command may be specified. The CA Verify Host Command
Environment is not initialized.

PTE62004
CA VERIFY HOST COMMAND TOKEN WAS RESET
The CA Verify VTERI START function detected a partially initialized, but corrupted CA Verify Host Command Environment
control block. The CA Verify Host command token was reset to uninitialized state. If problem persists, contact CA Verify
technical support for assistance in resolving the problem.
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PTE62005
UNKNOWN END COMMAND PARAMETER FOUND
An unknown value was found following the VTERI END command. When the END command is specified as the first
parameter to the CA Verify VTERI function, only the END command may be specified. The CA Verify Host Command
Environment is not terminated.

PTE63013
VTETS MESSAGE ILLOGIC
An error message was issued by the CA Verify terminal task, however due to a logic error in message processing, the
message issued cannot be displayed. Contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE64001
dsn NOT FOUND
A data set, "dsn", specified as the target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace or log contained a parenthetical
expression which was assumed to be a relative generation number. An attempt to do a LOCATE to convert the relative
expression to an absolute generation number failed. Either an incorrect data set name or an invalid relative generation
number was specified or the relative generation data set is not cataloged.

PTE64002
dsn IS BEING USED BY ANOTHER TASK
An attempt to obtain an exclusive ENQ on a data set, "dsn", that was specified as the target for a CA Verify convert to
REXX, trace or log, was not successful. Failure to obtain the ENQ indicates that another job, task or TSO user owns an
ENQ on the specified data set or data set and member. Either specify another target for the conversion, trace or log, or
wait until the holder of the data set or PDS member releases control of the data.

PTE64003
ALLOC FOR dsn FAILED, RC xxxxxxxx
An attempt to dynamically allocate a data set, "dsn", specified as a target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace or log,
was unsuccessful. When the message is issued, 'xxxxxxxx' is replaced by the SVC 99 error reason and information code.
Refer to Appendix A of the help that is available when the HELP key is pressed while viewing the ISPF/PDF PRIMARY
OPTION MENU or other IBM documentation of SVC 99 services for an explanation of the dynamic allocation error reason
and information code.

PTE64004
dsn IS NOT A PDS, MEMBER DISALLOWED
A partitioned data set member, "dsn", was specified as the target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace or log. It was
found that the data set specified was not a partitioned data set. Either specify a sequential data set without a member
name or specify a member of a partitioned data set.

PTE64005
dsn DSORG IS NOT PS OR PO
A data set, "dsn", specified as target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace or log, is not a sequential or partitioned data
set. CA Verify convert to REXX, traces and logs may be written to partitioned data set members and sequential data sets
and SYSOUT data sets only.
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PTE64006
SPECIFY MEMBER IN dsn
A data set, "dsn", specified as a target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace or log was found to be a partitioned data
set. However, a member name was not specified in the convert to REXX, TRACE or LOG request. Specify a member
name whenever data is to be captured in a PDS.

PTE64007
UNABLE TO OBTAIN DSCB FOR dsn
An z/OS OBTAIN macro was issued to obtain the Format 1 DSCB from the VTOC of the volume containing data set,
"dsn". The request failed. "dsn" was specified as a target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace or log. Because the
volume serial number was obtained during successful dynamic allocation of the data set, this problem should not occur.
The error may indicate a problem with the VTOC of the volume containing the data set. Contact a technical support
person at your installation for assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE64008
RECFM OF dsn IS NOT VALID FOR form
The record format (RECFM) of a data set, "dsn", specified as the target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace or log,
is not acceptable for the type of data being captured. When the message is issued, "form", is one of the values REXX,
TRACE, or LOG, indicating the type of data being captured. CA Verify conversions may be written to RECFM=F or
RECFM=FB data sets. CA Verify traces may be written to RECFM=F, RECFM=FB, RECFM=FA or RECFM=FBA data
sets. CA Verify logs may be written to RECFM=FA or RECFM=FBA data sets. Standard blocking may also be specified for
all capture data sets.

PTE64009
LRECL OF dsn IS NOT VALID FOR form
The logical record length (LRECL) of a data set, "dsn", specified as the target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace
or log is not acceptable for the type of data being captured. When the message is issued, "form", is one of the values
REXX, TRACE, or LOG, indicating the type of data being captured. CA Verify conversions must be written to data sets
with LRECL=80 only. CA Verify traces may be written to data sets with LRECL=133 through LRECL=256 (LRECL=135 is
preferred). CA Verify logs must be written to data sets with LRECL=151 only.

PTE64010
BLKSIZE OF dsn IS NOT VALID
The block size (BLKSIZE) of a data set, "dsn", specified as the target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace or log is not
acceptable. For unblocked records, BLKSIZE must equal LRECL. For blocked records BLKSIZE must be a multiple of
LRECL.

PTE64011
tddn DD NOT ALLOCATED
A ddname, "tddn", specified as the target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace or log, was not allocated to the address
space when CA Verify attempted to open the data set.

PTE64012
tddn DD * IS INVALID form TARGET
A ddname, "tddn", specified as the target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace or log was allocated as a SYSIN data set,
and may not be written to. When the message is issued, "form", is one of the values REXX, TRACE, or LOG, indicating
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the type of data being captured. CA Verify conversions, traces, and logs may be written only to sequential data sets,
partitioned data set members or as SYSOUT data.

PTE64013
dsn DSORG IS NOT PS OR PO
A data set, "dsn", specified as target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log, is not a sequential or partitioned data
set. CA Verify conversions, traces, and logs may be written to partitioned data set members and sequential data sets or
SYSOUT data sets only.

PTE64014
dsn IS A PDS, SPECIFY MEMBER
A data set, "dsn", specified as a target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log was found to be a partitioned data
set. However, a member name was not specified in the JCL DD statement or ALLOCATE statement used to allocate the
data set to the address space.

PTE64015
DISP=MOD INVALID FOR PDS dsn
A data set, "dsn", specified as a target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log was allocated with DISP=MOD.
DISP=MOD may not be used to write to a member of a partitioned data set.

PTE64016
dsn IS BEING USED BY ANOTHER TASK
An attempt to obtain an exclusive ENQ on a data set, "dsn", that was specified as the target for a CA Verify convert to
REXX, trace, or log, was not successful. Failure to obtain the ENQ indicates that another job, task or TSO user owns an
ENQ on the specified data set or data set and member. Either specify another target for the convert to REXX, trace, or
log, or wait until the holder of the data set or PDS member releases control of the data.

PTE64017
dsn IS NOT A PDS, MEMBER DISALLOWED
A partitioned data set member, "dsn", was specified as the target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log. It was
found that the data set specified was not a partitioned data set. Either specify a sequential data set without a member
name or specify a member of a partitioned data set.

PTE64018
RDJFCB FOR dsn FAILED
The JFCB for data set, "dsn", was read to obtain any JCL DCB information. "dsn" was specified as the target for a CA
Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log. The attempt to read the JFCB was unsuccessful. Because it is known that the data
set is allocated, this error should not occur. If you are unable to determine the cause of the problem, contact CA Verify
technical support for assistance.

PTE64019
UNABLE TO OBTAIN DSCB FOR dsn
An z/OS OBTAIN macro was issued to obtain the Format 1 DSCB from the VTOC of the volume containing data set,
"dsn". The request failed. "dsn" was specified as a target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log. Because the
volume serial number was obtained by successfully reading the JFCB associated with the data set, this problem should
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not occur. The error may indicate a problem with the VTOC of the volume containing the data set. Contact technical
support personnel at your installation for assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE64020
RECFM OF dsn IS NOT VALID FOR form
The record format (RECFM) of a data set, "dsn", specified as the target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log,
is not acceptable for the type of data being captured. When the message is issued, "form", is one of the values REXX,
TRACE, or LOG, indicating the type of data being captured. CA Verify conversions may be written to RECFM=F or
RECFM=FB data sets. CA Verify traces may be written to RECFM=F, RECFM=FB, RECFM=FA or RECFM=FBA data
sets. CA Verify logs may be written to RECFM=FA or RECFM=FBA data sets. Standard blocking may also be specified for
all capture data sets.

PTE64021
LRECL OF dsn IS NOT VALID FOR form
The logical record length (LRECL) of a data set, "dsn", specified as the target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace,
or log is not acceptable for the type of data being captured. When the message is issued, "form", is one of the values
REXX, TRACE, or LOG, indicating the type of data being captured. CA Verify conversions must be written to data sets
with LRECL=80 only. CA Verify traces may be written to data sets with LRECL=133 through LRECL=256 (LRECL=135 is
preferred). CA Verify logs must be written to data sets with LRECL=151 only.

PTE64022
BLKSIZE OF dsn IS NOT VALID
The block size (BLKSIZE) of a data set, "dsn", specified as the target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log is not
acceptable. For unblocked records, BLKSIZE must equal LRECL. For blocked records BLKSIZE must be a multiple of
LRECL.

PTE64023
dsn OPEN FAILED
An OPEN macro was issued for a data set, "dsn". At completion of the OPEN, the data set was not open. "dsn" is either
a data set that was specified as the target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log, or is a work data set if the
target data set is a shared PDS. If the cause of the error cannot be determined, contact CA Verify technical support for
assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE64024
function ABEND Sxxx ACCESSING dsn
A system abend, "Sxxx", occurred while accessing data set "dsn". "dsn" is either a data set that was specified as the
target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log, or is a work data set if the target data set is a member of a shared
PDS. If "function" is OPEN, the abend occurred during data set open. If "function" is BLDL, the abend occurred while
reading directory data for the specified target PDS member. Refer to IBM documentation of System Codes for an
explanation of the system abend.

PTE64025
I/O ERROR ON BLDL FOR dsn
An I/O error occurred during the execution of a BLDL issued to obtain current directory information for PDS member
"dsn". "dsn" is a data set and member that was specified as the target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log. It is
probable that the directory of the PDS was previously corrupted and that data set repair is required before proceeding.
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PTE64026
WRITE ABEND Sxxx ACCESSING dsn
A system abend, "Sxxx", occurred while writing to data set "dsn". "dsn" was specified as the target for a CA Verify convert
to REXX, trace, or log. The abend occurred while copying records from a work data set to the specified target data set.
The work data set is retained. Captured data may be copied from the work data set to the target data set after resolving
the problem with the target data set. Refer to IBM documentation of System Codes for an explanation of the system
abend.

PTE64027
WRITE ABEND Sxxx ACCESSING dsn
A system abend, "Sxxx", occurred while writing to data set "dsn". "dsn" is either the data set specified as the target for a
CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log, or is a work data set if the specified target is a shared PDS. If the error occurred
while writing to a work data set, the data set is retained and any captured data may be copied to the target data set. If
a space related abend occurred while writing to a work data set, contact the systems programmer responsible for the
installation and maintenance of CA Verify at your installation so that work data set space parameters may be adjusted. If
the abend occurred while writing to the specified target data set, and the target is a PDS member, an attempt was made
retain all possible captured data by stowing the target member directory entry. Refer to IBM documentation of System
Codes for an explanation of the system abend.

PTE64028
WRITE ABEND Sxxx ACCESSING dsn
A system abend, "Sxxx", occurred while writing the last record or block of records to data set "dsn". "dsn" is either the
data set specified as the target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log, or is a work data set if the specified target
is a shared PDS. If the error occurred while writing to a work data set, the data set is retained and any captured data may
be copied to the target data set. If a space related abend occurred while writing to a work data set, contact the systems
programmer responsible for the installation and maintenance of CA Verify at your installation so that work data set space
parameters may be adjusted. If the abend occurred while writing to the specified target data set, and the target is a PDS
member, an attempt was made retain all possible captured data by stowing the target member directory entry. Refer to
IBM documentation of System Codes for an explanation of the system abend.

PTE64029
CLOSE ABEND Sxxx ACCESSING dsn
A system abend, "Sxxx", occurred while closing data set, "dsn". "dsn" is either the data set specified as the target for a
CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log, or is a work data set if the specified target is a shared PDS. If the error occurred
while writing to a work data set, the data set is retained and any captured data may be copied to the target data set. Refer
to IBM documentation of System Codes for an explanation of the system abend.

PTE64030
dsn IS BEING USED BY ANOTHER TASK
An attempt to obtain an exclusive data set ENQ on a PDS allocated with DISP=OLD, or an attempt to obtain a shared
ENQ on a PDS allocated with DISP=SHR, was unsuccessful. The PDS, "dsn", was specified as the target for a CA Verify
convert to REXX, trace, or log. The ENQ was attempted to protect the data set from inconsistent PDS share specifications
when multiple conversions, traces, or logs are concurrently active within a single address space. When a conversion,
trace, or log is started without PDS sharing, no other conversion, trace, or log may specify the same PDS as a target
until the first conversion, trace, or log is ended. When a conversion, trace or log is started with PDS sharing, no other
conversion, trace, or log may specify the same PDS as a target unless the request also specifies PDS sharing.
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PTE64031
dsn ALREADY EXISTS
A CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log request specified that data be captured in PDS member, "dsn". The request
also specified that an existing PDS member by the same name was to be protected. It was found that the PDS member
already existed. The conversion, trace, or log request is rejected and the user is informed of the existing target PDS
member.

PTE64032
dsn OPEN FAILED
An OPEN macro was issued for a data set, "dsn". At completion of the OPEN, the data set was not open. "dsn" was
specified as the target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log. If the cause of the error cannot be determined,
contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE64033
function ABEND Sxxx ACCESSING dsn
A system abend, "Sxxx", occurred while accessing data set "dsn". "dsn" was specified as the target for a CA Verify
convert to REXX, trace, or log. Because the convert, trace, or log request specified protection for previously existing
data, an attempt was made to check the directory of a target PDS for an existing member, or an attempt was made
to read a sequential target data set to verify that no records existed. If "function" is OPEN, the abend occurred while
opening the target data set. If "function" is BLDL, the abend occurred while reading directory data for the specified target
PDS member. If "function" is READ, the abend occurred while reading the first record of a sequential target data set. In
all cases, the convert to REXX, trace, or log request is aborted. Refer to IBM documentation of System Codes for an
explanation of the system abend.

PTE64034
I/O ERROR ON BLDL FOR dsn
An I/O error occurred during the execution of a BLDL issued to obtain current directory information for PDS member
"dsn". "dsn" is a data set and member that was specified as the target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log. It is
probable that the directory of the PDS was previously corrupted and that data set repair is required before proceeding.

PTE64035
dsn CONTAINS PROTECTED DATA
A CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log request specified that data be captured in data set, "dsn". The request also
specified that existing data in the data set was to be protected. It was found that the data set already contained data. The
convert to REXX, trace, or log request is rejected and the user is informed of the existing data.

PTE64036
CLOSE ABEND Sxxx ACCESSING dsn
A system abend, "Sxxx", occurred while accessing data set "dsn". "dsn" was specified as the target for a CA Verify convert
to REXX, trace, or log. Because the convert to REXX, trace, or log request specified protection for previously existing
data, an attempt was made to check the directory of a target PDS for an existing member, or an attempt was made to read
a sequential target data set to verify that no records existed. After performing this processing, without error, the abend
occurred while closing the data set. Refer to IBM documentation of System Codes for an explanation of the system abend.

PTE64037
THE WORK DSN FROM VTEOM CAPTURE IS INVALID
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A CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log request specified that captured data was to be written to a member of a PDS
and that the PDS was to be shared. A work data set is used when the target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log
is a shared PDS. The naming convention for work data sets is specified via the DSN parameter in the VTEOM CAPTURE
statement in the CA Verify Options Table installed at your installation. The data set name generated based on information
contained in the VTEOM CAPTURE statement DSN parameter was an invalid data set name. The work data set name
generated resulted in either no data set name or a data set name that exceeded 44 characters. Contact the systems
programmer at your installation who is responsible for the installation and maintenance of CA Verify, for assistance in
resolving the problem.

PTE64038
dsn IS BEING USED BY ANOTHER TASK
An attempt to obtain an exclusive ENQ on a CA Verify work data set, "dsn", was not successful. The data set is in use
by another CA Verify task in the address space. A work data set is used when the target for a CA Verify convert to
REXX, trace, or log is a shared PDS. Multiple work data sets are required when multiple conversions, traces, or logs are
concurrently written to shared PDSs. The naming convention for work data sets is specified via the DSN parameter in
the VTEOM CAPTURE statement in the CA Verify Options Table installed at your installation. The probable cause of this
error is that the data set naming convention specified in the Options Table may generate the same work data set name
for different convert to REXX, trace, or log requests. A work data set naming convention that uses the target member
name as a node of the work data set name will likely produce unique work data set names for all active capture requests.
Contact the systems programmer at your installation who is responsible for the installation and maintenance of CA Verify,
for assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE64039
ALLOC FOR dsn FAILED, RC xxxxxxxx
An attempt to create a CA Verify work data set, "dsn", was not successful. A work data set is used when the target for
a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log is a shared PDS. The naming convention for work data sets is specified via
the DSN parameter in the VTEOM CAPTURE statement in the CA Verify Options Table installed at your installation. The
VTEOM CAPTURE statement also specifies work data set space and other parameters. A possible cause of this error
may be the work data set parameters specified in the CA Verify Options Table. When the message is issued, 'xxxxxxxx'
is replaced by the SVC 99 error reason and information code. Refer to Appendix A of the help that is available when the
HELP key is pressed while viewing the ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION MENU or other IBM documentation of SVC 99
services for an explanation of the dynamic allocation error reason and information code. If the cause of the allocation error
cannot be determined, contact the systems programmer at your installation who is responsible for the installation and
maintenance of CA Verify, for assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE64040
dsn DCB NOT VALID FOR WORK DS
A request to start a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log specified that the captured data be written to a member
of a shared PDS. When data is written to a shared PDS, CA Verify uses a work data set to temporarily hold captured
data. When the conversion, trace, or log is ended, the work data set is copied to the specified PDS member. While
starting the convert to REXX, trace, or log, the work data set, "dsn", was found to be an existing data set. However the
RECFM, LRECL or BLKSIZE of the data set was not suitable for use as a work data set and was not a RECFM, LRECL
or BLKSIZE used for any form of CA Verify data capture. The data set is retained and the convert to REXX, trace, or log
request is rejected. If the data set is a valid data set used for a purpose other than as a CA Verify work data set, consult
with the system programmer at your installation that is responsible for the installation and maintenance of CA Verify, to
determine if there is a conflict between data set names used by CA Verify as work data sets and the data set named in
this error message.
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PTE64041
UNABLE TO OBTAIN DSCB FOR dsn
A z/OS OBTAIN macro was issued to obtain the Format 1 DSCB from the VTOC of the volume containing data set, "dsn".
The request failed. "dsn" is a work data set that was created to hold converted, traced, or logged data temporarily to
allow a specified target PDS to be shared. It was found that the work data set already existed. The OBTAIN was issued
to determine if the data set was suitable for reuse as a convert to REXX, trace, or log work data set. Because the volume
serial number was obtained during successful dynamic allocation of the data set, this problem should not occur. The error
may indicate a problem with the VTOC of the volume containing the data set. Contact technical support personnel at your
installation for assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE64042
dsn CONTAINS PROTECTED DATA
A CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log request specified that data be captured in a member of a PDS and that the
PDS was to be shared. When captured data is written to a shared PDS, data is initially written to a work data set. When
the conversion, trace, or log is ended, the work data set is copied to the PDS member. When the current convert to REXX,
trace, or log request was processed, and an attempt was made to create a work data set, it was found that the work data
set, "dsn" already existed and that the existing work data set was not empty. The data contained in the existing work data
set is probably previously captured data that could not be copied to a target PDS member because of a previous target
PDS error. To avoid overlaying the previously captured data, the current convert to REXX, trace, or log request is rejected
and the existing work data set is retained. If you wish to keep the data previously written to the work data set, copy the
data to another data set. In any case, the work data set should be deleted before attempting to start another conversion,
trace, or log that specifies the same target PDS member.

PTE64043
dsn OPEN FAILED
An OPEN macro was issued for a data set, "dsn". At completion of the OPEN, the data set was not open. "dsn" is a work
data set that was created to temporarily hold converted, traced, or logged data so that the specified target PDS could be
shared. If the cause of the error cannot be determined, contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in resolving the
problem.

PTE64044
function ABEND Sxxx ACCESSING dsn
A system abend, "Sxxx", occurred while accessing data set "dsn". "dsn" is a work data set that was created to hold
converted, traced, or logged data temporarily to allow the specified target PDS to be shared. It was found that the work
data set already existed. To protect any data in the existing work data set, an attempt was made to read the data set
to verify that it was empty. The abend occurred while accessing the data set for this purpose. If "function" is OPEN, the
abend occurred while opening the work data set. If "function" is READ, the abend occurred while reading the first record
of the work data set. In any case, the work data set is retained and the convert to REXX, trace, or log request is aborted.
Refer to IBM documentation of System Codes for an explanation of the system abend.

PTE64045
CLOSE ABEND Sxxx ACCESSING dsn
A system abend, "Sxxx", occurred while accessing data set "dsn". "dsn" is a work data set that was created to hold
converted, traced, or logged data temporarily to allow the specified target PDS to be shared. It was found that the work
data set already existed. To protect any data in the existing work data set, an attempt was made to read the data set to
verify that it was empty. After successfully verifying that the work data set was empty, the abend occurred while closing
the work data set. The work data set is retained and the convert to REXX, trace, or log request is aborted. Refer to IBM
documentation of System Codes for an explanation of the system abend.
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PTE64046
dsn OPEN FAILED
An OPEN macro was issued for a data set, "dsn". At completion of the OPEN, the data set was not open. "dsn" was
specified as the target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log. The error occurred while attempting to copy data
captured in a work data set to a member of a shared PDS. The work data set is retained and the data can be copied to a
desired target PDS when the cause of the error has been resolved. If the cause of the error cannot be determined, contact
CA Verify technical support for assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE64047
function ABEND Sxxx ACCESSING dsn
A system abend, "Sxxx", occurred while accessing data set "dsn". "dsn" is a the data set and member that was specified
as the target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log. Because PDS sharing was specified, the captured data
was written to a work data set. When the conversion, trace, or log was ended, an attempt was made to copy the data
to the specified PDS member. The abend occurred during this processing. If "function" is OPEN, the abend occurred
while opening the target data set. If "function" is BLDL, the abend occurred while reading directory data for the specified
target PDS member. If "function" is WRITE, the abend occurred while writing records to the target data set. If "function" is
CLOSE, the abend occurred while closing the target data set. In any case, the work data set is retained and the data can
be copied to the target data set after the problem with the target data set has been corrected. Refer to IBM documentation
of System Codes for an explanation of the system abend.

PTE64048
I/O ERROR ON BLDL FOR dsn
An I/O error occurred during the execution of a BLDL issued to obtain current directory information for PDS member "dsn".
"dsn" is a data set and member that was specified as the target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log. Because
sharing was specified for the PDS, converted, traced, or logged data was written to a work data set during capture. The
error was detected when the conversion, trace, or log was ended and an attempt was made to copy the captured data to
the specified target PDS member. It is probable that the directory of the PDS was previously corrupted and that data set
repair is required before proceeding. The work data set is retained and captured data may be copied to the target data set
after correcting the problem with the target PDS.

PTE64049
dsn OPEN FAILED
An OPEN macro was issued for a data set, "dsn". At completion of the OPEN, the data set was not open. "dsn" is a work
data set that was created to temporarily hold converted, traced, or logged data so that the specified target PDS could be
shared. The error occurred while attempting to copy data captured in the work data set to a member of a shared PDS. The
work data set is retained and the data can be copied to a desired target PDS if the cause of the error can be determined.
If the cause of the error cannot be determined, contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE64050
function ABEND Sxxx ACCESSING dsn
A system abend, "Sxxx", occurred while accessing data set "dsn". "dsn" is a work data set that was used to hold
converted, traced, or logged data to allow sharing of the specified target PDS. When the convert to REXX, trace, or
log was ended, an attempt was made to copy the data to the specified PDS member. The abend occurred during this
processing. If "function" is OPEN, the abend occurred while opening the work data set for input processing. If "function"
is READ, the abend occurred while reading the work data set. In either case, the work data set is retained and the data
can be possibly be copied to the target data set at a later time. Refer to IBM documentation of System Codes for an
explanation of the system abend.
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PTE64051
dsn DIRECTORY IS FULL
An STOW macro instruction was issued to store a new or updated directory entry for PDS member, "dsn". "dsn" is a data
set and member that was specified as the target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log. It was found that the PDS
directory was full and that the directory entry could not be stored. If PDS sharing was specified when the conversion,
trace, or log was started, converted, traced, or logged data was written to a work data set during capture. When a work
data set is used, the work data set is retained and the captured data may be copied to the target PDS after expanding the
PDS directory.

PTE64052
I/O ERROR ON STOW FOR dsn
An I/O error occurred during the execution of a STOW issued to store a new or updated directory entry for PDS member,
"dsn". "dsn" is a data set and member that was specified as the target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log. It is
probable that the directory of the PDS was previously corrupted and that data set repair is required before proceeding. If
PDS sharing was specified when the conversion, trace, or log was started, converted, traced, or logged data was written
to a work data set during capture. When a work data set is used, the work data set is retained and the captured data may
be copied to the target PDS after correcting the problem with the target PDS.

PTE64053
STOW ABEND Sxxx ACCESSING dsn
A system abend, "Sxxx", occurred while accessing data set "dsn". "dsn" is the data set and member that was specified
as the target for a CA Verify convert to REXX, trace, or log. After writing all data to the target PDS member, the abend
occurred while attempting to stow the PDS member directory entry. The work data set is retained and the data can be
copied to the target data set after the problem with the target data set has been corrected. Refer to IBM documentation of
System Codes for an explanation of the system abend.

PTE64054
KEEPING WORK DATA SET dsn
An I/O error occurred while converting, tracing, or logging data to a PDS member. Because PDS sharing was specified,
converted, traced, or logged data was written to a work data set, "dsn". When an I/O error occurs while capturing data
and a work data set is being used, the work data set is retained. After correcting the data set error, described by another
message issued at the time of the error, the work data set may be copied to a desired PDS member. This message is
issued as a "write to programmer" message (WTO) to provide the name of the work data set to the user. The message
is sent to a TSO user when their TSO PROFILE specifies WTPMSG. The message is suppressed when a user's TSO
PROFILE specifies NOWTPMSG. After correcting a problem with a target PDS member and after disposing of data
retained in the work data set, it is the user's responsibility to delete the work data set.

PTE64055
I/O ERROR DELETING dsn(mem)
A request do delete token screen, 'dsn(mem)', using the STOW system service with the delete option, completed with
RC=8, indicating that an I/O error was encountered during the delete operation. The I/O error implies probable corruption
of the data set. Restore the dataset from a recent backup or delete and reallocate the data set before retrying the delete
request.

PTE64100
VTEOM PROFILE DSN IS INVALID
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An attempt to generate a CA Verify profile data set name as defined in the CA Verify Options Table VTEOM PROFILE
statement, failed because a valid data set name could not be created using the default or specified PROFILE DSN data.
Correct the VTEOM PROFILE DSN data to define a valid CA Verify PROFILE data set name.

PTE64101
PROFILE DS, dsn, ALLOC FAILED, RC xxxxxxxx
An attempt to dynamically allocate a CA Verify PROFILE data set "dsn", as defined in the CA Verify Options Table VTEOM
PROFILE statement, was unsuccessful. When the message is issued, 'xxxxxxxx' is replaced by the SVC 99 error reason
and information code. Refer to Appendix A of the help that is available when the HELP key is pressed while viewing the
ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION MENU or other IBM documentation of SVC 99 services for an explanation of the dynamic
allocation error reason and information code.

PTE64102
PROFILE DCB, dsn, INVALID (NOT PS/FB/80)
An attempt to load a CA Verify profile data set, 'dsn', failed because the dataset was not a sequential dataset or did not
contain fixed length 80 character logical records (DSORG=PS, RECFM=F, LRECL=80), and is not valid for use as a CA
Verify PROFILE data set. CA Verify profile data sets are created automatically for each user when CA Verify is first used,
and are maintained and updated automatically by CA Verify. The name of a Profile data set is specified at an installation
via the CA Verify Options Table VTEOM PROFILE statement. If a data set other than a CA Verify Profile dataset has been
named to conflict with the CA Verify Options Table VTEOM PROFILE DSN data, the other dataset must renamed in order
to use CA Verify. If the data set is a CA Verify profile data set that has been corrupted, you may build a new profile dataset
by first deleting the invalid dataset, then by assigning token data to each (any) token screen contained in the CA Verify
token dataset displayed at the CA Verify Token Security panel.

PTE64103
PROFILE DS, dsn, IS UNREADABLE
An I/O error was encountered while attempting to load a CA Verify profile data set, 'dsn', and is therefore unreadable.
CA Verify profile data sets are created automatically for each user when CA Verify is first used, and are maintained and
updated automatically by CA Verify. The name of a Profile data set is specified at an installation via the CA Verify Options
Table VTEOM PROFILE statement. If a data set other than a CA Verify Profile dataset has been named to conflict with
the CA Verify Options Table VTEOM PROFILE DSN data, the other dataset must renamed in order to use CA Verify. If
the data set is a CA Verify profile data set that has been corrupted, you may build a new profile dataset by first deleting
the invalid dataset, then by assigning token data to each (any) token screen contained in the CA Verify token dataset
displayed at the CA Verify Token Security panel.

PTE64104
PROFILE STORE TO DS dsn(mem) FAILED (I/O ERROR)
An I/O was encountered while attempting to store a CA Verify profile data set, 'dsn'. As a result, profile data has probably
been lost. CA Verify profile data sets are created automatically for each user when CA Verify is first used, and are
maintained and updated automatically by CA Verify. The name of a Profile data set is specified at an installation via
the CA Verify Options Table VTEOM PROFILE statement. If the data set is a CA Verify profile data set that has been
corrupted, you may build a new profile dataset by first deleting the invalid dataset, then by assigning token data to each
(any) token screen contained in the CA Verify token dataset displayed at the CA Verify Token Security panel.

PTE64105
VTEOM dataid DSN IS INVALID
An attempt to create a new CA Verify dataset failed because a valid data set name could not be generated using default
or specified Options Table DSN data. When the message is issued, 'dataid', is replaced by PROFILE, TOKEN, TRACE,
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RECORD or LOG, identifying the VTEOM Options Table statement whose DSN data does not resolve to a valid data set
name. Correct the VTEOM 'dataid' DSN data to define a valid data set name.

PTE64106
ALLOC FOR NEW dataid DS dsn FAILED, RC xxxxxxxx
An attempt to create a new CA Verify dataset using dynamic allocation failed. When the message is issued, 'dataid', is
replaced by PROFILE, TOKEN, TRACE, RECORD or LOG, identifying the VTEOM Options Table statement that defined
the data set to be created, 'dsn', and 'xxxxxxxx' is replaced by the SVC 99 error reason and information code. Refer to
Appendix A of the help that is available when the HELP key is pressed while viewing the ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION
MENU or other IBM documentation of SVC 99 services for an explanation of the dynamic allocation error reason and
information code.

PTE64107
NEW dataid DS, dsn(mem), OPEN/CLOSE FAILED
After creating a new CA Verify profile or other dataset, 'dsn', that was defined as sequential, an attempt to initialize the
data set by opening and closing it failed. When the message is issued, 'dataid', is replaced by PROFILE, TOKEN, TRACE,
RECORD or LOG, identifying the VTEOM Options Table statement that defined the data set being created. Determine the
cause of the abend and correct the CA Verify Options Table statement if required, or delete the new dataset and retry the
request when the cause of the I/O error has been resolved. You may optionally create the data set manually using ISPF
data set utilities.

PTE65001
dsn NOT FOUND
An attempt to resolve the relative generation number of a CA Verify trace data set or trace list, by locating the catalog
entry for the data set name specified, failed. When the message is issued, 'dsn' is replaced by the data set name
specified. Either the data set is not cataloged or the relative generation number expression specified was invalid. A
member of a partitioned data set should be specified via a separate field and should not be included in parenthesis
immediately following the data set name.

PTE65002
RC eeeeiiii ALLOCATING dsn
An attempt to allocate a CA Verify trace data set or trace list failed. When the message is issued, 'eeeeiiii' is replaced by
the SVC 99 error reason and information code, and 'dsn' is replaced by the specified data set name. Refer to Appendix
A of the help that is available when the HELP key is pressed while viewing the ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION MENU or
other IBM documentation of SVC 99 services for an explanation of the error.

PTE65003
RC eeeeiiii ALLOCATING dsn
An attempt to allocate a CA Verify trace data, whose name was specified via an ANALYZE statement in a CA Verify trace
list, failed. When the message is issued, 'eeeeiiii' is replaced by the SVC 99 error reason and information code, and
'dsn' is replaced by the specified data set name. Refer to Appendix A of the help that is available when the HELP key is
pressed while viewing the ISPF/PDF PRIMARY OPTION MENU or other IBM documentation of SVC 99 services for an
explanation of the error.

PTE65004
ABEND Sxxx OPENING dsn
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An abend occurred while opening a CA Verify trace data set or trace list. When the message is issued, 'Sxxx' is replaced
by the system completion code and 'dsn' is replaced by the name of the data set being opened. One common system
completion code, S013, most likely means that a PDS member was specified, but the specified member does not exist.
Refer to IBM documentation of System Codes for an explanation of other system completion codes.

PTE65005
dsn OPEN FAILED
An attempt to open a CA Verify trace data set or trace list failed. When the message is issued, 'dsn' is replaced by the
name of the data set being opened. When the open was issued, an open abend did not occur, however after issuing the
open request, it was found that the data set was not open. If the reason for the open failure cannot be determined, contact
CA Verify technical support for assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE65006
dsn IS NOT A TRACE OR LIST
A specified data set was not a CA Verify trace data set or trace list. Either the data set was not a sequential data set
or PDS member, the data set did not contain fixed length records or the data set LRECL was not valid. Trace list data
set records must be from 80 to 256 bytes long. Trace data set records must be from 135 to 256 bytes long. A data set
is considered a trace list and not a trace data set if the first character of the first record in the data set or PDS member
begins with an asterisk or an alphabetic character. When the message is issued, 'dsn' is replaced by the name of the data
set specified.

PTE65007
dsn TRACE LIST INVALID
A specified data set was recognized as a trace list and not a trace data set because the first character of the first record
in the data set was an asterisk or an alphabetic character. However, another record in the data set did not begin with an
asterisk or an alphabetic character. When the message is issued, 'dsn' is replaced by the name of the invalid trace list that
was being processed when the error was detected.

PTE65008
dsn NOT A PDS
A request specified a PDS member name, but the data set specified was not a Partitioned Data Set. When the message
is issued, 'dsn' is replaced by the data set and member name specified. Specify a member name only when the specified
data set is a PDS.

PTE65009
SPECIFY MEMBER IN dsn
A request specified a trace or trace list data set that was a partitioned data set. However, the request did not specify a
member name. When the message is issued, 'dsn' is replaced by the data set name specified. When a PDS is specified, a
member name must also be specified.

PTE65010
dsn NOT A PDS
A request specified a PDS member name, but the data set specified was not a Partitioned Data Set. When the message
is issued, 'dsn' is replaced by the data set and member name specified. Specify a member name only when the specified
data set is a PDS.
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PTE65011
SPECIFY MEMBER IN dsn
A request specified a trace or trace list data set that was a partitioned data set. However, the request did not specify a
member name. When the message is issued, 'dsn' is replaced by the data set name specified. When a PDS is specified, a
member name must also be specified.

PTE65012
dsn IS NOT A TRACE
A request specified a data set that should be either a CA Verify trace data set or a trace list. However, the data set is
neither a sequential or partitioned data set and therefore cannot be a trace data set or a trace list. When the message is
issued, 'dsn' is replaced by the specified data set name.

PTE65013
ABEND Sxxx OPENING dsn
An abend occurred while opening a CA Verify trace data set. When the message is issued, 'Sxxx' is replaced by the
system completion code and 'dsn' is replaced by the name of the data set being opened. One common system completion
code, S013, most likely means that a PDS member was specified, but the specified member does not exist. Refer to IBM
documentation of System Codes for an explanation of other system completion codes.

PTE65014
dsn OPEN FAILED
An attempt to open a CA Verify trace data set failed. When the message is issued, 'dsn' is replaced by the name of the
data set being opened. When the open was issued, an open abend did not occur, but after issuing the open request,
it was found that the data set was not open. If the reason for the open failure cannot be determined, contact CA Verify
technical support for assistance in resolving the problem.

PTE65015
dsn NOT A TRACE DATASET
A request specified a data set that must be a CA Verify trace data set. However it was found that the data set was not
valid. When the message is issued, 'dsn' was replaced by the name of the data set being processed when the error was
detected. The data set specified must be a CA Verify trace data set that was produced using the CA Verify FORMAT trace
option. FORMAT is the default option. The trace data set must be sequential data set or PDS member with LRECL 135
through 256. IMAGE and UPPERCASE traces are not acceptable input to the process requested because they do not
contain the screen attributes and other control data required to perform the function that was requested.

PTE65016
dsn ALTERED WHILE READING
While browsing a CA Verify trace data set or trace list, it was found that a trace data set was altered while the browse was
in progress. When the message was issued, 'dsn' is replaced by the data set being processed when the data set alteration
was detected. When a data set is altered during a browse, it becomes impossible to keep track of the relative screen
number of screens in the trace data set(s) being processed. The browse is truncated to include only screens that precede
the detected alteration. The browse may be ended and restarted to refresh CA Verify controls that support random access
to the trace data set(s).

PTE65017
dsn TRACE DATA INVALID
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A specified CA Verify trace data set contained invalid data. When the message is issued, 'dsn' is replaced by the data
set being processed when the error was detected. The input to the function requested must be a CA Verify trace data set
that was produced using the CA Verify FORMAT trace option. FORMAT is the default option. The trace data set must be
sequential data set or PDS member with LRECL 135 through 256. IMAGE and UPPERCASE traces are not acceptable
input to the function requested because they do not contain the screen attributes and other control data required to
perform the function that was requested.

PTE65018
ABEND Sxxx READING dsn
An abend occurred while reading a CA Verify trace data set. When the message is issued, 'Sxxx' is replaced by the
system completion code and 'dsn' is replaced by the name of the data set being read. Refer to IBM documentation of
System Codes for an explanation of the system completion codes shown in the message.

PTE65019
pack-error IN dsn
A CA Verify trace data set was being processed that was written using the ISPF packed data format. However, en error
was detected while unpacking the data. When the message is issued, 'pack-error' is replaced by text that identifies the
packed data token that was invalid, and 'dsn' is replaced by the name of the data set that was being processed when the
error was detected. A data set may have been 'truncated' if the system went down while capturing data or if an abend
(ie., SD37) occurred while writing to the trace data set. When the error is detected, access to subsequent records in the
data set or to subsequent data sets in a trace list is avoided. If the cause of the error cannot be determined and the error
persists after recreating the invalid trace data set, contact CA Verify technical support for assistance in resolving the
problem.

PTE65020
dsn IS NOT DSORG=PO,RECFM=FB,LRECL=135
A data set was specified via the CA Verify Token Security Panel that was not a valid token screen dataset. Either the
dataset was not a PDS or PDSE, was not RECFM=F or was not LRECL=135-256. To assign a value to a CA Verify
security token, to change the value of a token, or to delete a token, specify a valid dataset that contains a traced token
screen image.

PTE65021
dsn(mem) WAS NOT FOUND
A valid partitioned token screen dataset was specified via the CA Verify Token Security Panel, however the member name
specified was not found in the dataset. Either specify the name of an existing token screen member or leave the member
name field blank or specify a member name pattern to display a list of existing dataset members.

PTE65022
dsn IS AN INVALID DATASET NAME
The data set name specified at the CA Verify Token Security Panel is an invalid data set name. To proceed, specify the
name of a valid token screen data set containing traced token screen image(s) to be viewed, changed or deleted.

PTE65023
TRACE LINE condition
While attempting to browse a CA Verify trace data set or display a CA Verify token screen, an invalid trace line was found.
When the message is issued, 'condition', is replaced by text that states the specific reason that the trace line is considered
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to be invalid. Either correct or delete the invalid trace line from the trace data set or member, or if the data set is not a CA
Verify trace or token data set, specify a valid CA Verify trace or token data set name and member.

TCA0001
This section documents No short form INITIALIZATION ERROR nn including initializatino error subcodes.

No short form INITIALIZATION ERROR nn where nn is the subcode for initialization errors: ·         01 Verify common
area is corrupted.

02
Verify is short on storage.

03
Verify control blocks have been corrupted.

04
Verify program xxxxxxxx could not be loaded.

05
Verify options module is from the wrong version of Verify.

06
Verify LMP module interface failure.

07
Verify is running from the wrong load library. See the Installation section for instructions.

08
Verify does not support release x.x of CICS.

09
LMP is not installed.

TCA0002
STOP IGNORED
XTCA STOP IS NOT VALID FROM THIS TERMINAL, OR AT THIS TIME
Issued when you type XTCA STOP at a terminal which is not being logged.

TCA0003
INVALID OPTION
THE OPTION WHICH WAS ENTERED IS NOT VALID

TCA0004
INVALID OPTION
THE OPTION WHICH WAS ENTERED IS NOT VALID UNDER TSO

TCA0005
TRIAL EXPIRED
ACCESS UNAUTHORIZED - TRIAL PERIOD EXPIRED xxxxxxxx

TCA0006
NOT SUPPORTED
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ALTERNATE SCREEN SIZE IS NOT SUPPORTED FOR THIS TERMINAL
The terminal does not have an alternate size defined. Check the terminal control table entry. Either the alternate size rows
or columns is zero.

TCA0007
INVALID SCREEN SIZE
ALTERNATE SCREEN SIZE IS INVALID
The alternate screen size must have at least 24 rows and 80 columns.

TCA0008
PARAMETER IS INVALID
VALID PARAMETERS ARE DEFAULT AND ALTERNATE
A parameter other than 'default' or 'alternate' was typed. The minimum abbreviations are 'def' and 'alt', respectively.

TCA0009
ALTERNATE ENABLED
THE ALTERNATE SIZE HAS BEEN ENABLED AND WILL BE USED
The alternate screen size will be used.

TCA0010
ALTERNATE DISABLED
THE ALTERNATE SIZE HAS BEEN DISABLED, THE DEFAULT SIZE WILL BE USED
The default screen size will be used.

TCA0012
No short form
PRIOR SESSION REESTABLISHED, PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE

TCA0101
NO MATCHES FOUND
NO TERMINALS WERE FOUND WHICH MATCHED THE GENERIC NAME GIVEN

TCA0102
INVALID STOP OPTION
STOP OPTION MUST BE ONE OF THE LISTED OPTIONS

TCA0103
ENTER TERMINAL
THE NAME OF THE TERMINAL TO BE LOGGED IS REQUIRED

TCA0104
LOG HAS BEEN STARTED
LOGGING IS ACTIVE FOR THE REQUESTED TERMINAL(S)
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TCA0105
ENTER DESCRIPTION
A DESCRIPTION IS REQUIRED FOR ALL TEST STREAMS

TCA0106
TERMINALS REQUIRED
A TERMINAL RULE IS REQUIRED WHEN LOGGING MULTIPLE TERMINAL

TCA0107
INVALID EXTEND OPTION
EXTEND OPTION MUST BE 'Y' OR 'N'

TCA0108
CAN NOT EXTEND MTTS
MULTIPLE TERMINAL TEST STREAMS CAN NOT BE EXTENDED

TCA0109
TOO MANY TERMINALS
YOU CAN NOT LOG MORE THAN nnnn TERMINALS CONCURRENTLY
You have attempted to log more terminals than is permitted in your installation. Increase the MAXMTTS installation option.

TCA0110
INVALID SCROLL AMOUNT
THE SCROLL AMOUNT MUST BE NUMERIC OR ' MAXIMUM'

TCA0111
INVALID OPTION
INCLUDE/EXCLUDE OPTION MUST BE 'I' OR 'E'

TCA0112
INVALID PROTECT STATUS
PROTECTION STATUS MUST BE 'R' , 'W' AND/OR 'P'

TCA0113
ENTER INC/EXCL OPTION
INCLUDE/EXCLUDE OPTION - 'I' OR 'E' IS REQUIRED

TCA0116
INVALID OPTION
LOG INPUT ONLY OPTION MUST BE 'Y' OR 'N'
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TCA0150
INVALID LOG OPTIOND
VALID LOG OPTIONS ARE T, O, OR M

TCA0151
ENTER TRANID
TRANID TO BE INCLUDED/EXCLUDED IS REQUIRED

TCA0152
INVALID TRANID
TRANID MUST CONTAIN AT LEAST 1 HARD CHARACTER

TCA0160
INVALID LOG OPTIONS
VALID LOG OPTIONS ARE T, O, M, OR A

TCA0161
APPLID REQUIRED
APPLID TO BE INCLUDED/EXCLUDED IS REQUIRED

TCA0162
No short form
INVALID APPLID SPECIFIED

TCA0163
INVALID INTERRUPT
INVALID INTERRUPT OPTION SPECIFIED

TCA0164
OPTION CONFLICT
DISC IS INVALID IF APPLID INCLUSION OR EXCLUSION IS SPECIFIED

TCA0165
AUTH NEEDED
ONLY THE SECURITY ADMINISTRATOR CAN INCREASE THE INTERRUPT OPTION

TCA0166
SPECIFY APPLID
A REAL AND VIRTUAL APPLID ARE REQUIRED

TCA0167
APPLID IN USE
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THE REAL APPLID YOU HAVE SPECIFIED IS ALREADY IN USE

TCA0168
APPLID NOT DEFINED
THE REAL APPLID YOU HAVE SPECIFIED IS NOT DEFINED TO VTAM

TCA0169
PASSWORD REQUIRED
THE REAL APPLID YOU HAVE SPECIFIED IS PASSWORD PROTECTED

TCA0170
INVALID APPLID
THE APPLID YOU HAVE SPECIFIED CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTERS

TCA0171
INVALID NETNAME
THE NETNAME YOU HAVE SPECIFIED CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTERS

TCA0172
APPLID EXCLUDED
THIS APPLID HAS BEEN EXCLUDED FROM BEING LOGGED VIA INSTALL OPTION

TCA0173
DUPLICATE APPLIDS
REAL AND VIRTUAL APPLIDS CANNOT BE THE SAME

TCA0174
INVALID ACQUIRED TERM
LOG INITIATION FROM AN L.A ACQUIRED TERMINAL IS PROHIBITED

TCA0175
No short form
LOGON REQUEST REJECTED AT L.A SPECIFIED ACQUIRED TERMINAL: xxxxxxxx

TCA0176
LOG DISALLOWED
LOGGING OF TERMINALS ACTIVE IN AN L.A SESSION IS PROHIBITED

TCA0177
LOG DISALLOWED
ACQUIRED TERMINAL CURRENTLY IN SESSION WITH VERIFY
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TCA0178
LOGON TO L.A APPLICATION xxxxxxxx FROM VIRTUAL TERMINAL xxxx DISALLOWED

TCA0179
APPLID NOT AN APPL
REQUESTED APPLID IS DEFINED TO VTAM, BUT NOT AS AN APPL

TCA0190
INVALID OPTION
VALID SELECTION OPTIONS ARE S, B, OR E

TCA0191
INVALID OPTION
PROCESS WITH RULES OPTION MUST BE 'Y' OR 'N'

TCA0200
INVALID SELECTION
SELECTION CODE IS INVALID, SEE HELP MENUS FOR VALID CHOICES

TCA0201
INVALID SCROLL AMOUNT
THE SCROLL AMOUNT MUST BE EITHER A NUMBER OR 'MAXIMUM'

TCA0202
FUNCTION NOT ACTIVE
THE FUNCTION TO BE INTERRUPTED OR STOPPED IS NO LONGER ACTIVE
The function to be stopped or interrupted has terminated since the Inquiry menu was last displayed.

TCA0203
FUNCTION NOT LOG
ONLY THE LOG FUNCTION CAN BE STOPPED

TCA0204
FUNCTION NOT RUN
ONLY THE RUN FUNCTION CAN BE INTERRUPTED

TCA0205
INTERRUPT REQUESTED
A TERMINAL READ WILL BE ISSUED AFTER THE NEXT STATUS UPDATE

TCA0206
USE XTCA STOP
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EXIT VERIFY, AND TYPE 'XTCA STOP' TO STOP LOGGING

TCA0207
RESTRICTED FUNCTION
YOU MUST BE THE TEST STREAM OWNER OR SECURITY ADMINISTRATOR
Only the owner can stop a Log function or reconnect a function.

TCA0208
TASK ACTIVE
YOU CAN NOT RECONNECT WHILE A TASK IS ACTIVE FOR THE FUNCTION
Reconnect is not possible while there is a task active for the function to be reconnected. Wait for the task to complete or
terminate the task using the CICS master terminal facilities. Then use Cleanup to clean up the function.

TCA0209
USE CLEANUP
TASK FOR FUNCTION DID NOT END NORMALLY - USE CLEANUP
Reconnect was requested for a function whose task did not end normally. Reconnect is not possible, but Cleanup can be
used.

TCA0210
TASK ACTIVE
YOU CAN NOT CLEANUP WHILE A TASK IS ACTIVE FOR THE FUNCTION
Cleanup is not possible while there is a task active for the function to be cleaned up. Wait for the task to complete or
terminate the task using the CICS master terminal facilities.

TCA0211
CLEANUP SUCCESSFUL
CLEANUP WAS SUCCESSFUL FOR THE ABENDED FUNCTION
The storage and test streams in use by the function have been freed.

TCA0212
USE STOP
USE AN 'S' TO STOP AN ACTIVE LOG FUNCTION

TCA0213
USE RECONNECT
THE FUNCTION CAN BE RECONNECTED INSTEAD OF CLEANED UP

TCA0217
RECONNECT COMPLETE
RETURN TO THE PRIMARY OPTIONS MENU AND RESUME THE FUNCTION

TCA0218
SCREEN SIZES DIFFER
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SIZES MUST MATCH FOR RECONNECT, USE CLEANUP OR A DIFFERENT TERMINAL

TCA0400
INVALID INTERVAL
THE STATUS UPDATE INTERVAL MUST BE NUMERIC AND NON-ZERO

TCA0401
INVALID INTERVAL
THE CANCEL INTERVAL MUST BE NUMERIC AND NON-ZERO

TCA0403
INVALID COMPARISON
THE COMPARISON TYPE MUST BE 'S', 'L', OR 'P'

TCA0405
NAME GENERATED
THE OUTPUT NAME HAS BEEN GENERATED BASED ON YOUR INPUT OF '' OR '='*
This message is issued for information only.

TCA0406
NULL TEST STREAM
THE TEST STREAM CONTAINS NO SCREENS, AND CAN NOT BE RUN

TCA0407
NOT A 3270
THE TEST STREAM CONTAINS NON-3270 DEVICES AND CAN NOT BE RUN
For BTAM virtual terminals, the Run Function supports 3270 terminals only.

TCA0408
INVALID PERCENTAGE
THE THINK TIME PERCENTAGE MUST BE BETWEEN 001% AND 200%

TCA0409
INVALID THINK TIME
THE NUMBER OF SECONDS MUST BE BETWEEN 1 AND 20

TCA0410
INVALID THINK TIME
THE THINK TIME MUST BE 'NONE' , A PERCENTAGE, OR A NUMBER OF SECONDS

TCA0411
INVALID OPTION
FOR THIS MISMATCH, THE VALID OPTIONS ARE 6, 8, AND 10.
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Issued when an input/output mismatch occurs. Select option 6 if the change is temporary. In that case, the output screen
will not be written to the output test stream. Select options 8 or 10 if the change is permanent. In that case, the output
screen will be written to the output test stream.

TCA0412
DATA TOO LONG
THE TEST STREAM CONTAINS DATA STREAMS IN EXCESS OF 32K
Under CICS, data streams cannot exceed 32 KB.

TCA0413
CONNECT ERROR
xxxxxxxx

TCA0415
OPTION CONFLICT
COMPARISON MUST BE 'S' OR 'L' WHEN PROCESSING WITH RULES

TCA0416
INVALID PROCESS OPTION
PROCESS WITH RULES MUST BE 'Y', 'N', OR 'S'

TCA0418
USE Y OR N
THE USE SELECT VALUE MUST BE 'Y' OR 'N'

TCA0420
REQUESTED CANCEL
THE RUN HAS BEEN CANCELED PER YOUR REQUEST

TCA0421
CONTROL BLOCK ERROR
VERIFY CONTROL BLOCKS HAVE BEEN OVERLAID
Contact Broadcom Support.

TCA0422
CAPTURE BUFFER FULL
THE DATA CAPTURE BUFFER FILLED UP, DATA HAS BEEN LOST
Buffer allocation is controlled by the BUFFER option in the TCAOPTS Macro. See the Options section in the Installation
section for information on expanding the size of the buffer.

TCA0423
PROGRAM OVERLAY
A STORAGE VIOLATION HAS CORRUPTED VERIFY PROGRAMS
Contact Broadcom Support.
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TCA0424
CONTROL BLOCKS LOST
CONTROL BLOCKS RELATED TO THIS RUN HAVE BEEN OVERLAID
Contact Broadcom Support.

TCA0425
BUFFER OVERLAID
THE DATA CAPTURE BUFFER HAS BEEN OVERLAID
Contact Broadcom Support.

TCA0426
INVALID RECORDING OPT
THE HISTORY RECORDING OPTION MUST BE 'Y' OR 'N'

TCA0427
NO OUTPUT STREAM
HISTORY RECORDING REQUIRES AN OUTPUT TEST STREAM

TCA0428
INVALID SIGNOFF OPT
THE SIGNOFF DATA OPTION MUST BE 'Y' OR 'N'

TCA0429
NO OUTPUT STREAM
SIGNOFF DATA REQUIRES AN OUTPUT TEST STREAM

TCA0430
RECORD HISTORY REQUIRED
SIGNOFF DATA REQUIRES HISTORY RECORDING

TCA0431
DEBUG ENABLED
SECURITY DEBUGGING HAS BEEN ENABLED

TCA0433
INVALID STOP OPTION
INPUT-ONLY TEST STREAMS REQUIRE STOP AT MISMATCH = 'N'

TCA0439
NO PREVIOUS INPUT
THERE IS NO PREVIOUS INPUT TO BE DISPLAYED
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TCA0440
SELECT OPTION
ENTER THE NUMBER OF ONE OF THE LISTED OPTIONS

TCA0441
INVALID OPTION
THE OPTION CHOSEN MUST BE ONE OF THOSE LISTED BELOW

TCA0442
END OF TEST STREAM
THE CURRENT SCREEN IS THE LAST IN THE TEST STREAM
Issued when the Next command would scroll off the end of the test stream. The last screen is displayed.

TCA0443
ROW MUST BE NUMERIC
THE ROW NUMBER MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA0444
ROW OUT OF RANGE
THE ROW CAN NOT BE ZERO OR GREATER THAN THE NUMBER ON THE SCREEN

TCA0445
COLUMN MUST BE NUMERIC
THE COLUMN NUMBER MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA0446
COLUMN OUT OF RANGE
THE COLUMN CAN NOT BE ZERO OR GREATER THAN THE NUMBER ON THE SCREEN

TCA0447
LENGTH MUST BE NUMERIC
THE LENGTH NUMBER MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA0448
LENGTH OUT OF RANGE
THE LENGTH CAN NOT BE ZERO OR GREATER THAN THE SCREEN SIZE

TCA0449
ENTER ' Y' OR ' N'
THE CURSOR, SIZE, AND WCC FLAGS MUST BE ' Y' OR ' N'
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TCA0450
ROW REQUIRED
THE STARTING ROW IS REQUIRED TO DEFINE A VARIABLE FIELD

TCA0451
COLUMN REQUIRED
THE STARTING COLUMN IS REQUIRED TO DEFINE A VARIABLE FIELD

TCA0452
LENGTH REQUIRED
THE LENGTH IS REQUIRED TO DEFINE A VARIABLE FIELD

TCA0456
TERMINAL TOO SMALL
THE ORIGINAL SCREEN WILL NOT FIT ON THIS TERMINAL
Options 8 and 13 in run mismatch processing display the original screen on your terminal for update. This cannot be done
if your terminal is smaller than that used to log the screen.

TCA0458
INVALID SCROLL AMOUNT
THE SCROLL AMOUNT MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA0460
2ND SCREEN NOT FOUND
THE APPLICATION HAS NOT PRODUCED A SECOND OUTPUT SCREEN

TCA0461
ONLY ONE OUTPUT
THERE ARE NOT TWO CONSECUTIVE OUTPUT SCREENS, THE NEXT IS AN INPUT
Mismatch option 11 deletes the first of two output screens. It is not applicable unless the screen currently being processed
is the first of two outputs.

TCA0462
INVALID SCROLL AMOUNT
THE SCROLL AMOUNT MUST BE NUMERIC OR 'MAXIMUM'

TCA0463
EDITED TEST STREAM
THE SCREEN MAY HAVE BEEN DELETED IN AN EDIT SESSION
It is possible to cause an input/output mismatch by deleting an output screen in edit. When an input/output mismatch
occurs, this message is displayed if screens were deleted using the Edit function. Similarly, it is possible to cause missing
output by deleting an input screen.
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TCA0464
SECURITY MISMATCH
xxxxxxxx SECURITY PROCESSING WAS INCOMPLETE BECAUSE OF A MISMATCH
xxxxxxxx is either SIGNON or SIGNOFF. A mismatch was encountered in automated security processing. Run the
automated security test stream to view the mismatch.

TCA0465
SECURITY MISSING
THE xxxxxxxx SECURITY TEST STREAM COULD NOT BE FOUND
xxxxxxxx is either SIGNON or SIGNOFF. The automated security test stream was not on the dataset or file.

TCA0466
SECURITY IN USE
THE xxxxxxxx SECURITY TEST STREAM IS IN USE BY ANOTHER USER
xxxxxxxx is either SIGNON or SIGNOFF. The automated security test stream was in use by another user.

TCA0467
SECURITY NOT SINGLE
MAKE THE xxxxxxxx SECURITY TEST STREAM A SINGLE TERMINAL TEST STREAM
xxxxxxxx is either SIGNON or SIGNOFF. The automated security test stream is a multiple terminal test stream. Such test
streams must be single terminal test streams. (They are run repeatedly to handle multiple terminal test streams).

TCA0468
SECURITY ERROR nnnn
WHILE PROCESSING THE xxxxxxxx TEST STREAM, ERROR NUMBER nnnn OCCURRED
xxxxxxxx is either SIGNON or SIGNOFF. nnnn is the error number. See the description of the supplied error number.

TCA0471
SPECIFY REPEAT COUNT
THE REPEAT NUMBER MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA0472
REPEAT MUST BE NUMERIC
THE REPEAT NUMBER MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA0473
REPEAT OUT OF RANGE
THE REPEAT NUMBER CANNOT BE ZERO

TCA0474
INVALID ON THIS LINE
THE REPEAT NUMBER MUST BE UNDER A VALID VARIABLE FIELD
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TCA0475
INVALID SCROLL AMOUNT
THE SCROLL AMOUNT MUST BE NUMERIC OR 'MAXIMUM'

TCA0476
FIELDS DROPPED
THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF VARIABLE FIELDS (2000) HAS BEEN EXCEEDED

TCA0477
INVALID STRING
THE NON-3270 CHARACTER STRING FOR OPTION 8/13 WAS INVALID

TCA0478
INVALID COMPARISON
THE COMPARISON TYPE CANNOT BE LOGICAL FOR NON-3270 DEVICES

TCA0480
RUN HALTED: RULES IN CONFLICT - USE OPTION 1 TO VIEW CONFLICT

TCA0481
No Short Form
RUN HALTED AT SCREEN: $ - RULES IN CONFLICT

TCA0482
INVALID STOP OPTION
THE STOP AT MISMATCH OPTION MUST BE 'Y' OR 'N'

TCA0483
SIGNOFF CONFLICT
SIGNOFF REQUIRES STOP AT MISMATCH OPTION MUST BE 'Y'

TCA0490
INVALID SCROLL AMOUNT
THE SCROLL AMOUNT MUST BE NUMERIC OR 'MAXIMUM'

TCA0491
SIGNOFF REQUIRED
SIGNOFF IS REQUIRED PRIOR TO SELECTING AN OPTION

TCA0492
INVALID OPTION
OPTIONS 5, 8, AND 9 ARE NOT ALLOWED FOR PRINTERS
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Mismatch options 5, 8, and 9 all involve manipulation of inputs, which is not appropriate for printers.

TCA0493
RULES NOT USED
RULESET PROCESSING NOT IN EFFECT
Option 5 only valid when running with Ruleset processing.

TCA0494
DUP OUTPUT RULESET
THE OUTPUT RULESET NAME ALREADY EXISTS
When running a test stream with rules processing, and creating an output test stream, Verify will create a corresponding
output ruleset defining the variables. In the case of this error, the ruleset already exists.
Action: Delete or rename the existing output ruleset; or, rename the output test stream name.

TCA0499
No short form
READ BUFFER COULD NOT BE SATISFIED
Verify uses this text to respond to a read buffer request when the original read buffer input is not in the input test stream (it
has been added to the application), and READBUF=CURRENT cannot be used because the comparison type is none.

TCA0500
INVALID OPTION
THE OPTION MUST BE 'C' , 'R' , 'D' , 'U' , 'A' , 'I' , OR 'M'

TCA0501
DELETE CANCELLED
THE TEST STREAM HAS NOT BEEN DELETED

TCA0502
TEST STREAM DELETED
THE TEST STREAM HAS BEEN DELETED

TCA0503
UPDATE COMPLETE
THE DIRECTORY OF THE TEST STREAM HAS BEEN UPDATED

TCA0504
UPDATE CANCELLED
THE DIRECTORY OF THE TEST STREAM IS UNCHANGED

TCA0505
CANNOT BE DESCENDING
THE START WITH AND STOP AFTER RECORD NUMBERS CAN NOT BE DESCENDING
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TCA0506
START CANNOT BE ZERO
THE STARTING RECORD NUMBER MUST BE AT LEAST 1

TCA0507
NON-NUMERIC RECORD
THE START WITH AND STOP AFTER RECORD NUMBERS MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA0509
RENAME COMPLETED
THE TEST STREAM HAS BEEN RENAMED

TCA0510
START POINT TOO HIGH
THE STARTING NUMBER IS GREATER THAN THE TOTAL NUMBER OF RECORDS

TCA0511
NO RECORDS SELECTED
NO OUTPUT TEST STREAM WAS CREATED, NO RECORDS WERE COPIED
The copy utility would have produced an empty output test stream because the limiting terminal was not found in the test
stream. No output test stream was created.

TCA0512
NULL TEST STREAM
THE TEST STREAM CONTAINS NO RECORDS, AND SHOULD BE DELETED
The copy and rename utilities can not be used for empty test streams.

TCA0513
COPY COMPLETED
THE TEST STREAM HAS BEEN COPIED

TCA0514
SELECTION INVALID
THE TEST STREAM ONLY HAS ONE TERMINAL, SELECTION IS INVALID

TCA0515
ENTER TYPE
SELECT ONE OF THE UTILITY TYPES

TCA0516
NOT AUTHORIZED
YOU ARE NOT AUTHORIZED TO UPDATE THIS TEST STREAM
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TCA0517
INVALID PROTECT STATUS
PROTECTION STATUS MUST BE 'R' , 'W' AND/OR 'P'

TCA0518
TERMINAL NOT FOUND
THE SELECTED TERMINAL IS NOT IN THE TEST STREAM

TCA0520
NULL TEST STREAM
NULL TEST STREAMS CAN NOT BE APPENDED, INSERTED, OR MERGED INTO

TCA0521
No Short Form
n RECORDS APPENDED TO tsn
n is the number of records appended; tsn is the test stream to which they were appended.

TCA0522
NON-NUMERIC RECORD
RECORD NUMBERS MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA0523
CANNOT BE DESCENDING
STOP AFTER RECORD NUMBER CAN NOT BE LESS THAN START WITH NUMBER

TCA0524
NULL TEST STREAM
YOU CAN NOT INSERT OR MERGE FROM A NULL TEST STREAM

TCA0525
SELECT ONLY ONE
SELECT ONLY ONE TERMINAL FOR INSERTION

TCA0526
INVALID SCROLL AMOUNT
THE SCROLL AMOUNT MUST BE NUMERIC OR 'MAXIMUM'

TCA0527
TERMINAL NOT FOUND
THE TERMINAL TO INSERT FROM IS NOT IN THE TEST STREAM
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TCA0528
TERMINAL NOT FOUND
THE TERMINAL TO INSERT AS IS NOT IN THE TEST STREAM

TCA0529
INSERT CANCELLED
THE TEST STREAM IS UNCHANGED

TCA0530
INSERT COMPLETE
n RECORDS INSERTED INTO tsn
n is the number of records inserted; tsn is the test stream into which they were inserted.

TCA0531
INSERT CANCELLED
tsn HAS CHANGED SINCE SPECIFIED FOR INSERTION
While processing the inserts, the Insert utility found that one of the test streams to insert from had been altered (using
Edit, Run, and so on) since it was specified for insertion. tsn is the name of the test stream which was altered. The insert
is cancelled.

TCA0532
OPEN ERROR
tsn COULD NOT BE OPENED, ERROR nnnn
tsn is the test stream which had the error; nnnn is the error number.
When the Insert utility was processing the inserts, test stream tsn could not be opened. See the error message.

TCA0533
NO INSERT RECORDS
NO RECORDS WERE FOUND FOR THE TERMINAL IN THE RECORD NUMBER RANGE

TCA0540
ENTER Y OR N
ADJUST THINK TIMES MUST BE Y OR N

TCA0541
MERGE CANCELLED
THE TEST STREAM IS UNCHANGED

TCA0542
DUPLICATE NAME
DUPLICATE OUTPUT TERMINAL FOUND, THEY MUST BE UNIQUE
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TCA0543
No short form
RECORDS MERGED INTO tsn

• is the number of records merged; tsn is the test stream into which they were merged.

TCA0544
ENTER NAME
TERMINAL NAMES CAN NOT BE BLANK

TCA0545
COPY REQUIRED
INPUT TEST STREAM MUST FIRST BE COMVERTED BY DOING A COPY FUNCTION

TCA0546
INVALID TERMID
TERMID-BASED TERMINAL NAME CANNOT EXCEED 4 BYTES

TCA0547
DELETES COMPLETED
THE TEST STREAM AND CORRESPONDING RULESET HAVE BEEN DELETED

TCA0548
No short form
CORRESPONDING RULESET WILL ALSO BE DELETED

TCA0549
ENTER Y OR N
THE INCLUDE RULESET OPTION MUST BE Y OR N

TCA0550
INVALID OPTION
THE OPTION MUST BE "C", "R", "D", "U", "A", "I", "M", "X", OR "S"

TCA0551
ENTER A DATA SET NAME
A DATA SET NAME IS REQUIRED

TCA0552
ENTER A MEMBER NAME
A MEMBER NAME IS REQUIRED FOR A PARTITIONED DATA SET
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TCA0553
MEMBER NAME INVALID
A MEMBER NAME MUST NOT BE SPECIFIED FOR A SEQUENTIAL DATA SET

TCA0554
INVALID MEMBER NAME
THE MEMBER NAME SPECIFIED CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTERS

TCA0600
No short form
THE TEST STREAM MEMBER NAME IS REQUIRED

TCA0601
No short form
THE NAME IS TOO LONG, THE MAXIMUM IS 8 CHARACTERS

TCA0602
No short form
THE DATASET [VSE: FILE ] HAS BEEN OPENED

TCA0603
No short form
THE COMMAND LIST HAS BEEN RUN, THERE WERE NO UNEQUAL SCREENS

TCA0604
No short form
nnnn UNEQUAL SCREENS, RECORD NUMBERS xxxx, xxxx, xxxx, xxxx
This message is issued by the command list processor if there were one or more logically unequal screens in the test
stream. nnnn is the total number of unequal records; the xxxx's are the record numbers of the first four unequal screens.

TCA0605
No short form
THE DATASET [VSE: FILE ] HAS BEEN CLOSED

TCA0606
No short form
THE DATASET [VSE: FILE ] CAN NOT BE CLOSED, IT IS IN USE

TCA0607
No short form
THE PARAMETER SPECIFIED IS INVALID FOR 'XTCA RUN'
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TCA0608
No short form
THE TEST STREAM NAME IS INVALID

TCA0609
No short form
THE THINK TIME PARAMETER IS INVALID

TCA0610
No short form
THE LIMIT PARAMETER IS INVALID

TCA0611
No short form
A TEST STREAM NAME IS REQUIRED

TCA0612
No short form
nnnn UNEQUAL SCREENS, OUTPUT TO d.a.m.v
For batch run, nnnn is the number of unequal screens, and d.a.m.v. is the output test stream name
(ddname.application.member.version) [VSE: filename.application.member.version]. This is the normal completion
message from batch run.

TCA0613
No short form
MISMATCH LIMIT EXCEEDED, RUN ENDED PRIOR TO COMPLETION
For batch run, the number of mismatches specified in the limit parameter was exceeded. The run was ended and
mismatches were recorded until the limit was reached.

TCA0614
No short form
INVALID PARAMETER. MUST BE 'REAL' , 'VIRTUAL' or 'ORIGINAL'

TCA0615
No short form
RUN IS NOW SET FOR xxxx TERMINALS
where xxxx is 'REAL' , 'VIRTUAL' or 'ORIGINAL' .

TCA0616
No short form
RUN xxxx IS NOT ALLOWED FOR BTAM TERMINALS
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TCA0617
No short form
nnn UNEQUAL SCREENS, OUTPUT TEST STREAM SUPPRESSED

TCA0618
No short form
#SIGNON TEST STREAM MISSING, CONTINUING RUN WITHOUT IT
For batch run, issued when the automated signon and signoff processing option, AUTSIGN, is set to WARN for a missing
signon test stream.

TCA0619
No short form
THE BATSIGN PARAMETER IS INVALID

TCA0638
No short form
TERMIDS COMMAND IS ONLY VALID UNDER CICS

TCA0639
No short form
TRANLIST COMMAND IS ONLY VALID UNDER CICS

TCA0640
No short form
NO TERMID(S) SPECIFIED FOR THE TERMIDS COMMAND

TCA0641
No short form
INVALID TERMID SPECIFIED FOR THE TERMIDS COMMAND

TCA0643
No short form
NO TRANID SPECIFIED ON TRANLIST COMMAND

TCA0644
No short form
INVALID TRANID SPECIFIED ON TRANLIST COMMAND

TCA0650
No short form
APPLLIST COMMAND IS ONLY VALID UNDER THE CONTROL TASK
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TCA0651
No short form
INVALID PARAMETER SPECIFIED FOR THE LOG COMMAND: xxxxxxxx

TCA0652
No short form
NO APPLID SPECIFIED ON APPLLIST COMMAND

TCA0653
No short form
INVALID APPLID SPECIFIED ON APPLLIST COMMAND

TCA0654
No short form
BATCH RUN COMMAND IS NOT VALID

TCA0655
No short form
NO INTERRUPT OPTION SPECIFIED FOR THE INTERRUPT PARAMETER

TCA0656
No short form
DESCRIPTION COMMAND IS ONLY VALID UNDER THE CONTROL TASK

TCA0657
No short form
NO VIRTUAL APPLID SPECIFIED, UNABLE TO BEGIN LOGGING

TCA0658
No short form
NO REAL APPLID SPECIFIED, UNABLE TO BEGIN LOGGING

TCA0659
No short form
INVALID INCLUDE/EXCLUDE SPECIFIED FOR THE LOG COMMAND

TCA0660
No short form
BATCH LOG COMMAND IS ONLY VALID UNDER THE CONTROL TASK

TCA0661
No short form
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INVALID INTERRUPT OPTION SPECIFIED FOR THE INTERRUPT PARAMETER

TCA0662
No short form
INALID VIRTUAL TERMINAL SPECIFIED FOR THE TERMINAL COMMAND: xxxxxxxx

TCA0663
No short form
TEST STREAM NAME MISSING FROM LOG COMMAND

TCA0664
No short form
INVALID PROTECTION SPECIFIED FOR THE LOG COMMAND

TCA0665
No short form
NO DESCRIPTION SPECIFIED FOR THE DESCRIPTION COMMAND

TCA0666
No short form
INVALID APPLID SPECIFIED FOR THE LOG COMMAND

TCA0667
No short form
INVALID LOG INONLY/NOINONLY PARAMETER SPECIFIED

TCA0668
No short form
AMBIGUOUS PARAMETER SPECIFIED xxxxxxxx

TCA0669
No short form
INVALID TEST STREAM NAME SPECIFIED

TCA0670
No short form
INVALID RUN PARAMETER SPECIFIED FOR THE RUN COMMAND: xxxxxxxx

TCA0671
No short form
INVALID THINK TIME SPECIFIED FOR THE RUN COMMAND
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TCA0672
No short form
INVALID LIMIT SPECIFIED FOR THE RUN COMMAND

TCA0673
No short form
TEST STREAM NAME MISSING FROM RUN COMMAND

TCA0674
No short form
RUN FAILED DUE TO INITIALIZATION ERROR

TCA0680
No short form
NO TERMINALS SPECIFIED FOR THE TERMINALS COMMAND

TCA0681
No short form
INVALID TERMINAL SPECIFIED FOR THE TERMINALS COMMAND: XXXX
xxxx is the invalid terminal.

TCA0682
No short form
A BATCH COMMAND WAS PROCESSED BUT UNUSED
A TERMINALS command was specified, but end-of-file occurred before the COPY or PRINT command was processed.

TCA0700
NULL TEST STREAM
THE TEST STREAM CAN NOT BE BROWSED, IT CONTAINS NO SCREENS

TCA0701
INVALID SCROLL AMOUNT
THE SCROLL AMOUNT IN THE COMMAND AREA IS INVALID

TCA0702
END OF SCREENS
THIS IS THE LAST SCREEN IN THE TEST STREAM

TCA0703
INVALID OPTION
THE VIEWING OPTION SELECTED IS INVALID
The viewing option was not YES, NO, or ONLY.
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TCA0704
TEST STREAM SAVED
THE TEST STREAM HAS BEEN SAVED

TCA0705
ID VALUE NOT FOUND
THE SCREEN ID VALUE COULD NOT BE FOUND

TCA0706
VALUE FOUND
THIS SCREEN CONTAINS YOUR SCREEN ID/SCAN VALUES

TCA0707
RECORD NOT AVAILABLE
THE RECORD HAS BEEN DELETED OR EXCLUDED FROM THE TEST STREAM
This message is displayed when you type a record number in the command area, and the record was excluded (by
terminal for multiple terminal test streams, or through specification of ONLY for viewing options). The next available
screen is displayed.

TCA0708
nnnn RECORD(S) DELETED
nnnn RECORD(S) HAVE BEEN DELETED FROM THE TEST STREAM

TCA0709
DATA REPLACED
nnnn OCCURRENCE(S) CHANGED IN nnnn SCREEN(S)
This message is displayed following the Change command.

TCA0710
OPTION UNAVAILABLE
THE OPTION CANNOT BE SELECTED, THE DATA WAS NOT RECORDED DURING RUN

TCA0711
SCAN VALUE NOT FOUND
THE SCAN VALUE COULD NOT BE FOUND

TCA0712
NO AUTO DATA
TEST STREAM DOES NOT CONTAIN ANY AUTOMATED MISMATCH PROCESSING DATA

TCA0713
COMPARISON ERROR
MULTIPLE SETS OF AUTOMATED VARIABLE FIELDS APPLY – NONE WERE USED
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TCA0714
ORIGINAL USED NEXT
ORIGINAL SCREEN WILL BE USED IN THE NEXT RUN OR EDIT
Because mismatch option 6 was selected in the last run, the original screen will be used in the next run or edit.

TCA0715
OPTION CONFLICT
DIFFERENCE IS A REQUIRED FIELD BUT WAS NOT ENTERED

TCA0730
INVALID SELECT CODE
VALID VALUES ARE S, UNDERSCORE, AND BLANK

TCA0731
TOO MANY FIELDS
THE FIELDS YOU HAVE SELECTED WILL NOT FIT ON YOUR DISPLAY

TCA0732
SELECT 1 FIELD
AT LEAST ONE FIELD MUST BE SELECTED FOR DISPLAY

TCA0769
NON-NUMERIC LEN
THE LENGTH MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA0770
INVALID SCREEN ID ROW
ID ROW MUST BE NUMERIC, NON-ZERO, LESS THAN SCREEN SIZE

TCA0771
INVALID SCREEN ID COL
ID COLUMN MUST BE NUMERIC, NON-ZERO, LESS THAN SCREEN SIZE

TCA0772
ID VALUE REQUIRED
THE SCREEN ID VALUE IS REQUIRED, IT CAN NOT BE LEFT BLANK

TCA0773
INVALID SCAN ROW
SCAN ROW MUST BE NUMERIC, NON-ZERO, LESS THAN SCREEN SIZE, OR BLANK
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TCA0774
INVALID SCAN COL
SCAN COL MUST BE NUMERIC, NON-ZERO, LESS THAN SCREEN SIZE, OR BLANK

TCA0775
SCAN VALUE REQUIRED
THE SCAN VALUE IS REQUIRED, IT CAN NOT BE LEFT BLANK

TCA0776
INVALID START RECORD
THE START RECORD MUST BE NUMERIC AND NON-ZERO

TCA0777
RECORDS DESCENDING
THE START RECORD MUST NOT BE LARGER THAN THE STOP RECORD

TCA0778
INVALID STOP RECORD
THE STOP RECORD MUST BE NUMERIC AND NON-ZERO

TCA0779
DATA STREAM TOO LARGE
CHANGE SUPPRESSED - THE DATA STREAM WOULD HAVE EXCEEDED 65535 BYTES
Verify limits terminal input and output area lengths to 65535. The total length of this data stream would have exceeded
that limit if the change had been made. The change command is halted.

TCA0780
REPLACE VALUE REQUIRED
THE REPLACE VALUE IS REQUIRED, IT CAN NOT BE LEFT BLANK

TCA0781
SAVE REQUIRED
MAXIMUM EDIT WORK SPACE EXHAUSTED, SAVE OR CANCEL
The EDITCOR installation option controls the maximum edit work space for each edit session. Save and continue editing
or cancel the edit session.

TCA0783
INVALID HEX STRING
HEX STRING MUST CONTAIN EVEN NUMBER OF DIGITS AND BE NON-EMPTY
A hexadecimal string with an odd number of digits or with no digits was entered. A hex string cannot be empty because a
null character is represented by X'00'. A hex string cannot have an odd number of digits because every character must be
represented by two hex digits.
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TCA0784
MISSING CLOSING QUOTE
HEX STRING MUST BE TERMINATED BY A QUOTATION MARK

TCA0800
INVALID SELECT CODE
THE SELECTION CODE MUST BE 'I' , 'S' , '_' , OR BLANK

TCA0801
INVALID SCROLL AMOUNT
THE SCROLL AMOUNT MUST BE NUMERIC OR 'MAXIMUM'

TCA0802
LAST TERMINAL
YOU CANNOT DELETE THE LAST OR ONLY TERMINAL IN A TEST STREAM
Use the Utilities to delete an entire test stream.

TCA0803
SELECT ONE TERMINAL
YOU MUST SELECT AT LEAST ONE TERMINAL OR CANCEL
For Browse, Edit, and Run, at least one terminal must be selected. Enter 'S' to select one of the terminals.

TCA0804
SELECT A TERMINAL
YOU MUST SELECT A TERMINAL TO INSERT xxxx OR CANCEL
xxxx is TO or FROM.

TCA0805
DUPLICATE TERMINAL
NEW TERMINAL ALREADY EXISTS IN THE TEST STREAM - CHOOSE ANOTHER
When renaming a terminal in Edit, the new terminal cannot be a duplicate of one of the other terminals in the test stream.

TCA0806
INVALID TERMINAL NAME
TERMINAL NAME CONTAINS INVALID CHARACTERS

TCA0807
ENTER TERMINAL NAME
TERMINAL NAME CANNOT BE BLANK

TCA0808
INVALID TERMID
TERMID-BASED TERMINAL NAMES CANNOT EXCEED FOUR CHARACTERS
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TCA0900
SIGNON USERID INVALID
SIGNON USERID NOT 1-8 NATIONAL CHARS

TCA0901
USERID FIXED FOR TASK
USERID MAY NOT BE CHANGED WHILE SECURED TASKS ARE ACTIVE

TCA0902
FORMAT FIXED FOR TASK
CAPTURE SECURITY FORMAT NOT CHANGED BECAUSE SECURED TASKS ARE ACTIVE

TCA0903
FORMAT OPTION IGNORED
SPECIFIED CAPTURE FORMAT OPTION IS NOT ALLOWED AND WAS IGNORED

TCA0904
INVALID CAPTURE FORMAT
CAPTURE FORMAT MUST BE ONE OF THE LISTED OPTIONS

TCA0905
TOKEN SECURITY INACTIVE
TOKEN SECURITY INACTIVE BECAUSE NO USERID AVAILABLE

TCA0906
CODE FOR UID IGNORED
ENCODE FOR USERID IGNORE BECAUSE CODE FOR NOT ALLOWED

TCA0907
INVALID FOR UID IGNORED
CODEFOR USERID IGNORED BECAUSE USERID NOT 2-8 CHARS

TCA0908
CODE SECURITY INACTIVE
CODE SECURITY INACTIVE BECAUSE USERID NOT 2-8 CHARS

TCA0909
TRACE FOOTNOTE INVALID
SCREEN TRACE FIELD SECURITY FOOTNOTE IS INVALID

TCA0910
TOKEN NAME INVALID
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THE TOKEN NAME SPECIFIED CONTAINED INVALID CHARACTERS

TCA0911
INVALID TOKEN SCREEN
THE LIBRARY MEMBER SPECIFIED IS NOT A TOKEN SCREEN

TCA0912
ENTER TOKEN DATA
ENTER NON-NULL DATA TO UPDATE TOKEN

TCA0914
PROFILE DSN INVALID
PROFILE DATA SET NAME IS INVALID

TCA0915
PROFILE ALLOC FAILED
PROFILE DATA SET ALLOCATION FAILED, RC=xxxxxxxx
An attempt to dynamically allocate the PROFILE dataset failed. xxxxxxxx is the reason and information error codes from
DYNALLOC (SVC 99).

TCA0916
PROFILE DCB INVALID
PROFILE DCB INVALID (NOT PS/FB/80)

TCA0917
PROFILE DS UNREADABLE
PROFILE DATA SET IS UNREADABLE

TCA0918
PROFILE STORE FAILED
STORE FAILED TO PROFILE DATA SET (I/O ERROR)

TCA0921
xxxxxxxx
THE CODE FOR THE ENTERED DATA AND USER ID IS "xxxxxxxx"
A request to create a REXX security code was successful. The generated code is xxxxxxxx.

TCA0922
USER ID NOT CODABLE
USER ID MUST BE 2 THROUGH 8 NATIONAL CHARACTERS

TCA0923
DATA NOT CODABLE
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DATA TO ENCODE MUST BE AT LEAST 3 NATIONAL CHARACTERS

TCA0924
CODE FOR UID DISABLED
CODE FOR OTHER UID AUTHORITY REVOKED AT SYSTEM LIMIT

TCA0926
PROFILE LOAD FAILED
A TOKEN COULD NOT BE ASSIGNED BECAUSE PROFILE LOAD FAILED

TCA0927
ALL TOKEN NAMES USED
TOKEN COULD NOT BE CREATED BECAUSE ALL TOKEN NAMES ARE IN USE

TCA0928
PROFILE DATA INVALID
PROFILE DATASET, dsn, CONTAINS INVALID DATA

TCA0931
DATASET NOT FOUND
TOKEN DATA SET NOT FOUND

TCA0932
TOKEN DS ALLOC FAILED
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR TOKEN DATA SET, RC=xxxxxxxx
An attempt to dynamically allocate the TOKEN dataset failed. xxxxxxxx is the reason and information error codes from
DYNALLOC (SVC 99).

TCA0933
TOKEN OPEN ABENDED
ABEND Sxxx OPENING TOKEN DATA SET
An abend occurred while opening the TOKEN dataset. The abend code is Sxxx.

TCA0934
TOKEN OPEN FAILED
OPEN FAILED FOR TOKEN DATA SET

TCA0935
DATA SET NOT A TOKEN
THE DATA SET SPECIFIED IS NOT A TOKEN DATA SET

TCA0936
DATA SET ALTERED
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TOKEN DATA SET ALTERED WHILE READING

TCA0937
TOKEN DATA INVALID
DATA IN TOKEN DATA SET IS INVALID

TCA0938
TOKEN READ ABENDED
ABEND Sxxx READING TOKEN DATA SET
An abend occurred while reading the TOKEN dataset. The abend code is Sxxx.

TCA0939
xxxx
xxxx ON TOKEN DATA SET
An error was detected while unpacking the data in the TOKEN data set. The error is xxxx.

TCA0940
DSN NOT A TOKEN DATASET
DATA SET IS NOT DSORG=PO,RECFM=FB,LRECL=135

TCA0941
MEMBER NOT FOUND
SPECIFIED MEMBER NOT FOUND IN TOKEN DATA SET

TCA0942
DATASET NAME INVALID
THE TOKEN DATA SET NAME IS INVALID

TCA0943
xxxxxxxx
TOKEN LINE xxxxxxxx
While attempting to display a TOKEN screen, an invalid line was found. xxxxxxxx indicates the reason that the line is
considered to be invalid.

TCA0950
TCAREXX DD NOT FOUND
SCRIPT FILE NOT ALLOCATED

TCA0951
SYSIN TCAREXX INVALID

• – IS AN INVALID TARGET; DSN OR SYSOUT REQUIRED*
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TCA0952
TCAREXX DS INVALID
SCRIPT FILE'S DSORG IS NOT PS OR PO

TCA0953
MEMBER REQUIRED
THE SCRIPT FILE IS A PDS AND REQUIRES A MEMBER

TCA0954
DISP=MOD INVALID
THE VALUE DISP=MOD IS INVALID FOR THE SCRIPT FILE PDS

TCA0955
DATA SET IN USE
THE DATASET IS BEING USED BY ANOTHER TASK

TCA0956
MEMBER FOR PDS ONLY
THE SPECIFIED FILE IS NOT A PDS, MEMBER DISALLOWED

TCA0957
RDJFCB FAILED
RDJFCB FOR THE DATASAT FAILED

TCA0958
OBTAIN FOR DSCB FAILED
UNABLE TO OBTAIN DSCB FOR SCRIPT DATA SET

TCA0959
RECFM UNSUPPORTED
AN INVALID VALUE FOR RECFM IS BEING USED

TCA0960
LRECL UNSUPPORTED
AN INVALID VALUE FOR LRECL IS BEING USED

TCA0961
BLKSIZE INVALID
AN INVALID VALUE FOR BLKSIZE IS BEING USED

TCA0962
DATA SET OPEN FAILED
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OPEN FAILED FOR SCRIPT OR WORK DATA SET

TCA0963
Sxxx
Sxxx ACCESSING SCRIPT FILE
A system abend occurred while accessing the SCRIPT file. The abend code is Sxxx.

TCA0964
DIRECTORY READ FAILED
THERE WAS AN I/O ERROR ON BLDL FOR SCRIPT FILE

TCA0965
Sxxx
Sxxx ACCESSING SCRIPT FILE
A system abend occurred while writing to the SCRIPT file. The abend code is Sxxx.

TCA0966
Sxxx
Sxxx ACCESSING SCRIPT OR WORK DATA SET
A system abend occurred while writing to the SCRIPT file or work data set. The abend code is Sxxx.

TCA0967
Sxxx
Sxxx ACCESSING SCRIPT OR WORK DATA SET
A system abend occurred while writing the last record or block of records to the SCRIPT file or work data set. The abend
code is Sxxx.

TCA0968
Sxxx
Sxxx ACCESSING SCRIPT OR WORK DATA SET
A system abend occurred while closing the SCRIPT file or work data set. The abend code is Sxxx.

TCA0969
DATA SET IN USE
THE SCRIPT DATA SET IS BEING USED BY ANOTHER TASK

TCA0970
MEMBER ALREADY EXISTS
THE MEMBER ALREADY EXISTS
The PROTECT option was specified for a data set or PDS member that already exists. Either Specify a different data set
or member name, or remove the PROTECT option.

TCA0971
DATA SET OPEN FAILED
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OPEN FAILED FOR SCRIPT DATA SET

TCA0972
Sxxx
Sxxx ACCESSING SCRIPT FILE
A system abend occurred while accessing the SCRIPT file while processing the PROTECT option. The abend code is
Sxxx.

TCA0973
DIRECTORY READ FAILED
THERE WAS AN I/O ERROR ON BLDL FOR SCRIPT DATASET

TCA0974
DATA SET CONTAINS DATA
THE SCRIPT DATA SET CONTAINS PROTECTED DATA

TCA0975
Sxxx
Sxxx ACCESSING SCRIPT FILE
A system abend occurred while closing the SCRIPT file while processing the PROTECT option. The abend code is Sxxx.

TCA0976
WORK DATA SET NAME ERROR
THE WORK DSN FROM VTEOM CAPTURE IS INVALID

TCA0977
WORK DATA SET IN USE
THE WORK DATA SET IS BEING USED BY ANOTHER TASK

TCA0978
WORK DS CREATE FAILED
THE ALLOCATION FOR WORK DATA SET FAILED, RC=xxxxxxxx
An attempt to dynamically allocate a work data set failed. xxxxxxxx is the reason and information error codes from
DYNALLOC (SVC 99).

TCA0979
WORK DS DCB INVALID
THE DCB IS NOT VALID FOR THE WORK DATA SET

TCA0980
WORK DSCB OBTAIN FAILED
UNABLE TO OBTAIN DSCB FOR WORK DATA SET
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TCA0981
WORK DS CONTAINS DATA
THE WORK DATA SET CONTAINS PROTECTED DATA

TCA0982
WORK DS OPEN FAILED
OPEN FAILED FOR WORK DATA SET

TCA0983
xxxx
xxxx ACCESSING WORK DATA SET
A system abend occurred while accessing a work data set. The abend code is Sxxx.

TCA0999
INTERNAL ERROR
PTExxxxx ERROR WHILE PROCESSING REXX SECURITY OPTION
An error occurred while processing a REXX security option. Review the text for the indicated PTExxxx error message.

TCA1000
IDENTIFY SCREEN
IDENTIFY THE SCREEN ON THIS MENU BEFORE DEFINING VARIABLE FIELDS

TCA1001
NAME REQUIRED
USE THE CANCEL COMMAND TO EXIT WITHOUT DEFINING AUTO INFORMATION
Issued when the End key or command is entered while the name is blank. If you wish to exit automated mismatch
processing, use the Cancel command. Otherwise, enter the screen name, description, and identifiers.

TCA1002
DESC REQUIRED
A DESCRIPTION IS REQUIRED

TCA1003
ID INVALID
DO NOT SPECIFY SCREEN IDENTIFIERS FOR GLOBAL AUTO PROCESSING

TCA1004
xxx REQUIRED
THE xxx IS REQUIRED FOR THE FIRST SCREEN IDENTIFIER
xxx is either ROW, COLUMN, RELATION, or VALUE. All four parameters must be specified.

TCA1005
Nth ROW INVALID
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THE Nth ROW MUST BE NUMERIC, NON-ZERO, NOT GREATER THAN THE SCREEN SIZE
Nth is 'FIRST' , 'SECOND' , or 'THIRD'.

TCA1006
Nth COLUMN INVALID
THE Nth COLUMN MUST BE NUMERIC, NON-ZERO, NOT GREATER THAN SCREEN SIZE
Nth is 'FIRST' , 'SECOND' , or 'THIRD'.

TCA1007
Nth RELATION INVALID
THE Nth RELATION MUST BE 'EQ' , 'NE' , 'GT' , 'LT' , 'GE' , OR 'LE'
Nth is 'FIRST' , 'SECOND' , or 'THIRD'.

TCA1008
Nth CONNECTOR INVALID
THE Nth CONNECTOR MUST BE 'AND' OR 'OR'
Nth is 'FIRST' or 'SECOND'.

TCA1009
CONNECTOR REQUIRED
ENTER 'AND'OR 'OR' TO CONNECT THE SCREEN IDENTIFIERS

TCA1010
ID INCOMPLETE
THE ROW, COLUMN, RELATION, AND VALUE MUST ALL BE SPECIFIED

TCA1011
INVALID ID
THE IDENTIFICATION CRITERIA SUPPLIED DO NOT APPLY TO THE CURRENT SCREEN

TCA1012
SELECT OPTION 5
SELECT OPTION 5 TO DEFINE VARIABLE FIELDS TO BE USED WITH THIS SCREEN

TCA1013
INVALID NAME
NAME NOT COMPOSED OF LETTERS, NUMBERS, & NATIONAL CHARACTERS

TCA1014
ERROR CORRECTED
THE ERROR HAS BEEN CORRECTED, PRESS THE END KEY TO CONTINUE
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TCA1015
INVALID DELETE CODE
ENTER A 'D' TO DELETE

TCA1090
INVALID SELECT CODE
THE SELECTION CODE MUST BE 'I' , 'S' , '_' , OR BLANK

TCA1091
INVALID SCROLL AMOUNT
THE SCROLL AMOUNT MUST BE NUMERIC OR 'MAXIMUM'

TCA1092
GLOBAL UNDEFINED
NO GLOBAL VARIABLE FIELDS HAVE BEEN DEFINED FOR THIS TEST STREAM

TCA2000
MENU INPUT ERROR
THE TERMINAL INPUT CONTAINED UNEXPECTED DATA
This message may appear if an I/O error occurs at your terminal or if you turn your terminal off and on. The menu is
redisplayed.

TCA2001
INVALID COMMAND
THE COMMAND ENTERED IS NOT VALID ON THIS MENU

TCA2002
DUMP COMPLETE
THE REQUESTED DUMP REQUIREMENTS HAVE BEEN COMPLETED

TCA2003
HELP NOT AVAILABLE
THE HELP PROGRAM IS NOT AVAILABLE OR IS DISABLED
Program XTCAHELP is not in the PPT or is disabled.

TCA2004
INVALID TOPIC NUMBER
THE TOPIC NUMBER IS NOT IN THE LIST BELOW

TCA2005
INVALID COMMAND
THE COMMAND ENTERED IS NOT A VERIFY COMMAND
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TCA2006
DUMP SUPPRESSED
TCASNAP ALLOCATION REQUIRED FOR DUMP

TCA2007
INVALID KEY
AN INVALID FUNCTION KEY WAS ENTERED FOR THIS FUNCTION

TCA2040
INVALID COMMAND
SUSPEND IS NOT VALID UNDER TSO
The Suspend command cannot be used under TSO.

TCA2041
SUSPEND OUTSTANDING
THERE IS ALREADY A SUSPENDED FUNCTION FOR THIS TERMINAL
Only one suspended function is allowed per terminal at any time. You must resume and complete the currently suspended
function before suspending another function.

TCA2042
TASK START FAILED
THE SUSPEND TRANSFER TASK DID NOT START SUCCESSFULLY
CICS was unable to successfully attach a new task to complete the suspend request. Check the dump data set and
contact Broadcom Support.

TCA2043
UNABLE TO RESUME
THE SUSPENDED TASK NO LONGER EXISTS
The function you are trying to resume no longer exists on CICS's suspend chain. Check the dump data set and contact
Broadcom Support

TCA2044
NOTHING SUSPENDED
THERE IS NO SUSPENDED FUNCTION FOR THIS TERMINAL
This message is issued in response to a Resume command. A suspended function for a specific terminal is indicated on
the Primary Options menu of that terminal. The Inquiry menu will indicate all suspended Verify functions and their owning
terminals.

TCA2045
SUSPEND FAILED
INTERNAL ERROR – SUSPEND LOCK NOT AVAILABLE – TRY LATER
If the message persists, contact Broadcom Support.
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TCA2050
xxxxxxxx
EXPRESSION EVALUATED TO THE ADDRESS (xxxxxxxx)

TCA2051
xxxxxxxx STORED
THE RESULT (xxxxxxxx) WAS STORED FOR LATER USE

TCA2052
xxxxxxxx / xxxxxxxx
ADDRESS WAS RESOLVED TO CSECT (xxxxxxxx) / OFFSET (xxxxxxxx)

TCA2053
ADDRESS OUT OF RANGE
EVALUATION OF EXPRESSION RESULTED IN INVALID ADDRESS

TCA2054
SYNTAX ERROR
ARGUMENT OR OPERATOR IS INVALID

TCA2060
'ON' OR 'OFF'
THE PARAMETER FOR THE CAPS COMMAND MUST BE 'ON'OR 'OFF'

TCA2061
CAPS ARE xxx
CURRENT CAPS SETTING IS 'CAPS xxx'
xxx is the caps setting: 'ON' or 'OFF'.

TCA2062
FUNCTIONS ACTIVE
ONLY THE SECURITY ADMINISTRATOR CAN SHUTDOWN WITH ACTIVE FUNCTIONS

TCA2063
SHUTDOWN ACCEPTED
SHUTDOWN INVOKED BY xxxxxxxx FROM xxxxxxxx

TCA2064
xxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx
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TCA2065
ZAP COMPLETE
THE DATA HAS BEEN ALTERED

TCA2066
INVALID ZAP DATA
AN EVEN NUMBER OF HEX DIGITS (0-F) MUST BE SPECIFIED

TCA2067
DSFREE NOT VALID HERE
THE DSFREE COMMAND IS NOT VALID ON THIS MENU
You issued DSFREE from one of the few menus where it is invalid. Use the SUSPEND command to exit the menu and
reissue DSFREE from the Primary Options Menu.

TCA2068
INVALID PARAMETER
THE DSFREE PARAMETER MUST BE A DDNAME OR A NUMBER LESS THAN 10,000

TCA2069
n IN dddddddd
THERE ARE n FREE CONTROL INTERVALS IN THE dddddddd DATASET
In response to a DSFREE command, 'n' is the number of free control intervals in the data set (DDname: dddddddd). All
control intervals in the data set were searched.
You can determine the average number of screens per control interval by running a batch directory and dividing the total
number of screens by the number of control intervals in use.

TCA2070
OVER n FREE
THERE ARE AT LEAST n FREE CONTROL INTERVALS IN THE dddddddd DATASET
In response to a DSFREE command, 'n' is the number of free control intervals found in the data set (DDname: dddddddd)
when the maximum number of control intervals to be searched was reached. The maximum is either the DSFREE default
number or the number entered as a parameter to the DSFREE command.

TCA2071
EXT TRACE ENABLED
EXTERNAL TRACE FACILITY STARTED SUCCESSFULLY

TCA2072
EXT TRACE ALREADY ON
EXTERNAL TRACE FACILITY IS ALREADY ACTIVE

TCA2073
TRACE COMMAND ERROR
SYNTAX ERROR OR INVALID DESTINATION SPECIFIED
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TCA2074
EXT TRACE DISABLED
EXTERNAL TRACE FACILITY TURNED OFF

TCA2075
DEST LRECL TO SHORT
LRECL OF TRACE DESTINATION MUST BE > OR = 80

TCA2076
TRACE NOT ACTIVE
TRACE NOT ACTIVE WHEN TRACE OFF COMMAND ENTERED

TCA2077
TRACE FILE OPEN ERR
THE VERIFY EXTERNAL TRACE FILE COULD NOT BE OPENED

TCA2078
TRACE FILE OVERFLOW
EXTERNAL TRACE FILE IS FULL, TRACING STOPPED

TCA2079
TRACE FILE CLOSED
EXTERNAL TRACE FILE CLOSED PER REQUEST

TCA2200
DDNAME [VSE: FILENAME ] REQUIRED
ENTER THE DDNAME [VSE: FILENAME ] OF THE DATA SET [VSE: FILE] TO BE USED

TCA2201
INVALID SELECT CODE
THE SELECT CODE MUST BE AN 'S'

TCA2202
TOP OF LIST
THERE ARE NO DIRECTORY ENTRIES BEFORE (ABOVE) THE FIRST ON THE MENU

TCA2204
INVALID SCROLL AMOUNT
THE SCROLL AMOUNT IN THE COMMAND AREA IS INVALID

TCA2205
C, R, D, U, A, I, M, X, or S
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THE SELECT CODE MUST BE 'C' , 'R' , 'D' , 'U' , 'A' , 'I', 'M' , 'X' , or 'S'

TCA2206
INVALID SELECT CODE
SELECT CODE MUST BE 'S' OR FIRST CHARACTER OF THE UTILITY FUNCTION

TCA2300
INVALID DDNAME [VSE: FILENAME ] CHARS
DDNAME [VSE: FILENAME ] NOT COMPOSED OF LETTERS, NUMBERS, & NATIONAL CHARACTERS

TCA2301
INVALID APPLICATION
APPLICATION NOT COMPOSED OF LETTERS, NUMBERS, & NATIONAL CHARACTERS

TCA2302
INVALID MEMBER CHARS
MEMBER NOT COMPOSED OF LETTERS, NUMBERS, & NATIONAL CHARACTERS

TCA2303
VERSION NOT NUMERIC
VERSION MUST BE NUMERIC AND NON-ZERO

TCA2304
INVALID DDNAME [VSE: FILENAME ]
FIRST CHARACTER OF DDNAME [VSE: FILENAME ] CAN NOT BE NUMERIC

TCA2305
INVALID APPLICATION
FIRST CHARACTER OF APPLICATION CAN NOT BE NUMERIC

TCA2306
INVALID MEMBER
FIRST CHARACTER OF MEMBER CAN NOT BE NUMERIC

TCA2307
DDNAME [VSE: FILENAME ] REQUIRED
DDNAME [VSE: FILENAME ] IS REQUIRED, AND CAN NOT BE OMITTED

TCA2308
APPLICATION REQUIRED
APPLICATION IS REQUIRED, AND CAN NOT BE OMITTED
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TCA2309
MEMBER REQUIRED
MEMBER IS REQUIRED, AND CAN NOT BE OMITTED

TCA2310
VERSION REQUIRED
VERSION IS REQUIRED, AND CAN NOT BE OMITTED

TCA2311
INVALID TERMINAL NAME
GENERIC SELECTION VALID ONLY FOR LOG MULTIPLE

TCA2500
MAX FILES EXCEEDED
THE MAXIMUM NUMBER (128) OF VERIFY DATASETS [VSE: FILES ] ARE ALREADY OPEN

TCA2501
DDNAME [VSE: FILENAME ] NOT FOUND
THE DDNAME [VSE: FILENAME ] IS NOT ALLOCATED

TCA2502
INVALID DATASET [VSE: FILE ]
THE DATASET [VSE: FILE ] IS A NON-VSAM DATASET [VSE: FILE]

TCA2503
INVALID DISP
THE DATASET [VSE: FILE ] IS ALLOCATED WITH DISP=NEW OR MOD, MUST BE OLD OR SHR

TCA2504
NOT VERIFY DATASET [VSE: FILE ]
THE DATASET [VSE: FILE ] WAS NOT INITIALIZED BY VERIFY

TCA2505
FILE TOO NEW
THE DATASET [VSE: FILE ] WAS INITIALIZED BY A NEWER VERSION OF VERIFY

TCA2506
VSAM mmmm ERROR
VSAM ERROR ON mmmm FUNCTION, RETURN CODE nnnn, REASON CODE nnnn
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An unexpected error was received from VSAM. The return and reason codes are documented in the VSAM Programmer's
Reference section. mmmm is the macro, suffixed with A if the ACB was being processed, or R if the RPL was being
processed. Contact Broadcom Support. The possible values of mmmm and source of the reason code are shown next.

VSAM mmmm Error Codes Source
SHOWCB-A Register 0
SHOWCB-R Register 0
GENCB-A Register 0
GENCB-R Register 0
MODCB-A Register 0
MODCB-R Register 0
GET RPL feedback field
PUT RPL feedback field
ENDREQ RPL feedback field
OPEN ACB error field
CLOSE ACB error field
CLOSE-T ACB error field

 

TCA2507
MAIN STORAGE SHORTAGE
VSAM REQUIRED MORE MAIN STORAGE THAN WAS AVAILABLE
Increase the value specified for the MVS OSCOR parameter in the CICS system initialization table or VSE partition
GETVIS area parameter in the CICS JCL.

TCA2509
No short form
THE VERIFY DATASET [VSE: FILE ] IS FULL - THE FUNCTION WAS NOT COMPLETED
Issued when a Verify MVS data set or VSE file is full, and no secondary allocation is possible. Will also occur if the data
set or file is defined with SHAREOPTIONS=4.

TCA2510
RPL USAGE ERROR
VSAM INDICATED THAT THE VERIFY RPL IS IN USE BY ANOTHER USER
Contact Broadcom Support.

TCA2511
NO TEST STREAMS
THE DATASET [VSE: FILE ] DOES NOT CONTAIN ANY TEST STREAMS

TCA2512
DATASET [VSE: FILE ] NOT FORMATTED
THE DATASET [VSE: FILE ] MUST BE INITIALIZED PRIOR TO USE
Use the batch Init function to initialize the MVS data set or VSE file.
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TCA2513
DATASET [VSE: FILE ] NOT NEW
THE DATASET [VSE: FILE ] HAS BEEN PREVIOUSLY INITIALIZED

TCA2514
INSUFFICIENT STRINGS
MORE CONCURRENT DATASET [VSE: FILE ] OPERATIONS ARE REQUIRED THAN SUPPORTED
See the installation option STRNO for information on increasing the number of concurrent operations.

TCA2515
DATASET [VSE: FILE ] LOGIC ERROR
THE DATASET [VSE: FILE ] DIRECTORY CONTAINS INVALID OR UNEXPECTED DATA
Contact Broadcom Support.

TCA2516
BAD LRECL
THE DATASET RECORDSIZE IS INVALID, IT MUST BE CISIZE-7

TCA2530
TEST STREAM IN USE
ANOTHER USER IS USING THIS TEST STREAM

TCA2531
STREAM BEING UPDATED
ANOTHER USER HAS THIS TEST STREAM IN UPDATE MODE

TCA2532
DUPLICATE NAME
THE SPECIFIED TEST STREAM IS ALREADY IN THE DATASET [VSE: FILE ]

TCA2533
TEST STREAM NOT FOUND
THE SPECIFIED TEST STREAM IS NOT IN THE DATASET [VSE:FILE]

TCA2534
DATASET [VSE: FILE ] LOGIC ERROR
THE TEST STREAM CONTAINS INVALID OR UNEXPECTED DATA
Contact Broadcom Support.

TCA2535
UNSUPPORTED STREAM
THE TEST STREAM WAS CREATED BY A NEWER VERSION OF VERIFY
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TCA2536
NOT AUTHORIZED
UNAUTHORIZED xxxx ATTEMPT
xxxx is either READ, WRITE, or PRINT

TCA2538
UNSUPPORTED STREAM
PLEASE COPY THIS TEST STREAM TO CONVERT FROM VERSION 1 FORMAT
Version 1 test streams are in a different format from test streams from later versions of Verify. The Copy utility will reformat
the test stream.

TCA2539
DATASET [VSE: FILE] INDEX ERROR
DATASET [VSE: FILE] INDEX IS OUT OF SYNC - RUN BATCH REBUILD
An update to the data set index was lost (probably due to system termination during an update). Run the TCABATCH
'rebuild' process.

TCA2540
DATASET [VSE: FILE] INDEX LOGIC ERROR
DATASET [VSE: FILE] INDEX RECORD DOES NOT CONTAIN EXPECTED DATA
Contact Broadcom Support.

TCA2541
NO RULESETS
THE DATASET [VSE: FILE] DOES NOT CONTAIN ANY RULESETS

TCA2550
RULESET IN USE
ANOTHER USER IS USING THIS RULESET

TCA2551
RULESET BEING UPDATED
ANOTHER USER HAS THIS RULESET IN UPDATE MODE

TCA2552
DUPLICATE NAME
THE SPECIFIED RULESET IS ALREADY IN THE DATASET [VSE: FILE]

TCA2553
RULESET NOT FOUND
THE SPECIFIED RULESET IS NOT IN THE DATASET [VSE: FILE]
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TCA2554
DATASET [VSE: FILE] LOGIC ERROR
THE RULESET CONTAINS INVALID OR UNEXPECTED DATA

TCA2555
UNSUPPORTED RULESET
THE RULESET WAS CREATED BY A NEWER VERSION OF VERIFY

TCA2556
ADD SUCCESSFUL
THE RULESET WAS SUCCESSFULLY ADDED

TCA2557
UPDATE SUCCESSFUL
THE RULESET WAS SUCCESSFULLY UPDATED

TCA2558
UPDATE CONFLICT
RULESET HAS BEEN UPDATED BY ANOTHER USER - PRESS PF9 TO REFRESH

TCA2700
TCP EXIT ABENDED
THE TERMINAL CONTROL DATA CAPTURE EXIT HAS ABENDED
Print the dump and contact Broadcom Support.

TCA2701
UNEXPECTED UEM ERROR
THE USER EXIT MANAGER HAS RETURNED AN UNEXPECTED ERROR CODE
Contact Broadcom Support.

TCA2702
EXITS NOT ENABLED
THE USER EXIT FACILITY IS NOT AVAILABLE
Specify EXITS=YES in CICS initialization.

TCA2703
BUFFER SHORTAGE
THE DATA CAPTURE BUFFER IS GREATER THAN 75% FULL – TRY LATER
To prevent possible data loss, Verify will not start additional logging if the data capture buffer is nearly full. Retry it later.

TCA2704
INTERNAL ERROR - SESS
DATA CAPTURE INITIALIZATION MODULE RECEIVED UNEXPECTED INPUT
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Contact Broadcom Support.

TCA2705
TASK START FAILED
THE INDEPENDENT LOG TASK DID NOT SUCCESSFULLY START
The non-terminal oriented task used to handle the Log function does not appear to have started. Try again, making
sure that InterTest is not monitoring Verify either explicitly or by default. Print the dump data set to determine if the task
abended. If the problem persists, contact Broadcom Support.

TCA2706
INTERNAL ERROR - ACT
THE USER EXIT ACTIVATE FUNCTION RECEIVED AN UNEXPECTED ERROR
Contact Broadcom Support.

TCA2707
INTERNAL ERROR - BUFF
MULTIPLE TASKS ARE ATTEMPTING TO CAPTURE THE SAME DATA
Contact Broadcom Support.

TCA2708
UNEXPECTED DATA FOUND
THE LENGTH OF SOME SCREENS WAS NOT THE SAME AS EXPECTED
Contact Broadcom Support.

TCA2710
AUTHORIZATION FAILED
LOG AND RUN CAN NOT USE THE SAME TERMINAL
When DRKPROT=YES has been specified in the options module, only the authorized security administrator may log a
virtual terminal which is being used by the Run function.

TCA2800
TGET INPUT ERROR
TERMINAL READ RETURNED AN INVALID RETURN CODE
Issued when a terminal I/O error occurs when using Verify under TSO. Contact Broadcom Support.

TCA2801
LOAD FAILED: xxxxxxxx
PROGRAM (LOAD MODULE [VSE: PHASE ]) xxxxxxxx IS NOT AVAILABLE OR IS DISABLED
xxxxxxxx is the name of the Verify program which was unavailable.

TCA2802
GETMAIN FAILED
INSUFFICIENT VIRTUAL STORAGE AVAILABLE TO SATISFY REQUEST
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TCA2803
TERM NOT FOUND: xxxx
TERMINAL xxxx IS NOT CURRENTLY DEFINED TO THE SYSTEM
xxxx is the name of the terminal which was requested for logging, but which is not in the system.

TCA2804
XLATE NOT FOUND
NO TCAXLATE SPECIFICATION WAS FOUND NAMED xxxxxxxx OR GLOBAL

TCA2805
NO MATCHING MASK
NO TCAXLATE MASK SPECIFICATION MATCHED YOUR REAL TERMINAL

TCA2806
NO MATCHING REPL
NO SUITABLE VIRTUAL TERMINAL FOUND TO MATCH TCAXLATE REPL

TCA2807
NETNAME BUSY
REPLACEMENT NETNAME WAS FOUND BUT IT WAS BUSY

TCA2808
No short form
ABEND xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx OCCURRED IN VERIFY CONTROL TASK, DUMP WILL BE TAKEN

TCA2809
No short form
VERIFY DUMP SUPPRESSED - NO TCASNAP DDCARD

TCA2810
NETNAME NOT FOUND
ASSIGNED NETNAME xxxxxxxx COULD NOT BE FOUND

TCA2811
LOAD FAILED: xxxxxxxx
PROGRAM (LOAD MODULE) xxxxxxxx IS LINKED RMODE(31)

TCA2812
VLIST MISSING
NO TCALIST WAS FOUND IN THE OPTIONS MODULE FOR VLIST
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TCA2813
NETNAME BUSY
ASSIGNED NETNAME xxxxxxxx FOUND BUT IT WAS BUSY

TCA2814
No short form.
TCABATCH CANNOT BE RUN RMODE (31), WITHOUT DFP 2.3 OR HIGHER. USE RMODE (24) STEBLIB
The SMP install process creates two load libraries. You must use the RMODE (24) when executing program TCABATCH.

TCA3000
TERMINAL RESTRICTED
DATA CAPTURE FROM TERMINAL xxxx IS RESTRICTED
xxxx is the terminal requested for logging. The authorization exit has disallowed access to the terminal.

TCA3001
SCREENS DROPPED
ONE OR MORE SCREENS WERE DROPPED DUE TO LACK OF AUTHORIZATION

TCA3002
AUTHORIZATION FAILED
THE SELECTED TEST STREAM IS RESTRICTED, AND CAN NOT BE OPENED

TCA3003
AUTHORIZATION FAILED
THE AUTHORIZATION EXIT PROGRAM IS DISABLED OR MISSING
All CA Verify functions are disallowed if the authorization exit cannot be found. Contact Broadcom Support.

TCA3004
RUN CANCELLED
RUN CANCELLED BY USER IN USER EXIT

TCA3005
TERMINAL(S) REJECTED
TERMINAL(S) REJECTED FROM LOGGING AS PER USER EXIT

TCA3006
UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS
YOU ARE NOT AUTHORIZED FOR THIS FUNCTION

TCA3007
SIGNON FAILED
THE SIGNON WAS NOT VALID
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TCA3008
No short form
ERROR DETECTED WHILE PROCESSING SIGNOFF EVENT FOR TERMINAAL xxxxxxxx

TCA3009
No short form
PASSWORD HAS EXPIRED

TCA3010
No short form
PASSWORD IS INVALID

TCA3011
No short form
SECURITY ERROR FOR USER: xxxxxxxx

TCA3100
No short form
VERIFY INITIALIZATION IN PROGRESS

TCA3101
No short form
VERIFY INITIALIZATION COMPLETE

TCA3102
No short form
VERIFY INITIALIZATION ERROR

TCA3103
No short form
VERIFY BATCH FUNCTIONS COMPLETE, HIGHEST RETURN CODES WAS nn

TCA3104
No short form
VERIFY TERMINATION IN PROGRESS

TCA3105
No short form
VERIFY ACB OPEN FAILURE - APPLID xxxxxxxx IN USE

TCA3106
No short form
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VERIFY ACB OPEN FAILURE - ALL BATCH RUN APPLIDS IN USE

TCA3107
No short form
VERIFY ACB OPEN FAILURE - NO BATCH RUN APPLIDS DEFINED

TCA3108
No short form
UNKNOWN VERIFY COMMAND ENTERED, ONLY SUPPORTED COMMAND IS SHUTDOWN

TCA3109
No short form
VERIFY SHUTDOWN COMMAND ACCEPTED

TCA3110
No short form
FUNCTION TERMINATED DUE TO ABEND, PRESS ENTER TO EXIT

TCA3111
No short form
VERIFY TERMINATING DUE TO RECEIVE ANY ERROR

TCA3112
No short form
USS TABLE xxxxxxxx COULD NOT BE LOADED

TCA3199
No short form
VERIFY TERMINATION COMPLETE

TCA3200
INVALID SCROLL AMOUNT
THE SCROLL AMOUNT IN THE COMMAND AREA IS INVALID

TCA3202
NOT A 3270
DISPLAY FORMAT IS INVALID FOR NON-3270 DEVICES
Issued if you try to use the Display format for a screen which was not logged on a 3270 device.

TCA3203
LENGTHS INVALID
THE TOTAL LENGTHS OF ALL FIELDS IS 0 OR EXCEEDS 65535
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The maximum terminal input or output area length supported by Verify is 65535. The total length of this data stream is
zero or exceeds that limit or the total length of the data exceeds the work area required to make the changes (65520).
Reduce some of the lengths.

TCA3204
INVALID LENGTH
THE LENGTH MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA3205
INVALID FORMAT
PARAMETER SPECIFIED IS NOT A VALID FORMAT
The Format requested is not a valid Verify format. Valid formats are 'FIELD' , 'DISPLAY' , and 'HEX'.

TCA3206
COMMAND IGNORED
CURRENT FORMAT IS THE ONLY ONE ENABLED, CANNOT BE DISABLED

TCA3207
INVALID HEX DIGIT
VALID HEX DIGITS ARE (0123456789ABCDEF)
One or more characters in the string do not represent valid hexadecimal digits. The cursor is positioned at the first invalid
digit.

TCA3300
No short form
parameter IS NOT A VALID FUNCTION
Parameter is the text which Verify could not interpret.

TCA3301
No short form
parameter IS NOT A VALID PARAMETER
Parameter is the text which Verify could not interpret.

TCA3302
No short form
parameter IS AN AMBIGUOUS PARAMETER
Parameter is the text which Verify could not interpret. You have abbreviated the parameter too much.

TCA3303
No short form
TOO MANY CHARACTERS ARE SPECIFIED FOR THE CURSOR PARAMETER
Only two cursor overprint characters are supported.
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TCA3304
No short form
THE RIGHT PARENTHESIS IS REQUIRED ON THE CURSOR PARAMETER

TCA3306
No short form
TOO MANY CHARACTERS ARE SPECIFIED FOR THE APPLID PARAMETER
Only two cursor overprint characters are supported.

TCA3307
No short form
THE RIGHT PARENTHESIS IS REQUIRED ON THE APPLID PARAMETER

TCA3308
No short form
PARM=CONTROL IGNORED. XTCAVTAM NOT FOUND.
PARM=CONTROL is not valid on the EXEC card.

TCA3309
No short form
EXEC CARD PARM FIELD INVALID – SHOULD BE LINECNT=NN AND/OR CONTROL
Only the LINECNT PARM is valid on the EXEC card.

TCA3310
No short form
SELECT CARD IGNORED, DOES NOT FOLLOW A COPY, PRINT, OR DELETE CARD

TCA3311
No short form
END OF FILE OCCURRED ON FIRST READ OF SYSIN [VSE: SYSIPT ]
The control card file was empty.

TCA3312
No short form
tsn IS INCOMPLETE, SHOULD BE APPLICATION.MEMBER.VERSION
tsn is the test stream name which Verify could not interpret.

TCA3313
No short form
tsn APPLICATION IS TOO LONG, MAXIMUM IS EIGHT CHARACTERS
tsn is the test stream name which Verify could not interpret.
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TCA3314
No short form
tsn MEMBER IS TOO LONG, MAXIMUM IS EIGHT CHARACTERS
tsn is the test stream name which Verify could not interpret.

TCA3315
No short form
tsn VERSION IS TOO LONG, MAXIMUM IS THREE CHARACTERS
tsn is the test stream name which Verify could not interpret.

TCA3316
No short form
NO SELECT CARDS WERE FOUND FOR PRIOR PRINT CARD

TCA3317
No short form
NO SELECT CARDS WERE FOUND FOR PRIOR COPY CARD

TCA3318
No short form
tsn VERSION IS MISSING FROM TEST STREAM NAME
tsn is the test stream name which Verify could not interpret.

TCA3319
No short form
THE CURSOR PARAMETER IS INVALID (NULL)

TCA3320
No short form
NO TEST STREAM NAMES GIVEN TO BE SELECTED

TCA3321
No short form
tsn TEST STREAM NAME INVALID
tsn is the test stream name which Verify could not interpret.

TCA3322
No short form
tsn TEST STREAM NAME IS INVALID (NULL)
tsn is the test stream name which Verify could not interpret.

TCA3323
No short form
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tsn APPLICATION MUST BE AT LEAST ONE CHARACTER LONG
tsn is the test stream name which Verify could not interpret.

TCA3324
No short form
tsn MEMBER MUST BE AT LEAST ONE CHARACTER LONG
tsn is the test stream name which Verify could not interpret.

TCA3325
No short form
THE DATASET [VSE: FILE ] ALLOCATED TO DDNAME
TCADSOUT [VSE: FILENAME TCADSOU ] WILL BE xxxxxxxx.
xxxxxxxx is either FORMATTED or INITIALIZED.

TCA3326
No short form
DATASET [VSE: FILE ] dsn HAS BEEN INITIALIZED
dsn is the name of the MVS data set allocated to TCADSOUT or the VSE file allocated to TCADSOU.

TCA3327
No short form
THE CONTROL INTERVAL SIZE IS nnK
nn is the number of K (1024 bytes) per control interval.

TCA3328
No short form
NO SELECT CARDS WERE FOUND FOR PRIOR DELETE CARD

TCA3329
No short form
D IS AN AMBIGUOUS COMMAND (USE 'DIR' FOR DIRECTORY, 'DEL' FOR DELETE)

TCA3330
No short form
nn CONTROL INTERVALS WERE FORMATTED
nn is the number of control intervals which were formatted.

TCA3331
No short form
NUMBER OF CONTROL INTERVALS TO BE FORMATTED IS INVALID
The number of control intervals to be formatted must be numeric and less than 16 digits or blank.

TCA3332
No short form
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NO SELECT CARDS WERE FOUND FOR PRIOR REXX CARD

TCA3400
DUPLICATE NAME
$TEST STREAM HAS NOT BEEN COPIED - ALREADY EXISTS IN TARGET DATA SET

TCA3401
DUPLICATE NAME
$RULESET HAS NOT BEEN COPIED - ALREADY EXISTS IN THE TARGET DATA SET

TCA3402
No short form
nn TEST STREAMS WERE PROCESSED
nn is the number of test streams processed by a generic selection for the Copy, Delete, or Print function.

TCA3403
No short form
NOTE: ONE OR MORE SCREENS WERE LOST IN LOGGING DUE TO OVERFLOW OF THE DATA CAPTURE
BUFFER
The stream is incomplete. See the installation option BUFFER for information on increasing the size of the data capture
buffer.

TCA3405
'X'
$TEST STREAM HAS BEEN DELETED

TCA3406
'X'
HISTORY DATA WAS NOT RECORDED FOR THIS TEST STREAM – HISTORY PRINT OPTIONS IGNORED

TCA3407
No short form
FOR THIS SCREEN, MULTIPLE SETS OF AUTOMATED VARIABLE FIELDS APPLY - NONE WERE USED

TCA3408
ORIGINAL SCREEN WILL BE USED IN THE NEXT RUN OR EDIT
Because mismatch option 6 was selected in last run, the original screen will be used in next run or edit.

TCA3409
'X'
$TEST STREAM HAS BEEN COPIED
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TCA3410
'X'
$RULESET HAS BEEN COPIED

TCA3411
'X'
$TEST STREAM HAS BEEN PRINTED

TCA3412
'X'
$RULESET HAS BEEN PRINTED

TCA3413
'X'
$RULESET HAS BEEN DELETED

TCA3414
'X'
$RULESET HAS BEEN CREATED FROM TEST STREAM VARIABLES

TCA3415
'X'
$RULESETS WERE PROCESSED

TCA3416
'X'
$RULESETS WERE CREATED

TCA3500
NO BTAM LINES FOUND
THERE ARE NO NON-VTAM LINES GENNED IN THE TCT
This error can occur when required parameters are changed or missing on the DFHTCT TYPE=LINE or
TYPE=TERMINAL macros. See the Installation section for information on adding virtual terminals to the TCT.

TCA3501
NO VALID LINES FOUND
THERE ARE NO VALID xxxx IN THE TCT
For BTAM virtual terminals, xxxx is '3270 LINES GENNED' . For VTAM virtual terminals, xxxx is 'yyyy TERMINALS' ,
where yyyy is the terminal type.
This error can occur when required parameters are changed or missing on the DFHTCT TYPE=LINE (BTAM only) or
TYPE=TERMINAL (BTAM and VTAM) macros. See the Installation section for information on adding virtual terminals to
the TCT. Make sure no MVS DDcards or VSE ASSGN statements were defined for the virtual line.
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TCA3502
ALL TERMINALS IN USE
ALL THE xxxx VIRTUAL TERMINALS ARE IN USE NOW, TRY LATER
All the virtual terminals defined are in use. xxxx is the device type. More virtual terminals can be added if necessary. For
VTAM virtual terminals in CICS 1.7 and above, this can be done using RDO.

TCA3503
xxxx TCP QUIESCED
THE BTAM/VTAM TERMINAL CONTROL PROGRAM HAS QUIESCED
xxxx is BTAM or VTAM. The terminal control program quiesce flag is on, and no further reads will be issued to the virtual
terminal. The quiesce flag is turned on during CICS shutdown. It can also be turned on when using BTAM virtual terminals
if the virtual terminals are the only non-VTAM terminals in the terminal control table or if the version of TCP specified in the
SIT (or startup overrides) does not contain BTAM support.

TCA3504
LINE OUT OF SERVICE
THE VIRTUAL LINE IS OUT OF SERVICE
The line for the BTAM virtual terminals is out of service. This message is also issued when BTAM support is not generated
in CICS.

TCA3505
TERM OUT OF SERVICE
THE VIRTUAL TERMINAL IS OUT OF SERVICE (TERMID=xxxx)
One of the virtual terminals being used by the Run function is out of service. xxxx is the terminal ID.

TCA3506
NO L3270 SUPPORT
TCP REQUIRES xxxx LOCAL 3270 SUPPORT.
xxxx is BTAM or VTAM. BTAM/VTAM local 3270 support is explained in the CICS Requirements section of the Installation
section.

TCA3507
PLTPI ENTRY NEEDED
XTCAMAIN MUST BE IN THE PLTPI WHEN USING VTAM VIRTUAL TERMINALS
Use of VTAM virtual terminals requires that a virtual RPL be captured from the R.A. RPL pool at PLTPI time. This cannot
be done unless an entry for XTCAMAIN is added to the PLTPI. See the Installation section for further information.

TCA3508
R.A. RPL NOT ACTIVE
THE VIRTUAL RECEIVE ANY RPL IS NOT ACTIVE
The virtual RECEIVE ANY RPL is neither in RECEIVE status, nor is it processing an input.

TCA3509
DEFINITION ERROR
THE VIRTUAL TERMINALS ARE INCORRECTLY DEFINED – DUPLICATE NETNAME
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A VTAM virtual terminal was found which has the same netname as a VTAM virtual terminal which Verify is already using.
Netnames must be unique.

TCA3510
SOS
THE VIRTUAL RECEIVE ANY RPL IS NOT ACTIVE – SOS
A RECEIVE ANY was not reissued on the virtual RECEIVE ANY RPL because CICS was short-on-storage. CICS will
reissue the RECEIVE ANY after the SOS condition is resolved.

TCA3511
MAX TASKS
THE VIRTUAL RECEIVE ANY RPL IS NOT ACTIVE – MAX TASKS
A RECEIVE ANY was not reissued on the virtual RECEIVE ANY RPL. CICS is at max tasks. CICS will reissue the
RECEIVE ANY after the max tasks condition is resolved.

TCA3512
PRINTER NOT FOUND
ORIGINAL PRINTER xxxx CANNOT BE FOUND
Running printers requires that the original printer be available to receive the output; however, the original printer is not
currently defined to CICS. Either define the printer to CICS, or use the Edit function to rename the terminal to the new
name for the printer. xxxx is the ID of the printer that was not found.

TCA3513
Learn about the reason that a printer becomes unvailable, including the reason and device class conditions.

PRINTER NOT AVAILABLE ORIGINAL PRINTER xxxx IS NOT AVAILABLE – nn xxxx is the printer which is not available.
nn is the reason why it is unavailable: 01 The device class (left nibble of device type) is incorrect

PRINTER NOT AVAILABLE
ORIGINAL PRINTER xxxx IS NOT AVAILABLE – nn xxxx is the printer which is not available. nn is the reason why it is
unavailable:

01
The device class (left nibble of device type) is incorrect

02
Another Run function is using the printer

03
There is a task active at the printer

04
The printer is on the activate queue

05
The printer is on the system service queue

06
The user area size of the printer is too small

07
Your user exit has denied use of the terminal
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TCA3514
VTAM NOT SUPPORTED
VTAM VIRTUAL TERMINALS ARE NOT SUPPORTED UNDER VSE CICS 1.5
Use BTAM virtual terminals in a VSE 1.5 environment.

TCA3515
PLTPI ERROR
PLTPI VIRTUAL RPL CAPTURE WAS UNSUCCESSFUL - xxxx
xxxx can be:
RAPOOL MUST BE > 1 Specify 2 or more for the RAPOOL parameter in the SIT. A value of 3 is recommended.

• RPL WAS ALREADY ACTIVE When Verify attempted to acquire a RECEIVE ANY RPL, it was already active. This can
occur if your CICS has been modified. Contact Broadcom Support.

TCA3516
VTERM ASSIGN NOT FOUND
ASSIGNED VIRTUAL TERMINAL xxxx CANNOT BE FOUND

TCA3517
VTERM UNAVAILABLE
ASSIGNED VIRTUAL TERMINAL xxxxxxxx IS UNAVAILABLE
Virtual terminal xxxxxxxx was assigned to represent the real terminal in the Run function, but it is in use.

TCA3518
ORIGINAL TERM UNAVAILABLE
ORIGINAL TERMINAL xxxx IS UNAVAILABLE

TCA3600
VTAM ERROR
xxxxxxxx VTAM xxxxxxxx ERROR: RETURN CODE nn, REASON nn
Return code and reason code can be found in IBM manual z/OS Communications Server IP and SNA Codes

TCA3601
VTAM ERROR
xxxxxxxx VTAM xxxxxxxx ERROR: RETURN CODE nn, FDBK2 nn

TCA3602
VTAM ERROR
xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx ERROR: RC nn, FDBK2 nn , SENSE xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx

TCA3603
VTAM ERROR
VERIFY REQUESTED A VTAM FUNCTION AFTER SESSION TERMINATION
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TCA3630
No short form
VTAM DEFINITION ERROR, VERIFY NOT AUTHORIZED FOR PASS

TCA3631
No short form
THE LOGON MODE TABLE WAS NOT IN THE EXPECTED FORMAT

TCA3632
No short form
LOGMODE xxxxxxxx INVALID FOR TERM xxxx , DEFAULT USED

TCA3633
No short form
NSEXIT DRIVEN FOR REQSESS: xxxxxxxx , xxxxxxxx , xxxxxxxx

TCA3634
No short form
NO CONNECTION FOR REQSESS: xxxxxxxx , xxxxxxxx , xxxxxxxx

TCA3635
No short form
ERROR OCCURRED ATTEMPTING CONNECTION WITH APPL xxxxxxxx

TCA3636
No short form
BIND MISMATCH: LOGMODE xxxxxxxx FOR xxxxxxxx WITH xxxxxxxx

TCA3637
No short form
UNSUPPORTED BIND REJECTED: LOGMODE xxxxxxxx FOR xxxxxxxx
Contact Broadcom Support.

TCA3638
No short form
xxxxxxxx BIND: xxxxxxxx

TCA3639
No short form
REBIND IN PROGRESS FOR TERMINAL xxxx
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TCA3690
MISSING USSTAB
SPO ERROR: THE USSTAB (XTCAUSS) IS NOT INSTALLED

TCA3691
NOT A TERMINAL
RESOURCE xxxxxxxx IS NOT AN APPLICATION OR TERMINAL

TCA3692
MESSAGES MISSING
SPO ERROR: MESSAGE xxxxxxxx WAS NOT RECEIVED FROM VTAM

TCA3693
BAD MESSAGE FORMAT
SPO ERROR: MESSAGE xxxxxxxx WAS NOT IN THE EXPECTED FORMAT

TCA3694
VTAM SPO ERROR
SPO xxxxxxxx ERROR: RETURN CODE nn, FDBK2 nn

TCA3695
VTAM SPO ERROR
SPO xxxxxxxx ERROR: RETURN CODE nn, FDBK2 nn, SENSE xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx

TCA3696
NEED SPO AUTH
VTAM DEFINITION ERROR, VERIFY NOT AUTHORIZED FOR SPO

TCA3697
TERMINAL UNKNOWN
TERMINAL xxxx IS NOT DEFINED TO THE SYSTEM

TCA3698
NO TERMINALS FOUND
SPO COMMAND FOUND NO REAL TERMINALS DEFINED TO THIS DOMAIN

TCA4010
INVALID COMMAND
THE COMMAND MUST BE A, B, E, C, D, OR R

TCA4011
ENTER COMMAND
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SELECT A VALID COMMAND: A, B, E, C, D, OR R

TCA4012
INVALID RULE NAME
RULE NAME NOT COMPOSED OF LETTERS, NUMBERS, & NATIONAL CHARACTERS

TCA4013
ENTER RULE NAME
FIRST CHARACTER OF RULE NAME CAN NOT BE NUMERIC

TCA4014
COMMAND MISSING
ENTER A COMMAND IN THE COMMAND LINE

TCA4030
MISSING DESC
DESCRIPTION IS A REQUIRED FIELD BUT WAS NOT ENTERED

TCA4031
PROTECTION INVALID
IF ENTERED, PROTECTION MUST BE R, W, P, OR ANY COMBINATION

TCA4032
MISSING DDNAME
IF MODEL IS USED, DDNAME IS REQUIRED

TCA4033
MODEL T/S NOT FOUND
MODEL TEST STREAM NAME DOES NOT EXIST

TCA4034
MODEL VERSION INVALID
MODEL VERSION MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA4035
T/S SEL ERROR
TEST STREAM SELECTION ERROR

TCA4040
NO SELECTION
NO MODEL FIELD SELECTION IS REQUIRED
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TCA4041
No short form
MOVE CURSOR TO VARIABLE FIELD AND PRESS 'SELECT' KEY

TCA4042
No short form
MOVE CURSOR TO CHANGED FIELD AND PRESS 'SELECT' KEY

TCA4043
No short form
MOVE CURSOR TO NEW FIELD LOCATION AND PRESS 'SELECT' KEY

TCA4044
No short form
MOVE CURSOR TO DELETED FIELD AND PRESS 'SELECT' KEY

TCA4045
No short form
MOVE CURSOR TO FIELD TO BE MOVED AND PRESS 'SELECT' KEY

TCA4046
No short form
MOVE CURSOR TO NEW LOCATION FOR MOVED FIELD AND PRESS 'SELECT' KEY

TCA4047
No short form
MOVE CURSOR TO NEW CURSOR POSITION AND PRESS 'SELECT' KEY

TCA4048
No short form
PRESS 'SELECT' KEY TO SELECT THIS AS THE MODEL SCREEN

TCA4049
No short form
MOVE CURSOR TO IDENTIFICATION CRITERIA FIELD; PRESS SELECT KEY

TCA4050
NOT FOUND
MODEL SCREEN NOT FOUND; RE-SELECT

TCA4051
MOVE CURSOR TO CUT FIELD LOCATION AND PRESS 'SELECT' KEY
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TCA4052
MOVE CURSOR TO PASTE FIELD LOCATION AND PRESS 'SELECT' KEY

TCA4053
NO SELECTION
NO MODEL SCREEN/FIELD IN BROWSE MODE

TCA4054
No short form
MOVE CURSOR TO DATA GENERATION FIELD LOCATION; PRESS SELECT KEY

TCA4055
MOVE CURSOR TO DESCRIPTIVE FIELD AND PRESS SELECT KEY

TCA4056
NOT ALLOWED
"PREVIEW" OR "SELECT" NOT AVAILABLE FOR HISTORY RULES

TCA4057
RULE NOT FOUND
OBJECT ID OF SELECTED RULE NOT FOUND IN RULESET

TCA4058
CURSOR LOCATION
CURSOR WAS OUTSIDE OF MODEL SCREEN BOUNDARY

TCA4059
RULE NOT APPLIED
RULE WAS NOT APPLIED, CHECK YOUR RECOGNITION RULES

TCA4062
B, E, D, C, OR R
THE SELECT CODE MUST BE: B, E, D, C, OR R

TCA4063
INVALID SELECT CODE
SELECT CODE MUST BE S OR FIRST CHARACTER OF A FUNCTION

TCA4070
MODEL SCREEN REQD
PRESS SELECT KEY TO SELECT A MODEL SCREEN
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TCA4071
No short form
PRESS SELECT KEY TO SELECT MODEL SCREEN

TCA4072
MISSING DESC
DESCRIPTION IS A REQUIRED FIELD BUT WAS NOT ENTERED

TCA4100
RULESET COPIED
THE RULESET WAS SUCCESSFULLY COPIED

TCA4101
RULE COPIED
THE RULE WAS SUCCESSFULLY COPIED

TCA4110
RULESET DELETED
THE RULESET WAS SUCCESSFULLY DELETED

TCA4120
RULESET RENAMED
THE RULESET WAS SUCCESSFULLY RENAMED

TCA4130
INVALID OPTION
OPTION MUST BE 1, 2, OR 3

TCA4131
RULE NOT FOUND
RULE NOT FOUND

TCA4132
INVALID OPTION
OPTION 1 IS ONLY VALID WHEN THE RULETYPE = RECOGNITION

TCA4139
FUTURE USE
THIS MESSAGE NUMBER RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE

TCA4141
ROW INVALID
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ROW MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA4142
ROW INVALID
ROW MUST BE NON-ZERO

TCA4143
COLUMN INVALID
COLUMN MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA4144
COLUMN INVALID
COLUMN MUST BE NON-ZERO

TCA4145
LENGTH INVALID
LENGTH MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA4146
LENGTH INVALID
LENGTH MUST BE NON-ZERO

TCA4147
OPERATION INVALID
THE OPERATION MUST BE EQ, NE, GT, LT, GE, OR LE

TCA4148
MISSING VALUE
VALUE IS A REQUIRED FIELD BUT WAS NOT ENTERED

TCA4149
FUTURE USE
THIS MESSAGE NUMBER RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE

TCA4150
INVALID OPTION
VALID OPTIONS ARE 1-15, AND 20-22

TCA4151
INVALID OPTION
SCREEN RECOGNITION NOT VALID WHEN THERE IS NO TEST STREAM
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TCA4152
INVALID OPTION
SCREEN RULES NOT ALLOWED IN SYSTEM OR APPLICATION RULESETS

TCA4153
MISSING RULE NAME
RULE NAME IS REQUIRED

TCA4154
INVALID SELECTION
RULE NAME MUST BE 'LOGGING' FOR OPTIONS 20-22

TCA4155
INVALID OPTION
OPTION NOT VALID FOR RULES CONTAINING FIELD RECOGNITION

TCA4156
INVALID RESET
RESET MODEL SCREEN SELECTION MUST BE Y OR N

TCA4157
RESET NOT ALLOWED
DELETE SCREEN RECOGNITION; THEN RE-SELECT MODEL SCREEN

TCA4158
INVALID RULENAME
RULENAME LOGGING IS INVALID WHEN RECOGNITION CRITERIA EXISTS

TCA4159
INVALID OPTION
ONLY OPTIONS 20 - 22 ARE VALID FOR LOGGING RULE

TCA4160
NOT NUMERIC
ENTRY MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA4161
NOT ZERO
ENTRY CANNOT BE ZERO

TCA4162
REQUIRED FIELD
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THIS IS A REQUIRED FIELD

TCA4170
INVALID SELECTION CHAR
VALID SELECTION CHARACTERS ARE LISTED ON THE MENU

TCA4171
RULENAME NOT FOUND
THE SPECIFIED RULENAME DOES NOT EXIST IN THIS RULESET

TCA4172
NOT SELECTABLE
THIS ITEM IS NOT SELECTABLE

TCA4173
INVALID FUNCTION
AN INVALID 'BROWSE' FUNCTION WAS SPECIFIED

TCA4174
REPLICATE RESTRICTION
REPLICATE IS NOT ALLOWED FOR THIS TYPE OF OBJECT

TCA4175
DEL SUCCESSFUL
DELETE SUCCESSFUL

TCA4176
SELECT INVALID
PREVIEW ONLY ALLOWED FOR 'RULE' OBJECTS

TCA4177
NO MODEL SCREEN
RULE TO BE PREVIEWED DOES NOT HAVE A MODEL SCREEN

TCA4179
FUTURE USE
THIS MESSAGE NUMBER RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE

TCA4180
INVALID CHARACTERS
INVALID CHARACTES IN DATE-AGING FORMAT MASK
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TCA4181
INVALID AGING
AGING OPERATOR IS INVALID; MUST BE 'D' OR 'Y

TCA4182
INVALID CHARACTERS
INVALID CHARACTES IN VALUE FIELD

TCA4183
INVALID MASK
MONTH, DAY, OR YEAR SPECIFIED MORE THAN ONCE IN MASK

TCA4184
INVALID FORMAT
MONTH, DAY, OR YEAR POSITION CONTAIN NON-NUMERIC DATA

TCA4185
INVALID CHARACTERS
INVALID CHARACTERS IN OPERATOR VALUE FIELD

TCA4186
INVALID VALUE
OPERATOR VALUE CANNOT BE '0'

TCA4187
No short form
COMPLETE DATA; THEN PRESS ENTER TO ADD/UPDATE THE RULE ACTION

TCA4188
INVALID OPERATOR
OPERATOR MUST BE '+', '-', '', OR '/'*

TCA4189
INVALID ACCUMULATOR
ACCUMULATOR MUST BE 'Y' OR 'N'

TCA4190
INVALID OPTION
THIS PANEL DOES NOT ACCEPT OPTIONS. JUST FILL IN AND PRESS ENTER

TCA4191
ROW INVALID
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ROW MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA4192
ROW INVALID
ROW MUST BE NON-ZERO

TCA4193
COLUMN INVALID
COLUMN MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA4194
COLUMN INVALID
COLUMN MUST BE NON-ZERO

TCA4195
LENGTH INVALID
LENGTH MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA4196
LENGTH INVALID
LENGTH MUST BE NON-ZERO

TCA4197
VARIABLES INCOMPLETE
THE ROW, COLUMN, AND LENGTH MUST BE SPECIFIED TOGETHER

TCA4198
FUTURE USE
THIS MESSAGE NUMBER RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE

TCA4201
ROW INVALID
ROW MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA4202
ROW INVALID
ROW MUST BE NON-ZERO

TCA4203
COLUMN INVALID
COLUMN MUST BE NUMERIC
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TCA4204
COLUMN INVALID
COLUMN MUST BE NON-ZERO

TCA4205
LENGTH INVALID
LENGTH MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA4206
LENGTH INVALID
LENGTH MUST BE NON-ZERO

TCA4207
MOVE INFO INCOMPLETE
ROW, COLUMN, AND LENGTH MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR BOTH FROM AND TO

TCA4208
JUSTIF. INVALID
JUSTIFICATION MUST BE L OR R OR LEFT BLANK

TCA4209
TRUNC INVALID
TRUNCATION MUST BE Y OR N OR LEFT BLANK

TCA4211
ROW INVALID
ROW MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA4212
ROW INVALID
ROW MUST BE NON-ZERO

TCA4213
COLUMN INVALID
COLUMN MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA4214
COLUMN INVALID
COLUMN MUST BE NON-ZERO

TCA4215
LENGTH INVALID
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LENGTH MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA4216
LENGTH INVALID
LENGTH MUST BE NON-ZERO

TCA4217
ATTR INVALID
ATTR MUST BE U, UM, UH, UHM, UN, UNM, UNH, UNHM; P, PM, PH, PHM, PS, PSM, PSH, PSHM

TCA4218
INFO INCOMPLETE
ROW, COLUMN, LENGTH, ATTR, AND VALUE REQUIRED TOGETHER

TCA4219
No short form
COMPLETE DATA; THEN PRESS ENTER TO ADD/UPDATE RULE ACTION

TCA4230
INVALID AID
THE AID KEY MUST BE A PF KEY, PA KEY, ENTER OR CLEAR

TCA4231
ENTER CHANGES
ENTER CHANGES

TCA4241
ROW INVALID
ROW MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA4242
ROW INVALID
ROW MUST BE NON-ZERO

TCA4243
COLUMN INVALID
COLUMN MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA4244
COLUMN INVALID
COLUMN MUST BE NON-ZERO
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TCA4245
ADD SUCCESSFUL
ADD SUCCESSFUL

TCA4246
UPD SUCCESSFUL
UPDATE SUCCESSFUL

TCA4247
ROW/COL INCOMPLETE
THE ROW AND COLUMN MUST BE SPECIFIED TOGETHER

TCA4249
FUTURE USE
THIS MESSAGE NUMBER RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE

TCA4251
ONLY Y/N
CAN ONLY SPECIFY Y OR N IN THIS FIELD

TCA4254
INVALID ENTRY
ENTRY NOT ALLOWED WHEN COMPARE=N

TCA4255
DATA REQUIRED
WCC CHANGE DATA REQUIRED WHEN COMPARE=Y

TCA4256
CHANGE REQUIRED
WCC CHANGE DATA MUST HAVE CHANGES WHEN COMPARE=Y

TCA4259
FUTURE USE
THIS MESSAGE NUMBER RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE

TCA4270
CUTID REQUIRED
CUTID REQUIRED

TCA4271
INVALID 1ST CHAR
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FIRST CHARACTER OF CUTID MUST BE 'C'

TCA4272
INVALID CUTID
LAST 5 CHARACTERS OF CUTID MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA4273
INVALID CUTID
LAST 5 CHARACTERS OF CUTID MUST BE NUMERIC BUT NOT ALL ZEROES

TCA4274
No short form
COMPLETE DATA; THEN PRESS ENTER TO ADD/UPDATE THE RULE ACTION

TCA4275
CUTID NOT FOUND
THE SPECIFIED CUTID WAS NOT FOUND IN THE RULESET

TCA4281
INC/EXC INVALID
INCLUDE/EXCLUDE VALUE MUST BE I OR E

TCA4284
USERID REQUIRED
AT LEAST 1 USERID IS REQUIRED

TCA4291
INC/EXC INVALID
INCLUDE/EXCLUDE VALUE MUST BE I OR E

TCA4294
TRANID REQUIRED
AT LEAST 1 TRANSACTION IS REQUIRED

TCA4303
TERMID REQUIRED
AT LEAST 1 TERMINAL ID IS REQUIRED

TCA4331
ROW INVALID
ROW MUST BE NUMERIC
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TCA4332
ROW INVALID
ROW MUST BE NON-ZERO

TCA4333
COLUMN INVALID
COLUMN MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA4334
COLUMN INVALID
COLUMN MUST BE NON-ZERO

TCA4335
LENGTH INVALID
LENGTH MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA4336
LENGTH INVALID
LENGTH MUST BE NON-ZERO

TCA4341
ROW INVALID
ROW MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA4342
ROW INVALID
ROW MUST BE NON-ZERO

TCA4343
COLUMN INVALID
COLUMN MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA4344
COLUMN INVALID
COLUMN MUST BE NON-ZERO

TCA4345
LENGTH INVALID
LENGTH MUST BE NUMERIC

TCA4346
LENGTH INVALID
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LENGTH MUST BE NON-ZERO

TCA4347
ATTR INVALID
ATTR MUST BE U, UM, UH, UHM, UN, UNM, UNH, UNHM; P, PM, PH, PHM, PS, PSM, PSH, PSHM

TCA4348
ATTR INVALID
ATTR IS IN CONFLICT WITH LOCATION OF FIELD CHANGE

TCA4349
INFO INCOMPLETE
ROW, COLUMN, LENGTH, AND VALUE REQUIRED. ATTR IS OPTIONAL

TCA4350
INVALID OPTION
THIS PANEL DOES NOT ACCEPT OPTIONS. JUST FILL IN AND PRESS ENTER

TCA4351
MISSING RULETYPE
RULE TYPE MUST BE R(ECOGNITION), S(CREEN), OR G(LOBAL)

TCA4352
INVALID RULETYPE
RULE TYPE MUST BE R(ECOGNITION), S(CREEN), OR G(LOBAL)

TCA4353
MISSING RULE NAME
RULE NAME IS REQUIRED

TCA4354
MISSING DESC
DESCRIPTION IS REQUIRED

TCA4355
INVALID MOVEMENT
IF RULETYPE=SCREEN, PRESS PF9 AND SELECT A MODEL SCREEN FIRST

TCA4356
DUPLICATE NAME
THE SPECIFIED RULE NAME IS ALREADY IN THE RULESET
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TCA4357
ADD FAILED
INTERNAL ERROR - PROGRAM xxxxxxxx RETURNED REASON CODE nn

TCA4358
ADD SUCCESSFUL
THE RULE WAS SUCCESSFULLY ADDED TO THE RULESET

TCA4900
ADD SUCCESSFUL
ADD SUCCESSFUL

TCA4901
UPD SUCCESSFUL
UPD SUCCESSFUL

TCA4902
ROW INVALID
ROW INVALID

TCA4903
ROW INVALID
ROW MUST BE NON-ZERO

TCA4904
COLUMN INVALID
COLUMN INVALID

TCA4905
COLUMN INVALID
COLUMN MUST BE NON-ZERO

TCA4906
LENGTH INVALID
LENGTH INVALID

TCA4907
LENGTH INVALID
LENGTH MUST BE NON-ZERO

TCA4908
ROW REQUIRED
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ROW REQUIRED

TCA4909
COL REQUIRED
COLUMN REQUIRED

TCA4910
LEN REQUIRED
LENGTH REQUIRED

TCA4911
NO TEST STREAM
CANNOT SELECT MODEL SCREEN BECAUSE THERE IS NO TEST STREAM

TCA4913
NO MODEL SCREEN
PREVIEW REQUIRES A MODEL SCREEN

TCA4914
NO TEST STREAM
CANNOT PREVIEW MODEL SCREEN BECAUSE THERE IS NO TEST STREAM

TCA4915
I/O FLD INVALID
INPUT/OUTPUT FIELD MUST BE I OR O

TCA5142
DEL SUCCESSFUL
DELETE SUCCESSFUL

TCA5143
LEN/VAL CONFLICT
LENGTH FIELD AND THE LENGTH OF THE VALUE ENTERED ARE UNEQUAL

TCA5150
INVALID OPTION
SCREEN RECOGNITION RULE ACTION ALREADY PRESENT IN THIS RULE

TCA5151
INVALID OPTION
RULE CONTAINS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF RULE ACTIONS OF THIS TYPE
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TCA5152
INVALID OPTION
RULE CONTAINS THE MAX NUMBER OF INPUT AND OUTPUT RULE ACTIONS OF THIS TYPE

TCA5153
No short form
RULE IS NOT YET COMPLETE - MUST SELECT MODEL SCREEN

TCA5154
INVALID RULENAME
"LOGGING" RULENAME IS INVALID WHEN FIELD CHANGE RULE ACTIONS EXIST

TCA5155
No short form
RULE IS NOT YET COMPLETE - MUST ADD RULE ACTION

TCA5156
MUST ADD RULE
CANNOT PREVIEW UNTIL THE RULE HAS BEEN ADDED

TCA5157
DUPLICATE NAME
THE SPECIFIED RULE NAME IS ALREADY IN THE RULESET

TCA5158
INVALID ACTION
PREVIEW/SELECT NOT VALID FOR RULE NAME 'LOGGING'

TCA5159
INVALID RULENAME
ONLY ONE RULENAME LOGGING ALLOWED PER RULESET

TCA5160
INVALID RULENAME
RULENAME IS INVALID WHEN LOGGING RULE ACTIONS EXIST

TCA5180
INVALID OVERFLOW
OVERFLOW MUST BE 'Y' OR 'N'

TCA5181
FORMAT INVALID
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LENGTH OF AGING FORMAT IS GREATER THAN SCREEN LOCATION LENGTH

TCA5182
ENTRY MISSING
INITIAL VALUE MUST BE A 'Y' OR 'N'

TCA5183
INVALID ENTRY
INITIAL VALUE MUST BE A 'Y' OR 'N'

TCA5184
VALUE REQUIRED
VALUE IS REQUIRED WHEN INITIAL VLUE IS 'Y'

TCA5185
SCOPE INVALID
SCOPE MUST BE 'S', 'T', OR 'U'

TCA5186
ENTRY INVALID
ENTRY NOT ALLOWED WHEN ACCUMULATE='N'

TCA5187
VALUE INVALID
286198 EMSG, 'VALUE MUST BE NUMERIC'

TCA5188
OPERATOR MISSING
OPERATOR IS REQUIRED

TCA5189
OPERATOR VALUE MISSING
OPERATOR VALUE IS REQUIRED

TCA5190
ADD SUCCESSFUL
ADD SUCCESSFUL

TCA5191
UPD SUCCESSFUL
UPDATE SUCCESSFUL
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TCA5192
DEL SUCCESSFUL
DELETE SUCCESSFUL

TCA5200
FILL INVALID
FILL MUST BE HEX VALUE, CHAR VALUE, BLANK OR NULL

TCA5201
FILL INVALID
INVALID HEX VALUE IN FILL

TCA5202
ADD SUCCESSFUL
ADD SUCCESSFUL

TCA5203
UPD SUCCESSFUL
UPDATE SUCCESSFUL

TCA5204
DEL SUCCESSFUL
DELETE SUCCESSFUL

TCA5210
ADD SUCCESSFUL
ADD SUCCESSFUL

TCA5211
UPD SUCCESSFUL
UPDATE SUCCESSFUL

TCA5212
DEL SUCCESSFUL
DELETE SUCCESSFUL

TCA5213
LEN/VAL CONFLICT
LENGTH FIELD AND THE LENGTH OF THE VALUE ENTERED ARE UNEQUAL

TCA5230
ADD SUCCESSFUL
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ADD SUCCESSFUL

TCA5231
UPD SUCCESSFUL
UPDATE SUCCESSFUL

TCA5232
DEJ SUCCESSFUL
DELETE SUCCESSFUL

TCA5240
ADD SUCCESSFUL
ADD SUCCESSFUL

TCA5241
UPD SUCCESSFUL
UPDATE SUCCESSFUL

TCA5242
DEL SUCCESSFUL
DELETE SUCCESSFUL

TCA5330
ADD SUCCESSFUL
ADD SUCCESSFUL

TCA5331
UPD SUCCESSFUL
UPDATE SUCCESSFUL

TCA5332
DEL SUCCESSFUL
DELETE SUCCESSFUL

TCA5340
ADD SUCCESSFUL
ADD SUCCESSFUL

TCA5341
UPD SUCCESSFUL
UPDATE SUCCESSFUL
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TCA5342
DEL SUCCESSFUL
DELETE SUCCESSFUL

TCA5343
LEN/VAL CONFLICT
LENGTH FIELD AND THE LENGTH OF THE VALUE ENTERED ARE UNEQUAL

TCA5350
UPD SUCCESSFUL
UPDATE SUCCESSFUL

TCA6009
FUTURE USE
THIS MESSAGE NUMBER RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE

TCA6040
INVALID SELECTION CHAR
VALID SELECTION CHARACTERS ARE LISTED ON THE MENU

TCA6041
NOT SELECTABLE
THIS ITEM IS NOT SELECTABLE

TCA6042
CANNOT USE D HERE
CANNOT DELETE A RULESET WHILE DOING A RUN

TCA6043
ONLY 1 AT A TIME
CAN ONLY SPECIFY ONE S OR ONE D AT A TIME

TCA6111
INTERNAL ERROR
AN INVALID TCALL WAS MADE. CONTACT CUSTOMER SUPPORT.

TCA6112
TARGET RS EXISTS
RULESET EXISTS WITH SAME NAME AS THE COPY TO OR RENAME TO TESTSTREAM.

TCA6150
INVALID OPTION
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OPTION NOT VALID FOR RULES CONTAINING SCREEN RECOGNITION

TCA6180
ACCUMULATE MISSING
ACCUMULATE MUST BE 'Y' OR 'N'

TCA6181
OVERFLOW MISSING
OVERFLOW MUST BE 'Y' OR 'N'

TCA6182
SCOPE MISSING
SCOPE IS REQUIRED WHEN ACCUMULATE='Y'

TCA6183
FORMAT INVALID
YEAR MUST BE REPRESENTED IN DATE AGING FORMAT

TCA6184
FORMAT INVALID
DAYS MUST BE REPRESENTED IN DATE AGING FORMAT

TCA6185
FORMAT INVALID
MONTH NOT VALID IN JULIAN DATE AGING FORMAT

TCA6186
FORMAT INVALIDE
MONTH MUST BE REPRESENTED IN GREGORIAN DATE AGING FORMAT

TCA6187
AGING TYPE MISSING
AGING TYPE 'D' OR 'Y' REQUIRED FOR DATE AGING

TCA6188
TYPE INVALID
AGING TYPE NOT PRESENT IN DATE AGING FORMAT

TCA6189
LEN INCORRECT
LENGTH SPECIFIED IS NOT EQUAL TO THE DATE AGING FORMAT LENGTH
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TCA7180
DD INVALID
VALUE OF DD MUST BE 01 THROUGH 31

TCA7181
DDD INVALID
VALUE OF DDD MUST BE 001 THROUGH 366

TCA7182
MM INVALID
VALUE OF MM MUST BE 01 THROUGH 12

TCA7183
ENTRY INVALID
AGING TYPE NOT ALLOWED WHEN NOT DATE AGING

TCA7184
OVERFLOW INVALID
OVERFLOW NOT VALID WHEN DATE AGING

TCA7185
LENGTH INCORRECT
LENGTH SPECIFIED IS NOT EQUAL TO THE VALUE LENGTH

TCA9990
FUNCTION CANCELLED
PF3 WAS PRESSED; THEREFORE NOTHING WAS ADDED OR UPDATED

TCA9998
NO SUCH SCREEN
NO DEVELOPMENT SCREEN WITH THAT NAME

TCA9999
No short form
FUNCTION CURRENTLY NOT AVAILABLE
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Additional Resources
This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about this product:

• Education and Training

Product Support

Use the following links to obtain more product support:

• Broadcom Support
• Knowledge Base Articles
• Mainframe Product Information

User Communities

Use the following links to obtain more product support:

• Verify Community

Social Media

Use the following social media resources to connect with the Broadcom Mainframe Software Division global community:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software on Twitter
• Broadcom Mainframe Software on LinkedIn
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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